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THE CANDY MINT WITH THE HOLE
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SCREENLAND
Two black sheep trying to turn white
2

7

lint

7

Square

Crooks
bad man
CAN
world
a

live

down

inevitably "get"

his past

its

—or does the under-

own when

Johnny Mack Brown who

is

sup-

posed to have turned straight, hands
his pal in reformation, Robert
Armstrong, a severe jolt by showing
him thefamous Carson jewels, which
have just been mysteriously stolen.

a crook tries to

turn straight?

"SQUARE CROOKS"

plays the spotlight on the seamy
and shows
entirely new angle
you a few episodes in the private life of a reformed gangster
who is trying to "come back" that will make your skin creep!
_

side of

—

crookdom from an

Thrills, mystery, humor, romance and tragedy move side
side from start to finish of this super-study of the shady
side of human nature! There are enough situations in it

by

make a dozen good stories! And a master story teller
makes every one of them count in a feat of skilled directing
that will stand as a model for a long time to come
to

Watch

for the

announcement of

"SQUARE CROOKS"

at your favorite playhouse.
You'll be missing
year's best pictures if you fail to see it!

one of the
With

men hounded by the
of the Carson
jewels, Dorothy Dwan and Dorothy
their

police for the theft

JOHNNY MACK BROWN— DOROTHY DWAN
DOROTHY APPLEBY— ROBERT ARMSTRONG

with

Appleby

set their wits to

get them out

ANOTHER GREAT

of the

"work to

net.
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Ask your Theatre Manager
all the great

Romance", "Legion of the Condemned"

for the dates of

Paramount Pictures of 1928 —

everyone is sure to be the "best show in town".

PARAMOUNT FAMOUS

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes", Emiljannings

Adolph Zukor,

in

"The Last Command", "Tillie's Punctured

..//
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SCREENLAND

An Answer

Page of

Information
Address: Miss Vee
((

Frances

Lee

Dee

Screenland Magazine
49 West 45th Street
New York City

has

the answer to most
of your wishes

Discover the

DAZING

WHITENESS
of Your

Own Skin/

beg to present one of the great
beauty discoveries of all time
a three-fold skin-whitener.
ExI

.

.

.

pect results that will amaze you.
in just three to six days,
you can triple the whiteness of your skin
smooth it to soft, creamy texture
and clear it of "very blemish.

For now,
.

.

.

.

.

.

New

Natural Method
Whitens Skin in 3 days
Your

skin «3 far whiter than you imagine, but
whiteness is masked beneath years of exposure to sun, wind, dust, etc.
My new-type
lotion unveils vt and multiplies it.
In six days
this lotion undoes the havoc of years of exposure.
In a perfectly natural way, amazing whiteness
and smoothness are brought up from underneath
the darkened, weather-roughened surface.
its

Freckles, Blackheads Vanish
Blemishes, roughness and tiny imperfections are
erased from the skin surface.
AH trace of
freckles, tan, blackheads and roughness disappear almost a3 if you had wished them away.
You actually see your skin grow clear, fresh,
ivory-white.
and this beauty is in the skin
itself— smooth,
delicate,
flawless
beauty that
powder can never give
.

.

I

Now Used in 28
Never before

Countries

have women had such a cosmetic.
In a few short months its fame has spread to
three continents and 28 countries.
Now, in just
three to six days, you can have the glory of a
clear,

milk-white skin.

Positive Guarantee
Will you try this amazing treatment?
Test it
to whiten hands, face or neck.
Apply in three
minutes at bedtime.
See what a remarkable
improvement just three days make.

—

Send no money simply mail coupon.
When
package arrives pay postman only $1.50 for the
regular large-size bottle.
Use this wonderful
cosmetic six days. Then, if not simply delighted,
return it, and I will refund your money without comment.
Mail coupon today to (Mrs.)

GERVAISE

GRAHAM,

Chicago. (Canadian address:

25

W.

Illinois

61 College St..

St.,

Toronto)

GERVAISE GRAHAM
Jetton FACE BLEACH

u

w

mmlMIt NOW«»«— •••••••«•»•

. .. .»..««
(Mr».) GERVAISE GRAHAM,
Dept.
MG-5. 25 W. Illinois

several years of trouping with the best
tent'shows on earth as 'chief cowboy' and
fancy rider, Ken was all set for the movies.
Do you remember when he played Paul
Revere in Janice Meredith and how that
boy did ride? Ken was born in Mission,
Texas, July 21, 189?; is 5 feet 11 inches
tall,
and weighs 181 pounds.
He has
black hair and gray eyes and is married.
Kathleen Collins played opposite him in
The Devils Saddle. Allene Ray and Walter Miller were co-starred in the serial,

Haw\

Chicago.

Send me, postage paid, one Lotion Face Bleaeh.
arrival, I will pay postman only $1.50. If not
delighted after six days' use I will return it and
you will at once refund my money.

Name
Address
,

of the Hills.

M.

L.

and

S.

E.

of Columbus,

E.

Ga.

Some one wants Rin-Tin-Tin
You can't keep a good dog down

Woof-woof!
again.

and who wants to? Write to his owner,
Lee Duncan, at Warner Bros. Studios, Sunset
Blvd. and Bronson St., Hollywood,
Calif., and maybe Rinty will reward you
with some nice little 'barks.'
Colleen
Moore in private life is Mrs. John McCormick, wife of the producer.

Do

Pollyanna of Texas.

came along

you know you

time, with
your blue-eyes smile and some freckles on
your nose and red hair?
Allow me some
liberty in

at

my

just

the

poetic flights

right

—

I

love red hair

and blue eyes and when I get started on
the subject, I just burn up the words and
those freckles are likely to get in the

wrong

Joan Crawford was born in San
Antonio, Texas, in 1905.
She has brown
place.

hair,

Actress, Flushing, N.. Y.
poor little dear!
You've looked high
low for the address of Alice Joyce
now you appeal to me. Well, you
come to the right place to look for
Little

blue eyes,

You weighs

110

is

5

pounds.

feet 4 inches tall

and

You

can write to
and her at Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver City,
Richard Arlen was born in Charand Calif.
Address him at
have lottesville, Va., in 1899.
5451 Marathon St.,
her, Paramount Studios,

but you'll have to act quick and put some
pep into your postage stamp for it's said
that the lovely Alice is going to England

Hollywood,
Jersey

Calif.

Mosquitoes,

Curly

of

Baltimore,

some pictures, soon.
Her last Carol of Beaumont, Jimmie s Admirer from
And many others who are ardfilm, 13 Washington Square, was made at Pittsburgh
Universal Studios, Universal City, Cal. ent James Hall fans, hearken; here is
Ann Pennington is not in pictures now something you want to know about your
and I do not know her address.
The favorite. Yes, James is married, it's sad
Japanese star, Sessue Hayakawa, is doing but true and what are we going to do
He played opposite Bebe Dana turn in vaudeville and has not made a about it?
(Continued on page 102)
film for some time.
to

St.,

On

City and State

Maynard Fan, Browntown,
Wis. Just let anyone try to make
you give up Screenland! Not
while I have two feet on the
ground and a couple of strong 'rights.
Now that we are all stirred up and in fine
running order I'll hand you out some facts
about your favorite, Ken Maynard. After
EN

make

—

SGREENLAND
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ALAN HALE,

SUE CAROL and

\
\

ALBERTA VAUGHN

ALAN HALE

He

hadn't come to her, so she went
him. He was rough, almost brutal.
Pluckily she tried to keep back the
tears. Then she saw before him, half
hidden, her little photo. He saw her
face light up and knew the reason why.
He dropped the ashes from his cigarette
upon her picture. "All right, Big Boy,"
she said, with a catch in her throat, "it's
O. K. with me" and
walked away. Why did
he act that way with the
girl he
loved?
Thus
harshly he gave her up.
Did he get her back?
Pathos, yet with it, roar
on roar of laughter!
to

you were to tell in
detail your idea of your
ideal picture you'd be describing something very
If

and "The Night Flyer"
see

him

you'll

want

to

in this.

He and

Alan Hale, the bang-'em and

slam-'em rough neck riveters, flirting
with death far above the street, always
fighting with one another yet inseparable, you'll love them; Sue Carol, who
just can't understand why her riveter
should pour his heart out to her one
minute, then "throw her
down" the next; Alberta

Vaughn as the girl who
didn't much care who the
man was so long as she
had a man; what a cast it
is

and how they

fit

their

roles!

You'll love "Skyscraper."

Ask at your local
when it will be

theatre
playing.

Remembering William
Boyd in "The Volga Boatman," "Dress Parade"

A d a p t e d by Elliott
Glawson and Tay Garnett from the story by
Dudley Murphy.

Directed by

DE MILLE

close to "Skyscraper."

HOWARD HIGGIN

Studio Production

SCREENLAND
Easy to

Banish Fat

Try This Modern

Way
Not always by abnormal exercise or
diet. That is hard and slow. Most people

who try it lack

the patience to continue.

Esther
Ralston

Another method has in late years attained enormous use. Itis easy, pleasant,
scientific,

The

based on modern research.
now so common are

WHITE HANDS

slender figures

largely due to that.

That method is embodied in Marmola
prescription tablets. People have used
them for 20 years millions of boxes of
them.They have told the results to others.
in almost every circle there are
people who can show you what they do.
Marmola contains a substance which,
in the body, turns food into fuel and
energy rather than into fat. The complete prescription is stated in every box.
Also the reasons for results. This to banish any fear of harm and to let you know
just why you get the benefits that come.
Go try Marmola, as myriads of people
for two decades have done. Not only for
new beauty, but new health and vitality.
Simply take four tablets daily until you
get the results desired. Then, in kindness to your friends, tell them what
Marmola does. Go order before you
forget it and watch the delightful change.

—

By

Esther Ralston

Now

Marmola

prescription tablets are
sold by all druggists at £1 per box.
your druggist is out, he will get
them at once from his jobber.
If

MARMOLA

^Prescription tablets
Jhe 'Pleasant Way toTteduce

WARRANTED ADVERTISING

N

ultra'modern

edition

of

advertisement

publication in
subject

to

Screenland

submitted

Screenland

investigation.

in \eeping

its

is

for

accepted

To

assist

advertising

columns clean, readers are invited to
inform the Advertising Department of
Screenland of any instance that im'
plies a lac\ of

of an

good faith on the part

—

era of cynical sophistication.
The struggle of love against the hardened
crust of
futility
and dillusionment that
armors the hearts of the present generation
of youth
that is the story of 'White Hands.
Companionate Marriage, one of the most
daring and discussed problems of modern
sscial history is a motivating force in this

—

drama.

Not a preachment against the new solu'
tion of the divorce evil, White Hands is
a scientific dissection of the 'old tie that
binds,' and the new companionate agreement that works like an optional contract.
I was sincerely happy with Paramount's
decision to produce 'White Hands as an
Esther Ralston starring vehicle.
I am intrigued by this story of youth's triumph,
and I am more than passingly interested
in the companionate marriage doctrine.
The story opens with the battle of age

A

thoroughly modern daughter
decided that companionate marriage
will
solve her problems.
thoroughly
old fashioned father is shocked into violence.
He kidnaps his own child with the
assistance of the captain of his yacht, and
the group sets sail for Alaska to 'clear the
modern rubbish' from the daughter's brain.
The daughter, a product of today's freedom, rebells actively against this unfair
advantage of physical strength.
She hates
the young captain for his part in the conspiracy to ruin her adventure into a companionate marriage.
She reprimands her
father for his lack of sportsmanship.
Days become weeks weeks months. Amid
the wild beauty of the Alaskan wilderness
the daughter remains unrelenting.
In a desperate attempt to beat these two
male creatures at their own game and get
back to civilization, the girl succeeds in
stealing away in a small launch.
sudden
storm complicates matters.
From shore the
captain sights the tossing, pitching boat and

and youth.
has

—

advertiser.

SEE CALIFORNIA FOR

25c

California Kden. world's most beautiful travelog all
Principal cities, points of interest; incolor art book.
formation; romantic story, marvelous growth, prosperity,
business oppoitunities, scenic splendor,
climate, soil,
Benton Pub. Co., Los Angeles,
products; 25c postpd.
Cal., Dept. E.

old,

Love the exalted, the all-consuming emotion, is tested in an

A

Every

an

old tale.

A

struggles to save the .lone occupant before
The captain reaches
sea claims her.
launch safely and finds his terror
The boat
stricken captive at the wheel.
is
carried out to sea by the storm and
tossed upon an unexplored island of the

the
the

Alaskan

A

coast.

man and woman suddenly

necessary to continue life in an
uncivilised corner of the earth.

find

it

unknown,

Existence becomes an unbelievable battle.
eating, clothing the
Habits of a lifetime
develop into all-abbody, keeping warm
sorbing problems, demanding the entire
strength and ingenuity of the man and the

—
—

woman.

A

child of luxury is reduced to a life
Her complicated phistark simplicity.
losophy of life slowly unravels. And slowly,
the unadulterated, unvery slowly love
tampered love of woman for man man for

of

—

woman

—makes

itself

—

known

to

her.

An

unreasoning emotion, primitive but beautiful, that needs no man-made laws to make
girl
it sacred grows between a boy and
both products of the sophisticated age.
Marriage, divorce, companionate ties dissolve into meaningless theories before the
onrush of unquestioning devotion.
The story ends with the daughter and
captain transplanted once more amid the
But this young
dangers of civilization.
couple is serenely certain of love and marriage.
An uncompromising adventure with
nature has given this girl and boy a clear
and a true sense of the values of

vision
life.

To me, the strongest chapters of this
story deal with the development of twentieth-century youth in stone-age environment.
The dawn of love in the midst of
chaos and struggle is one of my pet personal theories for I have always maintained
that a man and woman must face disaster,
disappointment, tragedy and suffering together before they can face the world and
say, 'Our love has been put to the test, and
was not found wanting.'

SCREENLAND
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READING BETWEEN THE LINES

THE BIG PARADE
ONCE AGAIN M ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

BEN-HUR

WEST POINT

HAS CLOSED THE SEASON, 1927-28

LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT
WITH THE MOST OUTSTANDING LIST
BABY MINE Hp) THE DIVINE WOMAN
OF SUCCESSES OF ANY PRODUCER

memory
YOUR
make
Test

is

as

good as you

See what it
can really do. Here, for example, is
a chance to test it and to win $50
in cash for the test. Read over the
five questions below. Think back
over the M-G-M pictures you have
seen or heard about recently and
then see how well you can answer
it.

it.

the questions. If you see, and remember, you have a good chance
to win.

For the

man who

enters the best

answers there is the $50 cash prize
and the cigarette case I carried
while I was playing in "The
Enemy". For the lady who sends
in the best answers there is also a
$50 prize. In addition, Miss Eleanor

Boardman, who

Crowd"

offers the

bag she wears

stars in "The
handsome hand-

in the early part

of

the picture.

LOVE
THE STUDENT PRINCE
INDUSTRY
OF PICTURES IN THE
am
THE LATEST FROM PARIS
M-G-M HAS HAD MORE BIG HITS
THE ENEMY
THE SMART SET
BIGGER STORIES, BIGGER STARS,
THE FAIR CO-ED
THE CROWD
THAN ANY MOTION PICTURE COMPANY
THE BIG CITY
THE PATSY
M-G-M GIVES YOU THIS PROMISE
SUOHN GILBERT IP GRETA GARBO
FOR THE COMING SEASON, 1918-1929
NORMA SHEARER C3» DANE AND ARTHUR
YOU WILL AGAIN GET THE BEST
MARION DAVIES Hp RAMON NOVARRO

Miss Boardman will also give a
personally autographed photograph
of herself to each of the fifty ladies
or men who send in the next best
sets of answers.

Your memory

counts, not only in
but in everything you
do. Read over the questions: if the
answers do not occur to you immediately think them over and
then send in as many answers as
this contest

you can. Here's luck, and may the

memory

best

1

Name
p:

win.

the directors of six of the
listed in this adver-

tisement.

famous since "The Big Parade",
has since been starred in its own
pictures?

3 Name

the part which, in your
is best acted in any
M-G-M picture listed at the left
(aside from the star parts). Give
your reasons in 75 words or less.

opinion

4 In

what M-G-M picture is a
honeymoon night pictured and
under what circumstances?

5 Name

two recent M-G-M sucon popular Broad-

cesses based

way

musical

hits.

Write your answers on one side of a single
sheet ol paper and mail to Competition

Editor 3rd floor, 1540 Broadway,
York. All answers must be received
by May 15th. Winners' names will be pub-

New

lished in a later issue of this magazine.

MOTION PICTURE ENTERTAINMENT
WILLIAM HAINES
LON CHAN

IN

EY&

of the Norma Shearer
Contest of January

Winners

FROM M ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
MORE STARS THAN THERE ARE

Note: If you do not attend the picture
yourself you may question your friends or
consult motion picture magazines. In event
of ties, each tying contestant will be
awarded a prize identical in character with
that tied for.

IN

HEAVEN

ALICE KERFOOT
Riverdale,
WILLIAM T.
Neilsvllle,

Maryland

TRAGSDOR
Wisconsin

Autographed photographs have been sent
to the next 50 prize winners

SCREENLAND
'What's 'Doing in ^imes Square
By Helen \jidlam

Hollywood
HOLLYWOOD!

Mecca of the aspiring
goal of the ambitious
How many of us
rainbow's end.
cherish the hope to eventually 'see this
this
most fascinating of all cities
playground of the world? But how few
know that their wish can lie realized?
.

.

..

.

.

—
.

Hollywood

.

.

.

Calling

is

is

arms

Hollywood receives with open
who come to her with a mission

.

.

.

those

some

offering to lav before the shrine of
PICTURE.
her Patron Saint
To such, she becomes a veritable cornucopia of
Wealth,
the sweetest of the world's fruits
Tame, Idolatry.

tangible

—THE

There

is a
field
for

.

need in the motion

crying

new

.

new

ideas,

And those that
writers.
mand are those who are
to formulate their ideas in
them acceptable for the

stories,
supply this

will

willing

a

to

manner

pic-

new
de-

learn how
that makes

screen.

The Hollywood Academy,

instituted by one
of Hollywood's leading scenario writers, can
teach you this fascinating, remunerative profession.
You do not have to be a genius. All
you need is an idea. Your idea in acceptable
form is worth a fortune.

The Hollywood Academy Course teaching
Motion Picture Play-Writing has been called
and rightly "The Key to Hollywood".
Membership in the Hollywood Academy is open to
anyone.
And it is people with ideas, people

—

who are
humdrum

No
You

not content to stay in the rut of
existence that compose its membership.

Contract

to

Bind You!

not bound by any contract.
Membership is by subscription consisting of a very
nominal membership fee and ridiculously small
monthly dues covering the period of tuition.
Send the coupon now. It will bring you a
beautifully
illustrated
booklet
"The Key to
Hollywood".
Many pages of intimacy with the
cinemetropolis of the west
and details
of the most distinctive, dignified and sincere
plan ever conceived.
are

.

;

.

.

THE HOLLYWOOD ACADEMY
55

West 42nd

St.,

New

York.

Dept.

J

E

l'lease

send

booklet

"The Key

Hollywood".

to

«

2

Name

_

new p orc N0T
j

Square.

trig

the

last

The boy who

_

9

The Key Ti Holly weed

mes

Screenland was deluged

>

interviews and news
items concerning him. One
of them said that he had
been on the Fox lot a long
time and that seemed to
click with something in my

with

The

Command' has
pac ^ ed the Hew Yor ^

ten

,

it.

<^i

Last

months, he has often been
off of

in

His picture

Ridt0 j or the past
wee\s though

re-

$ix

fused a fortune to appear
in motion pictures has more

memory,

of celluloid to his credit than many
a star in the business.
His very eagerness
to avoid publicity makes the public all the
more determined to see him. When you
think it over we are a selfish, bloodthirsty
lot.
Always minding everybody's business
but our own. Yet behind all the emotional
enthusiasms that compose crowd worship
I think there is a spark of real sincerity
in the world's affection for Lindy.
At the
Astor theatre where King Vidor's The
Crowd is running there is a 'short' of
Lindy billed as "40,000 miles with Lindbergh."
It
shows Lindy's preparation
of the famous flight of 'We' to Paris and
ends with the finale of the South American
tour.
When it was over the applause was
deliberate and strong.
And the greatest
proof of its deep sincerity was the complete
lack of hysteria that usually dominates such
Some of this sturdy lad's
a demonstration.
own fine quality is transmuted to the thousands who cheer him on.
In the Square rests a recruiting plane,
such as Lindy used to fly himself in his
air mail work and thousands gather round
it day and night.
The police have a fine
time to keep the small boys from climbing
feet

I

t

•

on Broadway
Although I

j doubt whether, dur-

MOTION
.

ture

Iindy
again.

over and through it to see what makes it
work, and a philosopher could learn a lot
about his fellow human if he stood around
for an hour and listened to the various comments of the people.

Broadway welcomed many stars this
month but the one that had the greatest
interest for me was the newest star, well
practically the newest star, in pictures.

name

is

Nick Stuart and

all

His

of a sudden

when I was on the
seemed to remember a little
boy who never walked he always ran. If it
was just across the sidewalk and he had only
three steps to take, he took them running,
About eight
Fox lot myself

years ago

I

—

On a thick black thatch of hair stayed mi'
raculously a little round worsted cap and his
big brown eyes were always very earnest.
His face when he smiled, which wasn't
often, was suddenly transformed into a burst
How he got on the lot you
of sunshine.
can read in the screen news from Broadway
article on page 30 but his first job was as an
actor.
Then, rather than leave the atmosphere that he loved, he stayed on as an
office boy until there was another opening
He was a good office
for him as an actor.
boy too, he gave the best he had to the job
that meant to him the gateway to paradise. As
he grew older he found many things around
He became an
the lot that he could do.
assistant cameraman, an assistant director
and even helped with the continuity of
He eagerly drank in all the
the stories.
knowledge he could, not only because it
interested him but because he knew that the
more angles he had on this work that he
loved the better he would be when his time
came to act. And now it has come, and
I could wish that even a third of the aspirants now storming the gates of Hollywood
were half as well prepared as Nick. There's
nothing to stop him from rising to the top
and sticking there, chiefly because he has
a level head and I really think Nick will
And what do you think he did
keep it.
while in New York? He rode a fire engine
(Continued on page 95)
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You'll enjoy

it

as millions

have enjoyed Johnny's
previous hits

—

HOME MADE
WHITE PANTS WILLIE
ALL ABOARD

THE BROWN DERBY
STEPPING ALONG

RAINBOW RILEY

Presented by C.CBURR
Adapted fxom the melo'comic
extiavaganxa by OWEN DAVIS
directed by CHARLES HINTS

Jim

notional rxcxureh

Take the Guesswork Out of "Going

to the

Movies"

tg5p
^^^^
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HIDDEN GOLD-'
your hair

in

Re-discover

it,

too!

Broadway
DO YOU

one

tonight, in

A

treasure

hunt

—

something precious

—

loveliness

Hidden there
undreamed of;

YOUTH—

You

— remove
Then

all trace

—
—

—

a
time she was a
little
piece of

a

of soap. Your hair appears shades lighter.
you apply the extra touch the
"plus" that makes this shampoo different! Instantly new
gloss
new finish! All trace of dullness gone! Millions use
regularly! Nothing to bleach or change natural color of
your hair. Just a wonderful shampoo plus ! At your favorite dealers', or if not, send 25 cents to J.
Kobi Co.,
Dept., E-6J7 Rainier Ave., Seattle, Wash.
rinse

but

upon

once

is

sparkling radiance that is
key to popularity,
romance, happiness! You can revive this charm, tonight,
with Golden Glint! Rich, generous lather cleanses each
hair.

now,

girl

in your hair!

honey

({Just a

mooning movie

shampooing!

Blanche Mehaffey has
a happy time bac\ on
the

main

Broadway

her-

self.

street of the

world.

W.

Golden Glint
the

By

SHAMPOO/*"

C

MAGIC KEY TO YOUTHFUL "LOCKS"

A.

Leonard

71

MGRICAN ACAD6MY
OF DRAMATIC ARTS
Founded 1884 by Franklin H. Sargent

institution for Dramatic and
The instruction of the
Academy furnishes the essential preparation for
Directing and Teaching as well as for Acting.
The training is educative and practical, developing Poise, Personality and Expressional

The foremost

Expressional Training.

Power, of value to those in professional
and to the layman.
Spring Class Still Open

of Horace
Greely, and

went

gave out when
he reached the

it wasn't for Broadway, what would Holly
wood do?

G[ If

Extension Dramatic Courses in co-operation with

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

oil fields of
Texas, and the
only thing that
stood between

Free Catalog describing all Courses from

Room

253-

E CARNEGIE HALL, New York

OST

stories of

Now

the

is

Time

to

Get Rid

of

Those

Ugly Spots
chance, Miss Freckleface, to try a
remedy for freckles with the guarantee of a
reliable concern that it will not cost you a penny
unless it removes your freckles; while if it does
give you a clear complexion the expense is

Here's a

trifling.

—

Simply get an ounce of Othine
double strength
from any drug or department store and a few
applications should show you how easy it is to
rid yourself of the homely freckles and get a
beautiful complexion.
Rarely is more than one
ounce needed for the worst cases.

—

Be sure

to

ask for the double strength Othine
is sold under guarantee of money

as this strength

back

if

it

fails

to

remove your

freckles.

sue

a honeymoon trip to New York,
Miami,
Havana and the Bahamas. In January she

married

he

lad of
the son of a New York lawyer,
took the advice of his father,
an adherent

star-

lifted

steel

pipes weighing

two
and
and, although
sixteen,

he

it

lifted

hundred

fifty

pounds or he
went hungry.
almost killed this boy of
them.

He

can

still

lift

them today, even though he is a millionaire and doesn't have to.
Now we may leave off George Hausen's
story for the time being and return to
The
that of Blanche Mehaffey, his wife.
point to be remembered, however, is that
both started to wrest a livelihood from the
world at a very tender age.
When George Hausen was already directing the activities of several oil gushers,

George J. Hausen, millionaire oil Blanche's
man, and when we were first forth into

steel

ushered into their suite at the Ambassador
Hotel Miss Mehaffey was taking
down a
tew of Mr. Hausen's notes— in
shorthand.
Not so many years ago Blanche Mehaffey
a high school girl of
fifteen, used to commute from Rye, N. Y., to Manhattan.
Her
story rests here for a few brief
moments.
Quite a few years before Blanche's
humble entry into the
business world, a

sixteen,

him and

vation was a
job as a pipeliner. Either

it

working art and fame a distant meteorite.
Yet not a few girls in the movies were
introduced by Isaac Pitman.
One young person in particular is the
subject of this interview— Blanche Mehaffey,
who, at the present writing, is completing

and

Men and Women Erery where! Make Big Money!
FREE BOOK Explains opportunities as
Motion Picture Camera Man, Portrait, News
or Commercial Photopxapher. You can learn
at home or in our New York Studios. Spare or full time.
N.Y. Institute of Photography, 10 W. 33rd St., N.Y. Dept. 60

be

success
in the movies or
any other enterprise, finish with a moral or
some such subtle advice of
'go thou and do likewise.'
The story about to be told
is different in
that it starts
with a moral. It's this: Shorthand is often the shortcut to fame.
Of course, one shouldn't generalize from
a small number of instances; there are any
number of girls to whom shorthand is a
cess,

FRECKLE-FACE

West.

His money

life

childish

beauty

was blossoming

Through
perfection.
the kind offices of several friends she obtained an interview with Florenz Ziegfeld,
glorifier of America's finest femininity.

womanly

No

Blanche was uptime was lost thereafter.
rooted from the secretarial notebook and
transplanted to the first line of human
flowers that swayed in the breezy music of
the Follies of 1923. There her beauty shone
until Hal Roach uprooted her again, to
No need to
implant her in his comedies.
retrace the steps of her picture career. She

-

SCREENLAND
has since advanced to that point of ability
and popularity where she can afford to free'
lance, that is, choose the company to work
for and the kind of roles she likes to play.
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Now You Can Reduce

A

few months ago she was the guest of
at a party given in the Cocoanut
Also in the party was George J.
Grove.
They were dancing when the
Hausen.
head waiter interrupted with a telegram
It was a very important
for Mr. Hausen.
message and had to be answered immediMr. Hausen conducted Miss Meately.
haffey to their table, excused himself and
went out into the lobby. Presently he came
He had to have a stenographer imback.
mediately, he said, and there was none
He
available in the hotel at the moment.
would have to leave the party and go in
search of one at that late hour of the
It was past one.
night.

2 to 4 Lbs.

friends

Blanche

up

looked

at

him

regretfully,

Was the nature of the
sympathetically.
It
business very confidential, she asked.
Then, would he like her to do
wasn't.
George Hausen
his shorthand for him?
was confused. The thought of a movie star
taking down his notes about oil wells made
him blush. But he took her up.
And

that, dear friends,

was the way the

romance began.

Eat what you please

Wear what you please
Do what you please
Take no
Send the coupon

George Hausen made

if

his

headquarters in New York instead of Los
For Blanche still likes to take
Angeles.
his notes down in shorthand.

Broadway is not the only part of New
York that has seen Blanche Mehaffey during
her honeymoon visit. Ask the standees on
bread lines of the Madonna House,
They know. On the
173 Cherry Street.
coldest day of the year, an early Sunday
morning too, the Hausens journeyed down
to the lower east side and shared their
happiness with several hundred unemployed.
Their hands, feet and noses freezing, they
distributed cigarettes, tobacco, candy and
woolen mittens to the poor unfortunates on
the bread lines of the city. That's one way
the

of celebrating a honeymoon, and to the recipients of their gifts a most excellent way.

One

concluding note.

semble

Blanche Mehaffey

New

York is getting to reOnce upon a time
Hollywood.

observes that

openings, with tickets
picture
elaborate
boosted sky-high, was a genius peculiar only
it is quite the thing
to Hollywood.
Then
in the eastern metropolis, she finds.
too, Broadway used to be a street of stage
every big theatre on what is
plays.
known as the 'main stem' houses a special
But the things on
picture production.
Broadway that hold her entranced are the
huge electric letters and displays used to

Now

Now

advertise
stare at

the

them

Fayro Batks

for your first three

Thousands of smart women have found this easy
to take off 2 to 4 pounds once or twice a week.
These women take refreshing Fayro baths in the

privacy of their

Fayro

own homes.

the concentrate of the same natural mineral salts that make effective the waters of twenty
two hot springs of America, England and Continental
Europe. For years the spas and hot springs bathing
resorts have been the retreat of fair women and well
is

groomed men.

Blanche returns to Broadway, and
Alice in Wonderland never had a happier
For a few days after her arrival as
time.
the wife of George J. Hausen, Mr. Ziegfeld
sent a telegram from Washington, where
he was trying out his production of The
In it he proclaimed
Three Musketeers.
her 'the ideal Ziegfeld Girl,' added that she
has the most beautiful eyes he, the greatest
judge of feminine beauty, has ever seen,
and offered her a part in any of his big
shows, The Three Musketeers, Show Boat,
Rio Rita or Rosalie, if she would only reWell, perWill she?
turn to the stage.

Maybe

risky medicine

way

Now

haps.

Night

in a

film

attractions.

Excess weight has been removed, skins have been
lovely, bodies more shapely and minds

made more
brighter.

The Hot Springs are now Brought to You
Painstaking analysis of the active ingredients of
the waters from twenty-two of the most famous
springs have taught us the secret of their effectiveness.
You can now have all these benefits in your
own bath. Merely put Fayro into your hot bath. It
dissolves rapidly.
You will notice and enjoy the
pungent fragrance of its balsam oils and clean salts.
Then, Fayro, by opening your pores and stimulating
perspiration forces lazy body cells to sweat out surplus fat and bodily poisons. Add Fayro to your bath
at night and immediately you will lose from 2 to 4
pounds in an easy, refreshing and absolutely harmless
manner.
Your physician will tell you that Fayro is certain
to do the work and that it is absolutely harmless.
Fayro will refresh you and help your body throw
off worn out fat and bodily poisons. Your skin will
be clearer and smoother. You will sleep better after
your Fayro bath and awaken feeling as though you
had enjoyed a week's vacation.
Lose Weight Where You Most Want To
Fayro reduces weight

generally

but you

Results

Are Immediate

Weigh yourself before and

after

your

for

add Fayro to your bath, you will once more reduce
your weight. Soon you will be the correct weight
for your height.
No need to deny yourself food
you really want. No need for violent exercise. No
need for drugs or medicines. Merely a refreshing
Fayro bath in the privacy of your own home.

"I weigh 16 pounds
sleep better.
Fayro

Try Fayro

at Our Risk
The regular price of Fayro is $1.00 a package
With
the coupon you Bet 3 full sized packages and an interesting booklet "Health and Open Pores" for $2.50 plus
the necessary postage.
Send no money. Pav the postman
Your money refunded instantly if you want it

I

She could
|

~

j

r'

Have Done For Others

Three Fayro baths have reduced my weight 11
pounds in 8 days. I feel better than I have felt

You will find you have lost from 2 to 4
pounds. And a few nights later when you again

•

.

Fayro

HERE'S PROOF
Read What Fayro Baths

bath.

for hours.

—

can

also concentrate its effect on abdomen, hips, legs,
ankles, chin or any part of the body you may wish.

years."
less
is

and

feel

younger and

wonderful."

"My double chin vanished in the magic of Fayro
baths."
"My

hips were always too prominent until I comI nave lost 12 pounds."

menced Fayro baths.

"Since childhood my thick ankles have always
been a source of embarrassment. Fayro baths have
reduced them beautifully. Thank you very much."
Names and addresses will be given on request.

Fayro Laboratories. Inc.
823 Locust St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
N-5-28
Send me 3 full sized boxes of Fayro in plain package.
I will pay the postman $2.50 plus the necessary postage.
It
is understood that if I do not get satisfactory results with
the first package I use. I am to return the other two and
you will refund all of my money at once.

1

I
I

J

Rupert Hughes, Rob Wagner and DeEvans scattered through this number
in a pudding.
like plums

light

SCREENLAND
magazine.

Name

—

is

the

fastest

growing fan

_

|

Address
If each healthful bath of Fayro does not
reduce your weight from 2 to i pounds, we
will refund your money without a question.
You risk nothing. Clip the coupon and mail
it

today.

^

^
'

:

City

you do not
Llf
Money Order with

live

in the

coupon.

United

state
_
States send international

)
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That's
C[

Sadie

That

o

NCE
nett
girl

Mack

Gloria Swanson as

from

Thompson
Somerset

Maugham' s

short

story.

Sen-

had a little
from Chi-

cago working
He
for him.

have done well to
have kept her but no one
can keep Gloria Swanson.
She will not stop climbing.
She got into straight pictures

would

((How

Gloria can put
over the character of
a girl who doesn't

and made Manhandled. That
was a peak but it only gave
She
Gloria greater vision.

care

what happens

1

.

went abroad, married a nobleman, made Madame Sans
Gene and returned greater than ever. Would Gloria
accept a salary?

Oh

no.

duce for herself.
She did.
was only partially successful.

Still

climbing she must pro-

While we

liked

Sunya

it

But Gloria had just started
fighting and so she made Sadie Thompson and it's one of
the best pictures this year.

What will you do next, Gloria?
president or something?
G[

Lionel Barrymore
and Gloria when
the reformer begins to find radiance in Sadie.

Choose

QJoria 5'

to

run for

7M/7

m

mors of Character

'"She
At
Each according
deserts
James
ray,

man,
Bert

to his
'Mur-

Board-

Eleanor

and
'The

last

you are

in

a picture

and you can see yourself

Crowd

as in a

in

looking

The

glass.

Estelle Clar\

Roach

in

Crowd.'

\

s\

rN

Jr

x/^L
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An Editorial by
ELIOT KEEN

IND

'//

/

\

Are
who
be'
one
the
you
Are

yourself in King Vidor's picture and enjoy a good look.

you the one who dreamed and suffered?
lieved and waited? Are you the stolid or the hard?

The

selfish

or

the thoughtless?

The combined energy of the
for you to share.
Remember

rest of us

has

set the

average of existence

on some indigo Monday. You must
buck against the current to fail. In America success is downstream. Our
average is health, comfort and happiness.
Perhaps you want to be one
of the few prominent ones.
We have to
If you do it's all right with us.
cheer for someone and it might as well be you.
Come on, we're ready.
this

movies that they
me. Oh yes,
they still like me," she
smiled at us her eyes
in the

really like

lara Kimball
Young, that
whirlwind of
emotion

sparkling. "I know because the applause I receive is wonderful and I just want
to hold out my arms to my old friends.
Here are some
of the letters I have received asking me to come back."

with

the gorgeous eyes, was
looking regal in black

and silver as she
welcomed us to her
lovely apartment in one

velvet

New

in

She
ing

dramatic song

is

most successful.

We

asked

Young
thinking

if

of

She

know

it's

my

and yet I
because I was

loyal friends

around the world and then I
permanently in London. You can tell them

may make

I'd like that.
a picture in Germany.
year while I was in Europe, the Ufa Company in Germany asked me to make a picture with them.
It is a standing invitation and I may accept it sometime.

said,

seeing the faces of

away from us when she has
public wants her and the movies need her.

shall settle

was
she
returning

"Yes, I do think
about it, but I d miss
I'd miss
the theatre.

The Common

know she has no
so much to give.

"First, I intend to travel

Miss

to pictures again.

We

at this beautiful

in

"What are your future plans?" we asked, "are you
going to give them what they want?"

in-

terpretations and

suffered with in Camille.

right to be

The

in vaudeville do-

is

this

Law and

the smartest hotels
York City.

of

letters we looked
woman whom we loved so

After reading the

woman,

that

I

You

see, last

We
C Clara

Kimball Young's
great beauty made The
of Bronze
memorable.

Woman

loyal

hope you

— they

like

will

the

come back Clara

new

—

for the fans are

friends but indeed, they don't

forget the true and tried ones.

Whichever

wishing you happiness wherever you go.

it

is,

here's

BOHEMIA
(C

Winifred

Dunn

never

forgets the

happy

in

ojpi ctureland

idealists.

(\The Alleyways of Hollywood
are the high roads of Ambition.

Hollywood
has
but

has no Latin Quarter, no Washington SquareThese alleys are filled with friendly cats,
a mouse or two and much atmosphere.
For every alley
boasts at least one or two struggling geniuses who live in
a fairly happy way most of the time on less than fifteen dollars a week.
Lean to houses, or shacks, built up against the sides of more prosUnplastered rooms over these garages
perous garages shelter them.
make splendid studios. Knock out a board or two if there is no north
light
for it is eternal Spring in Hollywood, except when the rainy
season descends, and when it does rain
why, put up a canvas.
Rents are low as low as ten dollars a month for shacks not much
and again they
bigger or more carefully finished inside than hencoops
soar as high as forty dollars a month, but the forty dollar studios are
only for the very prosperous.
The problem of eating is a grave matter. To be sure one can always
dine well for ten cents on coffee and doughnuts in almost any coffee
Dinners are the worst struggle.
But if
shop along the boulevard.
one genius has a handful of potatoes another has a bit of meat it's
no trouble at all to find an onion. And so Irish stew is the most popits alleys.

it

—

—

—

—

—

—

ular dish in bohemian Hollywood.
Sometimes somebody sells a story, or a painting or gets two weeks
of extra work or maybe a tiny check from home or better still
someone's birthday brings a box from home then the goose hangs

—

—

—

—

high in the alleyways.
girl, only lately sprung into prominence on the screen, came to
Hollywood a year or two back with a small legacy of four hundred
dollars.
It was soon spent and fame was as yet only a vision. The girl
She managed to get
took an 'apartment in one of the alleyways.
enough extra work to keep body and soul together. Then she caught

A

1

1

the

'Flu.

home

for

She wired

money—"-it

ar-

promptly in a
stern letter from her
father in which much

rived

reference

so long ago
Leatrice ]oy posed
for the Artists of
the Alleys.

C[?vJot

16

was made

to

—

By
"Madeleine

lAatzen

'the fortune

had squandered'
trying

the

to

amount
one

get

movies.
inclosed

into

The
was

1

dollar.

Haines, great picture
he is, never forgets
friends in the Alleyways.

Bill
'"I

figured that I
j

could get ten cans
of beans with that

star that
is

C[

Beulah Marie Dix
sends big boxes
of food to the
Bohemians.

dollar.
If I ate one
can of beans a day
I might manage to
keep alive for ten
days!" she told me

(Cont.

on

page

96)
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^Dhe BEAUTY

By

Helen Ludlam

IZARD of
HOLLYWOOD
C[ V. E.

Meadows

tells

the Science of Beauty
to

Screen

the

and Rubs

it

Stars

In.

Have

you ever lamented over the
old wheeze, 'Beauty is skin
deep, but ugliness goes to the
bone?
Have you ever wept
hot, salty tears into a hot and crumpled
pillow in acceptance of it when you have
1

seen your best young man walk out with
the town beauty? Well, dry your eyes,
because it needn't happen again. Not if

you buck up and go

in for preparedness
of a constructive type. V. E. Meadows
says so, and he ought to know.
Do I

hear you grumble, 'Who's this V. E.
Meadows guy and how does he get that
way?' Well, tune in and listen to the

Hollywood

dirt.

V.

CT

Use a

different perfume with
every mood is Mr. Meadows'
advice to Vera Reynolds.

H Eve

Southern had difficulty
in blending the ma\e-up of
her nec\ and face.

18

4

Meadows,

E.

every

the

man who

says

can be beautiful, is on the
pay role of five motion picture companies to keep their stars and leading
players from ruining the beauty God
gave them to start with. And that's
where you come in.
Preserve the
beauty God gave you to start with,
and if you say He didn't give you any
you're a pessimist.
girl

What, in your opinion, is the saving grace of many a girl's uneven
features? Why, their skin, you little

dummy.

If

a

girl

has

a

beauti-

C[

Mr. Meadows shows Marion
Douglas how careful she must
be to blend the street ma\e-up
so

that

it

loo\s smooth.

CTThe wand of the Beauty
Magician but brings out
the radiance of the
loveliness your carelessness conceals.

ful clear glow-

ing

complex-

ion she can get

away with a

And why,
do you think,

lot.

if

that

is

the

every

secret,

one hasn't got

V.

one.

E.

(Continued on
page 88)

Cf

Lupe Velez

is

taught to follow
the natural out'
line of her lips

when ma\ing up

her
mouth.

lovely

<C

The
just

true color light

what type

is

Billie

used to determine

Dove

her beauty problems are

and
— we add,
is

if

what
any.
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Snter This

Fan

Jjtter Content for

Can You Write The Best

Letter?

(\The charming
Lucila

offers

chance

to

win

her

shawl FREE.

superb

Mendez

ucila

Iuc
A

you a

glories

in gorgeous Spanish

and here is
one of her favorites
that she offers you for evej shawls

ning wear. The brilliant era.'
flowers
on the
broidered
heavy, shimmering white silk
and the long thick fringe

make
your

this a prize to inspire

wits.

Write

briefly

your answer

to the question which appears
on the opposite page and the
best

will

letter

By

the prize.

of

originality

be awarded
meant,
thought and

best, is

clearness of expression.

Mendez you will
picture Coney

Lucila
see

Island

she
she

the

in

is.

is

makes

and a sparkling figure
She is as generous as
talented and her shawl
lovely gift for our

a

contest department.

'

Coquetry

every

is born in
Venezuelan

girl

Ma\e your
clever

letter

brief

and address

it

and
to

Address
Lucila Mendez
Scree nl and Contest Dept.
49 West 45th Street
New York City
Contest

2

closes

May

15,

1928

fucila
BEAUTIFUL SPANISH SHAWL
C[

Here

is

the question you

answer

Which
most; that

}jiust

to enter the contest:

your actions
which makes you

affects
is,

most ambitious, affectionate or
charitable

—a

story, physi-

cal exercise or a picture?

Photo,

Ha! Phvfe

CRalpfi Ince, hushand and director
of Lucila
for F B
tures.

Mendez

O

pic-

is the newest screen star.
She
has just been signed to a two
year contract at a fine salary, for
one of the biggest companies. She
has made the hit of the season in one

She

new

of the

'big'

Hollywood

latest

Who

is

She

pictures.

the

is

sensation.

she?

Not an

ingenue.
or a bathing beauty.

Not

a Follies girl

But a white-haired
woman of sixty, who never did any act'
ing in her life until ten years ago. Margaret Mann is the latest and the greatest
screen mother; you have heard of her
And now she is
success in Four Sons.
a star.

Here

is

one of the most romantic of

all

the romances of the movies.

all

romances are of young

love.

Not
Mar-

garet Mann's is the much more poignant
romance of a woman whose dreams
didn't even begin to come true until the

A

twilight of her life.
woman who
has worked hard for sixty years and
whose eyes are as bright and as clear
as a girl's.

garet

A

Mann.

—

wonderful woman, MarOnly the movies could

have rewarded her as she deserved.
She is an inspiration when she says:
"It only goes to show that if you have
it
in you, someday, somehow, your

halo.

—

By Delight Evans

(^Margaret

Mann

had a happy

life

has
time

climbing the sunny side

ofthe mountain ofFame.

If you can do it, nothing can
age or discouragement, or trouble.
Some day, Fate will open a door and
Nothing!
beckon you in. Though you may be old and hopeless, tired and disappointed, you will obey the summons just the same, and you will have your reward
for all those years of weary waiting.
And it's worth waiting for take Margaret Mann's
word for it! No flapper could be getting a bigger, more
satisfying 'kick out of success than this woman, at sixty.
She is mellow and tolerant and kindly. She has learned
her lessons and she can enjoy her success. She is happy
because she can look back and know that she
has done it all herself. There has never been a
screen star who fought harder for success.
year ago she was making the rounds of
at
the studios, an extra.
Just the other night
the Broadway opening of her picture, Four Sons,
the Archduke Leopold of Austria came up to

chance will come.
stop

you

—not

—

1

A

—

that the motion pic-

r
Margaret Mann
came from Scotland where hearts
ire braw and faces
bonny.

ture actress has the
and dignity

poise

C[

her
her

and kissed
hand
and

told

her he

proud to
have played
was
a

in

small part
the same

picture with her!
land,

watch

Fifty years or so ago, back in ScotMargaret Mann stood on tiptoe to
the Queen ride by, on her way to

little

—

Balmoral
Queen Victoria, her childhood
idol. Today, people are telling her how much
she looks like that same queen, in some of
the closeups in Four Sons. Audiences whisper

with the

associated

memory

of the great ruler.

Margaret

Yes

Mann

has travelled a
long way in those fifty years.
She has come through hazards and privation and
often heart-ache. But, as she says gallantly, it's

been worth it!
This woman whose portrayal of mother-love has been
acclaimed one of the finest characterizations ever seen on
the screen, is far from the movie mother of tradition. She
She is jolly,
is not bent and broken, or faded and frail.
and broad and buxom, and straight and strong. She revives memories of mothers and grandmothers in gay gingham aprons in cheerful kitchens, cutting out cookies in
queer amusing shapes for young hands to grab. She will
remind you of childhood holidays Christmas tree and
And although
chocolate cake and colored Easter eggs.
she was born in Scotland, and makes her big hit in a
German role she is the embodiment of James Whitcomb
Riley's homely, American poem, Old Aunt Mary.
Margaret Mann has beautiful snow-white hair, a clear
skin, bright clear eyes.
She looks successful prosoerous

—

—

—

—
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—

—happy.

Only her hands have a story to tell large,
capable hands, work-worn and wrinkled. She has made a
Once she was a dress-maker.
living with those hands.
Again, she started a tea-shop when times were bad, and
made Scotch short-bread and other delicacies and served
them herself. She has cooked, mended and scrubbed. And
she still cooks her own and her husband's breakfast before
she leaves for the studio, and cooks their dinner when she
comes home

When

Smythe, an Englishman, and they were married.
Seven
and the pioneer urge exerted itself
again.
Margaret Mann Smythe suggested that they pull
up stakes and seek their fortune in a new land
America!
years in South Africa

—

They lived in Seattle, Washington, U. S. A., where
James Smythe found work in his capacity as accountant.
There they stayed for years, and they might be there today
if
once more that little pricking imp of ambition hadn't
teased the wife. She had heard so much about California.
It called her with a siren call that couldn't be resisted.
It seems strange to her, looking back, that she should have
answered it. But she did. And almost as soon as she and
her husband set foot in that sunny,

—

at night!

you

see her in the picture,

you

will notice that

in her big scenes she never indulges in the hysterics associBereaved of three sons,
ated with screen motherhood.

she expresses agony and grief of the deepest feeling, but
All the poignancy and beauty and
without a tear.
tenderness of true motherhood is revealed on that
screen,

and

who weep.
previous

you

fragrant state, her career began! Her
real career, that she had been
waiting for all those years.

the audiences
You forget most

it

is

screen mothers

—

when

Perhaps because of her gramanner and her poise,
and that beautiful white hair,
she was asked to impersonate

see her.

cious

She was talking about her
in the picture when some-

work

body asked her how many
dren she has in real

chil-

life.

The fur nec\piece

"I

Davies

am

"I haven't
sorry," she said.
any." She smiled a little, sadly.
'All mothers don't have children," she added.

been

Quality Street and pictures of that type,
have a whimsical appeal that reaches the best
in me, but it's the Fair Co-Ed, Tilh'e the
Toiler and their companions, that hand me a
wallop and send me home singing.
After all, the 'dear, dead days* are dear
but awfully dead.

rating the father of his country.

Of

she

course,

accepted

—and

made such an impression

that

everybody began to urge her to
try the movies.
Armed with
the brand of Scotch confidence

come out of a botand one lone picture of
herself, Margaret Mann went
that doesn't

tle,

to

a

film

studio to

And

she

apply for

was given
as

extra

easy

as

Extra work, as well as
bits, came her way.
Then a
real part
the mother in Allen
Holubar's Hearts of Humanity,
that.

—

one of the first of the big war
Margaret Mann loved
the work from the start.
She

pictures.
-

too).

».

'»'

V£

t

people she met
for the most part,
whom she could encourage, and
pat, and cheer along.
From
the first she realized that she 'belonged.' She
was a born actress, although it took her forty
liked

anyone had told Maragaret

the

young people,

forty years ago that she

would be an

in a pag-

Commemo-

eant at San Diego

work immediately!
At first it was

to love.

Mann

Martha Washington

work.

She is called 'Mother' by the
whole studio.
She started in
mothering extras; now she is
mothering stars.
(Incidentally,
she still mothers the extras,
If

Marion
awarded to

offered in the

has

Mrs. H. M. Lockwood
1617 Grafton Street
Los Angeles, California
from which we quote briefly:

She would rather not talk
about the two babies she had,
who died. She loved them, and
if
they had lived she would
probably not be playing mothers
on the screen.
As it is, she
lavishes all her mother-love on
her picture sons and daughters.
Like Mary Pickford, she loves
all children, having none of her

own

contest

Marion Davies must

some day,
stay a comedienne.
We have so few
all her Scotch ancestors would have risen up in
pretty ones
wrath. She was never even inside a theatre until
she was a woman.
years to find it out!
Her family, strict Scots, frowned on
play-acting. Margaret, one of ten sisters and brothers, had
She can forget herself, the director, the camera and
to leave school when she was ten years old, and go to
the carpenters and the lights, and submerge herself in her
actress

-

She was one of the props of the family; she mothered the younger ones and helped to feed them all.
By
the time she was twenty she was an expert dress-maker.
Imagine her amazement then if anyone had suggested that
in another forty years she would be buying expensive
gowns in one of the deluxe shopping streets of the world
for herself! That she would be earning almost a thousand
dollars a week, every week! The little dressmaker wouldn't
even have laughed.
It wouldn't have seemed funny to
hear such things, when she was sewing away on pretty
things for other girls to wear!
work.

She had the pioneer spirit, this little Scotch girl. She
decided she could do better away from her home town of
South Africa appealed to her imagination
Aberdeen.
and one day, she up and sailed for Johannesburg! It was,
although she didn't realize

it

at

the time, her first step
trip picked her right up

toward fame and fortune. That
out of the rut and set her on the right track the broad
highway of ambition. In Johannesburg she met James F.

—
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In the very
engrossed in

character.

was

so

much

first
it

'bit'

she ever

that the director

played,

had

to

she

make

retakes.

party scene, with the extras seated around
Marsraret Mann must have
looked an important and handsome dowager, for the director picked her out of the mob for a 'bit.'
"Look around
"I'll give you a title to speak," he said.
at all the guests and smile and say: 'What a wonderful
gathering this is!' Get it?"
It

was

a

at tables in all their .finery,

Margaret Mann got it.
She performed her part, as
she thought, perfectly. She gazed at the assembled 'guests,'
She was sursmiled graciously, and spoke the title.
prised when she heard the director shout:
But next time for gosh'
"That's fine that's great!

—

sake turn toward the camera, not away from it!"
To this day she prefers not to face the camera if she
can help it. And in these days of intelligent direction,
(Cont. on page 77)
some of the finest scenes are the

The ^Most ^Beautiful
COLLEEN MOORE
in

Qilac

Still

^Month

Through pnrnTO.se tufts, m that sit'eet bower.
The periwinkle trail d its wreaths;

And

Time

of the

tis

my

faith that

Envoys the air

it

every flower

hreathes.
\\

\\

ORDSWOKTH

GRETA NISSEN— blonde and preferred by
all

Angels

is

including the Scandinavians.
her next picture.

Photograph by Russell Hall
SfRHRUlD

Hell's

C^The way
they feel

§j

about Sue in
Hollywood.

RETTY

OFT'
(\Sue Carol was born

with a silver

screen

in her mouth.

T

'nJHE life of Sue
Carol reads like

a story book, or
rather the professional life of Sue
Carol reads like a story book,

By James M.

and the way she got into
pictures

easy

so

is

believe

some

But

it.

'inside

I

tQ get

on Sue Carol's

it

And

got.

Yidler

I

will

was asked

I

stuff'

and believe

life,

what

that

anyone

suppose

don't

or not,

this

as far as I

is

for a lark, took a test for

am

a leading part just for the

have every reason to believe
that it is true, because out here in Hollywood, we who play about first one studio
and then another almost every day in the
week well, we're 'home folks' to the studio
gang, and why should they spin a yarn to
Particularly since we might have been
us.
around on the very day
concerned

I

fun of it, played the part
because she had some time
to kill

—

the gal

it

was signed up.

succession, she played fea-

ture
ta\es more
than a figure or

Sue Carol has never
had to struggle. She is

C[ It

went sightFox studio,

seeing in the

part

'Soft
ions' with

Doug-

<Un

Cush-

MacLean,
Sue made the
las

audience
carol.

all

C[Sue

You

feminine

roles

in

Soft Cushions, The
Cohens and Kelly s in
Paris, Pigs\in,

S\yscraper

and Walking Home.
Sue Carol has
Accustomed to wealth
everything.
always, she has never had
to do things for herself,
even though she likes to do them. As a
child, she had the best of everything. If
she coughed, her mother rushed forty
If she wanted
doctors out to her home.
an

wealthy society family
of Chicago. She visited

extra

ma\e

to

figures

the daughter of a very

an

kill

with Douglas MacLean when that star, his
manager and several agents
cornered her and argued
her into it. Then, in rapid

Carol.

played

and no way to

finally signed a con-

tract

Anyway, here's the
low-down on Sue

California,

and

will see

her again

i:i

'Skyscraper.'

actress,

and

to read, several servants rushed about the
library seeking a

In

had

fact,

to do

good book.

about the hardest thing Sue

was open

(Cont.

on page 98)
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NEW Yo10RK
Q The Screen
way

News from Broad-

always about

is

the Suc-

You must make
your mark before Broadway
cessful Stars.

((Rod La Rocque made

the
most unusual speech ever
made hy a motion picture
actor over the radio the
other night
not a word

can

—

about himself.

see

you.

Hail —

'the

coming of Spring'

— and

all

of thing!
Just like little
crocuses, the screen stars bob up on

that

sort

—

Broadway to say nothing of Fifth and
Wherever there's a shop, or a

Park Avenues.

theatre, or a smart restaurant, there you'll be
sure to find at least two or three celebrities disporting themselves spending their hard-earned

—

Hollywood money, and as happy as children on
a candy spree. The good little girls and boys
of Hollywood ask nothing better than a trip to
Our Town between pictures. Even a location
trip east

is

not to be sneered at

these days of spring

Look

at

—not

even in

sniffles.

Sally

Phipps and Nick
Stuart

—

just look
them.
They
won't hurt your
at

[Patsy

Ruth

Miller

one of the most

is

ultra'

modern of the Holly
wood flappers.

Maybe you think
all.
two kids didn't enjoy their soIt
journ among the bright lights!
was their first trip, and they were

eyes,

not at

these

just plain thrilled.

Like
like Sally and Nick.
of the Hollywood ingenues,
Sally sports a gold anklet; but when

You'd

so

many

is engraved on it,
none of your business, she says:
and one for
I bought it myself
'Nobody's.
mother, too.' And she adds: 'Nobody would have

you ask her whose name

though

it's

—

You don't believe that, of course, for Sally has
the softest big, brown eyes you ever saw, and the
me!'

Vi

wavy

red hair, and the pearliest teeth.
and she was going to be a lawyer,
But one day she went to the Fox
like dad.
Studio to watch her family friend, Frank Borzage, directing Seventh Heaven; and while she
was there, somebody suggested a test; and of
course, it turned out to be a wow, and before
she knew it, Sally was in pictures! As the heroine of The High School Hero she made a hit.
Now she and Nick are together again in The
prettiest

She's only 18,

Parade, a story of the adventures of a
It was this picture which
news-reel cameraman.
brought the troupe, under David Butler's direction, to New York, and from there took them to
such paradises as Palm Beach, Lake Placid, and
J\[ews

Havana, Cuba.
Nick is just twenty -two, and very handsome.
He looks like a typical American youth, but as
a matter of fact he was born in Roumania, and
Once he was
his real name is Nicholas Prata.
a shipping clerk in a Hollywood sporting goods
His idol, Tom Mix, walked in one day
store.
Nick begged to be allowed
to make a purchase.
to deliver the goods to the studio, where he

<C

The newest Fox

stars, Sally Phipps
and K[ic\ Stuart. Maybe you thin\
these two \ids didn't enjoy their

sojourn

among

the

bright

lights.

two ambitions
to
become a movie star,
and to marry a
:

millionaire.

Blanche

Mehaffey has
achieved both. She's

one

Follies

who

can

beauty

say 'Success!'
and not exFrom the
aggerate.
time she left the Follies, where her Titian

tresses were

much

appreciated,

for the movies,
where she started as
a Hal Roach comedienne, she has

made good. Blanche
had graduated into

drama
doing
you,
aire

and was
well,

thank

when a millionoil man came a-

He
wooing.
and Blanche

won,
came

on the first lap
her honeymoon.
From here they will
go to Havana, Cuba.
The lucky man is
east

of

George J. Hansen.
Mr. Ziegfeld wired
her an offer to come

groom,

bride
poor
J^orma Shearer

Irving

Thalberg,

the

C[ Pity

worked so
job

as

fast

that he landed a

office-boy,

then

rose

to

back to the stage,
will
Blanche
but
husband
her
and
she
stick to the screen, although
Maybe
will probably take a trip to Africa first.
she'll do a Mrs. Martin Johnson.
*

been delivering the goods ever since.
Nick is a nice lad; he can still blush.
say that every good Follies

can't

dodge the news and camera
men, no matter where they go.

assistant cameraman and finally
was promoted to acting, and he's

They

who

and
and

Young

girl

has

*

*

Mr. and Mrs. Irving Thalberg were in town only a
week-end before they hopped on the Mauretania for a
It's their honeymoon, long dc
Mediterranean cruise.
(Cont. on page 99)
had
groom
the
because
layed
11

Fame

may

(\A

Father's

be

a load

upon youth's shoulders.

CfThe

inimitable

Douglas Fairbanks himself.

'nJHERE

1

is

an old biblical wheeze to the

shall be visited

virtues?

upon

effect that 'the sins of the father
1

the children, etc.
Fame, for instance. Paternal

But how about the old man's
fame is a pretty heavy load to

upon any

son.
I recall an article Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr. wrote,
hard to be a rich man's son." Well, if you ask me, it's harder
And if you don't care to ask me, ask Douglas
to be a great star's son.
Fairbanks Jr.
One day down at the Beach Club I was wrestling on
the sand with my two boys when a fine-looking lad
^f^T
with the body of a young god came up. "You don't reInTde^before °hl
member me, Mr. Wagner, but I'm Douglas Fairbanks'
stepped out alone.

entitled:

visit

"It's

^

32

1

S

C[

Douglas Fairbanks Jr. drawn
from life by Rob 'Wagner the
author of

this

article.

and I sure would like to learn some of those holds." So we 'rasseled'
around until the boy was sand-scratched from toes to forehead.
"Well, Doug, you are certainly the son of your father," I said as we

son,

up to rest.
"Paramount doesn't think so," he replied solemnly.
"Why, I thought they were starring you!" I exclaimed.
"Were is right. But not now. I flopped miserably. It was a

finally sat

terrible

blunder to send me out in father's shoes, for I couldn't fill them. I was
merely a young upstart trading on a famous name.
No, I'm through
with pictures. Mother and I are going to Europe so that I can study art.
I

want to stand on my own pins."
It was a fine enthusiasm, but an expensive

one.
Mother and son spent
a year abroad when they suddenly discovered their
capital was rapidly diminishing.
Douglas decided to go to
work. Even if he couldn't star, he could get some sort of a
job in pictures.

nearly

Paramount would take him back, but he would have
and take what small
parts he could get.
He was no longer the son of his father,
but merely one of many hacks who had to make good on his
own merit. Just as the studio had blundered in prematurely
raising the boy to stardom, it blundered again in the opposite
This was
direction, now finding no merit whatsoever in him.
eloquently indicated by again cutting
(Cont. on page 78)
Yes,

to play in stock at half his former salary,

and

every inch of the son can be seen the poise
individuality of his discriminating father.
33

viting us
exlunch!"
claimed Patsy in
she
as
delight,

to

about

danced
with a

little

One comes to Charlie's house by the back entrance, because there is no road to the front entrance. At the front
is only a large lawn surrounded by shrubbery.
"You see I didn't want any road leading to the front
of the house," explained Charlie afterward in showing us
the grounds. "I think it is delightful to have it all quiet
out there.
I didn't
I didn't even plant many flowers.
know how I would feel about too much color. The green
grass and trees are so restful.
Trees always seem like

note

hand.

her

in

"And Harry
Crocker

going

is

to be there too!"
It is never of
course a question

acceptance
when Charlie in-

of

you

to his

wonderful

house

vites

atop the hill, because you always

know
will

C[A newcomer, Dale Ansten,

you
have a wonthat

a

beauty

contest

little

winner from 'hlew Zealand with Flash, M.G.M.'s dog star.

derful time.

"Charlie has
way of concentrating

such a

though you were

companions to me."
So we were ushered into the library which opens onto
the rear lawn, and Charlie came at once and took our
wraps himself. The comedian is always doing these nice

all

his

charm on you

—

as

just the only person in the world," re-

marked Patsy as we motored up there on the picturesque
winding road through the California sunshine and past
Corinne Griffith's house and Tom Mix's house and quite
close to Jack Gilbert's

34

Spanish home.

things.

"There's such harmony in this house," whispered Patsy,
"that I don't know how anybody ever quarreled in it."
The library has the effect of a high chamber in a castle,
and the big pipe organ carries out a sort of cloistered
effect, while a lighter note, but entirely harmonious, is
carried out in a couple of small bay windows with upholstered seats and white curtains. There are rows and
rows of fascinating books.
went into the drawing room, where we found a

We

(\The picture
occasion,

girls first

then celebrate

make

the

it.

had the birds in

it,

raw.

cheerful fire in a big fireplace, and where there is a disarming effect of ivory
white, the proportions of the place being restfully big, and all the sofas and
for cheerfulness and peace.
chatted about The Circus, and about Charlie's plans for his next
picture, but of course it isn't at all certain what that picture will be.
"Let's just get a cop and begin!" suggested Harry Crocker humorously.
Harry is working with Charlie in all his stories nowa'days.
At any rate the picture won't be Napoleon's life, said Charlie.
"There won't be much real love interest in the story when I make it,"
he suggested. "Because I do not think Napoleon took love very seriously.
It was only another manifestation of his power to have women in love
chairs

making

We

with him, that's

all."

Lunch was served in the dining room, which is fitted up with some sort
of dark polished wood, and with exquisite table accessories and service.
After lunch we went out and surveyed the grounds, and wandered about

down the side of the hill.
summer house on the slope.

the interesting paths that lead under the trees

Presently

we came

to a kind of little

"This is where I thought out The Gold Rush," Charlie told me. "I'd
walk up and down this little path," he illustrated his distraught tramping
up and down in his own funny pantomimic way.
And he showed me where his children used to have
({Doris Dawson
a little playhouse too. That was a pathetic little note
™ea" &
the silence where the children's voices had been.
itc° and
In the library, Charlie played the pipe organ for us, and
"/"at's^ ^"strm e
how! He can make the simplest
(Com. on page 90)
necking.

—

—

C[

Between seams
Camilla,

her

in

pajama shop,

danced and
dreamed.

C[Her present Russian
part is jar removed
from her great char'
acter of Mauguerite
in 'Faust.'

By Lulu

Case Russell

lady
OT any girls?' the Marshal said to the
from over the Rhine,
The lady shook her flaxen head and civilly
answered 'Nein.'
you haven't, I opine
'Got any boys the Marshal said, 'but

—

1
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'Nein.'

,

Husband, of course?' the Marshal

said,

t

i

i 1
and he must be

1

The

pretty fine,
shone as again
lady smiled and her blue eyes
answered 'Nein.'
>ad y
h.ve," the Marsha, sa.d ,0 the

,

she

fa,

(J Another great

European

actress comes to

Hollywood and

is

immediately cast opposite John Barrymore.

Camilla
And

over the Rhine.
he staggered and dropped
his census book when the
"
lady answered, 'Nem.'

With the above as my sole stock-in-hand of German I boldly essayed
an interview with Fraulein Camilla Horn, late of Frankfort'On'the'Main
and Berlin. To be transparently honest and above-board I knew one other
German word, 'Ja,' but I had determined to be startingly different and
not ''yzs anybody during my stay in Hollywood, home of avacados and
yes-men.
Pretty blonde Miss Horn was at work on the Tempest set where she is
playing opposite John Barrymore in his second production for United
Artists, when I first saw her.
Swathed in a clinging black velvet gown,
a graceful cape of the same material falling from her
shoulders, she came hurrying down a cobbled street
scene from
CC A
'Tempest' with
alone and frightened, hemmed in by sinister night
]ohn Barrymore,
shadows, apparently emulating Mr. Pepys in an at'

tempt to get 'home and so to bed,' but she was
thwarted in her un-Hollywoodian
(Com. on page 80)

a story of the
Russian revolu-
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FAME
Whiskers
C[
C[

This

Jean

not the
ape but
Hersholt

in

character

is

hairy.

a

'

Jean Hersholt is so
different you'd thin\
was a coupla'
he
other fellows.

role.

(

(\Would Gillette em
Grow or Would you
Shave the Surface

and

Save All.

C[In 'Seventh Heaven'
a character lived. It
was created by the
false

David

mustache

and

Butler.

<C

She did.
Leaving
John Mac\ Brown
out in the open.
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FALLS

<£

In

DayArthur Stone

'Burning

light'

by the aid of a
whis\er or two be'
comes a stranger.

^>a mil Jannings

began

it.

Emil

has his ways, you know, and
j the coy minx called 'Popularity'
*
* snuggled right up against Emil's
whiskers and The Way of All Flesh
was a very nice way indeed. However,
whiskers are in themselves not exactly
histrionic, hirsute maybe, but left to themselves
they hardly ever act. What a help they are to
the guy who's lost his necktie, though.
That boy Butler did a wonderful piece of work
in Seventh Heaven
you remember the hose-man.
He raised himself on those whiskers to a high point that he couldn't
climb off of. And now he's a director.
Arthur Stone can't be as good as this picture looks! If he is
he should be starred.
But, speaking hurriedly for we mustache off and see a picture,
the alfalfa that hides the most features is the crop for most of us.
As the poet doesn't say, 'Behind the lace curtains lies Italy.' Let
whiskers grow if you must.
Let mattresses bloom and blossom.
Beard the lion in his den but do not, we beseech, belittle the honest
soup strainer which through generations has been the home of so
many strange songsters.
The Bald Headed Man's Club is glowing with anger over the hairraising exploits of the actors and many a good wife has lost her beauty
sleep trying to decide whether she prefers to have hubby's chin
draperies over the sheet or under the sheet.
Since this fashion descended upon Hollywood the denizens of the
cinema city have had to wear ear muffs because of the screaming
and whistling of the gales and typhoons of the gusty California
spring as the wind blows through the actor's whiskers.

HA
|

—

C[

Arthur Stone himself
shaving the lawn for
whis\ers for his
great characterizalion.

C[

Jannings

Emil
'The

Way

Flesh.'

of

We

in

All

have

had

whis\ers for
comedy and whis\ers
but
character
for
jannings finds a way

through ma\e up

pathos

the
brings tears.

to

that
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Scraps
Hollywood

(\ln

BLIVION

for

Picture

the

formed the
Academy of Motion Picture
Actors

recently

and

Arts

Sciences

LAN D has

and

been given permission

tion to this fine article

to

T
its

art

call

own

and

moving-picture
industry

"sJH E
or

give wider distribu-

the first issue

from

Picture Arts

of

-or

what you may
it

for

—has

a

term

what the poet

Gray bewailed in his Elegy:
the gem of purest ray serene
hidden in the dark, unfath-

omed

ocean; the
flower born to blush unseen;
the noble rage repressed, the
mute, inglorious Milton.
caves

The mute,
C[

Rupert Hugh

ies

call

it

of

inglorious mov-

'the

Face on the
1

a joke, but a

weep

brave flippanc

Screen-

started their magazine.

It is
Cutting Room Floor.
one of those we-laugh-lest-we'

of ^Motion

Sciences.'

maxes

of

emotion

director*

the finished pictures take the heart out of
them more than the contemptuous pressnotices or the studio jibes they receive for their

manifest failures.

There is something so peculiarly harrowing
about the excision of beautiful scenes from a picj
ture that it seems almost a crime to have shot
them at all.
do not blame people for not
falling in love and not having children, but to commit

We

infanticide

is

singularly horrible.

Projection-room psychology and box-office success are
most dangerous guides to conduct. People who have seen
a picture dozens of times are the poorest possible judges of

what the public

cynicisms.

the life
For among all the countless tragedies that
of the studios and break the hearts of the makers of pic
tures, none are more poignant than the piles of celluloid
shavings that fill the metal waste-baskets in the cutting
fill

rooms.

Even the producers suffer, since the clippings represent
wasted fortunes; the camera-men sigh as they find their
most beautiful shots thrust back into the dark. But the

that

and an actor
achieve and never see in

a

will feel

on seeing the

result for the first

Consequently, success is often due to popular reactions of the very opposite sort from those that have been
planned.
Last year in New York I saw a very successful picture,
exploiting a very prominent
actor and a very prominent
time.

actress.

The

film

The
the authors and the actors suffer most.
public suffers, too, but never knows what it has missed.
Much of the stuff that reaches the

directors,

criticism.

The famous

stars

of

the

scens

screen had far better have been left in the
merely renders the
loss of the beautiful things more regret-

They

tensity.

discard, but that fact

strained

lessons

Sometimes the omissions are due to inexorable necessity, as when a picture is
shot in twice or more the necessary
number of reels. This is one of the
most expensive sins of the business, and
a sheer waste of annual millions of dollars which must be retrieved in the dimes
and quarters slipped through the ticketsellers' little

But the
culable.

more

round windows.

spiritual loss

is

incal-

Mr. Jack Dempsey says

the blows that miss take
life out of a fighter than

those that land.

And

the

cli-

Hollywood's moSf famous writer
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played love
utmost ingave unrein

Lewis Carroll called

able.

that

drew immense

crowds everywhere and the profits
would seem to silence

tells

the Story

of

what
'reel-

By Rupert Hughes
ing

and

writhing.'

more ardently they emmore
braced,
the
Yet

the

frenzied their amorous conmore the audience howled with laughter.
While the heroine and the
tortions, the

hero shuddered with desire, the audi\ ence whooped with ridicule.
The crowds flocked to the picture,
because of the magnetism of the stars
and perhaps because of the word-ofmouth propaganda proclaimed it one
of the funniest pictures ever seen. It
provoked, indeed, far more hilarity
than half the intentional comedies by
the best clowns.
Perhaps if the scenes had been played honestly
and had inspired the love-sorrow implied, the picture would have brought in less money. Yet surely
one could not draw from it a lesson that famous
stars should be made ludicrous in their love-scenes.
The pity of the omitted scenes is that one can
never know whether their omission was wise cr
not. The successful pictures might have been more
successful, or might not have succeeded at all if
they had been included. The failures might have
been more dire, or might have been turned into
triumphs if the cuts had not been made.
One thing is well-known, though the knowledge is not often of much use: pictures that are
gripping and delightful in fifteen or more reels are
often dull as dishwater
{Com. on page 86)

C The

Patent Leather

brought
that
Barthelmess bac\ to
Kid'

\

was one of

success

Rupert

Hughes

stories.

-4
"The Face on

the

Cutting

Room Floor"
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Relight

R.EVI
^ Crowd
C[

King Vidor has done

It's an experience
isn't just a picture.
don't know whether you'll like it or not. It isn't
the rousing entertainment that The Big Parade
was. I'm not sure that it's entertainment at all.
But King Vidor has done it again, whether you like it or not.
The Crowd is his own idea. It is probably more nearly a
complete artistic expression of this young director than any
other picture.
It's naive at times; it is curiously amateur-

i

but there are moments of such great power
and understanding that you're willing to swear it's great.
You'll see yourself and your next-door neighbor in
The Crowd and you know how much fun that is. The
Boy and the Girl are too much like you and me to make
ish at others,

—

through eight reels or so of their
an experience, nevertheless, that
mustn't be missed. The Boy's father was sure he'd be
Instead, he gets a job as a clerk,
president some day.
goes to Coney Island, meets a girl, marries her, becomes
a father twice, loses his job, and has a hard time landing
yes, that's all.
But
another. That's all there is to it
You can take
it is more than enough for Mr. Vidor.

it

entirely pleasant to

trials

and

troubles.

sit

It's

—

—

C[

A

great

again

Pull— ease!

(\Step Lively,
"n^his

it

anyway you want

According to a sub'
it goes hard with
you until you get back into step again. According to an
advertisement for the picture, you've got to rise above
the Crowd if you want to get anywhere.
Maybe Mr.
Vidor would be content to call it the epic of Everyman
and his Wife, and let it go at that. At times The Crowd
out-stroheims Mr. Von in its realism. There's a Sennett
touch in some of the comedy. It begins to look as. if Mr.
Vidor is all of the 'big' directors rolled into one. At
any rate, he does wonders with his actors. James Murray
is amazingly good as the Boy.
Eleanor Boardman is even
better as the wife.
I don't know any other actress who
could have played this part.
Submerging her delicate
beauty, Miss Boardman achieved a portrait of a middleclass lady that she should be proud of. This girl should
be starred. If her husband is a composite of all directors,
she's all actresses in one small package.
Some girls can
play wives, some can play mothers, while others excel
Eleanor can play 'em all.
as sweeties.
Darned clever,
his picture
title,

once you

lose step

to.

with the

Crowd

these Vidors!

— dramatic

mother picture-

without being mushy or morbid

FOUR SONS
Q "One,

two, three,

four- Oh, how I wish

I didn't want to go to see
rjr'LL be frank with you.
I fought against it.
this picture.
Another mother
picture! I have nothing to say against mothers as a
rule; and a whole lot to say for them. I have a pretty
good one myself and I know a lot of other folks who are
But I don't like to see them on the
proud of theirs.
screen. They aren't Mothers; they're monstrosities in shawls
and bonnets; they cry all the time. So I thought I wouldn't
go to see Four Sons. Then I thought, 'Well, Jimmy Hall

42

is

there were more.

,)

it;' and the minute I think of Jimmy Hall I want to
him again to decide whether I like him or don't like

in

see

him. Well, I went. And I wouldn't have missed it for
anything, not just because it made up my mind for me
about Jimmy Hall (the answer is: Yes; I do.) But it
showed me a real Mother on the screen. Margaret Mann
plays her, and she's more like a mother really is than I'd
ever hoped to see in pictures. She doesn't whine or weep.
She makes cookies, and keeps the home-fires burning. Miss

—
Mann

and Director John Ford have given us a great performance, in a picture that is emotional without being
mushy, and dramatic without turning morbid.
Four Sons is a war picture with only one war scene.
What self 'control this director must have! It's a great
little plea for peace, for it takes us on the other side of
the trenches and introduces us to the enemy three of

in his direction, too.
I like the way he creates characters
instead of depending upon 'types.'
He offers his comic

whom

relief

—

Mother

are

Bernle's

played by James Hall,

is

stalwart

The

sons.

fourth,

But

fighting with the Yanks.

After the war, Mother Bernle leaves
the old country for the new. She has to 'learn her letters"
first, and her struggles with a new tongue amid strange

they're

all

brothers.

surroundings provide a comedy ending to the picture.
Everybody in the cast is splendid, but Miss Mann and Mr.
Hall are outstanding.
It's Jimmy's first chance to act,
and he will surprise you. I've never seen more exquisite
photography. John Ford has done some beautiful things

with a deftness that Shakespeare would have loved.
speaking of Shakespeare if his plays are ever, by
accident, put on the screen, John Ford is just the director
to do it, if he keeps up the high standard he sets in his

—

And

Four Sons.

Sadie offers Gloria everything and she ma\es the most of

Thompson

Sadi e
Q[2>

Aint Going To Rain No More

OW

to spend your rainy afternoon: watch Gloria
Swanson as the heroine of W. Somerset
Maugham's best story. Gloria does one of the
Give this girl
greatest come-backs in history.
a role she likes and she has a good time and gives everybody else the same. Acting from contented stars is what
Miss Swanson is one of the most
this industry needs.
fascinating personalities in pictures, but

when

she appears

Mr. Maugham
is a good tailor.
His Sadie Thompson is just what Gloria
needed. It's her best part the sort of thing we want to
in a badly-fitting part, she loses her lustre.

—

see her do.

one of the few

more
Sadie

Gloria wasted. She's
like to see cut loose. The

Gloria as a 'good' girl
film idols

we

exotic her part, the better

Thompson

offers

it

plays the important part of Sergeant O'Hara with gusto
and virility.
Sadie has had rather a bad reputation in
film circles since Will Hays exiled her; but as a matter
of fact the little girl is going to do a lot of good in the
world or I miss my guess. She makes a great sermon for
tolerance,

Her

heart

are nobody's business.

like her.

her everything.

And

Besides,

it's

a

Raoul Walsh
good picture. This is
has directed in just the right high spirits, and himself
Gloria's lucky year.

she appears in Pago-Pago

He attempts to wreck her life, which she is
mend, and almost succeeds. Sadie fights back
wins, aided by the wholesome Sergeant O'Hara.

reformer.

striving to

and

so

When

in the South Seas she excites the interest of a detachment
of Marines and the animosity of one Hamilton, a virulent

is

we

and stages an exciting tirade against hypocrisy.
is big, her manners are careless and her morals

Gloria's just great. You'll like the picture.
It isn't so
often we're treated to a swell star in a picture worthy of
her.
But Sadie Thompson is it, and plenty of it.
'

CReal fun

H er WILD OAT
(\Sows Your Old Oat
ho

W ho's too
T

doesn't enjoy fairy tales?

old?

Oh, you aren't either. You just think you are.
Everybody loves a fairy-tale, and don't tell
me different. But if you think you need any
excuse to go to see Cinderella Moore's latest yarn, you
can always say: 'Well, I'll be bored, but Junior and Sister

And then you'll "be tickled silly all the way
it.'
Colleen was never so cunthrough, you big hypocrite!
ning or so clever. She has a real characterization in Her
"Wild Oat, against the old familiar fairy-story background.
She plays the proprietress of a prosperous lunch-wagon,
who splurges all her savings on one grand spree at a smart
will like

—

Of course she meets the Prince in disof course, he loves her for herself alone.
She goes back to the lunch-wagon just long enough to

summer

resort.

And

guise.

happy ending.

find her

comedy

scenes.

Miss Moore has some charming

She's abetted by Larry Kent,

like to

announce right now

1928

so

is

—

far.

as

my

whom

I'd

man for
seen who

favorite leading

He's the only actor I've ever
Wally Reid, with all of Wally's

really reminiscent of

ingratiating

Kent.

On

good looks and humor.

You watch Larry

second thought, don't bother.

I'll

keep an eye

on him myself.
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C[

Every salesman should see

no matter what he

this

GOODS

SPORTING
tarring a Good Sport. Richard Dix may prefer to
play in drama, but you'd never guess it from the
pep he puts into this comedy. He plays it as if he
likes it; he slams it over through sheer force of exuberant personality. The story is highly improbable but
it's so engagingly directed and acted that you don't care
Every salesman
a hoot whether it could happen or not.

C[ Estelle

sells

—

should see it, no matter what he sells undershirts, or eleRichard explains in his
vators, or himself to his girl.
inimitable fashion that it isn't so much what you have got
to

sell,

isn't

as

how you

she pretty?

sell

Gertrude Olmsted

it.

The

is

in

object of the high-powered

it,

and

sales-

drive delivered by the star is none other than Ford Sterling,
is the three funniest character comedians in the world.

who

gives a glowing

performance

he

WHIP

Woman

stelle Taylor played Lucre2,ia Borgia once, and
don't you forget it. She can't; they won't let her.
j They have handed her another mean part, giving
^
*
her a whip to crack instead of poison and dirt to
dish.
She's a peasant girl whose hut is her castle, and
just let any man try to crash the gate.
Down comes the
whip, and out goes the man. But there's always an exception, or there wouldn't be many motion pictures.
This
time the exception is Tony Moreno. The whip girl beats
him up, then picks him up and carries him home. After

that,

the picture just goes

loves him, sometimes she

|

Oh

well

—

we're

all

sense finally.

Hopper

Especially

Sometimes she

to pieces.

all

make much
Hedda
Mr. Moreno's widowed mother.

whips him.

when you

It

doesn't

see the gorgeous

around as
Miss Taylor gives a glowing performance
as the whip woman.
But at that, she revives the hope
that some day, some how, the producers are going to forget that she ever played a Borgia and just let her be her
trailing

That's funny.

charming, sociable

self.

happier close to nature

ROSE MARIE
H, you Rose-Marie! Some kid! This little FrenchCanadian girl has had quite a career, all the
way from musical comedy to the movies. She's
almost as famous as Abie's Irish Rose. Up there
in the north west where men are mounties she has all
'the males at her feet, but of course the one she picks
she would is a fugitive from justice, so she has to go
trudging up and down mountains and get buffeted about
by the elements all for him. Fortunately she is played by
Joan Crawford, who is one of those lucky girls who always
looks beautiful under any given set of circumstances. She's

—

—
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especially radiant as Rose-Marie, displaying

verve, or whatever

you want

to call

it,

more dash, or

in a simple little

blouse and a wisp of skirt than she ever did all dolled
Oh, well we're all happier close to nature. James

up.

—

Murray, House Peters and Creighton Hale are the men
in the case, and I give you the usual three guesses as to
which one Rose-Marie fastened her affections on. Wrong
the first time. James Murray, not House Peters. The
sterling Mr. Peters has been away from films so long I
think they should have handed him the heroine just as a
gesture of welcome, don't you?

fl[

Don

A GIRL

t

pity the

poor

sailor

it,

A

My

Tip to girls: if you
want to be The Girl in your particular port, don't turn
up your nose at the pictures of the What Price Glory
school, unless you want to pay your own way to the
boy friend

does, too.

more than

darn you, smile!
men be beautiful.
McLaglen and Robert Armstrong, his team mate, will

ve

w

boys.

a girl

very

They're soon
in every port.

much worth

makes

a dent in the big, big heart of the
off

on another

cruise,

two
and

sailor-

—

there's

while going to see

an d JJeearn

H o could
not learn
to love,

and

when

to learn,

is

PORT

are present, to liven things up; but not even Louise

another parade on the screen, smile,
It seems that no longer must movie

lovely Esther Ralston

wasted

with murder and everything but matrimony in every port.
Don't pity the poor sailors any more; don't waste your
pity.
Although there are gobs of girls in this sailor's
paradise, there is not a single Heroine, or even a married
Louise Brooks, Leila Hyams, and many, many more
one.

movies. You may prefer to see the smiling face of your
pet actor to the scowling countenance of Victor McLaglen,
but don't you let on. And when you see one girl after

The

it's

certainly never win any prises for pulchritude, but the
boys are there with the wallop just the same. They're a
great combination, artists at fisticuffs or kisses, getting away

movies are getting good and tough. I'm all
myself.
I like the rough-and-ready atmosGirl in Every Port.
phere of such a picture as
for

—

Every

in

—

THE

any more

love

Esther

Ralston
is
Teacher?
This luscious blonde is
far from lazy. Instead
of letting her beauty
do all her work for
her,

she

pitches

in

—

and acts. She's a corking comedienne, as her
latest will testify.

and Learn

isn't

of a picture,

—

I'll

Lore

much
admit

just a trifle, in fact;

but its lovely star is
very much worth while
going to see. Also, she
is assisted in her latest
set of escapades by a

new young man, named
Lane Chandler, who
believe

entirely

of

it

or

not,

original

leading

is,

an

type

juvenile.

C Esther

Ralston

and Lane

,
Thought there weren't any more, didn't you? Love and
tw° clean-cut young AngloChandler who is, believe it
learn! He plays a pompous young judge who is all for law
or not. an entirely original
Saxons.
As it is, it's funny.
type of leading juvenile.
and order until Esther appears in his court and says
This Esther Ralston— I must
'Good Morning, Judge,!' in that sweet, melting way she
say it again
is a great beauty
has. Then he doesn't care much what happens to him as long
who deserves a certain measure of immortality because
as it happens with her.
There's one of those French-farce bedshe possesses that air of complete unconcern about her
room scenes which might be naughty if it weren't played by these
charms. What a gift that is!
(Cont. on page 78)
.

,

—
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By
when
they made 'Passion' in Germany
Emil Jannings and Ernst Lu~

(\Since the inspired days

Garnett

Weston

bitsch

have

been, professionally,

separated.

one-reelers years ago in GerF^ROM
the most ambitious picture
many
to

C[

Emil and Ernst
mutual suspicion

46

in the

German Theatre was

to un-

given his

first

chance in making them. The young
man was Ernst Lubitsch.
He was
Emil Jannings played in them.
merely a ghost, a shadow, unnamed on the screen, a phantorn of nothing, although he was one of the foremost stage
actors of Germany.
So unimportant were motion pic
tures
so far from importance were those who played in
them at that time. Indeed, long after, with the filming

bounded confidence

of Paramount^ 1928 program today
each other.
From mutual suspicion to unbounded
confidence in each other
That, in broad strokes, is the story of Emil Jannings
and Ernst Lubitsch.
The one-reelers were made with Jannings playing opyoung man who had been acting
posite Ossi Oswaldi.

A

—from

—

in

directorial

(£

famous and
its makers also, Jannings still remained
a shadow, nameless on the screen, just
one of the players. Lubitsch was little
better known.
But not for long. The German studio
hired a secretary' to open and answer
wires from every corner of the globe,

of Passion, afterwards world

asking

"Who

is

Lubitsch too.
three of

the

XV

role of Louis

man who

Vera Veronina and
Emil Jannings in a
breath-taking scene.

plays the

in Passion?'

And

Pola Negri.

All

— and UFA — and Para-

them

mount, who released the film in America.
There was glory and to spare for everyone who had the least thing to do with
Passion. Exhibitors basked in box-office
cream.
UFA responded graciously and
gave Louis XV a name. The name was

Vidor has,
'The Patriot,' the
most interesting role

Florence
in

she has ever played.

Jannings.

But the Passion affair was afterBack beyond Passion, was

wards.

pain, persistence, patient, plodding

of a pantomimic art
which eventually led to the full
light of the place in the sun Jannings occupies today.
Likewise

CC

A

count may tickle
a czar. Lewis Stone
and Emil Jannings.

perfecting

Lubitsch.

When
darkness,

from

they met in the one reeler
Jannings looked down

his

lofty

six feet three
six or
it

or

whatever
is, on
mocking

actually

stalky,

Ernst

Lubitsch,

broad,

short.

pain

_

persistence,

and

patience resulted in
the perfection of
pantomimic art that

gives Jannings his
place in the sun today.

and neither cared much for the
was before Jannings had any

other.

respect

That
for

motion pictures or the men who made them.
It was also before Lubitsch had come to know
that Jannings was a great harp for his master
fingers to play upon with such genius that it
is doubtful if there are two such men in the
It was the
motion picture industry today.
day of small things, beginnings, nothings.
Jannings was getting forty marks a day
So much
Lubitsch got less, very much less.
less that sometimes it
(Com on page 101)

—
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Posed especially for
SCREENLAND by
Miss Mary Philbin

^ODES
(^Fashion Favors the Frial,
the star of

and

'Drums of Love'

ij

finds the latest styles express
her natural simplicity.

Mary's wardrobe
never lac\s a blac\
lace jroc\. This one
is worn over a white
slip
and is
trimmed with blac\

satin

pleated chiffon. The
wrap is blac\ chiffon
velvet
with
lined

white
sports

satin and
an
ermine

collar.

D

ainty Mary

Philbin's reaction to the elaborate
fashion creations of her screen life is strict
Did you see her
simplicity in her real life.

in Drums of Love? Do you remember the
closeup of Mary in the wedding scene where she
wears that luscious lace veil and looks like an angel
straight from heaven? Well, on the opening night in
first

New

York the audience, that had not been demonup to that point, broke into wild applause

strative

when
C[

This round sil\ collar which ties at the
side and is appliqued
with French flowers
is a smart detail.

this

old world clothes

appeared.

—

to

wear

the time
they are so full of
beauty and romance but not Mary. She can't wait
to zip into tennis togs or a simple, cool, untraily
frock of the variety shown above, 'something that
doesn't take all your strength to carry about,' says
the diminutive

43

Mary

closeup of

You'd think she'd get the habit and want
all

—

young

star.

For

Jiigfi
tea or dinner this
orchid crepe froc\ with ribbon velvet trimming of a
dar\er shade and ruffle of
its
own material is one of

Mary's

favorites.

Photographs by Freubel

EW SCREENPLAYS
Reviewed by
Rosa Retlly

C[

'Coney Island' is the best film
month.
this
seen
have
I
Rudolph
Mendez,
(Lucila
Cameron and Eugene Strong)

CONEY ISLAND
Don't you know what
That's the Giant Dip-

OOK, Look:

100

that

j

per.

is?

The Coney

Coaster.

It

({

dips so deep

Lucila Mendez.
her give the villain a kick

Logan plus a
slin\y

couple
of
leopards

—

you

think you'll never come up again.

Watch

facque-

Beautiful

line

Island Roller

that's

'The Leopard Lady.'

Did you see
on the shin?

—

should say not. On the chin.
high and fast little kicker that girl.

Well,

A

I

Ralph

Ince's

new

film,

Coney

has one fight after another.
best of

all

when

Island

And

Lucila starts to

the

FASHION

— never

MADNESS

mind, now. Never mind. Not so fast.
That's one I'm not going to give away.

Gather around the

Clowns and a millionaire. Carnivals
and a political boss. A sweet, modest
ticket taker and a bunch of gangsters.

to

—

or this year, for that matter.
not the least of the credit is due
J. O'Neill who wrote this crackling

And
J.

good

girls,
tell

cret.

Plenty of Ballyhoo. Of the finest grade.
This is the best film I've seen this

month

circle,

ing to

And

it's

sc
one

remem'

to

ber, too.

Whenever

favor

whether
a

THE FEARLESS RIDER

a

you want

you go out
anybody to

story.

gc

I'm

you

for

to

do
you

ask
a

—

man

or
or a child
a red hat.

it's

a

woman

—wear

There's something
about red. I'm not
ture with moments of superb
fooling you.
An' he's knockin' 'em cold again.
canine grandeur.
The last time I
Seven or eight of 'em. Blows from the
saw Claire Windsor
right an' blows from the left.
they
doan bother Fred a tall. That ridin' cowboy saves the gold
she was dashing down Hollywood Boulevard in a widemine an' gits the girl.
brimmed red hat, and a short, clinging red dress. And
that day.
Fancy ridin', fancy shootin' and fancy fightin'.
I bet nobody refused her any favors at all

Well, I swan,
Fred Humes.

if it ain't

our ole

frien',

(f

George Connors and Rin Tin
Tin in 'Jaws of Steel,' a pic-

Why

—
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£ Budph

Ruth Miller,
and grass s\irts.
What have you then? Jvfo,
not Magnolia but 'South Sea
Ince, Patsy

tropical s\ies

For she never looked prettier. Not even
in her new picture Fashion Madness.
If you want to get an idea how to turn

Love."

rusty rags into this year's smartest
ensemble, it isn't necessary for you to take a trip over to
Paris to find out what Lucien Lelong and the other fashion
artists are offering in the way of summer clothes.
Just
last year's

Madness and take the matter up with
has a chance to wear every
type of dress and suit from the most formal evening
gown to the triggest North Woods costume. Just take
Claire's advice; copy one of the gowns she's wearing.
slip

For he actually
time with a new twist.
reforms, throws out all the grafters and
goes straight to win the woman he loves.
Only to find out at the climax that she
cares for a forger and wastrel.
Plenty of meat in this picture. Plenty of passion, too.
And a love theme so real it touches the heart.

into Fashion

Claire.

For in

—

And

I bet there won't be a single girl at the June Prom
who can touch you for clothes. (And, of course, we already
know that there'll be nobody there who can touch you

for looks.)

THE LAW AXD THE

MAX

You know and

I know that in the great emotional
people don't fall on their knees, wring their
hands and froth at the mouth. You know this. But a lot
of movie actors apparently do not.
However, Tom Santchi does. For a couple of years I
have been waiting for Tom to get a real chance to be cast
in some other role than the bearded, tobacco spitting
crises

of

'heavy.'

life

And

screen.

in

The Law and The Man, he

gets his

And

he gives as fine a portrayal as you'd
He pours his heart out right on the
see.
But simply. And sincerely. His greatest merit is

opportunity.
ever want to

his repression.

SOUTH SEA LOVE

this film she

The

story

is

strong.

It

stands

up

all the emotion Santchi gives to it.
It's an old
one about the political boss who loves the girl.

to

tale

match

—

But

that
this

I like Ralph Ince, darn his hide.
He can do more with
a pretty girl, a grass skirt and a hulking old sailing ship
than anybody I know. I like his swashbuckling ways. I

And
his lusty, brawny, take-it-or-leave-it pictures.
South Sea Love he had plenty to work with. The
prettiness of Patsy Ruth Miller.
And all her deftness.
The loveliness of a tropical sea, a tropical land and a
tropical sky. But this film is really not worth what Ralph
put into it. He was tied down by an impossible story.
Why every single one of you could write a better
scenario than the one with which Ralph and Patsy had to
work. The story just stumbled around and fell over its
own feet, dragging all the hard work of the cast and all
the beauty of the settings down to mediocrity.
like

in

OPENING NIGHT
my

on the stage and screen do
husbands sacrifice themselves so that the wife may have
the boy friend.
If a man really loves his wife, he fights
to retain her love
and how! He doesn't stand around
like a phlegmatic simpleton and let the other fellow have
things his own way.
In Opening T^ight, the husband is supposedly lost at
It

is

belief that only

—
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Upon

sea.

his return, however, he finds that his wife's
have been or are about to be won by another
So quite quietly he drops out of the picture.
unhappy film both in its theme and its direction.

affections

man.

An

the day, the comedy is perfect.
June Collyer, Walter
Pidgeon, William Russell and a couple of dogs will keep
you laughing until the finish.

An

excellent film.

Of

course,

GOLDEN YUKON

JAWS OF STEEL

Don't you sometimes wish that the villain would get the
girl instead of the poor but honest hero?
More often than
do.
I

And

not.

Golden Yu\on

in

said about the

But

all

man who

—

~~~

purposes.'

know what Will Shakespeare
does not love music. Well that's
just what I think about the man
or woman who doesn't love
4r
dogs.
They are fit only for

now, you

I

thought that's what was going
to happen.
An innocent little girl is
taken to Canada for 'nefarious

Excellently directed.

r

~"

"

—

the use?

You know

as well as I do
'unscrupulous villain'

the

that

Jackie
friends

—
cracks

'get'

—maybe

yourself.

the lunch

is

Colleen

Moore

ma\ing

A

best

Time.'
million dollar special with Gary Cooper,
but Colleen'li\e she is not too busy to
give a beginner a chance.
is

'Lilac

not

getting

is

an

It

the

is

Ralph Ince ever

As

di-

usual, he not only

directs but acts

one of the

lead-

This time, however,
ing roles.
instead of playing a rough-neck
sea captain, he portrays a whitehaired gangster.
Jola
in real

Mendez,
life,

is,

his sister-in-law

in the film, his

That girl is a good
In fact, at the climax
of the picture, she does work
daughter.

is

laid in Persia.

((]ac\ Stone
who is ma\ing

you ever saw more or
better action and color in any
picture, I dare you to name it.
Usually when you think of
an American Consul, you think
if

his screen start
in 'Lilac Time.'

^_
3~

gentleman in
a frock coat
very proper in
pronouncing his words. Well,
dignified

—

wait until you see
ican Consul!

I'm

underworld.

film

rected.

in.

This comedy

tall,

simply

unrolls

story

And

cago's
<3[

likes to see.

of a

who

Miller

hit in her childish

Chicago after Midnight

boys and girls,
For this is the
kind of picture that everybody

And

Louise

of
lit'

exciting picture of life in Chi-

Come on now,
right

nobly.

picture

CHICAGO AFTER
MIDNIGHT

WOMAN WISE
pile

so

big

a

mushy.

my

it,

new

Mary

eur.

and

drop in to see
And if I'm wrong,
on me.

for

this is the class that

The

when
just

me means

to

and movingly. And it has moments of superb canine grand-

but the picture didn't
me. However, don't take

my word
it

it's

a

role.

one of her boy
behind the ear.
But

somehow
idea,

dramatic

of

dog

makes a great

say nothing of an ape who
suicide.
As well as a
lot of other unusual 'props.'

very

character

And
his

the

the

commits

particularly

spoils.'

radically

Jaws
Steel he shares honors with

To

all

the

In

would be about enough to put
any picture over, wouldn't you?

It's

in

Rin Tin Tin heads

beautiful Jacqueline Logan plus
a couple of slinky leopards

powerful

wrong

dog.

THE LEOPARD LADY
think

something

A

And
comes to no good end.
that our Nell retains her fragile
and uninteresting purity.

You would

is

person who does not love dogs.
Big dogs, I mean.
Mind you
I don't care myself for these
sweet smelling little Poms that
childless women drag around in
their arms and feed on cream.

just at the ch>

max, just at the moment when
seemed oh shucks, what's
it

that

and

'treasons, strategies

There

this

which

is

really

fine.

There

is

a sort of fighting stamina in
her characterization which must
have been pretty difficult to
depict.

Ince himself is splendid in the
the father.
His work
repressed and cleverly shaded,

role of

Amer-

What

actress.

is

from

a wallop he packs.
Then take that old oriental gink, the Pasha. He orders
the natives to besiege the American Consulate because an

he has ever attempted before,
There is in this picture an entirely new type of detective.
Ole M. Ness has the part of Tanner.
Tanner

American adventurer from a nearby oil camp has become
involved
that's a good word
with a native woman.
That gun fight around the Consulate is as pretty a piece
of action as you ever saw.
Particularly when the dead
and wounded fall off the top of the wall down into the

murder of the gangster who years before
squealed on Ince, causing him to be sent to prison.
Ness
brings to the screen a detective such as I have never seen
before.
His portrayal is little short of marvelous.
I do
not believe I have ever witnessed better character acting.
Ness deserves much credit for deviating from the usual
'hoku'm' detective with blunt-toed shoes and blunter brains.
And all intelligent detectives should club together and send
him a medal.

—

—

lake.

The whole film is crammed with a genuine picturesque
quality which you don't often find.
And clear up until
the wind up when the American boys, of course, save
52

different

anything

tries to solve the

:

—

Conducted by ^Jvlorrie Ryskind
Not so the Yarbough. She comes out, nakedly
to.
and unashamedly, brown. Her hair is the sort that
even the most potent kink'remover can not make
She looks like a Milt Gross caricature. And
straight.
then she begins to wiggle.

She doesn't dance. She wiggles, she wrigThe dance is sex masquerading, but Yarbough throws off
the mask. And her very frankgles.

plus a gamin sense of
humor, plus a pair of big black
eyes that roll even more than
ness,

her body, bring

down

And deservedly so.
Go and see Yarbough,

the house.
is

our

tip.

"Rope"
David Wallace and T.

S.

Strib-

have conspired to make a play

ling

out of Mr. Stribling's novel, Teet-

faUow

—and,

play, too.

of life as it is lived in Tennessee
that is as strange to the av-

slice

—

by and large, a good
Here is, on the stage, a

life

New Yorker as
have been to Rip Van

must

erage

Winkle
awakened

when he
from his

nap.

New

York, as is so
pointed out to
not America

often
us,

is

more's the pity. Even
in New York, however,

we

have fellows like
Dr. Straton to contribute to the front pages.
But here we regard

them

as so

We

find

many

|

freaks.

White

hard to
visualize an entire community brought upon Stratit

<l

Eva

Le

Gal-

lienne as Viola
in

'Twelfth

Night.'

onism; a community where
reading and writing are

looked down upon as being affectations; a com'
munity that regards evolution as the belief that
'your grandmother was an ape;' a community
that has never heard of Darwin or Huxley or
Shaw or Wells or Anatole France; a community
that would be right at home if time moved
back three hundred years.
Well, Stribling shows you that community.
He and Wallace in a fine-moving first act, in
which every gesture of the characters is a symbol
of their life and thoughts, paint for you a town
where the Scopes trial could not be a public
farce, but an important matter of life and death,
with the devil on the side of Scopes.
De Barron

Stribling etches slowly, but surely.
White

H Peggy

Cornell is the
refreshing
part
of
'Sunny Days."

C^A

diverting
scene
from
'Diversion' with Kathleen

Kiesbitt

and Richard Bird.

You

be-

And

then you begin to understand how
a mass of men, in the name of the Almighty,
can don masks and go
(Cont. on page 80)
lieve.

6?

a

<C

Fitzmaurice,

at

left,

bareheaded,
directing
'Lilac
Colleen Moore and
Time.'

Gary

hatter
from

!

George

Cooper

acting

as

if

they were alone.

HOLLYWOOD

By Martin Martin

I

a land of opportunity.
Hollywood
Two men using brains and ingenuity,
is

have made a motion picture
and are Well on their way to fame.
Naturally you ask what kind of a picture could they have made
that price when even the program oictures of the big companies cost from
at a total cost of $97,

at

$150,00 to $250,000.
Well, to use their own description, it is a 'symphony of motions.'' As you can
guess, the treatment is impressionistic.
Robert Florey got the idea. He isn't new to Hollywood, having directed for
Tiffany, Sterling and Columbia Pictures, but he never stood out above the
mob before. S. Vorkapitch, the other man, is a Serbian artist, and he is totally
unknown or was until the $97 picture was previewed at the home of Charlie

—

Chaplin.
Charlie is ever ready to sponsor new and artistic ideas.
He started Joseph
von Sternberg on the road to fame after The Salvation Hunters which cost $3500
if

I

remember

correctly.

What

Charlie did for von Sternberg, he apparently is ready to do for Florey
and Vorkapitch. He showed the picture to Joseph Schenck, Douglas Fairbanks
and several other important Hollywood people, with the result that Doug
loaned his cutting room to Florey to make prints of the new
film.
€[

Marceline
Day
tennis
playing
with
of

the

editor

Screen land.

Not only

that but Charlie suggested a title. He wants Florey
The Blues, Rhapsody of Hollywood.

to call the picture,

Florey's idea

was

to call

it

The

Life

And Death

of 9413.

(T

King Vidor and camera'
man John Arnold greet
Eleanor Boardman, Mrs.
King Vidor, bac\ on
the lot after the store's
visit.

What Florey means is the life and death
of one of Hollywood's thousands of extra
people a man practically without identity.
I am sure you will be interested in the way the film
was made. It is really the strangest of stories. To begin

—

with the two men took every foot of film with an amateur
camera in the kitchen and bedroom of the artist,
Vorkapitch.
They used 45 sets, all of which were made of dry cardboards, cigar-boxes and pieces of newspaper. The greatest
amount spent on any one was $1.67. (Just
compare this, for instance with F. W. Murnau's circus set at the

Fox studio which

Q Mary

Pichjord
a cryptomeria japonica
plants

new

the

in

ForFame.

California
est of

when Harold
Lloyd announced his intention of
sending the original Lloyd horninsurance executive

cost

$77,000).

By

this

And

Life

part shot

time you have realized that The
Death of 9413 was for the most
in

miniature.

It

has

it's

rimmed glasses to the Hague for
the international film exhibition in
April.
Harold has a $25,000 insurance

human

however, two people, Jules Raucourt and

cast,

Voya

Georges.
Contrasting to the thousands spent by studios on illumination for the production of
pictures, Florey and Vorkapitch's bill came

to just
globe.

from

what

policy on these glasses.
It

if

man

run one 400 watt
Every scene was shot with the light

this

costs

it

A

going to.
special musical score is being
written now for an early screening of the

Broadway house

stories

in

New

York

City.

who was

one of the most interesting
to come out of Hollywood in months.

think this

Nichols, author of Abie's Irish Rose,
carries more than 2 miles of film to

New

month.
It is the completed Paramount version of
her famous Jewish-Irish comedy.
this

Q Pola

made

leading

lady

in

the

Hollywood's new master of bon
mots is William Powell.
Bill defines a production super-

and Warne

Bax-

'Three Sinners."
white wig is becoming.

The

ter

l^egri
in

One of the cutters at the studio tells me that there are
Since each pic192,000 individual pictures in the film.
ture is three fourths of an inch long the entire film runs
to more than 12,000 feet.
It

a

Foy company.

is

Ann

York with her

to

Eddie Foy, the famous clown,
died as he wished 'with his
boots on,' was well beloved in
Hollywood.
Jack Gilbert recalls that he made
his debut on the stage as a member
of Foy's company.
Many years
In fact Jack was at
ago it was.
the tender age of 1 year. He was
carried on the stage by his mother,

one of these scenes occupies more than
The total production runs
only 1200 feet.
Obviously it would be of little use to the
two experimenters to make a picture for $97
if they couldn't get it shown.
But they are

I

surprising

who

globe.

feet of film.

film at a

all

company sent a
accompany them abroard.

to

No

two

wouldn't be at

the insurance

the blood run cold in the heart of a prominent

a

Beery-Hatton

comedy

visor as a

man who knows what

he wants but can't spell it.
Asked what he was playing in
comedy, he replied with aplomb; 'The

relief.'

A

honeymoon in Havana!
Lucky Kenneth Hawks and happy Mary Astor. They
will be there by the time you read this, for they are to
67

be married Feb. 23 at Mary's
home. It will be a quiet wedding.

1

Only her people, his two brothers,
and a few friends will be invited.
Then Mary and her husband, who
a

is

production supervisor

at

the

William Fox Studio, will go to New
York for a few days before sailing
to Cuba.
Their plans sound like a dream
come true. Only the best of shows,
the most expensive of the cabarets.
Perhaps they even will be able to

down upon those dual
challenges to man's ego, the stone
lions, in front of the Public Library
on Fifth Avenue.
look pityingly

If you haven't already heard, it's
going to surprise you that Madge
Bellamy is married.
She slipped
away to Tia Juana to avoid the
new California law requiring 3 days
notice before weddings, and swore
to be true to Logan
young
Metcalf,
S.
broker, until death do

them

Hall,

Lyon

Greta
in

'Hell's

James

picture.

and

~S[issen

Ben

Angel's.'

part.

What
of

Another aviation

this

do you think
for

a

sub-

John Krafft wrote

for

it

title?

K[ight.

"Marcia, the bride,

—

had prepared for the
big battle of marriage
with a number of

A

Blonde For the

o

writes me from Tahiti that he had
the world's closest shave this month.
I
am speaking in the vernacular.
What Monte referred to was an acci-

Monte Blue

short engagements."
•

S

In other words a 25 foot fall
from the top of a cliff.
As it was 50 feet to the ground,
the most elementary knowledge of
subtraction will inform you that
something
must have stopped
Monte.

dent.

Three Tahiti palms performed
this

They took

gratifying duty.

their toll in scratches

and

bruises,

but broke no bones.
"You may
not believe me," Monte writes,
"but when I got down, those palms
were smashed so flat they could
been mistaken for
easily have
ferns."
[

Loretta Young
as she beauti'
jies
'L a u g h,

—o

With

all

the world

criticising

amount of
money they spend and what they
movie

Clown, Laugh.'

spend

stars

it

the

for

on, I enjoy writing that

Vera Reynolds

is

living

still

in

the same rambling two-story house

she purchased years ago.

Vera

tells

remodeled instead of building

a

me

she

mansion

is

having it
Beverly

in

Hills.

There will be sun-porches, wide verandas, nooks and two
more rooms.
And when this work is finished Vera will have a homey home without
drawing too heavily on the bank account.

—o

You
68

can't guess

who

is

offering a

cup for the best tennis team of

Poor Farina of Our Gang has been ill
Also Joe Cobb, the fat boy.
It
started when Farina showed up at the
studio with what the doctor had diagnosed as the annoying but common com-

too.

plaint, hives.

But
out.

it

It

wasn't hives as things turned

was that scourge of our

child-

hood, chicken-pox.
Joe caught it from Farina and the
rest of the Gang lived in dread terror
for a week.

Another Hollywood tragedy!
One-eyed Connelly, champion gate
crasher of the world, but lately employed
in the opposite capacity of keeping other

gate-crashers

out of the William Fox

Studio, has been fired.

Some say he had too much sympathy
for those of his kind.

the

CT'ne nine months

Connelly

\id leads his
parents. Mi! ton
Sills

Sills
and
Kenyon,

Others say

it

is

economy wave.
is

now

a

Hollywood

bols-

hevik.

Doris
the

to

photographers.

the

all

Hollywood

Studios.

Chester Conklin.
I wish you could see him play.
Here's another subtitle that

George Marion, Jr. wrote it.
"Get me on a Los Angeles
fit

made me

laugh.

The famous

train before I have the greatest

in the history of hysterics."

When
around

Samuel Goldwyn's research department was digging
in

preparation

Two

for

__

was discovered that in
1540 women wore wedding rings
on their thumbs instead of the
Lovers,

it

third finger.

So when you see Vilma Banky
with a big gold band on her thumb
in this picture, you can pretend
as if

you knew

it all

C~

Preferred' for
tomical series.

brilliant

audience,

For the
Janet

first

Gaynor

is

time since she has been in pictures,
wearing high-heel shoes and silk stock-

Four Devils, her new Fox vehicle.
There's no use wracking your memory to catch me
up on this statement because Janet herself is the
authority.

As charmingly modest as ever, she talks of the fun
of going to Europe to make Blossomtime. Unless I am
mistaken she will also do The Dollar Princess over
there, with Murnau as her director.

which

Eleanor Boardman is going to carry her baby to
She won't be the first.
Agnes
'her.
Christine Johnstone, the scenarist, went her one better
and carried her youngster around the world in a

Europe with

wood.
n*
~~
Illness hit a Paramount picture
<_

•

fl[

Dorothy
t0 nau

^

Mackaill adding
g0 £ d loo

s

^

Just as she was ready to
start on her new story, Ladies of the Mob, Clara Bow was
stricken with an attack of apendicitis, from which she has not

hard.

Fox and'

ings in

cheered and cheered her.
It was the greatest moment of
her life. It could never have been
possible anywhere but in Holly'

tii

the

the time.

You would have been very much
impressed with the drama of Holly
wood had you attended the premiere of Four Sons at the Carthay
Circle Theater this month.
Margaret Mann, 60 years old,
an extra playing her first part,
swayed uncertainly before a great
and

Madge Bellamy made 'Ankles

basket.

Eleanor and her husband, King Vidor, will leave as
soon as he finishes Marion Davies' next, PoIIv Preferred.
69

Cuhey

Then Jim Hall came in on
Wednesday, bandaged up a bit,

Jay

but

smiling

broadly

much worse

for hard

tear.
"Still alive,"

doubtless

By Marion

and not
wear and

of Hollywood

but

I

I'll

am

he joked, "and
through it,

live

glad that

it

doesn't

happen every day in the week."
So breathe gently, ye female
sex, our hero is safe and sound,
and I give you my word, as
handsome a sight as eyes can
hope to see!
Just exactly like Ronald Colman, to pack up his duds and
sail away from Hollywood with-

out a single word to anyone!
I suppose he told his Buddies,
Dick Barthelmess and
Bold, Bad Bill Powell, "but not

Oh,

a single

truly

E E

d

,

—

that's the

it,
very

out with

Christy,

leading lady,

Harold Lloyd's
and Lupe Velez

meet the Preferred
Taylor at the train.

why

reason
she won't

Ann

Ruth

me any more."

—

go out with him at all.
"D ," finished Richard, the good natured, "d again!"
And I smiled, and Lois smiled, but of course Richard didn't

—

—

feel that

way

at

*

*

Hollywood always are more or less trying, but
Carthay Circle Theatre, it is getting to
be quite an awful ordeal. There used to be crowds pushing and
shoving all the way from the sidewalk to theatre entrance, but
blessed if at the opening of Four Sons they didn't have regular
grand-stand seats mind you, regular theatre chairs line on line
They 'ohed' and
all the way up the walk and on each side.
'ahed' and clapped and shouted as the different celebrities went
in, and there they still were when we came out of the theatre at
twelve-thirty, to go through the same motions right over again!
That's what I call loyalty! But there's nothing like the thrill of
a Hollywood opening, and I only wish you all could have a little
Aladdin's lamp or something and be whisked away to Hollywood
Openings

in

lately particularly at the

.

—

—

for an 'opening.'
It just happened that I met Bebe's mother the Monday after
Bebe and Jim Hall had had their accident on Saturday. I guess you
know that it happened during the taking of a scene for Bebe's next.
"I was down town," Mrs. Daniels told me, "when suddenly
the newsboys started calling 'Extry, extry! All about Bebe DanFor a minute I was simply stunned and
iels' orful accident.'

absolutely too terrified to get a paper.

Then

I

realized

how

little

good being terrified was going to do me, and I called the studio.
Only mothers who have daughters of their own can understand
the way I felt. Bebe is much better now, but she will be in the
Oh, I'm just thankful that it
hospital at least a week longer.
wasn't any worse."
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calls

anybody

to

'im

—

—

else.

what
while really and

mystery

that's

believes his private busi-

his

hearts

of

Hollywood would

let

him

get

secrecy for very long.

Yep, they're tooting around together quite a bit
I mean Evelyn Brent and Gary Cooper
of The Legion of the Condemned.
Serious? That
oh well, nobody can say just yet.
Maybe one
of those pleasant little friendships, and maybe if
we butt in too much and talk too many things it
will only break up a something most agreeable to
these days

—

—

them both.
Back

—

old love
that's Kenneth Harlan
Don't get me wrong, though, because I don't mean back to sweet Marie, although,
of course, they've talked that, too, out here where
talk is lots of fun.
I mean that this month Kenneth
has gone back to the stage for a while to play the
lead in The Triumphant Bachelor. The dark escort
and I were there for the first performance, and
believe me, Kenneth hasn't forgotten how.
If he
does decide to keep it up indefinitely, I hope he
manages to work in screen productions, too. We'd
miss him from the screen if he
should go for very long, wouldn't <CJoe Cobh and
]ac\ie Condon seem
we?
this

all.

*

is

away with

talking about friend Lois Wilson.
It was friend Dix talking
Lois had come over to the Paramount lot to take some advertising pictures with Richard, and you can take it from me that
Lois was not a bad thing to look at so early in the morning.
Someone had immediately looked wise and began talking engagement.
Which was the cause of all the Dix ire. Lois has her
friends, and Richard has his, and because Lois can't be seen with
Richard without being reported engaged to him, she simply won't

I

Colman

word
o'

trip to

sighing

go

only that

man

own; and if he wants to take a quiet
good old London-town, he feels he has a
right to keep it to himself.
Which means, of
course, if he can.
Poor Ronald! Just as if the
ness

'

it's

A

the

to

month.

*

*

*

to

have

Farina

in

Uncle Carl Laemmle has a new ^oTspot ^en^/or
Our Gang.

hobby.

say

I

'new,' but

maybe

would be

it

nearer correct
I

if

should say that

he

is

up
hobby

taking

again

a

he started
and years

that

years

He

ago.

is

col-

lecting signatures

from famous perover the
is going about it as seriously as if it were some great business
deal. It is very, very interesting, and he prizes his collection and guards it
most preciously.
signature he guards as priceless is one from Vincente
Ibanez, the famous author of The Four Horsemen, and who died
recently.
Uncle Carl spends hours
sons

all

world and he

A

working on the
it's all

the privileged

amine

collection,

complete,
it

hope

I

few

Ramon

J^ovarro

and Joan

ford

Craw-

ma\i n g

'Across to Singapore.'

and when
one of

to be

to be able to ex-

thoroughly.
3*

When

C[

you go

Hi

G[

Anna May Wong
wears

avisiting in Holly-

wood these days, very
pick up your hook rug
7

casually

a

divided

s\irt.

you

material, lug
along with you and then when
you reach your destination, just as
casually take out your work and go
to hook-rugging. Yes, that's the very
latest in Hollywood, and to prove it,
I simply ask you to watch Gladys
it

McConnell
corner,

over in the
going it likkety-

split, as

Gram would

say,

without even letting it
hinder her conversation.
(Si

Tuilv

Jim

and

W

e

Walter
II m a n

who

will

of

di-

'Beggars

rect

Life.'

The best part of it is that
they are beautiful things
when they are finished,
and if you make one yourself it costs less than half
as much as you'd pay in

Anyway,

that's

Hollywood

these

a store.

us
days-

hook-rugging

just

Poor

in

Cyril!

I

it,

likkety-split!

wondered

why he

wasn't in his great long racy looking car, but was walking up the Boulevard so lonesome-like.
And I didn't

machine parked in its same
accustomed place across the street from
me.
The next morning, though, I

see the old

picked up the paper, and there right
were the lines:
'Auto thieves get Cyril Chadwick's car. Machine stolen from in front
in big, bold letters,

of actor's home."

What
ting

my

of

fixed
L.

has
are

do you think of that?

them
it

However, now that I've
(maybe I should say as how the

A. policemen fixed it!) so that Cyril
it back again, all is forgiven and we
still the friends we were of yore.

No wonder

Webb

on

'7\(ero'

show-

ing as fine legs and chest
as

any Hollywood horse.

let-

eyes!

4?

({Fay

Me

steal Cyril's car right in front

s£

$

young Tomasina Mix's

birthday party included a matinee at
Sid Grauman's Chinese Theatre where
he has an almost entire honest-to-goodness circus playing right along with
Charlie Chaplin's Circus. Tomasina had
about twenty guests, and if every single
71.

one of them didn't see enough to keep each talking for a

month

or so after the

show

I

miss

my

guess!

Maybe

Well, well!
in

you'll

too,

I

"Oh,

1

a lot of the native sons in a

months.

I

is

not!

You

don't

think

a novelty.

*

opera singer, Ted Novis, is getting along. Ray beamed.
The jist of Ray's reply was that Ted is really knocking 'em dead over there in Italy, what with learning
their language down to a 'T in no time, and showing up

that

few short

The real truth of the matter
Ted has already learned five

complete operas, and for the benefit
of those of you who know as little
about it as I did, Ray tells me that
that is nothing short of marvelous.

is

it

*

met Ray Hatton on the Paramount lot the other
first thing I asked him was how his

you."

tell

Something old-fashioned

day, and the

—

is

so.

*

think I'm fooling, but with the whole lobby of the Chinese
Theatre filled with circus, it's a wise father or mother these
days who starts down the Boulevard on the other side of the
Such a circus!
that is if they want to get anywhere.
theatre
Such a bunch of performing bears and dogs and horses! No
wonder Tomasina's birthday party was the shining social event
of the winter for the younger set.
* * *
"It

Maybe

Hollywood would surely be quite

he'd be

And if you don't believe that Ray is
getting the greatest kick in the world
out of it, just write him a
ask him about it!
*

*

Everybody seems

letter

and

*
to be vitaphoning

out here these days. The latest on
the list, which includes folks like
Lionel Barrymore, Henry Walthall,
it

Bosworth, Irene Rich, May
Buster
Collier,
Conrad
Nagel, Lois Wilson, Helene and Dolores Costello, and even Rin-Tin-Tin,

Hobert

McAvoy,

G[

Owen

Moore

ta\es l-iorma
Shearer for a

buggy ride

ma\e
standing there in

line,

do you?

Waiting to

to

'The

Actress.'

get in just like any common, ordinary person?"
"Well, take a look at that picture in the lobby.
If it doesn't look exactly like the man standing there in line I
certainly do need glasses."
This all happened while we were standing in line at a neighborhood theatre where French Dressing was the evening's attraction. The two girls behind me were doing the excited arguing,
I had to find out what it was all about.
the other side of the lobby, coat collar turned up, cap
pulled down over his eyes, and with Mrs. Brook beside him, stood
Clive Brook with the rest waiting his turn to get into the theatre.
Folks suspected it was he, but no one was quite sure, and in case
either of the pair behind me should happen to read this, you
can take my word for it that not only did the gentleman LOOK

and of course

On

like

but

the Clive Brook of the picture,
it
was the personal appearance

'

In California they span\ godless girls so
Patricia Kelly and Kate Price illustrate
the horror for Mrs. Buwalda, Secretary
of the Commission for Prison Reforms.

himself!

We

had

just

been talking to Dick

Barthelmess between the scenes of The
Little

Shepherd of Kingdom Come.

"What
is!" I

a bashful sort of fellow he

remarked

to the

Hollywood pro-

ducer who was the other part of the
1
above 'we.
Then, right out of a clear sky, came
the interesting remark, almost with a
sigh, from my Hollywood producer:
"Yes, he's just an old-fashioned boy,
with an old-fashioned heart, waiting
around trying to find an old-fashioned
girl to be the Mrs: Barthelmess of a

good old-fashioned home!"
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Lupe Velez poses for

Billy

camera with which he used
Pic\ford pictures.

to

Bitzer's

old

ma\e Mary

—

is

A

Norma Talmadge.

new

house in New
York is to open with a Talmadge production, and because
Norma cannot be there in person, a vitaphone record has been
taken out here and Norma will
be Master of Ceremonies in
Rethe east, by vitaphone.
markable, isn't it? Also, I have
it direct from Rin-Tin-Tin, personally, that Vitaphone is a
He not only
very fine thing.
feels that it gives one a new
picture

great

field

ture,

that

for developing voice cul-

but admits quite frankly

when he watches

himself

on the screen with vitaphone
he is entirely at a loss to discover where all the talking of
himself comes from!
%
%
%
I met George Melford over
on the Metro -Goldwyn lot the
other day, greeted him, and

after

we had

talked a

bit,

dis-

covered that in all his years of
being in Hollywood, of all his
years of acting, producing and
directing, that was the very
first time that 'Uncle George'
has ever stepped foot into the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

studios.

could hardly believe it, and
then began to realise how far
apart folks can be even though
I

the distance in miles

The
eration

speed of the
is

is

so short.

new

gen-

becoming more and

more evident

to

me

each dav!

Blane tells Chester
Con\lin to sha\e off
his embarrassment.

C[ Sally

Witness the latest action of one four-year old Henry King, Jr., of Hollywood, California. Junior had to have a tricycle. Oh, not just a common,
ordinary tricycle that one sees any day of the week on the sidewalks
oh, no, his must be a tricycle with a side-car attached thereto.
The
entire family was, of course, somewhat astounded at the request, but at
length, after much coaxing, the new vehicle arrived.
For two whole
days Junior worked diligently until he had mastered the art of riding
the thing to such an extent that he could turn corners fine, on two wheels,
just the way all good cyclists can do.
Without another word, he went
to his nurse and informed her that he was ready for the baby.
Nurse
didn't quite understand, but 'Hen'y' asked with an important air why
they supposed he needed a bike with a side-car attached, if it weren't
to take baby brother out for the right kind of spin?

'

Laura La Plante
powders her nose.

Farina and Fatty Joe Cobb, at the moment of writing, are the social
hounds of Our Gang this month. Farina "catched the hives," and then
he "gived urn" and the party was on. Of course, while the itching was
in full blast, it wasn't "xac'ly" an awful lot of fun, but now that the
painful part is over with, showing the spots is regular he-man stuff!
Kids is kids, all right, and Director Bob McGowan is only thanking
his lucky stars that the rest of the gang were immune.
(Cont.

on page

78')
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1S[EWS from the
q

Every item means a
lot to

D

some

TlCTURE ^JVlAKERS
"

"

one.

OGS will bark, the
arms
of
clash
will
be heard,

and projecting logs, all of
which made swimming, in
full
cowboy regalia, a

and the roar of
De re'
angry mobs will be
corded in the motion pictures of the future, but

is

the

opinion

difficult

Even

this

for

proposition.

was not enough,
the water was excep-

cold,
being
a
stream which has its foundation in the high Sierras.

tomorrow are
be mere records.

not to

very

tionally

the films of

That

"

'

'

of

Jesse L. Lasky.

Jack Holt

Sound is to be the most
important development in

returning

is

to Paramount.

the motion picture industry during the next five
years, the Paramount vicepresident declared today

The popular player has
signed a contract to appear in Zane Grey's pro-

With

than a year ago that Holt
terminated his arrangement with Paramount.
During this period he has

without hesitation.

just as little hesitation

ductions.

he

declared that the development of sound in motion
pictures would not take
the form of dialogue pro-

made

T

never happened before.
Buzz,
the ridingest hoy in pictures made
a record when he as\ed his direc'
tor for a double for the love scenes:

ductions.

"To make
dialogue

all

vehicles

would

•

several

films

Holt's

picture will

first

for

which John Goodrich

now

is

ten years from where

be the director.

now," Mr. Lasky

stated.

great value of the
motion picture has been its

that
C[

the roar of an

two western

stars.

The

Thomson,
whose new picture, The

4-

Fred

is

Sunset Legion, is now being filmed at Hollywood.
Jack

Holt

began

his

career in the movies as a
horseman in western pictures and soon drifted

He

as a 'heavy' into other films.

greatest

mount

angry

popularity,

series of

however,

Zane Grey

in

achieved his
the Para-

pictures.

Among

most noted successes were The Light of the
"Western Stars, Wild Horse J<[esa, Born to the West, and
The Mysterious Rider.
his

perhaps a shouted command, the shrill
of a police
the bark of a dog, a knock on a
door when such
a knock adds to tense suspense— all
of these sounds will
be heard in the pictures of the future.

new

will

return means
Paramount now has

other

,

-H

whistle

"They will mean a
of in the past."

Buzz Bar'

'The Bantam Cowboy.'

logue between the actors
be recorded.
Once
more the limitations from which the screen is
now free would be forced back upon it.
'The use of sound will be dramatic, and
will heighten intensely the effect
of a picture.

mob

Louis King direc'
tor of
ton's

to

of crowds,

John Waters

Holt's

"The

The hum

preparing the con-

tinuity.

it

power to touch swiftly
upon action and then
sweep away. This would
he impossible were dia-

for

be The Vanishing Pioneer,

be to turn the progress of
the screen back at least
is

more

other companies.

1

pictures

was

It

type of sheer drama undreamed

*
*
*
Jack Donovan, the new Pathe western star now
being
seen to excellent advantage in his first stellar
vehicle, „.
one of the finest swimmers in Southern California and
is
credited with saving several lives.
In The Bullet Mar\, however, he was called upon

*

The

*

*

years of the Nineteenth Century, marked in
Europe by the conflict between French, Spanish and
British naval squadrons off Cape Trafalgar, which ended
with Britain victorious but Nelson lost, were among the
most stirring in the history of those nations. They were
likewise characterised by the brilliancy of court functions,
costumes and uniforms, and the dramatic quality of events.
In those memorable times the story of The Divine Lady
first

swimming effort. After making a high jump
which would never be attempted except by the nerviest
of men, Donovan landed in the water and swam through
the rapids for a distance of slightly more than a mile.

and this novel by E. Barrington affords Corinne
a marvelous opportunity for her initial production for First National Pictures under her new contract.
Frank Lloyd is to direct this picture and is busily engaged in laying out the massive production which it is

Additional to being exceedingly rough and full of treacherous whirlpools, the stream contained many huge rocks

Griffith has hitherto appeared.

for

his greatest

74

takes place
Griffith

declared will excel in brilliancy anything in which Miss

SCREENLAND
The romance of Lady Hamilton and Lord
Nelson is one that has been told in many
ways and whatever the opinion that exists
or may have existed in the time of its
occurence, the fact remains that it was one
The charof the most striking in history.
acter of Lady Hamilton is one of many
facets and offers unparalleled chances for

In one of the scenes of his new Paramount picture, The Sunset Legion, Fred
Thomson poses as a revolver salesman. In

showing

his wares he demonstrates the pulls
Billy-the-kid.
Kit Carson, Wild Bill
Hickok, Joe Smith, Buffalo Bill, and others.

of

The
it

trick

—

—

an instantaneous
the Roxie Hart of the
has been borrowed by David
Wark Griffith from Cecil B. DeMille to
play the part of a 'gold digger' in The
Battle of the Sexes, Griffith's next United

for the gun, bring
trigger and swing it

to reach

upward, cock the
aimed all

downward

compelling portrayal.

was

in

one

movement,

flash of action.

Haver,

Phyllis

film Chicago,

Picture.
Presumably, Miss Haver
be one of the battlers.
Belle Bennett. Stella Dallas herself; and
Jean Hersholt. Alias the Deacon himself,
have also been cast by Mr.- Griffith in The

Artists
will

Battle of the Sexes.

The

next Griffith film is being scenarized
by Gerritt Lloyd, who did the script of Mr.
Griffith's Drums of Love.

Word

has just come from Universal City
plans are under way for a novel
chapter play to be called The Final Rec\oning, the material for which will be obtained from G. A. Henty's famous series
of books for boys.
Newton House, heretofore starred by Universal as the Champion Boy Rider, in a
series of western featurettes, will be starred
It will be made under the
in this picture.
supervision of William Lord Wright.
that

Giving up a vacation between films,
Richard Barthelmess is preparing to start
upon his next vehicle for First National
Pictures within a week.
This will be Roulette, from the story of

name by Fanny Hurst. The cast is
being chosen, and actual shooting will
begin within a few days.
Barthelmess has just finished The Little
Shepherd of Kingdom Come, from the
famous novel by John Fox. Jr.
Alfred
Santell directed this picture, and will be
at the megaphone on Roulette.
Roulette gives the First National star an

that

now

entirely

new

characterization, something dif-

75
as was previously reported.
Miss
Daniels has recovered from her recent accident and has resumed work. Accompanied
by her mother and a nurse she has gone
with her company to the Yellow Astor

Say Yes

Mine

at Randsburg, Cal., to film a mining
sequence for the picture.
James Hall is
her leading man, Roscoe Karns is in the
cast, and Clarence Badger is directing.
Richard Dix. Paramount star, is erecting
a nine-room house on his 160-acre ranch

San Fernando Valley. The acreage
set out in oranges and other fruit
trees.
The house is located on a slope and
commands a view of the entire valley. It
is
to be entirely completed within two
months and will serve as a vacation retreat
for the star's occupancy between pictures.
His current vehicle, Easy Come, Easy Go,
will be completed before the new home is
in the
will

be

ready for use.

The lions have gone back to their dens,
the Grecian warriors have laid aside their
shields and political conditions in ancient
Athens

are back to

normalcy.

Miss Page in The Dancing Girl hailed
a new screen find, was recently placed
under a long-term contract by Metro-GoldNils Asther is a Swedish
wyn-Mayer.
as

who

has played several screen
Other players in The
here.
Dancing Girl include Joan Crawford, Dorothy Sebastian, Johnny Mack Brown, and
stage

star

roles

over

Dorothy Cumming.
Louise Lorraine and Lawrence Gray have
engaged for the romantic leads in

been

Shane
which

Line, an original story by Ted
with a 'newspaper background, in
Flash, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's new

canine

star,

G[

The Dead

makes

his

is

now

playing an important role in

Diamond Handcuffs.
Miss Caroline Bishop, who, according to
her engagement to Gene Tunney in the near future,
is
a niece of Frances Marion, scenario
writer, and has played a number of cinema
parts, the most important and most recent
one that of one of the ballet dancers in

Dame Rumor, may announce

Love, the
Theatre.

current

hit

at

the

Embassy

The Dragnet has been

selected as the
for George Bancroft's next picture,
soon to go into production at the Paramount
Studio.
The actor's first picture in which
title

was The Shoivdown.
The cast for The Dragnet will include
Evelyn Brent and Fred Kohler, both of
whom were prominently featured in The
Shoiudov.-a.
The director of The Dragnet
will
be Josef von Sternberg, maker of
Underworld and also of The Last Command, the drama of the Russian revolution
in which Emil Jannings now is appearing.
he appears as a

star

In the old days of the West pulling a gun
was an exact science. The man who had
the quickest pull had the best chance of
reaching a ripe old age.
Some of the
famous figures of the time used one gun,
others two
all had individual styles of getting the 'drop' on a man.

—

in

Hollywood.

second camera appear-

ance.
Miss Lorraine has just completed
the feminine lead in Circus Roo\ies, while

Gray

Educational Comedy Girls
on one of the dryest bars

ferent than any he has hitherto attempted.
In the past year, Barthelmess has demonstrated his versatility by playing the prize
fighter in The Patent Leather Kid, the college boy in The Drop Kic\, the gangster in
The Noose, and the mountain boy in The
Little

Shepherd

of

Kingdom Come.

In other words, the filming of Vamping
has been completed at First National
Studios, and Charlie Murray, Louise Fazenda, Thelma Todd and other members of
the cast have laid aside the costumes of
the ancient Grecians and resumed modern

Venus

apparel.

Vamping Venus
Jacqueline Logan will portray the featured and only feminine part in the PatheDe Mille production The Cop.
Her last pictures at the De Mille studios were The Leopard Lady and Midnight
Madness.
Since the completion of those
she has been loaned to star in two pictures for other companies.
William Boyd
is the star of The Cob.

Alan Hale is one of the most versatile
players on the screen.
He plays a chief
of detectives in The Cop, a sympathetic
part in complete contrast to his comedy
portrayal of a steel-worker in The Skyscraper.
In this connection, also, it is
interesting to
note that he is one of
De Mille's leading directors.

ranks high among stage delineations of
recent years, has signed a long term contract
with De Mille.
He will appear in an important role in The Cop.

Vamping Venus

theme,

Bebe Daniels' next picture will be titled,
Fifty-Fifty Girl, and not She Wouldn't

story

of

modern

is

also spectacular

and beautiful sets and artistic backgrounds will
add much to the
success of this big comedy special.
Eddie Cline was at the megaphone on
Vamping Venus, which is from an original
story by Bernard McConville, and was
adapted for the screen by Howard J.
the extreme,

in

Green.
Included in the cast are Big Boy
Williams, Russ Powell, Spec O'Donnell,
Janet McLeod, Fred O'Beck, Gus Partos,

Gustav von

Dove

in

Seyffertitz

Brook who
her

new

and many

others.

plays opposite Billie
starring picture, The

Yelloic Lily, for First National, entered the
World War as a private, was twice invalided, and emerged as a major.
Sills will have one of the greatcharacterizations of his career in The
Haw\'s T^est which Benjamin Christianson
will direct for First National Pictures.

Milton

est

The

a

It is exand ancient Greece.
pected to be one of the biggest laugh pictures of the year, and offers ideal roles for
Charlie Murray and Louise Fazenda.
While comedy is the predominating

Clive

Robert Armstrong, whose characterization
of the dumb prize fighter in Is Zat So?

is

New York

SCREENLAND

76
William Haines

will

have the masculine

Marion Davies in the new
picture, still untitled, which King Vidor
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer andirecting,
is
nounces.
James Murray, who was to have
played this part, has been ill and will be
unable to resume work for several weeks.
opposite

lead

The film deals with the adventures of a
movie-struck girl who comes to Hollywood.
This will be Vidor's first picture since The
Patsy, in which Marion Davies is starred,
and his second since The Crowd,
now playing at the Astor Theatre.

prologue to her

own

play, Abie's Irish Rose,

which Paramount is to release this spring.
Miss Nichols is shown writing the fore-

word

to

the

picture-play.

It

is

her

first

appearance since she forsook the movie
colony in 1913.
Charles Rogers, Nancy
Carroll, Jean Hersholt, Bernard Gorcey and
Ida Kramer are included in the cast.
Victor Fleming is director.
film

George Marion,

Jr.,

been

has

assigned

screen is now appearing in Harry Lang'
don't current production for First National.

This

who

leave

will

New

Whether or not the first few
scenes will depict this whimsical
funster making his appearance in

York

Coast next week according to a wire received in HollyHaving seen every
wood today.
worthwhile play on Broadway he
claims he has no further excuse for

will see

*

*

According to a cable from Paris,
Patsy Ruth Miller is engaged in
sightseeing and will complete her

country.

The sun shone
from

before she definitely decides
to make a picture in London, which
tour

authoritatively
ever, she will do.

it

is

The

best

as

food have ruined many a fair
"I feed my
says Vera.
canary bird red pepper to make his
The carrot
features golden red.
has the same color properties, and
will make a girl's face have a dirty,
con-

sistently."

"All vegetables are healthy, and
carrots have their uses but to go
on carrot diets is just as dangerous

most other

as

many persons

diets

advocated

by

defy anyone not to profit by
night of plain, uncooked food."
"Too much rich food is bad for anyone.
In this business where figure counts
so much, it behooves one to omit desserts
One night a week without
and starches.
heavy food will do wonders for the figure
disand complexion, not to mention

Fanny

position."

Anne Nichols, playwright and successful
producer, returns to the screen for a brief

use.

Wesley

Hatton.

Ruggles

will direct.

Yola d'Avril has been added to
the cast of The Yellow Lily, Billie
Dove's current First National picture, directed by Alexander Korda.
*
C[ Little

Mildred Kormann
big
sister
as
Our

her
sweetheart.

replaces

Gang's

by Paramount to write the titles for Easy
Come, Easy Go, Richard Dix's new picture.
Nancy Carroll has the feminine lead, and
Gregory LaCava was the director.
*

*

*

Marie Prevost, wears a white wig

in

The

Godless Girl Cecil B. De Mille's personally
directed Pathe feature, now in the making.
*

One

of the

first

*

*

recognized stars of the

*

*

Murietta Milner, Loretta Young
and Albert Conti will play the
principal roles with Florence Vidor
in her new starring picture, The
Magnificent Flirt.
Work on the

I

this

will

securing many more treasures of native art which she plans
to take in her home.
Preparations are now going forward at Universal for Miss La
Plante's next starring vehicle, The
Husband Hunt, from the story,
The Man Disturber, by Fred and

Dorothy Dwan, conceded to be
one of the prettiest girls in Hollywood, reveals the secret of her

and

which opening he

islands,

today."

beauty.
"I have to prepare dinner on
the cook's night out," says the star,
"and we eat a vegetable salad. I
use lots of onions, beets, lettuce,
peas,
radishes,
artichokes,
beans,
celery and any other green thing
With
I can find around the house.
this huge bowl of salad, I use an
more onions
oil
dressing
with
I
serve dry
chopped fine in it.
toast and coffee with a little cheese,

to

After a month's sojourn in the
Islands, Laura La Plante,
Universal star, whose current picture Finders Keepers is now at the
Colony Theatre, New York, has
returned to Los Angeles.
She was enthusiastic over her
trip, having gone in native boats to
practically
every
island
in
the
group.
She traded with the Polynesians in the more remote of the

fect

eaten

—

Hawaiian

skin,"

if

(extract

Chamber of
any year) when

Now

She claims
the diminutive star.
that too many carrots make the skin
yellow.
"Dieticians and vegetarians who
have insisted on carrots as the per-

tinge

brightly

Angeles

A

secret

of the fair sex has been exploded
by Vera Reynolds, De Mille star.
"Eat raw carrots and be beautiful" is all wrong, according to

yellowish

Los

Commerce report of
the cameras started cranking then
the rain started to fall and the
cameras registered the scene in
the rain.
wait of a few moments
and the sun broke through the
clouds again and the scene was retaken.
Both scenes have been
printed
and both are extremely
funny.
Langdon is undecided

rumored, how-

known beauty

downpour
him

of rain or whether we
traipsing down a country road in a flood of sunlight will
be decided, upon the completion
of the picture.
The first day the company started
filming activity was on location, the
scene a long winding road in the

a

East.

*

Turner,

filmed.

the

staying in the

Florence

years

vehicle reveals that she still retains
her remarkable ability and finesse.
The opening sequence on this
picture still remains a question despite
the fact that it has been

directing.

Ben Lyon
for

of

was starred in Vitagraph
productions and was the first player to introduce a dog on the screen.
Years ago Miss Turner brought her
talented collie dog into the motion picture
field and scored an instantaneous success.
Though it has been years since Miss
Turner appeared in a motion pic
ure, her work in Langdon's starring

Having completed the necessary
shopping, Jean Arthur has started
work at the Paramount studio
playing opposite Richard Dix in
Knoc\ing 'Em Over, with Fred

Newmeyer

personality

for

has just started at the Paramount
following Miss Vidor's completion
of her assignment in support of Emil Jannings in The Patriot.
Six sons are an important element in the
next Wallace Beery-Raymond Hatton comedy, and Paramount studio officials have
been experiencing difficulty with the casting.
The roster now is complete, however, and
the names of the big family are James
Mason, Ralph Yearsley, Bruce Gordon,
picture
studio,

—

SCREENLAND
star outfielder and other baseball
notables, for the new Richard Dix picture.

Leo Willis, Ethan Laidlaw and Robert
Kortman. Mary Brian will play the fem-

Giant's

inine lead, and~ the leading juvenile role
goes to Gardner James. Production already

Knocking 'Em Over.
Beans Reardon will
play the role of umpire.

lias

started.

George Horace Lorimer, editor of SatCecil
B.
visited
Post
urday Evening
De Mille, on location 45 miles out of
Hollywood, while making The Godless Girl
starring Lina Basquette.

Harry T. Morey has just been assigned
support Bebe Daniels in her current
Paramount picture, The Fijty-Fijty Girl.
Morey will have the 'heavy' role, and as
to

henchmen for his schemes he will be assisted
by Constantine Romanoff and Harry Todd.

77
querade ball and a barnstorming queen
and Johnnie Walker is the black-face
comedian of a musical revue.
Lionel Belmore, Ernest Hilliard, Sidney D'Albrook
and David Mir head the supporting cast.

honeymoon and
leave
for
week
a

Emil Ludwig, famous German biographer,
will write a biography for Paramount.

Chet Thomas, a former baseball catcher
with the Boston Red Sox, has joined the
company including Mike Donlin, former

was adapted from Come Bac\ to
Aaron is Frank Capra's third production.

The Matinee

An

There were lean times in Margaret
Mann's career when work was scarce. At
one such period she opened her little reswhere she 'featured' her own
taurant,
The
Scotch shortbread and mutton pie.
venture didn't make money as it should
they say because she spent too much money
Yes, she
on the food to make a profit.
Scotch, with Scotch sturdiness and deis
She
termination.
But she is not thrifty.
doesn't like to talk about money or to
She bought a typethink about it much.
writer at the usual price to print menus
Then she became interfor her tea-shop.
ested in psychology and sold the typewriter
in a hurry for twenty-five dollars to take
She's a modern
a course in psychology.

insight

into

tent

show

life

a

mas-

— Continued from

at 60

Success
apparently spontaneous 'shots' which give
the impression that the camera is concealed
In Four Sons two of Miss
somewhere.
Mann's best scenes are not close-ups, but
medium and long shots; and one effective
scene is played with her back to the
camera.

new production

the

Idol,

which

over
testing began
all
again he sent for Margaret
After the test he said to her:
Mann.
"Well, Mother I think we've got something this time."
"I hope so, Mr. Ford," said 'Mother.'
"You know me well enough by this time
If I get the part
to know I'm not afraid.
But if I don't
I'll
give all that's in me.
get it, I wish the lucky one success, and

he

the

returned

again.

Once

—

I

know you

will

make

me

thank you for giving

Then

she

a fine picture.
a

And

chance."

went home and waited, and

at

day or two

with

connection

in

his

at

Fox

in

—

—

a

page 24
"Weren't you on pins and needles
that

time?"

get excited hoping for things.
Too many
times you are all worked up, only to be
disappointed.
You get so you don't count
on anything. You take what comes, anl

thank

And

God
it

for it!"

—Miss
morning—
studio

for

Sons!

The

come.

did

Mann
Mr.

to

call

report

.Ford's
hers.

The plum was

And

—

John Ford remembered. When Fox gave
him Grandma Bernle Learns her Letters, and
told him to make a big 'special' of it, he sent
for Margaret Mann to give her a test.
He needed a real actress to play Grandma
Bernle.
The studio wanted a 'name': an
actress of established reputation, who would
bring the crowds to see the picture on the

girl

who made Hollywood from Kiew Yor\
Vonceil Vising, Ted Wallis, whose

horsebac\.
will be,

George Sidney and Carl Laemmle.

in

120 days, on

leading

lady

from
the

picture,

—

{(The

all

asked her.
"My dear," she said, "when you have
been working in pictures ten years you don't
I

.

Mother Machree when

strength of previous performances.
Before
the director went to Germany for local
color, he tested, many applicants for the
role.
Well-known character women tried
out for it.
It was the character woman's
Peter Pan or Lorelei Lee. Everyone wanted
it.
But none of the well-knowns seemed
to suit.
Ford went to Germany.
When

wells

in four or five weeks, they will
something she has
part for her
already talked over and likes but which
is not to be disclosed for a while.

duction,

have

Director John Ford noticed her and picked
her out of the crowd to do a 'bit' for him.
She played a mother one of the poor kind,
and went through her emowith a shawl
tional paces.
She forgot her surroundings,
forgot everything except the makeas usual
until she heard the sound
believe mother
It was Belle Bennett, the star
of sobbing.
of the picture, herself a famous actress of
screen mothers, who was crying as if her
heart would break!
Later Miss Bennett
"You've spoiled
said to Maragret Mann:
my make-up, but I'll forgive you, because
that was fine work."

—

oil

It

for $7.50 a day 1 A born trouper, she kept
busy whenever she could. She was doing

work

Hot

was this business which cut
short
their
Universal has
honeymoon.
assured her that as soon as they start prothere.

woman.
She made as much as $175 a week for
As soon as it
her work in one picture.
was finished she was doing extra work again

extra

will

Arrowhead

was excited!

waited.

from

returned

has
in a

Springs while her husband, George J.
Hausen, goes to Taft to look after some
business

Jungle Days is the latest Aesop Film Fables
Every
created by Paul Terry for Pathe.
animal is seen in the funmaker.

Mehaffey

Blanche
her

she

the

next

Four

then she

SCREENLAND

78
she stayed that way all through the
All the cast loved making it.
Grandma Bernle most of all. After the
last scene was taken, she went to her dressing room and put her head down on the

The trip to New York, to appear at the
opening on Broadway; the flowers, and the
interviews, and the photographs
all
the
paraphernalia of stardom must be even more
amazing and wonderful at sixty than at

make-up table and cried. She didn't want
wonderful picture to be over. She
didn't know, then, that the Fox people
were to be so enthusiastic over her work
that they would offer her a two-year con-

twenty.

And

picture.

that

tract at a splendid salary, that special stories
were to be written for her, that she was to

be a

star!

Y0Uflg

—

Sixty

Twenty

takes

worked and hoped
is

young, too,

The day

if

for so long.

he was recounting how he hit bottom, "so
from Paramount and started taking dramatic lessons from Frank Reicher."
But as he still refused to accept help from
anybody, he now had to support himself
by free-lancing in pictures. It was during
this time he was given, a small part in
I resigned

has

And

sixty

had seen the young man on the screen,
they were prepared to be mildly disappointed in him.
Some, no doubt, expected
Douglas to burst upon the scene with the
well-known smiling exuberance of his joyInstead, there appeared a tall,
ous dad.
quiet, serious-minded young man with the
poise and charm of a well trained actor of
the stage.

mous father. But where was the stage that
would give him a chance to show if he had
any dramatic ability? The Writers' Club!
that crucible that has turned up so much

He was given a part in
surprising talent.
one of the monthly one-act plays.
The name Douglas Fairbanks Jr. created
little interest on a program that invariably
contained the greatest names in Movieland.
Furthermore, as the sophisticated auditors

of his neighbors, and exclaimed: "By gad,
Mary, the boy can act!"
One more play at The Writers' and
Douglas was cast for the title role in Young
Woodley at one of the big down-town
theatres.
Here he played opposite Doris

The

legitimate
goal.

however, was the
Here he would not be

stage,

placed in hopeless comparison with his

fa-

—

Delight Evans' Reviews —
THE LATEST FROM PARIS

orders

is

everybody's

'em on merit
latest from Norma Shearer is acwith thanks right now, as far as
It's her best in a long
I am concerned.
time.
Not much of a vehicle, maybe but
it does give our Norma a chance to exhibit
her own special brand of pre-war, highShe should always play
powered charm.
girls.
No more Kathies!
ultra-modern
Beneath her delicate beauty, Miss Shearer
has a strain of steel which is essentially
She's a go-getter,
twentieth-century stuff.

The

cepted

—

and

this

picture,

The

Latest
the part

presents her with
traveling-salesman, and

how

From
of

she

Paris,
a

gets

lady
the

—and

if

business.

She

gets

fall

for

She isn't
her, that's their own hard luck.
Our heroine
that kind of a traveling-man.
even applies her smart business methods to
the game of love, and before she knows it
she is under contract for life, to Ralph
Girls will be
Forbes, a rival salesman.

no matter what.

wear

such

smartly,

it's

And when

Norma
clothes
as
all right with us.

FEEL

MY

they

wears

so

PULSE

Recommended for anyone with heartand who hasn't heart-trouble of
trouble

—

one kind or another?

Even

ing up with Dorothy Mackail in Man
Crazy, there was a scene where he had to
eat coffee and doughnuts. They took the
scene over and over again, but not one
word of objection came from Jack. I went

over to him between scenes.
"I've
already
announced,
I
"Say,"
counted eight doughnuts that you've eaten,
and four cups of coffee that you've downed.
If this scene is shot once more I'm pretty
near certain that you'll explode."
Jack smiled, and a sort of far-away look

came

in his eyes.

"
never turn away from "coffee and,'
he slowly said. "If you've ever been without the price of it, with the emptiest stomach
"I'll

on earth simply yelling for

Hollywood

the sister

see

to

she hasn't seen for

way from Scotland

his

movies have made famous

—

whom

the

at sixty!

if

—

Lloyd who, by the way, because of her
notable work in The Writers' Club plays,
has at last been discovered by the picture
producers!
and the combination created a
dramatic sensation.
For a necessarily limited run of three weeks Young Woodley
enjoyed capacity houses, then went up north
and played for three weeks more with The
Theatre Guild of San Francisco.
So well
received was Douglas in that very cosmopolitan and artistic city that he was curtain-

—

and called until he had to come out
and make a speech.
Saturday's Children was his next dramatic venture, and his success in it only
proved that his initial triumph was in no
sense due to accident or novelty.
Of course the pictures are after him now!
Not, however, as a youthful copy of his
father, but as a young actor with a distinct
and charming personality of his own.
And nobody is prouder of Douglas Jr.
than Douglas Sr.
except, perhaps, his decalled

—

voted mother.

you haven't,

which

I don't believe, you are apt to have
watching Bebe Daniels in her adventures as a hypochondriac who mistakes a

after

speak-easy for a sanatarium.
It
really matter, matter, matter
Bebe

—

relief,

you know

friendly 'coffee and' can be after some
If you never have been
pal loans a dime.
without the price, then you can't possibly
imagine what a beautiful feed 'coffee and'

—

doesn't
is

cured

There are cases and cases,
comedy will prove. Richard Arlen
brave young reformed boot-legger is

just the same.
as this
as

a

guaranteed to produce violent
heart-murmurs among the young ladies in
the audience.
And Bebe can always be
depended upon to furnish pulsating pulchritude. The moral of Feel My Pulse is
fall in love and forget your troubles.
Try
to find a Richard Arlen or a Bebe Daniels
before you fall.
positively

They Say — Continued from page
Time makes such a difference in a great
many of us. A few weeks ago out Burbank way where Jack Mulhall was finish-

on

is

Continued from page 45

her customers

girls,

to

whom

brother

years

forty

Continued from page 33

Perhaps the most interested spectators at
notable performance were Doug and
Sitting unobserved in the back of
Mary.
the Playroom, Doug- was as nervous as a
hop-toad, but as the scene went on and he
noted the resonant fluency with which his
son read his lines, and the ease with which
he used his handsome young body, he looked
about at the approving smiles on the faces

young man's

A

folks.

opening of Four Sons,
Margaret Mann was literally besieged by reporters and photographers. But she sneaked

that

Stella Dallas.

Margaret Mann is an American citizen
now.
But she hasn't forgotten the home

you're happy.

—

salary in two.
"I thought it might be a pretty good
idea if I learned to act," said Douglas, as

sixty

—

neighbor of hers was making her debut.
One of her 'adopted' children, whose success was as real and important as her own.
girl

after the

DoUg Did B

his

granted.

for

it

because

appreciative,

is

off by herself and went over to the Roxy
to see a picture.
Not one of her own pictures, either
but a film in which a little

73

in

the

production.
By
those faces in

that I mean that
The King of Kings

how

among

has been to me."
And now I understand how Jack, without a word, downed another four whole
doughnuts before the shooting was finished.

single little bit is played by some
or actress who has been struggling
around Hollywood for many, many years,
and as in the case of all De Mille players,
he hasn't forgotten one single one of them
in his King of Kings.
I recognized
face after face, a feeling came to me that is

have recently seen The King of Kings
for the first time. Many folks have told me
this and that about the production, but it
took seeing it for me to find out something
Maybe it is on account of the
for myself.
tone and theme of the picture that it struck
me so forcibly, and of course you'd have
to be a part of Hollywood, as I am to have
they are all there
It is this:
it hit home.
I

—

all

every

actor

When

somewhat akin

to

the

of the picture.

I

knew

The King
Hollywood
regularly

of

Kings

calls

for

makes

'C.

at least

Christian-like

that

and
B.,'

spirit

on account of
this

many

a .time.

man
folks

that
ate

And when

next picture, no matter
won't forget again. Yes,
'C. B.' knows them all, and what's more,
he never does forget.

'C.

B.'

what

it

may

his

be, he
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The modern way
have beautiful
The

clever

her lips

woman

more

today

is

Quite unlike other
it

lips

able to

make

lovely than ever before, with

an entirely different kind of

color as

rest

to

lipsticks,

ness of

your

matched

in a

to suit.

Both

how

How

this

heavily the

magic

stick

plied.

lipstick

Ask

really waterproof,

are

them today

for

the carton

PRICES

and the

— on

chic

— Tangee

is

little

ap-

You may

ment:

for

sale

TANGEE on

treat-

Tangee Day Cream,

Tangee Face Powder,
each).

25c higher

in Canada.

/a*V

long!

case.

$1, Tangee

Lipstick

complete beauty

is

rub-

everywhere.

gun-metal

little

Tangee Night Cream, and

$1

is

rouge which also changes color

soft or

blush-rose depends

how

This modern

lips.

Rouge Compact y5c,Tangee Creme Rouge

upon your own complexion,
and

artifice in the loveli-

proof, and as permanent as the day

$1 (and

deep

any

And be sure you see the name

lipstick.

Tangee changes

loveliest color 1

assured that even the closest scrutiny

will fail to detect

goes on, from orange to blush-rose,

Natures
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Do

Jtist Completed,
and the Outstanding Success

of the City

THE BELVEDERE HOTEL
48th Street, West of Broadway
Times Square's Finest Hotel
Within convenient walking distance to
important business centers and theatres.
Ideal Transit Facilities
450
Every Room an Outside Room
with Two Large Windows

ROOMS

450

BATHS

Rooms, size II ft. 6 in. by 20 ft.,
with Bath, $4.00 per day
For Two. $5.00 Twin Beds. $6.00
Large Double Rooms, Twin Beds, Bath, $6.00 per Day
Large Single

—

Special

Weekly Rates

or Unfurnished Suites with Serving
Pantries, $95 to $150 per Month
Restaurant Featuring a
Priced
Peerless Cuisine

Furnished

Moderately

Booklet

Illustrated

CURTIS

A.

Request

Free on

HALE, Managing

Director

girl,'

you remember

wood about
ting

a

Iris

Stuart, the 'cover

Paramount and Holly
year ago and who was get-

who came

to

along so beautifully

when

her health

gave way and she had to leave us for an
She told us
eight months' perfect rest?
then that she'd be back as sure as sure
She certainly wasn't beaten,
could be.
nothing could have made me happier than
meeting her over at Paramount this month,
much heavier, eyes brighter, cheeks filled
Isn't
out and eager to get to work again.
that fine? and aren't we all wishing her luck

and more luck

in this

1928?

Shooting on John Barrymore's Tempest
had gone along beautifully until one day
last week.
On this particular morning,
everyone received an eight o'clock call and
a lot of work was to be finished.
Nine
o'clock came and no director had arrived.
Ten o'clock came, and all executives were
running around trying to find the man.
Eleven came, and all but John, who didn't
say a word, were wildly telephoning try
ing to locate one perfectly good director
who was holding up a set that was costing
One of the screen's greatest actors
United Artists at least five hundred dollars
]ean Hersholt in 'Abie's Irish Rose.'
an hour.
But at twelve at twelve by the
clock in walked Sam Taylor, loaded down
with candy and cigars, and smiling with handed out, and those who didn't smoke
the smile that won't come off.
cigars were munching all the candy they
'Well, what is it, Sam?' asked Barry- could eat.
Sam calls the little lady his
more.
Christmas present, and I don't blame him
exactly
what we wanted girl,' in the least when he tells us that she's
'Just
beamed Taylor, and pretty soon cigars were 'much different than most babies are!'

—

—

—

"Breakers
ATLANTIC CITY

.N.J.

Are you guarding

-4-

most

the
precious of all possessions

The Stage Coach

—your

health?

Or are you jeopardizing that
invaluable asset by overdoing?

—

Give yourself a tonic one you
can enjoy a few days rest in
Atlantic City.

—

Joel Hillman

Julian A. Hillman

President

When

Vice President

Washington
Restaurant, 11th and
in

Famous

Harvey's
Penna. Aves.

Visit

1S5S

since

"A rlington O perated"

HOTEL ANSONIA
Broadway, 73rd

to 74th Streets

NEW YORK

CITY

minutes to Theatres and Shopping Districts.
minutes from Pcnn. and Grand Central Stations.

5
12

ROOMS

1,260

(All

a-lynching.

Open from 6:30 A. M. until midnight.
Music, Dancing, 2 Radio Orchestras, Ladies'
Turkish Bath, Beauty Parlor, Drug Store, Barber
Stock
Broker's
Office.
All
Shop,
in
the
.

Hotel.

TRANSIENT RATES
Rooms

per day
and Bath
Large Double Rooms, Twin Beds,

Bedroom

and

Bath

(2

persons)
Special
rent ful
"dirt" of
A.

£4.00
£6.00 per day

Batli

Parlor,

withdrawn from Nicaragua, and Sandino
might be permitted to send Tennessee a
couple of missionaries.

£7.00 per day

Weekly and Monthly

—

"Within the Law"
Sixteen years or so ago, our forefathers
brought forth
pardon us, that's the wrong
Bayard Veiller wrote Within the
speech
Now ChamLaw.
It ran for two years.
berlain Brown revises it, and it doesn't

—

—

the

Hotels

the old Ford, it goes.
And it goes
because Veiller, girls and boys, was even
then one of our best technicians.
When
he started a show, he knew where he was
going and still does.
like

—

The

principal interest for this observer
in seeing Charlie Ray on the speaking
stage.
Charlie, in his screen impersonations

was

of the country lad, remains one of our dearmemories; Charlie on the speaking stage
is terrible
so terrible you wish he would
go right back and make some more of
est

—

those comedies that Julian
to write for him.

Josephson used

There's another movie star in the show,
who will repay you for seeing it.
Ten years ago, when she was movieing for
Famous, our notion of a beautiful woman
was Violet Heming.
To-day, older and
wiser, our notion of a beautiful woman is
Violet Heming.
She plays the role that
Jane Cowl made famous and does it well.

however,

Even Robert Warwick seemed pretty
good to our sentimental eyes.
Warwick
was a good film actor in his day, but on
the stage he has always bothered us.
He
has seemed to be just a ham; in the role
of Joe Carson, he delivers.
And if you'll pardon us, Miss Claudette
Colbert is here too.
Miss Colbert is as
good-looking a brunette as Miss Heming
a blonde.
possessor of
is

in

And,

in

addition, she

is

two of the best-looking

the
legs

captivity.

And

so you see, what with one thing
and another, we had a fair time at Within
the Law.

and
coal

Camilla Horn's Pajamas
{Continued from page 37)

THE ANSONIA
with
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Rates

hotel
away from all noise
the "Roaring Forties."
No

conjunction

—

creak half as much as you expected.
creaks
It
yes, because the Maxim siAnd the Maxim silencer is no novelty.
lencer in those days was like the new Ford
But in spite of its creaking,
of to-day.

smoke; our steam plant equipped oil fuel.
Coolest Hotel in Nevj York in Hummer

In

of religion
in the

how,

Outside)

TWO RESTAURANTS

300

name

of Christ, who forgave, men can
avenge.
And that vengeance, he shows,
is the outburst of all the evil and ignorance
that may lie in the heart of a man.
He draws well, in the main. He falls
down when he attempts to interpret for
you what he has shown. He does not realize how well he has drawn.
So he has interpolated a Northerner, played by Crane
Wilbur, to whom all these things are anathema.
But when Wilbur moralizes, you
squirm.
He says what you feel, but the
explanation sounds so silly.
It underlines
a point that you can't miss.
The playwright stops his attempt at literature to
see if you know your A, B, C's.
Still, Rope,
with its fine moments, remains a drama to see.
And maybe if the
Cabinet could see it, the marines might be

York's most complete hotel.
Everything
comfort and convenience of our guests.

Ansonia

in the

committed;

name

New
Eor

How,

murder may be

— Continued from page

Marseilles,

Anderson, Richmond and Cosmopolitan

"Arlington Operated"

by the soldierly Mr. Ullrich Haupt, gets a chance for exercise) and with a stiff
Restoring
stepped forth from a sheltering copice Prussian bow halted the damsel.
(don't stop me if I'm wrong for 'copies' her rosary, dropped in her agitated flight,
seldom he smiled a smile of pure menace and gave
is one of my favorite words and
desired

who

—

a
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My Wife

"How

Learned to Play
the Piano in
90 Days
A

husband's story of the fulfillment of a
wish
by a new, easy, sparetime method which has brought the joy
of music into thousands of silent homes.

—

life-long

"I

do
the

for

course
cation

boyhood, I
FROM
had a home of

vowed that

if

ever I

my own

there would
be music in it. No wife for me unless she could play some instrument, and
"

play

it well.

My

new home must have no

dull, bored evenings, no monotonous Sunday afternoons. I wanted the gaiety, the
mental and physical stimulus, the wholeNo girl
hearted, genuine joy of music.
could capture me without the lure of

musical

skill.

But one day Beth came along, knowing not one note from another, yet with
a merry, humming tune forever on her
And
lips, and a song' in her heart for me.
piano
Beth is Mrs. Taylor today.
graced our new home, but somehow the
old vow was forgotten, and stayed forgotten until Jimmy, Jr., and Beth No. 2
were quite some youngsters.

A

Then along about the time the novelty
of parenthood began to wear off a bit,
And one evethe old vow came back.
ning I spoke out with a suddenness that
surprised me, "Beth, I'd give a hundred
dollars if you could play something
something,
piano, violin, banjo, ukulele
anything."
Beth looked so hurt I was
immediately ashamed of myself, so I
said no more, and the matter dropped,
as I thought regretfully, forever.

—

—

About three months later I got home
early one night, and I heard the old dead
piano come to life sounded good, too,

—

a little jazzy piece, then a sweet
plantation melody.
"Company to supper; I wonder who!"
I thought; and I
There
crept to the parlor door to see.
at the piano was Beth playing, and the
two kiddies beating time. She saw me,
and stopped, "Oh," she cried, "I'm so
sorry!" "Believe me, I'm not," I shouted, and I grabbed the whole family up in
my arms.
first

"But, Jim, I wanted to wait and suryou when I could really play. I'm
learning fast, but it's only three months
since I found out"
"Found out what?"
I said.
Beth began to cry. "I know!"
Jimmy, Jr., piped up, "Mother found out
the way to learn music just like I am
learning to read in school
only lots
prise

—

—

easier."

Well,

that

little

howling success.

musical

When

the

party was a
kiddies

had

gone singing

my

me

the

marvelous new
method by which
she had learned to
play in three months'

told

the

Jr.,

truth;

much
edu-

the

—

Mo.

Xeosho,
it.

By

this

method

the U. S. School of Music, the largest in the
world, has already trained half a million people,
teaching the playing of any musical instrument
almost in the same way a school-child learns to
read.
But very much faster because older
children and grown people have better trained
minds, and know how to study and think.

learning to read you look at every
and spell out every word, c-a-t,
Later you do not see the letters;, you see
first

letter separately,

m-a-n.
the words as units,
cat," "man."
By and by
longer words become units to you, and you find
that whole expressions, like "up the steps," "on
the train," no longer are seen as separate words,
but immediately, at one instant, without spelling,
without thinking words, you see each expression
in the unit form.

This skill in seeing in units develops until
see and know as units hundreds of long
familiar phrases; and it is even entirely possible,
if
you wish, to easily increase your reading
speed four or five times the average, grasping
paragraph thoughts complete, sensing a whole
page instantly, recognizing every part, registering and remembering all, with your pleasure
exactly the same as the slower reader.

you

WHICH INSTRUMENT

musical education,
learning by notes.

The

intricacies

do you want to learn how
to play the new. quick way?
Courses for
beginners or

of
to

music reduced
a most amazing
simplicity,

able

advanced

Piccolo

Guitar

When

told

I

say that the school
will gladly send a
free book explaining
everything,
called "Music Les-

sons in Your

Own

Home,"

Dem-

also

onstration

Lesson

The book

is

not

free,

—but
before

at

away

all

all

Tenor)

or

showing their easy method.
obligates you
it

asking for

you should send
copies

may

will

appreciate

that

tricks,

study and practice.
no makeshifts. "But

He

facts

servative.
You, too, can
favorite instrument or to sing.

Mail the coupon below to the TJ. S. School of
Music, 3225 Brunswick Building, New York
City.
Or send a postcard. But act at once.

Do

not delay.
write name
there will be

Please

and
no

address
difficulty

reaching

you.

U. S. School of Music,
3225 Brunswick Bldg., New

York

plainly
so
in booklet

a

sound

that

City.

send me your free book. "Music Lessons
Your Own Home," with introduction by Dr.
Frank Crane. Demonstration Lesson and particulars
Please

in

of

yon

Have

offer.

I

am

interested in

the following course:

you

above

instrument;

Name
(l'leasu

Address

No numbers, no
instead,

right

his

Remember, neither

useless

it

has a right to
in our book
opinion is conlearn to play your

Mr. Taylor is enthusiastic.
Yet when you read the

be.

you

—

my wife nor most of the
other musicians trained by this
method knew anything about music.
Beth
learned the piano; she could just as easily have
learned to play any other instrument.
Jimmy,
Jr., is now taking up violin, and my
daughter
is learning singing.
Right at home, no costly
teacher, no classes at inconvenient hours, no

for

be gone.

JAMES W. TAYLOK.

And

a million

Guitar

Piano Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture
Harmony and Composition
Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger Control
Banjo (Plectrum, 5-String

and

sure

be

Steel

Sight Singing

this
out to
in
a magazine, she told me

to

'Cello

Hawaiian

ing
put

The alphabet

—

Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin

Cornet

Trombone

Beth I was writ-

joyment

here is where "familiar phrases" come
in
the "big secret."
It is so simple you probably have already guessed it.
The "familiar
phrases" of music are its harmonies.
Just as
you instantly recognize the countless phrases of
speech, so the
relatively few
of music
are
quickly a habit with you.
You play almost before you realize it
and every step is real fun,
fascinating, simple, interesting, almost too good
to be true.

Violin
Clarinet
Flute

Ukulele

talent which is a
part of every person on this earth.

The same easy understanding and complete enis similarly a
part of the new way.
of music lovers follows the alphabet
of language.
Each note is a letter, and playing is practically spelling the notes together correctly.
The first note on the staff above is P.
Whether you sing or play, it is always F. The
four notes shown above are F-A-C-E, easy to
remember because they spell "face."
Certain
strings on mandolin, certain keys on piano,
certain parts of all instruments, are these same
notes.
Once you learn them, playing melodies
is a matter of acting what you see.

pupils.

Piano
Organ

to

develop the inborn

'

half

The

"I want to extend the
heartiest approval of your
I'iano Course.
It has done
more for me than years of
other lessons."
Moxie N.
Lewis.
319 JefTerson St..

had

method was so simple and easy that
anyone at all from
8 years up could learn by

When

so

give

Wash.

spare time.

Jimmy,

is

money.
a musical

in itself.
I
wish
more people in limited financial circumstances would
realize that one can really
successfully learn to play
from your course, without
the aid of a teacher."
W.
E.
W.
Montesano,

to bed,

wife showed

understand

not

how you can

City.

write

plainly
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the treasure into her eager hand, upon enjoyed that, but the drudgery of the daily
which Sam Taylor, the director, called 'cut' household palled upon her considerably.
and that meant that Camilla and I were Right here is where you are let in on a

"A New Skin
3 Days"

in
Rid

Get

Oily

Acne,

Your

Blackheads,
Pimples,
Wrinkles, Tan, Freckles,
sightly Blemishes and Marks of
Age This New Way
of

Un-

Skin,

READ

THIS FREE OFFER

privacy

of her dressing'
to heart talk, with
the assistance of an interpreter.
Feeling about as much one of the party
free

to

seek

the

although I did not learn it until the
interview was over and I asked just what
part of Germany Miss Horn came from, as
her animation and graceful body expressive-*
as an undertaker at a wedding, enveloped ness struck me as distinctly un-German,
in
an atmosphere of gutturals and ani- and rather mischievously the girl admitted
mated ejaculations that registered zero on that while her father was all German, her
my intelligence, we arrived at the young mother is Italian. With that knowledge in
leading lady's rooms, where the long velvet mind it is easy to understand the story
cape was tossed across a chair exposing its' that follows, and to understand the volatile
jade-green lining, and the slender figure in and artistic side of Camilla Horn as well
black was deposited with a sigh on the as the serene business reverse, not to mencouch, the blonde head resting on a black tion the brown eyes and fair hair.
and gold pillow, while the interpreter and
Just before her sixteenth birthday, CaI arranged ourselves comfortably and the milla received an invitation to visit friends
interview was on.
of the family in Berlin.
With her parents'
The usual sterotyped questions were got- consent she accepted, and began happy
ten over with neatness and dispatch, the net preparations for the trip to the big city.
result
appended herewith Camilla Horn While her family was comfortably well-off,
was born in Frankfort-on-Main and edu- they were the usual frugal German type,
cated in Switzerland for the most part, her and besides this was just before the deflation
father having been a railroad official after of the mark, and money was as scarce as
Camilla was
a brief and unsuccessful attempt to live on the* proverbial hen's teeth.
But he never lost supplied with her ticket and all arrangea musician's meager pay.
his flair for music and the girl inherited ments were made for her reception by th^
family friends at the end of her trip; but
his sense of rhythm and love of song.
Had she any near relatives on the stage? Camilla wanted some spending money, so
she made four pairs of pajamas, generous
She had not.
Did she like Hollywood? Yes, she loved in size, tailored in effect, with hand-made
the sunshine and flowers and the perpetual frogs and other added attractions.
spring.
The day after she arrived in Berlin, she
Did she like New York? She could not started boldly out all alone to sell her wares,
say much about that as she was there only having learned the name and location of the
three days and got most of her views highest class haberdashery in the city.
framed in a hotel window, but she did like
Her flaxen hair in two long pigtails down
the tall buildings and Fifth Avenue shops. her back she walked into the store and
Impasse. This business of asking a ques- asked for the proprietor.
The clerks had
tion and having it twisted and warped into a merry fifteen minutes teasing and tor'
Besides menting the shy little girl, but in spite of
another language was rather dull.
the young lady was getting sleepy and cheeks that burned at their quips, the
frankly bent on taking a nap, an idea which maiden from Frankfort stood her ground
was fast becoming appealing to her inter- until the portly proprietor came to her
locutor.
rescue.
At first he refused to be interested
Suddenly came recollection of a chance
what? He, haberdasher extraordinary to
remark made by one of her country-women Berlin's gay blades, he should buy four
that in spite of her extreme youth, Camilla pairs of pajamas made by a Frankfort frauhad struggled for her present enviable posi- lein, even though hand-made and therefore
tion of leading lady to the great Barrymore. of value.
So the question followed, "Did Miss Horn
Whether it was the pleading brown 'eyes,
have any hard times in her early life? Did the flaxen hair or the exercise of his good
she ever have to work?"
sound Teutonic business sense, the interNo sooner was the query translated into preter said not, but the fact stands out
her native tongue than the languid fraulein clearly that after some haggling and arguing,
sat bolt upright, drawing her slender chiffon- Camilla's four pairs of hand-made pajamas
clad legs, (which are far more shapely than passed into the hands of the haberdasher
the usual Gretchen can boast) up under and in their place the girl held tightly
her, and with the brown eyes sparkling, clasped a handful of marks.
and using her expressive hands animatedly,
The pajamas must have hit a popular
The fancy for the very next day Camilla reshe turned into a verbal Niagara.
words falling rapidly but steadily from Miss ceived word that the haberdasher wanted
Her placid country- two dozen more pairs of pajamas of the
Horn's pretty lips.
woman 'jaed' and made those little unspell- same materials and make. This was flatter-?
able sounds that are universal in expressing ing but dismaying, because Camilla had no
surprise, incredulity, sympathy and admira- money to buy the materials, the profit on
tion and I began to feel pleasantly sure her sale falling far short of the necessary
that we had struck pay-ore at last.
amount.
secret,

room and have our heart

—

—
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Worry no more

over your "terrible" skin and comForget your failures with lotions, clays, creams,
massage,
steaming pots and
"coverings."
Throw away your rubber masks, plasters, and beauty
makeshifts.
Because here's where you get a new,
true skin!
Your blackheads, pimples, large pores,
complexion,
freckles,
tan,
sallow
surface
wrinkles,
blemishes, and signs of approaching age, go, definitely
"because they're OFF!"

plexion!

powders,

—

—

Most astonishing discovery in the history of beauty
All explained in an amazing free book called
"Beautiful New Skin in 3 Days."
Learn how to do
what eminent doctors have charged enormous prices

culture.

for.

of

all

only

Make your own
who behold it.

—no

money

and complexion the envy
Send your name and address

skin

1

MAKE YOUR FACE YOUR FORTUNE!
Hundreds of men and women are now doing it themin the quiet of their own homes without the
knowledge of their most intimate friends. They come out
with a new, soft, velvety, clear, spotless, youth-like skin
on face, neck, arms, hands or any part of the body
where a new skin is desired.
The method is absolutely harmless and easy.
almost beIt's astonishing
yond belief.
Send now the book is absolutely free
to readers of this magazine.
Address, Marvo, Book
York,
N. Y.
Dept., 63-P, No. 1700 Broadway. New
selves

—

—

—

—
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3815
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Chicago,

III.

—

With the same abruptness with which
she became upright, Camilla flopped back
into a reclining posture, closing her eyes,
while the ghost of a smile played about
her mouth.
" began Frau
and
"She says

What to do? Excited conferences, with
a deluge of suggestions, but when the confusion finally subsided Camilla had borrowed the necessary money from an old

of her father's, a sewing machine
from the friends with whom she was visithere is appended Part 1 of the story of ing, and the entire family went into the
the girl who rose to stellar heights via the pajama manufacturing business and within
the stipulated time two dozen hand-made
pajama route
pajamas were delivered to the exclusive,
Like all German frauleins, Camilla Horn
mens' -wear shop; and young Miss Horn had
was taught domestic science, freely transmade a nice little profit.
lated to mean she was raised to be a good
Generously sharing her good luck with
hausfrau; she could cook, sew, mend, and
run a house perfectly before she was twelve the friends who had so gallantly come to
This training had been given her assistance, Camilla started on sight-seeyears old.
her in addition to a good common school ing trips in the city of lindens when there
But Camilla did not like house- came another order from the haberdasher
education.
Sewing was not so bad she rather this time so big it was at once apparent
work.

H

—

1

—

friend

,

—

—
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What 20 Minutes a Day
Will Show You
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How

to propose

your club or lodge
and respond to toasts

to address

board

to talk before

to

make a

to tell
to

meetings
speech

political

entertaining

stories

make after-dinner speeches

to converse
to write
to sell
to train

interestingly

splendid

letters

more goods
your memory

to enlarge

your vocabulary

to acquire

a winning personality

then...
I Made the 10 Minute
Talk that Changed my
Whole Career!
1
''RANK,

wanted in

the
the
president's secretary.
"Listen
Gregg is in there, passing the
buck to you because that Pittsburgh
deal fell through.
I'm afraid you're
in for it."

"P

.

.

you're

conference

room,"

said

.

Three months before, I would have
grabbed my hat and bolted from
the office rather than face the big
guns and make an extended speech.
Yet now I strolled in nonchalantly,
sat down, and listened as Gregg fin"... and if Reynolds had
ished.
carried out my plan, the deal would
How about it,
have gone over big.
Reynolds? Don't sit there agape
say something," he sneered.
One minute after I started to speak, you
hear a pin drop in that room.
Addressing the board, I stated in a clear,
firm voice that it wasn't Gregg's original
idea, but mine,
and, unacquainted with
the details, he had presented it in a halfbaked fashion to the Pittsburgh firm with
could

the inevitable result.
I then submitted the
original plan in detail, as I had worked it
The president, who had been listenout.
ing closely,
the
crestfallen
glanced
at

Gregg, and remarked icily, "Mr. Gregg, I
think some
other
firm
can use your
Mr. Reypeculiar talents better than we.
nolds,
please

will
?

I

you

In

see

want you

partment and

see

me

in

to take

that

it's

the morning,
over this de-

run

right."

20 Minutes a Day

That was a year ago.

Today

my

SentFree!

1

There

sit

at

is

no

no magic,

no mys-

trick,

tery about becoming a powerful and convincing talker
a brilliant, easy, fluent
conversationalist.
You, too, can conquer
self-consciousness,
fright,
timidity,
stage
and bashfulness, winning advancement in
standing, and
salary,
popularity,
social

—

success.

Send

for This

Amazing Book

This new method of training is fully
described in a very interesting and informative booklet which is now being sent
to everyone mailing the coupon below. This
book is called How to Work Wonders
with Words. In it you are shown how to
self-consciousness,
conquer stage fright,
those things
timidity, bashfulness and fear
that keep you silent while men of lesser
ability get what they want by the sheer
power of convincing speech. Not only men
who have made millions but thousands
have sent for this book and are un-

—

stinting

— You are
and develop your
"hidden knack" —
natural
you — which can win
you
in their praise
to bring out

told how
priceless

within

of

it.

the

gift

for
adposition and salary, popularity,
standing, power and real
success.
You can obtain your copy absolutely free by sending the coupon.

vancement

in
social

North American Institute
3601

Michigan

North

American Institute.
Michigan Ave., Dept.

3601

desk and wonder if I am really Frank
Reynolds.
A salary of five figures a year
at a department manager's job
In demand as a popular after-dinner speaker
at lodges, clubs, business meetings, and
social affairs
I reach in my desk and
glance fondly through a little booklet that
pointed out the path which changed my
whole career.
It showed me how in 20
minutes a day at home, in my spare time,
I could banish the faults of nervousness,
timidity, and self-consciousness, and unI

NOW

I

cover the "hidden knack" which seven out
of ten men own as a natural gift.

Please
spiring

Ave.,

send

FREE

Wonders with
formation
Effective

Dept.

6325,

me my copy
booklet,

Words,

Chicago,

6325,

Chicago,

of

How
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your

regarding
Speaking.
No obligation.
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in-

Work

complete
Course
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City

III.

your
to

III.
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work could not be done at home. When we both declined she tried to rouse
Nothing daunted, the girl rented a loft, our jaded appetites with half of a threehired several other seamstresses, and within decker sandwich, which had been carefully
three weeks had business going full blast. laid aside in its waxed paper wrapping.
With twelve women under her, the coura- After polite urgings had been met with
geous child got up at six every morning, equally polite but firm refusals, she gave
and midnight was the earliest she ever got a continental shrug, and, drawing her feet;
into her hard little bed, and more often up under her, bounced into position on the
the clock in the steeple struck two before couch, and while I again sat apart from the
the tired brown eyes were closed.
fury of oral waterfalls, she waved in one
hand her California pear and in the other
Nothing more enlivening and artistic
her substantial sandwich and told the rest
than pajama-making loomed upon Camilla's
that the

Only a Buescher
Saxophone gives you these extra features Snap-on Pads, greatest im-
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provement, easy to replace,
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—
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tomatic OctaveKey perfect
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key arrangement.
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playing-
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6 days*

Easy payments.
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any other instrument in which you
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[450]

trial.

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
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BEAUTIFULLY SHAPED LIPS!
M. Trilety's new lipshaper,
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thick lip astringent
lotion

will

now reduce

prominent,
thick, unshapely lips to
normal and thus improve your facial features 100 per cent.
My
new appliance is comfortable, easy to adjust,

protruding,

and

is

worn

at

night.

will
promote
also
It
breathing and eliminate the harmful
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Write for full information, testimonials, etc.,
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M. TRILETY, Specialist
Binghamton, N. Y.

Dept. 236 SP.
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All the world loves romance
And nowhere is it presented to you
in such delightful, interesting fashion
as in the pages of Real Life Stories.
Thrilling tales of adventure and intrigue with the spicy flavor of romance added comprise this fascinating-

—

—

magazine which appears on all newsstands the first of every month. Yearly
subscription,

sent

$2.50,

to

REAL LIFE STORIES
Dept. Scr.
49 West 45th

New

St.

York, N. Y.

PERFUME
THE
STARS

WEAR
Send 25 Cents or Stamps Today
for Special Package
Hollj'lure

Co., 1430
Dent. C.

Bollywood

No Hayworth

Ave.
California

RE
AN ARTIST
EJf WE
CAN TEACH

YOU DRAWING

your own

in

home during your

spare time.
Thirty-five years of
successful teaching proves our ability.
Artists receive

large salaries.

Write today for Art Year Book

$CHGD1^AI>MIED ART
Boom

BATTLECMEKMICH.
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BERMUDA

& QUEBEC
CRUISES
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Fort Victoria
George

S. S. St.

For booklets apply

Furness Bermuda Line
Whitehall St., New York City
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or any authorized agent

horizon

for

months.
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Business

boomed, the well-dressed man of Berlin
hid his head in shame and dared not mingle
with his kind at his exclusive clubs if, hanging in his ample closet there were not at
least one pair of Horn-sewed pajamas. And
then came disaster! Prices soared and the
value of the mark fell.
Camilla and her
pajama business were caught in the catastrophe.
In fewer days than it had taken
weeks to build, the carefully erected edifice
of profit crumbled
and came a day, as the
title writers say, when Camilla realised her
pajama business had gone, as the saying has
it, to the bow-wows.
And did she sit down
and wail? She did not.
She liked Berlin
better than her home town of Frankfort,
she had tasted the sweets of success and she
simply looked about, like a Lady- Alexander,
for more worlds to conquer.

—

her

of

story

me

told

to

Frau

H — —who

turn

in

that

Camilla proved a hit at Nelson's and her
engagement was indefinitely extended. Then
came romance in the person of a middle-

aged

Nelson's, a very wealthy
the attractive child and at
laid seige to her heart, placing his
and fortune at her dancing feet.
friend

of

man who saw
once

name

But again Camilla had tasted the

delicious

of success through her
own efforts and she gently declined his proBesides, as she naively admitted,
posal.
of the

flavor

fruits

middle-aged gentlemen had no power to
dreamed the
her imagination
she
dreams of youth Love must come with the
stir

—

—

—

flowers of spring in his shining hair
there
for wreaths of autumn leaves later.

was time

Disappointed
still
delighting
in
but
Camilla's dancing as seen through the botDuring the time when she had been work- tom of an uptilted stein, the admirer one
ing from six A. M. to two of the following night brought with him a friend, a man
A. M. on gentlemen's robes de nuit, the engaged at the moment in the big
girl had allowed herself just one relaxation studios in Berlin.
Yes, my children, we
rhythmic dancing. It refreshed the cramped have at last arrived at the connecting point
muscles,
and replaced the monotonous between the motion pictures and pajamas.
whirring of the sewing-machine with sooth-gentleman at once saw posThe
ing melody.
It cost very little and proved
sibilities in the graceful blonde dancer and
real recreation.
suggested that she come over some day and

UFA

UFA

The sad-eyed teacher had told her, "You
have talent for dancing
you should be
dancing instead of sewing" but with business
booming and the marks coming easy (no
pun intended) the girl had merely laughed
and thanked him for the compliment. With
the disintegrating of the pajama factory
however, the words of her teacher came
back to her, and Camilla questioned him
about the practical side of dancing.

—

a

Jiave

test

No

made.

sooner

said

than

normal young persons, had had her visions of fame on the
screen but the pajama business had seemed.
a very remote trail to take to the shining
done.

Camilla, like

palace

of

all

Picture-Land.

Too canny

to give up her job until she
assurance of an engagement,
Camilla had the test made, signed up as
an extra girl, working at the studios dayShe knew no steps but danced as she times but dancing at Nelson's at night
for exactly three days!
Because on
felt, her sensitive body responding to what- this
ever mood the music invoked.
The man the third day she spent on the lot, F. W.
suggested that she rent a piano so she could Murnau, the great director of The Last
practice daily for long hours, so with what
was left from the pajama venture she hired
an instructor and piano and gave herself up
to the study of dancing.

had

certain

When she felt she had sufficient selfconfidence, she went to Nelson, the man
who gave Josephine Baker to an appreciative
Berlin.
Nelson gave her an interview, then
made an appointment when she could show
him her accomplishments.
He was rather dubious when the girl
admitted she knew no steps, could not Black
Bottom or shimmy and that the Charleston
was a closed book to her, but when he had
watched the slender figure swaying rhythmically to the symphonies of Bach and Beethoven, creating illusions of springtime, of
depths of suffering and heights of rapture
he knew he had a find, so he told her he
would give her two weeks trial as a solo
dancer.

At

this point in the

reter,

who had proved

human dictaphone

narrative the interpherself a veritable

receiver, leaned back for

which I was glad to join her.
Camilla had remained gracefully quiescent

a breath

during

in

the

recital,

but

now

she

roused,

yawning and stretching, then her eye lighting upon the lunch-tray still inviting with
a bowl of fruit she crossed the room and
holding aloft a pear invited us to join her.

Lon Chancy
in

'Laugh,

is

a

little

different

Clown, Laugh.'

—

—

!
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Now

anyone can quickly
master this fascinating

It is

language at home .
without a teacher

so easy

It is such fun to learn French
the simple, fascinating Hugo way!
Like playing a game— a pleasant game for your spare moments.
The famous Hugo method reduces the study of
French to an easy, practical formula.

speak French
When you learn it
the European way

For more than

a century the celebrated House of
has been teaching language by this amazingly
simple "at sight" method.
This same successful
European method has now been introduced in
America.
This means anyone can quickly master
French at home without a teacher.

Hugo

Those sight-seeing days in Paris!
How much more thrilling they will
be if you can ask for information in
the native tongue! The best time to
visit the Louvre.
The quaintest restaurants of Montmartre. How to see
the Bois de Boulogne the Champs
Elysees.
How to go to the Opera
the Comedie Franchise.
What thrills are in store for you! And,
in anticipation, you will find it just as
fascinating to learn to speak French by the
famous Hugo method recently introduced
from Europe the method that enables
you to speak French the way it is spoken
in France
in an amazingly short time!

—

tiresome rules.
No monotonous drills. 'No dull classThis method, as its very name implies, is
French at sight!
It is unique, different, so very easy to
master.
Clever, too
and highly practical. You begin, not
with forms or construction, but with words, phrases and
sentences.
Subjects you discuss every day.
Colorful words
with which to sprinkle your English and make it more interesting.
Correct, idiomatic French, just as the French themTZo

room

exercises.

—

—

selves

You

please

it,

cannot imagine
YOU
"French-At-Sight"

how

please,

for yourself.

delightful

Examine it,
without obligation and see
See how easy it is to master
is.

—

French words and phrases this way, how
quickly you acquire the correct pronunciation and accent.

The wonderful thing about this simHugo method is that it makes
Easily, pleasyou your own teacher.
antly, at home
in minutes that might
otherwise be wasted you learn to speak
the language correctly and well.
pUfied

—

—

Think what a pleasure

be to be
Unquestionably

it will

speak French!
one of the most beautiful of all
languages.
In cultured, everyday American life the French word is inevitable.
In business, in social life, in travel, in
able
it

to

is

at restaurants, at the theatre,
at the opera wherever you go, if people
do not speak French they at least know

literature,

If

—

you prefer

Spanish
instead of
choice

in

Italian

to learn

German

indicate your
coupon in the lower

French,

right-hand corner of this page.

.

Ol'I, certainement!

to

Try

.

enough
their

.

.
French

it

learn so quickly

for

words

own language.

speak

—

way!

this

5 days

to add color to
Imagine the satis-

faction of knowing this universal language of being able to understand it
and speak it in any company!
To be able to speak French is decidedly a cultural attainment, and is recognized as such. Use those spare moments
to master French the famous Hugo way!

—

French-English

FREE
Dictionary

You are the judge We urge you to clip
and mail this coupon today. Doubleday,
Doran and Company, Inc., Dept. F-Z185,
American
Representatives
of
Hugo's
Language Institute of London, Garden
!

New

City,

York.

DOUBLEDAY, DORAN

Special Introductory Offer

As
the
day,

American Representatives of
Language Institute, DoubleDoran and Company, Inc., have
the

Hugo

been

authorized
offer
"French-Atto
Sight" for 5-days' Free Trial.

Just mail the coupon and the entire
course of 24 carefully planned lessons
will go forward to you at once.
Glance
through
it
and decide for yourself
whether or not this isn't the most ingenious method of teaching French ever
devised.
Within 5 days you have the
privilege of returning the course without
paying one penny or keeping it as your
own and sending only $2.00 as a first
payment and $2.00 a month thereafter
until the full price of $12.00 has been

—

We

will

include

FREE

Dept.

a

valuable

and

COMPANY,

Inc.

F-Z185

American Representatives of Hugo's
Language Institute of London,
Garden City, New York
Please send me the Hugo "French-At-Sight"
Course in 24 lessons, for free examination, and
include the French-English Dictionary.
Within
5 days I will either return the course and dictionary or send yon $2 at that time and $2
each month thereafter until $12 has heen paid.

Samo
Address
State-

City.

Reference or Occupation
o% discount for cash with order
If you prefer to get a Course in

Spanish
Italian
German
in
box preceding language desired.
and terms are exactly the same as for
the French Course.
put
Price

paid.

containing

more than 40,000 words.
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How

the

You Want
A

amazing force which
the
thousands
to
quickly
want
so

and

new

bringing
they
things

—

is

and

as

easily

astounding!
in

be

to

What do you want most
a home of your own
life

—

education

college

—

——

brilliant

a

and successful career a trip to
Europe an automobile, health,
happiness and love or success
in any line?
America's most
Dr. Bush
famous practical psychologist
and lecturer lias helped thousands of men and women to

—

—
—

David

realize just

Bush

V.

such desires as these

—through VISUALIZATION.

What

Visualization

Is

Visualization is one of the most potent forces
in life
yet not one person in a thousand knows
how to use it It is an amazing power that can
be harnessed in such a way as to bring you

—

I

things you never dreamed could be yours. Just
as Dr. Bush has proved time and again that
proper visualization will actually make desires
come true he trill prove it in your own ease!
In his book, "Rules for Visualizing," Dr.
Bush tells you exactly how to use this gigantic
exactly how to
force
exactly how to apply it
make it work for you. In simple language he
reveals to you the secret of getting what you
want. This amazing book will prove a gold mine

—

—

to

you

—

yet its cost

is

Only 25c
want
Send

Don't delay!
Get what you
Realize your greatest ambitions
-

!

remarkable
stamps or

in

life!

for this

TODAY.

book

Enclose 25 cents
David V. Bush,
coin.
Address:
Publisher, Dept. N-0605, 225 N. Michigan Blvd.,
Chicago,

Sunrise, saw the slender girl with when there was a knock on the door, and
golden hair framing her wistful face the maid opened it to admit a pompous
and said, pointing to her, "There is 'Mar- and well-dressed man who bowed stiffly,
" the
guerite' for Janning's Faust" and so a be- and announced, "I am Mr. X
wildered but deliriously happy girl found name on the card requesting tickets.
," said Miss Horn "But
herself suddenly and without any training
"Yes, Mr.
or preparation slated to appear opposite the I do not remember meeting you."
idol of Germany's screen fans.
"We have never met," admitted the
The sandwich and pear have disappeared pompous one, "But I sent you my card
and again Camilla is reclining, an interested with a request for two tickets. I did not
relates Part 2 get the tickets."
spectator, while Frau

Laugh and

Get What

to

X

H

pajama

1

—

Somewhat annoyed by his insistence, the
the big night of nights girl said, "But I do not know you. Why,
the world I could not get tickets for my friends
for the youthful leading lady
beautiful new dress, even some of my relatives had to purchase
premiere of Faust.
throngs of excited relatives and friends, her their own. I do not even know you.
delighted mother came all the way from then should I send you tickets?"
Frankfort to witness her little girl's tri"Ah, Miss Horn," and the deep voice
umph.
and a now held unmistakable reproach, "You do
Flowers, telegrams, letters
card engraved with a name she did not not understand
why, I bought many
recognize as that of even an acquaintance, many of your pajamas!"
bearing the request, "My dear Miss Horn.
After Faust, Camilla had many offers from
Kindly send to address below two tickets for other producing companies, but until Joseph
tonight's performance of Faust."
M. Schenck of United Artists gave her an
The card, shredded, found a resting place opportunity to appear under his banner in
in the waste basket.
the United States she was reluctant to make
There were two perfomances that night any change. All alone she crossed the wide
at the theatre, one at seven and another at Atlantic and all alone she crossed the connine. The. first showing elicited much ap- tinent to Hollywood.
And now, at nineplause and Camilla was surrounded by ad- teen and within a week of her arrival in the
miring old and new-made friends.
She crowded screen capital, she is playing oppowas in her dressing room getting ready for site John Barrymore in Tempest.
Grimm's
her second appearance before the audience fairy tale come to life!
of

the

girl's

story.

And now came

—

A

Why

—

A

111.

DIRECT FROM THE WORLD'S MOVIE CAPITAL

Scraps for Oblivion

LOVE-KIST
"Perfume

exotic allure
cinate young and

1\

them

to

surrender

An

mystic charm.
,^3S~&Jslstible aroma.
p./

Ecstasy"
designed to

N

fas-

and cause

old,
to

its

subtle.

enchanting

irre-

Our $5.00 size only
postpaid, in plain wrapper
($1.25 collect on delivery), with
instinctions
for
use and art of
,U
£'a
winning the one you love.
Dept. 30, P. 0. Box 610, Hollywood. Calif.
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GenuineJewelryjfl

in
a

So
six or eight.
battle rarely looks

a
as

human being
well

as

after

before he

Too many of our
has been dismembered.
finished film books look as if they had been
finally edited by allowing a freight train
to run over them.
All of us must remember scenes we have
witnessed in the projection room or at
a preview that never reached the public,
and cherish memories of marvelous incidents
that never can be seen again.

was
Birth
of a Ration
finally edited to the form the people watched
with such fascination, I had the privilege
I sat spellbound for four unof seeing it.
broken hours and did not see how an inch
Yet
of it could be spared without loss.
nearly half of it was thrown away.

The

Before

Transactions

Strictly Confidential

10

Days FREE Trial

Send onl^ $1 with order, and
your choice comes to you pari on 10 Oays
postman only
ery; after free
in 12 equal

—

Satisfaction

noney back
buying easy

nalce
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"Royal Book
f

Gems"

usands of special values in
genuine diamonds, watchesand
jewelryilluetrated. Adultaonly
write now for your copy.

No Red Tape— No

Interest

Order today with absolute
confidence
Established

1895

ELGIN

, DIAMONDS
4 SAPPHIRES
BBl- Special offer in lady's
wrist watch; solid 14 Kt. white
gold hand engraved case set
with4 genuine diamonds and

4 Sapphires:

15
teed movement,
$3.15 a month.

BB2—Our

'

—

$59-75

n.

spark liner, d
ner ring, 3
large genuine blue
white
dia-

monds

— 2 Bappbircj

,;

solid l£ ,
kt. white'

gold,
richly
pierced,
[grain
,ed.$3.3ff
'

mo.

WALTHAM

model Waltham or Elgin nationally famous, gentleman's strap watch. 20 year warranted green
.
gold filled case; radium dial; guaranteed
time-keeper. $1.87 a month. Specially priced
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KUTML
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unknown and

the

story

oblivion

entered

with him.

Unless somebody should Gee
it

is

still

possible to rescue that

fit,

and find
gem, it

little

gone forever.

Chaplin told me when he was
making The Kid about a moment of
pantomime that brought tears to my eyes
for its grotesque realism and strange beauty
Charles

in ugliness:

was when Charlie, having found the

It

to the squalid
to outcasts
the next cot to him was
for a pittance.
a husky thug in an undershirt. He kept
scratching himself with such violence that
Charlie grew uneasy of his neighborhood.

Kid

in the ash-barrel,

cellar

took

it

where beds were rented

On

Griffith and some of the other great directors are like the god, Saturn, who devoured his own godlike children, unless

they were stolen away from him in time.

Carey Wilson tells me that the most
touching thing he ever saw on the screen
was never revealed to the public. In Erich
von Stroheim's original version of Greed,
which followed Frank Norris' story with
unusual fidelity, there was the autumnal
love-story of an old book-binder and a little
old maid who loved each other, yet frightened each other for twenty years in the
same boarding-house without daring ever
to

BB3— Newest

ADDRESS DEPT. 23E,

— Continued from page 41

of

An

All

—

—

become acquainted.
At last the old man

sold his book-bindery
for ten thousand dollars and in the insanity
of sudden wealth let slip the secret of his
love, and scared the old maid into confessing hers. They were married and it rained,
of course; but the deluge was sunshine to
their blissful eyes.

When it came to the final slaughtering
of the vast picture to make an evening's
entertainment, it was necessary to cut out
this whole story.
Not a vestige remained.
The
found

was an old comedian who
chance for a role of pathetic ten'

actor
his

derness and created a masterpiece.

He

died

C[

Marceline Day lends her wistfulness
City,' her next pic
to 'The Big
ture with

Lon Chaney.

C R E

S

X

E
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that a celebrated foreign artist seeing the
rushes, cried:
"That face converts me to the movies."
Whatever the value of the scenes, she
gave them astonishing importance.
She
was gifted, and yet opportunity seemed
always to pass her by.
She felt sure that
this character would make her famous and
rich.

The

As

"Valentino

By

S.

Knew Him"

I

Ullmax

George

(W Ith introduction by the famous writer
O. O. McIxtyre, who also was an Lititimate friend of \alentino

was never known,
her entire presence

truth of her hope

for, in a final slashing,

in the picture

was annulled.

Knowing how much

she had made of
the opportunity, I was afraid to tell her. I
met her after the picture opened and ex'
pressed my chagrin and regret.
She smiled bitterly and said:
"I took mamma to the opening night of
She was as anxious as I was.
the picture.
She kept whispering, 'When do you come
When the last fade-out was reached
in?'
and the little gauze curtains were drawn
together, and I had not appeared at all, I
just quietly fainted and rolled out into the
aisle."

Gary Cooper and Fay Wray, the
co-starring
is

Their

team.

about circus

next

latest

picture

life.

Then he remembered

that it was war-time
and the hitherto unmentionable 'cootie
was an emblem ot bravery and agony.
So Charlie saluted the scratcher timAnd the man, returning the salute,
idly.
flipped out a medal he had won for valor.
Somehow that hit me mighty hard. But
it was never included in the picture.
There was an episode in another picture
made by another director which, even in
the projection room, overwhelmed me so
I
that I choked and sobbed aloud over it.
am an excellent audience and grow far
more emotional over feigned adventures
than real. But this scene was tremendous.
It would have overpowered any audience.
At two previews, indeed, it had that effect.
When I saw the finished picture, the
whole incident had been elided and in its
room a scene was placed that was of such
trite horseplay that nobody even laughed.

The
lives.

actors mourn such scenes
Even the most successful

all

their

of

them

have in their hearts private graveyards
where they entomb the great achievements
that were never revealed.
Because they
were never witnessed, they remain unsul'
lied in memory like a mother's dead babies.

The cutter's scissors, or the little razorblades that he slices with, are as ruthless
as the shears of fate.
Not only do they rob
the public of many a lofty experience, but
they ruin or delay or divert the careers of
most capable people.

When

I first

came out

as

a visitor to

this

port of missing scenes, I met a young actress who was in a dreadful suspense. After
years of inability to get a chance, she had
received a part in an important picture,
had played it to the approval of the director, and had been assured that she was
launched at last, only to hear that the role
had been cut down almost to nothing.
I dared not tell her that I had sat in at a
conference that afternoon and heard the
coroner's jury agree to throw out the char-

acter entirely.

Now, after years of waiting, she has been
playing the leading role with one of our
most eminent stars. The rumor is spread
that she is wonderful and will be in great
demand.
But the picture is not yet exhibited. She
may be cut out again. Or, even it she sets
the rivers of the world on fire, she can never
wasted years, the scenes she
that were never witnessed, the
scenes and characters she might have played
if the fates had been kinder.
Everywhere one turns in this town one
hears of such still-born children of art, such
thwarted abilities, such high flames quenched
in dust.
One hears now and then of lost moments
so beautiful that the regret at their loss is
hardly so great as the anger at their havThe public does
ing been created at all.
not realize its loss, but to the actors and
actresses it is like driving knives into their
hearts to see the blood spurt.
They say that there is a heaven where
good deeds unrequited on earth are doubly
rewarded. They say that a record is kept
there of the most secret nobilities as well
as the hidden crimes.
forget

the

played

But where is the heaven for masterpieces
of art? for the divinely chiselled masterworks of the perished Greeks, for the most
famous poems and plays of antiquity, for
the lost gospels, the otherwise immortal
manuscripts that have gone up in flame,
for the voices of angelic singers, and the
And where, oh,
beauty of old queens?
where, is that paradise of a projection
room in which one shall witness the noblest
attainments of the poor movie people?

"Where
Their

are the snows of yesteryear?"

flakes

haps, after
it

off

Room

all,

alive that she might endure a more prolonged torment in idleness and obscurity.
In one of my own pictures, if I may
speak of the terrible things, there was a
character for which an actress was engaged
whose beauty was so tragic, so haunting

too.
Perthe wisest thing is to laugh

the Face on the Cutting-

who

said

everything,

said

"Time hath, my lord, a
Wherein he puts alms
great-sized

wallet at his back

of our greatest actors.

Mr. Olman's book is illustrated
by photographs from the author's
private library.

His sentence to jail his reason for
wearing a slave bracelet his reported engagement to Pola Xegri these
;

:

;

and

scores of other interesting things

about him are told in a manner in

which only a

close friend

and ad-

viser could tell them.

There were

many

things said and

written about Valentino in the last

few years of

his life,

death, that did

him

and

after his

great injustice.

purpose of setting at rest
those rumors.
ily for the

As fast as
As done

Offered by Screexlaxd at $2.00

for oblivion,

are good deeds past,
are devour" d

which

SCREEN! AND Book
49 West 45th

Street,

Department, Desk 5

New

York Gty.

they are made, forgot as soon
.

.

O

let

not virtue seek

Remuneration for the thing
For beauty, wit,
vigour

of

it

bone,

For the enclosed $2.00 please send
copv of "Valentino as I Knetr Him".

was:
Xatnc
desert

in

Love, friendship, charity, are subjects
envious and calumniating time."

all

birth,
service,

To

side of one

monster of ingratitudes:

Those scraps

High

human

prepaid to any address in the United
States and Canada.

also this:

.

The wages she had drawn were hardly
more than an irony. They kept her body

authentic

Floor.

Shakespeare

A

I

*

This book has been written primar-

were beautiful,

and mock

'HE

1

Address

me a
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The Beauty Wizard of Hollywood

FallingHair

Continued from page 19

Dandruff

Meadows says
ness.
Twenty

are Siqns oj'Approaching

and manicure your

BALDNESS

when
light

wash

Nature

HAS WAYS of warning us when certain
parts of our body are sick or under-nourished.
In the case of our hair the danger signals are
dandruff and falling hair.
scalp
itching
If

—
—

—

in

thin,

Curable through
Home Treatm ENT
Scholder,

Maurice

Prof.

the internationally renowned
specialist on ailments of hair
and scalp, who has hereto-

fore treated patients only at
Clinic,
now offers a
his
Home Treatment to
any sufferer who is unable
Proto come to his Clinic.
.

Professor Scholder

will accept

no case that is incurable. To
enable him to determine the condition of your hair,_ send a few of
your hairs (ordinary combings
will do) in an envelope with this
coupon. You may also add any

details which you think will help
Professor Scholder with your case. He will then
subject your hair to his laboratory tests and send
you a report as soon as the analysis is completed.
There is no charge made for this analysis and report.

!
<
'

FREE ANALYSIS COUPON:
— -"""""J
-

—
Mail

today,

The
101

samples

enclosing

MAURICE

PROFESSOR

Scholder
West 42nd St.,

of

your

SCHOLDER.

Professor

hair to

York,

Y.

N.

Name
$
•

Address

>

City

!

D.G.

Inc.

Institute,

New

air.

that,

all
is

What do you

but

crying for

do?

—

You

Now

way some

of the Broadway
catastrophe is to warn
the chorus girls that if they appear at the
theatre with a coat of tan they will be
fired.
So the Broadway chorus girls are
deprived of the health-giving fun of outdoor summer exercise unless they can protect themselves against tan.
But health is
a greater asset to the motion picture actress,
even, than to the girl behind the footlights.
Because bad health photographs.
So the
producers just had to look about and find
out something with which to meet the sit-

the

managers meet

this

yes the surface, but
there's a
catch to that skin deep business. It is composed of several layers, which soap and
water doesn't reach
as
you all know.
Only you forget. In these hectic days of
crowded cities, smoke and dust laden air, uation.
hard water and one thing and another,
And that's when Mr. Meadows saw the
the skin becomes clogged with particles opportunity he had been looking for.
All
foreign to its necessity for purity.
The his life he has known about the usefulness
girls in Hollywood haven't as much
of of cosmetics
and how they would help
this discomfort to battle as many of us
people.
Really help them, not just feed
big town gals, but this is what Mr. Mead- a kind
of vanity.
And he has for years
ows tells all the stars to do and while, studied that usefulness in the most intelperhaps, each one of you can't be individ' ligent and original
ways.
So when he
ually examined, the fundamental things the heard that
the picture girls couldn't have a
stars do fit every case and according to
good time just because of a little interfering
your own interest you can follow up the coat of tan Mr. Meadows grabbed his hat
more individual phases of it.
in one hand, his suitcase in the other and
Did you ever think how the stars man- jumped on the California Limited.
His
aged to go swimming, boating; play tennis, story of how he crashed the gate because
golf and pursue all the rest of the out- all Hollywood is from
Missouri, but so, by
door sports, and then the next day appear the way, is he has no place in this story,
in a drawing room scene before the camera, but eventually he found
himself installed as
a truthful camera mind you, where a young official consultant of beauty and groomlady, in order to appear at her best, must ing for United Artists, Warner Bros.,
Tifhave milk white neck and shoulders?
fany, De Mille and First National. Which
Make-up, you say. Make-up takes care means that he advises just about all the
of that.
But it doesn't not on your life. beauties in Pictureland.
As jobs go, I
You can cover up a lot but a good coat guess that isn't such a bad one.
of tan shines through the thickest make-up
I'll begin at the beginning and you
enough to be noticed.
For instance, you
can follow along, if you are not sound
will see a young lady talking animatedly
asleep by now.
to her partner.
She will get up and go to
First Mr. Meadows takes his true color
the window or something to finish the
scene.
That, perhaps, will end the day's light which you see him using in the photowork, too.
Next day they go on location graph, and looks at the face of his patient.
and the young lady, not being in that par- This is to determine what type of skin
ticular location scene is given a day off. and coloring she has.
Do you know whether you are a blonde
So she plays tennis and goes swimming,
'Am I a donkey?' you say.
thereby acquiring a fine coat of tan. Next or brunette?
Suppose you have a
day she takes up her stand at the window No, but do you?
where she left off and moves with her fair skin, grey blue eyes and dark hair.
But what's the Then what would you say? Well, you're
partner back to the chair.
a blonde.
Yes, and if you put a brunette
Is it a shadow, or
matter with her face?
dust, or are the lights wrong or what in make-up on you are all wrong as to type
Nothing and while people may not know what's
heaven's name is the matter?
happens to be the matter except that the the matter your coloring jars on them. Suplady's face doesn't take the make-up as it pose you have a clear, dark skin and black
it

—

—

FREE ANALYSIS

t

—

and

beauty

you want
wash them,
scrub them

—

analysis, diagnosis and preProfessoi*
scription.
In other words,
Maurice Scholder
each case is analyzed and
treated as an individual ailment.
This diagnosis, together with his secret
formulas and individual treatment, account for
his uniform success in stopping loss of hair, and
actually growing strong, new hair, in cases
where less gifted and less experienced practitioners have failed completely.

Pres. Roosevelt
One of Prof.
Brholder's many
iamoua patients

and

nails

of your face

the

—

Home

Treatment System is based
on the principle of individual
.

the skin

scientifically

did the day before, even though she has
put on an extra coat to offset the tan.

.

course of

fessor Scholder's

American, laziminutes a day, ten in

in plain

little

the morning and ten at night
managed, will give you back
that is really yours.
When
your hands to be clean you
and if that doesn't do you

Itching Scalp

neglected, these conditions will result
lifeless hair
and eventual baldness.

it's,

-

»

—

-

-
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i
i

Now

>
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life's

Secrets!

Amazing new book, "Safe Counsel.
ust out, tells yoa the things you want ^™
to know straight from the shoulder. Gives

j

advice to newly marri ed. Explains anatomy of reproductive organs, impotence,
laws of Sex Life, mistakes to avoid, diseases, pregnancy, etc. Contains 9 startling section*: L-Science <>f Eugenics, 2Love, 3-Marriage, 4- Chilribirth.5-Family
Life, 6-Sexual Science, 7-Diseases and
l)i ior-icr :. 8-II'?;dr.h nmt Hygiene, 9-Story
of Life. In all, 101 chapters, 77 illustrations, 612 pages.
Examine at our risk.
Muled in a plain wrapper.

Send No Money
Write for
cent.

yo...

Pay post

age on

arrival.

^opy today.

_

Don't send a
plus no
if not

>nly $1.98.

- ifunded

FRANKLIN PUB. CO.
_Depl^313 JJjOOjQ:iarK St., Chicago.lll
eatiBfactory.

TINY

NAME CARDS

The Latest Thing.
Genuine leather card and your
name on 50 perfect little name cards 50c.
Size 13x1.
Choice of hlack, red, blue,
leather.
Send stamps, coin
Satisfaction guaranteed
Or money order.
Or money refunded.
Agents Wanted.

tan or green

THE DE LUXE
236 West 55th

St..

Dept.

'

CO.
877,

New York

At

last your prayers have been answered
johnny Mac\ Brown and ]ames Murray.

girls,

SCREENLAND
Yes, you're a brunette, tut you've skin will do the necessary lubricating. The
an olive skin and if you wear certain epsom salts bath after rinsing, should reshades of green you look far from your move the blemishes and clogged pores in
There's a lot of yellow in the make- from ten days to three weeks,
best.
up of your skin texture and all the shades
This you do once a day, but only at
of yellow and most shades of red bring nig jj t t h e j^f. t ^ ing De f ore retiring, until
The
your
skin.
beauty
of
out the rich
trie condition of your skin is right,
look sallow and
,
ereens tend to make you
T
'XT
In
the morning the picture 6
,
girl is told
-r
„
„
„„„
f
are
a.
Now it you
therefore unhealthy.
to wasn her face again with soap and
j -j j li
j
*u
shades
.,
,
decided blonde there are certain
f and
and rinse with fluke warm water
;
And water
... ..
.,
of every color that you can wear.
then cold water, and *
put on a mild liquid
rj...
/
/
11
„„i„i„,,.
„
if you have Titian coloring- all the sulphur*j».
tl
ac(
r
p« ,
f „i u„
or n
astringent.
Then
a careful
layer
oft ffounda
ous colors are becoming. Emerald and nile
tion cream, which is not to be confused
greens, oranges, carmines and leaf browns.
with cold cream as the two are entirely
So, with your selection of materials, for
different in composition.
should you be careful of the
clothes,
Put a dab of cream on either side of
make-up that you use. But to go on with
hair.

,

,

,

,

,

.

.

.

Make

Spring Styles

IJouthforms
aKecessitv

.
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.
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Mr Meadows

First he decides
analysis.
what fundamental coloring the star has
For
and then he tells her what to do.
Dove was having some
B-'llie
instance
trouble with her make-up so during the
taking of American Beauty she stopped to
He found that
ask Mr. Meadows' advice.
she was not blending the make-up of her
face and neck properly and that she was
Billie's hair and
using too much rouge.

eyes are very dark but her skin is fair
and he found that she was using the wrong
He mixed some especially
sort of powder.
for her particular type of brunette beauty
and she was amazed at the difference it
made in her appearance. This for everyday
wear not pictures.
Lu'pe Velez, the lively little lady from
Mexico, he had a hard time to do anything
She was like a water sprite, and
with.
would hardly hold still long enough for
Lupe
him to get a good look at her.
couldn't see why she should have to wear
make-up on the street just as she did in
and
It took so much time,
the studio.
why wasn't just a little powder and some
Mr. Meadows patiently
lip rouge enough?
explained between many gasps and giggles
from the vivacious Lupe, and when he had
put on a full street make-up and led her.
to the camera to be photographed, he
thought, by the way she acted, that he had
a ten year old child on circus day walking
by his side. Every time the photographer
got a proper focus on her she would stick
the head of her fur piece into the lens,
so that when he looked again there was

A

as
little limb,
nothing but blackness.
our grandmothers would say, is what Lupe

hook

fuller.

round face then work the
rouge above the temple and lower on the
jaw line toward the ear.
This tends to
lengthen and slenderize the face,
If your's is a

When

the rouge

and work

C ream

it

tinue to rave, for they are real.

Not

until

would
It just didn't seem
I believe it myself.
possible.
But Eve has unusual beauty, and
glamorous.
Which shows that she
it
is
one of those favorite daughters of
is
really indignant

nature.

you and me, and
are any skin
practical things;
if
blemishes, such as clogged pores caused by
careless removal of make-up, or in your
case or mine too much smoke and dust
from an overcrowded city, you will be
But to get back

to

there

told to cleanse your face with a liquid
cleansing cream, then wash your face thoroughly with a pure, mild white soap and
soft

water and rinse

it

thoroughly.

Then

three tablespoonfuls of epsom
salts
in
two quarts of luke warm soft
water and bathe your face with the solution.
Don't take a wash cloth, or if you
do a very soft one, and hold it sopping
wet to your face. Don't rub. When this
has been done rinse your face thoroughly
dissolve

in clear, luke warm soft water and dry
with a soft towel.
Pat your face dry,
don't rub.
In most cases it is necessary to
put on a night cream but it is best not to
put on much as the natural oils of your

on take some shadow
in above the eye, over

Then

take a
and put the
Just a line
hich you smoothe away with your finger
ma king it just a suggestion of a shadow,
You never want to put on so much that
'
you look macj e U p.' The effect is better
Never put rouge on over the eyes or
on t h e chin for street wear.

w

a i so

su j t
trie

Round Out Your Form

Make

the powder.

It

should

ca refully selected and blended to
your par ticular type of coloring to get
best result.
Never rub this on pat

De

—

with a puff or cotton.
Then take a
blending brush and go over the entire face,
anc t h en take a bit of cotton barely dipped
jn
co ld water an d very lightly go over the
f ace w th ft.
You protect the neck with
a finishing lotion, so that it blends with the
face and it should be the same color as
your face powder. This is a liquid and is
put on very thinly and rubbed one way
only.
Then clean the eyelashes and shape
the brows with a brush.
Shape the lips
with lip pomade very lightly, and follow
it,

in a comfortable
stylish, healthful position.

Youthform's secret is in the elastic band
which goes around the body, and the
beautiful first quality pink Swami Silk
forms which hold the bust in shape, removing all weight from them.
Doctors and
physical

outline.
Don't use the same
your lips as you do for your
cheeks.
The smart woman now does not
use a heavy lip rouge.
New York and
Hollywood women are very sparing with it,
much to the surprise of little Sally Anderson, winner of the Gilda Grey contest
which appeared in Screenland a month

the

experts

are

indorsing

stores, order

direct.

YOUTHFORM COMPANY
83 Walton

St.,

Atlanta,

S-2

Ga.

Enclosed find check, money order, or cash,
which send me
of your

l° r $

regular $5.00 Youthforms size around body
just under bust
in,; around body across
center of bust
in.
standard color pink.
;

Name

...

Address
City

.State

natural

rouge

for

or two ago.
Sally said the girls in New
York didn't make up nearly as much as

the

culture

Youthforms to correct sagging busts.
Thousands are praising Youthforms dailv
for the great comfort and pleasure they
give.
They are unnoticeable, wonderfully
restful and enjoyable to wear. Not sold in

;

j

It Beautiful

Youthfo rms hold the bust

is

tne lid and toward the brow.
pencil, an eye brow pencil,
shadow underneath the eye.

Then you put on

Those of you who have raved about Eve
Southern's wonderful eye-lashes may con-

to

.

your face, also down the center of face
from forehead to chin. Then smoothe it
° n and work it in, always rubbing away
lrom Y°ur nose m a half arc toward your
ear.
Never rub down or toward your
n °se. Don t put on too much because the
skin cannot absorb it. When you have done
this put on the rouge, a salve is best,
But the selection of it should be very
careful.
Just because the latest from Pans
" a vivid brick or Vermillion is no reason
for you to use it if it doesn't harmonize
wlth your individual coloring.
There is a
special shade that becomes your type and it
is
up to you to find it.
Put the rouge
on with the upward and outward stroke
and kee P these points in mind.
If your
face is long and slender begin the rouge
f rom the end of the nose and arc toward
the ear, rounding it out under the eye.
Follow the natural color line of the cheek,
This takes the drawn look that the long,
s.ender face sometimes has and makes it

ls "

Mr. Meadows became

,

,

.

,

1

girls in Mississippi,

her home,

This process takes just ten minutes to
complete and it is sun and waterproof,
It will last for twenty-four hours and you
can swim and dive; play tennis, golf or
motor to your heart's content with the safe

Are

By

Created

MASCARILLO

Usini

An

absolutely harmless preparation for retourhins and
beautifying eyebrows and eyelashes.
A DYE.

EXORA ROUGE

g^ T
1

"

NOT

£j£i

10c

Waterproof.
Six shades.
complexion.
$1 a jar.
Samples of Mascarillo. Exora Rouge, cream
and powder.
CHARLES MEYER. 21 EAST 12th ST.. N. Y. C.

color

for

every

Old Money Wanted
or Odd Coins.
valuable.
Send
4x6.

Keep

all

10c for
Guaranteed Prices.

CLARK COIN

CO.,

««««

money, it may be very
Coin Value Bonk,
We pay cash.
Get Posted.
LeROY. N. Y.
Desk 33,
old

New

Ill's.
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How Are

Your Nerves?

I'll

Make You Master
Or No Cost!

By DAVID

them

of

—

BUSH

V.

run-down nerves
cause more misery and
unhappiness than any other
human affliction. In their insidious wake they leave sickness, failure, worry and discouragement, lost youth and
shattered health.
Yet most
YJT7EAK,

cases of sickly nerves can be

now ended

easily.

Are you a slave

to

your

DAVID V. BUSH
nerves?
Do you fret about
little things? Are you "blue"
and melancholy? Do you suffer from indigestion,
heart palpitation, dizzy spells?
Do you worry
about your job?
Money? Your future? Be
careful! These are Nature's warnings that unhealthy nerves are leaving you open to a complete mental and physical breakdown!

Works

It

or Costs Nothing!

Psycho-Analysis is the mighty power that has
In my
restored lost nerve force to thousands.
140-page book 'Psycho-Analysis-Kinks of the
Mind," I tell you all about this great power
how you can use it to end nervousness to restore lost vigor
to win back the glowing vitality
and tireless energy of youth. I show you how to
become master of your nerves once and forever.
Send
Write for this wonderful book today.
only $1.00 for full payment. If you are not
convinced of its great value, return the book
within 5 days and your money will be instantly
refunded.

—

—

Jac\

—

DAVID

BUSH, Publisher
225 N. Michigan Blvd.
Chicago, 111.
V.

PA-0605.

Dept.

for

feeling that
the least.

And
thing?
truth
said.

One

To

Year

Bay

your skin

is

Perrin
Starlight,

and Ethlyne Clair pose
the

not suffering in

A169-$62

$2 Deposit— $1.2S A Week
7 fine quality, genuine blue-white
diamonds are set in solid platinum
disk shaped like solitaire. Diamond
platinum cluster set in latest style,
#

Nd

engraved 18 kt. solid white gold
mounting. Two dark sap
phires add to beauty.

^

ag^.

Re
Tape
I

gK^W~>^_^Guaranteeti -^^-

SEND NO
ONE Va

ays
Trial
!

After you
? et the

Take Money Back
a

only $2.00 to the postman.
If you beep it, pay only
Si. 25 a week for one whole
year. Don't bother writing a letter. Just pin this
ad to a piece of paper with
your name and address.

you are not satisfied
that the ring is the biggest
bargain you ever got, return

1

tz,

ring,

GUARANTEE

y

pay

t°od e

-

cide. If

i

t and we will refund every
cent you paid. All credit

dealings kept strictly confidential. No needless delay

PRICE CUT TO $62— WORTH $100

You now can buy this gorgeous ring at the wholesale price.
Compare it with similar rings at $100. We guarantee itto
stand any test or comparision. Greatest bargain offered by any Diamond Importer. We allow 8% annual in-

do you know another beautifying
Watch your thoughts!
Hones'
girls.
That's what Mr. Meadows
Anger, selfishness, peevishness and

other uglier thoughts will age the loveliest
face and their direct opposite will make
Sounds like a
beautiful a homely one.
Sunday school, doesn't it, but you watch.
Watch your friends and family and the
people in the street around Christmas time
Christmas eve especially.
See if you
don't find the faces of most people attractive at that time.
Their eyes are eager and
Their faces
full of a soft, shining light.
are glowing with the spirit of giving. Sure,
you may hope to get, too; but at this time
we all think of our friends and dear ones
and want to find something for them that
we think will make them happy, and this
loving thought shows in our faces, tired
though we may be with the fatigue of shopping.
Wouldn't it be nice if we could
keep that tender, merry expression with us
all the year?
It's the spirit in back of everything that
makes it go. Think anger and you get it.
Think love, and if it's just love that you
Think beauty, and
want, you will get it.

crease

in

exchange for a larger diamond

Write
for Itbrings our
_ « _ _ large JewelC_.
atalOgry
Store

plete

Agents

$107*00

com- *

gives

A CARAT
about weights and

mation
grades of blue-white diamonds, starting at remarkably low price of $197. a ct.
Wanted—Write for Details

STERLING E'^g

Cf£-

Diamond Importers— $1,000,000 Stock— Est. 1879

154Q BROADWAY. DEPT. 2471

NEW YORK

BUST DEVELOPED

My Big Three Part Treatment is the
ONLY ONE that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing,

exercises, pumps or other dangerous absurdities.
I
send you a

GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

14-DAY

TREATMENT

FREE

you send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Larue Aluminum Box of my Won*
Cream included.) Plain wrapper.

If
I

der

|IS

will

have

it.

If

we cooperate by our

Mr. Meadows

is

just

starting

a

lecture

tour which begins in St. Paul, Minn., and
goes the northern route to the coast, taking
in St. Louis and a few middle west cities.
Those of you who are lucky enough to
be in the towns he stops in can hear and
talk with him and perhaps you can get him
to advise you personally.
He is due in
Hollywood in October and begins his tour
in April, so watch your papers between
these months.

The
that

if

last thing Mr. Meadows said was
anyone wanted individual advice he

would be glad to give it free of charge if
they would observe the following conditions.
First and most important enclose a
stamped addressed envelope.
letter
7\[o
will

receive

a

reply

unless

this

is

done.

your true age, Mr.
Meadows won't tell on you, your height,
weight and the color of your hair and eyes.
You may tell him any particular thing that
troubles you with regard to your beauty
problems and he will be glad to help you.
Address him, Mr. V. E. Meadows, care of
Screen land, 49 West 45th Street, New
York City, and your letter will be forwarded
In

your

letter

state

to him.

Grace Kingsley's Gossip — continued from

page 35

infer-

right into your home. Tells
how to buy diamonds like an
expert. Gives information
other jewelers dare not tell.

•

ring,

Our catalog

you

thoughts with the process herein described
all be raving beauties within the year.

we'll

—

No.

horse.

IT'WORTH

10c

TO YOU?

If not. your dime back by first mail.
Address NOW, with ten cents only
Madame K.C.Williams, Buffalo, N.Y.

His mood beballad sound like a classic.
comes one with the organ's, for music is
one of Charlie's best means of expression.
You can see that. His face takes on a
rapt look.

favorite

books bound

in

exquisite bindings

At
of different but harmonizing colors.
present there is a great pile of books on
mostly biography
the table beside his bed
and history and theatrical works. His room
Charlie likes big, restful
large, too.
is

—

One of Charlie's most charming sides
But it makes solitudes.
comes out when he plays.
"And somehow I think Charlie should
you realize his loneliness too. He sits on
"It really takes
the big bench at the huge organ, a little live alone," Patsy confided.
figure
with its beautifully gray-crowned a stolid man to be a good family man.
Remember how
head. And the music coming from all those Charlie is too high-strung.
pipes around about is like voices of his Lorelei in Gentlemen Prefer Blondes says,
'Family life is good only for those that can
own wistfulness and loneliness.
His mood changing quickly, he smiled as stand it?' Well, I don't think Charlie can
he led us up into the organ room where all stand it."
As we left, Charlie cordially invited us
the pipes are, and he took two or three
a very to come some evening when they were
out with glee to blow into them
running a picture off in the library.
joyous little Pan, all of a sudden!
"You see, one whole side of the room
Charlie's room is to be a library too, he
told us, and he is going to have all his closes when a large panel drops down from

—

SCREENLAND
the ceiling, and that side becomes the
screen," he explained.
had already
noted the place for the projection machine
in a tiny hole at the other end of the room.
"That 'some evening' will surely be some
evening!" remarked Patsy.
"I do hope
Charlie won't forget!"

We

I'll

tell

you,

Cinderella's

fairy

No Medicines,
No Starvation
Diet

—

No Dangerous
Exercise

Where You Want
to Reduce

god-

mother did more for her than just to give
her some nice clothes," remarked Patsy, as
we hastened to dress for the party which
Ruth Roland and Ben Bard were giving
at the Breakfast Club the other evening.
You know all Cinderella had to do was to
just stand there and she was dressed in the
twinkling of an eye. Really, I'd be willing
to furnish the clothes if I only had a fairy
godmother to dress me!"
"Well," I said, "I think you are terrible
to complain when Ruth and Ben are fur-

Discovery of infiltrating oxygen reducing cream
—quickly and safely banishes double chins, and
slenderizes big hips, fat waists, legs and arms.

who

is

hear

Anita

that

Monaco have had
ing,"

confided

a

of oxygen reducing cream was purely acgreat New York doctor asked three of the ablest Colloidal Chemists in New York to try to find a remedy for chronic skin troubles. (Colloidal
'Except
chemistry is one of the latest developments
for your in chemical science.) These Colloidal Chem-

Patsy,

as

hips

you

prepared an infiltrating cream which
liberate
oxygen when absorbed
through the skin. They discovered that
whenever the part to be treated was fat,
this excess weight quickly disappeared. Reducing tests were then made on fat people
with amazing results. One woman reduced
ists

would

could

wear a
size

going into pic-

smaller"

her neck one inch in a few treatments; another two inches.
another took off twenty-nine pounds in six weeks.
Still
Equally successful results were had in reducing fat waists,
arms, legs, and big hips.
So safe is Viaderma, as it is
called, that it has the approval of chemists and physicians
who oppose all other methods of quick fat reduction.
Viaderma is a golden brown cream, which is rubbed rapYou see the cream disappear at once,
idly on the skin.
leaving a clean white foam on the skin surface. The penetrating cream carries oxygen to the fatty tissues and in a
few days' time, this oxygen gradually melts away the
You get definite results from a single jar which
excess fat.
contains an 18 days' supply.
Get full information^—

her Doctor
misunderstand-

we

A

cidental.

and

little

fact.

The discovery

tures here.

"I

woman or man who wants to take off fat on
any part of the body can now do so quickly and
safely.
There is no question about this. It is a

proved

We

actor,

NY

/t

-tA

nishing such a perfectly delightful party as
this is sure to be."
The lights of the Breakfast Club shone
cheerfully out on the road which runs past
the place, as Patsy and I arrived, and were
greeted by Ruth, who was looking very
radiant, and a moment later by Ben.
met Anita Stewart in a moment, and
found she was with Robert Ramsey, a hand-

some Scotch
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circulated

through the large ante-room where we were
to gather before going into the big Pavilion.
We met Lita Gray, Charlie Chaplin's
ex-wife, there, too, along with her mother.
Lita is looking stunning these days.
She
was wearing a gorgeous ermine coat. Lita
is supposed to be going about with Michael
Cudahy, the young millionaire to whom
Joan Crawford was supposed to have been
engaged once on a time, but he wasn't

85
Colloidal Chemists, Dept.
27 West 20th St. New York City
,

present at the party that night.

obligation, please send trie complete
information about Viaderma, oxygen reducing
cream.

Without

Corinne Griffith and Walter Morosco
were there, and we chatted with them a
while, Corinne telling us how she was selling
her big house in Beverly and how she
meant to live for a while at the beautiful
big new
Beverly- Wilshire Hotel, where
Norma Talmadge, Marie Prevost and some
of the other picture
present.

stars

are

Address
_State_

City

dwelling at

After they had left us, Claire Windsor
told us of a perfectly lovely thing Corinne
did lately for a poor sick youth, son of
a cook in a family she knew.
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Claire had come alone, but found her
dinner partner was to be that nice Lawrence
Grey.
Patsy Ruth Miller was on hand with a
new beau whose name I don't remember,
though I was introduced to him. She was
quite excited over her projected trip to
Europe and though you would expect her
to be wild to see Paris, she really looks
forward most, she says, to traveling through
the English country and to visiting Spain
at

Easter time.

the

all

State

new shows.

Ruth Roland dashed over to
Brothers Studio was
tell us that Warner
burning down, and May said that, Oh,
dear, she had left her very best negligee
and tea-.set in her dressing room there!
We noticed that both Ruth Roland and
Claire Windsor wore huge bunches of orthen

chids.

How

LOOKING NOSE

PERFECT

A

sent us," Claire announced
with a bit of blush, "by Prince Mohamet
Ali Abrihin of Egypt, who is visiting here,
and whom I met when I was down in Egypt
making a picture."

"They were

Obtain

to
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We

found Norma, looking sweet in an
afternoon dress and a black velvet tarn,
cutting a huge cake.
Suddenly everybody gave forth a huge
'Ah!' and Norma dropped the knife! Out
of the cake flew two white doves.
"Symbolic, I suppose," suggested Patsy,
"of Norma and Irving as two lovey-dovies,
bride and

Norma

groom."
caught one of the doves, and
but the other flew to the top of

quieted it,
a picture frame,

down

where

in the den,

remained until Mrs. Mannix gave

it

it

to that

Ruby Blaine, quite approRuby is .shortly to marry Frank

blonde,

pretty
Orsatti.

We

chatted with

Norma

about her Euro-

pean trip, on which she will have started
by the time this reaches print.
"Irving wants to go to Spain so that he
can show off his Spanish, which he speaks
very

well,"

explained

"and I'm going

get

to

Norma,

laughing,

even by going to

But
Switzerland so I can learn to ski.
both of us are glad to go to Sorrento,
because that is said to be the ideal place
which to have a honeymoon.

in

"Do you know,
put

sible to

off a

I

think

it

honeymoon

is

very sen-

trip until the

and groom get used to each other.
their minds on what

bride

Then they can put

they are seeing."
Norma is taking

four

trunks

full

of

clothes.

"I'm not going to shop much in Paris,"
"I think men hate to be with
.said.
a woman who is always leaving him to go

she

sight seeing alone while she goes shopping.
Besides, I can't imagine spending all that
time having fittings when there is so much

quite see living in a harem, and besides
she was in love with Bert Lytell then.
went into the supper room, where
we found four long tables arranged for us,
and where the orchestra was playing for

to

us to dance.

couple we saw were Gloria
The
Hope and her husband, Lloyd Hughes.
"There is the real romance of Holly
first

in

see

Paris."

Norma's nice mother was
and daughter were beginning
it

mean

will

to be

there,

and she
what

to realize
really parted.

as she was in the same
town with me, I didn't mind so much,"
remarked Norma, affectionately patting her
mother's face. Norma and her mother have

"Just

so

long

wood," remarked Patsy.

We caught a glimpse of Dorothy Reid
and Walter Lang, who are supposed to be
engaged you know Dorothy is the widow
and we said hello too
of Wallace Reid
to Pauline Starke and Jack White, to Corliss Palmer and Hugh Allen, Shirley Dorman and a dozen others.
Lovely little Mary McAllister came with
a young man who isn't in the picture busi'
ness, and Billie Dove came alone, quite
surprisingly, until we found out that her
husband, Irvin Willat, was away working
on location.
Just as the party was nearly over, in
dashed Vivian Duncan, who had come after
her show was finished at the Pantages.
After the party, some of us went over to
Lawrence Grey's house, a very handsome
place near Jack Dempsey's home.
Lita
Grey and her mother were in the party, and
May McAvoy and Morry Cleary, Mary
McAllister and others.
Mary McAllister told us how she had

—

—

been longing for red" hair. Then she said
she saw an actress she knew with color of
an O'Cedar mop, and she decided to stick
to

and

Patsy.

remembered then having heard that
Prince was a great admirer of Claire's
when she was down there. But she couldn't
this

We

Cleared

party which Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Mannix
are giving at their Beverly Hills home. Of
course we mustn't miss that!" exclaimed

priately, as

Patsy Ruth is wearing her hair long and
wore long earrings that evening.
"Oh, dear," remarked Patsy the Party
Hound, "Why will Patsy Ruth change her
type, when she was so charming before!"
May McAvoy was there with her fiance,
Maurice Cleary, and told us how she had
enjoyed her trip to New York and seeing
Just

Publishers,

by

Name

"She took the boy right into her home
house guest," said Claire. "And when
he was well enough she sent him off to the
mountains to a boys' camp, where he is
growing strong and well.
Corinne does a
lot of nice things like that that you never
as a

hear about."

.

Do vou know what

D

her

We

own

ash-blond

color.

and chatted before Lawrence's
fire for a couple of hours, and then home,
just as the sky began to look as if dawn
were coming.
sat

"Oh, Norma Shearer and Irving Thalberg are going to be guests of honor at a

C[

Ralph Forbes
'The

Actress.'

as

he appears in

—

—

SCREENLAND
always been very close to one another.

NEW Youth-Giving Belt

A

ship made of flowers adorned the
buffet at the end of the dining room, in
honor of Noma's wedding trip.

We

who
and who is

had come with Vernon
has a perfectly gorgeous voice,
singing in Warner Brothers Vitaphone pictures, these days.
The Hawaiian orchestra was playing
down in one end of the den the same
orchestra that often plays for Vernon at
the studio. They were playing pretty loudly,
and people around were trying to talk; so
Vernon called over to the musicians
"Hey, there, play a little louder! There
are still some people over here who can
hear each other talk!"
Gertrude Olmsted and Vernon talked
about their old school days, and of Gertrude's former sweetheart, who was Vernon's chum, and Vernon told Gertrude how
the youth used to rave about her and weep
on his shoulder whenever he quarreled with
Rickard,

Reduces Waistline * Quickly
makes you look inches
and years younger and
actually massages away fat everysecond while you wear it!
Instantly

thinner

—

his lady love.

husband,
Gertrude's
Robert Leonard.
meanwhile was serenely playing cards out in
the drawing room with Sid Grauman,
Louis B. Mayer. Hunt Stromberg, Joe
Schenck, Sam Goldwyn, Jack Conway, and
some others, because no sooner was supper
than those inveterate card-players
dashed for the card tables, where they became as solemn as owls, while their wives
over

and sweethearts chatted together or talked
with such men as preferred talking to them
to playing cards.

That's of course how it happened that
Darius, the fortune teller, had the attention
of a dozen charming women at a time.
Buster Keaton and Natalie Talmadge, his
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HERE'S

a new easy way to get rid of that bulky,
useless, disfiguring fat without any effort on your
part
new kind of belt has been perfected
which actually takes off fat in an easy, gentle way
just like an expert masseur! The moment you put' on
his new self-massaging belt your waist is instantly
reduced from 2 to 4 inches. At the same time "your
stomach disorders, constipation, backache and shortness of breath generally disappear as the sagging internal organs are put back in normal place.
You are
!

filled

and

A

with a wonderful new energy, and should look
10 to 15 years younger!

feel

Reduce

the

Way

Athletes

Do

The Weil Reducing Belt is made of specially prepared and scientifically fitted rubber.
It is so constructed that, as you wear it, every breath you take
and every more you make imparts a constant gentle
automatic massage to every inch of the abdomen. It
works for you every second, day and night, and reduces much more rapidly than ordinary massage.
The 'Weil Belt is made of the same kind of scientifically treated rubber that is used by hundreds of
professional athletes and jockeys, because it not only
reduces quickly but at the same time preserves their

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER

Write at once for full description and
endorsed for its "healthful principles by physicians everywhere.
Satisfaction guaran- details of the Special 10-day Trial Offer
being
made, to The Weil Company, 395
teed or your money instantly refunded without question.
Hill Street, Xew Haven, Conn.
As shown below, every move of your body,
walking, climbing stairs merely breathing at
THE WEIL COMPANY,
you sit causes the Weil Belt to massage yout
abdomen. It is working for you every second
395 Hill Street, New Haven, Conn.
strength.

It is highly

—

—

Gentlemen: Please send me without obligacomplete description of the Weil Scientific
and also your Special 10-day

tion,

Eeducins Belt
Trial

Offer.

dropped in very late.
I suppose everybody would like to know
whether Buster really is always frozen
faced, and I must say that he is except
when occasionally he is much amused, he
His face lights
lets out a big. hearty laugh.
up, too, when his eyes rest on his wife,
these two being very happy, and he will
play for an hour at a time most zestfully
wife,

with his children.
Beautiful Frances Howard,

Sam Goldwyn. you know, was

who

is

State

Mrs.

there, pretty
exercises and

She
and vivacious as ever.
diets and keeps herself looking very svelt
She danced with Eddie
and beautiful.
Mannix and with that jolly, whole souled

Ben Getz. who dances,

plays

mixes

cards,

punch, makes money and love

all

equally

well.

That sweet little Mrs. Harry Rapf came
with her husband, but he at once made a
dash for the card table. She had just come
back from a gorgeous time in New York;
and then there were Mrs. Mike Levee,
Mrs. Jack Conway, Mrs. Louis B. Mayer,
Mrs. Hunt Stromberg, all of whom hung
on the words of the fortune telling Darius.

Mabel Normand and Lew Cody were
Mabel looking lovely and charming,
and as full of fun and jokes as ever. She
and Lew seem very happy.
Paul Bern came in late, and as usual,
tactfully did what people wanted him to

there,

Win $1,0004°
To start off my big advertising
Find
AnfnC campaign,
TUIU lh<>
UIC Twin
1W111 rtUlUS
I'm offering a thousand dollar first prize. To hurry it along I will give away a Buick
Sedan for promptness. First prize winner, by being quick, gets

BOTH prizes— a $2,200 reward: And that's just the beginning.
NINETEEN OTHER PRIZES and DUPLICATE

There are

prizes in case of ties.
If you can solve thi3 puzzle, you'll not be far from first prize.
Here are eleven autos. They all look alike, but really only TWO
are EXACTLY alike. Can you find them? Look carefully for
the tires, the lamps, the bumpers, the radiator or motormeter may
be different. To find the twins may take a little time, but with
$2,200.00 to win, it's worth it. When you're through, put an "X"
over the twins and mail your answer to me at once. Remember
the first prize winner, by being on time, gets a

do, merely looking out for other people's
happiness instead of his own. So he danced
a little and played cards a little and chatted

Buick Sedan FREE!

a

P. C. Chase, Adv. Mgr.,

little.

There is a funny waiter over at the
Ambassador, who lately is in demand at
parties.
He was on hand, and Patsy not
knowing him asked him to find her Spanish
shawl which she had left somewhere on a
sofa.
He came back bringing a white tablecloth!

"Thought

maybe

you

left

it

in

the

kitchen," he said.

Patsy was about to grow very indignant
all the men at the card table began

when

596 Popular BIdg., Des Moines, Iowa
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laughing, and then told her about the comic
food purveyor.
"Well, of course, if its supposed to be
funny " remarked Patsy
The waiter went about the den with a
broom, cutting up antics, pretending the
stuffed eggs on the side table were billiard
balls for instance, and that the broom was
a cue.
He is really quite an artist, as he
is very unobtrusive with his kidding.
Clarence Brown was there alone, his
fiance,
Dorothy Sebastian, being away
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health,

and began walking about in glorious health with hardly a trace of any
aches or pains.
But perhaps the most remarkable
bles

are discouraged

—

and blue

come from people who
have been helped in business, and in social
life.
Men and women who were in a rut for
years, have jumped the barrier and climbed
into positions paying double or triple their
former salaries. And thousands of others whose
ll,es were continually harassed by dark fears,
worries, unnappmess
have acquired the secret
„f mental poise and courage, have banished the
negative qualities that held them back, and have
emerged from near-failure to complete and
reports

you

if

want

1

—

to get out of the rut and glimpse
a fresh, heartening view of achievement
if you want to climb to even greater

heights
for— if
than you even had hoped
r
b
„
you want to ibe free from nervousness,
worries, and mental depression
if you
want to conquer fear,' timidity and selft
j»
j*
i
consciousness— if you long for business
advancement, social conquests and robust,
,

—

•

all

—

glorious success!

.

glowing, vibrant health

of

.

j,

,
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PSYCHOLOGY

|

many

late

evening parties

Claire greeted us at the door, seconded
by Gertcude Olmsted and Bob Leonard.
Claire was wearing a new kind of perfume, which Patsy at once noted.

"Yes,

gave Claire that for Christmas,"
"I'm trying it out on her!"

I

Gertrude

said.

"Ah, but it might suit my personality
and not yours!" warned Claire.
Gloria Swanson was there with her hus'

Henry de

band,

But everybody

the Marquis.

Falaise,

la

calls

him Hank, because

he's

such a regular likable fellow.

danced several times with Tony
whom she danced extremely
especially the difficult tango.
There

Gloria

Moreno, with
well,
is

sort

a

of ardor
quite

which

•times

Gloria's

in

some

face

makes up for her not

being really beautiful.

Tom Mix and Vicky, his wife, were
among the guests, Vicky dancing a lot, but
Tom, just recovering from his most recent
accident, a broken hip, preferring to

sit

and

chat.

"I'd rather talk with Tom than dance
with him anyhow," remarked Patsy. "Not
that he doesn't dance well, but that he
does talk so awfully well.
He is a lot
like Will Rogers with his brilliant native

Tom

is

writing a lot these days and told
is at work now on a satirical

how he

us

article called

e

'

tol

o b t a i n
and happiness,

are so

Breakfast Club these days that I'm
sure I don't know how the chef ever manages to get through with supper in time to
get
breakfast!"
remarked Patsy, as we
wended our way to Claire Windsor's party
over there.

wit."

I

Scientific

LIVING

I

I

;

I
|

From Courtship

to

Courthouse.

Bernie Fineman brought Mollie O'Day.
hear he is engaged to marry Greta
Nissen, but Greta was working that night
and couldn't come. But Mollie is a saucy
little piece who could keep any man inter-

We

ested.

I

—

"There
at the
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a king among men!
°£ VI.D Y.:. BUSH, Publisher. Dept. 0605,
Michigan Blvd., Chicago, III.
When I first began revealing my method in i ^25 N.
Please send me a copy of "Applied
public lectures, thousands came from great disogy
and
'but
many
thousands
Scientific Living" for approval.
more
tanccs to hear them
will either remit the full price
5 days
were turned away from the great theatres and

to think straight

The whole house was beautifully decorated with flowers, and when Norma and
Irving left, we showered flowers upon them.

most

self-denial!

Amazing Results Come Quickly
The moment you apply my teachings you begin

!

the
be
sent at once.
Bead it for 5
the
end
of
that
days, and at
time if
the sole judge.

coupon and the book

Smile, Smile, Smile
Psychology of
Health BuildLong
ing the Body Beautiful
Life

don't

health
big

this

Law in the
Greatest
Lately
DisJust
Universe,
covered, and How to Use It
What the World Owes You
What

life's

love,

this

The

After

for

luxuries

Suggestion
for
and HapSuccess,

Use

to

like

of

if

Your Dreams Come True
The Mastery of Fate

How

LIV-

ING." It is a book which has
lifted thousands of men out of
mediocrity. Many have headed
for fortunes from the powers
and inspiration gained from
just a few pages of this wonderful volume.
Salaries have
new
been raised overnight
new
ideas have been created
plans that meant thousands of
dollars have been formulated
simply as a result of a single

conscious

How

her pet dogs suffocated.

"APPLIED PSYCHOL-

titled

PARTIAL LIST OF

—

working on location.
As we were leaving, very late, Gertrude
Olmsted came to ask us to dine with her
and Bob.
"We're in a new house, you know," she
explained. "You remember the other burned
down."
That brought us to another ten minutes'
stay, as Gertrude told us how she came
home to find the house on fire and one of

Leatrice Joy danced a lot with Richard
Barthelmess and seemed to be enjoying her-

—

self

hugely.

<

— —

auditoriums because even these vast halls could
not accommodate a fraction of those who are
eager to hear the amazing secret of my success!
And almost immediately after each lecture
Sick, worncarne reports of astonishing results.
out men and women had. regained their old-time
energy and vitality; men and women whose lives
were almost wrecked by long drawn-out nervous
and physical ailments, had overcome their trou-

',

J
>

I

or

!

return

the

book

and

will

owe

you

Name

J

J

Address

<
!
J
J
<„

City

state
Ilrmittanee
from foreign countries and
possessions must accompany all orders.

Psychol-

Within
$3.50
nothing.

of

does,

and

Dove looked

as lovely as she always
Irvin Willat proved as clever
interesting as usual.

Billie

and

Lois

Weber and

Captain

Ganz,

were

there, Miss Weber mourning because she
had just been burglarized for the fourth

time.

"Bragging

—

Johnny Hines.
ized

even once

just

bragging!"

"Why,
I'd

be

if

I

retorted

were burglar-

cleaned

out!"

—

—
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What's Doing
In Times Square
(Continued from page 8)

up and down the

streets while the fire chief
red bus a block ahead of
Kick to clear the way for him. You will

rode in his
see

The

in

all

it

little

'S.ews

Parade

—

that

is

if

they don't change their minds and cut the
sequence out because Nick was 'working'

—

I must say that
this picnic.
wasn't an entirely care free experience
however, for he almost fell off when trying
out some of the action required of him by
'But it was a great thrill,' he
the story.
told me with shining eyes.
King Vidor's The Crowd opened up at
the Capitol with such a bang that it was
turned into the Astor for a special run
and is packing that house. I understand that
this is a record in the history of pictures
to have a picture taken from a program
house at popular prices and put into a
And folks
feature house at S2.20 top.
you who have not the misfortune to live
in Xew York can see the same thing for a
Think of that. And you'll be
quarter.
Following
getting your money's worth too.
The Crowd at the Capitol was a very

when he was on
it

1

Vial
(of

Merke Derma Vials
of wonderful help in ending
dandruff and falling hair, and
stimulating
new hair
in
growth, that we offer you
will find

PBOOF
regular

—

Machree

is

is

playing at the Globe.

still

The

Jazz

Warners, Love with Greta
John Gilbert still packs the
at

Garbo and
Embassy and the Rivoli still holds Gloria
Swanson to Sadie Tliompson. Then Wings
still plays the Criterion, and Sunrise at the
Sam Harris. Erich von Stroheim's Greed is
revived at the 5 5th Street Cinema Theatre.
And now Times Square waits for Ronald
Colman who is expected soon.

New Liquid Kills Germs
that cause
DANDRUFF and FALLING HAIR
dandruff and falling hair, and growing new
hair for thousands everywhere.
This new treatment, perfected by the
Allied Merke Institutes, Inc., Fifth Avenue,
Xew York, is based on countless experiments which prove that in an enormous
number of cases hair troubles are caused
by tiny' parasitical germs.
These germs work down into the roots
of the hair and render them dormant
inactive. As a result, with the roots unable
to supply their vital nourishment, the hair
soon becomes dry, brittle, lifeless and begins to fall out.

—

Ordinary treatments fail because they
merely treat the surface skin and have
little or no effect on the harmful bacteria
embedded below the surface. But this new
treatment, called
etrates beneath

—

Tyler,
the

whose next "Western

Law

Rides."

is

ABSO-

vial

size

Hermetically Sealed

worrying about hair troubles
dandruff, falling hair, approaching baldness!
Here is a new kind of liquid, hermetically sealed in vials, that is ending

'When

obligation.

LUTELY FREE.

QTOP

C Tom

without

Simply mail coupon for one

Pulse, and you should see the crowd rush
Esther Ralston in Love and
in to try it
Learn, Richard Barthelmess in Sporting

Singer

which more than 1,000,000
have been sold)

So positive are we that you

amusing picture The Latest From Paris with
Norma Shearer and this week Bill Haines
is clowning about in his usual style, in The
Smart Set.
Shepherd of the Hills with Alec B. Francis
ran at the Strand followed by The Patent
Leather Kid with Richard Barthelmess and
The ParaChicago with Phyllis Haver.
mount offered Bebe Daniels in Feel My

Goods, and George Bancroft and Evelyn
Brent in The Showdown. The Colony has
Finders Keepers with Laura La Plante. The
William Fox picture Four Sons opened at
the Gaiety and is still running and Mother

Regular Size

Merke Derma

—

the surface

Yials, pen-

kills

the in-

fecting germs carries off the unhealthy
scaly substances which cause dandruff and
falling hair
at the same time promoting
a healthy circulation which supplies the

—

dormant hair roots with the life-giving
nourishment they so sorely need.
Extensive laboratory tests by one of the
world's foremost research laboratories concluded with a report from which we quote:
"

The

results indicate that the tonic killed the test

organism (bacteria) in

The

of penetrating
test

less

than three minutes.

results also indicate that the tonic

is capable
the growth of the

and preventing

organism (bacteria)."

FREE One Regular Size Vial
Thousands of people from coast to coast are
Merke Derma Vials the secret of
new, lustrous, healthy hair. Sow w-e welcome
this convincing test.
Simply take advantage of

—

discovering

offer explained in the panel
above, use Merke Derma Vial liquid yourself and
see how remarkably helpful it is in ending dandruff and falling hair.
Sign and mail coupon
TODAY. Allied Merke Institutes, Inc., Dept.
D-675, 512 Fifth Avenue, Sew York City.

our generous free

Allied

Merke

Dept. D-675

New York

,

Institutes,

512

Fifth

Inc.

Avenue,

City.

—

I'm willing to be convinced without obligaon my part.
Please send me one of the

tion

regular size Merke

and

tell

me how

Derma
to

use

Vials absolutely
it.

_

Address
City

State

FREE
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See the Movie!

Read

the

Bohemia

Book!

(Continued from page 17)
with a plucky grin.
But the pluck behind the grin won out
friends in the alley
came to the rescue today the girl is being

—

Your favorite moving
picture in novel
form— for $1, 00

star

SCREENLAND

—

WINGS

A

of Kings

Romance

of

the Air

Resurrection
Seventh Heaven
Stella Dallas
Bardelys the Magnificent
Moby Dick (The Sea Hawk)

COUNT LEO TOLSTOY

a

Man

discouraged.
Strictly speaking, the Bohemia of

Loves

wood

Old Ironsides
Captain Salvation

The Volga Boatman
Monsieur Beaucaire
Loves Greatest Mistake
The Blood Ship
The Country Beyond
The Black Pirate

RESURRECTION
Tolstoy's genius at
its

best

THE PATENT
LEATHER KID
Dick Barthelmess's
Smashing Success

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes

(Movie Title "Love")

The Jazz Singer
London After Midnight
The Valley of the Giants
Wild Geese
Aloma of the South Seas
Camille

Pony Express
The Music Master

The book which was
translated into every

BEAU GESTE

A

remarkable story of the
French Foreign Legion

language!

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE
49 West 45th Street,
)

enclose

lame..

$

for

(Book Dept.) Desk

New York

City.

which pleise send mc..

the neighborhood.

Mix who

Anna Karenina

1

them were Mr. and

Mr.s.

Tom

comfortable, sprawly
white bungalow whose garage stood on an
alley.
Victoria Mix's mother, known on
the screen as Eugene Ford, occupied a
house across the street from them.
Fritzi
Brunette was a nearby neighbor and Jane
and Katherine Lee were neighborhood kids.
But the Mixes have m,oved to Beverly
Hills and no one ever hears of Fritzi
Brunette these days.
The Lee kids are
in vaudeville.
Only a few of the old residents are left. The section has been zoned
for business and the alleyways have built
up, and down them lies Bohemia.
Years ago some of our greatest stars
rose to high places in the cinema heavens
via 'Bohemia.'
But at that time the bohemian district lay down and about the
Los Angeles Plaza, near Chinatown and
the Mexican Quarter.
Here in the old
Baker Building (once a fashionable hotel)
were studios where struggling artists met
and starved for Art's sake.
Here it was
that Leatrice Joy and Ramon Novarro,
then unknown, posed for the evening cos-

tume
Address..

Holly

between Hollywood and Sunset
Boulevards.
And runs east of Bronson
Avenue.
If you happen to know your Hollywood
you will remember that this section of it was
once its most conservative quarter.
Here,
about ten years ago, lived the very pros'
perous, the very satisfied citizens.
There
were only a few motion picture people in
lies

Among

The Enemy

BEN HUR

form The Patent Leather Kid and The Drop
Kic\ for Barthelmess. Miss Dix (or Mrs.
Flebbe as she is called in private life) wrote
The Road to Yesterday and The Country
Doctor and though both of them are now
at the very top of their profession they still
remember the days of their early struggle
and help whenever they can.
Winifred
is always finding jobs for people
just at
that crucial moment when they are about to
give up in despair.
Mrs. Flebbe sends big
boxes of food and candy to encourage the

—

The Ten Commandments

When

To be sure there is always 'The Com'
munity Chest,' a charitable organization,
but youth is proud and would rather starve
than ask for charity
and somehow in
Hollywood's 'Bohemia' they always manage.
They are all hard workers and far more
self respecting than the securely salaried
people.
They are so ambitious, they have
no time for promiscuous love making. And
vice is expensive
'and no alley-dweller can
afford expensive indulgences.
So you will
find them an idealistic crowd of young
people.
The two good angels of the alleyways
are Winifred Dunn and Beulah Marie Dix.
Miss Dunn is the girl who wrote Sparrows
for Mary Pickford and put into continuity

Old San Francisco
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Beau Geste
Beau Sabreur

RESURRECTION

alleyways.

—

for $1.00 or 6 for $5.00

& Son
The Freshman
Mother
Wings
The Patent Leather Kid
The Garden of Allah

Ben Hur
The King

her name.
It is not an uncommon story
the folks
back East seem to think our sunkist state
is a sort of Garden
of Eden.
garden
through which one strolls in the sunshine
picking oranges from the trees when the
pangs of hunger grow too great.
These
Easterners do not know of the life in the

A

Sorrell

THE KING OF KINGS

as a real possibility
possibly as
material.
It would be unfair to give

—

—

Carries a message of the
highest spiritual appeal

—

mentioned

Just recall the ten best moving pictures you have either seen or expect to see. Nine
chances out of ten, you will find that a famous novel supplied the title, plot, action and
characters of each one of them. A moving picture, fascinating as it is, supplies a passing
The book from which it came is yours to keep to give you new delight
pleasure.
every time you read it. Any of these books can be obtained from
Book Dept.

Order any one

—

class

lived

for

were glad to get

in

a

fifty
it.

cents

Here

it

—

hour and
was that some

an

—

—

<

SCREEN LAND
of cur best known art
drew nights but at
not highly paid art
boys struggling for

directors studied

—

and

they were
directors, they were
a foothold in the

that time

studios.

Building was taken over by
some missionaries and 'Bohemia' disbanded
Only to gather tofor the time being.
gether once more in the alleyways of

The Baker

—

Hollywood

—
—and

Only in the alleys of Hollycontinued.
could you fail to sell a million dollar
debt for fifty cents.
There is only one pawnshop in Hollywood it is tragic when one has to pawn
a typewriter or violin or one's only evening clothes for these often are the means

wood

—

But it is comic when
a livelihood.
one has to pawn one's wife's pet Pekingese
of

young juvenile actor had
young actor now well on the road
I saw the pup sitting in a
to stardom.
forlornly astonished manner in the pawn-

puppy

Hollywood.
supposed to be a wicked

is

as a certain

—

do

to

a

frightful orgies occur
true but Hollywood's
Bohemia does not attend these orgies. It broker's
ukuleles
has its own 'parties!'

place

a place

where

may be

this

97

among

window

the

all

dusty-

and tarnished watches.
In the evenings they indulge in long
Ily a Tolstoy, son of the famous author,
games of 'Fan Tan.' Each player donates has leased a bungalow set among the sweet
the cigarettes they happen to have on grasses and flowers on the edge of "Bohand and they play for these. Lemonade hemia." The alley behind his house ends
-you see lemon trees have a way up, three blocks away, at a studio where a
is served
a man who devises texof hanging over the back yard fences into young artist lives
the alleyways.
tiles and special properties for the period
It's a cinch to grab off a few lemons.
An alley cat with her litter
photoplays.

—

And

—

there

are

always flowers for decora-

Every vacant lot, every garden,
every hedge is full of color and perfume.
A beggar may wear a buttonhole boquet
in Hollywood.
And gin parties may exist you hear a
good deal of talk about gin-drinking. There
are headlines in the newspapers about it.
But 'Bohemia' cannot afford gin the big
stars cannot afford it either for gin has a
way of corroding one's face and making
Ginger ale yes!
puffs under one's eyes.
But very little gin!
Almost every alley has one tenant at
least who owns a radio, and when the
operas were broadcasted last summer, the people who owned or were paying installments
on radios, were very popular. But when the
returns for the Dempsey-Tunney fight were
broadcasted there were not enough radios
One smart
or listening room, to go round.
youngster overcame this difficulty by having
a most expensive radio sent up 'on approval'
he returned it the day after the fight
he had lost all his money on Dempsey
which was hard luck for the radio concern
but every one in the alley heard the
tion.

—

—

—

of kittens keeps house for him.

—

—

Several scenario writers
a poet
a press
an author of fiction for the magaan art director and several extra
zines
men (who are a good deal in demand because they have raised interesting sets of
whiskers) are the most colorful personalities
in our 'Bohemia.'

—
—

agent

—

—

He lives surrounded
zines and newspapers.
by the best poetic atmosphere.
"But I feel like I'm calling on the hens
and chickens -when I climb that rickety
ladder to spend an evening with him!" the
"I'm not a snob, but
press agent cried.
the ladder is made out of odds and ends
and I tear my pants every time I go up
and my wardrobe's limited!"
Hollywood, of course, is the world's
wickedest city
read any newspaper and
But Hollywood's
you will find that out.
"Bohemia" is young and gay and rather innocent.
Everyone dreams dreams and riches
and fame are lurking just around the alley-

returns.

way.

—

"I lost
night!" a

a

million

dollars

young man

told

at

me

poker

last

excitedly,

"on paper of course!" he added losing none
"I offered to sell
of his excited manner.
back to the loser his indebtedness for fifty
cents in cash
I needed a hair cut!" he

—

See How

—

climbs a ladder to his room
a loft over a barn. The chinks in the walls
are covered with poems cut from maga-

The poet

—

—

—

—

With

—we should
—

a spirit like that in our midst

worry about what the papers

print
instead we develop a huge pride for
we are mothering talent. For our size we
are raising more gifted children and helping them to recognition than the bigger,

smugger

who

cities

criticize us.

Easy You
ganQet...

A Business

oJIYour Own
^hisNewWayf
SEND your name and. address for an amazing

FREE

will surprise

book which gives facts that
you about Modern Photogra-

tells of an amazingly easy way to
your own business quickly, with very
capital. It also shows how hundreds of

phy. It
start
little

other men and women are making real money
in spare time taking pictures.

Many Earn $35

to $90 a Week
in Spare Time

In this day of pictures, photographers are making
more than ever before. But just ordinary photography
is not enough. In this book you are told ho w such men
as Hughes of Kentucky made $97 in two days, how
Sager of Pennsylvania earned $700 during spare time
in a few months. Our method is so simple and easily
grasped that you can make money even while learning.

Look into the new opportunities in Photography
and see why newspapers, magazines and photogravure
sections use thousands of photos a month, and pay big
prices for them. Business firms are constantly in the
market for photos to be used in catalogs, booklets and
advertising. Portrait work pays big.

FREE Book

Tells

How

Just mail the coupon for this FREE book. It explains
how our thorough Course in Modern ProfessionalPhotography enables you to quickly learn this fascinating,
profitable work in your own home.
It will pay you to disco%'er the opportunities that
exist today in
establish your

—bighowspare
you can
time

Modern Photography
own business, or make

money, or earn while learning. Scores of invaluable
money making ideas every branch of photography
described! And the book is sent absolutely FREE!
Just mail the coupon this minute for your copy.

—

AMERICAN SCHOOL
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
3601 Miehiean
Dept.

1

Ave.
6325, Chicago,

in.

i\Trl»iri> SCHOOL OF
AMERICAN"

PHOTOGRAPHY

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6325, Chicago
Please send me free and without obligation my copy of
your startling new book Opportunities in Modern Photography and lull Information regarding your course.

———

Name.

C France

!

Lee.

Rose

—

Lane and Marie Francis

heard about them thar South Seas and

Christie

Comedy

C

girls

i

ty

state
State..

,

j

decided

to

'go-native.'

^
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Pretty Soft

OPPORTUNITIES
—
—

Word

Rate 20c a

Forms Close

Two Months

10th

MALE HELP WANTED

Preceding Issue

{Continued from page 29)
her eyes every morning after a good night's

FOR SALE

Her

rest.

MEN,

get Forest Ranger job; $125-$200 mo.
hunt, fish, trap, etc.
and home furnished
For details, write Norton, 285 Temple Court,

"GIRL PICTURES

;

Denver, Colo.

—Men
sunny South

FOREIGN POSITIONS
ing

beautiful,

South America
Detroit, Mich.

America, write
Bureau, 14,600 Alma,

Service

C

Art pictures and Bathing beauties 25 cents
Money refunded if dissatisfied.
Co., Box 44, Starthmoor Station,

*J
• *» (coin).

work-

interested

Photo Sales

501 Rockwood,

Bulldogs,

FEMALE HELP WANTED

$15.

Texas.

Dallas,

BEAUTIFUL ALL WHITE POLICE PUPS
LADIES:

Good pay for plain sewing, easy,
Stamped envelope
No selling.
spare time.
AGEE DRESS CO., Terbrings particulars.
SLD, PhilaDept.
Building,
minal Annex
delphia, Pa.

Arthur Anson, Mose, No. Dak.

for sale.

WOMEN

INTEREST TO

GUARANTEED HEMSTITCHING and PieotWanting obtain reliable
ing Attachment.
Fits any sewing machine.
Stamped En- 60c prepaid or C. O. D.
Write for information.
Circulars
free.
Eller Co., Z-296 Broadway, New York. LaFlesh Hemstitching Co., Dept. 45, Sedalia, Mo.

HOMEWORK: Women
kinds.
velope.

LADIES WANTING HOMEWORK,
Send
Write us.
canvassing.
Mar-Dale Co.,
addressed
envelope.
D-21, Chicago.

No

any kind.
stamped

Drawer

TOBACCO OR SNUFF HABIT
cured.
Remedy
Superba Co., N-7, Baltimore, Md.
pay.

AGENTS WANTED
AGENTS— WE START YOU

No

and help you succeed.

or

capital
time.

DON'T SELL FOR OTHERS.

National

Scien-

tific

Laboratories,

IF

I

free.

Toilet

1976-W Broad, Richmond, Va.

SHOW YOU AN ALL VIRGIN WOOL

SUIT, tailored-to-order, valued at $35.00, that
you can sell for $22.50, make $4.00 yourself,
Complete selling outgive you absolutely Free.
will
you give my proposition a trial %
fit,
2238
LaSalle,
Chicago.
King,
S.
S. L.

qualify for

M-40, Denver, Colo.

ARE YOU WILLING TO ACCEPT

U.

Instruction

Bureau,

274,

Mrs.

Charles

10

a.

instruction

m.

to

8

in
p.

social

m.

Booklet on request
2786

Sadler's

BROADWAY

(near

—

and

—

modern

Classes

every

dancing
evening

NEW YORK

CITY

Have your Dances routined, improved, perfected by

FRED LE QUORNE

—

East 83rd Street,

New

Amateur Teams Developed, managed and
Phone and let us talk it over.

LE

1658

BROADWAY
Write for

$5.00
membership, official detective
Continental
journal,
button and credentials.
Secret Service System, Box 81F, Waukegan,
covers

1

year's

Illinois."

SONG POEM WRITERS.
236 West 55th

St.,

Address, Monarch,
Dept. 186, New York.

SONGWRITERS SUBMIT POEMS,

professional

music composing services.
Brennen,
555, 165C Broadway, New York.

SONG POEM WRITERS
D14,

2104

N.

Dept.

—Address,

Keystone

Ave.,

#1250

|

QUORNE STUDIOS
Home

Room 603

CIRCLE

7933

Study Tango Course

FOR A PHOTOPLAY STORY

g

Screenland's

I

[Book Dept.j
[Offers Y o u
[The Latest]
[Novels A
[Low PricesI
t

Hibbeler,
Chicago.
\

WRITERS
by

an

I

Order Your Book
Through

thrill

be-

"Being made love to by William Boyd,"
Sue promptly replied.
"Who is your favorite star?" I pursued.
"Charlie Chaplin."

"Your

favorite director?"

"Chaplin."

"Comedian?"
"Chaplin."

"Your

favorite tragedian?"
"Charlie Chaplin," she replied.
this

crush on Charlie?"

I

asked.

my

There

mother.

he gave

visited

first

I

me

I

a lovely

met Mr. Chaplin and
box of candy. I was

only ten or eleven years old at the time,
I
but he has been my favorite ever since.
guess I feel that, if he has time to stop and
be nice to little girls, he must be a pretty
Logical,

at

that.

Sue

is

logical.

She

has a good, clear brain in that round head

Even when she makes playfully
remarks, as do all young girls, you are
impressed with the fact that they have
meanings.

!

\

Sue's claim to recognition among the fortunate children of filmdom dates back to
one year ago, when she set foot inside a
She has had a
studio for the first time.
very speedy journey to her present envious
position on the screen.
She deserves it, for Miss Carol is every
She
inch a delightful, likable little lady.
could be very uppish, you know, for after
featured film actress,
all she is rich, is a
has received the finest schooling that money
can buy and is, all in all, a very personable
But with all these things, or despite
miss.
them, she is most democratic. Extras, elecall
on the
tricians, directors, cameramen
set are extremely fond of her and she is
She is a girl with
equally fond of them.
No doubt in my mind,
lots of friends.
every masculine friend would be a lover except for the fact that Sue doesn't want any

—

lovers.

It.

unknown

writer and sold thru our Sales Dept.
We revise copyright and market. Located in the
heart of Motion Picture Industry, we know the
demand. Established 1917. Send manuscript
for free criticism. Booklet on request. Universal
Scenario Company.
204 Western & Santa Monica Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

has been your greatest

silly

I

SONC AND POEM WRITERS

"Posed for a photographer in drapes
but they were heavy drapes," she hastened

of hers.

placed.

f

York.

A SECRET SERVICE MAN

"BE

"What is the most daring thing you have
ever done. Miss Carol?" I asked, searching

fine fellow."

Professional Dancer and Creator of new routines, Argentine Tangos, Parisien Apache Adagios, Noveltv Waltzes.

DETECTIVES
Excellent paying work.
BE A DETECTIVE
Write NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 169

with her?

California, seven
years ago, I lived at a Pasadena hotel with

Phone Academy 1581
107th St.)

that.

—

"When

DANCING TEAMS

GOVERNMENT JOBS— Steady

S.

NEW YORK

Whirlwinds and Tap Dances.

work.
$95.00 $225.00 Month.
Sample examination coaching FREE.
Write today sure. Franklin Institute, Dept. B109, Rochester, New York.

U.

1905

Bryant 1194

and

like

girl

"Why

S.

Government position, $95-$225 month? Men
women, 18-55 trained at home in three weeks.

Ozment's
Write,
St. Louis, Mo.

48th ST.

Mr.

from

;

Institute

WEST
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what would you do

reader,

Making it all the
harder, this Miss Carol is one of the nicest
kids in Hollywood. Nothing high-hat about
her.
She possesses one of the friendliest
smiles I ever saw and she means it.
She
has great, big brown eyes that are sort of
soft and curious and they just glow with
good fellowship. You know the kind she is
a girl any man would go the limit for.
So I ask you, reader, what would you do
a

"What

Teaches Ballroom, Charleston, Tango, Stage, Toe, Classic
and Technique.
Strictly Private.
Formerly dancing
master of Maude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Tango same as taught to ltudolph Valentino by DON
LENO, also teacher of Mae Murray, Lillian Lorraine,
Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor, T. Hoy Barnes, Herman Timbere, Jimmy Hussey and others.
Students
prepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville.
Positions secured for graduates.
Booklets on reuuest.

Individual

Start $125 month;
Forest Ranger Position.
cabin and vacation; patrol the forests; protect
Write
the game
give tourists information.

Mokane

ESTABLISHED

I

fore the camera?"

MARIE LOUISE

by

as

to add.

DANCING ACADEMY

HELP WANTED INSTRUCTIONS
MEN WANTING OUTDOOR WORK,

Assisted

DON LENO

insofar

for a thrill.

cured or no
sent on trial.

DANCING

Employ agents

500%

Valuable booklet

if

expe-

Make your own Products,
yourself.
Household Specialties, etc.
Articles,
profit.

$1.50

IN BUSINESS

You can
Spare or full
needed.
earn $50-$100 weekly. Write Madison Products,
564 Broadway, New York.
rience

MISCELLANEOUS

you,

ask

I

with

BEAUTIFUL REGISTERED BULL PUPS

struggle,

ested in motion pictures.

Mich.

Detroit,

greatest

could learn, was her attempt to keep from
signing her motion picture contract, since
she wanted to go home and wasn't inter'

(See Page 96)

\

"I won't marry for at least five years,"
she decided. And she was real firm about
"I feel that a career and marriage are
it.
conflicting. When I get ready to leave the
Or perhaps I had
the screen, I will marry.
better put
to marry,

it
I'll

this

way:

When

leave the screen."

I

am

ready

.

—

SCREEN
Li

NeW

AND

L

— Continued from page 31

York

to supervise pictures in Culver City and
the bride had to finish her work in The
the screen version of Trelawney
Actress
Mrs. Thalberg, as the wife
of the Wells.
of the 'boy genius' of MetrcGoldwyn'
Mayer, is the queen of the lot now; but
she's still the same sweet, unspoiled Norma
her
It's
Shearer that we knew before.
first vacation in two years, and his first one

have missed her so much since she left
Budapest three years ago, to be an American star.
Rod and Vilma wanted the
Bankys to come to California to live; but

What a grand time they'll have
they can only cast care to the winds
and just enjoy themselves! But can they?
Their fame pursues them wherever they
They can't dodge photographers and
go.
And they are both so crazy
reporters.
about their work that, even in the brief
time their schedule allowed them in New
York, they squeezed in a play, Excess Baggage, to see if it would prove a suitable
vehicle for Norma. The whole world, I'm
afraid, will be along on that honeymoon.
Sometimes we wonder if the ordinary bride

bad.

—

in

ten.

—

if

and groom would want to change places
with the famous Thalbergs!
*

>:=

Rod La Rocque spoke

over the radio
was the most unusual

while he was here. It
speech ever made by a motion picture actor.
Not a word about himself! Rod stood there
speaking into the Mike in that low, thrilling
voice of his
just wait until he makes a
and told the world
talking picture, girls!
her new picture,
all about Vilma Banky
her beautiful ways and her wonderful acting.
Can you blame him? He's married
to her! It's a real romance, this La RocqueBanky western union. Not so common in
this day and age to find two young people
both famous and handsome so crazy
about each other that they won't go to a
dinner party unless the hostess assures them
before hand that they may sit side by side.

—

—

—

—

—

They have

own

set a new style in
particular group.

Hollywood
All

me

in

PAYS

folks are too much at home in
to take the long trip across the
So Vilma
ocean and across a continent.
went to them. "At first," said the forlorn
husband, "we thought it wouldn't be so

the

older

Hungary

Just a

months-over

so

soon—Vilma

GET READY QUICKLY
FOE A BETTER, JOB
Many Earn

—

knew I couldn't stand
rushed through my picture, Hold Em Tale, caught the first train
east, and booked passage on the first boat
let's see
I'll be with her in
that's sailing.
ten days now. I wish it were tomorrow!"
days after she

much

it

left, I

longer.

MONEY

BIG

busy with her mother and father and I
working at the studio and then, three
I

—

—

$4,000 to

And Vilma

She sent
misses him, too.
him a pathetic little cable: "Rod Dear,
please come and take me home!" Although
she won't be an American citizen until she
is married to Rod a year, she calls California home. Vilma's husband is a dramatic
He
person, off the screen as well as on.
has color, personality, intelligence. At the
same time he is boyish, even naive a devastating combination. It's hard to get him
to talk about his own work; he'd so much
She'll be a star in
rather rave about her.
her own right soon; Two Lovers is the
last Banky-Colman co-starring picture. And
Rod is prouder of her success than he is of
He's
anything he himself has ever done.
been none too keen about his own pictures,
lately.
He possesses a perspective, rare in

—

$15,000
Yearly!
IB you

I

i

are tired o£ dull, routine work, with little
I chance lor advancement—if you want to break into
big
a
field teeming with opportunities for interesting work, good pay and rapid promotion then get
into Advertising now, by this new easy method.
place a limit on your weekly pay check? Give
your natural talents an outlet. Cas h in on your ambition, ability and ideas. Give yourself a chance.
Advertising may be your opportunity. Find out

—

Why

how you

qualify, at

home, during your

tising, is crammed full of valuable information
to know about Advertising and its many
opportunities. For 31 years the Page-Davis School
has been training men and women in Advertising.
Many of our graduates now hold responsible positions paying handsome salaries. This interesting
and how
free book tells how they won success

you want

—

—

and says he'll try it some time. Not before he has made a picture opposite his
though.

now

Our new free book, How to Win Success in Adverj

wife,

—

Free Bock Tells the
Whole Story

actor,

Sou can do it.

Under our guidance, Advertising is easy to learn.
Our practical method gets definite results quickly.

That's their dearest dream,

hus-

can

spare time in a few short months, for a good
position just as hundreds of others are doing.

enabling him to size up his own
career and contributions to the art of the
And he doesn't care much
silent drama.
about acting, anyway.
He'd rather direct,

an

and they even have a story already written,
Rod by Frances Marion, which they hope to do.
bands and wives sit together now!
and Vilma, like Mary and Doug, dance to"There as never been a divorce in Vilma's
gether, or they don't dance. They have had family or in mine," says Rod La Rocque.
every meal together since their marriage "We're happy in an old fashioned way.
nine months ago, even taking their lunches Marriage is based on intimacy.
All this
to the studio and going off to some remote modern talk distgusts me.
Nobody has been
corner to be alone together for an hour or able to invent a substitute for the institution
until Vilma's trip to Europe.
so
She's yet
and never will! My advice to young
over there now. to see her parents, who people is: get married, and stay married,
their

99

We guide you in developing your ideas—moulding

into compelling, forceful, action-getting Advertising. Interesting work from the very first lessons
no text books used whatsoever all practical advertising work. Our successful method has enabled

i

them

—

—

thousands to quickly enter this fascinating, good
paying field. Ycu can do it too.
Send for this book today. Everything is sent free
and prepaid. Many a man and woman has found
this the beginning of a successful career. It may
mean the turning point for you. Write at once.

|

—

-

PAGE-DAVIS
School of Advertising

Dept. 6325

Send

-3601

Michigan Avenue
Chicago

for
this

SEND ME YOUR BOOK
PAGE- DA VIS SCHOOL OF ADVERTISING
Dept. 6325

3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago

How

to Win Success
Please send me your free booklet,
in Adcerrising. Also send me full particulars regarding
I am
Advertising.
Modern
Course
in
your home study
not obligated.

.Name
Street

(£

William Van Dresser, noted artist, does one of his
famous lightning sketches of Phyllis Haver.

C:r>

Start?
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How

Work Wonders With Your

to

SUBCONSCIOUS

MIND
Give me just 60 minutes and
unlock the floodgates of
I'll
that vast reservoir of mental
your Subconscious
power
Note the immediate
Mind.
effect on your business, social
and everyday life.

—

BY DAVID

A

BUSH

V.

mental

reservoir of

vast

energy! A huge storehouse of
brain power That's the SubDavid V. Bush
You've got
conscious Mind.
it
Your friends have it. Everyone has it. But not
one in a thousand knows how to use it.
In CO minutes I can show you exactly how to
awaken your Subconscious Hind— how to harness it
1

make
problems how

how

to

—

it

work

for

to

make

it

you

to make
— how things
—how

it

remember

solve
to use

vast creative powers to boost your success and
double your money-making ability.
In mv book "Functions of the Subconscious Mind."
just how
I tell just wlxat the Subconscious Mind is
just how to get
to reach it just how to control it
It's simple as A. B. C.
the most out of it.
its

—

—

—

ONLY

50

CENTS

Write todav for this amazing book of more than one
hundred pages, "Functions of the Subconscious Mind."
Send only 50 cents in full payment. If you are not
delighted, return the book within 5 days and your

money

will

225 N.

Michigan Blvd.,

be

instantly

DAVID

refunded.

BUSH,

V.

Publisher
III.

"PERFUME CREATION OF MOVIE LAND"

TRIPLE EXTRACT

LOVE DROPS
A

new creation, an enchanting
Rich and poor, old
powerful aroma.
and young, surrender to its charm.
$2.50 size for $1.00 postpaid, or
instructions for
with
$1.27 C.O.D.,
Secrets of Love's psychology
use.
and art of winning the one you love
with the original 7 Psychological and Successful plans
and stratagems for winning, inspiring, captivating and
holding the love of the one you love, and exercising your
Magnetic Invisible Power within you, to which you hold
the key.

WONS

Dept.

CO.,

.

Box

5,

Hollywood,

1250,

„

Calif.

FAT

GET RID
OF YOUR

Free Trial Treatment
sent on request.

Ask

my "pay-when-

for

reduced" offer. I have successfully reduced
thousands of persons, without starvation diet
or burdensome exercise, often at a rapid rate.
Let me send you proof at my expense,

NEWMAN,

Licensed Physician
DR. R.
State of N. Y. 286 Fifth Av., N'. Y. Desk M

START A MOVIE ALBUM
Use
vorite
and best

photos

lifelike

Movie

Stars,

in

of your fatheir latest

Original pictures, size
8x10, only 50c each or 12 for $5. Send
currency, money order or U. S. 2c stamps
Satisfaction guaranteed.
S. BRAM STUDIO
729 Seventh Ave.
Studio 252
New York City
Free list with each order.
Dealers Invited.

—

about her, too
except that she will probably talk about him!

to perfect shape while

you

sleep.

Adjuster

SAFE,

Anita Nose
guarantees

rapid,

ent results.
60,000
praise

permanAge no

Painless.

obstacle.

doctors,
it.

users

Gold Medal

—

you wouldn't believe it! They've
had Patsy playing Polly-annas on the screen
downtrodden angels of the alleys, society
pets, and just about everything but the
She
sparkling, clever child she really is.
could do the sort of thing Clara Bow does,
and do it well.
She's one of the most
pictures,

—

—

in
ultra-modern of the Hollywood flappers
fact, although her private life is most circumspect, her mental reactions are most
amazing.
She is interested in everything,
from Buddhism to birth control, with deLike Aileen
opinions
on each.
cided
Pringle, Patsy is a darling of the literati;
and while we were lunching at the Algonquin no less than three of our leading
intellectuals came up to our table to ask
her to go places and meet people and do
More than one New York young
things.
lady looked wistfully askance at the popular

—

movie actress from Hollywood for
once unable to utter a scathing 'Beautiful,
Patsy is beautiful, but she's
but dumb.'
And she's not one of
far from dumb.
these girls who sits at someone's feet and
She's a talker, not
worships not Patsy.
She'll give anyone an argument,
a listener.
But
on any subject, anytime, anywhere.
little

—

She's fresh, and
did seem inciare these movie
may do a little picstars coming to?
She's had
ture or two while in Europe.
offers, and if she likes it when she gets
over there, she may stay a while. Her contract with Tiffany-Stahl is our idea of a
It's
for four pictures,
swell agreement.
but it doesn't say when; it doesn't say
If she likes a
which.
It's up to Patsy.
If not, better luck
part, she'll play it.
Needless to say, she just loves
next time.
working for Tiffany.

you

can't help liking her.
Incidentally
and
dental to her, too; what

—
—she

Irish.

it

on her way to
She was looking
forward to meeting Sir James Barrie in
Betty
England and saying 'Thank you!'
really does owe Sir James a little courtesy
Kiss for Cinfor writing Peter Pan and
derella, for if it hadn't been for the Barrie
masterpieces, Betty might never have had
her big chance to show what she could do.
And she can still do it, too; make no mistake about that. This little girl is there;
and what she needs even more than a great
big hand is a great, big part, worthy of
Betty Bronson stepped

Europe

for

a

off

vacation.

A

her talents.

Winner. Booklet Free
569 Anita

Write for it TODAY
Newark, N. J.

Building,

Dolores Del Rio is going to play nice,
ladylike parts from now on.
more undraped effects for Miss Del Rio no more
things like The Loves of Carmen which impious wits rechristened Legs of Carmen.
Take it from Edwin Carewe he's positive.
Mr. Carewe, you know, deserves credit for
discovering Dolores.
He is her picture
guide, patron, and friend.
He will steer

No

SONGWRITERS!!!
ADVANCE

SUBSTANTIAL
PAID
original

upon
ideas

ROYALTIES

examination and
1674 B'wny, N.

ARE

ANYONE having
poems for
advice. — WALTER NEWCOMER,

publishable work.
for Songs* may

Y.

submit

more

into

talents

from now on

fields

dignified

—beginning,

dramatic

in fact, with

now

is

a.

producer-director, with such suc-

cesses as Resurrection to his credit. While
he was in
York, lunching at the

New

Patsy Ruth Miller was too excited to
think of anything much except Her Trip
Abroad! Not only was she looking forward
to first glimpses of London, and Paris, but
she was planning an extra-special, de-luxe
jaunt into Egypt! The Nile should be becoming to this little, vivid, brunette who
is so much more fascinating than she is in

poses.

ORRECT
your NOSE

her

Ramona.
Carewe himself is an interesting figure.
six feet tall, and a perfect example of what He is of the Chickasaw tribe of Indians.
the well-dresspd young husband should wear. His real name is Chula, which means Fox.
When he comes back, he'll have Mrs. La Carewe, however, is now his legal name.
Rocque with him, and then you'll hear all He has been directing for fifteen years, and

-

Chicago,

Dept. T-0605,

providing you find the right mate!"
He has burning brown eyes, a very small
mustache, and no side-burns.
Apparently
Over
he only adds them for the camera.

—

—

we don't get free
meals there; it's where everybody meets) he
saw a picturesque man enter the diningroom. His gypsy-like appearance interested
the director, and he asked his name. "That's
Konrad Bercovici," he was told. "And it's
his story, The Bear-Tamer's Daughter, that
you bought for Dolores Del Rio to star in."
Carewe said that if Bercovici hadn't turned
out to be a well-known author he would
have made him an offer to go into movies!
Algonquin

(honestly,

Lucila Mendez used to be a dancer
a Broadway show.
Then she married
director Ralph Ince and went to California.
She came back the other day, as sprightly
as ever, to make a personal appearance with
Coney Island, one of her husband's pictures,
in which she plays an important part.
Lucila does a dance warranted to be hot,
in

and seems to have made a hit. But movies
mean nothing in her life compared to Broadway.
She wants to go back on the stage
again, and doing her dance for a real,
flesh-and-blood, over-the-footlights audience.
And she has had plenty of offers. Instead
of taking them, however, she turned right
around and went back to sunny California.
For a very good reason, too, says Lucila.

Although she has been married two whole
years, she's

husband.

still

So

very

much

as long as

in love with her

Ralph Ince makes

pictures

Mendez

stifle

We

in California, Lucila
her Broadway ambitions.
devotion!

will

call that

Ben Lyon came back. Three

guesses why.
the rumors to the contrary,
Ben and Marilynn Miller still seem to think
If Ben's work didn't
a lot of each other.
keep him in California most of the time,
and Miss Miller's on Broadway well, write
your own happy ending. As it is, Mr. Lyon
dashes east whenever he can. He and Miss
Miller were seen together at the smart supper-clubs, here and there; and they make

In spite of

all

—

such a handsome couple everybody beams at
them, and hopes for the best!
Ben Lyon is one of the nicest boys in
He has lost the cupid-like conpictures.
tour which kept him so definitely in the
juvenile class, and looks much more interIncidentally, he has just about the
esting.
most perfect manners of any young actor
Ben's mother certainly did
I can think of!
a

good

job.

*

*

*

Morrie Ryskind's business to
tell you, but in case he overlooks it this
month, you might like to hear about the
repertoire company holding forth at the
Cosmopolitan Theatre up at Columbus Circle, for the reason that it boasts an imposing
list of names who once meant something
It's

really

great deal, in fact

—

—

in pictures.

Robert Warwick, Frank Keenan, Vivian
Mr.
Martin and Charles Ray all belong.
Ray played the leading male role in Within
the Law, while the first three stars were
in the all-star revival of Sherloc\ Holmes.
*

When

*

*

Charlie Ray was on the road this
season his picture fans crowded the theatre
so the house did three times its normal
business and the manager had to slip him
out the front way into a cab after every
play because of the stage door mob.

,

SCREEN

together.
They still are.
Years
afterwards, with a great production like
The Patriot on their shoulders, they can
still play jokes on each
other, still go to
lunch and choke with laughter over their
food.
So Michael' Angelo might have
laughed gigantic Homeric laughter as he
munched his bread and cheese and drank
his Tuscan wine, resting from his labors
upon the carving of Moses from the rock,
dreaming of sculpturing a whole mountain
into giants.
For Jannings and Lubitsch are
doing that in The Patriot. They are can.- '
ing mountainous figures out of history,

boys

'

Russian history, stark, terrible, bizarre,
backed up against leagues of Russian snow,
veined with a red net of blood, Jannings
is giving the screen a monstrous characters
zation of Czar Paul, the First, of Russia;
Lubitsch is framing it with a drama of
terrible
strength
and reality.
Florence
Vidor. Lewis Stone. Neil Hamilton, Harry
Cording are in the drama. The soul of
there

the

also,

flame

of

his

two, as well as
play.
Frolicsome tom-boys at their pranks,
giants at their work.
Once, years ago, in
Passion, they put Jannings into a coffin,
ready for the burial scenes of Louis XV.
Then, finger on lips, Lubitsch tip-toed off
the set. leading his company with him.
They all went home, Jannings lay, with
closed eyes, giving a great performance of
the dead monarch.
After a long time, he
opened his eyes and found himself deserted.
these

Everywhere were empty
studio

went home.
Three days

member

rang

with

his

sets.

The

laughter.

deserted

He

also

of the

telephone

101

calls

Lubitsch and every
received mysterious
from the Hotel Aldon. They
later,

company

were told that a great American producer
was there. They were invited to come to
see him and sign contracts for making pictures in America.
In addition every actor
in Berlin was invited. They were all given
the same time for their appointment. Many
of them hated each other; had not spoken
for years.
On the day of the meeting, Jannings sat
in his room at the Aldon, laughing great,

wall-shaking laughs while the hallways were
crowded with angry actors, all seeking the
great American producer.
Lubitsch was
there, also. As the crowd began to realize
they had been duped, Jannings appeared,
smiling blandly. The crowd joined him in
his laughter, infectious, irresistible.
The
score between Jannings and Lubitsch was
even.
Jokes!
The story of their relations is
splendid with them.
They have strewn
their paths with mirth
and genius. Decep-

—

Passion, Loves of Pharoah, great pictures made together, world famous.
And
now. after ten years apart, together once
more in the making of The Patriot.
little older, a little mellower, but still
the same pair of yesterday and obscurity.
Jannings still loves mirth, good fellowship;
still
goes from a quiet chuckle to the
tion,

A

amazing masterly pantomime which he has
made his own.
Lubitsch still smokes his
black, ropy cigars, chewing them at one
end. burning them at the other. Between
them,

genius.

They can work,

D

•

passed the zero and changed from a quan'
tity into a minus.
The one reelers went out and passed
into obscurity. Their purpose was not to
make fame or fortune. Their purpose in
the scheme of motion picture history was to
bring together Emil Jannings and Ernst
Lubitsch.
Out of them sprang friendship,
respect, admiration, each for the other.
Bigger pictures followed. Lubitsch has a
bubbling sense of humor.
His little black
eyes are twinkling with it three fourths of
the time. Jannings has a laugh which shakes
They were like school
the studio walls.

is

AN

Again — Continued from page 47

Together

Lubitsch

L

blending their

together,

they

making The Patriot, the work of
combined genius which has ripened,

their

wills,

are

flavored, after years
creative effort.

Avittfon!

you love adventure? Do you want to make big
money? Although aviation is still in its infancy
there is a crying demand for men with courage, nerve,
and self-reliance ambitious men who are looking
for a new field. For those who qualify there will be
thousands of highly paid jobs.

Y)0

—

Amazing Opportunity in
the Airplane Industry
Yes, as yet, aviation

full-

is

in its infancy, but now is
the time to get in. In the

automobile industry and

of work, striving and

"Me. I am very happy," says Jannings
and shambles into the glare of the lights to
play a scene of the fear-haunted Czar.
"Shoot!" says Lubitsch, his jaws nervously clamping his cigar.
"That's goot.
!" and
Now. Emil. do you remember
the pair go back with swift thoughts into
the past they both have left so far behind
them.

the moving picture
business hundreds of men
got rich by getting in at

in

PICK YOUR
JOB!

thestart.

success
Flying
Airplane Instructor
Airplane Engineer
Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler
Airplane Mechanician
Airplane Inspector
Airplane Builder
Airplane Salesman
Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor
Airplane Motor Expert
Airplane Designer

woke

They madetbeir
before others

up.

Think how much aviation has progressed in the
last few years. Commercial air lines have already
proved themselves sucboth in Europe
and America. Great men
cessful

predict that in the near
future there will be airfreight lines
organizations as large as our railroads are today. AVIA-

—

TION

IS

NEW.

It

clamors for every young

Be an Aviation Expert
The study of aviation is as fascinating as the actual work.

Only one hour of spare time a day at home and

we teach you

the basic training. You will find every lesson packed full of
interest. Student S. F. McNaughton. Chicago, says. "Your
le»=on3 are like a romance, and what is more, after ona

reading the student gets a thorough understanding." Men
who have had actual experience guide you carefully through
yourtraimng.
ey B elect the lessons, lectures, blueprints,
and bulletins. V?
Once you start you can't get enough of it.
Here are some real jobs. Which one do you want'' Aeronautical Instructor, Aeronautical Engineer, Aeronautical
Contractor, Aeroplane Salesman, Aeroplane Repairman,
Aeroplane Mechanician, Aeroplane Inspector, Aeroplane
Assembler, Aeroplane Builder.

Big Aviation

Book FREE

Send coupon below for our new

FREE

book

just

out entitled, Opportunities in the Airplane
Industry. It is interesting and instructive. Get
yours before edition is exhausted.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept. 6325,

3601 Michigan Ave.,

Chicago

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept.

6325,

3601

Michigan

Ave.,

Chicago

Without any obligation send me your free
book Opportunities in the Airplane Industry
also information
about your Home Study
Course in Practical Aeronautics.
'

Name

Age

Address

C^Corinne
again.

Griffith is bac\ at the First Rational
'The Divine Lady' is her next.

lot

City

state

SCREENLAND
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Are You In Love?
<!~

fik -vi 7^"

'

\

U

love

Ask

P er ^ a P s the one y° u
doesn't love you.

—
and how wonderful
would
be,

did.

you

if

know

just

HOW TO ATTRACT THEM.
HOW.

Can show you

To have

the one you love, love you. you need only
the secret of using the hidden, all-powerful
forces which you, yes. you and everyone of us possess, to give us the things we want
in Life.
to learn

and mysterious

—

—

Don't let your Life's desires longings hopes be
shattered and broken, just because you may not understand How to operate these wonderful forces which

You

possess.

Just

sit

me show

Let

know I can.
down now, and send me your name and ad-

dress.
others.
today.

have

I

Why
Ask

helped

you.

I

countless

Write me

not you?

"The Message"
and "How
Win Your Desires."
Remember. I will send
them both FREE of charge, and
for
to

—

obligate you in any
whatsoever.
All I ask is that
study them both very care-

this will not

way
you

fully.

Dr.

White.

Theo.

Address

White
Dept.

B,

Institute of Sciences, Inc.

8666

Your Skin

Transform
By

"New

the

Broadway,

So.

Process"

—

Los

Angeles,

to
Magic
Almost
over

—

Calif.

Beauty
Night

TRIAL COSTS NOTHING
No smudgy clays, suffocating masks,
steampots, powders, creams, bleaches,
or false make-ups. No acids, dangerous chemicals, or pain; harmless
to the most delicate skin. Entirely
PROCESS." (Patented in
Applied in the secrecy of
TJ. S. A. )

"NEW

your home,

pimples,

freckles,

spots,

blackheads,

tan, blemishes

and

enlarged

pores, liver
signs of approaching

— Sometimes almost over night. Write for
COMPOUND—BEAUTY BOOK with Sworn Proofs.

age are gone!

BEE

Newlyn Co., 517 Hyde Park

DEAFNESS

Sta.,

IS

Los Angeles,

Calif.

MISERY

Multitudes of persons with defective hearing and Head
Noises enjoy conversation, go to Theatre and Church because they useLeonard
Invisible Antiseptic Ear Drums. Tiny
Megaphones fitting in the Ear entirely^

outof sight. No wires, batteriesor
head piece. They are Unseen Comforts and inexpensive. Write for
booklet andswornstatement of the
inventor who was himself deaf.
Inc., Suite

A- 0. Leonard,"

New York

70 5th Ave. f

184,

SuporfluoufHAIR'allGONE
without pain or injury to the skin
in the privacy of your own home.
Send today 3 red stamps jor

MAHLER

CO., 35-B Mahler Park, Providence, R.

1.

scientific

method highly recommended

for quick, easy

development

LA BEAUTE CREME
for improvement of bust, neck, face
arms and legs

Used with great success by thousands.

olfer

Write for special

TODAY.

of

Philadelphia.

the

and

'ins

outs'

of

—

—

In-

expensive, harmless, pleasant. Successful
money refunded. Full particulars

results or

and proof 'sealed; free.

all

—

DEVELOP YOUR BUST!
Our

You want

to Daniels is making The Fifty Fifty Girl at
Donald Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.,
Reed.
I have made many a 'home run,' Hollywood, Calif. Clara Bow is at the same
You are sure I use only the best
stopped a fowl on the home plate and now studio.
you ask me to tell you all I know about letters for the book not so, my friend;
in other words of the I use them all.
'Flapper's Delight'
same species, what do I know about DonGladys of Fenton, Mich.
No, you are
His real name is Ernesto Avila
aid Reed?
Kent playing in
Guillen and he was born in Mexico City, wrong about Barbara
With black hair, dark Star^ Love it was Helen Munday, the
July 23, 1902.
brown eyes and a smile that won't wear little Knoxville, Tenn., girl who played so
continuous invitation to the delightfully in that film. Helen made many
off, he is a

Chic^ie

know

Free Booklet
Teach Beauty Culture

We
J.

—

—

removed by the Mahler
Method which kills the hair root
Forever

D.

in

—

—and THEY WILL
I

in

Negri

it

The Campus

Flirt and with Pola Studios, Hollywood, Calif., where she will
Hotel Imperial, with Betty Bron- make several pictures upon her return from
son in Ritzy and with Louis Brooks, Nancy a trip abroad with her husband, Irving
Nash, Richard Arlen and El Brendel in Thalberg.
Do I know of any stars who,
Rolled Stockings.
personally answer their mail? Yes, I do!
But you tell me, 'you don't believe it' so
jane of Middletown, Ohio.
So you what's the use?
don't want my job?
To be real chummy,
Irene Vlinich, 37 Riuerdale Ave., Buffalo,
I'm rather glad you don't for I like it
T. Judging from your little poem, you
myself.
The fans are all so kind and
considerate about waiting their turn to get have a kind heart, bubbling over with good
their answers in print and that makes my wishes for Screenland, and I'll be glad to
work a pleasure.
Kathleen Norris's film give you the addresses you. want. You can
activities have been with Mary Pickford write to Mary Carr at Paramount Famous
in writing My Best Girl, so I suggest you Lasky Studios, 5451 Marathon St., HollyBert Lytell can be reached at
address her
care
Pickford'Fairbanks wood, Cal.
of
Studios, Hollywood, Calif.
Nita Naldi has Columbia Pictures Corp., 1408 Gower St.,
not made a picture for some time but if Hollywood, Cal. Herbert Rawlinson gets his
mail at 1735 Highland St., Los Angeles,
she does, I'll let you know.
Cal.
Baby Peggy is on the stage in vaudeRegina, Towngtuood, Pa.
Thank you ville, so her permanent address is not availvery kindly for your congratulations on able.
my department. It gave me quite a thrill.
Melba Permenter, Talihina, 0\la. Who
As far as I know, the film. The White
Moth is not in book form. Conway Tearle do I think is the most popular star? You'll
was born in New York City in 1880. He have to speak a little louder do you mean
has dark brown hair and eyes, is 5 feet star or star-let?
I
do hate to be contra10^2 inches tall and weighs 160 pounds. dicted and if I'd tell you, I'd have to tell
He is the husband of Adele Rowland. the whole world and then what would hapHis latest picture is The Isle of Forgotten pen to the cinema world?
Yes, what
Men, playing opposite Dorothy Sebastian. would?
Marie Prevost is 30 years old,
The film was made at Columbia Pictures Clara Bow is 23, Esther Ralston is 26, Betty
Corp., 1408 Gower St., Hollywood, Calif. Bronson is 21, and Ramon Novarro is 29.
No, I can't give you Clara Bow's home ad' Marie Prevost is 5 feet 4 inches tall. Ramon
dress but you'll find her at work most of Novarro is 5 feet 10% inches tall.
the time at Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Calif. Bebe Daniels
Just Nineteen, Gulport, Miss.
So I'm
was born Jan. 14, 1901, in Dallas, Texas. sitting up there on the top of the world
She weighs 110 pounds.
Write to me as in tattered overalls, fishing! Your glimpse
often as you like; you're not a pest so into the past, present and future is a wow,
don't call yourself names; stick to the one but you fail to tell me what I'm fishing
that was given you.
for and with a line like that I'm sunk!
You want to write to Clara Bow but want
me to suggest the color of stationery to use.
Sally Phillips!
Let's hear from you
tell me all
about yourself so I can pass Well, Kitten, to all the single girls, I'd
use plain white
and to those that are hapit on to G. P., 33 Court St., White Plains,
N. Y. Better hurry, Sally, for several of pily married, I'd use the same. To avoid
your fan friends want to know all about any confusion, I'd suggest you use a difDid you ever dance in Fred Stone's ferent piece of paper for each one I think
you.
that would turn the trick.
Louise Brooks
Stepping Stones?
Speak up, Sally.
is
the wife of Eddie Sutherland.
Bebe
iels

they only

if

Me — Continued from page 4

movies, for we are always hoping we will
Come on, Donald, step
see more of him.

-Ujifec Hawaiian

into
risk

some nice

fat

part;

we

are willing to

an evening's entertainment on you.

A

We

Vee Dee Fan, St. Louis. Extreme modesty forbids my telling in print all the
nice things you said about my department,

iruarantee that anyone can

master this amazinn unusual
Instrument within 5 minutes
tliroiiKh

our

PATKXTED

INDICATOR.

Only the "Mona Harp"
can produce that mellownoaning throhhin
Hawaiian Tone

Great

teaching

—

this
instru-

"Mona Harp"

pay postage.
ot a

Toy

— But

PLAY

Jones

St.

is

a Tteal Instrument.

/ NO LESSONS

REQ.UIRED

AT ONCE /

BAR MUSICAL NOVELTY

30

on

sonK
Belt

Win friends
ment
and admiration.
SF.XU NO MONEY— Pay
postman $2.81) upon delivery of
Mona Harp" and 6 FREE .Sonus,

[REE

E

Become Popular— Play ANY

Dept.
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CO.,

INC.

New York

but you think if Clara Bow has 'It' then
I must have 'Wit.'
Just fancy that! Gertrude Olmsted was born in Chicago, 111.

She has chestnut brown hair and gray-blue
eyes, is 5 feet 2 inches tall and weighs 117
pounds. She is the wife of Robert Leonard,
the director.
You can address her at Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Calif., where she has been working
in Sporting Goods with Richard Dix.
I
believe she will send you a picture if you
ask her prettily and wittily. Norma Shearer

can be addressed at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

the result of that picture, who
me about her and they
all want to see her again.
Here is -another
boost for her.
Raymond Kean was born
in Denver, Colo., in 1907.
He is 6 feet
tall,
weighs 168 pounds, has black hair
and blue eyes.
Ken Maynard is on the
sunny side of 3 3 years.
That cute little
trick, Frankie Darro, was born Dec. 22,
1918, in Chicago, 111.
He appeared in
vaudeville with his parents
for
several
years before he was cast for a part in the
film, judgment of the Storm.
He played
with Norma Talmadge in Ki\i as the newsboy and with Colleen Moore in So Big.
He is playing with Tom Tyler in Hearts
and Hoofs at the FBO Studios, 780 Gower
friends

as

have been writing

St.,

Hollywood,

Calif.

So James Hall has
/. G. H., J^ew Tor^.
your heart does he know about it? Bet-

—

SCREENLAND
keep it as Jimmy is married. He was
born in Dallas, Texas, Oct. 22, 1900; is
156
feet
11 inches tall and weighs
5
pounds and has brown hair and blue eyes.
As far as I know, he sends out pictures
Did you know that
to his movie friends.
Jimmy is a good singer? He was in musical
He
comedy before the movies got him.
has been working at Metropolitan Studios,
1040 Las Palmas Ave., Hollywood, in
Hell's Angels but you can address him at
Paramount Studios, 54? 1 Marathon St.,
Hollywood, Calif., where he is again making a picture with Bebe Daniels.

Emma

ter

You are as ever
Jeanne I. S., 1\[ewar\.
but you don't say what-ever, and I've no
head for
right.

figgers,

though

my

eyes

are

all

can reach Claire Windsor at

You

Columbia Pictures Corp., 1408 Gower St.,
Louise Brooks at Fox
Hollywood, Calif.
Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif., where she is playing with
Girl in Every Port.
Victor McLaglen in
Virginia Lee Corbin has left First National
and will free-lance for several pictures.

A

So you want
Amarie, Taunton, Mass.
your information on the instalment plan,
Sorry, but this is a cash and
do you?
carry department and no extra charge on
There wasn't any
the original investment.
Bobby Doyle in Johnnie Get Your Hair
Cut, so you must mean Jackie Coogan who
Others
played the role of Johnnie Daly.
in the cast were, Maurice Costello as James
Ryan, Jim Corrigan was 'Pop' Slocum,
J.
Mattie Whitting was Mother Flapp and
Now if
Pat Harrigan was Jiggs Bradley.
it's Jackie Coogan that you have on your
673 South
mind, I'll give you his address
Oxford Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. Charles
Delaney is playing in Home, James at Uni-

—

versal

Studios, Universal City,

Calif.

Indiana, here I come!
Jeanette of Gary.
But I won't hold that against you. Look
who came from your state Alice Terry,
Louise Fazenda, Louise Dresser. Buck Jones,

—

John Bowers, Monte Blue and I could name
others.
Barbara Kent was born in Gadsby,
Alberta, Canada, on Dec. 18, 1908.
She
has long auburn hair, blue eyes, is 5 feet
tall and weighs 105 pounds.
Address her
Universal Studios, Universal City, Calif.
Write to Anna Q. Nilsson at the same

at

E, the Screen Lover.

you good-looking screen

all

Stand
lovers,

I

aside,

AreYbu Ever
Ashamed of

have

the pleasure of presenting a new one from
Your favorthe 'show me' state, Missouri.
ite, Ronald Colman, has black hair, brown
eyes, is 5 feet 10 inches tall and weighs
165 pounds. He is 37 years old. He has
never changed his name and is not married.

Your English?

Marion Elizabeth, 'Washington, D. C.
Sorry about James Hall's birthday card but
you can send him one on his next anniversary.
So you want a story about James
well, I'll have another conference with the
editor and see what we can do for you.
Josephine Dunn is stepping right along and
you'll see her with Billie Dove in The Heart
Josephine was born in
of a Follies Girl.
New York City, May 1, 1907. She is a
blue-eyed blonde, 5 feet 4 inches tall and
weigs 115 pounds.

DO

L.

want me

Mich.
You
of Lansing,
to straighten out some things in

M.

At your

—Choose

your
your head?
own weapons. Ah-hah! This really promises to be good.
Sally O'Neill was born
Oct. 23, 1908, in Bayonne, N. J.
She
has black hair, dark blue eyes, is 5 feet 2
You
inches tall and weighs 105 pounds.
don't need to believe Billie Dove is a
blonde for she has dark brown hair and
eyes with the longest black lashes. I hope

you ever saw.

Mart with

Her

service

latest film is

The Love

Gilbert Roland.

—

A

hair

and

6 feet tall and
His wife, Marguerite

eyes,

say

"between you and I" instead of "between you and me"? Do you mispronounce common words in your
speech or use them incorrectly

when

you write?

Many

man has been

a

held down
and suffered untold
embarrassment because of misall his

life

You

do not need to make these mistakes any longer. Right at home, in
spare time, in the privacy of your own
room, you can make up the education
you missed in the days that you should

of Oregon.

Speaking of pictures,
have you seen Arthur Edmund
Carewe in Uncle Tom's Cabin? He is thei
slave,
George Harris.
Mr. Carewe was
born March 5, 1884, in Trebizond, Armenia.
He has black hair and dark brown eyes,
is 6 feet tall and weighs 165 pounds.
You
no doubt, saw him in The Claw. You can

have been

Freckles, Kaysville,

Utah. ..So

International Correspondence Schools will teach you, just
as they have taught thousands of
other men, by a simple new

method which shows you instinctively which word to use
and how to use it.

this is the

time you have tried to get in my
cozy corner, and will I let you in? Climb
right over that stack of letters
be careful,
there's another pile!
can give you a
I
word picture of Grant Withers but for the
real thing, you will have to ask him.
He
is about 24 years old, has light brown hair
and gray eyes and is 6 feet tall. You can
address him at FBO Studios, 780 Gower
St., Hollywood, Calif.
Alberta Vaughn was
born in Ashland, Ky. She played opposite
Eugene O'Brien in The Romantic Age for
Columbia Pictures, 1408 Gower St., Hollywood, Calif.
Larry Kent is one of the
reasons why you will like The Heart of a
first

Mail the coupon today for
Free Booklet

—

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
"The

Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of
your booklet, "Who Wins and Why," and full particulars
about the subject bejore which I have marked X:

GOOD ENGLISH

tion, require

money

stars

Management

Business Correspondence

Personnel Management

Show Card and Sign
Lettering
Stenography and Typing

Industrial
Traffic

Management

Accounting and
Coaching
Cost Accountine
Bookkeeping
Salesmanship

gets his mail at the First
Studios, Burbank, Calif.
I
do

National
not know that any of the

Universal University"

Box 23C8-E. Scranton, Penna.

He

Follies Girl.

at school.

The

write to him at Universal Studios, Universal
City, Cal.

Secretarial

you men-

CP. A.

Civil Service

Railway Mail Clerk

Common

School Subjects

High School Subjects
Magazine and Book

Work
French

Spanish
Advertising

for their photos.

Illustrator

Cartooning

TECHNICAL AND IND USTRIAL COURSES
Cherry Dale, Myrtle Beach, S. C. With
a name like that you belong in a song or
my eyes have played me a low-down trick.
What-ho! and a bottle of mint-julep.
Clara Bow's a peach, you're a cherry and
I'm supposed to be "It"
well, I'm glad
I'm not a lemon in your garden of verses.
Clara Bow is 22 years old and she uses
her own name in pictures.
She is making pictures at Paramount Studios, but I
can't tell you just how you would go about
seeing her in Hollywood
you think up

—

something,

—

I

don't want to get pinched.

T. G. of Loc\port, N.. T.
I'll
be
J.
blessed if I give you some information, will
I?
Catch me missing anything like that!
I can plainly see that Mr. Cecil De Mille,

and Fred Thompson are going
to get letters, and I'm no palm reader at
that.
You can write to Tom at Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood,
Calif.
Cecil De Mille can be found at the

De

Mille

Stud ios,

Culver

City,
Calif.
his horse, Silver King,

Electrical Engineer
Electric Lighting

Q

Architect
Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy
Mining
Steam Engineering
Radio

Chemistry
Pharmacy
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry
Mathematics

Q

Name..
Street Address..

City..

..State..

Occupation
// von reside in Canada, send this coupon to the International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal

Baby Loves

A

Bath With

Cuticura
Soap
Bland and Soothing to Tender Skins

Fred Thompson and
can be reached at Paramount Studios, 5451

Marathon

St.,

Hollywood.

is

weighs 175 pounds.
de la Motte, was born in Duluth, Minn.
She has light brown hair and hazel eyes,
is
5 feet
2 inches tall and weighs
105
pounds.

when you

Do you

takes in English.

Brown Eyes

Tom Mix
J^orma,
You
John Bowers Fan.
touched my heart with your nifty compliments on my department and off goes my
hat.
See, I'll never get that hat on again!
I'll put in a good word to the editor about
your request for a picture of John Bowers
for the magazine.
John was born in Indiana but he doesn't say when.
He has

YOU

say "who"
should say "whom"?

—

studio.

brown
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Pal

from Penna.
Virginia Lee Corbin
is not Jane Lee grown up.
The Lee girls,
Jane and Catherine have been in vaudeville
and doing a singing and talking act for
the Warner Bros. Vitaphone.
They haven't

DARKENS AND BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES AND BROWS INSTANTLY, makes them appear
naturally dark, long and luxuriant.

Adds wonderful charm, beauty and
expression to any face. Perfectly
harmless. Used by millionsof lovely
women. Solid form or water-proof
liquid. BLACK or BROWN, 75c at
your dealer's or direct, postpaid,

MAYBELLINE

CO.,

CHICAGO

SCREENLAND

limits

YOUR
BEFORE:
boy looks
hopeless,
doesn't he? I'll
bet he hated to
step out on the
beach in a bathing suit, and he
This

pretty

had

to

stand

a

bullying
from the other
boys in the gang.
of

lot

DAYS
LATER

30

C[

The

Here's a real
Just

at the

way those

muscles have de-

veloped in 30
days of Titus
Training. That's
going some, isn't
it?

DAYS
LATER

60

muscle in
body develto giant

Every

oped

You'd never

size.

him as
same lad.

recognize
the

Need

I

urge

rOTJ to mail the
;oupon

'

?

7YERY
-*

the

TITUS

reader of Sckeenland is familiar with
extraordinary muscle-building feats of
the famous pioneer in the field of

Many photographs have aptphysical training.
peared in these pages of men re-built by TITUS
These
photographs taken before and after.
pictures show real miracles worked in muscle

—

amazing transformations from puny,

flat-chested

—

all in the
into giants of strength
short space of 30 days
How is it possible ? What magic does this
What is his startling
man Titus possess ?
secret of building muscle?

weaklings

I

A wonderful book
Now it can be told
a book that reveals the inhas been written
a book crowded
side secrets of Titus Training
from cover to cover with sensational facts
about strength, power and endurance.

—

1

—

RUSH COUPON

F0R

Y ° U R FREE
C PY

The demand will be overwhelming.
Don't
You want this book, you must
a minute.
You will marvel at the dozens of
have it.
photographs every one a sensational demon-

lose

—

stration

of

RESULTS.

Titus

Stories

of

champion strong men, stories of invalids transformed into marvels of physical perfection,
from the Master Trainer of
first-hand tips
This book is yours, free and clear,
them all.
Send NOW.
for all time.
Address,

The One
and Only
TITUS,

Dept.

V-126

Dept.

TIIIT UiJC
I

I

E. 13*

St

Newark Gty

V-126

13th St., New York, N. Y.
T want my copy of the Titus book disclosing
his secrets of bulldinu the most powerful muscles ever
Send it to me by return
put on the human body.
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E.

Yes,

mail

— FREE.

_

State..

Norma ShearLatest from Paris.

Johnny Hines' wire-haired terrier and Bozo,
Viola
the goose, are just good friends.
Lois Moran is playing with George O'Brien Dana and Shirley Mason are sisters. Wilin Sharp Shooters.
Dorothy Mackail is liam Haines' next picture is The Smart
starred with Jack Mulhall in Ladies' Tsfight Set.
Joan Crawford is stepping lively from
in a Tur\ish Bath.
Reed Howes and Big one good part to another. Her latest film
Boy Williams are in the cast. Thanks for is Rose Marie with James Murray.
your good wishes, Pal, I need 'em.
Mr. Honey Boy from Celina. Is that the
Mimsey S., Santa Barbara. This is a rush home of all the wise-crackers? Well, I've
order on eyes
blue eyes, brown eyes, black a few nifties myself.
I'm not a man and
eyes or what have you?
John Barrymore I've never won a beauty contest but I'm
has light brown eyes and brown hair, is no goose-berry!
Mary Pickford has beaufeet
10 inches tall and weighs 160 tiful long curly hair and it's all her own.
5
pounds.
Gilbert Roland plays opposite Billie Dove
in The Love Mart.
Address them at First
Since National Studios, Burbank, Calif. George
Alberta C. of Haverhill, Mass.
Gary Cooper came riding along, your heart O'Brien was born in 1900. He has black
goes galloping too.
Gary is going over big hair and eyes, is 6 feet tall and weighs 17?
these days but it has not been all smooth pounds.
Gilbert Roland was born in New
riding for him.
He was born May 7, 1901, Mexico 23 years ago.
when
in Helena, Mont.
At the age of 13,
ready for High School, he was seriously inDorothy and Clara of N.. T. Yes, it's
jured in an automobile accident and for true that Einar Hanson was killed in an
A fine actor and a
two years lived on his fathers' ranch in automobile accident.
After two years at college, he charming gentleman.
He was making a
Montana.
worked as a cartoonist on his home town place in the hearts of the screen public
You might try writpaper, then decided to try out Los Angeles. when he was stricken.
He started in the extra ranks and had small ing to Paramount Publicity Dept. and ask
parts for more than a year.
Then the if they could supply you with a picture of
good "breaks" bigger and better parts, the late Mr. Hanson.
Children of Divorce, Arizona Bound, The
Rose Marie of Detroit. Billie Dove has
Last Outlaw and now comes the best of all
for Gary, The Legion of the Condemned. her innings this month, and why shouldn't
Address him at Paramount Studios, 5451 she? Her real name is Lillian Bohny. She
has dark brown hair and eyes and is 5
Marathon St., Hollywood, Calif.
er's latest picture is

The

—

—

feet

Why

don't
Philadelphia.
you write to Agnes and get your relationship all straightened
out?
You bet I
would!
All my long lost film relations
have been discovered and I made 'em like
I.

Ayers,

7\[o.

too.
Agnes Ayres appears in a Technicolor film, Lady of Victories, a love drama
of Napoleon and Josephine.
Agnes was

it,

born in Chicago, 111.
She has blue eyes,
blonde hair, is 5 feet 4 inches tall and
weighs 120 pounds.

Boo\y

Town..

Logan and

been in films for a long time.

of Stroudsburg. No, Johnny Hines
not married.
Louise Brooks and Give
Brook are not related.
Junior Coghlan
is
not the son of Chester Conklin and
is

-

Address

Jacqueline

look

man!

his

original sugar mama.
'Sugar' her pet leopard.

5

inches

tall.

The

Costello

sisters,

and Helene, were born in New
York City. Mrs. Lloyd Hughes was Gloria
Hope before Lloyd persuaded her to change
her name.
Dolores

Miss Curiosity^ Reading, Pa.
If I deJohn Gilbert would you know him?
Can I make you see his dark brown hair
and eyes if I tell you he is 5 feet 10 inches
160 pounds?
Has he a
tall and weighs
mustache? Yes, he has; and you can see it,
And he hasn't a brother Jack, for they
too.
are one and the same.
He is playing in
The Cossac\s with Renee Adoree. You can

scribe

address

him

at

Metro-Goldwyn

Culver City, Calif.

Studios,

^Ulcky says.
"You may
smooth

as

smile at

my

picture,

but

I'll

bet you'd give a

whole

lot to

have

a skin as soft

and

mine!

show you I'm

"Well, just to

bathes me every day

as

good-natured as

I

look,

I'll let

you

in

on the

secret:

Mother

—and she always uses BLACKiEWHITE Skin Soap.

"It sure is great soap!

I like

wouldn't do, for my daddy uses

the smell of
it,

too.

it

So does

so well I'd eat

my

big

mother would let me; but that
and oh, boy! you ought to see

it if

sister;

her complexion!

"Of

course, her skin isn't quite as pretty as mine,

Skin Soap as young
"That's

If

what

you would

as

I

did.

She's

making up

YOU ought to do!"
li\e

picture,

suitable

Plough,

Box

a copy of Mic\y's
framing, address

for

1507,

Memphis,

Term.

One of the,

BLACK^ZWHITE
Beauty Creations
SoicL &vtrtfwhar,/

but then Sis didn't start using BLACKiElVHITE
now, though, by using it every day.

for lost time

The

cigarette that's liked

for itself
It is

sheer enjoyment of smoking

that has

made Camel

cigarette of all time*

the most popular

Nothing takes

the place of fragrant, mellow tobaccos*

©

1928, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

is Milady doing? Why,
preparing to meet and'
dominate one of the important
situations of modern social life!
And how? Here's the secret:

What

she

is

A

deep

and
massage with
cleansing or cold cream; then a
pore-cleansing

tissue nourishing

protecting film of peroxide van'
ishing

cream—the

ideal

powder

by the lipstick,
eye-brow pencil and rouge; and
then Black and White Face Powder—fine'textured, superbly
tinted, appeal ingly fragrant-the
finishing touch of Beauty!
base; followed

Black and

White Beauty Cre-

ations are of a quality acceptable
to those

who

seek the best, at

prices within the reach of all—

25c and 50c.

3

Youth of Today
Stars of
<J

Tomorrow!

Paramount, the star maker! Clara Bow, Richard Dix, Bebe
Daniels, Esther Ralston, George Bancroft
favorites,

Paramount made!

constantly seek

FAY VRAY and

GARY COOPER

new

new

*I

— a few of today's

Paramount policy

faces to enrich the screen

personalities to

is

to

and

keep pace with changing

public taste. Developing them, encouraging

CHARLES ROGERS

them, with the best in story and directorial
talent

and with unlimited resources,

physical and financial.

<I

Para-

mount takes pride in presenting
here, ten of

its

most promis-

ing candidates, the youth

of today, stars of

tomorrow! Give
them a hand!

*

Coming

in August!

The

great

*

new Paramount "Whole Show Program

for

1928-29." Soon your Theatre Manager will be planning your Fall and Winter
entertainment.

Now

is

the time to

tell

him

that

you prefer Paramount.

^Paramount ^Pictures
Produced by Paramount Famous Lasky Corp., Adolph Zukor, President, Paramount Bldg.,

New York

GREENLAND

S

What's Doing in Times Square
By

Helen Ludlam

Times Square, the very
center of urban life, has
none of the grace and

he most

signin-

cant happening
this month is the

A

remarkable beauty aid!

The modern vogue

natural color has

for

brought forward a new kind of lipstick with
an astonishing property. In an amazing way
it changes color, as you put it on, from its
original orange to blush-rose— Nature's own
shade
and blends with each individual type

—

of beauty.

More remarkable

still, this wonderful lipmatched in a color magic forthe cheeks.
A rouge which changes color to blend with
your complexion and
like

stick

is

—

courtliness
gave r h yt h

'

two vitaphone films on
Broadway. Al Jolson in The jazz Singer,
now at the Roxy and Dolores Costello at
Warners in Tenderloin. For months now
we have had films with Vitaphone or Movietone accompaniments.

Attractions such as

and the speech of Premier
Mussolini precede the picture and are artistic
triumphs. They have gotten past the experimental, tinpanny stage. But when dramatic
the Vatican Choir

pictures begin to introduce the use of Vitaphone in the punch scenes it looks as though

and gunmetal

they could overcome this fault they had to
look about for a career in some other field.
What a boon then were the movies, to these
beautiful, ambitious youngsters whose faults
did not register on the screen.
But a Nemesis has overtaken them. The
talkies have arrived. Which means that the
training of their voices will be even more
important than it is on the stage to overcome the still somewhat metallic tones of
this new instrument.
The movies require a finer quality of
beauty than does the stage; they will also

A

stick $1. Tangee Rouge
7 5c. Tangee
Creme Rouge $1 (andfor
complete beauty treatment: Tangee
Day Cream,
Tangee Night
Cream and

Compact

I

^

Tangee

Face Powd e r $ 1
each). 25c
higher in
Canada.
,

THE POWER of
.

.

.

Twenty Cents

Twenty cents brings you the miniall six
ature Tangee Beauty Set

—

items and the "Art of Make-up."
Address Dept. S. 4, The George
W. Luft Co., 417 Fifth Avenue,

New York City.
Name
Address

more beautiful, better trained voices
they are to be convincing. They require
greater perfection in scenery, costumes and
makeup. The slightest wrinkle shows in pictures whereas one can get away with a few
on the stage. Taking it by and large it
require

if

would seem that the motion
all,

is

Of
out

picture,
the higher art.
course the talkies have a lot to

work

what

have

of,

but look

strides

made and ° nl y

they

after

the other

heard that no less
a P erson than Jesse Lasky

^ AJf

was

fact that there are

the long laughed at 'talkies' were here to
Which is going to make it pretty hard
for some of the screen people.
good
many girls and boys had a difficult start
on the stage because their voices were weak
Unless
or strident and their diction bad.

Lip-

cities

courts

stay.

case.

to

This is a
scene from 'Napoleon

arlcj

the lipstick— stays on all day
without fading or rubbing off!
The name of this color
magic? Tangee Lipstick and
Tangee Rouge. Be sure you
see the name on the box

PRICES — Tangee

once

that

m

vitally

them.

interested

in

Over ten years ago

one of the most popular screen
whether he thought talking pictures
would be practical, but he was sure it was
impossible.
His reason was good too.
Nothing is impossible' being my favorite
motto I said to myself then that talking
pictures wouldn't surprise me when they did
I

asked

stars

materialize because

a

number

of inventors

were working quietly away at their dream,
undisturbed by the comments of people
whose vision was not as true as theirs.
The news reels are particulary interesting
with Movietone. Lindy's Washington speech
was thrilling and when Ruth Elder stepped
off the boat the comments of the camera
and press men were very amusing and exThis shows that the .spoken word
citing.
has its place in pictures; it only remains for
those connected actively with their making
to puzzle out the dialogue and action so that
the words add to the drama instead of
making it laughable.

The Trail of 98 opened to a packed
house this month and so did The Two
Lovers with Vilma Banky and Rod La
Rocque, replacing Love at the Embassy.
That theatre just goes in for romance. I
always notice that Universal openings have
quite an air about them. Not like a motion
picture opening, more like a stage opening
of long ago, though I don't know why
exactly.

One

doesn't see stage stars there

though there are usually several managers.
But there is quite a whiff of romance about
a Universal opening. This time the gathering was in honor of We Americans and it
was darn good.
The Gaucho with Douglas Fairbanks
moved into the Rivoli for a run and The
(Continued on page 9 ?)
1
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Fate has tossed a nice
into Lois

young millionaire

right

—

Moran's lap but love-hungry Lois
whether to grab him on the spot

can't decide

or wait to see

Larry Gray

if

love will bring

handsome

to his senses!

Wise little Marjorie Beebe knows what she'd
do and in doing it she reveals a genius for
light comedy that gives her an undisputed
place in the front rank of screen comediennes!

—

The doubts and

longings of the two young
the universal problem
worrying
over
lovers,
of how to be happy though married on $40 a
week, make "Love Hungry" both human and
humorous. It's a laugh-feast from start to
finish. Don't miss it at your favorite theatre.

ANOTHER/

LAUGHHIT

S

6

GREENLAND
^Books for fyans

Hangman's House"
Handbags

By June

that harmonize
with your ensemble!

New

T
-nJ

shapes

. . .

novel ones

new
newer harmonizing shades;
leathers ... lasting. ..in

. . .

oo many times

when

—

mistaken

June
announce
said

spite

of

humor,

I

commits herself

Appeal
tkat

Donn

.

.

*
plus
appeal that gets
what it goes after
the
red
magic
of
lips
that
have known
.

CR.EAT-EO (TOR.

.

that

lip, tick
lips.

(>

.

personality

Your

lasting.'

gives
friends

Regular

At your Dealer

L!

Phantom

Red,

the

living
youth to lovely
will rave!
Waterproof

—

$1.:
Junior,
mail coupon.

size,

— or

MARY PHIIBIN

P/T

i'*C

50c.

K

I/aboratorlee, Inc. Dept.
124,
54 De) Street, New York
I enelose 10c for beautiful Vanity Size Phantom
Lipstick
and
Man'
I'hilbln'a
Red
"Make-up Guide
for every type of Face."
(Another 10c brings

Carlyle

Dainty Model Phantom Hed House Compact).

Name
Addr-^

new and

its

sequences

thrilling.

I

My

marriage

for a certain morbid tendency,"
Collyer.
"But I hereby boldly
that I love problem plays and in

at

midnight

to

an unloved one

the tiny chapel of our Irish estate.
I
found "myself actually puzzling over the
identity of the mysterious masked stranger
in friars garb who appeared at the most
in

the fact that I have a sense of
loved being the serious persecuted

unexpected

moments

apparently

watching

my

Byrne.

screen husband, but none the less offering me a vague sense of silent protection.
Oh the thrills of the horse-race! The burning, mansion! The joy of finding myself

,

free! You see I was completely Connaught
O'Brien and June Collyer was a cloak that
slipped from me from the day I first read

one but, after the script until the picture was finished.
"My co-workers, John Ford, who directed
all, the world still thrills and sympathizes
with the Connaught O'Briens. The pampered the picture. Victor McLaglen, new to his
daughter of a nobleman who forces her to audience in the guise of the mysterious friar,
marry against her wishes and suffer in dig- Earle Foxe looking so handsome one wonders why villains must be villains and Larry
nified silence until unforseen circumstances
rescue and restore her to what ever paradise Kent, the boy who makes dreams come true,

"The theme

Plenty of "It"

.

"And I have been given a splendid opportunity as Connaught O'Brien, daughter of
the stormy Lord Chief Justice O'Brien in
the Fox Motion picture Hangman's House
adapted from the novel of that name written
by

is

forgot that I was June
blood ran
Collyer.
cold with terror and frustration overcame
me when my screen father insisted on a

'

.

woman.
'

the parade of

book

.

,

At All Leading Stores

.

Making° a famous
IVltO a picture.

woman

to saying that
she enjoys problems in the drama, she is
misunderstood and her appreciation of 'the
emotion that goes into great moments is

faultless detailed workmaneverywhere! *l Look for
ship
the red monogram label (pictured
above) in the bag!

(»

a

Colly er

is

a familiar

...

ah that is a plot as
to be hers
loved as the Cinderella motif.
"And although it'.s not a new plot, Mr.
Byrne has made it a fascinating story, and

is

joined me in my enthusiasm for Hangman's House and I am sure you will too,
when you have learned about it from the
all

book and the picture."

~>

WHY

The
BUY SCREENLAND contest brought in a most intimate
I
and pleasant response and while we have had a hard time selecting the prize
winner we truly believe Miss Jane Dunscombe of 35 Fifth Avenue, T^ew Yor\
Our spirit of fairness has been mentioned and
City, wrote the best, letter.
this contest severely tested it..' Also our capacity, for gratitude.
We than\ you
all for writing.
But 'you ain't seen nothin yet.' Now that we \now what
you li\e we are going to show some action.
"The

command

is

forward,' as Emil Jannings said.

-

——
7

HAL ROACH, THE

FAMOUS COMEDY
PRODUCER, SAYS:
letters that come to me,
notice a growing demand for
short films in addition to feature length films. Watch these
Short Subjects when you go to
theatre and see how many of
the questions below you can
answer. I will give $50 and a

From
1

handsome cane offered' by
Charley Chase to the man with

PROUD O

HE S

LEO, JUNIOR-

the best score. The most successful lady will receive $50
and the tiara head-dress worn
by Agnes Ayres in the Technicolor subject "Lady of Victories." For the next 50 best

answers, the

"Our Gang"

rascals will present their pho-

tographs.

Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer, Greatest of Feature
Producers, has become Greatest of

THE TEST
How many
•J

Short Film Producers

of the "Our Gang"
can you name?
words why the M-G-M
News has become the leader of

•*

comedy

2

Tell in 75

rascals

Newsreels.

3

What companyproducestheOddities for M-G-M?

4 In what Technicolor Great Events
picture does the Father of our
country appear?
5 Of what great living national
hero has M-G-M made a special

ALL of the

short subject?

BEST theatres
ARE now showing
STAN LAUREL and
OLIVER HARDY
'Em Laughing"
and f 'The Battle of the
Century" established
themselves as screenin "Leave

dom'snewest fun-makers.

COMPLETE M-G-M
QUALITYprograms

as

ment when he

lished in a later issue of this magazine.

Note: If you do not attend pictures
yourself you may question your
friends or consult motion picture
magazines. In event of ties, each
tying contestant will be awarded a
prize identical in character with that
tied for.

films

DEMANDthe best!
THATSM-G-M!

M-G-M NEWS
within a year has become
the most popular of all
news-reels. Issued twice
each week.

on

the
screen in his uproarious
'dialect comedies.
is

Competition Editor, 3rd Floor,
1540 Broadway, New York. All
answers must be received by June
15th. Winners' names will be pub-

M-G-M's

BIG feature
MAX DAVIDSON

CHARLEY CHASE
has won thousands of
laugh - loving followers.
See "The Family Group!"

M-G-M short films
ASwell

never permits a dull mo-

Write your answers on one side of a
single sheet of paper and mail to

The Czarina's

—

Secret

M-G-M GREAT EVENTS
(entirely in

Technicolor) are

something new in

films.

Ask your

theatre manager about them.

"OUR GANG" chases the blues away.

Battle

favorite theatre doesn't

M-G-M ODDITIES are thrill'

Never pass up a chance to see these rascals at work. If your
show "Our Gang" comedies ask the manager to book them right awayl

M ETRO- COLDWYN - MHEAVEN
AYE R

"MORE STARS THAN THERE ARE

IN

V

^ing

of Octopus and Lobster—

moments from

Life.

Are

kyou seeing these wonder
.films at your theatre?

SCREENLAND

8

Uninteresting

THOUGHTS
about

gMovin'
Ditchers
What

.stories

i nscru table

everything

to

it

A Thousand
Years Ago
THE SPHINX CANNOT TELL ITS
STORY—YOU CAN TELL YOUES!
As

And

Was

It

can bring- you fame and fortune
Tilings we see, read, hear and
which happen to us every day, are the

John

W.

Dull

it

overnight.

HUMAN

SIMPLE

needed to make
It is worth trying
di tion

exists

that

incidents

for.

are

Right now a Con-

holds untold possibiliis a

TEEMENDOUS

demand for SIMPLE
for OEIGINAL
Pictures.

that

MOTION PICTUEES.

There

ties for you.

HUMAN IDEAS—

STORIES

for

Motion

$50,000.00
has been paid for an original idea. There
is no limit to the value of a screenable

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO POSIDEAS—
NOT WORDS —are needed. Your Ideas
Idea.

SESS LITERARY GENIUS.

may be more valuable than any that have
yet been filmed.

THE HOLLYWOOD ACADEMY,
by

By

and

sees

Same Place Today

In the

Is

It

—

Silent
Indiffe rent

could tell!

it

— emotionless.

one

of

WRITERS

founded

leading
SCENARIO
HOLLYWOOD,

the

in
can show
you how to conceive and develop your
IDEAS the IDEAS that lie sleeping in
all of us— into acceptable
PIC-

—

TURE FORM.
tion

MOTION

The Course teaching Mo-

Picture Play Writing

interesting,
It

with

for

booklet

Will Stagger
lull

is

so easy, so

Send the coupon
and illustrated

particulars

THE HOLLYWOOD ACADEMY
EDUCATIONAL DEPT.

Mail
I

in .Motion
booklet.

Course
>cn(l

55

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
W. 42ml St., New York

Coupon lo 55 West 42nd ,St., New York
am Interested in the HollNwoor] Academy
Picture

Play

Writing.

Please

Mr.
]
Mrs. \
MissJ

City..

The Key Tc Hcllywccd

story

is

a
C[

first

*

You

THE KEY TO HOLLYWOOD.

Hollywood, California

ideal

degree murder
story because it happens without
premeditation.
No advance publicity wears down the edges and you can
make a couple of wrong guesses, use the
imagination a bit before the facts arrive.
Take Lindy for a flying example.
His
story broke all over at once.
On the other
hand, take Fay Wray.
She made, as you
very well know. Von Stroheim's picture
The Wedding March and then Jannings
used her and then she played in The Legion
The last shall be first
of the Condemned.
and was.
So with all the publicity poor
Fay didn't break at all.
Every critic was
ready and few liked her.
But Fay Wray
is good because any girl that can put over
something new in a kiss close-up has imagination and as you ought to know by this
time imagination is equal to four honors
in one hand. When the hero, Gary Cooper,
embraces Fay Wray she puts her head back
and her face turns upwards and into her
lips and eyes comes a new beauty because
of the marvelous expressiveness of this pose.

understandable

simplicity.

its

NOW

so

T

"n|he

*

*

Speaking of Lindy.
The Saturday Evening Post recently had a .story of the love

Carmel Myers ta\es
trouble
every
to bend up
double.
the

day

pictures is that they round off and complete the stories so.
Mr. Darwin found
that the paleolithic individuals who ran
nimbly before the advancing tide, escaped
and mated and the children thereof grew
up to be fleet.
And we can all fight a
bit one way and another when survival
depends on it. Stories go along. Nothing
Still thank goodness we can
yet is ended.
stop this.

The movies

the domain of youth
tenant is safe from Mr.
Zukor. If you're .suffering from youth the
As a
movies can do something about it.
matter of observation we note that the
moving pictures do not brag about their
innocent years.
The screen produces King of Kings and
Peter Pan, Dressed to Kill and Wings all
in the day's work and no particular mention is made of the workers or their ages.
It remains for some of the magazines to
The
really get the spirit of the times.
Cosmopolitan Magazine is as youthful as
a high school eleven running on to the

and

no

are

cradle

of some fictitious somebody copied
from our Lone Eagle and the morning
paper had a front page box about the girls
in some college who voted on whether or field.
The drawings are fresh, chic, up to
not they would marry the Colonel if they the minute and the whole paper just glows
got the chance.
What a story that will with the spirit of impulsive headlong imbe when Lindy finds the girl!
Why not a maturity. Among the boys and girls who
picture girl?
They are the prettiest girls are doing it are Irvin Cobb, Ring Lardner,
in creation and anyone of them would look George Ade, Dorsey, Charles Dana Gibson,
well in a monoplane.
Keep it up
Ludwig and other infants.
*
*
*
The workers of the screen world
children.
Life is made up of new days.
The old are shouldering the responsibilities of serirut may be familiar, the face you shave ousness.
Clara Bow, Charles Rogers, Betty
may resemble Plymouth Rock but anyhow Bronson and Greta Garbo carry the worries
the day is new.
What of it? Well, every and are glad to see the gay cavortings of
life changes and the sun goes down nightly you youngsters who were in Who's Who
on a different world than it discovered at before Trader Horn sold a gridiron. That
dawn. And we like it. The trouble with
(Continued on page 96)
affair

—

ILTEBf
A Woman's Master
Stroke putHerSweet-

heart into the $10,000

aYear Class... oMade
Him a Social and
'Business Leader....
By Marie Rogers
Watson proposed
WHEXme.Jimmy
he was making

$25.00
care for

to

a week.

I

had grown

to

—able dom—a way that

social life,
positions of

self -consciousembarrassment,
in a surprisingly short

honor in the
community, go

become a powerful speaker

man

inate one

banished
ness,

to

or thousands

and timidity

him a lot. And I wouldn't have time.
"That remarkable course was the makminded sacrifices if Jimmy had any
""With only a
ing of me," said Jimmy.
prospects.
But he didn't seem to few minutes' practice each day, I made
be getting anywhere, and I didn't strides in a few weeks that amazed me.
want to he tied to a failure. After It wasn't long before I went to the boss
with an idea that had been in my mind
some hesitation, I told him so.

"You have

ability,

Jimmy, but

about reorganizing the delivery service,
but which I had been afraid to take up

with

nobody but me knows

You

it.

are too timid

When

somebody

speaks to you, you've
hardly a word to say.

You get all flustered
and embarrassed
when you're asked to
give
can't
less

an opinion.
I
marry you unyou make some

effort

to

improve

Of course
he was hurt and indignant.
But I was
firm, so we parted.
yourself."

Will

How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Show Yon

talk before your club or lodge
propose and respond to toasts

address board meetings
make a political speech
tell
entertaining stories
make after dinner speeches
converse interestingly
to write letters
to
sell more goods
to train your memory
to enlarge your vocabulary
to develop self-confidence
to acquire a winning personality
to strengthen your will-power
and ambition
How to become a clear, accurate
thinker
How to develop your power of concentration
How to be the master of any situation

He seemed

supremely

had become an

inter-

esting conversationalist.
I could not help
but marvel at the change in him and
told him so.
He laughed delightedly.
"It's

a long story, Marie, but

I'll cut
You remember that my chief
fault was that I was afraid of my own
voice?
Well, shortly after we parted, I

it

short.

heard tales of a popular new home study
method by which any man could quickly

I

—I

over.

bowled them
That was a few

months ago.

Since then

climbed ahead fast.
The boss is sending me
to Europe next month to
I've

make
ment

travel in a
the luxuries

had proved
that

could

a study of departstore

management

By

the way,
would you
like to go to Europe as
Mrs. Watson?"

over there.
Marie, how

Today I am the proud
wife of a successful husband
a business
leader of our city.
We
very exclusive set and enjoy
of life. Turning Jimmy down
to be the second best thing
have

happened

to

prompted

him

him.
It
was a lucky
hunch, though, that
to

develop his speak I
ing ability whichf
revealed his nat
ural ability.

who

an interesting, domis

inating,
persuasive speaker.
And there
1

self-conscious

or

rewards

the

ricl

your

when

are

called

erful speaker

through this amazing new

training.

Send for This Amazing Book
This

new method

of

training

is

fully

de-

a very interesting and informative
which is now being sent to everyone
This book is called, How
mailing the coupon.
In it you are
to Work Wonders with Words.
shown how to conquer stage fright, self-conbashfulness and fear
timidity,
sciousness,
those things that keep you silent while men
of lesser ability get what they want by the
Not only
sheer power of convincing speech.
men who have made millions, but thousands of
and are unothers have sent for this book
scribed
booklet

in

—

their praise of it.
You are told
bring out and develop your priceless
"hidden knack" the natural gift within you
which will win for you advancement in posiand salary, popularity, social standing,
tion
power and real success. Tou can obtain your
copy absolutely free by sending the coupon.
stinting
how to

in

—

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
3601

Michigan

Now

Ave.,

Sent

Dept.

632-A,

Chicago,

111.

FREE!

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE.
3601

Michigan

Dept.

Ave.,

632-A,

Chicago,

Illinois.

send me FREE and without obligation
,my copy of your inspiring booklet, How to Work
Wonders vsilh Words, and full information regarding your Course in Effective Speaking.
Please

Address

in

busi
ness, popularity in

you

to speak, you can quickly bring out
natural ability and become a pow-

upon

Name —

Today

no niagie or mystery
No matter how timid

is

about this talent.

just

...

Then one night a year later, I received the surprise of my life.
Jimmy
drove up to the house one evening in
a beautiful sport roadster, dressed like
a fashion plate.
His manner was entirely changed, too.
self-confident, and

You

have seen me
should
addressing that conference of department heads
in the president's office

What 20 Minutes a Day

and self-conscious.

anybody.

man

the

to

City.

SCREENLANP
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ASK ME

Is There Flawless
Beauty inYour Skin?

An

Address: Miss Vee Dee
49 West 45th Street

Answer Page
Information

of

New

York City

Seewhata&jold Cremewilldof
Skin like ivory. To possess it, nothing more
than the easiest cate may be needed.
Just 3
minutes at bedtime.
For now, one creme combines the best beauty aids known.
They are
beaten together for hours and actually emulsified.
Scientifically blended so each element imparts its
utmost benefit to the skin.
Expect new things!

Reaches

Layers of Skin

all 3

Whitens— Clears — Cleanses
Reduces Pores — Combats Lines
BEAUTY SECRET

is one of the very rare
is absorbed by the skin
it penetrates
three layers of skin tissue.
What an amazing difference this makes!
Reaching below the
surface, it has the power to clear and whiten
the skin in a perfectly natural way.
Freckles,
blackheads, tiny blemishes and eruptions
lodged
in or between skin layers
dissolve and steadily
fade out.
The skin grows clear, fresh, flawless.
Coarse pores are closed by being filled out. The
pore "pocket" is "built up," because this penetrating creme reaches and stimulates the underlying tissues.
Tonic oils, penetrating the skin, keep it supple
and elastic, preventing dryness, cracking and
scaling.
This is what gives

—

cremes that
all

—

BEAUTY SECRET

remarkable

its

power

combat

to

lines

and

fine

crow's-feet.

what a 6-fold creme will do for your
See what a difference it makes when tonic
reach all three layers of skin
not merely
cleansing 'not merely protecting the surface
but clearing, whitening, and smoothing the skin
See

skin.
oils

—

—

to flawless

texture.

LARGE JAR— Guaranteed
This six-fold
than the most

creme

costs

very

more

little

ordinary

cleansing cream.
I
am introducing Beauty Secret in half-pound
jars at only $1.50
an exceptional value.
Use
it
as you would any cream for one or two
weeks.
Then, if not more than delighted, I
will refund full price for the asking.
Simply
mail coupon below, and when the package arrives pay postman only $1.50. Mail coupon toa
t0 (
r S)
E
AISE
Dept.
^
, c ^, r
,
6MG, 25
W. Illinois St..
Chicago, Illinois.

—

^

m? RV

GRAHAM,

.

Gervaise GmhamBeautySeart
(Mrs.)
Dept.

GERVAISE GRAHAM,

6-MG,

25

W.

Illinois

Chicago.

St.,

Semi me, postane prepaid, a half-pound jar of your
new Beauty Secret.
On arrival, 1 will pay postman
only $1.50.
If
antee to refund

not

delighted.

ray

money.

C[

—

I

understand you

guar-

Name
Addresi

ORRECT

your NOSE
to perfect shape while

you

sleep.

Adjuster

SAFE,
ent

Anita Nose

guarantees

rapid,

results.

obstacle.

60,000
praise

perman-

Age no
Painless.

doctors,
it.

Charles
North,
and

we

Rogers

Farts

South,

East

West.
Here
have
10 per-

Wheezer's letter said
his nonchalance was
pristine
and 'Our
Gang' d on't \now
whether to fight or

eyes,

black hair,

is

6 feet

tall

Winner, Booklet Free

Write for it TODAY
609 Anita Building, Newark, N.

J.

born

Nov.

nice

hazel

15,
eyes.

again.

His

wife

is

Florence

Oakley.

Beppo

from

Auburn,

Me.

You

just

couldn't lose faith in me, could you? Never
can tell about Miss Vee Dee, so keep a
sharp eye on her lines, first thing you know
whoa! there's the answer to that long-lost
I'm sorry not to be able to get
question.
you in print as soon as you like, but don't
Ssst!
you think its worth waiting for?
Not so loud, of course the ayes have it
Two of
or mine don't focus properly.
Hedda Hopper's latest films are, Trie Whip
Woman and Love and Learn. Hedda is
so well-known that a letter addressed to
her at Hollywood, Calif., will reach her.
You can write to Audrey Ferris at Warner

—

and has a contagious smile. He has never
been on the stage except in a few amateur
school plays.
(Attention).
Another University makes good.
Charles attended the
University of Kansas for educational pur- Bros., 5842 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
poses and came forth unharmed—look at She played with Irene Rich in The Silver
the boy now, all set for the top of the Slave.
Audrey's latest film is Beware of
ladder.
Married Men.

MiK

Ada, X- T. City.

You

find

my

de-

partment very amusing, do you?
Thanks
for the complimentary notice and permit
me to say that the success of same depends
on my fan friends, who provide the goods.
Don't blame me. Your favorite screen star,
Norma Shearer, is just now enjoying a long
earned vacation, having gone abroad with
her husband. Irving Thalberg.
Her new

from Paris was made at
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City, Calif., and a letter addressed there
will reach her upon her return.
film,

Tlie

Latest

users

Gold Medal

Mr. Stone was
1878, has gray hair and

wrong

sane, safe and non-explosive letters
from the four corners of our country, all
wanting to know about Buddy Rogers.
Since My Best Girl and Get Tour Man have
been released, Buddy has been swamped with
letters; and dearies, just wait, 'you ain't
seen nothin' yet!'
When you see him in
Abie's Irish Rose made at Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Calif.,
his fan mail will be something to brag about,
though Abie'' Rogers is a modest chap and
if you get a picture of him, you are going
to do all the bragging.
Charles was born
in Olathe, Kansas, about 27 years ago. He

brown

—

not.

fectly

has

screen? I thought Clara Bow
outdistanced all runners up
maybe I'm
title
for
that

A. M., Belief ontaine, Ohio. Well, here
is
a new one
did I know that Ronald
Colman and Lewis Stone are 'It' on the
/.

—

A

Little Rhode Inland Lad.
So you are
the fella who has been following me for
years and years and have never said a
word until now -you deserve all kinds of
You can
attention for such faithfulness.
write to Dorothy Revier at Columbia Pictures Corp., 1408 Gower St., Hollywood,
She played with Jack Holt in The
Calif.

—

That handsome boy, Philippe de
Lacy, was also in the cast. Greta Garbo can
be reached at Metro-Goldwyn Studios, CulEsther Ralston is at
ver City, Calif.
Tigress.

Marathon St.,
Langdon has
new picture. The Chaser

Paramount Studios,
Hollywood, Calif.
just

5451

Harry

completed his
National Studios, Burbank,

at First

Calif.

—

SCR
Lucille of Springfield, Mo.
Just to show
you what a good memory I have, I'll tell
you that your question was answered in a
previous issue, but as I was using one of
my numerous disguises at the time, you
You want
did not recognize the answer.
Ronald Colman's picture and is he married?
He is married but separated from his wife,
Thelma Ray try and figure that out. But
he gets lots of fan letters at that. Address
him at Samuel Goldwyn Productions, De

—

Mille Studios, Culver City, Calif.

Gerald Fielding Fan, Commodore,

T.
not able to give you the information you want about the actor that made
such an impression with his fine work in
The Garden of Allah I would suggest writing him care of Rex Ingram Studios, Nice,
Tell him how many times you saw
France.
the film in New York City and I think that
will bring an answer.

As

I

am

Lotta K[oize, Idaho.
So 'Big Boy' can
cry as well as laugh, can he?
Believe us, it's no laughing matter the way
he can wring tears out of my little hanky.
His real name is Malcolm Sabiston big
name for such a little feller, but how he can
deliver the goods.
Don't grow up, 'Big
Boy,' we want to laugh and cry with you
in the land-of-make-believe.
He gets his
fan mail at Educational Film Exchanges,

make you

—

1501 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Jean M. of Paris, France. So you have a
Paramount Theatre in Paris.
Your letter
was most interesting and I'm delighted to
know you are one of my readers. Patricia
Avery is still in pictures, playing in T^ight
Life with Afice Day and John Harron.
Richard Barthelmess was born May 6, 1895.
is
5
feet 7 inches tall and weighs 138
pounds.
Sadie Thompson is Gloria Swanson's latest picture but I do not know when
it will be
shown in Paris.
Come again,
Jean.

Some

Muffins, St. Paul, Minn.

like

E

NLA

E

N D

Lose 20
Why

lbs*

men

Correct the cause. Simply

women

keep

take four Marmola tablets

A pamphlet in every
package gives the formula
complete. Also the rea-

And normal

conditions
are as easy for one sex as
the other.
About thirty years
ago science discovered a
great cause for excess
fat. It lies in a gland
deficiency which science
can supply. Physicians
the world over now treat
obesity in this modern

ward

many

them. Slender figures are
mon as they were.

8.

You

ask,

mal

times as com-

A

is

as for

maga-

acadgmy

[mgkican

of drsmmic arts
_JL_

bounded 1884 by Franklin H. Sargent

a Buesclter
fOnly
Saxophone
you

For 44 Years America's Leading Institution
for Dramatic and Expressional Training

t\

By

Calif.

the

"New

Almost

for Warner
at that studio,

you can address him
5842 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. Andre
was born on a French ocean liner off
Australia.
He has dark brown hair and
eyes, is 5 feet 10 inches tall and weighs
150 pounds.
Ramon Novarro has black
Bros., so

hair,

brown

is 5 feet
10 inches tall
and weighs 160 pounds. He is playing in
China Bound at Metro-Goldwyn Studios
Culver City, Calif.
(Continued on page 101)

eyes,

Over

gives
these extra
Pads, greatest im— Snap-on
to replace,
— Patented
Automatic OctaveKey perfect
f ea-

«te£
ifell

SUMMER

McAvoy and Conrad Nagel

ASKING

504 Western and Santa Monica Bldg

Inquisitive Ann, Utica, 7^. T.
Lucky
TEACHERS'
COURSE
Johnny Mack Brown, one day a football
In Stagecraft, Play Directing and
Advanced
Expressional
Technique
star, another day a most promising leading
JULY 9th to AUGUST 18th
man and today the reason why girls leave
Regular Fall Term begins October 26th
home early to get to the theatre where
Extension Dramatic Courses in co-operation with
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
his pictures are shown.
John Mack Brown
Free Catalog describing all Courses Jrom
was born about 24 years ago in Dotham,
Room 253-F, CARNEGIE HALL, New York
Alabama.
Not Married.
His very first
picture was with Marion Davies in The
Fair Co-ed.
You can write to him at
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Transform Your Skin to Magic Beauty

long for the information.
Andre Beranger will be in three films with May

BOOKLET
FOR THE

$$

Studio demands and
make personal submission of Mss. Full
particulars without obligation.

SIX WEEKS

so

Reduce

Hollywood, California

is

D. C. of Anderson, S. C.
Nice letter,
Dorothy, and I'm sorry to make you wait

to

FREE

We know

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO CO.

by

Any druggist

Way

The Pleasant

SCREEN
much

tablets are sold

Prescription Tablets

STORIES SUITABLE FOR THE
times as

easily

out will order from his jobber.

YOUR
many

how

learn

druggists at $1 per box.

CASH

zines.

this

it.

Marmola prescription
all

who

I
AT AXjLli %1 V i V^r L^/l.

bring

Then

figure means.

people get

Abnormal exercise or diet is neither required nor advised, but moderation helps.

MAR MO

how much

method means to you and yours ?
The cost is a trifle. You would gladly
give many times as much for what a norscientific

is

$$

to

harm.
Consider that Marmola
has, for 20 years, been
winning what you want.
In an easy, pleasant way.
Don't you think it time

—

PLAY
PLOT

done

is

any fear of

off

to learn

years old or will be her next birth-

day which comes on August

This

results.

embodied in Marmola prescription tablets. People have used them for
20 years millions of boxes of them. Note the
results in every circle. Ask your friends about

FOTO-

many good

sons for the

way.

That method

comes

daily until weight
down to normal.

their figures, their health,
their vitality? Excess
fat blights both alike.

'em

she popular?
Are you poking fun at me
or Clara? Billie Dove gets her mail at First
National Studios, Burbank, Calif.

Did

as I

should not

as well as

some like 'em cold, but I'll take mine
any way you like with maple syrup on both
kinds.
Can it be true that you do not
know Clara Bow's real name? She has had
that snappy name ever since I can remember
and Clara refuses to take any other.
She
23

John

Please,

hot,

is

11

ures

provement, easy
^f^?^ Lnocementing
Scale Accuracy

Be Popular Socially
Earn Extra Money
playing-

>^BI

—

Easy payments.

Mention
any other instrument in which you

trial.

are interested.

Buescher Block, Elkhart, Ind.

Process"
Night
tijclash oPeautijjer

Instantly transforms lashes into a
dark, rich luxuriant fringe of loveliness. Lends sparkling bril-

masks,

clays, suffocating

-

lv3#\\ \ > X&f
\VvS'\irK *^'/ V

liance

l

and shadowy,

Usedbythousands.Tryit. Solid or waterproof Liquid
belline,

at

PAID upon
original

publishablc

examination
1674 B'way,

N. Y.

ROYALTIES

!

work.

may

submit

CO.,

C/HICAGO

!

ARE

ANYONE having
poems for
—WALTER NEWCOMER,

for
Songs
and advice.

ideas

!

May-

Black or Brown, 75c
goods counters.

all toilet

MAYBELLINE

SONGWRITERS
ADVANCE

invit-

ing depth to the eyes. The
easiest eyelash beautifier to
apply . . . Perfectly harmless.

—

SUBSTANTIAL

[450]

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
2523

steamuots powders, creams, bleaches,
or false make-ups. No acids, danserous chemicals, or pain; harmless
Entirely
to the most delicate skin.
5^'''(A!ira^J=-<™it
"NEW PROCESS." (Patented in
Applied in the secrecy of
TJ. S. A. )
your home, pimples, blackheads, enlarged pores, liver
spots, freckles, tan. blemishes and signs of approaching
age are gone!--Sometimes almost over night. Write for
REE COMPOUND BEATTTY BOOK with Sworn Proofs.
Newlyn Co., 617 Hyde Park Sta., Los Angeles, Calif.
'

a sweet-toned Buescher.

10 evening's one hour each— will
astonish and please you. 6 days'

TRIAL COSTS NOTHING
No smudgy

—
— convenient

key arrangement.

Old Money Wanted
or Odd Coins.
Keep all old
valuable.
Send 10c for New
4x0. Guaranteed Prices.
Get

CLARK COIN

CO..

Desk

ZXS^V^

money, it may be very
Coin Value BooS,
Posted.
We pav cash.

Ill's.

33,

LeROY,

N.

Y.

NEWEST ^/ctUfe

The

Qkl

Tage

fitta

OUR
Debutante
\'

e

w leading

lady on
motion
-t

causes as

ment

as

u

r e

a

pic-

lot

much excitea new social

light in a

middle west-

ern town!

The studio buzzed
with comment for several days before Billy
Haines' leading woman
appeared.
The usual

'Where does
come from?' and

questions,

she

Who

is
she?'
were
answered in various
ways.
Everyone pre-

tended to know more
than they did.
Some
said she was a blonde,

some

stoutly

insisted

had seen her
and she had raven tresses.
It was reported
that she was only fifteen
and again the
rumor circulated that
she was at least old
enough to vote.
that they

I

saw her

the

first

Anita Page,

a school

girl

from

Washington Irving High School,
7^[ew Tor\ City, now a contract
player at the M. G. M. studio.

'

C[

A

fine

with

Ha

i

start

William
n

es

'Telling

World.'

in
the

Great hearted Karl
Dane acts as our
welcoming committee.

day she appeared at the studio. One
fact was quite certain. There was no
doubt about her being a blonde and a
real one at that.
It was also quite

evident that the only person she could
have voted for was maybe a class president in high school. She wore an abbreviated costume
as a dancer in a cabaret, and
(Continued on page 97) $e

They Hitched Their
C[

This

is

the

picture,

only

half
the

boys grow into
screen heroes and
in turn hoist many
an ingenue to
stardom.

Q The picture stars

drag

their leading

fame, but they all Love 'em

IOVE-LIFE

in

No

j

Hollywood

isn't all it is

men

and Leave

cracked up to be.

Ah,

(

to

em.

no.

seems, is a western union widely advertised
as deep and perfect and lasting than the male member of the
team basely deserts his fair partner. As a result, the girls out
sooner,

it

"Tis better to have loved and lost than
Somebody said that once it must have
been George Marion, Jr.
But ask any beautiful movie actress. No
not that one. You would pick that one, wouldn't you? Do you want to

there are learning to quote:
never to have loved at all.''

—

get a sock in the eye? Ask that other
one, over there.
That's right.
Now.

This

<CThe White
Sister'

was

Lillian Gish's

great

picture

and it mad
Ronald Col

(^Gloria
Swanson

i

n

'Stage Struck'

brought

out

Lawrence
Gray.

she

girl

was

has lost her lover.
Just as
getting used to his kisses, he

She watched, and she waited,
poor Butterfly or some other silly.
But he nev-ah came ba-ack. People tell
her he is mak'
ing love to
someone else
now. You can
imagine how
that makes her
left her.

like

feel.
But she
has to hide her
aching heart

and look
around for an-

16

Wagon

the

to
By

Evans

X^eltght

—

not another heart, but someone to make it beat faster.
Because she simply has to have a lover. Why, of course. What
would a screen star do without one? Did you ever see a movie
without love scenes? Or a movie star without a leading man?
Love 'em and they leave you. Clara Bow knows. Once she
other

—

—

had a handsome lover on
the screen. His name was
<[

Eleanor Boardman
in 'The Crowd'
started ]ames Murray on what loo\s
to

be a career.

Gary Cooper; he was

tall,

stalwart, smouldering.

Oh,

(Continued on page 93)

C[

Jo hnny

Brown

"Mac\

in 'The

Fair Co-Ed'

all

because

of

Marion Davies.

STARS

C[

The

girls,

real net'

of

Hi\uero,

become

screen

tives

beauties.

themselves against a conveLike cats they
nient object.

and

purred

murmured

around her bow, and the
sound of them was like
broken
silence
a
silence

—

only by the rheumatic
thump ata thump of the
Muru's old engine as they
-

Q A fiction version of the theme
of the beautiful South Sea
picture just completed by

M.

G.

M.

^

j

smooth waves of green sea
washed against the steel plates of
the freighter, Mum, bound from

Pelea in the New Hebrides to
in
the Solomon Islands, Phos'
phorescent and oily they lapped the sides
of the freighter like huge cats rubbing

Duncan

18

way.
waves
serried

the steamer on her
For miles around the
rose

and

and

rolled

silent

in

magnifi'

cance, conveying to the

watchers

ong,

ION

forced

-

little

on the

group of
deck of the steamer a sense
of unutterable loneliness and
The native crew
desolation.
pattered about the decks on

naked
the

feet,

officers,

silently,

while

leaning over the

KIEcS

((Monte Blue
on the beach

of the bridge, hushed their constant drivel about
the good, cool beer to be had at Sidney and gave their

rail

minds

to private reminiscence.

moon hung

A

and crescent
lamp in a still

silver

in the sky like a constant

and deserted room.
Suddenly the spell was broken
spirt where he had been stationed

as Lloyd, the
outcast.

as,

from the bow-

keep an eye out
for reefs, a Kanaka sailor hailed the watch.
''Big fellow light, like brother belong fire, he stop
off starboard

to

bow."

The mate, who had

instantly translated the pidgin
English to mean, "A large light, like a fire, off the
starboard bow," looked in the indirected direction,
and sure enought there, high up and far away, burned
a bright light.
It was reddish and flickered
into tongues of flame as
brush wood.

if

it

were a

fire

<D[

She smiled

up at the
white m.an.

of

"No island there," the captain remarked
looking at the light, "according to the chart
there isn't any island within two hundred
miles of this place,

although I don't
This is a bit off the
track, we're about a hundred miles
south of the steamship lane.
That
cracked propeller shaft will bring
us in good and late this time."
"Think it might be a signal, Captain?"
The mate asked.
for

know

certain.

"'You can't light a fire on a ship,
can you?"
"Well, I hadn't (Cont. on page 79)
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CAN YOU

WRITE
Q^Send in your own
nal slogan

or

origi-

slogans

and win a prize.

C[

}ac\ Duffy and Arthur
La\e in 'Harold Teen'
the picture

that

famous comic
to

lice

White

is

strip

the

come

life.

suggested

"They have

lots

it.

funnier slickers than this,"

said Alice.

"They who?" asked Arthur Lake who as
Harold Teen is just too collegiate, what I mean.
"Well," Alice hinted darkly.
"Oh lots of fellows,
why I know a simp whose slicker is so funny that the
neighbors laughed
"So that it rained into their
"
mouths, an' they drowned, I suppose," Harold is just
mean, you know.

—

Anyway

Alice

Alice White says
the slic\ers of
Pater son, 7^.ew
Jersey, her home
town, have it all
over
the
other
towns li\e a tent.

20

White says that a lot of her friends
can write clever slicker slogans and she
is offering twelve slickers, six for boys
and
for

six for girls,

peppy

for the best slogans

rain jackets.

The

slickers

unlabeled and you can put
your winning slogan on yours, when
will

and

be

if.

LOGAN

LICKER
two or more contestants

C[ In the event of

submitting the slogan chosen as 'best'
each of such will receive a slicker iden-

with the ones offered.

tical

The slogans are supposed to
You can
be funny and short.
send in as many as you like and
the slicker they are, the nearer
you are to the slicker.
Alice says she saw a boy with
a sign on his right arm. "Take
or sleeve it alone," and,
it

"Come

in you're all wet."

Arthur

"Ha, ha," laughed
Lake derisively. He's

just ter-

Alice

White

rible

—

fact

in

asked him

if

he thought he was

Czar Ivan.

Remember it costs nothing
The slickers are given

enter.

to
to

the scintillating slogan writers,
and Alice White invited you in,

NOW GO

TO

IT.

Address your slogans

to

ALICE WHITE
Scree nl and Slicker Slogan Contest
49 West 45th Street
Contest closes June

15,

1928

C[

the mar\ings ^"k;
on a dog you can

By

tell

Duffy and
Arthur Lake fix
up the decora-

Jack

tions.

and
slogans

his class,

slic\er

also tell the world.

Brighten up the rainy days with a slogan

Get witty and avoid getting
Cry on

me

girls,

Let

slicker.

wetty.

I'm protected— A

The

best

slicker at

it

rain slogans.

humor

is

N. Y. U.
21

Lens
Q^A

with

talk

Dean of
Hollywood
the

f

Hobart Bosworth.

in the world."

"Why, when

Charlie Chap'
the midst
of that lemon grove the owner
charged him what he thought
was a stiff price because he was
earning a thousand dollars an
acre from his crop. This year,
armed only with a camera,
Charlie will harvest from those
same three acres probably a
lin built his studio in

—

million dollars."

"Do you remember
Yes,

I

remembered.

and

(Inci'

Hobart

dentally

are Presi'

I

dent and Vice
President of the

Do You Remember Club of

Movieland.
He

Thousands

and

ban

Bosworth in
'The Smart Set,' a

thousands
come here

have

recent picture.

those first flickering days, but we
were here at the

Jac\ Holt and

(T

since

beginning)
Yes indeed

y w "S|HE

other evening, feeling reminiscent, I wandered up
Hobart Bosworth's new home, with its beautiful
Spanish house set upon a greenswarded hill, and
I
guarded by a huge grove of towering eucalyptus,
through which he can just discern the roofs of his two nearest
neighbors 'Polly'' Fredericks and the Christie boys.
Hobart
had just returned from his daily ride over the bridle paths
of Beverly Hills, and after greeting his pretty, bright-eyed
wife and the child of their hearts, we strolled out upon the
terrace to 'talk about it and about as Omar says.
to

—

gray-haired but
perenially young

man,
by

the

environed
symbols

1

From our comfortable

chairs

we

looked

down upon

the
tiled roofs of Movieland, where two hundred thousand years
ago animals as big as Pullman cars loved and fought in a
manner that makes our cinema drama seem very tame. I
called Hobart's attention to the changes that had taken place

upon

this

famous

stage.

"Yes," he replied, "and do you realize that only fifteen years
ago this same stage was covered with fragrant citrus groves,
the ranchers little realizing that they were occupying the site
of what in a few years was to become the best known city
12

I

remembered. As I
contemplated this

C[

Many

lenses

has

he

loo\ed

for

Hobart Bos'

worth

is

into,

one of

the few

who

be'

gan

the

be-

at

ginning.

•

The

<JMost

'Beautiful

DOLORES COSTELLO

Still

The

of the

<JMonth

wise thrush; he sings his song twice over,

Lest you should thin\ he never could recapture

in

Tenderloin

The

first

fine

careless

rapture!

Robert Browning

J

—

(|

The Screen News from Broadway this month is fast and

and

furious: here they come
there they go.

Anne Howe

T

V If

N\ HERE was

"

a small stampede at the Bits one noon.
should have seen the men milling about,
pushing each other and stepping on each other's
toes
all trying to peek in the crowded diningroom.
Some wise ones had made reservations ahead,
and looked very arrogant as they went in.
I waited
until the crowd thinned out a bit and then I asked the
head waiter what was the matter.
I thought maybe
Queen Marie was back or Peaches Browning.
'Why, didn't you know? he answered in that head1
waiter tone.
'Miss June Collyer is back in town.
I might have known, at that.
There aren't so very
many girls in New York who could precipitate a near
riot at the Ritz.
One of the few is June Collyer. She
left New York about six months ago or so to make pictures for Fox in California.
Since then the Ritz hadn't
been the same. Neither have several dozen young men.
Neither has one man in particular. He was practically
broken-hearted.
You couldn't snap him out of it. Because just before June left she had told him that she
loved him and would be back just as soon as she could,
And he had believed her, as men will.
just to see him.
Time passed, and she didn't come and didn't come. His
one consolation was to hunt up theatres where East Side
West Side was playing; or go to see Four Sons for the
umpty-umpth time. Fortunately, before he pined away
There was a grand reunion,
she came back for a visit.
right in the Ritz.
She rushed up and hugged and kissed
him, and he kissed her. I was there, and saw the whole
1
thing.
Then: 'Daddy! she cried. 'Daughter! he said.
It was just like a movie.
To her father, Clayton Heermance, a prominent New
York lawyer, June Collyer is just Dorothea Heermance.
No matter how great and famous she may be some day,
He made a pal of
she'll always be a little girl to him.
He
his only daughter from the time she could toddle.

You

—

—

1

JUNE COLLYER

1

—

took her with him to Europe on business trips combined
with pleasure. He edited her beaux, supervised her debut,
and pretty generally watched over her social career. For
eighteen years Dorothea and her father have been the

The following verse to his daughter in her character of
Connaught O'Brien was written by Clayton B. Heermance.

To Con, my

No

fairer

my

She's

And

—
Macushla — my

sweetheart

the

Colleen,

my

sweetest

flow'r

grows.

that

Isle.

own

wild Irish rose

I'm happy in the sunshine of her smile.

Shure

As

Irish

blossom blooms on Erin's

I

love her as the flowers love the early mornin'

for givin' of her up, there's

no use

dew

tryin';

And as surely as my prayers are said, I pledge my
To my little Irish sweetheart, Con O'Brien.

troth

anew

29

of

best

And

friends.

then

she has the kind of
culture that isn't selfconscious.
June Coll-

came between them.
happened when June met

the movies
It

a friend of Allan Dwan's. Said
the friend: 'He's looking for a
society girl to play in East Side

yer

West

she's a credit to society.

girl

She admits she has
been lucky, jumping

to

Side.
He's tested every
he could find and he's still
looking.
Why don't you go
over to the studio and see him?
Once
For a lark, she went.
1

inside

the

Dwan

said:

the

He

made

latest

—
—

for

him.

she's

made

was

father

wanted

else

came

father

Around her
always
bracelet

is

practically a star in

merely

Wampus Baby

Of

Hangman's House,
Star,

wears a
with a

a

—

Ritzy

Fox's best bets. Is
der she was given

Collyer.

of Mr.
any won-

a

vacation

You never saw anyway he

it?

thing like the

Naturally marcelled
hair, with a glint to

could

New

but

eyes,

satiny skin.

by no means

little

silver

sweet girl.
but not
that's June

She's one of the prettiest girls
in
York or Hollywood.

brown

first.

wrist she

the Ritz,

new model; and one

she asked for

come

image of Saint Therese,
her patron saint. June
is
a sweet girl, with
lively dimples, which is
different
from being

—

when

to

along they could; but

is

it

as

She had lunch with
her dad every day of
her visit.
if anyone

and she

She's a

me

to

breathing.'

only four
it.

and

Dan

a well-known
Acting is as

natural

did not.

good

picture

stage;

her

Collyer,

stand the strain, because, for
all her frail and delicate looks,
she's strong and husky.

She

was on the

actor.

He'd always been a movie fan
himself, and it thrilled him to
see his little daughter on the
screen.
He said: 'Go to it
if you think you can stand the
hard work.'
That's the kind
of a father for an aspiring girl
to have!
Of course he knew
all the time that June could

Her

girls

My

stern parents are

supposed to do?

society

go into movies, and

But on the other hand,
she asks: 'How can I
help it?'
mother

she stayed.
'You're It,' and

studio,

way

real

right into leading roles.

gave her the part. Fox saw her
and signed her up for three
years.
Did Dad put his foot

down

one of the very

is

few

thin.

brown
it;

Betty

big

Bronson

is

blonde

—

—

knows
Her

Not

names that
day in her new wrap
lavishly trimmed with blonde fox
fur.
Kathryn Carver is a real
one of the soft, luscious kind; and she
call

spring

is
about to
burst
into vaudeville
starring in a big act.

I'm sure
say 'Darthat she

would

ling!'

didn't

spiritual.

Virginia Lee Corbin

If glances

speak

his

a

rare little person, so
ethereal and rather

Slim

And

looks at her!

for

—

pet

the secret of dressing to suit her type.
Adolphe Menjou, appeared in the
door of the hotel dining room with a mink, or

was
look.

fiance,

sable? collared overcoat

and

a

He went away and came

back

later look-

it

—

questing

happy Miss Carver on his arm.
They
lunched by themselves these two seem to have
no need for outsiders. They're blissfully happy.
By this time they are probably in Paris honeymooning!

ing

—

—

Emotionism in Dress! Do you know what that
means? It might mean almost anything
all.
I was all at sea about
even after I was told that Emotionism
is a new thought in dress, which will try
to express the emotions and tendencies

or nothing at
it

which vitally embody the permanent elements in American life and American

The strength of emotionism is
embodies the expression of America
It is for people
of America's destiny.
of divers interests, people of business and
thought.

that

—
30

it

—
when her
to

tea

come

idol asked her to

—

home high up
Thames so that he
his

at

—

over the
could meet Peter in the

He smoked

flesh.

his pipe, she says,

and paced up and down, and
he told her how much he liked
her Peter and her Cinderella.
And then Betty won't say any

—

The shy

more.

man

old

little

and the shy little American girl
what a picture they must
have made together, in that
"It was
study over the river.

—

the second great experience of
my life," says Betty Bronson.

"And I don't want to spoil it
by talking about it!" Of course
the first great experience was
when

the great Barrie selected
unknown extra girl to
play his beloved Peter Pan.
She's a
Betty is like that.
there's somerare little person
thing so ethereal and rather
a

little,

—

of

leisure.

dressing

C[

of

in beauty of line

Yeah!

and of
Well, anyway,

I

She has a private

mooning.

fabric.

went

on

to

^

_

—

goes

Outwardly,

she's

a demure, somewhat
shy, palely pretty child,
barely out of her teens,

\

who

lives with her mother
and her grandmother and

her

fifteen-year-old-sister,

and makes motion pictures
for a living. But you feel
that there's much, much
more to Betty Bronson
than

She's a fairy-

that.

and I wish
some director or producer
would hurry up and realtale creature,

can give the
screen something that no
ize that she

other star can. Some philanthropist should endow
her.

never

has

Betty
able to

live

down

been
Peter.

picture that made her
a star, at the same time
her
blighted
effectually

The

career as an actress. There
was a succession of pic-

which any ingenue
You
could have played.
liked Betty in them but
somehow you vaguely resented her not playing

tures

%

She had tea with Sir James Barrie! Betty BranShe was too
son wouldn't talk about it much.
He's
thrilled.
Barrie means a whole lot to Betty.

Pan and his Sentimental Tommy and his Mary
Rose and she really owed her great chance in
pictures to him.
So you can imagine her feelings

It

just

it.

sacred to her.
He was her favorite author before
she ever dreamed she'd be playing his characters
on the screen. She worshipped him for his Peter

—make no

it.

that tiny head of

in

hers.

A

^

life

mistake about

a tea and saw some of the drawings and sketches
of this idea, sponsored by Harry Collins; and I'm
here to tell you that all Emotionism means to this
femme is grander and more gorgeous clothes!
Collins, long a famous Park Avenue couturiere,
has been lured away from his shops to direct
modern clothes for Fox films. He's been designing
dresses for famous stage stars for years, but this
will be his first experiment in the movies. He knows
his lines as few designers do, however; so he'll be
a success, Fm sure. He's been given carte blanche
by the company to garb its feminine stars, and the
stars, I believe, are to be instructed to wear what
Mr. Collins gives them to wear, whether they like
it or not.
They better like it! Harry Collins is
an intelligent man, singularly modest for one who
has been credited with more original ideas in dress
than any other designer in America. He likes to
take a gown of the Elizabethan era, for instance,
and adapt it for the use of the modern woman
retaining the best features of each!
His dresses do
not 'date' and he's proud of it. He made a dress
for Madge Kennedy, I think he said, five years ago;
he ran across the sketches for it the other day,
and decided to make it again.
good dress, says
Mr. Collins, is as good today as it was five or even
ten years ago.
I went right home and pawed around in an old
trunk and brought up something, but it didn't look
But then,
as good today as it did five years ago.

Harry Collins didn't make

you

that

can't ask her vulgar questions,
or pry into her private life.

Adolphe Menjou and Kathprobably
are
Carver
ryn
honey
by now
Paris
in

—

American women

her

about

spiritual

It

the

preaches

any

Peter

ducers
hole

the

how hard
'

Anna May Wong
her

way

star

in

ture

to

a
written

for her.

is

on

Berlin

to

UFA

pic

especially

elusive
their

more.

couldn't
girl

they

charm
efforts

box-office

Pro-

pidgeon-

no matter
tried.

Her

resisted all

to

make

a

flapper of her.

(Continued on page 100)
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THE WITTIEST
MAN IN THE

Bin

Screen Colony
Bj
WLartin Martin

C[Gone

is

days and

him

T

to oblivion.

his pets;

"nJhere were four of us engaged in a mild bridge game

the movie hero of other
Bill Powell's ridicule sent

Here's

Bill

with

and that ends one \ind

of publicity bun\.

Hollywood Athletic
Club and personalities were
the

at

being tossed across the table.
I forget how the subject came up but we were soon
arguing as to who was the wittiest man in Hollywood.
Three candidates were suggested, Wilson Mizner, John
Barrymore and William Powell.
Bill's supporters cited his classic retort to a visitor who
asked him what part he was playing in the BeeryHatton
picture.
If you read Screenland last month you know
Bill said: 'the

comedy

1

Cold

of

print,

course, does not per-

mit of conveying the
full piquancy of his
remarks. One misses
the trick of the lifted
eye-brow, the innuendo of tone and the

C[ Bill

pause before the

relief.

and

his

friends

Richard Barthelmess

and daughter.

Several days after this conversation I had lunch with
Bill at the Paramount studio restaurant.
At the next

thrust.

and a fairly well known heavy who
is eternally denouncing
motion picture reviewers.
Although other players had doffed their trappings, while
dining, our heavy still wore a cumbersome revolver which
was attracting the not unwelcome attention of a number

become a title writer?" I asked Bill.
"One doesn't speak dislooked at me quizzically.
respectfully of the dead."
If ever a man shunned an honor, Bill rebels at being
He absolutely
called the 'wittiest man in Hollywood.'
"To
refused to sparkle when I mentioned it to him.
"And if you tack it onto
begin with, I'm not," he says.
me, it will take me longer to live it down that it took Lew

table sat a title'writer

of tourists.

"Looking for critics?" I inquired innocently.
"No," he said. "A bullet kills much too quickly for
a critic. They should die of slow poison."
'"By the way"
Bill Powell leaned forward with a silky
smile
"When does your next picture open here?"

—

—

That's the
stroke

is

way

his wit.

Bill

The

tops them.
best of it

As
is

clean as a rapier

he never strains for

His mind immediately forms the retort that the
average man thinks of two hours after the occasion for
it has passed.

effect.

32

"What
drives a

on

man

earth
to

Bill

Cody
vamp.'

to

make people

forget he

"Think of the miserable
"What more

life

The

billed as a 'he

of an advertised wit," he
except being a

terrible fate

admonished.
great

was once

"

—

lover."

effervescent quality soon reasserted

"Dick Barthelmess and
admitted

Bill.

It

is

itself,

however.

are the closest of friends,"
The first time I
a strange story.
I

—
saw Barthelmess I hated him. I had gone to take my first
The ethics of the
screen test and was nervous about it.
stage are that

when anyone

watches him.

I

is

trying to get a part, no one

didn't realise this wasn't the case in the

"mm',

movies, so when he insisted on standing behind the camera
with a saturine look on his face, I burned up.
"A week later the director, meeting me at the Lambs

Club, offered me a part in The Bright Shawl.
" 'I want to enter motion pictures very badly, but of
all the people in the business it would have to be with that
heel,' I complained.
"Since then I have learned that Barthelmess expressed
the same feeling when told of my selection to play the part.
"The first time we met was on the boat to Cuba. It was
a rotten boat and there was nobody to talk to. On the first
He stopped.
night I met Barthelmess pacing the deck.
'Rotten boat, he said disagreeably.
I muttered.
1

"

1

"Want

to walk? he asked.
"I muttered again.
"We had made three complete circuits of the deck in
silence when Barthelmess slowed down before his state-room.
'Want a smoke?' he asked surlily.

"I muttered.

"So we entered the state'room and one
another until

it

was

really three days later

—smoke—

led to

when we came

out

again.

"Since then we've been great friends.
a
good cigar to dispel
misunderstanding."

—

like

There's nothing

William Powell in "The Last
Command.' His racing, mad'
menacing
thoughts
dening,
ma\e this sequence alive with

(T

action.

A.

Oh

no, I believe in

it all

but you have just stated

right,

the chief difficulty yourself.

Q. What do you mean?
in

A.
an

It is

too

much

Clever, what?
his

like living

institution.

To

appreciate

mental agility remember

we

were in a crowded restaurant,
where mutton comes faster than
mots.

In half a day on the set, one
could record dozens of verbal
lunges and parries in which

William Powell participates and

Which
interesting
as I

is

a

story,

remarked

very
but,

to Bill,

not very funny.
"I'm not trying to be
funny," he grinned.
So I suggested we
talk about marriage.
'"Let's not be morbid
please," he said.

But

almost invariably dominates.
I
heard Josef Von Sternberg, now
directing Powell and a ready wit himself, banteringly inquire:
"Do you
<C

Bill,

at

it

what I wormed out of
court record style.
Q. Have you ever been married?
A. Yes.
here's

ever expect to act in pictures?"

The great star
among his boo\s.

"Not under your direction," snapped Bill.
There never was a man more adept at limericks,
but most of them are not for mixed company. Bill convulses
his fellow workers a dozen times a day reciting his newest

the satirist,
again.

verse to a well

known theme.

Bill's epigrams:
"A favorable criticism
the truth accidentally written by a liar."
"A motion picture director is a man who hears no evil,
sees no evil and speaks no evil
of his own work."
As I have remarked, the tang of his wit is diminished
when detached from the circumstances giving rise to it
and the personality of the author. Bill is quite worried over
the whole matter.
"At least I've said nothing objection-

Here are two of

him presented

in con-

venient

—

?
Q. Did your wife mistreat or betrav vou
y
A. No.
Q. Well, why couldn't you get along together?
A. We were married.
Q. Am I correct in inferring then that you do not
"

believe in the institution of marriage?

is

able," he said.

Lew

Cody's

"I could have told a couple of stories

stories.

But

I

didn't.

—you remember the quotation,

say

I suppose you might
"
'He died for purity.'

33

Emil Jannings made
character parts
hero roles.

34

into

Q

You Mustn't Do That -Don't Do That --Have you met these
taboos? Some of the picture players have had to overcome

many

ridiculous

beliefs.

By

Helen
~Ludlam

Drawn

by

James Trembath

round and not flat, and
was a New
World somewhere in
the wilds of the Atlantic.
Because he dis-

that there

with the able
minds of the day who
could understand just
so much and no more,
and looked with skepticism upon anyone who
thought beyond them
he was declared a devil
and flung into irons.
But a woman's intuition and spiritual perception saved him.
Queen Isabella felt
agreed

(Continued cn page 92)

((

Anna May Wong
held

bac\

by

is
a,

mighty taboo. 'Who
will overcome it?

Grace
((

Marietta
told us
trip
about
her
around the world
and the picture
she made in the
Orient.

Lovely

Milliter

Ei

Sally

O Heil

and Mollie O'Day

about with various partners to the music of the radio.
flitted

Gantz. There we
found already a

P

ICTURE people seem to know
better than anybody in the
world what Sunday is for!"

number of guests
gathered, including Cecil De
Mille and his wife, Carmel

exclaimed

Myers,
Mojica

Sunday morning,

Patsy,

the

other

we

prepared to sally
forth to a whole day of calls that yet
would be no wear and tear on anybody
because everything would be so quietly
as

and nicely done.

As a matter of fact many of the picture folk go to church in the mornings,
but the afternoons and evenings are for

Rogers,

we

traveled over to the
Miramar Estates Country Club in the
heart of the wildly picturesque moun-

supposed to lavish her affecthese days
Emil Jannings and his wife and Ernst
Lubitsch and Mrs. Lubitsch.
is

—

tions

The
the

breakfast was served in
big glass-enclosed dining

Santa Monica, where beauSpanish and Italian villas and their
colorful estates dot the hillsides, and
winding roads uncoil through the green
country side.
Eduardo Raquello was taking us to

of the Club House,
which overlooks a wonderful
vista of valley and sea, and
the tables are on different

everybody

tains near

levels, so that

tiful

look at the view.

breakfast which Sydney Arundel
and Claire Windsor were giving for
Lois Weber and her' husband, Captain
the

36

Jose

grand opera
on whom Mary Garden

room

enjoyment.
Starting off

singer

Charles

— the

may

One jolly crowd at a table
adjoining ours included Carmel
({Leatrice

Joy

was having
charades

and

as\ed us
drop

in.

to

Myers,
Wind-

Claire
sor,

Buddy

Rogers and
some

others,

ance basque
yned by Dot
pale

a

into

flat

orchid
crepe

narrow

e

are

only

its

an evening one by taking out

the movable georgette sleeves.

A

smart ensemble is a lace
blouse and flat crepe or satin skirt
with coat of the same material and
I noticed that the favorite costume
for bridesmaids was the bouffant
skirt of variegated tulle.
wear, Loretta Young prefers
froc\ of cornflower blue
Piquot-edged petals of the satin
satin,
ma\e a charming frame for Loretta's
face and hands.

W^For street
this

attractive

EW SCREENPLAYS
Reviewed by

Rosa Reilly

C[ If

you need pep and
Martha

enthusiasm see

and Hugh

Sleeper
Trevor

'Skinner's

in

Big Idea.

1

alleviate her misery

And

by speaking.

then a schoolteacher

He

her.

says:

visits

"What have

offer your children? Of
course they are ashamed of you.
Can you read English?'
mother shakes her head,
ittle later you see them, the three
-aged couples going to school, learn'
read and write.
It is a revelation
them.
And then
the war breaks

you to

C[

WE AMERICANS
"E

Americans

A

own

old world ignorances scraped off of them,
these foreigners give their dearest posses'

But a pic
simple picture.
It makes
that will touch your heart.
you proud of your country. It gives you the
high and happy satisfaction of knowing that you belong
to the youngest and the strongest civilization in the world.
Every man, woman and child in America should see it.
Particularly those snobbish ones who speak so glowingly
of Europe without ever realizing or caring about the

The

own United

States.

with

three foreign families,
Russian, German and Italian, who emigrate to America
-ccking freedom from oppression, seeking warmth and
But sorrow touches them in this new land.
light and air.
As they grow older and their children come to manhood
and womanhood, they find they have lost touch with the
picture

starts

younger generation.
their

children.

folks go

And

out

They have nothing
regretfully

in

common with

they watch

the

young

on their separate ways.

Particularly fine was the story of the Russian couple,
George Sidney and Beryl Mercer. Their daughter, Patsy
Ruth Miller, leaves home and sets up a studio for herself.
The grief of the mother is beautifully enacted. She is
dumb, unknowing, unable to
like an animal in her pain

—

50

these foreigners with scarcely
layer of old world prejudices and

out.

ture

glories of their

And

the returning hoys with
only the memory of their

the

them.
to
comfort
Beryl Mercer and George
Sidney in 'We Americans.'

a good picture.

is

to

The Russian family watch

first

sions

to

their

new country

—they

send

their sons to war.

One

son,

Eddie

Phillips,

comes back without a

leg.

And

Beryl Mercer's son, George Lewis, never comes back.
It's a grand picture really.
It makes you know the true
meaning of patriotism, of loyalty. It makes you realize
what Voltaire said so long ago a man who is true to his
country has no need of ancestors. Patsy Ruth Miller learns
the beauty of that phrase when she becomes engaged to
John Boles, a blue-blooded New Yorker, who comes down
to her Ghetto home and takes her
unashamed of her hum-

—

—

ble heritage.

George Sidney does the

finest

in the Jean Hersholt class

now.

—

work

of his career.

He

is

Beryl Mercer makes you

because she doesn't.
Her 'mother' characterization
Patsy Ruth Miller was lovely and distinunsurpassed.
guished in every scene. And played with great emotional
They were all fine, down to the tiniest character
appeal.
Even the Swedish woman who had only a bit to
part.

cry
is

performed

do,

A
A

it

like

simple picture.

picture which

I

an artist.
But a picture

am

to

gladden the heart.

grateful for having seen.

CZAR IVAN THE TERRIBLE
A magnificent picture which drips blood

C[

You

will understand the
Russian Revolution after
you have seen 'Czar Ivan

the Terrible.'

and brains at every turn of the camera.
Heads hacked off at the drop of an eyelid. Butchery on
Adultery, deTorture succeeding torture.
butchery.
generacy, religious fanaticism cloaking a core of sensuality.
Intrigue,

jealousy,

other

vicious

in

hate,
circles

love,

lust,

across

of medieval Russia.

—

and
If you see this new film
you must see it for your own
development you will understand the recent Russian Revo-

—

You
how an

will

lution.

even

furiated people
could drag out
their pleasant
weak-minded Czar
and murder him
in

cold blood,

to-

gether with his
strong-featured
German wife and
their helpless

understand

oppressed and in-

piti-

(Tlf movement and
action are what
you crave Buc\

Jones in 'Branded
Sombrero' is for
you.

death

—pursuing

the snow-drenched

each
plains

ful

children.

was because of the

It

know he is dead. When you see a girl ravaged, you know
her virtue is forever lost.
No pink and white cherry
blossoms of sentimentality appear in this tragedy.
But
instead across the screen roar the realities of life, love,
hatred, death and eternal damnation.
Leonidoff of the Moscow Art Players interprets the role
of Czar Ivan. And there is no finer character work than
he
does.
Safnat
Askardva
enacts the role of the Tzarina.
And such a portrayal of lasciv-

despairs, the heart-

hundreds of years which rolled up
Finally
into a gigantic uncontrollable knot of torment.
bursting and shattering one-sixth of the world's area.
Really to understand this film you must go back to the
At that time Russia was overrun by the
Fifth Century.
Goths and the Slavs. For four hundred years they fought
aches, the tortures of

And then
themselves.
seeing the futility of ever governing each other, they sent
among

ever to Scandinavia and asked

wide-mouthed pasyou have never witnessed.
Klukvin, the young peasant
who wanted to fly is marvelous.
ious, sensual,

sion

Accordingly three
brothers journeyed to Russia
and took over this business of
Soon these three
government.
for

help.

Inspired almost

were followed by their faithful
nobles.
So once again the
Gothic Slavic Russians were

his eyes.

A

with
color,

many
the

clotted

nationalities all the

barbarism,

the

pas-

sions of the East.

This then was the heritage
Czar Ivan the Terrible who
reigned over Russia in the latter
half of the Sixteenth Century.
What a monster he was with
of

his tall,

his

serf girl, Fima, is just

would

expect,

a

what

young,

—

beloved.
C[

and

little

you

of a torture machine
this betrothed who falls and dies without ever once possessing his

gross body, his thick,

dirty fingers,

the light in
Garrel, as the

is

clumsy country girl treading
her way from stable to kitchen
and back again, with no thought
in her mind of kingly cruelties,
but with" a prayer on her lips
for her marriage day with her
betrothed,
Nikita.
This betrothed who falls through a
trap door and dies in agony
upon the many-toothed prongs

tinged with another blood.
little later from the east, the
Tartars swept, conquering and
Passing
killing as they went.

on to a country already

And

glorious,

Leonidoff,

Art

the

of

Players,

Moscow

gives a

TRAGEDY OF YOUTH

mag'

would
Now listen here, all you
nificent characterization of
crush the throat of a man and
young misunderstood wives,
the Czar Ivan the Terrible.
then march solemnly into Mass
there's only one sure cure for
without even bothering to wipe
an indifferent husband and
Even as he crossed himself his hands were
that's a little portion of saucy competition.
his hands.
Every husband in his heart holds with that old adage: 'What's the
crusted with blood.
But he was more than a monster.
He was a clever business man too. From England he use of chasing a street car after you've caught it?' And
summoned nobles to buy his flax and to see the wonders every husband in the world freshens up considerably and
He enlarged his borders, fought his visits the florist when another man commences to admire
of his country.
enemies, ravaged his loves, swilled his 'wines, hogged his
the girl wife.
Of course, you've got to be clever and
foods, scalded his jesters, and strangled his wife.
subtle with this competition stuff.
Don't lay it on too
thick or you're apt to find yourself holding the bag with
Nothing was sacred from his pudgy, profane hands.
Not even the beautiful love of the little serf girl, Fima, friend husband hopping the fast train for Reno. Moderasearching

eyes.

Ivan

.

for Nikita, the inventor, a peasant lad who even in those
days built himself a little airplane, a set of wings which

permitted him to

fly slight

distances across the

snowy

fields.

Nothing frightened the Monster-Czar but the old nobility of Russia, the old Bojars they were called, who lived
in princely splendor while their serfs starved and hungered
and died.
A bloody, merciless saga this picture is and yet, I
think it is one of the most intelligent films that was ever
made. It is a milestone in the moving picture, marking

—

an achievement of realism over phantasy. You never for
one second doubt the truth of the scenes that flash before
your eyes. When you see a man's head hacked off, you

Announcement

tion in

all

things, dears.

telephone has just rung and the boy friend says
he's detained at the office on important business and can't
get home for dinner, for Heaven's sake, dry your eyes,
powder your nose and go out to see that new picture
Tragedy of Youth. This film will show you just what to
do and how to do it to regain that school girl popularity.
Only, of course, I wouldn't advise you to go as
far as Patsy Ruth Miller did and get rid of the husband
This picture will hand you a great little laugh.
entirely.
And do you know there's one thing I've noticed about
this life tragedy can't generate and grow in a home where
So let's
(Com. on page 90)
there's plenty of laughter
If the

—

:

SCREENLAND

BOW the most popular
CLARA
one of her
July a

girl in all

fans.

The

July issue

the world will offer through

gift is

now on

Screen land

way from Hollywood and
contest are, we are advised

its

gift to
for
the photographs of Miss Red Hair taken especially for this
by our West Coast representative, the most attractive pictures that Clara has ever had
You
Perhaps the reason for this is the spirit in which she makes this offer.
taken.
see,' said

52

Clara, 'my love goes with

it.'

BARRY

NORTON'S

good work in What
Price Clary and The Legion of the Condemned won for him a part in Murnau's 4
Devils.
/'lioiojjrafWi

by Auircy

mm

DOROTHY

SEBASTIAN

engaged to
Director Clarence Brown but he isn't
going to direct her in Our Dancing Daughters.
Photograph by Rulh Harriet Louise
StRffniAKOS

is

—

—

—

Thursday evenings and
Saturday matinees at the Civic
Repertory Theatre, creaks even
more. He finds Le G.'s Hedda
a little more modern than the
play warrants. Second to none
in our respect for the aged pre
fessor, we venture to disagree.
Here, we thought, was an exible

traordinarily fine presentation of
If she
Ibsen's neurotic heroine.

wears short

long, the

skirts or

distinction to us

is

totally un'

People had libidos,
important.
are reliably informed, even

we

when

petticoats

were a

non of feminine
existed,

we have

neously

with

qua
Ennui

sine

apparel.

read, simulta-

and

corsets

bicycles.

And
duffer

—

to

be fair to the old

Ibsen, not Woollcott

his tale creaks a bit, it is
only that we have heard too
You
often his climatic lines.
strain a bit, as the third act nears its close, waiting for
the pistol shot that Hedda fires, and you are impatient for
Surprise no
the Judge's 'People don't do such things.'
longer exists for you. But the shrewd lines and situations
remain as true today as they did when the Scandinavian
And as true as they will
cut loose on a startled world.
still be, life being what it is, a hunderd years from now.
So, if we were you, we'd run down to Fourteenth Street
Le Gallienne we thought perfect as
for a thrilling time.
the Hedda; but Leyssac's Tesman and Alma Kruger's Aunt
Julia are not so far behind as spring after winter.
if

Nora Bayes

is

'The Three Musketeers,'

you

will

find

beauty and grace.

was conauditor
cerned, might as well
have been in Sanskrit or French.

Only,

by hearsay, did we

know
was

the

tongue

English, but the

enunciation

was

lousy. Yes,

gone, and the cause of decent enunciation
best-loved apostles.
sold our first

you heard us.
What John Gay's
little
grand
show
needs is to be produced by people who
know the difference between opera and

We

its

find

Harriet Hoctor, now
premier danseuse of

The Beggar's Opera
has lost one of

you

VJherever

song to Nora, so we had a good excuse for listening to her
more often than most. Others may have lived who showed
more gold in their voices none ever gave her audiences a
better break.
Whether you sat in the front row of the
orchestra or in the last row of the
balcony, you knew every word that
Nora uttered. And it was the gab
lery, as always, that made her a

—

pantomime.

Volpone

goddess.

pays some tribute to
In a month
such old masters as Shakespeare, Ibsen and

Nora was not only insistent that
everybody hear her.
She was artist

John Gay, there are

that

enough to know the difference between the oral and the written word.
Any tough combination of consonants
she picked on immediately as unsing-

And

able.

if

Nora

couldn't sing

it,

to Austria to America
and what a worthwhile thing has come
from this melting pot!

and yet might prove deceptive to the
ear, so that they formed a wrong image, were out.
Nora, in brief, knew
what she wanted; which is why her
audiences knew that they wanted

What, you may

C[ Tsjew

ask,

has this to

laurels left

From England

you what you could do with
And even words that sang well,

Nora.

some

Here is his Volpone, presented by the
Guild, and coming to us through a strange
Here is Ruth Langner's
route, indeed.
revision of Stephan Zweig's adaptation.

she told
it.

still

over for old Ben Jonson.

Tor\

gladly

welcomed

Margaret Lawrence fresh
from a tiumphant Austratour,
'The Belian
in
havior of Mrs. Crane.'

do with the revival of The Beggar s
Opera?
Well, we saw it the other
night, sitting in the fourth row and
on the aisle, as becomes a critic. And out of the twoscore songs, we caught the words and the meaning of
only one.
The music was lovely, the lines delightful
but the lyrics?
Who knows? The Opera, so far as this

Here, with a glorious cast, is Jonson's
sardonic sneer at the whole pack of animals
From
that make up the human race.
Volpone, the Fox, to Canina, the Bitch,
here is his bitter caricature of the world as
and the world
the world as it was
it is

—

—

A

bitter pill, my
always will be.
lords, for those who think the race makes
progress, but a pill worth swallowing.
does it lightly, the venom remains.
Guild
And if the
Lunt, Digges, Westley, Gillmore, Leigh, Cossart and
Carnovsky are at their best in what must be ranked among

as

it

the finest things in town.

6?

CHATTER

from
Hollywood
Bj/

Martin Martin

old Biograph days, Griffith directed all
of Mary's films. Mrs. Pickford specially
asked to be taken to the theatre so she

could

see

at

least

one

more of

his

pictures.

'

NE

of

the
in

stories

Charles Rogers ta\es a close
up of KLancy Carroll on the
'Abie's Irish Rose' set.

most
the

I was interested to hear from Griffith
that he discovered the 'fadeout' while
making The Last of the Mohicans with

Mary

Pickford and

beautiful
history

of

motion pictures was the devotion between Mary Pickford and her mother.

The death
saddened us

Mrs. Pickford has
She
Hollywood.

of
all

in

was universally respected as well as
Back in the old days, D.
W. Griffith tells me, Mary and her
mother were the same as they have
been since Hollywood knew them.

beloved.

remember Mrs. Pickford once
me an instance of this close
bond," Griffith said. "She and Mary
had had a little tiff such as happens
"I

related to

all

tn

families.

They parted

for the

night in not quite the usual friendly
affectionate

mood.

"It began to rain hard during the

evening and by midnight there was a

downpour.

In the worst of the storm,
Mrs. Pickford told me, she heard the

door bell ring. Getting up, she went
downstairs and
discovered
it
was

[£

A

lighting

effect

Dolores

stein.

her home
this was after Mary's marriage to
Owen Moore the daughter had come to make up with her mother.
When they parted again an hour later, the tiff was forgotten.
"I think that is a sweet story, don't you?" Griffith asked.
As I write, everyone is so upset at the United Artists studio that
nothing is certain about Doug and Mary's future plans.
I believe
Doug will postpone starting his sequel to The Three Mus\eteers for
about three months now. This probably means that he and Mary
will go away somewhere so she may rest and forget for a while.
There is need for Mary to rest. It has been months since I have
About six weeks ago, while driving down
seen her at the studio.
the long paved road by the ocean, I saw Mary and her mother in
the Fairbanks car. Mrs. Pickford was wrapped warmly and looked ill
even in the brief moment I saw her.
% Clyde Coo\ must
One of the last motion pictures Mrs. Pickford

and

saw was Griffith's Drums of Love. The picture
was being previewed at a beach theatre. In the

H

Mary.

—
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All the

Costello

way from

—

be getting

tall

at

'Warner Brothers
studios.

worthy of EisenHelene

Costello,

their mother.

Owen

Moore.

—

—
"For a long time," he

had complained of the abruptness
We were just about
Mary and Moore were standing on a
"I

relates,

of the endings of the motion pictures of the day.

—

through with the Cooper novel
when I got an idea.
knoll
"Taking a cigar box, we arranged it so that by closing the lid we
could shut the light out gradually from the camera.
"When we saw the result on the screen, the fadeout had been invented."
Griffith also was the first to use miniatures and to shoot through a
frame of painted glass. Do you remember the burning of Richmond in
The Birth of a J^ationl That was one of the first miniatures ever used.
Griffith had tried the idea out in a few smaller pictures but never on

—

this scale.

Not only

miniatures but shots through

painted

glass

were used in

Intolerance, he says.
"I was very lax in patents," he confessed.

"Every time ± use a fadeout now I have to pay a certain amount for a device, the original idea
of which was mine."

—o

-

manner the rumor got out

In some

England

considering offering a

is

title

this

month

in

Hollywood

to Charlie Chaplin.

that

Despite an

denial by the British Government and embarrassed disclaimers
from Charlie the report enjoyed wide vogue.
As is usual in such cases, even the details of the matter had been
worked out. Charlie would go to England to make pictures and the
Charlie points out with considerable
knighthood would be his reward.
reason that he has invested a fortune in his studio here and is tied up
by motion picture contracts with United
Artists, so he can't very well leave, even
if he wants to.
official

Cf

Kent and
Dorothy Gulliver on

Barbara
the

new
The "Woman

Talmadge's
ture,

never

pic-

Dis-

he

want

a

from

little

the

backthis des-

King

But

cription.

through

I

Palm

is

very cryptic about
of the

story

have

Holly-

a

wood background.
says
to

went
an

it,

a

Colleen
got back
at

rest

subject

looked startled. It was
Charlie Chaplin.
"Will I do?" asked
the comedian.

Charlie

write

to

but from its title, Yes, I
wouldn't be surprised if
it turned out to

ground stepped a man

who answered

a

She

assistant director.

the

tried

Springs and she confesses
to have tried her hand at
authorship.

with an overcoat,"
exclaimed to an

From

the

was talking to
Moore after she

Henry King was
"I

Cali-

story for the movies.

scrutinizing a group of
extras.

S.

Join

S.

Wavy!

puted.

man

U.

fornia.

An insight into the character of Chaplin is to be had in the following incident
which occurred on the set of Norma

Colleen

its

for sale

the

highest

bidder.

extra

—o

•

whose scene may never
emerge from the cutting room although it
likely

is

to

for

Some

at

check was
$5
out to Charlie

made
for

his

services

as

Albert
for

National
convince

me

Arthur

Lake

studio
that
is

big hit in Harold
Teen.
By the
time
you read

De Mond
The Buc\

this

Privates "I'm gonna be
married and
as ner-

Arthur pro-

bably will be in
the midst of Fox's

Em

vous as a pullet about to lay

the First

going to make a

atmosphere.

writes

I

room

projection

pur-

poses of exploitation.

A

rushes

have seen in the

its

first

Perhaps you and I are the only
two people in the world who have

Edna Marion shows

picture

June

and likely will you
that Universal made Fox agree to pay
$25,000 if Lake is killed or permanently injured in any of the air scenes.

us what is smart for
a creation of satin,
tulle and lace, fashioned on the boujfant
lines.
The tight basque bodice is of ivory
satin, finished with a yo\e and sleeves of
real lace. The s\irt has deep tiers of tulle.
brides.

It

is

It

on

commercial

aviation.

interested me,
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G[

Dolores

Conrad
ma\ing

'Tenderloin.''

now

Right
Arthur

Costello and
Kiagel while

flat,

but
of

I

saw

a

taking
flying lessons along
with
Sue Carol

shot

who

orded a full depth
and brilliancy
without any reflec-

is

lead

in

the

projection room
and the film rec-

will play the

feminine

it

in

the picture.
o

—

tion or distortion.

Fineman
Paramount start-

Bernie
at

Here's one by
George Marion, Jr.

me with

the
declaration that
the biggest part of
led

Partners
Crime.
for

the year has been

awarded
absolute

"It was an underworld law that
jangs should not

an

to

in

unknown.

turned out to
be Jewel Barnes, a
elephant
six ' ton

molest the sporting

who

(Sing Sing '08.)"

It

a

is

the

store of
Mortimer Mertort
s;oods

part of

cast

in

Adolphe Menjou's

Super

of

the

Cayety.

Rich and her
daughters Frances and

C[ Irene

We

who

pay

jane.

our sixtyfive cents and settle down to
enjoy the story and acting of a motion
picture,
ies

scarcely ever

realize

of the smallest item in

the difficul-

making the

film.

voices insured.

For instance, with all the years I have
spent around the studios I didn't know
until

this

month

that the secret of

If

how

On page 91 there is an item about
the $25,000 policy on the original Harold
Lloyd horn-rimmed glasses.
These are
only two of the many freak policies in

diamond has long baffled
cameramen.
John Nickolaus, head of the Metrolaboratory,

tells

me

that

pinpoints of li^ht from the facets of the
stone almost invariably have caused 'fog
or halation in the film.

they were too hoarse to talk they

collected.

to photograph a

Goldwyn-Mayer

The business
acumen of Joseph
M. Schenck neglects
nothing.
While the members of the United Artists were preparing
for the nationwide radio broadcast which
you undoubtedly will have heard long before you read this, Schenck had all their

Hollywood.

1

((The

old

clipper

ship used in Ra-

Dolores Del Rio is back from Mexico
with
an exciting story of near shipwreck
picture 'Across to
off the coast of her native land.
She was
Singapore."
with Edwin Carewe's company on location for Revenge.
The yacht Carewe
light away from the stone instead of into the center of
chartered went aground off Mazatlan, but the only
the lens.
casualty was one camera which was swept overboard.
I
To the naked eye the new stone appears dull and think Dolores looks a great deal better and happier since

With Cedric

Gibbons, art director for
the studio, John designed a special stone
this month, cutting so that plane surfaces
predominated, in this manner reflecting

68

mon J^ovarro's

—

—
government mail and eventually saved up enough to buy a ranch in
Washington. Jack used to be a stunt man, did you know that? He
was nearly killed jumping his horse off a fifty foot cliff into the Sacramento River.

What

with Edwin Carewe looking for 100 bears and Metro-Goldwynmany kangaroos as they can get, it's a wonder an expedition
isn't formed to hunt these animals in their native haunts.
Eddie is going to use the bruins in Revenge, which originally was Konrad Bercovici's story. The Bear-Tamer 's Daughter.
M.G.M. is planning to build a story for Tim
McCoy around the climax of a kangaroo hunt in
Australia.
It's a very hard thing
the kangaroos, however.
to find

Mayer

for as

The

circuses refuse to

loan theirs

on the ground that the California

€[

Mary Duncan

climate isn't healthy for the animals.
the first kick I ever heard from
man or beast, but everything's got
It's

gets

her brea\ in Murnau's '4 Devils.'

to start sometime.

she returned from this little trip. WorkThe Trail of 98 and
ing on two pictures
B.a?nona
at the same time was a pretty
heavy strain on her. We're all glad to

It's

that

—

her

see

Dolores

back.

is

a

Hollywood.

know why but for some time I
Bill Desmond as a sort
has-been in the movies. You never

don't

I

What

have thought of
of a

see his pictures in the big first

and

in a city

it

is

easy

to'

lot

money!

of

But

has to
worry. They saved it as they made
it.
It's a pity everybody in Hollywood don't do the same thing
including me.

run houses

forget about the

me, and shows the letters to
his fan mail still runs to
1,000 letters a week. That shows how far I was
wrong. Universal will make a serial with Bill
as soon as the studio reopens. They will call
it The Mysterious Rider.

girls

tells

prove

that

it,

One

rainy afternoon this

—

month

—

yes,

Lilyan
able

on hand to

it

may have

is

its

a valu-

draw-

While she was engaged in a fast
game at the home of Norma

tennis

Talmadge,
slipped
(C

Tola
a

D'Avrii

First

Lilyan

and sprained

her ankle so severely

?ia-

tional \ic\- that she had to give
up a role in a picerette.

Beer/.

California

thing,

is

while exercise

backs.

we do

Did you know that he ran away from home when
he was only 16 to become caretaker of elephants for
Ringling Brothers? Or that he competed

Tashman

state that

have them- in California a half dozen of us
Were sitting in the publicity office of the Paramount
My eye lit upon the biography of Wallace
studio.

in

a

one of these

neither

other smaller theatres.
Bill

hurled at movie people.

Constance Talmadge tells me she
turned down $100,000 for a ten
week's tour on the Orpheum Circuit while Virginia Valli refused a
similar offer of $30,000.

in

favorite

money

staggering, really, the

is

Don Gillum

ture.

Teddy

roadraces against

and other drivers of that calibre? Or that Wallace once was a bariOf course
tone in musical comedy?
you know that his first film part was
a Swedish housemaid in a two-reel
comedy, but did you know that he took
a company of actors to Japan to make
motion pictures or that he once was
western representative of Essanay picTetzdaff

tures at Niles, California?

The biography of Jack Holt was right
underneath that of Beery.
Here are
some interesting things about him: He
is the great, great grandson of Chief
Justice John Marshall, the finest legal
mind this country has produced. His
first

job

check
of the

as

dump

a

civil

engineer

was to

carts during the building

Hudson River

tubes.

He went

to

Alaska with a surveying crew,

became

\eaving
his

i

stran-

ded, got a job packing

Mix

C[Tom

for

Argen-

ting

Jv£n

,

ture.
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the
so

half hour of the

first

that there

film

or

didn't

first

day's shooting

have to be any waste

any days of re-taking

mount back!

to

Para-

set

No

wonder everyone in every
over Hollywood can only say about

studio

all

Mary

Brian

—

she the sweetest kid that

'Isn't

ever lived?'
*

*

Marie Prevost
bleached her
hair

to

a

he
1

'Godless Girl.

Photograph by
Melbourne Spurr

*

*

9BOe 124 and Santa Ana,
6BVX, RD4, Bx 314 —Red Head
Bow has asked me to write you a little

Columbia, Mo.
Calif.

Clara
message

to tell you that she received the
radio note, to say that it thrilled her 'to
death' and tickled her 'just heaps,' and to be
let you know that you are to hear
from her the moment she feels a bit better
and well enough after her operation to tend
to her correspondence.
She does want you
to know, though, that she received it and

sure to

that

when

gave her very much joy at a time
joy was a most welcome thing.
From
Clara, then
thanks a

it

—

million!

HEY

A

SAY

good

very

of
PAIR
almost
legs
looking
caused a riot in Holly

wood

this

month.

It

me by the colored
gentleman who runs the shoe

was

told to

stand

shine

in

the

Two-tone beards, ac
cording to Lane Chandler, will have to be
the style in Hollywood!

He

has had to
whiskers grow

for
if

on him I don't know
what you would call it.
His mustache, and the
field

of stubble

part of his face
a

distinct

red

color,

Marion of Hollywood

Evidently it was
or stockings.
to at least one of the dancers, for
about nine o'clock, according to

news

bambino rushed into the
hopped up into the chair,
and oh my! oh me! called for a shave of
a little

barber-shop,
the

legs.

that

Sam

Of

course,

I'm

not

will never get over

it,

saying

but he

swears he will never, never be the same
again!

You know

sweet

— and
her—who

Mary

knows how sweet Mary Brian

no one
really

is

do know
is playing in Ray Hatton and Wally Beery's
newest comedy? Doubtless you've seen
hair flowing, and with
pictures of her
raggedy clothes of the mountaineer
type. Mary doesn't wear shoes or stockings for her picture, either, and when you see the great bruises on her right
leg and ankle, be sure not to think that it is just 'put on,' 'cause it's real and
as real as it can possibly be. They only pulled her down the cellar stairs for
the picture, and- the only 'kick' Mary has is a rejoicing that it happened during
until they

—
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(['How that the tal\ing movies
are

loo\ing

for

talent

and William
Hall
]ames
Austin come out in the open
with

their

natural

gifts.

is

lightish

shoes

Sambo,

all

around the upper

died a-laughing! It seems that
dancing
there was a ballet
sequence in progress for one
of the current films, and the fair ladies
had to dance in short ballet skirts, sans

at

a

you

wouldn't vow it is trying to play a good trick

By

barber-

shop where it happened, and
before he had told me half the
story I thought he would have

and

'picture,'

let his

and

—
then, just as if a line had been drawn and someone
had taken a brush and some paint, the entire lower

Imagine his
part of the whiskers are coal black.
embarrassment when all the girls think he is dyeing
It's almost as bad as the
his eight days' growth!
way he is accused of having his hair marcelled.
*

*

^:

*

Whilst tripping the light fantastic at the famous
Cocoanut Grove the other night, whom did I spy as
we waltzed by the tables but young Ricardo Cortez,
returned from his trip abroad and seeming happy
Looked slick,
as could be to be back again among us.
No, Alma Rubens wasn't there
too, in his nice 'tux".
and it seemed like a case of business, because there
were just four of them at the table all men and
they were deeply engrossed in talk almost every minute

—

of the time.
And by the
there without

way

—

—Evelyn Brent was

C[

Gary Cooper.

friend

Over' a baseball picture.

though, it's all right!
Gary, of the deep blue eyes, assured
me that it was merely a business- be-

us were there at all.
But now he brandishes a
spoon, and eats alone, and has a line of talk
that almost puts his after-dinner speaking Dad
to shame.
I've warned him already that he

fore-pleasure affair.

other day
She asked
me why it was she couldn't get a
chance to have a scenario read that
received

I

from a

Richard
'Knocking 'Em

assisting

right,

all

It's

Mi\e Donlin is
Dix to ma\e

a

little girl

she had. written,

the

letter

had better begin practicing up on polo, because
Pop Sills won't have much use for him if he
can't gallop the field like all young Lochinvars

in Indiana.

and how

it

should.

happened

from most of the studios, a submitted manuscript came back unopened. I wonder how many of you
who have had the very same trouble,
happened to read in the papers this
month about the trouble Mary Pickford is having right now because a
writer accused Mary of receiving her
manuscript, of returning it as unthat

usable,

Here's something I'd like to
about Connie Talmadge
lier?
Why, about three years
seeing them together all over

What

Los Angeles

([Molly O'Day who sup'

and

Shepherd
Come."

of

theatres,

studios,

Then Connie had

dancing,

sports

go and spoil
everything by getting married to someone else
and not even giving us a chance to think. Now

ported Barthelmess so
wonderfully in his greathim
est
hit
with
is
in
again
'The Little

and of then going ahead and

—

see settled, too!

and Buster Colago I remember
Hollywood and

parties.

to

here they are, going together again, and making
us wonder right over again if Connie is ever
going to be Mrs. William Collier, Jr.
Well, maybe it's their own business,
and we ought to keep strictly out of
it,
but it would be kind of nice to
know, wouldn't it?

Kingdom

Guess who
day just to say
mother!

little

ner

had
and

called
'hello?'

Yessir,

me up the other
Warner Baxter's
I have met War-

—

the first time I
the day before
seen him in four or five months
had told him how well he looked.

told his Mom about it,
immediately called me up
to thank me for making them both feel
happy.
I give up
you simply cannot

Warner had
and

C[

beat

My

they have decided that the only thing to do is
to not read any manuscripts which are submitted to
them.
Too bad, isn't it, the way things have to be
so

worked?
*
If

*

young Kenyon

Sills

*

*

doesn't quit growing

I

see

no

other alternative but that I'll have to have the law on
him! Why, just the other day, it seems like he was wearing great long baby dresses and lying in his crib, gazing

round the

ceiling

like

as if

he didn't

know

Mom

—

Real thoroughbreds in
and Saddles.'
'Silks
Richard Walling up.

using that writer's idea as the basis for
Best Girl 7
There's the answer in a nut shell. The producers simply
cannot take a chance on getting into such legal scrapes,

and

his

the rest of

these

Moms!

I
agree absolutely with Anna Q.
Nilsson that hers is the most mis-spelled name in the
Anna says that it is either spelled with two
movies!

S's

and two

L and two

L's,

S's,

or

two

but the

L's

and one

S,

last syllable 'sen*

or,

rightly,

one

instead of 'son.'

So, all you folks who want to write her over at First
National for a picture of herself, here's the way to remember it. You know the first name Nils very well, like this
fellow Nils Astor; then you know how to spell what your

Dad

your brother-son. After that, you merely put
first Nils and the son, and presto, you have
Anna Q's name Nilsson. There you are step right up
to the head of the movie spelling class.
calls

together that

—

—
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know

you

yourself

that

Monte's going to get back
here from those South Sea
Islands

in

opening

if

time

for

that

he has to swim

ocean."
bet your sweet life
he will, and I'm telling you
the place around here can't
get to seem the same with
the

"You

him away."

And

there

you have

it!

Monte Blue has gone and
left

them for a few months,

and

they can't get along
without him! From the boy

who

lets me in at the front
gate to the old fellow who
lets me out of the back lot,

they are simply talking about
((

the

The Dodge Brothers

hired help for broadcasting.
Mr. A. K. Schoepf, Mr. Fairbanks, Mr. Schenc\,
Mrs. Del Rio, Mr. Barrymore, Mr. Chaplin, Mr.
Griffith

day when Monte

return.

Pretty

missed like that,

and Mrs. Schenc\.

Dorothy Dwan is certainly what I would call a wise little
Dorothy has inherited some money, and she has at the
same time put Satart far away from behind her so that he
cannot push her into the great automobile salons, or the
acre!

tempting jewelers'
in real estate,
it

stores.

Wise

little

and there the money,

doubtless doubles

She has invested

Ah, Dorothy, would

itself.

as sensible could be!
*

acre!

will rest, untouched, until

*

*

that

we

all

*

Something very interesting has been called to

my

attention

month regarding a dark-haired, young Hollywood actor
whose real name is Robert McKinney, but who goes by the
screen name of Russell Ritchie.
Doubtless you have read a
great deal about this romantic bandit, 'Billy, the Kid,' whose
gun carried many a notch of death, and on whose head was
placed a tremendous reward.
Have you heard that MetroGoldwyn has bought the screen rights to the life story of this
adventuresome 'Kid,' and that they are to make just as adventhis

turesome and thrilling a motion picture production out of

Oh,

it?

and the funny part of it, or the coincidence is, I
should say, that this young Hollywood actor's Dad is one of
the two men who finally succeeded in capturing the poor,
misguided, 'Billy, the Kid.' I happened to meet the actor a day
or so ago, and he tells me that when he was a tiny boy nothing
pleased him better than to listen to his Dad's stories leading
up to The Kid's capture; to hear how they captured him a
number of times, only to have him escape, and then to take
yes,

in every

word

of the tale of

how

the youthful bandit's last

words were regret that he should have been caught with his
hat and boots off, hiding away in the home of his sweetheart.
You have to hand it to Hollywood always bringing forth
some dark horse to make them ever more picturesque than

—

they already are!
*
figured

that

the

*

*

*

over at Hal Wallis' Warner
Brothers studio was just that the place has been practically
closed down these last four months, with scarce a production
going on, and making everything and everybody rather restless and a bit uneasy.
But still, with picture after picture
starting, and people breezing around full blast, there remains
that feeling of unrest exactly as it was two months ago. Then,
all of a sudden, I rounded Stage Number Eight, and caught
the following conversation between two set watchmen:
"Well," said the pleasant looking grey-haired one, "Have
you heard for sure whether he will be back in time?"
"I can't say that I've heard definitely yet, but, of course,
I
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trouble

C[

Thelma Todd and a ]oshua
tree

not

with

the porcupine

to

be

confused
bush.

nice

will

to

isn't it?

be

I suppose Tatty' Joe Cobb of the Hal Roach Rascals
has heard and read so much about stars getting temperamental that he figured he could get away with it, too!
Director Bob McGowan had it all fixed for Joe to give
away a Shetland pony at some Los Angeles function, and
when the day arrived, Joe said he positively just like that!
positively couldn't miss a football game for no ponies
nor nothing.' The good-hearted Bob didn't say a word,
and sure enough Fatty didn't show up to give the pony
away. Next day at the studio McGowan introduced Fatty
to another young feller just as fat, if not a little more
so, than Fat himself, and casually remarked, Tour understudy.'
Joe stood it as long as the few years of him was
able to and then he went over to Director McGowan.
'Honest, Mr. McGowan, I didn't mean to get so tem-

—

—

gotta admit a good acter's

bound

show some temp'rment,

to

promise not to do it again.'
What could Bob McGowan say?

but

I

As a matter of fact,
he sent the other fat boy away and didn't say a thing,
which, in my opinion, is one of the explanations of why
he has been so successful with that gang of Hal Roach

L

Won't you send that other actor away, 'cause
p'r'merttal.
he hasn't got my 'sperience in the movies, and anyhow,
You
after Christmas I uxpec' to be much fatter'n him.

Rascals.

*

%

Figures may come and figures may go, but I think I'd
pretty near satisfied with one like the fair Mae
Murray's. Mae has been tripping the light fantastic this
month at the Metropolitan Theatre, and while she was
there, more gentlemen tripped and almost fell trying to
get a front seat in the house than I've seen in a long, long
time. Many folks deny that gentlemen prefer these blonde
creatures of loveliness, but after Mae's demonstration out
here I'm inclined to agree with the innocent little Lorelei
feel

Lee.

^OT
TALK
from

Hollywood
New York office of DougFairbanks and Mary Pickford announce the postponement of production on the
new Fairbanks picture owing to plans
of Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks for a two
months' stay abroad.
They will sail

T

'njhe
las

New

The strain and
the S. S. Saturnia.
shock of their recent bereavement in the loss of Mrs.
Fairbanks' mother has told upon them severely and the
trip is projected in the hope of benefit from the rest and

from

York on

change of environment. After their return to Hollywood,
production will be resumed on Mr. Fairbanks' sequel to
The Three Mus\eteers.

<C

Dolores Del Rio's
next picture will

be 'The Red
Dancer of Moscow.' It is a revolutionary picture
and that goes as
it

lays

:j:

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Barbara Kent will play the
juvenile leads in Columbia's Modern Mothers, the dramatic story of a famous actress whose publicity-made
past comes up to haunt her future.
The only other
player selected so far is Helene Chadwick, who has been
chosen to play the mother role. Fairbanks and Miss Kent
are classed among the screen's leading juveniles and have
appeared in some of the outstanding productions of the
past year.
Although comparative newcomers to pictures,
they have a following equal to the biggest stars
$

The

%

H:

Hollywood studios
were transformed into tropical gardens and beach stretches
this week, for After the Storm, the George B. Seits
production which stars Hobart Bosworth and features
Eugenia Gilbert and Charles Delaney. The locale of the
story is divided between a three-masted schooner and the
town of Singapore. The picturesque and notorious port
studio grounds of Columbia's

The

home

of

Dolores Del Rio
in

the

Mexican
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I

*

his wife,

additions to a

*

*

Agnes Pat McKenna.

These are the latest
splendid line-up of plays and novels by
famous authors recently secured by this company. Among
them are The Twelve Pound Loo\ by Sir James M. Barrie;

and

lot under the direction of Bosworth himself. The veteran actor has circled the globe
more than once on old tramp steamers and clipper ships
and is an authority on the harbor cities of the world.

was reproduced on the

Ramsey Milholland by Booth Tarkington; The Indiscretion of the Duchess by Sir Anthony Hope; The Gun
Runner by Arthur Stringer; The Luc\ of Geraldine Laire
by Kathleen Norris; The Yellow Passport by Abraham
Schomer; Put and Ta\e by Edmund Goulding; Helen of
London by Sidney Gowing;
The Floating College by

Ben Lyon's contract with First National has been taken
over by Howard Hughes, president of Caddo Productions
(United Artists).
For some time, it is said, Caddo Productions have
planned to place Mr. Lyon
under contract after his
agreement
National
First

~

.

3-

his

work

good

in

Tom

de-

Angels,
cided not to wait but made
arrangements to take over
the contract immediately.
talented

young

completed Clothes

Woman,
*

The
the

camera

\ow

Fleming once
for Douglas

he

a
just

is

mother is a widow, as is that of
Dove, Blanche Mehaffey, Joan Crawford, Gertrude

Astor, Madge Bellamy, Mary Pickford, Lillian Gish,
Gloria Swanson, Lois Moran, Margaret Livingston, Elinor
Fair, Janet Gaynor, George Lewis, Warren Kerrigan and

Robert Armstrong.

"The fact that a child has no father to provide spending
money as the playmates have, early in life teaches the
frugal spirit" says Dorothy Dwan's mother.
"Also, the
during the school

days builds

and dependability."
*

*

Tiffany-Stahl announces that it has just bought the
The Million Dollar Doll by A. M. Williamson

rights to
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camera
Kinograms,

reel

to

released

reel

Cassle-

of

North Dakota.

She

is

an original by Jerome K. Wilson

news

reel shots that

cran\ed a

the position of
Kinograms correspondent.
Miss Gibson's courageous
work in photographing the

Fairban\s.

plunge

Paramount

release.

A Man

news

won

Fazenda's

and Every Inch

the

series of

and has
out well," said Abe Lincoln
Irish Rose.'
years ago.
The advent of
motion pictures proves that
Abe was right once more.
The majority of the successful screen players are widows' children.
Jacqueline Logan descends from the line of General
Logan, but her own mother brought her up alone. Alice
and Marceline Day have a widowed mother who made
many sacrifices to educate the two children.
Dorothy Dwans mother is the widow of an army
officer.
Dorothy made a name for herself playing opposite
Tom Mix, and has recently graduated into Technicolor

*

belongs

a typical western girl and it
was a representative western

Victor

solid character

news

girl

ton,

The

responsibility

distinction of having

first

Murray Gibson

of

"The children of widowed mothers always turn

of

featured.
*
*

Educational Film Exchanges, Inc. She is Angela

Pace that Thrills, The Tender Hour, and For the Love
of Mi\e.

sharing

the

Eve

by

Virtue, Lily of the Dust, So
Big, Flaming Youth, Blue

Billie

is

Ma\e

which

in

Southern

other player on the screen,
amounting to twenty-five in
Among some of the best
all.
known are Painted People,

M-G-M

Terriss has just

continuity.

National almost five
by
years ago, and has risen in
that time from an unknown
juvenile to one of the most
popular players of the day.
During this period he has
made more pictures than any
First

Louise

*

Grauman
by Ben
Kohn, who will collaborate
with Terriss in writing the

one of the original list
of stars and players signed

films for

*

Terriss has been as-

story

is

Beard's Seventh 'Wife,

four

signed to direct The Albany
Boat,
an original
Tsfr'ght

star

The White Moth, Wages

and

stories.

*

Hell's

Howard Hughes

The

Anthony,

Stuart

Jack London

terminated in July, but after

director
'Abie's

completed

her

~

of

and

eteers,

fear-maddened
kicking, bucking

bronchos that appeared to be
about to topple over on the
daring camerawoman at a
rodeo held near her home
town, made even the hard-

j*~

Kinograms editor sit
showed that the Kinohad bravely stood her ground grinding away
boiled

up

in astonishment.

grams

girl

for dear

life

They

plainly

despite the warnings of the cowboys, right

in the thick of flying hoofs, charging steers

and blinding

dust.

Miss Gibson was born in Scotland and studied motion
picture

work

at

Columbia University,

New

York

City,

going to Hollywood later to get first hand experience.
She has been doing motion picture photography work for
two years. One of her educational subjects is now being
used in some of the schools in this country.
*
*
*

Approximately

away from the
each week day.

sight-seeing

tourists

are

Hollywood motion picture

turned
studios

based upon the records kept by the gateThe estimate checks with the
tourist traffic compiled by the Los Angeles

This figure

men

2,000

gates of

is

at the various studios.

figures

for

board of trade.
Less than a quarter of one percent who try to 'crash the
gate' manage to persuade the alert gateman to let them
pass.

Bribes,

are

all

threats,

tried

—vainly.

cajolery,

lodge

grips

The gateman and

and pass-words

the visitor from Iowa

may be brother Elks or pally Rotarians in their off hours
but when the gateman is on the gate, he is deaf to prayers.
Because a first-class motion picture studio, like the Paramount studio in Hollywood or the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studio in Culver City is the modern equivalent of Barnum's "Greatest Show on Earth," every person in California, visitor or resident, not connected with studio
work, would give his or her eye-teeth to get inside those
mysterious high walls.
estimated
have
Experts
that every visitor costs the
f
neighborhood
the
studio in
of

distract

Visitors

$100.

from

actors

work,

their

highly

which has been

sation

in-

So intense

built

up for the making of motion
pictures and occupy the attention

who

of people

to

bitter experience

learned

have

studios

two or three
mitted

to

of

spirit

that

visitors,

hospitality,

cost their hosts a

adin

studio

the

the curiosity

obtain admission. Some manage to get work as extras
and thus get in for a few
hours. Accustomed to every
form of excuse, the gatemen are not easily swayed.
The word 'No' has worn a

produce pictures.

Through

is

concerning the mysterious
realm inside the studio walls
.that many people will resort
to almost any expedient to

are

salaries

large

receiving

—

—

—

and
intricate
the
complicated organi-

terrupt

Paramount starring vehicle, he used more than a
thousand extra players on an enormous out-door set which
represented a snowy square in Petrograd.
The interest
and excitement on this set which was increased by the
crowd, communicated itself to the surrounding city. During the course of the night, thousands of would-be spectators, who could see nothing but the lights in the sky,
gathered outside the lot. They could see nothing there
was nothing to be heard they knew from experience that
their vigil would go unre-4warded. But such is the fascination of motion pictures
that they came, stood long
hours in the streets, talked
motion pictures and went
home.
latest

a

can

good many

tongues
their
in
groove
from constant repetition to
the thousands of wistful vis-

thousand dollars before their
apparently harmless tour is
over.

Visitors do

who

pause, baffled, be-

get into stuof course, but the vast
majority of those who try,

itors

dios,

fore the massive gates which,
to them, represent the en-

Occasionally some one
faii.
introductions
with
comes
which cannot be ignored.
Important persons from the

trance to a world of Arabian

east,

visiting

are invited
to

be

the

in

A BAS'
LIN
Q U E T T E

when a

California,

by studio

officials

studio's

guests.

in

The Romany
1

recently
the

The

curiosity

Owing

of

Godless

I S
the
of

diffi-

ta\es
children.

-In-

culty of obtaining admission,

very few have ever been inside the walls of a studio.
Once in a while they catch a glimpse of a company working on location.
Sometimes, above the walls of the studio lot' they see the tops of imposing sets which pique

Frequently at night, when some director
making night-shots, they see the sky stabbed with milky-

their curiosity.
is

rays as the giant sun-arcs illuminate a set.
Many a visitor from the east, with friends in Los
Angeles, has been bitterly disappointed to find that these
friends have as little chance of getting inside the jealously

guarded portals as the man from Iowa.
Quite recently, when Ernst Lubitsch was directing
night scenes for The Patriot, which is Emil Jannings

now

has

on her sched-

next picture she will

concerning
to the

several pictures

Home

make

under the direction of Fred
One Rainy
Newmeyer.
Wight and The Last Warning, an adaptation of Thomas
F. Fallon's mystery play, will
probably be made under the

screen
its

of light comedy.
Miss La Plante

James has already been completed under the direction of
That
William Beaudine.
Blonde will probably be the

((Lina Basquette \nows
that
care

*

*

Universal has purchased
the screen rights to Owen
Davis' stage success Cupid
Laura La Plante
at Vassar.
will star in this production
which is regarded as particularly suitable to her type

ule for next season.

Girl/

are minimi-ed.
Californians
themselves,
particularly the people of
Los Angeles, have never lost
their

played
role

title

tractions

studios.

She has

Rose.'

and gracious hospitality.
Every effort is made to make
the visitor feel at home and
obtain a thorough grasp of
the complicated mechanism
of motion picture making.
But a guide is always in
charge of the party and dis-

of

de Brullier

l^ligel

the gate is passed and
the visitor accepted, the iron
reserve melts into charming

Once

child

danced with

ten

Nights wonders.

direction of Paul Leni.

Big pictures

and large

—from the standpoint of
—are the order of the day

elaborate settings

casts

tional Studios just

at the First

Na-

now.

stages been so filled with magwardrobe department working at greater
speed, nor the studio populated by a greater number of

Never have the great

nificent sets, the

noted players.

With

more pretty young

girls surroundhas started work on Heart to
Heart, a story that contrasts the small town with the
big city, presenting the star in an entirely new characteri-

ing her,

a hundred or

Colleen

Moore

7?

with tense emotional scenes and an element of
William A. Seiter is
strongly emphasized.
directing this picture, produced by John McCormick.
Richard Barthelmess has some of his greatest scenes for
Roulette where early episodes in Russia contrast with
modern event in New York City. The dual characteri'
zation by the star is said to be exceptionally fine while
Cossack
the scenes are realistic and highly dramatic.
attack on a Russian village, a New York home, a touch
of the undej-world and a great court sequence are all
included in this film, an Alfred Santell production.
Corinne Griffith is about ready to begin The Divine
Lady with a brilliant series of scenes and settings; with
Naval sequences showing the old time men-o'war in action;
court scenes and events in the
lives of Lord Nelson and Lady
Frank Lloyd will
Hamilton.
Z-ation,

self-sacrifice

A

Milton

The

has some elab'

Sills

settings

Haw\'s

with

J^est,

Chinese

gilded

picture,

his

in

moments in stranger settings in
the shadowed precincts of the

Underworld and Beau Geste.

least important the pub'
he gave him its golden
approval.
He is one

a

strange

cafe,

$1,000 to $4,000 over the admissions received for such
outstanding box office successes as The Way of All Flesh,

Petite Alice White, First National Pictures player, has
announced her engagement to Dick Grace, famous stunt
aviator.
The two worked almost side by side on the
same studio lot for weeks
without meeting.
They were
finally
introduced
one
day
yV7HEJi 'Underworld' arby Chester Conklin and soon
rived,
Screenland
Alice was wearing a new ring.
gave George Bancroft the
The Wedding date is not yet
Honor Page and not the

direct this great story.

orate

At the Strand Theatre, Minneapolis, its gross for
the first week was $300 higher than that of The Kid
Brother, $4,000 better than Chang, and $3,000 above the
takings for The Last Command.
At the Tower Theatre, St. Paul, it duplicated its metropolitan performance outgrossing by $1,000 the receipts
for Beau Geste and increasing box office receipts from

Tvfoty.

of the big
tures now.

men

in

set.

.

pic

The hobby

rugs

underworld.

Todd,

tianson

admits,

but

that

is

Benjamin Chrisdirecting and Doris

is

Kenyon

the

plays

feminine

Billie

Dove

finished her

Lily this

work
week

with intense scenes in a great
Hungarian prison.
For sheer
brilliancy this film, which Alexander Korda directed, has seldom been equalled. Miss Dove
starts shortly on a new picture,
The Heart of a Princess.
Harry Langdon is busy on
his new and unnamed comedy,
while Ken Maynard is engaged
with a Northwest Mounted Police story,

Code

Johnny Hines
a

new

is

C George

has

croft smilingly

observes
rising

tide

the
of

his popularity.

It is The Boss of Little Arcady, which
Eddie Cline will pilot to completion.
Jack Mulhall begins The Butter and Egg Man under the
direction of Richard Wallace. Here is a real metropolitan
comedy from a noted stage play.
One of the most elaborate of all is The Whip with
Dorothy Mackaill and a big cast of featured players.
This is from the famous English drama of the race track,
with big crowds, the thrill of speeding horses and all

humorous manner.

the attendant excitement.

National Studios have never been busier.
*

*

*

*

*

hasn't succeeded in

recognizable.
*

started

comedy that deals with
a
small town politics in a highly

First

player,

deceiving the well-known studio gateman as yet, Richard
Barthelmess has fooled some of
his friends at First National
with his make-up for one of
two brothers he portrays in his
new stellar picture, Roulette.
As the redheaded twin with a
scarred face he is almost un-

Ban-

of the Scarlet.
soon to begin

Murray

Thelma

she also remarks
inconvenient, since

*

While he

one.

Charlie

as

National

one cannot bring a rug of
12x16 feet in size to the studio
to work on between shots!
She has made several such rugs
in the last year, however.

lead.

on The Yellow

First

it

of making hooked
right,

all

is

*

*

Gladys McConnell, who ap'
pears in a prominent role in
The Perfect Crime an FBO drama based on the well known
novel The Big Bow Mystery by Israel Zangwill, has the
distinction of being hostess at the first aerial breakfast party

—

—

first hot meal in the air
ever served,
Ford plane of the Maddux Air Lines' Network in
California, with eleven newspapermen as guests.

on

incidentally the
a

*

*

*

That the transmission of a ten foot motion picture by
wire from Chicago on April 4th has no particular significance for news reels, is the opinion of Ray Hall, editor
of Pathe News.
The experiment has been hailed as
offering great opportunities for the shortening of the time

The Legion

of the Condemned, Paramount's newest was
aviation story featuring Gary Cooper and Fay Wray is

between the taking of the picture and

upsetting the box office records of theatres throughout
the United States. It is exceeding the grosses of such productions as Harold Lloyd's The Kid Brother, Beau Geste,

"The American Telephone and Telegraph Co. is to be
commended for its enterprise in the transmission of this

the best picture of 1926 according to a nation wide poll,
Chang, acclaimed the greatest picture of its type ever made,
and, The Last Command, Emil Jannings second Americanmade production which recently broke the house record

New

York City.
City, the Legion of the
Condemned on that day did $1200 more than the previous
high record for the house held by We're in the l<[avy

for a week's run at the Rialto Theatre,

Opening

76

at the Rialto,

New

York

its

exhibition

on

the screen.

motion picture," said Mr. Hall, "but the application of
the method to news reels is still very far off, if indeed
it will ever be feasible.
The Pathe News has conducted
experiments for a number of months along similar lines.
Negatives have been transmitted for us, but they have
not been reproduced upon the screen since they were
too crude.
Our experts have discovered that the transmission of ordinary negative without enlargement is impossible under present methods because the light beam is

This espetoo wide to permit reproduction of detail.
daily affects news pictures where crowds are shown, or
in long shots covering considerable territory.
"Some experiments have been made in enlarging single
*

This leads
into difficulties as to proper registration of motion pic
ture film, as well as the loss of photographic quality
through the necessity of re-photographing too many times.
The greatest handicap of all is the amount of time consumed in transmission. By the enlargement method it
would take 27 times the amount of time to transmit, as
is necessary in sending close-ups, such as the one transIt took nine hours to get that
mitted from Chicago.
It is obvious that the loss of time
picture on the screen.

from the negative, one after another.

pictures

thus shown would
be a grave factor,
since an air mail
recently made the

Douglas MacLean, the star of the film farce Soft Cush'
past season and of many another smashing
success, has returned to Paramount.
ions of the

He just was signed by Al Christie to star in two feature
productions, to be released during the coming season of
1928-29. The star made Soft Cushions with his own producing organization, but

As
in

light

comedy and

it

was

farce,

released

such as

The Hottentot and Going Up

The first of the new comedies is expected to be filmed
next summer.
Several stories and plays now are under
consideration for MacLean, and the titles are expected
to be selected by
the first of May.
The
po

are

A

story.
is

her architect, Richard M. Bates, Jr.
Plans
for
the
novel departure in
hotel and club ac-

close-up

merely an
of

tration

nouncements made
by

in Los Angeles

the

tell

illus-

cap-

a

Any method

tion.

of transmission of

comodations
are
under way
well
and the $300,000

motion pictures by
wire to be useful

news

a

to

must
tail

first

reel

apartment'

give de-

which the
Paramount actress
will build on prop-

medium and

in

long

hotel

sec-

shots,

attachment

r t

be built by
Pola
Negri,
according to an-

as they

reel,

not

first

will

rarely of use in a

do

world's

hotel with an air-

from Chicago
in four hours and
twenty minutes.

news

displayed

the particular forte
of this star, it is likely that Christie will present him in the
same type of films for the new season.
is

trip

"Close-ups

by Paramount.

MacLean

ondly give a masaving
in
time over air mail

erty in the exclus-

delivery,

district is

terial

thirdly

ive

to provide

have good

photographic qual-

The methods

ity.

210 tenants.

The build'

used in the transmission of this pioneer picture from
Chicago will have
to be very materially simplified

Cecil B.
certainly

De

Mille at

wor\ on

The

Godless

Girl.'

ing will be of six

(Sh

Per
the \ind of a girl that gets ta\\ed about.)
Marley stands beside him and over at the left is Clarence

Slifer,

Tsfext

and

Under Henry King's

news

reel

M

and the handicaps

direction, screen players lose their

during the filming of a picture and become, in his eyes and mind, the actual characters they

real life identities

wyn-Mayer

210

Sam Wood,

etro- Goldnew long-term contract
Mayer announces, and will

director, has signed a

with that company, Louis B.
direct Norma Shearer in Ballyhoo, Beth Brown's story of
carnival life, as soon as the feminine star returns from
Europe.
Wood has just completed He Learned About
Women, starring William Haines, and his other recent

The Fair Co-ed and The Latest From Paris.
has earned a reputation as a pioneer in the development of new film talent, since he directed Karl Dane and
George K. Arthur in their first co-starring pictures, Rookies,
brought forward Johnny Mack Brown in The Fair Co-ed
pictures include

portray.

Thus in The Woman Disputed, the
madge vehicle for United Artists, the

latest

star

Norma

Tal-

and members

of the supporting cast are always addressed by their character names. Miss Talmadge is "Elsie," an Austrian street

Gilbert Roland, leading man,

is

"Paul," one of her

Arnold Kent is "Nika," the third member of
the triangle, and so on for the rest of the cast.
"When we are making a scene, I think of the actors

He

and Anita Page in

He

made

Learned About

new

sweethearts;

believed to have

in the terms of the story," says King.

a contract as featured player.
*
*

their roles,

and

I

"They

are living

believe the director should see

them only

their characters.

to speak to

It

would never even occur to me
as Miss Talmadge while we

Miss Talmadge

are on the set."

The

with

rooms.

picture.

before
they will be applicable to the
are very great."

in

stories,

assistant cameraman and Screenland contest winner.
month he tells in Screenland how they made the

improved

girl;

Wilshire

intended
housing
space for planes of

afvd

Woman

production.

Disputed

is

in

the

second

month

of

a

Women, and

is

'discovery' in the person of

Eddie Nugent, former property boy

who

recently signed

*

Staking his reputation as a showman and a film pro'
ducer for fifteen years, Jesse L. Lasky, first vice president
of Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation has gone on
record that Anne Nichols' personally supervised film
version of her famous play Abie's Irish Rose is the greatest motion picture ever made.

77

"The inspiration that made Miss Nichols turn over
her play into the greatest theatrical property the world
has ever known has carried on manyfold into the screen
"I make my claim for the picture
version," Lasky stated.
facts that enter.
I know that
say that the picture is good.
But I go farther than that. I say that, in my judgment
which is based on fifteen years of motion picture produc
tion experience, Abie's Irish Rose has the greatest enter-

after carefully

the

weighing

me

public expects

all

to

tainment value, and it, through its message of universal
tolerance, will do the greatest good of any motion picture

made

to date."

Mr. Lasky paid unstinted

tribute to Miss Nichols,

also praised whole-heartedly the direction of

ing and the acting of Jean
Hersholt, Nancy Carroll and
Charles Rogers, the principals.

correspondent

scenario

and gag

-

At

staff

story and supplying the comedy sequences.
The direction
of the picture will be in the charge of Charles Hines.
*
*
*

Hoot Gibson, Universal's cowboy star, commences production on his next picture soon.
Clearing the Trail is
the title of the story. Reeves Eason will direct.

Wampas baby star, will play the
opposite Gibson and Fred Gilman, former
star, will play an important part.
Other mem-

Dorothy Gulliver,
leading

cowboy

role

bers of the cast include Philo McCullough, Captain Anderson, Andy Waldron and Duke Lee.
This is the third Hoot Gibson picture for the coming
pleted

Rider and Burning the Wind.

'

*

New

the

for

Nancy Carroll recently after a
matinee.
Miss Carroll has the
principal feminine role in the
film version of Abie's Irish Rose.

Anne
years
Nichols supervised the making
of every scene in Abie' and
without detracting any of the
glory from Victor Fleming, one
can't help but marvel at the
tender care Anne has given
.

her offspring in this

.

new

Three years ago Miss Carroll
was appearing at the Winter
Garden in The Passing Show
of

of its life. If there remain any
records to be shattered
.
the picture will shatter them."
*

of the

*

last

Cosmo
*

€[

Ruth Elder, the girl flyer, will appear
Paramount producti on of Ziegfeld's
fying the American Giri:

Bellew.
*

#

*

return to Hollywood after a brief visit to
New York City, C. C. Burr makes the announcement
that Blac\ Magic is the title of Johnny Hines' next feature
his

for

First

National

Pictures.

The forthcoming

from an original story of the same name by
Jack Townley, a well-known Los Angeles newspaper man
is

a number of screen successes.
the story of Blac\ Magic is being kept a
secret by both comedian and producer, and it is stated
that the story is unusual for a screen fun-maker and will
give Johnny Hines a different characterization from any

who has written
The nature of

he has recently attempted.
.no announcement has been made at this date as
to the supporting players, C. C. Burr is angling for a
number of prominent names to fill the various important
that

While
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After more than five months
the South Seas, the unit
which has been engaged in filming Southern S\ies is back
at the California studio.
W, S. Van Dyke, director of the

new
*

to play
feminine lead opposite Ricardo Cortez; in Prowlers
John G.
of the Sea, suggested by a Jack London story.
Adolphi is handling the megaphone.
#

in the
'Glori-

in

Carmel Myers has been signed by Tiffany- Stahl

offering

important roles.
After giving a screen test to
more than 500 applicants, Paramount selected Miss Carroll for
the role of Rosemary.

film

the

comedy

offered her con-

ber of small roles in various
photoplays, until ready for more

Barraud, Margaret Livingston, Anita Page, Eddie Nugent,
Margaret Seddon, Polly Ann Young, Jack Raymond,

Upon

motion picture

who

She appeared in a num-

tracts.

was John Gilbert's Man, Woman and Sin. Leatrice Joy has
the chief feminine role in The
Bellamy Trial, and the comGeorge
includes
plete
cast

Kalla Pasha and

leading

producers

Goldwyn-Mayer's picturization
Bellamy Trial, has
of The
started under the direction of
Bell's

Then she left New
make her home in Los

Angeles, where her great beauty

After weeks spent in the careMetro-

Bell.

to

attracted the attention of some

.

ful selection of a cast,

Monta

1925.

York

stage

.

*

former colleagues, the girls now
appearing at the Winter Garden in The Greenwich Village
Follies gave a tea in honor of

present at one of the audience-previews of the picture.
In his review, he said: "Anne
Nichols' Abie's Irish Rose is
the greatest box-office picture
.

*

In celebration of the rise to
movie stardom of one of their

test

in

The others now cominclude
The Danger

season.

York Morning Telegraph, was

made

the present time the comedian's
busily engaged gagging the

are

Hollywood

Hoffman,

Jerry

and

Victor Flem-

roles in the picture.

picture,

Monte

Blue,

who

has the masculine lead,

Racquel Torres, Robert Anderson and twenty other members of the company arrived in Los Angeles recently.
practical working studio was constructed on the island of
Tahiti last December, and, using this as a base, sequences
were filmed here and in the surrounding waters, with
natives as extras.
Monte Blue had a narrow escape from
death during the making of a scene off Curtis Island when
he dove from a cliff and landed on a jagged coral reef.

A

With a supporting cast made up almost entirely of
former stage celebrities, Lon Chaney has begun work on
his new picture, Easy Money. The story is one of underworld adventure, with Chaney in the part of a detective.
The cast includes Lydia Yeamans Titus, Richard Carle,
Clarence Lyle, Polly Moran, Wheeler Oakman and
Carroll Nye.
*

On

*

*

April 23 Ben Hur completed a run of a solid year
Madeleine Theatre, Paris, a record quite without
parallel in French cinema history.
The best previous long
run was that of The Big Parade.
at the

—
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Mister!"

Before the mate of Muru could dig a
rocket out of the locker room, the mysterious fire was tossed up wildly, and then
Again the dark sea,
died completely away.
gleaming with phosphorous, the silver moon
and the yellow lights of the Muru, were
the only things to be seen.

"Shoot

up

'er

anyhow,"

the

glance at them, he had been struck on the
head and consciousness had gone out of
his

big fellow devils," said the

"A meteoric phenomenon," said the mate,
a constant reader of books guaranteed to
improve the individual.
"Some derelict vessel set a-fire by spontaneous combustion," was the captain's
thought.
"Must have been the cook on the Flying
Dutchman emptying the galley stove overside," the boatswain explained, as he stowed
away the signalling apparatus.
"The silver ship of Aflatun and Aristu,"
thought the young pearl trader homeward
bound, and his thoughts turned to England
and to the girl who was wont to read
Flecker's verse to him.
He could almost
smell the yellow roses in her garden, and
her words were clear in his memory.
And
The

calm and

fair

silver ship sailed

water

running

through

a

When

crew in explanation.

"And a great cry rang around the
Of glorious singers sweeping by

like

Lloyd had regained consciousness
found all the sails spread and the
schooner, with her wheel lashed, making
good headway over the tranquil sea. Hoping
that at least one of the many men whose
bodies lay asprawl upon the decks was alive,
All
Lloyd had gone from one to another.
were dead.
He had been lured aboard a
cholera ship, the entire crew of which had
As he thought things out, he saw
died.
Sebastian,
whose hand was behind this.

he

captain

Into the sky, like a streak of white fire,
the rocket sped, and then fell, a shower
There was no
of sparks, into the sea.
answering gleam from the place where the
fire had been.

—

mind

broken dam.

ordered.

"Evil spirits

Skies-—continued from page 19

into the water, and also the clever ruse
the lie that men were sick aboard
that
lured
him
out
to
the
vessel.
had
Men were aboard, lying in negligent postures on the deck when he climbed over
the rail but before he could do so much as

thought of that fire, you know."
"You just seem itching to do some work.
You can shoot up a rocket, if you want to,

uncharted island.

For hours Lloyd strained his eyes toward
the spot from which he had fir^t seen the
gleam of torches over the water, waiting
for the first streak of daylight and the
illumination of the island. The blackness
of the tropical night turned to a misty gray,
and a faint streak of salmon color heralded
the rising of the sun.
Lloyd could see a
white foam of breakers and beyond them
a towering mountain, clad in dense verdure
a mass of green paint squeezed from a tube
on to the palette of God.
moment later
the schooner grounded with a sharp grating
sound on the coral bottom, and Lloyd, eager
for the feel of land, ran out onto the bowspirt and cast himself into the water, striking out for the beach. After a sharp struggle with the surf, Lloyd felt his feet touch
the bottom, and a moment later he cast himself onto the beach, sifting the sand through

A

After his first joy at the sight and feel
land, Lloyd began to search for the
natives whose torches he had seen. Toward
the interior the towering mountain, covered
with brush and rank tropical growths, cut
off Lloyd's view, and he decided to scale
the mountainside.

Weak

from want of proper food and lack
Lloyd made a long job of the
scramble up, and did not reach the crest
until long after mid-day.
From the top he
could see that the island was of volcanic
origin, and that to the west and north it
was high and mountainous, while to the
south, pleasant valleys and lowlands spread
From the most southern
out to the sea.
point of the island smoke was rising, and
Lloyd made up his mind on that direction.
He started down the mountain, but found
that his way was cut off by a precipitous
cliff.
As far as he could see, the cliff
extended to either side of him, and there
was nothing for him but to attempt a
descent.
For a time he went down cautiously, clinging to tree roots, and sliding
where there was only loose earth and
shale.
Within a hundred feet of the base
the cliff suddenly became rocky and sheer,
and try as he might, Lloyd could find no
easy way to reach the bottom of the
of water,

on waves that shone
on and on."

gotten.

Four months

who had

valley.

((Marie Prevost,

with

own,
made up for 'The Godblonde
less

hair,

her

Girl.'

smarting under the insult of the ducking
Lloyd had given him, had conspired to get
rid of him in this way, knowing that no

—

came dimly to his ears a familiar and
a welcome sound, one that he had not heard
since he had been shanghaid aboard the
schooner at Hikuero, a pearl lagoon far
north in the Polynesian group.
painful

man could sail the huge schooner.
The ensuing weeks were ones of horrible

single

A

bruise on his head still reminded him of
the incident.
He could remember his
quarrel
with
the
wealthy
pearl-trader,
Sebastian, about the rights of the natives,
the quick push which had thrown Sebastian

Clara
IFwant

Now

of

And, the Muru, stubby little freighter,
reeking of petroleum, coal, copra, and the
smell of the native crew, steamed on and
on.
The mysterious light was soon for-

reef

schooner had floated here and there over
the Pacific at the mercies of whatever current chanced to grip its keel.
they
had brought the vessel and Lloyd to an

his fingers ardently.

sky

earlier, Dr. David Lloyd,
acquired a degree in medicine and
a taste for Scotch Whiskey at the University of Edinburgh, from the same sea lane
in which the Muru steamed had watched
smaller lights weaving to and fro over the
surface of the water. But it was with more
eagerness that he had watched the many
lights flash along, nor did his mind bother
to grope for an explanation.
He only reasoned that lights meant human beings, and
human beings meant food and water. As
his deserted schooner, sails flapping uselessly
around the yards, had drifted closer and
closer to the shore, Lloyd had made out the
significance of the many lights he saw. They
were torches held by natives spearing fish.
The sound of surf beating on a coral

79

Lloyd cleared
desolation and loneliness.
the decks of the dead men, and then, realizing that nothing he could do would enable
ffim to sail the schooner, which normally
was sailed by a score or more of men, he
cut the stays and allowed the sails to come
For weeks the
flapping to the decks.

Bow

is

a favorite

He

tried

to

retrace his steps, but

the loose soil made his journey like that
of a bullock on a treadmill.
dozen
feet or more below the spot where the cliff
sheered off steeply were the tops of cabbage
palms, soft and feathery to the eye. and as
the sliding soil carried him closer and closer
to the brink of the cliff, Lloyd decided to
chance a leap onto the top of one of these.
He leaped and the next moment was convlusively grasping at the fronds on his way
His momentary hold on
to the ground.
the fronds, and the mass of the leaves
through which he had to slide, broke the
force of his fall, and he landed on the
grassy floor of the valley unhurt.

A

A

stream flowed

along

the

valley

bed,

and Lloyd scooped up some of its sweet
water in the palm of his hand. Refreshed

of yours you will

the remarkable gift which she will offer
free in the July Screenland. Of course it has 'IT".

drink, although still faint from
Lloyd made good progress down
the valley and soon found himself at a
place where the brook hurled itself over a
huge boulder into a deep pool on the other
side of the rock, forming a sparkling little

by

EENLAND

SCR

80
his

hunger,

waterfall.

As Lloyd approached

the waterfall there

was a slight cry, and he heard splashing.
Looking down into the still waters of the
pool from the top of the waterfall, Lloyd
could see the sinuous bodies of a half
dozen native girls swimming under water.
The sunlight, filtering through the green
fronds of the palm trees, and the light
miasma of the waterfall, fell in clear, green'
ish shafts into the still water, causing the
sleek brown flesh of the girls to glow lumi'

Lloyd watched them fascinated, as
nously.
they turned, like a school of fish, and still
swimming under water, made off on their
way downstream.

A

followed the brook, and Lloyd
took this path in the hope of finding a
village.
He was puzzled by the behavior
of the girls whom he had routed from
their bathing pool. They had taken alarm
The
and fled like shy wild creatures.

path

Kanaka girls whom Lloyd had known at
Hikuero had never acted in that way. White
men were to be pleased and placated; feared
a little, and fondled a great deal more for
the store of cheap treasures which would
reward the properly amorous maiden. These
girls had
fled.
Lloyd wondered if the
island on which he had landed was one
perhaps never before visited by a white
man.
Coming around a bend in the trail, Lloyd
was surprised to see a horde of natives beAt their head was an old
fore him.
chieftain, close by him, her body still glistening wet from the water, was the most
girls
who had been
beautiful
of
the
She was talking exfrightened by Lloyd.
citedly to the old native, while the other
natives peered over the shoulders of the
chief with great interest at Lloyd. To his
relief the white man noted that none of
the natives were armed, and also that they
At
seemed more surprised than warlike.
last after a close inspection, the old chieftain advanced cautiously to Lloyd's side and,
put out a tentative hand, touching him.',
Feeling that his cheek, despite its whiteness
was of .the same flesh as his own, the head-

man

back this startling news to his
villagers and they flocked around Lloyd
touching him, as if in wonder, and all the
while

called

chattering

together

like

a

"Big devil stop and walk around
stomach belong me," he said.

Fayaway

fella

She did not understand

smiled.

his words, but his gesture

—

—

hand pressed

a

stomach
She
was eloquent.
brought another bowl full of cocoanut milk
and put it in his hands.
Lloyd drank
against

his

greedily.

Beckoning to some other girls who sat
in the back of the grass hut, Fayaway,
called out, "Omi-Omi." Lloyd understood

He

this.

had

often

seen

the

omi-omi

administered to divers who had bruised
themselves at Hikuero.
Filling the palms
of their hands with cocoanut milk the girls
began to massage his body. One girl rubbed
his tighs, another his stomach, a third massaged his chest and armpits, while Fayaway
gently rubbed his forehead, neck muscles
and chin. Lloyd felt waves of drowsiness
steal over him as the girls continued their
omi-omi.
Fayaway 's beautiful face, brown,
and satiny of complexion, like milk choco-,
late, and her laughing black eyes seemed to
recede further and further.
Soon Lloyd
could see only the high-light on her eyes,
and then he fell asleep.
.

.

When

he awoke, Lloyd

felt

strong and

refreshed.
He was alone in the hut, but
he had scarcely risen from his couch than

Fayaway brushed in through the doorway
and began to speak to him. Lloyd silenced
her, and then slowly and painfully, attempting to recollect the few words of Polynesian
he had picked up at Hikuero, he began to
question her.
1

"What name

has this island?" he asked

Polynesian.

in

"It

over

the island

is

of Mehevi

—who

other Matta Loa been here?" he

asked.

"The Shark god has never

sent one bethee," her tone implied her wonder
at the fact that he should think that other
white men beside himself existed.

fore

"Do

the big canoes without paddles pass

by the island of Mehevi?" Lloyd questioned.
Eagerly Fayaway answered him,. "Yes.
Twice we have seen canoes as big as the
mountain pass by.
So big were they that
they had; fires in them to cook food for the
Shark god and his friends. We could see
the smoke of the fires."
Lloyd smiled, well pleased with her
answer, and then as she bent and looked
inquisitively at his nickle plated belt buckle,
'

A

collect later

He

—

after I've

had not long

wait for food. In
the afternoon, at a solemn conclave of the
village worthies it had been decided that
the Matta Loa was an emissary of the gods,
and must be treated with respect and

A

honor.

feast

women had gone

had been planned.

and berries. The boys had.
gone clambering up the palm trees to collect nuts, palm leaf salad, and palm toddy.
The men of the village had gone hunting
and fishing. The huntsmen had gone with
bows and arrows to hunt down the wild
pigs
that
roamed through the island's
jungles, while the fishermen had gone to
spear and angle for fish in the lagoon, and
youths, expert in diving, had gone diving
for oysters. Soon all the food that they had
need of for the feast had been collected.
A conch shell blew the signal for the
feast, and Fayaway, leading Lloyd by the.
hand took him to where the feast was to
roots, vegetables

A

be held.
strange sight presented itself
to Lloyd.
Fire and torches illuminated a
round patch of ground, stamped hard and
firm by countless generations of dancers.
Around this space sat the men and women'
of the village.
Serving them with food
were the youths and maidens who ran
here .and there busily waiting on the
:

feasters.

As he

ate of all the delicious native
before him by Fayaway,' Lloyd's
ears were
entranced with the rhythmic
music of the native drums, and his eyes
by the wildly flung legs and bodies of -.the
dancers.
The m,en of the village danced
war dances in his honor, and the maidens,
danced their ritual dances of love and' pas-

foods

set

when

a group of maidens
whirling, merry dance, a
fell
upon the' native audience and.
transmitted its air of expectancy .to Lloyd.
Fayaway got up from her kneeling position'
at Lloyd's feet and taking a bouquet of
hibiscus flowers from another girl, began

sion.

had
hush

Finally

finished

a

.

to dance.

(Cont. on page 84)

band of

Lloyd, confused by the crowd and weak
fainted.
In a moment the
simple Polynesians, muted their chatter, and
sought to find out what it was that had
made Matta Loa, the white man, ill so
quickly. Fayaway, the daughter of Mehevi,
the chief of the tribe, suggested that it
was perhaps hunger which has made this
strange white person faint, and Mehevi
ordered two of his stalwarts to pick up the
white man and carry him to the village.
In the village they placed him on a mat in
Mehevi's hut, and Fayaway forced cocoanut
milk down his throat.
Lloyd, unconscious,

from hunger,

"Matta Loa," she asked
tongue, "from what
come?"
native

and
in

strength-

her musical

island

do you

Lloyd, too exhausted to make answer, did
not try to comprehend her words, but pointing to his stomach, made his complaint of
hunger in the pidgin English which was
employed in conversation between white
men and Kanakas at Hikuero.

The

into the fields to dig taro

monkeys.

swallowed it automatically,
ened by it, awoke.

eaten."

to

'

rules

it."

"Have

he removed it, and put it in her hand, at
the same time pointing to her reflection in
its polished surface.
Fayaway looked and
looked, and then divining that this person
mirrored in the belt buckle was herself, she
exclaimed rapturously, "Little Fayaway!
little Fayaway!
I
shall take her with me.
wherever I go. What present shall I give
thee in exchange for this, Matta Loa?"
Lloyd grinned, and said in English, "111

Of

William Haines and Polly Moran stage a necking
party jor the amusement of the Metro

lot.
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— they

A

Trick

Even

his stenographer noticed

about

it.

it

increase your

Worth Knowing

and commented

"They

certainly are great between smokes," he
grinned. "I wouldn't be without them. Have some?"
*

*

*

More and more smokers are doing the same thing. We wondered if you knew this about Life Savers, these little candy
mints with the hole; how they freshen your mouth between
smokes, soothe your nerves and make the next smoke taste so
better.

a fact: Life Savers easily double your smoke enjoyment.
Their wonderful aromatic flavors freshen your mouth like a
good drink of water when you're really thirsty and steady
your nerves 'for work or play. Once you try them this way between smokes, you'll always have a package handy.
It's

—

"Since you began eating Life Savers between
smokes," she ventured slyly,"l notice you don't have
the frazzled nerves you used to have after a day of
hard smoking."

much

smoke enjoyment"

Six flavors are displayed at all good stores: Pep-O-Mint,
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The Salon of Pierre
an

LA METHODE

NEW YORK

PARIS
The Salon of
Pierre, just off
Fifth Avenue on
Fifty -seventh St.,
is one of the most

fascinating examples of Modern
French interior
decoration to be

found in America.

twenty years and more
FOR
been my privilege

it

tribution of my

has

the beauty needs of the fashionable and prominent women not

only of

New York

of

PIERRE has

long been known as
one of the leading European exponents of beauty culture. His establishments in Paris and at Monte Carlo
were famous throughout the Continent. In 1 907, at the urgent request of
many of his American customers, he
introduced "la Methode Pierre" to
fashionable New York with extraordinary success.

my

outside of

New York.

pleasure, therefore, to an-

nounce that these creams, lotions,
tonics and astringents which have
found favor with so many women
will soon be available through my
appointed representatives in the

has likewise been a source of
me to know that an

gratification to

ever-increasing clientele regards

women

It is

but of every

part of the world.
It

own special prepara-

tions for the benefit and convenience

to cater to

my

preparations for the complexion
with such esteem that women now
come to me from all over the United
States for personal treatments
and send for my creams, powders
and lotions from the far corners of
Europe.

principal cities of the country.

Each jar or bottle will be identified
by my name Pierre-— an assurance

—

made of only
the purest ingredients and under my
that the contents are

personal supervision.

So great has become the demand for
these aids to beauty that I have at

/ will be pleased to consider

agreed to do that which for years

applications for the exclusive
representation of my prepara-

last

I have steadfastly refused to

consider.

tions

Iam now arranging for the wider dis-

PIERRE / 37 WEST 57th STREET

from

establishments ser-

ving a discriminating clientele.

,

NEW YORK CITY

world-famous authority on beauty culture

ices

iliis

(^Dxiraorcltnciri;

eciaers

o

creei

i

land only

.

.

.
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Salon of Pierre in New York City has for
THE
distinguished
years numbered among
clien-

its

tele

many

of the leading actresses in the moving

picture world. In appreciation of their generous

patronage, Pierre has conceived this special
offer available only to the readers of a publication devoted to the lives and interests of the
film stars.

Pierre himself has designed this beautiful Cosmetic Case ... a distinctive and attractive orna-

ment

for your dressing table with cunningly

devised compartments containing seven of his
and representing a total
famous preparations
.

.

.

value of $20.00.

These cases are not for general distribution at
only a limited quantity have been made.
These Pierre is offering (as long as they last) at
the extremely low price of $5.00 a figure obviously but a fraction of their actual worth.
It is understood that in purchasing one of these
Cosmetic Cases at the special price it is not for
resale but for your personal use only.
this time ;

—

The Cosmetic Case

This beautiful case in

contains the following

an unusual combination of silver and black
is made of Bakelite
with an attractive design in bas-relief and

preparations!

Cleansing Cream
Basic Cream

Corrective Cream
Acne Lotion
Astringent
Sk;n Tonic
Band Lotion

bears no advertising or
printed matter. Size:
x
4]4 inches high, 9 /%
inches wide.

COUPON FOR SCREENLAND READERS ONLY!
PIERRE, 37 West 57th

Street,

New York

City.

Enclosed find check (or money order) for $5.00.
Please send the Cosmetic

Box

to

Name
Address

PIERRE

/

37

,

WEST 57th STREET

*

NEW YORK CITY

SCREENLAN
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In

Just Completed,
and the Outstanding Success of the City

THE BELVEDERE HOTEL
48th Street, West of Broadway
Times Square's Finest Hotel
Within convenient walking distance to
important business centers and theatres.
Ideal Transit Facilities

ROOMS

450

450

BATHS

Every Room an Outside Room
with Two Large Windows
Large Single Rooms, size II ft. 6 in. by 20 ft.,
with Bath, $4.00 per day
For Two, $5.00 Twin Beds, $6.00
Large Double Rooms, Twin Beds, Bath, $6.00 per Day
Special Weekly Rates
Furnished or Unfurnished Suites with Serving
Pantries, $95 to $150 per Month
Moderately Priced Restaurant Featuring a
Peerless Cuisine

—

Request

Booklet Free on

Illustrated

CURTIS

HALE, Managing

A.

Director

and

AS

a view of a

photo-play

— SO

with

will a visit

seashore

the

super-

one

fills

satisfaction
to

N.J.

and

our

Hotel prove a vacation pro-

gram

par-excellence

in.

Washington visit Harvey's
11th and Penna. Aves.

Eestaurant,

Famous

since

1858

"Arlington Operated"

HOTEL ANSONIA
Broadway, 73rd

to 74th Streets
YORK CITY

NEW

5 minutes to Theatres and Shopping Districts.
12 minutes from Penn. and Grand Central Stations.

1,260

ROOMS

(All

Outside)

New

Everything
York's most complete hotel.
comfort and convenience of our guests.

for

TWO RESTAURANTS
Open from 6:30 A. M. until midnight.
Music, Dancing, 2 Radio Orchestras, Ladies'
Turkish Bath, Beauty Parlor, Drug Store, Barber
All
in
the
Office.
Broker's
Stock
Shop,
Ansonia

per day
and Bath
Double Rooms, Twin Beds,

Rooms

300

#4.00
#6.00 per day

Bath

Bedroom

Parlor,

and

Bath

(2

#7.00 per day

persons)

Weekly and Monthly Rates
hotel
away from all noise and
A.
restful,
No coal
"dirt" of the "Roaring Forties."
our steam plant equipped oil fuel.
smoke
Special

—

;

Coolest Hotel in

New York

in HvAnmer

THE ANSONIA
In

conjunction

with

the

moved

as

light

The

picked out the sensuous beauty of
her body
the rippling muscles under her
satin-smooth skin, her swelling breasts and
rounded arms with all the witchery of
firelight and its attendant shadows.
Several times Fayaway's eyes caught Lloyd's
glance as she danced and held his attention
for a moment.
As he watched her, Lloyd
felt longing and desire such as no white
woman in all his checkered past had ever
roused in him.
When Fayaway ended her dance and
threw her hisbiscus blooms into his lap as
a signal mark of honor, Lloyd looked at
her with longing.
Primitive and intuitive,
the men and women of the village could see
what lay behind Lloyd's glance at Fayaway
Mehevi, the
and they rose threateningly.

—

—

chieftain, waved them back to their seats,
and then explained to Lloyd that Fayaway
was the vestal virgin of the village, the
chief's daughter, tapua to all the young
men, and only to be married to the son

a

chieftain.

In the days that followed Lloyd speedily
became a favorite in the village.
He
learned the dialect spoken by them, and by
questioning found out that these natives
had never before seen a white man, and
believed him to be a god of some sort.
However, the fact that they invested him
with divinity, did not prevent them from
being friendly and familiar with him.
For
to their primitive minds a god was a friend,
neither more nor less; one called to the
gods for aid only in such cases where
Even
one's friends could not help one.
so, the villagers did not consider this new
god, the white man, to be of importance
enough in their hierarchy to mate with
Fayaway, the princess of the island.
One day, while swimming in the
lagoon, Fayaway called Lloyd to one side
In her
and asked him to go with her.
canoe they went to a little-visited part of
the island and wandered about in the cool
jungle.
flying fox attracted Fayaway's
attention, and climbing quickly into the
tree where the little animal slept, Fayaway
captured it. As she cuddled it close to her,
Lloyd climbed up beside her, and whistled
to attract the little creature's attention.
Fayaway had never before heard anyone
whistle, and begged Lloyd to teach her how
to do so.
As she measured his mouth with
her lips to see if her mouth were held in
the proper position to whistle, Lloyd had
Sitting
all he could do to restrain himself.
together, high up in the tree, her warm
body close to his, Lloyd had an almost
overmastering impulse to forget the tapua
imposed upon him and Fayaway by the
Fayprimitive mores of the Polynesians.
away, to whom a kiss was unknown, did
not feel the same stirring of passion which
For in the South Seas
troubled Lloyd.
the natives do not kiss. To show affection
they rub noses together, or place the palms
of their hands on the necks of the adored
ones.

As he

Hotel.

TRANSIENT RATES
Large

she

A

HILLMAN MANAGEMENT
When

light

agile as the flame of the torches.

light

of

ATLANTIC CITY

torch

D

Hotels

Marseilles,

Anderson, Richmond and Cosmopolitan

"Arlington Operated"

hesitated' for

a

moment,

resisting

the impulse which drove him to clasp Fayaway in his arms, a thunder of sound shook
the air. The Kanaka telegraph, a hollowed
wooden log, covered with skin covering at
both ends, was being beaten to summon the
Some dire calamity had
villagers together.
overtaken a member of the tribe. Fayaway
and Lloyd hurried as fast as they could to
the village, and there found that Maupau,
Fayaway's young brother, had been overtaken by cramps while swimming and had
drowned. Mehevi and his wife were frantic with grief, and the other Kanakas were
also weeping at the loss of the princeling.
Lloyd, all his doctorly instincts aroused

dead boy and the grieving natives, took the nickle plated belt
buckle from Fayaway and held it over the
drowned boy's mouth.
slight moisture
collected on the polished surface, and Lloyd
set to work to resuscitate the lad.
After an
hour's hard work the boy's eyes fluttered
and he breathed painfully.
Mehevi, in
gratitude, took Fayaway's hand and placed
it
in Lloyd's hand.
The tapua had been
lifted.
Lloyd took Fayaway in his arms
and they were married. That is the native
at the sight of the

A

way.

From
island
little

that

was

day on Lloyd's

life

as a life in paradise.

A

on the
special

hut of woven grass and palm fronds

was made for him and Fayaway beside the
more imposing hut of the chief. Food was
easy to procure, and Fayaway did what she
could do to keep Lloyd's single coat and
trousers in repair.
All day long they
either hunted or fished or sported about on
the island and in the waters of the lagoon.
It was a simple and a beautiful life.
Yet
Lloyd tired of it.
One day when

it had been
decided in
eating house that they were
to have oysters for the next day's mid-day
meal, Lloyd watched one of the men

the

communal

who was engaged in shucking oysters.
As he idly watched, it suddenly dawned
on him that he had never seen pearl
adornments in the island.
Even as this
thought occupied his mind, Lloyd saw the
man take a large pearl from one of the
shells and throw it away.
Raking through
the shells, Lloyd found one pearl after
another.
Soon he had a handful of precious gems in his pocket.

The very
made Lloyd

preciousness

of

these

pearls

homesick.
He
would sit for hours on the beach, envisioning the pleasures which these pearls could
buy him.
Clothes, motors, the fairest of
white women, a sumptuous house, the respect of the friends of his youth, all these
things he could purchase with the pearls.
Sick of drinking the tepid water of the
island, Lloyd would allow his mind to dwell
on sparkling wines, ice cooled, and upon
amber
beer,
long
colored
glasses
of
frothy
and all the other
and cold,
liquid
delights
which
he could taste
He longed with a
of at a London bar.
longing akin to nostalgia for the taste of
spiced food, for the sourness of pickles.
All the food on the island was either sweet
In the same way he longed
or mealy.
for the little troubles and vexations of
civilization.
All was happiness here, or
tragedy
no little troubles arose during the
island day to break the monotonous happirestless

and

—

ness of the place.
Even the rain was
gentle and warm, and the blue sea rarely
stormy.
Even Fayaway's constant happiness, her always affectionate smile began
to pall on him.
"Damn her," he was used to think to
One
himself, "she never cries nor scolds.
decent tear would be worth a thousand of
her silly grins."
Fayaway kept on smiling and loving him,
and only as his coolness towards her be
came highly apparent and he began to
spend long hours on the mountain top,
his eyes sharpened
for the sight of a
steamer, did she become apprehensive. Even
then, however, she did not weep or bewail
his neglect.
She tried all the harder to
be merry and happy and pleasant for the
delight of her Matta Loa.
Finally, Lloyd built a beacon of brush
wood on the mountainside. Then, patiently,
he learned from Mehevi how to make a
rubbing sticks and practiced it
fire with
until he was able to do so as easily as a
native.
He might, he reasoned have to
light his beacon quickly.

—

!
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What could be easier
n
1

-4

1

Play any instrument
in

.... learn

a few short months

no longer a difficult task. If you can
read the alphabet, you can now quickly learn to play your
A delightful new method has made it
favorite instrument!
positively easy to read and play music -within just a few months.
And the cost is only a fraction of what people used to spend
on the old, slow methods!
You don't need a private teacher. You study entirely at home,
in the privacy of your own room, with no one to interrupt or
And, strange at it may seem; you'll enjoy
embarrass you.
every minute of it because the new method is agreeable as

i

EARXING

music

is

—

well as rapid!

No Tricks

or Stunts

Here's Proof!
"I

am

making

splendid

progress and can play almost
any piece of music I pick up.
My friends used to laugh

when
with

I

took up music
but now when I

first

you,

play pieces of Grand Opera
and selections from Verdi.
Mozart, Bach, etc., it is I
I owe all I have
laugh.
learned to the U. S. shortW. R..
J.
cut method."

who

Telstad,

Mont.

"I have found the lessons
vers interesting and exceedingly easy.
They could not
be made any clearer in the
will
language.
I
English
always give the U. S. School
of Music my best approval."
A. F. B., Clinton, N. C.
"I do not understand how
you can give so much for the
money.
The course is a
musical education in itself.
I wish more people in limcircumstances
ited
financial
would realize that one can
learn to
successfully
play from your course, without the aid of a teacher."
W. E. W., Montesano, Wash.
really

You don't have to know the first thing
You
about music in order to begin.
learn to play from actual notes, just like
And almost bethe best musicians do.
fore you realize your progress, you begin
playing real tunes and melodies instead
There are no trick "numof just scales.
When you
bers," no "memory stunts."
finish the U. S. School of Music course,
of regular
piece
you can pick up any
You'll be
printed music and play it!
able to read music, popular and classic,
You'll acand play it from the notes.
quire a life-long ability to please your
you like,
if
and,
yourself,
friends, amuse

(Musicians are highly paid

for their pleasant work.)
Whether you like the

piano, violin,
organ, saxophone, or any other
instrument, you can now learn to play
By means
it in an amazingly short time.
of this wonderful newly perfected method
reading and playing music is made almost as simple as reading aloud from
You simply can't go wrong.
a book.
First, you are told how a thing is done,
then a picture shows you how, then you
No private
do it yourself and hear it.
The
teacher could make it any clearer.
lessons come to you by mail at regular
They consist of complete
intervals.
printed instructions, diagrams, all the

'cello,

way

And
music you need, and music paper for writing out test exercises.
can write to your
if anything comes up, which is not entirely plain, you
instructor and get a full, prompt, personal reply!

The Surest Way

to

Be Popular and Have a Good Time

Do you sit "on the sidelines" at a party ? Are you out of it because
you can't play? Many, many people are! It's the musician who claims
Many invitations
attention.
If you play, you are always i n demand.
Amateur orchestras offer y ou wonderful afternoons and
come to you.
kind
of
And you meet the
evenings.
people you have always wanted to know.
So don't miss this exceptional opportunity.

You Learn from "Regular" Music

make money.

simple

this delightfully

Choose Your

Free Book and Demonstration
Lesson

Course

The whole interesting story about the TJ. S.
School course can not be told on this page.
So a booklet has been printed "Music Lessons
You can have a copy
in Your Own Home."
absolutely free by mailing the coupon below.
In the booklet you will find an offer that makes
the U. S. School Course available to you at a
With it
very low price if you act promptly.
wiU be sent a demonstration lesson which shows
better than words how delightfully ciuick and
If
you are
easy this wonderful Method is.
really anxious to become a good player on your
today.
favorite instrument, mail the coupon now
Instruments supplied when needed, cash or credit.
TJ.
S. School of Music, 3226 Brunswick Bide.,

—

—

—

New York
u.

S.

Piano
Organ
Ukulele
Cornet

Violin
Clarinet
Flute

Piccolo

Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin

Guitar

'Cello

Trombone

Hawaiian Steel

Guitar
Sight Singing
Piano Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture
Harmony and Composition
Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger Control
Banjo (Plectrum, 5-String
or Tenor)

City.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Brunswick Bldg., New
Please send me your free
introduction by Dr. Frank
I am
easy payment plan.

3226

York City
book, "Music Lessons in Your Own Home," with inCrane, Demonstration Lesson " and particulars of your
interested in the foUowing course:

Have "iou
Instrument.

N'ame

......

U lease

Address
City

~
write

plainly)
-

-

-

-

-

State

—
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When he had learned this, and the bea*
con was built high, Fayaway and the natives
saw him but rarely during the day time.
The path up the mountainside to the beacon was worn smooth with his journeys up
and down.
All day long he would sit
watching the sea, hoping for some sight
of sail or smoke to herald his release from
the .sameness

of the

island

paradise.

At dusk when it would be time for him
to return to the village a great temptation
to light the beacon would steal into Lloyd's
heart.
Always it seemed to him that somewhere in the far darkness of the horizon
there must be a vessel with a lookout alert
to see his beacon fire. All the way down
to the village he would crane his neck
toward the sea, hoping that the last few
minutes of day light might vouchsafe him
a glance of some passing vessel.

One night after such an all day vigil
Lloyd's face was haggard and care-marked.

Freckles
Secretly

and Quickly Removed!

"V'OU

can banish those annoying,
embarrassing freckles, quickly
and surely, in the privacy of your

own boudoir. Your friends will wonder how you did it.
Stillman's FreckleCream bleaches
them out while you sleep. Leaves the

skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent, the face

rejuvenated with new beauty of
natural coloring.

The first iar proves its magic worth.
Results guaranteed, or money refunded. At all druggists, 50c and $1.

Freckle Cream
Removes

Whitens
The Skin

The Stillman

Co., 8 Rosemary Lane, Aurora, III.
Send me your FREE booklet on skin treat- ~

ment.
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STUART'S ADHESIF PLAPAO-

PADS

ara surprisingly different

from the truss — being mechanicochemico applicators — made selfadhesive purposely to keep the

muscle-tonic' PLAPAO" applied
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and to minimize painful friction
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Prix. Trial of
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Name
Address
Heturn mail will bring Free Trial
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Secrets!

Amazing new book. "Safe Counsel, ""^^
u»t out. tella you the things you want
to know straight from the shoulder. Gives
j

advice to newly marri cd. Explains anatomy of reproductive organs, impotence,
laws of Sex Life, mistakes to avoid, diseases, pregnancy, etc. Contains 9 startling sections: 1-Scien ce of Eugenics, 2Love, 3-Marriage, 4- Childbirth, 6-Family
Life, 6-Sexual Science, 7-Diseases ana
Disorders. 8-Healtb and Hygiene. 9-Story
of Life. In all. 104 chapters, 77 illustraExamine at our risk.
tions, 512 pages.
Mailed in a plain wrapper.

Send No Money
Write for your copy today. Don't send a
cent. Pay postman only SI. 93. plus postage on

arrival.

atisfactory.

Dept. 73 11.

Money

refunded

Tears

her.

her cheeks. In desperation,
to him.
"Matta Loa, Matta Loa, what have I
done to thee," she implored, "What have
I done to thee that you wish to leave me."

The
upon

threw its light and coloring
Lloyd was surprised.
He had

firelight

her.

how beautiful his wife
in the flaring light of the great

long ago forgotten
was.

Now

beacon she stood revealed in all her beauty.
The firelight gilded her body, making it
glow like polished bronze, deepening the
shadows of curve and hollow and bringing
into gleaming relief the contours of her
figure.
It flashed on her sad face and eyes,
and showed clearly the tears which ran
down her cheeks.

"You've done nothing to me, Fayaway,"
answered.
"Nothing that has not
pleased me, and yet I want to go home
Lloyd

you understand, home

to

my own

—

village."

shielding the tinder flame with
hand, Lloyd brought it to the beacon.
The dry brush he had so carefully piled
caught fire quickly and in a moment a
great sheet of flame swept up into the

gently released himself from Fayaway's
embrace and began tearing down the beacon, throwing the burning pieces of brush-

sky.

all

The

heat of the fire seared Lloyd's back
as he stood facing the sea waiting for some
sign to tell him that the ships which must
surely be somewhere in that void of sea
and darkness had seen and were answering
No answering light went up.
his signal.

"God,

life's

him away from

and tinder which he had concealed in a said, "for a home that never was, that
never will be for me, except with Fayaway."
little dry place under a stone, and began
Then, remembering that the fire still
to twirl the fire sticks.
Soon a little glow
lit the tinder under his hand.
He bent his burned, and that perhaps somewhere on the
mouth to the embers and began to blow, night-hid sea was a vessel to come and take
the embers shot up in tiny flames, and him from his new found happiness, Lloyd
carefully

"PLAPAO" will be sent absolutely h U t f

Write your name on coupon and send

take

down

Fayaway, in an effort to draw him away
"But this is your home Fayaway's home
from the strange devils which seemed to
Do I not cook your fish
her to rule his mind, cuddled near to him, is your home.
in kittenish mood, and began to play with and taro root, Matta Loa? Do I not put
the cloth of his coat, always a strange and thatch on the roof, and pile sweet smelling
interesting phenomenon to her untutored leaves for your couch? I make your home
eyes.
Her hand passing near a slit in his for you, Matta Loa. Is there another girl
jacket, Fayaway snuggled it inside, caresson another island whom you woifld rather
ing his shoulders.
Lloyd looked down, and have
to cook your food and pile your
seeing that she had widened the rent in his
couch?"
coat, he jumped up, furious at her for
Lloyd, looking into her tear-wet eyes,
having torn such an important reminder
of civilization as his cheap canvas jacket. thought upon what she had just said.
He groped for savage words in Poly- No one before Fayaway had given him
devotion, no one before her had bothered
nesian
there are none.
to build his hut and pile sweet smelling
"Damn you," he said in English, "can't grasses for a couch for him. She was right,
you let one alone. Do I always have to his home was where Fayaway lived.
It
put up with your darn trifling?"
could be in no other place. The white
Fayaway did not understand him, nor women he could buy with the price of the
the reason for his anger, but the note of pearls would not make a home for him,
fury was unmistakable. She clung to him but nor be happy at his coming and saddened
Cool and frothing beer and
Lloyd thrust her roughly aside, and in the at his going.
dark began the ascent of the mountain. There sparkling, iced wines did not make such
must be a ship tonight! Somewhere on its a home for his body and such a haven for
bosom the sea held a ship this night, and his spirit as Fayaway's love would build.
that ship must see his beacon light!
It
Fayaway, studying his face, noted the
was unthinkable that on such limitless trend of his thoughts, and going close to
stretches of sea and in such fathomless Lloyd put her arms about his neck pressdepths of darkness there could be no ships ing her warm body close to him. Lloyd's arms
hidden from his eyes. He climbed steadily. went around her, and he bent his head
At the beacon, Lloyd took out the sticks to kiss her neck. "I am homesick," he

his
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can't

the darkness,

you see it?" he called out to
"Can't you see it?"

wood over

the

cliffs

Fayaway helped him

into

at this

the

sea

below.

work, laughing

the while.

When

only a few glowing embers remained, and the darkness closed in around
them, warm and scented with the odors
from the valley below them, Lloyd and
As they stood close
Fayaway embraced.
together, far out to sea the Muru released
They could see it go
her signal rocket.
up, like an arrow of white flame, and then
dissolve into a silvery

shower of

stars.

Fayaway had crept up the mountain
"What is it?" Fayaway murmured in
behind Lloyd.
She was anxious to know
what took Lloyd from her in such haste superstitious fear.
"Do not be frightened, Fayaway," Lloyd
and in such anger.
She had watched the
beacon blaze up, and thought at first that answered, smiling. "It is a sign from my own
was some sort of votive offering which
Lloyd was burning to his gods, but then
his cry, although in English, could not be

it

mistaken.

The longing

were too evident.
Lloyd was calling

and the despair
Fayaway understood,

to

his

gods,

begging

me that they are pleased that
should always stay with you."

gods, telling
I

The Muru steamed on about
business,

down

while

Lloyd

into the valley,

another.

her scrubby

and Fayaway went
their arms about one
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Have You These
Symptoms
of

NERVE
Have You These
Symptoms?

exhaustion:
Do you get excited easily?
Do you become fatigued after

Misery Could Be Avoided
There

slight

Guard!
very

suffer

from heart

palpitation,
in the ears,

sweats, ringing
dizzy spells?
cold

These are only a few of the signs of
are
that
nerves
weak, unhealthy
steadily robbing thousands of people
health.
and
youth
their
of

Career and

Suffer

Nerve Exhaustion comes on
deceiving thousands

Is

Many a promising career and happy
home has been ruined by some im-

— BKITATED

NERVES.

constipation

or

your sleep disturbed by troubled

dreams?

Have you

spells of irritability,
gloominess, pessimism?

to Strengthen Your Nerves
No tonics, drugs. Medicines or magic
system of exercise can ever restore
the health and vigor to weak, sick,
unbalanced nerves. To regenerate lost
nerve force, to build up strong, sound
nerves requires an understanding of
the action and abuses of nerves. It
needs a knowledge of natural laws
of nerve fatigue, of mental and physical relaxation and nerve metabolism. And it is only through the application of these laws that stubborn
cases of Nerve Exhaustion can be
overcome.

pulsive word or act. Over 90% of all
the misery of the unhappily married
is caused bv Nerves. People lose their
tempers and flare up, women begin to
worry and nag, children become unmanageable and shy the reason is
always the same I

from

Sleeplessness?

gradually

How

Home Wrecked!

feet cold?

stomach trouble?

of men and women who appear to be
in good health. Now through the famous Blackstone treatment it is possible for you to recharge your rundown ragged nerves and live a full
happy and glorious life.

mistic?

Do you

Hands and

concentration, excesses and
vices, quickly begin to show signs of
Be on Your
exhaustion.
nerve

often

after slight ex-

ertion?

intense

spells of irritability?
gloomy and pessi-

Have you

Become fatigued
!

not one in a hundred per-

is

sons that really know how to keep
their nerves sound and healthy. Women leading an ever active emotional
life with the daily drudgery of household duties and men through worries,

exertion ?

Are your hands and feet cold?
Do you suffer from constipation or
stomach trouble?
Is your sleep disturbed by troubled
dreams?

Are you

Get Easily Excited?

Suffer from heart palpitation,
cold sweats, dizzy spells?

Are you Bashful

Do you

suffer

—Shy—Afraid?

from Sex Weak-

ness?

Are you troubled with Pains?

WHAT READERS SAY
Testimonials from Readers of took "Sew Nerves For Old"
Formerly
contented.
your book has wrought in me.
contrary action
little
"The great improvement in my

Before 1 read your book I waa
very nervous
and irritable.
My appetite was weak, and
my digestion was very bad.
I used to tire at the slightest
effort.
Now I feel like a new
person.
I can work and play
all
day long without tiring.
I

certainly

owe
I

it

feel

all to

want

grateful I

you

am

great

and I

your book.
to

know

how

for the changes

condition is apparent to every
one, and I do not hesitate
to recommend your book to
anyone suffering from nerindigestion, sleepvousness,
lessness and
that continual
feeling
and lack of
tired
ambition.

*****

Since reading your book "New
Nerves for Old" I feel myself again,

and am happy and

my
your
all

book

am immune

I

trivial

never lose

every
upset

but after reading

nerves,

annoyances

my

to

and

temper.

A

few weeks ago I was a
mental and physical wreck.

Your book has proven of such

me that I can
benefit to
hardly recognize myself to be
the nerve-exhausted person I
once was.

READ THIS WONDER BOOK "NEW NERVES FOR OLD"
Eased upon many years of intensive experience and study, the famous Author, Richard Blackstone, has written a remarkable book entitled "New Nerves for Old."
In plain language ho
gives certain easy-to-follow rules that have enabled thousands of men and women to regain
their lost nervous energy and to acquire glowing health and youthful vitality.
It enables you
to correctly diagnose your own case and shows you how to bring back your Inst nervous vitality.
"New Nerves for Old" is worth its weight in gold and yet its cost is only 25c stamps or coin.
The book will prove a revelation to you. It will help you throughout your entire life, it Will
help you to build for yourself a solid foundation for your future success and happiness.

—

Mail

coupon

for

RICHARD

your

copy

today.

BLACKSTONE,

Richard Blackstone,

N-406 Flatiron

Address,

N-406

FLATIRON

BLDG.,

NEW YORK

New York
CITY I
I

BIdg.,
City.

Please send me a copy of your book, "New
Nerves for Old." I am enclosing 25c in coin or

stamps.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

State
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Grace Kingsley's Gossip
Continued from page 37
other

polo

players

were

already

riding

their horses about.

you want to think you've died and
Heaven," said Eduardo Raquello, so brown and fit we couldn't feel sorry
quite solemnly, "You want to come quickly for him.
from Poland, as I did, and take a tour
Lovely Marietta Millner was there, charmaround Beverly Hills and Hollywood and ing and exquisite with her red brown hair
Flintridge, of a Sunday afternoon, visiting and her big, soft brown eyes and perfect
those picture stars who are keeping open features.
house.
You'll have such a good time and
Miss Millner told us about traveling
see so much beauty that you'll be thankful around the world, especially in the Orient,
not only for pictures, but for so much making a picture, and how she loved Japan
opportunity for happiness and content."
best of all, particularly that out-of-the-way
That speech brought us right up to city, Nahra, where Japanese are still real
Leatrice Joy's pretty English house.
Japanese, and of how she loved their cereLeatrice was having charades that day, monial tea-parties.
and asked us to drop in. Lois Wilson and
"I tried to learn a little of tea ceremonher newest non-professional beau, whose ial, but I never realized how clumsy we
name I cannot remember, were there, with westerners are until I saw that exquisite
Besides
a number of other people, and the charades little Japanese woman perform it.
were already under way.
it takes a whole life time to perfect one's
Lois Wilson came in with a terrible self in it."
make-up on and her hair all stringing about,
Gaston Glass was there.
Gaston had
with a soiled kitchen apron adorning her just had a birthday party the night before,
form.
and he told us how his highly accomplished
John Boyle, the cameraman, guessed what Japanese cook had made a chocolate porthe play Lois was representing was I forgot trait of him on the birthday cake!
to tell you they were acting out the names
Louis Wolheim was there, too, and Max
of plays
and we all laughed when he Constant, Jack Paget, Bodil Rosing, and
"If

gone
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WALTER

all
worn out, on account of having
been pulling weeds over on his little ranch
in La Crescenta all day, but he looked

was

to

—

—

called out

"

'Why Men Leave Home!'

a

"

dozen others.
Paget had brought

Ann

Nichols'

sister,

Swanson and her husband, the Elsie Nichols, who uses the name of Elsie
She is a pretty
Marquis, were to come later for tea, but we Dwayne on the screen.
She has been playing in her
had to travel from Leatrice's away over to blond girl.
Gloria

Flintridge, to James Cruze' s lovely, hospitwe reluctantly
so
able
Spanish home,
started on our way.
Leatrice and
Gloria are great
"Lois,
friends," remarked Patsy, as we threaded our
way carefully through the Sunday traffic,

Beverly and Hollywood Boulevards,
and out through the valley to the foothills
of Flintridge, at the very edge of
which foothills dwell James Cruze and
lovely Betty Compson, his wife.
Like the warm, golden sunshine itself
were Jimmie's and Betty's greetings as we
drove up.
Jimmie was clad in white as
usual, and looking ruddy, clear-eyed and
sunburned, and Betty looked exquisite as

comedy, Abie's Irish Rose, and she
how she had been bridesmaid at
the only Irish Cathfour Jewish weddings
olic bridesmaid ever to take part in a wedding of anybody playing in Abie's Irish
sister's

us

told

—

Rose!

George Melford brought Louise Gorey,

along

formerly

the

of

Follies,

we found her

and

now

possessed

of pictures,
of a most

gorgeous sense of Irish humor.
In the dining room a buffet supper was
spread out on a huge side board and

everybody buttled for himself.
Aftew supper, when it grew

too

cold

to stay outside in the patio, we came into
the big living room and card rooms, and

in
some sort of floating, chiffony
which .suited her daintiness to perfection.
Betty always seems to wear that sort
They sort of merge into her
of clothes.

Betty Compson, perched on the arm of a
huge sofa in front of the fire, played her
ukelele while Jimmie Cruze sang wild songs

personality.
Inside was a pleasant 'coolth' after the
heat of the valley, and of course, one always, at Cruze's house, makes straight for
the big, beautiful patio, with its lily ponds,
its wealth of cool ferns and its colorful array

crowded onto the

usual
dress

of cyclomen, of which Cruze and Betty
Beyond is a big
are both very fond.
lawn and a swimming pool, the latter hid-

den by a high wall.
Jimmie laughed as he told us how some
lady tourists entered his grounds quite unasked and began picking his camelias.
"I went out and asked them to please
" 'But,' one of them
desist,"
he said.
answered, 'I'm a friend of Mr. Oruze's!'
'Ah, lady,'
but
"
obeyed.'

here,

We

I

I

found

told her, 'I'm only the keeper
must see that orders are

Edward Everett Horton

re-

clining comfortably in a big chair in front
Of
of the fire-place out in the patio.
course there was no fire in that fire-place
now, but in the raw days of early spring
and fall, it is very comfortable to feel its

glow after a long ride.
Eddie Horton is going back on the stage
for a while at least, although he may work
He said he
at pictures during the day.

of the sea.

who

All of us
sofa,

could find room
with Jimmie leaning

against the sofa and lifting his voice till
whatever that is rang.
the welkin
Garrett Ford, the writer, brought his
fiance, Mary Stewart, whom he married the
very next day, and there were Rex Dunn,
a noted musician, who has been over in
the Hawaiian Islands, putting the natives
out of business with his symphony orches-

—

—

and Arthur Guy Empey, who wrote
Helluva War.
the Top, and
Empey is a jovial, wholesome young
Irishman, with a fund of droll stories. He
told how Jack Pickford had written him a
letter when our country got into the war,
"You've written a great
in which he said:
book on the war " meaning Over the
Top "about the army. I'm joining the
tra,

A

Over

—

—

navy."
Jim Tully was there

—

the 'tramp' author
rather short, stocky,
red-haired, full of pep, sharp in repartee,
and brilliant when he starts telling a story.
I think that despite all his apparent brues-

—and

his wife.

He

is

querie and a certain mental arrogance, he
a sensitive person underneath.
His wife, it seems to us, is quite the
one for him serene, practical, with a quiet
sense of humor, and a sort of motherliness

is

'

—

"

SCREEN LAND
must mean

which

great

a

deal

to

her

We

but not yet was our
we were due
at Henry Kolker's house, where he and his
perfectly adorable wife were giving an
after-theater supper part)- for Joseph Schildkraut and his wife, Elise Bartlett.
The Kolkers live on the side of a Hollywood hill, and after we had ascended the
winding stairway to their picturesque house,
we found Joseph Schildkraut and Elise
sitting on the broad bench before the fire
in the huge fire-place of the living room,
chatting with some other guests.
left quite late,

delightful

We

Sunday

knew

that

finished, as

Mario

Carillo

was there

somewhere, and presently his voice sounded
from the dining room above, calling us
up to eat the spaghetti which he had a
reputation for knowing

how

to

make

better

He
Hollywood.
learned to cook in the Italian army, he
than

anybody

else

in

told us.

We

about the table and listened to
Carillo's stories of the time when he was
in command of French and Italian soldiers
down in Egypt. One story he told us con'
cerned a certain outlaw bandit sheik, who
sat

Vernon and I were a little early,
we had a chance to chat with our

Patsy,

so

geniusy husband.

We

took a little stroll through
the grounds, by the light of the electrics
which can be switched on, and were shown
just where the flowers and the new fountain
are to go; also the sort of little castle
at least that's the way it looks from
effect
the street where buffet suppers and luncheons can be kept warm and served in the
garden.
The doorbell began to ring a good deal,
and so we went inside the big living room,
where we sat down in huge chairs before
the great fireplace in which a fire was burning cheerily as an added welcome to the
hostesses.

—

guests.

Carl Laemmle, Jr., and his director, Nat
Ross, were almost the first to arrive, and
Carl told us that he thought he would
have to go back to college for a half
term.
"Not to study Heavens, no! but to
get some more atmosphere for my collegiate
stories.
I find it rather hard the last few
months to keep in the spirit of them."
Carl, Jr., ; s so kiddishly good-looking,
I wondered why he didn't play in some
Maybe he will, he said.
of them himself.
But he is planning to take his players to
Europe, and of course that would keep
him quite busy enough without acting.

—

—

when

certain

he

will

go,

"All my interests are here," he explained.
friend of the government.
"I told him, though, if I ever caught And as he said it his eyes rested, we
him again, it was goodnight," said Carillo. thought, on Alice Day, to whom he. is
"And he impudently replied that if he got supposed to be engaged, though neither
the drop on me, it was to be curtains for will admit it.
Connie Keefe came in with Mollie O Day,
me. I did catch him a few months later
in the very act of committing more crimes and Sally and Isabel O'Neil came a little
Isabel had been ill, so she didn't
and was about to hang him, when he went later.
down on his knees to me and with tears take any part in the dancing, but Mollie
begged to be shot instead. It seems that and Sally flitted about with various parta Mohammedan who is hanged cannot get ners, to the music of the radio.
Don Alvarado came with his beautiful
into heaven, for some mysterious reason.
So I let him have his way, he turned his wife, Ann Alvarado, and Mai St. Clair
head to pray for a moment, smoked a brought his charming wife. Both of them
cigarette, and then paid for his crimes looked like fashion plates.
little later on Claire Windsor arrived,
like a man."
Rolling homeward, we passed by Pauline and Richard Dix. who is supposed to admire Marceline Day very much, dropped
Starke and Jack White's house.
"Why, there's a light!" exclaimed Patsy. in for a little while.
Alice and Marceline looked lovely, in
As she spoke guests were leaving, and
we bowled up to the front door to say Hello rather simple evening gowns, without any
They kept the entertainment
furbelows.
to Pauline and Jack.
"Oh, do come in and see grandmother's ball rolling in an unobtrusive sort of way.

A

"Oh, Irene, Alice and Marceline are givAnd when the Days give a
ing a party!
party, you stay partied!" exclaimed Patsy.
"Sounds exactly like a song title 'Irene,
I'm going to write a
Alice and Marceline'
song about them!" declared Vernon Rick'

—

—

who was having tea with us, and who
hiding his good looks these days behind
the radio, but who will soon blossom forth
ard,
is

in

Warner Vitaphone pictures, as he
a number of them now.

is

making

Alice and Marceline Day, and their nice,
mother. Irene Day who seems ever
so much younger, sometimes, than her two
giving
a
rather
staid
daughters were
house warming at their new Beverly Hills
home, which is a sort of Italian villa, with
a big, charming walled garden and lawn,
flanked by a swimming pool, where Irene,
Alice and Marceline expect to hold many
an out-door garden fete as soon as the

—
—

jolly

weather

is

warm enough.

FaffingHair

Dandruff

—

was making a great deal of trouble, robCarillo,
bing and killing on the desert.
who was Captain, caught him once and
was about to despatch him after a trial,
He isn't
when orders came from Cairo that he was
to be allowed to go, as he was really a though.

presents!" cried Pauline.
Pauline had given a birthday party that
very day to her grandmother, a perfectly
darling and lively lady whom it would be
hard to call old, so witty and bright and
red-cheeked is she!
Indeed, even at that
2 o'clock morning hour, there she was,
still, bright as a dollar.
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"Everybody

adores

those

two

girls,"
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BALDNESS
Nature

has ways of warning us when certain
parts of our body are sick or under-nourished.
In the case of our hair the danger signals are
scalp—dandruff and falling hair.
itching
If

—

neglected, these conditions will result
hair and eventual baldness.

—

lifeless

in

thin,

Curable through
E:::e Tksatmemi
Maurice

Prof.

Sc holder,
renowned

the internationally

specialist on ailments of hair
and scalp, who has heretofore treated patients only at
his
Clinic,
now offers a
course of
Treatment to
any sufferer who is unable
come
his
Clinic.
Proto
to

Home

fessor Scholder's Home
Treatment System is. based
on the principle of individual
.

,

analysis, diagnosis and preProfessor
scription.
In other words,
Maurice Scholder
each case is analyzed and
treated as an individual ailment.
This diagnosis, together with his secret

formulas and individual treatment, account for
his uniform success in stopping loss of hair, and
actually growing strong, new hair, in cases
where less gifted and less experienced practitioners have failed completely.

FREE ANALYSIS
Professor Scholder

will accept
no case that is incurable. To
enable him to determine the condition of your hair, send a few of
ordinary combings
your hairs
Pres. Roosevelt
will do) in an envelope with this
One of Prof.
ScJiolder'8 many
coupon. You may also add any
famous patients
details which you think will help
Professor Scholder with your case. He will then
subject your hair to his laboratory tests and send
you a report as soon as the analysis is completed.
There is no charge made for this analysis and ref

_

port.

Patsy.
"They are just like two
convent misses, and yet they are jolly
and charming in their nice, quiet little way."

[REE ANALYSIS COUPONt

confided

Doris Arbuckle was there, and Marceline
Day came over to exclaim kiddingly that
she, Alice, Doris and Loris Fox, Finis Fox's
wife who is, by the way, very pretty and
cute
used to punch cows together in

-

Mail

today,

PROFESSOR
The
101

samples

enclosing

MAURICE

West 42nd

of

your

SCHOLDER.

Scholder

Professor

Institute,

New

St.,

York,

Inc.

N.

Name
Address

—
—

State

City

hair to

D.G.

_
Y.

Montana!

We

looked for Tom
but they didn't arrive.

Mix and

his wife,

"I told Tom I'd love to have him, but
he couldn't bring Tony, his horse, so maybe
why they didn't come!" laughed
that's
Mrs. Day.
After the buffet supper, everybody gathered in groups to chat, or danced or

played bridge.
Alice Day was teaching young Carl
Laemmle how to play bridge when we left.
"And young Carl doesn't like cards
either.
So his learning at all is to my mind
entire proof of devotion," remarked Patsy,
as

we

ODay—
"Oh,
us.

no,
"I

that's

not

know who

But he wouldn't

tell

serious,"

Vernon

Mollie likes."
us, darn it all!

IS

MISERY

Multitudes of persons with defective hearing and Head
Noises enjoy conversation, go to TheatreandChurch becausethev useLeonard
Invisible Antiseptic Ear Drums. Tiny
Megaphones fitting in the Ear entirely^
out of sight. No wires, batteriesor
head piece. They are Unseen Comforts and inexpensive. "Write for
booklet and sworn statement of the
inventor who was himself deaf.
A.

0.

Leonard,

RE
M
a

left.

"Connie Keefe," I wondered as we drove
along, "seemed quite devoted to Mollie

told

DEAFNESS

Suite I&4, 70 5th Ave.,

Inc.,

JIN

APTIST

TTE CAN TEACH

YOU DRAWING

in

-n.

V.

your own heme

during your
spare time.
Tbirty-five years of
successful teaching proves our ability.
Artists receive large salaries.

Write today for Art Year Book

ScHGDi^AmiEi? Art
Boom

3

Battle C&EEK Mich.

New York

screenlAnd
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New
This
not

new

you

makes

—

look

rolls

of

INSTANTLY

thinner
quickly

takes

excess

off

fat.

with the tear stuff and on with the
merriment.
Nobody loves a weepy sister.
Weeps went out with barrooms and hoop

but

of our own leading men watch their steps.
California will see him sure.

THE CLEAN-UP

skirts.

—

weakening drugs
DIET
strenuous
are dangerous
is

— Continued from page 52

off

belt

self-massaging

only

Screenplays

—are

LAW

THE

liable
reducing exercises
The
to strain your heart.
only safe method of reducing
method
sets
is massage. This

For

—

OF FEAR
good

of

lovers

all

old

MAN

A

fashioned

pretty fair western.
The old, old
story of the mysterious rider who is really
one of the town's leading citizens.

seems to melt away the surplus fat. The Weil Reducing
Belt, made of special reducim

what three
Ted Wells is the star rider. And with
fourths of the plays on Broadway are to- the exception of Wally Wales,
handsomer
day step right up to the box office and than any hard riding cowboy I know.
buy your ticket to see Ranger, the dog, Worth looking over, girls. Something new

rubber,

in

up a vigorous

same

melodrama

circulation that

as

a

skilled

newest

his

of horses;

normal
remains.
tissue
The Weil Reducing Belt

is

10-Day Trial Offer

I

I

Weil

of

Company,

Hill

I

New Haven, Conn.
Please send me complete

Street,

Gentlemen:
the Weil

your Special

Scientific Reducing
10-Day Trial Offer.

I

description
and also

Belt,

Address

club

dances;

if

loneliness

I
I

.Claire

_

Windsor

plays

the

part

in

all

of

her

scenes.

A MODERN DU BARRY
three most intriguing words in our
language after 1 love you are 'Paris at
1

Midnight.'

TRIPLE EXTRACT

LOVE DROPS
A

new creation,
an
enchanting
powerful aroma.
Rich anii poor, old
and young, surrender to its charm.
$2.50 size for $1.00 postpaid, or
$1.27 C.O.D., with instructions for
use.
Secrets of Love's psychology
and art of winning the one you love
with the original 7 Psychological and Successful plans
nnd stratagems for winning, inspiring, captivating and
holding the love of the one you love, and exercising your
Magnetic Invisible Power within you. to which you hold
the key.

WOfMS

CO.,

Dept

5,

Box

Hollywood.

1250,

Calif.

Learn to Dance

This New Easy Way
Yoa can

learn all the modern dances
Charleston, Black Bottom, Valencia, Can-

ter, French Tango, St. Louis Hop, Latest
Waltzes, Fox Trota, etc., at home easily
end quickly. New chart method makea
dancing as simple as A-B-C. No music or
EartDer required. Learn anywhere, any-

iroe.
Win new popularity. Be in demand
at parties. Same course of lessons would
cost $20 if taken privately.

CMcaao

YOUNG LADIES

A new and

infallible discovery

harmlessly makes
velop, beautifying
firm

drugs

flesh

from

are

used.

grow

One
IS

to

Send

30
2c

which

fat,

breast,

tin*

and

Postal

Box

Montreal,

K<*t

No

stamp

for

pa rticulai'fi.

ELLEMAN AEG YPTION

de-

days.

CO.,

Station
D.
"N"
Que.. Canada

Corda's

new

—

—

An

Just eend your name and address. We'll
ohipthe complete course— 32:{ pages, 49 illustrations—without one cent in advance.
When package arrives, band postman only

Maria

Du

Maria Corda stars out in life as odd
She is
job girl in her aunt's hotel.
just
betrayed by a salesman! Picked up
as she is about to drown herself in the
Seine
by a distinguished white-haired
man, fed and given a job. And then her
amours progress into higher and higher
society until the young King of Andalia
falls in love with her.
Such clothes, jewels, yachts and palaces.
Kings, financiers, counts and princes all
And to tell you the truth
pursue Maria.
For if she's
she isn't worth the chase.
I never saw
not laughing, she's crying.
a woman laugh so much nor cry so much
Restraint, control, are foreign
in any film.

The

Send No Money

LADIES,

in

Barry, you will see
picture
Modern
Paris in all her dusky midnight splendor.
One shot after another of genuine scenes
of Paris night-life will make you long to
pack your little trunk and hop the first
boat for France.

words

Franklin Pub. Co.. 800 N. Clark St., Deot. B-406.

And

A

"PERFUME CREATION OF MOVIE LAND"

to

Maria in

this

all

very well to be a noble philoso-

But when a

pher.

woman

finds

a

great

bunch of gray hair growing out in her
part, and when a man notices his hair
receding from both temples
there is no
philosophy in the world that will
middle age seem more endurable.

picture.

excitement grows hotter and hotter.
enormously wealthy man falls in love

make

you are not as young as you would
be, go to see S\inner's Big Idea.
It will cheer you up.
For it shows that
so long as there are gymnasiums, beauty
parlors, sunshine and fresh air, middle age
If

like

to

only a name to frighten flappers. You
don't believe it?
Well, drop into your
favorite theatre some day and look over
S\inner's Big Idea.
is

Skinner

played by that handsome old

is

Washburn. Well Bryant gets
grand idea that some new pep and
enthusiasm is needed in his business, so
he decides to fire his old employees.
But
timer, Bryant

the

the junior partner steps in.
And hires a
pretty show girl to liven the party up.
Martha Sleeper is the girl in question. And

what

The

State..

SKINNER'S BIG IDEA
It's

the

of

granddaughter who lives in a poor quarter
of the town, unacknowledged by her grandmother who lives in state on the gloomy
Claire scores another success in
hill side.
this unusual picture and looks very lovely

_

City

WOMAN

and misunderstanding and heartache have
been your portion, this is the picture you
want to see.

Send no money.
Write for detailed description and
testimonials
from delighted users.
Write at once.
Special 10-day trial offer.
The Weil Co., 396 Hill
Street, New Haven, Connecticut.
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country

the

to

place.

ranks!

—

scenery.

fine

the

in

If you were born in a little town and
had to live out your life there; if your
home happened to be on the wrong side
of the railroad track; if you were left out
when all the invitations were passed around

-endorsed by physicians because it not only takes off
fat. but helps correct stomach
disorders, constipation, backache, shortness of breath and
puts sagging internal organs

^™The

And

SATAN AND THE

From 4 to 6 inches of
flabby fat usually vanfew
ish
in
just
a
solid,
weeks.
Only

I

of Fear.

Plenty of action; Plenty of fights; Plenty

Fat Replaced by
Normal Tissue

Special

The Law

film,

night.

every

back into

just

This movie, unlike most dog pictures,
It tells
has an excellent story behind it.
the tale of a bandit who is a peaceful
rancher by day and a mysterious fiend by

masseur, only Quicker and
cheaper. Every move yoi
make causes the Weil
Belt
to
gently
massage
your abdomen.
Results are rapid because this belt ivories

for you
second.

that's

—

produces exactly the

results

and

a

knockout Martha has turned out

to

place she is beautiful. In
the second place she is distinguished.
In
the third place she knows how to act.
Why, Martha just puts that picture over.
But the whole cast is good.
William
be.

In the

first

James Bradbury, Robert Dudley,
Ole M. Ness (there's an actor for you),
Charles Wellesley, Hugh Trevor (a fine
looking boy, all right) and Ethel Grey
Terry all combine to turn out an amusing
Orland,

neither
picture.
No super-special.
It's
caviar nor cabbage. Just a good, amusing,
unpretentious picture that will send you
home with hope in your heart.

NAMELESS MEN
Claire Windsor, as fragile and as fragrant as ever, devotedly loves her handsome,
scapegrace brother, Ray Hallor.
But Ray
commits a robbery and hides the money.

Resulting

in

his

being

apprehended

and

sent to jail.
There he sits on the edge
of his bunk, night after night, listless and
hopeless, thinking with Shakespeare: 'My
grief lies onward and my joy behind.'

But his despair is lightened when
Antonio Moreno joins him in his cell. He

thinks Tony is a crook, but in reality
And after upsetting half the Moreno has had himself committed to
with her.
world trying to win Miss Corda's some- prison so he can learn where the money
what freely given affections, he handsomely is hidden. After some months in the same
withdraws at the climax when he finds narrow prison room, Moreno is freed. And
Maria "really loves' her king. The financier he goes to a little town to await the day
lifts the mortgage off of Andalia, pays off
when Hallor shall be at liberty also. There
the army, stops the revolution he started
he meets Hallor's sister and falls in love
and permits Maria to become the King's
with her.
In a romantic, wide-veranded
lawful, wedded wife.
hotel, surrounded with beautiful trees and
pernever
Carol, himself, of Roumania,
gardens, love scenes take place between
formed a more foolish act than did this
movie King when he took on Maria's sobs these two which are both charming and
touching.
Love scenes, however, in to
and giggles for life.
Jean Bradin, as the King, gives a splen- which Eddie Gribbon, a pal of Hallor's,
He will make a lot doesn't fit at all. Eddie is a great comedian
did characterization.

SCREEN LAND
and he steals the picture right out from
under the noses of your two favorites, Tony
and Claire.
The climax of the film is a terrible gun
Gribbon is killed.
battle on board a boat.
And he dies game. Claire is rescued and
Oh well, you know how these pictures

Books

—

always end.
This is a picture which will hold your
interest.
And the most absorbing part of
it
all is
the beginning which shows the
gruesome daily life within gray prison walls.
Watch the different faces of the prisoners.

Each one

tells

its

own

sad and sordid

Latest Novels

For $1.00 Each

tale.

WHEN
body homeward, you

BRANDED SOMBRERO
Come on
here's
balls

now you Buck

a

picture that

roll

around so

will
fast

Jones

the dreary day

is done, and you head
dread the thoughts of
evening.
You know that your library, originally
been sadly depleted, and you have read every book

fans,

make your eye
in

sockets
before the

their

get a 'hot box'
half over.
If movement and action are what you
crave, pack into the theatre, sit yourself
down, and watch Buck Jones conquer the
village belle.
Into the jail it takes him:
then after a fast freight train on his highstepping horse; and at last the big peak
of the evening is where he captures the
that

you'll

movie

'bad

it

is

fans.

A WOMAN AGAINST THE
WORLD

greater feeling then, than to think of the

A

the

acting

bouquets.

A

chorus girl is found murdered.
Harrison Ford as Schuyler Van Loan is
arrested on his wedding night and taken
away from his bride, Gertrude Olmsted,
and brought to trial. Gertrude leaves him
Ford is conflat and procures a divorce.
victed of murder and sentenced to hang
at midnight on March 31st.
thrilling movie which keeps you keyed

A

up

until the last

shot rolls by.

HAROLD LLOYD-S GLASSES
Harold Lloyd a sentimental person.
is

$25,000 insurance on a pair of hornrimmed glasses! 'The idea!" you may say.
But those spectacles are the first pair he
ever wore in motion pictures.
In one of his rare leisure moments. Harold talked to me recently about his career
and how he came to use the glasses.
If
you remember, Harold's present screen
character is the third he has assumed.
His first was called 'Willie Work' and
he wore an extravagant make-up which was
popular about fifteen years ago.
His second was 'Lonesome Luke.'
This
character was somewhat similar to Charlie
Chaplin's
little dots of mustache, clothes
too big, shoes on the wrong foot.
It
was Lloyd's ambition to create an
original character, coupled with a hint that
he got from some unnamed burlesque actor
who wore horn rimmed glasses, that lead to
the establishment of the Harold character
of today.

small, lias

of interest

new books

special offer of six of any of the titles listed below

may

A

with

facing the

you have just ordered. The latest brainchild of your favorite
author, and others you have often wished to read.
After dinner, comfortably enconsed in your bis easv-chair.
you spend what develops into one of the most pleasant evenings you've ever had. Then you realize that you were glad
you did not pass up the advertisement offering this marvelous
collection of the most popular novels of the day at the
extraordinarily low price of $1.00 each.

Strong movie meat for hungry western

murder movie. Full of suspense. In
which Gertrude Olmsted and Harrison
Ford get unsympathetic roles. And where
Georgia Hale and Lee Moran walk off

your tired

holds.

What

and how!

man'
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be purchased for Five Dollars.

The G-lden Beast.. ..E. Phillips Oppenheim The Night Riders
Rigwell Cullum
The Enemies of Women,
A Poor Wise Man.. Mary- Roberts Rinehart
Vincente Blasco Ibanez
The Poisoned Paradise. ...Robert W. Service
D'Arblay Mystery
E. Austin Freeman
Yellow Shadows
Sax Rohmer
Captain Brand
Lt. Henry A. Wise
When a Man's a Man.. Harold Bell Wright
Mine With the Iron Door,
Bertha Ruck
Harold Bell Wright The Pearl Thief
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Robert Hickens
Published April 1)
The Desert Healer
E. M. Hull
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Hunchback of Notre Dame—.Victor Hugo The High Adventure
Max Brand
The Master of Man
Hall Caine Fire Brain.
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E. M. Hull Child of the Wild
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Victor Hugo On the Rustler Trail,
Robert Ames Bennett
Big Brother
Rex Beach
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Arthur Stringer The Door with Seven Locks,
Edgar Wallace
Face Cards
Carolyn Wells
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The Purple Mist
..Gladys Edson Locke
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John P. Kennedy
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Write and Tell Us What
Book You Want. It May
Xot Be Listed Here But
We Can Get it for You
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"A New Skin
3 Days"

in
Rid

Get

o£
Skin,

Oily

Taboo!- Continued

Acne,
Blackheads,
Pimples,
Wrinkles, Tan, Freckles, UnBlemishes and Marks of
Age This New Way

Your

sightly

READ

THIS FREE OFFER

there was something in existence beside
the world they lived in.
So strong was
her faith that she was ready to take a
chance on a visionary like Columbus. So
she sold her jewels and financed his trip
herself.
And in case you haven't heard
about it Columbus actually came across
with a New World.

from page 35

ing Jannings had on his hands.

Of

course

inevitably to Jannings who can
do every sort of hero with equal grace.
By no stretch of the imagination could
DisJannings be called a handsome man.

we come

tinguished yes, but not handsome. What
He does everydid that matter to him?
thing in so convincing a manner that no
one cares whether he is handsome or not.
If he had a part to play where the man
should be handsome he easily arranged it.
Look at him as the Archduke in his palmy
day in The Last Command.

Ah, where would we be if it weren't
our women and our Columbuses?
Just as Columbus smashed the cherished

for

taboo of the existing world at that time
so can we, in our own lives, break the
superstitions that strive to choke our belief
in something we can see but others can't.

But Jannings
not

fallen

into

is

the

a

type alone and has
of matinee idol.

rut

He

is too versatile an artist for that.
Blond heroes have had an uphill road so
far.
Why the producers have been unable
to see a blond hero is a strange thing.
stop us we are a lot of saps.
But they are beginning to come into their
One thing is important though. We own. Conrad Nagel was perhaps the first
must be sure that we have something to who became prominent, but he has made
give and then try to present it a little good in such a variety of parts that he
better than anyone else.
cannot be thought of just as a hero. Jimmy
The world has no place in the front Murray is on the up grade but he is not

A

taboo which blocks our path "to sucand happiness. If we know that we
have something to give and let anything
cess

—

GONE

"They're
Place

Because

Photo and

OFF!"

They're

of Paper Over Half
Note the Transformation!

the

Piece

a

Above

ranks

About

Worry no more over your "terrible" skin and comForget your failures with lotions, clays, creams,
powders,
massage,
"coverings."
steaming pots and
Throw away your rubber masks, plasters, and beauty
makeshifts.
Because here's where you get a new,
true skin!
Tour blackheads, pimples, large pores,
freckles,
surface
wrinkles,
tan,
sallow complexion,
blemishes, and signs of approaching age, go. definitely
plexion!

—

— "because

OFF!"

they're

Most astonishing discovery in the history of beauty
All explained in an amazing free book called
"Beautiful New Skin in 3 Days."
Learn how to do
what eminent doctors have charged enormous prices

culture.

for.

of

all

Only

Make your own
who behold it.

—no

and complexion the envy
Send your name and address

slrin

money

MAKE YOUR FACE YOUR FORTUNE!
Hundreds
selves

—in

of

men and women

the

auiet

of

their

are now doing it themown homes without the

—

knowledge of their most intimate friends. They come out
with a new, soft, velvety, clear, spotless, youth-like slrin
on face, neck, arms, hands or any part of the body
where a new slrin is desired.
The method is absolutely harmless and easy.
almost beIt's astonishing
yond belief.
Send now the book is absolutely free
to readers of this magazine.
Address. Marvo. Book
X. Y.
Dept.. 63-B. No. 17110 Broadway, New Y ork

—

—
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LOVE LURE
DARING.

Tins

mysterious

perfume

Its rare and
attracts and fascinates.
exotic fragrance surrounds you With
charm and enticement that few are
Tantalizing and linable to resist.
gering as one's first kiss. Young and
pv old glady surrender to its seductive
...charm.
Pay postman only $1.85 plus
Secret
directions
(postage.
FREE
Double strength, $3.00.
Sent sealed.

JWineholt

Co.,

L-63

Woodbine, Pa.

mimmsis
Parb

in30Days

the
of

decrees

lovely lines
athletic
full,
firm

an

form,
breasts

— TRUE

FEMININITY!

Ouly 30 days of gently
applying a new scientific luscious c
Quickly molds the breasts to lovely
lours, enlarging them from one to threat
Also corrects saving and flabInches.
bine.;.;

FREE.

Instruct inns

for

,

/

\

<

molding

hi easts

TAN TISSUE

MARY

Now

York. N. Y.

tor Personal
and

ago

when

a

man

good

in pictures.
Acting didn't count at
But it counted whether you could ride,
swim and play tennis and golf. You might
never be called upon to do any of these
things but you were blacklisted if you
didn't say you could do them.
The casting director would clear up
these points for you in a bored manner
between two yawns, or snappily without
giving you more than a scathing glance,
according to his type.
Never did he use
his brain.
He was not casting director for
that purpose.
Of course even the average
casting director had his intelligent moments,
but generally speaking he was the perfect
machine carrying out the orders of his
all.

world.

came

smoldered

Valentino
the

into

alike.

with

and

hearts

He marked

his

his

sleek,

smile that

men and
new epoc in

of
a

pictures which permitted a wider choice of
players.
But with the slender, esthetic

kneed legs safely,
permanently
at
and

Bill

Boyd then seems

that his eyes are blue; but they are dark
blue enough to give them solidity on the
screen.
Bill has been stepping right along
but when he bursts forth in S\yscraper I
predict a sudden increase in his fan mail.
He's there with the cave man stuff that
every gal likes once in her life anyway,
but there is tenderness too, and his fists
know how to double up when he needs
them.
So perhaps Bill Boyd will be the
first blond
hero.

The

have had just as hard a strugmenacing taboo. For years,
really its influence lasts even to this day,
heroines had to have blonde curls because
It
was as
Mary Pickford had them.
though everyone thought it was Mary's
girls

gle against the

curls

that

made her dear

to

Valentino as the vogue, what a gate crash-

rnlllation

,

TRILETV. SPEC'ST,

that

was

a special picture

and

Fritz Leiber,

who

played King Solomon was a very tall
man.
Also although Betty made a tremendous personal hit, her success didn't
open the doors for further leading parts
But it did
either for herself or others.
weaken the taboo on that particular point
and gradually dark haired girls have been
accepted until now there are several favorDolores Del Rio,
ite raven haired lassies.
Patsy Ruth Miller, Estelle Taylor, oh and

dozen others.
Their advance was so gradual, however,
that there was nothing sensational about it.
a

—

|

it

Later, Betty
for other dark haired girls.
Blythe landed the Queen of Sheba, but

Rob Wagner, (whose \nowledge of the film colony dates
bac\ to the days when pictures were only infants, super productions were single reelers and actors were cowhands,
writes
every

Dept. 1646-L. Binghamton.N.Y.

but

Mary's curls however, caused many a
raven haired beauty to drip bitter tears into
her morning coffee and the world perhaps

I

and will improve your'

write today tor
personal appearance 100 per rent,
copyrighted Physiological and Anatomical book and exEnclose a dime
perience of others without obligation.

us;

doesn't seem possible that everybody could
be so stupid. If it was just Mary's curls I
should think there would be more Marys.
But there is only one.

Every dark, curly haired and dark eyed
young screen actor was then in clover. But lost many talented, lovely young actresses
because of the bigoted idea that heroines
all rules are made to be broken by some
adventurous soul who sees beyond them must be blonde. A few to be sure defied
into the possibilities of the future, and so, the scourge. There was Mary Fuller, Clara
eventually, Bill Farnum came along with Kimball Young, Alice Joyce and Norma
curly hair to be sure, but it was not very Talmadge, but three of these girls mardark. He was as blue eyed as the noon day ried men powerful in the producing world
sun and had Herculean proportions.
He and while they were both very popular,
crashed the dark haired, dark eyed screen Norma Talmadge and Alice Joyce lastingly
taboo in The Spoilers and set a new stan- so, they didn't noticibly smoothe the way

women

I

blond.

No

costly operation or
Is worn at night.
discomfort.
Easy to adjust; Its result will
save vou soon from further hu-

fir

years

a

Then

Knock

quickly

home.

fifteen

handsome Grecian profile, blond
hair and the body of an Apollo tried for
a job in pictures he was out of luck. He
was given a sour look by the casting director.
A young man in those days had to
have black curly hair and dark eyes to be
with

suave, graceful manner,

is

decided

a

hold the girl quite easily with the other,
he wasn't a hero at all.

£ JJppearance.
now more than ever the Io
note of Buocess, both in social and
Improve your per
business life.
sonal appearance by using the
"Lim-Straitner."
new patent
Model 18. Corrects now Bow

mediocrity.

dard for the screen hero. The perfect hero
must now be strong and tender. The blue
eyed menace was over, but in its place
loomed one quite as ridiculous. It was,
that if the hero couldn't hurl all the villains over the cliff with one hand and

with your jar of this amazing new TYSend me only $1.00 with your
cream.
name and address. Money haek if not grateful after one
TITUS, Dept. 10. 103 E. 13th St..
month.
shapelv

for

Taking the careers of the screen people to be the man of destiny. Bill is almost a
tow head and I don't have to tell you
you will see what I mean.

month

for

Screenland.
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The

other taboos

still

A

held good.

hero'

must be blonde, she must have curly
The vamps
hair, she must be blue eyed.
must be black haired, dark eyed and sticky
looking. Vamps couldn't be blonde; hero'
ines couldn't be brunette.
It took a girl with the fearless, independent spirit of a Columbus to brush aside,
and not even conscious that she did so,
almost every taboo that Hollywood held
I mean Greta Garbo.
sacred.
She landed, a frighteningly tall, angular
girl
with blonde hair as straight as an
ine

Indian's,

mouth and

large

a

rather

large

Also she wore an ugly checked suit.
The only quality she had according to
Hollywood beauty standards was slimness;
She was
she did them one better in that.
met at the boat by a few horrified press
teeth.

men whose

hearts

were

their

in

throats

they took her to be photographed.
There wasn't any doubt in the minds of
Greta knew
those press men after that.
And when
her eye work they'd say.
she got out to Hollywood it was discovered that she was a singularly poised
young woman. The taboos of Hollywood
didn't cause a ripple in the fair brow of
this young Swedish girl. Not understanding
English she was unconscious of most of
the rules, and if anyone attempted to ex'
plain them to her they seemed too trivial
She was an actfor serious consideration.
What else
ress and she knew her stuff.
could matter? When she felt like it and
That
if she felt like it she curled her hair.
But you
is if she felt the part that way.
will notice that Greta's hair remains as
No cramped, set,
individual as she is.
Every hair stands
marcel waves for Greta.
out, a separate tongue for the crying down
And
conventionalized coiffure.
the
of
until

heaven knows

a

is

it

relief.

instance.
can boast.

As

an actress

fine

A

lovely,

fragile

the screen
mystic creaever played.

as

Make

Spring Styles

gracing every part she
Yet when they have a real chance to let
her reap the reward of her years of splendid work they turn it over to someone else.
Their reason being that they are afraid
the public would protest against a real
Chinese girl playing heroine even though
the story calls for a Chinese girl.
ture

IJouthforms
aNecessitv

Anna May can produce

And although
thousands of fan

letters to

prove her pop-

many

of her fans resenting hotly
the fact that she does not have a star part,
the producers still tuck their tongues in
their cheeks and shift from one foot to the
ularity,

Anna May's
other in doubt and dilemma.
taboo is harder to overcome, I think, than
that of any other actress, but she is gainhas signed her up and
ing ground.
she will have commenced her first starring
picture with them by the time this is being
An original story she tells me it
read.
written expressly for her and she is
is,
the heroine.

UFA

Some

day, all taboos will be consigned
ash can as ridiculous and cramping. Even this is a particularly slack season
for them except that men can't be bald
if they want to go on the screen, which
seems amusing when one considers all the
And if
fine wigs there are to be had.
to

the

you are clever

at

make up who

is

to

know

difference.
Look carefully at the
the
beards of some of the beardless men in
In Tannings' closeups can you
pictures.
Can
tell
that his mustache isn't real?
you tell Jean Hersholt's? Or Tully MarHarry Warner? Yes, and I have
shall's?
always held against him that ugly, bristly,
crudely put on beard that he wore when he
played the most enviable of all heroes, the

Round Out Your Form

Make

Christ.

It Beautiful

walked

So what's a bald head when there are

through, indolently and gracefully. Would
Phyllis Haver ever have landed the part
of Roxie Hart in Chicago if Greta hadn't
smashed tradition? Maybe she would but
we doubt it. Phyllis has been doing some
pretty good trouping for a long time but she
was always a 'good' heroine until after

a squint eyed heroine
but other things being
equal she wouldn't be altogether imposThe taboos for the girls at present
sible.
are that a girl must have wide apart eyes
and she must be thin, but la, in a few
years the buxom lass may be all the rage,
and then where is the taboo?

Youthforms hold the bust

So dry your eyes little girl or boy, no
matter what it is you want to do, rememIf you are determined and sinber this.
cere and are willing to work there is no

Youthforms to correct sagging busts.
Thousands are praising Youthforms daily
for the great comfort and pleasure they
give.
They are unnoticeable, wonderfully
restful and enjoyable to wear. Not sold in

But

see

what

a

Greta

wall

Then Phyllis
Greta's success.
her own as an adventuress.

came

into

Perhaps you are thinking, 'What about

Ah yes, the red-heads.
red-heads?"
my children, the red-heads don't
count.
No, they don't count because, as
perhaps you have noticed, the red-heads
if they want
can get any where, any time
to.
If you haven't noticed you might turn
your attention to Clara Bow. whose red
locks and laughing lips crash every gate

the

Well,

—

long

before

she

gets

to

them.

what,

pictures.

as

There

they
is

think,

will

so

isn't

limit

to

time

it

'go'

Anna May Wong

in
for

course

what you can do. Once upon a
was said that no one would pay

The other
to see a movie.
night people paid five dollars a seat for
the opening of Harold Lloyd's new picAnd the house was packed.
ture Speedv.
fifty

cents

is

impossible.
If the mind can
idea, there will be fingers to

conceive an
carry it out sometime,
is
no taboo that can
cerity,

hard work and

They Hitched Their Wagon

somewhere.
stand

There

against

sin-

in a comfortable,

stylish, healthful position.

exciting,

Nothing

You'd think the producers would have
had a lesson by now and be less positive
about

Of

wigs?

Youtkforni's secret is in the elastic band
goes around the body, and the
beautiful first quality pink Swami Silk
forms which hold the bust in shape, removing all weight from them.
Doctors and
physical culture experts are indorsing

which

stores, order direct.
"

i

~

3
S

l

YOTTTHFORM COMPANY
83 Walton

St.,

S-3

Atlanta, Ga.

;

Enclosed find check, money order5 or cash,
of your
which send me
for $
regrular $5.00 Youthforms size around body
,

just under bust
center of bust

in,
in.

;

around body across

;

standard color pink.

;

J
•

selflessness.

to the

Stars

Continued from page 17

Send
she loved him, and oh, how he loved
her
all under Frank Lloyd's expert direction.
He was new to films, and Director
Lloyd took particular pains with him. So did
Clara.
She held out her little hand to the
big fellow.
He took it and held it. Gary
and Clara made potent scenes together for
Children of Divorce
divorce was right. He

how

—

—

—

left her.

It

wasn't his

fault.

The company

to make him a star.
Gary was
thrust right into big leads.
Beau Sabrewr
The Legion of the Condemned. Gary is

decided

—

now

the whole show of his films. The heartless producers divorced Clara and Gary so
that each could shine brightly alone.
Clara had still another movie boy friend
—Charles Rogers.
different type entirely
from the rugged Gary. Charles is shy, and
very, very young, and adoring.
But Clara
loved him just the same.
She loved him
for the purposes of such pictures as Wings
and Get Tour Man. But he isn't her Buddy
any more.
Clara hasn't seen him since
Mary Pickford lured him away to be her

A

NO

Railroad Special!
SOLID GOLD

effect case guaranteed 25 years. Richly
engraved. Locomotive crown.
Time-keeper dial. Railroad
back. Accuracyguaranteed
by lOOyr.oldMillionDollar
Factory.
.

f/

Why pay $20

your next watch?

to $30 for

Order

NOW.

Pay BargainSale <TO 07 and
price of only— <P«J-OI porfaga
on arrival. Waldemar Knife and

Chain to match. FREE.
Send NoMoney.Sendpostaitoday.

Wear 10 days at oar
Money back if not delighted.

FREE TRIAL.
expense.

Bradley. Dept. 188, Newton. .Mass.
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My

Best Girl.
Never mind,
you will always pick winners. You're a magnet for handsome leading men. There's Lane Chandler.
If a beautiful, red-headed star can't seem
to hold her man, what can you expect of a

best beau in

Clara

—

girl like

>a

cinema flower like Lillian Gish?
Playing' opposite Lillian is love's labor lost.
Gish hero doesn't always get his girl
not by a couple of kisses. You really can't
blame her leading men for staying away,
when you consider that Ronald Colman
couldn't capture The White Sister.
Dick
Barthelmess played opposite in Bro\en Blossoms, which turned out for him to be busted
buds, as far as movie romance was concerned. But its compensations included stardom for Richard. Lars Hanson didn't have
such a good time as the hero of The Scarlet
Letter.
Jack Gilbert was reunited to Mimi
too late to do anybody any good. The course
of true love never did run so very smooth
for Lillian's screen heroes.
Just the same,
they liked the job.
Not only was there
considerable prestige attached to paying unrequited court to the screen's Duse, there
were fat contracts forthcoming.
suffering

A

Keeps Your Hair Naturally Smooth,
Lustrous and Rich Looking
Particular men and women use HAIR-VALET Haira non-sticky Cream that gives the Hair a
natural gloss, relieves dry scalp and tends to prevent
dandruff.
Develop a striking personality well-groomed
hair counts tremendously, send 25c for a full size
dressing,

—

package to

HAIR-VALET

CO.,

R82I

123

William

St..

N.

Y.

C.

DEVELOP YOUR BUST!
Our

method highly recommended
for quick, easy development

scientific

LA BEAUTE CREME
for improvement of bust, neck, face
arms and legs
Used with great success by thousands. Inexpensive, harmless, pleasant. Successful
results or money refunded. Full particulars
and proof (sealed) free. Write for special

offer TODAY.
LA BEAUTE STUDIOS
857SK Hamilton Terr., Baltimore, Md.

The White

Vilma, too,

alas,

sent Ronnie straight
Vilma Banky. And now,
has loved and lost.
Sam-

Sister

to stardom with

Goldwyn

has played the cruel father
and separated the two lovers.
Vilma is
looking for a brand-new leading man. Don't
.spoil my story by reminding me that Vilma
hasn't very far to look.
She has a leading
man right in her own home who is wild to
play opposite her for pictures any old time.
uel

Ask Rod

—he knows.

What

charming

a

Talmadge wore

Connie

combination

Breakfast at Sunrise!
Don't misunderstand. I'm referring to her
very becoming leading man in that picture
Don Alvarado. The intense young Latin
was just the type for Connie's blonde loveliness.
But she was soon forced to find
a new autocrat for her cinema breakfasttable.
Don Alvarado was lured away to
beat the Drums of Love for Mary Philbin.
You love them and they get a better
in

Then word got round that Ben
was the newest and snappiest thing in screen
juveniles, and everybody began bidding for
his services.
Before long Ben had ceased
to be any star's support except his mother's.
Colleen bore up bravely.
She went
right
to
her husband and said:
'John

lasting.

—

we've got to find me a new leading man.'
She should have told him to find a halfdozen, to use one at a time.

There was Donald Reed. He loved her,
in Naughty But N.tce.
After Colleen
had introduced Donald to the public, the
public said:
'Where has he been all our
lives?' and 'We want more!'
Result: Donald was seized to play the hero in The
Mad Hour and other films. Playing with
Colleen is a great experience for any young
actor.
She is not only an inspiration as to
too

technique, she is a practical help.
She
always stop to explain a scene.
She
has unlimited patience, and has never been
known to lose her temper.
good job
for a bright boy, a lead with Colleen.
And
if every leading man she gets runs away
as soon as the picture is finished it's because
the prestige of playing with her has boosted
him into the front ranks and all the other
girls want to play with him, too.
will

A

Bebe Daniels gave Larry Gray his chance.
Gloria Swanson helped.
Now Larry is so

much

in

Gloria

is

—

contract.

did think Alice Terry could count on
didn't you?
He was the
great lover of her (screen) life, you know.
I didn't see how she could ever live without
I

Ramon Novarro

—

him

—

especially after

Somehow

The Arab.

she survived the separation; and a kind fate
reunited them in Lovers.
Everything went
well for a while, and then fickle Ramon left
her again
this time to make love to different women all the time.
He has to; it's

—

in his contract.

The Duncan

shared

sisters

screen

the

affection of Nils Asther in Topsy and Eva.
He loved them, though after the fashion of
a big brother.
But it was good enough
for them. Then he rode away, on important
contracts.
he's the handsome hero of
Sorrell and Son and Laugh, Clown, Laugh.

Now

Young

Loretta

to

listen

Brenon

his

is

the

what

—

lucky

until

girl

to

Herbert

calls 'Cut!'

You wouldn't
perhaps,

latest

love-making
guess
Colleen

but

it

from her pictures,

Moore

known

has

to suffer, all for a man.
Only
in Colleen's case it isn't one man; it's
men the little minx! Seems that all Colleen has to do is to play around with a
certain young man and all the other girls
it

is

—

in

Hollywood begin

to cry for him.

if

the

cry

other

girls

And,

long and loudly
be answered
espe-

—

enough, their cries will
cially when backed up by their producers'
financial arguments.

DIAMOND &
DHYAI
I ML WATCH CO.

In

t

ADDRESS DEPT. 25-F

,170

BROADWAY,

N.Y.

Coll een's

Ben Lyon.

txvl

J

He

—
—who

or cases
loved Colleen

case,

there

was

could
doubt it after Flaming Youth and So Big?
It began to look as if the attachment was

demand that neither Bebe
playing with him these days.

nor

When

you consider how much in demand
young man is in the Hollywood studios, perhaps you can't blame the
boys for loving and leaving.
Gloria tested
a personable

dozens of the available actors for the big
of the Sergeant in Sadie Thompson
and finally gave the role to her own di'
part

Raoul Walsh. Now Walsh is in the
predicament of being in demand
not only as a director but as an actor.
rector,

peculiar

—

—

—

Jack Mulhall was assisted into the lime

by two fair ladies: Corinne Griffith
Corinne's Classified
and Colleen Moore.
and Colleen's Orchids and Ermine gave
light

First National
Jack the necessary impetus.
decided to take him away from Miss Griffith and Miss Moore, present him to Dorothy
Mackaill, and let romance run its course.
He made
Jack kept up the good work.
ardent love to Dorothy.
And his reward
of merit is lone-stardom in The Butter-andEgg Man. It only goes to show what a
little inspiration
or three or four little in'
spirations
can do for a fellow.

—

—

They owe it all to the little women.
Did you ever hear of Johnny Mack Brown
before he played with Marion Davies in
The Fair Co-Ed? He was a football star
from Alabama. Marion's collegiate comedy
was the right setting for young Mr. Brown.
Marion's own zest made his part all the
easier.
Now the boy with the triple name
has graduated and you'll be seeing more
of him.
No wonder they like to play with
Marion and no wonder they all leave her!

—

A

part with Miss Davies always leads to
bigger things, though perhaps not so much
fun.

Conrad Nagel's career has taken a new
lease on life.
Conrad has been in pictures
for a long time.
Suddenly, with his ap'

pearance opposite Marion in Quality Street,
he took on a new interest.
He showed
more vim and vigor than usual. The quiet,
sedate Mr. Nagel seemed to unbend as he
Not
acted with the rollicking Miss Davies.
long after, he had an offer to renew his
with
unique in the

Metro-Goldwyn

contract

—

a

film industry in that

contract
agrees

it

to share his services with Warner Brothers
for Vitaphone films.
So Conrad comes to
the 'speakies' in Tenderloin and Glorious

Betsy

—

pleasant

work

for

an actor

who was

!
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a hit on the stage.
Variety
leading man.

new

Marion
is

gets a
the spice of

9)

life!

Vidor took Jimmy Murray out of the
mob only to put him in The Crovjd.
But he did him a favor at that. Opposite
Boardman young
Vidor £iear.or
Mrs.
Everybody said:
Murray was splendid.
extra

—

—

Then the
'Here's another great team!
company took her new leading man right
from under her nose. Jimmy is making love

Free

to other ladies now.

Laura La Plante may look

muse

like the

—

She knows what

Size Vial
which more
than 1,000,000

—

(of

is to have a
two, in fact snatched
perfect leading man
from her. You remember how happy she
As
seemed to be with Reginald Denny?
Mr. and Mrs. Skinner, they were a blissful

and

lost.

—

it

have been sold)

—

So positive are we
that

—

company decided that if they were
such wows together, they would make good
separately, too. So it proved. Laura bore up

we

We

say:

'He made love

to

me

first!*

obligation.

size

(Continued from page 4)

FREE
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Sealed

DANDRUFF? FALLING HAIR?
New Kind ofLiquid -in Vials
Kills Germs that Cause Them
NOW
worrisome

thousands can

Roxy offered Dressed to Kill,
Lowe and Mary Astor in the
The next two weeks The
roles.

second week.
with Edmund

ments

Children of

the Globe.
a very entertaining
a prophetic one.

Altogether

picture

FREE

the result of countless experi-

germs.

—

—

—One —

Xow at our expense you can prove how quickly
the ilerke Derma Vial Treatment ends dandruff and
Simply read the Free Offer exstops falling hair.
Mail coupon TODAY
plained in the panel above.
for your Free ViaL
Allied Merke Institutes. Inc..
Dept. D-676. 512 Fifth Avenue. X. Y". C.

Ordinary tonics and dandruff remedies fail to bring
because these merely treat the surface of the
and have little or no effect on the harmful
embedded below the surface.

Allied Merke Institutes. Inc.. Dept. D-676
512 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
one
Please send me. without obligation,

Merke

regular

size

and

me how

tell

Derma

to use

Vials

absolutely

of

results
scalp,

this new treatment, called Merke Derma Vials,
highly concentrated liquid which actually penebeneath the surface toward the roots themselves.
KILLS the infecting bacteria, carries off the un-

But
a

trates

Read AMERICA'S

HUMOR

Profusely illustrated with laugh-producing pictures.
The largest Quarter's worth of

FUN
Buy

a copy of your newsdealer or send a Dollar Bill for
a 5 months' trial subscription to

AMERICA'S

HUMOR
49 West 45th

DEPT. SCR.
St.,

New

York, N. Y.

the

frei:.

it.

bacteria

I-

at the

is

their way down into the scalp, these
germs, which are unseen by the naked eye, finally
infect the hair roots, causing them to become dormant
inactive.
Result*
With the roots no longer able
to
supply
their
vital
nourishment,
dandruff
soon
forms, and the hair becomes dry. brittle and falls out.

week and Tartufie, the Hypocrite, a
Jannings picture, plays the Fifth Avenue.
Lon Chaney in The Big City held the
Capitol for two weeks. Dick Barthelmess in
The \oose played the Strand and then came
Rod La Rocque with Lupe Velez in Stand
Ivan the Terrible has held
and Deliver.
the Cameo for several weeks and continues
to thrill. The old standbys are still with us
such as Sunrise at the Times Square. Wings
Central and those of more recent date. Four
Sons at the Gaiety, and Mother Machree

scaly substances which cause dandruff and
hair and at the same time, acts to promote a

By burrowing

N°

this

healthy
falling

;

by the famous Allied Merke Institutes. Inc..
Fifth Avenue. Xew York.
These experiments prove
that most eases of hair trouble are caused bv tinv

is

month and

good-bye to

—

—

fifth street theatre

at

say

hair troubles to dandruff, healthy circulation which supplies the dormant hair
thin, falling hair, approaching bald- roots with the vital, hair-growing nourishment they
need.
ness.
For modern science has developed
Exten. ve laboratory tests by one of the world's
a remarkable remedy a new kind of foremost research laboratories concluded with a report
from which we quote:
"The results indicate that the
liquid, hercmetically sealed in glass vials, tonic killed the test organism (bacteria) in less than
minutes.
three
The results also indicate that the
that is positively guaranteed to end dan- tonic
is
capable of penetrating and preventing thu
druff and stop falling hair
or costs growth of the test organism (bacteria j."
nothing.
Regular Size Vial

parasitical

Clara Bow stopped traffic at the Paramount in Red Hair and this week Florence
Vidor is there in Doomsday. For their anniversary program, which was repeated the

Uncle Tom's Cabin

vial

—

What's Doing in Times Square

at the Criterion,

Sim-

ABSOLUTELY

This new treatment

leading
]azz Singer played there.
Importance is at the Fifty

offer
you
without

ply mail coupon
for one regular

—

—

Derma

PROOF

—

—

will find

Vials of wonderful help in ending dandruff and
falling hair that

that their

There's a broken heart, they say, tor
on Broadway.,
every boot)
I mean bult>
That goes double for Hollywood, where
girls love handsome boys only to lose 'em.
Of course, as I always tell the girls, it's
If they didn't change leadall for the best.
ing men often, the public would complain.
Darby and Joan make a pretty pair in a
want our
poem but not in a movie.
lovers young, and subject to sudden change.
The girls who have loved and lost are
good sports. When they go to see the very
latest model in male talent making love on
the screen, they can always chuckle and

you

Merke

young couple. The Denny-La Plante union
was a huge success in fact, so profitable

under the blow of losing her best leading
man with the sympathetic assistance of
her husband. William Seiter. He promised
her he'd help her to find another she
would like just as well and he kept his
Glenn
promise, because he's her director.
Tryon turned out to be another perfect
Here, at
foil for the La Plante charms.
last, was one screen romance that would
survive the wear and tear of everyday
But no^_ Glenn is of stellar
shooting.
They just had to star him.
stuff himself.
Laura isn't worrying. She knows her husband will keep her supplied with suitable
leading men.

Regular

1

Mirth, but she, too, has had a setoo,
has swallowed
She.
sorrow.
cret
and I
She. too
her sobs and carried on.
has loved
guess this settles it, all right
of
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See the Movie!

Read

the

Uninteresting Thoughts
(Continued from page 8)

Book!

reminds us of an instantaneous mot from
the wisdom of Irvin Cobb.
He and another Mauve Decade boy were in a theatre
and two girls several rows in front kept
turning around and looking back at the
two famous ones and there seemed to be
something a bit flirtatious about their
glances.
Cobb's friend commented on the
mystery and wondered if the looks were
meant for them, but supposed not. "No,"
said the jovial Cobb, "they probably think
we're a couple of out patients from Grant's

Your favorite moving
picture in novel
form— for $1,00
Just recall the ten best moving pictures you have either seen or expect to see. Nine
chances out of ten, you will find that a famous novel supplied the title, plot, action and
characters of each one of them. A moving picture, fascinating as it is, supplies a passing
pleasure.
The book from which it came is yours to keep to give you new delight
every time you read it. Any of these books can be obtained from
Book Dept.

—

Order any one

KING^

THE KING OF KINGS
Carries a message of the
highest spiritual appeal

Sea

a

Man

its

A

Romance

of

the Air

a

We

hints.

setting.

and you certainly have a pictorial eye; why
don't you try these here moving pictures?
There's

a

the

dale,

company
Selig

started

Polyscope,

out
I

in

Eden-

think

it's

called."

me suspiciously.
looked
at
glancing around to see that he was
not overheard he whispered:
"Sh-h'h! I have, but you mustn't tell!
I'm working under an assumed name.
Perhaps you wouldn't believe it to look at
or at least, I had.
me, but I've got T. B.
I've been over in the desert painting and
The doc says I'm
starving out the bugs.
all right now, but that I must give up act'
Moving pictures
ing and live out doors.
You must come
permit me to do both.
But don't tell the vil*
over and see me.
lagers, for you know what the stage people
nothing could
think of moving pictures
be lower."
first visit to the studio of this lowly
and despised art was a more important
event in my life than I ever suspected, for
was ultimately to lure me from my
it
Bosworth

Then

Hawk)
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quote the introduction:
"The saga of
Shantytown, the community beyond the
pale, which the ordinary laws of property,
marriage, even of life and death never
touch.
Not only communism and anarchy
but also polygamy, polyandry, free love,
companionate marriage are tried daily without benefit of sociologist."
remember Tess of the Storm Country
and feel that a story along modern lines
could well be screened with Shantytown

for $1.00 or 6 for $5.00
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palette and start me in a new profession,
that of celebrating this new art in the
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characteristic pose of Hobart Bos'
worth's. With him are Linda Loredo

and Charles Delaney
Address.

Storm.'

in

'After the

—

—

SCREEN LAND
At a time when no great stage actors
would stoop to play in pictures Bosvvorth
was naturally a great asset to the Selig
It
Company, in spite of his anonymity.
was not long, however, before he permitted
them to proclaim their triumph to the
Liking the young enthusiasts who
world.
were then struggling with the new medium
and clearly seeing a future that none of
his confreres felt, he cut all his bridges
behind him and proudly biased the way for
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you ever played before."

gest audience
million

A

eyes!
From that moment
to shine. It may seem strange
to the fans that are familiar with Bosworth
only in 'father" parts to know that he began
his career as a romantic young hero.
In

Hobart began

those days he was the Jack Gilbert of the
screen.
But here I am reminiscing on my

own hook.

"Rob, do you remember when that tall
chap named Dave Griffith came out here
Sneered at with a bunch of kids Mae Marsh, the Gish
his fellow artists of the stage.
by the culture hounds of the day. he has girls, Mabel Normand? And and do you

—

—

lived to see the greatest of them seeking
and often refused the glories of the silver
And his beautiful estate is the
screen.

that comical chap. Mack Sennett,
that used to play hired-men parts? Queer,
that while Griff was nursing a bunch of

reward of his courage and confidence.
Nor was Bosworth's transition as easy

coming

—

as

remember

directors

stars

—Bob

our studio was incubating
Leonard. Al Green. Henry

of Otto.
And do you remember a little fellow
that came to work extra for us at two
"Frank," he said to his director, "this dollars and a half a day and was destined
to become one of the greatest directors of
is perfectly awful trying to act without an
I
get no reaction from that them all?
audience.
But Sid Franklin had brains
clicking box.
It is like talking to one's and
a wonderful nervous energy in that
little
self."
body of his.
And do you re"
"Hobie," replied the patient fellow, "if member
you'll just forget me and the camera and
But when Hobie and I get to rememrealize that a million eyes are watching bering the kindliest editor will lose his
you through that lens you'll have the big- patience.
is today.
adjustment.

it

I

recall

great

his

The Newest

struggle

Picture

Girl- Continued

ft

See How

om page

Easy You

Haines brought her over to be introMai St. Clair saw the test. He liked it
duced. You could see at once that for all and wished that he had a part to suit the
her youth she had poise. No little giggling, child. Then when he heard that Sam Wood
Somebody warned was looking for a leading woman for William
ga-ga girl Anita Page!
her that she mustn't fall in love with Billy Haines in He Learned About Women he
and she answered, 'Oh, but I started to do suggested Anita to him.
She was called
just that when I first saw him on the screen!" to M.G.M. and given a test which
secured
which isn't a bad comeback for a youngster her the part. So St. Clair and Wood can
who might well be much too awed to say share joint honors for her discovery.
a word.
And there you have the story the true
When she told me goodbye she remem- story -that Hollywood took such delight in
bered my name and when I saw her a few gossipping about.
She is seventeen, which
days later she still had not forgotten it. clears up that little matter.
That girl will get a long way in pictures
As for Anita herself (her real name, by
with a memory like that!
the way, is Anita Pomares) she is one
of
Now let's get down to the business of the most delightfully refreshing youngsters
sorting out the rumors and seeing what is you ve seen.
Just listen to this.
real and what isn't.
Her home was in
The scene is the studio wardrobe. Anita
New York and like every other blonde is trying on a dress to be used in the picyoungster in the world
brunettes and red ture.
Says the fitter, "Does that look all
heads, too
she wanted to go in pictures. right?"
And, having a wise mother and father, no
Says Anita, "Well, I'd like the blouse a
objection was made.
She did a few bits little fuller but you just have it anyway you
around the studios.
Her agent called her think best. I don't know what photographs
one morning to report for a screen test for right and I want it just the way they want
an independent company, Kennelworth ProBilly

pan Qet...

cilburOwn

—

—

—

ductions.

The test was good. She played the leading role in the picture and was told that
immediately afterwards the company was
moving on to California and that she would
have to go along.
It was en route, in
Chicago, that she and her mother discovered
that Harry Thaw was financing the company. This caused much agitation in the
family; however there was nothing to do
but to go on to California and see what
could be done about it.
When the troupe arrived in Hollywood
there seemed to be very little activity in
Kennelworth Productions and Ann and her
mother rejoiced that weeks slipped by and
no work was in sight.
It was a splendid
time to break the contract and it was done
at once.
So then mother and daughter held a family conference.
Would the Thaw angle react against Anita?
What was the next
move? They decided that there was nothing
to be done about it but to see.
Certainly
they had not known. They could not be
blamed for that. Anita got busy and secured
a test through the casting director at Paramount.

The fitter, who has heard 'em shout to
the heavens that everybody in the
world
should be killed because a sleeve is a half
inch too short, swoons.
Anita is that way on the set, too. "I'm
only learning," she said "I want to do anything they tell me to do.
I've always
wanted

m

to act but so has

every other

girl

the world.
The cups I won in two
beauty contests aren't good for anything
but to clean.
I'm so green at this game
and I try to watch everyone else work
and
listen to every word Mr. Wood
says.
"The trouble with me is that I overact
Oh. I just act all over the place.
I can
feel things all right, but I haven't
the technique yet and I'm just learning about
timing.
But everyone is so nice to me
If Mr
Wood shouted at me I'd die, but he's so
patient and Billy

is

so

lis
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In this day of pictures, photographers are making
more than ever before. But just ordinary photography
is not enough. In this book you are told how such men
as Hughes of Kentucky made $97 in two days, how
Sager of Pennsylvania earned $700 during spare time
in a few months
Our method is so simple and easily
grasped that you can make money even while learning.

Look into the new opportunities in Photography
and see why newspapers, magazines and photogravure
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prices for them. Business firms are constantly in the
market for photos to be used in catalogs, booklets and
advertising. Portrait work pays big.

FREE Book Tells How
Just mail the coupon for this

always try to think

FREE book. It explains

how our thorough Course in Modern Professional Photography enables you to quickly learn this fascinating,
profitable work in your own home.
It will pay you to discover the opportunities that
how you can
exist today in Modern Photography
establish your own business, or make big spare time
money, or earn while learning. Scores of invaluable
money making ideas every branch of photography
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described! And the book is sent absolutely FREE!
Just mail the coupon this minute for your copy.
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Address-

said,

afraid.

facts that

little capital. It

California.

"No," she
wasn t a bit

book which gives

will surprise you about Modern Photography. It tells of an amazingly easy way to

good and gives me

such a wonderful chance in his
scenes.
I
suppose everybody tells you all this."
I asked her about how
she felt when
she was having the test that was
to either
get her the part or leave her
stranded

New Way!

CityQ'ty—

i
I
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it
isn't
very important; for if Fd
stopped to realize what it meant to me I
couldn't have done a thing.
So I kept
thinking that it was just a game and that
it
didn't matter one way or the other.
Honestly I'm not a bit afraid of the camera.'''

that
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selling plan.
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AMATEUR CARTOONISTS

and there

ready and she

studio

that

morning and she
and kisses me good
if what had happened
day hadn't happened

the

in

in

little brother, he's only four years old,
out here, too, and he isn't a bit impressed
that I'm William Haines' leading woman."
There's a remarkable paradox in Anita
Page's character.
She looks like a child.
She has such a childish heart, yet it would
take a good deal to disturb her innate poise.
She has all the attributes of a show woman.
There's nothing that could keep her from
letting you see her fascinating eyes and
dimple in her cheek.
She is like a little
fluttery bird, amazingly bright and airy.
There is certainly nothing dull about Anita.
But the poise keeps her from being awed
by all the startling events that have made
up her life in the last few months.
The very fact that she overacts, rather
than underacts shows that she has the stuff
is

which actresses are made. It is so much
easier to tone down than it is to build up.
You can learn repression. You can't learn
to throw your entire soul into a scene.
of

asked her

how

she

felt

when

she saw

herself on the screen and again she showed
herself never lacking for a comeback when
is

"Oh,

I

think Mr. Daniels' photog-

wonderful."

And

my "pay-when-

unknown

is

My

then she continued, "I don't believe
I.
I watch the rushes every
night and I can certainly see what is wrong
Rushes are a
with what I have done.
great help in learning to act but I will
never be able to learn what my camera
angles are for I'm so amazed that Mr.
Daniels can make me look like that on the
screen.
He's marvelous and I keep telling
myself, 'That isn't you, Anita it's just
awfully good photography."
it

I'Odueed" offer. I have successfidly reduced
thousands of persons, without starvation diet
or Imrdcnsonie exercise.often at a rapid rate.
Let me send you proof at my expense.

DR. R.

home

"My mother is beautiful. She's so young.
She was only seventeen when I was born.
My father is coming out here in a week.
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sent,

get

work

for

she said,

GET RID
OF YOUR

I

mother and dinner

tells
me that I shouldn't have left the
house this morning without my coat.
She
reminds me when eight o'clock comes that
I've got to get ready for bed if I'm to be

I
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Learned About 'Women. And someis a contract and I'm to do a
lot more pictures.
I have a dressing room
all my own and the hair dressers and wardrobe people fuss over me and are all so
nice to me and I meet all the big stars
that I've watched on the screen and I am
there

glamorous and wonderful.

_

Gary,

He

how
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did.

I

"I have the funniest feeling about it all,
anyhow.
I'm really leading a dual life.
At the studio I've somehow gotten to be
the feminine lead opposite William Haines
in
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Broadway, New York.
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Eller Co.,

your life?"
She giggled, such a young, infectious
giggle.
"I'd always read about girls pinching themselves to see if they were awake,"
she answered.
"So I did that because I
thought I should, but it didn't make me
realize it a bit more.
I
didn't cry or
scream or dance or anything. You don't
do anything hectic when there are big crises
in your life. You just sit still and try to
take it all in and aren't able to.
At least

is

really

So much for what Anita thinks of her'
Her director, Sam Wood, was not
loath to tell what he thought "and," he
self.

—

—

SCREENLAND
added, "y° u can g° ahead and print it
because it won't turn Anita's head a bit.
She's not that kind of a kid.
"She is pretty, she is young and she has
a sophistication that is natural to inexperienced youth without the swagger and
cockiness that so often spoils it. She photo'
graphs well, but that can be said of no less
than three thousand girls in Hollywood
today.

"The thing that won her the contract and
the lead with Billy Haines is the fact that
her screen personality is unlike that of any
other leading woman on the screen and
is,
at the same time, appealing.
"No one will ever be able to watch a
picture of hers and say, 'This girl looks
like Norma Shearer,' or 'Isn't that a remarkable likeness to Greta Garbo?" Anita
Page on the screen looks like no one but
Anita Page and that's why she will go a
long way.
"Besides all this, she has the God-given
She is quick to
gift of the ability to act.
catch the fine shades of feeling in a scene.

Ralph Forks —

officer.

"I should never have been able to make
the ship on time," said Ralph knowing that
I would readily believe this since he had
been the better part of an hour late for
the interview.
So Ralph set out to seek his own career.
He naturally thought first of the stage, but

knowing how his mother dreaded this he
decided upon the cinema. The English companies were so new that they were anxious
to sign such a personable young man who
was also the son of Mary Forbes.
I've been living for the moment when I
could tell you the name of Ralph's first
picture.
He played the lead in The Fifth
Form of St. Dominic! Fancy that for a
box office title! Try it over in your American electric lights! Imagine what an American exhibitor would say when a salesman
tried to sell him a production with a name
that!

I howled as he told me this
Ralph proved that he was not as Americanised as he would have you think by seeing nothing funny in it at all and saying,
"But it was really an awfully good picture!"
The English cinema did not hold him
long and his mother, now convinced that he
would be an actor whether or no, said no
more about it when he went on the stage.
In America he found his greatest success
in such productions as Havoc. The Flame,
Stronger Than Love and The Green Hat.
In the last named he made his farewell
stage appearance for the lure of American
pictures had found him ripe for Beau Geste
in which he was introduced to American

And when

title

'

fans.

Beau Geste introduced him, The Trail of
will put him at the top.
"The English have luck as well as the
Irish," he said.
"Imagine my getting a
98

break

like

that.

Nobody

could

see

me

first.
I'd been doing dressand they couldn't picture me in
fur caps and makinaws and top boots.

in

up

the part at
roles

don't have to
once."

her what to do more

tell

than

Haines, in characteristic manner,
"She's a swell little kid" and then,
when he saw that Anita had heard, "But
she must learn to give more respect to the
star of the picture and not steal scenes
Billy

said,

from him."
And Anita giggled and assured me that
Billy was only kidding, that she couldn't
steal a scene from him if she tried because
she didn't know enough and that I mustn't
pay a bit of attention to anything I heard

him

say.

She slipped her arm through mine and
walked to the end of the set with me.

My

glimpse of her was as the sun'
light caught her shining hair and made a
tone poem of it.
Her eyes shone and she
called out as I left, "I can't tell my dear
public how much I love it, because I haven't
any public yet. Oh yes, I did get one
letter but it didn't count because it was
from a girl I used to know in school."
last

Are You Hungry
For Adventure
Popularity...

Big Pay?

THEN CHOOSE

Continued from page 24

she was the only member of the family to
contemplate such a career.
Like most parents who know the hardships of a certain phase of life, his mother
determined that he should not follow in
her footsteps. They decided first that he
should become a barrister', but the tedious
law books and the musty offices could not
He
chain as blythe a spirit as Ralph's.
simply refused to be a lawyer, so they
decided that he should become a naval

like

I

AVIATION!

"That location in the mountains of Colorado was an experience that I shall never
forget.

It

made

certainly

us

realise

1

you a red-blooded,
AREdaring
he-man? Do

the

enormity of the picture and we went
through hardships that were as intense,
although they did not last as long, as the
hardships undergone by those who really

went over the trail.
"I was glad for the experience and I
was glad for that part because I hate the
thought of being a type.
Most directors
hear my accent and immediately think of
an English role, but an actor must not be
a type.
If he is a real actor he knows the
difference between playing and acting a part.

"Anybody can act. By acting I mean
going through all the strenuous emotions,
and fear in the stereoplaying a part I mean
really living it, throwing yourself into it
so completely that you cease to be yourself
and take on the personality of the role you
play. When you can do this you are tio
longer a type, but an actor.
"People don't do the dramatic things in
the dramatic moments.
They do simple,
foolish ordinary things when a crisis is at
hand. They're dramatic when they're conscious of themselves.
It is difficult to be
natural on the screen.
It is easy to act."
America has been Ralph Forbes' promised
land and he loves it.
"I enjoy the bustle
and hub bub of America," he said. "We
work harder over here than we do in England. There seem to be more things that
want doing and somehow the days expand
so that we are able to get them all in.
It only took twenty days for us to make the
registering love, hate

By

typed manner.

worked, The Dog of
Such a thing is unheard of in EngPerhaps we work more carefully but

last picture in

War.

which

I

land.
I'm afraid that

we are too meticulous, that
we devote too much time to detail. Here
we work for broad effects and we get a
and virility that is the very
essence of drama."
Ralph Forbes usually talks like that, in
generalities.
His chat is unusually free
from stray bits of gossip and comments
about his fellow workers and he tries to
shy from the topic of women.
"The difference between English and
American girls? Oh, I say, do you think
certain intensity

that's

quite a fair question?" he asked.
"I like American girls, however, because
they're so frank and honest. There isn't

much mystery about them it's true, but they
have something better than mystery, and

.

you crave adventure,
popularity, admiration,
and the applause of great

crowds? Then why not
get into the Aviation Industry the greatest adventure since time began
the greatest thrill ever

—

—

offered to

man?

you. The praise and
plaudits of the multitude. And a chance to get in
on the ground floor where rewards will be unlimited!
Aviation is growing so swiftly that one can hardly
keep track of all the astonishing new developments.
Air-mail routes have just been extended to form a
vast aerial network over the entire U. S. Many Commercial Airlines and airplane factories are now being

Think what Aviation

offers

Men

organized.
like Henry Ford are investing millions in the future of commercial Aviation for they
see its great possibilities.

Easy to Get Into Aviation By
This Home Study Method
Get into this thrilling
profession at once while
PICK YOUR
new and unthe
field is

—

crowded.
Now by a
unique new plan—you can
quickly secure the basic
and preparatory training
at home, in spare time.
Experts will teach you the
secrets and fundamentals
of Practical Aviation
give you all the inside
facts that are essential to
your success. And, the
study of Aviation by; this
remarkable method is almost as fascinating as the
actual

JOB!

Flying
Airplane Instructor
Airplane Engineer
Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler
Airplane Mechanician
Airplane Inspector
Airplane Builder
Airplane Salesman
Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor
Airplane MotorExpert
Airplane Designer

work itself.

Send for FREE
Book!
Send coupon tor our new
free book, Just out
Opportunities in the Airplane Industry. It is vitally interesting, reads like a romance and
tells you things about this

astonishing profession

never even dreamed

you
of.

Write for your copy today.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept.

632 " A

Chicago

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. »
Chicago, III.
Without obligation, please send me your FREE book.
Opportunities in the Airplane Industry Alsointormation
about your Home Study Couraein Practical Aviation.
.

Name_

City.

-Age.

_State_

SCREENLAND
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is
the ability to be pals with men.
English girls stand rather in awe of men
because they haven't the chance to know
them like American girls have.
"Here the girls are sent to the same
school as the boys. They all sort of grow
up together and it gives them a camaraderie
that isn't often found in Europe, but fundamentally they're no different. The Ameri'
can wife has the reputation of being the
ruler of her home, the master of the show
who makes the henpecked husband jump
through the hoop. English wives wield the
rolling pin quite as successfully as American ones. They do not get as much publicity about it in the comic papers, that's

that

Want to be a Movie
Cameraman!
HERE'S

YOUR CHANCE!

Get one of these fascinating, bis-pay positions!
Von can quickly qualify no previous experience
ded.
Wonderful opportunities in Motion
Every day the dePicture Photography.
mand for trained men prows greater! Mail
the coupon for full details.

—

$50 to $250

A WEEK!

even as high as $500 a week is paid to the
behind the camera. Wouldn't TOU like to
he on the staff of one of the big movie companies? Or travel around the world as a newsreel

all."

man

and scenic cameraman ?
News and
Commercial Photography Pay Big Too!
Trained men and

Learn

New

women needed.
p por

t

unit

everywhere
salaried
or your

now

positions
busi-

own

Mail coupon

ness.

W Camera

iUi

for details.

Tori;

.

fes

I "'°,

— /

10 West 33rd St.
New York. N. Y.
Please send me illustrated booklet on Professional Photography. Job

KW f
011

°r uetails.

SA
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and

Chart

No

offer.

or

obligation.

FREE BOOK ANDProfessional
JOB CHART
Photgraphy.
TODAY

Get the facts

Remove

we
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back

if

it

fails

to

remove

your

PRETTY ANKLEST $5.^
ANJ>

CALVES'

P^paif

in

24

Hours.

Blackheads.
rid of Pimples.
face or body. Barbers' Itch,
Shiny
Skin,
Oily
or
Pores,
Enlarged
Eczema,
and address today.
send me your name
simply
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users—
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over
since

magical

You

prompt

in

can

repay
the loss

results.

the

favor

Use like
by telling

We

MAHLER

there

When

that she hopes to play girls of her
age as she feels they should be played
not as smarty flappers or hoodlums, but
but
as interesting, human, believable girls
Betty is just such
nice.
It can be done.
fided

a

Free Booklet
Teach Beauty Culture
CO., 36-B, Mahler Park, Providence, R.

I.

—

girl,

herself.

Virginia Lee Corbin, one of the most
blondes in
pictures,
or out of
New York on a mysterious mission.
She wasn't on a vacation. She wasn't sailShe wasn't merely shoping to Europe.
ping.
And then it came out
she was
about to burst into vaudeville as a fullfledged star in a great, big act. Virginia
Lee is only nineteen.
It's easy to check
up on her age, because she was only four
or five when she was a child star of the
Fox 'kiddie' films, notable among which was
]dc\ and the Beanstal\. Then she began
to grow, and until she was past the awkward age she retired from pictures. When
Mother decided she was old enough to
come back, Virginia found herself cast as

Big Three Part Treatment is tha
that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing,
exercises, pumps or other dangerous absurdities.
I
Bend you a

ONLY ONE

GUARANTEED TWO D°LLAR

14-DAY

FREE

you send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my Wonder Cream included.) Plain wrapper.

10c

TO YOU?

If not. your dime back by first mail.
Address NOW, with ten cents only
Madame K.C.Williams, Buffalo, N.Y.

—

—

—

My

WORTH

—

—

—

BUST DEVELOPED

IS IT

grandmother
Betty, mother and
packed up, Europe-bound.
They
spent glorious weeks seeing England
and
Paris
and the South of France.
Betty
bought hats from Reboux and gowns from
Jenny. She loved London. And of course,
sister

beautiful
came to

If

see!'

own

without pain or injury to the skin
in the privacy of your own home.
Send today 3 red stamps for

TREATMENT

we'll

—

young

your

removed by the Mahler
Method which kills the hair root

J.

—

the gentle boss of the family.
So after seeing that Grandma would be
looked after, not that she wants looking
after what with hundreds of friends and
a special friend in Blanche Sweet's spry

toilet

SupGrfluoujHAIR'aiiGONE

D.

She

parts.

was Barrie.
you ask her what she thinks she
WRITE TODAY. will do when she gets back to filmtown,
is mine.
if not,
GIVENS, 511 Chemical Bldg.,Kansas Cityjo. her eyes take on that unfathomable look
and she says: 'I don't know. But I feel
freshened and beautifully free.*
She con'

CLEAR-TONE

Forever

DR. JEANNE S. C. WALTER
New York
Avenue

play-

is

—

Designs.

Filth

I

Betty

To prove you can be
Acne Eruptions on the

E.S.

Write for Dr. Walter's Special
Ankle Bands for $3.16. Pay by
check or money order (no caefaj or
pay postman.
Send Ankle and Calf measure to

389

and when we come back

Exquisite

U fi— Often

she

finally,

—

— our
$2 and $3.

of

New Monogram

hit-or-miss

—

PIMPLES

/4

shape the ankle and calf while reducing them.
They fit like a glove. Can be worn uncleranykind of nose without detection.
You can note thedifference inshapeof
ankle at once. Can be worn at night
and reduce while you sleep, orduring
the day deriving then extra benefit
ef the support.

Samples

for

until,

did a brave thing
a daring thing for a
mite scarcely five feet high.
She said to
her folks: "W, ere going to Europe. Yes
I'm going to take a vacation.
Forget
all about pictures, take a long, deep breath,

FIFTH AVENUE STATIONERS
FIFTH AVE., DEPT. B, N. Y.
Also

trying

any more of those

Rag

Embossed Stationery

York

She decided she wouldn't

rebelled.

500

water.
friends;

Almost immediately I

They kept on

stylish

Write

New

and

stationery.

finish.

simply

WALTER'S Special extrastrone
DR.Ankle
Bands, will support and

money

the

pointed flap. Super quality
Bond Paper, Semi-Parchment
Sent Post Paid in a week. West of
Miss, add 10 cents.

With
White

Cleared

freckles.

your

you

BEAUTIFULLY PRINTED IN BLUE INK
200 SHEETS 6x7 *1
100 ENVELOPES V 1

——

Watch the lighter freckles vanish almost immediately and see how quickly the darker ones
begin to disappear under the influence of this
One ounce of this harmless
magic-like cream.
and delightful beautifier is all that is usually
needed to completely banish these homely spots
and the clear, clean, lovely complexion which
results from its use will delight and astonish
you. Be sure and ask your druggist for Double
Strength Othine as this is sold under guarantee

In

NAME AND ADDRESS

Don't worry another minute about your ugly
throw away your "cover tips"
looting freckles
and plasters forget your heart-breaking experiences and failures with clays, new skins and
powders. If you will simply get a jar of Othine
double strength and apply it night and morning
your troubles and worries will disappear along
with the unsightly blemishes.

of

will

permit

and

{Continued from page 31)

stationery

dollar

best
the
not
gladly
refund
keep
to

it's

If

Easily

talk
favorite

his

cinema.

Dollar Stationary

Sun and Wind Bring Out Ugly Spots.
to

State..

THE WORLD'S BEST

FRECKLES
How

_

we

that

seriousness with which Ralph takes
work, his anxiety to play a part rather
than act it will assuredly take him out of
the type class.
Not just a very handsome
man who can wear a uniform divinely, he
is schooled in the technique of acting and
definite as to his goal, the son of Mary
Forbes bids fair to become one of the
most popular young idols of the American

Service.

City

insisted
particularly

his

Camera

Free

cost

and
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iVni ,
sional
model.

about
A handsome illustrated book and list of positions will
be sent to you without cost or obligation. Simply mail
coupon or write. New York Institute of Photography,
1910.
Est.
10 W. 33rd St., New York.
Dept. 60,

further
books,

authors, Galsworthy and Swinnerton,
the time was gone before I knew it.

N. Y. Institute
of Photography
Dept.
60

f

Studios; day or evening.

Free Employment

_

with that he refused to follow the

about

GIVE NLi/

"Untim, Picture
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•motion
or

or in O
York Studios

Home

In your spare time at home you
can quickly become a Profes
Famous
sional Photgrapher.
experts teach you by mail.
Or come to our great New
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high-

;

at

And
subject

CA M

golden chances for you in PhotogAlready one of the world's
raphy.
biggest industries, still in its infancy.
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SCREENLAND
She was tagged by the produ- all? One morning at 10:30 Kley visited
and she was never allowed to play the Mix mansion for 'a half hour's talk.'
began to get on her At four-thirty that afternoon he and Tom
It
anything else.
nerves -she was too ambitious to like the happened to remember that they hadn't had
idea of going through life as a perpetual any lunch! But what did that matter? He
So, when the Keith vaudeville had sold Tom the idea, -and it was all
flapper.
Mix, his wife, Vicoffer came, she left California flat and over but the signing.
came east to rehearse. She and her com- toria Forde, and baby Thomasina will leave
pany are opening soon at the Palace for the Argentine in June as soon as Tom
mecca of all and Tony complete their vaudeville tour.
Theatre on Broadway, N. Y.
Miss Corbin will sing a little Tony? Oh, of course Tony is going to
vaudevillians.
She's always loved to South America too.
Fred Kley, having
and dance a lot.
signed his star up for F.B.O. release, has
dance.
No matter how big a hit she makes on already left for Buenos Aires to smooth
And everybody is wishing him
the stage, however. I don't think she'll ever the way.
She loves them, they gave success.
forget pictures.
her her start, and she'll go back some time.

101

a flapper.
cers,

—

—

—

Her pretty blue eyes are a little wistful
when she says the movies are her first love.
Virginia,

by the way, has

prettiest orbs in

pictures.

a

pair

of the

They have long

a trick of narrowing
And she
she laughs.
Her
laughs a lot, this nineteen-year-old.
mother, who is very young too, is partly
responsible for Virginia Lee's happy outlook on life in general. They both love
the movies, and when they came to New
York the first thing they did was to take
in all the movie theatres, between rehearsals for Virginia's act.

curly

and

lashes,

humorously

when

One
men in

of the most interesting self-made
the movies is Fred Kley. You may
never have heard of him, but everybody
inside the movies knows him well. He has
been in the picture business for fifteen

Dustin Farnum in
Squaw Man days, and continuing with
Cecil De Mille and the Lasky Feature Play
Company through the years until Cecil De
Mille formed his own company. Kley went
with De Mille on condition that he remain
Having amassed a very
only one year.
comfortable fortune he intended to retire
and he almost did, to the extent of
becoming president of a bank, vice-president of a corporation, and a few other
things.
He was still thinking seriously of
retiring in earnest when an old friend of
his, James S. Douglas, came into his office
with a great idea.
According to Douglas,
the Argentine was a swell place to make
pictures. Why not join him, take a western
years,

starting

with

—

down there, and make a few more
million dollars?
Douglas gave such impressive reports of the possibilities of picturestar

South America that Mr. Kley
began to listen.
Finally they decided to
try it out by signing up some western star,
a camera-man, an executive staff and complete
technical
equipment and making
Buenos Aires their head-quarters.
And then it was that Fred Kley had
another great idea. Tom Mix's Fox contract was expiring.
Why not try, at least,
to sign the greatest western star of them

making

in

Ask

Marion Nixon and George Lewis

in

The

Fourflusher at Universal Studios, Universal
City, Calif.
Eddie's latest film is Honeymoon Flats. Promise not to tell a soul but
here is some news for you
by the time
you read this, George Lewis will be married.
Shouldn't wonder if his famous smile turned
the trick.
Donald Keith played opposite

—

Helene Costello

in

Comrades made

National Studios, Burbank, Calif.

at First

MONEY

BIG

GET READY QUICKLY

FOR A BETTER JOB
Many Earn
$4f OOO t®

Anna May Wong! The

very name conAnd the
poetry and romance.
Anna
girl it belongs to lives up to it.
May is probably the best-known Oriental
girl in the world.
She gets letters every
day from all over the world and you'd
be surprised at the distinguished signatures
of some of those letters.
Her charm seems
to be universal.
Her hotel suite in New
York was banked with flowers; and when
she sailed away to Germany on a midnight
boat, her stateroom was crammed with
steamer baskets and books and
more
jures

up

$15,000

—

Yearly!
I

Anna May Wong

is

in

a

class

you are

work, with littia
chance for advancement if you want to break into
a big field teeming with opportunities for interesting work, good pay and rapid promotion— then get
into Advertising now, by this new easy method.
Why place a limit on your weekly pay check? Give
your natural talents an outlet. Cash in on your am-

Ill

—

flowers.

tired of dull, routine

—

bition, ability

by herself in the movie world; and
some of her Occidental sisters must envy
all

and

ideas.

Give

yourself a chance.

may be your opportunity. Find ouc
how you can now qualify, at home, during your
spare time in a few short months, for a good
position just as hundreds of others are doing.
Advertising

—

her popularity.
One reason for her success must be her humbleness.
She has
neglected to acquire the airs and trappings
of stardom.
She remains a wise, quiet,
mysterious little Oriental.
And she is
never too busy to dress up in one of her
many gorgeous robes for your delectation.

Free Bo®k Tells the
Whole Story
Our new free book. How to Win Success in Advercrammed

tising, is

full of

valuable information

you want to know about Advertising and its many
opportunities. For 31 years the Page-Davis Schoofl
has been training men and women in Advertising.
Many of our graduates now hold responsible positions paying handsome salaries. This interesting

When her mother and father were told
of the handsome film offer from Europe,
they refused to let their daughter go. Then
one of Anna May's seven sisters and brothers spoke up and said: 'If you will permit
her to go, I'll go along.'
So it was arranged for one of the sisters to accompany
her.
Anna May Wong was born in California, but her family is true to the traditions of old China, and the land of her
honorable ancestors calls her with a strong
call.
If she can, she will come home by
way of China. While she is in England,
she will meet Thomas Burke, by way of an
introduction by their mutual friend, Charles
Chaplin. The author of Limehouse Rights
and the little American movie actress who
might have stepped from his fascinating
pages are friends already, for each knows
and admires the other's work. The picture
she will make in Berlin will be called
Schlamm over there.
Its author is Karl
Voelmuller, who wrote The Miracle. Its
Singapore setting insures its being picturesque, and it has a great part for Anna
May.
wish her good luck!

—

book tells how they won success and how
you can do it.
Under our guidance, Advertising is easy to learn.

free

Our practical method gets definite results quickly.
We guide you in developing your ideas—moulding
them into compelling, forceful, action-getting Advertising. Interesting work from the very first lesson3
—no text books used whatsoever all practical advertising work. Our successful method has enabled
thousands to quickly enter this fascinating, good
paying field. You can do it too.
Send for thi9 book today. Everything is sent free
and prepaid. Many a man and woman has found
this the beginning of a successful career. It may

—

mean the turning point for

you. Write at once.

PAGE-DAVIS
School of Advertising

A—

3601
Dept. 632Michigan Avenue

Chicago

We

Me — Continued from page

Brainless of Tampa, Fla.
Even in my
wildest moments, I wouldn't call you that,
but why wait months before using the perfectly good addresses I give you.
Think
of the stars and the letters they didn't get
from you!
Eddie Phillips played with

PAYS

1

Tuffy of Wichita, Kansas.

you what
in

a call

Just to show
a good girl scout I am, I'll put
for your long-lost cousin, Helen

Lee Worthing, and will let you know where
she is, so watch out for the announcement.
Colleen Moore's real name is Kathleen
Morrison and her married name is Mrs.
John McCormick.

June from }{ew Albany, Ind.

How

old

am I and are my eyes blue or black and is
my hair naturally bobbed? Well, now I
know how the screen stars feel when asked
about their lighting effects.
You make me
without the worry.
Sally
O'Neil was born Oct. 23, 1908. She has
feel

like

a

SEND ME YOUR BOOK
PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL OF ADVERTISING
Dept.

632- A,

>

3601 Michigan Ave. , Chicago

Please send me your free booklet. How to Win Success
in Advertising. Also send me full particulars regarding
your home study Course in Modem Advertising. I am
not obligated.

.Name
Street

star

City

State

SCREENLAND
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HOLLYWOOD SHOPPING
SERVICE
"We Buy You What The Stars Buy"
Do you know that Hollywood styles
are a year ahead of New York and
that daily Hollywood's film stars shop

Shops along Hollywood

in the Specialty

Boulevard?

COST TO YOU.
Maynard's

dress

pigskin
Phyllis Haver's

gloves

of

$5.00
hose

golf

and

chiffon $35.00
to

sweater

$11.50

Richard

Arlen's
blue
shirts
with
4
in.
collars
$5.00
Reginald Denny's English kit-bag of walrus. .. $45.00
Hoot Gibson's hats
$18.00
Pcia Negri's opera bags of brocade and
seed pearls
$25.00
Esther Ralston's etched glass breakfast set ... $15.00
Lois Wilson's swimming suit
$12.00
Clara Bow's red-heeled slippers
$15.00

Vilma Banky-Rod

La

Rocque wedding

cake,

$50.00

tiers

Victor Varconi's fresh caviar

(per lb. Shipped

$19.00

glass)

State your size and color preferences.
Enclose postal money order for articles
desired.

Send for Catalong "Strolling Along the
Boulevard." It lists the many items we
carry with prices.
Address

Hollywood Shopping Serivce
O. Box 1044

Hollywood,

Calif.

Make Your Tub Bath As
Delightful And As Invigorating As The Famous Spa
Baths of European Resorts
With the

H. R.

S.

When you

use the H. R. S.
"Pine Forest Bath Salts" yo.i
will realize why thousands of

persons go every year to take
the baths
at
Baden Baden
and other world famed SPAS.
One quarter or one third of a
capsule in your bath will prove
an invigorating tonic, soothing
and
aromatic,
a
delightful
deodorant for men, women and

—

children.
Dissolves instantly,
leaves no residue, softens the
water.

Large Trial Size
12 to 18 Baths

Sufficient for
advantage

of

SPECIAL

IN-

TRO D U C TORY

OFFER. Send
or

cash

Money Order

to

H. R. Schmidt Co.
Dept. 56
15

Sue,

Row

Park

New

York

Agents Wanted
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Insured by Every-day
of Cuticura Soap
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Hapeiu'lle,

pretty,

I

thinking

made
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Now

follow

worn

tale.

me

while

I

repeat

the

well-

Ben Lyon is 27 years old and
unmarried, which means his future wife
is still looking for him.
Buster Collier was
born 25 years ago and even at that advanced
O'Neil

age is still a single man.
Sally
not married, which is, no doubt,
a bit of good news to all male fans.
Barbara Kent was born Dec. 18, 1908 in
Gadsby, Alberta, Canada. Charles Delaney
doesn't say how old he is, but he's old
enough to have signed a marriage certificate.
is

How old
of Louisiana, Mo.
Dallas?
Are you trifling with
my sense of humor? For full particulars
about Stella, write to the author, Olive
Higgins Prouty, who put Dallas in the book.
But wait a minute, perhaps you mean
Belle Bennett who played Stella so beautifully in the picture by that name
if you
do, I take off my hat to you and will pass
the thought to Belle. Myrna Loy was born
in Helena, Mont.
She is 5 feet 6 inches
tall and has
green eyes and titian hair.
Laura La Plante was born in St. Louis,
Mo., Nov. 1, 1904. She is 5 feet 2 inches
tall and weighs 112 pounds.
Her hair is
light brown and her eyes are gray.
Colleen Moore was born in Port Huron, Ohio,
Aug. 8, 1902. She is ? feet 3 inches tall
C.

L.

Stella

—

and weighs 115 pounds.

Haydee

So you think
of Montreal.
one of the magazine's best bets, do
you? Now I ask you, what could be better?
I'm glad to tell you about Ralph
Graves, the actor and director.
He was
born in Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A., on
July 2 3, but he did not tell me the year.
He has brown hair and blue eyes, is 6 feet
inch tall and weighs 170 pounds.
1
His
Paradise with Sally
Tiffany-Stahl.
You can adat Tiffany-Stahl
Studios, 933

latest film is Bachelor's

O'Neil,

for

dress him
No. Seward

St.,

Hollywood,

Calif.

Dixie Lee, Tope\a. You are right about
these baby-grands, they are so terribly irresistible
but they are growing and going
up, these juniors, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
William Collier, Jr., and Francis X. Bushman, Jr. Buster Collier has an interesting
role in The Tragedy of Youth, playing with
Patsy Ruth Miller, Warner Baxter and Margaret Quimby. You can reach him at Tiffany-Stahl Studios, 933 No. Seward St.,
Hollywood, Calif. Francis X. Bushman, Jr.,
is one of the Four Sons that is doing a
smashing business on Broadway, N. Y. City.
James Hall, Charles Morton and George
Meeker are the other three boys of Mother
Bernle, who is played so delightfully by
Margaret Mann. One of Doug., Jr.'s, last

—

was Dead Man's Curve for FBO, 780
St., Hollywood, Calif.
He has been
signed to do a picture for Tiffany-Stahl,
temporary title, Power.
films

Gower

Phil

Camas,

of

nounce the
like

the

o

last

in

W.

Va.

Do

I

pro-

of the famous
cold?
Yes, I do,

Bow

name

But

not

Clara's

cold.

Warner

Richmond

had the role of Captain Fulton Thorp in
The Heart of Maryland.
Lars Hanson
played opposite Lillian Gish in The Scarlet
Letter.
There isn't a sweeter girl in pictures than Colleen Moore and she is as
charming off the screen.
Warner Baxter
and Roland Drew make an interesting back
ground for Dolores Del Rio in Ramona.
Virginia Valli and Percy Marmont are the
stars you mention in the picture, K. That's
an old one, Phil.

go sailing along,
I've

I'm

PINE FOREST
BATH SALT

this

not married and his birthday is July
1898.
Ramon Novarro was born Feb.
1899.

sitting

is

solicited.

THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR THIS
SHOPPING SERVICE.
"WE BUY WHAT THE STARS BUY"

Take

27,

L.

Correspondence

P.

is

an impression, when up bobs Sue, with an
S. O. S.
Are you sure you get my line?

perforated

dress of hand-painted

Conrad Nagle's
match

in

Gray played opposite Sally in
The Callahan's and the Murphy's. Larry

IN

THESE SHOPS ANY ARTICLE YOU
DESIRE WITHOUT ADDITIONAL

3

Lawrence

6,

WE WILL BUY FOE YOU
Ken

black hair and deep blue eyes.
Sally has
been filming The Mad Hour at First National Studios,
In the
Burbank, Calif.
cast with her are Alice White, Donald
Reed and Larry Kent. Don't tell me that
cast won't cause a stampede at your theatre.

Em

You want to
of Cambridge, Mass.
in pictures, do you?
what
have I done to deserve such a fate? And
who ever told you that my eyes are like
violets?
Not even with rose colored glasses
can I make my eyes behave like violets.
No, I never heard that Joan Crawford was
engaged to James Hall.
You see, James
has a wife.
You have heard that Joan's
eyes are gray and I've told you they were
brown and you want the truth or you'll

Now

me

see

away.
Bend over and I'll tell
about it but what's the difference
so long as they are beautiful?
I
don't
find the names you mention in 'Winning of
the Wilderness, but Joan Crawford, Tim
McCoy, Edward Connelly, Roy D'Arcy
and Tom O'Brien were in the cast.
Tim
McCoy is 5 feet 1 1 inches tall and weighs
170 pounds. He is married and has three
interesting children.
You perhaps saw one
of his boys, that cute little Mike, in Toung
Hollywood.
just

you

fade

—

all

Alger Vee, Ontario. Shake hands across
line, Vee, I thought I was the only
If
living soul with a name like that.
you'll keep this a secret, I'll tell you I've
had offers to change it but try and make me
don't try to keep up with the
I
do it!
latest style in divorces or 'who has been the
most married' in the film colony, for I'm
no sleight-of-hand performer and I never
Kathryn
take
these
rumors seriously.
the

McGuire was the girl friend of Colleen
Moore in T^aughty but ls[ice. Kathryn is
Mrs. George Landy in private life and I
hear she is to be known in pictures as
Kathryn Landy in the future.
Dakota Sue. We've had several calls for
Owen and here she is with Marie
Prevost, Harrison Ford and David Butler
Seena was born in
in The Rush Hour.
Spokane, Washington, but I don't know the
Seena

You

date.

can

address

her

Pathe-De

at

Alice
Studios, Culver City, Calif.
Calhoun is free-lancing at present but she
gets her fan mail at 626 South Lorraine
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Mille

Hold it while
Alice, of Fort Hamilton.
For the number of
bring up Bill Boyd!
questions to the square inch, you win over
William Boyd is the devoted
all records.
They have no
husband of Elinor Faire.
I

Bill
children.
bridge, Ohio.

His

pictures.

was born

He
last

in

1898

in

Cam-

own name in
films
are,
S\y

uses his

two

He answers
scraper and The Night Flyer.
That's fine and here
his fan mail, does he?
is

where

favorite.

I

see you get a
King of Kings

letter
is

a

from your
picture

for

religions.

all

A

milAnnie, Avon-ByThe-Sea.
eyes,
figure, laughing brown
long wavy brown hair and a heart of gold
A wonderful
you forgot the eye-lashes.
but I'm no movie queen.
description,
Gwen Lee is 5 feet 7 inches tall, Greta
Garbo is 5 feet 6 inches, Esther Ralston
is 5 feet 5 inches, Gertrude Astor, is 5 feet
1 1/2 inches, Eleanor Boardman is 5 feet
6 inches, and John Gilbert is ? feet 10
Irish

lion

dollar

—

SCREENLAND
Now

that I've answered your
inches tall.
questions, are you still thinking of having

me

Don't waste your powder.

fired?

Leona
for didn't
It

Patty

Ray

of

Hazard and M.

P.

E.

of

I'm glad to meet both of
you and hope you won't get your informaBut this department is all
tion mixed.
for one and one for all and may the best
man win. I think if you write to S. George
Ullman, 1410 Broadway, N. Y. City, you
Louisville,

may be

Ky.

able to get a picture of Rudolph
Lois Moran can be reached at

Valentino.

Fox btudios, 1401 No. Western Ave.,
Hollywood, Calif., where she is playing in
Love Hungry. I don't go about with my
heart on my sleeve, but Mary Pickford
is always welcome to either one as far as
Clara
Billie Dove is 24 years old.
I go.
Bow is not married and if you don't beThe Gaucho is the
lieve me, ask Clara.
Sally
Douglas Fairbanks Picture.
latest
O'Neil is 20 years old. Her real name is
Address Norman Kerry
Virginia Noonan.
the

Universal Studios, Universal
can write to Elinor Faire and William
Boyd at Pathe-De Mille Studios, Culver
City, Calif. Mary Brian is playing in Pardners in Crime at Paramount Studios, 5451
City, Calif.

at

You

Vilma
Marathon St., Hollywood, Calif.
Banky gets her fan mail at Samuel Goldwyn-

De

Patsy

Mille Studios, Culver City, Calif.
is not married.

Ruth Miller

I
I know you mean well and
Marion
you for the compliment.
Nixon and Marceline Day can be found at
is

from my
was made

bet

I'll

III.

your

in

ycu
town

hear that time is made there?
heart to think you get results
Lars Hanson's last film
page.
I

at

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Studios,

Culver City, Calif. Ben Lyon is playing in
Hell's Angels at the Metropolitan Studios,
1040 Las Palmas Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
Ralph Forbes is married to Ruth Chatterton,
If you have such good luck
the actress.
in getting the stars' pictures from the addresses I give you, why don't you keep up

work?

the good

Phyllis of St. Cloud.
So you think the
east is the best when the sun's in the west
that has started more than one unfinished
argument.
You'd be surprised. You ask,
why must June Marlowe always play in
pictures of the wide open spaces?
Would
you like to see June all huddled up in
a little trick apartment in a big city, with

her style

all

By

cramped and everything?

of a change, June jumped from The
Life of Riley to The Foreign Legion and if
I'm any judge of June Marlowe fan letters,
your favorite is making all jumps count.
And here she is with Dorothy Sebastian
and John Harron in Their Hour a TiffanyStahl Production.
You can write to her at
Universal Studios, Universal City, Calif.
Janet Gaynor, the adorable Diane, of 7th.
Heaven was born in Philadelphia, Pa., in

way

Her

The

is
is

latest film

Angel.

Street

with Charles Farrell
Natalie Kingston

also in the cast.

Universal Studios, Universal City. Calif.
Doris Kenyon at First National Studios,
Kathleen Key at Warner
Burbank, Calif.
Bros. Studios, 5942 Sunset Blvd., HollyCalif.

Just to

nobody

like

show you we know our
'no's,'

here

a

is

slice.

Percy, formerly one of the
known leading screen ladies, has been given
a prominent part in William Haines' new
best-

Eileen

Learned About Women. Miss
Percy has been very ill and this is her
first screen appearance since her recovery.
picture,

He

Sally

Brown

of

Go

Bay

City.

Do

you know

about Brown-Betty?
You don't
know what you've missed. My mind seems
to be running to food in this issue, but
one can't live on stars forever, can one?
William Boyd, Elinor Faire, Victor Varconi
and Theodore Kosloff played in The Volga
Boatman.
Now if R. Murry of T<[ewar\
will kindly step forward, I'll give him the
information he or she craves. Viola Dana,
Helen Foster and El Brendel are in the
film version of Ts[aughty l^anette.
Richard
Barthelmess, Gardner James and Dorothy
Dunbar played in The Amateur Gentleman.

anything

School

Who

started

With so many strong
battle of wits?
As far
competitors in the fray, I'm sunk.
the child that played with
as I know,
Corinne Griffith in Three Hours wasn't
Corinne has no
any relation to the star.

this

can secure a high school education
right at home by studying the splendid new
courses recently prepared by the International Correspondence Schools.
These courses are equivalent to the courses given
They have been specially
in resident high schools.
arranged for men and women who wish to meet
college entrance examinations, to qualify for a business position, or to make up the education they
missed when forced to leave school too soon.

The College Preparatory Course, the High School
Course and the High School English
Course include English, algebra, ancient, medieval,

Commercial

modern and U. S. history, physiology, literature,
geography, Latin, bookkeeping, drawing, geometry,
shorthand, physics, chemistry, salesmanship, advertising, civics, trigonometry, economics, American business law, corporation finance, money and banking,
A diploma is
business and trade economics, etc.
given at graduation.

The lessons are easy to understand and you
make rapid progress because you will be in a

born in Texarkana,
Texas, Nov. 25, 1897. She has brown hair,
blue eyes, is 5 feet 4 inches tall and weighs
Marion Davies was born in
120 pounds.
children.

She

was

Brooklyn, N. Y., Jan.

3,

1898.

You

ask

your town, because
if Marion
I'm not surprised
the people say she did?
at that, for larger towns than yours have
claimed Marion and what town wouldn't?
ever lived in

But
Paps and Pops from "Wisconsin.
where is Mops? Any time you find him
let me know as the last time I heard from
him, he was scouring the deck of a big
battle ship.
I have given the addresses of
the stars you want, so many times that

my typewriter just naturally knows how to
write them unaided.
But not to disappoint
Buster Collier at Tifyou, here they are.
fany-Stahl Studios, 933 No. Seward St.,
Hollywood, Calif. Colleen Moore and Sally
O'Neil are at First National Studios, BurOlive Borden and Lawrence
bank, Calif.
Gray can be found at Fox Studios. 1401
No. Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif. Bebe
Daniels and Richard Arlen at Paramount
Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
Calif.
Marion Davies gets her mail at
Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver City. Calif.

Collier,

Jr.,

are

married

not

but

Lowell

world famous comedienne, who has signed
up with FBO for a picture and will have
an important role with Gertrude Olmsted
and Gertrude Astor.
Daphne is known
through-out the amusement world, having
been a favorite with Paris and London
audiences and in vaudeville in our country.

will
class

study under the guidance
of instructors who are sincerely interested in helping
you to get ahead and achieve the bigger things of
will

life.

Just mark and mail the coupon and we will gladly
send you interesting free booklets describing the High
School Courses of the International Correspondence
Schools or any other subject in which you are
interested.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 2369-E, Scranton, Penna.
Please send roe one of your booklets containing information about the position or subject before which I am mark,
ing an

X:
Preparatory Course
Q College
School Commercial Course
Q High
English Course
School
High
O High School Vocational
O High School AgriculturalCourse
Course

Gretchen of Mass. Do I remember when
Big Ben was a watch? No, that was long
before my time.
Larry Gray and William

Sherman was or is married to Pauline Garon.
No doubt you mean, Daphne Pollard,

Home

at

You

Office

Miss Question Mar\, Ky.

High

to

by yourself and you

it?

thank

wood,
news

Elgin,

of

warms my

1907.
Marceline, Belle Plain, Minn. So ScreenLAND is about the 'newsiest' book you know
of,

R.,

make every second count

103

Q

Management
Management
Management

Secretarial

Work

Industrial

Salesmanship

Traffic

Show Card Lettering
Stenography and Typing

Accounting and C. P. A.
Coaching
Cost Accounting
Bookkeeping
French
Spanish

Advertising

3 Railway Mail

Clerk
Civil Service
School Subjects

3 English

Common

Cartooning

Illustrating

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
3
3
3

Architect

Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting

Blueprints
O Architects' and
Builder
Contractor
P Architectural
Draftsman

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Radio
Metallurgy
Steam Engineering

Concrete Builder

Engineer
O Structural
Pharmacy
Chemistry
Automobile Work
Navigation
Mathematics
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry

Q

Name
Street

An

Admirer. You did not give your location and I like to know where my friends
hail from.
I'm not a screen star. No doubt
I
could act with the best of them, but

how?
of

a

You want
screen

to

actress.

the requirements
say, personalityawful lot of plus you
don't think there is a
I'd

—

De Mille Studios, Culver
Ramon Novarro's address can

my

City,

Calif.

be found

else-

department.
Not hurt, are
to be sure you read all of
valuable information.

where
you?

in
I

State

City

If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the Interna'
tional Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal

know

but what an
must have. No, I
chance in the world for Ronald Colman
to marry Vilma Banky
not as long as Rod
La Rocque is her devoted husband. Vilma
can be addressed at Samuel Goldwyn Pro.,
plus,

Address

this

want

Ar e
By

An

ed

r

5 s f^

V-Xy

beautifying

~^

EX OR A ROUGE

without a Clara
No h"tne

one!

Bow
is

What

is

home

fan?
Try and find
complete without that

in

»«™

10c

Waterproof.
color for every complexion.
$1 a jar.
Samples of Mascarillo, Exora

Six shades.

Rouge, cream

and powder.

CHARLES MEYER.

21

EAST

"HOW TO MAKE UP"
H. R. H. of Middletown.

MASCARILLO

harmless preparation for retouching and
NOT A DYE.
eyebrows and eyelashes.

absolutely

for

12th

the

ST..

N.

Street,

Y. C.

Stage,

Screen, Evening
Photograph.
Send 3 red
stamps for Valuable FREE Booklet.
VERITY
BOND CO., 309 Elizabeth Trust Building,
1

,

Elizabeth,

N. J.

SCREENLAND
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Charles

Rogers and Baron,
Buddy's next

police

dog.

'Abie's

Irish

German

his

Abie

is

in

Rose.'

LINDBERGH
it ever so royal, H. R. H.
to reach Clara is by mail.
1 wouldn't advise a trip to Hollywood.
You
can write to her at Paramount Studios, 545

little

The Lone Eagle

appeal, be

The only way

Marathon
Chandler

THE
The

most romantic hero

in

history.

shy, bashful lad, who came unheralded, clear across a continent, to
conquer the mighty Atlantic by air. Alone,
through the many sleepless hours over the
ocean, with nothing but the steady, monotonous drone of the motor for company.
Hours of mental agony, when to think
meant to fear. And ever uppermost the
thought that an injury to his motor meant
the oblivion that enveloped Nungesser and
Coli.

Lindbergh, the greatest hero of them
provides the material for the greatest
"Lindbergh, the Lone
story of them all.
Eagle" written by a master biographer,
George Buchanan Fife, deals with the
all,

picture,

Hollywood,

St.,
is

her leading

Red

man

S.

in her latest

G. of Detroit.

My

word!

Who

ships in the preparation of the flight,
climaxing in a tale, which for human interest is unexcelled
of the hero's emotions
during the long trip between the New

and the Old Worlds.

keep you out.

life
from early childhood, his
fundamental aviation training, his hard-

—

This

is

a special edition,

in

hard

with an attractive jacket.
It is
printed on high grade paper in very legible type.
This special edition is being
offered by the publishers, A. L. Burt
to

Screenland readers,

unusual price of $1.00 per copy.
tains thirty-two illustrations.

at the
It con-

Fill in the Coupon Below and
Send for your copy today.

Ohio. Your favorite,
Evelyn Brent is gaining new friends with
her fine work an outstanding
every picture
You like her 'dash
feature of each film.
and fire' Evelyn knows her weapons. She
was born in Tampa, Florida in 1899. She
has brown hair and eyes, is 5 feet 4 inches
Her best
tall
and weighs 112 pounds.
films are Underworld, Beau Sabreur and
The Last Command.
Mi'IIy of Circleville,

—

—

May

Fern,

St.

Louis.

As

far

back as

1922, Ralph Forbes played a small part in
picture starring Clive Brook
happened in England. Mary Brian
comes from Texas.
She was the original

a

SCREENLAND,

I

W.

45th

motion

this

Dept. 6-28,

49

St.,

in

The Original
what

$1.00 for which please send me a
"Lindbergh, the Lone Eagle," by
Fife.

the film version of Peter Pan.
blue eyes, brown hair, is 5 feet

My

Florida Crac\er.

stars,

Greetings to Uncle Sam's
Clear the deck,
boys on the high seas.
fall in line or overboard but don't' sink the
After all the messages you ,'send
ship.
I want
Billie Dove, how could I skip you?
you to know I'm no skipper. I'll tell" the
Editor you want a speaking likeness of
Billie Dove in Screenland so keep your
As a starter how is page 60 of
eyes open.
Billie was born in New York
this issue.
City, May 14, 1904.
She is 5 feet 6 inches
tall and weighs 114 pounds.
She has dark
a

noise!

'

hair

and hazel eyes that

appear

lights

gray

or

blue.

are The Love
Heart of a Follies Girl.

two

films

Mary

of Keystone

State.

in

Billie's

some
last

Mart and The

Are you one

Liberty Bells?
If I told you all
about the stars you mention, I'd be telling
the 'same things over and over again.'
don't you try writing your favorites,
ask for a picture and assume an air of nochalance (whatever that is) and see what
You can address Mary Pickford
happens.
and Douglas Fairbanks at the PickfordFairbanks Studios, Hollywood, Calif.
Jobyna Ralston is at the Pathe-De Mille
Write to
Studios,
Culver City, Calif.
Clara Bow at Paramount Studios, 5451
of

the

Why

Ramon
Marathon St., Hollywood, Calif.
Novarro at Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver
Address Harold Lloyd at the
City, Calif.
Harold Lloyd Productions, 1040 Las Palmas
William Haines
Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
is 5 feet tall and weighs 100 pounds.
Betty is the Peter Pan we all adored. can be reached at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Mary has

inches tall and weighs
105 pounds.
Betty Bronson was born in Trenton, N. J.,
Nov. 17, 1906. She has blue eyes, brown
2

hair,

And

Name

Percy Marmont
He is 6
London, England.
weighs 155 pounds, has brown

Studios, Culver City, Calif.

Address

City

all

Wendy

N. Y. C.

enclose

copy of
George Buchanan

Charles Rogers.

brown

bound

cover,

Company,

Melancholy Babe, Bellingham, Wash.
can you be a constant reader of my
department every month, the living image
Someof Clara Bow, and still be so blue?
thing is not hitting on all six cylinders,
so maybe I'm 'it?'
If you will read thrs
column carefully, you'll find Clara's address
elsewhere.
Mae Murray and Hope Hampton are both on the stage just now so In
not able to give you their permanent adThe handsome chap who played
dresses.
with Mary Pickford in My Best Girl was

How

Hair.

ever told you that Madge Bellamy was the
Madge is married
wife of Larry Gray?
Madge hails from the
but not to Larry.
Lone Star state.
June 30, 1903 was her
birthday.
She has brown eyes, light hair,
is
5
feet 4 inches tall and weighs 110
pounds.
Is 5 feet 7 inches too tall for a
No, that won't
girl to be in the movies?

aviator's

•

Lane

Calif.

Harriet B. Hyde, Manor. Vt.
No, I
won't forget you really live in Florida and
that you have gray-green eyes, but where
Arlette Marchal
in Florida do you live?
was the brunette in Blonde or Brunette
with Greta Nissen. You can address Greta
at Metropolitan Studios, 1040 Las Palmas
Ave., Hollywood, Calif., where she is playPauline Frederick
ing in Hell's Angels.
Her latest picture is The
has not retired.
Idlest.
Richard Barthelmess has not married
again but lives with his little daughter,
who's his very best pal.
F.

Life of Helen of Troy is the latest film of
Ricardo Cortez, made at First NatiohaLStudios,
Burbank, Calif.
Leatrice Joy was
at one time Mrs. John Gilbert.

State..

Patsy Ruth, Minneapolis.
For the benefit
of all inquiring fans, the fact that
Colleen Moore has one blue and one brown
eye, does not fuss her in the least, for she
goes right on making pictures. The Private

was born

in

feet tall,
hair and gray eyes.

You can write to him
Productions, Fine Arts Studios,
4500 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
at

Gotham

—

oAn Invitation
By Edna Wallace Hopper
You've heard of this woman who has been a stage beauty
over forty years, and of the French beauty formulas
that have kept her beautiful for a lifetime. But you never
have had so wonderful an offer as she makes you here.

Complete Beauty

Outfit,

50c

^Containing Every Beauty Need
Mail this special offer
coupon at once to Edna

Wallace Hopper,536Lake
Shore Drive, Chicago
enclosing 50c (stamps
accepted) for liberal trial
sizes of all seven of these

Miss Hopper's own beauty book,
also Free certificate
Igood for 50c tube of
beauty

Quindent

aids,

,

'Quindent toothpaste.

Name

This is your golden opportunity to have your own
beauty box of Edna Wallace Hopper's own beauty
requisites. Not just a collection of stingy samples of
commercial cosmetics, but liberal quantities of seven
scientific aids to beauty culture; the self-same things
this famous beauty spent years in searching out; the
secrets once known only in France.

—

Look

at the photograph of Miss Hopper
taken this
year.
At a grandmother's age, she still looks like a
flapper. That's what the right beauty aids can do; what
ordinary tallow creams and crude clays and starchy

powders can never accomplish. Try these seven aids,
in generous quantities; enough powder for six weeks,
all in decorative box suitable for travel or home use,
for coupon and only 50c.
Full-sized packages

T7T? p"p
-'

would

All toilet counters sell

Street

y-S

P- O.

-

state-

cost

you over four

dollars!

Certificate for full fifty-cent tube
AVA A-' of exquisite Quindent toothpaste
will be included, so this week-end beauty
case really costs you nothing !
.

Miss Hopper's Eeauty Aids

july, 1928

The Quality <Jkfag^ne

price 25 cents

/7-3

1

BA THIN

IT FREE

u

;l

n/

\n

xO/?2/

torn/ about drtchks or Oan

You

can laugh away complexion worries and enjoy the kiss of sun
and wind when you use Black and White Beauty Bleach. This dainty
cream is a safe and effective preparation for whitening and beautifying
the skin.

It

gently clears

and keeps the complexion
Try it today! You can

away

and other
smooth and fair.

freckles, tan

delightfully

get the

50c

discolorations

jars at all dealers.

BLACK^EWHITE

(^TAKING

his story from "Hangman's House," the greatest novel
Donn Byrne ever wrote and one of the
world's best sellers, John Ford has

again revealed his peerless genius for
making screen history.

"Hangman's House" will be a great
picture even ten years from now. Its
wild, high-spirited tale of Irish love
and hatred, Irish devotion and Irish
vengeance, will never grow old!
You'll see your favorites at their best
in this masterpiece of one of the

—

world's master story tellers Victor
McLaglen as the mysterious Citizen
Hogan; June Collyer as the unwilling
bride of the Villain D' Arcy, portrayed
with rare skill by Earle Fox; handsome Lawrence Kent as the faithful
lover and loyal friend a superb cast

—

assembled by an incomparable
rector to
story!

Watch

do

for

justice to

di-

an inimitable

"Hangman's House"

at

your local theatre. Put it down now as
one picture you don't want to miss!

'

Evelyn
Brent,
the
Girl on the Cover,
is

now ma\ing

the

ersion

of

film

v

'

Screen land
lished

the

pub-

is

on the 5th of

month preceding

date of issue.

'Interference.'
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Delight Evans' Reviews
An Irish Rose in Bloom. ?iancy Carroll
New Screenplays. By Rosa Reilly
"...

...
.

C.

S.

Dunning

15

.

.

Every Lover Has His Line. By Delight Evans

20

—A
—-A
Don Alvarado — A

By Rob Wagner
Camera Angles on 3-39.

22

Edmund Lowe

24

The Stage Coach. By

26

Chatter from Hollywood. By Martin Martin
Say. By Marion of Hollywood
Big Boy's Mack Truck Contest
Lot Talk

The

Villains Are Coming.
Stockings or Stockingless

By Rosa

Reilly

.

16
18

Jackie.

By Clarence W. D.

Slifer

High Comedy. By Katherine Albert
He Told the World. By Ray Fernstrom
In New York. By Anne Howe
Eddie Nugent. By Kitty Hubert
.

.

.

.

.

30
32

Builders, Inc., at 49

Entered

as

second-class

matter,

November

30,

1923,

at

the

53

54

— A Portrait

Portrait
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57

Morrie Ryskind

They

.

Street,

...
.

.

.

New

York, N. Y., U.

S.

A.

Post Office at New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3,
1879.
Additional entry at Jamaica, N. Y.
Permission to
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Member Audit Bureau
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50

Portrait

West 45th

Walter G. Springer, President; Vincent M. Rabuffo, Business
Manager; Sam A. Craig, Jr., Advertising Manager.
Copyright
Trade Mark registered.
Single copies 25c; subscription
1928.
price. United States and Canada, $2.50 a year, foreign $3.50.
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His real name

is

"Sunny" McKeen
but "Snoo\ums"
and his turnip
haircut
are
right with us.

all

vnt My to
Hollywood
actual experiences — your
YOUR
story — your love story — your

life
sor-

rows and jovs ALL contain an idea
PICTURE if
for a throbbing
PICTURES
properly developed.
today are based upon simple ideas
true
human incidents and experiences
Life.
SCENARIO WRITERS are
to
not born.
SCENARIO construction
be taught. IT is not an art
can make you
it
is
that
a business
world famous and wealthy overnight.

MOTION
MOTION

—

—

CAN

Mc

Ask

MADE

—

An Answer

Screenland Magazine
49 West 45th Street

Page of Information
Address: Miss Vee Dee

New York

Hollywood

you who are unknown

to

—writing

ability

NOT necessary. INCIDENTS WHICH
CAN BE PHOTOGRAPHED — NOT
WORDS — are needed. THE HOLLYWOOD ACADEMY, founded by one of
is

leading

the

Writers

Scenario

—

in

Holly-

wood, shows you
by the same method
how and
used in Hollywood studios
where to get ideas and develop them into
MOTION PICTURES. Producers hold
contests
offer prizes
in search of new

—

—

—

material.

Fifty
been

has
price

Thousand Dollars
one

paid for
going up!

is

and

story

There

is

no

riends of Screenland on the
U. S. S. Colorado.
Your wish of
hearty cheer for our magazine is
appreciated.
So
you
think
all
Screenland readers like Miss Vee Dee

F
well,

they're

conscious

that
round of good cheer, I hope they do.
Victor McLaglen has a bunch of pretty
girls in his new film,
Girl in Every Port.
Louise Brooks, Myrna Loy, Sally Rand,
Natalia Kingston, Natalie Joyce, Dorothy
Mathews, Elena Jurado, Gretel Yoltz, Marie
Casajuana and Phalba Morgan make up a
cast that most any sailor would walk miles
to see.
I right?
Don't tell me!
if

all

after

A

Am

the

G.

Snappy and

G. of Los Angeles.

S.

—

and be world famous and wealthy.
make you a scenario writer.
Our book, "The Key to Hollywood" tells
how. Send for it NOW it will surprise

We CAN

—

you.
a Correspondence School
of the State of New York.

THE HOLLYWOOD ACADEMY
EDUCATIONAL DEPT.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
W. 42nd St.. New York
Mail Coupon to 55 West

55

T

am

interested

Course in Motion
send booklet.

Hollywood. California

42nd

St.,

New York

Hollywood
the
Picture l'lay Writing.
in

Academy
I'lease

Louise Lorraine was born Oct.
1901, in San Francisco, Calif.
She has

to write.
1,

black

hair,

brown

eyes,

is

5

fect

1

inch

and weighs 104 pounds. Her husband
is Art Acord, but I believe they are separated.
The latest seems to be that Louise
tall

suing for divorce.
Louise plays with
those
funny boys, Al Cooke and Kit
Guard, in Legionaires in Paris. Also opposite Johnny
Hines in Chinatown Charlie
and in Johnny's latest comedy as yet untitled.
Address Louise c/o Johnny Hines,
Tec- Art Studio, 5360 Melrose Avenue,
is

Hollywood, California.

Mr. ]
Mrs. \

-

Missj

Address
SltS

Irish Pat, Venice, III.
"Isn't there a real
honest-to-goodness Irishman in the movies?"
Where have you been all this time, Pat?

_

-

State..

G-l

Meet

the

three

Moore

brothers,

Owen,

Tom

The Key Tc Hcllywccd

any more

and Matt. And here are Pat O'Mally,
Douglas Gerrard and Creighton Hale wait-

ing

to

be

introduced.

I

can't

think

of

we go

as

to

press

but

if

any

other Irishman can think of a good excuse
for being in the movies, address me properly and I'll see that you get a seat with
all

your countrymen.

W. L. Z., Valley Mills, Texas. How do
ever answer all the questions I receive?
That's easy, do I ever?
Dolores Del Rio
I

and Ramon Novarro were born in Mexico.
Lya de Putti was born in Vesca, Hungary.
William Boyd is a real American and comes
Figure that out
from the Buckeye state.
in your spare time.

M. T.

Merion, Pa.
Your style
addressing a future DickWho knows, I don't.
ens or a Glyn?
Ronald Colman, Ralph Forbes and Percy
Marmont have a quiet dignity that is a
delight to many fans who take their movies
seriously.
Ralph Forbes was born in LonRonald
don, England, about 27 years ago.
Colman and Vilma Banky's last co-starring
Percy Marmont is
film is Two Lovers.
playing in The Fruit of Divorce.
is

limit.

You can know the thrill of seeing your right to the point, leaving me without
name flashed on the Screen
in electric
the usual come-back, for your letter couldn't
lights.
See YOVB own Motion Picture
have been shorter if you had taken longer

Approved as
wider the laws

City

Is Calling

a gift.

C.

of

Am

I

If IT^ancy Lee of Memphis, Tenn.
could sign up with a title like that, there
would be a vacant chair in my office.
What would I do? Well, it's a long neck
that has no turning and I'd get desperate
and Bill-Haines my way into fame. Phyllis
Haver and Harrison Ford can be addressed
at Pathe De Mille Studios, Culver City,
Claire Windsor gets her fan mail
Calif.
at Columbia Pictures Corp., 1408 Gower
Alberta Vaughn is
St., Hollywood, Calif
in
the cast of Skjyscraper with William

Boyd and Sue
with

Universal

Raymond Keane is
Carol.
Universal City,
Studios,

Calif.

(Continued on page 101)

—
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"Daddy. Why Don't You Make Lots

of Money Like Jimmyis Father?"
What

could I say?
Would you have
admitted to your own boy
"I'm a
failure, son."
I
couldn't
and didn't.
Today I am the prosperous father he
expected me to be. Read how I did it.

—

T SUPPOSE

a man can get used to callbag himself a failure.
But when I
heard those words from the innocent lips
of my little lad, it acted like an electric

-*

shock.
It happened one day while we were out
walking.
(You know it's not easy to afford a car on a hand to mouth salary.)
We chanced to walk down a street where

lived Tom Lawson, who used to work at
the same desk with me, and whose youngster

was

my

And

Bobby's playmate.

just

as we approached the house, out stepped
the Lawsons on their way for a day's
ride in the country. They invited us along

but pride held

me back and

I

murmured

a vague excuse.
Bobby stood watching them wistfully as
they drove away. Then turned to me with
a puzzled frown and asked: "Daddy, I'd
like to ride in a auto'n live in a nice
house like Jimmy Lawson.
Why don't
you make lots of money like Jimmy's
father?"

"Hush, Bobby," warned my wife hur"Daddy will have lots of money
some day."
I stood transiixed, gazing
after that luxurious sedan disappearing
down the street. And then and there a
riedly,

—

great resolution was born.
"Bobby"
clasped his hand affectionately
"within a
year I'll pass up Jimmy's father like a
cloud of dust!"

—

How
The

was

I

Did

It

I had to make good
on that sacred promise, if I wanted to redie

cast.

tain that look of hero worship in my boy's
eyes.
But how was I to do it?
chief fault was that I couldn't seem

My

my

ning advancement in

salary, popularity, social
standing, and success.
Thousands have accomplished just such amazing things through this
simple, easy, yet effective training.

Other men, whom I
Send for this Amazing
This new method of training is fully debetter than I, were getting
scribed in a very interesting and informative
promotions that I deserved. When talkbooklet which is now being sent to everyone
ing to the boss, my words
mailing the coupon below.
This book is called, How to
I
stuck in my throat.
Work Wonders with Words.
was nervous, lacked poise,
In it you are shown how to
What
20 Minutes
Day
and made a poor impresconquer stage fright, selfWill Show You
consciousness, timidity, bashsion on people. No wonHow to talk before your club or lodge
fulness
and fear
those
How to address board meetings
der they had me down
things that keep you silent
How to propose and respond to toasts
as "just a good old work
How to make a political speech
while men of lesser ability
How to tell entertaining stories
get what they want by the
horse".
How to make after-dinner speeches
sheer power of convincing
And then I made a disHow to converse interestingly
speech.
Not only men who
How to write better letters
covery that changed my
have made millions but thouHow to sell more goods
I began
How to train your memory
sands of others have sent for
whole career.
How to enlarge your vocabulary
this book
and are unstintto hear tales of a remarkHow to overcome stage fright
ing in their praise of it.
How to develop self-confidence
new home study
able
You
are
told
how to bring
How to acquire a winning personality
training that was being
out and develop your priceHow to strengthen your will-power
and
ambition
less
"hidden knack"
the
followed not only by men
accurate
How to become a clear,
natural gift within you
thinker
like me but by thousands
which will win for you adHow
your power of conto develop
of lawyers, bankers, polivancement in position and
centration
salary,
popularity, social
How to be the master of any situaI sent for a
ticians, etc.
tion
standing, power and real sucfree descriptive book encess.
You can obtain your
How to Worlc
titled
copy absolutely free by sendto

sell

Book

ability.

knew were no

;

—

—

—

ing the

Wonders with Words.
To me it seems incredible

that I could have

changed so miraculously in a few weeks by this
Work,
twenty-minute daily training.
In a short time,
nothing it was actual sport
They
people began to notice a change in me.
began to pay more attention when I voiced

simple

—

Eight months later I
our suburban bungalow.
drove a sporty new car up to the house.
Rich
Yes.

But

the richest

—reward

of

all

was the proud boast of my boy "I j is knew
you'd do it, Dad I"
There is no magic, no trick, no mystery
about becoming a powerful and convincing
talker.
You, too, can conquer timidity, stage
fright, self-consciousness and bashfulness, win-

FREE

Sent

NORTH AMERICAN
INSTITUTE

!

Instead of acting like a scared mouse
opinions.
when talking to customers and business superiors, I was a well-poised, self-confident, convincing speaker.
Promotions and salary increases followed fast.
Six months later, I made the down payment on

rewards?

Now

coupon.

Michigan

3601

/

u ,^^,tA

f/

Ave.,

Dept. 632-B

Chicago,

III.

NORTH AMERICAN
3601

Michigan

Chicago,

Ave.,

INSTITUTE,
Dept.

632-B.

Illinois.

Please send me FREE and without obligation my copy of your inspiring booklet,
How to Worlc Wonders with Words, and
full
information regarding your course in
Effective Speaking.

Name
Address
City

State
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$100 to $1000
Week

Per

If

alas,

YES!
you Have "IT."

BUT

you.

now make possible the
in almost any town
our Directors and Cinematographers
are going to nearly 100 towns and cities throughout the United States with their Cameras, lights,
make-up and everything necessary for making
these SCKEEN TESTS of you and for you. and if
you do have "IT", your TESTS will be submitted to the producers for their consideration.
An opportunity of this kind has never before been
presented,
because of the formerly impracticable
methods of making these TESTS outside of the
developments

Recent

SCREEN TESTS

making of

or

so

city,

studio.
To get
if

a SCREEN TEST made by the studios,
you were right here in Hollywood, is almost an
therefore you can realize what this

impossibility,

opportunity means to you.
Present plans include SCREEN TESTS of ONLY
This may be the
in advance.
those registered
opportunity of a lifetime.
Do not fail to avail
yourself of it.
Full information and registration
blanks will be furnished FREE UPON REQUEST.

CINEMA ARTS TESTING BUREAU
Box

425, Hollywood Station,
Hollywood, California

Lock

- v

-

will not,

the Dull family independent,
ever be stolen nor remembered;

tribe.
Panorama of camp
Arabs dolling up!

—showing

all

the

A

lot has been said that no one listened
and a lot written that nobody reads
We
about shows with the pictures.
The idea
is, according to these writers, if you go to
see pictures you're one kind of a person
train from New England arrives.
Some- and if you go to see a dancer or a chorus
thing must be done to protect us who, with or listen to jazz or what haven't they, then
our backs to the wall, one hand hanging you are a different sort of customer.
It is
it.

Cinderella motive reversed.
have had the sweet young thing come
to the great city and make good until as
a city dweller I'm nervous every time a
It

there is no way in the world to
foils,
determine whether you do or do not have
"IT", without actually making a SCREEN TEST
of

make

nor will it
but I like

Motion Pictures?

in

have an idea for a movie that

to a

won

is

the

strap,

are trying to defend our hard-

to

high

time

that

I

clarified

this

confusion.

you were the kind of individual who
propagated
and my Reverse Cinderella didn't like good music you wouldn't like
motive is, as you might say, the first cinder pictures. If you hate jazz you'll hate Clara
in the devastating conflagration which shall Bow, if you just can't stand a shapely
scourge the damn Cinderellas back to their chorus, then, old thing, Fitzmaurice, and I
hearths.
The plot has to do with a girl mean the director and not the air tripper,
who reached the city. She is rich, bored would be lost to you. If a snappy orchesand sick of it all, the first thing you know tra leader doesn't mean anything then
she's back in calico doing the chores at Menjou to you is just an empty glass.
The cows love her and
the poor farm.
Why can't you be human and like
the birdies sing to her and all the girls everything? The rest of us do.
left in the city are shown in the fadeout
Take Walt Roesner at the Capital or
safe at last.
Ash at the Paramount or Whiteman, himDo you sit there and tell me that
self.
There is a wonderful new part of earth you can't like them the same night that
opened up for us this month in The Marsh you like Three Sinners?
A change of
Arab.
The story tells of the. life of Haji thought is restful and contrast stimulates,
Rikkan, and it is .such wonderful material I tell you!
You're getting me all worked up.
for a film that Flaherty, who made 1<lanoo\,
perquisites.

Propaganda

must

be

If

.

What is rest, anyhow? Rest, as I grasp
should start there at once, before Schoedsack who made Grass hears of it.
Just to it, and I am an expert at resting, is somegive you an idea of the possibilities. I have thing that makes you feel like tackling the
only to mention that the custom between old problem again; and zippy dancing, wit,
the tribes is that when a man is killed by jazzy music, a thoughtful emotional picthese stir and goggle, pester and
a member of another tribe, the guilty tribe ture:
has to hand over two women in payment. inspire, until within us a suspicion grows
Perhaps
Clarence
Brown who directed to a certainty that everybody has his racket
Flesh and the Devil had better do it, after and that in our own particular line we
all, and he can work up .something warm too may one day be deserving of a stone
when Garbo is handed over to the enemy cutter's snappiest conception.

Freckles
Secretly

and Quickly Removed!

"V/"OU can banish those annoying,
embarrassing freckles, quickly
and surely, in the privacy of your

own boudoir. Your friends will wonder how you did it.
Stillman's Freckle Cream bleaches
them out whileyou

sleep. Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
and transparent, the face
rejuvenated with new beauty of
natural coloring.

fresh, clear

The first jar proves its magic worth.
Results guaranteed, or money refunded. At all druggists, 50c and $1.

Stiilmans
Freckle

Cream Kflt

Removes

Whi

Freckles

The'.
eSkin

t/l/

Rosemary Lane, Aurora, 111.
The Stillman Co.,
Send me your FREE booklet on skin treatI ment.

I

Name..
Address.
City

.

State..

SONGWRITERS!!!
SUBSTANTIAL ADVANCE ROYALTIES ARE
PAID upon publishable work. ANYONE having
original

for Songs
and advice.

ideas

examination
1674 B'way,

may

submit

— WALTER

N. Y.

poems

for

NEWCOMER,

'C[

Mary
of

Philhin,

'The

continues

as

heroine
Laughs,'

the

Man Who
to

loo\

beautiful

even though harassed.
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LEO-*
THE M-G-M LION,
IS ON HIS WAY!
You've seen him countless times on the screen.

He now

his personal bow to the audiences of the world!
He is starting across America and will circle the
globe. His route will take him to many hundreds of
cities. What a thrill to see Leo, himself, at last!

makes

CAN YOU REMEMBER
$50 WORTH?
Often half a dozen people

will

give

different descriptions of things they see

memory plays us such
strange tricks. That's why I'm interested
in watching how people's memories
together, because

THESE ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT PICTURES
OF THE CURRENT SEASON. Watch for
them

at

your local theatre!

JOHN GILBERT

NORMA SHEARER

in

in

THE COSSACKS

THE ACTRESS

DIAMOND
HANDCUFFS

NOVARRO

RAMON

with

ACROSS TO

BOARDMAN

SINGAPORE

in

LAUGH, CLOWN,

LAUGH

SYD CHAPLIN

John Gilbert

THE TEST

in

ELEANOR

LON CHANEY

work. Try yours on these five questions.
I will give $50 and the Cossack Wrist
Chain which I wear in my newest picture, "The Cossacks," to the man who
sends in the best set of answers. The
best answers from a lady will win $50
plus the Russian Glass Beads that Renee
Adoree uses in the same picture. Miss
Adoree will also send photographs of
herself for the fifty next best answers.

DANE & ARTHUR

In

CIRCUS ROOKIES
WILLIAM HAINES
in

in

TELLING THE

SKIRTS

WORLD

Who discovered Joan Crawford?
she do before going into pictures?

^

Describe in

A,

From what country did Greta Garbo come?
Lars Hanson? Dolores del Rio? Renee Adoree?

picture thrill

Ramon

2

than 75 words the
you ever had.

less

did

biggest

business-life role

has

Norma

Shearer

played in recently?

Write your answers on one side of a single sheet
of paper and mail to Competition Editor,
3rd Floor, 1540 Broadway, New York. All
answers must be received by July 15th. Winners'
names will be published in a later issue ot this
magazine.
If you do not attend pictures yourself you
question your friends or consult motion
picture magazines. In event of ties, each tying
contestant will be awarded a prize identical in
character with that tied for.

may

Stars than there are in

What

Novarro? George K. Arthur?

What

Note:

METRO-GOLDWYNMAYER
"More
Heaven"

Lon Chaney appear

^

"

and

picture does

without one of his typical make-ups?

in

DETECTIVES

what

SCREENLAND
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f\ooks

for

^ans

DULL HAIRDULL COMPANY
~~men seem

to think!
Why not be rid of this handicap
tonight?

—

now

that depressing dullness that
So
spoils the effect of lovely frock or pretty face! Just
one shampooing with Golden Glint will banish it tonight!
needless,

—

reRich, generous lather cleanses each hair. You rinse
move all trace of soap. Your hair appears shades lighter.
Then you apply the extra touch the "plus" that makes
all trace of dullness
this shampoo different! Instantly
gone! Hair soft, fragrant, lustrous, alive with those dancing lights that speak of youth! Of course "he" will notice
the difference! Nothing to bleach or change natural color
plus ! At your
of your hair. Just a wonderful shampoo
favorite dealers', or if not, send 25 cents to J.W. KobiCo.,

—
—

Dept. G,

617

Rainier Ave., Seattle,

Wash.

•

Golden Glint

^ SHAMPOO/^

MAGIC KEY TO YOUTHFUL

Bellamy

"LOCKS'

Trial"
comes

to the

SCREEN
KATHERINEA.MacDONAID'S
LASH WATERPROOF
COSMETIC

By Monta

Bell

CHOSEN BY

Harry Rapf, producer, and Monta

THE STARS

,

of Hollywood/
Her motion picture work showed Katherine MacDonald the need for a lash cosmetic, absolutely waterproof, yet that
would make eyelashes soft and pliant.

Research developed Katherinc MacDonLash Cosmetic, now the choice of
Hollywood.
At dept. and drug stores and beauty
parlors.. .or send Katherine MacDonald §1 for full size bottle.
ald's

KAMEO BEAUTY PRODUCTS
HOLLYWOOD CALIF

—

AT LAST
A SPECIAL
SUMMER FACE CREAM
Pure Fresh Lemon Juice Combined with

Almond

Oil

The impossible Las been accomplished. We have
finally
discovered the method whereby pure
juices of fresh lemon can be combined with
sweet almond oil and my what a glorious
cleansing cream is the result.
Delightfully light
in consistency, cool, refreshing and marvellously
efficient,

this

new

Almonized

Lemon

Bleach

cream leaves the skin soft and finely textured,
free from perspiration with none of that gummy,
sticky feeling so common in hot weather when
heavy creams are used.
This new summer cream takes the place of all
face creams.
It enables you to go motoring,
riding, golfing or expose your face to sun or
wind without suffering any ill effects. You will
be delighted with this new beauty creation.
Prepared in large 3' ounce jars.
Price $1.00.
Postage

CLARKS,

prepaid to you.
381 Fourth Ave.,

New

York,

Bell,

'The Bellamy Trial,' the
famous novel by Frances l^oyes Hart.
director

Suite

622

M

ODERN

life's

tensest

drama

lies

in

the trial by jury, and when the
prisoner at the bar is pleading
fighting
for
his
life
off
a
drama reaches its most
charge of murder
Reports of murder trials
thrilling apex.
provide sensational reading matter for mil'
lions of newspaper readers, but no one
had made a murder trial the entire subject matter of a novel, until Frances Noyes
Hart published the serial, The Bellamy
Trial, in the Saturday Evening Post.
Thousands of persons have followed the
serial,
or read the book edition of the
novel, so that a resume of the story itself
seems unnecessary in this review.
In fact,
in filming this subject with Leatrice Joy,
Kenneth Thompson, George Barraud, Betty
Bronson and many other players in the
cast, I rely a great deal on the public's
familiarity with the work to achieve a
popular success.
For, without doubt, pec
pie enjoy seeing characters and situations
on the screen which are already familiar
to them through the reading of some widely
read novel or short story.
This has been
proved again and again.
Many for I
rate public intelligence much higher than do
others
go only to see how well or how
badly the director has handled his subject.
I am not a professional literary reviewer,
nor during my long apprenticeship as a
newspaper man in Washington, have I ever
been called upon to give my views on
any book or story, so this review is in the
nature of a new trial for me.
Under this
circumstance, I have decided only to give
my personal opinion of The Bellamy Trial,
back that up with whatever arguments I
can find, and then explain my choice of it

—

—

—

—

as a

photodrama.

of

Frances Noyes Hart has handled The
Bellamy Trial in a truly superb manner. She
has woven a woof of melodrama, crossed
it with
a warp of suspense, and has em'
broidered this whole cloth with a gay
thread of comedy and a lighter thread of

romance. To my mind, The Bellamy Trial
has everything a good novel should have.

The

—

story

itself

discovering

make

who

is

the reader's interest in
would be enough
guilty

—

work

worthwhile, but she
In addition to
has given a good measure.
this she has skillfully put in comedy situations and also a romance between two of
see the trial
the reporters at the trial.
to

this

We

of Stephen Bellamy and Sue Ives, as well
as the emotional trial of other principals,
not only as a newspaper reader would see
it,
but also from the angles of the two
reporters whose romance lightens the book,
and through the eyes of Judge Carver. It
is a fine treatment that Mrs. Hart has given

good in its own popular
Browning's treatment of
the murder in The Ring and the Boo\.
her

subject;

way

as

All

as

Robert

the

characters

are

well

drawn

in

Reading the novel
a fine, sketchy fashion.
one can readily visualize the sensitive Pat
Ives, warding off the world with flippant
phrases; the sweet, lovable Sue Ives, and
her courageous revelations of the truth;
Stephen Bellamy's chivalrous soul as- well
as the smart-cracking reporter and his symAll are equally
pathetic little sweetheart.
To the less important charwell drawn.

—

acters
the various witnesses and court at'
tendants, justice has been done with rare
insight and a well trained ability to char'
The master
acterize briefly and pointedly.
characterizations, however, she has saved for
the two strongest of her fiction people, the

!

SCREENLAND

A Gift, My Dear

mother of Pat Ives and Judge Carver.

The

writing in this novel is such as I
It is a newspaperman's
see.
writing, clear, straight-forward and vigor-

always like to

cannot remember when I so much
ous.
enjoyed reading a novel as I have enjoyed
reading The Bellamy Trial.
Of even more importance to me, however,
than the more enjoyment of reading and
the appreciation of a good job well done,
fact that The Bellamy Trial offers
is the
me a screen subject such as I have been
It is real life
awaiting for a long time.
transferred to the pages of a novel, and
with certain changes and modifications it
can be quite as well transplanted to the
But, this presents
motion picture screen.
an interesting problem to the director.

n

I

Mrs. Hart has told her story in the most
effective way. but in making a film of The
Bellamy Trial, the best points of her work
present dangerous facets to the motion
The Bellamy Trial is
picture director.
disclosed to the reader by the revelations
the witnesses as they would naturally
occur in a courtroom.
To do this in a
photoplay one would have to resort to
flash-back and other technical procedure
which would tend to slow up the action of
the photoplay, unless handled with supreme
skill.
It is a challenge and a test for any
director.
To summarize my opinion of
The Bellamy Trial: I think it to be one
of the best written
"murder yarns" I
have ever come across, written in a fine
journalistic style, and offering to the motion
picture director a subject which lends itself
to novel treatment, and provides him, the
cast and the technicians with a welcome test
of their ability to tell a story.
of

For Qetting Slender
nutrition

Excess fat means a
serious blight to beauty,
to health and vitality.
a husband, if
wives only knew, would
give much to see it
ended. Why not make a
bargain?

pears in every package,
also all known reasons
for results. You will
know the reasons for
loss of fat, for the new

correct the cause, which
often lies in a gland de-

vitality

thirty years ago,
discovered that cause for obesity. Their
method of correction has now spread the
world over. Physicians everywhere employ it.

prescription tablets

embody

that

method. People have used them for twenty
years millions of boxes of them.

—

You

see the results in every circle. Per-

haps many of your friends can
Excess fat, as you can see, is far
mon than it was.

Abnormal

exercise or diet

is

tell

them.

less

com-

sults

which seem so magical.

recting a deficiency.

Probably Marmola has proved itself worth
weight in gold to friends of yours. Learn
now what it means to you. You cannot

its

afford excess fat.

neither re-

Marmola
all

prescription tablets are sold by
druggists at SI. 00 per box. Any drugwho is out will order from his jobber

gist
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Studio demands
make personal submission of Mss.
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zines.

So

you over-weigh, you owe to yourself a
test of Marmola. Simply take four tablets
daily and watch how the fat disappears. Not
too rapidly, but in the right way, by cor-

—

PLAY
PLOT

health.

will

If

quired nor advised, but moderation helps.
The aim is to correct the cause in faulty

FOTO-

and

have no reason
to suspect harm from re-

you

scien-

tists,

Marmola

best

modern

There are no secrets
about Marmola. The
complete formula ap-

The way is not hard,
not unpleasant. Simply

Leading

the

to

science.

Many

ficiency.

— in

way known
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Saxophone

SIX

TEACHERS'

WEEKS

Only a Buescher
Saxophone gives you these extra features
Snap-on Pads, greatest im-

—provement,
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SUMMER COURSE

In Stagecraft, Play Directing and
Advanced Expressional Technique
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"Teach. You How-*5

Men and Women Everywhere! Make Big Money
FREE BOOK Explains opportunities as
Motion Picture Camera Man. Portrait, News
or Commercial Photographer. You can learn
at home or in our New York Studios. Spare or full time.
N.Y. Institute of Photography, 10 W. 33rd St., N.Y. Dept. 60
[

CT

Alice White and the first
authentic lens piggy captured in Hollywood.

— —

Socially

Earn Extra Money
playing- a sweet-toned Bnescher.
10 evening's—one hoax each— will
astonish and please yon. 6 days'
Easy payments. Mention
any other instrument in which yon
axe interested.
[450]
trial.

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
^^2523 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Ind.

Eyelash Beautifier

Camera

—

Be Popular
7

Free Catalog descrb : ng all Courses jrom

Room

easy to replace,

nocementing Patented Automatic OctaveKey perfect
Scale Accuracy
convenient
key arrangement.

Instantly darkens eyelashes and brows.
Makes lashes appear longer and
more luxuriant. Gives depth,
brilliance, expression and charm
to the eyes. Harmless. Easily
applied. Approved by millions
of lovely women the world over.
Solid or water-proof Liquid

Maybeiline, Black or Brown,
75c at all toilet goods counters.
UAYBELlttiE CO., CHICAGO

(f

Marion can be a
still
comic and
be beautiful. Her
comedy is mental,
not facial. It expresses wit, not
eaucherie.

^^riendly Marion
pictures
unselfish

let

Her

Davies!

us into her generous

personality.

Her man'

ner toward each one of us is a
disarming easy familiarity.
She has no
deep mysterious ambition to conceal.
'Take me or not, like me or not, she
seems to say, 'and I don't blame you.
As we cheer her glowing performance of The Patsy and applaud this
comedienne of ours who can be beautifully funny we have the feeling that
1

1

.Marion
who

has

Davies,
spon-

sored successfully
comedies of refinement.

she'd do

as

much

Friendliness

for us.

— camaraderie—Marion!

said: 'A friend may well be
the masterpiece of nature.'
describes Marion rather neatly.

Emerson
reckoned

Which
<3[

Since

In Old New

York' Marion
has
been news. In 'The
Patsy'

she

is

a sen-

sation.

13

€[

Ramon

"H.ovarro in

Hur'

'Ben

dragged

being

the

to

galleys.

laying a
Qharacter ^art
An 'Editorial

-

by

ELIOT KEEN

UPPOSE

Novarro was assigned to a film
part which really was the job you have in
every-day life. Would he play it as you
do or would he imagine a more sincere,
enthusiastic and earnest performance than
In Ben Hur you remember Novarro's
yours is?
face was forced into the mud and he was dragged
through the dirt. That's what he did for that job.
If your position seemed to require you to put yourself through such unpleasantness, would you do it
or would you tell the boss where he could go?

A man
longs to
before us

must play his job in the character that beit.
Sir Walter Scott had the thought

—

"All live by seeming.
it, and the gay courtier
Gains land and title, rank and rule, by seeming;
All practice it; and he who is content
With showing what he is, shall have small credit
In church, or camp, or state.
So wags the ivorld."

The beggar begs with

.

.

.

—

G[

In 'Across to Singapore'

K[ovarro

is

thrown into irons for
several thousand dollars

a iuee\.

01

Jtockingless

C[

Madge Bellamy

doesn't

li\e

of doing away
What will it
with stoc\ings.
lead to 7
The bare idea is

the

thought

startling.

tify

the limbs of this generation

and if I were a young lady I
would stick to them. However,
if by miracle there are a few pairs
of limbs that are so perfect they
flattering shadow over
okay with me. I do not
object to legs au naturel, but I

need

no

them,

it's

strenuously

—
(I

.

7-1

anything

un-

beautiful,

and

resist
j

Louise razenaa
sil\
turns
to
ones as a relief.

*

the

1

•

1

stockingless

(Cont. on page 78)
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QN<9

other hero can ever take the place

favorite boy friend

eVERY

— because

ofyom

JCOVER

has HIS

oQne
May Change their
Mamas but They Never

(\

They

Change

their

Methods,

re

Men

Safe?

this Leap Year?
And they
have other things against them. What
with psychoanalysis and intelligence
tests and numerology and graphology it's a lucky
man who has even a little complex or a teeny
weeny libido to call his very own. And now
we're going a step farther, if possible, and call
attention to the assertion of a Love Expert that
a man may be known a mile off by the way he
makes love, if he's foolish enough to let any'
Isn't

body see him.
Every lover has his line, and it's usually busy.
By his necking you shall know him. He may
fool you by reading up
on
the lovedife of the
C[ Charlie
Farrell and
boll-weevil so that you
Janet Gaynor are in
Seventh Heaven even
when it's another

picture

—

because

Charlie's line of love
is

20

all

his

own.

think he is a Great Brain;
he may pose as a financier
when the only ticker he
knows anything about is

By
Delight

Evans

G[

Buddy Rogers' line
may be boyish but
somehow you \now
J\[ancy

that

Carroll

isn't his sister.

(C

When
excuse

his

has

on

—
—he

lyin
line

us,

usually
girls

Gilbert

]ac\
to

stic\s

all

their

the
toes

but this time he has
Greta Garbo on her
ear

But

his Elgin.

him

La

Amour

Technique

(The Art of Love)
and see how far it gets

man

him. If a
himself it
is
is

making

is

man

a

After

What

all

after
girls,

A

all?

is

the

right answer.

He may
guise

try to dis-

himself.

Long

white whiskers, goggles

and false teeth
change any man.
sooner
sure

or

to

later

come

will

But
he

is

across

some sweet young
thing who will arouse

and make him grab
her by the hand or neck and whisper sweet
nothings into that pearl-like ear-ring. And
then it is good-bye disguise. She sees right
"Why John, she exclaims,
through it.
"I thought you were dead!"
"That's the time I fooled you," replies
John, as he changes her mind.
man used to be known by the company he kept. He still is. If he fancied
red-heads when he was in high-school he
If he prelikes to play with fire today.
ferred brunettes the chances are he eschews blondes and they will excuse him.
And his technique is
If he
Boys, if you want to still the same.
slay 'em li\e Ronald
was the kind of a kid
Column. ma\e love
who CUTied a gir p s
'

when he

love.

art.

1

ever

is

that's

his protective instinct

just let

with

trifle

—and

\

you re only
it
Indijfiling time.
ference is his line.

as

.

books home
.

,

J

from

(Cont. on page 90)
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C[

Today
tons'

good

(|If Jackie Coogan

to be

a

'But'
in
]ac\ie is a
film

actor.

sensa-

tional hit again?

By Rob Wagner
A

one of the accoucheurs of motion pictures, it has
been my privilege to attend the artistic birth
°f many a star, some of whom proved to be
iX. but brilliant comets, flashing across the cinema
•A.
heavens for a season or two, while others grew into stars
of the first magnitude.
But of all these happy birthdays,
I look back upon that of Jackie Coogan's with the liveliest
interest, for Jackie astonished the critical astronomers by
appearing as a star of the -first magnitude in his initial
picture at the extraordinarily tender age of four and a
half years.
Nor was it because Charlie Chaplin gave him
s

/_\

/~\

title role in the films' greatest comedy classic, The Kid,
but because the little starlet was equal to the sudden fame
thrust upon him.
There is a general belief among directors of children
that the only way to get pre'adolescent charm on the
screen is to keep the child-actor innocent and unsophisti'
cated, and never to let him think or feel that he is acting.

the

22

children are natural mimics, not of one another,
curiously enough, but of grown-ups, and the belief is that
1
the moment a child begins to 'act, he is lost.
This rule failed utterly in the case of Jackie Coogan.

All

In The Kid he was acting consciously and intellectually
every minute. The picture of Charlie Chaplin discussing
each scene with his infant co-star is etched deeply on
my memory, for as they sat facing each other, going
over every bit of business, the thoughts to be expressed
and the meaning to be got over, they appeared and
behaved like artistic equals, either because Charlie had
the understanding heart of a child, or that Jackie had the
wisdom of a grown man. In any event, after a most
intensive discussion of the scene, in

which Jackie would

screw up his puzzled little face and ask most illuminating
questions, they would finally reach a perfect understanding.
Then this youngster of only four and a half years would
Let's go!"
say:
"I get you, Mr. Chaplin.

:

Thus, during the
long months of making

The

Kid,

was

Jackie

never treated like the
baby he physically, but
not mentally, was. He
did his stuff with the
same conscientious endeavor that all the
grown-ups in the cast
showed, and I do not
recall one scene where
he was tricked into a
bit of child-business.
I

recall

one

.

signifi-

cant occasion, toward
the end of the day,

when

was

everybody

tired, Jackie listless

and

Charlie nervous. After
doing one scene over
for several times, Char-

stopped
abruptly
the cameras. "Jackie,"
he said, "you did that

he

very badly.

Now

we'll

do it just once more,
and remember your
timing. You don't put
on your cap until I'm
just leaving the room."

CA

scene from "The Kid,'
with Charlie Chaplin. One
the
greatest
pictures
of
ever made.

as

"You demand
much of that
you do
grown-

as

child

your

of

up

actors."

"Of

course

he

do,"

I

replied.

"'He's got

it

to

give."

two
instances
showing this mere
recall

I

other

of

sense

baby's

comedy and
the
In
Charlie said

drama.
first,

"Jackie,

our

do

let's

song

little

and dance for

As

Rob."
lined

up

they

for the

break' Jackie suddenly held up his
"Wait a
hand.

minute

until

Then

team."
doffing

he

tery

by lying

in a

deep tub of hot water,

I said:

cap,

his

stepped

ward and
It was a humiliating call-down in front of everybody, and looking across the set Jackie noted a serious frown on his father's
face.
Again they went through the scene and as it finished,
Jackie, again looking toward his father, sidled up to Charlie and
whispered: "O. K. this scene, will you, Mr. Chaplin?"'
An hour later when Charlie was recharging his run-down bat-

I

the

introduce

for-

shout-

"Ladies and
ingentlemen!

ed:

—

(Cont. on page 99)

(Z ]ac\ie

Coogan

today.
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Camera Angles
ON
(\An

3-39
inside view

of picture
making by the winner of

Screenland's Cameraman
Contest.

({Traveling elevator cage designed by
Peverell Marley for photographing
scenes in 'The Godless Girl.'

R

eady, right camera and a stacco of clicks, grinds,
and buzzes rend the air as fourteen cameras
photograph the big moments and there were

—

many. 3-39, to solve the puzzle, is the produc
tion number of The Godless Girl.
Three standing for
the third fiscal year and the thirty-nine, for the

The Godless
production of that year.
Girl photoplay is the latest work of the directorial
genius, C. B. De Mille.

thirty-ninth

Being

Screenland's emissary
an assistant cameraman,

to

the

am

De

Mille

to give you
the inside angle, geometrically speaking, on the making of
the big production.
If I write somewhat heterogeneously,
staff,

as

I

able

for the thought of trying to describe in a

please excuse

it,

few pages

few of the

experienced or sights
doubt, some of you readers are
16 m.m. cine-amateurs, so I shall try to give you a little information
that will be helpful to you and at the same time be interesting to
those who are not.
I've seen,

a

is

a

bit

thrills

staggering.

I've

No

Not

boasting or seeking any contracts to appear in the galloping daguerre*
I was the most photographed person in the production, not in footage
For each take, I ran in and held up before the
but in camera set-ups.
camera, a slate bearing the scene, take, and production numbers, the director's
name, kind of stock used, color to be printed and the photographer's name,

otypes,

which by the way,

is

Pev. Marley.

Pev. is one of the best known cinema'
indeed fortunate to serve under him. Always

tographers out here and I was
look for the cameraman's name on a photoplay.
24

It is

the same as an artist's

Marley,

((Peverell

cameraman

chief

for Cecil

and
of

De

Mille

photographer
the

'King

Kings'

and

Godless

Girl.'

of

'The

fl[

Major

James
Associated

Fitzmaurice at

Photo

Press

Seven Islands.

C[

Ray Fernstrom
delivers the pic
tures
Curtis
at
Field,

X-

T.,

af-

flying
from
Greenly Island.

ter

<C

"Du\e"
Fuiy's

Schiller

lands.

camera got every-

thing.

although they did not know. They
never had been that far away.
So we took off again.
Going on north we saw two little red spots flags set
out on the ice near an island.
circled over the spot

five miles farther north,

—

We

—

and saw a group of spots movinj down below there.
Here's where the old thrill came, boiling up inside us.
It must be Greenly Island!
It must be Greenly Island!
couldn't see the Bremen yet, you understand.
We
were 6000 feet up in the air. Eddie Jackson and I got
our cameras to work from here, though, taking general
views of the scene as the plane circled nearer and nearer.
Everybody craned his neck to be the first to see the
Bremen.
And now we did see it. There she was, a
T-shaped black object near the shore.

We

It was a great moment for the back-seat drivers. Everybody was yelling to the pilot at once: "Now turn this
way; now that way; bank her over here; bank her there;
now go straight on a minute." Then we xoomed by her

as fast as
at close

on the

we

could,

down

ice

close, so as to get shots of

her

and then we made a landing
between the main land and (Cont. on page 95)

range from the

Ray Fernstrom

air,

cameraman
29

ORK
1

C[

Manhattan

by Day! Mar'
|

celine loo\s
|

|

|

over our
line

s^y

and over'

Ioo^s our late
spring. It was

her

first visit.

(\See the Stars through Screenland's Telescope!

By Anne Howe
—

Before donning the er
habiliments of Egyptian royalty Estelle found time to
make a visit to New York
to be with her husband, Jack

Dempsey.

Jack was making

personal appearances in court
about some lawsuit or other.
Estelle made personal
ap'
pearances in the shops and
theatres.

The

were besieged by

Dempseys
offers

—

to

go into vaudeville, to make
movies together, and finally,
and most tempting to CO'

—
—

star in a stage-play directed
'

C[

A

Girl

~H_ancy

movie boy-friend.
Carroll and Charles

Local
—and
her

who Made Good

Rogers arrive in 7^.ew Yor\.

C[ Estelle

even in
rompers.

look,

ico

Taylor has
cal

'HEN Cleopatra knocked Julius Caesar for a
row of Nile barges little did she reck that she
was merely starting something for another girl
to finish.
How could Cleo guess that a
twcntieth'century queen would improve upon her original
performance? But that's just what is going to happen, and
soon.
Estelle Taylor is about to give the world the last
word on Cleopatra, siren of the Nile. Already famous
as a screen siren, Estelle is going to make the Egyptian
vamp look positively silly when she essays the famous role
in a naturahcolor photoplay.
Learn about technique from

her!
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New York role for the little
woman. Jack said he would

Cleopatra

that

A

by David Belasco.
prisefight play with a "natural"
part for the ex-champ, and
a wonderful, wise-cracking

if she would, and he
hoped she would decide to

accept

—

say "Yes"
as she did once before!
It isn't likely that the
devoted Mr. Dempsey would be willing even for four
thousand dollars a week to stay in New York while his
better half was in California.
Yes he still calls her
'Honey' and she still calls him 'Mr. Ginsberg' in a way
that makes that nickname sound like the most loving petname ever invented. If you can judge from appearances
the Dempseys are America's Most Popular Married
Couple.

—

—

*

New

*

York puffed out

came home.

Not

only

—

is

its

#
chest

when Nancy

she a native daughter

Carroll
she

—but

tiorT
first

who

turned out to be a beauty-parlor. She is the
so far as I know the only movie actress
has ever been willing to face a barrage o£

and

questions under the cruel lights and merciless manip'
ulations of a hair-dressing emporium.
Nancy can
stand it.
With her hair all wet and slicked back,

and her face free from powder she is still a beauty.
She
has real red hair; and the complexion that goes with it only
more so. Nature gave her the hair and the white, white skin
and felt so good about the result that she decided to be even
more broad-minded and leave off the usual freckles. Nancy
also has baby-blue eyes of a ridiculous size and lashes that are
long and curly.
And in addition she is a nice girl sophisticated but not hard-boiled, humorous but not smarty, well-bred
but not too 'refined.' She sounds too good to be true.
She
looks like one of these girls who's tiny and helpless and fragile.
As it turns out, she has been in her brief career a stenographer,
a newspaper reporter, a chorus girl, a musical comedy ingenue,
Tie that
a stock-company star, and Roxy Hart in Chicago.
in about twenty-two years.
if you can
Like Buddy Rogers, her co-star in Abie's Irish Rose, Nancy
Carroll was on her toes every minute she was here. Telephone
calls pursued her even to the beauty parlor, and when she
excused herself from the booth to answer them, her hairdresser turned to me and said: ""There's one movie girl that
is a pleasure to shampoo.
And that's all her hair needs, too.
Real hair and a nice disposition!" Now what can I hand
Miss Carroll after that praise from an expert?

—

—

—

—

Abie's Irish Buddy was on trial at the luncheon Anne
Nichols gave to honor the opening of Abie's Irish Rose.
Everybody who used to know Buddy in his Paramount schooldays was there, eyeing him critically, 'He's changed!' or 'He
looks older' or 'He's just the same as he used to be' were just
a few of the remarks that flew around about young Mr. Rogers.
He looks just two
I'm here to tell you he hasn't chanj *ed.
years older, which is reasonable since he was only twenty-one
when he left, and is
;

(Cont. on page 80)

frankly admits that, in spite
years in the golden west, she's

several

of
still

true to

Manhattan.

"Hollywood

is

nice," says

Nancy.

"It's

been good to me. But I miss the New York
Most
twilights."
That's something new.
of the girls merely miss the N. Y. bright
nights.
But then Nancy is something new.
I
recommend her unreservedly as the
Film Fans' Spring Tonic, to be taken both
before and after and also between meals.
Not only is she my best bet of this season;
she is also the prize pippin of many seasons.

and fresh. And
what I'm talking about.
I saw

She's young, pretty,

Miss Carroll at her hair- dresser's.
What with interviews and fittings
and photographers on her trail all
the time, I had to take her where
I could find her, and our 'loca-

I

know
Damiti didn't

<C Lilli
fly

over from Ger-

many but

she'll

soon be soaring as
Ronald Colman's

new
woman.

leading

G[

Rod La Rocque and
his

Hungarian Rhap'

He went all
sody.
the way to Budapest
bring bac\ our
to
Vilma

to

m

us.
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UGENT

f^DDIE
"Props" becomes

Q

a

performer.

By

KJtty Hubert

T

first time that I saw Eddie Nugent
he was not a person but a prop boy,
but he identified himself as a person in
a rather startling manner.
Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle were filming
scenes at La Jolla.
The cameras were trained
on a typical beach crowd which, like most beach
crowds were far more interested in the cameras
The director
than in their ordinary pursuits.
wanted their attention to be attracted out to sea.
Suddenly all eyes turned in the direction of the
ocean. Just out of camera range a spritely figure
appeared.
It was a slim lad who tumbled all
over the beach, lept into the air, turned double
somersaults and hand springs and made himself
a clown generally.
The crowd watched him. The cameras clicked
and the effect was achieved. I asked who the
hero was who had so nobly come to the rescue.
Someone answered, "Nugent, I think his name
is,
prop boy.
Used to be in vaudeville. His

j/"|/NJHE

own

idea to attract the crowd's attention."

was many months later that I saw him again.
He was in faultless dinner clothes in an exotic
and luxurious set acting a pathetic little scene
with Dorothy Sebastian. The hot "news story"
had brought me to the set. Unusual occurrence.
prop boy
had been given a five year con'
tract with the Metro'Goldwyn
Mayer studios and was thought
It

A

one of the greatest com'
edy bets of the season.
In dinner clothes he became
a person. Young, good looking,
tall, but very slim, with a bright
to be

eager face.

We

sat just

behind

and I recalled my
having seen him before.
"That stunt I did at La Jolla
absolutely changed the course
of what I laughingly call my
career," he said.
the

lights

Was

going to be another
Cinderella
of
those
stories?
Was I to hear that the director

'

it

C[

Eddie T^ugent has the
ily

traditions to live

up

to.

had been so pleased at the initiative shown by the prop
boy that he had given him a break? Such things don't
happen as often as you think but maybe I was all wrong.
"That wasn't it," he said, "tumbling to attract the crowd
is just part of a day's work in this game.
I hurt my back
down there, you see, and decided to quit pictures for'

—

In 'Our Dancing Daughters'

Eddie Jiugent and Anita
Page do a little spooning.

jam.'

ever.
I wasn't getting anywhere, handling props, and it
looked like I was destined to do that forever.
"I'm superstitious about the number 13. It was on April
13th at 5:1? P. M. several years ago that I landed in Los
Angeles. Therefore I decided that I would leave the picture

business

flat

on the 13th of the month.

(Cont.

on page 86)

The ^Most ^Beautiful
DOLORES DEL RIO
.

xhe Red

D&H

JMonth

of the

Wejook before and
And pine for what
Our

ifl

Still

after.
is

not:

sincerest laughter

With some pain

Ce

® ur

is fraught;
sweelest son S s are those

that

tell

of saddest thought
P. D. Shislley

.

A

BEAUTY

contest brought

Dorothy Gul-

Jl\

liver to

is

Baby

Star,

Flats

Hollywood; she
and Honeymoon

picture.
Photograph by Ray

Jones

a 1928
is

Wampas
her next

girl in Sally of the Scandals.
Photograph by Edwin Bower Hesser

m

By
Richard
Halliday

Follows Through
Q Money
doesn't

talks but

it

say anything

in Hollywood.

€[

that he

They knew him to be
They knew he was eager to get into

was gooddooking.

ambitious.
pictures.

know

Richard Arlen tried
to
spend his way
into pictures but no
brea\ came until he
was bro\e.

He had

that he

was

everything!

But they didn't

to be one of the biggest flops

and a conspicuous contender for the poorest
young man on Poverty Row.
When Dick went to the famous land of sun'
shine, he had enough money, had it been prop'
erly invested, to make him independent for the
But he had been used to
rest of his life.
comfortable surroundings and he wanted to have
a permanent home before he started on his new
career.
He bought a mansion up in the hills,
a string of thoroughbred horses so that he and
his

C[

T

friends

could

Jobyna Ralston inspired
Richard Arlen to "ma\e
good and win the gal."

Hollywood.
inherited a fortune.

What young man

in this world, the

movie extras said, can't buy a name for
himself?
Richard Arlen wasn't a star,
for he had never appeared before the
camera, but when the extras saw Dick
drive down Hollywood Boulevard in one
of his expensive automobiles,
that he soon would be a star.

they said

They saw

side,

with

$14/

He
serv
later

penniless!

Naturally the movie
people were impressed
with his splash of
money while he had it.
They couldn't resist the
The
glitter
of gold.
more fortunate of the
Paramount
producers,
Famous Lasky, signed
him under a three year

years ago Richard Arlen
was envied by every extra player

He had

over the country
many dogs to play
and pet, and four
000 automobiles.
joined clubs, hired
ants. Six months

Dick was

"^HREE
in

ride

contract
([Richard Arlen in the pre-penury period with
"Sex Appeal," his famous gas buggy.

at

week and four

$200

a

suits of

(Continued on page 88)
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HEN

They're

Up

B/9T

in
By Grace
YJngsley

(( Billie

Johnny Hines
his

own

German

to

spo\e

ta\en

Dove
up

seating

Greta T^issen.

it

won't

has

roller-

we hope
let

her

down.

«1

among

ing

just

body

in

world

every

the

at

her party tonight
in her new Span'
ish

home, and we

simply

mustn't

their guests,

his neighbor, seeing that

gown

of some thin material, which billowed and floated
about her as she moved about in that graceful, easy walk

miss it!" cried Patsy the Party Hound, fluttering a fragrant sheet of note paper bearing a legend written in
Dolores's own bold hand, before me.
The butler let us in that evening at the arched gate
which leads at once into Dolores's charming walled garden

of hers.

its gnarled old sycamore and its bright-tiled fountain,
and into the verandah leading hospitably to the wide, lightflooded door of her beautiful living room, which manages
a charming cosiness despite its vastness.
We found Dolores and her sweet mother flittiiv' about

comes to these big

with

38

welcoming

this one, introducing that
everyone was made happy.
"Thank Heaven, Dolores never was obsessed with our
own awful way of trotting everybody around a room full
of guests to be introduced, but lets everybody talk to anybody else he may take a fancy to. I'm just the hottest
kind of American patriot," Patsy went on, "but that's one
native custom I'd like to see done away with."
Dolores was wearing a lovely long sea-green tight-fitting

one to

'"'Who can that be over there so entirely surrounded?"
as we watched a group in the corner, of the
room.
Then we saw it was Charlie Chaplin, who so seldom

we wondered,

parties.

He

arrived alone,

I

think.

Charlie must be begging for air!" remarked
Connie Keefe, who had come with us. "At any rate I
see him making a dash for the supper room."
Charlie brought his plate and sat down next to Patsy
"I think

tAll ^Dressed
Hollywood

Q The places

to

go require only

celluloid tickets.

If you are

on the screen you're welcome.

and me, to Patsy's huge and breathless

He

light.

de'

told us, with that youthful enthus-

iasm that always marks his talk about his
work, that he is now busy writing some short
stories about motion picture players, and he
us

told
t

U

C

i

par-

a

a r

1

1

y

pathetic one of

an old,

^^^^—^m^^^^^^^^mmmm
r^tf

half-

blind actor.

He didn't
know when we
talked

to

him,

what picture he would
just

make, but he
has one about a
blind girl that
will,
I'm sure,
equal in wist'

fulness

C[ Leatrice

—

picture,
The Kid.

Just then
1 i

Bartlett

e

s

dashed over to

demand

breath-

lessly if

we had

Dolores's

seen

room.
"It has a
tle

altar

lit-

and
the

crucifix

in

corner,

with

a

never-extinguished
dle

can-

burning

before
plained

"They

it,"

ex-

Elise.
say she

€^

Camilla
lation

to

Horn

—no

re-

Trader.

has had the crucifix ever since she was a little
girl,
and never, never does she arise in the
morning without bowing before it."
Elise had come with her husband, Joseph
Schildkraut, who is all enthused about running
the new theater he has taken over in Hollywood.
She said they couldn't stay very late because
they had promised to go home and take their
cook to midnight mass! If she didn't, she said,
the cook was sure to walk all the way to church
and wouldn't be able to cook for a week.
Dolores brought over to us for introduction
Jose Crespo, an actor well known in Spain, but
who is to play for the first time on the screen
when he appears with Miss Del Rio in her next
picture, Revenge.
He has been in New York a
His stage
year and speaks English very well.
director in Spain was none other than the great
Benavente himself, who wrote those plays which
have many of them been translated into English.
"He's a luminous-eyed sheik, and I'm sure
he'll turn all the girls' heads," remarked Patsy,
"but he will surely have to change his name,
no matter how famous
(Cont. on page 78)
.

and

whimsicality his
most beloved

E

al-

ways a Joy.

("Alice
White, the

comin gest
cutie.
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AC

Napoleon

falls

for an

American beauty

QLORIOUS <£ETSY
Q[
"^"apoleon met

his

Get Up, Napoleon

tempo and temperature in the tender scenes, inspiring his
stars, Miss Costello and Mr. Nagel, to perform so ably
that the amazing profile of Mr. John Barrymore is never
even missed.
Conrad Nagel proves himself worthy to
assist the elegant Dolores who, for her own part, never
looked and acted more exquisitely. Nagel's excellent voice

Waterloo; he also met his
and he fell both times.

brother's beautiful wife,

Glorious Betsy Patterson, the belle of Baltimore, deserves to go down, or up, in history
if for no other reason than that she was the only girl who
It was a
ever got the best of Napoleon in an argument.
over the Emperor's pet brother.
good, long argument, too
Betsy wanted Jerome for herself; Napoleon had other
plans.
Jeorme was to be the King of Westphalia if he
As it turned out, he
had anything to say about it.
didn't.
Jerome never craved to become a ham king; he
Mr. Betsy Patterson,
preferred to be an only-her-husband
Hurrah! Glorious Betsy is a charming,
of the U. S. A.
colorful romance, directed by Alan Crosland in lively
Mr. Crosland maintains the correct
fashion throughout.

—

is

a great

heard to great advantage when occasionally Glorious
There's a real punch when Andre

Betsy goes Vitaphone.

de Segurola, late, but not too late of the Metropolitan
Opera, sings the Marseillaise.
There's something about
that stirring song that makes even hardened New Yorkers

—

It's

i

New

and

Jerseyites temporarily French.

ing 'Vive
bien!

show

—

it

la

France' yourself

if

You'll be shout-

you're not careful.

Eh,

(Yea, bo!)

always was

<lAbifs Irish Hose
Q Abie's
bie's

Irish

Rose may not convince you but

it

is

entertain

you.
Jean
Hersholt, a good Scandinavian, plays Solomon
Levy, while Charles "Buddy" Rogers, a nice
Irish lad if there ever was one, plays Abie.
B*ut both these
practically

certain

to

boys are such grand actors that you are for them from

Nancy

is really Irish so she makes an
Rosemary Murphy. The cast is having such a good time that you would feel like an old
fogey if you didn't enjoy yourself, too.
Besides, Anne
Nichols' Abies Irish Rose is a great show. It always was.

the start.

Carroll

especially delightful

Don't hurry to see it.
The play ran five years so the
picture will be there any old time you get around to it.
Plan to make up a party for the grand-children.
C[

Irish Nose.
you don't know the story of this classic it's your own
The war is thrown in for good measure in the celluloid version, giving Nancy Carroll a chance to show how
She and Buddy are
bewitching she looks in a uniform.
Another team in this picture is that of
a charming team.
Some producer will
Bernard Gorcey and Ida Kramer.
probably be starring them soon. They must be seen to be
Abie's Irish Rose will give you some good
appreciated.
laughs
both with it and at it. At all times it is a lovable
If

fault.

—

human touch

that all its imitations seem
Rose started something and it
looks as if it finishes something, too; for after this genuine
article you won't accept any more substitutes.

picture, with the

to

Harry Langdon chases

have lacked. Abie's

dirt

—and

finds

Irish

it

The fhaser
(\And Not
ND now,

After Rainbows.

we have that funny Mr. LangMr. Lang-don as The Chaser. And what
is that
funny Mr. Lang-don chasing?
Is he
chasing rain-bows? No, he is not chasing rainIs he chasing chickens, then?
No, he doesn't seem
Then what is he chasing, you little dumb-bells?
children,

don.

bows,
to be.

Why, he is
And so,

chasing

dirt.

children,

And

you had

he

is

finding

better leave

it,

too.

me and Mr.

Langdon alone and run along to see Harold Lloyd. The
Chaser is no picture for the kiddies.
Neither is it any
picture for the grownups in their right minds.
It is either
dirty or dull or both.
Too bad, because there is a good
idea somewhere.
Harry is an innocent, misunderstood

husband whose wife thinks he's a philanderer and gets a
judge to sentence him to six months' hard labor in the fam-

ily kitchen.
Here's a great chance for a burlesque on
movie domesticity.
Instead Langdon seems to be doing
a burlesque on Harry Langdon, and that isn't so funny
either.
Watching The Chaser is like looking through a
batch of old love letters and photographs.
You look at
'em and think: 'How could I ever have loved this goof?'
When you watch Mr. Langdon and remember how once
you hailed him as your favorite comedian and a real
artiste
you have a sinking feeling
don't forget that

—

V—

that you're not such a swell picker after

all.

And

then,

if

you are sentimental, you recall The Strong Man, and you
get that lump in the throat, and you decide that maybe
all that Mr. Langdon needs is a nice vacation and a good
director.

A

great big strong clean-minded director.

(f If

you want speed, here

it

is

SPEEDY
Q Hold Everything;

!

peedy is. You can count on Harold Lloyd to give
you more than your money's worth, and this time
There's material for a
he even outdoes himself.
do^en pictures in this one. Harold is a soda-jerker,
a taxi-driver, a loafer, a baseball fan, a lover, a fighter, a
financier, and finally the motorman of Manhattan's last
surviving horse-car. It's in the last role that our hero has
the most fun, and his audience the most stitches. Speedy's
girl is the daughter of the owner of the horse-car, who is
slowly but surely being forced out of business by the tracIt's one of Speedy's jobs to sell the horsetion interests.

'

Just a

good,

car line and

make

Speedy has a

a fortune for the old man.

real story.

there's a fight scene that

It

the biggest

is

Oh, yes

turns melodrama at times

and roughest that

The Battle of the Sexes. Also,
the funniest.
I can recommend Speedy even though it's
not my favorite of the Lloyd comics. It's much more elaborate than most
it even has Babe Ruth playing himself
in it; and it has a mad dash through the New York streets

has been screened since

—

that

wow

will

want Speed, here

old-'fashioned

you

out

right

of

your

seats.

If

you

it is.

flapper picture

MAD Hour

The

(\3,600 Hectic Seconds.
NJHE Mad Hour

T

is

just a nice, good, old-fashioned

dear old days when the
Younger Generation was something to get excited
about you remember, 'way back in Daddy's
time.
It will bring back memories of those quaint little
creatures called Flappers, who went out on wild parties and woke up the next morning with headaches and
strange husbands. How Victorian it all seems now! And
it teaches that the wages of sin is death
in a sub-title.
If you want a peek into the past don't miss Elinor Glyn's
picture.

It

recalls those

—

—

C 'The Mad

Mad

Hour.

And how

do

having a good time? Why, she puts on a paper hat, and
movie symbolism for making high whoopee. Donald
Reed is the bad boy in the case, and any movie heroine
that's

who accompanies Donald to
so at her own risk. And he
boy, too.

But you never can

can you?

Thank

a party in the future will do

looks like such a nice, refined
tell

about these college boys,

heaven.

Hour' recalls those dear old days when the Younger Generation was
something to get excited about.
Here are Eddie Clayton, Alice 'White, Sally
O'Heill and Donald Reed as the T. G.
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who pays
we know she is

Sally O'Neill plays Cuddles, a girl

the price of a good time.

—

—

({Where

Sk y

and wheezes blow

breezes

s

their best

c r a

per

(\Look Out Below!

N

-y"OBODY

-\V

can deny that
S\yscraper is a breezy
comedy.
Most of the

Probably to give Bill and
Allan a chance to act. While Bill
is hobbling about on crutches, Hale
is
beating his time with Sue
that's the way it looks, anyway.
Steel workers are fast workers,
you discover. You are wishing a
girder would hit Hale when you
see it's all been for the best, and
time?

action takes place on
the thirtieth-or-so story of the
and
skeleton of a giant building
that's where breezes and wheezes

—

blow

their

Bill

best.

Boyd and

Allan Hale are red-hot riveters,
and Sue Carol is a chorus-girl who
an
on
rompers
rehearses
in
Needless to say
adjacent roof.
the boys are 'way up in the air
over Sue. But one day Bill drops
down on her from a girder, and
no, no, he falls
she falls for him

true love triumphs, in a skyscraper
as

all

He

the

thirtieth

and

lies

darn

there.

to

the

sinking

gives

up

in

is

you
an

sensation
Its trio

you

get

going

of players talk and

and daughters of toil
Hollywood movie stars.
you can add Bill Boyd and

act like sons

the street floor,
That's the plot

why did there have to be
anyway, just when everywas having such a good

It

of going

the thrill

down.

way from

instead of

And

it,

a plot,

body

falls all

Skyscraper

cottage.

a

express elevator and none of that

—

for her.

in

pretty real, at that.

C[

BiH Boyd and Alan Hale

Sue Carol to your list of favorite
from now on.

are the red-hot riveters in
'Skyscraper.'

(C It

has

its

lyric

lovers

moments

TR E E T

Angel
(\An Angel from
Gaynor, Charles Farrell, and Frank Borzage
Janet
come down from Seventh Heaven to Street Angel.
It wouldn't seem such a drop if Seventh Heaven
hadn't been so high. This famous trio seek to dupli-

cate their great success with a story similar in theme but
lacking the poignancy of the unforgettable romance of
Chico and Diane.
Street Angel is sweet, but not important.
Comparisons are odious but this picture invites

them. It will call forth once again that old indictment of
the movies: repetition. One perfect picture brings a string
of imitations.
Mr. Borzage should have selected a theme
as different as possible from Seventh Heaven.
As it is,
he is doing the same thing over again, without the fine
frenzy of the first.
Diane becomes Angela, of Naples;
Chico becomes Gino. Angela is persecuted and the lovers,
after a brief idyll, are cruelly separated only to be reunited

7 th Heaven.

The picture has its lyric
for a happy ending.
moments; Borzage sees to that. And it has rare pictorial
beauty. This young director is an artist at all times. But
he is also gifted with great sympathy and understanding,
and he deserves the best stories to work with. Beautiful
Where
pictures are not enough from Frank Borzage.
Seventh Heaven was pure romance, Street Angel often
in time

sinks

to

sticky

sentimentality.

It's

always a dime-novel

in a much-too-beautiful binding, to me.

Janet

is

as

bewitching

as

possible.

Charles

Farrell

—

Since
wanders around as usual amiable, ingratiating.
most of the movie-fans in the world are madly in love
with one or the other of this team I suppose it doesn't
really matter so much that Street Angel fails to fly very
high, does

it?
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S

Let the Johnsons

M

I

.

1

greatest adventure in the African wilds.

It

a

sons you are escorted right into the lions' den.
Like Daniel you come out alive, and, thanks to the nonchalance of the Johnsons, with a smug, complacent feeling.
After all, what are lions anyway but just great big, overgrown cats? Ask Mr. and Mrs. Johnson. For its glimpse
into the wild life of east Africa, heretofore unfilmed, Simba

all

—

Long may

Partners

it crime-wave!
You shoot me and I'll shoot
you.
Have a shot at Partners in Crime, featurj ing nature's noblest mistakes, Wallace Beery and

ONG may

Raymond

ladies and gangsters,
on underworld drama, and
it's simply killing.
Thrills, romance, and laughs
mostly
laughs, provided by the blunders of Mr. Beery as a dumb
dick ably hindered by Mr. Hatton as a smart newspaper
Accidently these two get the low-down on a
reporter.

46

the

first

Hatton.

is

worth-while. Terry Ramsaye's bright titles are just right.
Johnson is one of the prettiest girls in pictures
no lion about it. That'll be all about lions.

And Osa

—

it

crime-wave!

tough gang, rescue

—

Mary

Brian's sweetheart,

some Jack Luden, and win the Reward
case,

Here,

intentional burlesque

CRIME

in

ION
is

den

But have you
you've seen lions in a 200.
ever watched the family at home? By means
of the magical cameras of the intrepid John-

glimpse of
in
Africa
life
hitherto unfilmed.

features

lions'

VmtLimJ

'Simba
wild

you ever saw or heard or read or dreamed
few quite unbelievable specimens thrown
in.
The star of the picture is Simba or, are Simba.
There are Pa and Ma Simba and all the little Simbas.
In case you think that Simba means the end-man in a
minstrel show, I'll relieve your mind by telling you it
means Lion. So Simba is a pretty roar picture. Of course

—with

the

into

Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Johnson give you in

the wild beasts

about

you

A

B

C[

fter seeing Simba some of you may
say, 1 don't believe it.
But you'd
better.
It's all true.
It's Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Johnson's latest and

escort

is

—and there

immense

crook in his subtle

—but

The

not the Girl.

when

I

is

say that,

Not

so loud!

this

high-class

might have been much funnier
George Marion, Jr.,
I'm smiling.
It

dashes off a few dozen of the best
loud.

handin

co-stars are riotous, the idea is

William Powell playing a

style.

the

—which,

titles

you ever read out

RISH

C[

Gowns and
are

supplied

OSE

worn by Miss Carroll
through the courtesy of

hats

Bruc\'Weiss, T^ew Yor\ City.

C[

Abie's Irish T^ancy
wears this white

moire cut-away
blouse with

its

gold

and red embroidery
with a blac\ satin
pleated s\irt
and
tops off the chic

—

<C

A

luscious
satin gown

pin\
with

the new-old

bus-

tle

bac\ sets
beauty

off

costume with
saucy turban
white

sil\

a

of
\nitted

jersey.

Irish

to
perfection.
Oh,
yes
bustles are
with us again!

—
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NEW

CREENPLAYS

If

you missed Barnum and

Ken Maynard

in

'The

Bailey's circus see

Wagon

Show.'

THE MAN WHO
LAUGHS

a

drifts,

and

of the best films of
the month. Romantic.

what

Tortured. Passionate.
Crafty. But with a
persistent underlying sweetness
far removed from the usual picture love-making.
The movie is taken from the
famous novel of Victor Hugo.

you

liked

real

50

Creeping closer he

Only

it.

to

find

it

Picking up the

he wanders off into the
Finally he is discovered
night.
by the wandering philosopher,
child,

Les

Ursus,
country

recall the story.

and

a cruelly cold winter night

some three hundred years ago,
a little boy is deserted by his
fleeing companions on the
snowy moors of England. Stumbling and crawling through the

is.

sleeping infant.

enjoyment.

Perhaps you

On

little

—

Miserables, this one will bring

you

his

he stumbles on. Next he discovers a mother frozen to death
but in her arms a warm,

The Hunch'

Dame and

Lifting

the corpse of a smuggler, hanging on its glossy gibbet in the
Horrified,
midnight blackness.

Historical.

if

it

embraces

Gruesome. Appealing.

hac\ of K[otre

he searches for warmth

safety.

hands, he touches something.
In the darkness he can't see

NE

And

Reviewed by
Rosa Rally

his

who

travels

over

the

with his dog, Homo,
caravan.

The

philos-

opher carries the boy into the
light and is struck with the inConrad Veidts wor\ is a triumph and Olga
Baclanova runs away with the feminine emotional

honors in "The

Man Who

1

Laughs.

congruous grin on his
"Stop laughing!" the old
shouts at the boy.

face.

man

—
The

him dazed: "I'm not laugh'
suddenly the philosopher realizes that
on the boy's face has been carved there

child looks at

its

And

shows,

ing."
the grin

wheels,

ferris

realistically

with a knife.

side

and all
and remark-

freaks

ably shown.
Conrad Veidt's

That was the infamous practice in the old days.
band of people called Comprachicos would buy
unwanted children and then their surgeons would
carve up their faces into foolish grins. Afterwards
the children were sold again for Kings' jesters and

his

for clowns in country circuses.

rible perpetual grin

boy was Lord Chancharlie's son who
had been stolen and given to the Comprachicos by
King James II.
The major part of the picture deals with the
life of this boy and the little girl he found in the
snow. The girl who becomes blind from cold and
As they grow up together, they fall
exposure.

mouth made his face a
grotesque mask through

A

The

all

shown

little

work

triumph.
Naturally
his emotions had to be

a

is

in his eyes

and

in

gestures as that hor-

on

his

which
only
an
artist
could have portrayed any
feeling.

Mary

Philbin

particularly

in love.

showed

looked

and
and
the man-

lovely,

great

sensitiveness in

skill

ner in which she handled
her hands.
The picture has faults.
drags, and it has a
It
ludicrous, uncalled-for
€[

Myrna Loy and
Sam Hardy in

cli-

max when

the dog seizes
Barkilphedro by the throat. Nevertheless,
it brings beauty to its beholders.

'Turn Back the
Hours," a picture
full of action.

THE MATINEE

A
comedy.

IDOL.

brimming full of
Bessie Love is in the new

tiny liqueur glass,

That's what pretty

little

Idol.
The pint-sized comedienne shares the honors in the film with Johnny Walker and
together they work out a romance in which laughter and tears

fast-stepping picture,

The Matinee

are neatly dove-tailed.
Bessie's father, played
G[

Gallagher.

Sheets

owner of

and Patricia Avery
in 'Alex the Great,'

a

comedy which

entirely

by Lionel Belmore,

is

the

show which makes a precarious
living by going up and down the country
And
putting on a Civil War Melodrama.
what a meller! It's so bad, it's good.
Or at least that's what a Broadway

is

different.

a tent

producer thinks.

them

for

his

So he engages
revue in which

Veidt

Conrad

plays the role of
the laughing man,
and Mary Philbin

of the blind girl.
Cesare Gravina is

old

the

philos-

opher.

Many

other

characters
terest

of

into the plot.

is

Jo-

Crowell

sephine
as

in-

woven

are

Queen Anne
short

little

of

Olga Ba
the Duchess

magnificent.

clanova as
Josiana runs away with the feminine
emotional honors. Brandon Hurst as
Barkilphedro gives a crafty and cruel
performance.

Two

of the sets are outstanding,
the reproduction of
C[ The pint-sized comedienne
the House of Lords as

is

it

was

reign.

Queen Anne's
The other is the

in

Southwark

Fair

with

Bessie

Love,

shares

th

honors with Johnny Wal\er
in 'The Matinee Idol," a
fast-stepping picture.

SI

Johnny Walker

is the black-faced comedian.
Previous to this time, however, Johnny, through peculiar
circumstances, had played the role of a northern soldier
And Bessie, who acted
in Belmore's Civil War drama.
as her father's manager and general handy man,' considered him so rotten that she discharged him. That's about
the first time any woman ever thought Johnny was any
thing but one hundred percent, and, naturally, he begins
to consider Bessie with interest.
The big climax comes, of course, on the opening night
of the revue in New York when Belmore's melodrama
Old Belmore is sitting right in the
is one of the acts.
l

row waiting

front

of

But

the drama.

and

tion

mind you, on

his

New

the

Not

at

all.

With

Hurrah

the

for

A

York

from arrest,
and wasn't a bold, bad man after
all
well, you can just see about

—

how

from me to give three

me

for

intelligentsia

leave

work

hard.

make

a silk purse.

Ten years ago there was much
hate in the world for Germany
and all she represented.
Today
we are cheering two Germans,

what we crave. And
what you'll have nothing else but if you take in George
Sidney's and Charlie Murray's new
film, Flying Romeos.
Georgie and Charlie oh, how

Pilot

coy they are both fall in love
with the young manicurist in their

stroyer

is

man

aged

young

falls

in

you

all

girl,

happens

Well,

with

a

what

figure

try

learn

to

to

right there the fun starts.

And

airplane.

Miss Bernice C. Bowne,

if

want

for her clever,

ivise,

Gallagher.
as

he steps
on

Station,

Now

this

And

to

off the

New York'—yes,

sir,

that's

must be true for he says

it

Vermont
is

HOURS

original letter.

and

local at the

it

Skeets
himself

entirely different

Grand Central
from the usual

Loy,

This is one of the saddest of flops
from a production angle because it is a picture full of
action which has gone wrong for the reason that the hero
doesn't get our sympathy from the start.
If you were to take a course in playwriting the first
thing you would learn would be:
Get Sympathy for
Your Hero and Your Heroine from the Beginning.

VEILS OF HAPPINESS

his first trip to the big city.

comedy

TURN BACK THE
Sam Hardy and
Walter Pidgeon are the featured
players in Turn Bac\ the Hours.

one where the large town hamstrings the country boy.
For Skeets is about the suavest country lad you ever
saw.
Just one of these big kids who believes in himself
with such complete arrogance that nobody can stop him.
52

and

you
your

ALEX THE GREAT
gift

havoc among the Allied Navies
and the Allied Merchant Fleet.
However, the Captain of the Emden, so war records show, fought
such a sportsmanlike fight that he
won the respect even of the
Allied commanders.
Interesting if you have ceased

Myrna

to
envelop all of
troubles in a couple of big guffaws
of laughter— just gallop right over to the theatre
learn about women from Georgie and Charlie.

'Vermont's

which in the early months
world war caused much

to hate.

890 Geary Street,
San Francisco, California,

There's

nothing more laughter-exciting
than Murray and Sidney in that
rampant

Ruth Taylor's Wrap and Dress which she
offered as a prize has been awarded to

And

fly.

the

—

two

middle-aged
Romeos commit romance.
Because the girl had a mania
for aviators, the Irishman and the

Jew

of

a
usually be-

it

just

when

other

know what

sloppy, pitiful sight

comes.

interest many to see anGerman hero in action. The
Raider Emden was a German de-

would

a middle-

love

recent heroic flight.
because of this, it

Perhaps,

—

And when

barber shop.

Koehl and Baron von Huene-

feld, for their

that's just

—

Blane

THE RAIDER EMDEN

betters

—who

—

diaphragm

it is.

and Jack Luden
But to little avail.
Proving once again that you can't

among the
enjoy crying
when they go to a movie. But
as for me and mine
a good laugh
from the region of the lower

that

logical

Sally

I'll

boys with straw in

his sweetheart's father

sure cure

cheers for low comedy.

all

The film isn't convincing. And
when you find that the hero held
up the stage coach, only to save

FLYING ROMEOS
it

and

stronger.

'glooms.'

Far be

expression in her

SHOOTIN' IRONS

cleverly directed

acted.

ajar"

Fred Kohler walks away with
this picture which might have been
a good one if the story had been

The whole idea is originally
handled and is an interesting little
fun,

"gates

for the cross roads

laughter.

of film

a

their hair!

breaks into roars of
laughter and the sadder the play
grows the louder becomes the

and cleverly

York

eyes, she melts into the small-towner's arms.

audience

bit

New

second day in

prothe multimillionaire's daughter,
in some such language:
"I think a man like me could
make a girl like you perfectly happy."
And does she raise her platinum lorgnette and give him
the icy stare?

to his consterna-

despair,

—
—Skeet

at $20,000 a year

poses to Patricia Avery,

wrote

he

for

General Sales Manager of
and this,

off a job as

Motor Company

for the success

brain-child,

his

After grabbing
the Gafluey

shows you that even a great statesman has his
moments.
Picture the celebrated Georges Clemenceau former Premier of France as he was in the days
of the making of the Treaty of Versailles.
He held
the world in the hollow of his hand.
{Com. on page 82)
It

just

lighter

—

—

DON ALVARADO worked

in a

candy

before he broke into pictures and

has two Griffith films to his credit.
of the Sexes

is

next.

Photograph by Sergis Alberts
^j:'n{.fff|f

store

now he

The

Battle

Reviewed

in this issue:

'Ten Nights in a Bar-Room
'Good

News

1

'Lovely Lady'

1

'Here's

'The Scarlet Fox

Howe

1

1

and what do you want? It has Gus Shy, a darned clever comedian, Zelma
O'Neal, George Olsen and his band, Inez Courtney, and a plot about Tait
College.

And

if Tait is the sort of college that never was on land or sea, what of
Tait is the college every freshman dreams of, the college that every
old grad thinks his was after ten years.
The main subjects are football
and girls a slightly different curriculum, perhaps, than the faculty outlines,

it?

—

but one that is
followed faithfully.

Here's to
good old Tait
Good
and

—

•

And

J<[ews.

it

doesn't matter

whether

C The

talents of Alan Dine'
hart and Helen Chandler
are employed in the mys'
play,
tery
'The
Silent

the

countrybrow

cousin's

House.'

handsome leading man.
Jack Sheehan the comic.
Dave Stamper and Harold
Levey turned out their usual
the

And

music.

Dave Bennett did
what he didn't

the

dances, and

do,

Chester Hale did with a group
of Hale girls.
Everything, you can see for
yourself,

G^'Volpone*

is

an interesting
production oj
ihe

A

Theatre

Guild,

with.

Margalo Gill'
more and Dud'
ley

all

is

There's
no kick coming.
nice
show,
everything conright.

A nice

sidered.

show,

Digges.

A

yes,

nice

sir,

show,

everything conbut
s i d e r e d

Good
is

high or low

—

he'll like

it.

See

if

he doesn't.

Here's

Howe!

Lovely Lady
There

is

one bad thing,

we

neglected

to

above review, about seeing Good J{ews. It is
every other musical in town seem pretty silly.
Take, for example, Lovely Lady.
Here

state

in

liable to

the

Well,

make

Life

is

What

are.

we go

out and
review three in
succession, even
to
if we have

can you do?

adapted from a typical French play and
contains that always-guaranteed scene wherein the hero and
heroine, not yet married, are compelled by circumstances
and the authors to pass the night together under the same
ceiling. You don't want anything better than that,
do you?
And Wilda Bennett is the heroine. And Guy Robertson

that's

don't
Either
cover any musicals at all, or

like that.

The book

we
we

how

is an average
musical comedy that passes the time agreeably.
It can't
hurt you in the least; the book, the lyrics, the comics,
the dances, the etceteras are all right.
You can't really
complain.
But you may find yourself at intervals wishing

you were back seeing Good Jiews.

T^iews.

dig

is

C The

unique comedy contributed
Dr. Roc\well enlivens the
current
'Greenwich Village

by

Follies.'

up two of

"em from September and December. It s the
weather.
can say what

You

(Cont. on p. 100)
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CHATTER
By
Martin
Martin

auI^amous
A thors, ar-

^
their

tists and dress
makers have given

impressions

Hollywood
about them.

is

no

An

the

stars.

excited

interesting

new

angle

month by Dr. Hugo
who has recently come to Los

was brought out
Riesenfeld,

of

longer

this

Angeles to be director-general of the United
Artists theater chain.

Dr. Riesenfeld is a distinguished musician. He
has been first violin in the Vienna Opera, concert
master for Oscar Hammerstein's Manhattan Opera House,
musical head of the Klaw and Erlanger theaters and
managing director of the Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion
motion picture houses in New York.
He aroused considerable discussion in Hollywood by
giving his musical reactions to numerous stars.
Some of
his diagnoses are:
Charles Chaplin not a comedy tune, but one with

C[

Ramon
to

J^ovarro

one

hit

across

Singapore!

Yep.

C[AIIez

Oop!

'The 4

Devils'
Barry
are
J^orton, Janet
nor, 7\[ancy Drexel

Gay

and Charles Morton.
Mr. Murnau will be

An

pathos.

andante.

walk

Dr.

Riesenfeld

might have
music synchronized to it, however.
thinks

Charlie's

light

—

Gloria Swanson
a fox-trot.
Bill Hart
a one-step in a minor key.
The musician calls it a western allegro with
a trace of Spanish idiom.
the

—

ring-master.

—
Dolores Del Rio — Spanish music and
Norma Talmadge — haunting
Lehar's "Count of
Louxembourg."
Mary Pickford— sweet
more naive than suggested by
Norma. Something from Jerome Kern.
Cish — romantic theme from Tschaikowsky. A minor.
Douglas Fairbanks—
march.
John Barrymore

He

too much the actor to have a musical type.
suggests different music to Dr. Riesenfeld in different roles.
particularly "Estralita."

a

a

Lillian

waltz; as in

waltz,

a

a brilliant

The new
66

director-general of the U.

A.

theaters also sheds some

from

Hollywood

After seeing a film
light on the mystery of scoring pictures.
through once to learn its general backgrounds, he divides the picEach reel, which is 1000 feet, usually contains
ture into scenes.
about 12 or 13 moods, he declares. Occasionally a musical splinter
will have to be stuck into the mood, but on the whole Dr. RiesenHe is against
feld uses the 12 or 13 musical themes to the reel.
undue repetition of the love theme, as he believes it may become
boresome.
First

National's ultimatum to one of

popular

its

new

stars

to

get thin or get out of pictures raised the diet question to a white
heat cf interest in Hollywood, this month.

Elinor Glyn, exponent of "It," sponsors the following diet for
who wishes to lose 20 pounds in a month.

one

any

—

For breakfast one cup
black coffee and one hard'
boiled

egg.

—bowl

For lunch

clear but

strong soup, one leafy vegetable and two tomatoes.
dinner one
For
hardboiled egg, the soup, vegetable and tomatoes.

—

Dwan next came
with the declara'
that such a diet was

Dorothy
forward
'tion

not necessary
desires to

her wish

—

if

milk,

soup,

any

The

who

she drinks only

liquids,

amount

that she

get thin will get

cream
variety
and
cream,

of diets

of reduction.

Charlie Chaplin tells me that he has received
15,000 applications for the role of Napoleon
in the film he intends to make of the famous
general's life.
Hollywood is sharply watching
the present tendency in literature towards biographies.
Charlie has been planning to do the
Napoleon story for a long time, however. He
thinks it amazing that out of the 15,000 applications for the role, only six were from professional actors.
One woman wrote that her
husband, a tailor, corresponded exactly in appearance and temperament to
"The Little
Corporal." By strange coincidence, she also was
an exact double for Josephine.
In the meanwhile Charlie ponders his next
story.
The Suicide Club idea has been abandoned for the nonce, and the life of a studio
extra seems as likely as not to be the final choice
for a theme.

Ranking high among the little dramas of
Hollywood was the appearance this month of
R.

M.

Stanton, the oldest exhibitor in the counis
84 years old and he is
owner, manager, door-keeper and janitor of the
try.

Mr. Stanton

Odeon Theater

of liquids.
battle

back and forth for a week, then a new sensa'
tion arose, and calories were forgotten except by
the unfortunate few who are under sentence

went

in Wendell, Idaho.

Revolutionary methods are employed in the

Odeon. Shows are held
only on Saturday night.
No admission charges
are made, the audience
paying whatever it has
a mind to, as it
Noisy children,

leaves.
lots

of

them, are admitted free
and save the trouble of
hiring
declares

piano-player,

a

Mr.

'Stanton.

In a visit to the Paramount studio to see his
picture made the
ancient exhibitor named
first

Jack Holt as the most
popular star in Wendell,
while to Pola Negri he
said:
"I admire you a
great deal, Miss Negri,
but out in Wendell, the
people don't take much
to your pictures.

our heads,
'

I

Over

guess."

Thelma Todd in
'Vamping Venus,'
which

is

lesque on

a

bur'

Troy,' which
was a burlesque

of

on Homer.

€(

James Hall, next
in 'Hell's Angels,'

gone with

and
gay splash
Hollywood.

come

Easter's

'Helen

its

of color in

for which he was
borrowed by First

Advanced summer

Rational.

are

now

in

styles

vosrue.

I
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({

Marion Davies is making
'Show People' and all the
great of Hollywood are in

From

it.

'William

left

Haines

to

Polly Moran, while Dor'
othy Sebastian listens in;
Louella
Parsons,
famous

right:

scribe,

\idding

made

a

trifle

Taylor,

a visit to the Montmartre Cafe this week, with a
fashion expert in tow, to garner a few hints for those

age of

who may

the Hitchcock Military

Claire

be interested in

Windsor was

how

the stars are dressing.

in ecru lace posed over beige satin.

She wore a brown and beige felt hat with upturned brim
and fitted crown.
red fox fur completed the outfit.
Leatrice Joy wore a silk print frock in futuristic de'
sign, a black satin self-trimmed coat and a picture hat of
black bangkok.
Mrs. Tom Mix wore a lipstick red flat crepe frock

A

in a darker shade in geometric designs.
Her
coat and hat were black.
Dorothy Sebastian wore a black chiffon velvet frock
embroidered in a formal flower motif in color.
Also a
black skull-cap.

stitched

Virginia
stitched

in

wore a poudre blue flat crepe frock
and one of the new French

Valli

man

aloof, Estelle

Claire

'Windsor,

year in his mother's arms.

1

to the late Eddie

Foy

She was leading wo-

He

at the time.

Academy

once attended

San Rafael, California.
He worked as a salesman for the Goodrich rubber company in San Francisco. He began his screen career as
an extra man at the old Inceville studio. He has written,
produced, directed as' well as acted in motion pictures.
His first
Karl Dane's life, too, is full of surprises.
association with the stage was as curtain boy in his father's
theater in Denmark.
He won a cross-country automobile
race in Denmark while still in his teens. His first picture
engagement was in My Four Tears in Germany. He once
Was a stunt man for a serial company. He left pictures
in 1920, convinced that he was a failure, and did not
return until he was cast by King Vidor as Slim in The
Big Parade.

He

six feet

is

at

four inches

tall.

a darker shade

bandeau hats of blue with glazed feathers.
Lina Basquette was there in a purple cut-velvet frock
with

silver metal belt posed at hip tops.
Her coat was
self-trimmed purple velvet and her hat black.
Gwen Lee's blondness was enhanced by a black flat
crepe frock, self-trimmed, a black chouquette hat and gold
barbaric necklace and bracelet.

Blanche Mehaffey illustrated the summer divorcee fashion in a black flat crepe frock, sleeves and bodice embroidered in bright peasant colors, and a black hat with uneven
brim line.

When

you laugh

at

motion picture

titles,

you probably

know who wrote them. One of the best known of
the men who do is George Marion, Jr., of Paramount.
The Fifty-Fifty Girl, Bebe Daniel's new film, is the seventydon't

eighth

runs at

Two

Marion has

titled in six

And

months.

each picture

200 titles.
of Marion's funny contributions
least

this month are:
"At times he's completely cuckoo. When we visited
West Point he wanted to review the cadets. Claimed he
Was General Electric."
silly name for a
"'The. Mining Town of Quartz;ville

—

where everybody drinks gallons."
Ralph Spence is another steady contributor.

place

We

learned so much from the biographies of the stars
read last month that we gathered a few more details
for you.
Fred Nible has had an interesting life. His first stage
part was in a blackface banjo act.
He carried the first
camera into Central Africa, a year and a half before the
He risked a term in Siberia for
Roosevelt expedition.
taking the only pictures ever made in the walls of the
sacred Kremlin in Moscow. He has toured every English
speaking country heading his own dramatic company. He
helped George Cohan finance some of his early productions.
Here are some things you probably don't know about
He made his first stage appearance at the
Jack Gilbert.

we

.
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"Madame Claire knew how to outfit a woman
way that would please men and annoy women."

—

in

a

"Broadway where every morning is the morning after,
and strong men are hissed at by bromo-seltzer."
Joe Jackson makes a rather telling comment on the
American psychology with "It ought to be against the
law for bootleggers to sell stuff as bad as this."
Al Martin claims "The only difference between lovesickness and seasickness is that lovers don't give up."
Robert Hopkins writes: "Anybody can be a house detective.
All you have to do is to follow people without
baggage."

Aileen Pringle. Karl Dane
(what can Karl be saving.7 ),
George K. Arthur in hut'
tons,

Leatrice

Adoree,

Joy,

interesting

Fairbanks,

and

Ren.ee

S.

Davies

Hart.

Here are as many of your favorite stars
as you will ever see at one sitting. T'lanl;
Marion Davies!

commentary on the extra

situation

Red La Rocque and Vilma were welcomed back this
month from their romantic pilgrimage to her birthplace
in Hungary.
Vilma went on ahead, as you .emember.
Rod tells me that when he arrived it was a rainy midnight,
but that 2000 people were gathered in the station at
Budapest to greet him. He was formally adopted as an
Hungarian in a ceremony known as "wine sipping and

in

furnished by the announcement that there
are now 15,000 people seeking employment as extras,
whereas fifteen years ago Paramount inserted an advertisement for fifty people to appear in The Squaw Man and
only 16 persons answered.
Dave Allen, head of the Central Casting Bureau, who
knows more about extras than any man in the world, tells
me that the type of person who is good only for mob
scenes is suffering from the demand for realism in the new
pictures.
When a scene calls
for
Russians,
directors
now
want Russians, and the types
are hired off the streets of Lit'
tie Russia, whether they have
had any screen experience or
not.
Allen also is using a great
many war veterans, thus cutting
down the openings even more
for the floaters.

Hollywood

Marion

Vi/illiam

Rod La Rocque,

fl[

An

Mae Murray, John Gilbert,
Horma Talmadge, Douglas

is

bread breaking."

Both the

and are eager to get back to
work, although Rod, I am sure,
is
disappointed over the fact
that he isn't being allowed to
go to United Artists right
away. He won't talk about it,
but I know he is much upset
over the present arrangement
with Pathe-De Mille.

stars look well

Joe Brown, ex-New York
gangster and temporary secretary to Irving Cummings, the
director,
pulled a nifty this

month.

Warner

Brothers'

Someone

research

called in very per-

has unearthed 48
different descriptions of Noah's

sistently to talk to

Ark

replied

department

in Biblical literature.

the purpose of the film

ing

made

now

"Naw,

him," Joe
"He's in
confidence with Mr. Sheehan."

For
be-

story structure containing
enough room for 200 animals,
32 birds, 365 species of reptiles
besides

impatiently.

description

of
Josephus Flavius has been accepted.
He writes that the arc
was 300 cubits long, 50 cubits
wide and 30 cubits high.
(A
cubit then was the distance
from the elbow to the tip of
the middle finger.) Flavius estimates that the arc was a fourthe

Cummings.

I can't call

Noah's family.

Sue Carol

receiving the
of fan letters
ever reported in Hollywood.
They are written by a harmless
lunatic in an asylum in New
strangest

.

C[Here
the

is

Mi'IIe's
less

,

,

Mary Maberry, one or
in
Cecil
De
B
new cture, 'The God-

girls

Girl."

jp:

is

series

Some quote poetry
languages and all show
that the writer was once a man
of culture.
His unbalance is
r
revealed in proposals of marr ^Z c witri a future of raising
chickens for the president's table.
York

state.

from

six

1

i

i
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C[ It's

getting

that

so

ma\ing pictures is
more fun than going

GlHEY

A

college.

to

scene

from 'Walking Back.'

By Marion of Hollywood
minutes of two in the wee,
hours of the morning, and here
am, evening cloak slipped off, sitfive

You'd
up as he
went along, it flowed so easily from his
lips.
And the beautiful-sounding words
he used, with never a stutter or a mothat

It's
small
I

down to my typewriter to tell
you, with great, great enthusiasm, all
about the grand opening of 'Warner Bros.
ting

ment's

—

Theatre in Hollywood.' I've been to oh,
I might as well exaggerate right and say
a million openings!
but I must say that
I was never more thrilled than I was at
this one.
Such crowds, such stars, such
entertainment, such excitement! Gee, golly,
gosh it was marvelous! Maybe some of
you heard it over the radio. First off was
a marvelous entertainment, with the Glorious Betsy Vitaphone picture. Then down

first-nighters.

hesitation!

he won't

—
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of

seriously of writing

—

the aisle came Conrad Nagel.
Have any
of you folks tried making a speech, even
before twenty or thirty? If you have, you
can certainly appreciate the talent of this
Nagel fellow by the speech he gave before

multitude

have thought he was making

Vivian Moses,
who not
long ago offered a job to
a

Screen land

recently

been

boy,

made

head of Paramount
ing Department.

s

has
the

Read-

I

am

him

some

it

thinking

very

a letter to see

if

correspondence-school
course
speaking.
in
public
After that came Al Jolson, and from then
on was just like walking into a regular
New York Broadway show. After he took
credit for building the theatre, for managing the show, for writing Conrad's speech,
and about everything else there was to take
credit for, he told one joke after the other,
sang song after song and ended up with
his

start

'Mammy.'
was marvelous!

It

sort

of

I

wish

—

you

folks

every single, solicould have been there
It's later than late now,
tary one of you.

and

can hardly keep my eyes open because I'm so sleepy, but
to tell you about it tonight, while it's so enthusiastically
'May you laugh in your dreams' Good-night.
mind.

I

want

I did

my

in

—

*

*

^

Later
birds in their cages at the various studios have been thrilling their little throats out trying to tell me that summer and
sunshine are here, but it took more than that to open my eyes.

The

—

You know Sam Sam Hardy? of the bright
and the striped ties? Well,
Sam walked passed my door
last evening, and at last I

socks, the pink shirts

know that we have reached
the summer-time. For didn't
he sport upon his head, with
and red band
purple
a
'round it, the first and only
straw chapeau in evidence
in

Hollywood!

knew

I

C[

Monte Blue
visiting

that

Seas and there
wasn't a harber

Sam would be of some good
me sometime. And if

to

among

Cyril Chadwick will promise
not to read this, I'll hope for
Sam that he wins their next
tennis-match.

barians.

much

many

so

sickness

operations:

to keep

and

The

are Ivy
course,
Karl Dane, Clara
Bow and Richard Dix. You
would have understood better how serious it was with
Richard if you could have

the

Scotty's
telling

just

that

come

tears

last

it is

hope

over,

we

left.

%

%

%

.When Lew Cody and Ralph Spence were 'soda'
down town in Los Angeles to settle, by
popular vote, if you please, the momentous question
jerking'

of which

was the best soda-jerker, I had a terrible,
dastardly trick all planned, and then couldn't get

into

eyes when he was
me how there was

one

money

two growing youngsters in shoes. Believe
his are like the two across the street from

Harris,

seen

bar-

me, if
me, he's buying a pair about every other day. It's
good to see you back, Herb, and if I were you,
you know what I'd do? I'd make that little boy
and girl of yours go bare-foot all the live-long
summer. And say, they wouldn't love it!

of

latest,

the

hustling around like sixty to earn enough

To get a bit serious,
haven't we had a pretty
tough time out here this year
with so

has been
the
South

to

carry out

the

The

was that I
was going to buy
and then take a whole bunch

plan.

didn't get there early enough.

Now

my

can laugh

soda from each,

trouble
I

my own—not the printed
reading
— Fair — Bad,' which were handed out
everyone, but some on which
had typewritten the
undignified word
—and
them
of votes of

ones,

'Good

to

I

'Rotten'

As

into the voting box.

quietly

usual, though,

slip

when you

something 'crooked,' I was beaten before I
because when I got down town I could
no more get anywhere near the store, let alone
near the fountain or the voting box, than anything
C[ Phyllis Haver thought that
in the world.
dozen policemen were fighting
the only way to get up in
the crowd, and I was beginning to figure that it
the world was to go up'
stairs and then along came
would be good business for Ralph Spence to quit
'Chicago.'
his title-writing and for Lew to quit the movies
and then both of them start up a soda-fountain
Jeannette Loff is new
enterprise.
Then they wouldn't have to worry about conand she's good and
tracts, or anything.
By the way, I suppose you've heard
she's with Rod La
try

started,

A

'

in
Rocque
'Em Yale.'

'Hold

good and heartily at the little girl who wrote to Richard
and told him to excuse all mistakes as she was writing
in an awful hurry because she wanted the letter to get
It wasn't any joke
there before her hero 'passed out.'
•with her either, because with Richard gone, to her life
was going to be pretty drear. And when the danger was
over, it would be Clara Bow who'd wire: 'Quit stealing

my

stuff.

Whom

And

get well in a hurry.
*
*
*

1

meet on the Boulevard the other day but
Papa Herb Rawlinson, back from a vaudeville tour and
did

I

that

Lew won

the contest.
*

*

*

Louise Fazenda and I were on the outskirts of the great
Biblical set they have erected over at Warner Bros, studios
for this special of theirs, T^oah's Ar\.
Everything of the
Biblical times, beautiful
It

was

silent,

truly

taking

and

awe-inspiring,
it

all

in.

serious, was in front of us.
and we were quiet, simply

Imagine, then, a

shrill little

voice

behind us:

"Well, fer cryin' out loud!"
She couldn't possibly have been more than three, and
evidently her
hadn't fixed her panties up particularly strong when she changed her into her Biblical clothes.

Mommy

She had

— —
er

lost

them, and such was her three-year-old
71

That she had strayed away from her Mommy bothered her
not at all, but as for the panties well, fer cryin' out loud if you are
going to get your daily check for working extra, you certainly gotta have
your panties to do your work!
Biblical line.

—

—

*

*

*

talking to one of our newer Hollywood'ites the other day, and
during our conversation he said to me, "Say, Marion, did not notice that
So'and'So, the fellow who has played a number of corking good parts
I

was

around, was selling newspapers on the corner last week? Believe me, I
certainly can't understand a fellow like that out selling newspapers!"
Well, I didn't say much to him just sort of agreed that I figured it was
pretty terrible, too, but I'm not doing a great deal of betting on what his
chances or his occupation will be after two or three years of Hollywood
movie fighting. Maybe he'll be ready and tickled to death to be dcing
a lot worse things than selling papers in order that he may not starve.
Maybe he'll have decided that the game isn't worth the candle and won't
even stick it out long enough to have to sell papers to keep the well-known
wolf from whipping his hopes and his spirit. No, sir, I'm thinking that
if friend So-and-So, who has
seen much, much sunnier days,
has nerve enough and grit
enough to get out on the corner and sell papers to his
more prosperous friends I'm
thinking that before he gives

—

—

up hope

of seeing his

name

in the big, bright lights Lindy

'G[

John Gilbert in

his

own

bachelor
garden where he raises
bachelors'
exclusively.

buttons

G[

Gloria
Swanson
loo\s happy because Erich von

Stroheim may

rect

her

picture.

di-

next

will

have stopped flying or Lawson
dog 'Ted' will have whipped

Butt's

Greta Garbo consults with the
studio lion about
getting

Zoo.

in

Zoo's

my

old pussy-cat, 'Peter Pan.'

If you lived in Hollywood this week,
and doubtless next week and the week

after that, guess

see

on

who you'd

the

stage,

be able to
in

person,

'Not a movie?' None other
than Lois Wilson, playing on
the stage with Edward Everett
Horton.
And if you don't
think Lois is crowding them in
I'd just like to have you attend

You

a performance.
seats for 'love

C[

Lois

T^ei'I

in a beauti-

ful scene from 'Don't
Marry.'

can't get

nor money,' and

when Lois puts in her appearance on the stage, the audience
all but gets up and cheers.
Does Lois look cute?

Ask anyone

who

a becoming

has seen the show, and they'll

dress she wears

and

will only

tell

bemoan the

the play allows her to wear but that one
72

Moran and

Hamilton

you what

fact that the action of
all

through the show.

Lois

a

is

being

that

success

wouldn't
prised

if

be

G[How

such
I

Mo

up

n t g o m e ry
drawing her pic
Arthur William
ture.
Brown, another well'

sur-

Flagg

she says a temporary good-by to her beloved movies.
*

Smart

a star loo\s

when James

*

*

\nown

Jackie Logan! Didn't she get her house cleaned
spick and span, order plenty of eats and then invite all
girl,

the men from the press up to her house week ago Saturday?
Indeed, she did, and every bit I've been able to get out of
any of the gang lately is what a 'peach of a hostess Jackie
1

Logan

,

and what a 'pip of a
party' she had for them.
Anis

—

other thing I definitely know
at least three hearts that haven't
been thumping exactly regularlike since a

week ago Saturday

is

artist,

is

ing his turn to
Colleen Moore.

await'
s\etch

the gal fs not the only 'first'
that Howard Hughes with his
Caddo Pictures has brought
into the movies! No, indeed!
Howard has decided that au-

tomobile travel is far too
slow for a busy producer, so
he comes to work, goes to
location
and then returns

home

at night,

by

airplane.

What

do you think of that?
Personally, if I had an in-

come of some

million

five

the

year,

way

dollars

a

Howard

has, I'd stick to nice

solid earth so that

I

would

sure of at least a few
days' time in which to spend
some of it. But to change
the subject back to Tommy,
it will be interesting to see

be

Young men

are wearing
'Wilfur this season.
liam Collier, ]r.'s dog
wishes they wouldn't.

(Continued on page 79)

(Note to Jackie:
Don't be too hard on them.
You know, men simply can't
night, either!

help things like that.)
'

Dorothy Gulliver
trun\s
running
Gulliver's

—

Travels.

*
the

assist

Putting
a picture

*

*

Tommy Meighan

in

where he doesn't get

What

the Well-Dressed
wears on Hollywood Blvd., according
to Vera Reynolds green
cloth coat with gray fox
fur, gray hose, gray and
green beaded bag, and
and
hat of green felt
very pretty, too.

Girl

:

—
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T)o you want

Big Boy's
Mack Truck?

Wonderful Toy
Truck Will Be Given
FREE to the Child
Qf This

Who
Letter

Writes the Best
to

Big Boy.

HereDaddy

you

A

big truck to help
you're smart. If you
are going to grow up to be president or gov'
ernor you have to start in being smart while
Governor Al Smith was head of a big
you are little.
trucking company once and now look at him. If you are
going to try for this very nice present that Big Boy offers,
you must think up something to say and then write it
are,

({The dump-cart part
of the truc\ is
twenty- jour by fourteen and one half
inches and will carry

two hundred pounds.
74

youngsters.

with, yours free

if

neatly and nicely to Big Boy.

Big Boy makes those funny comedies that everybody
Do you remember how funny he used to look be'
fore he got big enough to wear trousers?
Now he has pants to wear, but he will have to keep on

likes.

growing to

fill

them up.

1

'Big Boy's
letter

real

name

from a boy or

is

Malcolm

Sabiston.

girl that tells his

The

best

or her age and

is

—

C[

written by himself will win the prize.

The model Mack Truck

is

sixty-four inches

wor\s
the
Boy
dumper on his Mac\
Truc\ that can he yours
you write the best
if

Big

letter.
long, has ball-bearings on rear wheels, and
rubber tires.
The engine power, as every
smart boy knows, is two leg power; and mother runs the

filling station.

Big Boy

is

and now

the

two-reel

You know

comedies.

smart for his age and that's why he went
He started when he was three weeks
he, his big derby hat and his big clumsy

funny

the

kind.

Grown-up people

It is
are ruled out of this contest.
Big Boy says he doesn't care whether
it is a boy or a girl who wins
it all depends upon the
letter.
Boys and girls may ask advice from their fathers
and mothers but the letter must be written by a juvenile

a contest for kids.

into the movies.

old

are being photographed every day at
Educational Studios in Hollywood for

shoes

—

hand and express

a boy's or a

thoughts.
only condition.

That

girl's

to

is

the

Big Boy asks that you be sure
tell
your age when you

write.

Address

BIG

BOY

Screenland Contest Department
49

West 45th

New York
Contest

Closes

Street

City

July

15,

1928

G["Good'bye, Screenland!" says Big
Boy. "This truc\ is
going
to
a
smart \id!"

very
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takes something unusual to attract a crowd in this
modern Bagdad, but when a trench raid, part of the
war sequences in Norma Talmadge's new picture,
The Woman Disputed, was enacted so realistically-

one night recently at the United Artists studio, throngs
were attracted to the vicinity of the studio by the shellflre
and pyrotechnics that lighted up the sky.
For the filming of the spectacular night battle scenes
the studio technical experts constructed real trenches and
barbed-wire entanglements, such as were used by opposing
armies on the Austrian-Russian front in the World War.
To carry out the effect of bursting star-shells and night
fire, an elaborate lighting system was especially installed.
director, Henry King, has made many war sequences
long career as a megaphone chief, and he and his
aides believe the battle action in The Woman Disputed
will prove to be among the most stirring ever shown on
the screen.
Oliver Marsh, chief cinematographer, and a
corps of camera men are shooting the feature, which is
Miss Talmadge's second for United Artists release. The
star has the role of an Austrian street girl who is loved
by two men, friends before the war and later officers in

The

in- his

enemy

armies.

Norma

is

supported by the largest cast of well

players in her entire

Roland,
fertitz,

career.

Among them

are

known
Gilbert

man; Arnold Kent, Gustav Von SeyfMichael Vavitch, Olga Baclanova, Marian Templeleading

ton, Boris de Fas,

Haartman and

Howard

Jackie

Davies, Joseph Mari, Carl

Von

Combs.

do anything about

it.

He was

six

months old when the

Jannings family went back to the old country.

Only one member of the

—Richard

star list

is

a native Californian

Dix.

Kansas City and Dallas, each with two entries, follow
York: William Powell and Fred Kohler, a pair of
expert villains, claim Kansas City, Mo., as their birthplace.
Bebe Daniels, of Spanish stock, and James Hall,her leading man in the forthcoming Fifty-Fifty Girl, are
natives of the Texas city.
Among the other westerners are Mary Brian, born in
Corsicana, Texas; Louise Brooks from Wichita; Doris Hill
of Roswell, New Mexico; Sally Blane, Colorado's representative; Florence Vidor of Houston; Raymond Hatton
and Chester Conklin, just a couple of Iowans; Lane
Chandler and Gary Cooper from the ranges of Montana,
and Wallace Beery, who was born on a farm in the wilds
of western Missouri.
The long distance from Hollywood record lies between
Pola Negri born Apollonia Chalupez in Lipnau, Poland
William Austen, native of British Guiana, Marietta
Millner of Vienna, and Vera Veronina, whose first home

New

Alberta Vaughn, the petite little star of The Telephone
Girl series and half a dozen other H. C. Witwer short
subject productions for FBO, has been signed by Larry
Darmour to play the leading feminine role in Racing
Blood, a series of twelve two-reel productions which he

making.
Racing Blood is now running serially in Cosmopolitan
Magazine, and comes from the pen of H. C. Witwer.
Alberta is one of the best known comediennes on the
screen, and since she severed connections with FBO about
a year ago, has played leads for Lasky Famous Players,
Metro Goldwyn, Pathe, and several of the independent
is

companies.
*

*

Movie stars grow in the open
at the Paramount contract list

*

At

a glance
for next season shows a
striking preponderance of westerners.
Of 33 stars and
featured players, 17 hail from the coast and mountain
states and only seven are from the East.
The mid-west
and foreign countries divide the remaining nine.
spaces.

least,

Three Paramount players were born within the limits
Greater New York Clara Bow, who comes from
Brooklyn; Emil Jannings, born in Manhattan, and Nancy
Carroll, who first saw the light of day in Tenth Avenue.

of

—

Jannings can hardly be counted as a New Yorker, since
moved to Berlin when he was quite unable to

his parents

70

—

—

was

in Odessa.

is represented by Ivy Harris, a N'Orleans
George
and by Evelyn Brent, born in Tampa.
Bancroft admits to Philadelphia.
New England claims
Esther Ralston, whose trouper parents happened to be in
Bar Harbor when she arrived. Neil Hamilton, native of
Lynn, Mass., is another Yankee.
Clive Brook comes from London and Fay Wray from
Wrayland, Alberta, Canada.
Adolphe Menjou found that suave manner in Pittsburg

The south

belle

Cornell University.
Italy

Richard Arlen

from Char-

is

Virginia.

lottesville,

represented by Arnold Kent,

is

who was born

in

Florence
*

*

*

of solid shooting behind them, Corinne
star and director of First NaDivine Lady, are now well into their big

With one month

disregard for established filming methods in
1908 that paved the way for the present era of technical
and artistic pictorial screen triumphs.
"The motion picture owes more to Mr. Griffith," he
concluded, "than to any other individual or set of individuals ever associated with the art."
iconoclastic

At

the

conclusion

of

his

De

talk,

Griffith

and Frank Lloyd,

Griffith

tional's

The

industry's appreciation of his efforts.

production.

Not

until the middle of the

summer

will this historical

romance be completed, according to production schedule
and many tremendous scenes remain to be filmed.
The Divine Lady deals with the strange and somewhat
tragic romance of Lady Hamilton and Lord Nelson, and
as its background has the battle of European nations for
supremacy of the seas in the latter part of the Eighteenth

with a gold engraved watch

of Griffith's latest work, The Drums of Love.
In a short speech of acceptance, Griffith thanked the
industry and presented Charles Chaplin on the stage.
Chaplin was one of the founders with him of United
Artists eight years ago. Don Alvarado and Mary Philbin,
stars of The Drums of Love, were also presented.
%

studio scenes are completed late in

May,

there
episodes

weeks' work on sea
depicting Nelson's victory over Bonaparte in the Battle
of the Nile and the final engagement of Nelson's life, in
which England's great hero lost his life.
Miss Griffith has what many regard as her greatest role
in her characterization of Lady Hamilton. Victor Varconi
will

as

remain

still

several

Lord Nelson and H.

B.

Warner as Lord Hamilton have
The large supporting cast

roles of almost equal richness.

among

most prominent members Marie Dressier,
Dorothy Cummings, Helen Jerome Eddy,
Montagu Love, William Conklin and others.
The Divine Lady, based on E. Barrington's novel of

has
Ian

its

Keith,

name was

that

*

*

*

played about the
sky and cameras
clicked, the motion

industry
out en

May

8th, to

pay homage
honor to D.

and

Griffith,

'the

old

master,'

on the

oc-

mess,

anniversary as

and

himself

a

stars

He

eulo-

gized

and

Griffith

said that his ideals

had been

the

in-

spiration of all sincere

workers in the

industry.

ture

had

Rodin," he

has been starred in a number of highly suc-

*

*

^

which were recently completed after a unit
from the studio headed by W. S. Van Dyke spent five
months on the island of Tahiti in the Society group. Monte
Blue has the leading role in this film, which was formerly
known as Southern S\ies, and nearly all the supporting
parts were taken by South Sea natives.

exteriors for

C[ Ethel

]ac\son,

'The

T^ewest

Picture
Girl,'
and just a jew of the
cups she has won for
her dancing.

%

~¥

The

said,

"music

its

Wagner and

Beethoven, the art of paint its Rembrandt, literature its
Shakespeare and the motion picture art, the greatest in
point of popularity and appreciation, has its Griffith."

De

%

White Shadows in the South Seas is the final title for
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture of tropical adventure,

"Sculpits

and Carroll Nye.

that name.

pioneer,

picture

present.

who

Mille,

spoke for the motion

Titus, Richard Carle
%
%

Other pictures in which Barthelmess will star during
the coming year are Mutiny, an original sea story by Scott
Darling, and Diversion, from the successful stage play of

Acting as master - of - ceremonies,

De

While

cessful pictures during the past twelve months.

director.

Cecil B.

vehicle,

Out of the Ruins will present the French viewpoint of
the war, as The Patent Leather Kid, Barthelmess' successful epic of the U. S. tank corps, presented the American
side of the war.
It provides a splendid vehicle for Barthel-

W.

producer

a

new Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

correspondent.

casion of his twentieth

recently selected by the

While Richard Barthelmess and his bride are enjoying
their honeymoon on a trip to Hawaii, First National studio
officials are preparing for the star's next picture, which is
to be started upon his return.
It is Out of the Ruins, a dramatic story of France after
the war by Sir Philip Gibbs, the eminent author and war

masse Tuesday evening,

star,

Busch has been signed to appear with Lon Chaney

Yeamans

great arc lights

turned

FBO Western

Motion picture fans will recall Mae
the City Sleeps.
Busch's characterization in The Unholy Three. The supporting cast of While the City Sleeps, which Jack Conway
directing, includes Anita Page, Polly Moran, Lydia
is

scores of

picture

Tyler,

in that star's

Christine Johnston
and Forrest Halsey.

While

Tom

*

*

Los Angeles Athletic Club to compete in the elimination
weight-lifting contest for the purpose of representing the
United States at the Olympic Games this summer, last
shattered unofficially his previous record of 297 pounds.
He walked into the 'gym' and without warming up, put
300 pounds at arm's length above his head with 'two
hands, clean and jerk,' and in his second attempt hoisted
308 pounds to the same position. He is favored to win
the elimination contest, in which event he will sail with
2,000 other athletes early in July for Amsterdam, where
the Olympic games are to be held.

Mae

adapted to the
screen by Agnes

Mille presented
a token of the

The tribute and testimonial was staged at the United
Artists Theatre in Los Angeles after the premiere showing

Century.

When

as

Mille went on to say that

it

was

Griffith's

sheer

^

made by outside producers releasing
through Paramount include one, and possible two from
Harold Lloyd, and two from Christie Film Company starring Douglas MacLean.
Wanted
Woman, is the
pictures to be

—A

tentative title of the

There

first

MacLean

picture.

will be three foreign pictures.

(Cont. on page 84)
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Grace Kingsley's Gossip—
'Crespo' sounds altogether
is in Spain.
too much like a certain well advertised
frying ingredient not to be kidded in this

it

country."

"Oh, there's Hope Hampton!" exclaimed
Dove, who had just come in.
Sure enough, there was the beauteous
Hope, with her glorious coloring, which,
we are happy to say, is not lost on the
screen, since she is making the color phoShe was with her hustography features.
We were delighted
band, Jules Brulatour.
Billie

we

as

her,

see

to

haps by the time
be in Paris.

She

picture in

is

and

to

a lot

of others.

Victor Varconi said he had spent only
ten days in Europe when they cabled him
He was right in the midst
to come home.
of a hub-bub of Hungarian tongues, with
all his friends gathered around him at one
of their homes, when the message arrived

used to be pals in the

going

printed the sisters

Edwin Carewe was there, and Victor
Varconi, Joseph Schenck, Lloyd Pantages,

she was in Hollywood making
She hasn't changed a bit in five
pictures.
years, unless to become more bloomingly
pretty.

is

will

when

days

this

make her next

Paris.

Camilla Horn was there, and to her
Chaplin paid marked attention
Charlie
when he could manage to free himself from
all the people who wanted to talk to him;
and could manage to break his way through
the crowd surrounding Camilla.

Greta Nissen came with that handsome

from the studio.
"So I saw almost nothing of my old
friends," he said.
Carmen Pantages, daughter of Alexander
Pantages, owner of the big string of theaters, came with John Considine, to whom
She wants
she is supposed to be engaged.
to go into pictures, and as she is very
pretty and intelligent she should do well in
them. However, her nose has a little bump
on it which she says she is going to have
removed by means of an operation, although it merely adds character to her face,
I think, without in the least spoiling her

Stockings or Stockingless—
fad

is

likely to bring to light a
sights.

number

of

uncharming

By

^Wallace Beery

After figuring up
covering the past
six months, you can put me down as an
prove a
It might
enthusiastic supporter.
After all, each year we
healthy idea, too.
are discarding gradually the useless garments
that have hampered our health and move-

Sounds great to me.
my wife's stocking bill

I believe we are slowly
ments for years.
turning about a cycle that will bring us
back to the Grecian robes and sandals.
How delightfully unenvolved life would
then be!
Husbands would no longer have

to listen to wifie cry, 'I simply can't go, I
haven't a thing to wear!'
She would simply wash and iron the family sheet, twine
gracefully about her figure with some
it
cord, slip on a pair of sandals and be
rarin' to go!

The

fact

continued from page 39
Roland Drew, and Greta was receiving

a

great deal of attention too.
"All the men seem to

be learning to
speak German so they can talk to Camilla
and Greta in their own native tongue without anybody around knowing what they are
.saying," remarked Patsy as Johnny Hines
started trying out his rather remarkable
German on Miss Nissen.
Lilyan Tashman was looking too perfectly
stunning in a tight-fitting black
taffeta evening gown, and a number of
other stars also wore tight-fitting dresses,
including Leatrice Joy in the most exquisite white lace gown, and Billie Dove in a
lovely

lace

dress.

grow, and it
She informed us
she is learning roller skating and is wildly
enthusiastic about it.
Indeed the whole
film colony is going quite mad about the
Billie

ripples

is

letting

her

hair

on her shoulders.

sport.

Vivian Duncan breezed in alone, sister
being still enthralled with Portland, where .she is visiting friends, but perRosetta

looks.

Continued from page 19

without the protection of stockings
There is something unnot pleasant.
finished about a woman's unstockinged legs
when she is fully dressed. Although many
of Hollywood's flappers have been going
about with unstockinged legs for some time,
I still experience a definite shock whenever
It's an emI see a pair of nude limbs.
barrassing sensation, too, like walking in
upon a person in a bathtub, or something
like that.
I can be put on record as being
an old fogy absolutely opposed to the nostocking campaign.

but somehow

can't picture

shoes

to,

is

ing out in public with bare

I

Vilma

go-

legs.

By William Boyd
want to leave their stockings
don't see why mere
'em!
I
man should try and dictate in a case like
Personal taste should be the deciding
this.
factor, and if I wanted to go around withIf the girls

at

home,

let

out sox, somebody

make me wear

else's

opinion wouldn't

'em!

By ]ac\ Mulhall
By Charles Rogers
Girls have worn such sheer stockings in
shades for such a long time, that their
sudden decision to discard even these relics
of the former all-wool-and-a-yard-long-variety makes but little difference.
In fact, I
must look twice at the limbs in question

flesh

I can decide whether the young lady
wearing the new sun-burn shade of hose
or the real thing.
If it makes the girls
more comfortable to go without stockings,
or if it helps keep expenses down, I can't
think of any reason why a mere male should
offer objections.
Men, for centuries, have
always sent up a hue and cry at each new
feminine emancipation, and I believe it's
time to do a little applauding instead.

before

I've no doubt that bare legs will be with
us to a certain extent on Hollywood Boulevard, especially among, the younger set of
Perflappers, who like to be a bit daring.
sonally, I think a woman is foolish to go

bare-legged.

It

She becomes

destroys illusion and allure.
piquant than she is in

less

sheer hose.

is

that

women

are

discarding

as they have already cast aside
unnecessary underwear, and long
skirts, is nothing to worry about.
They
will soon put high-heeled, ridiculous shoes
in the ash-heap along with stockings, and an
age of healthy, beautiful women will be

stockings,
corsets,

the result.

By Kichard Arlen
At

the beach perhaps, but in town on
the boulevards, on the dance floors
No!
It's a rather unnecessary gesture, not indicative of comfort, for I know that wearing

Have your youngster
Screenland

which he

will

SmartExtremes in anything are bad.
ness and charm are the two things a woman
Bare legs are just
should seek in dress.
as bad for street wear as white cotton stockings that wrinkle at the ankle.

Women

By Donald Reed

My

the key-note in summer, and
lends to a woman's summer
attractiveness to dispense with stockings.
There is nothing more shocking about bare
legs than there is about silk hose.

did not object to the collegiate nogarter fad, or the Oxford bags, or padded
shoulders, to which the men fell victims.

—

issue of

By Richard Barthelmess

Comfort

I

By Rod La Kocque
wife

never forget.

wear whatever she wants

—

think that

it

Big Boy's Mac\ Truc\ see page seventy-four of this
he wins he will gain, besides a toy, a feeling of confidence

try for
If

can

is

—

—
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They Say
{Continued from page 73)

how we

all

are going to like him, heroine'

less.

With Mary Astor safely married and
back from her honeymoon, of course we
had to have at least one wedding for this
month, and it was George Lewis, from
George took his little
Universal way.
Hotel
right
Roosevelt
bride
to
the

—

from Sid Grauman's
new Chinese Theatre and they were mar'
night in
ried on
a glorious moonlight
April.
And I hope that they are going to
be very, very happy, because April is such
I
a nice month in which to be married.
won't tell you all why, but cross-my-heartthe

across

street

—

to die, it's the corkingest
year to be married!

As

month

in

the

write this, the rumor rumors thicker
that Doug Fairbanks, Jr., and
Those
Joan Crawford are to be married.
who are supposed to know quite a bit
about it, hum and haw and think that this
time both parties of the first part are
serious and they think that the 'I dos' and
'I wills'
are sure to be spoken, but, as I
said once before some many, many moons
ago, if I were you I wouldn't be making
any terrifically heavy bets about it.
be yes
maybe no, with nobody sure of
anything.
Out here, you know, you can't
be seen in public twice with the same

and

I

faster

—

escort.

%

Max

C[

May

#

#

Ree, over First National way, says
that our friendly little corsets will probably
come back into fashion, because they 'in'
trigue and mystify' the stronger sex.
He
simply can't understand how any woman
can wear them, and there, at least, I agree
with him.
What say the rest of you? I
hate to disagree with Mr. Ree, and I hope

Irene Rich's dog thin\s
he is Narcissus, all on
a summer's day.

he doesn't mind what I say, but I really
expect to see bustles and hair'rats returning

much sooner

that I expect to see the
Corsets
gosh
terrible!
It makes me ache even to think
of the stiff old things.

advent

of

the

—

corset.

Funny little things are always happening
out here on the Coast, so of course we
weren't half as surprised as we otherwise

would have been when Norma Talmadge
sold her beach home to George Bancroft
and then proceeded to rent Bebe Daniels',
right next door, for the summer.
After
all, though, it is really none of our business, and Norma, merely out of the kindness of her heart, tells me that it was simply because she did not want the care of
quite so large a home as was her own
beach place.

^ANOTHER MEW QIRL
JMAKES QOOD
"HEN you see Jean Arthur playing opposite
Richard Dix in a rollicking comedy of baseball called 'Warming Up, you'll say, Aha
another new girl arrived!' or words to that
Jean will probably be new to you.
But she has

effect.

been in pictures for two or three years, working and
hoping hard.
Somehow she never seemed to get the
breaks.
She played colorless parts or in serials, and for
a while there she thought she never would get a chance
to be herself.
Jean is really one of the prettiest girls in
pictures, but nobody ever gave her a role where she could
prove it. How can a girl make good when she has to
pretend she is a sap? Then Richard Dix, who is a regular
Columbus anyway, happened to see a test of her, and
before she knew it she was signed up to be his leading

—

woman in a role after her own heart, where she could
be her snappy, provocative self. Naturally she played it
for all she was worth, and as a result she has really
arrived. She is a natural-born come'
^
dienne
ust as R^hard is a naturalAnhu/ln
born comedian, whether he likes it or
scene from
a
not.
Let's root for this team!
"Warming Up.'

SIT

>

J'
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\fl ^t^CUU
He's a little more dig'
twenty-three.
maybe; but that's a help, because

now

nified,

when he

New

left

York

Hollywood he

for

His mother sat next
a shade too shy.
to him at the luncheon, and when Mr.
Lasky referred to her and asked her to

was

take a bow, the lady from Kansas
contributed the leading juvenile to
screen looked very proud and happy.

Buddy looked happy,

who
the

live

Vilma, of course, is as pretty as the
proverbial picture.
She's a Greuze maiden
come to life. Her English is getting better
all
the time but she still turns to Rod
when she can't find the word. Her delicacy
and quiet charm are an interesting contrast
to

Rod's swagger and exuberance. They're
La Rocques.

a picturesque couple, the

And

that

it

—

—

—

push!

Ronald

Colman

and

"English langfor a few days on. their

her

uage" stopped off
way back from Europe

Hollywood.

to

huge success with the home
Vilma's mother is so
folks in Hungary.
Rod's breastlittle she only comes up to
pocket.
She liked her big new son-in-law
All Budapest
the minute she saw him.
was down at the train to greet their favorite daughter and her favorite movie star.
Mrs. Banky, as soon as Vilma wrote her
that Rod La Rocque was about to become a member of the family, hurried
out to see him in Red Dice
the first
time she had encountered him in celluloid.
It
happened that in this picture
Rod first appears in shabby clothes, in a
sort of tramp character; and Mama Banky
was a little distressed until, as the story developed,
her
daughter's
choice
had a
chance to dress up and look more like
suave,
elegant
self;
and then she
his

Rod was

a

slipped

away

—

to

Eng-

shy and retirland and slipped back again
ing as usual. He was amazed and distressed
to find that London recognized him and
that crowds followed him wherever he went.
Ronald is a miracle of the movies a popu-

—

who just can't
and who would really

believe it's all true,
rather stay at home
than make a personal

lar star

with a good book
Imagine!
appearance.

next-door neighbor, from folks he sees
street and at the ball game, from
the clerk at the corner drug-store. He used

his

on the

a drug-store himself, when he
years old.
But he wasn't satisfied.
He'd heard that the popular songsinger in the movie theatre around the
corner was getting fifteen a week for
warbling in accompaniment to the colored
slides thrown on the screen.
That was
ten dollars a week more than Charlie was
getting.
So when he heard that the singer
had left, Charlie trotted around to see the
manager of the theatre
"Can you sing?"
asked the manager.
"Sure I can sing,"
answered Charlie. And as it turned out, he
Eventually he left his home-town
could!
with a musical comedy troupe, and reached

work

to

was

in

fifteen

.

From Broadway

to Hollywood
He'd like to play the leads
in Burlesque and Broadway when those
popular New York shows of stage-life reach
the screen.
But he knows he can't because
And
he's all sewed up in his contract.
he isn't worrying.

Broadway.
isn't

so

far.

"

Comedy from contented comedians
how's that for a slogan? The happier the
funny boys are kept in real life, the better
Look
they will perform on the screen.
Does he brood and long
at Charlie Chase.
Not Charles. He's the
to play Hamlet?
He likes his
original contented kidder.
work making two-reelers for Hal Roach
He's
and he doesn't care who knows it.
been making them for three years now and
he'll keep right on turning them out as
long as people continue to pay to see 'em.
Three cheers for Charles!
He looks more like a prosperous young
He's
business man than a movie actor.
with humorous blue eyes and dark
tall
hair that's turning white at the temples.

You know how
Banky

Vilma

— Continued from page 31

too.

He says he tried
'Buddy.'
On the screen, in all
down.
he was just plain Charles
billing,
the
But all the fans who wrote to
Rogers.
And he finally
him called him Buddy.
decided it was a compliment, and now he'll
stick to it, and he may even be billed in
Rogers.
the future as Charles 'Buddy'
While I talked to him in his hotel suite
Mostly the calls
the phone kept ringing.
were from old boy friends and Buddy's
end of the conversation usually ran some"Why didn't you call me
thing like this:
Why, of course, I remember you.
before?
Come
Are you trying to high-hat me?
Buddy is just as enthusiright on up."
And he
astic and eager as he ever was.
proved, when he made a radio 'appearance,'
that he can still make that old trombone
He's a nice boy, and clean-cut, and
wail.
handsome everything 'a movie star should
Why, yes didn't you know? Good
be.
old Papa Paramount is conferring stardom
on Buddy Rogers. His first will probably
be a college story called Tale, and Buddy
will be coming east again soon to take
Now, girls don't
scenes at New Haven.
About

to

^)lOY]z

white hair is,
used to be a director
until one day he decided to double in brass
He was so good
and play a part too.
that the home office wired the studio to
in the right place.

take

his

interesting

He

megaphone away from him and

put him in grease-paint permanently. Now
he makes one two-reeler a month for Hal
Roach-Metro Goldwyn, and if you think
that isn't a job you have never sat in on
The Chase comedies are
a gag meeting.
always funny and what's more, almost al-

ways true

to life.

He

gets his ideas

from

There have been lots of girls in
who have been dubbed "the

tures

next door," apparently

m

homey

qualities.
But I
She is Marceline
met my first one.
Day, and she is as nice and eager and
natural and sweet as that mythical "girl
next door."
She has spent the last two or

just

three years of her nineteen in the film
studios but it hasn't made her any different
from the average school-girl of her age
whose one great dream is just to peek inside the gates.
Marceline is young and

wholesome.
So is Mrs. Day, her mother.
She isn't the kind of movie mother that
only a daughter could love.
She's a regular.
It was their first visit to New York.
Marceline came to be Buster Keaton's leading woman in a news-reel comedy, and
they were making New York street scenes.

Next time the Days come east they will
bring Alice along.
She was working so
Marceline is one
she couldn't make it.
year younger than sister Alice.
..She has
pretty blue eyes and a refreshing gamin

cabled her approval.

at

asked Vilma the old question,
pretty maiden, are there any more
like you?" she could truthfully
Yes.
She has a fifteen year old

you

If

me
home

answer,

whose one ambition is to become an
American movie star, "just like Vilma."
When one of sister's pictures play in Buda-

sister

it through twice,
encomes home and acts
Vilma's part herself, with added flourishes.
When she's a little older she may come
to Hollywood to visit Vilma; and then
There is also a brother
we'll see her.
Banky, who is interested in the pictures
With true indefrom the directing end.
pendence he has gone to England to make

pest,

little

thralled;

sister

and

his

own way

his

luck

si6ter

is

in

sees

then

as

a

director

before

Hollywood, where

so well

established.

his

trying

famous

'

Evelyn Brent and Adolphe Menjou might as well ta\e
You'll see
those tric\ hats
we'd \now them anyway.
scene in 'His Tiger Lady.'

—

girl

tribute to certain
have really only

—

"Tell

pic-

off
this

.

SCREENLAND
She has a good hearty laugh and

grin.

she

gets a kick out of

still

Coney

like

May

Island.

going to places
never grow

she

Fazenda and
Clyde Coo\ try out

Louise

older!

their

new

They

car.

can have

it.

Harold "Speedy" Lloyd came to town
opening of his new picture. Speedy
It's been Harold's
isn't a brand new title.
nickname with his family and friends for
years.
I think it all started when Harold
rolled up records for playing hand-ball.
He went to Washington to lunch with
He also dashed up to Monthe President.
treal, where he was made a chief by CanadIt was a very solemn
ian Indian tribes.
ceremony, with the red men doing a ceremonial dance around the honored guest. It
for the

almost

got

too

serious

when

the

Indians

danced up to Harold and went through
all
the motions of scalping him
just as
part of the dance, you understand.
Harold
went through all the emotions of being

—

scalped

according

but,

his

to

Mr.

uncle,

William Fraser, who was present, he never
turned a hair.
One nice thing about
Harold Lloyd he was very much impressed
by the Indian ceremony, and not a bit
blase about it.
He's still considerable of a
boy. even if he does make thirty thousand
dollars a week.

—

in

Mildred and Gloria came east only just
time to return with Harold to California

if you put two and two together it
And a darned cute
might spell B-A-B-Y.
But give Eleanor
and pretty baby, too.
Boardman a chance, won't you?

that

—

by way of the Panama Canal.
All about Ernest Torrence's
This man you love to hate
double life!
on the screen turns out to be the most
And
mild and charming of gentlemen.
when I say gentleman, I mean -Gentleman.
mystery to me how he can play
It's a
such mean parts and stay so spick and span
He and his wife celebrated
in private life.
their silver-wedding anniversary not so long
They have a twenty-one-year-old son,
ago.
Ian.
They own a beautiful, authentically
Their one
English home in Beverly Hills.
And all the time
dissipation is travelling.
you know that Mr. Torrence and his family couldn't possibly be so correct and cosmopolitan and altogether delightful if Mr.
Torrence, in public, weren't such a lowdown, dastardly character.

only stayed a month or so, because they'd
be so homesick they'd have to hurry back!

Extra-extra.

It

makes

it

very hard for me.

prom-

I

Boardman I wouldn't mention
It.
She showed It to me, and talked about
it a lot, but she made me promise on my
word of honor that I wouldn't breathe
a word about It.
So, of course, I can't.
Anyway, Eleanor gives me plenty to talk
about.
She is looking more beautiful than
ever and talking more brilliantly.
And

ised Eleanor

she's

doing her hair in a

fashion,

that

so

new and piquant

no longer looks the

she

Gish.
Yes, Mss
decidedly more stunning than
she used to be. Just as I was telling her so,
a telegram came for her.
She ripped it
open and read it and then passed it on
to me.
It went something like this:
"Just previewed your new picture Dia-

least

bit

Boardman

like

Lillian

is

mond Hand'Cujfs and everybody
by

far the best thing

your picture career
Vidor."

says

you ever did and

is

it's

that

King

just beginning.

King Vidor came east himself soon after
and the Vidors sailed away for
France. They intend to be gone four months
just wandering around as they please.
that

—

They took

It

along,

too.

—

No

it

isn't

Glyn's It, but the Vidors' own
particular brand.
What is it? Well, it's
like this.
Eleanor Boardman wants the
public to like her for herself alone.
The
public
that's You
very apt to conis
fuse a screen star with her private life.
If
she's so-and-so in the newspapers and magazines, she is often not accepted as an actress
of different roles on the screen.
She wants,
this girl, to stand on her own
feet, to
build her own career as Eleanor Boardman,
not as somebody's wife and somebody's
mother.
There I've given it away. And
if you knew Miss Boardman as I do you'd
be scared to death to break a promise to
her.
But I don't mind telling you, now,
Elinor

—

—

—

He

unless

role

its

the

Jekyll-and-

won't accept a
villainy serves a purpose in
"Well,

.said,

the picture.
rarely play

I

And you may notice that I
They
an uninteresting rascal.

more or less originally sinful. Vilpoint the moral, while the heroes
adorn the tale."
are

Eleanor was pleased.
"It's a different
part than I've ever had," she said.
"I've
almost always been the Good Woman,
bowed with sorrow, or something.
This
time I'm a gold-digger who loves diamonds.
I've no use for diamonds myself, so if I'm
good in the part it will all be acting."

how come

asked him

I

Hyde.

all

lains

Before he became Hollywood's favorite
Ernest Torrence was a well-known
His latest pictures are
singer on Broadway.
The Cossac\s, with John Gilbert; Across to
Singapore, with Novarro. and Steamboat
Bill,
in which he officiates as Buster
Jr.,
Keaton's father.
Mr. Torrence, by the
way, is a sort of Big Brother to the boy
stars of Hollywood.
The south pole and
Jack Gilbert
the north pole of movie idols

villain,

and

Ronald

He

Colman

—

—

are

special

pals

of

them impartially and
they like him. Mr. Torrence has only good
words for everybody in Hollywood, and
Hollywood, amazed, can only stammer good
words about him. Why not? Ernest Torhis.

roots

for

rence is as likeable off the screen as he
execrable on.
He's probably the third
most popular Scotsman in the world, only
Sir James Barrie and Harry Lauder outranking him.
is

Mr.

way

and

Mrs.

Torrence were

on

their

to France, to Italy, and, finally, to Edinburgh, the Torrence home town.
Anyway,
he said, that was what they were planning.
But usually when they got over there they

It wasn't exactly a honeymoon, according to Pauline; still, as it was the first time
she and Jack had time to take a vacation together, they were secretly regarding
it as such.
Pauline was Miss Starke before
she married Jack White, who is major-domo
or director-general of the Educational ComPauline looks and dresses
edy Company.

like

a

New

York

perhaps

girl,

because

she always manages to take a trip east every
year.
She loves the shows and the supperclubs, and saw enough of both this time
to

see her through

for

another year.

The newest blonde to arrive in New
York was Lilli Damiti, Samuel Goldwyn's
discovery.
She brought with her her
mother, twelve trunks, golden hair, and a
Lilli is a
million dollars' worth of pep.
Parisienne, with all the verve and
chic of song and story.
She has appeared
in motion pictures made in France, but I
believe none of her foreign-made films has
ever been shown in this country, so that
she will emerge in a blaze of glory as
Tale
Ronald Colman's leading woman in

real

A

of

Two

Cities.

The Goldwyn Company gave

a

tea

New

for

York,
Mile. -Damiti while she was in
and she captivated everybody.
She says
'And how!' at the proper time, and if she
mixes up an occasional 'Bon jour' when
she passes the time of day I'm sure nobody
will object to that.
She says she is sure
she will love Hollywood
the quiet, and the
fresh air. and the sun, and the sea.
All
these things, says Lilli, appeal to her vastly.
But it seemed to me there was a naughty
twinkle in her brown eyes when she said:
"I love ze quiet life.
I nevaire go to nightclub much, no, no."
She looks something like a blonde Louise
Brooks.
She wore a rather daring white
lace dress, made for her by Jenny, than
whom there is no Parisian coutouriere thanwhomer.
Mile. Damiti says that she is
looking forward to playing opposite Mr.
Colman, whom she has long admired in
celluloid and whom she met in person during his recent trip abroad.

—
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CDelle Bennett

is

starred in 'The
Sporting Age, a new
film which has every
thing in it to ma\e a
good picture. She is an
inspiring heroine, with

Carrol

T^ye

her

as

support.

New
And now

—even

you and

as

I

—he

Clemenceau wrote the Chinese fantasy
from which this picture was made.
And
he had a good idea for it that life would

—

be infinitely happier if only we could overlook the faults and misgivings of our neigh'
bors.
But somehow, the film didn't live
the

to

human

ideal

many

of

the

creations

of lesser folk.

THE
in
to

WOMAN

TEMPTED

Some time ago there was a pitiful case
the papers.
At least it seemed pitiful
me. It was when the Countess Cathcart,

the pretty and young English noblewoman,
was temporarily refused admittance to this
country because of what our Government
termed "moral turpitude."
In

other

meant that the
up home, society,

words,

it

had given
friends and country to go to South Africa
with the man she loved. As you remember,
after a while, her lover, as so often happens,
Countess

decided

he

had

enough and

patient wife.
And
tragedies was closed.
his

so

returned

one

of

to

life's

But when the Countess wanted to come
to America to produce a play, our Govern'
ment didn't want her.
Even though her
former lover had been admitted to the
United States only a little while before.

Ho, Hum.
So goes the world.
they speak of feminine supremacy!

we are
Relations.

However,
national

cerned with today

is

no

board

And

What we

of Inter'
are con'

the picture,

The Wo-

man Tempted, which was made from the
play the Countess wrote.
The play had as
thesis

that

charity

greater virtue
say that the picture doesn't prove anything.
Maybe so.
But perhaps you recall a verse from the
Bible which says:
"And the greatest of
these is charity."
its

than chastity.

The

is

critics

a

Now,

nard

in

kids,

a

knock-out western picture with

—

Humes, the hero, holding the pretty Gloria
Grey in his arms as the curtain falls.
a

western

good

ever

as

most action-starved person could

the

desire.

THE LITTLE YELLOW HOUSE
There used to be lots of agitation around
our house when I was a kid as to whether
movies were or were not fit for children
to attend.
My father was an ardent Methodist.
And we were raised on portions of
fried chicken and John Wesley, equally
divided.
The verdict in those days was
against the movies.

those old-fashioned parents left who want
to be sure that their kids receive no harm
from the world, the flesh and the devil.
In case there are, any time there is a picture in town marked F. B. O. it means
that it's full of fun and action but void
of dirt and scandal.
The reason for it is
that Joe Kennedy who heads this outfit
has eight kids of his own.
And he doesn't
produce any picture that all his children
couldn't see without harm.
And I'm not
fooling you, either.

my

favorites.

darn

a

—

States.

Bill, junior, is the hero who
gives a grand performance both from an
action and from a comedy viewpoint.
Much better than the average western.

MY HOME TOWN
There's been more than one heart-ache
caused in little towns by silly gossip.
By
folks trying to pin an unsavoury reputation on some boy or girl through circumstantial evidence only.
This is the story of a small town boy
who gets a bad break in his own village
and goes away to the city "To forget it
all," thereby jumping from the well-known
frying pan into the fire.
But, in the end
the yokel finds happiness.

THE SPORTING AGE
Belle Bennett

is

the heroine

I

hope you

and one

all

get

to

is

starred in this

which has everything
picture.

A

in

it

to

new

make

race track, a train

film

good
wreck, and
a

even an aeroplane on a plunge to the sea.
Belle Bennett is an inspiring sort of heroine, anyway.
Lots of women sit down and
moan just because they've reached their
thirtieth year and think there's nothing
more ahead, now that the double chin is
here to stay and friend husband starts admiring sixteen-year-olds. But Belle Bennett,
with her thirtieth year behind her, started
out and achieved world-wide success in

And as each year passes
head, in place of adding only
lines to her face and fat to her figure
she gathers an added youthfulness and
Stella

That's the reason you are going to like
Little Yellow House.
It's the same
type as Frec\les and The Girl of the Limberlost and The Harvester, and all those books
you used to read until the cover came off.

The

of

with

story,

of fighting between the border
patrol and the outlaws.
The plot revolves around the "heavies"
who are smuggling arms and liquor the
first into Mexico and the second into the
lot

all

perhaps today there are a few of

Martha Sleeper

Mexican border

Buffalo

Westerns are like blondes you can't see
too many.
And in this one there are villains
a-plenty,
kidnappings, hard riding,
hard shooting, hard loving, with Fred

bloodthirsty

VALLEY OF HUNTED MEN
A

United

PUT 'EM UP

Now

have

if

a great circus background.
There's a real
circus parade, lots of love-making, plenty of
fights, and your old friend Maurice Costello
giving the world a square deal.

As

her too.
Because no girl could
a lovelier or more distinguished model.
like

you missed Barnum and
Bailey's for want of cash or any other
little thing, here's your chance.
Ken May-

A

Georges had created.
of

failing

Continued from page 52

WAGON SHOW

pulls

Or at least that's what the pic
a boner.
ture Veils of Happiness would seem to
suggest.

up

Screenplays —

over

Dallas.

her

beauty which

comes

from

throwing your

heart into the profession you love and re
fusing to be conquered by mere material
years.

<^->

THE only preparation of

its

kind

on the market. Leaves no sediment or stain. Lasts for hours.
Absolutely harmless but magical in
its effect.

...

And

so simple to apply

a few drops briskly

rubbed in

until the skin assumes a beautifully

pearly wh ite appearance .instantly
. .

removes glossiness and redness.
You'll be amazed and delighted
every time you see

Zore

is

Russian
beauties

burg

.

.

.

Good
only.

for a limited time

Remember Zore

perfectly harmless.

—

made from an

old

among the aristocratic
of Moscow and St. Peterswomen who were envied

<~few>

throughout Europe for the whiteness of their skin. In order to extend the reputation of Zore' among

OFFER
is

It is

not a bleach
there is
nothing else like it. Send
the coupon now while
you are thinking about it.

it.

formula celebrated for

generations

SPECIAL

^1.50 Bottle
FOR f ]_.00

women

of discrimination in this
country we are making this special
introductory offer. It's good for
a short time only so mail the

coupon now.

Send this Coupon
ZORE

CO.,
509 Fifth Avenue,

S

New York

City

—

Please send me postage prepaid
bottle of
Zore. I enclose
dollars in cash or

money

order.

Name
Address
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BEST SELLERS
For $1.00 Each

WHEN

The

the

holds.

it

will be Behind the Front Lines,
pictures of the World War, which
The second
will be released as a special.
will be Sir Harry Lauder in Huntingtower,
This production
written by John Buchan.

What

greater feeling then, than to
of the new books you have just
ordered.
The latest brainchild of your
favorite author, and others you have often
wished to read.

think

Ivan

Petrovitch,

After dinner, comfortably enconsed in
your big easy-chair, you spend what develops into one of the most pleasant eveThen you realize
nings you've ever had:
that you were glad you did not pass up
the advertisement offering this marvelous
collection of the most popular novels of
the day at the extraordinarily low price
of $1.00 each.

A

special offer of six of any of the titles
listed below may be purchased for

Five Dollars

The Golden Beast.. ..E. Phillips Oppenheim
The Enemies of Women,
Vincente Blasco Ibanez
E. Austin Freeman
Mine With the Iron Door,
Harold Bell Wright
Bella Donna
Robert Hickens
The Desert Healer
E. M. Hull
Big Brother
Rex Beach
Carolyn Wells
Face Cards
The Flaming Jewel. ...Robert W. Chambers
Rigwell Cullum
The Night Riders
A Poor Wise Man.. Mary Roberts Rinehart
The Poisoned Paradise.. ..Robert W. Service
Sax Rohmer
Yellow Shadows
When a Man's a Man.-Harold Bell Wright
Bertha Ruck
The Pearl Thief
Jeffery Farnol
The High Adventure..
Max Brand
Fire Brain
Child of the Wild
Edison Marshall

D'Arblay Mystery

On

the Rustler Trail,

Robert Ames Bennett
Baroness Orczy
Gladys Edson Locke

The Celestial City
The Purple Mist
Horseshoe Robinson

John

P.

Kennedy

AND HUNDREDS OF OTHERS
.1

>

.

Published by

BURT

A. L.

GO.

You Want.
Here But We
for You and Save You Money.

May Not Be

Can Get

it

French

many Paramount
*

SCREENLAND,

Listed

I

Dept.

St.,

7-28.

New

enclose $

York City.
for

which please send

me

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

for a featured
part in Excess Baggage, picturization of the
current Broadway play which is now in

production under James Cruze, with William Haines in the starring role.

Stephen

City

Tromholt's

Wife,

novel

a

Hermann Sudermann, German

by

author, has

MGM

been purchased for the screen by
and will be filmed under the title, The
Wonder of 'Women. This is the second
Sudermann story to be screened by this
company.
Flesh and the Devil, was an
adaptation

Undying

of the
Past.

German

novelist's

The

Willow Wal?^,

Sinclair Lewis's novel of
identity and regeneration, published
years ago, has been purchased for

dual

some
the
will

screen by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
serve as a starring vehicle for

and

Lon

Chaney.
*

*

*

search of locations for scenes in Kit Carson.
number of places were found which are
exactly as they were when Carson visited
them on trapping expeditions.
One of these is Oraibi, an Hopi Indian
village of adobe buildings dating back to
prehistoric days.
It was visited by Coro-

A

nado in 1540
Carson's trail from Taos,
N. M., to Arizona is to be picked up at
several points in the making of the picture.
of the spectacular sequences, the annual rendezvous between trappers, Indians
and traders, is to be made at the base of
the San Francisco Peaks, the second highest mountains in the United States.
These
are north of Flagstaff.

near

for

company

the

Tuba

City

be
camp.

will

in

a

Arrangements have been made for the use
of several hundred Navajo Indians.
Production is scheduled to begin about
May 1
Nora Lane will have the leading
feminine role opposite Mr. Thomson.
right

We
~.i

this way, Ladies and Gents
have one of the greatest atA real motion

...

_

State—

tractions on the map
picture studio in full blast
please
.
.
.
That's it

.

.

.

The
mag-

meets the

surely you know
she became Lady
Hamilton and was the sweetheart of Lord
Nelson
His inspiration
Just take a look at the wardrobe department.
See all those gorgeous
gowns?
They are worn by Miss
.

.

.

.

Griffith

.

.

.

.

.

Look

.

.

the naval uni-

at

forms of England in the early Nineteenth
Century, aren't they fine?
Yes,
.
.
.

the room where
Richard Barthelmess made the final scenes
of his picture Roulette
Squalid,
isn't it?
Just the home of a girl
who has gone the pace and is on the downgrade
There is where the accidental murder takes place
There's
the big courtroom scene with real cement
pillars fifty feet high
Also for
Roulette
You know Barthelmess
played a dual role in this film
And
just cast your eyes in this direction for a
moment, please
It's a scene for
the big melodrama The "Whip, with Dorothy Mackaill featured
Note all
the jockeys, the fashionable folk out for a
And here is my
day at the races
own set, The Bar\er
Yes, folks,
permit me to introduce myself
ladies

and

there

gents,

is

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Milton Sills, at your service
Mackaill is featured in this

Miss

.

.

picture

also

Compson and

Betty

are

.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., both in the picture
I hope you'll like it
There's
a lot of excitement and plenty of thrills
and romance
There is the car.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

picturesque, isn't it?
And
over there you will find Jack Mulhall
making "The Butter and Egg Man"
.
Yes, that's Greta Nissen, his leading lady
It's a theatrical story
Over there is Charlie Murray, the inimitnival,

.

.

Fred Thomson and Alfred L. Werker,
his director, have just
returned from a
tour of nearly 2,000 miles in Arizona in

Headquarters

a

is

.

—

.

.

There

Step
_

.

.

Ricardo Cortez, the Paris of The Private
of Helen of Troy, has been signed

.

Why,

*

postpaid.

Name
Address

pictures.
*

Life

by

king

Grange, beautiful
who appeared in

Elinor Glyn has completed work on a
new screen story, Tiger S\in, which will
serve as a forthcoming starring vehicle for
Greta Garbo.
Madame Glyn, most of
whose novels have been transferred to the
screen with excellent success, plans to go
abroad in the near future.

established

49 West 45th

of

One

Write and Tell Us What Boole
It

star

Louise La
model,
artist's

And there
set, where Emma
Who is Emma?

.

nificent palace

The cast includes
The Garden of

story.

is

for Corinne Griffith's picture,

is

Divine Lady

of

and

Allah,

That

American-made pre
Henri Bataille, famous French

wrote the

.

.

the star is on her
three weeks' vacation
Her mother
.
.
.
and father accompanied her . . . Over
there you will see an old-fashioned room
See the quaint furniture

films.

Montmartre, third of the
was produced in Paris
under direction of Leonce Perret, who has

novelist,

Happiness Ahead
now completed and
way to Honolulu for

.

of
pictures,

number

.

.

.

The Model

directed a
ductions.

.

.

set in
for her picture
The picture

last

appears opposite Lauder.
foreign

Plenty of room for
Here on my left is the
which Colleen Moore worked
.

.

marks Lauder's first appearance
Vera Veronina, Paramount featured player,
in

from page 11

crowd, folks
everybody

first

official

dreary day is done, and
you head your tired body home*
ward, you dread the thoughts of
facing the evening. You know that your
library, originally small, has been sadly
depleted, and you have read every book
of interest

Talk — Continued

Xj)t

Closer,

.

.

.

Don't

Man

making "The Head

able,

Full

of

laughs, folks, one every minute
Loretta Young is his leading lady
She's the youngest in the studio
No pun intended, either
.
.

.

There's Harry Langdon in his new comedy
with Doris Dawson
leading woman
as
Isn't she cute?
What
about Billie Dove?
Oh, she will
.
soon start a new one
Also Mary
Astor and Lloyd Hughes, who are to make
.

.

.

.

"Heart to Heart"
Ladies and
you'll
if

see

in

now

.

.

...

gents, this
the greatest

you come

.

.

So you

see,

busy lot and
show of your lives

—

is

a

step

right

up and

don't crowd, folks
That's right
Let that old lady through
.
Step up, closer, this way, everybody
The
greatest show on the earth
.!
.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

"War in the Dark," new starring vehicle
for Greta Garbo, has gone into production
at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio, with
Betty Blythe added to the supporting cast.
Conrad Nagel has the male lead in this
which Fred Niblo is directing from
an adaptation of Ludwig Wolff's novel of
European military intrigue.
film,

—

!

—
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1

Q^ever Lonely Now/
Found This Quick Easy Way
Play The Piano -Without a Teacher/

Since
to

I

than a year ago I was
LESS
lonely, unhappy. No one

friendless,

seemed to
take to me. Then came the amazing
Sudevent that changed my whole life.
denly I found myself with hosts of friends
i

—the

center

of

attraction

—the

life

of

every party. I was popular everywhere
Here's how it happened!
Somehow I've never had the knack of
making friends. I was never noticed at a
party. Always I found myself sitting alone.
I guess it was my own fault, though. I
had nothing to offer! No musical ability
no gift of wit nothing to entertain others.
So I was left to myself more and more
left to dreaded solitude.
One night my spirits were at their lowest
ebb and the four blank walls of my bedroom seemed to crush me like a prison. I
Anything was
could stand it no longer.
better than that lonely room.

—

I wandered out into the deunconscious of
serted streets
the drizzling rain.
Suddenly the sound of jazz
and happy laughter caught my
ear. For an instant my spirits
rose, and then fell as I realized that the fun was not for
me. Through the open window I could see the couples
dancing
others talking all
having a good time.

happen very often," I answered.
you came to the right place.
Music will soon make you forget your
doesn't

"Well,

troubles."
Tom sat down at his piano and began to
play.
Never have I been so moved by
The happy hours sped past as
music.
sonatas
jazz hits,
rhapsodies, waltzes,
poured from his expert fingers. When he
had finished, I sighed sighed enviously.

—

"Thanks, Tom, it was wonderful. What
I wouldn't give to play like that! But it's
too late now! I should have had a teacher
when I was a kid like you!"
Tom smiled and said, "Dick, I never had
a teacher in my life. In fact, not so long
ago, I couldn't play a note."
"How did
"Impossible!" I exclaimed.

—

you do

The

to

Then he

Pick Your
Instrument

—

it?"

New Way
derful

new

Learn Music

—

—

— Tom

— How

—

—

—

spellbound!
Then as I played, I forgot the people and lost myself
in my own music.
The room became a field a field
dotted with nodding white flowers and filled with rich,
fragrant perfume.
When I finished, you should have heard them apOnly too glad,
plaud!
Everyone insisted I play more.
My heart was filled with
I played piece after piece.
joy for I who had been an outsider was now the
party.
life of the
Before the evening was over, I had been invited to
three more parties.
Now I never have a lonesome
moment. At last I am popular. And to think it was
alt so easy!

—

—

—

—

—

You, too, can learn to play your favorite instrument
by this remarkably easy "at home" method that has
helped almost half a million people all over the world
And there's
to increased pleasure and financial gain.
nothing marvelous about it.
It's just a common sense
practical method
so simple you don't have to know the
You find your progress
slightest thing about music.
amazingly rapid because every step is clear and easy
to understand.

—

told me about a wonshort-cut method of

learning music that had been perfected by the U. S. School of
Music.
No teacher, no weary
Piano
Violin
scales and tiresome hours of pracOrgan
Clarinet
tice.
You
played real music from
Ukulele
Flute
the start.
When I left Tom, it
Cornet
Harp
was with new hope. If he could
Trombone
Saxophone
Piccolo
Mandolin
learn to play this way, so could
Guitar
•Cello
II
That very night I wrote for
Hawaiian Steel Guitar
the Free Book and Demonstration
Sight Singing
Lesson.
Piano Accordion
Voice and Speech
Three days later they arrived.
Culture
I was amazed!
I never dreamed
Harmony and Composition
that playing the piano could be
Drums and Traps
so simple
even easier than Tom
Automatic
Finger
Control
had pictured it.
Banjo (Plectrum, 5-Strir,g
Then and there
Everything seemed to cenor Tenor)
I knew I could learn to play!
ter around the young man
The course was as much fun
playing the piano
Buas a game.
No more dreary nights
me.
He had And as the lessons continued they gotforeasier.
chanan.
I envied him!
happiness all the Although I never had any "talent" I was playfriends
popularity
ing my favorites
almost before I knew it
I
I soon will
things I longed for but didn't have!
be able to play jazz, ballads, classical
Was just an outsider. I turned away with numbers, all with equal easel
Then came the night that proved the turning point
throat.
a lump in
or my whole life.
Once more I was going to a
All the way home I kept thinking of party, and this time I had something to offer. But
neler dreamed that thin Bs would happen as they
It dethat scene through the window.

—

Everyone seemed surprised.
"Why, I didn't know
played!" someone behind whispered.
Quietly I sat down and ran my fingers over the
keys.
As I struck the first rippling chords of Nevin's
I
lovely
"Narcissus," a hush fell over the room.
could hardly believe it, but I was holding the party
he

Free Book and Demonstration
Lesson
Our wonderful illustrated free book and our free
demonstration lesson explain all about this remarkable
They prove just how anyone can learn to
method.
play his favorite instrument by note in almost no
time and for just a fraction of what old slow methods
cost.
If

you really want to learn to play

good

times,

appeal

to

social

you

dreams come
t

it

before

it's

—take

true.

too

this

Now!

late.

needed,
cash or credit.
3227 Brunswick Bldg., New
U.

—

if

new

York

City.

SCHOOL OF

MUSIC,
Bldg.,
New York

S.

3227 Brunswick
Please send me

City.

your free book, "Music Lessons in
with introduction by Dr. Frank
Crane, Demonstration Lesson and particulars of your
easy payment plan.
I am interested in the following

Your

Own Home,"

course:

my

Have

you

above

instrument

*

did

pressed me.
The next evening I dropped
in to see Tom. He greeted me cordially:
"Hello, Dick, glad to see you."
"Feeling pretty blue, Tom, so I thought
I'd call.

Lucky

to find

you

in,

though.

It

What a moment that was when our hostess, apparently troubled,
exclaimed:
"Isn't it a sliame that Tom Buchanan can't be
here!
What will we do without someone to plav
the piano?"
Amazed at my confidence, I spoke up:
"I'll
try
to fill
Tom's place if you're not too
critical."

friends,

and increased income
opportunity to make your
Sign the coupon and send
Instruments supplied when
School of jMusic,
U.
S.

popularity,

Name
Address

-

—

City

-

State..
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Eddie Nugent— Continued

Your Old Skin

Made New
Simple

This

Scientific

on crutches
It was the
up.
1 3th
of August and I told myself that I
would hand in my resignation at 5:13
P.M. At five o'clock that afternoon came
a message that Harry Rapf wanted to see

Way

—At Home!

By Yourself

from La

returned

"I

my

with

back

Jolla

strapped

knew

it was
good news before I
was. Somebody had told him that
I had suggested lots of gags on pictures
and on the strength of it I was offered
Did I take it? I'll
a job as gag man.
say I did!"

me.
went.

I

It

"And

then?"

I

questioned.

had done .so many things before that but you wouldn't be interested."
I assured him that it was important he
give me all the dark and dirty details of
his past and for all his twentyfour years
he has had quite a past, my dears.
For five
His background is auspicious.
generations that name Nugent has meant
something in the theatrical world. Actors,
"Well,

I

vaudevillians,

When

Part of Your Face,
Hands, Body
Arms,
Neck,

On Any

READ FREE OFFER
Vl/HAT

you awoke some
if
your mirror and saw
a new, youthlike, clear skin on your face, and
the ugly blemishes all gone ?

would you
*" morning looked

—

say

in

—

same

with joy just like thousands
have done who have learned how to
the
simple treatment themselves
that beauty doctors have charged enor-

mous

prices for.

You would jump
of people

perform

—

this

what was
— and,
banishing
— can now

the
—
large

considered impossible before

of pimples, blackheads, freckles,
tan, oily skin wrinkles and other

pores,
defects
be done by the patient himself, or herself, in 3 days' time at home, harmlessly
It

and economically.
is

all

in a new treatise called
SKIN IN 3 DAYS," which

explained

"BEAUTIFUL

NEW

they've

been.

was nine years old his
father was stage manager for a stock com.'
pany in Yonkers. Eddie had been dragged
on the stage from the time he could walk.
Even in productions where there was no
part for him he haunted back stage and

Skin!

Days!

people

circus

being mailed absolutely free to readers of
paper.
worry no more over your
So,
humiliating skin and complexion.
Simply send
your name and address to
BEAUTY
LABORATORIES, Dept. 63-S, No. 1700 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and you will receive it
by return mail, without charge. If pleased, tell
your friends about it.
is

this

MARVO

hero

our

knew every
out

to

show. This turned
degradation when
Fool
was being given.
line of the

A

be his

There Was
Perhaps he spent more time at the theatre
than was his wont because he fell in love

with a golden haired actress a year older
than he.
She was beautiful, such an actress; she had such charm.
And then she
fell ill.
His heart was sad, and he was a
tortured man.
Then, as if that were not
enough he was called to fill the breach.
golden wig was fitted over his cropped
frilly, white organdie frock with
head.
a wide pink sash was put on him and he,
a man humbled and heart broken, took his

A

A

j

T

N
L

o

w

L

a

test

1

s

A

P

r

"All right,"

said

The boy

has

a

yet there
a quality

is

production of Parsifal that his career
most came to a sudden end.
High

.

al-

in

upper regions of the stage ten little
boys in overalls and sweaters were concealed from view.
Only their voices were
heard as a faint angel's chorus.
the

angel's foot slipped and, like Lubeing thrown from- heaven, a startled
little boy in overalls came tumbling down
from above into the midst of armoured
knights about to go in search of the Holy

bring

"I'll

ran

"I

off

that

remarked,

stage

"and

in
I

nothing
hid

for

decided flare for comthe easy banter of stage

something wistful in his
necessary

every

to

It's

easy to believe that he

when you look

him,

twenty-four

is

but

the strange
checkerboard pattern of his life has given
at

him wisdom beyond his
no chance of his being
admiration he

And

it

is

spoiled

getting at the

wouldn't surprise

name

to

a

prophesy is well
thinks so, too.

stellar

founded.

moment.

me

on the 13 th of some month
at five-thirteen Eddie Nugent
ing his

There's
by the

years.

to hear that
not far away
will

be

His

director

flat,"

three

vaudeville act with his father followed.

shared a dressing room with a young Mexlad named Ramon Samaniegos.
The

ican

ices

name was changed

a

few months

later

to

Ramon Novarro.
Times became hard.

Through
\

It.

(See Page 96)

Eddie took a job
an usher at the theatre.
Other jobs
followed both in and out of the industry
and then he found work as a prop boy
for independent productions.
He worked
so hard that the picture was finished and
he was out of a job before he had expected.
Then he found work as a stunt man in
serials.
Perhaps his famous fall from the
top of the Metropolitan stage had given
as

Order Your Books

j

<C

Joan Crawford, a new bob,

and a new

hull.

sign-

This

contract.

And then he decided to go to California.
He found work in a Grauman prologue and

t

great

comedian.

hours."

A

my

case.

face,

was discovered that Eddie had
an alto voice.
His father had taken over
the stage managership of the Metropolitan
Grand Opera Company and Eddie became
It was during the
one of a boys chorus.

Eddie,

negligee over."
"I'm not joking," said Lancaster, "they
are interested in you and we understand
that you're a good trouper."
"I'm not joking either and besides we
need rugs over at our house."
That lucky thirteen followed him again
and by the time the lights and cameraman
were ready for the test Eddie's wristwatch
It was, you remember,
read five-thirteen.
the 13th of March.
The test was a success and Eddie not
only got one of the leading roles in Our
Dancing Daughters, but a five year conRumor has it that he is
tract as well.
already cast for two other big pictures.
The first role is a break. As I understand it there are six leading people in
the picture, three girls and three boys.
Joan Crawford, Dorothy Sebastian and
Anita Page hold up the feminine side while
Johnny Mack Brown, Nils Asther and
Edward Nugent are the gentlemen in the

folk,

it

it

Harry Beaumont's picture."

sweetheart's place on the stage and lisped

Then

as

props
again at M. G. M.
He had a good eye
for comedy situations and suggested gags
to the directors with whom he worked.
It was several of these gags that caused
him to be called into Harry Rapf's office
and given a steady job as gag man.
Happy that he had gotten a break and
a white collar job at last he settled down
to the serious business of being funny.
It was on the
13th of March that he
crossed the lot to be stopped by one of
the powers that be in the casting office,
"We're going to give a
John Lancaster.
test this
afternoon for a good part in

out her

Eddie

f

h e
o v e

was

is

lines.

life.

Grail.

t

f

that he led a charmed
existence was as hazardous
uncertain so he went back to

The

His talk

One

Sgreenland's
B o o k D e p
e r s
You
O

him the idea

edy.

cifer

j
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MAUPASSANT
ONE
Volume!

All in

YOU

can have every short story Guy
de Maupassant ever wrote more
than 200 of them in a single beautiful volume, for the sensational bar
gain price of only $2.98. Think of it!
Less than a penny and a half for each
one of these immortal masterpieces
Never before have they all been offered
the American public in any form at a

—

—

you already know some of Maupasyou have wanted to read more. If
you have not yet enjoyed any of his
work you could not have a better opportunity to start, Maupassant is
If

sant,

the acknowledged master of the
short story
he has no rival. You

—

read

will

these tales

and

many

reread
times,

price so amazingly low.
No other writer, living or dead, has
ever pictured life with the fearless audacity and daring devotion to truth of
Guy de Maupassant. In stories that

may

be read in ten minutes,
Maupassant, with his characteristic pagan frankness, embodies the entire gamut of
human passions, the full
breadth and depth of

French

Now

life

and

love.

for

the

first

you can know

time

and enjoy

all the superb short stories

Maupassant,
as they
were taken from

of

exactly

the original
French.
Every
translation absolutely
complete,
authentic and unabridged. And all
in
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see this amazing one-volume edition to appreciate it
Fine quality thin paper, large, readable type, beautiful
maroon silk cloth, richly grained binding, stamped with gold.
You pay nothing in advance nothing to the postman. Clip and
mail the coupon now, keep and read the book a week, then decide
if you want to own it.
You risk nothing you alone are the
judge of the book's merit. Send the coupon today.
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Richard Arlen —

Ijpwlts

This was before Dick was

clothes a year.

He was

excited by his good fortune,
of money, friends, luxuries and a
movie contract!
and the extras smiled
sadly and said, "See, I told you so."
Dick
soon had reason to believe that the pre

sunk.
plenty

YOUR

—

ducers weren't really serious, however, and
the extras wondered too.
For he played
c n!y
small parts, often cut out after the
film

had

been

glimpse of the
the public.

completed.

tall,

dark,

Not

young man

even a
reached

Continued from page 37
Dick worried so much he wore himself
thin and sick.
If he could only stop worrying and find happiness.
But Fate shrugged
a disinterested shoulder.
Finally it relented
a little and gave him a small role in a
Raymond Griffith comedy. He hoped the
Paramount executives might give him a
bigger part after seeing his work.
passed.
He didn't get another
worried because he was afraid he
would never get an opportunity to play on
the screen again.
He didn't know how he
would earn his living if Paramount did not

Weeks

part.

He

Dick was naturally depressed when no
came his way.
When he found he renew his contract. He grew thinner. He
had spent all his money he was .stunned wanted a good part so that he could prove
and he received a still greater shock when his ability.
He had watched other screen
he realized that all of the 'friends' who players and ached to get before the cameras
had collected about him and had enjoyed and show the world that he, too, could
hospitality became
suddenly distrait, express emotion.
his
He knew he could lose
wandered away and forgot to come back himself sufficiently to give a convincing
simultaneously with his lack of money. characterization.
Officials of the company
Dick had done everything to entertain smiled pleasantly but gave him no enthem.
He had let his friends use his cars couragement.
as if they were their own, had taken them
In desperation Dick made the rounds of
to dinner at the Ambassador, had given
the other studios and thought he might be
theatre parties en masse.
The participants
able to rent himself out of his Paramount
had seemed to like him and had sworn
contract.
Mae Murray was to begin a
eternal friendship.
Then he found himself
picture in a few weeks at the Metrobroke and the 'friends' vanished overnight.
Dick rode over
Goldwyn-Mayer Studios.
He had to sell everything except one car
every morning. He had a screen test made.
known throughout the movie colony as
For a few mornings it looked as though
'Sex Appeal'
because of its long smart
he might be given his big opportunity.' At
which
Dick
designed
himself.
He
lines
had
the height of his optimism he learned that
reluctantly dismissed his servants and moved
the part had been given to an older player.
to a small room at the Hollywood Athletic
Dick felt at this time that every one in
Club.
Dick felt the full force of an old
adage which means: Success and the world the world was against him. About this time
Lois
succeeds with you, fail and you fail alone. the turning point came into his life.
No one ever called Dick to ask him to Moran and her mother arrived in HollyLois was to play the leading role
dinner.
His telephone never rang. People wood.
knew he couldn't entertain them or lavish in Padlocked and there was a rumor that
money on them. There was no one for Dick would play opposite her. Later the
him to talk to; no one to listen to his new producers decided Dick wasn't ready to
play the role.
found troubles.
Difficulties seemed to pile
high and fast.
He was even requested to
Another actor was given the part and
change his name. Michael Arlen, the well- Dick played a small one in the same picture.
known author of The Green Hat, sent a It was then that a great friendship began.
word to this poor extra player he had heard
Mrs. Moran was introduced to Dick one
about and inferred that his joint ownership
day while she was on the set with Lois.
of a name might prove embarrassing to him
Dick had heard that Mrs. Moran was the
people might think they were related.
wisest business woman of all the mothers
One person, however, refused to desert who had daughters in the business. She
Dick
Dick.
This was his former valet.
knew the field thoroughly, had trained Lois
would not allow him to work for nothing so that the youngster quickly advanced to
so the valet obtained a job near Dick with
one of the highest-salaried ingenues in the
the secret understanding with his new em'
business, under her mother's wise guidance.
ployer that he could have two hours off
Dick talked to Mrs. Moran on the set.
every morning.
During those two hours
She taught him to
the man went to Dick's small room and he She gave him advice.
He retired
cleaned and pressed the young man's clothes eat raw vegetables and fruit.
and tidied the room where he spent much early. When he awoke early in the mornTalking things out with his ing he went to gym, exercised and plunged
of his time.
He ate fruit and
into the pool for a swim.
valet Dick tried to discover his mistake.
He blamed himself for his sudden financial drank fruit juices for breakfast. And in two
failure.
The valet often over-stayed his weeks he gained five pounds! He spent
time because he felt Dick needed to talk hours with Mrs. Moran, who gave him
longer, to think out loud.
So he remained sound advice. His mind cleared. He forparts

BEFORE:
boy looks
hopeless,
I'll
doesn't he?
bet he hated to
step out on the
beach in a bathing suit, and he
had to stand a
bullying
lot
of
from the other
boys in the sang.
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reader of Sckeenland is familiar with
extraordinary muscle-building feats of
TITUS the famous pioneer in the field of
physical training.
Many photographs have ai>
peared in these pages of men re-built by TITUS
photographs taken before and after.
These
pictures show real miracles worked in muscle
amazing transformations from puny, flat-chested
weaklings into giants of strength
all
in the
short space of 30 days!
How is it possible? What magic does this
man Titus possess?
What is his startling
secret of building muscle?
Now it can be told
A wonderful book
has been written
a book that reveals the inside secrets of Titus Training
a book crowded
from cover to cover with sensational facts
a bout strength, power and endurance.
the
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Now

ducers had to satisfy them, they had stars
deal with, stories to read and decide
problems to
discuss,
about,
production
to

financial

difficulties

ganizations,

Name

to
••—

Address

Town-

..

-

-

—
State-

listened.

valet urged Dick to show the producers that he could act. Dick feared that
And
they would not renew his contract.
that his money
he needed money.
was gone, he had to be sure of a steady
income.
He did not stop to think that
there were other players under contract
more important than himself.
The pro-

absorb

possibly

Dick and

to

straighten out, reor-

and hundreds of
their

give

time.

their

They

undivided

his worries.

little

details

could
attention

not
to

got a great deal of the unpleasant aspects
of his past career, and in return he has
expressed his undying gratitude and appreciation for her help.

He

played with Lois after she returned

from the long hours at the studio.
He
drove Lois and her mother north into the

A

great many people
didn't fall in love with
her.
Aside from the fact that just any
young man doesn't fall in love with every
beautiful young girl, but at the same time

cool

mountains.

wondered why he

can be friends, Dick had just separated
from his first wife and never wanted to fall
in love again.
He enjoyed being happy
with her friendship.
But, although happier, still he had not played the part he

—

—

—

—

t

SCREENLAND
wanted.

given an extra role among
of others in Old Ironsides.

He was

the thousands

Waist and Hips
Quickly Reduced

Then one day Dick Arlen met Jobyna
Ralston!

made

had

Paramount

preparations

to

Dick wanted to play a
part in the picture he had heard about
he wanted to marry Jobyna Ralston, the
successful leading lady for Harold Lloyd,
produce Wings.

who earned more

than

six

times

89

without dieting, drugs or exercises

Dick's

salary.

Things happened

Dick rushed

fast.

WAIST

to

the studio, told William Wellman, assigned
to direct Wings, that he wanted to play
At first Wellman said "no."
in the picture.
He knew that this young man had never
played a big part and had heard he often
begged the directors to give him a chance.
But while talking to Dick, Wellman realized
Dick more
that something had happened.
than asked, even more than demanded that

ing

the

let
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He convinced
a test.
he could play any part.
There was a new force behind the unheard'
Wellman

and hips 2

That's what the

days.

him have

—
—

director that

of extra.

Dick ran to his club, phoned Jobyna he
was to have a screen test the next morning
and jumped into bed to rest for the ordeal.
The test was a success. Dick was given
the part and he was highly praised for his
work in Wings, the aviation special.
Today Dick Arlen is a strong, healthy,
earnest young juvenile happily married.
His dressing'room

is

lined with pictures of

FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOK gives full details about this
marvelous girdle and special 5-day trial offer with moneyback guarantee that protects you from all risk. Send for it
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Wings had been completed

that the producers cast him for another
Rolled Stoc\ings. And then came
picture
The Blood Ship, and leads opposite Bebe
Daniels, Esther Ralston and Clara Bow.

He inHis future is already planned.
another fortune when he is 31, he
has a wife he loves, and a new contract.
He knows that it doesn't pay to squander
in
foolishly
fact,
thousands of dollars
Hollywood is just a little bit sore because
Dick has learned so much so soon, and is
They don't
benefitting by his experiences.
exactly know what to make of this very
happy young man.
herits

Read

—

Tage

c&he Potior
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Profusely illustrated with laughproducing pictures.

The
This would seem to be a Marion
Davies year. Metro-Goldwyn has signed
the star for three productions for next
season.
These will be in addition to
the picture Miss Davies has just finished

—Show
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in
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she"
direction
of

starred

under

Vidor.
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the
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new
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which

first

will

is
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King
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FUN
Buy

a copy of your newsdealer or
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vehicle of the

go into produc

as soon as Her Cardboard Lover,
which Robert Z. Leonard is now di'
Meanwhile
recting her, is completed.
Marion sails off to Europe, happy that
The Patsy is such a success, having

AMERICA'S

in

a

gay,

of

expected

tion

earned
voyage

worth

carefree vacation.

Bon
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Every Lover Has His Line

FallingHair

Continued from page 21

Dandruff
Itching Scalp
M
are Signs of approaching

BALD]
has ways of warning us when certain
parts of our body are sick or under-nourished.
In the case of our hair the danger signals are
scalp
dandruff and falling hair.
If
itching
neglected, these conditions will result in thin,
and eventual baldness.
lifeless hair

Nature

—
—

—

Curable through
Home Treatment
Maurice

Prof.

Scholder,

the internationally renowned
specialist on ailments of hair
and scalp, who has hereto-

fessor Scholder's Home
Treatment System is based
on the principle of individual
analysis, diagnosis and prescription.
In other words,
each case is analyzed and
individual ailas
an
treated

growing

Professor

Scholder

Maurice

new

strong,

and

gifted
tioners have failed
less

hair,

cases

in

experienced

less

practi-

completely.

Professor Scholder

will accept
no case that is incurable. To
enable him to determine the condition of your hair, send a few of
(ordinary combings
your hairs
Pres. Roosevelt
will do) in an envelope with this
One of Prol.
Brliolder's many
coupon. You may also add any
famous patients
details which you think will help
Professor Scholder with your case. He will then
subject your hair to his laboratory tests and send
you a report as soon as the analysis is completed.
There is no charge made for this analysis and re-

port.

fREE ANALYSIS COUPONi
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PROFESSOR
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samples
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York,
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Name

is

Charles Rogers

now

But he hasn't
cry he is
changed much. His line is boyish and he
crying, let the mascara melt as it may.
still swings on it. He's a sort of male Alice
If you want a line on lovers come a- in Wonderland, getting a great kick out of
long to Hollywood, where they grow. his adventures and hungry for more. Every
There's just room for you on my Magic new picture is an event in Mr. Rogers'
Carpet, if you're really rugged. Promise to young life. He can still get excited about
curl up and sit tight and try not to take up the selection of a new leading woman. The
all the room. Can't you move over a little
boy will grow older, but nothing can
more? What's the matter do you think really change him. Look at all that has hapthis whole Carpet belongs to you or what? pened to him in two years. Two pictures in
Stop shoving. If you can't be nice you will long runs on Broadway at the same time.
just have to get out and walk
and how He has made movie love to Mary Pickford,
would you like to walk home from a Clara Bow, and Nancy Carroll demure
But
Magic Carpet ride, eh? Now will you be Mary, exotic Clara, saucy Nancy.
good? Well, here we are at Hollywood, Buddy never changed his technique for anyhome of the Great Lovers and Rin-Tin-Tin. body. It's the same in Hollywood as it was
Doesn't it look like one great long back in Kansas, and just as potent. His actLovers' Lane, with mushy couples etern- ing has improved. He plays big scenes now
ally strolling up and down, up and down, like an old trouper. But the really importand occasionally tripping? But for a glimpse ant part of his contribution to the art of the
of most of the real Great Lovers we'll motion picture, that will live down through
have to peek inside the match'factory
the ages, is the hurt, appealing way he
mean the studios. Careful, there, or you'll looks at a girl. No wonder somebody wrote
bump your big head on a Kleig.
a song called "My Buddy." The question
As I live and breathe, isn't that Charles is, whose Buddy are you?
Farrell? Pinch me
not so hard; that's
If you want to be popular with John Gilenough. It is Charles Farrell! The 1928 bert, just write him a letter and tell him he
Reply to a Maiden's Supplication. Chico
is the Great Lover of the Silver Screen. Go
Gino. A very remarkable fellow. His line ahead; I dare you. Only don't sign your real
is all his own.
He is ardent one moment name. Sooner or later, Jack would get even.
and humorous the next. And you know A great lover is the last thing in the- world
how women love humor. The more you he aspires to be. He wants to be known
humor them the better they like it. as an actor nothing more or less. He likes
Charlie Farrell is also quaint. So is Harry to play parts as widely varied as possible.
Langdon. But Charlie is quaint plus. He wants to be versatile. And give him
He's the one great screen sheik who can credit, when he has a chance he is. Is it
be quaint in the love scenes and live. He his fault that no matter how well he plays
is ambling and he is awkward but he's a
a part he is always remembered as John
bona-fide Don Juan. When you have seen Gilbert? Mercy, no. But it is a hard, cruel
Mr. Farrell in Seventh Heaven and Street fact that when he is most lover-like he is
Angel you have met the Kid himself. He's most himself. The Jim of The Big Parade
the same off. He's a nut, some say, but a was an entirely different character from the
lovable nut. In pictures he is exuberant, Danilo of The Merry 'Widow
until he beextravagant, picturesque. In real life, the gan to make love. Then they were brothers
same. He still drives the same dilapidated under the skin, all right. Dough-boy or
old Ford he rode around in when he was prince, it was all the same. Both John Gilan extra. He arrives at a formal party in bert fiery, forceful, victorious. Mr. Gilbert
overalls if that's the way he happens to be belongs to the Smouldering School. He is
feeling. He may be really naive or he may true to its best traditions. He looks at the
be merely clever; either way, the girls are' fair heroine and smoulders until she sucfor him.
cumbs. Fascinating is no word for that
Some men think only of the future but young man. And he is just such a fascinany.
the kind of man that makes a permanent ator
he has
life
if
private
in
devil

a

star

in

all

the programs.

—

—

—

—
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Nature's
masterpieces
is
Charles "Buddy" Rogers. They called him
Buddy back in Olathe, Kansas, and the
name has stuck. Because Buddy isn't so

—

life,

when you get right down to it and do
The stunning Leatrice Joy loved and
let's.
married

him.

favorite actor.

He's

still,

they

say,

her

The woman was never born

Don't
can resist Mr. Gilbert's line.
forget that even the elusive and languorous

who

SomeMiss Garbo was in Love with him.
times when he has just been called a Great
Lover all over again, Mr. Gilbert gets good
and mad and threatens to stop acting and

—

they would.

Boom

and

call

They

couldn't help it either.
over him and spoil him
him Buddy even when he was get-

They would

BftrrLnCMEKMlCH,

of

There's nothing very private about his

much a nickname as it is a disposition. A
boy named Buddy, for instance, would al- turn to directing. I guess that would spite
No, it wouldn't, either we could
ways be good to the girls. He'd begin by us!
being kind to his mother and he'd keep on count on the love scenes being good.
being sweet to his sweethearts until finally
Ronald Colman! Ah! Oh! Ooh! Also,
he was just grand to his grand-daughters. Umm! Swoon if you must, but remember
He'd be nice and chivalrous whether he was that Mr. Colman won't catch you when
tucking a girl into a cradle or a chummy you fall.
Ronald is practically indifferent
sports roadster. How could he help it, with to
the feelings he arouses in feminine
a name like that? And the girls would al- breasts.
You get the idea that nothing in
ways be good to him. You bet your life his life is worth getting awfully worked up

Schgdi^Apmiep ART
3

may

be flowers
or fiction, bracelets or bonbons. Charlie said
it not so long ago
to a certain beautiful
picture star
with a prize Great Dane dog.
He has the grand gesture. You'd recognize
it no matter where you met it. It's his line.

—

1

him.

—

City

•

to

Buddy Rogers

—

FREE ANALYSIS

_

kissed the girls and made them
still
kissing and they are still

be good

know what
know he'd

—

This diagnosis, together with his secret
ment.
formulas and individual treatment, account for
his uniform success in stopping loss of hair, and
actually

who

ting an old, old man.
I don't
he'd do with the old man but I

—

fore treated patients only at
Clinic,
now offers a
his
Home Treatment to
any sufferer who is unable
Proto come to his Clinic.

course of

where

school he is doubtless even now doing the
dinner dishes while friend wife goes to the
movies.
On
Just his way of making love.
the other hand if he was the sort of little

fuss

—

You know how even when he is
embracing the beauteous Banky in a scene
he looks positively indifferent? Yes, he
about.

—

—

—

!

SCREENLAND
oves her, but, dash

—

it

all,

it

is

a bit

of a

Ronald is nonchalant.
what?
bore
Nothing matters much. This indifference,
He has it in real
of course, is his charm.
He isn't rude or high'
oh, how.
life, too
Nothing so obvious. He is courteous
hat.
and charming, but even with the prettiest
girls he gives the impression that he would
Where? Well,
rather be somewhere else.
perhaps on a tennis court with Ernest
Torrence or Charles Lane or Bill Powell.
Or at home before the fire. But even
before the fire Mr. Colman manages to
Aloof that's Ronald.
keep cool.
He was almost mobbed by frantic admirers when he went 'home' to London.
He went over just to visit his mother, you
know.
He actually never dreamed the
He took his
public would be after him.
mother to the theatre one night and a
Girl fans called
crowd quickly formed.
"Ronnie Ronnie! Hullo, Ronnie!"
out:
Colman heard them but he pretended he
His sweet mother reproved him
didn't.
"Why. Ronald aren't you going
gently:
to speak to your friends?"
bally
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—

—

—

—

—

A

bow from

brief

man

more

is

to

When

another.
escort a

girl

sider

an

retiring

this

young

be desired than hugs from
he takes the trouble to

anywhere she may well conWhen he was in
New York on his way back from England
he went to the theatre alone instead of
calling up any one of the dozens of young
ladies who would have been thrilled to a
it

frazzle to

he

Maybe

And

it is.

him

see

"Maybe

go with him.

par'tic-u-lar!"

is

you

occasion.

smiled

that's his

wending

Two

Lovers, simulating
the time wearing
expression, you can brag
that you have been out

but

is

all

always like that.

Hew
fall

the

to

line,

Lose Inches
of Waistline Fat
without diets or exercise
VTOW

easy to get rid of inches of surflesh
in a comfortable,

it's

plus abdomen
sensible way.
No
pill-taking or other
ing.
Instead, try
Belt for 10 days

exercising

or

dieting;

no

unnatural means of reduceil Reducing
the popular
at our expense.

—

Made

treated rubber, it
causes a gentle, unnoticed massage action as
it comes in contact with flabby flesh.
So that
with every move you make unwanted fat is
being moulded away and l:ept away for good
and at a fraction of the price charged by
expert masseurs.
of

scientifically

—

Results

in

10

Days

— or

no cost

that

Take vour waist measurement before and

Vilma Banky.

after this Free 10-Day Trial.
Note the difference in inches.
Feel the improvement in
your general condition.
According to the
terms of our absolute guarantee you must be
thoroughly satisfied with the results secured
or you pay nothing.

it

charm.

his

is

When

way through

a burning passion
that slightly bored
to all your friends

He

with Ronald.

—

boys

TTT

TTT

Coupon Brings Free
let

the

SEND NO MONEY

Details

chits

where they may!

"Write us at. once and you will receive our
Special 10-Day Trial Offer
a detailed descripmost successful reducing method,
of which are highly endorsed by
leading
physicians
and professional athletes
everywhere.
For the sake of your health and
appearance take advantage of this offer at
once.
Send no money. Write now.

—

THE WEIL COMPANY.

tion of this
the principles

397 Hill St., New Haven, Conn.
Please send me without obligation complete
description of the Weil Scientific llrdueins Belt
and also your Special 10-Day Trial Offer.

Name

THE WEIL COMPANY
397

HILL

ST.,

_

State

City.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

A FAMOUS
in

'.

Address

Hollywood

that

_

DOORWAY

means home

to travelers

—

The doorway

of this hotel means home personal
comfort service pleasant surroundings.
It also
means that you are conveniently located in Hollywood film capitol of the world amusement center
of Southern California.

—

—

—

—

Good Food

a Feature

A

French chef has made the dining room famous.
Club breakfasts, luncheons or dinners at popular
prices.
Also a la carte service.
Write for reservations or free booklet entitled,
"Hollywood," today

—

The Hollywood
— where

Vine

St.,

at

Torres was ma\ing hey
the South Sea Islands
when the movies grabbed her for
the
lead
in
'Under Southern

Rxiquel

hey

in

Skies.'

Plaza Hotel

doorway means home

to

travelers

Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood,

PRIZE
C[

the

CONTESTS

California

Every month Screenland

gives

you

a chance at a valuable prize. It has
offered an automobile, gowns, evening
wraps, and jobs in the movies. Watch
for these contests each month.

SCREENLAND
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In vestigations,
Work home

J
i

travel.

FREE.

Particulars
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•

or

Experience unnecessary.
Write
Dept.
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AMERICAN DETECTIVE SYSTEM*
2190 Broadway
New York

Name

i
S

Address
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"PERFUME CREATION OF MOVIE LAND"
TRIPLE EXTRACT

LOVE DROPS
new creation, an enchanting
powerful aroma. Rich and poor, old
and young, surrender to its charm.

A.

$2.50 size for $1.00 postpaid, or
$1.27 C.O.D., with instructions for
Secrets of Love's psychology
use.
and art of winning the one you
love with the original 7 Psychological and Successful
plans and stratagems for winning, inspiring, captivating
and holding the love of the one you love, and exercising your Magnetic Invisible Power within you, to
which you hold the key.
Hollywood, Calif.
Dept. 5, Box 1250,
CO.,

WONS

DEVELOP YOUR BUST!
Our

method highly recommended,
for quick, easy development

Clarence
Angles,'

scientific

LA BEAUTE CREME
for

improvement of bust, neck, face
arms and legs

Used with great success by thousands.
expensive, harmless, pleasant.

the

Slifer,

the author of 'Camera

cameraman

assistant

is

De MtHe

on

lot.

In-

Successful

mnnev refunded. Full particulars
and proof (sealed) free. Write for special
results or
olfer

TODAY.
LA BEAUTE STUDIOS

857SM

Hamilton Terr., Baltimore, Md.

WARRANTED
ADVERTISING
Every advertisement submit'

Camera Angles— Continued
Footage is counted on the basis
16 frames or one foot of film per second, although in actual cranking, we crank
about 18 frames per second.
The faster
you crank the slower the action will appear
on the screen and vice versa.
You can
requires.

depending upon the

of

is

readily see how helpful this is.
For instance, coming down the road, in the far
distance, is an automobile.
By cranking

about 10 or 12 and as the car approaches
increase cranking .gradually to normal speed
we can obtain a realistic effect on the
at

ted for publication in

land

accepted

is

investigation.

land

To

Screen-

subject

assist

to

Screen-

in \eeping its advertising

columns

clean,

readers are in-

vited to inform the Advertising

Department

of

Screenland

of

any instance that implies a lac\
of

good

faith

on the part of an

advertiser.

screen.
When this bit of action is pre
jected on the screen, it will take less time
to show than the event actually did itself,
but will look more natural and be less tiring.
During the time spent for rehearsing the
action, Pev Marley and the head electrician,
Grant McDonald, light the set, and the
characters appearing in it.
Grant has

thirtyfour electricians in his crew.
It is
up to the cameraman entirely, to secure
the beautiful lightings you see on the screen.
Working with sunlight requires a different
technique and with daylight and booster
lights (artificial lights) still another.
Were you at the studio during the preparation for a shot, you would hear a running conversation much like the following:

PEV MARLEY:
Mac

Light 'em Mac!
blows his police whistle and

spotlights

MONEY FOR YOU
Men

or

in spare

women can earn $ 5 to $25 weekly
time at home making display cards.
1

N

Light, pleasant work.
o canvassing. We
instruct you and supply you with work.

Write to-day for

full particulars.

The MENHENITT
252 Dominion

COMPANY Limited

Bids;., Toronto,

Can.
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are lighted.
go the broads,

and on
arcs.
Looking thru

Mac

a

Two more

all

the

blasts

and sun"blue glass," Pev and
scoops,

ascertain

the quality of their light.
"blue glass" reduces everything to a
monachrome.
The high lights stand out
as they will photograph, and you can some-

The

what

tell

how

the scene will appear on the

screen. Then comes the changing and adjusting that will require considerable time,

a close-up

MARLEY

(speaking

move

the "Crecos" in.
on the right "scoop?"

MAC: Four.
MARLEY: Take
"broad" back.
the

parallels).

forty, then.
looks weak.

MAC:
off the .sun

and

effect desired
or a long shot.

again)

two

Mac,

:

How many

"silks"

Pull

off.

if it

that

(Speaking to the boys

Overhead
Grant,

the

frost

light

in

number

on Marie

Okay.
Danny, take the gauze
and just use the florentine.

Perhaps some stray light will be hitting
the lens, causing a "kick" or flare, so Pev
calls to Eddie Manriquez, the head grip
(stage hand), "Tin-gag, Ed, for this static
box of mine." And Eddie will shout to his
second or third assistant for a tin-gag.
These commands or suggestions come fast
and are speedily carried out. The picture
is costing over a thousand dollars an hour
and there is no time to lose. If the chandeliers in the set are lighted, perhaps they
will cause bad halation, so Pev calls to
Floyd Baker, painter for the company,
"Brownie, tone down the practicals," and
Brownie will paint them with brown water
Other bothersome highlights as
color.
brass buttons, etc., are dabled with floor
wax.

The camera is focused by looking on
the ground glass and by running a tape
line to the person or object to be photographed.
The lens being scaled in feet
and inches, it is an easy thing to turn to
Both means of focusthe correct distance.
ing are used, as they serve to check one
another.
Most pictures are now diffused or soft
This is obtained by using glass
focus.

—a

SCREEN
gauze

diffusion discs or by using black silk
as chiffon, tulle or marquisette.

If the scene is of great importance, a test
assistant cameraman dc
shot is made.

An

velops this test in a "test box" (a small
portable dark room) and in a few minutes
he has a small strip of developed film. All
the lights are set and everything is O.K.

So Pev calls, "Shoot It!," but as Mr.
DeMille has not yet arrived the order is
changed to "Rest "Em!" At three doleful
blasts of Mac's police whistle the electricians
turn out the arc lights.
During this period of waiting for "CB
the company indulges in a little clowning.
The set orchestra, composed of violin, cello,
bass violin and organ, play music for us.
The entire troupe join in with wonderful
effects for the "Anvil Chorus" and "A

of "breakaways,"

i.e.

LA ND

crumbling walls,

fall-

and

93

youthforms

are built of real brick and

dangerous

not timed
right.
The only thing false about them is
that we control when and just about where
This is done from an
they are to fall.
switchboard, by "Mitch" Leison
electric
who stands directly behind the cameras.
plaster

The

fire

are

fire

if

a Necessity
y
-

both real and
do not
make our own. It

in the picture

Real

artificial.

Make

Latest Styles

ing ceilings, beams, and flaming masses of
wood. These "breakaways" were designed
by Mitchell Leison and built by Roy Jones.

The breakaways

i

and

is

smoke

photograph well, so we
is not
Some
as hot and is controllable.
of the fire was handled from guns, like
liquid flame, and the smoke comes from
powder and burning oiled rags. Don't let
this explanation of how it is done belittle
anvils
are
There
Will Go."
Hunting
the fire sequence because it is very natural
and dogs in every nook and cranny of the looking and the actors were in constant
play
The orchestra suddenly ceases
stage.
danger.
The interiors of the fire sequence
ing and starts playing a certain overture, were made inside stage six (the stage is
which means that Mr. DeMille has arrived. big enough to hold a football game). The
The clowning stops and we resume the wood, stage floor was covered with asbestos
business of making pictures.
before the cement was poured and the walls
The electrician whistles for lights, which of the set were real brick. The overhead
groan and howl, when they are first runways were protected from sparks by
turned on, rill they gain full brilliancy. tin sheeting.
Two fire engines stood by,
Mr. DeMille has the players run through with their crews, and eight hose lines carthe action that is to take place and if it is ried water pressure for immediate use.
loud
the
over
announces
satisfactory,
The Godless Girl, like all big pictures
speaker system, "This will be Picture!"
cost a large sum to produce.
That was
photo'
is
action
the
camera,
word,
At the
necessary to obtain realistic sets and excelis
that
like
action
bit
of
Each
graphed.
lent casts.
Mr. DeMille certainly strives
called a "take" and after each take. I
to secure a most natural picture.
During
does
action
the
Sometimes
slate the scene.
much of the picture, I was as thrilled as
not completely stop at the word, cut, or
if the actual thing was happening in real
During our fight
the blowing of a siren.
life.
I could quote numerous figures and
sequence, I was on the receiving end of an
tell how one night's work cost $45,000, but
over-ripe tomato and during the fire seI don't believe that it would interest you or
So you see,
quence, considerable water.
add to your enjoyment of the picture.
If the action
slate holding has its grief.
have shot our pre-arranged number
is faulty. I hold up the reverse side of the
Mr. DeMille says, "That's all
Five of scenes.
slate and slate it N.G. or no good.
for tonight" and selects the first line for
or six are always made of every scene.
The action for that scene was satisfactory. the morrow. The boys yell, "Wrap 'em
Mr. DeMille, with a view-finder, selects his up" and everyone prapares to leave the set.
next line and indicates where the first cam- We, assistants, tired by this time, pack our
The other cameras group cameras on our shoulders and worm our
era will set.
around it or set up on special lines. Cer- way through the crowd, shouting, "Hot
Points!
Hot Points!" Tripod points are
tain takes are printed of every line. These
very sharp, you know.
prints are known as the dailies or rushes

We

Round Out Your Form

Make

nite

The next order
assistants,

is

pull

Youthform's secret is in the elastic band which goes
around the body, and the beautiful first Quality pink
Baalte's Swamee Silk forms which holds the busts
in shape, removing all weight from them. Doctors and
physical culture experts are indorsing Youthforms to
correct sagging busts.
Thousands praise Youthforms
daily

wear.

your

,

Name

Be

full

,

.

.

.

sure

to

take measurements
next to the skin

accurately

to Dance
Learn
This New Easy Way
learn all the modem dances
Charleston. Black Boocm, Valencia, Can-

Yon can

French Tango, St. Louis Hop, Latest
Waltzes. Fox Trots, etc., at home easily
and quickly. New chart method rr.sk e
dancing a3 simple as A- B-C. No music or
partner required. Learo anywhere, anyter,

I

1

time. Win
at parties.

new popularity. Be in demand
Same course of lessons would

c:a: c-.

tikeri privately.

if

Send No Money
Just send yoor name and address. We'll
ahrpthe complete course— 323 pages, 49 illustrations—without one cent in ad vance.
When package arrives, hand postman only

—

is

..

City..

and
where

our cameras

After the "quiet pictures" a shout goes up,
"New deal, shuffle them," and everything
is reset for another scene.
The language used on the set not pro'

—

TODAY

for

them up on one side of the set,
we reload them, change tripods, clear the
mat-box, or do any of the many things
that will be necessary for the next shot.
Mr. Urson now poses the actors for a
still
picture, while "Bill" Thomas, stillman, gets his camera ready. "Mac" blows
his whistle for the lights to be flashed; this
lowers the carbons, and they will burn several minutes more without flashing again.

by any means

COUPON

to
to

Youthform Co., S3 Walton St., Atlanta. Ga.
S. 4
Enclosed find (check, IE. O.. or cash) $
which send me
.Youthforms, size around
in ,, size around body
body just under bust
in.
Standard color pink.
across center of bust

at

set

fane,
isms.

for they are comfortable, restful, enjoyable
Xot sold in siores because they are made
individual measure.
Order direct.

MAIL

"Strike that line," and

out

charm of youth.

Van

projection.
It is at projection that the best camera
The
lines are chosen for the first cutting.
action in the long and close shots is the
same.
The picture then may be cut, from
a long to a close shot or vice versa, at will.

we,

Beautiful

—

We

and are shown every night

It

Today's styles clearly define the bust.
Style artists
nave doomed the ill-fitting, flattening, pressing, tissuedestroying brassieres, and have fdven women a new
charm and beauty with the bust line.
Youthforms
are the one support that serves two purposes holding
your bust in correct position and giving you that infi-

$1.98. plus delivery charges, and this wonderful coarse is yours. Try for 5 dayB.
"
ev back if not deliehted. Send your

of colloquial-

nam NOW.

Franklin Pub. Co., 800 N. Clark St. Dep. B-406 Chicago

The ordinary bystander would not

know what

Such words
it was all about.
following are in common use: pancake, two foot green, six inches, box, flag,
nigger, gobo, funny-gag, flag, broad, tower
of jewels, hay wire, aurora borealis, little
as the

ladder, baby spot, iris,
wobbly-head, snoot, shelf, rotary, and
many others. Bystanders are referred to as
"set-lookers" and light-blockers," as they
are generally in front of some light.
In our picture, we used a great number
elevation,

Are

young

by

An

frost,

Created
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evebrows and eyelashes.
Prepared in
1
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$1 a jar.
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Ethel Jackson —

FRECKLES

entirely.

—

Be sure

ask for Othine
double strength;
is sold on money-back guarantee.
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this that

is

Stop Using a Truss
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PADS
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are surprisingly different

from the truss— being mechanicochemico applicators — made selfadhesive purposely to keep the
muscle-tome PLAPAO" applied
'

continuously totheaffectedparts,
and to minimize painful friction
and dangerous slipping. No
straps, buckles or spring attached. Soft as velvet— easy to

apply-lnexpensive. Foralmost a • u,„„j n j
quarterof acenturysatisfiedthou- AWaraea
sands report success withoutdelay Grand Prix
from work. Process of recovery natural, so no subsequent
use for a truss. Awarded Gold Medal and Grand
Prix. Trial of "PLAPAO" will be sent absolutely Pill 1"
Write your name on coupon and send TODAY. | Bibb
flu^rriorf

I?j

•

Gold Medal

PhPr
1

Plapao Co., 54 Stuart Bldg.,

Address
Return mail

will

bring

Free

Mo.

Louis,

St,

PLAi'AO.

Trial

ORRECT
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to perfect shape while

you

sleep.

Adjuster

SAFE,
30

ent

Anita Nose
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rapid, perman-

results.

60,000
praise

FREE
TRIAL

Age no
Painless.
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Day

users

doctors,

Gold Medal

it.

Winner, Booklet Free
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Write for

it

ANITA CO.

769 ANITA

TODAY

NEWARK,

BUILDING,
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PIMPLES
Up — Often

Cleared

24

in

Hours.

can be rid of Pimples. Blackheads.
Acne Eruptions on the face or body. Barbers" Itch,
Skin,
Shiny
or
Oily
Pores.
Enlarged
Eczema,

To

prove

you

me your name and address today.
send
500. 000
users—
1910
over
since
E
Use like toilet
magical in prompt results.
You can repay the favor by telling your
TODAY.
WRITE
friends; if not, the loss is mine.

Simply

CLEAR-TON

simnlv
water

511 Chemical Bldg.,Kansas City.Mo.

E.S. G1VENS,
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GET RID
OF YOUR

FAT

Free Trial Treatment
sent on request.

Ask

for

my "nay-when-

reduced" olTer. I have successfully reduced
thousands of persons, without starvation diet
or

burdensome

Let

exercise. often at a rapid rate.

me send you

DR. R.

proof

NEWMAN,

at

my

expense.

Licensed Physician

Stato of N. Y. 286 Fifth Av.. N. Y.

Desk

M
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Toilet Trio
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"discover" her behind the counter,
or in her father's office.
,can tell?
The Cinderella story is always interesting.
Anne Morgan in a limousine stops no traf-

Who

But Peaches Browning does.
Miss Jackson was in school when First
National called her a few weeks ago to
fic.

Don't try to Mde your freckles or waste time
on lemon juice or cucumbers; get an ounce of
Othine and remove them.
Even the first few
applications should show a wonderful improvement, some of the lighter freckles vanishing

it

Maybe some producer

will

fails.

it

few months.

next

This preparation is so successful in removing
beautiful
comclear,
freckles and giving a
plexion that it is sold by all drug and department stores with a guarantee to refund the
if

Continued from page 15

tain to burst, in cinematic glory within the

Don't Try to Hide These Ugly Spots;
Othine Will Remove Them Quickly
and Safely

money

AND

L,

Laboratories, Dept. K, Maiden, Mass.

make
son

a test for

The

Bar\er.

Comp-

Betty

was awarded the part a week-

What

an

interesting

story,

to

a

later.

million

young school girls, it would have been if
Ethel had gotten the part!
But here is what the newspapers would
not have told.
Ethel Jackson

is the daughter of Herbert
Jackson, Hollywood stockbroker. Mr. Jack'
son may or may not be a millionaite.
I
don't know.
But he has money enough to
keep his daughter in a private school (just
now he is providing her with a tutor),
to keep two or three cars and a chauffeur,
to entertain lavishly, to maintain a big
home.
Most of his clients are well-to-do
residents of Hollywood.
That means that
in some manner they probably are connected with the motion picture industry.
Ethel at the age of fourteen was inter'
ested in the stage.
She was attending Los
Angeles' best dramatic school. Some of the
older pupils had played in pictures.
One day the thought of her future occurred to her.
She had written some
poetry.
But poetry butters no parsnips.
She was an excellent dancer. But the life
of a dancer is none for a young girl who
is

fond of home life.
Pictures!
That was it!
Ethel inherits the determination

Lasky's, to Warner Brothers, everyone
speaks to her.
She isn't just a young girl
looking for a job. She is a social acquaintance, the daughter of a man who can do
financial favors for those with funds to
invest, of a mother who- entertains lavishly.
D. W. Griffith watched her dancing at
the Cocoanut Grove a half dozen times.
One night he sought an introduction. The
next day she was at the studio.
She
played a minor part.
D. W. saw it in
the rushes.
He put another costume on
her and she played another character.
And another and another, until she had
played eight.
She was on the set all during the making of Tfie Drums of Love,
to

at

D.

W.'s

side,

listening

to

his

advice,

absorbing his picture wisdom.
He kept
her there during the making of all the
secret scenes, when everyone except those
was kept outside the
actually working
enclosure.

"She
I asked him about her one day.
can act to beat hell," he exploded. Hollywood rumor is that he intended using
her in the part Sally O'Neil is playing in
The Battle of the Sexes but that the business office demanded a name already made.
He made no comment to Miss Jackson
but "be patient; you are young."
In The Latest From Paris she played
the daughter of Tenen Holtz, the shopkeeper, who tried on the clothes Norma
Shearer was selling. This was to have been
her first screen credit, but after the picture left' the studio her part was cut and
so was her credit, along with Polly Moran,
who appeared in the sequence with her.
More than a hundred girls were tested
Finally
for the lead in The Godless Girl.
narrowed down to Miss Jackson and
it
The more experienced
Lina Basquette.
But Miss Jackson had
girl got the part.
been preferred to more than a hundred
other girls.
Of course this isn't official.
No choice except the last is 'official.' Pos-

and the
quick initiative that has made a fortune
for her father.
The next day she was
at Culver City, talking with Bob Mclntyre,
casting director at the
studio.
And
the next day she was playing a young
peasant girl in The Tower of Lies.
All of which sounds easy
a task that sibly the studio will deny this statement.
any determined young girl might attempt •But I have my information from a source
with some prospect of success.
But Ethel which admits of no doubt as to its auhas worked two years.
She has had un- thenticity.
usual success.
Every penny she has made
No story about Ethel Jackson would be
in pictures is in a fund created for that complete without mention of the car she
purpose by her father.
It
An exact reproduction of one of
amounts to drives.
about $600.
She hasn't spent a cent for the old Concord coaches, in the original
board or room, or clothes, or entertaining. yellow and black, it attracts notice wherEntertaining. There is possibly the secret ever she goes.
Built by Judkins at a cost
of her success.
And there is the door that of $22,000, on a Lincoln chassis, it has
no young stranger in Hollywood could un- in it upholstery that had been stored in
lock.
the Judkins' factory since the day forty
Since she started her picture career Ethel or fifty years ago that it stopped making the
It is beautiful as well as
has been seen consistently and regularly old vehicles.
at the Montmarte, at the Cocoanut Grove,
striking and known through all of Southat the Roosevelt Hotel, at the social funcern California.
tions of the Breakfast Club, of the EdgeAn expensive car, a chauffeur, a pracwater Beach Club, of numberless other or- tically unlimited clothes account, a beauganizations.
She is always with her parents, tiful home, parents with a large acquaintor at least with her mother
Other young ance in Hollywood, facilities for entertaining
people are in the crowd.
and in two years Ethel Jackson
extensively
She dances superbly.
With Victor Gi- has earned about $600. Next month or
usti,
Roy D'Arcy's young brother, and the month after you will hear of the young
other partners she has captured twenty-three school girl who has just been cast for an
year
cups for her skill. Most everyone in Holly- important role in a big production.
wood knows her by sight and by name. or two later a native aptitude for acting,
Through her father's business connections a dramatic training, experience and opporand her mother's social connections, she tunity will perhaps have put her on top
has met practically all of the producers, of the heap.
Ten thousand young girls
the directors, the studio executives.
When will sigh and nine hundred and seventyshe
goes
to
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, to six will start for Hollywood with an average
United Artists, to Fox, to First National, capital of sixty-four dollars!

MGM

—

—
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AMATEUR CARTOONISTS
Make

money

selling

plan.

in

spare

Write
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Wash.
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time with
quick for full particulars.
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The announcement of the winner of the Ford car offered
by Harry Langdon will appear in the August Screenland.

SCREENLAND
He Told

World

the

Now You Can Reduce

(Continued from page 29)
the island where the Germans had set out
the flags to mark the smoothest landing.
There were hillocks about two or three feet
and you couldn't tell whether they
high
were hard or crumbly, but we landed safely.
I was nearest the door and I opened it
and fell out, the others right after me.
and we ran up to Baron Huenefeld and
Captain Koehl to shake their hands.
"Greetings from the United States," I
said, "and from New York and from Paramount News."
Then when the hand-shaking was over
I asked if I might have the honor of making the first moving pictures of them.
won't you please," said the
"Please,
Baron and Koehl.
They both understood English and could
We had no trouble at all
talk a little.

2 to 4 Lbs. in a Night

—

one another. They posed
and helped and made suggestions for picThey wanted us to be sure to get
tures.
pictures of the country they had been flyThe Baron and Koehl both got
ing over.
a big kick out of having us come in from
Except for Duke
civilization to see them.
Schiller's ship, we were the first to go in
since their arrival, and it was no particular
in understanding

up there

fun being stuck for days

They

ice.

got

out

thrill

a

of

in the

the

visit

neither of them had the
slightest idea of the sort of reception that
was waiting for them when they got down

Eat what you please

Wear what you please
Do what you please
Take no
Send the coupon

risky medicine

for your first three

Fayro Baths

Thousands of smart women have found this easy
to take off 2 to 4 pounds once or twice a week.
These women take refreshing Fayro baths in the

way

-

privacy of their

own homes.

concentrate of the same natural minthat make effective the waters of twentytwo hot springs of America, England and Continental
Europe. For years the spas and hot springs bathing'
resorts have been the retreat of fair women and well

Fayro

eral

is the

salts

groomed men.
Excess weight has been removed, skins have been
lovely, bodies more shapely and minds

made more
brighter.

and

right,

all
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here.

took moving pictures of them there
I
where they ran out on the ice to meet our
ship. Then Koehl and the Baron said,' "Now
you must come to see the Bremen; you must
come to lunch; you must come on to the
island with us; we have dogs here ready."
We
So we all got aboard the sleds.
were about a mile and a half from where
And the
the Bremen had come down.
Klack,
"Klack,
shouting,
kept
Klack," to the dogs as they raced along
Soon we came
with us across the ice.
up the slope and "onto the island, and
there we had to get out and walk, for
It was a nice
the ground was mostly mud.
The Baron kept
bright day at the island.
looking up at the sun and saying, "It's
heaven to be here," even away up there in
drivers

The Hot Springs are now Brought to You
Painstaking analysis of the active ingredients of
the waters from twenty-two of the most famous
springs have taught us the secret of their effectiveYou can now have all these benefits in your
ness.
own bath. Merely put Fayro into your hot bath. It
dissolves rapidly.
You will notice and enjoy the
pungent fragrance of its balsam oils and clean salts.
Then, Fayro, by opening your pores and stimulating
perspiration forces lazy body cells to sweat out surplus fat and bodily poisons. Add Fayro to your bath
at night and immediately you will lose from 2 to 4
pounds in an easy, refreshing and absolutely harmless
manner.
•

Your physician will tell you that Fayro is certain
do the work and that it is absolutely harmless.
Fayro will refresh you and help your body throw
off worn out fat and bodily poisons. Your skin will
be clearer and smoother. You will sleep better after
your Fayro bath and awaken feeling as though you
had enjoyed a week's vacation.
to

the north.

They took

us

all

the

into

lighthouse-

and we met Mr. and Mrs.
Le Templer. We had to take more pictures
there.
First of all the flyers wanted to be
welcoming telegrams
the
taken
reading
they had from President Coolidge and
Mayor Walker.
And then we ate lunch with them. I
was so excited at the thought of the pictures and at being there that I didn't
But the Baron kept
have any appetite.
saying over and over what a wonderful
cook Mrs. Le Templer was and what deAnd it was wonderful,
licious food it was.
too.
But all I could eat was a big slice
of raspberry layer cake which was the
Baron's specialty, and I kept drinking
in milk.
healths with Koehl
keeper's house

—

Of

course

Bremen

too.

Lose Weight Where You Most Want To
Fayro reduces •weight generally but you can
also concentrate its effect on abdomen, hips, legs,
ankles, chin or any part of the body you may wish.

Results

Are Immediate

and after your Fayro
you have lost from 2 to 4
pounds.
And a few nights later when you again
add Fayro to your bath, you will once more reduce
your weight. Soon you will be the correct weight
for your height.
No need to deny yourself food
you really want. No need for violent, "exercise. No
YCeigh

bath.

yourself

You

will

before

find

need for drugs or medicines. Merely a refreshing
in the privacy of your own home.
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their

a

Try Fayro

at Our Risk
The regular price of Fayro is $1.00 a package
With
the coupon, you get 3 full sized packages and an interesting booklet "Health and Open Pores" for $2.50 plus
the necessary postage.
Send no money. Pay the postman
Your money refunded instantly if you want it.

we took pictures of the
They took us over there
I

flags

at

old

I

|

friends,

Koehl

said

to
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"I've

see.
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got
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sleep
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"My double chin vanished in the magic of Fayro
baths."

"My

hips were always too prominent until I combaths.
I have lost 12 pounds."

menced Fayro

"Since childhood my thick ankles have always
been a source of embarrassment. Fayro baths have
reduced them beautifully. Thank you very much."

Names and
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the smoothest

when they came down, you
After we were all warmed up and

11
felt

years."

Send me

wonder how they got down with
where she was.
They had no

surface

"Three Fayro baths have reduced mv weight
pounds in 8 days.
I feel better than I have
for

I will

lives

one to put out red

Others

Fayro bath

and walked around her and pointed out the
damage and patted the old baby. I thought
then that there was the surest chance that
they could fix her up and fly out all right.
It
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What Fayro Baths Have Done For

Read

If each healthful bath of Fayro does not
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D
something that will interest you."
And
he dug into his pocket and pulled out a
card which had been given him when he
took off at Telplehof Field, Berlin, by Stoll,
our Paramount News man there, who photo'
graphed his departure. He was sent away
and welcomed both by Paramount News.

See the Movie!

Read

the

Book!

There was the warmest feeling between
and their Irish flying-mate,
I mentioned Commander Fitzmaurice to them, and Captain Koehl cor-

Your favorite moving
picture in novel
form- for $1.00

the Germans
Fitzmaurice.

rected me, with a touch of pride, 'and said:
he's Major Fitzmaurice, now,

"You know
after

Just recall the ten best moving pictures you have either seen or expect to see. Nine
chances out of ten, you will find that a famous novel supplied the title, plot, action and
characters of each one of them.
moving picture, fascinating as it is, supplies a passing
pleasure.
The book from which it came is yours to keep to give you new delight
every time you read it. Any of these books can be obtained from
Book Dept.

A

—

Order any one

SCREENLAND

for $1.00 or 6 for $5.00

this

at Seven Islands, before
Greenly Island.

for

He

an awfully likeable, square sort of
ahead with the free approval of the Germans to bring out some
of the Baron's newspaper manuscripts and
because he spoke English perfectly and
so could arrange for help.
Captain Koehl
quiet

He came

and calm.

A

Romance

the
of

the Air

ts

Loves

THE PATENT
LEATHER KID
Dick Barthelmess's
Smashing Success

The Enemy
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes

Anna Karenina
(Movie Title "Love")

The Jazz Singer
London After Midnight
The Valley of the Giants

Camille

Pony Express
The Musi;- Master

The book which was
translated into every

language!

SCREENLAND
49 West 45th Street,

] enclose

-lame.

Address.

i

for

(Book Dept.)

New York

which plcisc «cnd

Desk

City.

took

five

days.

And

air.

It

took

at

least

an hour every

morning

In the
to get the plane going.
first
place, every night we had to fold
back the wings of the plane, drain out the
oil and take it with us to be kept beside

We had to put a canvas tent
and chimney around the engine and set
two blowtorches to work inside, heating it
up.
Then we poured in the warm oil.
Meantime, the others were putting the wings
in place, hammering the skis to break them
loose from the frozen .surface and shoveling
When the
off the snow from all over.
pilot got the engine started he first taxied
around the field a couple of turns to polish
up the skis so they would slip smoothly,
and then while it was still moving, we
would run and hop in. And so we took
the air, every morning for five days, Sunday to Thursday, inclusive.
I think luck is the big element in com/
Paramount News
ing through that way.
gives its cameramen the best mechanical
We were
equipment and great support.
constantly in wire touch with the New York
headquarters, and everything we could ask
was given us in the way of assistance and
direction.
If the human element is as good
as the mechanical, we ought never to fail.
Except when luck enters in.

Wild Geese
Aloma of the South Seas
BEN HUR

trip

bit of routine

the same.

Monsieur Beaucaire
Loves Greatest Mistake
The Blood Ship
The Country Bevond
The Black Pirate

best

was one

fire where we slept.
The next morning
we went out by dogsled "to the field
wherever we happened to be it was always

Captain Salvation

:

flavored

the

The Volga Boatman
Tolstoy's genius at

just like

is

trates the difficulty of arctic exploration in

WINGS

Old Ironsides

RESURRECTION

is

connected with
flying in that northern country which illus'

of Kings

Man

The Baron

Everything he does

The whole

The Ten Commandments
a

took

is

fellow.

there

Resurrection

When

we

We

Seventh Heaven
Stella Dallas
Bardelys the Magnificent
Moby Dick (The Sea Hawk)

COUNT LEO TOLSTOY

earlier,

took off after about two hours on
the island, with the flyers and the people
waving and cheering, and our job just half
done.
For we would not be finished until
our pictures got onto the screen and in
the newspapers.

Old San Francisco
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Beau Geste
Beau Sabreur

RESURRECTION

too,

with the charm of his personality.
He is
tremendously polite, a wonderful fellow, and
very nervous.

Sorrell & Son
The Freshman
Mother
Wings
The Patent Leather Kid
The Garden of Allah

Ben Hur
The King

photographed
when he

arrived
off

electricity.

THE KING OF KINGS

I

Fitzmaurice

is

Carries a message of the
highest spiritual appeal

And

flight."

Major

BEAU GESTE

A

remarkable story of the
French Foreign Legion

For instance, we were forced down by
field and landed
up against a fence. Nothing seemed damaged, and we got away the next morning.
But we found the fence post had smashed
the fuselage in two, directly beneath the
motor. That was luck, when we got up and
away without falling to pieces in the air!
fog once in the midst of a

But as I say, it gave us the biggest thrills
of our lives to look down after that long
journey over the ice and see the Bremen.
Most of the time an airplane assignment
is all in the day's work.
But it's a different story when there's the Bremen at the
end of the journey.

—

SCREENLAND
High Comedy — Continued from page
a 1924 date line and
carrying a story about Peggy Hopkins Joyce
in which she said that the best screen kiss
she has ever seen was done by an almost
unknown player called William Haines. He

Magazine, bearing
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27

and we're tickled to death when the regular
fellow takes your girl and you've got to

come

to

it

that you're just a conceited fool

and must begin all over again.
Billy wears his smart cracks like Chaplin
The only prop he
that and we would wears his derby hat.

might have gone on like
And this
have been the loser of Brown of Harvard, uses is his characterization.
Slide, Kelly, Slide, West Point, "The Smart characterization is built upon firm ground,
for Billy is not only a comedian but can
Set, etc., etc.
Brown of Harvard happened. Hundreds play delightful romance equally well.
Billy
consider his latest, Telling the
Let's
of tests for the title role were given.
He explains it World. He starts out as a cub reporter.
never dreamed he'd get it.
by saying that everybody else on the Metro- You just know you'll hate him. So does
Goldwyn-Mayer lot was tied up by another the city editor. The young pipsqueak wants
Ask your city
picture and couldn't take the part, so he to be Paris correspondent.
It may be so, although editor about that every morning and see
was last choice.
smart cracker?
you can cut everything Billy says in half what happens to you.
And then he meets
and still be far from the truth. The fact He's certainly that
Does he realize at once that she's
remains that 'Brown' was the beginning a girl.
He played the light of his life? Not much. It
of an amazing comedy career.
It wouldn't be
in
the role of a boy with an inflated ego, wouldn't be natural
It would be as much of
about the same size as the ego of the Billy's character.
an anachronism as for Harold Lloyd to
average boy that goes away to college.

A

A

hero? Well, hardly; your pet heroes don't
go out and get drunk while they're in
training for football, nor do they turn
yellow at crucial moments and say to the
devil with dear old alma mater.
The picture had everything tears, laughs
:

And

it began a new era.
It
Haines in a characteriz,ation.
He was a comedian that American
audiences could appreciate. For who among
us has not sworn to play the ubiquitous

and

reality.

established

life

We

Billy

We

know you, Billy.
of the party?
know smart-cracking guys like you,

appear without his eye-glasses.

The girl is a cabaret entertainer. She's
crazy about him, but he's only leading her
Then she goes away and he knows
on.
that he really loves her and when he finds
that she's in trouble, mixed up with a war
in China, he forgets to smart crack, becomes a hero and saves the girl by letting
the world know through the channels of the
telegraphic service of the newspapers that
an American girl is in trouble.
That's the way Telling the World goes.
Haines, as you see, did not need to rely
upon athletic feats for his comedy; or for
And now he's doing the helphis pathos.
lessly romantic character of Eddie Kane in

Excess Baggage.

You've cried with Billy Haines, haven't
you?
He can make you cry as all great
comedians can and you've laughed both at
him and with him.
The proof of the success of Billy Haines
is that he is already being imitated by lesser
This is the sincerest form of flatlights.
tery and no great star has been without his
.

imitators.
at all
is frankly amazed
"I guess it must be good,"
he says, "but I don't know why.
The
whole gag is that I play a character that is
very much like myself. That's why I can't
understand why it should be popular.
I
can't believe that anything that is as simple
could be liked and could bring me in the
salary it does."
right here Billy has hit upon the
secret of his success.
It is the simple things
When an actor strives
that are the greatest.
for an effect; when he tries to evolve some
new and tricky way of being an actor he
loses sight of the fact that acting is living.

Billy,

See How
Easy You

pan Qet...

opYourOwn
*This NewWay!
SEND your name and address for an amazing

himself,

this
is
not Chester Con\lin
behind the walrus mustache, but Bill
Haines clowning his way through

C[7\(o,

'Show People.'

Therefore. Haines' artistic logic is sound.
He himself is a smart cracker. He plays
himself on the screen.
He acts natural and
although it seems easy to him the result is
better than if he strived for something else.
How he achieves the pathos you'll never
know. I watched him while he was doing
One minute he was asking his
a scene.
leading lady, little Anita Page, the newest
discovery, how the plaid over the eyes was
doing (Anita, new at making up. had experimented with every sort of shade for her
lids) and the next minute he was in front
of the camera with tears in his eyes.
The
second the cameras had stopped grinding
Billy was back again engaged in standing
a property man on his head.
If you
can find out how he does it
you're a better man than I am.
Billy, himself, either can't or won't tell you.
It's a

book which gives

facts that

to $90 a Week
in Spare Time

Many Earn $35

this he's started.
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FREE

will surprise you about Modern Photography. It tells of an amazingly easy way to
start your own business quickly, with very
little capital. It also shows how hundreds of
other men and women are making real money
in spare time taking pictures.

In this day of pictures, photographers are making
more than ever before. But just ordinary photography
is not enough. In this book you are told ho w such men
as Hughes of Kentucky made $97 in two days, how
Sager of Pennsylvania earned $700 during spare time
in a few months. Our method is so simple and easily
grasped that you can make money even while learning.
Look into the new opportunities in Photography
and see why newspapers, magazines and photogravure
sections use thousands of photos a month, and pay big
prices for them. Business firms are constantly in the
market for photos to be used in catalogs, booklets and

work pays

advertising. Portrait

big.

FREE Book Tells How

Just mail the coupon for this FREE book. It explains
how our thorough Course in Modern Professional Photography enables you to quickly learn this fascinating,
profitable work in your own home.
It will pay you to discover the opportunities that
how you can
exist today in Modern Photography
establish your own business, or make big spare time
money, or earn while learning. Scores of invaluable
money making ideas every branch of photography

—

—

described! And the book is sent absolutely FREE!
Just mail the coupon this minute for your copy.

AMERICAN SCHOCL
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
360" Michigan Ave.
Dept. 632-B Chicago,

III.
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of both I imagine for Billy, who scorns
with a healthy sincerity those who prate of
their act, could not afford to let himself in
for the kidding by prating of his.
None
of the sentimental emotions are sacred to

little

OPPORTUNITIES
—
— Forms

Word

Rate 20c a

Two Months

Close 10th

Preceding Issue

young Virginian. Young actresses who
sigh that they give their entire lives to their
careers are but grist to Billy's mill of wit.
He will never quite get over being amused
by the Hollywood beauty who remarked
in her best California Brit-tish that "pic
tures take up so much of one's time."
With this wholesome dislike of pose you
may imagine that it is impossible to analyze
this
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American home.

GIRLS IN MEXICO,
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work by anything that he might say.
You'll find the secret of his success in the
opuses themselves. He's a little ashamed of
his pathetic moments and recounts with glee
of two men who sat behind him at one of
his pictures and said, "Will you look at
that great big guy crying like a woman!
He ought to be moving pianos."
It doesn't matter anyhow how he does
it but that he
does it.
The fact remains
that Billy Haines is an institution in the
his
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Booklet, photos, particulars, dime, stamps.
International, Dept. 78,
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Works

if

Old

HELP WANTED INSTRUCTIONS

Dept.

Reliable),

$1140 -$3000

DETECTIVES
BE A DETECTIVE — Excellent paying work.
Write NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 169
New

East 83rd Street,

York.

Ass

QQty

POETRY

COMPOSERS.

Make

real

AND

SONG
My FREE

money.

book shows you how. Write at once. Richard
Abbott, BH - 22 E. 12th, Cincinnati, Ohio.

WEST

the
possess
H. Jones, P.
Toledo, Ohio.

WRITERS.

you

If

education

and

desire,

write

Box

472,

Central

Sta.,

O.

Mr.

NEW YORK

Bryant 1194

48th ST.

and

Mrs.

Charles

Sadler's

Individual

from

10

instruction

m. to 8
request

a.

Booklet on
"Dance

BROADWAY

and

social

in

in.

p.

—

modern

Classes

every

dancing
evening

Mail"

NEW YORK

West 55th

St.,

CITY

DANCING TEAMS
FRED LE QUORNE

Address, Monarch,
Dept. 286, New York.

Professional Dancer and Creator of new routines, ArgenTangos, Parisien Apache Adagios, Novelty Waltzes,

tine

Whirlwinds and Tap Dances.

SONGWRITERS:

Submit

poems.

information.
Brennon,
song
1660 Broadway, New York.
sales

IF

Amateur Teams Developed, managed and placed.
Phone and let us talk it over.

Valuable
Dept. N,

BROADWAY
Write for

YOU CAN

Home

Room 603
CIRCLE
Study Tango Course

7933

CHICAGO

WRITERS

STAGE DANCING
Home Study
Soft

FOR A PHOTOPLAY STORY

by

an

unknown

writer and sold thru our Sales Dept.
We revise copyright and market. Located in the
Picture Industry, we know the
Motion
heart of
Postal
brings
1917.
Established
demand.
FREE BOOKLET with full particulars.
Universal Scenario Company.
204 Western & Santa Monica Bldg., Hollywood. Calif.

for

Courses, Bud; and Wing, Waltz
Clog
each.
New Metal "Bap-tap" tips
All stage dances taught at studio.

Shoe. $1.00
$1.00 pair.

HARVEY THOMAS

59

E.

Van

Buren

St.

Chicago,

III.

FRENCH
LOVE
DROPS
An

INTEREST TO

WOMEN

GUARANTEED HEMSTITCHING

and

Picot

Fits any sewing machine
ing Attachment.
Circulars
free
60c prepaid or C. O. D.
LaFlesh Hemstitching Co., Dept. 45, Scdalia, Mo
'

enchanting exotic perfume
of irresistible charm, clinging
for hours like lovers loath to
part.
Just a tiny drop is
enough. Full size bottle 98c
or .$1.25 C. O. D.
Secrets
free.

Box

90,

D'ORO CO.
New York
MCG-7

Varick Sta.,
Dept.

to

London and had

of this time, however, he
violin,

which,

markably

his

I

voice

culti-

During

all

was learning the

understand,

he plays

re-

well.

When

he was twenty or so, he started
on the musical comedy stage of London.
And a hard time he had, too. Year after
year he worked.
And never did he earn
more than twenty dollars a week. But in
those days, four pounds was good weekly
pay for a musical comedy man.
Finally, because of economic conditions
in England, he decided to make the Big
Leap. He borrowed money from his sisters
and brothers and came to America.
in

He

didn't

find

He had

it

much

easier

here,

wife and child to support, having married an English actress a
few years previously. Long weeks on the
road with his wife and son miles away.
Months with no work at all. Round after
round of squalid boarding houses.
Many times he approached various film
companies asking for a chance in pictures.
But he was always refused: "You are too
tall," they told him.
"It is ridiculous for
you to hope to make a career in the films."
But along about that time Tol'able David
was being cast.
Torrence was given his
first big part.
And ever since, he has been
crawling slowly to the top of his profession.
Until today, after his impersonation
of Peter in The King of Kings, and of the
prison shipmaster in Captain Salvation, not
forgetting his wonderful share in The Cov
either.

write a song poem, Address M.
Paul Manganella, Box 40, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

£1250

QUORNE STUDIOS

LE

1658

Torrence was born in Edinburgh.
The
youngest of many children, and the only
one with any artistic talents, his sisters and
brothers wished him to have every advantage.
First, he was sent to Stuttgart, Germany, to the famous Conservatory there.
Then he studied the piano.
Later he

came

Phone Academy 1581

Descriptions by
(near 107th St.)

does he lose his magnificence when he steps
from the screen into the drawing-room.
But don't let me mislead you. The intense Torrence neither is nor tries to be a
lady killer.
On the contrary, he strikes
you as a somewhat shy Scotch gentleman,
with an enormous gift for characterizations
and a real talent for music.

vated at the Royal Academy.

Have your Dances routined, improved, perfected by

SONG POEM WRITERS.
236

1905

DANCING ACADEMY
2786

WANTED—ASPIRING

MARIE LOUISE

Teaches Ballroom, Charleston, Tango, Stage, Toe, Classic
and Technique.
Strictly Private.
Formerly dancing
master of Maude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Tango same as taught to Kudolph Valentino by DON
LEND, also teacher of Mae Murray, Lillian Lorraine,
Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor, T. Boy Barnes, HerStudents
man Timberg, Jimmy Hussey and others.
Posiprepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville.
Booklets on request.
tions secured for graduates.
117

I

d

ESTABLISHED

SONG POEM AND STORY WRITERS
STORYWRITERS

if

Lfc.Nl)

{Continued from page 17)

Chicago.

2,

DANCING

Government
Steady.
Sample coaching
18-50.
jobs.
Franklin Institute,
Write immediately.
free.
Dept. D-109, Rochester, N. Y.

YEAR.
Men-women,

The Villains Are Coming

United States Smelting

offer refused.

(The

4-

a

—

—

—

SCREENLAND
ered "Wagon, Ernest Torrence has won the
respect of his colleagues and a tremendous
following among the men and women and
children of America.

for a night.
don't forget, many a young screen
actor would give a lot to have a chance
at this character work.
Since Twelve Miles
Torrence is an important member Out, John Gilbert has been pleading for
of the band of character men who are another opportunity to play the bully. But
bringing cruel, ruthless, elemental passion the producers won't have it."
No, Gilbert must stick to his role. Give
Although he has never
to the screen.
been actually starred as a lover, it is not his honeyed kisses and hold out fervent
at all impossible that he could be sue arms to whatever film favorite happens to
The same stories,
cessfully featured in a gigantic character be playing opposite him.
role.
I can well imagine him as an 'Elmer the same roles, the same handsome dashing
Gantry,' hurling his .sermons on Heaven youth, the same happy saccharine endings.
and Hell from the pulpit, and making love All quite beautifully satisfying up to a
But
to the pretty choir singer in the vestryroom little while ago to the movie public.
For, as I have said now this public is aroused to the verities
after service is over.
And they are demanding something
before, there is a magnificent bigness about of life.
There is a more from the films less butterscotch, and
him that attracts women.
Or as the old Kentish
warmth in his eyes and a quietly concealed more red meat.
sort of magnetism about his person that phrase puts it: 'They are not satisfied with
plain bacon.
They must have some butter
has a mammoth pull.
Torrence spoke for a long while about on it.'
And now, sisters of the Cinema Jury,
the powerful sex appeal which Bill Powell,
For your deEmil Jannings, George Bancroft, Arthur it is up to you to decide.
Edmund Carewe, Noah Beery, John Barry cision presently becomes the decision of
more, Lew Cody, Conrad Veidt and the the director, the casting office and the proNow that your verdict is that vilgreat Russian Leonidoff as well as several ducer.
others
possess.
He explained their recent lains have sex appeal, we may expect to
vogue this way: "Today intelligent women see the bad men married off to the pretty
demand response and satisfaction from their girls in the seventh reel, and carving Sunscreen idols.
For their minds and spirits, day roasts instead of surly companions.
as well as from their physical characters.
Jannings started something certainly and
It isn't sufficient that the actor has a hand- Lya de Putti seemed heartily to approve of
some face and a well-knit figure. He must the first character lover in screen history.
possess power.
Menace. Tremendous per- So a new reel begins.
Ernest Torrence
sonality.
And that is where Jannings and and the other character actors are following
the rest have their innings.
close in Jannings' steps.
For they have
"Jannings,". he continued, "is easily the learned their lesson.
finest character actor there is.
But there
What lesson?
are many Americans who are coming to
Why, the lesson that any psychologist or
the front.
Bancroft particularly is out- psychiatrist might tell you if you asked
standing.
him in confidence.
"But," he went on, "in addition to
And that is?
power, menace and personality, a character
That the man who brings lasting happiactor must have that human quality which ness to any girl has three decided parts to
appeals to all.
They must not be perfect
his character
since we are but human.
beyond reproach as the hero always must And those parts are the hint of the beast,
But they must be so human that every the hand of the man and the heart of
be.
small town bad man can imagine himself a God.
in

the
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Jackie Coogan —
ter-ducing

the

Mississippi
Roustabouts
chaplin (very small)

Continued from page 23
child?

Is

COOGAN"

—

It

in

was by

advertising
is
to

What

is no
accident, and though Charlie
Chaplin gave him a grand opportunity, he
is not responsible for Jackie's
extraordinary

Jackie

far the

The

most popular

still

used

Kid.

become of

this

remarkable

Popularity-Big Ray

LEARN AVIATION
QUICK!
/\ RE

f\

you a red-blooded,
daring he-man? Do

you crave adventure,
popularity, admiration,

and the applause of great
crowds? Then why not
get into the Aviation In-

—

dustry the greatest adventure since time began
the greatest thrill ever

—

offered to

man?

you. The praise and
plaudits of the multitude. And a chance to get in
on the ground floor where rewards may be unlimited!
Aviation is growing bo swiftly that one can hardly
keep track of all the astonishing new developments.
Air-mail routes have just been extended to form a
vast aerial network over the entire U. S. Many Commercial Airlines and airplane factories are now being

Think what Aviation

offers

organized. Men like Henry Ford are investing milthe future of commercial Aviation for they
see its great possibilities.
lions in

Easy to Get Into Aviation By
This Home Study Method

he to disappear into the oblivion
charlie
which has swallowed up so many 'child
and
prodigies?'
Heifitz
survived
the
trying
(very loud)
JACKIE
period of his adolescence, and I think
On another occasion, he expressed an Jackie will. I met him the other day on
even more subtle sense of humor.
Charlie the Metro-Goldwyn lot.
Strolling along
said to him:
with_ Conrad Nagel I saw a fine-looking
"Jackie, suppose you came to the studio lad in military uniform playing ball with
one day and found another little boy play- another boy.
ing your part; what would you do?"
"You're not Jackie Coogan?" I said.
Jackie looked at his god for a long time,
"Yes, Mr. Wagner."
and then answered with just the suggesRemarkable that he should have rememtion of an impish twinkle in his eye:
bered me, considering the thousands and
"I'd walk right out of that gate, and thousands of people he had met since
you'd have an awful hard time getting me those baby days in The Kid!
back."
Well, as we talked I could see that the
Here's one showing his sense- of drama. boy had inherited his mother's beauty and
Every day the publicity department had character and his father's fine spirit and
taken innumerable stills until every possi- artistry.
Furthermore, he was apparently
ble composition had been apparently ex- going to pass through his adolescence
withhausted.
Then one noon Jackie piped up: out those ugly physical manifestations that
"I've got an idea!
set
your cameras make children of that period so distasteful.
there.
Now come here, Mr. Chaplin. I left him, firmly convinced that he was
That's it.
Now, you and I will about to enter upon a splendid and artisticome from behind the camera and start cally successful manhood.
up the street, and when we get about
It is fashionable for the parents
of the
here, have somebody behind the camera thousands of 'Coogans' who
have come to
shout 'The Cops!'
Then, as we both Hollywood to say that Jackie is a mere acciturn to look, scared to death
shoot dent—that Charlie Chaplin 'made' him.
the picture!"

If You Want Thrills*

talents.

Get into this thrilling
profession at once while
the field is new and uncrowded.
Now by a
unique new plan—you can
quickly secure the basic
and preparatory training
at home, in spare time.
Experts will teach you the

—

secrets and fundamentals
of Practical Aviation
give you all the inside
facts that are essential to
your success. And, the
study of Aviation by this

remarkable method is almost as fascinating as the
actual

PICK YOUR
JOB!
Plying
Airplane Instructor
Airplane Engineer
Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler
Airplane Mechanician
Airplane Inspector
Airplane Builder
Airplane Salesman
Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor
Airplane Motor Expert
Airplane Designer

work itself.

Send for FREE
Book!
Send coupon for our new

Iree book, ] ust out
Opportunities in the Airplane Industrii. It Is vitally Interesting, readslike a romance and

you things about this
astonishing profession you
never even dreamed of.
Write for your copy today.
tells

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept.

632-B,

Chicago

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 632-B, Chicago,

III.

FREE

Without obligation, please send me your
book.
Opportunities i n tne Air plane I ndustrv. Alsoinformation
about your Home Study Courseiu Practical Aviation.

I

Addres3_
City

_Slate
j
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one regular size vial

FREE

The Stage Coach
(Continued from page 65)

WHICH MORE THAN

(OF

1,000,000 HAVE BEEN SOLD)
So positive are we that Merke Derma Vials will
help you to end dandruff and stop fallins hair
that we offer you FREE PROOF. Mail the coupon for one
full sized Vial.
Absolutely no obligation on your part.

Hermetically

Sealed

you want,

this

musical

is

Howe!

Here's

is

comedy weather.
Aarons and

Messrs.

Freedley's gift to the .summer of 1928, and
awfully kind of them, too.
It isn't quite

what we expected

—

'they have heen doing
view of the weather, it will
do nicely, thank you.

better

—but

in

Of course, if we
captious.
Aarons

wanted to, we could be
and Freedley have ac-

customed us to a show with the Astaires
or with Gerty Lawrence.
And if the
Astaires or Gerty Lawrence are in this
show, then they must be hidden in the
upper right-hand corner.
You know, one
of those things where you have to* turn
the picture around so that you can see the
missing rabbit protruding from the old
man's whiskers.

But there!
Fred Thompson and Paul
Gerard Smith have turned out a workmanlike book, and if some of the gags are
employees, some of them are
nearly all of them are funny.
Ben Bernie acts and conducts his band,
and does them both with his inimitable
and justified self-assurance.
Irene Delroy
looks even more beautiful than ever, and
Allen Kearns again portrays a hero who is
fifteen-year

new and

a moron.
Bill
Frawley is riotously
funny in the only role in which he has
convinced us of his comic ability.
Eric
Blore does the boob Englishman to a T.
Irving Caesar has turned out some nice
lyrics for the tunes by Roger Wolf Kahn
and Joe Meyer.
We particularly liked
John Wenger's settings.
There!
Don't let anybody say a movie

not

Discovers

That

Kills

DANDRUFF
kind

troubles

of
for

scalp treatment is
thousands.
Alois

ending
Merke,

Specialist,
has developed an entirely new liquid, hermetically
sealed in glass vials, that is positively guaranteed to end dandruff and falling hair or
doesn't cost a penny.
Alois Merl;e developed this remarkable, hair-saving
treatment only after exhaustive experiments with hundreds of actual cases.
Research proved conclusively
that most cases of hair trouble are caused by germs
or microbes.
These insidious germs burrow into the scalp toward the
hair roots and smother them render them inactive.
Thus, the supply of nourishment to the hair is cut off
hair and scalp become dry and lifeless dandruff
forms and the hair starts falling out.
Ordinary hair restorers, dandruff remedies and scalp
salves usually fail to overcome this condition because
they treat only the surface of the scalp while the
treacherous germs, unaffected, carry on their harmful
work underneath.
,

—

—

—

—

—

New

Treatment

Kills

Germs

Merke Derma

A'ial Liquid, as this new treatment is
way beiow the surface of the scalp
trouble-making germs embedded.
At the same time it acts to set up in the scalp a
vigorous circulation of the blood which carries to the
hair roots the natural, vital nourishment so necessary

called,

and

works

kills

Germs of
FALLING HAIR

New York

New York Hair

famous

Liquid

Hair Specialist, Develops
Scalp Disinfectant Hermetically Sealed in Glass Vials

New
A new

and

Merke, Famous

Alois

hair

New

Thus dandruff usually
hair health and growth.
disappears entirely hair should stop falling out and
again take on new, natural healthy life and lustre.
We quote from a report rendered by one of the
world's
foremost research laboratories after makingexhaustive tests with this liciuid "The results indicate that the tonic killed the test organism (bacteria)
in less than three minutes.
The results also indicate
that the tonic is capable of penetrating and preventing the growth of the test organism (bacteria)."
to

—

—

The

Full Size Vial

FREE

Merke Derma Vials will
We
help you end dandruff and falling hair that we are
are so confident that

willing

to

Allied

Avenue,

you try it at our expense. - Mail the
for one regular size Vial absolutely FREE.
Institutes, Inc., Dept. D-077, 512 Fifth

Merke

New

York.

Allied Merke Institutes,
Fifth Avenue, New

512

Inc.,

Dept.

York

City.

D-677,

Please send me,
without obligation, one of the
regular size Merke Derma Vials absolutely FREE, and
tell me how to use it.

Name
Address
City

State.

Fox

Scarlet

ones.

When we
tend that
Prize

in

say good ones, we don't conshould have won the Pulitzer
preference to Strange Interlude.
it

But the theatre

And

is

a pretty

there's always

melodrama

Mounted

let

coupon today

And,

Every day, in every way, Willard Mack
writes a play.
Every other day, he acts
in it. And most of the plays Mack writes
are awful; now and then he writes a good
The Scarlet Fox is one of the good
one.

—

its

the

ever gave more credit than we did.
oh, yes, Sammy Lee did the dances.

about

room
the

wide
in

institution.

good
Canadian

for a

it

Royal

Police.

Mr. Mack appears again

in the character

Sergeant Michael Devlin, that canny
Irishman who wears the scarlet coat of the
mounted and is as foxy as a well, fox.
He mixes again a recipe that is tried and
true
but so is the recipe for a whiskey
sour.
And we never heard any complaints
about the whiskey sour, provided the whiskey was good.
of

—

—

So here are the makings of a swell movie.
murder, and the Scarlet Fox sent on the
trail.
He mixes his comedy with daring,
and gets his man and his woman, too.
A darned nice piece of entertainment, say
we.
But we'd better warn you that there's
one word which we had always thought
drawing-room circles, and
reserved
for
which in our experience, at any rate
finds itself on the stage for the first time.
And yet, thanks to Mr. Mack, so in char-

A

—

Secrets! BUST DEVELOPED

life's

Safe Counsel,

book,

j

ust out,

to

tells

you

t

1

things yo!

know

Mtra'iKht fr
to newly marri ed.

Explaf
advice
my of reproductive organs, inlaws of S-'X Life, mis takes to a
eases, pregnancy, etc. Contaim 9 t>£artl2intf section*: 1-Sci«n ce of Eug. nics,
Love, S-Marriai,'.-. 4- Chile birth, Family
Life, 6-Syxual .Sri en ce,. 7-Dis.
i-i/ioi-ooeB and
I Jlygiene, ft-Story
Disorders, 8 He itth
of LiCe. In all, 104 chapt*
77 i
tions, r>! 2 pa*.-:
e at
Mailed in a plaii wrapper.
'

"

Send No Money
Write for your opy lodiiy. Don't Rend a
cent. Pay postn in only $1 .9(f. plus poutMoney refunded if Dot
age
satisfactory.

FRANKLIN PUB. CO.

Dep^^S^^OC^I^Iarl^tj^hjcagOjHL

My Big Three Part Treatment is the
ONLY ONE
„ ^ that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing,
exercises, pumps or other dangerous absurdities.
I
send you a

GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

rprn
TREATMENT fluX
DIME
14-day

If

you send a

toward expenses.

(A Large Aluminum Box of my WonCream included.) Plain wrapper.
IS IT
10c TO YOU?
If not. your dime back by first mail.
der

WORTH

Address

Madame

NOW,

with ten cents only
K.C.Williams, Buffalo, N.Y.

—

so swiftly does it pass, so little
it, that the audience, after
a startled gasp, promptly forgets it and
thinks it hasn't heard correctly.
acter

is

stress is

-4

s

it,

put on

—f-

READ SCREENLAND
EVERY MONTH

SCREENLAND
Ask

Me — Continued from page 4

Beeza B. of Los Angeles. I'd like to meet
"answer man" who told you Theda
Bara was dead. As this answer man is a
lady, allow me to have the last word
Theda is very much
in the controversy.
alive, even if we don't see her on the
the

In private life she is the wife of
Has Theda
Charles Brabin, the director.
I've
a twin sister and what do I think?
been called all sorts of names, proper and
improper, but please don't accuse me of
Wallace Beery's latest film is
thinking.
Partners in Crime.
screen.

Are you a
Important, Paterson, 7s(. J.
chip off the old block or just a plain sliver?
Steady now; my bark is worse than my bite,
Forrest Stanley played opposite Martoo.
ion Davies in When Knighthood was in
Mary Pickford was Rosita in the
Flower.
1923.
film by that name, way back in
Alice Terry and Ramon Novarro played in
Lila Lee has been on the
Scaramouche.
stage for several months and her many
fan friends will be glad to see her again
in pictures. Her latest film is You Can't
Beat the Law with Cornelius Keefe and

Warner Richmond.
Yes, you can
B. of Vinta, Okla.
department an information bureau
even a high'boy if you like it can

M.

S.
call

or

this

101

—

You ask
stand up under most any strain.
17 and
if Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. is about
Strange as it may seem he
unmarried?
has reached that age and is still a single
But to be very accurate in these
man.
vital questions, Douglas, Jr. was born Dec.
don't try to keep up with
1910.
I
9,
the latest "fads" or beauty secrets of the
stars but as far as I know, diamond bracelets
and slender diamond anklets seem to bequite good just now
fashioned, skirts are

some

and though a
being

still

bit old'

worn

in

circles.

How
Brown Eyes from Minneapolis.
can you get a picture of Gilbert Roland?
I know how I'd get one but you didn't
me

"•^^ PAYS
BIG

MONEY

GET READY QUICKLY
FOE A BETTER JOB
Many Earn

$4$000 to

Suppose you write Gilbert
a nice friendly letter and send it to First
National Studios, Burbank, Calif, where he
don't miss any
playing in His Slave
is
heavy dates, waiting for his photo by re'
ask

that.

$15,000

—

think you'll be
Address John Gilbert at Metro'

but in time

turn mail,
rewarded.

I

Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, Calif. William
Boyd and Elinor Faire can be
addressed at Pathe
ver City, Calif.
Billie,

De

Ticonderoga,

Mille Studios, Cul-

Js[.

T.

Where

did

get the idea that you'd see your name
There are no
in the very next issue?
two ways about it, this is a one-way street

you

Yearly!
IK you
I

are tired of dull, routine work, with little
chance for advancement if you want to break into
a big field teeming with opportunities for interesting work, good pay and rapid promotion then get
into Advertising now, by this new easy method.
place a limit on your weekly pay check? Give
your natural talents an outlet. Cash in on your ambition, ability and ideas. Give yourself a chance.
Advertising may be your opportunity. Find out
how you can now qualify, at home, during your
spare time in a few short months, for a good
position just as hundreds of others are doing.

—

Why

—

Free Bock Tells the
Whole Story

and an accident like that could never happen if we stick to the rules and regulations.
When my department was an infant, years
and years ago, something like that could

Our new free book, H ow to Win Success in Advertising, is

but

we
No, Mary
class,

1899

in

Durango, Mexico.

He

is

5

crammed

full

of valuable information

you want to know about Advertising and its many
opportunities. For 31 years the Page-Davis School
has been training men and women in Advertising.
Many of our graduates now hold responsible positions paying handsome salaries. This interesting

now that we are in the adult
stand in line for our replies.
Brian and Ramon Novarro are
not married to each other or to any one
else.
Mary was born in Dallas, Texas,
Feb. 17, 1908'.
She has brown hair, blue
eyes, is ? feet 2 inches tall and weighs
105 pounds.
Ramon was born Feb. 6,
occur,

—

book tells
you can do it.

free

how they won

—

—

feet

inches tall and weighs 155 pounds,
and has black hair and brown eyes. How
for a neat little compact descripis that
tion?

You

PAGE-DAVIS

Chicago.
This is going
to be all about "Who's married to who!"
Louise Brooks is the wife of Edward Sutherland.
Norma Shearer is Mrs. Irving
Thalberg. Wallace Beery and Rita Gilman

School of Advertising

H. G. of Chicago.

E.

are

I

Boom-bang!

know my

one,

though which

one,

I

can't

— and how
—

We

lOVs

see

success

Under our guidance, Advertising is easy to learn.
Our practical method gets dehnite results quickly.
guide you in developing your ideas moulding
them into compelling, forceful, action-getting Advertising. Interesting work from the very first lessons
no text books used whatsoever all practical advertising work. Our successful method has enabled
thousands to quickly enter this fascinating, good
paying field. Ycu can do it too.
Send for this book today. Everything is sent free
and prepaid. Many a man and woman has found
this the beginning of a successful career. It may
mean the turning point for you. Write at once.

Dept.632-B— 3601
Michigan Avenue
Chicago

say.

Raymond Hatton and Frances Roberts are
man and wife. Octavia Broske, of musical
comedy fame,

is the wife of George BanMulhall is the husband of
Buster
Collier
hasn't
Evelyn Winans.
found the lucky lady but cheer up, Buster,
Bebe
she may be just around the corner.
Daniels is a single miss, very much devoted
to her mother and grandmother and has
somehow overlooked the matrimonial mar-

croft.

Jack

ket.

Dodie, via Air Mail, Calif. We will just
have to get together on our foreign rebirthdays and who killed cock
lations,
robin.
Oregon may claim Anna Q. Nilsson
but she was born in Ystad, Sweden.
She
has blonde hair, dark blue eyes, is 5 feet
7 inches tall and weighs
132 pounds.
Anna played with Babe Ruth in Babe
Comes Home and with Lewis Stone in
(£

Polly

Ann Young

(brunette)

and

Dolores Brin\man (blonde) are very

proud of the
ing-suits

letters

—M.G.M.,

Good Movies.

on their bathmeaning Ma\e

Lonesome Ladies. Her latest
and Son, playing the part of

film is Sorrell

Kit's

mother.

SEND ME YOUR BOOK
PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL OF ADVERTISING
Dept. 632- B,

3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago

Please send me your free booklet, How to Win Success
in Advertising. Also send me full particulars regarding
your home study Course in Modern Advertising. I am
not obligated.

.Name
StTeet

Just Another Fan from Ottawa, Ontario.
If I don't get your letter, I'm to return

City

*""<•

___
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Be Popular
Beloved — Magnetic!
as within every other man and
a strange, magnetic power to bend

Within

YOU,

Woman,

lies

men and women

other

WANT

to

your

make

to

will;

you as a friend or as a
partner in business or marriage; to make people
go out of their way to do you favors; to overthem actually

come weakness and disease and bad habits; to
triumph over enmity and ill-will all through
this curious power called "Personal Magnetism."
The magnetic person draws others to him,

—

_

silently,
secretly,
attracts the iron.

irresistibly,
_

They

the
yield

as

MUST

fascination and charm which
from the strongly magnetic person

G[

the

to

magnetism,
ates

[

magnet
radi-

1

GET WHAT YOU WANT!— YOU

Reginald Denny literally flies away
from the studio to his camp in the
San Bernardino Mountains, where
he spends most of his time on
horsebac\.

Ci4W7

Once you know how

to use this power, develop
then you may also obtain your
one desires.
Before you realize
it,
things will begin to come your way the
things you had always longed for come to your
eager grasp people begin to seek you out you
become popular and sought after, socially and
all through the use of
this irrein business
sistible magnetism which lies within you like a
sleeping giant, ready to be called forth to lift
you up and push you through to any goal you
wish be it financial independence, happiness,

and direct
thousand and
it

it,

—
—

—
—

_

_

—

success, popularity,

health,

So Simple!

or fortune 11

And So

Easy!

This power of yours can be exercised like any
muscle.
Secret and unseen as it is, it can
nevertheless be developed by the simple, scientific system in our famous course on "Personal
Magnetism." It calls for no tiresome study, no
expense, no irksome practice, no self-denial.
Everything is so simply and clearly explained
that anyone who can read at all can master its
majestic message and rise to the true level of
life now denied you.
Surely you will not deny
your fitness for better things?

AMAZING SECRETS
Bared In This Wonder Book
How to win love, affection, trust, and friendship.
How to obtain money, credit, success, and capital.
How to overcome enmity and ill-will.
Why lovers tire of each other.
Methods of cultivating charm and character.
How to become popular, admired, and beloved.
Secret of raise from $700 to $50,000 a year.
How to read the character and secrets of others.
How to overcome bashfulness and fear.
How to prevent and alleviate diseases.
How to overcome weakness and bad habits.
How wives have made their husbands great.
Why magnetic people have more chances to marry.
How magnetism retains the youthful powers.
How to become a real power and a leader.
Secrets of history's famous charmers,
fascinating revelations.

and many

FREE For 3 Days' Examination*
EDUCATOR PRESS.
M-481, Jersey City, N. J.
J
•
Send me your book, "Personal Magnetism,
for
examination.
will
I
pay your special price
J
• of
$1.08 and postage on delivery.
If not
I will return it for full refund in 3
satisfied,
J
• days.
Fuller

n

Name

Bldg.,

.

•
i

Address

Help!
Man over-board. When I get
over this wishy-washy mental agitation, 111
try to referee the latest argument.
"Dad
says Doris Kenyon is 20 years old and I
say she is 25, now what do you say?"
Well, I have the last word and what referee hasn't?
Doris was born Sept. 5, 1897.
What's the answer?
Cullen Landis was
born July 9, 1895 at Nashville, Tenn. He
is
feet 6 inches tall and weighs 145
5
pounds.
He has curly brown hair and
deep blue eyes.
Cullen's latest film is
The Devil's S\ipper, produced by TiffanyStahl, 4516 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
it.

Margaret, Pittston, Pa.
Who is
queen of the movies, and has Vilma Banky
cut her hair?
That's easy, who wants to
be queen of the movies and get crowned?
As far as I know, Vilma has never bobbed
her pretty golden hair and who wants her
to, anyway?
Ronald Colman is separated
from his wife.
Vilma's and Ronald's last
co-starring picture, Two Lovers, has been
completed. As soon as I know their future
screen plans, I'll tell you all about it.
Just

Lonesome,

Screen land

Flint,
Mich.
You think
the best magazine going, do

You're right, it is and keeps me
stepping lively to keep two jumps ahead of
the Editor.
Buck Jones is married and
I'll
pass the word along that you think
any woman should be proud to call Buck
her friend husband.
Hurrah for Buck!
Gary Cooper is not married but Ken Maynard is.
Art Acord is separated from his
wife.
And so the merry little game goes

you?

where he is back at work.
Richard was
born in New York City about 30 years
ago.
His real name is Richard Matsetti.
Jack Gilbert was the soldier boy, Jim Apperson, in the Big Parade.
He didn't have his
leg taken off but he lost his heart to little
Melisande, played by Renee Adoree.

~Whozis of Wherezat.
consult my
department
idea and in the future,

When

—

"brain-storms" on me.

that's

unload

in doubt,
a bright
all

your

does not
seem consistent that Gary Cooper could be
22 on Tuesday and on Wednesday of that
same week be 27.
Yes, I'm glad you
turned to me for comfort.
Gary was born
May 7, 1901. Before you read this, Gary
will have celebrated his 27th birthday.
He
feet 1 inch tall and has blue gray
is 6
eyes and

brown

know him

as

It

really

The home town

hair.

Frank

J.

If

the

folks
directors
to smile

only give Gary something
about in his pictures, we fans will
happy.
Colleen Moore and Gary
filming Lilac Time.
will

die

are

on.

Your

Vincennes Fan.

Dept.

Speedy from ^N.antico\e. Look out, here
comes some swift action from the side lines!
Training for a stunt actor and everything,
are you?
Congratulations, Speedy, and
when you batter down the gates of Hollywood, let me be the first one to tell you,
"I
told
you so!"
You can address
Richard Talmadge at Consolidated Pictures
Corp., Pacific Studios, San Mateo, Calif.,

much

as

looked

letter

never

as

the waste basket so I
again.
Don't you worry

at

hope you'll come
any longer about John Gilbert's mustache,
for we'll take up the matter with Jack
right now and see just what can be done
about

The storm

of protest that has
over the fan world about
that little bit of black eider-down (excuse
me, Jack) has caused me many a sleepless
it.

come from

all

—

—

SCREENLAND
what are we going to do about
making Four Walls at Metro-

night; but

John

it?

is

Studios,

may

title

Calif.

City,
Culver
be changed before

Goldwyn
That

we

see

the picture.

M. W.

Hew

of

Tor\

"The handCity.
versatile artist on

somest, most gifted and
Marion merely
screen"
the

—

above

her

about

facts

the

states

Joseph

favorite,

Schildkraut, and no questions asked. After
that statement, there may be some heart
aches and a few more suicide clubs formed

may have a battle on her
Joseph played in The Forbidden
Woman with Jetta Goudal and Victor Varconi and in His Dog for Pathe De Mille,
Culver City, Calif.
Marion

and

hands.

Your faWaltham, Mass.
come and go and your beach has

Curious
vorites

of

many

pebbles
hold it.

just

—

not a bad attitude
all adored the same
an awful lot of screen folks
that's

we

If

star or starlet,

would be out of

luck.

Renee Adoree

from

Greta Garbo,
can stand it if you can.
Marion Davies, Greta Nissen, Olive Borden,
Gilbert Roland, John Gilbert, Ben Lyon,
Ramon Novarro and Charles Farrell are not
Norma Talmadge is the wife of
married.
Joseph

M. Schenck.

Irving

Willat.

Billie

Esther

Dove

Ralston

Mrs.
Mrs.

is
is

Maria Corda is the wife
George Webb.
Corinne Griffith is
Alexander Korda.
Mrs. Walter Morosco. Lloyd Hughes, William Boyd, Ralph Forbes and Neil Hamilton
of

are

all

married.

Babe of St. Louis. You think my page
fondest hope
swell and I'm swell too
is that we'll never shrink, if you get
Your
finest shading and I trust you do.

—my

is

3

his wife.

Patsy of Ridgewood, L. I. You couldn't
be interested in a more appealing girl than
Louise Brooks, whose dancing in Ziegfeld's
Follies was one of the sensations of Broadway before she was signed up for the
movies.
Louise is a bewitching brunette,
She
vith black hair and dark brown eyes.
5 feet 2 inches tall and weighs 120
s
She was born in Wichita, Kansas,
ounds.
bout 22 years ago. Address her at Para-

inquiry about Richard Talmadge has been
Maranswered elsewhere in this chatter.
garet Quimby has a role in The Tragedy
of Youth with Patsy Ruth Miller, William
You can
Collier, Jr. and Warner Baxter.
address her at Tiffany-Stahl Studios, 4516
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

A

Girl

in

Greensboro,

Sylvia from
ike

to

see

my

would you?
you won't let

picture

I'll
it

in

You'd
C.
Screenland,

7s[.

you something
go any farther just
tell

—

if

let

the producers and directors get a glimpse
of my face and all the well-known stars
would have to look for work elsewhere.
I'm very tender hearted and I couldn't
bear to take the bread from the others in
That's why I never pose for a picture,
line.
I can't say why Mae
I'm just scared to.
Murray does not answer your letters or
She is on the stage
send you her photo.
just now and may never have received
Donald Reed was the good
your letters.
looking chap who played with Colleen
His real
Moore in 'Haughty but ~Nice.
name is Ernesto Avila Guillen. His latest
picture is Mad Hour with Alice White,
Sally O'Neil, Margaret Livingston, Larry
Kent and Lowell Sherman. You can write
to Donald at First National Studios, Bur-

bank, Calif.

Louise G. of J^ew Orleans. You're right
first time
it's a wise crack-maker that
Carmelita Geraghty
knows when not to.

—

the

was Mary Pickford's sister in My Best Girl
made by United Artists. Carmelita is 20
years old.
Richard Arlen was born in
Charlottesville, Va., in 1899. He is married
to Jobyna Ralston.
Charles Farrell was
born 25 years ago at Onset Bay, Mass.
Charlie appeared in Rough Riders, 1th
Heaven and Street Angel and is now working in The Red Dancer of Moscow.
Esther

Ralston was born Sept. 17, 1902 at Bar
Harbor, Maine.
She has blonde hair, blue
eyes, is 5 feet 5 inches tall and weighs
125 pounds.

R.

Quebec.
win a wager
will look like Hollywood's 400
you what you want to know.

little

L.

girl

of

Montreal,

wants

to

—

Another
page

-this
if

I

?#
~i

fresh, white paper hold an irresistible
lure for your pencil? Do you ever sketch for
vaguely wishing that
your own amusement
you had leisure and means to enter art school?
This is a pictorial age. Advertisers find
graphic illustrations more appealing than colMagazines and newspapers
umns of type.

—

Cartoonists command
staffs.
splendid salaries.
Tou can study art at home In your spare
time through the courses offered by the International School of Art. Hundreds of successful students have proved the practical value of
these courses.

employ large art

A

Mail Coupon for Free Booklet

Allen B. on the U. S. S. Corry, San
Diego.
No, your letter did not shock me
I never get any that I can't
in the least.
handle with ease and a trusty typewriter.
I believe if you wrote Bebe Daniels a
sincere friendly letter, telling her how much
you enjoy her pictures, she'll answer your
But I'm not putting any money
letter.
on this, remember, but give Bebe plenty
AdI haven't anything to lose.
of time.
dress her at Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Calif.

!

ount Studios, Hollywood, Calif.
Every Port is her latest film.

Does

my

is

120
inches tall and weighs
pounds. John Gilbert has a young daughter, Leatrice Joy Gilbert, but is divorced
feet

5

103

tell

Well,

I

Bonnie of ]ac\son Heights. Where have
you been hiding, to have missed Screenland? I'm glad we've found you at last
but please don't ever get lost again. Ramon
You can reach
Novarro is not married.
him at Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver

Ronald Colman is under conCity, Calif.
to Samuel Goldwyn Productions, De
Mille Studios, Culver City. Calif.
Jackie
Coogan is not making any films right now,
but attending a military school in California.
Charles Rogers was born in Olathe.
Kansas, in 1901.
He is 6 feet tall and
has black hair and brown eyes. He is very
tract

musical and can torment the
any old trombone.

life

out of

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF ART
Division of the
International Correspondence Schools

Box 2365- F, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please send
details of your home-study courses in
Cartooning

Illustrating

Show Card Lettering

"Arlington Operated"

HOTEL ANSONIA
Broadway, 73rd

to 74th Streets

NEW YORK
5 minutes
12 minutes

CITY

Districts.
to Theatres and Shopping
from Penn. and Grand Central Stations.

ROOMS

1,260

(All

Outside)

New

Everything
York's most complete hotel.
comfort and convenience of our guests.

for

TWO RESTAURANTS
Open from 6:30 A. M.

until midnight.
Music, Dancing, 2 Radio Orchestras, Ladies'
Turkish Bath, Beauty Parlor, Drug Store, Barber
Broker's
Office.
AH in the
Shop,
Stock
Ansonia Hotel.

TRANSIENT RATES
Rooms

300

per day
and Bath
Double Rooms, Twin Beds,

Large
Parlor,

Some

say

it

with diamonds, you say yours from Racine
and I'll go your way and you go mine,
what could be fairer?
Viola Dana is 4
feet
11% inches tall and weighs 101
pounds. Betty Bronson is 5 feet tall and
weighs 100 pounds.
Colleen Moore is 5
feet 3 inches tall and weighs 115 pounds.
Lya de Putti is 5 feet 2 inches tall and
weighs 105 pounds. If you can't live without Billie Dove's picture, state your case
in a letter to her at First National Studios,
Burbank, Calif.
B.

C.,

Utica,

T.

7i.

Your

letter

goes

back long before my time, B. C.
Ralph
Graves played in Kindred of the Dust.
He was born in Cleveland, Ohio. He is
6 feet 1 inch tall and weighs 170 pounds
and has light hair and blue eyes.
He

was the author, director and leading man

Reno Divorce,
McAvoy.
ifi

playing

opposite

or two,

I

can't

range.
How many husbands and wives
have the following stars?
In our country
there seems to be some little restriction
on the number of wives each actor can
annex and remain in good standing, so I
can give you only one each this time,
if
any.
Antonio Moreno was born in

Bedroom

and

Bath

(2

£7.00 per day

Weekly and Monthly Rates
A restful hotel away from all noise and
"dirt" of the "Roaring Forties." No coal
smoke; our steam plant equipped oil fuel.
Special

—

Coolest Hotel in

New York

in Slimmer

THE ANSONIA
In

conjunction with the Hotels Marseilles,
Anderson, Richmond and Cosmopolitan

"Arlington Operated"
Just Completed,
and the Outstanding Success

of the City

THE BELVEDERE HOTEL
48th Street, West of Broadway
Times Square's Finest Hotel
Within convenient walking distance to
important business centers and theatres.
Ideal Transit Facilities
450

Step down a
get the idea at long

£4.00
£6.00 per day

persons)

May

La Grande Questionaire.
flight

full

Name..

Bath

Honey from Wisconsin.

me

Commercial Art

ROOMS

450

BATHS

Every Room an Outside Room
with Two Large Windows
Large Single Rooms, size
ft. 6 in.
by 20 ft.,
with Bath, $4.00 per day
For Two. $5.00 Twin Beds. $6.00
Large Double Rooms, Twin Beds. Bath. $6.00 per Day
Special Weekly Rates
Furnished or Unfurnished Suites with Serving
Pantries. $95 to $150 per Month
Moderately Priced Restaurant Featuring a
Peerless Cuisine
1

1

—

Illustrated

CURTIS

A.

Booklet

Free on

Request

HALE, Managing

Director

I
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LINDBERGH
The Lone Eagle
most
THE
The

romantic

hero

in

(![

history.

shy, bashful lad, who came unheralded, clear across a continent, to

conquer the mighty Atlantic by air. Alone,
through the many sleepless hours over the
ocean, with nothing but the steady, monotonous drone of the motor for company.
Hours of mental agony, when to think

meant to

fear.

And

ever uppermost the

thought that an injury to his motor meant
the oblivion that enveloped Nungesser and
Coli.

assisted

entitled

Got Those

'I've

by

Lilian

life from early childhood, his
fundamental aviation training, his hard-

aviator's

preparation of the flight,
climaxing in a tale, which for human interest is unexcelled of the hero's emotions
during the long trip between the New
and the Old Worlds.
ships

the

in

—

a special edition, bound in hard
It is
cover, with an attractive jacket.
printed on high grade paper in very legible type.
This special edition is being
offered by the publishers, A. L. Burt
This

is

Company,

to

Screexland readers,

unusual price of $1.00 per copy.

at the
It

con-

tains thirty-two illustrations.
Fill in the Coupon Below and
Send for your copy today.

Madrid, Spain, and is married. Jack Mulhall was born in New York City and is
married.
Ben Lyon was born in Atlanta,
Ga. and is single. Renee Adoree was born
in France and
is
the wife of William
Sherman Gill.
Greta Nissen was born in
Norway and is not married. Greta Garbo
is a native of Stockholm,
Sweden, and is

Dept.
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45th

trick, I'd say nature gave Laura
her blonde beauty.
Why don't 31011 ask
her?
She gets her mail at Universal Studios.
Universal City, Calif.
Ronald Colman never has changed his name and why
should he?
I know a lot of girls who

would trade

St.,

N. Y. C.

$1.00 for which please send me a
"Lindbergh, the Lone Eagle," by

ropy of
George Buchanan Fife.

Name
Address

their

names

for his

—and

like

You can't fool me, I
the tooth and antlers.
passes that my typewriter

El\ from Hollis.

knew you without
Never

day

a

Tom Mix, so wc will be
lonesome without Tony when he goes away
off to
South America to make pictures.
Before you read this, he will be sampling
the alfalfa in the Argentine.
I mean Tony,
not Tom.
Mary Astor is playing in
Dressed to Kill at the Fox Studios, 1401
No. Western Avenue., Hollywood, Calif.
Richard Barthelmess is making Roulette at
First
National Studios, Burbank, Calif.
doesn't

spell

Brian can be reached at Paramount

5451

Gloria

velope for a personal reply,
dig
City.

State..

a

little

ditty

Blues.'

were Joyce Marie Coad, Yvonne Pelletier
and Don Marion. You might send your
Don Marion letter to Paramount Studios,
5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Calif, and
mark it "Please Forward." Others in the
cast were Clara Bow, Esther Ralston, Hedda
Hopper, Gary Cooper and the late Einar
Hanson. William Boyd was born in Cambridge, Ohio, in 1898.
He has brown hair,
blue eyes, is 6 feet 1 inch tall and weighs
170 pounds. Laura La Plante was born in
St. Louis, Mo., Nov.
1904.
She is 5
1,
feet 2 inches tall and weighs 112 pounds
and has blonde hair and blue eyes.

Bobby of Long Branch. Just 14 years
old and hasn't missed The Big Parade yet.
I
ask you, who will cast the first
Barry Norton was
stone at that record?
born in Buenos Aires, Argentine.
You
can write to him at the Fox Studios, 1401

Now

No. Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
John Barrymore can be reached at United
Artists Studios, 7200 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
I
am glad that you
enjoy my answers and I think you'll find
my column what every answer department
should be and no questions asked, if you
follow me and I hope you do.
A. of McKeesport, Pa.
Here is a
].
good word for all the staff of Screenland
and may the best "ASK ME" column in
There's a case and
the world live forever!
not a kick in it.
You are a movie fan
worth shouting about, coming all the way
from the western end of Penna. to see
Buddy Rogers in Wings. If that isn't dc
votion, what is?
If you saw him in Get

Marathon St., Hollywood,
Swanson is making a film
at
United Artists Studios, 7200 Santa Your Man three times, how many times
Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Alice are you going to see My Best Girl with
Joyce is abroad just now, after completing Buddy as Mary Pickford's leading man?
He is playing
13 Washington Square at Universal Stu- That's up to you, J. A.
in Cream of the Earth opposite Marion
dios, Universal City, Calif.
Nixon at Universal Studios, Universal
Miss H. S. of Verona, 7<[. ].
Lack of City, Calif.
Charles is 23 years old,
space prevents me from giving you all the is 6 feet tall and has black hair and
films your favorites have played in.
If dark brown
eyes.
He is fond of outyou'll send me a self-addressed stamped en- door sports and could earn his living playCalif.

enclose

in

Beach

low down

Studios,

7-28,

W.

M. of Richmond Hill. Is Laura La
J.
Plante's hair dyed or is it naturally wavy?
I
can't give you the word of her haircaretaker but if my eyes don't play me a

Mary

SCREENLAND,

Gilmore,

Hollywood

enjoying a husband-less existence.

Lindbergh, the greatest hero of them
all, provides the material for the greatest
"Lindbergh, the Lone
story of them all.
Eagle" written by a master biographer,
George Buchanan Fife, deals with the

I

Arthur La\e,

dren

up the

old ones.

who

played in

The

I'll be glad to
three small chil-

Children

of Divorce

ing in orchestras and singing, if ever out of
a good acting job.
It's Kansas this and
Kansas that, since Buddy put her on the map.

—

—

9ace

(Powder
yigtcfic
makes skin new, soft, satiny/
I've never SEEN your
SKIN look so SOFT and SATiny! What
DID you DO— have your FACE lifted?
You say you only use KISSproof FACE

"My DEAR,

POWDER?

I've

NEVER

seen

ANY-

thing LIKE it! It CERtainly makes you
look years YOUNGer, my dear! Let me
TRY some of that MAgic POWder im-

MEDiately!"
Kissproof

is

a

new

type of face powder

formula imported
from France. Rosalie knows it gives her
skin a new, soft, satiny tone that she
could never before obtain with any
other face powder.

made from a

secret

3(issprooj* stays on. f
And

unlike ordinary face powder, Kissproof
doesn't wear off like a first love affair! It is aptly
called the Extra Hour Face Powder it clings hours
longer than any face powder you have ever before used!

We urge you

to see

Hour Face Powder

what

NEW

SKIN

this Extra

YOU! Most

French
Powders of its type sell for $5.00 a box, but Kissproof can be obtained at your favorite toilet goods
counter for only $1.00. Don't delay. Try Kissproof
today! Insist on the genuine be sure the box is
plainly marked "Kissproof.
will give

—

If

you would

like to try before buying,

Send |or
!Jvissproo^

treasure Chest

a Special Introductory Offer we will send you
darling Loose Powder Vanity of Kissproof
Face Powder; a genuine Kissproof Lipstick in

As
a*-

brass case; a Kissproof Compact Rouge complete with mirror and puff; a dainty package of
Kissproof Paste Rouge; a bottle of Delica-Brow
with camel's hair brush for applying; all for coupon below and only 30c! Not stingy samples,

—

the full
but a whole month's supply of each
size packages would cost over $3.00! Ideal for
week-ends or your hand bag.
Accept, for your beauty's sake, the test offered
here. Send coupon now! Find out for yourself
what genuine Kissproof Beauty Aids will do; what
ordinary unnatural cosmetics will never do! Kissproof areyouth's own beauty aids— made to enhance
natural youthful
beauty. And how
Only one to a
they STAY ON!
person!

WARNING!
Never accept any cosmetic as "Kissproof" unless the name
"Kissproof is plainly marked on the package. For your own
protection insist on the genuine. There are many spurious
imitations but none are "Kissproof". Genuine Kissproof
cosmetics are on sale at all modern toilet goods counters.
Always ask for Kissproof BY NAME.

SPECIAL

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

[Mailed same day received]
Kissproof, Inc., Dept. B-109

3012 Cly bourn Avenue, Chicago,

111.

For 30c enclosed (stamps or coins) send me Kissproof
Treasure Chest as outlined above. Include free, 8x10
Art Print of Kissproof Girl and 16 page Beauty
Booklet,"The Secret of Perfect Makeup." I use
Flesh

White

Ivory Face Powder.

O

8x10

Brunette

Art

Check which.

Print
of

this

fa-

mous painting.
Name.;

The Kissproof
Girl, included

FREE

with your

Kissproof Treasure Chest. Printed
mailed
flat for framing.
in 12 colors,

©

1928, R.

J.

Reynolds Tobacco

Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

AUGUST, 1928

PRICE 25 CENTS

1

ONQUER

7

Complexion Beau
that Lasts dll J9aif
Confidence in her appearance enhances a woman's
charm. Complexion beauty, which is properly accentuated at the dressing table and lasts all day without
constant dabbing and worry, is the new feminine ideal
and one which appeals to "the man in the case"!

—

-

\

Black and White Peroxide (Vanishing) Cream makes
a reality. It whitens, refines and protects the

this ideal

\

skin;

banishes "shiny nose" and other annoyances;
powder on for hours without renewing;

holds face

and keeps the complexion looking

fresh,

smooth and

beautiful.

This dainty, vanishing Cream is available
two popular sizes 25c and 50c. Try

ers in

—

at all dealit

today!

BLACK^WHITE
(vanishing)

SCREENLAND
The Biggest Hits of 1928- 1929

be PATHE HITS
Announcements at the Best Theatres.
will

—

Watch

for

HERALDS NEW PROGRAM
OF DE LUXE FEATURES
'"THE season of 1928-29

Pathe taking the lead on
the screen with the greatest output of pictures in its
history. The famous rooster trademark, known to every
picture fan in the world, will be your guide for the best in
entertainment the finest authors, the most popular stars,
will find

—

the most colorful and intriguing stories.

Two Tremendous

Specials

Coming Soon

William Boyd
"THE COP"
with ALAN HALE, JACQUELINE LOGAN,
ROBERT ARMSTRONG and TOM KENNEDY
A DONALD CRISP Production
Screen Play by Tay Garnett from the story
by Elliott Clawson
Ralph Block. Associate Producer

thrilling
set in

New

York's West Side where
there are too often guns

on hip pockets, and

are many
Remember
the screen team that
made "Chicago" a sen-

there

— Haver

adventures of a "rookie"
cop on his beat in a great
as

the

who

city.

Bill

gets his

see

man. You must

the picture to find

out whether he gets "the
girl."

DeMille Studio Production

WITH

Phyllis Haver
VICTOR VARCONI and JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT'
A WILLIAM C. deMILLE
production

From

the stage play by John McGowan & Lloyd Griscom
Continuity by Douglas Doty
DeMILLE STUDIO PRODUCTION.

underworld.

Pathe

Boyd

guardian of the law

Tenth Avenue

and

Varconi ? Here they are in
another story of romance
in the

human drama

around the exciting

yet

hearts of gold.

sation

big,

melodrama

a section of

where

.

A
built

Watch for Amazing New R. G. A. PHOTOPHONE musical and effect
accompaniment on certain forthcoming PATHE FEATURE PRODUCTIONS.

JUL
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Screen land
lished

is

pub-

on the 5th of

the month preceding
date of issue.
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Hcxrma Shearer, the
Girl on the Cover,
is at wor\ on 'The
Little

Angel.'

a

CR

AN
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Title Eeg.
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T^<? Spirit of the

Movies"

U.

S. Pat. Off.

VOL. XVII, No. 4

'

Eliot Keen, Editor
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(paramount Cpictures
PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY
Adolph Zokor,

Pres.,

Paramount

CORP.,

Bldg., N.Y.

"If it's a Paramount Picture,
it's

the best

show

in toicnl~

SCREENLAND
An Answer

Page

of Information

TED!

Address:

[

Miss

Vee Dee

Screen land Magazine
49 West 45th Street
New York City

which YOV
can write /
How many

times have you

felt

the urge

to write a story for the screen only to
despair in the realization that you were
at a loss as how to proceed in putting

your ideas into acceptable motion picideas that are
ture form? Many ideas
worth real money never get beyond

—
— —

—

all beare forgotten
stage
cause you do not know how to go about
Right noic you may have an idea
it.
for a screen story which would put you
on easy street, if only you could plan
it properly and so gain the attention of
a moving picture producer.

the

idea

Demand

Greater

<C "I mane every word I say!" roared
this
lion
when interrogated for

Than Supply
Hollywood

is

hungry

literally

for

Screen LAND.

ideas.

personating

Screen stories are in tremendous demand, and
thei'e is no limit to what the producer will

And the most startling thing of all is
many of the biggest box office attractions
recent years were produced from ideas
suggested by men and women young and old
from all wallis of life who had absolutely
no previous motion picture experience! This
should convince you that you, too, can succeed in this fascinating, highly profitable,

Mary Astor
Vee Dee.

is

im-

Miss

pay.

that
in

— —

—

field.

Determine

Act

to

—Now

The Hollywood Academy, under the personal
direction of a scenario writer of long experience and attainments, teaches motion picture
play-writing from the ground up in a prac-

—

way which you can easily understand
giving you instruction based entirely on fact,
imparting Knowledge which would ordinarily
require years of actual studio experience to
acquire! In your home, in your favorite easy
chair; you can now equip yourself for success
in scenario writing or for one of eleven other
delightful big-salaried positions in the motion
picture field.
tical

Get the Facts
Mail coupon

Key

to

I

jiotv

— Today

and money back guarantee otter. Small
convenient payments 710 contract to sign
tion

—

—

plus the satisfaction of knowing that you
are one of a family of students receiving the
liersonal and
individual
instinct ion
of the
educational director of Hollywood Academy.

Mail coupon now.

THE HOLLYWOOD

ACADEMY
Educational Offices,

executive

Offices,

Hollywood, Calif,
West 42nd St.

55

N. Y. C.
Approved as a correspondence school
under the la ws of the State of New York

THE HOLLYWOOD ACADEMY
55

West 42nu St.. New York, Dept. H-l
send me your book "The Key to Holly-

I'lease

wood."

(r

Fullerton,
Ky. about. Kathlyn hasn't been playing in pic
Will the fans tures for some time but I hear she has
please
form in columns to the one of the leading parts in Our Dancing
right and
don't jam traffic, for Daughters.
That will be joyful news for
here comes Tom Mix and Tony with a you.
She is Mrs. Charles Eyton in private
neat little contract with F. B. O. and life.
we won't lose Tony after all, for Tom
isn't going to South America.
This inter'
Elsie H. of Fairmont Hospital, Kalamaesting pair have been making public ap- zoo.
You're right, I'm a person of few
pearances
throughout the country and words, but I keep those mighty busy,
many a fond papa and sonny have been giving all the t.h's and o.f's the latest
forced to spend a thrilling evening at their weights and measures of their favorite
tired
favorite theatre, cheering Tom and his pal heroes.
(Explanatory note:
t.h's,
Tony.
Sally Blane plays opposite Tom in housewives
o.f's, other fans.)
Now that
Horseman of the Plains. Who wanted to we're properly classified, I'll tell you
know about the western stars' horses? All about your favorites, Louise Brooks and
right,
here they come
Tom Tyler and Buddy Rogers. Louise plays opposite VicFlashlight,
Fred
Thompson and Silver tor McLaglen in
Girl in Every Port.
King. Hoot Gibson and Palomar, Ken May- She is one of Paramount's contract players
nard and Tarzan, Newton House and and can be addressed at Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.,
Colorado Kid.
where her latest film is Beggars of Life,
Buddy Rogers was
Vera of N.. J. Just to help you with with Wallace Beery.
your home work and free your mind from loaned to Universal for The Cream of
worry over .some of the stars and their the Earth, and Red Lips, but is under con'kin folks,' I'll say Douglas Fairbanks is tract to Paramount.
related to Douglas Jr.; in fact, I can say
Bunnv
Cleveland.
What would
they are father and son and challenge the
of
whole world to make me retract my state' Easter be without a bunny, also Cleveland
ment. Here is another item for your home and all points north and south? Yes, what
consumption
Clara Bow is not married nor would? You haven't been any bother to
has she black hair.
Claire Windsor and me so I'm going to be sweet and give all
Bert Lytel! are divorced. William Haines the information you asked for and that's
not all. You'll see Gary Cooper with Colis about the peppiest youth in the movies,
Moore in Lilac Time, and that's
yet I wouldn't call him 'pepful Percy;' no, leen
enough to make any bunny sit up and eat
I don't believe I would, in William's hear'
ing.
He gets his fan mail at Metro'Gold' lettuce. You can write to May McAvoy at
wyn'Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal. You Warner Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd.,
Belle Bennett is at Tifcan reach Janet Gaynor at Fox Studios, Hollywood, Cal.
Studios,
4516 Sunset Blvd.,
1401 No. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal. fany-Stahl
Hollywood, Cal. Rod La Rocque at Pathe'
So you De Mille Studios, Culver City, Cal. James
L.
C. P. of Lansing. Mich.
have followed Kathlyn Williams ever since Hall, Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
Eleanor Boardman
that's St., Hollywood, Cal.
the days of Adventures of Kathlyn
(Continued on page 101)
loyal devotion and something to write home

F

Horses,

B.
of
horses!

—

—

illustrated boolv "The
giving complete informa-

f °r

lolly wood,"

Ranklin

f rheliey toVoUyvi>ood!\

A

—

—

Wilder than any of the Arabian Nights are the tales that might be told of some
modern "Roadhouse" nights and here is one of them you won-'t forget in a hurry

—

I

a voluptuous siren who acts as the "come-on" for a gang of crooks operating
popular roadhouse as a shield for their real business, Larry Grayson runs the
gamut of drink, passion and wild abandonment until he wakes up to find
himself on trial for murder!

Lured by
a

— because

is a picture that will open your eyes
Larry Grayson could happen to anyone!

Here
to

what happened

With Maria Alba, Warren Burke, Lionel Barrymore and
Swayne Gordon in the leading roles, "Roadhouse
is
one of the most powerfully enacted stories of

Julia

modern youth

ever filmed!

Wliamjox
presents

SCREENLAND
Just Published

—

Qooks

/ANS

for

"THE STORY of
FILMS"

the

Edited by JOSEPH P.

TESSIE

KENNEDY

PRESIDENT, FBO PICTURES CORPORATION

ALONG

The Intimate Story of the Unpublished Secrets
of the Movies, Past, Present, and Future!

HERE
the only

is the book that gives
authentic version of the
origin, growth and development of the
movies as told by the pioneers of the industry themselves men of vision, who
early recognized the immense possibilities
of the motion picture, nursed it through
its cradle days, ventured their all of capi-

at last

up pose

you
were one of

—

tal

and reaped
the infant grew to a

and energy upon
rewards as

great

its

future,

giant.

filmdom been told so

One by

men

one,

secrets of

clearly, yet simply.

WILL HAYS,

like

ADOLPH ZUKOR, JESSE L. LASKY,
MILTON SILLS, SIDNEY KENT,
SAMUEL KATZ and a host of other outstanding movie personalities talk as face
face with you, answering practically
every important question on how motion
to

pictures are made, sold, and shown.

Written right out of a lifetime of day-today contact with the movies, "The Story
of The Films" does more than merely
answer the current questions and problems
of production, distribution and exhibiting.
It takes you back to the days of penny
arcade movies and the "chase" pictures.

Q Rob Wagner has written

the best'

known

Hollywood; suppose through the years of
writers in

constant

movie
stars

association with
seeing
the

folk,

come and

a

brilliant novel

of

fascinating viewpoint

Li

the movies.

Reviewed by

go, helping

rial

discover

and

screen

making

—

these great business frontiersmen.

Brimming
Over with Surprising Facts
About the Motion Picture

Pulsing with Life,

Industry

Examine

SCREENLAND
West

4Sth Street,

FREE

New York

City

Please send me. on approval "The Story of the Films,"
Within five
vellum <le luxe bindiiig, gold stamped.
days after its receipt, I'll send you $3.75, plus few
cents for mailing charge or return the book.
S-528

Name
Street

City

& No

&

CCanada
ritories

'.

State
$4.25, duty .prepaid, same terms; U. S. Terand Colonies $3.75, cash with order; all other
countries $4.25, cash with order).

t 1

1

e

Tessie

looking for types prevails
upon her to play a bit in

you of the early bitter struggles
against a skeptic public.
It weaves a
fascinating, exciting story of the adventures
failures
the
and successes of

49

extra

Boggs is a waitress in a
famous 'eating joint' in
A director
the Bowery.

It tells

—

an

of

girl-

Evelyn Ballarine
mateHaving been
his picture.
screen
bitten by the movie idea,
history in general, it oc
works
Tessie
stays
on,
curred to you to use these incidents in a hard and studies, and becomes a star. There
story.
You might produce as charming is a lovely romance running through the
At any story.. Tessie, the little girl of the slums,
a tale as Tessie Moves Along.
rate, Rob Wagner, from the harvest of his loves the prize-fighter whom she has never
years in Hollywood, has this little volume met and later as a successful star he is still
her ideal.
to his credit.
Tessie Moves Along is a realistic tale of
Merton of the Movies, by Harry Leon
Wilson, was pure fiction, but how it told life in the motion picture studios.
It tells
Hollywood, the vividly, dramatically, the struggle of an
the story of Hollywood!
dream city; the magic land; the city of extra girl for fame, with its heartaches, its
Minnie discouragements, its glamour, its promise of
ambition, youth, beauty, and art.
Flynn, by Frances Marion, was another reward and finally of the achievement of a
great success.
vivid story of movieland.
Rob Wagner's own sympathy and affecTessie moves along a pathway bordered
by incidents which may have happened to tion for Hollywood, gained through years
your favorite star and -shadowed by drama of insight and observation, are revealed in
which breathes. As you follow her adven- his interpretation of the cinema city in
tures, you, too, see Hollywood from the Tessie Moves Along.
to

Never before have the intimate

MOVES

([Bill Haines

and Marion Davies

in

'Show People," when

"the jester's motley covers an aching heart."

.

SCREENLAND
KJMJMA, SHE POSITIVELY DANCES TODAY
To

"Step right up, folks!"

"See the little lady do her famous dance
that has made her notorious throughout the civilized zvorld "...

.

.

.

"Step right inside".
Then
a few steps more — and you're
back behind the tinsel to
.

.

the strange, secret lives
of these merchants of
mirth
to the part
of the carnival
you couldn't

—

pay to

/A

A liiat
national
Picture
Takes the Guesswork Out
of "Going to the Movies"

see.

ways

con men and hula danThe Barker— scarred, savage,

grifters,

double-crossing terror of the outfit
smooth as marble and twice
as hard— but just one soft spot—
.

Swirling color, blare of sound,
gaping crowds
Carnival!

the rowdy, twisted, reckless

gyps and
cers, and
.

.

his boy
Back to the strange drama
of one woman who hired
.

.

.

another to win the love

man she

of the
feared

! .

.

SCREENLAND

SCREENLAMO %he

PICTURES

that

TALK
SCREENLAND ta\es pleasure in announcing that Edwin
Howard has been engaged to carry on this department
devoted to the new and thrilling art of Talking Pic
tures.
Mr. Howard has had many years of experience

((

SCEMIC

in screen productions;

CRUISES

he

is

a reviewer of experience

more particularly, has been associated with the
development of systems for ma\ing movies tal\. In
an art that is so new, we are happy to have secured
a man whose experience includes every phase of talking
and,

orma

pictures.

6>€alif<
via the

(![

famous

Panama Canal
„

and

AI Jolson

the

the
of

his

'Mammy'

song.

One of the
successes of

first

SPANISH

in

pose

the

'Tal\ers.'

AMERICAS*

A WONDERFUL

vacation

—

on your way to the famous movie center of the
world. Days of delight cruising on tropic seas, with seven interesting shore visits
in "The Spanish Americas", Colombia, Panama,
Nicaragua, Salvador and
Guatemala, thence to Los
Angeles or San Francisco.

CIRCLE
TOURS
*350

tff»

WATER — RAIL
FROM your home town at main line
points and back in either direction. Including meals and bed on
steamer—first-class, and first-class rail-

road transportation. Stop-over privileges on return rail trip at Apache
Trail, Yellowstone Park, Grand Canyon, Yosemite, etc. Slight additional
cost returning via Canadian Rockies.
Luxurious, specially-built steamers
for tropic service. All outside rooms,
Simmons beds, no berths, Music.
Swimming Pool. Excellent Meals.

the
the
enthu-

is

T\w

Th /limit/) T—
ii/iv/i
°J SMWin rWLUUfU

siasm of every
producer.
While Johnny Hines is con'
templating making his next picture with
the sound record, Janet Gaynor comes from
Hollywood to take a course in voice cul'
ture for a Fox talking production. "Talk'
ers" is the name that' the trade has adopted.
Lon Chaney was told three times in one
day in New York that his wonderful voice
would be excellent for talking films.
It

Panama M ah, S. S. Co.
10 Hanover Square
St.
St.

'i 011

T/i-7

talking

but

pictures

this

is

which

has

inven'
con'

tributed particularly to
the present success of
the photo electric cell,

remarkable

electrical

instrument

which turns light waves into electrical pul'
sations which in turn produce sound, is
relatively
unimportant compared to Dr.
DeForest's

contribution.
mistake! The talkers are here
to stay. There are many opinions expressed
concerning them and all these opinions
carefully weighed seem to establish the fob

Make no

Every motion picture actress,
and photographer is lowing status regarding them:
wondering what it is all about and perThat talking pictures are liked if the
haps worrying a little for fear that this sound is not too loud; if there is no disnew wave of sound may upset his private tortion and this seems to me the most
craft.
important point if the sound serves a real
I
have watched for years the develop- purpose. The Movietone News-Reel Fea'
ment of talking pictures and have been tures are absolutely wonderful. They fulassociated with their progress, and it is fill the dreams of the most imaginative
very gratifying to me to find that the prophets.
The other night we had the
public enthusiastically backs up the en- pleasure of listening to President Coolidge
thusiasm of the pioneers.
and Lloyd George from the same comfortA history of talking pictures is hardly able chair, though the speakers had made
necessary, for the developments are too their utterances thousands of miles apart,
recent.
As every one knows, the advent within a period of three weeks. It was
of radio and loud speakers or, in other interesting to hear these voices.
It brought
words, of Dr. DeForest's Vacuum Tube the atmosphere of the event more conmade possible the magnification of sound, vincingly than any photograph alone ever
so that a theatre could be filled with sound had succeeded in doing.
Hardly one of
in the air.

director

—

S C to

LOS ANGELES 548 So. Spring
2 Pine
SAN FRANCISCO

latest

is

Write for further information and

NEW YORK

The second

with

pictures

producer,

One Way Water $250 up
booklet

ound

also,
this
marvellous invention furnished a method by which the sound could
be conveyed from the projecting machine
to the screen.

;ind

—

these real incidents, recorded both phonetically and pictorially, failed to arouse the
greatest enthusiasm.
If all the years and

(Continued on page 84)
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METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER brings great news to you for the coming year.
GRETA GARBO will appear in a great roof Life", and JOHN GILBERT will be in

JOHN GILBERT and
mance, "The Carnival

two other

pictures

and GRETA

"Show People"

GARBO

in three*

brings

MARION DAV1ES

"GOOD NIGHT RADIO-WE
NEVER MISS AN M-G-M PICTURE"

and happy WILLIAM

Jr HAINES together

in a mar-

MAR-

velous special production.

ION DAVIES has three additional
pictures and WILLIAM HAINES has
four.

"The Loves of Casanova"

a surprise special from

LON CHANEY

is

M-G-M.
be in

will

And now

photoplays which Metro-Goldwyn*
Mayer will bring you during 1928-29.

While the City

AT YOUR THEATER
NEXT SEASON!

Sleeps" and three other
films;

in

see the wonderful array of

(Be sure

RAMON NOVARRO

"Gold Braid" and one more;

NORMA SHEARER

to ask

your Theater Manager to make arrangements now)

Winners of the Ralph Forbes Memory Contest for May: Mrs. Berniece Jackson,
214 West Elm St., Ludlow, Ky., and Mr. Milburn Carl Smith, 520 South Rose
Ave., Kalamazoo, Mich. Autographed photographs have been sent to the next
fifty

prize winners.

in

"Ballyhoo" and three other productions, and LILLIAN GISH
in

"The Wind", 1§

Man" and

in

Camera
DANE and ARTHUR'S

BUSTER K EATON

appears in "The

another comedy.

i^k

^/

additional fun films.
"Camping Out" and three
CODY and PRINGLE offer the Broadway hit,"The Baby Cyclone" and
McCOY has six adventure pictures.
two more pictures. TIM

plans include

That amazing dog, FLASH, has «gjf two thrillers. There will also be three
COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS and three ELECTRIC LIGHT HITS with big,
absorbing themes. Rounding out M-G-M's new offerings are its famous HAL

ROACH

comedies: those

rascals,

OUR GANG :0^^\Wp^ tne laugh artists
M §L /y \**J*\j and rib-tickling
\W ical MAX DAVIDSON
5

M-G-M NEWS will again bring
you the world's happenings and, with M-G-M's GREAT EVENTS Series in TECHNICOLOR
Y£*7

with

HAL ROACH'S

ALL- STARS. The

M

world in store

for you.

PO O COLDWYN m Ki AY t

and M-G-M's famed ODDITIES,

there's the best entertainment in the

SCREENLAND
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PHILOSOPHER

At
cTor brighter Times

Pictures

HAVE BRIGHTER HAIR
One shampooing now

the

gives hair

new youthful radiance!

—

Your

hair
soft, fragrant, lustrous; alive with that
youthful sparkle that everyone admires; you can
achieve this charm tonight, with Golden Glint! Rich,

— remove
"
— the

generous lather cleanses your hair. You rinse
trace of soap. Then you apply the extra touch

shampoo

that makes this

new

different! Instantly

Millions use

frames!

it

"

Now your

All trace of dullness gone!

finish!

worthy of the face

all

plus

— new gloss —
it

hair is
regularly!

Nothing to bleach or change natural color of your hair.
plus! At your favorite dealer's,
Just a wonderful shampoo
or if nor, send 25 cents to J. W. Kobi Co., Dept. H, 617
Rainier Ave., Seattle, Wash. Money back if not delighted.
\

Golden Glint
SHAMPOO-fin

MAGIC KEY TO YOUTHFUL

O

tempora, o 'Tor'
boy! Raquel
Torres came from
Mexico to movie'
land and the tew.'

res, oh,

perature

"LOCKS'

few months ago

"Arlington Operated"

Tom

HOTEL ANSONIA
Broadway, 73rd

to 74th Streets

NEW YORK

CITY

minutes to Theatres and Shopping Districts.
minutes from Penn. and Grand Central Stations.

5
12

ROOMS

1,260

(All

York's most complete hotel.
Everything
comfort and convenience of our guests.

TWO RESTAURANTS
Open from 6:30 A. M.

midnight.

until

Music, Dancing, 2 Radio Orchestras, Ladies'
Turkish Bath, Beauty Parlor, Drug Store, Barber
Stock
Broker's
Shop,
Office.
All
in
the
Ansonia Hotel.

TRANSIENT RATES
Rooms

and Bath
per day
Double Rooms, Twin Beds,

300
Large

Bath

and

Bath

#7.00 per day

Weekly and Monthly Rates
away from all noise and
"Roaring Forties." No coal
steam plant equipped oil fuel.

Special

A

restful
of

"dirt"

smote;

#4.00

(2

persons)

lintel

—

the

owi-

Coolest Hotel in

New York

in SSwrnmer

THE ANSONIA
conjunction

In

with

the

Hotels

As a good Repubwe know that nothing can possibly
be good in Russia and we smiled upon him
with superior wisdom.
(Find out why it is
that every time we feel superior we are
wrong.) Well, Tom was full of it. "They
Russia.

consider motion pictures the most important
thing in modern life," said Tom or words
to

"Arlington Operated"

the

ACADGMY
0FDRSMAHCAR3S
Founded 1884 by Franklin H. Sargent

For 44 Years the Leading Institution
for Dramatic and Expressional Training
Prepares for

cActing
Teaching
'Directing
Develops Poise and Personality
Fall Term begins October 26th
Extension Dramatic Courses in co-operation with

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Free Catalog describing all Courses from
253-11.

CARNEGIE HALL. New York

critics

It

he went, and he

now

are figuring out why it is better.
me of a conversation with

reminds

Lon Chaney when he was here
day.

We

ture.

Here

were discussing
it

is.

the

other

a plot for a pic-

The New England

village

one-factory town, and the owner is
practically a baron.
He is a mild and
loving man and so he lavishes upon his
mill hands everything that he can think of:
short hours, high pay, parks, homes, and
is

MGRICAN

And on

effect.

so darn much about these here
pictures that I decided that he

motion
was
just blowing off, and giving the Russians
some of his own ideas, for Lord knows he's
got them.
The other day a Soviet film, The
End of St. Petersburg, came to New York;
and sure enough, it is way beyond us. I
mean it is better than the motion pictures
we make; as a picture, as an entertaining
feature; and as a work of Art.
Now all

Marseilles,

Anderson, Richmond and Cosmopolitan

Room

that

knows

#6.00 per day

Bedroom

Parlor,

the
returned
from abroad and
nothing would do but that
we must listen to the won'
der of motion pictures in
Terriss,

director,

lican

Outside)

New
for

went

up.

right

a

are interested in this story because it is like
Russia.
When they all get to eating regu-

when they have found out who their
great men are and who is going to get hold
of the money, their Art will shrink to fit
the vision that sits on a fat pocket-book.
In the meantime they are pace-makers for
the rest of us.
Tom Terriss and others
larly,

will bring their viewpoints and the first
thing you know the lead will be ours again.
Perhaps it might be ours already.
Mr.
Symon Gould, who does a great deal for
the movies in New York City, not long
ago showed a film
(it was about the time
that Variety had us all thinking of German
direction)
and in this film was a scene

—

—

made by David Wark
made the sequence ten

Griffith.

He

had

years before and it
had the very same psychological viewpoint
that we were giving the Germans credit
Perhaps there is in Hollywood a better
for.
man at motion pictures than any beneath
the blue skies of all the Russias.
I
am
sure that there is. In the meantime, remember that you produce better stuff when you
know that you have to.

Once there was an Indian who heard
and that the whites slept upon feather beds and
in a
generally, so the man goes so he got him a feather and tried to sleep
away and comes back in disguise (trust on it. But the feather tickled and prickled
Chaney for thinking of that) and he grinds and lo the poor Indian could not sleep at all.
the poor down and* lengthens the hours of The film producers do not fall into this
work and cuts the pay and raises the rents error. When an Underworld is made, then
and shuts off the books and closes the Dragnet, The Rac\et, Tenth Avenue, Ladies
parks, and then, the plot goes on, in a of the Mob, and others are made also.
dozen cellars in this abused town the mid- Wings is made and its imitations are
night oil burns, a great opera is composed Legion if not Condemned
We do not,
by a tired worker, a painting springs from however, decry this custom but welcome it,
a hungry machine hand and a great leader for it keeps alive the competitive spirit,
rallies
the workers
to
learn
to
think. which is always beneficial.
One artj6t is
Chaney figured'Tiow the love affair and the always spurred on by the work of another
hero could be worked in also, but we now artist.
so

They
poor way

on.

are

unhappy,

dissolute

.

—

"

SCREENLAND
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"They Snickered When

Got Up To Speak"

I

-Hutjrom theFirstWordJHeld Them Spellbound
rPHE banquet hall was crowded.
Suddenly I
* heard the chairman's voice say "We will
now have a few words from Mr. Byron Munn."
It came like a flash of lightning!
He was unexpectedly calling on me for a speech!
No time
to beg off
no chance to wriggle out of it!

—

—

As I started to get up, I heard a titter run
around the table.
'Watch him make a fool of himself," I overheard someone whisper, "He's so bashful he's
afraid of his
'He'll die

own
on

voice."
his feet!"

came another whisper.

followed

—

I

"This

going to be funnier than
'Abie's Irish Rose' I"
I knew they were laughing at me and expecting me
to make
myself ridiculous,
but I only grinned inside. I
stood squarely on my two
feet and started in!

Wh at
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How

When I Commenced
To Speak —

20 Minutes a
Will Show You

office!"
It was

Day

I

make

after-dinner speeches
nteresti ngly
converse
write letters
sell
more goods
train your memory
to enlarge your vocabulary
to overcome stage fright
confidence
to develop
self
to acquire a winning personality
i

.

.

true.

All

too.

my

life

had

been handicapped with a
timid and retiring nature.

6hy.

to talk before your club or lodge
to address board meetings
to propose
and respond to toasts
to make a political speech
to tell entertaining stories

to
to
to
to
to

I was so self-conscious that it almost hurt. With only a limited
education. I never could express
my ideas in a coherent, forceful

As a

way.
of

men

by

result I saw dozens
less ability pass me

with

into

positions of
business prominence
cause they were good
knew how to create
impression.
It
was

ing

—rang

out

—

my

.

strong, forceful, unfalterthrough the banquet hall as I

of my message with
I
strokes that held them spellbound!
let. myself
soaring to a smashing finale that
go
almost bronght them to their feet!
When I finished, there was an instant of dead
And then it came a furious, deafsilence!
ening wave of applause rolling up from one hundred
Somespontaneous, excited, thrillingl
pairs of hands

Between
secrets

its

covers

hammered home each point

swept

tolling

timidity, stage-fright
to win advancement,

—

—

—

I

whole

life.

discovered

had. never dreamed of.
away as I found a simple
I

and

certain

facts
Difficulties

way

Get This Amazing Book

to

—

and

were
overcome

self-consciousness and how
popularity and success.
I don't
mean to say that there was any "magic" or "mystery"
about it. because I went at the thing systematically in
the privacy of my own home, simply applying 20 minutes
each dn>.
And the results were certainly worth it!
Today I hold the sort of position that I had
always envied.
My salary has been increased! I am

FREE!

Right now. we offer to send vou absolutely free, a
copy of
tn
Work Wonders With Words.
This remarkable little book will show you how to de-

How

velop the
that has

priceless

"hidden knack"

brought success,
wealth to so many.
It will open your

social

holds

in

who

of Effective Speech
position, power and

^^r^..^

Now

eyes to a new realization of what life

the

—

clear as a bell

haps been responsible for more brilliant success than
any other one thing under the sun! And the secret
behind it all is_so simple that it is astonishing!

men

—

way

thing

be-

!

voire,

erful,

and

A

of

have found success

social

taikers and
the right

Byron Munn is typical. Not only
millions, but thousands of others
after learning the secrets of poweffective speech.
Being able to say the right
in the right
at the right time has per-

The experience

men who have made

simply

Almost from the first word,
maddening!
of doubt and defaded from their faces.
to be the master of any situation
Lucky
Accident
They were incredulous
amazed
Instantly the atmosAt last I began to despair of
phere became so tense that
jettinn
anywhere when I accicould
have heard a pin drop! No snickers dentally ran across a little book entitled. How to
you
WorJc Wonders With Wo%ds. And I want to say
nothing but breathless attention
nor sneers now
right here that that
from every one of those hundred listeners! My change the course of little hook actually helped me
the smiles

rision

not only in constant demand as a speaker in public
but I am asked to more social affairs than I have
time to attend.
To sum it all up, I am meeting
worth-while people, earning more than I ever dared
expect and enjoying life to the fullest possible degree!
And furthermore, the sheer power of convincing
speech has been the big secret of my success!

Was Once A "Human Clam"
After it was all over. Jack Ilartray fell into step
beside me as I left the hall.
"Gee. that was a
great speech!",
he said enthusiastically.
You certainly raised yourself about 100% in the eyes of every
person In that place to-night
And yet they
used to call you 'a human clam'
—and the quietest man in the
.

is

"But

pushed forward and slabbed my hand.
Others
and everybody started talking all at once.
"Great work. Byron old man! I didn't know you
had it in you!"
"You sure swept them off their feet
You're a
wonder!"

body

c~
n
;,enl

#.

FREE
master

store

for

secrets of Effective Speech.
See
for yourself! There

no

is

obligation.

A

You
can
obtain
your copy free by &||
sending
just
the
coupon.

^

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
Chicago,

3601

Michigan

Ave.

Dept.

632-C

III,

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
3601

Michigan

Ave.,

Dept.

632-C,

Chicago.

111.

Please send me FREE, without obligation,
copy of your inspiring booklet How to
Work Wonders with Words and full information regarding your Course in Effective
Speaking.

my

Name
Address
City

State..

..

Q To

honor

testify to

a

comedian, laugh at htm.

the laughter which, like

ment, accompanies his pictures,

12

—

.

This page

a Movietone

is to

attach-

an obligato ofhappiness.

CREENL1ND
HONOR PAGE

C[

Buster

is

meek,

and the mee\
shall inherit
the mirth.

^Melancholy

Buster

Kenton
C[

Buster carries Marion
Byron, 'Steamboat
Bill

Jr.'

and

the

house.

d[

The

very

sur-

prising morning-

glory

of

an

umbrella.

^-yr-^HE

T

latest picture

Steamboat
ing

of Buster Keaton,

very amuspage is to
little comedian.

Bill, Jr., is a

comedy and

honor the clever

this

not enough to act dumb or forever to bear the mask of stolidity; what
wins our approbation and applause is the tumbler's skill and the whole-souled
It is

generosity with which he spends his talents.

And,

freely giving to us, wins

for himself our sincere liking.

13

"Drop In

^Any Time
An

Editorial by

ELIOT KEEN

A

HE

news about the actors of the pictures comes to us all.
Hollywood love affair is
an amour international; a divorce rends the universe, and a baby in the picture colony
humanizes millions. Then, after months of hearing about him, we go to see the talked'of
one again, and it is like having a wandering boy return, or a hero back home after the
parade.

We

heard recently in a picture show:
"He's getting heavier" about Neil Hamilton. The New
York papers commented on Barrymore's wonderful appearance on the screen in Tempest in friendly
fashion:
"In wonderful shape, and young as ever." It is like having the actors come to call. After
they have almost become names to us, one day they drop into the "Splendiferous" or "The Gem" on

Broadway

We
"If

or

Main

Street

the course

is

got."

The

over.

to their personalities.
Sir

James Barrie in Maggie Shane's dialogue, "it doesn't matter
it, and with it they find success and the first lesson

picture-folk learn

make-up.

Make up your

14

warm

you haven't charm," wrote

much what you have
in

and we look them

meet them^ and again

face into a smile.

—

THE

newest

-blonde,

WON

he

Drexel

CC ^S[ancy

eight-

PICTURE GIRL

een, beautiful.

A

Do

C[

as

'BEAUTY PRIZE
and

they tried

you

member

re-

her

Dorothy

Kitchen?

give her

to

THE GATE
By
Frank Nreeland
Drexel's advice
young girl about
enter a newspaper

~st"ancy

to the
to

beauty contest with a
promise of a Hollywood career, is
the same as the advice of
to

the

young man about

married.

It

briefly,

is,

Punch
to

get

'Don't!'

know
should
Miss
Drexel
She spent
whereof she speaks.
some distressful months trying to
work out her salvation as a beauty
It
contest winner in the movies.
is only now, after a year and a
half, that she seems finally to have
shaken off the incubus of such a
In fact, one of
supposed honor.
Miss Drexel's distinctions may be
said to be that she is one of the
few beauty contest winners who
have ever made good and eventu-

one of
the
ton,

About

18

bade

friends

in

months

the

farewell

ago
to

Cathedral

her as
Devils'
are
Janet

chose
his

others

Gaynor,

'4

Charles

and Barry

Mor-

]<lorton.

School in New York and "left
Manhattan with high and ah

most dizzy hopes. Was she not
the triumphant survivor of a

ally achieved a leading role.

Drexel

Murnau

d[

Miss
her

High

A

beauty prize is only a handicap
in Hollywood so T^ancy Drexel is
living it down.

pulchritude tournament con'
ducted by an Eastern newspaper? Was she not the proud
possessor of a contract with a
California film company which
promised her employment at a
pretty figure?
Was she not
about to set out for Hollywood?
Was she not bound to make
a great big thumping success
from the start?

As
was

to

this

last

—Yes,

she

not.

Arrived in the film belt, Miss Drexel's hopes slowly but consistently went
glimmering, as so often happens with the fond hopefuls who descend upon it.
At first she was given a few scanty bits to play, then the bits had become nothing but vague and watery promises of more work. The company paid her salary
for a while. Then everyone seemed to have a strange lapse of memory. They
forgot, practically without an effort, that Miss Drexel was around, eager and
ready for service to the great American public.

—
€[

In

'The

J^ancy
honors
star,

VaUi.

Escape'

shared
with

the

V ir ginia

The

on the face of it, called for six months'
was one of those double-action, backfiring
contracts.
Almost anything might happen
under it and did. After twelve
(Cont. on page 98)
service.

contract,

But

—

it

1

Jnnocents
Hollywood
f*

1>y Delight fvans

C[

Catch 'Em Young, Keep 'Em
Cute,

C[ Janet-

is

The Gaynor

because of the new
craze, for youth and
innocence in Holly

The movies demanded young
beauty

so

h

Mo ran swam
right in.

T

the Age of Innocence in Hollywood.
has come to this.
Innocent Youth has bearded the
old boy in his den and led him forth into the sunlight
to play ring-around-rosie.
He is gentle as a kitten and
is

It

twice as playful.

The

cynical, tired old bozo

who

round dozen of red-hot mamas to make
him sit up and take notice now hops around
chirping: "You. chase me!" to corn-fed cuties
from Kansas barely out of bibs.
He used to
turn deaf ears to the subtle sirens. Today he

used to require

at least a

16

Collect a Fortune.

{Latest Producers

Lois

wood.

J^WXJHIS

and

ft-

({Mary

Brian's o

rnus^ be'^Ued

with

Mary's

movie earnings.

Slogan.)

({

Old

Man

ing led

by

Hollywood is be'
around by the nose
Loveliness

Picture

and Li\es

—

It!

Phipps' eight'
een year > old smile
made the movies sit
up and beg for more.

Sally

gurgles with joy

when

brand-new baby
lisps: "Da-da!"

a

star

Once Hollywood
was
Art

all

for Art.
just

is

an

Now
old-

fashioned boy. Artlessfashion.
the
is
ness
Camera angles are old

Curves

stuff.

come

have

in.

Hollywood, the golden

The

city,
fall

has
of

fallen.

good old

Babylon was nothing
compared to this. You
have heard of the wild
boys of Moscow. Well, the wild women of Hollywood
were reputed to be not far behind.
But now now a
group of wide-eyed, wondering little girls comes along and
quite casually lays siege to the film city and just as

—

casually takes possession.

jou were to

fall

for

It's

almost as

Baby Peggy.
Movie submitting

Imagine Old Man
caresses from pretty little

girls

who

if

Adolphe Men-

his knee and go through his pockets for candy.
they only find contracts they cry and cry as if
their poor little hearts would break.
But they don't
break, because movie contracts are much better than candy
for growing girls, as even the dumbest baby will tell you.
Mirth and Innocence!
Milk and Water! (Quotation.)
There is more danger in ninety-eight pounds of unalloyed sweetness and virginal
(Cov.tiv.ued on page 96)

bounce on

When

O

to

and
beard and

cajoleries

tug at his

O
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Tom

Mix
Q The Greatest Cowboy

of

Them All Offers
You a Camping
Outfit FREE.
is
traditional that cowboys admire harness of ex-

It

leather

quisite

Mix

and

Tom-

the idea to a
white
chamois -skin
suit,
Spanish tooled leather hoots
carries

and even diamonds set into
T^o wonder Tony

his belt.
is

proud.

in New York City playing in vaudeville at the Hippodrome. Even though the time between shows was limited, it proved to be sufficient, because Tom knew just
what he wanted and it was easy to see he enjoyed picking

was

Greenland

has offered many prizes from many stars
but never one which better represented the donor
than this complete outfit which Tom Mix selected
from the famous sporting-goods store of Abercrombie and Fitch, New York.

The
pany

representative of F. B. O. Pictures, for which com-

Tom

will soon be

making some new

the great western star to
18

make

pictures, brought

the selection while

Tom

out the different

The equipment
1

is

light

and

Tent
Mosquito Front and Pole
Hikelite

2 Blankets
1 Hikelite
1

articles.

1
1
1

Cooking Outfit

Camp Grate
The tent is made

1
1

practical

Pack
Candle

and

is

consists

of

Lantern

(

folding)

Match Box
Poncho

of Tanalite, which

for light-weight tents,

and

Boy Scout Axe

is

the best material

dyed by the same process as

YOU
Camp

Invites
to
C[

No

open spaces knows better the comfort of a good
Mix; and this light, portable equipment was his
own personal selection. You can win it if you write the best answer
(Remember, by 'best" is meant the
to the following question.
briefest and cleverest letter.)
rider of the

outfit

than

Tom

Q The

question

you must answer:- Air-

plane pictures come

and go, war pictures

pass but Western pictures remain always

a

strong favorite with every motion-pic-

ture audience everywhere.

so?

What

they

Why

this

is

quality have

that

other

films

lack?

Tom Mix and

his ten-

gallon hat loo\s over
the camping outfit he

purchased. The fire
put in for realism.

used by the Government.

Guaranteed to stand the regular

Tanalite is made of extra
long staple sea-island cotton, insuring strength and light-

Government

The

tests as to fastness.

The

waterproof which will
last as long as the material itself
immune to mildew, net
effected by heat or cold.
It is for two persons, width 5
ft.; depth 7 ft.: height, front 6 ft.; weight, with waterproof ground-cloth sewed in, 5% lbs. The jointed pole
weighs iy2 lbs.
detachable bobbinet front for the above
is included so that the mosquitoes will not be.
The blankets are best grade wool, soft and warm; color
grey, with dark border; size 60 by 82 in., weight 3% lbs.
The grate is an "Arizona," which Tom must have se-

ness.

color

is

drab.

tent

is

—

cooking outfit

is

as well as practical

reasons.

The

and

is

the most compact ever

designed.
It is

an

outfit

worth working

for,

and the thought

neces-

sary to enter this contest will be beneficial whether

win or not.
Write briefly, think
letter

it

you

out carefully, and address your

to

A

lected for sentimental

for two,

is

TOM MIX
Screenland Magazine Contest Dept.
49 West 45th Street, New York City
Contest closes August 10th, 1928

The winner
camping

in

will receive the outfit in time to go

September.
19

(\lt

is

that

the "Open

uttered

Strongest

Oak

on the Sap.

Sesame/ the Magic Incantation

by
into

a Clinging Vine
a Sapling— with

turns

the

w

the Accent

^

<C Little

and

He

Alberta

Vaughn
Boyd.

^William

but

helpless

is

happy.

onc

ION

before the
is done,

deed

before the
applause is
heard, before the
medals are hung on
j

and the
the
chest
newsreels take notice,
there
is
usually
a
marvelous sentence
breathed
with eyes
uplifted
and trem'
lips:" "You're
bling

C[

Esther
the

Ralston

uses

formula upon

Reed

Howes,

and

then what happens?

He becomes dough
in

her

hands

\now what
20

I

—you
mean.

Phipps and ~Kic\ Stuart. What can't a
accomplish with a little sympathetic jollying? Nothing can stop 7^ic\ now.

Q Sally
man

di

All over the world you
can almost hear the hum
of the cuties encouragThey
ing the huc\s.
are called bucks because
they ta\e so much buckling up.

Wonderful!"

No

message

has

other

travelled

so

often to

Garcia
and
never
been delivered.
The male animal
responds to this slogan as a tom-cat does
to catnip.
Every

great

accomplish'

ment has been
achieved to the music
of it, and for its

utterance

women
speech.

say

a

alone

were

Brian and ]ac\

Luden.

may

of

other

things and Til go so
far as to say they do,

but so long as they
retain "You're -Won'

She

s

his

weakness, now.

in the monologue, the rest
won't be hard to listen to.
Perhaps since we are all just a mass
of vibrations, as Dr. Millikan says, we
are keyed to these particular waves. In

derful!"

given

They
lot

C Mary

C Charles

Farrell

and Janet Gaynor
and the adoration
that

convinced

him

he

was

'a

very remar\able
fellow.'

any event they are
greatest words

the
in

the

language.

Don't you think so?
I knew you would
You're
because
Wonderful!

—
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OUISE

/A ZENDAThe

Clown

Prettiest

World.

in the

By Rob Wagner
(^Comedy's hand-maiden
has no beauty secrets —
just funny falls

and

millions offriends.

She scrubs the windows
to let in the sun and
Louise

all

gives her life to spread
the sunshine of laughter.

dressed up
in every

and wanted
studio.

"SJ

VERY

woman

craves

beauty,

Swain

Louise Fazenda was born in ugly
spent an ugly childhood
j poverty,
amid ugly surroundings, and because
she was considered homely according to the
snobbish standards of adolescent youth, went
through high-school ignored by the girls as
well as the boys.
And now in the fullness of her
screen success, and at a time when she has grown
into a really beautiful womanhood, she finds herself
cast in a series of perpetually ugly characters. And
It is very
all so that she may call forth laughter.

T

amusing, and Louise laughs too.
But somehow
behind her laugh one detects a hidden note of
humiliation and sorrow.
Vaudeville presents many notable

comediennes
appear in ugly characterizations, but invariably they are permitted to change their costumes,
and in the end we always see them prettied-up

who

their best.

Not

so in pictures.

Ugly

not suddenly metamorphosed
into fluffy ruffles just to give the audience an eyeful of the artiste's pulchritude.
If the character
That's
is homely it is homely to the final fade-out.
why there are so few women comedians on the
screen. Women will not make the supreme sacricharacterizations

are

of their charms for even fame and fortune.
Only yesterday I was walking across the lot at

fice

First

National with the one outstanding comedi-

when we

passed a group of boarding school girl visitors gathered in worshipful
admiration about the beautiful Billie Dove.
"That's Louise Fazenda," said Billie, proudly

enne of
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the' films

i

I

1

i

in
e's

Punctured
Romance,

1

and looking

Mack

({With

yet

1

Louise does
her stuff.

pointing to the dumpy
little old woman walking by my side. "You
ought to get her signature."
" O, gosh!" ex-

claimed the youngsters
as they turned again
to beauty.
Louise laughed, but
I'm sure I detected a
note of sadness in her
laughter.

There was a sting even
Louise's

first

had been
mobs on
when one
gaged as

success

working extra

in

She
in

Universal lot
day she was enone of only six
girls in a southern story.
Given
a pretty frock with ruffled skirt
she spent several days curling her
hair in imitation of Mary Pickthe

C[ J^o

true

without

comedy
pathos,

says Louise.

—

€[

Miss

Fazenda

has a tremendous
popularity which
doesn't depend
upon her beauty.

and when she appeared on
the set she had the exquisite thrill
of feeling that she looked almost
Suddenly the assistant
pretty.
ford,

director spoke up.

"One
up and
in

it

will

of the cast hasn't

girls

who

dismissed

the

for any one of you
do a black face."

The

shown

there's a five dollar ticket

other

girls

financial temptation

But

Louise
thoughtful.

was two

with a laugh.

was made
Five

dollars

instantly

That
more than the
dollars!

And

regular ticket.
the
Fazendas

were
((

has made the
her ugliness
meet Mrs.
pretty
is
really
Hal Wallis.

The

({The

who

girl

world

laugh

Fazenda

home

in

Wilshire

the
dis-

v£ry p 0Qr
Louise struggled between
r
My, how she
beauty and duty.
_

tTlCt

at

ITl

JTZOilY'

woo d

]

11

"\

1

1

wanted to wear those pretty clothes.
It was like a Cinderella dream come
true.
But at last duty won, and
turning in her pretty frock she made
It was
up as an ugly pickinniny.
the beginning of her career.
She injected so much humor into the
characterization that she instantly established herself as an artist.
Then to Mack Sennett's where she was compelled to watch the

famous

bathing

from

beauties

behind

the

make-up

of

grotesque

characters.

"I

was very

referred to
I felt

has only
against
her limousine to
be junny. That's
to

lean

what

bought

it.

sensitive

the time," she says, "and whenever they
on the set as 'the homely girl'
one
how I envied the bathing beauties.

at

in story conferences or

terribly hurt.

A

My,

My

blonde for a day. I tried it; I bleached my hair.
The next day I was cast as Mack Swain's mother! I was seventeen
years old. But that was a long time ago, and I can laugh at it now.'''
Yes, she laughs.
But don't think for a minute that she has outgrown her sensitiveness. I got this from several little episodes she
told me.
"When I fell in love with Hal," (Hal Wallis is the Warner Brothers'
publicity chief whom she married a year ago), "I naturally wished to
look beautiful in his eyes, so when I was doing my ugly characterizations I sneaked in the back way and then hid
(Continued on page 88)

dream was

Louise

me

to be

l

1

1
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<l Jac\

Holt

play

ing polo.

^Wfien the
PICTURE FOLK

^WOOPEE
oing the Limit in

Work

or

Part of
Game.
% Anita

Page

has

a shade the

best

of

the

is

Picture

By Grace YJngsley

it.

Kathleen Reynolds
"I don't

"but

Fm

unday morning sleep isn't for these busy Holly
wood people!" I telephoned to a very sleepy
Patsy.
"You know we have three parties today!
Franklin

Pangborn

is

calling

for

us

at

eleven.

Agnes Christine Johnston is having a party down at her
Santa Monica Canyon home and we are to have lunch
under the trees and then go to the polo game. Jack Holt
and Will Rogers are going to play, and maybe Frank
Dazey, Agnes husband.
"Then there's tea with May Robson and after that
1

know

in the

is

giving a

half

you

hands of

Gay

Nineties costume party."

said," Patsy

my

friends,

"

I

came back

at

me,

guess, as the poli'

and Fll wait for Tang.'
After a ride through the lovely Beverly Hills and then
into the Canyon, we sought the Uplifters' Club grounds,
where we were to have luncheon.
"I don't know what on earth the Uplifters find to uplift'
out here," remarked Doris Kenyon, who, with her hus'
band, Milton Sills, had already arrived when we got there,
"but Fm sure they must find every inspiration to uplift
in case they do find anything."
It was very lovely under the trees, and all the comforts
of home were combined, since the picnic table was close
to the brick barbecue oven, and there a regular chef and
waiter, all in spotless white, were cooking our chops and
ticians say,
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Play

potatoes.

We

found Frank Dazey arrayed in polo togs, as he was going
and we knew that he was just hoping and hoping that somebody might at the last moment decide not to ride, so that he could
have a chance at the ponies.
Ruth Chatterton came with James Creelman, the scenario writer,
and she was looking' very pretty in a cornflower-blue sports suit and
She had driven herself and her escort down in
small hat to match.
to sub,

her little roadster.
Doris Kenyon looked bloomingly beautiful in a pale yellow sports
suit and hat, with a little bouquet of blue flowers on her coat.
She told us that her baby had been a year old the day before.
"I suppose you gave the child elaborate
toys and probably a fifty thousand dollar
U. S. bond, didn't you?" our hostess inquired.

Florence Vidor, as
beautiful as French,

vermouth and Got-

don

gin.

C[

Edouard Raquello.
They li\e him in
Hollywood.

QBillie Dove, the
First Choice of
First
Rational.

™

"No,"

Doris

"we gave

the

laughed,

youngster
a brand new shiny tin
sink-strainer! Expensive toys are wasted
in our nursery!"
Milton Sills told us he had known
Isadora Duncan, and how much he admired her bravery and grit.
"I met her once when her finances were at a terribly low ebb," he
said, "but she refused a very lucrative vaudeville engagement because
the managers wouldn't let her do what she wanted, but wished her to
perform some cheap popular dances."
Over at the polo game, Doris Kenyon went quite wild over the
beautiful horses, as she always does.
Snowy Baker was riding and so was Jack Holt, both of course wonWill Rogers didn't play, but he
derful players.
(Cont. on page 94)
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the rest of the family loo\ over the city
that is made up of
his friends.

(\The Players from Hollywood
Find their Fame has preceded
Them.

By Anne Bye
—

ummer

stars
and some are not. But all of them
are fresh from Hollywood, and you know how fresh

that

is.

Here today and wan tomorrow

can they help
visit
is

Manhattan?

Phyllis Haver,

it,

Of

with the pace they

course,

set

—and

how

when

they

There

there are exceptions.

whose mission

in life apparently

is

being

an exception.
Phyllis is blonde and beautiful and
Phyllis is not wan.
cuddly and impish, also irresistible. "You know," she said
with that famous smile, "out in HollyC[ Glenn Tryon,
a
wood we live like small-town folks.
rise
and
make
to
you
early
bed,
Early to
may Us
all

the best

—umm,
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But

pictures.

New

York

is

New

different.

York
Here

~-

shadow
grow

less.

never

.

Q Almost
on

every chorus-girl

Broadway

town

girl

who

dances

for the sheer joy of being

a part of the

Bj/

a small-

is

Rosa
Reilly

•1 c»
Elisabeth Marliury
completed stating their
Hi
Blcal comedy yesterday.

the principals:

Ruth Thomas,

iliMni Sktf

Beth Walker, Ruth Fallot
hello 3}lRnd. Gaido Modzc

big

city.

Gil,l>.-

Penrose.

Al McGrath.
Qnigiey.

ijesfflr

F1r1>.

Joyce Arlins.

J

:

Kat

Ha

i

0[A[eitlier

dignity

nor

ma\e

for
butt

and)
Keeiian.

Miss Marmusical comedy, Say "When.
bury is New York's prize dramatic, social
and political exhibit. And not only New
York's, either.
London, Paris, Berlin and

Vienna all know and are proud
American woman whose dramatic

traditions

Hiss Marbury annc
there will be no chorut

C[

of this
ability

A

Y.

which
little

Sally

has

head

to

and

clipping from

7*1.

grace,

dancing

will have HHeen el*:
will Trav e a speakine part.

A merit

bowed her
wor\

hard

up

\ic\ed

heels as

her

well.

announi

Sally's first

has been celebrated for years.
From gallery to orchestra pit and back
again in the big Morosco Theatre, hundreds
of people will be crowded.
The creme
de la creme of New York's artistic and social life will
be packed into the playhouse waiting for the beauty of
this new widely-heralded production to unroll before
Painters, sculptors, movie magnates, finantheir eyes.
ciers, artists, writers, poets, business men and dreamers
all will be drawn to the playhouse by the magic of
Miss Marbury the woman who gathers youth and
grace to inspire a jaded world.

—

Can you picture it?
The director waves his
Music sounds,

hushes.

grows

louder,

louder

With

a rich staccato

birth

in

some

—deeper,

tempo

dark,

The
Beauty.

curtain

through
Youth

rises.

the
and

1

evanescently beau-

deeper.

had its
African

gasp

theatre.

beauty.

Little

tiful.

that

pulsing

A

Girls, slim, wistful,

and sensuous; then

jungle.

goes

The audience

baton.

soft

trees

willow

— timid on the

edge of life's unexplored stream. Blonde

Red-haired

girls.

Small

girls.

and

girls

tall

girls.

But who is that one
and dark, with

so dear

long straight hair
in
a knot at
back of a proud

the

bound
the

head?

Why,

that

is

Sally

Anderson.

You remember

little

you?

The

Sally, don't

who won

girl

the

Screen land contest.
The contest that was
given by Gilda Gray
and by Ned Wayburn
Wayburn Dance

of the

Studios.

Gilda Gray looked
back over the bitterness

and struggles of

her

own

And

in

early days.
gratitude for

her success, decided to
give some girl a chance
to learn the

of

dancing.

great

art

But the

must be talented.
Miss Gray agreed to
pay the successful con-

girl

testant's

fare

to

New
31

SCREENLAND
And Mr.
and turmoils of his own
threadbare youth when he was a boy with dance desire
in his heart and not an internationally recognised pn>
ducer and master of dancing agreed to let the young
winner have a free scholarship at his studio.
Hundreds of contestants sent in their photographs. But
Sally was the chosen one.
Chosen by a unanimous vote.
Now it may surprise you to learn that Sally isn't at all
the popular conception of a dancer.
She has neither the
blonde prettiness of Mary Eaton nor the languid grace of
York and her

Wayburn,

living expenses after she arrived.

recalling

the griefs

—

—

Claire Luce.

Sally

a thin edition of beloved Isadora
purple black. Her eyes are shining
And her body is glorious with unashamed beauty.
soft.
Sally lived in Jonestown, Mississippi, with her mother,
in a pretty rambling white home surrounded by fragrant
farm lands.
garden encircles the house.
garden
where honeysuckle, magnolia
and jasmine bud and bloom in
the heavy, unstirred air. Sally's

Her

Duncan.

hair

is

is

A

A

father was dead.
But Sally's
mother still young and pretty
was happy in the companion'

—

—

ship

her

of

gentle,

had

Even

always

as a child,

As Sally grew
was sent to the neigh'
boring town of Clarkesdale for
instruction from the best dancing master.
Jonestown, you
improvisation.
older she

understand,

such a tiny village that there is neither dancing master, theatre, nor movie
is

there.

In that Southland
flowers,

when

blossom

401 Mercantile
Dallas, Texas.

danced.

when anybody

girls,

early.

like

And

was a mature sixteen she became very miserable.
Sally

Mendez's Spanish Shawl
been awarded to

death by his

has

The

Bank Building

was awarded

contest

most; that

is,

which makes you most ambitious, affectionate
or
a

charitable

—

story,

a

physical

exercise

or

picture?"

Miss Anderson wrote in favor of the pictures with convincing personal incidents and
the beautiful Spanish Shawl has been sent
to her.
quote a paragraph only from her

die

breeze swept over
the first time
that hot enervating day as the
mother continued:
"I
don't
want to crucify you on the

"When

I have been to a show like The
of All Flesh, I am broke for a month.
give and give.
I
After seeing that very
picture a blind man stood below my window
and every time anyone came into my office
I had them give him a coin."
Miss Mendez, joins us in expressing delight
that her shawl has been won by Johnnie

Way

is

so

cross

movie.

It

life

really

happy.

But Sally got a great surprise when she explained to
her mother how dearly she wanted to become a dancer.
Instead of reproaching, the mother understood.
But all
the friends and relatives didn't.
They called in a body
They expressed themselves freely on the subto protest.
ject of a 'nice' southern girl having a career on the stage.
Gave them tea. And
Mrs. Anderson listened quietly.
wished them good afternoon.
When all had left the house, Sally's mother took her
32

If

find happiness

nor beauty here

home with me, then you

at

must

go.

Sally

Is that
couldn't

how

it

is?"

speak.

But

she nodded her head.

was the only place

For she could dream there.
Dream of the day when like Gilda Gray and Billie Dove
she would become a famous dancer. But Sally didn't have
the heart to tell her mother that she wanted to become a
professional.
For in Jonestown, anybody who becomes a
dancer is considered not quite 'nice.'
Chorus girls are
thought by Jonestown folks to be at the bottom of the
social ladder.
People down there have especial pride in
their ancestry, and can trace their families back many
generations to the day when lovely ladies swept through
the court at Versailles and when chivalrous gentlemen did
battle for their ladies with flashing swords grasped in white
be-jewelled hands that bore no trace of labor.

was

selfishness,

you feel that your
is wrapped up in this dancand that you will never

ing,

Every day she used to go over
to Clarksdale and take in a
she

my own

of

dear.

human.

convincingly

fresh

garden for

the

We

letter

for his belief."

A

letter:

whose

to

archers.

boy wasn't satisfied with all the
fetes and the luxuries of the
court.
But Sebastian knew that
in Christianity he had found
the only true beauty and happiness.
And he was willing to

for the best

answer to the question:
"Which affects your actions

own

"You see, Sally, the Emperor
couldn't understand Sebastian's
desire to be a Christian.
He
couldn't understand why the

Miss Johnnie Walker Anderson

clever

played the piano, Sally would
be found in the centre of the
big living room dancing under
the crystal chandelier, dancing
queer little dances of her own

young man was shot

fair

Lucila

daughter.
Sally

out into the garden and sat down.
"Did you ever hear the story of Saint Sebastian, Sally?"
the mother asked out of a clear sky.
"No, I don't believe I ever did," the bewildered girl
answered.
"Well, I'll tell you about him," said the mother, smiiing.
Sally spread out her wide white organdy dress and sat
down wonderingly as her mother's cool voice outlined
itself in the heavy afternoon air.
"About three hundred years after Christ was born,
there lived in Rome a young archer named Sebastian. He
was chief of all the imperial archers at the court of the
Emperor Diocletian. But the Emperor was a pagan. And
When Diocletian
Sebastian at heart was a Christian.
discovered this fact, he became so enraged that he condemned the young archer to death. Late one afternoon,
Sebastian was bound to a tree by two tall Ethiopian slaves.
And there at twilight while
many cedarwood fires filled the
air with flame and odor, the

It

later that Sally

won

was only

the scholarship.

a

few months

When

she reached
York, she had another big surprise.
For it wasn't
the cold-hearted city she had expected.
People welcomed
her.
They were kind to her in many ways. And then
she began to realise, as so many have before her, that
New York isn't a huge, mechanical city, but instead a
vast communal chain of little indissoluble towns, each
forged to the other by the mutual indomitable desire of
its inhabitants to achieve success and happiness and beauty.

New

First the

meet the

girl

was taken

to the

Screenland

office

to

Keen, and then she was brought up
to be introduced to Mr. Wayburn and to start her dancing

work

When

editor, Eliot

in his studios.

young southerner was ushered into Mr. Waywhich looks more like a continental salon
with its spaciousness and its splendid furnishings, Sally
was awed. For Mr. Wayburn is a commanding figure.
He makes you feel his power. As he stood to welcome
burn's

the

office,

her,

he seemed to the

feet

three

untutored eyes a giant: six
magnificently built; with
every stride and gesture.
As Sally looked

inches

tall

girl's

he

dominance in
up at him, she commenced

is;

to realise

(Cont. on page 82)

JOBYNA

RALSTON

found the habit of

Harold Lloyd. She is Wed to
Richard Arlen and her next picture will be

success with

Power.
P/iotogrupli

bv Melbourne Spurr

—

TAGGED

for

QLORY

By Yhil Gersdorf
OU can

mark, at

learn screen technique

by watching the moving
figures
to
catch the music
just

'G[

Jeanette Loff's beauty illumines a
fog scene ta\en at the De Mille
Studio for 'Love Over Night,'
with Rod La Rocque opposite.

large

however

IF,

to possess a person-

ality of

mind and body

there's the rub.

most

technique,

of

see,

and the atlas
propped under
her, she was so little; and
it was a laborious climb up
and down from the piano
stool.

But the

Musicians'

can

start
Ida.,

of

art,

from

home transplanted

Copenhagen,

Den-

com-

little

instruc-

tion unless destined

for ex-

ecutants.

gifts

a

children

monly require

Jeanette Loff had

and graces, to
with. Born at Orofino,
she grew up in a world

unusual

Nor-

and

unabridged
had to be

•

be mastered in advance.

You

Danish

Jeanette cannot remember
began to
she
first
finger out simple tunes on
the piano-forte. The family

that

it,

to the

when

registers like Jeanette LofPs.

Ay,

and then

wegian.

you

if

happen

to Idaho

mother

Jeanette Loff has proved
that it can be done, for with

hardly any professional act'
ing experience she sprang
full-panoplied into the front
ranks of filmdom from the
obscure place of a screen
accompanist. There's a very

first

wilds of Wadena, Saskatchewan, where
her father continued his profession of
violinist.
He is a Dane, and her

At

ten she

was a

and a-t sixteen she undertook to play
the accompaniments at the
sort of prodigy,

—

((Jeanette Loff
five feet three inches, 105 pounds
can sing li\e
of golden-haired, blue-eyed beauty
a bird and play a half-dozen musical instruments.
But her silence is also golden.

—

local picture

theatre.

(Continued on page 93)
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([Polly
gets

Ann Young
Eddie

from^

Tangent

just

t/i

ceremonious treatment her
respectful

costume

calls for.

(\She Changes
Clothes

Her

With Her

And It's

Your
Own Fault If You

Moods
Can't

By
—

every girl really in duplicate she and her shadow
two natures one good, one bad? Not exactly. She
has one that God gave her, but civilization has taught
her a thing or two. That there is a little bit of bad
in every good little girl no psychologist can deny.
In
fact, that's what makes her so good.
But there can be no doubt that a wise girl knows her
material, and dresses to suit both of her natures.
No
twentieth-century charmer ever dresses like little Eva when
She knows that as she dresses, so
she is feeling like Eve.

Is

38

—

Make

Her.

Kitty Hubert

And if she craves rough treatment she
wouldn't wear a gingham gown with a sash, unless the
will she be treated.

sash

had a sash-weight.

And all this
"Two Natures
know

she

is

It's just the
is subconscious, of course.
The first thing you
Struggling Within."
flying down the beach, setting the curving
Beware then, Mister
singing 'Mary Ann.
1

combers to
Aplomb and Percy Refinement, for the Eve-underneath
has broken out and she wants an understanding playmate.
If, on the other hand, she feels pensive, and shy, and

—

C[

J^orma Shearer and Builph Forbes in
'The Actress' in the tempo and man'
tier of petticoats and laces.

and reserved, and tender, and quaint, she would carefully array herself
garment suggesting an old- fashioned garden, and cambric tea, and little
lace mittens.
And she would be as well protected as if she were escorted by
a hand-picked posse consisting of Strongheart, Flash, Rinty, and Wallace
Beery in a nasty temper. The worst any man could do to a girl in such a
costume would be to stoop and kiss her hand, and even then he would feel
like a dirty dog, and expect to be sued for breach-of 'promise.
Dress your mood if you don't want to be misunderstood. If you wear a
one-piece bathing-suit don't be surprised or hurt if predatory males surround
you, and don't be disappointed if, instead of poetry on the tip of the tongue
you get a sock on the approach of your boy-friend. He's human, too you've
quiet,

in a

—

got to

make

allowances!

For a while girls conceived the idea that mannish jackets and starched
would be an even more alluring costume. 'The Modern Woman'
you remember her. Her wrap-around skirt hangs limp and forgotten in the
clothes closet. Those costumes are the skeletons in the closet of fashion. And
in their place you'll find little frilly things and full, long skirts and quantities
of tulle and lace.
The girls are getting feminine again.
Oh, they still wear sports clothes. They haven't completely passed up
the tailleur, but they're different now.
Norma Shearer, home from her glorious honeymoon in Europe,
looking more patrician, more lovely than ever in her life, sat in her
C[ J^orma
says
you feel difdressing-room at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios (it's all been
in
ferent
done over, by the way, with new furniture and new drapes) and
such dresses.
She had chosen a
discussed these things.
(Cont. on page 86)
shirts
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A DICTIONARY
A-mer'i-can. Richard Dix
America;
of
native
orig., an American aborigine; now, a person of
European descent born in
Three cheers
America.
for the red, white, and
Richard! He showed his
Americanism in The Vanishing American and he

t curves. Joan Crawford
Bent continuously without

A

will prove

it

angles.

The

only

angles about Joan are those she precipitates in

such movie dramas as

Unknown,

won

which she

in

hearts

the

The
Lon

of

Chaney, Norman Kerry,
and a million other men.
cute.

Red

again in

for

S\in.
Richard Dix

O'Neil

Sally

Clever or shrewd; attractive by reason of daintiness or picturesqueness, as

ar'is-to-crat'ic.

walk on the screen

Characteristic of, or originating with, the aristocracy. That's why Elinor Glyn, an aristocrat

once chose Aileen

herself,

to

play

a

ing

her

tiny

flounc-

and

skirts

tossing her Irish head, as

she did in

in

princess,

and

Three Wee\s.
at-trac'tive.

Sally has only to

a child.

Aileen Pringle

Joan Crawford

The Mad Hour,

over the house you'll hear "Isn't she

all

cute?"

Nancy

Carroll

Having the power or

Marion Da vies

de-light'ful.

qual-

Highly

ity of allurement, charm.
Nancy has all that ask

Marion Da vies

delight.

—

is

always giving something

—she

whose Irish Rose
when he saw her; or RichAbie,

giving

pleasing;

generous-hearted

is

and democratic and
spirit shows in her

ard Dix, opposite whom
she played the love scenes
in Easy Come, Easy Go.
~N.ancy

pic-

The Patsy and

tures like

The

this

Fair Co-Ed.

Carroll

ap-peal-ing. Charles Farrell

Harry Langdon
Very or excessively mod-

bash'ful.

Webster says it means to
Charlie has
call on one for aid and sympathy.
at Janet
looks
when
he
all the sympathy he needs
scene
begoodbye
in that
in Seventh Heaven
fore he went away to war.
And in Street Angel when
he brought home the
bologna and they had their

—

farewell feast.

est;

ing;

shy;

diffident;

retir-

bashful

child.

a

as

That's Harry

all

baby carriage

in

One who, or
flaps.
The

Remember him in the
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp?
over.

White

Alice

flap-per.

Marion Davies

that which,

high-school

always late for
classes but never for Class.
Collegiate a la femme with

heroine,

William Haines

boy-ish.

Like, pertaining to, or af'

manner

ter the

That's
Billy.

of, a

rolled stockings

boy.

why they call him
Watch him teasing

she has

just
Billy.
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a

in

Show

People

play-boy,

—

that's

it,

and other

Anita Page in Telling the
World or making love to

Marion

The

bob.

William Haines

and

last

in

latest

word

Show

Girl

films.

re-fined. Irene Rich
Polished;

cultured;

from vulgarity.

Who

free

can

Alice

White

—

FAN

<JMOVIE

the
play a lady the way Irene
can? Remember Lady

romance incarnate
men. Ramona.

—Dolores

as

Charmaine, Car-

Windermere' s Fan!
Johnny Hines
Johnny Hines is always
His
in a good humor.
grin makes every one else

jo-vi-al.

gay.

Madge Bellamy

Gleeful,

sprightly,

blithe,

Since

sportive, frolicsome.

Bachelors Madge
has been the tired business
man's little ray of sun'
When she flirts
shine.
through The Play Girl and
her other films strong men

Summer

women

wilt and

grace.

pictures

whether

as

Tenderloin

and the money.
Madge Bellamy

wonder.

is

Yes, you feel

Dolores

a girl of the

or

always poised. Even

—

a hunch-back, a

crook,

a

kind father,

way

Vilma Banky
That which is beautiful

—

about

brought

us

sheer

Incomprehensible;

un-

fathomable. All the mystery of the Orient lies in
Sojin's eyes.
He has vil-

many

films

presumably sinister
intent but you can't be
with

sure until the bodies are
counted.

splendid;

shining.

Flash'

slinky

like

Miss Loy
so

Myrna Loy

(That's more like
sion.
Lupe, wild little spit-fire
of The Gaucho, burns 'em
She loves as hard as
up.

Watch

she hates.

wom'an.

An

and heat

—

no, no!

it.)

In other words,

out!

Leatrice Joy

female person.
very much a
person and also very feminine as you don't need to
adult

is

if you saw
sparkling through
The Blue Danube. She's

be reminded

her

and white teeth
lithe,
swaying body
Mexican

regular.

—

a

Liveliness of imagination or fancy; ardor of pas-

ing smile of red, red lips

—

distress,

principle of combus-

Leatrice

Dolores del Rio
very bright;

in

the day's work!

and her

tion as manifested in light

in-scru'ta-ble. Sojin

Sparkling;

all in

Lupe Veles

The

bril'liant.

the

can manage to be
darned mysterious.
fire.

lained through

clown

—

Myrna Loy

she moves,

home-girl
Dolores Costello

—

beauty.

a

slumbrous eyes, that invoke strange dreams. The
mystery is how a nice

Ever

through breath-taking bits
in Nights of Love and
Two Lovers Vilma, the
Hungarian Rhapsody, has

Johnny Hines

incompreEnigmatical;
There's somehensible.

beau'ti-ful.

pretty.

could be

Chaney

thing

The Dar\ Angel

a

more changeable than

mys-te'ri-ous.

pedestal.

since

What

ableness.

to

as for change-

tough sergeant of Marines

the flood of Noah's Ar\
fails to sweep her off her

lovely, fair,

likened

person

chameleon

elegance; propriety.

Lon Chaney

chame'le-on.

A

the Baltimore belle, Glorious Betsy,
she

his

Chinatown

like

Charlie bring in the mirth

Dolores Costello

Charm; easy
that about

why

That's

grin, too.

Leatrice

Joy
41

q_Alight

VANS

Dolores del Rio puts the

moan

in

RAMONA

Ramona

Q Teepee for

Two.

Ramona is the answer. And
moan in Ramona. You'll have
Now let's
those squaw-man blues when you see her.
Edwin Carewe
get serious. This is a beautiful picture.
has made a movie classic of Helen Hunt Jackson's famous novel
ed man,

why

are

you blue?

Dolores del Rio puts the

about the California Indian maid and her love for a handsome
brave.
It is Dolores del Rio's picture.
She is a poem with her
shining hair and eyes, and her classic contours.
She is also a
fine actress, in case you are interested.
I suppose she has technique whatever that is but it looks to me as if she acts because
she can't help it.
Her dancing, like her acting, has grace and a
few other girls left far behind. When Dolores casts those lustrous
No;
Spanish orbs in your direction would you say 'Mariana?'
you'd say 'How! Now!'
Ramona is allowed to tell her story slowly, but this leisurely
tempo is appropriate. Mr. Carewe has drawn out some of the
episodes but he has made up for it by painting some marvelous
Warner Baxter plays Ramona's
pictures of California beauty.
Indian lover capably and chestily, while Roland Drew is a charming Felipe.
Ramona would be a tragedy, with few frivolous
moments, except that a picture with Dolores del Rio in it can't
It's a treat.
be listed as tragedy.

—

—

—

G[

Dolores

as

'Ramona'

and Warner Baxter as
her Indian lover.

The

NEWS PARADE
(\Hip, Hip:

T

HIS started out
V\i Vs| boy.
It ended

to

glorify the

American camera-

by glorifying Sally Phipps in a
which was all right, too.
bathing-suit
But the
epic of the camera-man was left far, far behind
for no matter how much you like Sally, you must admit
she's not an epic; she's too little. While it's a good break for
suit, why not call that a picture
er
her smile and her
(and a darned pretty picture, too) and make another re-

—

— —
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volving around the exploits of the intrepid news-reelers?
Nick Stuart is the hero, awaiting his chance to shoot
Not a bolshevik; but a brave
Sally's capitalist father.

camera-man intent on a scoop. Of course he gets his picboth of 'em.
But not before The K[ews Parade
cures
has turned first into a travelogue, and then into a serial,
Fun for the kiddies
involving Earle Foxe and fisticuffs.
and for the real camera-men.

—

—

SCREENLAND
C[

Adapted from

the Irish novel by

Donn Byrne

HANGMAN'S HOUSE
(\Bad

Here's
spend

just the thing for that tired feeling.

a depressed evening at

Why

home when you

can go to see Hangman's House? This picture
make you thank your stars that your old
man isn't an executioner. Or maybe he is. How should
In that case, you can thank your stars that
I know?
Or that your daughter didn't
your house isn't on fire.
that
a villain didn't shoot your pet
marry a bigamist. Or
will

All these dandy accidents occur in the merry opus
entitled Hangman's House, adapted, ever so faithfully,
from the novel by Donn Byrne, who certainly must have
It's a story about
been feeling good when he wrote it.

horse.

Ireland and the Irish; an Irishman, John Ford, directed;

fl[

One

Noose.
you

see the real thing instead of the usual

movie paste
Hobart Bosworth plays Judge O'Brien, 'the
hanging justice,' who sees his victims in his -own fireplace
and before he dies marries his only daughter (June Collyer)
so

emeralds.

to a rascal (Earl

when

she really loves a lad played
.

A

and a

of those pictures with a laugh

J^aughj

Foxe)

by Larry Kent (and why not?)
The poor girl is harried
and hounded until Victor McLaglen, also Irish, comes to
the rescue and retribution overtakes the villain who, by
the way, is of the blackest dye ever cast on the screen.
corking fire which consumes Hangman's House and the
villain provides a cheery finale to send you home in a
good humor. There is a good cast. If you liked the fog
in Sunrise you'll like it in Hangman's House.
It looks
enough like the same fog to be its twin brother.
tear

J^augh

Qloivn,

(\Stop
Tickling.

"ITH a ho-ho-ho, and a ha-ha-ha,

and

maybe

a

little

tee-he-he.

Laugh, Clown, Laugh is one of
those pictures with a laugh and
Directed by Herbert Brenon, it is

a tear.
the tale of a clown who couldn't help crying
and a count who couldn't help laughing. Between them it is hard to keep a straight face.

But Laugh, Clown, Laugh is
It is Lon Chaney's best, as

He

cerned.
his

scenes

painted

and some of
clown regalia
pantaloons, and all
Yet Chaney is always con-

plays the clown,

are

grin,

enacted
grotesque

the rest of it.
vincing.
He never

automatically

Heavy Heroes
it

in

over-acts.

added

—along

to

the

list

He
of

is

now

Strong,

with Emil and Ernest
Big Boy!
You
when he falls in love. And you

and Bancroft.
believe

a good picture.
con-

far as I'm

Ah,

there,

don't see why that silly heroine, Simonetta,
doesn't prefer him to the slinky Count Luigi.
Nils
She takes the cake and the count.
Asther is wasted as Luigi. Loretta Young, a
new picture girl, is the Simonetta. She may
be your idea of young love in a garden and
rose-in-bud and a sliver of moon in a spring
sky.
On the other hand, you may think
Loretta is just too Young to be interesting.
But there wilt be no two opinions about Lon
Chaney, or I'm a bare-back rider.

—

Lon Chaney
as

the

is

always convincing

clown of 'Laugh, Clown,

Laugh.'
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Torrence and Keaton are the Tiffany of

all

comedy teams

Steamboat
Q Throw

Out

S'I'Si S-I-P-P-I!

River, himself.

—

—

(BC

jr.

the Laugh-Line.

Old Man
That's right.
He's the background for this
comedy about an old steamboat named Stone
wall Jackson, her skipper, Steamboat Bill, and
Steamboat's son, Junior. Senior is Ernest Torrence; Junior
is Buster Keaton
and they are the last word in comedy
teams.
They are the Tiffany of all screen funny acts.
Big Ernest and little Buster both at their best, and you
know how good that is. Burly father and scared little
shrimp of a son just back from Boston with high-class ideas
and a ukelele. Father smashes the ukelele and tries to reJunior
But he doesn't get very far.
model the ideas.
-I-S,

bill,

proves that brain is equal to brawn, and he saves the day
and the entire cast before he is through showing off.
There's a wind storm that's the funniest ever filmed.
Buster has always been one of my favorite comedians so
I feel like saying 'I told you so' after Steamboat Bill, Jr.
He is really very funny, and his acrobatic falls will make
you wince. Ernest Torrence is a perfect foil.
little
girl named Marion Byron proves that it is possible for a
comedian's leading lady to make her presence felt if she
is as pretty and as pert as Marion.
Steamboat Bill, Junior

A

—

show

for

This Revolution will not ma\e anyone see

Red

is

a

great

seniors

and juniors and everybody

else.

CTJempest
(\In a Teapot.

a

nce

Markov

there

was

peasant
who loved

a princess.

boisterously played

by Louis Wolheim
and his nose, saves
the day, and the
ex-peasant and the

Well, it
once more in Temto the satisfaction of all conpest,

John

general's

Barrymore, for the
first time in many
moons of make-up,
is permitted to be

He

like him.

Russian

ting

He
along

seek
to
for-two
happiness in a new
land. It's as simple

plays

as

mingly

—

pest

Tem-

The

is

Revolution
make any-

will not

one see red. But it
is always good to

get-

John Barrymore as Sergeant Mar\ov and

swimbut un-

Louis

Wolheim

as

his

pal in

'Tempest.''

look

fortunately his general's daughter is, too. She's in bathing
and he happens along and falls for her. This is lese majeste,
His infatuation proves his undoing, and
to say the least.
if it hadn't been for the Revolution, in the role of Old
John Nick-of-Time, Mr. Barrymore I mean Sergeant Ivan

—
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that.

all

hardly an
important picture.

soldier

is

sleigh-built-

their

whose devotion to
duty earns him a
promotion to Sergeant.

beautiful

daughter are seen
speeding away in

humorous and debonair, and you'll
a

would

geant Bulba,

Once?
happens

cerned.

—

have been in a bad
way. His pal, Ser-

a

Camilla Horn. This

German

girl

at,

especially

shows beautiful eyes and

and good form. But she is cold, after the manner of movie princesses. John Barrymore doesn't look or
act like a Russian peasant; he looks and acts like John

lovely hair

Barrymore

in a genial

mood

—which

is

much more

pleasant.

SCREENLAND
C[

A

charming romance of champagne days on the continent

e

YELLOW
JOi I y
q Pre-War Stuff.
country there is nothing like a
about the gay goings-on cf carefree royalty to give us a little pre-war Lick.
The Yellow Lily no, not red; yellow is
charming romance of champagne days on the
:ontinent when an Archduke could create a senation merely by dancing with a beautiful bour^eousie. These days an Archduke couldn't create
a sensation no matter what he did.
But this,
and republicans too
good democrats
is real,
old-fashioned romance. The Blue Danube Waltz
is old-fashioned, too, but a few old codgers like
myself still thrill to it.
If you are fed up on collegiate
capers see The Yellow Lily by all means.
If you like
Billie Dove or Clive Brook, or both, see it.
If you admire
continental direction by Alexander Korda, don't miss it.
Something tells me you are going to see The Yellow Lily.
Now, please don't tease. I don't know why it's yellow
instead of white or red any more than you do.
But I
do know that yellow lilies neither toil nor spin, so they
Billie Dove is
can't be so much different from the rest.
this free

picture

—

—

—

G[

—

CC

Chester Con\lin and

his

Broo\ is a beautiful Archdu\e and Billie Dove a vision
in "The Yellow Lily.'

Clive

—

the small-town Hungarian beauty

who

captures an Arch-

what is more important, holds it.
At first she spurns him, which only spurs him on. Then
she shoots him and finally runs off with him. Clive Brook
duke's fickle fancy and,

Billie is a vision.
a beautiful, beautiful Archduke.
Between the two they prove that love was love even when
girls wore long hair and skirts and men said it with

is

serenades.

walrus whis\ers are xngraUating

The BIG

Tip is e

Q Louder — and Funnier.
referred to this picture as satire the other
then I am Mary Pickford, and

SOMEBODY
day.
I'd

If this is satire

comes
words
per.'

off.

Garbo. The Big T^oise is a
good idea that somehow never quite

rather be Greta

comedy with
It

a

gives itself

away

in a title

when

it

says (in

same effect) 'The Big Noise is just a whisChester Conklin and his walrus whiskers are in-

to the

:

gratiating as always, but otherwise the hilarity is absent.
now that he is a star I can't call him Chester

Mr. Conklin

— plays

a

—

man

of the

crowd who

finds himself

suddenly

famous.
self

He

gets his pictures in the papers

eulogized

and begins

to

believe

it

and hears him-

when someone

—

pinches him and he wakes up
to find that all his friends
were of the fair-weather variety, and that newspaper clipHollywood papers please copy.
pings don't make a hero.
Alice White plays his daughter; the program says so. But
Alice, where art thou? Anita Loos was the original author
of this

men

comedy but

that

is

the only resemblance to Gentle'

Prefer Blondes.
4?
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Richard Dix sends innocent hysitters into hysterics

Qo m e,

Sasy

G[

takes

Richard Dix

with a
IX involved
a beautiful young

to

become highly
and

dignified old bandit
girl.

J^ancy

Sasy

Qo

Carroll

the
is
Richard,
Dix's film, 'Easy Come,

heroine

i

n

or was it a payroll?
Anyway, the Girl is
Fm sure about that because she
a red'head.
is Nancy Carroll.
Miss Carroll has all the
traditional piquant charm that is sup-

Easy Go.

Being honest, he

does his best to extricate himself from
his mix-up with the bandit; but being
supplement titian tresses.
posed
to
Q[
young and virile he gets himself in
Some benefactor should put Nancy in
the Bandit.
deeper and deeper with the girl; and
natural-color movies. But to come down
between beauty and bandit he's sunk.
to earth: Charles Sellon deserves a hand
in the proper place as the nice, fatherly old scalawag
But you know Richard. Down, but not out. He blunders
who causes all the commotion. Without this excellent
right on, upsetting a sanatarium and riding a tandem
character actor's contribution there wouldn't have been
bicycle and sending innocent by-sitters into hysterics until
much of a picture.
he sees his chance to return the blondes I means bonds;

and

Beauty

'

—

(f

A

series of breathless

adventures in a haunted house

SOMETHING ALWAYS HAPPENS
>

(\Who Can

picture has a mystery all its own The
Something Always Happens, Esther Ralston's new comedy, which is a series of breathless
Well, it may
adventures in a haunted house.
not be really haunted but what with black cats and cobwebs and clutching hands it might as well be. Esther
So does the audiis in search of a thrill and she gets it.
Also shivers and a good case of the creeps. Frank
ence.

very

little

latest is

i
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.

Stop It?

Tuttle has directed in amusing style though he never seems
able to

make up

his

mind whether his picture is mystery
Whatever it is, it's good and

drama, farce, or burlesque.
exciting.

Esther

is

ably assisted by Neil Hamilton, Sojin,

you

— Sojin

business,

is

And

anybody asks
He means
Something Always Happens.

Charles Sellon, and Roscoe Karns.

if

not in the picture just for fun.

as usual;

and

SCREENLAND
C[

~h[oma Sheerer

is

a sensation

ACT RE S S

The

a kid and you went to
you felt in that
theatre party?
magic moment when the lights went down and
hush and the Play
- the
curtain went up?
The Actress caplike
it.
quite
thrill
no
was on. There's
tures something of that first rapture in the enchanted
world of make-believe. It is a story of the theatre and

Remember
your

when you were

How

first

—

A

its

folk—brave,

over again

all

gay, gallant.

And

it

has

the glamor
It is a
tinsel.
all

of the show-world and very little of its
superb picture, directed delightfully by Sidney Franklin

Best of all, it is a triumph
gifted girl the role she
this
gives
It
Shearer.
for Norma
Miss
it!
has been waiting for so long. And how she plays
have
when
you
again
over
all
sensation
Shearer will be a
of the Wells
seen her as the delicious Rose Trelawney

and acted by a splendid

cast.

C[

%

The

latest

m

^

Theatre
Rose

—

Wing

Arthur

Sir

'

World s a sta&Pinero's famous heroine.

all women in one.
Queen
of the theatre, she falls in love with a young aristocrat,
whose crochety old grand- father does his best to keep them

are

and

—

Almost he succeeds but the charm of Rose is too
Even his hard heart melts and the lovers

apart.

much

actresses

all

is

—

for him.

The

re-united.

performance

star's

is

sparkling yet

She conveys perfectly the illusion of the actress
in the woman. Rose is always acting even when her audience is limited to a family circle until she is separated
from her lover, and then the actress is eclipsed by the
woman until, again, she finds happiness; and then, in the
last scenes, she is once more the Actress
to whom applause
is the breath of life.
Here are a few Bravos for her!
subtle.

—

—

low-down on the spea\-easv rac\et

A

ITS C

~

P E

(\Look

Around
Now.

<C

Virginia

Vallis

charming

and

intelligent

per-

jormance ma\es
'The Escape' interesting.

I thought she had
here isn't Big Sister back again!
gone for good. She and her sacrifices! After a long
and honorable movie-career, too long and far too
honorable to suit me, she seemed about to retire to
It was all
that little farm she was always babbling about.
It couldn't come too soon.
right with me, her retirement.
Now along ccmes The Escape, which is no escape for me.
You can't lose her. This
It brings back Big Sister to me.
time she protects little sister from the city feller, and a
low life among brutal bootleggers; and finally settles down
on that little farm, and I'll bet little sister liked that! If
Big Sister had been played by any other actress than
Virginia Valli, I couldn't have stood it. As it was, Miss
Valli's charming and intelligent performance made The

IF

Escape interesting.
She runs the well-known gamut of
emotions you have heard so much about, practically ragged.
Thanks to her I am reconciled to Big Sister. I liked little
as played

sister, too,

by

a

newcomer with great big plead'
Her name is Nancy Drexel.

ing eyes and winning ways.

George Meeker has a thankless

—

that of a weakling
But George almost con-

role

whom

the heroine regenerates.

vinces

you that weaklings are much

he-men.

I

don't

know how he

does

to

be preferred to

it.

Finally,

The

Escape gives the latest low-down on the speak-easy racket.
After watching Bill Russell as a hard-boiled bootlegger
at work you won't drink even a bottle of pop before hav
ing

it

analyzed.
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C[Thts

When

Marceline
sumafternoon sh

steps out of a

mer

vjears this

coat

white sil\
with its long

tuxedo
cuffs

collar

of

coral

confecflowered

chiffon

trimmed

with hows of ruffles edged
with
lace, is called a

daytime

of

faille,

tion, of

negligee.

and
ma-

tellise.

DEBUTANTES

are born, not .made.
Marceline Day is
debutante of the movies who understands that a
real deb can be cute but she must also be correct.
a

€(

The

scarf collar

about the nec\
in

long

panels

wound
to

fall

at

the

hac\ features this smart
coat of sand flat-crepe
with its rows of sii
covered buttons adorn
tng the sleeves.
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She knows what to wear and when to wear

it,

and

the mood to match.
She combines the appeal of youth with
the smartness of a woman of the world.
She has, in other
words, a flair for clothes. That's why, when you see her play'
ing a smart girl on the screen, you believe it, because Marceline
is just
such a girl herself.
Modern but not sophisticated.
Young, yet not gauche. Sweet, demure but still indisputably
the last word in Summer Girls of 1928.
Marceline realises
that several swallows may not make a summer, but that chic

—

a

and the right sort of hats have a lot to do with
beach ensemble helps oh, how it helps!
Here are Clothes all on a summer's Day!

silk coats

—
—

New
York Means New
Thrills and New

(\A

Trip

Trills.

to

it—and

The
day,

clothes of a perfect
or
evenings-

futuristic

of

that a smart

blac\

lounging suit
satin

trousers

and

\imona top of
white satin trimmed in
the modern decorative
manner.
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SOME
YOUTH ASTRAY
HEN
scolds

your mother
you and your

father hammers
you, and even
Grandma takes a crack or two
your

at

just

deficiencies,

slip

o/CREENPLAYS

out of the front door
down-town and look
over the new picture, Youth
Astray, because it will give you
the real low-down on what this
"younger generation" stuff is
quietly

and

go

Reviewed by
Rosa Retlly

about.

all

Not
This is a fine picture.
only will it amuse you and
thrill
/ou but you'll learn
the
It's
something from it.
story of two kinds of parents,
and two types of children who
manhood
The boy,

are just growing into

womanhood.

and

warmed and tempted by

the

approaching maturity,
gets himself pretty badly enmeshed
with
passionate
a
of

fires

—

widow. And the girl pretty
and innocent
suffers because

—

of

it.

A

sophisticated picture.

Not

who

still

young

for

things

the

believe

theory

stork

of

evolution.

THE FLYIN' COWBOY
When Tom Mix
of

the

all

gets

tired

and fury of
know one boy

froth

film

acting,

who

will be ready to step into

his

And

saddle.

Hoot

is

that's

your

Hoot Gibson.

old friend,

getting better

He

time.

I

all

the

always was good so

far as riding and shooting and
loving goes.
But now in addition to all that, he's getting
some fine western material to
work into his stories. In his

new

film,

The

Flyin'

Cowboy,

does the best work the
writer has ever seen him do.

he

And

she's

proud

to

give this

cowboy a little hand.
Olive Hasbrouck is the

big

in the case.

gal

She plays the role

of an eastern girl

who

pretends

to be indifferent to Hoot.

And

mighty hard role to
play
on or off the stage, if
you ask me.
This is a "different" western.
that's

a

—

'

One

you'll

want

to see.

one you'll be glad you've
50

And
seen.

in 'Clothes Make
the Woman.'
film that should not be missed by
lovers of romance and beauty!

Eve Southern and 'Walter Pidgeon

A

<C

CLOTHES MAKE THE

Hoot Gibson

in

'The

Flyin' Cowboy.'
his best picture.
the bull

As\

WOMAN

present Hollywood movie mode seems to be glorifying the gore of the Russian Revolution.
And not a
idea, either, in this case, for

producer,
handled.

You
woman

has

given

us

an

Tom

original

Terriss, writer
story,

and

excellently

some weeks ago a young
landed in America who declared herself to be
Anastasia, daughter of the former Russian Czar. She further declared that when her father and mother, sisters and

bers who,

picIt's an enthralling idea worked out to a good,
film that should not be missed
turesque conclusion.
by lovers of romance and beauty!

A

will perhaps recall that

brother were assassinated she was wounded, left for dead,
and rescued by a peasant who assisted her to escape into
Roumania where she later married him.
Not many believe her story. For most of us forget how
time and trouble can carve the face into unremembered
lines.
And how even the finest mind can be twisted by
horror into a pulpy blankness.
It was perhaps the claim of this young woman that gave
r. Terriss the idea for this story.
The scene is laid in
Hollywood.
leading man is telling a director that he
has a good idea for a story.
He tells of a peasant who
during a revolution rescues, instead of shooting a princess,
as ordered.
He rushes across the border to safety carrying the princess in his arms.
When the director asks him what became of the pair,
he answers: "I am the peasant, but alas I do not know
what happened to the princess."
The director then gets the idea of filming a picture
around the events. And when he goes to cast the movie,
by one of those queer quirks of fate, he actually engages

A

—

for the leading roles
memaccording to the picture, escaped just as the
supposed Anastasia claims she did.

members of the Czar's family

The

bad

It's

THE LIGHT OF ASIA
Mayo! What two conwomanhood! The first gives up her heri'
tage of freedom and enters the harem of an Indian Maharajah as his third wife. The second, a novelist of inter-

Nancy

flicting

Miller and Katherine

types of

national fame, goes to India and writes a book portraying the lives, sufferings and deaths of this country's thou-

sands of

girl

wives and

girl

mothers.

Neither Christian nor heathen gods could keep Nancy
Miller from marrying the man she loved and entering
into the native life of India. And neither Christian nor
heathen influences could keep Katherine Mayo from
writing what she considered the truth about this dark

and mystic country.

The Light

Asia

the

story

which we have read so much.

And

will

of

is

of
it

India

about

a picture

which

who

think

this
is

be received with enthusiasm by people

and read; by people who are
wood's light film diet.

The
native.

scenes

a

little

weary of Holly-

was made in India and the cast is entirely
The settings are magnificent. And the marriage
(Continued on page 78)
of Gotama and Gopa are
picture
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UST
ROLLING

ALONG
(^Loretta

Young-

Not Only
Young but Pretty.

She's

By

C[

The

Eleanor Barnes

seating days

had hardly ended
when the limow
sine days began

J

Young is arriving.
now on her way. Two

oretta
OR

She

is

big parts

—

^

in two good pictures
Laugh,
Clown, Laugh, and The Magnificent Flirt.
So much in demand that First
National, with whom she is under con'

hardly has a chance to use her in
pictures, it's been so busy 'lending''
her to other companies. Yes, this little
girl has been getting a good hand up.
Has it gone to her head? Are her Leg'
horns larger than they used to be?
"No!" said Loretta the other day in her
dressing-room.
"Wouldn't I be silly to
take myself seriously? I'll never get high'
hatty no matter what happens.
Being the
middle-one of a big
family makes it almost C[ Larry Kent and
Loretta Young in
impossible to go out into
an off-stage mo
the world with any fancy
ment during the
tract,
its

own

airs.

The

first

sign

of

importance and the rest
of the gang stand up on
their hind legs and yell

of

'The

Head Man'

at the

filming
First

Loretta "Young is
Sally Blane's sister.
Do you see
the resemblance?

if

sion,
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you're crazy!

to

there

divide

learn

is

to

your

a flock

wait

wear our prettiest
evening wrap to a party and I want
to wear it, we simply match coins to
if

Studios.

"Big families are wonderful, though. There isn't one of
They get behind you solid, but oh boy,
I could spare.
you think they stand for any dizzy ideas of self-expres-

learn

when
You

of you.

Rational

at you.

us

"You
luxuries

determine

wno

the movies.)

"Then,

Maybe

lucky.

wants

(Sally

is

to

called

Sally Blane in

i

too,

Polly

is

Sally

we're

Ann

perfectly

won't

like the

honest

way

I

with
(Cont.

each

other.

on page

82)

LORETTA YOUNG.
was a child
heroine

size,

she

actress
is

Once upon

a time she

and now, grown

again before the camera.

Photograph by Harold Dean Carsey

[iSWENMDl

to

GEORGE
is

going

Docks of

"smiling

vil-

crooks fashionable and

now
The

New

Photograph by

the

to glorify long-shore-men in

made

lain,'

he

BANCROFT,

York.

Hommel

ARY COOPER,

a Montana rancher, has
number
of pictures with his
branded a
personality and made successes of them.

vJ

Photograph by Eugene Robert Richee
SCREENL&MD

—

STAGE COACH
Idaho family when their college-trained daughter comes
back with a New Yorker whom she has chosen as her

The

husband-to-be.

material

is

Maurice Marks. The show is a smash, and Mr. Cook is
grand.
But the book, the book! Whether Mr. Gleason
wrote half of it only, and which half, is immaterial it

—

there for the sort of thing

Booth Tarkington could have done wonders with;
for the sort of thing that Frank Craven did in The First

one of the ten worst pieces of dialogue we
have ever squirmed through.
Don't think that we're the type that asks a musical
comedy book to have the plausibility (Com. on page 100)
is

that

Year.
Unfortunately, however, neither Tarkington nor Craven

at

least

wrote Skidding; Aurania
Rouverol did. And Miss
Rouverol, while revealing
promise, is at present just
a so-and-so author.

The Art

of

James Gleason
It is a little painful for
us to disagree with the vast
majority; there is nothing
we like better than to
goose-step along with the
mob; but there are at least

two instances where we
disagree with popular
opinion and can only wait
for posterity to redeem us.

One

was, if you rememthe legitimate version
of Abie's Irish Rose; about
the screen version, judging
"rom the number of empty
er,

eats that are to be

found

44th Street
Theatre, there seems to be
ightly at the

No

And

Argument.

the

second instance where we
disagree
with hoi polloi

and some of hoi
on the art, if
James Gleason.

aristoi

any,

is

of

There was first Is Zat
which put Mr. Glea-

So?,

son over with a bang.

It

had a sensational run on
Broadway. Maybe it was
caviar to

the general; but

was just tripe as far as
e were concerned.
An
musing line or two, maybe.
But if an amusing line
t

is

a

are

you

whole show, then

And,

Aeschylus.

promise

anybody,
Aeschylus.

not to

we

are

We

are

we
if

tell

not
not

even related to him.

Well,
there

time

came

to

and
town Rain

passed,

or Shine, a concoction with

Cook

making merry,
nd an alleged book by
uess!
James Gleason and

Joe

—

Photograph by

Alfred

Cheney Johnston

T^aom: Johnson, who plays the pert
zoe in 'The Three Musketeers.'
She was given a screen test for the
role of Magnolia in the film version
of

'Show

Boat.'
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after

from

Hollywood

By Martin Martin

((

The

'Our Danc-

set for

Daughters,' lighted
by the new incandescent
Every extra
lamps.
shown is making plans
to be the greatest star
ing

ercurial

Pola's latest temperamental outburst was received in
Hollywood with discreet smiles.
m P lctures
Like most of her tirades, it was
without malice more of a flash of sparks
from two high tension wires. The two wires
were Poia and her director, Dr. Ludwig Berger.
Things were going serenely on the set until a certain
scene was reached.
Pola wanted to do it one way.
Dr.
Berger wanted to do it another.
Storm warnings sent assistants and cameramen to cover.
'

the production officials.
Just as the extras and bit people were congratulating themselves on a day off, the two
suddenly appeared, arm in arm, apparently the

-

—

Pola advanced upon the defiant director.
"I am Negri," she cried, thumping her chest.
"I am Berger," shouted the equally infuriated director.
"I am Berger"
"I am Negri"
back and forth it went.
Finally the director turned upon his heel and left the set.
Divining his destination Pola swept after him.
As the
story goes they- both did a Charley Paddock to the front
office where muffled sounds indicated that grievances were
being poured into the ears of those professional diplomats,

—
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—

best of friends.

of chivalry

I

Since even a gossip writer has
won't say who won.

his

moments

—o

Before I leave Pola, she is on her last picture at ParaHer plans for
You probably know that.
amount.
the future are rather indefinite, but you may be sure she
won't lack for offers. It is likely she will make a picture
in Europe.
Through a friend at the studio who sometimes tells me
low-down information, I learn that Paramount already has
picked Pola's successor in Olga Baclanova.
You may not know this actress, although she has ap'
1

One of them
peared in three pictures for the company.
Another now
Pola's Three Sinners, by the way.
was Emil Janthat I think of it they all deal with sin
was

—

—

—

At Paramount, Vic Schertzinger was
shooting a scene of a gambling room. Glaring down from above one table were thirty

The Street of Sin. Her latest role
The White Sin, which was known as

ning's
is

in

The Perfumed Trap.

My

friend

tells

drop the actress'
merely Baclanova.

None

me

500 watt globes.
They were as hot as
and the gamblers at the table were

the studio plans to

first

name, calling her

of our foreign actresses has a

stoves

wilted to the

last collar.
,

more

Nobody

Miss Baclanova
was born in Moscow and became attached
to the Moscow Art theatre at an early age.
She was one of four applicants chosen
from 400 for admission to the Moscow Art
interesting

—

background.

cares

make

ley Rogers

Princeton

be

titled

—o

Yale wouldn't

a picture

let Charon the Campus.

was

willing and the film that

is

known

to have been

theatre musical school. And she was only
16 at the time.
After the Bolshevists took over Russia,
she played in the Art Theatre repertoire

if

Bull-Dog Tale will
The Sophomore.

who

Charley,

as

audiences
appearances in New York with Abie's Irish
Rose. He no sooner got back to Hollywood
than he had to turn around and return
to New York.
Mary Brian will be his leading lady. I
think it is a wise choice. They are a fine
pair of youngsters, these two wholesome,
unaffected and pleasing to look at.

company, accepting food, clothing and a
place to sleep in lieu of a salary.
Morris Gest, that doughty producer of
spectacles, induced Miss Baclanova to come

America in 1925 to play in Carmencita
and the Soldier. After that she played in
The Miracle. She was the nun. It was
while this play was being shown in Los
Angeles that Paramount was attracted to
Miss Baclanova.
movie contract folto

—

(C

Wheezer

is

getting

the swing
'Our Gang/
into

of

"Women

like

clothes," a girl friend of

A

mine tells me,
"why not write

lowed.

about them?"
This seemed

All of us who
have been working
in Hollywood while
Irving Thalberg

a

many

and

gossip

good idea

took

her

like

so

to

Montmarte

bride,

his

by

the least spoiled

isn't

me he was thrilled to hear
applaud when he made personal

his success, tells

where

piece

a
is

I

the/

of

passed

Norma

across the luncheon

toured

table

Shearer,
Europe,
find some compen'
sation in seeing
them back at the
as

we

preparing

for

studio

are

just

Dempsey, John McCormac\
and our own Tommy Meighan
on guard in Hollywood to see that

nothing

is

put over on the

stars

most
dressi

Billie

Dove, closely

by her husband, Irving Willat,

sports costume with
a plain red pleated skirt and a red

and white

silk

print blouse.

Billie

should have lived in the days of kings

and

courts.

She would have made

history instead of movies.

A

Gwen Lee knows her colors.
blonde has a lot of leeway in dress
they do say in other things too anyway Gwen was in a pea -green flat
crepe frock trimmed with geometric
insets of tomato color, and a black
milan picture hat.
Her companion
was a good dancer; that's all I can

—

moon.
this month have been
Hollywood dreads them.

days

stages are hot, so are the lights,
is hard to make stay on.

tell

you

despite

The dark and

and make-up

At

noon, under a broiling sun, I
saw 1200 ex-service men dressed as
Russian soldiers for Norma Talmadge's picture.
They wore heavy

some

inquiries.

Natalie
Kingston wore a flowered chiffon
frock with full skirt and bodice
trimmed with lace.
white picture
hat completed her outfit.
Pauline Starke, now more concerned in being Mrs. Jack White than
in making pictures, was as smart as
you please in a white two-piece sports
costume with middy collar and cuffs
and marine motifs on sleeve and
collar corners.
She wore a white
milan hat edsred with black.
capricious

A

and full packs. You
have seen them peel these
things off between scenes.
That same afternoon I saw poor
coats, mufflers

should

with heavy blankets.
It was supposed to be in the dead of winter.

find that

wore a two-piece

They've been away a long
Every country along the
time now.
steamship route circling the globe has
been visited. It was a second honey-

Jeanette Loff at De Mille's playing
a scene in bed covered to the neck

simply, though.
trailed

bergs.

The

I

of the

Irish.

young shoulders.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Roach returned
on the same train with the Thai-

Two

the world.

Q }ac\

our vacations.
They both look fine and everyone
This
declares they are very happy.
isn't so
easy with all the money
Thalberg and Norma have, and with
all the responsibilities resting on their

scorchers.

and where

one can see some
of the most gorgeous clothes in

GC

Walter Byron, the new leading
man from England, selected to
play opposite Vilma Ban\y in
'The Awakening.'

67

Which ought

to be enough clothes to
you an idea of the styles. Credit
for the description of the gowns goes to

would be

my

got a

lunch date.

in

—o

Bob

Fairbanks'
wireless

from Doug

met in the
locker-room of the Hollywood Athletic

Colman and

Ronald

better to

ture in Hollywood.

give

in

make his picI was sitting
office when he

telephone message

What

London.

a

Talking across the ocean!
We've read about it, of course, but
the miracle seemed so much greater
thrill!

I

Club.
Despite the fact he had been engaged
in a spirited game of squash he was
still the contained fellow you see on the

sitting in the room where a voice
was being heard which was speak-

ing across all those miles.
Mary Pickford is going to make
another picture as soon as she gets
back.
All of us who know her
are glad she has decided to try to
bury her grief at her mother's
death in work instead of travel.

screen.

have often wondered how Colman
to maintain his reserve and
atmosphere of mystery even in Holly
wood where everybody's business is
I

manages

Knowing Mary's temperament,

I

way

to

would say

this is her

only

peace.

The weary months preceding
Mrs.

Pickford's

Mary
C[

Charles

wor\
'The

Buddy Rogers

Alastair

passing showed
of character.

woman

She holds the respect of Hollyis more than ever its

wood and

at

queen.

Princeton
on
Sophomore,' a pic
at

ture of college

a

as

life.

Mackintosh,

former

hus-

band of Constance Talmadge, has
quit a job in the United Artists
Paris exchange to be Rex Ingram's
production manager in a film called,
€[

he Roy Mason, discovered by

Three Passions.

Edwin Carewe and

It
will be made in Nice with
Alice Terry and Ivan Petrovitch as

to

Dolores

with

'Revenge,'
Del Rio.
in

be seen

stars.

everybody

He
for a

else's business.

has lead an interesting

life.

•

But

minute decision, you would

last

For his father,
never have seen him.
who owned an importing business,
wanted Ronald to be resident manager

and Ronald was

in India,

He changed

Two other European travelers are
due back in Hollywood soon. They
are Mary Pickford and Doug FairDoug

banks.

over

in

Europe

looked

and

conditions

decided

it

willing.

mind, however, and
became an actor. Colman is a veteran
For a long
of the first battle of Ypres.
time he played to audiences in constant
his

fear of air-raids.

You may

be curious as to his ancestry.
me he is a

After much coaxing he told
descendant of the
direct
Eighteenth-century

English

two
play-

George Colman the elder
and George Colman the younger.
wrights,

A

—

star

who

from Paris

Rex

tells

Bell,

a

o

has just

me

returned

Captain

frienc

of every animal
the United States

America.

that

ir

o\

Fanny
ture

Brice
titled

though

not

is

ma\ing a

'Her

Man'

superstitious,

has her feet crossed.
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pic-

and
she

G[

Here you are loo\ing down on Universal
City with the Burhan\ Studios of First
Rational across the

river.

almost

Did you

know that
Gary

probably since
Sherry was in
Ho lly wood
The last his
of him he was
on the stage

with Mary
B o a n d in

range

1

"$5000."

Montana

in
for

two

He

also

years.

-fcaab*
i,|.«Wbjf

was a
cartoonist on a
paper in Helena, Montana,

>n
a

s

W

a
h a t
laugh on Dick
With
Grace!

my own

«

I

who

crashes

y

He

CC

BilUe

Dove

is

planes

a

sailor and no
double required.

worked a year
in pictures be-

living

Wings

eyes

saw the stunt

flyer

and sold advertising in
Los
Angeles.

heard

friends

was a cow'boy,
you know, rid'
the

been

years

seven

Cooper

was educated
in England?
It was new to
me until he
told
me this
month. Gary

in J

13

years. It's

—dodging

airfor

—

a

you

saw a sample

m

Walking aimlessly along Hollywood Boulevard, I made some inter-

the
about
concern when the signal
turned and he got caught between
two streams of traffic on Sunset
Boulevard and Vine Street right

For instance, I
saw Lon Chaney, a shabby cap pulled

where the old Lasky studio stood before it was torn down to make way

down over his eyes, several packages
under his arms, striding with determined steps toward Cahuenga Ave-

for business property.

fore he got a chance for a real screen

in

test.

greatest

esting

—

discoveries.

You'd hardly suspect

mixes.

a screen vilwriting songs, but that is
exactly what Earle Foxe does.
He is the author of the lyrics for
"Dream House," a very popular radio

I
saw a familiar face, but one
which has been long absent from the
Boulevard J. Barney Sherry.
I
wonder if you remember him

which is now being made into
Lynn
by four companies.
Cowan, the leader of a band in a
Los Angeles suburban theater, wrote

nue.

He was

brow was
Chaney is

looking

furrowed
a

down and
in

his

thought.

peculiar fellow

—never

—

He

played in

Tom

lain

Ince's pictures for

of

piece,

records

C[ I

say,

old bean Austin,

— —

you \now ripping,
what
what?

eh,

the music.

from

his illness, the star is
anxious to start to work.
He
has cheerfully postponed Moran
of the Marines in favor of the
Indian story.

Joseph Schildkraut has been
signed by Universal for the role
of Gaylord Ravenal in Show
Boat, the moving picture ver'
sion of Edna Ferber's best-selling novel.
This ends a three
months intensive search for a
Ravenal, a search which has
taken Harry Pollard twice
across the continent and has
included tests of almost every
leading man on the New York
1

speaking

stage

and

in

Cali-

it

has

been

fornia.

times

Several

rumored that Schildkraut had
the plum in his grasp and almost from the start he has had
a majority opinion of the casting experts on his side. Several
tests.,

however, were necessary

before Pollard was entirely satAnother complicating
isfied.
uncertainty
feature was the
about Magnolia and that uncertainty
less,

was

Neverthe-

exists.

still

Pollard, with the last test,

young
Laemmle

entirely satisfied with

Schildkraut and Carl

had
C[

The matchless ball team of Beauty, Grace,
Symmetry and Loveliness, who are turning sport in California into

been

him

for

his entire life in this

A

nationality

Swanson's next picture.
Gloria also beand I suppose Von believes himself.
He starts out with the best intentions and
is perfectly willing to agree to have his

kraut,

of

is

his

—

and

until

Von

as usual

artist

—one who

is

Rouma-

grandfathers

is

grandmothers,
While the
elder Schildkraut
was at the head of
the German stock
company at the IrvSpanish.

not merely temperacompletely that of the
never satisfied with his

It's

ing Place Theatre in

is

New

work.

70

a

his

was broke.

Paramount is going to make an Indian cut of
Richard Dix again. He played one in The Vanish'
ing American, which attracted wide attention. The
new story is called Reds\in and Richard is seen as
a Navajo tribesman.
Thoroughly recovered now

is

his

Turkish and one of

He is Hollywood's most erratic genius.
Yet he wins sympathy everywhere. The
reason is his eccentricity is backed up by
accomplishments.
ment. Von's soul

almost

mother a
Hungarian, one of
nian,

through or not. But
in the past when the salary stopped he
kept right on working working until an
impatient company at last hired another
director

is

an international alliance.
His father,
Rudolph Schild-

lieves

number

an

citizen,
having taken out his
final papers in 1926.
Because of his parentage, however, his

great pictures will be the result.
canny banker, Joseph P. Kennedy,
believes he can trust Von to make Gloria

a prescribed

is

American

—

after

He

country.

man would have been in the discard long
ago, but Von has something they all want
genius.
He is like a water-fall. If they
can only find a way to chain his power,

weeks, whether he

Vienna

in

but has lived almost

They keep on giving him another chance.
mean Eric Von Stroheim. Any other

salary stop

the

Joseph Schildkraut

art.

was born

I

from

start.

((

Adolphe

Menjou,

who

perhaps ma\e a
George Bernard Shaw
story into a picture.
will

York,

Joseph

was attending the
American Academy
of Dramatic Arts, from
which he graduated into his
American debut in Pomander
Wal\. In 1924 he returned
to Berlin, where he attended

—

C[

The Hal Roach Comedy

girls

and the

rising

tide of approval that is heating against their
stern and roc\-bound coasts.

Hamburg
portant

•

saw him on the docks

and most imbecame acquainted
Rheinhardt, under whom he'
College,

of

—

with Max
appeared in a number of productions
in Berlin, notably The Prodigal Son.
At the conclusion of the war, he
returned to America and has played

New

under

is

five

James

W.

Upon his return to Hollywood
few days ago he was presented with,
finished script and an organized group

tour.

a

Tenth Avenue.

a

feet nine

weighs one hundred and
fifty-five pounds and has black hair
and black eyes. He is one of the very
few men on the stage or screen who
looks like an actor off-stage. And this
was the quality which Pollard particuthat is, that Ravenal
larly demanded
should make the same impression on
the audience that the character in the
book did on Capt. Andy when he first

inches

I

in

Schildkraut

of

have been leased at UniCity and production offices
established there this week. Most of
the big interior sets for The Big Hop
were completed while the cowboy star
was away on a personal appearance

He

Haver

Young

direction

Studios

sisters in

Phyllis

the

versal

played the lead with the
Orphans of the Storm,
in The Road to Yesterday, The King
of Kings and a dozen other pictures.
His more recent pictures are with
Leatrice Joy in The Blue Danube and

Gish

Orleans.

Home.

Liliom,

pictures.

New

Jobyna Ralston has been signed to
play opposite Buck Jones in the first
special he will make this year under
The camera will
his own trade mark.
begin to click soon on The Big Hop,

York in the leading roles in
The Firebrand, The Highway
Man, Peer Gynt and Pagans.
His
work is almost as prominent in moving
in

at

^o

all,

of technicians ready for action.
During the past three days tests of

tall,

several

—

C[

Olga Baclanova,
nings
SirT

move over

and

let

who made
in

Jan-

'The Street of

her onto the pedestal.

renowned screen leading women

have been taken to determine which
one was best suited to act as a foil for
Buck Jones. Miss Ralston was finally
selected as the ideal type to support
Her
the romantic movie plainsman.
extensive fan following and proven
power at the box office left no room
for doubt.
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<C

all romance does not begin in an
old-fashioned garden
but it should. The
wise director of "Noah's Ark'
Michael

Perhaps

Curtiz

—

— chose

this sylvan spot for a screen
rendezvous, so that the scene breathes
beauty and promise.

lovers'

Dolores Costello and George O'Brien

'NOAH'S ARK'

in

I

~~^Jhey SA Y-

By Marion
of Hollywood

met the wisest of mothers the
talked
other day—Mrs. Brian.
of various things, and then Mary's
mother asked me whom I would
suggest as a very excellent voice cul'
"Voice culturist?" I questioned,
turist.

We

ask me that, Mrs. Brian?"
"Marion," answered the quiet Mary's

"why do you
"we

mother,

all

know

that the talking

I want Mary
pictures are here to stay.
to take voice culture, and I want her
to start in right away. It may be many,
many months, or even years before she
will have to be in talking pictures, but
the time is coming, and when it does

Mary wants

arrive,

Quiet,

perfect."

Whoever can
:redit for

tell

to

quiet

be absolutely
Mrs. Brian!

where

to

place

the

a child's success?

There has been so much talk, talk, talk
around Hollywood about Lita Grey
Chaplin and Roy D'Arcy that I was
tickled to death to meet Roy on the
Boulevard to get some firsthand infor'
I didn't even beat around the
mation.
bush, but came right out
with it, spry as could be.
"Have you bought the
marriage

Roy?"

I

"Didn't
out of
think-

we
it?

we

jump

to
;

license

asked.

He

C[

'Wfcen we three meet again!' These charming continenta]s
renew European acquaintance in a Hollywood studio: Emil
jannings, Director Ludwig Berger, and Pola 'N.egri. Ton
\now Emil and Pola rose to film fame together in 'Passion.'

yet,

as

gasped.

money from
made about

both just get

And

do you
into

ago,

it

—

again?" he laughed. Then
I eased down a bit and
asked him if he and Lita
are engaged,
and back

but the written
agreement that when the

salary,

came that usual, discon'
certing and altogether unatisfactory response,

was released the
would be forthcoming. That was, as I
picture

salary

"Ask

the

lady!" Since then I
aven't seen 'the lady' to

say,

k her, but I wouldn't
ant to be laying any
ery heavy bets that either
ita Grey or Roy is figuring on getting married so

my

terrifically

about
actor

ceived
fi[

—

everybody nose O, well,
anyway, young Kenyon Sills is one of the
most photographed hoys in the world. Here
he is giving Mama Doris Kenyon an Esqui'

Sweetest

maux

little

feller,

embrace.

—

These actor people
certainly cannot understand them,

and I have an idea that
of them are children at heart, and will never, never
row up! One who has been trying his luck around these
ollywood woods a long, long time, and who has sue
eeded during the years in getting a small part or bit
tween the extra work, is entirely elated this month.
ouplc of weeks ago Ed Heim called him cn the phone

all

A

informed him that some

eight

and the

ago,

soon!

d told him to come down;

years

had at last come in!
They had made the pic
in
ture
"on paper"
other words, getting no

are both going
right

picture

a
eight

six

friend just re-

wasn't

made him

that

years
dollars

the

thing

smile

so

broadly and feel so happy.
Oh, no, that wasn't it!
That silly actor thinks it
simply means a change of
luck.
He says he already

has had a most promising call from the casting director
of one of the biggest studios, and it is surely on account
of the lucky six. Gosh, I hope it is so
he deserves it,
all right, and he certainly has starved through his share
of days for the sake of his art
*
*
*

—

The newest
a bit of pink

of the Ullmans has
and white baby girl.

arrived,
I

and

she's just

can't help thinking
7?

how our Rudy would have
first

baby

girl

third

baby and

of his beloved George Ullman.

The two

loved

this

little boys were spoiled enough by their "Uncle Rudy,"
but I almost fear to wonder how much he would have
given in to the whims of a tiny feminine Ullman boss.
Two years gone since the "sunlight" of the other side
greeted him, and still to us in Hollywood, and I feel it
must be the same all over the world, he grows nearer and

Little will

nearer.

Baby Ullman ever

nounced that not Doug, but Richard
Walling will play the lead in the pic
ture. Then I hear that Doug's man'
ager didn't want him to play oppoBetty, and on top of that, the
very, very latest most confidential
site

how much
know her two

realize

she missed by not being here in time to
big brothers' "Uncle Rudy."
1

Second on our matrimonial list for the month are Marie
Prevost and Kenneth Harlan. These romances that cannot
seem to end even after they are ended, please me immensely.
I suppose that if they did get married again it
might be the same old story, but I can't help thinking that
they must care something about each other to be seen
time and time and again together even after the whole
unromantic divorce business is over with! I saw them at
the opening of The Lion and the Mouse at the "Warner
Bros. Theatre in Hollywood" (that's the way they bill the
theatre), and I want to tell you that they weren't very
far from looking like sweethearts. Where's the harm in

C[

Chester Con\lin must thin\
he is bac\ in that dear old
Sennett period when he
beauty
li\e
supports
a

Miss Allen.

news in the world comes out that Doug
and Joan Crawford have been secretly
The
married for two whole months.
news comes to me so directly that it
seems hard for me to disbelieve, and yet
I am an unbeliever and am afraid I'll
have
hear
C[

How'd you

let

him

Hollywood saw them together at the theatre, at
And, of course, everybody had them

dances, at parties.

Then, just as suddenly as it began, everything
and each was seen with other beaux.
Now,
only a week or so ago, it was announced that they were
to play the leads in this companionate marriage thing that.
For that
Judge Ben Lindsey, himself, is to supervise.
length of time I have been wondering if things would be
patched up, but alas! all of another sudden it is anengaged.

was

.
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over,

until

own

I

lips.

esting!

Then there are Doug, Jr. and Betty Bronson. I remember some two or three years back, when Betty was making
Peter Pan, how Doug used to be on the set morning, noon
and night with Peter. After the day's work was over, we
folks in

unbelieving

from Doug's

course, that leaves Betty and Richard Walling to give us something inter-

li\e to live here?

s

wishing that Cupid's broken wing will heal and
fly around again as good as new?
*
*
*

continue
direct

Of

This is a
conception of a home-li\e
living-room, designed hy Cedric Gibbons as a set for 'The Baby Cyclone.'

modernist

to
it

If you folks could see Buddy Rogers
return from New York and the opening of
Abie's Irish Rose! You never saw any young man so
tickled to death and surprised at the way the New Yorkers
treated him. "Why, Marion," he laughed, sort of bashfully and really as if he didn't believe it himself, "they
even knew me when I walked down Broadway, and pretty
quick I'd have a bunch of people following me. They
came to my hotel; they wrote me letters; sent me telegrams and all that sort of thing. Golly, it made me feel
good, and I sure hope they weren't disappointed in me."
At that I took another good look at him, and with the
bit of needed added weight he had acquired, you fluttering fair hearts can take it from me that they were not

after

his

Then I asked him about Claire Windsor,
and though there is no question but that they both enjoy
each other's company, and are having a corking good time
disappointed.

together, neither one

is

her

really seri-

ous and I don't think there has
even been a thought of marriage
in their minds. Anyway, Buddy
and the rest of the Paramount
location troupe left so soon to
shoot college sequences at Prince'
ton for Buddy's first starring pic
ture that there wasn't much time
to do anything but get some
clothes laundered and pack right
back East asiain.

By this time you have
many photos of the

calf.

first

doubtless

seen

spoiled pet,

who

has travelled

over

all

Europe keeping a couple of men from
crying and who couldn't be bought for
'love
nor money.'
Lucky dog, of
course, and if that's the secret of cure
for homesickness, remember, be sure to
give Bob Armstrong credit for letting
you in on it.
*
don't

I

want

*
to

*

make any enemies

with

the following little paragraph,
and for that reason, I am going to tell
the facts as they were told to me, and

Robert Armstrong, 'C.B.V latest
was telling me about his dog.
Bob and his side-kick, Jimmie
Gleason, were on a tour with their
act, and happened to be playing
How many of you
in London.
folks know what it is to be home'
sick?
Well, if you have had a
chance to get that awful, awful
feeling, you can better imagine
Bob and Jimmie, far across the
Atlantic from home, no friends or
anything, and the homesick-est

have observed. The facts are, that
Cyril Chadwick's arm is in a sling; that
two fingers of one hand are all 'did up.'
In the presence of witnesses, I wish to
announce that Sam Hardy has informed
me the cause of the accident, to wit:
as I

find,

boys that ever

Bob

free.

left

"just a warning," says he, "that

when

you play a Sam Hardy game of handball, you really have to know the game."

the land of the

says he simply couldn't

smile, and all he felt like doing
was to stick his head in a pillow,
and have a grand old cry. I know

how he

felt!
Then, instead
Jimmie biased forth
with an idea and in less than half
an hour the two big homesick
babies had bought a wire-haired
terrier and were making more fuss
over him than a cow makes over

just

of the

cry,

C l\ancy

Carroll's fan covers a multitude

of s\in, otherwise we have no fault to
find with it. As a movie heroine T^ancy
has more fans than she \nows what to
do with.

Now, on
cess

the Ex-

Baggage

set,

presence

in

the

of

one producer

Cruze

C If

we wished with Bebe and
we got our wish it would be

James
Mr.

named

that Miss Daniels gets a better

,

Chadwick has

now on
—and
then

brea\ in stories from

in-

until

Than\sgiving

formed me that
we'll wish some more.
two fingers of his
hand were broken by a fall down the steps in his own home on Highland
Avenue. Possibly I should not say that Producer Cruze
villainously gave me the wink, almost sobbingly shook his
In desperation, poor Cyril turned
head, and turned away.
to

With

me.

tears

in

his

eyes,

pleasing beyond measure, he begged
to call

and

his

me

English

accent

to go to the phone,

Mrs. Chadwick and so find out beyond a doubt

truthfully he
that to

spoke.

Anyone knows

any English gentleman, and

that
I

I

want

how

couldn't
it

do

distinctly

understood that how the accident occurred is absolutely
immaterial as far as I'm concerned.
But falling down
the stairs
a hand-ball game two hours before
oh, well,
let Jim Cruze be the judge!

—

—

C[

Mesdames
meet ze

—

et

—

Messrs.:

toast of Paris

Mile. Lilli Damita.
now the toast of Holly
wood Blvd. and Ronald
Colman's leading lady
in "The Rescue.'

I have had the loveliest time buying
some things, absolutely unmentionable
and just perfectly exquisite, with
Marie Prevost, and I think maybe
you'll hear some more later.

7J

Taylor

White Bear Lake

M. Joyner

Minnesota

(\The prize

offered

Harry Langdon
for the best comedy

gag

a
very popular
resulted in

contest.

regrettable that

IS

ITHarry
for

the idea

which won the
Langdon contest may
gag

a

not be reprinted here, but it
be filmed, and such is the
nature of comedy that when the
surprise element is eliminated most
of the laughter, too, has disappeared. However, it is possible to
tell of the work of the readers who
endeavored to consider every suggestion received and tell why Mr.
Joyner 's gag was selected as number one
In the first place, his
reply was typewritten on one sheet
of paper, it contained two hundred and eight words only and
most convincingly set forth the

may

of his idea and
his suggestion;

pristine qualities

outlined

skilfully

and then concluded with a snappy
sales-talk,

passing
able to

so

the

that

committee

upon the suggestion were
see the novelty, humor, and

value of his offering.
While Mr. Joyner, in compliance with the rules, submitted only
one gag, he thereby threw light
upon a field of possibilities un-

Should Mr.
touched by comedy.
Joyner "s idea be made into a picture by Harry Langdon and his
efficient

corps,

new humorous

it

would exploit a
and the pos-

setting

of gags built around this
to be almost
limitless.
It is the opinion of Mr.
Don Eddy, General Manager for
Harry Langdon, that this picture
sibilities

main idea seem now

C[
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The

wistful Harry Langdon, of all
the actors on the screen, has perhaps the most unique personality.

We

look forward
with great interest to seeing the
comedy with which Screenland
is identified and which brings to

should be made.

the

ranks

of

the

humorists

name, Taylor M. Joyner

the

Wins Harry £angdon's
To

be

with

Harry
humor

FORD CAR

carried away
laughter at

Langdon's
is

the experi-

ence of all of us,
but Mr. Joyner will
be carried away by
the comedian's Ford.

C[

The

high standard of the replies received demonstrates the universal
appreciation of clever comedy situations. Many of the suggestions were
excellent,

but

unanimously

Mr. Joyner' s was

selected.

The method that has been followed in awarding the car was as
The Ford car originally purchased to be awarded to the

follows:

winner of this contest is in Hollywood at the First National Studios,
Burbank, California, and as White Bear Lake, Minnesota, the home
of Mr. Joyner, is much nearer to Detroit, a check for the full amount
cf the car together with freight charges was sent to Mr. Joyner as the
simplest

way

to conclude this contest.

Screen land wishes to thank all the contestants whose fertile imaginations made this contest one of the most successful which we have
ever held.
But Screenland is not alone in having derived benefit
from this contest. If you were one who tried for the car you will
find, if you have not already done so, that your interest in gags has
enormously increased and that you enjoy a comedy film much more
now than you ever did before you undertook to be a gag man. So it
is

winner gets a new respect for himself in addition
and the loser gets a greater joy through the result of his
Said Bacon: "Prosperity is not without many fears, and
not without comforts and hopes."

in this world, the

to the prize

own

efforts.

adversity

is

C[

Harry
Langdon,
the boy from

Council
Iowa,

Bluffs,

gives
the
car and a

Ford
few graceful

ges-

tures.
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SCREENPLAYS — Continued from page 51

NEW

man who

spectacular to the point of

never stood on
Spanish soil until years
afterward.
Frenchman

barbarity.

Most

.interesting

A

are the

and the
walk
they

shots of the camels

who

elephants

realizing that

as

through the processions or
through their daily
duties around the narrow

died

in

not

sadness,

he had created

a musical masterpiece.

stalk

THE LIVING
IMAGE OR THE
LADY OF
PETROGRAD

city streets.

As the film unrolls, you
learn of Gotama, the King's
son who gives up his princeregal

his

prerogatives,

ly

home and even

his

pretty

nut-brown bride

to

"carry
fellow

the

to

light"

his

Pictures with unhappy
endings remind me of girls

men.

wearing their hair

off their

they're

awfully

ears.

An

unusual

picture

good

you read your fashion magazines - — and who

—

have

HHHHB

that

learn

you'll

curves

come

Which is
down Raquel
spine
pardon me

back into

style.

C[

directly

all

Meller's

—

—

alley.

You remember what

a furore

Raquel

Louis Lerch and Raquel Meller
in 'Carmen.'
He is a new
hero, with fire, passion and
dramatic power.
She is di
vinely curved.

Meller created two years ago when she
came to this country. She was called
a "diseuse."
What that is, I'm not
exactly sure myself.

But

in the case of

Raquel, it meant somebody who acted
more than she sang and danced more
than she acted if you get what I'm

But

Now White Gold was a
grand picture, even if it
And
did end unhappily.
sever.il
there have been
others.
But girls and boys,
don't waste any of your

quarters or half-dollars taking that same chance on
this new Russian movie, The Living
Image.
Unless, of course, you have a
real interest in character actors and
actresses.
And then it will be more
than worth your while to see this secondrate Russian story just to get a glimpse
of Claire Prelia,

For

—

driving

Dove

rible.

If

last

like Billie

can get away with
Otherwise, they're ter-

it.

CARMEN

at

—say

—they

magnetic, exotic, beautiful.

doesn't

If

Claire

and

cuts

a

also of

magnificent picture, and
some exceptional work.

at.

Roger

distinguished

Roger

Karl.

and
does

time Raquel comes back to
It's
an introspective sort of yarn.
us in a movie neither as singer, dancer,
Emmy Lynn is a young Russian matron
actress or what not.
And she comes
But her
in love with a youthful officer.
back a little more divinely curved (if
elderly husband, Roger Karl, a general,
that is possible) than when she left.
shoots the lover, and takes his wife
^ Jacqueline Logan and Rex
Carmen with Raquel Meller, is the
away to the blue Mediterranean to forLease in 'Broadway Dadbest Carmen I've seen or heard since
get.
So far, so good. But here's where
dies,' wherein the lure of
Calve passed out of the operatic picthe director burnt out a bearing. And
the night clubs gets second
place.
This Raquel Meller is a veritable
ture.
from then on the picture goes almost
Carmen a gypsy cigarette girl who
Faintings.
grotesque.
Gaspings. Conloves and lies with unashamed frequency, and through her
vulsive neck clutchings. All these contortions waste a good
taunts and abandon drives her lover to murder.
bit of picture footage and spoil a movie that otherwise
This picture was made at Ronda, Spain, where Prosper
might have proved both thrilling and amusing.
Merimee laid the actual scenes of his book from which
both opera and movie were taken. Here the rugged mountain country, the sand-duned hills and the amazing little
"Now, here in Cell 22, we have an interesting case.
towns, provide this Carmen with so refreshing a backThis is a girl who used to review pictures for Screenland.
She was normal in every respect, except that she couldn't
ground that it seems a new and different story.
Louis Lerch plays Carmen's lover and plays it splendo without Western movies. Seemed she just had to have
them.
didly.
Here's a new hero for you, girls, one with fire,
Like opium.
Or three lumps of sugar in coffee.
passion, and marked dramatic power.
Well, all of a sudden and for no reason, the movie people
Didn't even give the
There's a superb bull fight, an astounding mountain
stopped making Western pictures.
battle, and a duel thrown in for good measure.
girl a chance to taper off like they do in drug sanitariums.
As you sit in your theatre, watching the movie and And there you have the sad result. Be quiet, like a good
girl, and I'll see if I can't find an old picture of Hoot
listening to the splendid Carmen music, give a thought
For this music so
Gibson for you."
to Bizet who composed the opera.
indicative, so redolent of Spain, was written by a FrenchWhich sad look into the future brings me up to tell
this

—

—

—

—
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RIDING FOR FAME

:

—

SCREENLAND
you that I've seen Hoot Gibson in Riding for Fame.
Hoot can't turn out too many horse operas for me. I'm
all for the Lochinvars who come out of the Westerns.
You know, the Romeos with the red blood corpuscles,

who get all
down cattle
None of

of a lather bustin' bronchos, shootin"
thieves and savin wimmin.
this diffused focus love-over-a-lily-pond
-1

Fame you

In Riding for

Hoot.

low

scene

villains.

you

If

Bigger and Better Horse Operas as
Riding for Fame.

like

you'll like

I

do,

BROADWAY DADDIES
twice, girls, before you turn down the boy friend
Honest but Poor for the flapper snatcher who is
It may, as the newspaper "perRich but Rheumatic.
sonals" say, "be to your ad-

Think

who

is

vantage.

That's the way it worked
out for Jacqueline Logan in
Broadway Daddies. She decided for Love instead of
Lucre and turned down the
owner of the Broadway night
club

for

Rex

When

It had been going for
two weeks without a
padlock in sight so you can

fully

figure out the profits yourself.

But Jacqueline decided to
take a ninety-nine year Lease
do you

think? He was a millionaire
all the time and she didn't

know

THE DEVIL'S

One

You've

we

day, however,

The

Elinor Glyn said Rex the
Wild Horse had It. So I
He is a
say has Rex Lease.
newcomer but sacks of mail

girls,

may

I

rash

of

Some

for a

pictures

new

hero's photograph.

it's

glorifying

like the idea at

And

American

—

then, of course, the trouble starts.

young

girl

didn't

all.

We've all heard it said
hundreds of times that the
heritage of honest, God-fearing parents is the finest gift
true.

And

can have.

It's

a

sure

it's

stimulus

and a quickening inspiration.
But on the other hand we've
seen

many

A

progeny

is

true.

is laid around this theory of
For students of criminology, for all people interested in abnormal kinks and quirks, the picture will no
doubt prove absorbing.
But for 'just folks' I can't

heredity.

A

dent, a beautiful

Devil's
I

The DeviVs Trademar\

only another

the

traits to their

—

recommend

has

indifferent.

The

And

Trademar\.

children of
worthless parents
turn into splendid citizens.
So it's doubtful if the theory
that criminals transmit their

broken out on Broadway.
Some good.
This House of Scandal would be an
excellent comedy drama but for one fact
Dorothy Sebastian, the girl in the case, is in with a gang of thieves and
nobody tells why or gives her an alibi so you have
sympathy for her from the start.
An Irish lad arrives
nice idea is behind the film.
in New York and goes crazy over his big brother's policeman's uniform. He can't wait, it seems, until he gets one
for himself, so he tries his brother's on as the officer sleeps.

policeman

to see her in the

picture,

positively

be a good comedy to some, but

regular

went over

all

'cop' picture to me.

A

you a new bathing-suit
you never thought she'd

new

airs ever since.

THE HOUSE OF SCANDAL
It

Most of

roles.

play the part of a reformed
crook. Well, I never thought
so either until the other day

will be arriving at his door
every morning with the milk
from now on.
So dust off

the silver picture-fame,

mother characterizaBut I'd be willing to

a person

him put on

Ben-

them

that

him has made

smile that rewarded

Belle

many

bet

are in it?"

it!

seen

nett in
tions.

amused that the wifely dignity was forGeorge Mitchell, the wellgotten.
\nown wag, wit and wise-crac\er, was
introduced to Miss Shearer. "What's
the idea?" he demanded of the astonished
star, "what do you mean by taking a
vacation, why don't you get bac\ to
wor\ where you belong? Don't you
\now I wont go to a movie unless you

chorus

girl in this particular jazzor-

And what

a climax that's going

TRADEMARK

had the pleasure of seeing J^lorma so

ium.

on Rex.

—

beautiful

should be.

girl

week.
a

—

J^orma Shearer, Mrs.
Irving Thalberg, was in J\[ew Tor\ recently (at which time she was painted
for the Screenland cover) she was
as prim as a quiet, famous and happy

club has to do to amass a
fortune is to keep the padlocks
away for about a

was

all going to like.
For it's your
Thomson, doubling in black and white.
By day, Fred is a quiet cowboy idling around the town
on a lazy white horse. But just wait until the sun sets!
Then Fred steps out horse and cowboy masked in black.
Fred undertakes to clean up the town and get back the
gold that was stolen by the bartender's gang.
Turning
from a lethargic gink into a fast-riding, wild-shooting
Romeo, Thomson burns up the place and wins the gal
in the person of Edna Murphy.
As good a western as
you'd ever want to see.

old friend, Fred

With

you know that all the proprietor of a Broadway night

Jacqueline

SUNSET LEGION
Here's a picture you're

to surprise you!

And

Lease.

—

for

too,

—

all these form
which make things look pretty bad
for the handsome boy from the old country and his sirl.
In the end, naturally, the Irish boy wins his maid but
only after she has served a term in prison.
Which is a
pretty hard thing for any bridegroom to laugh off.

Good com-

get action.

Especially in the
from Slim Summerville.
where Hoot fights his regular quota of three

edy,

of robbers, a jeweler and a lost necklace

a chain of coincidences

taxi acci-

with a twisted ankle, a gang

it.

DAUGHTER OF
Nearly every

—has

Jew

Palestine

person
its

ISRAEL

he Catholic,

Protestant, or
heart to see the Holy Land
yellow sands, tropic-blue waters, and

the desire

with

—be

in. his

Even if your feet can never touch that
your eyes can feast upon its loveliness. For
in the new film, Daughter of Israel, many of the shots
were actually taken in the Holy Land.
Then, too, you will see exotic, semi-civilized Constantinople, whose harbor has no equal in all the world for
strange and wild loveliness.
vine-clad

soil,

hills.

at least
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What

the publicity

men prate
NEW

record for fan mail receipts by a motion
star of Hollywood was today established with the announcement by P. P. O'Brien,
postmaster of Los Angeles, California, that
during the month of May, Clara Bow, fiery-haired empress
of the flappers, received 33,727 letters from all parts of
the world.
Postmaster O'Brien is the authority for the statement
that this is the greatest fan mail receipt ever recorded by
picture

his

office.

Two
of his

records went toppling with O'Brien's compilation

May

for

report,

was

it

also revealed that the receipt of

19,945

by

letters

"Buddy"

Rogers

Charles

new

a

set

record for fan mail receipts by
a masculine player in Hollywood. This does not except the
mail
received
Rudoiph
by
Valentino at the height of his

to

Jesse

L.

receipts,

Lasky,

Dolores

a

as

11

is

in

are a true criterion of a play-

and

duals

world

every
write in

in

criticise,

to

suggest,

in

of

praise,

to

the

assure

young Buddy Rogers, has been truly phenomIt was released Miss Bow was
Now she receives
receiving around 5,000 letters a month.
in ten days more than she did when first entering her
as that of

Before the picture

career as a full-fledged star.
The manifest popularity of Rogers

of Hollywood.
Olathe, Kansas.

A

eral years.

Before he was twenty years

was working on New
York newspapers, serving as a
reporter and illustrating stories
old he

leg-

is

at the

with

is one of the wonders
Three years ago he was a school boy of
He entered the Paramount Pictures

School of New York, played the lead in the 'graduation
picture,' Fascinating Youth, then in Wings, then in Get
Your Man, opposite Clara Bow and most recently in
Anne Nichols' Abie's Irish Rose. In between this work
for Paramount he played the lead with Mary Pickford in
Best Girl.
His receipt of 19,945 letters in May, according to Postmaster O'Brien, sets a new record for increase in quantity
of correspondence as well as establishing a new high mark
for receipt of mail by a masculine screen star.

his

own

But

drawings.

the call of the stage was too
strong and he became an actor,
rising to stellar heights in many
productions and winning un-

Costello

Warner

challenged

recognition

in

the

United States and abroad as the
world's greatest Hamlet.
Barrymore is now making
the most of a well-earned rest
before starting another picture.
He and his famous
brother and sister, Lionel and Ethel Barrymore, recently
enjoyed a reunion in Los Angeles, on the occasion of
Miss Barrymore's visit to California in a stage production.

a

to

of loyalty.
By careful scrutiny of this tremendous influx
of mail a film producer is enabled to judge public opinion
of his product as with no other way.
The increase in Clara Bow's fan mail over the comparatively short time she has been a screen star as well
enal.

Although he came of one of America's best-known
John Barrymore as a boy yearned for
son of the noted actor, Maurice
fame in newspaper life.
Barrymore, and Georgianna Drew, sister of John Drew,
young Barrymore attended an art school in London and
later enrolled at the Art Students' League in New York.
The famous George Bridgman
also taught Barrymore for sevtheatrical families,

Tenderloin at the Strand.

Indivi-

part
to

the art world.

Ramona; while Dolores

in Glorious Betsy

'box office value.'

New

obviously the proper

producer has seen the industry
grow from its very inception,
er's

star,

a run in

end for its sign-boards. Dolores Del
Rio is at the Astor in The Trial of
'98 and across the street at the Rivoli

according

who

whose

latest picture, Tempest, is enjoying
York, once was a newspaper artist and
reporter, and there is nothing he gets more genuine pleasure out of than his easel and brushes.
Many of Barrymore's sketches have brought praise from high figures in

screen

Screen land suggests that Broadway have its name changed. "Via

career.

Fan mail

about.

.

Every year Universal has at least one location trip picThis year it will have three, and possibly more.
The Girl on the Barge, except for the weather, which has
been vile so far, is successfully launched on its locations
on the Hudson River, Erie Canal and the Champlain
Canal.
So complete will be this location expedition that
Edward Sloman will make the entire picture in the east,
having engaged the facilities of the Jackson Avenue Studios at Long Island City for the purpose of making the
ture.

interiors.

Show

My

Boat, of course, will have to be very largely a
production.
No stretch of the imagination of
the production department can possibly visualize the snaky
Los Angeles River, which flows by the studio,
little

of John Barrymore's chief hobbies, sketching and
painting, was once his means of livelihood. For the famous

bedecking itself to imitate the Father of Waters, which
Edna Ferber says is the real star of Show Boat. Harry
Pollard is busy right now picking out the best possible
locations, the while he selects the cast.
third location trip picture and one which takes a
two-reel company further from the studio than any location trip ever contemplated, is that of The Collegians to

*

One

80

*

*

location

A

SCREENLAND
The opening

Grand Canyon.

the

picture

of

the

third

and
consists of an athletic competition between the college and
On one of his trips across the
a school of Hopi Indians.
Continent, Carl Laemmle, Jr. had become very much imseries of Collegians,

is

entitled Calford vs. Reds\ins

pressed with the histrionic ability of the troupe of Hopi
Indians which occupies the government reservation at the
Grand Canyon and gives exhibitions of Hopi Indian dances,
athletic contests and the arts and crafts of the tribe.
the production supervisor of this series
as well as the author, he decided to make this first production at the Hopi Indian house at the Grand Canyon.
The company was sent on ahead. And it is interesting
to note that the same players are in their respective roles

Inasmuch

he

as

is

—George

Dorothy Gulliver,
Lewis,
Churchill Ross and Hay den Stevenson.

two days'
Dick Smith, com'
and
edy writer,
practically

time, Junior,

Nat

Eddie

Phillips,

In order to save

Ross, the director,

playing the role of an opera singer in M. G. M.'s Her
Cardboard Lover, starring Marion Davies. He ought to
is

find
as

it

he

a cinch to play his role in the current Davies film
portraying himself! The original name of the

is

was 'Senor Torino'

character according to the script

inasmuch

he

as

but,

supposed to be a great opera singer,

is

was decided to make the part more realistic and at the
same time pay tribute to the former great star of the
Metropolitan Opera Company by giving the character the
name of the man who is playing it, 'Andres de Segurola.
it

1

*

if!

Hugh Trevor
and

'

'Sfl.

sold Richard

Dix

-

'

Dix

si*

a lot of life insurance

Trevor the idea of going on the
The result is that during the past year he has
screen.
been very successful and been kept busy playing in pictures for M. G. M., Famous Players and F. B. O.
His
latest opus is the lead opposite Martha Sleeper in Taxi
in return

sold

Thirteen,

starring

Chester Conklin.

the assistant direc-

made

men,

trip

o n

i

Hundreds of
French Blue Devils

the

airplane loca-

first

t

camera-

and

tors

in

are

"It

is

question
until the

studios

adopt

this

of

countryside,

trans-

boom

portation for gensaid

use,"

important

figuring

of

the

in

production,

a

final

drive

of

the

World

War
lived

It is

for

1

come

Out

Gibbs'

if!

in the history of vaudeville has an individual attraction obtained such extensive publicity, aroused

public

receipts so heavily as has

and swelled box-office
Mix, F. B. O. western star,

interest

Tom

tour of the Keith- Albee-Orpheum circuit.
Sensational results have rewarded the energetic and skillful
exploitation of Mix in all the cities played by him and
Tony.
All welcomed the hero of two-gun celluloid
drama with open arms and milling throngs. Press and

on

a

have paid homage to him and Tony with
columns of type and capacity attendance.
His
tour was a triumphant procession that grew in importance
and results as it moved on, one of the most successful
and most outstanding events of its kind in theatre annals.
Mix and Tony returned to Hollywood in June. Work
on his first F. B. O. production is scheduled to start soon.
public

alike

cheers,

*

*

*

Andres de Segurola received a wire of congratulations
signed by Antonio Scotti, Rosa Ponselle and other members of the Metropolitan Opera Company, congratulating
their former colleague on his singing in the Vitaphone
sequence of Glorious Betsy. At present Mr. de Segurola

—

story

of

France in the final
days of the great

Stuart has a hose connected
with a brewery
pardon a reser'
voir when he plays tennis.

C[ l^[ic\

by

widespread

of the Ruins,
Sir Philip

from the

Never before

such

new

starring vehicle

train."
.

are

over

Richard

Barthelmess

higher rate for air
travel.
I save two
days by taking the
air route and arrive
in
time to
make preparations
for
the
players

who

the

again.

paying the

justifies

of big guns

being

cost

the

the

heard and
days of the

is

'The time
Ross.
element, which is
so

up

light

ets

fast

these
Star rock-

nights.

studios

at

National

First

only a
of time

means
eral

swarming over

No-Man's land

history.

—

Barthel-

conflict.

mess appears in
the opening scenes
as a Blue Devil, and fights in the trenches with his fellow
soldiers.
The greater part of the story, however, deals
with a romance in which the charming Marian Nixon
plays his leading lady.
John Francis Dillon is directing this dramatic story, and
the combination of Barthelmess as star and Dillon as

considered a fortunate one by First National

director

is

officials,

as their last effort together

was The

T^loose,

one

of the biggest box-office pictures of the past year.
%
%
%

With Nathaniel
Orchestra,

the

started active

chronize

its

Shilkret directing the Victor

Victor

work
first

in

Symphony

Machine Company has
Camden, N. J., studios to syn-

Talking
its

Firnatone

production,

First

National's

motion picture, Lilac Time, starring Colleen Moore.
Another crew of Victor experts headed by Raymond
and Charles Sooy is gathering special effects for the production, capturing the sounds of airplane motors at a New
Jersey aviation field, trapping the rattle of machine guns
and picking up other noises that will be laid into the
mosaic of sound which will fit perfectly into the presentation of Lilac Time when it is shown on Broadway.
31
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Along — Continued jrom

JliSt Kolling
my hair and she'll spend an hour
or so experimenting with it to see how
she can improve my looks.
"But we never get lonesome. When you
have a big family you naturally make your
home headquarters for your amusement
and because we did want a nice place to
bring our friends, so mother could get in
on our good times too, we bought a new
wear

home.
thought

it

think

it

I

us

costing

"It's

much more than we

would, but Sally and Polly and
is worth it.

"When we get it all paid off, we're
going to buy a swell big automobile and
we're going to take turns driving it. We're
going to check off our days to run it on the
calendar, and we're going to have a meanlooking bus, a limousine with seats enough
in it for all of us to go out in at once."
If you'd listen to this blue-eyed youngbeauty romancing about family fortunes,
you'd feel like wishing for an Aladdin's
Lamp so you could rub them her way.
that's the baby
"I think Georgianna
will be ready to go into pictures soon,

—

—

"Georgianna
too," said Loretta naively.
has big blue eyes, oh, much bigger than
Sally's or mine, and she's awfully cute.
You'd like Georgianna," she continued
her manner indicating that perhaps Georgianna and myself could get together on
Remy de Gourmont or other important
topics.

—

"Georgianna
she's not old enough to
go to school, but she's awfully smart. She
understands everything you say to her and
I know that
she isn't afraid of anybody.
if
a director would see her and talk to
her he'd be surprised.
are
funny,
though,"
remi"Families
niscently pondered Loretta. "There are so
many things they don't understand. Even

mother

understand

didn't

it

time,

was that

in

Ned Wayburn

such a short space of
has built up a tre-

—

mendous following a school which provides that bridge which otherwise is almost
uncrossable; that bridge which divides a
with nothing but dancing
heart from a polished professional with an actual engagement upon
the stage or screen.
Sally started her work the last day of
Immediately she was thrown into
January.
more strenuous training than she had ever
She hadn't been in the
realized existed.
limbering and stretching class an hour before every muscle, nerve and tissue in her
body were aching. Aching like the cut-

young
desire

person

in

his

ting pain of a thousand wisdom teeth. Her
Good honest
hair fell down her shoulders.
She was
sweat exuded from every pore.

ready to faint with fatigue. But she had
Hour after hour after hour!
to \eep on.
And then it was that Sally understood
that you can't turn yourself from a graceful girl into a competent dancer by sitting
on your haunches in a hammock under the
Nor by frittering your time
harvest moon.
away in a night club dancing with some
youth in a borrowed dinner
perfervid
jacket.

Ned Wayburn works the heart out of
And if you haven't the proper stuff
He has no time to
you don't last long.

you.

dancing dilletantes. It
strong mind, a strong back and a
faith in yourself to keep up the

waste on
takes a
strong

delicate,

first

why

she hied herself back to the convent to
wait until the awkward age had passed.
Exercises helped to develop her body and
helped to do away with some of the

I

in

sit

——

wrinkles frowning so much!'
"I explained that I was learning to express myself and my emotions through following Mr. Lon Chaney's advice."
Loretta is beautiful.
Her hair, a soft,
light brown, now reaches to her shoulders
in ringlets, enroute to the fashionable mode
of 'doing up' length.
She smiles a broad, generous smile, the
frank Jackie Coogan smile that is more
youthful than feminine.
This smile is
almost boyish in its simplicity.
Her teeth,
large, creamy and sparklingly healthy, give
added animation to a face that seems to
gaze upon life for the first time.
Her eyes, of course, were the big talking point before the camera and casting
directors.
They are blue of corn-flower
shade, and they take on various hues as
her moods and her modes dictate.
Loretta was once Baby Gretchen, a child
star.
She was educated in a convent, and
when she came out she and her parents
realized that she could no longer trade
upon any reputation she had acquired as a
child actress, and she had to begin all
over again.
So 'Baby Gretchen' was left
far behind and a rather chubby, lively
little extra girl began to be noticed around

Hollywood.
roles

She

started

age of four.

the

at

remembers now came
—The
Primrose Ring,
she

a fairy queen, and

Tom

with

in

The

six-year-old
only parts

several years later

which she played

in

White and Unmarried,

Meighan.

At four, she was a six-year-old in
At nine, she looked at least twelve.

Sally Anderson Climbs the
why

at

front of the glass and make
faces at myself for more than an hour at
a time.
It
looked silly.
Mother said:
"Why, Gretchen' for that is my honestto-goodness name
'you are going to get

should

size.

So

other picture players.

Hour

after

week

—

hour,

day

heart-ache,

after day, week
back-ache, perspi-

and tears.
Limbering and stretchon the mat and on the bar. Tap and

ration
ing,

step

dancing,

then

last

of

shoe dancing, musical
acrobatic dancing
and
the
difficult
American

soft

comedy dancing,
all

work.
But it wasn't

—

ballet

all

awkwardness.

"You know," she says today, "I like
to think of emerging from Baby Gretchen
like a butterfly emerges from its cocoon.
convent was the cocoon.
And I
suppose now I'm the butterfly
anyway,
something fluttery! My sisters sometimes
call me Dizzy!
"One of my first bits was in Colleen
Moore's picture Orchids and Ermine. Miss
Moore noticed me, liked my work, and
had them enlarge the part somewhat. She
encouraged me and gave me advice, which
was so helpful that I secured several other
small parts.
Then First National offered
me a contract not as a leading woman,
but just as a little ingenue stock player.
They happened to need one, and I was

The

—

—

right

under-foot!
course you know that

there,

"Of
chance
Clown,

came

Lon

in

As

Laugh.

it

my

Chaney's
happened,

first

big

Laugh,
didn't

I

get that through

any influence whatsoever.
I was working at First National and met
Alice Joyce and her brother.
" 'You're
like
that
dream girl Lon

Chaney

is
searching for, for the lead in
next picture!'
they told me.
'Why
don't you send him your tests?'
"First National Studio sent various film
tests, and I was chosen for the role.
It

his
'

was

a wonderful picture.
Mr. Chaney was
so kind, and helped me so much with my
part. So was Herbert Brenon, the director.
They told me I was a real actress, and no
mistake.
I fairly flew to Miss Moore to
tell her that, and she said, Ah, ha! Didn't
She's such a dear, and her
I tell you?'
faith in me meant so much!"

Ladder — continued from page 32

pace he sets for you.
And if you can't
keep up his pace, you haven't got one
chance of a professional career.
For he
knows his business. And he has learned
it by training hundreds of the best-known
professionals of the day.
Lina Basquette,
Gilda Gray, Ann Pennington, too many

after

page 52

work.

Sally

had

lots

Her pal at the school was Dagmar
Peterson, from Portland, Oregon, who won
Although the girls had
a scholarship also.
to get up early and work or study all day
until
five-thirty
in
the
afternoon, they
sandwiched in plenty of thrills. It was a
thrill just to have lunch
at one of the
big Broadway drug stores and watch the
folks who came in to snatch a quick bite.
Many actors, musicians, students and teachstore between
ers rush
to the crowded
rehearsals or classes.
Then, too, these northern boys seemed
to like Sally pretty well.
Chorus girls
of fun.

always have attracted New York men and
when you consider Sally's sweetness and
refinement you can understand why she
had many 'bids' to teas at the Biltmore in

afternoons, and to dinner dances
Greenwich Village's charming,
in
exotic restaurants. "Boys up north," Sally
the late

down

—

"seem more serious more ambitious,
mean, than the boys down home." But
don't you all tell anybody that because
Sally might get in wrong with the boy
she left behind her.
The first week the little Jonestown girl
was in New York she gained five pounds.
And her arduous four hour instruction in
the early morning hours gave her such an
said,

I

appetite

seven

that

the

in

she

anything.

ate

morning.

To bed

Up
at

o'clock at night. With a day full of
and a couple hours of play behind

That was

Sally's

life

in

gay

at

ten

work
her.

New York

town.

And Sally was com'
Months passed.
mencing to show signs of unusual talent.
For she worked harder than a ditch digger.
But one day discouragement seized her
She was standing
just as it seizes us all.
in the main foyer of the big school looking
Her scholarship had nearly exaround.
pired.
Her money from Gilda Gray was
And while she had improved
nearly gone.
tremendously, she didn't know whether she
was ready for a stage position yet or not.
Maybe more rough corners had to be
knocked off.

—

As
It

she stood there her heart failed her.
impossible task for her to
the theatrical grade. The school was

seemed an

make

{Continued on page 89)

THE

only preparation of its kind
on the market. Leaves no sediment or stain. Lasts for hours.
Absolutely harmless but magical in
its effect. And so simple to apply
... a few drops briskly rubbed in
until the skin assumes a beautifully
pearly white appearance. ..instantly

removes glossiness and redness.
You'll be amazed and delighted
every time you see it.

Zore

is

among the aristocratic
of Moscow and St. Peterswomen who were envied

generations
beauties
.

.

old

formula celebrated for

Russian

burg

made from an

.

SPECIAL
OFFER
Good
only.

for a limited time

Remember Zore

perfectly harmless.

is

It is

—

not a bleach
there is
nothing else like it. Send
the coupon now while
you are thinking about it.

*1.50 Bottle
FOR $ J.OO

throughout Europe for the whiteness of their skin. In order to extend the reputation of Zore among

women

of discrimination in this
country we are making this special

introductory offer.
a

short time

It's

good for

only so mail the

coupon now.

Send this Coupon
ZORE

s

CO.,

509 Fifth Avenue,

New York

City

—

bottle of
Please send ine postage prepaid
dollars in cash or
Zore. I enclose
money order.

Name
Address
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Have a New
Sk m m 3 Days
Get

Rid
Acne,

Your

Pimples, Blackheads,
Oily Skin, Wrinkles, Tan,
Freckles, Unsightly Blemishes and
Marks of Age This New Way.
of

READ FREE OFFER BELOW!

Proving That "Beauty

Only SIcin Deep"
no more over your "terrible" skin
and complexion! Forget your failures with
lotions, clays, creams, powders, massages,
steaming pots and "coverups."
Throw away
your rubber masks, plasters and beauty makeshifts.
Because.
here's where you get a new,
Is

WORRY

—

skin

true
pores,

Your

I

freckles,

tan,

blemishes,

age,

definitely

go,

Most

blackheads, pimples, large
sallow complexion, surface
and signs of approaching

— "because

wrinkles,

astonishing

German

history of beauty culture.

All

amazing

"A

book

free

called
to do

OFF."

they're

discovery in the
explained in an
New Skin in 3

Days." Learn how
it at home yourself,
what foreign beauty doctors have charged
enormous prices for. Make your own skin and
complexion the envy of all who behold it. Send
your name and address only no money!

—

Make Your Face Your Fortune!
men and
— knowledge

Hundreds
at home

—

Marvo

Address
63-T,

Beauty Laboratories,
1700 Broadway, New York.

No.

Dept.

of inventors to make talking pic
resulted
only in these news-reel
sounds, the result would have more than
efforts

window and

tures,

moves; the thief steps backward to hide
behind the curtains and we see a stand
with a vase of flowers slowly leaning
toward its fall. The thief moves backward an inch. The stand goes over; the
theatre is filled with the sound of this
crashing glass.
The heroine awakes and
a piercing scream of horror sounds the
terror of the scene through every inch

justified

of the City

48th Street, West of Broadway
Times Square's Finest Hotel
Within convenient walking distance to
important business centers and theatres.
Ideal Transit Facilities
450
Every Room an Outside Room
with Two Large Windows

ROOMS

Large Single

Rooms,

size

II

ft.

6

in.

BATHS

by 20

ft.,

per day
For Two. $5.00— Twin Beds. $B.OO
Large Double Rooms, Twin Beds, Bath, $6.00 per Day
Special Weekly Rates
Furnished or Unfurnished Suites with Serving
Pantries, $95 to $150 per Month
Moderately Priced Restaurant Featuring a
Peerless Cuisine

Bath,

with

Illustrated

CURTIS

A.

$4.00

Booklet

Free on

labors
disk

circular

a

record while the picture is being filmed
and the synchronism is obtained by having
the phonograph and the picture projecting
machine locked together in unchanging
relations,
duplicating in this sense the
camera and the sound recorder which are
Vitaphone, the
also definitely connected.
first in the field, is entitled to credit for
its pioneer work
and particularly for the
unequalled artistic fervor which inspired
these producers to record the orchestration.
While enjoying a Vitaphone picture, one
is entertained
by the finest of symphony
orchestras recorded by the proved methods
through which all phonographic records
are
made, and reproduced in perfect
synchronism.
In the early days of talking pictures,
New York saw many abortive attempts;
even the device made by Mr. Edison
casually wandered out of step and educated
the public to the meaning of the word
synchronism. At every Vitaphone or Movie
performance one hears his neighbor say,
It is the
"the synchronism is very good."
only thing about talking pictures that the
public so far understands.
There are, however, very many moot
The principal
questions in this new art.
Do you want
one is one of psychology.
to hear the voices of the screen characters?

Mr. Menjou heard and saw Tenderloin
and steps across the boundary line from
Paramount to Warner Bros, to say concerning the effect
degree examination
all

"It

that
is

when

third

the

Dolores Cos-

given

was tremendous, and

after

that

the captions seemed dull and flat."

My own

experience

been that the

has

Mr. Menjou so highly applauds was
not obtained by words but by the dramatic

effect

sound.
It is along these lines
that the producers of phonetic films must
direct their thought. There is a drama to
quality

.sound

of

that is definite.
as rigid laws as those
visual drama.

controlled by
which dominate the
It

is

is

the lighted street; the sleeper

,

of us.
If you saw The Thirteenth Chair, by
Bayard Veiller, you will remember the
early scene where in the blackness of the

theatre, the dramatic shriek of the heroine
caused the cold stiffening of your back

That

hairs.

now

dramatic

is

possible

for

the

art and that
motion picture.

said, but how she said
think of the infinite possibilities
that lie in the hand of Charlie Chaplin
who, while our greatest mimic, is also a
talented musician.
Imagine Charlie as the
strolling player with violin under his arm;
how deftly would he weave pathos with

Or

it.

humor by means

of

this

the Mouse, one of the first
having tremendous success
wherever shown.
Lionel Barrymore, who
has had a legitimate stage experience as
noble as The Royal Family, becomes, because of this one film, the talk of Hollyis

wood.
Again, you
says but

it

is

see,

it is

how he

not entirely what he
says

The foreign countries use between forty
and fifty percent of the pictures made by
one company and the problem of the diflanguages is as great as the
confronting the favorites whose
English is not quite correct.
ference

in

problem

in

the old days

we

1674

upon

ROYALTIES

13'w.iy,

publishablc? work.

N.

Y.

sat quite

happily

around the victrola and listened to the
phonograph record, so now we will listen
the record of the voices of the screen.
picture will tend to lose action and the
art of cinematography is due for a jolt.
This does not mean that a step backward
must be taken for Talkers. The art of a
picture with sound is a different art with
changed standards and we shall go forward
to a finer, better form of entertainment in
to

The

this

new medium

than

we have known

before.

There

will be a greater opportunity for
for imaginative writing and for inspired direction than ever before.
There
are four hundred theatres already equipped
with eager audiences awaiting the Talkers.
talent,

Mr. Howard will next month give
!

subject,

criticisms

!

ARE

ANYONE having
Songs may submit poems for
for
original
ideas
NEWCOMER,
WALTER
—
examination and advice.
PAID

it.

we

think of sound as just something for
the ear then sound attachments become like
beautiful scenes in pictures which are secured for the pleasure they give the eye.
But if we consider the sound only as messages of thought then we see that a new
world of dramatic thrills has been left upon
our doorstep.
If

Director

SONGWRITERS!
ADVANCE

and suggestions

on

(t

new

The Lion and

of the Talkers,

In view of the general interest in this

SUBSTANTIAL

wonderful

art.

Request

HALE, Managing

is

It

was not what she

As

not the words they say but how
they say them.
In this line the possibilities are limitless
and each possibility adds to the entertainment quality of the film. When we can
derive from the theatre the same enthrallstimulating
emotional
fascinating,
ing,
quality of sound that dramatic incidents in
give us, our entertainment will not
life
only be more pleasing, but the scope of the
Let us conceive for
art will be greater.
a moment a few of these possibilities:
Visualize a moving picture sequence of
a bed-chamber and a thief stealing in; the
flashlight
flits
across the room and discloses the sleeping face of the heroine.
The thief's figure is silhouetted against the

THE BELVEDERE HOTEL

450

their

The Vitaphone makes

It

Just Completed,
and the Outstanding Success

That Talk

Pictures

Continued from page 8

tello,

of
women are now doing
in the quiet of their own rooms
without the
of their most intimate
friends, emerging in a few days with a new,
soft, velvety, clear, spotless, youth-like skin on
face, neck, arms, hands, or any part of the
body where a new skin is desired. It's astonishing almost beyond belief!
Send now the book
absolutely free to readers of this magazine.
is
it

The

The Talkers" for Screen land.

—
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Was Afraid of This
New Way to Learn Music
I

Found

Until I
Then

My

Gave

I

be

You're

Mary.

silly,

perfectly
can learn

Husband

His Life

the Surprise of

DON'T

A-B-C

Was Easy As

It

foolish

believe

to

to play music by
that method.
You can never learn
to play the piano that way
it's crazy.
You are silly to even

you

.

think about

.

.

it."

"But, Jack,

."

it's

.

.

"Mary, how can you believe in
that crazy music course?
Why,
it
claims to teach music in half
the usual time
and without a
teacher.
It's impossible!"
That

is

I showed

way

to

how my husband
him an ad

learn

He

music.

felt

when

about a new

telling

laughed.

just

me won-

His unbelieving laughter made

I began to feel doubtful.
Perhaps
had been too optimistic perhaps enthusiasm and the dream of realizing my
musical ambitions had carried me away.
The course, after all, might prove too
difficult.
I knew that I had no special
der.

—

I

musical talent.
I couldn't even tell one
note from another a page of music looked
just like Chinese to me.

—

But how I hated to give up my new
hope of learning to play the piano. Music
had always been for me one of those
dreams that never come true.
I had
longed to sit down at the piano and play
some old sweet song
or perhaps
a beautiful classic, a bit from an opera,
or even the latest jazz hit. When I heard
.

•

.

.

others playing, I envied them so that it
almost spoiled the pleasure of the music
for me.
For they could entertain their
friends and family
they were
musicians. And 7, I was a mere listener.
I had to be satisfied with only hearing
music.
.

.

.

I was. so disappointed at Jack.
I felt
very bitter as I put away the magazine
containing the advertisement. For a week
I resisted the temptation to look at it
again, but finally I couldn't keep from
"peeking" at it.
It fascinated me.
It
told of a woman who had learned to play
the piano by herself, in her spare time,
and at home, without a teacher. And the
wonderful method she used
required no tedious scales
.

no

heartless

exercises

— no

tiresome practicing. Perhaps
I might do the same thing
!

So finally, half -frightened,
half-enthusiastic, I wrote to
the U. S. School of Music
without letting Jack know.
Almost as soon as I mailed
the letter I felt frightened.
Suppose the course proved
to be horribly difficult . . .
suppose Jack
were right
after all!

—

PICK

Imagine my joy when the lessons
started and I found that they were as
easy as A. B. C.
Why, a mere child
could master them!
While Jack was at work, I started
learning.
I quickly saw how to blend
notes into beautiful melodies.
My progress was wonderfully rapid, and before
I realized it, I was rendering selections
which many pupils who study with private
teachers can't play.
For through this
short-cut method, all the difficult, tiresome parts of music have been eliminated
and the pjlaying of melodies has been reduced to a simplicity which anyone can
follow with ease.
Finally I decided to play for Jack, and
show him what a "crazy course" had
taught me.
So one night, when he was
sitting reading, I went casually over to
the piano and started playing a lovely
Words can't describe his astonishsong.
why ..." he floundered.
ment. "Why
I simply smUed and went on playing.
But soon, of course, Jack insisted that I
tell him all about it.
Where I had learned
.
.
when I learned
how? So
.
I told of my secret
and how the
course he had laughed at had made me an
accomplished musician.
.

.

.

.

YOUR

COURSE
Mandolin
Drums and
Traps
Harmony and
Composition
Sight Singing
Ukulele
Piccolo

Trombone

Saxophone
Piano
Organ
Violin
Clarinet
Flute

Harp
Cornet
•Cello

Guitar

Hawaiian Steel Guitar
and Speech Culture
Automatic Finger Control
Piano Accord ion
Banjo (Plectrum, 5-String

Voice

or Tenor)

.

Music

everything to

us.

larity!

Fun!

It has given us PopuHappiness!

then
If you, too, like music
write to the U. S. School of Music for a
copy of the booklet "Music Lessons in
Your Own Home," together with a Demonstration Lesson, explaining this wonderful
new easy method.
.

.

.

Don't hesitate because you think you
have no talent.
Thousands of successful
students never dreamed they possessed
musical ability until it was revealed to
them by a wonderful "Musical Ability
Test."
You too, can learn to play your
favorite instrument by note through this
short-cut method.
Send the coupon. The
Demonstration Lesson showing how they
teach will come AT ONCE. Address the
TJ. S. School of Music, 3228 Brunswick
Building, New York.
Instruments

when

supplied

needed,

cash

or

credit.

.

One day not long after,
Jack came to me and said,
"Mary, don't laugh, but I
want to try learning to
violin
play
the
by that
wonderful method. You certainly proved to me that it
is
a good way to learn

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3228 Brunswick Bldg., New York

easy payment
course:

plan.

I

am

Have you above instrument

Name
a few months
Jack and I were play-

Now our
ing
together.
musical evenings are a marEvery one
velous success.

City

send rue your free book "Music Lessons in
Your Own Home." with introduction by Dr. Frank
Crane. Demonstration Lesson and particulars of your
Please

music."
So only
later

and we are flooded with
has simply meant

us,

invitations.

.

.

.

compliments

Address
City

(Please

interested

'?

Write

Plainly]

in

the

following
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Win aJVew
Studebaker

or*2800^
am coins to give away, absolutely free, an 8 eyL
Studebaker Sedan to someone who answers this ad. It
will be delivered thru the nearest Studebakei dealer,
or winner may have its full value in cash, $2,250.00.
This offer iB open to anyone in the U. 8.. outside of
Chicago, and is backed by a Bis Reliable Company
which has already given away thousands of dollars in
cash and prizes to advertise its business. Act at oncal
I

Solve This Puzzle
25 15 21\3\1 ta 23 9 14 9 20
The numbers in the eauares spell four words. Can you
make out what they are? A is 1. Bis 2, C is 3, etc

$550.00 For Promptness
am also giving away a Chevrolet Sedan; Victrola:
Shetland Pony; Seven Tube Radio; Gold Watches and
many other valuable prizes and Hundreds of Dollars
in Cash, including $550.00 for promptness First prize
winner will receive the Studebaker Sedan and $550.00
eash, or $2,800.00 cash. I> case of ties duplicate prizes
will be awarded. Solve the puzzle and send your answer right away with name and address plainly written. $5,000.00 worth of prizes. Everybody rewarded.
Address L. E. WILFERD, Mgr.
315 S. Peoria St., Chicago, 111.
Dept. C-381
I

A

dog can live his own
Robert Armstrong's
terrier, Huc\leberry Boy.

Stop Using a Truss

Hollywood.

in
prize

life

As\

wire-haired

STUART'S ADHESIF PLAPAO-

PADS

are surprisingly different

from the truss— being mechanicochemico applicators — made aelfadhesive purposely to keep the
muscle-tonic' PLAPAO"applied
continuously to the affected parts,
and to minimize painful friction
and dangerous slipping. No
straps, buckles or spring attached. Soft as velvet — easy to
apply— Inexpensive. Foralmosta .
quarter of a century satisfied thou- _
j«
sands report success withoutdelay Grand Prix
Process of recovery natural, so no subsequent
.

.

.

from work.

use for a truss. Awarded Gold Medaland Grand |"r^ri"
Prix. Trial of "PLAPAO" will be sent absolutely
Write your name on coupon and send TODAY. | IILIb

PKPP

Plapao Co. 54 Stuart Bldg.,

Mo.

St. Louis,

7

Address
Keturn mail will briny
'.

l'LAPAO.

Trial

BUST DEVELOPED
My

Big Throe Part Treatment

ONLY ONE

is the
gives FULL
without bathing,

that

DEVELOPMENT

exercises, pumps or other dangerous absurdities.
I
send you a

GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

14-DAY

FREE

TREATMENT

you send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my Wonder Cream included.) Plain wrapper.
If

IS IT

WORTH

10c

TO iOU?

your dime back by first mail.
Address NOW, with ten cents onljr
Madame K.C.Williams, Buffalo, N.Y.
If not.

ORRECT
your NOSE
to perfect shape while

you

SAFE,
ent

Anita Nose

sleep.

Adjuster

guarantees
permanAge no

rapid,

results.

Painless.

obstacle.

60,000
praise

doctors,
it.

users

Gold Medal

Winner. Booklet Free

TRIAL

lit

ANITA

ANITA CO.
BUILDING,

for

TODAY

it

NEWARK,

N.

J.

AMATEUR CARTOONISTS
Make

money

selling

plan.

in

spare
time with new cartoon
Write' quick for full particulars.

SMITH'S SERVICE,
Wash.

Every

Woman Two

Dept.

SC-1194,

Wenatchee,

Natures?

Continued from page 39
tailored suit, but she wore with it a soft
blouse with a pleated jabot down the front;
Her hat
It made a soft line about her face.
She was
draped over one side of her face.
the very picture of feminity, yet as chic

Parisienne.
felt the urge for and the charm of
feminine clothes when I had my first fittings for my costume in The Actress," she
said.
"Oh, I had lifted my voice about
the liberation of women.
I
had looked
wise and declared that mannish clothes
showed the trend of the times. 'Women
are free now,' I had said. 'We will have
none of styles that hamper our freedom.
do not want to look feminine.
dress simply for comfort.''
"And then I tried on the clothes I was
to wear in the picture and I didn't want
to be free.
I didn't want to be a modern

as

a

"I

Name

£69

Has

We

We

woman
"It

at

was

all.

my

feminine

nature

asserting

itself.

It was
"I shall never forget one frock.
cf pale pink organdie with a fitted bodice
and a dream of a skirt, all ruffles and petti'
coats and lace.
And the hair was done
high on the head with a sweet little tiara
of pearls.
"I looked at myself in the mirror and
found that I was transformed.
Not only
did I look different but I felt that way, too.
I used to come in from the set and dread
to change into my own clothes.
"Costumes in a picture do more than
any other one thing, to create the mood of
the characterization. They are more lasting
than music.
melody spurs you up to do
one scene, but a costume carries you
through an entire sequence.
I didn't have
to learn to walk like the women of those
days did. I just walked that way naturally,
in those clothes.
It would have been im-

A

possible to

make

a false gesture.

You

can't

be anything but dainty and feminine when
you're
petticoats.
You
wearing
ten
wouldn't dare cross your legs or put your
hands on your hips.
Such an anachronism would be as shocking to you as to the
onlookers.

"Gwen Lee and

I used to talk about
on the set and laugh at the way that
our manners changed immediately that we
were in our costumes. We didn't want
to be free women and simply dress for
it

comfort.

"The

about woman's being liberated
Heaven
seem quite silly to me.
knows the women in those days got what
they wanted. They made their husbands
toe the mark and they worked alone and

began

talk

to

Woman

should never be gregarious.
charm when they travel in
groups. Men are perfectly splendid in mass
formation.
You cannot look at a troupe
a
of soldiers marching without
feeling
lump rise in your throat.
Can you imagine 500 women marching down a street?
subtly.

They

lose their

"Women

are

individualists

and

they

dress

alike

they have lost

"As

alike

you

and

act alike and
their power

when
think

used to hate to put
had been wearing the costumes of The Actress all day
long and then it dawned upon me that
there was no use in wearing mannish
clothes, that I could be both smart and
feminine at the same time.

on

I

told

my own

I

clothes after I

"On the heels of this came word from
the fashion creators that the afternoon
frock was as important in style displays as
the sports type. That was something decidedly new.
For the last five years you
haven't dreamed of having but one or at
the most two afternoon gowns and even
these were tailored and straight.
And sud-

!

The
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MAUPASSANT
ONE
Volume!

All in

can have every short story Guy
YOU
de Maupassant ever wrote —more
beauthem —
than 200

you already know some of Maupasyou have wanted to read more. If
.you have not yet enjoyed any of his
in a single
of
tiful volume, for the sensational bar- work you could not have a better opportunity to start. Maupassant is.
gain price of only $2.98. Think of it
Less than a penny and a half for each the acknowledged master of the
If

sant,

—

one of these immortal masterpieces, short story he has no rival. You
Never before have they all been offered will read and reread
the American public in any form at a these tales many times,
price so amazingly low.

No other writer, living or dead, has
ever pictured life with the fearless audacity and daring devotion to truth of
Guy de Maupassant. In stories that

^

may

be read in ten minutes,
Maupassant, with his characteristic pagan frankness, embodies the entire gamut of
human passions, the full
breadth and depth of

French

Now

life

and

love.

for

the

first

you can know

time

and enjoy all the superb short stories
of Maupassant,
exactly as they
were taken from

the original
Every
French.
translation absocomplete,
lutely
authentic and unabridged. And all
in One Volume J

222 Masterpieces Including
A

Waiter J. black, inc.
171 Madison

Avenue

W.VTOBKC1TXNX

Useful House

The Hole

A Dead Woman's

Mademoiselle
Graveyard Sirens

Fecundity

Am

Doubtful Happiness
The Story of a Farm Girl

Bed No. 29
A fter Death
A Passion
The Mad Woman

The Carter's Wench
The Bed
A Wife's Confession
An Old Maid
Love's Awakening
The Artist's Wife The Wedding Night
Virtue
One Phase of Love

Forbidden Fruit

Countess Satan

The Rendezvous
Woman's Wiles

In the Moonlight

I

Insane

—

Words

11

Tapers

of

In His Sweetheart's Livery

Love

The Venus

Magnetism
Love

The Sequel

of

Braniza
of

Divorce

Virtue in the Ballet

The Impolite Sex
The Farmer's Wife
The New Sensation
And 181 more vivid

tales.

- IIIIIilBTlBHaiiHIIigFnBSl
WALTER

C. 0. D.

see this amazing one-volume edition to appreciate it
Fine quality thin paper, large, readable type, beautiful
maroon silk cloth, richly grained binding, stamped with gold.
You pay nothing in advance nothing to the postman. Clip and
mail the coupon now, keep and read the book a week, then decide
You risk nothing; you alone are the
if you want to own it.
judge of the book's merit. Send the coupon today.

You must

fully.

M argot's

A Poor Girl
A Mesalliance

Free Examination
NO MONEY IN ADVANCE—NO

Room No.

Secret

171

i
I
I
I
1

1

New

J.

Gentlemen:
edition of

paper

Inc.

(907)

send

Name

Send me.

for free examination,

your new one-volume

Guy de Maupassant's Complete Short

pages

stamped
or

BLACK,

Madison Ave.,
York City, N. Y.

in

printed
gold.

I

in
will

you only $2.08

Stories. MOO thin
clear type; silk cloth
binding,
either return the book at your expense
in full payment within one week.
large,
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denly you found yourself selecting picture

and chiffon and

and you didn't
wear your sports dress all day long.
"And when you went to an evening
party you found that women wanted ato
be feminine if the clothes they chose was
Why,
any indication.
Bouffant frocks?
the dance floors seethed with them. There
was some talk of the tailored dinner dress.
It was evidently the dream of some designer that women meant it when they
said they wanted to be free and dress for
comfort only. And what happened to the
tailored evening dress ?
Why, the poor
thing found itself so dolled up with lace
and
embroidery
and
beads
that
you
couldn't recognize it when you saw it.
"In New York Irving and I attended
a college dance. I thought that I was back
at the studio. I even thought that I might
be very flattered and that the girls were
copying some of the costumes I wore in
hats

Short-Story Writing
How

to write,
write, and

what to
where

to sell
Cultivate your mind.

Develop your literary
gifts. Master the art of
self-expression.

Make

your spare time profitable. Turn your ideas
into dollars.
Courses in Short-Story
Writing, Versification,

Dr. Esenwein

Journalism, Play Writing, Photoplay Writing,
taught by our staff of literary experts,
headed by Dr. J. Berg Esenwein, famous critic
and teacher; Editor of The Writer's Monthly.
Dr. Esenwein offers you constructive criticism;
frank, honest, helpful advice: real teaching.
One pupil has received over $5,000 for

etc.,

stories

and
—

articles

written mostly

in,

spare time "play work," he calls it. Another received over $1,000 before com.
piecing her first course. Hundreds are
selling constantly to leading publishers.
There is no other institution or agency doing so

the

They looked

fashioned garden.

There was

much for writers, young or old. The universities'

and

chiffon.

recognize this: over 100 members of the English
faculties of higher institutions are studying in
our Literary Department. The editors recognize

looked feminine and

it,they're

The Home

r

feel

Correspondence School

n

learn all the modern dancesCharleston, Black Bottom, Valencia, Can-

You can

French Tango. St. Louis Hop, Latest
Waltzes, Fox Trots, etc., at home easily
and quickly. New chart method makea
dancing as simple as A-8-C. No music or
partner required. Learn anywhere, anyter,

time. Win new popularity. Be in demand
at parties. Same course of lessons would
cost $20 if taken privately.

Send No Money
Just send your name and address. We'll
ship the complete course— 323 pages, 49 illustrations—without one cent in advance.
When package arrives, hand postman onlyL
SI .98. plus delivery charges, and this won- |
derful course is yours. Try for 6 days.
Monev back if net delieMed. Pend your name NOW.
Franklin Pub. Co., 800 N. Clark St, Dept. B-407, Chicago

Secrets!
^

Amazing new buuK, "Safe Counsel,
u«t out, tells you the things you nan!
to know straight from the shculder. Gives
advice t(» newly marri ed. Explains anatomy of rsproductive organs, impotence,
laws of S^x Life, mistakes to avoid, diseases, pregnincy, etc

and

tulle

they

all

and young and

when they dance with

Contains 9 startling secti-Hii: 1-Scien ce of Eugenics, 2Love, 3-Marriage, 4- Childbirth, 6-Family
Life. 6-Sexual Science. 7-Diseases and
Disorders, 8 Health and Hygiene, 9-Story
nfLife. In all, 104 chapters, 77 illustrations, 512 pa-j^s.
Examine at our risk.
Mailed in a plain wrapper.
.

is

a mass of tulle.

woman

a

a

with

a

throat but if she wears a
high collor and a tie
well they'll let her
struggle along for herself.
But women
don't want to struggle along for themselves.
They can, mind you. They're capable of anything but it's much more interesting if the men don't know it.
"A complete change had come over the
girls and boys at that college dance and
it was just because the girls had on dainty,
old-fashioned frocks! The boys forget that
these were the same girls who had, just
that morning, beat them a set of tennis!
"The whole thing is this.
We've
reached a happy medium.
We'll never
bind ourselves up in corsets and we'll
never return to the fainting era but we
certainly
feminine
can
be
both
and

her

at

ruffle

a BEB3BSEBEBDS1S

j

lace

And

little

young thing whose skirt
They have to protect

to Dance
Learn
This New Easy Way

life's

old-

are women the only ones who
reaction of clothes.
Men become

the
gallant and brave

free.

ription $3.00.

Jki JMJJM.uw.iJH

and

an

—

athletic.

"In Europe you see the new trend everywhere.
At the races, for instance, smart
women are not wearing sports clothes. Let
me describe one costume that I saw on

one

so
that you could see her hair
through the crown and the brim was
covered with rows and rows of narrow lace.

braid

"And

parasols?
You see them everyabroad.
They're just frilly little
nothings that don't keep the sun off at
all but look pretty.
"Mind you I'm not begging for hoop
skirts.
I can't see myself going on a shop'
ping tour in ten petticoats.
We've ad'
vanced beyond that stage.
But there is
the happy medium. Just because you wear
a tailored suit is no reason that you must
try to imitate the men in all their clothes
There are a dozen of little feminine touches
that you can employ.
"For instance, in the matter of blouses

where

They may be of silk. They may be soft
with pleating or lace at the throat and the
wrists and hats can be draped to take away
any harsh lines.
galore

"Liberties

The

clothes.

uneven,

the

trimmed
vivid

sleeves

and

they

The

colors.

of

the

loveliest

creatures

I've

ever

"And

taken

are

skirts flare, the

have no place

"Nor

Please Address

Estal. 1897. Dept. 37 Springfield, Mass,
We publish The Writer's Library, 13 volumes;
descriptive booklet free. We also publish The
Writer's Monthly, the leading magazine for
literary workers; sample copy 25c, annual sub-

taffeta

like

dainty.

constantlyrecommending our courses,

150 page illustrated catalog

i

picture.

lace

with

hem

are

sports

lines are

interestingly

may

be in pastel or
sombre, neutral shades

the mode.

in

change, woman
changes, too. Styles in figures invariably
change with styles in clothes. Being under
weight is no longer an accomplishment.
It's a drawback if you want to wear smart
clothes.
For in Paris the cleverest cosas all these things

tumes are made for women with curves,
not generous ones exactly, but definite
curves, nevertheless.

"And don't let's forget, as long as we're
finding out just how feminine we are, that
the hair-pin trade has taken a sudden jump
and the barbers who specialize in bobs are
starving.
sat in a theatre in New York

We

and saw rows and rows of funny, little
wispy knots on the nape of every woman's
neck.
But even when we have long hair
we've reached a happy medium. We won't
have puffs and ridiculous curls. We'll have
simple

a

coil

but

the

hair

be

will

soft

around the face.
"But let me show you the clothes I
bought in Paris and New York and you'll
see

how

just

very feminine we're

all

be-

coming."
That,

rnd
had

was an orgy of 'ohs*
some of the boxes that
been delivered were unpacked and
of

just

course,

while

'ahs,'

She wore a deep rose chiffon contents not only noted but gasped over
dress.
It was simple yet soft with a low
•So there seems to be nothing for it but
girdle and a draped skirt with a fluttering to do away with these mannish frocks and
uneven hem line.
Her hat was large, a buy bolts, and bolts of ribbons for furbepicture model, of creme-colored horse hair lows and frills
looked

at.

Send No Money
Write for vonr copy today. Don't send a
Pay postman only $1.98. plus postage on arrival. Money refunded if not
cent.

FRANKLIN PUB. CO.

satisfactory.

Louise FaZetlda
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"JUOUIE-FATISI
SOMETHING NEW!
KEEP A RECORD OF THE
MOTION PICTURE PLAYS
YOU HAVE SEEN— A

handy vest pocket book-contain,
column fot picture titles, theatres attended, names of stars
and your comment. Special pages lor pictures of your favorites.

THE WHITE SALES

By mall prepaid, 50c.
San Rafael. Calif.

CO.

FRENCH
LOVE
DROPS
An enchanting exotic perfume
of irresistible charm, clinging
for hours like lovers loath to
Just a tiny drop is
part.
Full size bottle 98c
enough.
.Secrets
or $1.32 ('. O. D.
free.

D'ORO CO.
Box

90,

New York
MCG-8

Hal was always
him on the set.
chivalrous enough to say he could see the
real Louise beneath the grease paint, but
gee!" And she laughed.
Of course Hal was right, for Louise is
Not according to
really very beautiful.
the candy-box formula, but with a spiritual
quality that shines forth through her most
grotesque make-up.
This is evidenced by
the devotion of her fans who write her
letters of downright adoration, and by the
from

what she

did

on her days

off

from the

studio.

"I'm just
laughed,

like

the

London cabby," she

"who spends

in his friend's cab.

Go

his

holidays

to the

riding

beach for a

rest?
Not I; I dress up in my prettiest
and most feminine frock and go right back
to the studio.
And then when someone

says:

'Why,

you!'

I

Louise!

I

wouldn't

get a thrill that goes
through my veins like soda pop!"
That's the price she pays.

know
singing

is without doubt one
"What are the compensations?" I asked.
most beloved girls in Movieland.
"Laughter!" she exclaimed with a radiant
Everybody from stage carpenters to execusmile.
"If I hear the cameraman and
tives
and most remarkable of all, the
extras laughing at my work I get the thrill
women! pay her tribute.

further fact that she

of

the

—

—

Here's another naive confession that betrays

a

repressed

sensitiveness

Varick Sta.,
Dept.

— Continued from page 23

ness of her artistic

life.

I

to

the

ugli-

was asking her

of my life, for I know then I am succeeding in the thing that's expected of me.
I
forget all about the ugliness of my screen

life

—

if I

hear them laugh!"

SCREEN, LAND

When

Sally Anderson
{Concluded from page 82)

HunCompetition was terrific.
from three-year-old
dreds and hundreds
crowded.

sixty-year-old

to

men

and

women. The majority of them were young
Most of them beautiful.
however.
girls,

And many

rich.

Daily Sally was seeing miracles happen
For sixty percent of all
before her eyes.
the classes came for health rather than for
careers.
And daily Sally saw girls with
sallow complexions, terrible twisted poseyes

lusterless

tures,

and

hair,

lusterless

transformed into pretty women. The lasting kind of prettiness which comes only
from vibrant health.
she
when
down-hearted
Sally
felt
thought of the competition she had to overcome, the difficulties she had to conquer.
And she went to her boarding-house sad.
The next morning Sally was called into

She went in a little
Perhaps he would tell her she
fearfully.
wasn't good enough. Perhaps after all she
would have to go back to Jonestown and

Mr. Wayburn's

be

satisfied

office.

with

The thought

teaching.

was awful.

Ned Wayburn was

desk by the
As the
window, overlooking Broadway.
rose and took her
girl walked over, he
at

his

hand:
you've done well."
Wayburn,"
she
Mr.
"Thank you,
answered still fearful that he was only trying to soften the blow.
"Sally,

"I have watched you carefully," the pro-

ducer continued.

"You have

You

talent.

work hard.
at

But your scholarship expires
the end of the month, I believe."
"Yes, sir, it does," the girl faltered. "And

afraid I'll have to go home.
saved a little money from what Miss

I've

I'm

gave
me.
I

beauty comes,

new

who

fails to correct it limits
the joys of life.
But get the results in the

The complete formula
appears in every box. And a
book explains the reasons for
each good effect. This to prove

Not by abnormal

tion.

exercise or diet, for such extremes are dangerous. Combat
the cause. Modern science has
found that it often lies in a
gland deficiency in a gland

that the loss in
and helpful.

—

which

assists nutrition.

And

not change habits in a
Simply take four
Marmola tablets daily until
weight comes down to
normal. The way is easy,
radical way.

lack.

When this discovery was
made, a great American laboratory embodied
Marmola

pleasant, scientific, real.
Start today, for your

prescription tablets.
They have now been used for 20 years
millions of boxes of them. Users have told
others, until the use has grown to nearly
5,000,000 tablets a month.
All can see the results in every circle.
Excess fat is disappearing fast. Almost everyin

AR

—

watch the

Marmola
all

Of A

Prescription Tablets
The Pleasant

SCREEN
bring

many

times as

as for

for

"

You

tuition.

see,

she's

"I understand." The big man patted the
"Suppose I get you
girl's shoulder.
a position in one of the summer musical
comedies. That would give you enough to
keep on studying. You could take private

you

really

do

that?"

studied the girl thoughtfully.
"Do you know, I believe I could find you
a place in Miss Marbury's new musical

comedy."

"You don't
The girl's face whitened
"
mean Elizabeth Marbury, the great
Wayburn
smiled.
"The very same."
:

couldn't move.
Nor speak. But her soft eyes carried in
their depths so much gratitude they startled
the man.
The gentle little southerner walked out
of the room.
She vowed to herself that
she would become a good dancer, that she
would make herself worthy of all the help
and inspiration she had received from Gilda
Gray and New Wayburn. And she vowed,
too, as she hurried down the hall, that she
would help some other small town girl to
accomplish the wish of her heart; that she
would keep rolling that ball of brotherSally

didn't.

She

hood and sympathetic understanding which
the dancer and the producer had started.
And
All dreams don't die at twenty.

Ned Wayburn

Broadway where

stood alone looking
lights

like

fireflies

Reduce

BOOKLET
FOR THE

$$

ASKING

504 Western and Santa Monica

BIdg.

Hollywood, California

FRECKLES
How

to
Get Rid of These Ugly Spots
and Have a Beautiful Complexion
There's no longer the slightest need of feeling
ashamed of your freckles, as Othine double
strength
is guaranteed to remove these homely

Tells

FREE feOnly a Buescher

—

—

/s
Saxophone gives you these extra fea}
CtvAnhAM
aaxopnone lit
m&J£
tures
Snap-on Pads, greatest im-

nAAi/
Dvvli

spots.

The man

But

to

a

little

lessons in the mornings."
Would
"Oh, could I?

maga-

Studio demands and
make personal submission of Mss. Full
particulars without obligation.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO CO.

sent

much

Way

FREE

We know

could live a while longer here but
don't like to ask my mother to send me

more

prescription tablets are sold by
druggists at $1.00 a box. Any drugwho is out willorder from his jobber.

STORIES SUITABLE FOR THE
zines.

and

gist

YOUR

$$

sake,

results.

CASH

PLAY
PLOT

own

Learn what others have
learned in the 20 years of Marmola. Your
whole life may be changed by this test.
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FOTO-

weight is natural

Do

physicians the world over now
treat obesity by supplying that

that help

health

one has friends who will say
that the reason is Marmola.
There is no secret about it.
Marmola employs just what
the best physicians employ to
correct this abnormal condi-

Excess fat is a blight to
beauty, to health, to longevity

fight way.

new

youth,

and youth. Any man or woman

Gray

me and from what my mother

Fat Departs

I

widow

as

new

—

up

children

89

down
were

springing up in the soft, summer dusk, he
thought of the day when he too would
achieve the wish of his heart. When he
would build a vast theatre of his own.

!',:{
jjit/

—provement,

£ >IL
l|

easy to replace,

/^V. no cementing — Patented Au-

— —

tomatic OctaveKey perfect
Scale Accuracy
convenient

JF

Simply get an ounce of Othine from any drug
or department store and apply a little of it night
and morning and you should soon see that even
the worst freckles have begun to disappear, while
the lighter ones have vanished entirely.
It is
seldom that more than an ounce is needed to
completely clear the skin and gain a beautiful

f

key arrangement.

Be Popular

Socially

Earn Extra Money
playing a sweet-toned Buescher.
10 evenings— one hour each— will
astonish and please you. 6 days'

'

Easy payments. Mention
any other instrument iu which you

trial.

complexion.

are interested.

Be sure

to ask for the double strength Othine
as this is sold under guarantee of money back
if it fails to relieve your freckles.

Buescher Block, Elkhart, Ind.

2523

There is no mystery about

CARTOONING
A/TANY

famous artists and cartoonists of this country are
making thousands of dollars yearly from their pens.
Mail Coupon
They earned their success through years of work and tedious
~~ree
TorVree
search for "the right way."
Booklet

Today, the courses in Cartooning and Illustrating of the International School of Ait, by showing you the short cuts, will
save you years of work and bring success
you stumble along alone.

much
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sooner than
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.These courses will not only teach you how to draw,
but will also develop your originality. They
are acknowledged to be among the best and
most modem courses in Cartooning
and Illustrating offered today.
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BEST SELLERS
For $1.00 Each

WHEN

I

wished to read.

~>

=>-

Mr. Tryon

Five

but he also liked to eat regularly and he
realized that thespians sometimes expert'
ence dull seasons.
So he deliberately
learned a trade so that he could keep his
acting career going in case of hard times.
Once when he was stranded with a number-three company in South Bend, Indiana,
he easily found work as a machinist until
he made enough money to send him back
to Broadway where he resumed his -pro-

When

Oppenheim

Beast.... E. Phillips

Women,

of

Vincente Blasco Ibanez
.E. Austin Freeman
Mine With the Iron Door,
Harold Bell Wright
Bella Donna
Robert Hickens
The Desert Healer
E. M. Hull
Big Brother
Rex Beach
Carolyn Wells
Face Cards.
The Flaming Jewel.... Robert W. Chambers
Rigwell Cullum
The Night Riders
A Poor Wise Man.. Mary Roberts Rinehart
The Poisoned Paradise. ...Robert W. Service
Yellow Shadows
Sax Rohmer
When a Man's a Man..Harold Bell Wright
Bertha Ruck
The Pearl Thief
Jeffery Farnol
The High Adventure
Max Brand
Fire Brain
Edison Marshall
Child of the Wild
the Rustler Trail,

Robert Ames Bennett
Baroness Orczy
Gladys Edson Locke

The Celestial City
The Purple Mist

John

Horseshoe Robinson

he was playing a

way show

called

A

Very

Man, he admired from

who

Girl

as

had

also

a Broad-

Good Young

afar a beautiful girl

She was programmed
Her name was, and is,

a bit.

Table.

at

Eleanor

bit in

Boardman.

You may

recall that Glenn played oppoGaynor in Two Girls Wanted.
When he first met Miss Gaynor on the set
she said:
"Why, Mr. Tryon, I'm afraid
you don't remember me!" He was obliged

Janet

site

admit that his only recollection of her

was as Diane in Seventh Heaven. "I was
an extra in one of your Hal Roach comedies," said Janet. "And I- always flattered
myself that you noticed me!"

Dollars

D'Arblay Mystery

On

is unique in other respects.
admits he always wanted to be an actor,

He

to

special offer of six of any of the titles
listed below may be purchased for

The Enemies

the one actor in the world
poses for a picture with his

to be

never

fession.

After dinner, comfortably enconsed in
your big easy-chair, you spend what develops into one of the most pleasant evenings you've ever had.
Then you realize
that you were glad you did not pass up
the advertisement offering this marvelous
collection of the most popular novels of
the dav at the extraordinarily low price
of $1.00 each.

.The Golden

Yofk — Continued

pup."

the

What greater feeling then, than to
think of the new books you have just
ordered.
The latest brainchild of your
favorite author, and others you have often

A

want

who

dreary day is done, and
you head your tired body homeward, you dread the thoughts of
facing the evening. You know that your
library, originally small, has been sadly
depleted, and you have read every book
of interest it holds.

JSSCW

Ifl

P.

Kennedy

AND HUNDREDS OF OTHERS

Mr.

from page 27

Barrymore's loyal audiences differ
but not to his face.
Nobody
differs with Mr. Barrymore in Mr. Barrymore's presence
not at an interview, anyway. The proper conversation of a Barrymore interviewer is "Yes, Mr. Barrymore"
or "What do you think?"
He had been in New York a week when
he consented to be interviewed. He hadn't
come to New York to be interviewed, nor
to appear at the premier of Tempest, but
to take an electrician back to California
with him. The electrical wizard will officiate at Mr. Barrymore's open-air produc-

him

with

—

—

Hamlet

tion of

at

the

Hollywood Bowl

in

September, and also at the Greek Theatre
at the University of California in Berkeley.
Barrymore's Hamlet was played 101 times
in New York City five years ago or so,
breaking the record of Edwin Booth and
the hearts of all the susceptible femininity.
In London the Barrymore Hamlet scored
the most notable success a Shakespearean
play has had since 1600.
So you can

imagine what it will do to California.
It
under
be enacted in the moonlight

—

will

the

stars

"It should be pleasant, I think," said
Hamlet, "to watch the play and be able
to smoke and sip Scotch at the same time."

He

plans

He

to

return

to

the

stage

in

a

Florence Vidor.
She stopped off a few
days with her small daughter, Suzanne, on
her way to spend the summer abroad. "I

more enthusiastic about The
Last of Mrs. Cheyney, his next film vehicle,
than he has been about any of his other
pictures, if that means anything. He would
like to have some comedy scenes in every
part he plays, if possible.
I reminded him
that his first pictures, years ago, for Famous
Players, were such farces as The Man from
Mexico and The Dictator. He said he had
seen some of them run off lately and they
were not nearly so funny intentionally.
"In those days all the scenes were long
shots," he reminisced. "But I like comedy,
and that's why I want to do Mrs. Cheyney.
No, I don't know who will be my leading
woman.
would like to have Greta
I
Garbo!"
All the Barrymores are famous for their
wit and John is said to be the wittiest.
His sister Ethel had recently confounded
a new and brash member of her cast who

know how

greeted

After his hit with Laura La Plante in
Than\s for the Buggy Ride, Glenn was
made a star. Painting the Town was his
first.

called

His next
Lonesome.

will

be a serious venture
says he plays "that

He

fool kid next door," in most of his own
comedies.
He is married to Lillian Hall,
a beautiful girl

but

who

retired

who used to be in pictures
when she married. Glenn

Tryon

easily the most amusing of all
is
comedians off the screen
and incidentally
the most personable.
If he ever makes

a

—

personal appearance,

don't miss

it!

"Retire? Not as long as they give me
parts such as I have in the new Jannings
picture and The Magnificent Flirt," smiled

that

rumor

started.

I

was

dis-

with the roles that were being
given me, and "I said that I would leave the
screen rather than continue making indifferent pictures. Then came the chance with
Jannings in the film version of The Patriot;
and when I return I will play with Richard
Dix in Barrie's Admirable Crichton
which was filmed once before by Cecil De
Mille as Male and Female.
I'm not resatisfied

—

year.

is

—

her

as

"Ethel"

with

the

retort:

"Don't be so formal; call me kid." Nobody asked Mr. Barrymore if he had seen
The Royal Family. Nobody dared. They
that John is downright enthusiastic
say
about fishing and sailing in his yacht. But
I

know anything about

don't

know
and

is

All

that.

I

he is growing a moustache
supposed to be scared to death of
that

is

interviewers.

tiring!"

Her engagement to Jascha Heifetz,
mous violinist, is still being rumored.
Published by

BURT

A. L.

wanted

somehow

GO.

Write and Tell Us What Booh

questions

You Want.

Listed Here But We
You and Save You Money.

to

faI

her if it were true but
one
doesn't
impertinent
ask
of the cool and correct Miss
ask

Vidor!

May Not Be

It

Can Get

it

for

you like him for his perfect profile it
John Barrymore's fault.
And don't
expect him to sympathize.
He'd laugh.
This famous playboy of stage and screen
laughs at practically everything. Did I say
laugh? A cynical half-smile would be more
accurate.
He seems to think the John
Barrymore pictures are, for the most part,
If

isn't
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New
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simply awful.
"Didn't I look absurd in that blond wig
for
Don Juan?" he remarked.
"Love
scenes on the screen are ridiculous for the
most part.
kiss given within sight of
an audience has no glamour or thrill."

A

State

Tom

Mix, a white ten-gallon hat, and
cream colored suit, stepped off a train
at Grand Central into what looked like
all of Young America.
Hundreds of Boy
Scouts and girl scouts and other girls and
other boys yelled and cheered and pushed
came through the gates
as Big Tom
brown, weather-beaten, with the stride of
an old cowboy, and a kindly, pleased smile.
He had asked that nothing be done to cela

ebrate his

arrival.

He came

east

to

play

one week in vaudeville, at the Hippdrome,
the movie palace that is the kids' paradise.
He was all tired out from a strenuous tour.
But New York knew he was coming, and

New York

laid itself out for him as it
does for a favored few such as Lindy and
At Tom's
the three German musketeers.
hotel there were more crowds waiting for
a glimpse of him. To oblige the newspaper
photographers he went up on the roof to

—

—

—

SCREENLAND
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pose for some pictures with Joe Cook, Jr.,
son of Joe the comedian, an old friend.
Tom taught Joe Junior a few tricks with

he went down to
But no sooner
had he laid down and dozed off than an
aiarm-clock began to tinkle. Then another
and another. A dozen alarm clocks, set
fifteen minutes apart, had been secreted
friends.
in the room by practical-joking
Nobody laughed harder than Tom.
the lariat.

Then

rooms for a

his

at last

little

rest.

—

Tony? Why, of course Tony came along.
shares Tom's personal appearance act;
but when I talked to him and asked him

He

he

prefers vaudeville to pictures, he
"Neigh, neigh." That's how Tom
Both stars are eager
feels about it, too.
to get back to Hollywood, "where we beif

said:

long," says Tom. Tony, who is seventeen
years old, by the way, was beginning to
get cranky, according to his master.
He
wants to be back in his own little California

stable.

Try

get her to talk about herself
Evelyn Brent, the mysterious and
She is no
exotic, is just one of the girls.
more inclined to talk about herself and
her career than any well-balanc;d successScreen acting is
business woman.
ful
Evelyn's job, and she loves it, but she
refuses to look
upon herself as God's
to

just try!

Now

special gift to the industry.

an

is

important

world,

she

is

personage

inclined

to

in

smile

that she
the film
and say:

"It was luck."
Of course we all know it
Evelyn was ready when her big
wasn't.

chance came, that's
tried to pin her

I

"You watch

say:

all.

down.
out

for

Instead, she'd
little
Loretta

Young. She's coming along." Or "I'm
so glad that Josephine Dunn got the big
part she deserves.
I like that kid."
Emit
Jannings came in for a big slice of praise.
"He's a very great actor," says this generous-hearted trouper.
"You don't realize
how great he is until you work with him.
He will delay his departure from the set

own work is done and stand on
side-lines, when he might be resting

when
the

his

dressing-room, to help along some
humble player of bits." Needless to say,
The Last Command is one of Miss Brent's
in

his

favorite

pictures.

Frankly, I was scared!

WHEN
— was

do some typing for our factory manager,
Suppose I should make a mistake suppose I
could not use this kind of typewriter. The manager's secretary was
an d he had asked if anyone in the factory could type an important
ill
I volunteered to

petrified

I

—

!

letter for him.

AT LAST —HERE WAS MY CHANCE!

—would

The opportunity I had been prac-

make good?

I sat down at the typewriter
very much like my Allen fitted the paper into the machine and
quickly turned out a perfect letter.
"Where did you Irani to type so well?" kg asked.
THE MANAGER WAS AMAZED
When I told him I had studied the Allen Course in typing and shorthand at Thy home,
tising for

found

I be able to

—

it

—

I

—AND

NOW —

I'm confidential secretary
he promptly appointed me assistant secretary
to one of the Nation's biggest executives, at many times my former salary, have shorter
a happy, proshours, more time to play, my own little car, pleasanter surroundings
OF STUDY
BIG
perous life.
and the Allen Course has been the foundation of all my success.

MY FEW HOURS

—

HAVE BROUGHT ME

—

REWARDS

YOU TOO CAN BUILD A FOUNDATION OF PROSPERITY AND HAPPINESS—in

—
—

with the Allen Course to guide you.
a few hours' practise at your home
I consider
it the easiest, most complete method in America today for learning shorthand and typewriting.
Each lesson. gives you new inspiration new enthusiasm for the work teaches
yon, to vse anil make of machine
to take shorthand easi'y and rapidly
and almost
before you realize it, you are an expert, ready to travel this pleasant road to success.

—

—

—

ALLEN SUPPLIES THE MACHINE A brand new simplified standard 3-bank Allen typewriter — (NOT A RENEWED MACHINE
CR A REBUILT ON15 BUT ABSOLUTELY NEW!) is furnished free witli each course — and becomes your property when

—

I

the

course

scientific
work of

completed.
The Allen typewriter
guaranteed for a whole year, built
is

—a hundred

dollar

machine

—and

is

our

is light,
to last
free gift

strong,

a

compact,

lifetime.

It

simple and
does all the

when you complete

this easy,

profitable course.

THE TYPEWRITER WILL BE SENT UPON COMPLETION OF THREE LESSONS.

—

When you have completed three lessons, this typewriter will be sent vou promptly and
becomes your absolute property upon finishing this easy course, for which you pav
monthly installments or $44.50 i:i full at the beginning of the course". After
$49.50
three day examination, if you are not satisfied that this easv, complete course will help
you on your way to better pay, your money will be refunded.
THIS IS YOUR BIG OPPORTUNITY
DON'T CONFUSE IT WITH OFFERS OF

m

!

—

FREE COURSES GIVEN WITH SECOND HAND, REBUILT OR RENEWED
MACHINES
SEND NO MONEY Fill in the coupon and pay the postman $4.50 when you receive your
first lesson.
Do it now— begin practising your shorthand— study the typewriting chartI

see

how

easy

it

is to

start

on the road

to

fame and success!

Allen
Suite

Prosperity
1404 270
City

New York

—

Business

Course,

Madison

Avenue

Please enroll me for the< Allen Course in shortand typewriting for which I am to pay
in cash OR
$4.50 down and nine payments of $5.00 each.
Upon examination of the
Inst lesson, if not satisfied, I asree to return it
within three days and you will refund my money.

hand

—

$14.50

—

Name

<(

The new "Tarzan

is

Fran\

Address

Merrill,

holder of 27 world's athletic records.
him in 'Tarzan the
You'll
see
Mifhty.'

Town

My

reference

state

is.
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underto be identified with
parts because I was starred in a
series of crook pictures once, and then was
in Underworld for Paramount. As a matter
of« fact I have played lots of other parts,
of role unless it's
too.
I like any kind
one of those innocuous movie 'good

seem

"I

world

Marcel
MnsrOwn
Hair

j

women.'
Deliver me from them!"
Evelyn Brent has beautiful curly chest'
nut hair, brooding brown eyes under eloquent eyebrows, and a mobile mouth that

ItsEas)/
Anyone can do an expert

new Baldwin
marcelling

Marcellers for quick easy

TODAY.

six.

BALDWIN MARCELLER

COi

of Hollywood

Box

all

when

except

the

things, especially when she is acting, because she can't bear to be hampered by furbelows.
And she loved the painting on
She is the kind
the Screen land cover.
of a girl who looks like a high-powered
vamp, but who turns out to be a good
scout. And she deserves the parts that are
coming her way the girl in Interference,
Clive Brook will co-star with
for instance.
her again in this film version of the stage

burnt hair— send $1.50 for complete
of

at

There are no frills about
her.
She is frank and straight-forward.
She likes clothes but she must wear simple
director dictates.

— no electricity — no iron — no
set

sullen

really

isn't

job with these

1630, Station C, Los Angeles

—

50

EAST

Jean Hersholt has not only one severest
and best critic; he has two.
And he
brought them both along when he made
Introducing,
his first trip to New York.
for the first time to eastern audiences, Mr.
and Mrs. Hersholt and Junior. Junior, a
handsome lad, is only thirteen, but he's as
pal

STREET

58th

NEW YORK
In

Ave. and Plaza

big

as

tells

Park

fashionable

the

of

districts

He

movie fan and
what he thinks
screen performances.
"Father was
dad.

his

is

a

his father just exactly

his

fine in the first part of Abie's Irish

elegantly

furnished
Single

Room

and

Bath
Double
Bath

Room

and

$4-$5

want to do a he-man for a change!"
You'd like Hersholt. This ace of character actors is a charming, modest gentleman. His wife is young and pretty. Mr.
Hersholt, you know, was very well-known
on the Danish stage. When he first came
to this country his talents were not appre-

$5-$7

Bedroom

Parlor,

Bath

and

$10-$12

Special low weekly

and

monthly

Rose,"

says Junior, "but I didn't like it so well
when he got old.
He isn't old and I
He
don't like to see him play old men.
ought to play his own age for a change!"
He has a very
Jean Hersholt smiled.
winning smile. "I should please you, then,"
he said in his soft Danish accent, "when
I play the heavy in The Girl on the Barge.
I
I,
too, am tired of playing old men.

Large outside
sunny rooms

rates

ciated.

Telephone Regent 8100

He

took a job as assistant director

had a chance to pinch-hit for the
regular megaphone man.
Hersholt turned
and

out to be so

much

better that his services

were retained.
He directed
for some time and acted only occasionally.
Then, little by little, Hollywood producers
realized that here was a really fine actor.
He made his mark in Stella Dallas and
as

a

director

Greed.

and

has

services,

Universal
for a

signed
thereby

him
by

as

a

star,

loaning

his

handsome consideration,

for

profited

The
THICK LIPS REDUCED!
(Free Folder Tells How)
Thin, adorable lips for yoa. Cloreo
Lip Creme makes thick, protruding
lips thin anu shapely. No straps or
astringents. Guaranteed painless,
harmless. If you value thin, pretty
lips use this * imple, easy homo
treatment and watch results. Pra

e-

ed by hundreds. Special offer and
folder free. Write today I

CLOREE

OF

54-Z West 42d

NEW YORK
St.,

New York

DEVELOP YOUR BUST
Our

scientific

method highly recommended

for quick, <?asy

development

LA BEAUTE CREME

for

improvement of bust, neck, face
arms and legs

Ufled with trreat hijcc-hk

iiy

tliouHands.

In-

expensive harmless, pleasant. SueeeRstul
resolta or

money refunded.

and proof fsealed) free.

Foil particulars

Write for upecial

TODAY.
LA BEAUTE STUDIOS
857SN Hamilton Terr., Baltimore, Md.
offer

Student Prince, Abie's Irish Rose,
and, most recently. The Battle of the Sexes.
Hersholt has worked with some of the
finest directors in pictures but he is frank
to admit that of them all he most admires
In the
the "old master," D. W. Griffith.
Griffith picture Hersholt plays the business

man-husband who

is

vamped by

the delect-

Haver.
You must see Hersholt off the screen to
appreciate what a master of make-up he
really is. It seems incredible that this good'

able

*

Phyllis

looking man, in his late thirties, could turn
himself at a moment's notice into Ramon
Novarro's old tutor, or Charles Rogers'
father, or Pola's Italian patron of The
Of course, Hersholt's makeSecret Hour.
up box doesn't hold the secret of his success.
He would be a great actor even without it.
He can cry in a second by conjuring up some sad memory, while directors
work over other actors for hours. He sees

*

*

few magic names in the
Griffith, Pickford, Chappicture industry
lin, Fairbanks
and Sennett. The one you

There are a

—

hear

the

—

least

is

Mack

Sennett.

—and

he

Sennett

But
he was coaxed out of his shell at a swell
tea given in his honor by First National
Pictures, and he told everybody about his
big new picture, The Goodbye Kiss, which
will open on Broadway soon.
It's the first
is

a big Irishman

is

retiring.

picture Sennett has personally directed in
several years, and he is enthusiastic about
it.
He introduces three new stars, his discoveries:
Sally Eilers, Matty Kemp, and
Johnny Burke rthe latter a comedy recruit
from vaudeville.
Sennett is picturesque. He has keen blue
eyes, massive shoulders, a booming laugh.
He used to be an actor himself, in the
But now he prefers
old Biograph days.

—

to

play.

i>7 koie/ oPrefmementr/

nothing remarkable in this. "If I couldn'f
express the emotions with facility," he says 3
"I would not be an actor!"

He

direct.

has

probably picked more

beautiful girls than any other man alive
with the possible exception of Flo Ziegfeld.

Consider Gloria Swanson, Mabel Normand,
Phyllis Haver, Marie Prevost, Alice Day.
The Sennett studio also sponsored Chaplin, Charlie Murray, Ford Sterling, Chester
Conklin, Louise Fazenda, and Harry Langdon.
Sennett made a million or so and he
could retire; but he knows he never will.
He still gets a kick out of producing pictures.

This master of movie comedy and picker
of pulchritude says: "I select girls by look"
ing at their
"Yes, Mr. Sennett?"
"At their eyes. It's an old saying, and
a true one, that eyes are the windows of
the soul.
Especially women's eyes.
If a
girl has soul, it will show in her eyes. And
that's what movie audiences want of their

—

stars
soul!"
This, from the gentleman who has presented to the world more modern Venus
de Milos all equipped with perfectly good
arms, than any other man, was something
of a shock. "I mean it!" said Mack Sengirl

nett.

"Gloria

Swanson

isn't

appearing in

bathing-suits today, is she? I picked her
for those unusual eyes of hers that the
world later raved about.
latest discovery, Sally Eilers, is very young, fresh
and sweet she is very pretty, too, but her
beauty was not the reason I picked her.
I saw a soul in her eyes."
Mr. Sennett must be right.
Results

My

—

prove

it.

Those cute little sisters, Viola Dana and
Mason, were in town. Viola is
and she is also, it
going into vaudeville
Shirley
is

said,

—

going back to her husband, "Lefty"
Shirley came here with her hus-

Flynn.
band, a scenario writer in quest of material
for a film story.

Everybody in the world thinks he can
write for the movies, says Paul Bern, but
only a few qualify. Mr. Bern should know.
He is the scenario editor and supervisor for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and selects all the
stories which are later filmed by that big
company.
He comes to New York regularly to see the new plays.
He skims all
And he listens to
the better new books.
"the idea of the century" from friends and
strangers because he is a delightful and
kind-hearted gentleman, and also because
sometimes,

somewhere, he

just

might find

a real idea.
Just in case you are contemplating sending him your own pet brain-child to read,
that
Mr. Bern only buys
be warned

—

;

SCREENLAND
material which is practically sure-fire for
He knows his films and their
the screen.
big company such as he repreneeds.
Theresents can't afford to experiment.

A

fore,

tain

Mr. Bern must \now whether a cerbook or play is going to make a good

He

picture.

He

ten.

right nine times
a director before he

is

was

out

of

became

Open All Night, one of the
an editor.
most charming comedies ever filmed, was
He hopes to direct again some
his picture.
Mr. Bern combines intellect with
day.
showmanship.
He is as much of a fan as
you and I. He likes Greta and John and
Norma and Marion and Joan and Billy.

And

Everybody likes him.
they like him.
vote were taken for the most popular
man in Hollywood, Paul Bern would probably win.
If a

After a

honeymoon

in

Europe

bride of a motion picture magnate,

the

as

Norma
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Shearer called on us at Screenland to tell
us about her trip.
She saw London and
Paris and Florence and Berlin and Algiers
and she likes New York best of all.
In Germany she visited old Heidelberg and
all the haunts where Kathi and the Student
Prince used to meet.
She left Norma

—

Shearer locked in her dressing-room in
Culver City while Mrs. Irving Thalberg
took her European jaunt; but as soon as
she sets foot on the Metro-Goldwyn lot
she will be Miss Shearer again.
"I've had to learn to walk a tight-rope,
ride bare-back and perform on trapese for
pictures," laughed Norma. "And now for
Ballyhoo I have to learn to dance just like
a professional. That's why I like pictures

—

you're always learning something new!"
And that's why I like Norma Shearer
she's always new, and fresh, and radiant.
Somehow Hollywood has never rubbed the
bloom off this little peach.

iPICTURESl
JeCtnette l^ojf— Continued from page 37
Being an ardent movie fan, she followed
her screen heroes
and heroines with more than merely proWhilst the 'little
fessional 'cue' interest.
brain' at the back of the small shapely
head directed the movements of the swift
fingers over the keyboard of the theatre
piano, the eyes and the actively conscious
faculties were glued to the screen, absorbing the methods, 'business' and posing of
every player of prominence.
This work
continued nearly a year, and to it Miss
Loff attributes the rudiments of her screen
the

exciting

actions

of

When

she

was

seventeen

her

family

moved

Ambitious
to Portland, Oregon.
for her future, they entered her at Ellison
and White's Conservatory of Music to
study pipe organ and voice culture. Their
in two
hopes were more than realized
years'

and

training

an

It is characteristic of this small independent Nordic youngster that she did not
disdain the very bottom rung, but on her
first entry accepted all the extra jobs she
could get.
It happened that tiny beautiful

were very much in demand in
Hollywood.
Especially were they wanted
blondes

in the so-called 'horse-operas.'

became

she

accomplished

did they realize

a

organist

—
—

good singer

how

yet

what the future

It also

pens that Miss Loff as a free Western
of the 'great open spaces' has a firm
on a horse and can act natural in
It
thus
eventuated
saddle.
that
Maloney chose her as leading lady of
of

training.

A

his

SCREEN TEST made

THIS
the

What

determined

saw on

CINEMA ARTS TESTING
Box

in

front of the organ console.
She reasoned:
'Why can't I smile, pout, frown, emote,
mince, gallop, make love or register mirth
or hate just like those folks?' Remember,
she's no ugly duckling.
Her friends and
her mirror
told her she was beautiful.
Her soft curves, china-blue eyes, and corntassel hair seemed 'naturals' for screen registry.
Jeanette threw up the certainty of
the weekly organ stipend, and went to
Hollywood to seek her fortune.

—

—

is

not limited but

BUREAU

425
Hollywood Station
Hollywood, California

KATH ERINE A.Mac DONALD'S
COSMETIC
LASH WATERPROOF

well-known Pathe director from the
Mille lot saw Jeanette cavorting in one
of these affairs, and spoke to the Boss.
"She's a comer, I tell you. Just the type
we want, and she can act, too!"

y

mannered and demure

But

Going some,

isn't

.

aid $1 for full size bottle.

KAMEO BEAUTY PRODUCTS
HOLLYWOOD CALIE

is

Whatever she does
a safe wager that

O^kcuxiotTL cRjedL
CJ\ f OW
have

All

J \

it?

Jeanette Loff is self-contained as a robin.
She asks no special favors, and grants none.
She
has
a
certain
natural
sweetness.
Neither her real musical attainment nor
the fame and pretty clothes with which
De Mille Studio showered her, has made
her priggish or superior.

does

this

not

brilliant

do,

may

lips

that

warmth

— dream

lips,

ve 1 vet

-

—

smooth,

youthful
with a
touch of Phantom

o

it

Red, the Lipstick that
has
captivated
Paris,
New York. Hollywood.
Healing, lasting, waterIn smart redproof.
a n d - b 1 a c k case, ? 1
Junior size, 50c.
Send

,„
luc

10c

for

anit
7
/ sXRed
Phantom

-<-

,Y,

Lipstick

Mary

(»

and

adv.

Send

new-

comer won't be eclipsed (like some of the
'silent stars') by the onrush of synchronous sound into the historic art of movie
pantomime.

you

glow with Na-

ture's

this

or

first

tains no harmful ingredients.
At dept. and drug stores and beauty
parlors.. .or send K ntherine MacDon-

golden beauty
as his professional play-fellow in his next
picture was really doing him a favor, at
which he readily caught.

a year!

YOU LIKE—!

use Katherine MacDonald's Lash Cosmetic... Absolutely waterproof.
Guaranteed not to run... Does not stiffen or break off lashes . . con-

little

By the time Hold 'Em, Yale! had been
completed, Jeanette Loff was quite on her
own.
She didn't need any artificial propping.
She became the inevitable choice for
the girl in Rod's next, Love Over 'Night,
and now she is playing the featured girl

*W E E P/

IF:

—

in

was

made

A

part.

straight

be

De

featured parts are marked out for her.

career

to

which you may register for thrse
limited.
Therefore your request for deregistration
blanks,
which will be forupon request, should be sent to us

cowboys!

out a 'stock' man-

screen

TESTS

of

promptly.

been a brief and in Pathe's Naval Academy picture, Annacompanies are not poll's. They sent her from Culver City to
and it was prob- the East to do it.
And four other big

Jeanette's

the

for

fitness

the

Leo
one

series,
i.
e.,
wild
golden
blondes
look
against rough, black-haired

—

what she

their

FREE

warded

held in store!

imate.
It
must have
tiny one, for dramatic
indigenous to Portland
ably a case of helping
ager by doing a small

determine

during

time,

TESTS, is
tails
and

really

capable of handling the great pipe organs
as she had been in handling the Wadena
'tin-pan.'
Throughout a year she played
professionally at several of the most important screen palaces, getting the screen credits,
the bows, and the handclaps with
which the local patriots applaud the solo
numbers. Now and again she sang at concerts and (she has confessed to the writer)
even took a 'teeny-weeny' fling at the legit-

to

NOT A CONTEST
IS NOT NECESSARY

IS

EXPERIENCE
The number

They tested her and hired her, and sold
Rod La Rocque on the idea of having her
The road to immediate employment was as his opposite in Hold Em, Yale! 'Twas
again through the movie theatres.
There a right cunning idea. You see La Rocque
are many first-class houses in the Willam- had been suffering the bedevilments and
(Lupe
ette
metropolis.
Organists of skill and embraces of a torrid little Mex.
repertoire are in demand.
With her new Velez) 'all through a picture entitled
education Jeanette proved herself just as Stand and Deliver, so to hand him a quietlittle

survey
will
started
be
shortly
in
material and all
(the Kiddies ingiven the opportunity of having a

Motion Pictures.

girl

Small

good

Nation-wide

search of STAR
cluded) will be

seat

'horse-opera'

Westerns.
awfully

hap-

MOST FASCINATING — HIGHEST
PAID OF ALL PROFESSIONS

Thilbin's

and
"Make-

up

Ouide."

lf)c

brings daintv model

(Another

MARY PHIIBIM

.UNIVERSAL ST A
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Phantom Red Rouge Compact.)
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Make Your Skin

Grace Kingsley's Gossip

Ivory-White
in 3 Days.'

more than compensated by coming over

In 3 to 6 day3 this totally new-typo
lotion brings vivid, alluring beauty to
the skin in a Bafe natural way. It
brings whiteness and velvety smoothness up from underneath the darken-

my

ed, weather-roughened surface. The
all trace of
skin grows ivory-white
freckles, tan, roughness and rednessfade
out.
in just 3to6 days youeanhavo
the radiant, milk-white skin you see only
in famous beauties. I guarantee these reLOTION FACE
sults or refund money. Order
today. When the package arrives, pay the
postman only $1.50 forthe large size bottle. Use it six days.
Then, if not simply amazed, I will refund full price with-

—

Now—

my

BLEACH

to

with us, telling us about his own
ponies and grounds.
"They spent all their time when I was
away," he drawled, "keeping my polo
grounds in condition, and forgot all about
chat
polo

out question. Write today to

GERVAISE GRAHAM
Chicago,
Dept. SC-8 25 W. Illinois St.
(Mrs.)

III.

ponies!"
Jack Holt owns some polo ponies and
has wonderful luck with them, having an
instinctive

care

for

The

knowledge, somehow, of

how

to

horses.

play

was very

had

their

spirited,

and

two

badly wrenched,
which made Doris Kenyon hide her face
and want to go home but after we learned
the animals would be quite all right in a
day or two, she consented to stay.
It grew very chilly at the grounds, and
we were delighted at the prospect of tea
with the radiant May Robson.
May hadn't yet moved into her own
cosy home in Beverly Hills, as it had been
rented while she was away, so she was
staying with Mrs. Jeanette Reid, a wealthy
Beverly Hills friend of hers, and there at
Mrs. Reid's home we found a lot of interesting people gathered in the drawing-room.
horses

legs

"Miss Robson is exactly the sort of person in real life that she is on the stage,"
remarked Patsy, "just as full of radiant
humanness and hard common sense and
bubbling, caustic humor."
were chatting and Miss Robson told
us about a cheap restaurant near a theatre
where she had gone to lunch one day when
playing recently in the east.
She ordered
a stuffed pepper, but found it impossible
to eat it.
She told the waitress, and the
waitress grabbed the fork from Miss Robson's hand, jabbed it into the pepper, took
a
taste,
and exclaimed:
"My Gawd,
dearie, don't you eat a bite of that!"
Marie Dressier was there, and sang two
or three songs.
She was just getting
ready to go back to New York, where she
was to aid in a bazaar or something for
her pet project, a woman's home in New
York for working women, after which she

We

Men and Women Everywhere! Make Big Money!
FREE BOOK Explains opportunities as
Motion Picture Camera Man, Portrait, News
or Commercial Photographer. You can learn
et home or in our New York Studios. Spare or full time.
N.Y. Institute of Photography, lO W. 33rd St., N.V. Dept. 60

33
Money, Happiness, Wealth, Success in Love,
Business ami Games are confined in this Lucky
ORIENT RING. Get Your Share! SEND NO
MONEY. On arrival pay postman ONLY 98c,
Send .strip of paper for ring size, satisfaction
guaranteed. Don'tDelay! Write Now!
.
NOVELTY CO., Dept. 52, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Beauty
Of Hair and Skin
Preserved

By

Cuticura
Soap
Cleanse
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2M

Men

or

women can earn $ 5 to $25 weekly
time at home making display cards.
1

N

We

Light, pleasant work.
o canvassing.
instruct you and supply you with work.
Write to-day for fall particulars.

The MENHEN1TT COMPANY Limited
232 Dominion Blde.,Toronto, Can.

OXMXO « a

WILL YOU ACCEPT FREE VACATION

IN

CALIFORNIA?

See Famous Tournament of Roues New Year's Day. Take orders for
Personal and Commercial Stationery. Announcements and Attractive
Christmas Greeting Cards. Bought by bank*, store a, professional
people 'and individuals. An opportunity, spare or full time; permanent work. Earn S^.noo v<:ar, or more and Free Vacation in California. Address Interstate Pub. Co., Dept. 8, Pasadena, Calif.

SONGWRITERS!

YOU WRITE SONGPOEMS

M.

voice.

A

lot of

other people drifted

in,

but

we

were long overdue at Kathleen's party, and
so we bade everybody goodbye, and were
on our way.

address

Paul Manganella, Suite 4, 4G95
Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

change much.

If he adds an inch to the
of his coat in a decade he thinks he
being terribly radical."

tail
is

Owen Moore

looked very amusing

never.-

riding suit with shiny boots,
a red, pre-prohibition nose, and cut-away
tail coat of the sort that used to be considered smart as a sports coat.
theless

in

a

Roland Drew's costume was the most
remarked of the men's. He wore a checked
coat and vest trimmed in braid, striped
trousers and gray shoes with pearl buttons!
But he looked awfully handsome, just the
same.
Mrs.
hat,

a

Tom Mix
tight-waisted,

wore

Gainsborough

a

gown and

long

long

embroidered white gloves, which she did
not remove even at the dinner table.
Funny old crayon portraits of sternly
bearded men and timidly fluffy ladies, wax
flowers under glass, worsted "Home, Sweet
Home" signs, and other oddities, not to
mention "tidies" on the chairs, decorated
the place, and the tables were furnished
with red check table cloths, "castors" containing vinegar, salt and pepper cruets,

—

and

toothpicks,

wooden

one,

in

little

glasses!

The menu consisted of chicken pot-pie,
large pumpkin pies, pickles and huge layer
cakes, all set on the table at once.
It
was excellent fare, however, and not in
the least to be despised, as all the guests
seemed to think.
Ike St. John was bartender, and handed
out near-beer over a bar.
He was dressed
all in white, and looked ruddy and jolly.
Mary Ford, wife of Jack Ford, the director, was there, and called our attention
proudly to the fact that the bun at the
back of her neck was all her own hair.
She told us that Jack was in Spain, but
that she was improving the time in his
absence by building a den for him as an
addition to their home.
It is to be entered
by means of a secret panel opening from
the dining room.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dillon were there,
and Ona Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Tod

Browning, and

You

played

a

number

roulette

if

of others.

you wanted

to,

danced to the music of a
huge music box which you wound up every
few minutes if you wanted it to keep on
or

cards,

the

job.

or

Kathleen Reynolds is the widow of the
She used
late Lynn Reynolds, you know.
to be Kathleen Collins, and I think she is
going back into pictures, though she has
a comfortable amount of money.

"The family album come to life!" exclaimed Patsy, as we met Kathleen and
caught a glimpse of all those funny old
costumes which she and her guests were
wearing.
"Thought very snappy in 1890!" exclaimed Kathryn Perry, as she whirled
about so that we could get a good view of
her ballroom sleeves, pompadour and long,

Roland Drew danced the old-fashioned
and the polka with Kathleen and did
it very nicely, though I can't think where
either
could have learned those dances

trailing

since both are so young.

skirts.

we found

that Kathryn every
so often backed up against a wall and unfastened the hooks on that tight belt of
hers.
And then of course the very best
looking men
including naturally her husband, Owen Moore
had to hook her up
again.
"I'm surely glad I didn't live in those
"However did
days,"
gasped Kathryn.
those women breathe
much less ever get
up pep enough to elope with anybody or

Thereafter

vacation
"FRFF
M mxmjJLj Jfor
you m
California

IF

could be a musical comedy star, I'm sure,
if he cared to.
He has a most beautiful

to

Ointment to Heal

MONEY FOR YOU
in spare

was going to Europe.
Jimmie Borroughs played and sang for
us, and so did Franklin Pangborn. "Pang"

— continued from Page 25

—

—

—

do anything at all?"
The poor men had to go to all lengths
to make themselves look funny, since, as
Patsy remarked, "a man's clothes don't

She looked perfectly darling in a white
big pompadour and one of those

dress,

meaningless meline pan-cake
right on top of her coiffure.

hats

stuck

waltz;

"That party was the most fun of anything I've seen in a long time," cried
"Sorry we weren't in
Patsy as we left.
I
know 'Pang' would love to
costume.
have gone as Chimmie Fadden!"

"Dearie, a season of costume parties
seems to be setting in with unusual severity!" cried Patsy, as she dashed into my
house and laid before me an invitation
from Eduardo Raquello to attend a Polish
party.

"Polish food, Polish costumes, Polish
music, handsome Polish men -what could
be sweeter?" she went on.

—

SCREENLAND
"You know Blanche Mehaffey
a party that same night,"

I

is

giving

reminded the

impetuous Pat.

"Oh, that's all right," said Patsy, "we'll
make them both."
Lively doings were already in progress,
when, escorted by John Davidson, who
easily

be in pictures with Cecil B. De
Mille, but who has been on the stage of
late, we entered the circle of light flooding
the grounds around the beautiful hillside
used

to

home
Polish

of the
painter,

artist,

who,

was giving
Clark, who

Raquello,

Eduard
with
the

his

Kaminsky,
wife and

party.

was in The Crowd,
you remember, had cooked all the supper
Estelle

You know

she

Polish girl,
too, but her name is so absolutely unpronounceable that she had to change it.
There were some four courses to the dinner, including some funny little meat balls
that have to be sewed up with white
thread and which are called golompki, so
that one would have thought that Estelle
would be tired, but instead we found her
herself.

know,
was a

a

Eduardo Raquello, who,

gaily dancing with

you

is

Polish too.
Polish folk dance, with the
partners swinging each other in vigorous
fashion for a moment, only to part and
circle about in lively steps of their own.
Eduardo is very graceful, and the lively
Estelle was a fit partner for him.
It

is

Both wore peasant costumes, and looked
exceedingly handsome.
Carrying out the idea of the costumes,
and of the Polish atmosphere, there was
straw over the doorway into the diningroom, as though it were a peasant inn, and
there was a legend which meant "The Sign
of the Red Dog," with a picture of a dog.
The food was served in buffet fashion,
and even the soup called barshtch was

—

—

somehow managed

one's lap!
be Claire Windsor's

in

happened to
birthday, but Eduardo had not found
It

it

out in time to prepare a cake for her, so
Mr. Kaminsky gave her one of his
paintings.

"Great luck,

I

call

McLaglen

it,"

remarked Patsy.

dinner tried to
do the Polish dances with Estelle Clark,
but didn't manage very well, but Claire
Victor

Windsor's

efforts

after

were happier.

9?

Fazenda was there and insisted
Eduardo teach her some native words.
She learned to ask the question, "Do you
speak Polish?" and thereafter asked the
Louise

that

question of

all

the foreign guests in turn,

This new self- massaging
not
only
makes
you
thinner INSTANTLY

who

brightened visibly as they answered
"Yes," but wilted again when they saw
Louise grin, as they realized that when she
got through with her question she was
finished

so

far

as

the

Polish

quickly
takes
excess fat.

off

—

"I've just met the handsomest man I
ever saw," gurgled Patsy, as she pointed
out to me an Italian actor who lately came
into the pictures, Francisco Maran.
There were scores of people, including
Mr. and Mrs. George Fawcett, Don Alva-

of

—

Belt,

made

of special reducing

exactly the
as a skilled
quicker and

rado and his wife, Vera Reynolds, Audrey

Ridgway, Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
Kingston, Tullio Carminati, Sylvia
Quartero, and a lot of others.
Some Polish musicians played their
native music, and after dinner Eduardo led
us all out into Mr. Kaminsky's studio,
where everybody had a try at the dances.
"For a joyous, harmless lot of fun, give

cheaper.
Every move you
make causes the Weil
Belt
to
gently
masabdomen.
sage
your
Results are rapid because this belt ivories

Fritzi

me

foreigners!"

these

Davidson

remarked
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for

Don Alvarado and
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and reduce while you sleep, orduring
the day deriving then extra benefit
of the support.

Blanche

played the mandolin for us,
on her sofa comfortably, but that
wasn't all the music, since there was a
Hawaiian
orchestra
playing,
and
you
danced if you wished. Or you could play
cards in the card room if you liked and
could manage to keep your mind off the

^
'

Dr.

Write for Dr. Walter's Special
Ankle Bands for S3. 75. l'ay by
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BE BEAUTIFUL

party!

This Simple Easy Way/

We

didn't find Dolores Costello at her
house when we arrived, that night after
the opening of Glorious Betsy at the new

a LOVELY jf*
are now
SKIN bv a New Beautifying method \
that will POSITIVELY clear your complexion of BLACKHEADS, WRINKLES,

GUARANTEED
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Warner
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PIMPLES.
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Enough for 12 treatments that would cost at least
RESULTS
Twenty-five Dollars in any Beauty Parlor.
(

'hecks

and

GUARANTEED.

ORDER TODAY.

THE LEE-AARON
Dept.

103,

Costellos live in a handsome house
of Italian and Spanish architecture, in a
lovely little canyon in Beverly Hills
one
of those houses that you come upon un-

—

expectedly all through Southern California,
and all the more beautiful because of that
same unexpectedness.
Up in Dolores's room, where we went
to remove our wraps, we found Mrs. Conrad Nagel, who was very happy over Con-

Belt,

PRETTY ANKLESf $Jf.)y

We

The

i

endorsed by physicians because it not only takes off
fat, but helps correct stomach
disorders, constipation, backache, shortness of breath and
puts sagging internal organs
back into place.

others.

us.

by

Tissue

6 inches of
flabby fat usually vanishes
in just a
few

After being greeted by Blanche and her
mamma, almost the first person we met
was Count de Segurola, who kissed the
hands of Patsy and myself, while he told us
that all the pretty girls in the world were

Brothers Theatre in Hollywood,
the reason being that she had had to stop
and accept the congratulations of so many
people on the splendid work she had done
in the picture.
But her nice, charming
mother, and her cute sister, Helene, greeted

Replaced

Normal
From 4 to

John

at
this
party, and that his "trinity of
love was music, women and flowers."
Speaking of flowers he told us how,
when he first arrived in California, he had
gone to order ten dollars' worth of carnations for Gloria Swanson.
"I asked to see the blossoms," explained
the Count, "and they kept bringing them
in, basket after basket, until I halted them.
'But I just said ten dollars' worth,' I told
the attendants. 'They are for just one lady,
and I don't want her smothered.' 'Well,
this is ten dollars' worth,' they answered,
showing me a whole field of carnations."
said hello to Sally O'Neil and to
her escort, Al Hall, an aviator, who had
just taken her up in an airplane that day;
and to Ray Hallor, Isabel O'Neil, Mollie
O'Day, Buster Collier, Johnny Harron,
Ben Lyon, Pauline Garon, Finis and Loris
Fox, Hugh Allen, Charles Delaney, Danny
O'Shea, Mabel Normand, and a lot of

only

you every second.

Fat

we

Windsor,

results

masseur,

sped away.
Over at Blanche Mehaffey's house we
found .some of Raquello's guests, including
as

The
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only safe method of reducing
is massage.
This method sets
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seems to melt away the surplus fat. The "Weil Reducing
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others.
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look

rjIET is weakening drugs
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tongue was

concerned.

Natalie

belt
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expression to any face. Perfectly
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pleasing

rad's

Whether You Go Away or Stay

What's

at

Home

These books are light reading, yet extremely interesting.
Many of them have been made into movies which gave us
some of our greatest SCREEN SUCCESSES.
for $1.00 or 6 for $5.00

The Crowd
Show Boat

GheKINGof
KING

BP

Wings
The Patent Leather Kid
The Garden of Allah
Old San Francisco

being,

thing else.
"Personally I suspect," whispered Patsy,
"that it is because the color is so becoming
to her."
Allan Crosland, Dolores's director, came
soon, followed not long after by Dolores,
who had managed to get away from her
crowd of fans at the theatre. She looked
very lovely in a white gown.
had supper soon in the dining-room,
and Patsy spoke of the ethereally beautiful
Venetian
glass
candelabra
which
adorned the table; but Helene, it seems,
doesn't like Venetian glass, and is forever
on the point, she told us, of paying the

a

Man

and

WINGS

A

Romance

of

the Air

several other guests.
the theatre we had

seen just everybody, including Charlie Chaplin, who had
brought whom do you think? Florence
Vidor!

—

{Continued from page 17)

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes

charm than one hundred and twenty
Hollywood
pounds of experienced allure.

(Movie Title "Love")

RESURRECTION

Abie's Irish Rose

Tolstoy's genius at

Four Sons
The Gaucho
of the

THE PATENT
LEATHER KID
Dick Barthelmess's
Smashing Success

Condemned

Shepherd of Kingdom Come
Mother Machree

Little

Quo

Vadis

Now

Speedy (Harold Lloyd Edition)

The Trail of Ninety-Eight
The White Sister

for

BEN HUR
The book which was
translated into every

Prisoner of Zenda

language!

No
must
must

BEAU GESTE
A

remarkable story of the
French Foreign Legion

1
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raine

Address..

West 45th
$

Street,

for

(Dept. 8-28)

New York

which

please

send

City.

mo-

—new

charms

—new

longer does Hollywood believe
live

to

Now

act."

it's

youth

"You
"You

anguished emotions; and they respond with
the savoir faire
character woman.
all

ing

49

talents

Little girls whose only
act to live."
kicks have come from playing charades in
the family parlor back-home, unenlivened
by even an occasional game of kiss-thepillow, are now called upon to portray

their

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE

new

—Innocence!

Cobra
The Clansman
(The Birth of a Nation)

The Fool
Manhandled
La Bolieme
Main Street

robbing the cradle. The cradle kids
are robbing Hollywood. Shy slips of femininity are capturing most of the fat parts
Extreme youth and
in the big pictures.
unsophistication are in demand. The heroines of Hollywood are no longer 99% per
cent pure. They are one hundred per cent
pure.
The big bets in filmland are girls of
twenty or under.
The nineteen-year-old
Janet Gaynor suddenly startled the world
with her passionate portrayal in Seventh
Heaven.
a dozen other little girls are
in Seventh Heaven with her.
She encouraged Fox and other companies to search
isn't

The Jazz Singer
Beau Sabreur

The Legion

—

The Innocents Conquer
Hollywood

Loves

Anna Karenina

best

Curtis

At

The Enemy

its

it!

brought Bess Meredyth,
he is engaged, and there were
Zanuck, Virginia Foxe, his wife,

Darryl

Monsieur Beaucaire
Loves Greatest Mistake

COUNT LEO TOUTOV

smash

to

whom

The Ten Commandments
RESURRECTION

wears black, the reason
she says, because as a child in the

convent their dresses were always black,
and she feels uncomfortable now in any

to

Resurrection
Seventh Heaven
Bardelys the Magnificent

When

She

each other.
Helene always

Michael

Hangman's House
Beau Geste
Ben Hur
The King of Kings

Carries a message oi the
highest spiritual appeal

picture.

wonder he had won her.
Arthur Lubin had arrived before us, and
was aiding in the receiving. Indeed, Patsy
and I confided in each other that Arthur
and Helene seemed very much devoted to

butler

Tenderloin

THE KING OF KINGS

the

We

& Son

Sorrel

in

is

A Vacation Without Books?

Order any one

work

very pretty, and we asked her if Cor*'
rad had wooed her as he did Dolores in
the picture, and said that if he did no

Vacation Means Recreation and Pleasure

job.

of

a

stock

company

Why

not?
It's
just
Innocence accepts without ask-

questions.

—

Anita Page never suffered
except from
small brother.
He used to tease her
until she wished she were a great, big
movie actress 'way off in Hollywood away
from it all.
Now she is a movie actress,
in Hollywood,
but because she is only
a

eighteen she still lives with that small
brother and submits to his teasing and to
her mother's advice.
And likes it. MetroGoldwyn is going to star Anita soon as

—

SCREENLAND
a reward for being
little
actress
nice

good

a

girl

Our

in

and a
Dancing

Daughters.
"Beautiful as sweet, and young as beautiful, and soft as young, and gay as soft,
in other words,
and innocent as gay"
Alice and Marceline Day.
They were
among the first of the wholly-innocents to

—

conquer blase Hollywood.
With their
mother beside them they stormed the
citadel and it eventually fell to the dewy
charms of the Day sisters. Now two little
Days have snug little contracts and stand
a good chance of becoming real movie
queens as long as they retain that girlish
complexion.
And inasmuch as neither of

—

them

speck of make-up except on
the lot, it looks as if innocence is safe in
Hollywood. But what about Hollywood?
"If ladies be but young and fair, they
have the gift to know it." Especially Lor'
etta. This youngest of all Young girls followed her sisters, Sally and Polly Ann,
into pictures.
Only sixteen, so very young
that for the role of the much-loved Simonetta in Laugh Clown, Laugh she had to
have her little legs padded, she is such
a hard worker and so confident the movies
hold a career for her that nobody in the
world can stop her. And who would?
Once the Ogre of Hollywood ate little
girls, they say.
Now he pats them on the
uses

a

head and pets them and makes them feel
home. Then he seasons them with sugar
and spice and everything nice in the way
of good parts and stories and directors,
and serves them up to an appreciative public, who love 'em tender and beg for more.

at

That's

—

why

Wampus Baby

there are

Stars

crop each year.
June Collyer is one of the newest sensations, in her own quiet, lady-like way.
June never attended a party unchaperoned
in all her nineteen years.
The movies
claimed her because she was the ideal innocent who had been abroad and made
her debut in New York and behaved like
a little lady because she is a little lady.
June moved to Hollywood to go in pictures, but she saw no reason for changing
her mode of life.
She has remained quiet
a

fresh

and well-bred, on and

off the screen.
She
an example of the new age of innocence.
Her employers know they can count on
June not to elope with an electrician, or
do the Deauville Dip in public, or dye her
hair.
Or even if she did they know she'd
do it like a lady.
Once, youth had to be served.
Now
it helps itself.
Look at Lois Moran. She
has had everything pretty much her own

is

—

way

since

she

went

in the movies.
has everything the
She has Youth
she has
real sweetness
she has unadulterated innocent charm. Her favorite indoor sport
is a good romp with her little adopted sister, Betty.
Lois has been a vegetarian all
her life, and she and George Bernard Shaw
offer the only argument I know in favor
of spinach.

No

wonder.
movies want.

first

Lois

—

—

Sally Eilers is just eighteen.
Like most
pretty, healthy girls of eighteen, she has
a beau.
She goes to the movies with him

and they hold hands. Just a boy-and-girl
romance like hundreds of other kid romances that you don't read about.
But
Sally's little romance has found its way
into

the

papers because Sally is in the
movies and her boy-friend. Matty Kemp,
is
in the movies, too.
Mack Sennett directed this eighteen-year-old girl and nineteen-year-old boy in the love scenes for
The Good-Bye Kiss and soon saw that
his youthful stars were taking his direction seriously. They are young and charming.

—

Hollywood loves a

laughs

at

imitations.

romance and
knows a nice,

real
It

wholesome crush when
is

which

sees one,

it
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so seldom.

Most beauty-contest winners never win
else.
Nancy Drexel is an excepShe has won a swell Fox contract.
may have noticed Nancy in The

anything
tion.

You

Escape, as Virginia Valli's weak sister. In
her weakness there is strength.
She has
the face of a naughty angel, set off by the
screen's
most reproachful eyes.
Nancy
always seems to be asking a mean old
world how it could possibly be so cruel
to just

a

will

get

the

age

bittle

little

girl

She
when most

along.

is

like her.

eighteen

girls

are

Nancy
or

so

wondering

where

their next date is coming from. All
that worries Miss Drexel is her next part.
If they are all as good as the one she

drew in Prep and Pep Nancy need look
reproachful no longer, but I hope she does.
She looks so darned cute.
nick-name is a sure sign of popularity.
It doesn't matter so much what the nickname is.
girl
called "Peanuts", for
instance, is almost certain to be a knockout.
Only a corking girl would be called
"Peanuts."
And so it turned out.
very pretty, pleasing and impish child,
playing in the Music Box Revue in Hollywood, earned that nick-name.
Everybody
liked her, so it was no surprise when she
was discovered for the screen and given
the lead opposite Buster Keaton in Steam.'
boat Bill, ]r.
She couldn't be programmed
as "Peanuts," so you know her as Marion
Byron. And I'm sure you wish you knew
her better.
Mary Brian is one of the youngest players in
pictures,
outside of Our Gang.
Mary has been on the screen several years
now, having started in Peter Pan, as
Wendy. Having arrived at the ripe old
age of eighteen, Mary has attained the
distinction of playing high-school girls, as
in Harold Teen.
Some day she may play
a college girl, but that won't be for a long
time yet.
Mary is just as nice and unspoiled and modest today as she was when
she first stepped inside a studio.
Next to
movies, she likes painting.
She paints just
about everything except her face.
She is

A

A

A

promising
banana.

crayon and in
has been
good to Mary and Mary has been good for
Hollywood. She is only one of the many
wise, good, and hard-working nymphs of
really

oils

—

a

not

artist

in

Hollywood

screenland.

think it over, you'll adrrl' that
Innocents have lasting appeal. There

Be Law
Trained
It

Opportunities
A

legal training equips you to rise quickly
You
to the very top in the business world.
will see the proof in your own community.
The leaders of big business are Law trained.
That is why so many successful men say,
"Law training makes success more certain."

Now

Mary

is

Pickford,

leader

of

them

r 11.

chief charm is innocence.
Fi.ie,
actress that she is, it is still her
girlish wistfulness that strikes home. Lillian

Mary's
mature

Gish has been the chaste heroine of many
movie dramas, and she still draws the
crowds. They want to see Innocence triumph. May McAvoy. Betty Bronson, and
Lois Wilson are always in demand. They
know that Innocence pays.
What about the boys? Is it fair to leave
them out?
thousand ringing "No's!"
Let them in.
Come ahead, boys. It's all
right.
We're decent. Well, then
here
they are.
And what are you going to do
with them now they're here? They flatly
refuse to play drop-the-handkerchief, and
they say that if anyone yells "Innocent!"
at them, they'll go home.
All I can say
is, there are almost as many fresh boys in
Hollywood as there are girls.
Consider
Charles
"Buddy" Rogers.
And Nick
Stuart.
And Barry Norton. And Matty

A

—

Kemp.

And David Rollins. And Ray
And Rex Lease. And Hugh Allan.

Hallor.
All good,

hear you

clean boys,
say so.

but don't

Hollywood has gone innocent,
but

it

hates

to

admit

it.

let

them

all

right,

.
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Now

under modern methods you can get this
training right at home, during spare
time.
The man in business who knows law,
has facts at his finger tips that make him far
more valuable than his associates. That is why
success

a

Law
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men.
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Thousands of graduates are successfully
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FREE BOOKLET
We
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{Continued from page 1?)
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The Newest Picture Girl
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—
—
work.

South AmerCompanies pay fare, expenses.
ican Service Bureau, 14,600 Alma, Detroit, Mich.

BEAUTIFUL ALL WHITE POLICE PUPS
Arthur Anson, Mose, No. Dak.

for sale.

ART

FEMALE HELP WANTED

Nudes
—Photos,
MAB — GPO,

—

$1.00
Cartoon Lesson
Bx. 471, N. Y.

4,

$1.00.

BOOKS,

HOMEWORK: Women

Wanting obtain reliable
Stamped enWrite for information.
kinds.
Eller Co., Z-296 Broadway, New York.
velope.

MAGAZINES, Art Publications in
English, French, Spanish.
Photo novelties,
Villaverde
etc., samples, lists, 20 cents stamps.
Co., Dept. 212, Box 13 29, Havana, Cuba.

—

ADDRESS ENVELOPES

spare time.
at home
work.
Dignified
unnecessary.
Experience
2c stamp:
Particulars
easy.
$15-$25 weekly
E., Gary, Ind.
Mazelle, Dept. C.

AGENTS WANTED
AGENTS— WE START YOU

capital

Old

Dept.

Reliable),

Chicago.

2,

WOMEN

INTEREST TO

needed.

rience

COMPOUND

STRANGE BATTERY

charges
Eliminates

instantly.
batteries
discharged
Gives new life and pep.
Lightning Co., St.
Gallon Free.

Big

rentals.

Profits.

Minn.

Paul,

GUARANTEED HEMSTITCHING

Union made of finest quality
one price.
You don't have to know anyVirgin Wool.
We guarantee your
thing about selling clothing.
success, if you are honest and willing to work.
William C. Baetlett, 850
Write at once.
All

IMITATION ICE CREAM. Amazing new
Made

uct.
No freezing.
Solidifies milk
utes.

dish sample with
Creamojell Co., St.

home

at

making

money

prod-

in 2 min-

dessert; 8
plan 10c.

delicious

into

Leslie's,

and

Bust

'A

size,

lb.

"p. p.

Cal.

EYEBROW BEAUTIFIER
and

PERSONALS
$1.50

or SNUFF habit cured or no pay!
cured.
Sent on trial! FRANCES
796, Los Angeles, Calif.

if

WILLARD, Box

MEN

qualify for railway postal clerk, internal
revenue, mail carrier and outdoor positions;
Write Mokane
steady work, particulars free.
lust., Dept. B-40, Denver, Colo.

GIRLS IN MEXICO,
Box

Correct with

Kansas

Everett,

St.,

1654

B'way,

New

55th

St.,

WRITERS
,S1250

A PHOTOPLAY STORY

FOR

by

an

unknown writer and sold thru our Sales Dept.
revise copyright and market. Located in the
heart of Motion Picture Industry, we know the
demand.
Established
1917.
Postal
brings
FREE BOOKLET with full particulars.
Universal Scenario Company.
2"! Western & Santa Monica Bids., Hollywood, Calif.
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FAT?
no

ordinary

tea,

delicate

Write

distasteful

Mr.

it

system.
for

TIKA CO.,

free

Used

cannot harm
(Also

in

the

N.

tablet
J.,

Mrs.

Charles

Sadler's

Individual instruction in social and modern dancinfrom 1(1 a. m. to 8 p. m.
Classes everv evening
Booklet on request
Phone Academy 1581
"Dance Descriptions by Mail"

—

BROADWAY

UnJ oSSESl

(near

I ??"'.-

T

an

Whirte-anr^

like

Amateur Teams

most

I

form.)
Dept.

and

107th

NEW YORK

St.)

CITY

FRED LE QUORNE

H. G.-7

IC58

?

„
BROADWAY
Write lor

A&™

Creator

tt.
Developed,

hone anil

LE

booklet".

Grantwood,

NEW YORK

Bryant 1194

Have your Dances routined, improved,
perfected by

IN 30 DAYS

diet.

48th S T.

DANCING TEAMS

POUNDS"

says Blanche Arral, world-famous Opera
Singer, "by drinking your Javanese herb
tea."
No dangerous drugs, no tiresome
exercises,

1905

DANCING ACADEMY

2786

REDUCED

hands.
Then finally she got a bit
Emil Tannings' first American made pic
ture, The 'Way of all Flesh.
An almost
infinitesimal bit it was, but not sufficient
to escape the microscopic eye of Winfield
Sheehan, vice-president and general manager of Fox Film Corporation.
Sheehan,
who is instinctively drawn to all youth
that has an unaffected, winsome quality,
found Miss Drexel striking a responsive
chord in him that reverberated in the form
their

let

n

""tines. ArgenWaltzes

*aMt>

'

managed and placed.

us talk

it

over.

QUORNE STUDIOS
Room 603

of a contract.

And

Home Study Tango

CIRCLE
Cn,ns

.

(

since she

joined the

Miss Drexel has come to feel
that
beauty contest winners eventually
come into their own provided they work
hard enough and forget their earlier frontpage glory.
She is at least pleased that she has
acquired such an important slice of studio
wisdom while she is still young. For she
is only 18 years old, having been born on
April 6, 1910. You can readily see that
Miss Drexel is still at that age where she
is quite candid about such birthdays.
She might be even boastful, consider-

Fox

forces,

the

them

F.

things

that

7933

Fox

W. Murnau,

directors,

among

are predicting for a

miss of her 'teens.
But Miss Drexel isn't
built that way.
Her specifications call for
shyness, even diffidence.
She speaks in a
low, unassuming voice, unlike the fruity
voices that suddenly ripen in some players
along with their first contract.
She is possessed of an almost child-like bewilderment
that such an honor as a contract should
have happened to her, after the months
she spent trying to find a little elbow-room
in the various studios.

Yet under that

Teaches Ballroom, Charleston. Tango, Stage. Toe, Classic
and Technique.
Strictly Private.
Formerly dancing
master of iMaude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Tango same as taught to Rudolph Valentino bi DON
LENO, also teacher of Mae Murray, Lillian Lorraine,
Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor, T. Itoy Barnes, Herman Timberg, Jimmy Hussey and others.
Students
prepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville.
Positions secured for graduates.
Booklets on request.

We
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Finish

Surettes,

MARIE LOUISE

ESTABLISHED

Address, Monarch,
Dept. 286, New York.

25c.

Mass.

Assisted
by

York.

SONG POEM WRITERS.
236 West

easy

DANCING

SONGWRITERS: SUCCESSFUL SONGS EARN
Brennon, DON LENO
FORTUNES.
Submit poems.
N,

Beautiful

Send $1.00; Trial

Hancock

5

"Real" proposition.
Hibbeler, D14, 2104 N. Keystone Av., Chicago.

Dept.

new

Mo.

City,

WRINKLES— Give
SONG POEM AND STORY WRITERS BANISH
To Skin.

—

There followed a run of small parts in
Hollywood studios, none of which
seemed to realize that they had a prize on
several

ing

etc

Meet your sweetheart. Receive interesting letters, photos.
Names, descriptions
free.
Stella A. Braun, 353 W. 47th, Chicago.

York.

SONG POEM WRITERS

Rico

healthful food treatment.
Delightful results
surprise. 20c complete.
Yardstick, 1346 Westport,

New

Porto

correspondents.
Booklet, photos' pardime, stamps.
International, Dept 78
670, Havana, Cuba.

BE A DETECTIVE — Excellent paying work.
Write NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 169 LONELY!
East 83rd Street,

Cuba,

want

ticulars,

BAD COMPLEXION?

DETECTIVES

prize in that

—

eyebrows

beautiful

eyelashes.
A harmless preparation for retouching and beautifying.
NOT A DYE. Made
in 9 shades.
Price $1.
Sample 10c. Charles
M. Meyer, 11 East 12th St., New York.

TOBACCO

HELP WANTED INSTRUCTIONS

years

10

Fat Reducing Size, 1 lb. $6.00,
321 West 3rd St., Los Angeles,

Minn.

Paul,

Harm-

backed
by
Double Chin

—Positive —Results

$3.50;

using

Reducing Cream.

Celebrated

Leslie's

MASCARILLO makes

Adams, Dept. 109, Chicago.

Picot-

HOLLYWOOD STARS ARE SLENDER
success.

$23.50!

for

Suits

and

ing Attachment.
Fits any sewing machine.
60c prepaid or C. O.
D.
Circulars
free.
LaFlesh Hemstitching Co., Dept. 45, Sedalia, Mo.

less

$40.00

first

in

expe-

or

You can
Spare or full time.
earn $50-$100 weekly. Write Madison Products,
564 Broadway, New York.

United States Smelting

offer refused.

(The

IN BUSINESS

No

and help you succeed.

your discarded Jewelry, Gold, Crowns
and Bridges, Watches, Diamonds, Silver, and
Platinum.
Money promptly mailed. Goods reif

her certificate of

as

contest.

MAIL US

Works

—

much

WANTED TO BUY
turned

weeks with the company Miss Drexel found
herself going through the exit for good
without having looked around for it herself.
Then began the same period of storm,
stress and straining for recognition that
other girls have had to endure
the same
period that Miss Drexel would have had
to pass through if she had come to Holly
wood merely as an unknown lassie without the pomp and circumstance of a beauty
carnival.
Wars have been fought over
scraps of paper that meant just about as

diffident guise this fluffy,

golden-haired child has quite a streak of
granite determination.
She evidenced that
in the pertinacity with which she clung
to her motion picture career, despite accumulating enough initial rebuffs to discourage a mule.
She evidenced this resoluteness

still

was

her
customers.

earlier in the stage career that

first

introduction

to

the

cash

Like several stars who have achieved
cinema note, Miss Drexel started her proThis terpsifessional life as a dancer.
chorean training has been of much benefit
as it has to the others, because it
has enabled them to snap into a graceful
and plastic pose before the camera at the
She first
twitch of a director's fingers.

to her,

exhibited this accomplishment as one of
the children's ballet in the musical comedy,
The Royal Vagabond the show that first
put Mary Eaton's twinkling toes at a pre-

—

mium.
After

this

first

taste

of

stage

fame,

Nancy's mother decided that she still had
quite a way to go before becoming a
Pavlowa, and in the meantime it would
be_ just as

well for her to acquire a good,

—

—

—

—

SCREENLAND
working education. But Nancy had other
notions which were being carefully and
nursed in her small head.
few years later she heard that Lee
and J. J. Shubert were about to revive
Floradora, and were planning to introduce
secretly

A

a juvenile sextette to put new life into
Nancy was
the famous high-stepping six.
quite convinced that she was destined by
history to be one of that juvenile sextette.

she set out to beard the Shuberts
She was able to
private offices.
scamper away from family control for two
important reasons her mother happened
to be shopping on this day, and her brother
was attending the movies.

So

their

in

—

Miss Drexel. dressed in her best,
the Shubert headquarters with
Before anyone quite
the utmost aplomb.
knew she was around, she had slipped past
Little

sailed

into

the outer guardians with the eel-like agility
Before she herself
of a trained dancer.
quite knew it, she was in the inner sanctum of J. J. Shubert himself.

Now, J. J. Shubert is quite an awesome
person even to some of the most hardened
Strong men
Broadway.
personages
of
have been known to turn pale and perspire
Little Miss Drexel, for
in his presence.
all her scant dozen years, saw no reason
and perspiring would
for turning pale,
It was another inhave been unladylike.
stance of the blind courage of youth.
She stated her case firmly but politely
she always believes in being polite to
everyone, including producers. And doubtless much to his own astonishment, J. J.
juvenile
the
for
Shubert engaged her
sextette.

The Shuberts were

by the
made in

so captivated

charming showing which she
Floradora that they engaged her again for
Street.
their musical version of Quality
But after that, mother again became active.
Nancy had been appearing before the footlights at night while attending school in
the day, and mother decided that this
double load might harm a growing child
And
perhaps stunt the girl's growth.
her mother figured that she would rather
have a healthy, normal youngster than
the most talented of the Singer Midgets.

—

down to her edushe nursed that cosmic
And when
urge toward professional life.
the beauty contest was announced, she
So Nancy was

cation again.

felt

that

tied

Still

Heaven was

flinging

manna

in

her lap and it would be positively criminal
So she entered
not to tear off a big hunk.

—only

manna could turn
other easily plucked fruits.
Perhaps all the while the reader has

sour,

to find that the

like

been wondering just who this Nancy
Drexel is, and whether he has ever really
or whether his
seen her on the screen
eyelashes caught and he missed her brief
The Way of All Flesh.
flitting through
The
No, there hasn't been a mistake.
reader did see her, but in another incarnation.
Here's the big secret about Nancy
Drexel: her name used to be Dorothy

—

She was known under that name in

least

two

her eyes

of

in '4 Devils' and at
them are lur\ing in

p^estMU

all

—

name in electric lights might run into
money. Also, perhaps, there was a haunting thought that it would be nicer to wipe
the slate clean for a girl who had begun
dubious
screen
career
under the
her
auspices of a newspaper beauty contest.
With Fox she played opposite Tom Mix
in The Broncho Twister, based on a story
In this she
by Adela Rogers St. John.
was pursuing the natural trail that seems
to point toward fame for so many of
Mix's leading ladies, following in the footsteps of Clara Bow, Billie Dove and Olive
Borden.
She also received seasoning in
two-reeler class under Gene Forde
and the two-reeler class, it is now being
recognized, is one of the most fertile fields
for helping budding talent to sprout.
Miss Drexel is regarded by the directors
who have handled her to be a natural
actress of a high order.
In addition, this
diminutive player has that other vital
requisite for a film fame: she photographs
without any worries for the cameraman.
No less a director of discernment than
Murnau foresees fine possibilities for her.
Murnau's judgment is coming to be regarded as a trade-mark of success in Hollywood, since he picked Janet Gaynor from
a print of Pigs (The Midnight Kiss)
shipped to Germany, and his direction of
her in Sunrise added much to the glamourous Janet's standing.
In a similar way Murnau was struck
with Miss Drexels work in her early
pictures, and when he was casting for
4 Devils, his latest picture, this demure
miss was one of the
the company.
She plays a role that gives her wide
scope for a great exercise of talent, not
only emotionally but physically.
For she
The
is
a trapeze artist in the picture.
grace and dexterity acquired from dancing
was of immeasurable aid to her in looking
charming while putting drama in the air
or tying her supple person into a bow-knot.

Get Into
Aviation!
ARE
l

—

guidance of circus experts.
The long hours of drilling and the constant shots before the camera cut her hands
with innumerable blisters, and put a strain
on her shapely arms. And yet she liked it.
"It's really a lot of fun," she acknowledged toward the close of the picture,
"more fun than I've had in a picture in
And I'll be sorry when the
a long while.
picture's over and we can't do our trapeze
exercises any more."
She still cherishes a lurking fondness
for Broadway.
She is much taken with
Hollywood, but now and then she feels
life won't be complete unless she can pay
an occasional visit to Gotham.

you a red-blooded,
daring he-man? Do

you crave adventure,
popularity, admiration,

the

had to report as early as 6:30 on many a
morning at the studio, in order to practise
her tricks on the flying bars under the

is

Seize Life's

When
her previous screen manifestations.
she was corralled by Fox, it was decided
to change her name to Nancy Drexel, beand the astute procause it was shorter
ducers were foreseeing the day when her

enjoyed her role immensely in
4 Devils, just completed, despite the fact
that it entailed some arduous stunts.
She

Nancy Drexel

YouDaringYoungMen

Kitchen.

She

CT
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and the applause of great
crowds? Then why not
get into the Aviation In-

—

dustry the greatest adventure since time began
the greatest thrill ever

—

offered to

man?

Thinfe what Aviation offers you. The praise and
plaudits of the multitude. And a chance to get in,
on the ground floor where rewards may be unlimited!
Aviation is growing bo swiftly that one can hardly
keep track of all the astonishing new developments.
Air-mail routes have just been extended to form a
vast aerial network over the entire U. S. Many Commercial Airlines and airplane factories are now being
organized. Men like Henry Ford are investing millions in the future of commercial Aviation for they
Bee its great possibilities.

Easy to Get Into Aviation By
This Home Study Method
Get into this thrilling
profession at once while
PICK YOUR
the
new and unfield is

—

crowded.
Now by a
unique new plan — you can

quickly secure the basic
and preparatory training
at home, in spare time.
Experts will teach you the
secrets and fundamentals
of Practical Aviation
give you all the inside
facts that are essential to
your success. And, the
study of Aviation by this

remarkable method

is al-

most as fascinating as the
actual

JOB!

Plying
Airplane Instructor
Airplane Engineer
Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler
Airplane Mechanician
Airplane Inspector
Airplane Builder
Airplane Salesman
Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor

AirplaneMotorExpert
Airplane Designer

work itself.

Send for FREE
Book!
Send coupon for our new
free book, Just out
Oppor*
tunities in the Airplane In*
duxtry. It is vitally interesting,

readsllkearomanceand

you things about this
astonishing profession you
never even dreamed of.
Write for your copy today.
tells

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept.

632-C,

Chicago

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept.632-C Chicago, III.
Without obligation, please send me your FREE book,
>

Opportunities in the Airplane 1 nduslry. Alsoinformation
about your Home Study Coursein Practical Aviation.

Name.

-

Addrees_
City

1
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The Stage Coach
(Continued from page 65)
deftness of Molnar; but
do expect except in a burlesque
something besides ham dialogue of the Laura
And we didn't get it.
Jean Libby period.
of Dreiser or the

—

we

Free

And there is the case of The Shannons
of Broadway, recently departed from the
shores of Manhattan after a nine months'
run.
wrote it? James Gleason, none

Who

less.

1

Regular

Here again Gleason displayed, in the
midst of unbelievable gaucherie, an ability
to contrive one scene and a smart crack.
But it was perfectly possible indeed the
feller on my right did it
to snore soundly
through his first act and not miss a thing.
Indeed, in spite of the one good scene, we
are inclined to think that snoring through
the three acts could have been accomplished
without a vital loss. Mr. Gleason may have
needles of pure gold in his system, but as
far as this dyspeptic critic is concerned, he

Size Vial
Merke Derma Vials
of

wonderful help

ending dandruff
and falling hair,
that we offer you
in

PROOF

without
Simply

obligation.

mail coupon
one regular
Vial

—

—
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that you will find
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size
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FREE

Woolworthian

in

And

being constitutionally lazy,

that

it's

worth

the

haystacks.

we doubt

trouble.

The Art

of the Astaires
It has long been our contention that all
you needed for a hit musical was the
Astaires.
Of course, we have never denied
that music and lyrics by the Gershwins
hurt any
but give us the Astaires, especially Adele.
Oh, we like Fred, too, but

H ermetically
Sealed

—

KILL THE

GERMS

not That Way.
As a matter of fact, we have been That
Way about Adele since Lady, Be Good.
That's a few years ago, but we have been
constant.
And, in reply to those cynics
who don't believe in the Happy Ending,
you may have noticed that Adele finally
capitulated and was married the other day

that cause-

DANDRUFF'FALLING HAIR
New

...

safe liquid

in vials

—

ending

your head Sprinkled with dandruff? 0_uote: "The results indicated that the tonic killed
the
than
three
test
organism
(bacteria)
in
less
,
your hair growing thinner each day?„ minutes. The results also indicate that the tonic
revenilng the 8rowth
Are bald spots appearing? Then read this jff
.V
tSt
gOOd-newS guarantee: A new liquid (her- FREE One Regular Size Vial (of which more
metically sealed in glass vials) has been
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developed by hair specialists, that must
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,
,
quickly
destroy every trace ofJ, dandruff
Cheek all loss of hair- or you pay nothing.
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—
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This scientific treatment, called Merke Derma Vials.
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Ordinary tonics and dandruff remedies fail to secure
such satisfactory results because they merely treat the
scalp surface.
You must reach the roots.
After
extensive
tests
a
world
famous
research
laboratory concluded ivitli a report
from which we

is

the situation calls for her to be cute, she
When she does a
is
cute, not cloying.
burlesque dance, we defy Queen Mary or
President Coolidge not to warm up.
could go on like this, but you get the idea.
Fred Astaire is not the ordinary musical
The Arrow-Collar
comedy hero, either.
man has something on him, and so has the
Prince of Wales. Fred's hair, like our own,
is
not of the varnished brand usually offered; it is, indeed, more or less vanished.
But when Freddie starts to dance, all is

We

penetrates
the-

Another Guy.

our contention that Lady, Be Good
was better than their present vehicle, Funny
Face.
But the Astaires are so good that
doesn't matter.
We should go to see
it
them in Abie's Irish Rose.
Let us, for a moment, consider Adele.
She is the grandest of the musical comedy
gamins.
She has a charm that is like the
charm of Gloria Swanson at her best. When
she flips a wise-crack, it sounds as though
And when
she had just thought of it.
It

hair troubles for thousands
ISt

to

AUUress
State

City

forgiven.

putting over a song.
Now
songs in Funny Face happen to be
cued in with the deftness of a bull in the
proverbial china shop.
Further, Freddie's
voice is something less than Jeritza's. What
he does after singing a number is to dance
it over.
Nobody, we venture to say, would
go out humming a song after Fred's mere
singing of it. Nobody, we believe, can stop
humming a song after Fred has danced its
rhythm into your blood. And, as an occasional lyric writer, we'd rather have Freddie
sing one of our numbers than Jeritza.
think we'd make more money in the end.

Watch him

the

B

L7
I

Screenland's

I

BOOK DEPARTMENT

\

j

Offers

The Latest Novels

A

great

many

at

of these books

greatest

Low

You

Prices

have given us our

SCREEN SUCCESSES.

{See Pages 90 and 96)
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We

The Art

of Jed Harris
shows led us to
The Front Page,
Jed Harris' new production.
You can, on

The

\

scarcity of new
going to see a try-out of

our

guarantee,

go

to

see

it.

More anon.

—
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— Continued from page 4

Peggy of Taylor, Texas. How can you
me 'your dear Mr. Answer Man' when
Eleanor, who in private life is Mrs. I always have the last word, and usually
Cal.
King Vidor, is enjoying a vacation abroad the first too? I may answer you in a masterRichard Barthelmess ful manner but that is one of my diswith her husband.
was married to Mrs. Jessica Sargent at guises.
For the benefit of all fans, Fd
Reno, Nevada, a short time ago and after like to say, please don't expect an answer
a brief Honolulu honeymoon, will be at to your letters in the next issue, for that's
work again at First National Studios, Bur- impossible; but you'll see your name in due
and James. Murray can be reached at
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City,

call

bank, Cal.

season.

Y. Thanks for your
praise of my popular page.
My heart is
gentle and my bark no worse than my
bite, no matter how snappy the lines, if
you know what I mean. Elinor Faire and
William Boyd have been married about
3 years. I believe, but I haven't the exact
Elinor was born in Richdate or place.
William was
mond, Va., Dec. 21. 1904.
He
born in Cambridge, Ohio, in 1898.
will play opposite Lupe Vales in La Piava
for United Artists, according to current

Only

Carol,

A[.

reports.

Whoisit

Inglewood.

from

Calif.

You

search me; I know your face but I
William Collier, Jr.,
didn't get the name.
was born in New York City, Feb. 12,
1902.
He has black hair and brown eyes,
5 feet 10 inches tall and weighs 150
is

can

pounds.
His last two films were made at
Columbia Pictures Corp., 1408 Gower St..
Hollywood, Cal. A A[zght of Mystery and
So This is Love.
Shirley Mason and
Johnnie Walker were in the cast of the
last-named picture with Buster.

Bobby De

S.

of Spring

Valley.

You'd

Charles Ray's latest film is The
Eden, with Corinne Griffith,
produced by United Artists, 7200 Santa

Garden

of

Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Keith was born in Boston, Mass.,

He

is

5

pounds.
July 10.

Donald

1903.
inches tall and weighs 140
Jack Gilbert will be 31 years old
Happy birthday, Jack.
in

feet 9

Cutie, Mexico City.
So another little
Mexican maid has movie yearnings! Well,
I wouldn't advise you to go to Hollywood
on hope, but I can't help admitting that
Mexican beauties are considered very good
this

season

in

the

film

Of

city.

course

Dolores del Rio started it all. This young
lady went in the movies at the suggestion
of Edwin Carewe, a director who with his
in Mexico on a location
and were entertained at the home of
Senora del Rio.
She came to Hollywood,
made film tests, and almost immediately

trip

sprang into

fame.

—

I

think

her

was Joanna anyway, it was
first;
and from then on she
course you have seen her in
Glory.' Carmen, Resurrection,
Dolores is now divorced from

her

of
soared.

What
or

Ramona.

worry about that?

in

My

the

A Business

Of
Price

could leave Jack's a mile behind but Fm
not telling.
In well-chosen English. I don't
see nothin' wrong with 'em; they're all
right with me.
Jack was born in New
York City, Oct. 7, 1898. He is married
to Evelyn Winans.
The Butter and Egg
Man is Jack's latest picture, and no wise
cracking on the title. You can write him
at First National Studios,
Burbank, Cal.
records show that Ricardo Cortez was
born in Alsace-Lorraine, France.
I
don't
know his 'off-stage' name, if any; but why

to know 'why Jack Mulhall has to
lead in the worst set of pictures released?'
But does he? I know several films that

Easy You
Can Qet...

film

first

one

her Spanish
husband, Jaime del Rio, but she says she
She
has no intention of marrying again.
lives with her mother and is wedded to
her art. Lupe Velez was discovered by Hal
Roach, and appeared in two-reel comedies
until she was given the lead opposite Doug
in The Gaucho.
Her second big picture
was Stand and Deliver, and now I hear she
playing a Parisienne opposite William
is
Boyd in The Love Song, for United Artists.
Still
another of your country-women is
Raquel Torres, who has been signed to a
long-term contract by Metro-Goldwyn on
the strength of her work in White Shadovjs

like

See How

company was down

South Seas.

offourOwn
^This New Way/
SEND your name and address for an amazing

FREE

will surprise

book which gives facts that
you about Modern Photogra-

tells of an amazingly easy way to
your own business quickly, with very
capital. It also shows how hundreds of

phy. It
start
little

other men and women are making real money
in spare time taking pictures.

Many Earn $35 to $90 a Week
in Spare

Time

In this day of pictures, photographers are making
more than ever before. But just ordinary photography
is not enough. In this book you are told how such men
as Hughes of Kentucky made $97 in two days, how
Sager of Pennsylvania earned $700 during spare time
in a few months. Our method is so simple and easily
grasped that you can make money even while learning.
Look into the new opportunities in Photography
and see why newspapers, magazines and photogravure
sections use thousands of photos a month, and pay big
prices for them. Business firms are constantly in the
market for photos to be used in catalogs, booklets and

work pays

advertising. Portrait

big.

FREE Book Tells How

Just mail the coupon for this FREE book. It explains
how our thorough Course in Modern Professional Photography enables you to quickly learn this fascinating,
profitable work in your own home.
It will pay you to discover the opportunities that
exist today in Modern Photography
how you can
establish your own business, or make big spare time
money, or earn while learning. Scores of invaluable
money making ideas every branch of photography
described! And the book is sent absolutely FREE!
Just mail the coupon this minute for your copy.

—

—

AMERICAN SCHOOL
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
3S01 Michigan

Ave.
Dept. 632-C, Chicago,

.

/— \
y^'J^V^

y'X

/

.

III.

:
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'

American school of photography
1

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 632-C,Chlcago
Please send me free and without obligation my copy of
your startling new book Opportunities inModern Photography and full information regarding your course.

|

Name.

I

C[

You

can tell it to the Marines that Lon Chaney saluted when Tim McCoy
western star who between pictures is a real lieutenant-colonel of cavalry
called " At-ten-shun!"

|

'

I
I

|

Address.
J|

^Ciey..

State^

SCREENLAND

\02

the

in

the

and

directs

Reno

film.

He

industry.

picture

story,

Divorce

often writes
the same

acts

in

May McAvoy

with

and That Certain Thins with Viola Dana
are two of his latest pictures.
You can
address Ralph at Tiffany-Stahl Studios,
4516 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Before and After

Hope M.

You'd never think it was the
same man in these two picJust look
tures, would you y
at the amazing change! That's
what a few weeks of Titus
did

Training

I

cov-

solid layers of powerful

muscle? Now I changed
them from puny weakinto big.

lines
I

it look too good
be true? Boy, just
a peep a t your
own muscles thirty days
from today!
Tietween taking

BEFORE Webb

now and then
GUARANTEE to
crease

ES.

I

in-

({When Dolores
del Rio goes

" ere '»
h

before

Training.
"My
me Slats", he

Titus

friends

called

into

the

vi\ at

One short month
from now when you

AFTER

And

here

Titus

'

how

s

foot.

Her

Marriette

S-t-r-e-t-c-h

This summer the way you're going to
fill
a bathing
)0 d> S b » sin «*s.
You'll be a model for a
s
,„r,
„ V °U
e " °,
on ,lle "each-and you just
can't help
cant
r
h,,;
but
getf a kick out of those glances of
admiration and envy you'll draw from the crowd.

^

.

m

,

,

Muscles of Super-Strength
Don't put it off.
Now's the best time to give your
thorough overhauling.
Itight now, when the
iS
K" " ,e Sive you *
you'll
'.r*'
De pioud V.""!'
to

"3

system

1

EAST.

s

'

Wv

show the world.

those muscles on so fast you'll
„.,
wonaei
where they came from.
You'll almost SHU
them grow from .one day to the next.
And I'll not
only increase their .SIZE.
I'll
pack them full of the
speed and power thai makes CHAMPIONS.
'

I'll

pile

;

'

,

.

38?

sotek-htjilan'

SCIENCE

There's

in

give

I'll

marve Uous l*»*r

-Vnv

of MUSCLE CONCENTBArespond
lishtnin «
gSSSS

Titus Training.

That's

why

it

othi

months.
Send for mj bin FREE HOOK that
tells how.
Head what a few minutes a dav in your
own home will do for you.
in

i.

FREE

AMAZING NEW BOOK
"MIRACLES IN MUSCLE"

Send along that coupon NOW.
Or write your name
on a piece of paper or a postcard and put it in the
mail
Do it NOW. My big new hook is so good that
you owe it to youiself to read it without a moment's
delay.
Man, if you want to see some astounding
demonstrations of muscle-building if you want I'ltoOF
that Titus Training
will
make YOU a giant for

—

strength,

wonderful hook of mine.
strings to it, no obligation.

get

FREE—no

this

The One
and Only
TITUS.
105

E.

Dept.
13th

yours

St
TITS
BC
III WtJlWuwkGty

V-129
St.,

New York

_

I'll

of

be

yours.

City

glad

to

Send

it

have a copy
FItEE.

„

Betsy with Conrad Nagel.

Town.

of

State.

you'll

are

a

great

Dolores

is

now

on

Arc,

or words of the same meaning. You ask
'if
Richard likes dark or light girls?'
You're safe, Marjorie, I think he likes 'em
both.
His latest film is Warming Up.
Address him at Paramount Studios, 5451
Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal. James Hall
will be 28 years old Oct. 22.
His next
picture will be Hell's Angels.
He is a
Paramount featured player, loaned to Fox
for Four Sons and the aforementioned film
in which he plays opposite Greta Nissen.

Tour

Everlasting
Admirer,
Clifton
That's bravely said and I hope
you know what you're talking about; but,
Senorita, be moderate in everything, includ'
ing moderation. James Hall played opposite
Bebe Daniels in Swim, Girl, Swim.
Jimmy is in his 28th year, and is 5 feet
10 inches tall.
Bebe is 5 feet V-/% tall and
weighs 110 pounds and is 27 years old.
Donald Reed is 26. You can address him
at First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.
He appeared in Mad Hour, with Sally
O'Neil, Alice White and Larry Kent.

Heights.

You are a gay
your chatter about
wonderful depart-

Helen of Los Angeles.
with

flatterer

little

lovely

answer

ment and the
land.

Yes,

ladies,

thrill
I

you

get

get out of

out

kick

a

of

Screenit

too.

Kenosha,
Wis. He is 6 feet 2 inches tall and weighs
182 pounds and has brown hair and blue
eyes.
He can be reached at Fox Studios,
1401 No. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
I believe he is running in single harness
but if I'm mistaken, .speak up, Clifford,
and tell us the lady's name. Grant Withers
Clifford

is

Holland

was

born

in

not married.
Patsy

of

Pontiac,

Will

III.

I

state

if

Donald Reed and William Haines

are married? You bet my bald barber's best hair
tonic, I will. That sounds like the 'I will'
license.
correct
marriage
to
the
most
Donald Reed is married and has a little
William Haines has never had the
son.
-

time or inclination to marry.
only reason I can think up.

Anxious of L. I. You
my moments when

That's

the

and I'd rather work. Write to Dolores
Del Rio at Fox Studios, 1401 No. Western
Ave., Hollywood, Cal., and ask for her
photograph as we do not send out pic-

apple in the sauce, so cheer up and let's
Mary Pickford
give the apple a big hand.

of the stars.
Colleen Moore is 5
inches tall.
Greta Garbo has golden
hair and blue eyes.
Ralph Graves has not
retired from the screen but is very active

short time in Europe but you can address
your letter to them at the Pickford-FairReginald
Hollywood.
banks
Studio,

feet

_

You

Warners' big new drama,
with George O'Brien borrowed from Fox to play opposite.

working

A[oah's

tures

Address

of Detroit.

movie goer, are you? At last I've found
a shoulder to weep on for we're both doing
all we can to keep the howling wolf from
the movie doors.
Dolores Costello is 22
She weighs
years old and not married.
108 pounds. Her latest release is Glorious

Olivia C. from Baltimore.
So you are
following the example of other readers of
my department by writing to me. That's
fine, for with me it's no questions, no job
and I'd be forced to go into the movies

io5E.i3'-l

Dear Titus:
Sure.
tlial big new Book

Name

It's

of Delawanna.

C.

about. News like that will cause many a
box-office to take on a fresh coat of paint
and get ready for the next Dix release,

covered

Get Out the Bathing Suit and

,

Here is a
780 Gower

No matter
always have Richard
Dix's picture with you, because you love
it
so.
Now, that's something to chirp
Marjorie

where you go,

heart.

your legs, your chest, Wesley Webb's body with
big,
your, back.
You'll be powerful
muscles
in
just
a
p rou d of yon r b road
few
weeks!
square shoulders, your
massive, arching chest, your superb
development from

,

Studio,

May McAvoy recently completed
Lion and the Mouse at Warner Bros.
Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.

NEW

See

O.

versal.

comes a Bolshe-

others.

to

F. B.

Washington Square produced by Uni-

13

'The

every man who
watches be-

ing to prove that I can
do for YOU what I've
done for thousands of

head

but space forbids.

the

Red Dance,' The

writes.

them by INCHTes sir. I'm go-

look
in
the
mirror,
you're going to see a
man. You're going to see a fine, upstanding fellow carved
rut
of
solid
muscle.
Rig. rippling ba nds of
it will cover your, arms,

for

Productions, De Mille Studios, Culver
Cal.
Patsy Ruth Miller is playing
in Hot Heels at Universal Studios, Universal City, Cal.
Zasu Pitts appears in

IE-MEN?
a ke

several

call

City,

Does

t

you

wyn

brawnv

to

shoot.

St., Hollywood,
Cal.
Jean Arthur, Lola
Todd, Tom Tyler and Bob Custer draw
their pay checks from that studio.
Vilma
Banky is under contract to Samuel Gold-

for

with

M-G-M, go ahead and

Tours Sincerely, Colton, Calif. Another
movie fan without a name.
I could call

shown

I

Greta

—

Jo Days fromlb-day
bodies

You'll

].

has been leading the movie detectives such
a merry chase but reforms in the last reel
you're right, it's Conrad Nagel.
How
does that combination suit everybody? All

Muscles
How

K[.

you who is to
Garbo in a Metrotell

I

Goldwyn-Mayer feature, War in the Dar\.
The clear-eyed young gentleman crook who

right,

here ?
ered their

La\ewood,

when

surprised
play opposite

lookarYOUR
what I did
SEE
the two lads

of

be

3

I

have

and

Douglas

Fairbanks

are not alone,
can't find an

I

are

spending

a

—

SCREENLAND
Denny

working

is

Universal

at

Studios,

Harold Lloyd can be
found at Harold Lloyd Productions, 1040
Las Palmas Ave., Hollywood. Vilma Banky
is to have a new leading man, an English
actor, Walter Byron, who will be seen with
Address Vilma at
her in the future.
Samuel Goldwyn Productions De Mille
Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Universal City, Cal.

—

safe,
You're
Variety
Calif.
from
Frances; my gun isn't loaded and the hisses and cat-calls from the fans will not
be heard, for I won't print a word you
you throw one. Beau Sabreur
said.
Kathryn
was released in March, 1928.
Perry was the auburn-haired girl and Dione
Ellis the blue-eyed blonde you saw in Is

Now

You want
Zat So? with George O'Brien.
know the names of all the horses in
pictures
I'm sorry I can't keep up with
all the horses, they're too fast for me.

to

San Francisco Girl. No end
you say about my depart'
ment but what do you thin^.7 They say

A

Little

things

nice

of

that silence is golden but who wants to
keep still? Louise Lorraine can be addressed
Studios, 5 350 Melrose Ave.,
at Tec- Art
Hollywood, Cal., where she is at work in

Johnny Hines's new

film,

The Wright

Idea.

Bert Lytell will get your letter at Tiffany
Productions, 83 3 No. Seward St., HollyGilda Gray can be addressed
wood, Cal.
22 East 60th St., New York City.
at
Claire

playing
tions,

Windsor and Antonio Moreno are
in The Clash at Tiffany Produc933 No. Seward St., Hollywood.

Address Viola Dana and Anna Q. Nilsson
at F. B. O. Studios, 780 Gower St., HollyDolores Del Rio is in The
wood, Cal.
Red Dance for Fox, and in Revenge, for
United Artists under the direction of Edwin
Carewe.

—

Something
Blonde Dot, Utica, 7\J\ T.
me your mirror doesn't lie to you, so
why should I? Why did Madge Bellamy
suddenly turn blonde? If I don't know
what to say now, I never will, so let me
Madge knows
spell it out on my fingers

tells

—

best,

I

don't.

I'm
Fan, K[ew Orleans.
In this
keen about your two ; in-one letter.
age of face-lifting and trying to keep two
jumps ahead of our permanent wave, one
just can't know all the newest crinkles in
stationery, can one? Mary Astor was born
She has
1906.
in Quincy, 111. May 3,

Mary Astor

dark brown eyes, is 5 feet
and weighs 120 pounds. Her
She was
real name is Lucille Langhanke.
married to Kenneth Hawkes on Feb. 2 3,

auburn
5

hair,

inches

tall

Louisiana is represented in the film
1928.
colony by Leatrice Joy and Robert Edeson,
both stars claiming New Orleans as their
birth-place.

Anne from

You've been folChicago.
lowing my column every month, closely
watching your chance to hold me up for
some information; that's all right, Anne,
only information you want. Marie
if it's
Prevost is divorced from Kenneth Harlan.
Marie has a fine role in Cecil B. De Mille's
The Godless Girl. You can address her
at
Pathe-De Mille Studios, Culver City,
Cal.
Joan Crawford is not married. She
was born in San Antonio, Texas in 1905.

Her

real

her

at

City,

A

name is Lucille Le Seuer. Write
Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver

Cal.

Faithful Reader, Delaware, Ohio. At
something to brag about and love
Another letter like yours and I'll ask

last I've
it.

—

I may get the air but even
for a raise
that couldn't keep my sense of humor
down, for I'd still be your favorite along

with

mond

Norma Talmadge,
Hatton

and

Billie Dove, Raylucky
Lindbergh

Dove's lovely eyes are dark
brown and Miss Vee Dee's are always
dodging this or that, sometimes they're
blue, oft times black.
It
depends upon
what strikes them.
Billie

said

that

Mary

Miles

of

Broo\lyn.

Just

18

years

and still optimistic. That's a
good line; hang on, you'll catch something yet.
I'll
Is John Gilbert a snob?
rob the baby's bank if he is! Jack is 30
years old but before you read this, he will
old,

single

have another birthday on July 10.
His
melting glances and kisses are for screen
purposes only so there's a dead line on
that.
Logan, Utah, is the birthplace of
your hero.
Address him at Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Ruby

of

Florida.

Where
to know

in

Can You
Tell?
Look over some of the ads in this magazine.
What's wrong with them can you tell? There
is something wrong with every ad
no adver-

—

Blue Eyes from Springfield, Mo. Here's
news about Ronald Colman. He
is about to surrender to the screen charms
of a fair lady from Paris, a blonde with
dark brown eyes, 5 feet 3 inches tall,
weight about 115 pounds, and 22 years
old. Just another preferred blonde to add
to your starry constellation.
Meet Ronny's
new leading lady, Lilli Damita, a French
dancer who has been playing leading picture roles in Berlin.
Mr. Colman has been
married but is separated from his wife.
the good

Bubbles from Ottawa, Ont.
Clara Bow
be a 'peach' at jazz; but I've never
stepped out with her so we've both missed
something.
The Heart of a Follies Girl
was a Billie Dove release with Larry Kent
playing opposite.
Clive Brook plays with
Billie in The Yellow Lily, and what could
be grander, more ultra-ultra than that, I
ask you?
Lloyd Hughes is married and
has a young son.
Lloyd has brown hair
and gray eyes.

—

confronting every advertiser.
And
or woman with ideas and opinions
help solve these problems is being
paid startling big money.
Millions upon millions of dollars are being
spent every month in newspaper and magazine
advertising
to say nothing of the many millions spent in mailing out catalogs, sales letters,
circulars, house organs, and broadsides.
And
nearly every advertiser admits that his advertising and sales literature do not pull anywhere near the business they should that

who can

—

—

tremendous room for improvement.

there's

Get

I'll look
of the Great White Way.
you when next I hit the trail, for I'd
know your face any place. You think

Into

Advertising
ADVERTISING

is

easy

to

learn

—

especially

under the right guidance. Can you imagine
anything more fascinating than taking just an
idea and developing it step by step into a
finished

advertisement,

or

a

completed

sales

campaign ?
The amazing

growth of the Page-Davis
School of Advertising (founded 1896) and the
success of our graduates is undoubtedly due
to our unique and practical method of instrucNo text books whatever are used. From
tion.
the start you are given practical advertising
work to do, just as though you were employed
in an advertising department.

Make Your Day Dreams Come True
tomorrow you were offered the priceless opportunity
going into a prominent Chicago Advertising Agency
a year, to learn the business from beginning to
end and you knew that every day your every step
would be guided by exi>erts and you knew that a
sincere interest would be taken in your progress
And
you would jump at the chance, wouldn't you?
that is substantially just what the Page-Davis School
of Advertising is offering you!
If

of

for

—

—

Mail Coupon for

FREE

Book

Simplv send the attached coupon and we will mail
you a remarkable booklet called How to Win Success
Advertising which tells you how you may now
in
uuicklv learn advertising during your spare time at
about the many
It
tells
home.
opportunities open to you in this

—

fascinating profession how to develop your ideas and realize big
money for them in advertising.
the
sending
that
Remember
coupon does not obligate you in
Then get it in the
anv way.
mail it may be the
first
verv
means of putting you in the big
money class almost over night.

—

Page-Davis School of Advertising
Michigan Ave., Dept. 632-C,_Chicago

3601
I
i

!
i

J

PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL OF ADVERTISING
Dept. 632-C, 3601 Michigan Ave.. Chicago
Please send me your free Booklet How to Win
reparticulars
full
Advertising and
Success in
1
gardins your Course in Modern Advertising.
am not obligated.

—

N'ame

Mae

perfect.

man

may

for

is

problems

the

Tampa

have you been not
all
about
Richard Dix? He has been in love more
times than a cat has lives, and ever tottering on the brink of matrimony on the
screen, but Richard always says 'no' in
real life.
His baseball picture. Warming
Up, has Jean Arthur as leading lady. Not
a restful nap in that film, so shine your
nose and powder your shoes and give the
diamond a glad hand. Marie Prevost can
be reached at Pathe-De Mille Studios,
Culver City, Cal.

—

Sometimes it is the words
used in the headline.
Sometimes it's the illustration.
Sometimes the ad is too crowded.
Again the wrong publication may have been
selected
ithese are a few of the fascinating

tisement

—

Lindy. How's that for a sky line? Norma
Talmadge was born May 2, 1897. Why
don't you send the lovely book you've
made that contains all of Norma's screen
activities, film reviews, pictures and what
not? Aw, go on, be yourself and send it
to her. Where is Joyce Compton? That's
Betty Bronson is
what I'd like to know.
21 years old.
Raymond Hatton was born
in Red Oak, Iowa, but he doesn't say

when.

is

Minter is living in Paris and is reported
engaged to Joseph Diskay, the Hungarian
tenor. Mary is not
making any pictures.
Conway Tearle has been signed to make
two pictures for one of the smaller companies.
His latest film was The Isle of
Forgotten 'Women for Columbia Pictures
Corp., 1408 Gower St., Hollywood, Calif.
Marguerite Clark is married and has retired from the screen.
Sunshine

A

It

,

,
i

%
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LINDBERGH
The Lone Eagle
most
THE
The

romantic

hero

in

history.

shy, bashful lad, who came unheralded, clear across a continent, to

conquer the mighty Atlantic by air. Alone,
through the many sleepless hours over the
ocean, with nothing but the steady, monotonous drone of the motor for company.
Hours of mental agony, when to think

meant to

And

fear.

ever uppermost the

thought that an injury to his motor meant
the oblivion that enveloped Nungesser and
Coli.

Lindbergh, the greatest hero of them
provides the material for the greatest
"Lindbergh, the Lone
story of them all.
Eagle" written by a master biographer,
George Buchanan Fife, deals with the
aviator's life from early childhood, his
fundamental aviation training, his hard-

ships in the preparation of the flight,
climaxing in a tale, which for human inof the hero's emotions
terest is unexcelled
during the long trip between the New
and. the Old Worlds.

—

is a special edition, bound in hard
It is
with an attractive jacket.
printed on high grade paper in very legible type.
This special edition is being
offered by the publishers, A. L. Burt

This

cover,

Company,

to

Screenland readers,

unusual price of $1.00 per

cop}-.

at the
It con-

tains thirty-two illustrations.
Fill in the

Coupon Below and

Send for

your

copy

today.

SCREENLAND,
Dept. 8-28,

49

W.

45th

N. Y. C.

St.,

$1.00 for which please send me a
copy of "Lindbergh,
the
Lone Eagle," by
George Buchanan Fife.
enclose

Name

~

_

Address

City.

State.

Why

the girls of Santa Monica can never seem to learn how
swim if mean they honestly can't: John Mac\ Brown,
Flash, and Charlie Farrell.
to

Malcolm McGregor
you? Joan,

—

is

the

real

thing,

do

his 7 year old daughter, thinks

don't you?
Take it or leave it, you're
not going to waste another fortune on

You

can address him at 6043 John Barrymore and Vilma Banky. Thanks
Hollywood, Calif.
Alberta for the timely suggestion about adding a
Vaughn plays with William Boyd and Sue Bee to my name but I refuse to get stung.
Carol in S\yscraper, and is back with How can I give you a brief outline of
F. B. O. starring in a series of two-reelers. Evelyn Brent and all her relations, take
a jump and skip a paragraph, but keep
So Long Theresa, J^ewton, Mass.
So right on and not miss anything? What is
you're the girl who never goes home from this, a game of hop-scotch?
Evelyn was
the movies. What a life. Your letter was born in Tampa, Fla.
She is 5 feet 4 inches
a bundle of happy surprises. Your friend's tall and weighs 112 pounds.
Her eyes
sister's boy
friend looks a lot like Billy and hair are brown.
She has been in pic
Haines and that's no joke, but who wants tures for a long time but the past two
to?
Alice Day plays with Billy in The years have
given
Evelyn good breaks,
Smart Set. His next film is Show People, Underworld, Beau Sabreur, and The Last
opposite Marion Davies. This wise-crack- Command, films that have put her on the
ing chap, who comes from Virginia, suh, top of the ladder.
Alice Day is playing
was born Jan. 1, 1900. He is 6 feet tall in Phyllis of the Follies at Universal Stuand weighs 172 pounds and has brown hair dios, Universal City, Cal.
You will find
and eyes.
I'm telling you about William Alberta Vaughn's address elsewhere in this
Haines, not the boy friend. You ask do department.
pictures of myself to any of my
I send
writers? If I did, my career would be cut
James Murray Fan, Auburn, Me.
short and I favor the
well, so long When others fail, you turn to me, do you?
Theresa.
Here is a case for an M. D., not Vee Dee,
but I'm a good loser so thanks for the
Keitha, Findlay, Ohio.
Will I care if well-meant flattery.
James Murray was
you write me again?
Go on, try it and born in New York City, Feb. 9, 1901.
Norma Talmadge played He is 6 feet tall, weighs 178 pounds and
see if I care.
He
with Ronald Colman in Ki\i. Bebe Daniels has light brown hair and green eyes.
is
27 years old, so take off the extra 8 played with Lon Chaney, Marceline Day
you've added and let Bebe be her age. and Betty Compson in The Big City.
May Allison was born in Georgia but I
r'on't
know when.
She began her picH. I. of Hegewisch, III. You're right,
ture career in 1915 but hasn't made any Helen, this country is not going to ruin,
films for some time, I believe.
You can write
She has it's going to the movies.
golden hair and blue eyes, is 5 feet 5 to John Mack Brown at Metro-GoldwynRex
inches tall and weighs 125 pounds.
The Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
latest
is
that Miss Allison
has turned Lease is a free-lance player. He is appearauthor and will write stories for Fox Films. ing in a Rayart picture, Phantom of the
Turf, with Helene Costello and Forrest
The 7^[ova.\ from Detroit. Your letter Stanley.
June Collyer's real name is
gave me no end of a thrill.
She was born in
Heermance.
I
feel like Dorothea
She
joining your clan.
Hoot, mon, hoot! You New York City, Aug. 17, 1907.
expect to get results with your two cents plays with Nick Stuart and Ben Bard in
when you write to the stars for photos, Me Garcgster, a Fox production.
so

too.

Selma

all,

I

<2[

Ave.,

—

A

.

.

At play

or at

admiring

work on

eyes

the set

follow the lovely

blondes of the screen
own

America's

fair beauties.

Gorgeous

crea-

tures with golden tresses from Britain, Scan'

dinavia and the Continent, thronging Holly-

wood,

—the

boulevards and gathering places.

its

stars

dance or

of the silver screen.

golf,

As

they

heads turn and eyes follow for

off the set or on,

they form the center of

constant

close

attention

demands

constant close attention to that which contributes

—the
A
is

most to sparkling charm and youth

hair.

bottle of

all

Marchand's Golden Hair

kept close at hand.

tions are
its

right

.

.

—nothing more—nothing
easy
use — no
required

touch

less,

and none the wiser.
It

is

to

skill

is

although hundreds of hairdressers, especially
New York's famous French hairdressers, have

known and recommended Marchand's
years.

It is

not a dye

—

for

results are secured

quickly and evenly, and are not effected by
washing or shampooing.

attraction.

Such

.

.

—At

made and golden

Wash

If your hair has already begun to darken,
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash will safely
restore its natural beauty.
Don't let it go.
Write today for a copy of 'The Care and
Treatment of the Hair" which will be sent

—

free of charge.

intervals applica-

tion.

hair lives on in

mail

glory and vigorous youth.

Just the

Fill in

It

contains

name and

REAL

informaaddress below and

to Dept. C, Chas. Marchand Co.,
Candler Building, New York.

MARCHAND'S GOLDEN HAIR WASH
Hame

Address

Br 'Your fa«mte£oose Powder
Distinctive !

Besides

its

The newest vogue

thinness — besides

its

in 'Vanities

exclusive loose

pow

der features, Norida is now gayly adorned in colors
expressive of modern style trends
indeed, a color to
blend with every gown.

—

—

Go

to your dealers today
select one or more
Norida Loose Powder Vanities in your favorite colors
Beige, Scarlet, Jade Green, Orchid, Navy Blue, Sky
Blue
all too beautiful for words to describe.

—

—

Priced $1.50 to $3.00— single and double filled with
Norida Fleur Sauvage {Wildfiower) Poudre and Rouge

tAt All Toilet Goods Counters

NEW YORK

and PARIS

Obr Summertime beauty
A

clear mirror

one when she

is

a woman's best friend — and a pleasantly
and White Face Powder!

flattering

uses Black

Fluffy as chiffon, this fine

caresses the skin into cool,

powder absorbs excess

smooth beauty and keeps

it

oil

and

moisture,

appealingly fresh

and dainty these warm days.

Its unusual clinging quality does away with
constant re-powdering after you leave your dressing-table and lends the
correct finishing touch which best accents the charm of summer clothes.

Black and

White Face Powder

tinctive flower-fragrances

and four

is

available at

natural

tints.

dealers in

all

Try

it

today!

two

dis-

SCREE XL AND

The pace

that thrifts

Yesterday, the auto * Today, radio and airplane* *

fuller

pace that

kills * It is

* *

Tomorrow— who knows what? *

Travel by rockets ? * Conversation with Jlars ? * Whatever
call it the

1

it is, it

the pace that gives life * It

than any before in the world's history, because

it

will he faster * * Don't

makes our

lives better,

stimulates us to pack every

Your entertainment, too, must keep pace with the times. * Yo
wasted moments! « You want speed, action in your play and entertainment as well as
in your work * To please you now, of course, your picture show must be quick-moving,
snappy, exhilarating ~ And it will be if you pick the show that has plenty of good,short
novelty, comedy and news subjects. * * You are surest of action and entertainment all
through the show when you see the Educational Pictures trade-mark, because a Short
Feature has to be crammed with action, and has to reach the highest level of entertainment quality, to inake" the Educational line-up * For Educational is the world's
greatest producer-distributor of Short Features: the only big company dealing exclusively in this type of entertainment * ¥ You know what fun laipino Lane, "Big Boy"
and the other popular Educational Pictures jcomedy stars add to a program * Their
pictures are faster, funnier this season * And typical of what Educational has in store
for you this year are the new"Russ Farrell, Aviator" pictures with Reed Howes * Watch
minute with action!

* *

4;

for these flying thrillers * There's speed, action, excitement

for you! * * Educational Pictures always

show

make

a good

better.
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SCREEN LAND

3

here! hear!
For the

first

time Paramount Quality in motion pictures with synchronized music score, sound

and talking sequences! In theatres equipped

<^fe~«"

to

exactly as presented to $2 audiences.

show "sound" pictures Paramount proudly presents:

WlXGS"

jT /

with synchronized music score and sound effects

Hear the drone of the

planes, the rat-tat-tat of

William Wellman Production with Clara Bow, Charles Rogers, Richard Arlen,

THE WEDDING MARCH"

\'y

W ray.

von Stroheim, with Fay

Many of the

Hear the throbbing love

scenes are in Technicolor.

l^-^fcSl
chronized music score and sound

A

ing the beautiful theme song.

effects.

A

effects

machine guns,

etc.

etc.

directed by and starring Erich

strains, the beautiful

ceremonial music, the

bells!

feast for the ear as well as the eye!

ABIE'S IRISH ROSE" Anne

Nichols' masterpiece with syn-

See and hear Jean Hersholt, Charles Rogers, Nancy Carroll sing-

sensation! Victor Fleming Production.

fcjjp^L

THE

PATRIOT"

Ernst Lubitsch Production, starring Einil

Jannings. With Florence Vidor, Lewis Stone, Neil Hamilton. Hear the thunderous Russian marches, the

charge of the wild Cossacks, the pistol shots, the cries of the innocent!

IjiiL4

|

^ARMING UP"

_

of love, laughs and Big League Baseball.
bat, the roar of the

crowd!

And

a

new melody

^^jfjjj^
melodrama by
Malcolm

S. S.

St. Clair

Van

Dine.

Production.

Series

you'll love!

game on

«

the screen in sound

and

all star cast.

— the crack

of the

Fred Newmeyer Production.

THE CANARY MURDER

Manv

sensational talking sequences.

CASE" From

LOVES OF AN ACTRESS"

and boulevards enhanced by synchronized music score and sound

Nils Asther

comedy-drama

the famous mystery

William Powell as "Philo Vance," Louise Brooks, Ruth Taylor, James Hall.

i-^f^X^k
stage

A World's

starring Richard DLx, in a

Spectacular story of the Parisian

effects.

Starring Pola Negri, with

Rowland V. Lee Production.

(Paramount ^rictur&s
Soon "The Whole Show in Sound," Paramount
New*.

CJhri*ti<;

Produced
"I:

I.'

Comedies, Stage Presentations,etc.

-m

J. Mm.

—

^L^^

Paramount Famous La-kv Corp., Vdolph Zukor,

Paramount

Picture,

the

best

show,

in

roien.'

_tfgT~~Tffii_
jtSei

-r-

—
T

,

M

~

t
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SCREENLAND

SCREEMLAND
BY
An Answer

Page of Information

Address: Miss

Screenland Magazine
49 West 45th Street

Vee Dee

New

York City

SCENIC
CRUISES

^California
via the

Panama Canal

and the

SPANISH
AMERICAS"

A WONDERFUL
way

vacation

—

C Sally

on your
to the famous movie center of the
world. Days of delight cruising on tropic seas, with seven interesting shore visits
in "The Spanish Americas", Colombia, Panama,
Salvador and
Guatemala, thence to Los
Angeles or San Francisco.

Nicaragua,

CIRCLE
TOURS
$350 up
WATER — RAIL
FROM your home town at main line
points and back in either direc-

Including meals and bed on
steamer— first-class, and first-class railtion.

road transportation. Stop-over privileges on return rail trip at Apache
Trail, Yellowstone Park, Grand Canyon, Yosemite, etc. Slight additional
cost returning via Canadian Rockies.
Luxurious, specially-built steamers
for tropic service. All outside rooms,
Simmons beds, no berths, Music.
Swimming Pool. Excellent Meals.

Write for further information and
booklet

S C to

Panama Mail S. S. Co.
NEW YORK

10 Hanover Sq uare

LOS ANGELES 548 So. Spring
SAN FRANCISCO
2 Pine

—

OSEMARY,
Baltimore.

More

troubl ed

hearts to soothe,
more wrinkles to

St.
St.

What

—

a department of
laundry for tearstained hankies?
Well, dry your eyes and
put your heart in my hand while I tell you
the real truth,' the whole truth and nothing
but the truth about Ramon Novarro. He is
not leaving the screen for a monastery or
even for the concert stage. Quite the contrary
he is 29 years old, 5 feet 10 inches
tall, weighs 160 pounds and has black hair
and brown eyes. He came to the United
States from Mexico before he was 20 years

iron

out.

face-lifting

or

a

is

this

hand

1903. Address him at
Paramount Studios,
He
5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
has just made The Devil's Cage with Pauline Garon and Ruth Stonehouse at the
Chadwick Studios, 1440 No. Gower St.,
Hollywood, Cal.

Miss F. A. B. of Washington. Can anyone come across with a cleaner title than
Write to Clara
that? No, Lux against us.
Bow, Gary Cooper, Warner Baxter and
Neil Hamilton at Paramount Studios, 5451
Renee
Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
old to make a name for himself on the Adoree appeared in The Michigan Kid with
stage.
His first appearance was as a dancer Conrad Nagel at Universal Studios, Uni-

—

his first picture experience
1921.
Rex Ingram is generally
credited with being his Columbus.
Ben
Hur was Ramon's first big smash. He is
still a bachelor, a devoted son and brother,
spending his spare time with his family and
There— I've
averse to public appearances.

in

vaudeville;

came

told

One Way Water 8250 up

O'Heil

dares you to
and
as\ her
we dare her
to say yes.

in

versal

City,

Cal.

One

of

Renee's

latest

The Cossac\s with John Gilbert. John
gets his mail at Metro-Goldwyn Studios,
Culver City, Cal.
Colleen Moore at First
is

Studios,
Burbank,
Cal.,
and
Haines at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Culver City, Cal.

National

William

all!

Mrs. Wm. Goodsell, Jr., Somerville.
I
suppose a Goodsell is next to a best-seller,
eh, Mrs. William?
Anna Q. Nilsson may
be addressed at First National, Burbank,
Cal., where she made The Whip.
She
was born in Ystad, Sweden, on March 30
but doesn't divulge the year.
She is 5
feet 7 inches tall, weighs 132 pounds and
has blonde hair and dark blue eyes.
She
has been married twice and may marry
again as she is said to be engaged to E. G.
Krause, Beverly Hills investment broker.

Leonora of Brooklyn. Why so gloomy?
You've been seeing too many comedies
try a nice fresh up-to-the-minute drama

—

with a dash of tragedy; that often brings
relief when all other remedies fail.
Viola
Dana is 4 feet 11% inches tall.
Mary
Pickford is 5 feet and weighs 100 pounds.
May McAvoy is 4 feet 11 inches tall, and
weighs 94 pounds.
Sally O'Neil is 5 feet
2 inches, weight 100 pounds.
Lya de Putti
is not quite
5 feet tall.
She is to make
several films for Columbia Pictures Corp.,

1408 Gower

St.,

Hollywood, Cal.

Opal of Cleveland. You want the color
Betty J. C. of Broo\lyn.
Of course I'll
Sorry, but I need
excuse your broken English or anything of my eyes, do you?
Esther Ralston and Neil
else you've smashed.
Lois Moran was born all my color.
March 1, 1910; she is 5 feet 1 inch tall, Hamilton are contract players under the
weighs 107 pounds, with hazel eyes and Paramount banner and can be addressed
blonde hair.
Her latest is The River at Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.,
Pirate.
Address Lois at Fox Studio, Holly- Hollywood, Cal. Sally O'Neil is with Tifwood, Cal.
Donald Keith was born in
(Continued on page 102)
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Coming Pathe

5

Pictures

"ANNAPOLIS"
Mack

with Jeanette Loff and John
Brown. Directed by W. Christy Cabanne

with Jeanette

Mary

Carr.

duction.

Loff,

Pictures

Coming Pathe

ROD LA ROCQUE
"LOVE OVER NIGHT"

"TENTH AVENUE"
„

Tom Kennedy and

A Hector Jurnbull ProDirected by Edward H.

r PHYLLIS
S

i

HAVER

ProSviillc Production.

^KrDeMluSuresCorporat.on.

Griffith.

LEATRICE JOY

WILLIAM BOYD
"THE COP"

in

MAN-MADE WOMEN"

gan

C

with Alan

g*b ;rJ Arms!ron^°
andKooerirt

and
with H. B. Warner, John Boles
Stem.
Seena Owen. Directed by Paul LDeM.lh
Produced by Ralph Block for
Pictures Corporation.

d
p ro duced

Corporation.

Cruse
James Cruzf,

Inc. presents
'

MARK
"THE KED
*
rnston

wit h

Nena

Q^XVtit"

ibr proiufdSed *
Cruze.

r

market on

*° day
'.

*

personality.

Una Basquette,

*-

_

^
-»r^
S

SS3

s

THEM.

ifying

J-»^ P^yiiu Hav«,

Hale.
Q°„ma„, Alan

J

1

e

Wg

bi,e pictures

'

Glass,

and Rose

j-~

S

Just Published

GRE ENLAND

"Books for

—

FANS

"THE STORY of
FILMS"

the

Edited by JOSEPH P.

KENNEDY

PRESIDENT, FBO PICTURES CORPORATION
The Intimate Story of the Unpublished Secrets
of the Movies, Past, Present, and Future!

HERE
the only

is the book that gives
authentic version of the
origin, growth and development of the
movies as told by the pioneers of the industry themselves men of vision, who
early recognized the immense possibilities
of the motion picture, nursed it through
its cradle days, ventured their all of capi-

at last

—

tal

and reaped
the infant grew to a

and energy upon
rewards as

great

its

future,

giant.

(f

Paul Leni,
the

Ger-

man

direc-

tor

who

has

con-

tinued
c o

n

his
t i

-

nental sue-

cess

in

America.

Never before have the intimate
filmdom been told so

One by

men

one,

secrets of

clearly, yet simply.

WILL HAYS,

like

ADOLPH ZUKOR, JESSE L. LASKY,
MILTON SILLS, SIDNEY KENT,
SAMUEL KATZ and a host of other outstanding movie personalities talk as face
to face with you, answering practically
every important question on how motion

A Classic

Triumphs on
By Vaul

pictures are made, sold, and shown.

Written right out of a lifetime of day-today contact with the movies, "The Story
of The Films" does more than merely
answer the current questions and problems
of production, distribution and exhibiting.
It takes you back to the days of penny

arcade movies and the "chase" pictures.
you of the early bitter struggles
against a skeptic public.
It weaves a
fascinating, exciting story of the adventures
the
failures
and successes of
these great business frontiersmen.

It tells

—

—

Pulsing with Life, Brimming
Over with Surprising Facts
About the Motion Picture

Industry

Director of 'The

A

moment I can think of no
precedent for a motion picture
of the type of The Man Who
*
-A'
Laughs.
Movie audiences are
supposed to like their heroines sweet and
sympathetic, and their heroes handsome,
noble and good.
Thus it was with some
T

the

/_\

the

Screen

~Leni

Man Who
Dea

Laughs'
the beauty of soul and
character that is the true
and so it is that the very

recognizes
steadfastness of

Gwynplaine,

that might have been her tragedy
the instrument to complement her happiness.
For with Gwynplaine she is happy.
Had she not been blind, she, too, might
have seen but the surface and there
affliction

is

—

trepidation that we approached the task
of transferring to the screen the mighty would have been no story.
novel of Victor Hugo's, which incorporates
The tender attachment between the two
for its romantic interest a heroine beauti' grows out of their entire dependence upon
ful but blind, and a hero noble and good
Theirs is no fleeting, lighteach other.
but repulsively mutilated.
There was no hearted romance; it is bred in deep and
question of compromising the issue as some bitter need.
Have you ever noticed in real
Hugo enthusiasts feared might be done; life that it is not the prettiest girl and
Dea does not recover her sight in the last most charming man that make the happiest
reel, nor does Gwynplaine, the Laughing
couple so often as it is the plain unwanted
Man, turn into a model of movie heroes woman and the simple, unpretentious man?
by a hocus-pocus operation.
The very fact that these two hold no charms
Those who love Hugo and I number for others, that they were lonely and unmyself among his most ardent readers
happy before the miracle of finding someone
are not repelled by the printed form of who could hold them dear came into their
his absorbing tale; why then, I thought, lives, makes them cling to their partners
So
should the visual aspect of the story be re with a desperate and fulfilling joy.
pellent?
There were many who felt that with Gwynplaine and Dea. Only the boy
the transfer could not be successfully ac- who had grown up with her could altocomplished, but I was so convinced that gether understand the beautiful, frail Dea.
the beauty and drama of the novel would Only the blind girl could be a suitable
carry the same uplifting sweep on the partner
for
the monstrous-looking man.
screen that I set to the task with confidence. Here was the ideal union each had found
It is, in fact, the very points that are
a perfect mate.
apparently unpleasant that actually elevate
This was the theme I felt should be
the love between these two strange, lone- raised paramount in the picture, and I
some people into heights of great beauty. bent every other incident to be subservient
Superficially, Gwynplaine is not an object to that.
The fact that the public, too, has
that would command devotion.
Carrot- taken poor Gwynplaine and his Dea to their
haired, lean, with large teeth bared by the hearts, has approved and applauded this
unerasable grin that has been carved on his this violent upsetting of traditional movie
face in his babyhood, he is, to the unseeing amour, makes me feel very humbly and
eyes of the multitude, only a curious and proudly that I have succeeded in establishoriginal clown; it is Dea in her blindness ing the theme of that master dramatist,
who alone sees him for what he really is. Victor Hugo, on the screen.

—

Examine
SCR EE NL AND
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West

45th Street,

FREE

New York

City

Please send me, on approval "The Story of the Films,"
vellum de luxe binding, gold stamped.
Within five
days after its receipt, I'll send you $3.75, plus few
cents for mailing charge or return the hook.
S-528

Name
Street

City

& No

&

(Canada
ritories

State
$4.23, duty prepaid, same terms; U. S. Terand Colonies $3.75, ca<di with order; all other
countries $4.25, .cash with order).
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"We can get seats for that picture across the street'*
<TD RATHER STAND ON LINE AND SEE THIS

METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER PICTURE —

LEO'S

THEY'RE ALWAYS GOOD."

QUESTION

CONTEST

ISN'T IT
JOHN GILBERT
in

"The Cossacks"

MARION DAVIES
in

"Her Cardboard
Lover"

THE
TRUTH!
YOU'RE always
OF seeing

WHEN your theatre
SHOWS you
G-M

pictures

JOHN GILBERT
in

—

WILLIAM HAINES
in

"Telling the

World"

autographed photographs of himthe fifty next best sets of

|S5k

self for

L<

answers.

hfS

marK

LEO'S QUESTIONS
Name

rhree famous animals in Metro-Goldwynpictures and Hal Roach comedies.
^ What popular song bears the same name as a
current M-G-M picrure?
*2 Which M-G-M featured player, not yet starred,
do you consider most worthy of stardom? Tell
/hy in not more than 75 words.
1

Mayer

sure

THE biggest stars
THE finest stories
IVS -

Leo, the Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Lion, is
staging a question contest of his own. He
offers two $50 prizes
one to the cleverest
man, one to the cleverest woman, for
the best answers to his questions.
And furthermore Leo will present
%

^

WHITE SHADOWS
SOUTH SEAS
WITH
MONTE BLUE and
RAQUEL TORRES

IN THE

4

Name three famous M-G-M "teams"

5

What

of actors.

are five of Bill Haines' picture successes?
Write your answers on one side of a single sheet of
paper and mail to Competition Editor, 3rd Floor,
1540 Broadway,
York. All answers must be
received by September 15th. Winners' names will be
published in a later issue of this magazine.
Note: If you do not attend the pictures yourself you
may question your friends or consult motion picture
magazines. In event of ties, each tying contestant
will be awarded a prize identical in character with
that tied for.

New

Winners of Contest of June, 1928
Mrs. John D. Jesk, 214 E. 51st Street, New York City
Charles Churchill, P. O. Box 316
Carson City, Nevada

"Four Walls"

METRO-G

"More

Stars than there are in Heaven'*

N-MAYER

SCREEN LAND
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^Pictures

that

TALK

oMake

Gray Hair Go
inJDays orYourMoney Back
hair worry for all time! Now
you can see your gray hair regain its
exact former shade in 3 to 6 days.

End gray

NOW ... a Safe Tonic

Liquid

Just brush your heir with it. And expect results that
will amaze you! In 3 to 6 days the lormer color will
return perfectly natural-looking in all lights perfectly
even permanent as the hair itself! There is nothing to
wash oft or rub oft. Absolutely nothing to show! Wave
your hair or shampoo it as you please.

——

—

GERVAISE GRAHAM (Tonic) HAIR COLOR

C[

dainty, harmless as your shampoo. Its
tonic effect makes hair softer, fluffier, more luxuriant
than ever before. Just one bottle for all shades. Equally
wonderful whether your hair i; half gray or just beginning to turn. Never before have women had such a
preparation.
no one need be gray!

is crystal-clear,

George Bernard Shaw, the great English
author, and the photograph of his voice
at the side of the film which he made
for Movietone.

Now

Make This Guaranteed Test
Order now under my unconditional guarantee. Test it
without risk. Use a lock of hair, if you wish. Prove it
to your complete satisfaction. Then, if not amazed and
delighted, I will refund your money without question.
Send no money. Simply pay postman only S1.50 when
the package arrives. I prepay postage. Write me today.
(Mrs.) GERVA1SE GRAHAM, 25 W. Illinois St..
Dept. MG-9, Chicago, Illinois.

fMOTIONO

HE ^ ee in 8
about Talkers has clari-

1^ \i

'

(I

more or
one seems
or care

The Talkers do
talk as much as

not

The
zation

they

fied
less.

No
know

to
whether
tration

or

Nor

does

there seem to be

much

canned.
feeling

ture

Nation-wide

survey
will
be
started
shortly
in
material and all
(the Kiddies ingiven the opportunity of having a

SCIIEEN TEST
.Million

made

to

determine

their

fitness

for

Pictures.

NOT A CONTEST
EXPERIENCE IS NOT NECESSARY
THIS

The number
the

lime,

TESTS,

IS

of TESTS to he made is not limited hut
which von mav register for these
limited.
Therefore your request tor deregistration
blanks,
which will be forupon request, should be sent to us

during
is

and
warded FREE
tails

promptly.

CINEMA
Box

ARTS TESTING

BUREAU

425
Hollywood Station
Hollywood, California

SONGWRITERS!!!
ADVANCE

SUBSTANTIAL
PAID upon
original

ideas

ROYALTIES

when Senator Moses spoke he was
in a close-up,

Songs

for

for

some reason.

The most

Y.

artistic

and

thor-

production
of this period is George Bernard Shaw's
Movietone monologue. Why? Because his
personality came through, and I like him
now more than I ever did before. Here is
the secret that will make the Talkers suecessful.
The sound adds to the charm of

submit

instance?

Of

bit

of Talker

let

us

Shaw picwas nothing

picture,

as a motion
nor was The

Lion a.nd the Mouse.

We

await the director who can feel and
real picture adding the drama
of sound.
The questions are often asked. "What
about the foreign artists whose English is
not perfect?" and "How about the foreign
sales on pictures that speak English?"

produce a

One seems to answer the other. I do
not see why an elaborate production could
not be made and have two or three players
The expense of
for each important role.
the set is paid for by the English production, then Renee Adoree steps into place
and runs through the action for the French
issue; or Vilma Banky does it for her native
Every proland in her own Hungarian.
ducer knows that against the whole cost of
the production, the stars' salaries are a small
part.
Such films released in the native
tongue in the foreign lands would doubtless bring in more than any silent picture
ever did.
As a matter of fact, if the role was of
a

interesting,

oughly satisfying

work.

may

and the voice seemed

be as near as he was and actually to
come from his mouth. In the case of the
singing of the English football audience,
the sound seemed to come quite properly
as it might have come had the screen been
an open window looking out on to the
Wembley stadium. In the pioneer Vitaphone Lion and the Mouse production the
voices of Buster Collier and May McAvoy
seemed to be nearer than the figures were
to

ANYONE having the players by
poems for
advice— WALTER NEWCOMER, Wouldn't you

publishable

examination and
1674 B'way, N.

ARE

ample,

shown

Movietone
and I'll tell

the

viewed

curiously exciting.
Regarding the real art of the Talkers a
great deal of argument has been produced
by the effort to place the sound. For ex-

search of ST A it
pluded)
will
he

for

add,

about report-

People go just to 'see-and-hear' it. The importance of this wonderful method of reporting has been brought out by the shots
and records made at the conventions. Also
crowds are
of
roars
unintelligible
the

A

tally

their

experimen-

However,

By 'Edwin Howard

events in sound
Both these
as well as photographically.
The
Both are accepted.
ideas are good.
news-reel is a real entertainment feature,

MOST FASCINATING — HIGHEST
PAID OF ALL PROFESSIONS

talk

organiall

you now that Lois
Moran is wonderful
in this new art.

ing

/PICTURES!w

stars

records,

the orchescreated at
is

moment

the

are talked about.

Fox
had

French

girl

in

America

a

little

English would prove very captivating.
at the success of Milt Gross!

broken

Look

The ease with which the photographic
sound recorders can be moved about will
help directors to combine sound with action,
For instance, they can make a sound record
from an auto beside a running horse and
get the yells of the rider as well as the thud

know them better, of the hoofs, if they will.
hear Clara Bow, for
Why surrender the art of motion to the
course you would.
phonograph? Why not combine them?
letting us
like to

SCREEN LAND
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How to have

Lovely,

Lustrous Hair*

>

always/

Does your hair ever seem dull to you
drab, lifeless? Have you not wished for
something that would keep it looking
prettier richer in tone?
The secret lies in proper shampooing
Not just soap-and-water "washings", but
regular use of a shampoo that really
one that was created especially
beautifies
to improve dull hair and add that little
something extra so often lacking.
If you really wish to make your hair bewitchingly lovely just one Golden Glint
Shampoo will show you the way! No other

—

—

—

How

Joe Farnum writes titles.
loo\s
the
picture,
at
then he thin\s of something
clever.
Simple.

He

shampoo, anywhere,like it. Does more than
merely cleanse the hair. There's a youtha beauty specialist's
imparting touch
secret inks formula. Millions use regularly.
At your dealers', or send 25ctoJ.W.Kobi
Company, Dept I, 617 Rainier Ave., Seattle,
Wash. Money back if not delighted.

—

er

STOPS

the

NOSE
SHINE

Fifth

2-49

I

Ave.

more place

We

•Guaranteed.
S,

cubit

than you had
But before we bow to
your tremendous towering knowledge we find that the world we were to
measure you by has changed, too.
Did
it grow more than you or you more than
it?
cannot tell you, as unfortunately
our own dimensions shrank considerably.
read Show Cases; we saw Telling the
World and Porgy (not a picture); we
heard some synchronized phonos and photos
and we confess to a nice low viewpoint.
are low because of the continual
degradation of art.
If we make pictures

A

THE NE20N COMPANY,

a

'Pictures

today

mentality
yesterday.

I

Dept.

You have

hange!
A

dainty comhinavery latest tiling!
tion of shine remover and powder base in
Exquisitely done
a smart little vanity box
Leading stars
in royal purple and gold,
tiny
and beauty salons endorse Nezon.
bit applied with linger stops shine instantly
and keeps it off for hours, At toilet goods
postpaid,
Fully
counters,
or
sent
$1.00.

The

ncorporated,
York.

New

We

We

that

we

talk

we

combine

kill

the

ruin the values of
the art of painting.

TOUCH

A

phantom

of

Ited and you're ready
But
for work or play.
how different ' Phantorn Ited gives joy to

E- S

P JT T I C

V»

I

your

lips,

look

red warmth,

texture.

You

younger,

alive.

creamy

Friends notice.

It's

Make

shad el

and

Hie

;

Send 10c
Size

Ited Lipstick

Philbin's

Phantom
and Marv

"Make-ui

MAKV PH

I

LEI

M

Guide" (Another 10c brinus dainty model Phantom Ited Hougc Compact.)
Dept. 139, Carlyle Laboratories, Inc., 54 Dey St., N. Y.

FOR FIFTY YEARS

Cuticura
Soap and Ointment
have afforded the purest, sweetest and
satisfactory method of caring

most

for the skin

art

is

nil.

circle to

A

symbol

symbolize

God

is
is

and beauty.
true art.
The
scurrying old

art

and

hair.

in talking pictures and soon, too; and
the change will be growth.
If the dialogue
is
stupid now, then play-writers will be
hired to give of their cleverness.
If the
pictures lack action now, skillful directors
will introduce it.
As it always has been,
The art
so it will be in talking pictures.
of pictures will grow to include some of
the beauty of sound and much of its drama,
and will not lose because of the change.

Changes, however, do not come because
First there is man as disof the seasons.
turber.
Such a one is Joseph P. Kennedy,
who is taking into his hands, from weaker
drivers, the reins of power.
He has cracked
the whip
over
Pathe, De Mille, First
National, the Keith chain and R. C. A.;
and his own F. B. O. is gathering speed
At the
to lead the procession, possibly.
Roxy, the other evening, we saw The Hit
of the Show, an F. B. O. picture, and it

and Joe Brown, the leading man, were
good entertainment.
It was not realistic,
nor sordid.
It was gentle with sentiment
carried on the art of
It
and emotion.
entertaining by a good old formula and
If
one at which every cynic can scoff.
this is the artistic attitude of Mr. Kennedy
we heartily compliment him. Good plots,
good players, good directors and let art
Art has a
It will.
take care of itself.
way of cropping out where experienced

dimly-seen shadow of the
as played by Emil Jannings in The
Last Laugh was a symbol of the emotional
reaction and hence cinema art.
In Telling
the World little Anita Page finds a gesture
to express sincere love and beautiful surrender.
It was symbolic.
It is art.
trying,
and,
we
are
people
Change!
Our beloved screen has begun sincere
to squawk and caterwaul to high heaven; imagine, Mr. Kennedy is an inspiring boss.
and art, all art, every art is being dethink it was the great actress Rachel
I
graded.
The uplifting ethereal songs we
have heard through Victor Records are who was once- at a loss what to recite
weighted down by pictures of fat men in and repeated the alphabet in Polish, which
But
the solo numbers
(oh, let's call
them her hearers could not understand.
'Singles!')
The Talkers speak the most such was her art that she made them shake
utterly
commonplace, undramatic, incred- with laughter, chill with horror and weep
The talent that can put emoibly stupid dialogue and the picture has for sorrow.
tion into sounds is about to be crowned in
neither action nor art.

man

beauty your own. Today!
Regular size
l'hantom Ited Lipstick.
Junior 50c.
Send
SI

Vanity

and

attempt this in his Boston Library frieze
but the direction of the source of light
was known to him.)
If we draw accurately, too accurately, we are photographic

A

this

of pictures.
If
painting we
the color and lower
(John S. Sargent did
art

bas-relief

at

—

Change, the inevitable change

will

take

Hollywood.
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Once We
Called Him a
Wkllflower
Now He's the Best
Talker and Most

PopularMan in Town
T COULD

never figure out what
wrong with Jim Begley.
Knowing him intimately I knew he

was

wasn't the dumb-bell that everybody
had him labeled. When alone with
On
me, he was his natural self.
the subject of business, he could sit
for hours and tell me how he would
like to change things in his company's sales policy. And darn good
He could
ideas, they were, too!
He
be witty as the best of them.
could discuss politics in a very
logical

way.

company.

for his

But
home

was not

it

until

we were driving

that he unfolded the most amazing story of all; the explanation of his
change from a shy, self-conscious wallflower to a dominating personality.
He
told how a remarkable new home study

training had enabled him to overcome
timidness, and stage fright
taught him
;

how

become an interesting, forceful
and how it has shown him a
cut to advancement in business,
popularity, and real success.

to

speaker;
short
social

my tip, Bill, and do what I
he said.
"There is no magic, no
no mystery about becoming a powerful and convincing talker
a brilliant,
easy, fluent conversationalist.
You, too,
can conquer stage fright, self-consciousness, and bashfulness, and win advance"Take

How he'd close up
But, oh boy!
when in a business conference or
And
when talking to strangers!
socially
what a dud he was! He'd
sit back like a clam, trying to make
himself as inconspicuous as possible.
And one night there occurred
an incident that crushed his pride.

—

A

ventures as a doughboy in France. Later
told us about his wonderful position
and how he expected to leave for Europe
in a few days as a market investigator

lie

girl w hom I knew Jim admired
came up to me and said: "Say,
why don't you leave that wallflower
home ? He doesn't contribute any-

—

r

did,"

trick,

—

ment in
ing and

salary, popularity, social standreal success.
Through this amaz-

ing new training you can quickly shape
yourself into an outstanding influential
speaker, able to dominate one man or
thousands."

In

20 Minutes a Day

1

thing to

the fun."

Luckily for Jim, he was standing
close by and overheard every word.
When the party broke up, Jim had
vanished. I called him up next day
but the operator told me he had
quit his job.
I tried to locate him
but was unsuccessful, so I soon

dropped him from

A

my

mind.

Chance Encounter

One night about a year later I heard
one calling me from a passing
lo
automobile.
I
turned around and
and behold
Sitting at the
Here's Jim.
wheel of a snappy red sport coupe,
dressed like a fashion plate and looking
some

—

1

like

a

million

Observing

dollars.

my

astonishment, he winked and said hastily
"All questions answered
Bill.
later,
Meanwhile, let's dine at my club.
I've
?ot to address the House Committee."

—

During the
but marvel

at

Gone was the

eve ning I couldn't help
the change in the man.
old

air

diffidence
the lion of

of

and

bashfulness.
He was
the
party
every
min ute.
He completely
dominated the con versation.
Once he'd
send us into pales o) laughter in relating
a frmny experience he had with an Irish
janitor.
Next we breathlessly followed
him through a d escription of his ad-

This new method is so delightfully
simple and easy that you cannot fail to
progress rapidly
Right from the start
1

you

find that it is becoming easier
express yourself.
to
Thousands have
proved that by spending only 20 minutes
a day in the privacy of their own homes
they can acquire the ability to speak so
easily and quickly that they are amazed
at the great improvement in themselves.
will

What 20 Minutes
to

How

Booklet

How

—

NOW.

INSTITUTE
Michigan

Ave.

How

Chicago, Illinois

6326

make

to
tell
stori es
to
write

Will

Show You

How

to enlarge your vocabulary
How to develop seif-confidenco
H o w to acq u re a winning
personality
How to strengthen your willi

a

political

power

entertaining

H ow
better

letters

to

any

be the
situation

m aster

of

Now Sent
FREE
NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE,
3601 Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, Illinois.

Dept.

6326,

Please send me FREE and without obligation my
copy of your inspiring booklet, Hon: to Work Wonders
with Words, and full information regarding your
Course in Effective Speaking.

Address

Dept.

toasts
to

speech

NORTH AMERICAN
3601

Day

to
address
business
meetings
How to propose and respond

Send for This Amazing
This new method of training is fully
described in a very interesting and informative booklet which is now being
sent to everyone mailing the coupon
below.
This booklet is called, How to
Work Wonders with Words. In it you
are told how this new easy method will
enable you to conquer stage fright, selfconsciousness, timidity, bashfulness and
fear.
You are told how you can bring
out and develop your priceless "hidden
knack" which can win for you advancement in position and salary, popularity, social standing, power, and real
success.
You can obtain your copy absolutely
free
by sending the coupon

a

How

City

EENLAND
HONOR
PAGE

C[

Vitaphone, the
pioneer of the

Tal\ers, also presents first
Barry-more s audxble art.

C[

One

the

great

figures of the

Amer-

0/

—

ican stage
great in
heritage and great in

accomplishment.

Lionel
"n^irst the machine,

F

then Lindbergh.
Barrymore!

^Barrymore
and then the god.
First

the

talking

First the
film,

and

airplane,

then

and

Lionel

He alone, of all the actors who have tried to make Talkers,
has realized their possibilities. Never once in The Lion and the Mouse
could a printed title have taken the place of Barrymore's pregnant
speech.

His

lines are

no longer

just words.

of his voice the hissing snakes of hatred

They become by

and the

the magic

cajoling purrings of

hypocrisy.

Talking Pictures were not an Art until Lionel Barrymore made
them so.

The man who

has overnight become the wonder of Hollywood.

13

CTING <lAU

Over
An

'Editorial

by

ELIOT KEEN

ND

it

really doesn't

mean

a thing!

one of the greatest actresses (never well
managed in America), has that strange talent for
Pola,

acting which suggests to you the word 'sincerity.'
She can imagine an emotion and then let go, and presto, you'd
think it was actually the heart of Pola Negri that was being
trampled and torn.
William Haines, always merry and bright around the studio,
can very quickly drop into the mood of a character, any mood,
any character, any time.
This sincerity which is so hollow is an admirable thing, and
makes for success in life. Colleges should train their young
even as Hollywood.
It is simply the art of not being self'
conscious.
have seen men who were trying to tell the
truth look like knaves and liars; and it has been our pleasure
to see good storytellers choke up on a tale which they knew

[

We

was

(KPola

Negri,

Woman

in

The

from Moscow.'

Her defenses shattered,
she supplicates with
body, mind and heart,
a symphony of entreaty.

14

i

fiction.

Give us the noble gesture! Believe in something, and flaunt
Full pocket-books are carried by
the banner of enthusiasm.
those who carry conviction.
If you worry enough about it
you can believe that the stuff you sell or the song you sing is
But we wouldn't if we were
not quite a bit of perfection.
You can only think one thought at a time, and while it
you.
may be intelligent to know that every statue has its shadow, if
you know what we mean, it is better to put in your time thinking of the remarkable and commendable qualities of your goods.
And when you reach this belief you will find yourself happier,
your neighbor will have more respect for you, and you will be
more like Pola which is reward enough for anyone!

—

THE

Heme

Sva Von
(\A happy

PICTURE GIRL

Newest

beauty

far from home.

a homedress Eva
arrives in 7^[ew
C[

In

made

Tor\.
efore the cam-

era

Eva Von

Berne

justifies

"N^orma Shearer's
discernment.

occupation and was diligently studying for the examinaMay, which would enable her to secure
She never took those examinations.
a license to teach.
Norma Shearer, vacationing with her husband, Irving
Thalberg, a Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer studio executive, in
Europe, was attracted by a photograph of Eva which she
came across in a dance magazine while waiting for her
husband in the ante-room of a Viennese restaurant. Miss
Von Berne's picture had been published as one of a group
of pupils, but so greatly impressed was Norma Shearer by
the beauty of the young girl, her graceful posture and
quaint, enigmatic smile that she showed the magazine to
Mr. Thalberg. He was immediately enthusiastic,
and asked the Vienna representative of his company
to look up the pretty girl and arrange for a screen
test.
Even as he gave orders
(Cont. on page 99)

tions to be held in

Former

soldiers

of Austria,
extras,

at

va

^

Von Berne

is

the

European importations.

Los Angeles.

newest and
Eva,

now

meet her

living

loveliest

in

a

of

little

suburb of Vienna, the daughter of a war-impover'
army officer, never dreamed that she would
ever be a motion picture star. Forced to work, she
had chosen the teaching of aesthetic dancing as her
ished

flow
T>OES
Ex
APPEAL
<\Will the Mating
Call re-echo
through our

and

theatres
Seductive

Mur-

murs

be

heard

all the

way from

By Del/gb

Hollywood?

"Hat are the wild sound
waves saying? Spanky,
spanky!

Whoever
tions speak louder than

a

great,

knew

all

that

ac-

words was

just

said

bully.
You thought you
your favorite movie star's lines

big

and here she

is

pulling a fast

new

one.

Yoo

hoo! Here's shouting at you.
'Say it with flowers' is a pretty figure
of speech for Mothers' Day but it isn't
what you'd call practical on other occasions.
man may look at a girl That
•»Vay and hand her a sheaf of sweet peas
and make her feel good; but a few
welbchosen words, such as 'Name the
day' or 'What do you say we get
tender look
spliced?' sound better.
may tell volumes but maybe the girl has
In that case she craves some
a book.
Silence may be
thing more substantial.
golden, but a little gold band

A

A

is

better.

All the sweet glances
16

m

the

C[

Until John Barrymore plays a
love scene for the 'Talkers,
they will have to worry along
experimentally.

were never so potent as a
couple of words and a little music.
The banjo Romeos used to waft the
wails of 'Sweet Adeline' upon the
night air and get a great kick out

world

A
(f

'Glorious Betsy' gave Conrad
J^agel his chance and Dolores
Costello.
'M-yyy Swe-ee-t'
heart,' he cried in a gruff voice.

the

Even a blind man would have \nown
that May McAvoy and Buster Collier
were
of 'The Lion and the Mouse'
be

plighting.

much happier

— no

sibly the censors.

it

— usually from some old

shoes.

The

ukulele laddie of

a later generation sends the strains of 'Get

Under

the

Moon' up

Out and Get

to curie's boudoir casement.

After all, there's nothing like 'O sole mio!' sung in the
moonlight by a romantic swain to an equally romantic
maiden hanging out an upper window you're darned
right there's nothing like it, and nothing like the cold in
the head the morning after.
But can't you imagine our excitement when Ramon
Novarro and his Spanish harp stage a movie serenade
scene to Marceline Day or Renee Adoree up there on her
balcony, underneath the moon?

—

and
will

when

have to

—except

stuff their ears

pos-

with

the love scenes or the fight

John Gilbert and Greta Garbo never left
much to the imagination as it was. And now
John
will gasp T love you' and Greta will look at him through
those half-closed languorous eyes of hers and for once in
her life she will have to say 'Yes.'

scenes
of

will

Movies

and everybody

inhibitions or anything

cotton or chewing- gum

come

difference.

will be getting freer
easier,

They

movie lover

used to have to
Now
sneak up.
he can speak up, or tune
up. You will soon notice

on.

—

!

Victor McLaglen was never what you call suppressed
What Price Glory? His fight scenes in the
Two he-men, pounding and
future will be hot stuff.
pummeling and panting with dialogue to match.
especially in

—

"You

dirty

"You're a

you I"
yourself!"

you so-and-so-and-so
(Words snipped by censors.)

"Is that so,

—

,

you!I"

(Cont.

011

page 100)
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MARIE PREVOSTS
Gift Offer
Q To

be

of the

given

to

the writer

best solution

to

her

perplexity.

C[

How'd you
this

win

to

li\e

combina'

beautiful

—andtrimmed
tion,

with lace

silver-cloth

the

mules and a
yellow garters?

T

pair

of

Um'm-m!

-n^here
give

is

a

you the

homely old saying,
her back."

shirt off

and

presses generosity limitless

"She'd
It ex-

beautiful.

Marie Prevost has such a reputation for
and so Screenland's Beggar sought her
out and asked if she would like to offer a pri?e

giving,

many fans who enjoy help'
ing the stars with letters of suggestions.
"Do the fans really tell the stars what they
think?" asked Marie.
in a contest for the

The Beggar assured her that telling stars where
they get on and off has ever been the prerogative
of gallery gods and picture fans
"Well," said Miss Prevost, "there's something
that I really want to know and if I could only
round up

Marie,

wearing

combination of

the

birds'-

eye blue cr ep e- deholds up for
chine,

approval the
georgette negligee.
your

C[

Marie with her
hair blonde in
'The Racket.'

Keep your eyes on
combination!

the

my

fan

friends

appreciate the chance
smilingly added: "All

very
I

and ask them

I'd

And

she

much

want

to

"

do

is

to please

them."

The Beggar could guarantee that she would
have her question answered, and now you must
do your share.
Here's her question

Marie Prevost wants to know
her best blonde or brunette?

if

you

like

"What
and

shall I give for a prize?" asked

Marie,

was decided that if she would pose
in it, some lingerie would be perfect
Because
the people who didn't win would still get a kick
finally

it

out of the photographs.

The best letter will receive the prise consisting
of one birds'-eye blue crepe-de-chine combination,
one georgette negligee, one crepe-de-chine nightie
(not pictured), one pair silver-cloth mules, and
one pair of yellow

garters.

Each piece of lingerie is
trimmed with beautiful lace.
The 'undies' were purchased
by Marie herself, and you
can be very sure they are
beautiful

or

Marie would

never have been willing to
pose in them.

Address: Marie Prevost
Screenland Contest Dept.
49 West 45th Street
New York City
Contest
C[

closes

The
Marie
very

September

blonde

10,

Graceful and beautifully

formed

Marie

Prevost posing in the
prize

lingerie

which

be

sent to the
writer of the best
letter. The mules are
included, and they
have a \ic\.
will

1928

ma\es
and yet

hair

different,

doesn't it
don't you thin\ so?
Slip her the best answer
and annex the slip!

— or

attractive,

19

hat

the

Stars

(\If you were in the buggy business, what would you think
of Henry Ford? If you were an actor in the silent drama,

what would you think of Talking Pictures? The Hollywood stars feel keenly about it.
Here are their opinions.

T

*n|Here

excitement in Hollywood! There's a quesis crying for an answer.
what
It is:
about the Talkers? Will all the companies make
talking pictures?
Are they here to stay? If so,
which stars will be able to stand the supreme test of peris

tion that

sonality and art by facing a microphone and a camera at
the same time?
It is a big problem, and Hollywood is
tackling it in Hollywood's usual vital way.
Sound films

have the movie colony on its ear. The actors with trained
voices are commiserating with those whose silence is
golden.
Playwrights who have become scenario writers
are dusting off the old text books for dramatists.
Title-

hammers

Nightly in Hollywood the talk turns to Talkers. Tune in!
Take Ramon Novarro, for instance. He isn't worrying.
In spite of his Mexican accent Ramon will find new happiness
20

On the other hand, director Monta Bell can't see the
spoken films except for short subjects. His latest picture,
The Bellamy Trial, presented peculiar problems which
spoken sequences might have solved. The author told her
story by means of the testimony of tne witnesses in a
When the book was made into a movie, this
court-room.
testimony had to be shown in action. Bell preferred to do
it that way to using the new device of synchronized sound.
The famous

wondering what's

next.
At various studios
are swinging, making new soundproof stages for talking movies.
At the Metro-Goldwyn
Studio, for instance, Stages 1 and 2 have already been
torn down to make way for the new process.

writers are
carpenters'

charming tenor voice, with which he has already won sucon the concert stage and on phonograph records. He
welcomes the Talkers.
cess

and a new

forte

in

talking

pictures.

He

has a

director of

Man, Woman, and

Sin and many other films, brought years of
experience as a newspaper editor and writer
to

motion pictures.

By Monta

WHEN

Bell

every motion picture is accompanied by sound,
then it will no longer be a motion picture, and a
definite art will be discarded.
One can stand the sound

—

THINK

about

diking

of the voices for a few minutes but not for an hour and
The short subjects the two-reelers have been
marvelous.
Talking news-reels are perfect, one hundred

—

—

a half.

percent more interesting than the silent news event, but
an entire picture- never! The public will not listen that
long.
I might have used talkies to good effect in one
sequence in The Bellamy Trial, when the attorneys sum
up the evidence and make their final speeches to the jury.
That might have been effective. It would have lasted but
a few minutes, but to have done it for the whole picture
would have been absurd.

—

Of course there will be a temporary artistic set-back,
but that will soon be overcome. In the early days of the
moving pictures the spectators were amused by the
that the pictures moved.
We were thrilled that a
is

The hero

of Tenderloin and Glorious Betsy
to be the first movie actor to
use his voice, for he has the degree of bachelor
of oratory and began his career on the stage.

there.

—o

who always Gets her Man' is one
most vivid successes of the silent drama.
She stepped from a Brooklyn high-school to
'The Girl

the screen.

By Clara Bow

~Nagel

be for many months.
Now it is curiosity that
draws people to the theatres. They're interested in hearing
how their favorite stars sound. They've seen our pictures
in every angle.
They know all about our home life and
the way we think and what we eat for breakfast, but
they haven't heard our voices and the novelty of that
brings them to the theatres.
But there's more than that.
One must have vision to see what is going to develop from
the talkies.

is

of the

love them.

talking picture has not yet been perfected nor will

it

girl

Now

recent news-reel the seagulls' call got a hand.
But this state of affairs will not last. The artist has
always been able to surmount mechanics. Any technique
is mechanical, yet it becomes insignificant when the artist
We're pioneering with this medium, of course,
steps in.

Was well equipped

THE

fact

The audience
the mechanics are interested.
At a
intrigued by the fact that the pictures speak.

waved.

but the stuff

By Conrad

^Pictures

I

have seen and heard every talking

pic-

I

ture that has been released in Hollywood.
I can hardly
wait until I get a role in one.
There will be a number
of us who will have to take lessons in voice placement, but
it

a

will be something new and worthwhile
new and worthwhile art. It is rather

to

conquer for

difficult

—

to

say

whether all future pictures will be talking films that re'
mains to be seen; but I do think the use of sound effects
in all films will be adopted, for they add suspense and
realism to any production.
21

1

SCREENLAND
The great European actor first won fame on
the stage in productions staged by Max Reinhardt before going into pictures.

movies and started

it

than ten years ago in Berlin,

I

was convinced

and spoken
conviction was caused by

that the combination of motion pictures

My

drama was one of power.

the clever usage of film for scenes of spectacle in the very
midst of a spoken drama, an innovation that is seldom

adopted outside of Germany.
scenes, etc., a screen curtain

drama would evolve

For

mob

scenes, ballroom

was quietly dropped and the

When

on the screen.

itself

the scene

me

took

secret.

MORE

with The Jazz Singer.

By Al Jolson

Why

By Emit farmings

it all,

I

perfectly at ease
liked the stage.

so long to get into the movies,

was

afraid of the camera.

when

I

could use

my

voice

I

—

is

always

that's

no
felt

why

I

But the thought of going through motions
silently frightened me
I still don't know why.
I tried
it once and found that as soon as the camera started to
grind, I lost a hold on myself.
I felt ever so far away
from my audience because they couldn't hear me.
The Vitaphone has eliminated all that for me and now
when I stand before the camera and know that my voice

—

—

€[-Here is a sound wave photographed. It
loo\s something li\e a streaky of lightning
stri\ing

Hollywood.

was completed the screen disappeared and the stage became
the center of the spoken drama.
They synchronized perfectly, one did not feel that the action was fantastic or
unconvincing.
Talking pictures are but a step beyond
upward, I should say. Talking pictures should be
the means of bringing to the public some of the finest
acting the world can offer today.
a step

A

youthful pioneer, she has kept up with the
changing times of the cinema and has often lead
the way.

By Norma Talmadge

THE
as

talking picture

we know

as such a

power

it

is

a

today.

It

welcome innovation.

at the box-office,

it

will

silent

changes in photoplay construction. The crudities that are
now being criticized will naturally disappear as the various
sound devices are perfected. While I do not believe that
all motion pictures should be projected in this new form,
the addition of the sound device will add realism to

any

production.
Like everything else in the world, this new device must
proceed by the 'trial and error' method.
No one can

prophecy the ultimate effect talking pictures
have on the older form. Time alone can tell.
definitely

One

may

of the greatest box-office attractions in
America, he brought his famous voice to the
22

people in his audience, he is discouraged before he begins.
But when there are millions, well, that's a different thing.

—

o

The beautiful lady from Mexico stepped from
society to the screen and found fame within
a year.

By

AFTER

drama
is a distinct novelty, and
In addition to its drawing
undoubtedly work radical

development of the

I feel that I am on the stage, with not a
few hundred people hearing me, but a few million. And
If he sees a few
to an actor that is the greatest incentive.

can be heard,

'Dolores del Rio

years of struggle there has been founded a form

of entertainment called the silent drama, which is
now perfected to a point that laughter, tears, comedy, and
drama are produced. This was entirely apart from the
when the voice is injected it destroys
speaking stage.

Now

the realism of the pictures and no instrument can ever
Again,
register the voice in its absolute natural condition.
how can talking pictures be released in the various foreign
In
countries without making them in separate language?
my opinion talking pictures will never supplant the silent

drama but
ily, as do
there

is

as a novelty will be
all

still

bound

to interest temporar-

Personally,
good or bad.
improvement to be made in

novelties,
sufficient

drama without going

I

feel

silent

into the talking pictures angle.

Ronald Colman's experience as an actor on
the English stage and later on Broadway qualified him for his place in the Kleigs.

By Ronald Qolman
I

AM

inclined to think that the final result of

talking pictures will be their use as an inci'

dental dramatic device in films the major por'
which wall be made according to silent
drama technique. Right now the public are

tion of

interested in the novelty of all-talking pictures
but whether they will enjoy them so much
when the novelty is worn off is a question which
certainly I don't feel I can decide.
So many
wonderful things have happened in this century
that it is quite possible the complete talkies
may some day dominate the field.
present
opinion is that they will not.
will have
a certain proportion of all talking pictures made
from stories peculiarly adapted to the all-talkie
form but I think they will remain a comparatively small fraction of the whole film output.
The question of musical accompaniment and
sound effects is another matter.
I think this
phase has been developed to perfection and
the development will help materially every picture being made.
Perhaps my views on this whole subject are

My

We

—

best

illustrated

by

my

(Con. on page 81)

Anita Page as\s and President
R. B. Von Kleinsmid and Dean

Ray K. Immel

of the Univerof Southern California
explain the sound record. The
sound vibrations of your voice
microphone diastri\e
the
sity

phragm and cause an
current

to

oscillate

electric

and

to

vibrate a tiny mirror.

The photo

i-a

your,

hand

is

record of diaphragm motions hence a record of your
The higher partials
voice.
which ma\e the voice rich and
beautiful are the little jogs in
the bigger wave.
Caruso had
40 frequencies or partials in
the

his voice.
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Hollywood

PARTY
—

(£

Ethel

////

the sun comes

up

]ac\son

photographed at
the Chinatown
party beside the
wise old gilded

Buddha

who

is

breaking into the
movies.

\
'J

ling merely
an immigra-

j\ tion

party,"

remarked Patsy, "I don't suppose that there will
be any Russian Dukes or Italian Counts
or such, but I'll
just bet that immigration or no immigration
complex to
the party, there will be a

p

...

lot

of aristocrats of the stage

Fatsy was talking about the Immigration Party to which
24

we were

proceeding. It was being given by Robert Edeson,
home, and was sure to be just heaps of fun, espedally as Mrs. Edeson is one of the sweetest hostesses in
Hollywood.
The Edeson home is on Pinehurst Road, on a hillside,
and the street winds with charming irregularity underneath
at his

s

Nights

By
Grace
Kings ley

ovet
Gertrude Olmsted
and Grant Withers.
This is really a movie

G ertrude'

'still.

beauty, however, is
not the sort that is
behind in the
left
studios
and here's

how

she

really

loo\ed.

"I'm supposed to
have come from the
lost Island of Atlantis,
and this is
the

Western

Cos-

tume Company's
of what they
wore," Miss Jensen
idea

laughingly assured
us. "I should really
call myself Freedom
of the Knees."
Edmund Breese
was simply resplendent as a Scotch
Highlander. He had
(Cont.

on page 96)

ancient pepper, eucalyptus and oak trees that nearly hide the houses. But
from Bob Edeson's big front windows the light gleamed cheerfully forth.
found our host clad as the skipper of the ship, and his wife was
made up as a South American Senora, which she is.
The house is built in a fascinating manner with all the floors on different and receding levels, so that, from the large living-room below, you
ascend by a few steps to another living-room just back of it and higher
up.
You can look right down through a grille, over a sort of balustrade,
into the living-room below.
There is a wide fireplace in the upper livingroom, with many vast chairs and sofas, and the bedrooms are on still a

We

third level,

above, farther back.

Up

there

is

Bob Edeson's

studio, too,

where he paints when he isn't working in pictures.
found Julia Dean and Eulalie Jensen there already, Miss Dean
wearing a bright costume, kerchief, boots, wide skirts and all, and when
we asked her what naf'on she was supposed to have immigrated from, she
said she thought the Baltic States would about cover it!
Eulalie Jensen wore rather a surprising costume, beginning as an evening
dress around the neck and bodice and running off into wide Turkish trousers
at the bottom.
Being made of beaded pink georgette it had the effect of
evening dress if you didn't observe the trousers.

We

<Qi

Richard Barthelmess brought
his

and

new and
critic.

beautiful

pal

Pity a
QMany

^oor

have given a
Thought and Kept a Dollar
for the Morrow.

DROP

five

last

was

—
when

Players

windowwasher

it

ends.

only-

who

a devilled-egg stuffer in a cafeteria, the result

ridiculous or tragic

colorful

who

in the Crystal Palace or a girl

thousand dollars a week into the lap of a fellow

year was a

We

exploitation

—ridiculous

while the

money

likely to

is

be

and tragic
Movieland and their
lasts,

have had a few such spectacles in
has caused a jealous citizenry to snort indignantly:

"Bah, the movies!"
This phenomenon, however,
golden garter buckles if any.

not peculiar to the land of silver screens and
Every year the Chicago stock-market, Texas
oil fields or Boostburg's real estate are blowing human
bubbles that start right in to prove the old axiom of
Yet nobody says: "Bah, oil!"
a fool and his money.

—

is

or "Isn't that just like a business

man!"

the tales of Hollywood spending are jokes
compared to the capers of social headliners throughout
I have yet to hear of a 'monkey dinner'
the country.
Nor have any of our silliest spenders
in Movieland.
with the guests
ever given an 'equestrian banquet,
I know of
arriving in the ball room on horse-back.

After

<C Leatrice Joy wor\s when
she wishes. She has her
home, her baby, and
money in the han\.

all,

1

no 'movie maggots' who own racing stables, internationally known diamonds or million dollar steam yachts.
On the other hand, I'll bet there is more downright
thrift to be found among the successful stars and
executives of Movieland than in any similar group in
•

(\Douglas MacLean has
a secure popularity

—

and other

securities.

the world.
Hills,

for

Take

my own

instance,

successful filmers live.

Screenland

this little

big
tried

(£

—

Those old wolves hunger, poverty and unhappiness
howl outside

—

many
home.
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a

Hollywood

acacia
to

tree

think

of

town, Beverly

where most of the

As

I

sat writing

piece under the

our back garden

who among my

I

friends

ORKING
By Rob Wagner
and

neighbors

could

be

classed

as

extravagant

spenders.

There's Mildred and Harold Lloyd, for example.
in the hills of Benedict Canyon they are building a beautiful home adequate to their needs but
without the slightest effort to impress.
I was up
there one day
weeks after the ground had been
broken.
"What's the delay?" I asked. "It's the
architect, Bob," replied Harold.
"I don't
know whether they thought I was a show
off but I've made them cut their plans
right in two.
I don't want a hotel; I want
a home!"
Farther up on a higher hill Fred Thompson and his very successful wife, Frances
Marion, have built a beautiful home which
has become the playground of all the young
people in the neighborhood, and with an
upkeep as nothing compared to their joint
incomes.
Douglas MacLean, enjoying one of the
seems
salaries
in
Movieland,
biggest
utterly contented in a house over on

Up

mm

—

Canyon Drive
I

twenty

over

that
cost

didn't

bet

thou-

sand

dollars,

that

would not
the

tract

(Cont.

and
at-

slightest

on page

94)

I

C[

\

t

Beautiful Leatrice
joy is secure from
the pac\ of worbehind the
ries
built
she
fe?ice
herself.
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GHANEY

<C

One

of

Chaney's
most

^he

adroit
rna\e-ups.

a^a^U

^Jr^A
H As
28

in

'The Unknown.'

principal difference be-

tween those who are behind
prison bars and we who
are not is this
we just happened to get on the
different sides of a sort of moral fence."
,
at a P0t
,° f S rease 'P aint in which he was mixing a new color,
gauged the blend with one eye closed, and
added a few drops of a bright green liquid
bS
Y° rk tri P' in his dressin S ro ° ms at the Mefro-GoldwynS
k ™Z U P for hls
as the sinister 'white voodoo' in West of
¥aZLr
ri
A studied humanity
Zanzibar
Chaney Ihad
at first hand, in the Tombs, the Night Court
and

I

,

N
™ ™T

—

w

the

CRIMINALS whm

he

Welfare

Island, and had stored away innumerable characters, for
further reference, in the cross-index of his brain.
Also, he had
stored away a few more ideas to add to his already well-grounded

notion of prison reform, which is one of his hobbies.
"Human nature," he continued, as he stirred his make-up, "is a
good deal like this pot of grease-paint.
can add a little blue,
and turn it to purple, or a little yellow, and turn it to orange we
could add black and make it perfectly dark if we wanted to but,
after all, it would still be the same thing
grease-

We

paint.

And

—
—

—

guess this
they finally

I

is

the principal rule they'll

follow when
make prison reform something practical!"
j-j
"t \
i_
-xt
i •>«
t
I asked
Just what did you see in New York?
him.
on page
x.

i

i

<(

Chancy never

forgets that the most
horrible o\> his char-

acUrs

human

fa

alway$

a

being.
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(J

When

the Stars

Explore Broad-

way They

Forget

Hollyivood Blvd.

By Anne Bye
a few days, but that was
enough. If they had stayed longer
there might have been an alarming
exodus of New Yorkers to the wild
and woolly places at least by the
feminine population.
Gary and

stayed

—

Lane work in pictures for a living.
But they are not movie actors. They
are men.
Both blond and blue-eyed; both
about six feet four; both handsome.
what's even more exciting,
both nice, honest, modest boys.
Gary is already a star, and Lane
is on his way to stardom, and trav
elling light and fast; but there are
no signs of stardom about either.
They were both born in Montana,
and rode the range. They started
on the 'screen as cowboys but they

And,

C[

-yEW

Yorkers,

in case you haven't heard, are all
too prone to say that reporters of the wild open
spaces, like Harold Bell Wright, are all wrong.
Westerners are supposed by effete easterners to
be hicks from the hinterland who had better stay where they
belong.
But
York has changed its mind.
Harold

New

Wright. Those big he-men he writes about are
Nature's noblemen, and no mistake.
Ever since Gary Cooper and Lane Chandler landed in
town, New York has gone western. These two boys only
Bell

30

is

all

Lane Chandler and
Gary Cooper came
to loo\ over
our
s\yline
and ap
most overloo\ed it

—

entirely.

C[

How

a

famous

char acter

actor

minus ma\e
up
meet Ray
mond Hatton on

loo\s

—

vacation.

r

—

EW
York

were

good the company promoted them to bigger and better things
From the saddle to Louis Quince love-seat; or, from range to
drawing-room. And how do the boys like it? Well, they want to make
good.
They work hard and are in earnest. But once in a while they
admit they get fed up with movie acting and would like to chuck it all
and go back home to Montana. But they never do and they never will,
except for vacations; for pictures have really 'got' them.
Cooper and Chandler play brothers in The First Kiss, which they came
east
to Maryland
to make. Gary is the hero, opposite Fay Wray. Lane
plays a bad boy who later reforms and becomes a minister.
Chandler, by
the way, is in luck with the talkers coming in.
He has a splendid voice.
He used to sing in a small way, he says; but you cannot imagine him
doing anything in a small way.
From his size to his sense of humor
he is big.
so

if possible.

—

—

Why not include a little Scandinavian? Take a long look at Greta
Nissen and try to think up just one good reason why she should not be
included.
You'll fail to understand why she has never been on that short
and select list of famous foreign favorites Greta Garbo, and Vilma, and
Olga, and Pola, and Camilla. Miss Nissen is a Greta of another type, but
she is just as exciting in her own way.
She has rare charm. She should
be one of the leading lights of Hollywood and instead she is rehearsing
Hollywood needs girls like Greta not that Broadfor a Broadway play.
way doesn't, but why be selfish?
not one of the swanky ones,
I went uptown to see Greta at her hotel
She had said she might be a little late, what
either.
I waited a while.
with rehearsing all day long. As I waited I conjured up a vision of what
Greta would look like. Of course her imported perfume would precede
and of course she would be living in the best suite.
her into the suite
She'd be wearing one of those clinging, slinky negligees, and run her
ringed hand through her hair, and maybe even sip a little champagne
while she toyed with her pearls. Oh, I had it all figured out! And then
She was dressed in a correct
I saw a little girl coming across the lobby.
She wore low-heeled shoes
little dark-blue suit, topped by a saucy tarn.
and no make-up but somehow I knew it was Greta. "I am 20 zorry
to be late," she said in a nice, unaffected voice, with just enough accent
She said she would take me upstairs
to be quaint, "but I was zo bee-zy."
only she just had one room and it was crowded with
(Com. on page 86)

—

—

—

—

fl[

Princess Poh
sailed away with
her

her

prince

to

beloved

Europe.

—
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she

Bosses
the

<\The Story of
Ruth Harriet

STARS

By

Louise.

Catherine Albert

PHOTOGRAPHS BY
HARRIET
LOUISE—OF COURSE.
RUTH

IF

you saw her walking across the lot you'd think that
The girl who snaps
was a star going from one set to the other. She C the stars is pretty
is as pretty as a star but instead of being one of them
enough to be a star
she

she bosses them!
seen Ruth Harriet Louise's name almost as
often as you've seen Greta Garbo's. It is usually printed in
small type under the photographs of MetrcGoldwyn'Mayer
stars.
Ruth is the twenty-one-year-old portrait artist, the

herself.

You have

woman

photographer in the business.
the top of one of the tallest buildings on the
lot is her studio and there she makes the stars look
There she photographs moods
as they really are.

only

On

and there she has learned

to

know

the faces as well

Pringle,

loo\ing regal for

as the personalities of the screen favor-

6

for™ camera

^

Those who work before the movie
camera have an innate dislike of the still
camera but being photographed by Ruth Harriet Louise
is like being photographed by no one else in the world.
In one corner of her bright little studio is a phonoites.

In another corner is a tea set. To photograph a
she uses music and to allow the sitter to rest and
relax she serves tea.
But there is a different technique
required for photographing and handling each star who

graph.

mood

comes to her.
"William Haines

is the most trying subject I have,"
completely upsets my dignity with such
amusing little pranks as setting my focusing cloth on fire
and walking out of the picture just when I am lined up
on him. I try to play lively music for him and he goes
into a big Russian dance and each time I think that the
photographs are going to be terrible and each time they
turn out well because Billy has so much spontaneity and
such a remarkable flair for real acting!
"Every time John Gilbert comes to sit for me he is in
He hates having his picture taken and
a different mood.
sometimes he walks up the steps like a petulant little boy

she said.

€[Joan Crawford
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is one of the girl pho'
tographer's favorite subjects because she

who

responds at once

it

to

atmosphere.

is

"He

has something to do like an arithmetic lesson. Then
job to kid him out of this
{Com. on page 94)

my

The

JMost

^Beautiful

Still

of the

JMonth

FAY WRAY AND GARY COOPER
in

The

First Kiss

And ever the waters flow
And maids to the arms

to the sea
of their lovers."

Anon

CHARLES

FARRELL knows the secret
happiness.
He started in the gutters

of
of

Seventh Heaven and reached a Duke's estate
in The Red Dance.
Photograph by Autrey
5$(Rft"iiHD|

.

Charles

Farrell
of the

BIG

TIME
Pictures
(\

Heaven/

'Seventh

Angel/

'Street

Tazil'

and 'The Red Dance'
have all played in
houses
Broadway.

home

As Eugene,

the

Grand Du\e

of 'The Red Dance.' Charles
Farrell wears the purple picturesquely.

on

'legit/

harles Farrell

<£

left

his

Onset, Massachusetts, four years ago.
friend with a vaudeville troupe interested him in the
sights to be seen with the wandering Thespians, and Farrell developed wanderlust
(the only kind
in

A

—

printable)

The company

finally arrived in

Angeles.
The prospect of
getting $7.50 a day as an extra
appealed to Farrell, then nineteen.
He decided he liked Los Angeles,
the vaudeville troupe moved on,
and the need for bed and board

Los

became plainly imperative. Also,
he was not without hopes of skyrocketing into film success, having
heard and read of such sudden
good fortune.

His experience in seeking and
finding work was no different from

([Dolores del Rio and Charles Farrell

when the Grand Du\e finds love in
the peasant's cottage.

(Continued on page 80)
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(i[

Especially

posed for

SCREENLAND
Mary

C[

The

extra

clever

should have at
evening gown

wardrobe.

by

Philbin.

girl

least

one

in

her

This one

worn by Miss Philbin
made of apricot satin

is

with
with

bow
and

ruffles of net edged
silver.
The ribbon

of

is

green

satin

so are the slippers.

;

G[

For garden-party scenes,
Mary suggests a costume
this.
The dress is
of royal blue satin and
net.
with
touches of

li\e

embroidery done

by

hand and

a large bow
of deep rose fastened at
the
waist.
The large
blue hat has matching
flowers.

<C

When

the extra girl re*
ceives a 'call' for a smart

luncheon sequence, she
should be ready to step
out,
in

li\e

a

metal

PHOTOGRAPHS BY
FREULICH
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Mary

s\irt

of

cloth,

Philbin,

plaited

topped

with a blouse of blac\
with
crepe trimmed
bands of metal braid
in gold and colors.

WARDROBE

shows the

of an

EXTRA
GIRL
Q You

Need More Than

Youth and Beauty to
Break into Pictures.

A

Well-Chosen

Ward-

robe is Essential,

NY

Too.

who

hopes to make her
pic
ture studios must have the

girl

way

into the motion

C[

trimmed with fur
i

Philbin that her
own experience, in the days before
stardom came, would be valuable to
girls

of

just stepping

the

ladder.

on the

Mary

is

first

indispensable,

s

ac

Mary

occurred to

street scenes,

cloth coat

a

right clothes, for usually
the extra girl must furnish her own.
It

For

c

or ding
to
Philbin.

Mary

Hat and shoes
should be simple
and the bag to
complete the ensemble as tailored

rung

practical.

She knows that extra girls must count
She also knows clothes
and how to wear them.
So after

as possible.

their pennies.

thinking

it over she decided that five
costumes would solve the problem and
answer the needs of the girl who is
starting out in pictures.
Whether you are an aspirant

4&jfj

/'

m

to screen honors, or a girl in

the business world, or even

you stay

at

time to make your

you
bin's

if

home and have

own

clothes,

by Mary Philown little style show!

will profit

A

period costume

is

a good suggestion

extra girl who
believes in
for the
'Preparedness.' There is a great demand
for girls who own crinolines. This dress
Mary Philbin's choice of simple
is
print, inexpensive but pretty.

—
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NEW

A

FEATURE

that you

will

On

"Off

Location
Q The

Picture Companies

and

Camped

e(

On Location" Come Out and

Screenland's Location

my

Their

Play.

Helen Ludtam

Bj/

-n^ing-A'LING'A-LING! went

55

on Mountain, Desert,

Seashore Live Lives of Artistic Freedom.

Personalities

T

LIKE

Lady

telephone at the Hollywood Plaza

'Gosh darn it/ I muttered wearily struggling out of bed
to answer it, for I had spent the previous day in the ocean with
Patsy Ruth Miller, and what the Pacific waves can't do to a
swimmer out of practice is nobody's business.
"How would you like to go to the Sherwood Forest location today?"
Hotel.

asked a brisk, cheerful voice that

I

recognized as Barrett Kiesling's, direc-

Samuel Goldwyn.
In a moment my weariness was forgotten, for if there is one thing
that appeals to me more than another it is to trail a company location.
tor of

It is

publicity for

just great fun.

"When

do

"Fine.

Til pick

we

start?

I

can be ready in half an hour."

Vilma Ban\y,

now

you up then."

Getting to location isn't always so good but this was
a gorgeous fiftymile drive along
the road to San Francisco, through
orange groves and the largest
walnut grove in the world so the

a

star

The
Awakening.'

—

sign said,

and by the look of the

wouldn't be at all surthey spoke the truth.
spun along at forty-five an
hour and in good time arrived at
Sherwood Forest where the chuck
wagon had been stationed for a
week or ten days ministering to
the wants of The Awakening
company. This picture is of especial interest because it is Vilma
Banky's first since her professional
parting
with
Ronald Colman.
Walter Byron, a young English
actor, is Ronald's lucky successor
and Victor Fleming is the director.
They were in the midst of a
grove

I

prised

if

We

when we

arrived so we stood
The story is laid
Alsace-Lorraine
about
the

scene

watching them.
in

—

war but it isn't
war picture.
This particular
scene had to do with a haunted
house, and there it was, shabby
thatched roof: broken windows;
period of the late

a

sagging doors; a wilderness for a
40

G[

Vilma Ban\y' s wedding anniversary

in Sherwood Forest, with "Walter Byron,
her leading man, Louis W/olheim behind Vilma's hand, and Helen Ludlam
next.
Across the table are, at left. Director Victor Fleming and William
K. Howard, a visiting director, behind him.
Rod La Rocque was on
another location and couldn't come.

his company to Catalina
ma\e 'The Divine Lady' with, many a

G_Fran\ Lloyd too\
to

broadside.

C Corinne

Grif-

and Victor Varconi as
Lord l^elson
fith

and Lady
Hamilton

The

i

n

Divine

Lady."

of wedlock, and in that

and

that

it

was found

society

who poured

to

to

all

keep

little

village

out, she

was

when

a girl did

so ostracized

by

pitch over her door as a warning
away.
It was a cruel custom and

many tragedies. In this case the girl,
laughed at by the man she would have died to save
from pain, scorned by the villagers and spurned by
her parents, found nothing but
death facing her. Since then the
house
(Con. on page 78)
resulted

in

garden, and a straggling,

broken fence with a gate
half off

hinges. It had
some black sub-

its

traces of

stance

sticking

Vilma,

who

loveliness hasn't

on the screen to

was dressed

to

for

it.

sheer

an equal

my

mind,

in a colorful

ar

costume, and Walter Byron, who was with her,
wore an officer's uniform.
The officer, laughing, tried to enter the garden. Vilma
pulled him back, her eyes wide with fear, her beautiful,
sensitive mouth trembling with emotion.
''What's it all about?" I asked Henry Hathaway, chief
peasant

s

before

story ran that a girl had lived in that house years

who had

given herself to the

man

she loved out

n

i

,

Jean
script

Fran\ Lloyd,
director,
and Bob

cler\,

Freeland, the studio

news-boy

who

is

playing the part of
J^elson's

mon\ey.

assistant.

The

c o

Mc^aughton,

powder-

C Waiting
arrive:

on the doc\ for the sun to
H. B. Warner and Betty

Dan\o.

who

is

Corinne

Griffith's

'stand-in.'
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Relight #*<5van5'
C[ I'll tell

the

world

it

is

a world-beater

<t

is an art called Motion Pictures.
does not need sound any more than

There
It

McC ormack

^Telling

singing 'Mother Machree'

needs lantern

and perfect

slides.

This complete

art appears this

month

in

the spread-of-the-news sequence in
'Telling the World.'
Thanks, Sam
Wood.
The Editor.

the

WORLD
q You

Tell 'Em, Bill!

T Boy comes back with a picture
y WN^T-iE
the World — and
the world

T

111 tell

beater.

Oh,

I

know

program picture

—not

it

is

called Telling
it

is

a world'

supposed to be

scheduled

as

a

just

special

a

anything important like that.
But as far as I am concerned it is an epic.
It is the most charming romance
since Seventh Heaven.
It is real and clean and sweet.
It no sooner works up a good big lump in your throat
than it chases it away to make room for an equally big
laugh.
It presents in the most delicate manner possible
all the beauty and pathos of very young love.
And no
matter what you cynics may say there is nothing as nice
as very young love
when it grows up it isn't nearly so
nice, unless it's Greta Garbo.
Billy Haines isn't as smart-aleck as usual.
He lets a
little slip of a girl make him
ashamed of himself. She
thinks he is the most wonderful man in the world
and
he has to make good. When he first met her his intentions
were not so good. But because she believes in him he just
naturally makes the grade.
He has to go to China to do
Telling the World starts
it, but travel is so broadening.
out snappily and keeps up the pace. From the minute you
meet Haines as a rich man's disinherited son trying to land
and being handed the job of
as a newspaper reporter
interviewing his own crochety father on 'Why I Kicked
Son Out,' you know you will have a grand time.
And now I have a little surprise for you. Here's the

—

—

—

My
42

—

Anita Page

or

is

a treat

as Bill Haines' hero-

ine

in

'Telling

the

World.'

—

newest picture girl and she's a treat.
You're going to
fall for Anita Page as hard as Haines does in the picture,
only it won't take you as long as it did him. Anita is so

young and
she

is

fresh and pretty and radiant you can't believe
actually a movie actress in a studio working at a

She might have wandered in from some
seminary on a lark. May she never grow up.
Sam Wood has directed and if the Germans had thought
of some of the tricks which tell the world how news is
made and conveyed through a series of interesting dissolves,
everybody would cheer.
Made in Hollywood, the stuff
is just as smart, and I am going to start the cheering now.
I enjoyed Telling the World so much that I insist you see
it.
It has Haines in a new mood.
It has Anita.
It is
guaranteed to make you feel as young and spry as these
director's orders.
girls' select

—

two beautiful youngsters.

C[

Seeing

this is

almost as good as a vacation

WHITE SHADOWS

OUTH

the

in

EAS

(\Hula Whoopee!
C[

Monte Blue

gives
honest,
untrammeled per-

a strong,

White Shadows

EEING

in

South

the

form an ce

almost as good as a vacation.
So if you haven't had yours yet, go to
see the picture and save money. Here
Seas

is

are sun-kissed south-sea

in

'White Shadows
in the South
Seas.'

graceful natives,
sparkling waters, bevies of brown Gildas gambolling beneath the bread-fruit trees
all for
the modest price of one movie ticket
much
less painful than sun-burn, for instance.
isles,

—
—

This picturization of Paradise is so charming that only
it through and thought it all over are you
conscious that you've been watching a most effective picafter you've seen

sermon on the

torial

evils

of native exploitation by the

white man. For White Shadows is no mere hula on the
sands of time. Its a potent pill
sugar-coated, but strong.
After you have swallowed it, you will want to go native,
like Monte Blue.
He plays a derelict doctor, embittered
by the devastating influence of the sinister white shadow
shipwreck hurls him upon a
cast across the south seas.
virgin isle as yet untainted by the white influence.
There
he finds happiness, in a Garden of Eden which includes his
own special Eve until the White Shadow walks again,
and he gives his life in a futile attempt to spike it. Monte
Blue left Hollywood far behind when he played this doctor.

—

A

—

CC

verybody

loves a

bad man.

when Emil Jannings
'

j Bill,

terror

formed
of

into

—

Sin,

—

—

—

listening!

turns hero on us and interest

of
a

So

as Basher

Limehouse,
good,

(\One-Way

is

self-sacrificing

lost

of
other cheek.

Street

respecting,

SIN
And

all

of us sober,

church-going

folks

in

self-

the

audience sighed for the good old days,

re-

hero,

The

which had been crooked, suddenly went
straight
and slumped. Where was our Menace? He had
It was as the
turned hero on us, and interest was lost.
tough-and-ready Limehouse Nightmare that Emil excelled.
He was splendid, beating up Baclanova and leering at Fay
Wray. And then he took the Salvation Army lassie's
sermons seriously and began to wash babies, and turn the
Street

has long hair, a beard, and an Alfred Cheney Johnston
and he gives a free, strong, honest and untrammeled
performance.
Here is no immaculate actor, but a man
who makes you believe in him, all the way. The Spirit
of Polynesia is interpreted by Raquel Torres, Mexico's
She's very young and
latest little present to pictures.
There are native dancers, and an educational inpretty.
but you're not
sight into the pearl-diving industry, and

STREET

The
-=sj

Our Menace

He

shirt

when Emil was
was the thing

the bad

boy of the

screen.

Certainly,

it

having him reform.
But it wasn't
much fun. Jannings seemed to me quite as good as usual
in this picture.
But even the great Emil needs a story.
Fay Wray is exceptionally good in an insipid role. Although directed by Maurits Stiller, The Street of Sin had
studio signposts on every corner, once Emil went straight.
Let that be a lesson to you!
to do,
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C[

This

is

not a picture about extra

girls

'

Clara

Bow

as

the

gun-mo 11 and Rich'
ard Arlen as her boy
friend in 'Ladies of
the

LADIES

c&he

Q[ Girlie, Get
Ladies of
not a picture about extra girls.
refers to the girl-friends of the under'
world boys, who do a little shooting on their own
now and then, just to keep things lively. But
they are nice girls, all the same especially Yvonne, who
is Clara Bow's little contribution to the short and simple
annals of crookdom. She is in love with Richard Arlen
like so many other girls
and she makes him promise he
"n^his

1

the

is

Mob

—

—

will leave the racket as soon as

he makes one more haul.

—

Like one more drink, it only leads to another until Clara
and Richard find themselves fighting alone against society,
You'll have to see the picture to find
'shooting it out.'
out who wins.

€[

The

love scenes

ma\e any

Q That
seems there was a Revolution in Russia.
heard about it and here you have The

—

Clara had to play a crook to do a little honest acting.
Trust Clara to do her job expertly she steals all your
sympathy and runs away with your emotions as the twogun moll who goes through fire, water, and a cordon of
cops for her man.
Richard Arlen is just as good as the
lad with light fingers who loves Yvonne but loves uneasy
money more. In the final scenes you think he has probably reformed.
That, I am sure, was the author's intent.

—

But

on his cruel,
thumbing his nose

Hollywood

champagne parties, a beautiful
and a handsome Grand Duke. Raoul Walsh
darnedest to make the Russian Revolution as
prisoners,

Price

Glory?

He

enlisted

the aid of

Charles Farrell, Dolores del Rio, and a brawny gentleman
programmed as Ivan Linow, who plays one of those BeeryMcLaglen bums to the amusement of all. He begins as a
Ivan is the
villain, carries on comically, and ends a hero.
Charles
hit of the show as the big, clumsy Russian bear.
Farrell, the typical nice American youth, plays the Grand
44

till

the

last

gun-

Rag

Duke, while the patrician

he

What

law and order,

loo\ pretty tame

old Revolution

California version differs from the Russian verreviewed elsewhere.
It is a spectacle,
with
glimpses of imperial court carryings-on, a sinister monk,

exciting as

at

fight.

he

peasant girl,
has done his

was Arlen as the young thief that you felt
somehow or other and keep right
careless way, busting hearts and banks and

so splendid

sure he'd evade reform

Red Dance.

downtrodden

MOB

Your Gun!

Revolutionary

sion,

,

1

RED Dance

The
ITThe

of the

Mob.

loves.

At

first

she

is

del Rio plays the peasant whom
devoted exclusively to the Revo-

—

but such is Mr. Farrell's charm especially when
wrinkles that engaging forehead that later on she

lution,

—

woman's only cause!" Cheers! Nobody
when, after appropriate bloodshed
and political skirmishes, the two lovers leave new Russia
flat
and the audience in a quandary as to whether the
Duke and his dancing Duchess are going into vaudeville
or the restaurant business. Well, The Red Dance may not
be handed down to an anxious posterity as the last word
on the Russian Revolution but it does show a perfectly
dandy bear-skin love scene between Dolores and Charlie
which makes any old Revolution look pretty tame.
says:
is

"Love

is

a

in the least surprised

—

—

—
<3[

It

will

bring out the fans,

all

—

right

COSSACKS
(\Hotsky-Totsky

HOT?As The

Cossac\s simply sizzles. John Gilbert is in it.
he weren't enough, there's lovely Renee Adoree;
and handsome Nils Asther; and Ernest Torrence. Not
only that but the masculine members of the cast are
My dears, The Cossac\s will
all equipped with high fur hats.
burn you up especially on a warm evening.
Russia under the Tsars is the
It's a slice of rich, red meat.
if

—

—

The

colorful setting.
Silver

Cossacks, those ridin' fools, are featured

And Tom Mix

real ones, too.

King had better watch

any western

ever saw.

I

terror

terrible

to

Turks

and Tony and Fred Thomson and
The riding in this one beats

out.

Gilbert plays the only son of Ivan, the
Torrence.
Our hero's name is

—Mr.

Lukashka, but he will always be just Jack to me.
He loves
little Renee; but she won't have him until he has killed
his quota of Turks. That's easy. He rides away and comes back
with a string of scalps. But meanwhile Nils Asther as a Prince
of Moscow has appeared and laid siege to Maryana's peasant
heart.
He complicates things somewhat, though not for long.
What a Cossack wants he takes. And Jack as the chief Cossack
grabs his girl and rides off with her. Gilbert enjoys his role. He
After all, there is only
plays with inimitable dash and charm.
one Gilbert. And he is equal to an army of

Maryana

—

If you like righting and killing
other actors.
and riding and loving in the grand manner,
The Cossac\s should thrill you. It will bring

out the fans,

C[

There is only one
John Gilbert and
he plays with dash

and charm

all right.

in

'The

Cossacks."

C[

The

latest series

of movie murders

—a

grand collection

DRAGNET
^he

T

directors
like von Sternberg; the finest actors
Bancroft and Brent and Powell and Fenton; and the
best audiences
Try to keep the crowds
look us over.

Of course he falls for Evelyn
looking awfully well this season;
and she falls for him, and that starts
something.
The King of the Underworld William
Powell spurned for a mere police captain, vows vengeance,
and hell hath no fury like Bill Powell scorned. He is the

away from

ideal master-mind, isn't

underworld

sitting

on top

the deep

All the

Dragnet

Q Murder— Police!

—
—

like

chills.

is

of the world these days.
Nothing is too good for it. The best

is

and dirty doings.

girls are

Thrills

—

kills

—a

grand

too.
George Bancroft impersonates a captain
whose business and pleasure it is to clean up
the gangs. He rounds up all the crooks, including Evelyn

collection,

of police

—

—

is

—

—

he— suave

prince of darkness

who

never soils his own
white hands he wears kid gloves. When he loves a gal
he means it. So he 'frames' George, who takes to drink,
and everything goes blooey. Then Evelyn takes a hand,
incites underlings to violent deeds but

getting crime-waves.

the latest series of movie murders

Brent.

she

—

and when
is

this little girl takes a

hand she

another Underworld, which means

it is

gets one. Dragnet
worth your shivers.
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'A

great,

big personal triumph for Lionel Barrymore

LION

(&he

and

the

OUSE
(J Stop, Look,

and

T

*n^he

first

of the Talkers

Listen!

is

a great,

You know

the fable, of course. What, you don't
it seems that a big old Lion was
in difficulties and couldn't get himself out, and
why,
er
then a teeny little Mouse came along and helped him.
Francis.

big

personal

triumph for Lionel Barrymore. The Lion and the
Mouse brings a Barrymore voice to the silent
drama.
If all actors had voices like the Barry-

mores we would be all for the Talkers. As a tight-fisted
and hard-hearted Wall Street magnate in this picturization
of Charles Klein's old play, Lionel Barrymore is just grand.
In case you are all prepared to hear a lion roar and a
mouse squeak I'll have to tell you right off it isn't an
The Lion is Ready-Money Ryder Mr.
animal picture.
The Mouse is Shirley Rossmore (May
Barrymore.
McAvoy), daughter of Judge Rossmore, suh Alec B.

—

—

An

know

the fable?

There!

Now

his old pal

Why,

— —

you know the

Rossmore,

Ryder, having ruined

story.

made to eat his words in
then, The Lion and the Mouse
is

phone. At intervals,
completely talkie, with the

four

principals

in

the

Vita-

turns
cast

May McAvoy

and William Collier,
Mr. Francis is an amiable as

finding their voices.

Jr., supply the love interest;
usual but it is Barrymore who steals the picture, with his
picturesque pronunciation of 'Pacific oil'
Old-fashioned
as to plot, nevertheless The Lion and the Mouse should be
seen.
Whatever you may think of the crudities of this
debutante talker, you must admit she is a novelty. And
who wants to be behind the times? Rush right over and

—

pay your

respects.

important picture in every respect

THE END OF

PETERSBURG

Jr.

Q Russian
JHE decline and fall of the Russian Empire has been
written in motion pictures by the Russians themselves.
For the first time in history, a nation
has been able to tell its own story in its own words,
so that the world may understand.
The End of St.
Petersburg is an important picture in every respect. You
should see it if it comes your way. If it doesn't, go out
of your way and find it. It's worth the effort. There is
no star in fact, there are only two or three professional
actors in the cast of hundreds.
But you will never miss
pretty close-ups, for you will be watching the rebirth of
You may never see another picture like it, for
a nation.

—

The End
camera

art

beautiful.
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of St. Petersburg

W.

Director

J.

and camera

Some

is

not studio fiction; it is life.
the difference between

Pudowkin knows
angles.

are distinguished

Some
by

of his scenes are

'tricky'

photography.

Percussion
But

all

show imagination.

although

those

Donald Weston
your

included,

Sub-titles are scarcely necessary,

by the American

political convictions

ture as one of the

few

may

film

editor,

No

matter what
be, you can enjoy this pic-

Bartlett, are just right.

film masterpieces.

A

peasant's wife dies.
He leaves his farm for the city
where, through his ignorance, he becomes a tool of the

Awakened, he plays

his small part in the
not his story that is told, but the
story of all Russian peasants and workers. The gentleman
who plays the peasant Alexis Davos is amazing. He is
Katrina Kaja, Paul Petroff and Natan
that peasant.
Golow are also fine. But this is an impersonal picture.
You may not remember the characters but you do carry
away the conviction that you have seen something of the
capitalists.

great rebellion.

It

is

—

real

Russian

spirit.

—

—
(•[All very silly but

somehow

entertaining

TIGER

His
(\The Lady —
or

The Tiger?

life

Remember
or the Tiger?

Frank Stockton's story about the Lady

Well, this picture is nothing like
an Adolphe Menjou picture. Go to see
- it in the mood that you read fairy-tales in and
you won't be disappointed. What, you don't read fairytales?
Why, you big rough-neck. I suppose you sit reading Boccaccio instead.
Did you ever read the one about
but that is another story, isn't it? His Tiger Lady is
fantastic romance.
But who wants to see reality unreeled
it.

It's

—
all

the time?

Anyone who

sneers at the highly improbable

happen to him. When I go in to see
Menjou, I leave care and criticism behind.
He brings
back the mood of the high-school crush on the home-town
stock-company leading man. He recalls faded newspaper
clippings and pansies pressed in novels.
He is as unreal
No man in real
as he can be, and that's why I like him.
will never

have

it

Q Introducing

ever

looked

at

Adolphe Menjou.

women

so

—

inscrutably

Anyway, here he

—

is

least

of

all

playing a 'super,'

or extra, at a Paris theatre
costumed as a Maharajah,
but the minute he takes off the trappings he becomes a
quiet, uninteresting little man.
Except when he thinks of
the Duchess
a beauty who sits watching the show every

—

night, just to see the tiger act. He dreams of meeting her,
and in a burst of courage one night he wears his Maha-

rajah suit right out of the theatre and follows her home.
She takes him almost seriously and promises, her love if he
will enter the tiger's cage and prove his courage.
He does

—and

ending

it

all very silly but somehow entertaining.
The
out of place so is the whole picture, for that

is

is

—

But there is Adolphe. And there is Evelyn Brent,
in slinky gowns and tricky caps, though the illusion of
lure she presents is not dependent upon the trimmings.

matter.

Evelyn's eyes take care of that.

Mr. and Mrs. of Arabia Deserta

(\Harem-Scarem
me how to pronounce this. Maybe it's
and that makes it a clean picture, which
Fazil introit is, though it tries hard not to be.
duces Mr. and Mrs. Arabia Deserta, who aren't
very much different from Mr. and Mrs. of Fort Wayne,
Indiana, in that they love and fight and she wishes she'd
never married him and he wishes he had another wifeand that's where he makes his mistake he tells her. After
There
that, what home-life they had left is all broken up.
is a sub-title about 'The wings of a bird beating against
the bars of fate,' leading you to believe that Missus has
stood about all she can stand and is on the point of leaving
Mister,
the harem and going home to that dear Paris.
having decided to go native and take another wife, still

Don't

ask

Facial,

—

doesn't want to lose Wife Number One, probably because
he has not yet mastered all the irregular French verbs.
Everything in the harem is all upset, and Missus makes it
worse by trying to escape. And then, when it is too late,
Fazil
they decide they really love each other after all.
could have been a wow; but it lacked that loving touch
which makes us take heavy romance seriously instead of
snickering at the wrong times.
Charles Farrell as Prince
Fazil reminded me of a sophomore playing sheik.
won't they let Charlie be himself? Greta Nissen looked
ravishingly lovely as the French girl who married into one
of Arabia's best families, but neither she nor Charlie could
make the love scenes convincing somehow their hearts
weren't in it.

Why

—
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HAROLD

NEW

LLOYD'S

HOME
£augh

that

off!

HE whole house

is built around the baby's room," Mil'
dred said with sparkling eyes.
And well might they
sparkle, for Mildred Davis Lloyd was telling of the
unfoldment of a dream that she and Harold have cher'

ished together these many years.
great deal has been said about the lavish extravagance of film
They are
folk and how they waste their money in riotous living.

A

There

is just a suggestion of formality in the
smaller gardens of the
Lloyd estate but the

C.

general effect is rambling
and picturesque.

C[

Harold Lloyd with Doug
Fairbanks and the only
dog he puts on Prince.

—
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By
here today in

where can you find them
hear of champagne suppers and gin
Royces, Paris gowns
then foreclosure,

all

their glory, but

You

tomorrow?
parties,

Helen Ludlam

Rolls

—

bankruptcy or suicide.
But of the actor who is also a business
provident father you hear very

man and

a

little.

you about a few,
tell you about
a great many, really.
There
I can
though.

is

tell
I

can

Wally Beery

— fourteen

years in pictures and not one
cent invested in the business.

Holdings

common

in

real

estate

and

provide him
with a large and dependable
income.
Louise Brooks asked
Wally in her clear, sweet voice
why he kept on working. They
were on the Beggers of Life
set waiting for a call to work
but all afternoon Bill Well'
man had been taking shot after
shot of a scene in which the
feature players did not appear.
Louise,

.

stocks

getting

sleepy

and

The nine-hole
estate

is

golf course on the Lloyd
one of the most interesting ever

the professional golfers say, and
the headliners have played over
it.
canoe course winds through, pro
viding a water hazard on each hole.
laid,

so

almost

all

A

Harold's up-to-date ve-f
sion of
huc\et.

the

old

oa\en

thinking of all the things she would rather be doing than
roasting there in the tent, decided that life was very
hard indeed. "Why do you keep on working, Wally?"
she repeated.
Wally shifted to a more comfortable position in his location chair.
"Well, what could I do if I
didn't work?" he asked.
"I get more fun out of work'
ing than anything else I do.
It's
(Cont. on page 90)
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NEW Screenplays
Reviewed by Rosa Re/lly

C[

J^oah Beery

is

mag'

nificent in 'Hell-Ship

Bronson,'

and

-

salty

a

grand
tale

of

the sea.

HELL-SHIP

ONCE

before I told
screen are walking

BRONSON
you that the villains of the
away with the hero parts and

Middlesure enough here comes Noah Beery.
aged, villainous, and all, Beery steps out with a
sex appeal that's apt to turn a couple of thousand sixteenyear-olds into sophisticated women of the world over night.
For that's what happens when you fall for one of these
bold

men

of the screen.

which he had opened to their ears. The writer felt somewhat that way when she saw this new movie. For it was
handled so startlingly, so sweepingly, so very impressionistically.

Every boy or girl who cherishes the desire to become a
picture player should see this fantastic film.
It deals with
the soul of a man who is trying to become a screen star,
rather than with his body.
He comes to Hollywood with
1
He
a letter of introduction addressed to 'Mr. Almighty.

given a place as an extra, and on his forehead a number
And then the old grind takes up,
branded, - 9413.
casting today.' These three words
'No casting today.'
They get mixed up with his
motivate his whole life.
dreams. His dreams of being a star. Of being a success.
They follow him to the very gates of Heaven. He climbs
up steps. Only to find himself like the frog who jumped
is

and a grand

atmosphere it
has.
It's a tale, too, of a lost son, a lonely mother and a
misunderstood heroine. But the sea and the son and the
women are only details. Beery is the whole picture, and
he is magnificent.
It's

a tale of the sea,

salty

Mrs. Wallace Reid plays the part of the lonely mother
But she was cast by fate for tragedy. There's a

well.

tragic look in her eyes that's not acting.

was

That tragedy

sealed in those eyes years ago.

Hell-Ship Bronson was the best picture I saw this month.
And the most satisfying. It made me proud to call Noah
For .in this picture he touches
Beery a countryman.
moments of genius real and rare.

—

THE

LIFE

AND DEATH OF

tures haven't even been tapped.

Richard Wagner produced his first opera, people
left the opera house with a feeling of puzzled wonderment; they couldn't grasp the stupendous movements
50

No

—

four feet and

fell

back

six

feet

—lower

than where he

started.

This picture, which is said to have cost only $97.50, is
Go to see it. Dream of your
a tremendous experiment.
own future, and dream of the future of pictures. Both
are unlimited.

VIOLETTE IMPERIALE

9413

So many times we hear that hackneyed statement, 'The
moving picture industry is just in its infancy,' without
realizing at all what it means.
But when you see the
new short film, The Life and Death of 9413, a Hollywood
extra, you'll realize that the potentialities of moving pic-

When

is

Here's your

new

friend Raquel Meller in a nice maudlin
of Paris.

drama about Empress Eugenie and the sewers

According to our recollection, the Empress Eugenie was
the wife of Napoleon the third. After the great upheaval
of 1870 she went to reside in England until her death.
But for film purposes what does it matter? Sufficient to
say, the Empress was about to be assassinated, according
to the picture, and her body disposed of in the sewers of

—

Paris!

Wholesome

ideas those foreigners get!

i

C[ 'Hello,

Cheyenne!"

is

a western with

punch supplied by
Mix and Tony.
plenty

However,

you'll

enjoy this

of

Tom

deluged

film.

is

glamourous

and

film

props.

What

tween a man and a

would

WALKING BACK
there

1

'Liberty

was

a

not
serial

so

long

story

luke-warm

girl seated

on a

piano bench:
Said the girl: "Why don't you
ever pay any attention to me? IVe
watched you for weeks playing

Seventh Heaven be without them?

In

of

lot

The other day at a party I over'
heard the following conversation be-

reason to let the fact of the sewers
upset you. They are intensely use
ful

a

HER SUMMER HERO

No

spectacular.

/ith

water.

entrancing. The costumes
and settings are beautifully reproduced.
And the entire picture is

Meller

around with

ago,

all

the

girls

in

the

crowd."

called

"I don't dare play with you,"
"If I fell for
answered the man.
you, it would be deep."
It might be a good idea to adopt
man's slogan, and leave off the
that
C[ Sue Carol plays the heroine and Richard
mature dramas for a little while this
Walling is the boy in the case in 'Walktoo hot, maybe, but it all fizzles
ing Back,' a movie about this younger
hot weather. For if you fall for one
out.
It's like a true story magageneration.
such as
of these mature heroes
zine.
They get you all steamed up
Bancroft or Powell or Leonidoff,
thinking the girl is going wrong,
but she proves a virtuous young soul in spite of darkness,
you've got trouble cn your hands. Why not shop around
and live on a light summer diet for awhile?
drink and dashing hero.

Waiting Bac\

about this muchyoung generation of flaming youth.
It was a fair story but
the picture made from it is not so
hot.
Oh, it's hot all right in places

talked-of

—

—

Sue Carol plays the heroine, and she could have done
a whole lot better. Richard Walling is the boy in the case.
He wasn't bad, if you can discount about ninety percent
of the sentimentality.

There's nothing so disappointing as to go to a tea and
get nothing but tea. And there's nothing so disappointing
as going to a movie expecting a little heat and to get

If

you'd

like to see a nice, lively, little collegiate affair,

It's harmless and amusing.
happens you're far removed from the nearest
beach, the water scenes will help you forget the fact. Hugh
Trevor and Sally Blane about divide the acting honors,
with lots cf pretty girls and stalwart young men filling in
(Cont. on page 84)
the background.

take in

And

Her Summer Hero.

if it

so

5 1

Q[A

Chorus

Little

Girl from Broad-

way

Joins the
Hollywood Dance.

G[

Josephine is Billy
Haines' heroine in
'Excess Baggage/

Dreaming of the days
when her name will be
written across the Broadway s\y in electric lights.

WHAT HAS
osephine
She's

^Dunn?

made Haines while

the sun shines, of course!
By

KJtty Hubert
I

HE was
old

artist's

had

fourteen years
like the poster
Her dress
dream.
just

and looked

was gingham. Her slippers
hee.ls and yet you knew

flat

that she wasn't going to play golf.
Not only that but her eyes were

very wide and very blue and her
hair hung in curls, golden ones at
that, to her waist.
You could tell that she was meek
It was outside
just to look at her.
the stage entrance of a Broadway
theatre where she had been left by
a friend who was in the mysterious
interior of the theatre

looking for

a job.

pity on the
and told her to go
Everything was different
inside.
when she got there. She had never

The doorman took

waiting

She was a Broadway Cinderella until
the movies played Prince Charming
and fitted her with a contract.

been inside a theatre before, never
even seen a stage production. Her
experience? with the drama had been
only in the dim movie palaces. And
suddenly she found herself on a large
stage with hundreds of girls everywhere. Her friend had disappeared.
Josephine looked at the amazing
sights when suddenly she heard a

man
52

child

at

the

(Com. on page 104)

JOSEPHINE DUNN

is getting the breaks—
Al Jolson has borrowed her from M. G. M.

for his

new

picture.

Photograph by Ruth Harriet Louise
SSTRFf KlAMDS

CRAWFORD, the vivacious, and Tohn
JOAN
Gilbert, the gallant, in a serious moment in
Four Walls,

their next picture.

Photograph by Ruth Harriet Louise

—

Kind nature gave each

But as the pall of evening

comber

screens

The sex appealing

Mack

curies,

The hardv mountaineers

Yet

come out

To do

Sennett to excite;

from

her

bottomless

supply

She treated Alice White.

their daily duties.

The

Bv dav the sirens sing and
sigh

And long with

curves,

rolling
their

And

prayer and

fasting

toss

manes

preen

their

restless

fixtures

Thanks

For Lasky's looking out to

to

the bathing girls

they've got

see

And Harry Langdon's

breakers

A

cast-

ing.

break

in

moving

pic-

tures.

G[

C[

Hancy

Carroll goupstairs
to
ing
the ocean.

John ~Mac\ Brown and Flash
pretending they are a couple
of loreliars.
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Photograph by Florence

Vandamm
C[

TAGE COACH

George White, one of the big girl-andmusic men of Broadway, surrounded by
the dancing chorus of the new edition
of the George White Scandals.

Conducted by

Morrie

Kyskmd

About Mae West
x
>J

Y the time you boys and girls
are reading this, it will be
j

August, nice, cool, crisp
August when the leaves be
gin to fall
or could that be May?
At any rate, no matter when you

people died of the heat
this morning, and there was a time
when we thought of making it
twenty-seven.
twenty-six

jN

^

read this
to blame

—
—and
if

you've only yourself

—

you do

right

now

as

It

we

writing this it is July, Daylight
Saving Time.
It is not only July, Daylight Savand 92 deing, but it is July
Yesterday it was July and 91
grees.
To-morrow- but we can't
degrees.
bear to think of to-morrow. Live today is our motto, and a pretty tough
sit

—

motto, too,
66

come

to think of

it,

for

is

the

hottest

—

Photograpn by White Studio

July,

statistics

show, since the blizzard of '88. And
that was the year when blizzards
were blizzards. It is so hot that even
our thoughts and we are trying to
keep them as cool as possible melt
on us. Try as we may, we cannot

—

Mae West.
what the heat has done

help thinking of

The

particular
star
bright
of
George 'White's Scandals is Ann
Pennington, of the dimpled \nees

and

smile.

You
to us?

see
It

took us three paragraphs to

get around to

Mae West. There was

Q "Morrie

,!

is

a familiar figure at Broadway and

Forty sex Street

a rime when we could have negotiated it in one, but
we're not on our game to-day. It's not the humidity,
the heat.

it's

But there we "go on about the weather, just as though
we were a forecaster. We are not a forecaster.

Nobody

in our family has ever been

a forecaster;

besides all the weather reports are fully covered

by

The Evanses know weather when
Delight Evans.
Suppose we drop the whole subject
they see it.
and go back to Mae West. All those in favor say
'Aye'; motion carried.
Well, then, we'll read the reports of the previous
Our previous meeting with Mae West
meeting.
before the current year occurred when she played
in Sex.
At that time, you may remember, there
was a loud outcry from respectable society about the
play; preachers preached, editors wrote editorials,
the police threatened. And where, we ask you, was
the Dramatic Editor of Screenland while all this

was going on? You may well ask; on that fatal
Tuesday evening, the Dramatic Editor of Screenland was sitting in the second row, having a swell
And, furthermore, what are you going to
time.
do about

went

it?

who were we

Well,

against so

many?

to jail for a short time, while

Miss West
we mourned our

But Miss West decided she would make
She didn't waste any
When her time was up,
time.
she emerged with a manuscript
loss.

up

it

to us.

Diamond

entitled

Lil.

lot of prompeople that is,
they were in the same audience

Together with a

inent

—

society

—we went

to see

Diamond

and had a sweller

Photograph by DcBarron

Lil,
C[

time,

even.

f eld

Believe us, those purity people

are just great big fools

West up

lock Miss

Fanny? (That last question is addressed
Miss Ward, who may be around the

it,

By all of which, you might
gather that Diamond Lil was
hot stuff.
It is
and yet, so

premises. Yes, there she is. Goodness, hasn't
that child gone to bed yet?)

—

think

it

is

Zieg-

edy stage.

to

we

a

girl,

The

again.

next time she comes out, she
probably couldn't get out.

help us,

is

adding
the musical com'

glorified

grace to

they

if

Helen Withers

But

good

a

Mae

believes in

sex.

And

she has

She can make you believe
bit more than that.
It has in
She may or may
She exudes it.
in it.
it
what most pornographic
not know Freud and Shaw, but she cershows lack it has something of
She believes
tainly knows her Life Force.
the salt of truth, something of
in Life, Libido, and the Pursuit of Happithe mud of earth, and someWhen she comes on the stage, no
ness.
thing—gosh, we feel awful
Photograph by White Studio
matter how dull and cheap the show has
about saying this something
been before, it breathes. It has been vegeC[ A good reason for the conthat is perilously close to what
tinued success of 'Rosalie' is
And animal it retable; it turns animal.
is known as Art.
There, we\e
the piquant comedienne, Bobbe
When she turns to her hero and
mains.
Arnst.
said it. That's not all
what is
says, You can be had, you feel she speaks
more, we're afraid we mean it.
out of a knowledge of things as they are.
grant you all the vulgarity and cheapness of the
You may say, 'I don't know any people like that, but
show yet out of it there comes something that is on the
Mae West has proven it
still
you know they exist.
level.
Some of you gray-headed ladies and bald-headed to you.
men may remember, years ago, Theda Bara. Theda was
And another thing we like about Miss West is that she
the first person on the screen to go after sex in a Big
doesn't compromise. Her show winds up without a moral.
Way. She languished and panted but all the time you
Virtue may
There is no death-bed repenting in her.
knew it was just so much hooey. You knew Theda didn't
Virtue triumphs in too
triumph, but not in her plays.
a good reason.

—

—

—

1

We

1

—

"

believe

it.

believe

it.

Of

If

she did she

was

You know how

—
—

just a

well,

maybe she did
No, were.

hovie actresses are.

modern crew are the most intelligent,
fascinating, beautiful bunch of girls ever gathered together
in Hollywood.
But in our day it was different. Wasn't
course,

this

many

plays as

verse,

and

she

tells

it

is.

She presents the puzzle of the uni-

you no key thereto. That's how it is,'
you, and suggests that that is the way it always
offers

will be.
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The slicker SLOGAN Winners
Alice White

awards

six girls

and six

to

•

the slickers
boys.

«~rT

Is

I

gonna rain no more!"

ain't

that so!

Whether

it

rains

or not, six girls and six boys of
high-school age in these U. S. are

stepping

out

in

rewards

brand-new

slickers

submitting snappy
slogans to the Screenland- Alice White
Slicker Slogan Contest.
Collegiate
kids
by the hundreds
sharpened their wits and pencils and
sent in slogans. It wasn't so easy selecting the best twelve, but the judges finally
did it, and here's the result
all the
twelve slogans scattered around these

their

for

—

name and address of winner
All the boys and girls have
that they have that priceless

pages, with

attached.

proved

humor which makes Young America
amazing and wonderful.

\S
*

X—

so

CHARLES ROSE.
\09 EAST SECOND

ST.,

AUBURN, \NOI ANA.

P.

F.

FAVERS

GENERAL DELIVERY,
KAMLOOPS, B.C.
C[

Arthur

La\e

collegiate

and

version

Alice
of

the

^11

^TO

\

/

'White in a
'lean-and-hun-

gry'
Arthur has some parking
loo\.
space left on his slic\er for some of the
prize-winning slogans.
.

U/r\

U»/hA
^Ofc

VVUfil

TS

/

I

RUTH OLIVE 6ROWN
5SOO JEANNE riANC-e.
MONTREAL, CANADA

68

/

A/^*» H-ArS

i

/-

.

*

WILLIAM WftRDE
^65 NORTH PAULINA STV

f\ V-»

\

tA

DOROTHY BARNETT

^

PHILIPFOLUS

your
ST.

M ARGAR.ET RJGSBY
NT ST.,
ST
9\5 S. CLEMENT
GAINESVILLE, TEKAS.

'

ETTA
5"5"

DOW

GEORGE

ST.,

MftSSENA,NEW YORK

Paul easley Gardner
SAN JOSE PORTRAIT

\86 SOUTH 2nd.

San

jose:,c/\L.

STUDIO

<STv

MARY CATHERINE. JOHNSTON
/-%.,

\08 MAIN ST.,
CAMBRIDGE CITY, INDIANA.

t *-J
Ruth green
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
^5 ^\0^

f

559 east avenue

HARRY

yC

LfLE.

SOUTH WAYNE,
VWlSCONS

(f

IN.

Alice White, the high-school
heroine of 'Harold Teen'
and
donor
the
the
of

SCREENLAND

Contest

Slickers.

(i[

Arthur

La\e wanted a cutie to rub
against the slicker, so he called a wrong
number and tried to date her.
He
should have put on chains first.
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Hollywood

Chatter from

By Martin Martin

C[

This Gary Cooper location shot is
as
good as a wee\'s vacation.
Everybody li\es water in pictures.

—

y w NJHE United Artists Studio has spent a quiet month.

T

Doug and Mary and
from Europe.

her

new bob have

John Barrymore has been renewing

Broadway acquaintances and D.

been immersed in a new
story, The Pioneer Woman, which he will make
with Movietone accompaniment, by the way. I
met D. W. at a movie
party and he is enthused
over the possibilities of
the

new

device.

returned

W.

Griffith has

He is as young as a school-boy and his mind
anyone's suggestion.
D. W. made quite an
impression on Hollywood with Drums of Love.
Away
from his contagious optimism and awe-inspiring reminiscences the younger generation in the film colony
had come to look upon
'the master' as a myth.
enthusiasm.
is

open

to

He had
home

is
becoming
suburb of Hollywood.
Every star sails over for
three weeks' rest between

a

he talked of the sighing
the tinkling brooks

trees,

and the chirruping crick'
ets that you are going to

pictures.

madge

Wo-

man, it was like sitting
out under a large tree in
the Kentucky hills where
is laid.
One of
the most charming qualities
of Griffith is his

the story
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to come back
show them.

Honolulu

When

hear in The Pioneer

to

C[

Milt Gross and Joan Crawford.
Dunt
Gradually wit pictures they are
es\!
making 'Nize Baby.' Is dis a system?

is

Norma
the

latest.

Tal-

Hav-

ing finished The Woman
Disputed, Norma slipped
quietly away.
Only the
alert ship reporters discovered her.

Mrs. Talmadge, or
Teg,' as she

is

familiarly

—
known

in

Hollywood, went along,

as well as

Norma's

uncle.

The handsome

Gilbert Roland, also in need of a rest after strenuous work in support of
Norma in The 'Woman Disputed, made a fourth to the party.

We

all miss Jaime Del Rio, husband of Dolores, from the parties in
Hollywood. He was an eager, gentlemanly fellow, universally popular.
Jaime sold a play in New York, so we hear, and is to write it in Spain
Perhaps I should clarify by saying that Jaime
at his mother's hacienda.
has been commissioned to write a play. It is assured of production because
an agent of the company which bought it is going to Spain to watch the
progress and suggest any changes in technique.
While he didn't get much credit from it, Jaime is partial author of
another play, From Hell Came a Lady, which Joseph Schildkraut produced
in Hollywood.
Jaime wrote a short story and George Scarborough used
it as a basis of the drama
I don't believe it was a great success but Edwin
Carewe, the director, is willing to spend some more money on it if he can
secure the rights from Scarborough, and if the playwright will do a Kttle
.

refurbishing.

A

friend of mine

who had

never

seen a studio asked me this month
what was used in the champagne

on movie sets. He thought
was ginger ale. I wonder if you
know yourself what really is used?
Casa Blanca, an apple cider bottled
glasses

it

just

like

champagne.

Here's an interesting thing.

The

C[

Hancy

Carroll's

modern

se-

ductiveness in a lace froc\.

About the only way a boy or girl
can get his name on the list now is
to attract the attention of some studio
casting director, who will request

that the bureau add the

name

to the

11,000.

Laura La Plante

will dye these
golden loc\s blac\ for her role

of Magnolia in

'Show

The pageant
humorous and

Boat."

seen

all

attract

Hollywood

of

pathetic.

children

attention

to

is

We

showing

off

themselves,

here the grown people are

both
have
to

but

equally

Central Casting Bureau, which places
all extras, will not take any more
names of young people, but it will
register
middle-aged banker types
and grand-dames. Even they must
have a complete wardrobe.
The reason for this discrimination

bad.

is that the market for
commodity in Hollywood is
flooded.
There are 5000 men and
6000 women already listed at the
bureau, and it is a good day that
sees 900 placements made of both

buses or walking from studio to
studio seeking a job, he rides his
He is one of our most pichorse.

of my earliest memories of the
colony is of seeing a Spanish
cowboy riding through the streets on
a roan horse with a white star on
This same fellow is still
its forehead.
Instead of using the street-cars,
at it.

One

film

against youth
this

sexes.

<f

T^ancy

charm

Carroll's
in

prehistoric

'The Water Hole/

turesque figures, attracting more attention than a Rolls-Royce or even
than a street scene being shot off
Hollywood Boulevard.
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not

the

realizing

amusement he

One

nature

of

the

excites.

of the most ingenious of

the grand-stand artists created a
mild panic in front of the Para'
mount Studio by dressing himself

up

in a gorilla's skin

ing

cra^ily

to

the

and careen'
curb

at

the

wheel of a car. All the sympathy
he got for his trick was an order
to move on from a policeman.

—o

heard Monte Blue telling his
life to an interviewer for a daily
paper here and jotted down a
I

G[

facts for this letter.

Monte

originally intended to be

an engi'

few

Bow bought a car and gave it to
Yep!
the most popular girl in pictures.
There she is!
Clara

He started in college to take
such a course but money trouble
intervened and he had to go to work. Jobs being scarce he eventually found
himself digging ditches at a studio where D. W. Griffith was making one
Monte improved his noon-time by haranguing his
cf his early pictures.
fellow ditch-diggers on a controversial subject of the day, and while he
was so engaged, D. W. heard him.
And that is how Monte got his first job in the movies. D. W. hired
him to be a director's assistant with duties consisting chiefly of inciting
the mob spirit in a movie crowd.

...^
(T

A

certain

colored

is

':

party in her parti'

suit.

Agnes Franey.

There

neer.

another

It

loo1{s

\i\e

Righto!

fellow,

more pa-

humorous, who haunts the
casting offices and whenever he sees
anyone looking through the little barred
window, goes through his tricks. He
makes faces and shuffles about in imiIf anyone
tation of Charlie Chaplin.
smiles at him he goes into an ecstasy,

thetic than
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Alma Rubens supported by
floor

the

artistic

cushion she graces so alluringly.

Since that time Monte has been a circus clown, an engineer, and
dozen other things.

Something for the baby stars to worry about is
Lloyd's next leading woman.
Harold hasn't said
will not be

it

Ann

Christy.

who

Harold

will be

but

a half

agreed
She did Speedy, the first Lloyd picture
freelance dramatic actress.
so,

it

is

Jobyna Ralston became a
Probably Harold won't choose a leading lady for a few weeks as he
isn't really decided on his next story and he always takes a long time
working on it before the actual work on the scenes begins.
since

You're not going to see Bebe Daniels in any more farce comedies at
Paramount and you're not to see Pola Negri in any more pictures of
any kind with this organization.
Jesse Lasky believes that comedies are on the wane. He has ordered Bebe
back into romantic dramas of the type she used to do. Ta\e Me Home
will be the

first.

Nobody knows

just what Pola's plans are.
She left Hollywood withany definite objective other than going to Europe with husband
Serge M'Divani and making a picture abroad for someone.
The gossip is that both Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and the increasingly
powerful Fox Company would like to have a try at making Pola into a
While none of her pictures have made a great
popular box-office star.
success in this country, she is a strong attraction on the Continent, a
market that the movie producers are taking into consideration more and

out

more.

Speaking of Europe, by the way, Ben Jackson, head of the Fox Movieme that none of the Fox talking pictures will be sent abroad.
If the stars had to speak in the languages of
It's easy to see why.
all the countries the films are shown in, they would have to be linguists
Moreover, the scene would have to be taken over again
of distinction.
fcr each country where the language was different and this would mean
The foreign market is only
tremendous additional production costs.
one of the many problems arising out of the rush to the speakies.
tone, tells

A

Most of them have no stage
panic threatens among the actors.
experience and those who have are a little rusty in speaking their lines.
First experiments in talking pictures have shown that a single bad voice
impression upon an audience may completely destroy the illusion about
It is distressing, and you can't blame some of the actors for
a star.
worrying.
Charles Farrell

is

taking singing lessons and preparing to study voice

<0[

Audrey

Ferris.
Modernistic art
without an angle.

culture.

He

certainly one

who

has little to fear from talkone of his charming attributes.
He sings in a clear voice, without tremolo and interesting.
The foreign actors who have a marked accent are the ones
who are showing the greatest activity. The study of the English language has become of engrossing interest to them.

ing pictures.

is

Charlie's voice

is

I almost forgot to tell you about the wedding presents that
the stars gave Adolphe Menjou and Kathryn Carver.
When
the honeymoon couple got back from Paris, they found among

other gifts: an Australian cockatoo from Bebe Daniels; a bejeweled letter opener from Clara Bow
(it isn't surprising
she thinks of this gift, as Postmaster O'Brien of Los Angeles

—

Cf

Dorothy Sebastian has the

— Southern
two and
in

size

smallest foot

California for
a half.

her

height

told me that Clara is getting 1000 fan letters a day); an
imported vase from Emil Jannings; a clock from Esther Ralston
which tells the time of the day and the day of the week.
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SAY
By
Marion
Hollywood

(f

You

Bebe Daniels' grandmother foretells the
future to Adela Rogers, Charlie Chaplin.
Bebe's mother and Bebe herself, at
the Daniels' beach home.

know

that for the last couple of months I told
was going to happen.
Only last, month I
reported to* you that I had seen them together at a
number of public places, acting like a pair of honey
mooners.
And now it has happened! Marie has gone down
to the Judge and has told him what a fine fellow Kenneth is,
and how she made a terrible mistake for ever filing suit for

you

divorce.

it

Neither she

decree; they are
is

more

nor Kenneth wants that nasty final
in love than ever before, and everything

hunkadory. As the kid next door said, 'That's the swellest
I've heard in a long, long time!'

news

*

*

*

have made a resolution, and I want all my Hollywood
and other-wheres friends to know about it I have argued my
last argue on the Vitaphone question!
No, sir no one this
side of the equator can get me started on it again.
'Can it last?
I

—

—

1

'Is

it

any good?'

much

of a

sound

real?'

'Doesn't it
grinding noise?'

make too

'Does it
and I'm
not going to argue it out with another
person.
Possibly it is because of the
novelty, but all I wish is that I could
pocket one little percent of the money
the crowds are paying to see the 'talky'
74

We

can't agree,

C[

The boy who ran away.
Allan

'Whitney

bro\e

pictures and his
family recognized him
on the screen.
Allen,

into

Patsy Ruth Miller, and

Glenn Tryon.

at
Warner Brothers' Theatre in Hollywood.
In
other words, I'll take the money and let the rest do
the arguing, but I'm a woman, and I must have the
last word, and if the 'talkies' are only in for a novelty

got something to talk about,
and you glow from tip to

and won't last, as some of our best people say, I'll buy
everyone all around a twenty-five cent marshmallow nut
Now Til never say another word!
There!
sundae!
*

*

to tell you is the
news about the Alan
Did you know
Croslands.
latest

that everything is patched
up; that after having started

—

me and

guiltily con-

even then, while

that

fesses

it

introduced

L

it's

all

can

of thing.

sort

know,

too,

talk

that

about

a

I

I

wood

mar'
Ralph

Ince,

crashed

—

the air!

it's

gate

her

let

it

feel

picked and the husband you
decided upon in the beginning was about as good a
choice as you could make.

little

sister

And

bad to

that after everything is said
and done the wife you

studio
and then

the

in.

Lucilla
Give
an Ince and

she

Now

a

ta\es

mile.

Lya de
first

about the color of
Putti's hair.

place,

nobody

is

In the
going

another blonde wig
over Lya's black eyes. That
is final!
blonde wig does not go with a
black eyed personality, and if you don't believe me, write to Lya and ask her.
And Lya
doesn't want black hair, either.
It has to be
red, to suit her temperament, she says, and
anyone who wants to object might just as well
not say a word, because she is an American
woman now, and American women can do
exactly what they want to do and must please
to put

A

that

talk about di'
broken promises and

that

i

ned

C[ Lucilla

almost

I

know

business

and they

can't be so very

no fun to

vorces,

you
you

all

c

it

Mendez.

A

You

to

pictures by
her sister,

engaged for
months.
I

Here's something

Mendez,

]ola

June bride, in a
drowsy little Maryland town,
that was Fay, and you simply
have to stay happy when you
the merry
are married in
month of June under such
happy circumstances.

forgot.

the whole
into pieces

—

suppose you all know that
they have rented Florence
Vidor's beautiful home for
the summer while the Vidors
are touring Europe, and the
of keeping house is
thrill
Fay's.

year,

blown

honeymooning
Absolutely
over again, just like
all
Marie and Kenneth, and
tickled to death with each
other whether they argue or
It's the air in Holly
not.

such a real secret

by never going twice to the
same cafe or theatre, and
when they were so suddenly
married, no one dreamed that
they have been
seven
least
at

a
is

together
back
right
are
again, even better than new?

we were talking, Fay and the
handsome John were engaged.
They kept

and

proceedings,

divorce

having lived apart for almost

Wray

Saunders, Mrs.

and

What Fm

trying

"Oh, no, Fay won't be married for a long, long time.
don't want her to," said Fay Wray's mother to me
I wondered then why
about six or seven months ago.
her eyes twinkled so, and why Fay pleaded, "Mother
With Fay away on her honeymoon, with her
don't."
husband,
John
brand-new
comes to

grand

a

it's

glorious feeling.

I

Monk

and

toe

*

But

when
broken

and Cupid's bow all
mended up, why, then you've
divorces,

Of

themselves.

course, the

way

she says

it,

in

her own broken English, is half the battle, and
between us, I'm not so sure if she really is saying exactly what
she means.
Heir 'like so' and 'h-huh,' copied from us with the
European accent, is so entertaining that it doesn't make such a
terrific amount of difference as to what color the rest of the
world figures her hair should be. She is certainly a riot when
she starts talking red and black and blonde hair in broken,
bothersome English.
^

~z

^

the new Pickford bob.
It makes
I don't suppose anyone
great afternoon tea arguments, toe.
cares particularly much about the way I feel, but I would like to
know why, if Mary were going to cut her goldy locks at all,
she didn't cut 'em all the way.
If you have seen her in pictures

Another good hair topic

is

to the dot how she looks, because that's the way
One more good clip
America's sweetheart looks 'in personae.'
and Mary would be in the land of honest-to-goodness bob. Why

you know

not?
first

Her

real curls are gone,

anyway, and the

look at herself after her locks are shorn

should never, never miss.

I've

Kingston

has no fear of lions
after having tamed
the casting directors
of

Hollywood.

Mary and

I shall

a good heart to heart talk until

her that she might as well

You

folks

who

are

Mary
down on my

something

got to put that

calendar, because

([T^atahe

of taking the

thrill
is

I

have to have
can convince

finish the snipping.

coming to Hollywood
75

for a visit

—don't think you have

to get a pass into

a studio to have a look at the stars.

Oh, no indeed.
Saturday night on the Boulevard, first came Joe
Swickard; then Victor McLagien and Frank Nelson: after that, Nancy Carroll, George O'Brien
and Jim Hall, all in the course of fifteen minutes
or less.
No, you do not need a studio to see the
stars
merely pick a good spot on the Boulevard,
any night in the week, and the film parade will
do its stuff right before your eyes.

—

Bosom pals these days, Jim Hall and George
O'Brien.
And outside of its being a very pleasant companionship, Jim tells me that it is coming
mighty handy in these gob days of his for Clara
Bow's The Fleets In.
George, as you doubtless
know without my telling you, was a gob himself
in days gone by, and as Jimmy tells me, 'He's putting me wise to every bit of gob etiquette.'
Wait
until you see friend Hall in his latest outfit!
The
dark-eyed Susan in the Paramount wardrobe
department explains that he 'looks too cute for
in

-

words.'

Bill

Austin

is

on

his

way

to

England

to see if

he can't find another bathing suit like the one that
made such a hit £or him in Red Hair. Remember?
Did you ever see such a ridiculous thing in your
life, and would you think that another such relic
A movie star \nows positively that she
could be found anywhere?
Bill is a peach of a
has arrived
when James Montgomery
Flagg draws her portrait.
See Corinne
fellow, and I'll bet that when he gets back to the
Griffith's.
old home town near London, England, there will
be many a toast said for the owner of the ridiculous bathing suit.
May
Bill's holiday be a glorious affair.

What

little year can make!
Just about twelve
Barton was kicking because he didn't 'wanna make love
in his pitchures,' and now look at the young actor.
I don't
telling any tales out of school, but do you know what Buzz
thinks? Well, Buzz thinks that the name 'Annabelle' is pretty near as perfect
Another thing Buzz has decided that maybe he
a name as can be found.
ought to be combing his hair a bit neater, so he'll look a trifle more, well,

a

lot

months ago
to any girls
want to be

of difference one

Buzz;

—

<K]ac\

Duffy

as

the

world' s

meanest

He

won't even

man.

give the poor little
bathing-girl a nic\el
herself an
to buy
ocean.

1G

Ranger

ta\es

Junior out for
a puppyride.

up

fixed

presentable

or

He

new

needs

or

whatever you want to

chaps, too, he

tells Director
the other fellows in the movies
use a nice, smooth make-up in order to look desirable,

call

it.

Lew

King, and

if all

Buzz wants to know why he shouldn't do the same
Love is a terrible, terrible thing, and if you
thing.
don't believe

Buzz was a

A

ask Buzz.

it,

year ago, of course,

Annabelle Magness is the
love interest in his new picture, and since she's a
pretty good cure for about any kind of illness, why
shouldn't Buzz get himself fixed up so that he'll look
kind of decent to her?
kid, but since

*

*

*

Talk about Mayor James
sartorial perfection!

He may

J.

Walker and

be good,

all

all

his

right,

but

to Hollywood he's got to come to learn a thing
(And I
two about the proper way to dress.
For instance, could
understand he is on his way.)

it's

or

tell the correct mode for a gentleman director
has to jump from a
clean spot to a very
dirty spot and then

he

who

back again to clean,
clean

where

spot

see
can
everyone
how he looks? If
not, all he has to
do is visit Josef von
Sternberg at Para-

mount

and

learn

Number One

Lesson

in the art of dress-

ing for a day of
For
movie work.
the morning of The
Doc\s of TSfew

Tor\,
okay,

have
been
but when it

came

to those dirty
in

shots

What's the Swedish for ''Wow'?

Mayor

the

would

how Greta Garbo loo\s to James
Montgomery Flagg, the famous artist.

Here's

the

my

last wonder about this Cecil DeMille man.
Many a
morning the DeMille roadster and chauffeur has passed
with an empty seat, only to have me meet the car again
down towards Culver City with its empty seat filled up
by one Cecil Blount DeMille. The wondering days are
over now, though, because I have learned the secret of the
empty seat, and at the same time, the secret of the C. B.
complexion. Here it is.
Every morning of his life, C. B.
starts walking, and he walks fully a mile and a half before
the chauffeur comes along and takes him the rest of the
way by machine. When you figure that C. B.'s working
day never ends before eight or eight-thirty at night, it's
a pretty long walk with which to start a strenuous day.

pit

when he would have
had

put

to

the

funny looking coveralls over

all

you
suppose he would
have remembered to
finery,

his

carry the

do

cane the

way our movie
I

am

to

afraid

di-

really

rector did?

*

say,

Remember

do

but I
wish that you folks
could have seen Joe
walking around the
studio garbed in his
coverall outfit, but
never for one seccertainly

ond

forgetting

to

but to

no avail. He can't
have Mayor Walker
Josef

the best of

von Sternberg,

ing a long, long time, exactly the way they do in story
Sure enough, she wrote to Universal, and only
this month it has been definitely established that this boy
who has been so befriended by Wallie Beery is the boy
who has been searched for high and low. And not only
that
he gets the inheritance, too, the way any good story
has to end, and through the movies, instead of being alone

—

a cane certainly
does dress one up.
C[

have wondered

Wallie Beery adopted

books.

and

I

that

A

We

getting

*

*

young chap

and helped a couple of years ago? Did you know that
the boy went into pictures and has been getting along?
Allan Whitney, seventeen, had a pretty good part in a
Universal picture,
Hero for a J^ight, and everything has
turned out exactly like a story book. The boy thought he
was penniless and without relatives, and now what do you
think has happened? An aunt saw him in the picture, and
immediately it seemed to her as if the screen were showing
her the face of her nephew, for whom she had been search-

carry the cane!
kidded him to death
at the studio,

the

Marion

piaying
Davies
pee\-a-boo around her own
private rose-bush.

and

penniless,

he has become independent and has found

his family.
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Off On Location - Continued
had been haunted and no one dared enter.
The scene was so real, the acting so good
that one forgot the dozen or two Richardson-Moles (lights), reflectors, cameras, magazine containers and what not that go
toward the making of a picture, and I
found myself actually struggling against
tears in sympathy for the girl of long ago.
very attractive stray curl
that played over Vilma's forehead while
Her voice
the scene was being taken.
brought me back from France to Hollywood.
"Vic, I cannot, cannot play this scene
Did you
right until that vind she stop.
see my hair blowing all over in my eyes?
Can I act vit such things happening?"
Vilma's voice is full of resonance and
she speaks in adorable broken English.
Not very broken, though. She only seems
I should
to have trouble with her w's.
She
love to .see her in talking pictures.
is charming.
Victor Fleming hadn't noticed anything
wrong with her acting, and he seemed to
feel the same way I did about the curl.
But he said he was going to take a cover
He is a very
shot anyway after lunch.
even director and speaks quietly. I imagine
that he gets a great deal out of his people.
I

noticed

There

a

picnical

a

is

(my

word)

"Just to show you that I'm not proud,"
told Bill, "I'll look your old accident
over before I go back to town."
By that time we had been served with
delicious fried chicken and fresh vegetables
served on white enamel plates and there
was iced tea in white enamel cups. Walter
Byron didn't eat very much.
"What's
taken your appetite?" another visiting lady
I

"I'm

much

it,

Vilma,"

from

"What,

cut

cake?"

An

big

this

all

enormous knife was handed her.
"Wait, we have to take pictures
said

Barrett. Kiesling, falling
of director of publicity.

role

"That

lets

me

out,"

said

first,"

back to his

Howard

Bill

rising.

the

Fleming

shoulder,

"You

stay,

my

grabbed

him

firmly by
again.

down

him

pulling

boy," he said.

standing in several different places. 'There.
fine,' said one.
'No, she's covering Wolheim and Byron,' said another.
"Lean against the end of the table with
your face to the camera, Miss Banky," said
the still man.
She did, holding the knife
in a dramatic pose over the cake.
"Sorry to disturb you, Vilma, but you're
on fire," said Victor Fleming, grabbing
her apron string which had strayed over
the candle's flame.
Everyone laughed.
'Oh, for goo'ness sake!' cried Vilma in
her pretty, broken English, 'Vat kind of
a picture will this be?'
She blew out the
candle and once more faced the camera.
This time we were all set.
Shortly we
returned
to
the
French

air

village.

"I never saw lights used on a daylight
location before," I said.
"Is it something

new?"
"George Barnes

men

in

"But

one of the best camera-

is

the business,"

he's

said

man

an indoor

—

my informant.
there are such

things you know.
It is not always possible
to regulate the sunlight even with shade

and

reflectors,

use

the

lights

and
and

it

is

not

easier

for

him

to

experiment."

We

watched the make-up man take a
dust from between the eyes of
Walter Byron. He had a neat location kit
with everything in it from false hair to lip
rouge, in case something should be missing
from the players' individual supply.
We
noticed that Walter was as freckled as a

must go promptly," said Vilma
leading the way, "because we have only
an hour."
Under the canvas of the mess tent were
five long regulation mess tables and benches
made of rough boards. There was a white
cloth over each which was not regulation
Vilma's
but an attempt to be homey.
chair was placed at the end of the first
table and the rest of us scrambled over

snot

invited,"

I

replied.

Victor McLag"I invite you now, then.
len and Nick Stuart are over there and
a couple of the biggest stunt men in the
are going to have an escape
business.
from prison in an automobile and there's
Come on over."
to be an accident
Louis Wolheim, who plays the naughty
man with the heart of gold in Vilma's
"Say,
picture, contributed his basso treble.
Sam Goldwyn should
pipe down there.
invite a writer out here to cover a story

We

Mr. Wolheim said more
Fox."
He just can't rebut I won't write it.
member that he is not playing What Price
Glory any longer. We all laughed at what
he did say.

of

•

ten-year-old-boy.
Nice, light tan freckles
he has.
But they don't show through the
make-up.

"Where did you get all those freckles on
your hands?" someone asked.
"I've always had them." Walter apologized.
"I've got them on my neck and
shoulders and stomach and everywhere."
"That's a peachy uniform you have on,"
from one of the actors.
In spite of popular opinion a good deal

A

rather undignified proceedthe benches.
ing for a fat lady with short skirts but
I made the grade without too much perAnd looked up into
sonal embarrassment.
the amused eyes of William K. Howard,
the visiting Elk, Victor Fleming explained
by wav of introduction, not knowing that
Mr. Howard and I had, figuratively speaking, played marbles together on the Fox lot
some eight years back.
"Why aren't you visiting our set?" Bill
asked.

Mr.

cut

to

You're

"We

for

have

There was a lot of excitement about the
posing.
Vilma was tried out sitting and

just like a picnic.

wasn't

"You

41

Victor Fleming.

Victor

"The sun," he replied promptly.
not acclimated yet, and if you take

—

I

om page

said.

Everybody has to
about any location.
keep reminding themselves that it isn't a
holiday and that there is a schedule date
the bete noir of every director.
to meet
You hear the men talking about a rattler
that was killed yesterday and the quantities
of trout and bass to be found in
The
Losturous Lake just over the hill.
sage-laden breeze blows through the sycamore trees that are covered with great
bunches of mistletoe and not far away the
It is
mess tent beckons for refreshments.

"Because

fr

The

beautiful Vilma Ban\y is a full'
fledged star now and she celebrates

with 'The Awakening.'

exercise in this climate before your blood
has thinned out you suddenly find yourself
behaving like a pricked balloon."

The

came for dessert in the form
of a huge cake two feet square and five
inches thick.
It was Vilma's first wedding
anniversary and the cake was in honor of
it.
Rod La Rocque, her husband, had to
work so he couldn't be there which was
perhaps the reason she was rather silent and
wistful during luncheon.
But when the
surprise

cake appeared she burst out laughing.
"Oh-o-o, look at the prop!" she cried at
sight of the one lonely candle which had
been cribbed from the studio.
"Now isn't
that nice 7
"To our Vilma with love from
tb e gang.

of attention is paid to details in pictures.
laughable mistakes that occur are in
most instances anybody's fault but the technical man's.
After he has worn himself to
a frazzle trying to have every detail accurate
in a picture tbe star, for an example which
happens to be a true one, decides she wants

The

to

wear a white wig because

it is

becoming

the technical man has to
search history to find whether it is possible
for a lady to wear a white wig in those
times and arrange a scene that makes it
But
plausible.
Suppose it isn't possible
to

her.

Then

suppose the star has a good deal of power
and gets stubborn well, then a masquerade
ball has to be stuck in costing the company
thousands of unnecessary dollars.
Yet the
star has a good argument, too.
The more

—

beautiful she looks the better it is for the
and upon that point the defense

box-office;
rests.

But to return

to

Vilma's picture and the

—

SCREENLAND
There are two technical

stunning uniform.

men on The Awakening

payroll

who know

eveiy loop and buckle, every manner and
custom of England and the country in and
The German is
about Alsace-Lorraine.
Baron Erich von Brmcken and the Englishman is Lieut. Hatswell, who was detailed
to submarine duty in the British navy durBoth of these men have very
ing the war.
thrilling war records and they and a few
others are entitled to a special article which
Enough now
I hope some day to write.
say that their background and studies
since the war fit them perfectly for the technical work they are now interested in, and
that the costumes worn in this picture are
accurate in every detail. Mr. Byron's unito

form was made by the best man in town
and was delivered in duplicate. A second
costume is always provided in case the first
The bill for Mr.
gets torn or soiled.
Byron's two uniforms was $700.
Vilma was at work again and once more
I fell under the spell of her beauty.

"To

use

phrase,"

trite

a

Henry

said

ality of his own.
Vilma, in her work with
him, shows a side of her nature that we are
not familiar with.
She sparkles.
She is
vivacious and fun-loving
a different Vilma
from the tragedy queen we have been ac-

—

customed to.
We stopped to look at the chuck wagon
which has become an institution out here.
The Judd D. Stevens Company is the only
one that caters solely to motion picture
trade.
They carry two wagons.
One, a
nice white enamel motor car with an ice
compartment which also holds milk and
butter.
There are separate compartments
for silver and dishes.
They are all neatly
stacked in their proper grooves.
It
is
large enough to cater to four hundred
people.
The other is a truck which carries
the provisions and a huge eight-hole stove
which was set up at the back of the
mess tent.
The chef was taking six delicious-looking berry and apple pies from
the oven as we arrived.
Scattered about
were the sleeping tents to accommodate those
who remained on location at night. They
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leapt into the air turning over three times
and landing on its nose in the ditch with
one of the men still in it. The other man

had been

hurled into the air when the
came, and landed clear.
The company rushed up expecting to find both
men dead. They weren't even unconscious.
Stunned a bit, but there wasn't a scratch
on either one of them and the onlookers
were far more shaken than they.
It just
goes to show that a person doesn't move
into the next world until his bell rings
which must be the philosophy of the jaycrash

walker.
I

The camera caught
and you will

think

the crash

—

see

it

in

—

all

of

it,

The River

Pirate.

And

that's all

I

can

you about that

tell

location.

Of a different sort was the location for
The Divine Lady with Corinne Griffith,
Victor Varconi, H. B. Warner and Montague Love, directed by Frank Lloyd.
lhe Catalina Isthmus was their headquarters where there

is

a

permanent

restau-

Hathaway,

rant and about three

ply can't stay mad no
matter what happens.

The rest
cottages.
are tents. The actual
location was the good
ship Vanguard of his-

"she has
a nature as sweet as
She simher face.

this
to
She tried
morning and started
to bawl us all out

riding at anchor
about three miles out.
To get to this location we were hauled
out of bed at six

A. M. and motored
down to Wilmington,
about forty miles

from

having

else,

say

carload

you know.

which

the

to

that

af the regulation three

first

It was
and a half.
cold and foggy and
miserable until the

arrived,

happened

to

We

contain me.
all
looked so miserable
over the mistake that
she shrieked with

C[

These jolly tars are really movie extras, snatching
a few minutes from their arduous activities in
the ship scenes jor 'The Divine Lady.'

laughter."

The rough and ignorant
is

a thing of the past in

assistant director

movies.

He

only
companies.

appears in cheap and inferior
These boys now are in most instances college trained.
Usually they are well born
and well bred and terribly interested in
the future of pictures.
It

was interesting

see

to

them

light

a

very shady place in the background.
The
trees over the house cast a dense shade,
and so that it would pick up in the camera,
shiny tin reflectors caught the sun
and threw the reflected light right into the
darkest spot.

The

subject of freckles seemed to trouble
As I said goodbye to him

Walter Byron.
he stopped

me

"Before you go

I

want

to

explain to you what freckles are," he said
And
earnestly.
"They are heat glands.
if we
didn't have them we'd die in ten
minutes.
The natives of India have heat
glands under their arm pits and it distributes the heat waves evenly through their
That's why
bodies, turning them brown.
some people are evenly tanned all over.
When the
Their heat glands are right.
heat

circulation

is

a spe-

speed boat which
took us to Catalina
in an hour and fortyfive
minutes instead
cial

Well, she had plenty
to

Hollywood.

There we met

gotten up at six. She
among others returns
to Hollywood every

night,

which

was

but burst into laughshe finter .before
There was a
ished.
mistake in the calls
and she was out here
half an hour before

anyone

fame,

toric

even

appear."
1
think young Mr.
sensation on the screen

the

freckles

I

suppose there are insects that are attracted

by the

light.

From there we walked over to the river
bed, dry of course as all California rivers
are except in the rainy season, where the
Fox outfit was getting ready for their accident.
Nick Stuart and Victor McLaglen
were supposed to be escaping from prison
and as they tear along the road pursued
by the police the car turns turtle into
the river bed.
The whole side and bed of
the stream was lined with mattresses so the
spill
wouldn't hurt the stunt men that
were doubling for Vic and Nick.
They
had wanted to do it themselves but Bill
Howard wouldn't let them.

"No

sense

taking

chances.

It takes
thing like
that.
to them, too,
but they have trained themselves for this
sort of thing and are pretty sure to get
out from under."
But Mr. Howard wasn't

stunt

men

in

away with
Something may happen
to

get

a

prepared for what happened.

The

dis-

will be a
one can judge by
He is a strange and
one day's rushes.
unexplainable mixture of Jack Gilbert and
Edmund Lowe, yet with a definite person-

Byron

if

had windows covered with mosquito netI never felt a mosquito in California
but they say there are a few, and anyhow
ting.

car started over by The Awa\ening
mile away and came on
clip of thirty-five an hour, over a
road and sharp curves.
As they

set

a quarter of a

at

a

rough

neared the spot where the spill was to
take place something went wrong and they
went head on into a boulder.
The car

hour's run.
the glory of
the Pacific and the
rugged beauty of the
Island made us for'
get our early inconveniences.
last

half

Then

As we approached

the

dock we saw a

bouffant gown
swinging dainty slippered feet off the end
of it, rod and line in hand and fishing
busily.
"Look at my catch!" shouted Lady
Hamilton alias Corinne Griffith, as she held
up three fish for us to see.
But she certainly looked an odd sight.
There she was in a rose satin gown with
lady

in

a

brilliant

and

panniers

ruffles

satin

and

lace,

and

elab-

A

the period of 1800.
drawing-room flower perfectly at home on
a fishing dock!
Such is life in the movies.
orately

H.

coifed

B.

in

Warner was holding an animated

with Betty Danko, Corinne's
about the number and variety
of fish to be found in that part of the
island.
His work in that sequence was
over so he was waiting for the boat to
take him to the mainland.
He was so
excited over the appearance of a gold fish
about a foot long that he nearly fell in.
He declared it was not natural to those
waters and must have strayed from the
coral reefs miles away.
He tried to get
a sympathetic enthusiasm from Betty over
a Sheepshead, a nice black and blue fish,
without any result, and when he pointed
out a sculpin, a hideous water animal, she
turned her back altogether.
Stand-ins are comparatively new in pic
tures and perhaps need a word of explanconversation
'stand-in,'

SCREENLAND
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They

people resembling the
but the important thing
for them to be of the same size and
is
Duplicate costumes of cheaper
weight.
ation.

star

are

possible

if

stand-ins and
the cameras
are being placed and the distance measured to save the energy of the star for
the taking of the scene.
Soldier costumes are expensive things,
materials

they

are

made

set

while

not to mention a woman star's period costumes. .Some of them cost thousands.
had a nice lunch of cold meat,
spring salad and coffee at the commissary
and then were taken out to the Vanguard.
Corinne stuck to her fishing, hoping against
hope that she wouldn't be called to work
that afternoon, but she was.
Getting out of the launch and on the
big ship was something of an achievement.
The sailors took your coat and purse and
guided your hands as you climbed the
All who
perpendicular ladder shipside.
were not actually in the- scene at the moment were hanging over the sides of the

We

boat.

"Have

Amundsen

found

they

remarked, "to be able to handle that
ging so well."

"They

the

for

on the

stand

jumped to do Lord Nelson's bidding.
"Those are pretty tarry extras," someone

yet?"

aren't

real

extras,"

man

for the

rig-

Roy

said

Lloyd unit.
"They are sailors and they were mad
enough when they found they had to wear
Roquoi, technical

period

'Wan't
actors!"

They declared they
costumes.
pitchur
movin'
no
bloomin'
'

"

Roy Roquoi

has had years of
experience back of him though this

He

picture.

first

was

stage
is

London

in

his

for

years and was responsible for the technical
effects in three New York theatres.
are
much nicer than the
"Pictures
theatre, don't

"Oh,

you think?"

I

said.

inquired interestedly.
"Getting up at five every morning off a
cot bed in a tent and walking into a fog
And then waitso thick you could cut it!
ing around all day for a sun to shine that

yeah?"

he

appearance at six P. M.
Well, maybe it is
just in time to set?
Today is
nicer when you get used to it.
great,
but you should have been here

makes

its

first

them had seen mainland for weeks. Eyen
Frank Lloyd was longing for a sight of
home. "I'll be through with this in about
three more weeks," he remarked hopefully.
The water was getting rough and it
wasn't as easy to board the launch as it had
been to get off of it.
A sailor picked
you up bodily on the third rung of the
ladder and put you in the arms of another
sailor aboard the launch with the smaller
boat bobbing up and down like a cork.

wasn't as simple as it sounds.
put off amid a chorus of cheers, and
eventually landed at our respective domiciles, a relaxed, happy, sunburned crowd
Of all the actors in Hollywood Ben Lyon
has drawn the funniest break.
He's been
nine months in the making of Hell's
Angels, a Caddo picture.
But for a young
actor to be tied up nine months on one
picture in these days of competition is a
It

We

serious thing.

We

drove out to Caddo Field, the location for this air picture.
The flights start
at

1

as

we

whoop.

Frank Lloyd had a week's growth of
beard which he wore to protect his face
from sunburn, a vicious thing out here.
He was taking close-ups of Victor Varconi
and Montague Love. The big battle scene
we had been invited out to see was nowhere around. "Won't get to it for three
days anyway," said Mr. Lloyd. Well, such
And I for one was
is life in the movies.

the gunners as
they need it. It is kept in the hold out of
danger of explosion and is only brought
Bob is a newsy
up in small quantities.
and delivers papers at the First National
Studios.
He longed to be a pirate. I
don't
know whether he confided his
anyhow
ambition to Frank Lloyd or not

Ben has

noise.

a job during his vacation as powder monkey.
He's the happiest kid in California."
Some of the extras were taking sun
baths, others were sitting in on a bridge
or poker game.
In all, that day, there
were about 500 people on board.
There
were 2000 in the battle scenes.
Twentyeight make-up men were employed to see
that the extras were in proper shape for
the picture.
When we left everyone lined
up to say goodbye, shouting messages for
us to give people on shore, for none of

"Who

called.

got

the

—-What? —Hurray

Republican nomination?
for Hoover!"

"Did the mail come?"
On the whole they acted

like

a

bunch

—

"Which means
"He supplies powder

of exiles.

glad,

for

detest

I

The handsome Victor Varconi had one
eye almost closed and one arm
deference to the traditional Lord Nelson.
"What has become of your arm?" we asked.
He held out his real arm. Just a clever
trick of keeping it well behind his back.
When he had to turn his back to the
camera another clever trick was used.
I sat on an old cannon aft with a fine
gone,

view

of

the

came

to

man

whole
the

scene.

and

sails

A

in

command

fifty

sailors

to

—

Mr. Lloyd heard about

it

and

gave him

"Say. have you come to get the news
break?" he called.

"Sure, what

"Why, we
a

is

it?"

majority

vast

of

extras

for

several

A

months.
day or two, maybe a week of
work, then fruitless applications at the casting windows.

"Why,

was so broke even the
estate agents wouldn't speak to me." is
illuminating comment on those days.
I

real

his

With several other hopefuls, Farrell
pooled meager earnings, and they established
themselves in a shack in the hills.
The
interior might well serve as the setting for
a drama. "Hardships of an Extra."
They
rigged up a barrel with a short length of
hose in lieu of a shower.
Personal pantspressing was done with a hand-iron heated
on an ancient stove.

The

—

of the East
Cape Cod. in parwhere his father owns several movie
houses became strong for young Farrell.
Especially when Frank Borzage, who was to
guide him to world-wide prominence in
ticular,

call

—

Heaven within two

7th

years,

advised him

something else for a career.
Charley had asked Frank for a job as an
turn

to

to

extra.

thought Charley was like a lot of
good-looking young fellows seeking
something easy to do," said Borzage subsequently.
"We've often kidded each other
since about it.
I
certainly thought then
"I

other

was giving him the right steer."
getting some notice in a minor
in
Sandy, Farrell began going East

that I

After
role

cinematically.
On a set of old Salem,
Massachusetts, built on Catalina Island, he
started acting in Old Ironsides.
He finished
that

big

photodrama

Catalina but
make-believe.

in

the

big hit, still
harbor of Tripoli
as

a

Rough Riders

—

still

in

Old Ironfor The
going East from Holly-

Figuratively, Farrell stepped off
to go to Texas and Cuba

sides

in

a

reporter asked.

week!"
very real sense of humor.
finish the picture next

He pulled some photographs out of his
pocket taken at a circus.
"Isn't she a
peach?" he asked, holding up a picture of
young lady weighing four hundred
a
pounds.
"I made a non-stop flight around
her once."

"How

will

feel

it

Ben?"

again,

I

to be

back

in

a studio

asked.

I
don't feel like
"Gee. I don't know.
an actor any more. I feel like an aviator.

Then he was off again into the air, higher
and higher, farther and farther until he
was just a little black speck against the
sun.

A
ness.

healthy, happy life
Full of healthy,
•

When

women.
terribly

hard.

hard, too.

A

this

picture busi-

happy men and
they work they work hard,

When

they play they play

normal evening up.

Charles Farrell of the Big Time Pictures — Continued
the

he knew every
was just landing
greeted us with a war
said,

He

of sunrise.
arrived and

yesterday."
Bob Preeland. a cute little boy, was running back and forth from the hold to the
"What's his game?" someone asked.
deck.
"He's the powder monkey."
?"

someone

As Ben

dawn.

variety

f rom

P a s e 37

wood, you will note. Then as the lovable
Chico in 7th Heaven, he spent many months
on a set of the Parisian slums.
Next he went to Arabia, Venice and
Paris as the locales of Fazil, a drama of an
Eastern prince and his Continental bride.
In Street Angel, in which he shares
with Janet Gaynor, as in 7th
plaudits
Heaven, Farrell became Angelo, a street
His latest vehicle to
artist of old Napoli.
be completed is The Red Dance, in which
he voyages on the screen to Moscow ot
other days.

In other words, this Massachusetts boy
has travelled some, and is still travelling.
From his first success in Old Ironsides Farrell
has been playing in big-time pictures
which have enjoyed prosperous runs in the

Broadway

'legitimate'

has been just
after another.
so

far

His career
one big-time picture

theatres.

—

—

—

o

!

SCREENLAND
What

Think About

the Stars

Goldwyn, The
present picture for Mr.
Rescue. The symphony orchestra score and
the sound effects will give us important
new dramatic values. Then there will be
a short talking sequence which will come at
a strikingly dramatic moment carrying that
moment to new heights, we hope. It is in
this kind of use of sound devices that I
think this interesting change will reach its
greatest achievements.
o

—

sibly

be funny for a few minutes, but no

Now

through the Vitaphone I have a
to conquer.
This remarkable
instrument is the only thing that could
ever have been responsible for my going
into the movies, and now I am happy to
be in them.
I don't care about silence any
more than any other woman does who is
accustomed to 'talk.'

new

The

personification of young male
he has risen rapidly from
the extra ranks until today he is one
of our foremost leading men.

Mouse.

By

Bv May McAt>oy
screen star who has been in the
movies for years and knows every
thing about the screen there is to know,
perhaps often falls into a rut because there
Here the
is nothing new to interest him.
Vitaphone comes in. bringing to the perhaps somewhat bored actor a new means of
expression, a new sphere in which to show
Just as a person wearies
his capabilities.
of a position that he has kept for years,
so does a movie hero begin to find work
dull after he has be:n on the screen for
He longs for something to
a long time.
give him a new inspiration and to help
him awake the same enthusiasm he had
when he starterd.
If he knows he has to talk to his public
for the first time, he must begin studying
at once.
He feels that he is at school again,
learning something entirely new in prepara-

The

silent

He

—

a

millions.

By Richard Dix
Talking pictures
suddenly to make
about their success
new venture there
the pessimists.

and watch

I

have overtaken us too
any definite statements

Like every
or failure.
are the optimists, and
prefer to sit on the fence

without

developments,

putting

There is little doubt
hat in the ring.
marks definite
the talking picture
progress in the motion picture field, and
none of us connected with this work can
I will
refuse to recognize its importance.
be more than willing to make a talking pic-

my

that

ture,

experimentation

for

for one cannot stand

still

if

nothing

in

any industry.
months from

A

ing innovation.

famous

as

By Dolores

Costello

has reached

a

stage

of

development which will call for a general
weeding-out process in the picture business.
Those people who train their voices for
The
the stage will remain on the screen.
others will find there is no place for them
There will be no more
in the 'talkies.'
phenomenal jumps from extra to star by
mere chance or by winning a beauty contest.
A star will be made only through
intensive study and those who are not willing to devote their time to it will be compelled to drop out.
I am convinced that in time the silent
drama will be a thing of the past and will
be looked back to as the incipient real
moving picture in which the characters not
.

only

move but

talk.

—o
He served his apprenticeship on the
English stage but as a movie comedian his popularity has become in-

else,

One of the premier
of her time, she brings
movie

My

By Reginald Denny

and

By Fannie
ness for many
there is in my

in

Brice
laugh- making busi-

the

years.

I

know

just

what

that produces mirth.
Sometimes it is in the turn of the head or
a shrug of the shoulders at the crucial
moment, but most of the time it is the
dialect that I use and the twists and turns
«ive= to an ordinary monologue, that
it

the

work

risibilities

By

"Vilma

favorite

Ban\y

don't feel that talking and silent pictures should be mixed.
To my mind a
picture should be either all talking or
completely silent.
Many will not agree
with me on this but it remains as a personal conviction.
The two techniques are
so different that I do not feel that they
can be combined successfully.
On the side of 'effects' and music I
think sound devices are perfectly wonder-

of

my

audience.

I

had never before considered going into the
movies because I knew that I should be
a complete failure as though I had given
It could posa pantomime on the stage.

As an

accompaniment to dramatic
they will make better and more
effective every story with which they are
ful.

action

used.

handsome husband has a
opinion and perhaps he can
induce his wife to change her mind
and make a Talker with him
Vilma's

different

future of the talking picture offers
unlimited possibilities, and the objectors to
it are like those who objected to the first
picturized close-up or like those who judge
children of tender years by the standards
of maturity. They say with the air of
professors that the talking picture can do
this or cannot do that when really they
know nothing about it, for there is nothing
to compare it with
except as you compare
one 'talker' with another as the new art
is in its veriest infancy.
It
is
a fact that except for technical
improvements there has been no radical
advance in motion pictures for more than
a decade.
As an example of what I mean,
there was little or no change from the date
of The Whispering Chorus to that of The

—

—

Commandments.
There have been
improvements mechanically, in camera work,
lighting; direction has been fine;
effects,
but there has been no improvement in

Ten

titles.

It

artistically,

is

time we developed
thinking the talking
the renaissance or New

about

and to

my

picture offers us
Birth of the art.
It will create writers and directors who
must fit words to action and action
to words, who must construct scenes psy-

of the voice.
No longer will the camera have to hop

scope and by introducing the talking
picture American producers are encouraging foreign countries to do the same with
pictures in which the talking is in French,
German, Italian, Swedish, etc.
If talking
pictures spread, American producers will
find the foreign market absolutely reduced
to a minimum, the only sale being of silent
films.
The technique of a talking picture
is more like the stage.
That means little
action and a lot of talking.
What has
made pictures the success they are is that
they have got outside the sphere of the
theater and can take the audience any
place in the world.
Pictures are sold by
action, stage plays by dialogue.
So you
can see that in releasing an English talking picture in France where the talking

about from room to room to establish minor
facts essential to the progress of the action.

must be

the voice reproduction.

in

comediennes
her comic art
revue to the

Man.

Having been

become an American
The Dark Angel.

bring
It will
chologically and humanly.
back to us the value of words and the value

ternational.

Talking pictures cannot be international

vaudeville

has
since

The

John Barrymore's

lady, she has made good on
her own, and in Tenderloin she spoke
to her audiences for the first time
since her musical comedy days.

to say.

from

The Hungarian blonde beauty who
discovered by Samuel Goldwyn

was

By Rod La Rocque
First
leading

year from now. even six
now. ask me what I think of talking pictures, and I may have something startling

tickle-

Arlen

biggest thing chat has happened in
motion picture history! There is no doubt
that sound and talking pictures will revolutionize our work.
It is certain to make
the players' work more exacting and difficult, and production will take an enormous
crew of technicians as well as a longer
period of time for the completion of each
picture.
With careful training, almost any
voice can develop correctly, so I think
there is little basis in the belief that the
present players will be affected by the talk-

The Vitaphone

stock-company matinee
he went into pictures,
and now he numbers his audiences by

was

~R.ich.ard

The

career.

before

idol

draggy picture which will not be able to
compete either with a photoplay made to
be silent or with a French 'talkie.'

field

America,

—

new

continued from page 23

I

She shares with Dolores Costello
the honor of being the first girl to be
heard as well as seen on the screen
as the heroine of The Lion and the

tion for a

81

the Talkers

longer.

—

in

French

subtitles

you have

a

slow

You

can have tpeech from off-stage charthe legitimate drama.
ao in
just
Instead of long footage made in the next
room, a few spoken words will convey the
The world's
idea even more effectively.
shortest
and most dramatic sentence
acquire a poignancy it
will
Jesus wept
could never have in printed text.
Here is another point. The photophone
personality may be even better than the
acters,

—

wellIt
is
personality.
flesh-and-blood
known there is such a thing as a 'wire personality.'
Such agreeable persons will be
greatly in demand; in fact, there is no
reason why one person cannot pose for
the picture and another speak or sing for
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Ever since she started as Harold
Lloyd's leading lady she has been one
of the big personal successes of picwhether

tures,

in

comedy or drama.

By Bebe
set: on my

Daniels

I'm all
mark; ready to go!
Talking pictures can't become too popular
to suit me.
I
started on the stage as a
child, and have always felt an urge to go
back to the talking stage for a season or
two.
But now that's out, talking pictures
have all the advantages and none of the
disadvantages of the legitimate stage.
I
have been practicing before a microphone
so that my voice will be trained for the
first talking picture that is assigned to me.
Let's go, we're all ready!
So are the audi'
ences all over the world.

be a boon to the small towns where
only third-rate theatrical troups go. Talking pictures- will seriously hurt the speaking
stage and when the readjustment period is
over we will find many famous stage stars
on the talking screen and many of our
present screen stars retired because of their
will

lack

of

will

no

We

fication

confess that I like to be heard.
That
I usually succeed in being heard is due to
the fact that Mother Nature supplied me
with indestructible lungs and vocal chords

which made it possible for me to emit, from
the hour of my birth, such war whoops
as would have done credit to the biggest

my

Big Injun ancestors.
rough-neck pursuits by which I
earned my daily bread before my motion
picture life began made noise-making imperative.
In fact it was while voicing my
sentiments to a striking gang of ditchdiggers, from the vantage point of a soapbox, that fate, in the person of David
of

The

Wark

walked up and offered me
a job at haranguing a mob in the picture
he was making.
Theatricals were never sought by me.
but I have often thought that if I had
had my choice I should have picked out
spoken acting instead of the dumb play
which leaves so much to the mercy of
some more or less competent title-writer.
Now along comes Vitaphone and I have
my wish. From now on my friends of
the movie world will have the opportunity,
such as it is, both to 'see and hear' me.
Griffith,

—

The

acting ability of the stage.

voice will

This distinguished actress has made
as her

two short Vitaphone subjects
contribution

bined

art

the

If

and

movies.

picture

because

is

develops

it

successful it
a technique
of either the

from that
stage or the silent drama, although borrowing something from each of its older
sisters.
So far sound sequences in featurelength pictures have consisted mostly of the
entirely

different

human

voice synchronized with occasional
close-ups of two players talking to each
other.
People are interested just as they

were thrilled by the
lighted with the radio

first

victrola

when

these

the

talking

Talking

restful.

picture.
films

they must offer more

Silent films are
are not.
Therefore
entertainment value.

The

sophisticated portrayer of cynhas done much to make
movies acceptable to men and women
of the world.

sullen beauty and undoubted
dramatic power have made her unique
among all the girls of the screen and
she has done a lot for the movie
underworld.

By Evelyn Brent

We

knew

all

it

was

coming

someday.

Since the beginning of motion pictures
almost twenty years ago constant experimentation has been going on quietly but
steadily.
I am
surprised that talking pictures did not come sooner, but now that
they are here, their popularity is a certainty.
Almost every motion picture player
has secretly longed for an opportunity to
play on the legitimate stage.
'Talkies'
will bring that opportunity to many of us.

Europe acclaimed him as one of her
most illustrious actors of stage and
screen and now America hails him as
the

I

star

see

pictures.

of The Man Who
By Conrad Veidt

future for talking motion
think they will entirely replace

great

a
I

our present motion pictures.
tures

Laughs.

Talking

pic-

are the merging of the art of the
picture with the art of the stage
talking pictures will further prove the

motion

and

sisterhood of the

two

arts.

Talking pictures

By Adolphe
The

^Walter Byron

spent four hard years training
my voice for the English musical comedy
and dramatic stage, I feel that the arrival
of talking pictures provides a great opportunity for Walter Byron.
Seriously speaking, I think that after the novelty is worn
off the public will accept complete 'talkies'
only if there is very great improvement
in the reproduction of the voice.
So far
sound devices do wonderfully with music

This side of them

effects.

great

a

The

aid

talking part,

is

perfect

any picture using it.
however, is still in course
to

my way of thinking,
destiny will be we will
not know completely until several years
have passed.
development,

of

and what

its

Her

to

final

quaint

charm

and

unusual

won
among

for her an outstanding
place
the younger stars but she
eclipsed herself in Drums of Love.
talents

By Mary

Vhilbin

Talking motion pictures, in my opinion,
will not be a prolonged
They
success.
are very

much

of a novelty right

now and

for that reason will be financially successful

But when everyone has had
they will die.
The idea behind the
reproduction of sound will live, however,
and I think every theater in the country
will have talking devices but they will
merely reproduce the score to the picture
with mechanical sounds that are purely
atmospheric, such as cheering crowds, gun
People, I think, do not
shots, rain, etc.
want phonographic voices with their silent
for

a

his

fill

time.

drama, for voices call for greater attention
of the ear than our present motion pictures
do of the eye.
Relaxation is what most
people want when seeing a motion picture
and they will not get it with talking films.

inability

of

—

TsAenjou

secret

motion picture

stars

to

duction.

She stands for sparkle and youth
and light comedy in the screen world,
this adept actress who was schooled
the

slapstick

seminary.

By Laura La

will

see

startling

developments

of

his

steady following.

By "Warner Baxter
The future
As a former

of the Talker is uncertain.
stage actor I naturally welcome it, but as a screen player I feel that
in certain kinds of motion pictures audience

would be destroyed by spoken
illusion
words.
For example, it seems to me that
ever to give voice to Seventh Heaven would
The present technique of
be to ruin it.
motion pictures when it shall have attained
the third dimension, i.e., depth and solidity
will approximate perfection.
of images

—

times I want the silent drama and at
I think
other times the drama that talks.
audiences share this feeling that the two are
shall alseparate and distinct fields.
ways have our beautiful silent drama, the
of pantomime raised to its highest
art
expression; but alongside this we shall have
another art, that of the talking pictures.
far that art will go, is the factor of
uncertainty.
Certain kinds of stories will
Natbe found suitable to it, others not.
urally I should be glad to work in either
according to the appropriateness of
field,
the medium and the artistic carrying out
of the author's intention.

At

We

Plante

Talking pictures are very much in their
infancy and are as much of a novelty now
as movies were 25 years ago.
I
believe

we

half-

motion

silent

One of the most dependable actors
on the screen, he still knows how to
be interesting at the same time -the

speak foreign languages will hinder the
production of talking pictures for distribution on an international scale.
Movies
are distributed internationally, and most of
the actors in Hollywood speak English
only.
How are you going to make talking
movies for world consumption when the
actors have only one language?
And think
how it would increase the expense of pro-

in

and

art

roles

ical

Her

third

I

and de-

reproductions were introduced.
But the novelty will soon wear away and
unless an improvement over the present
method is developed, I do not think talking pictures will have a long life.
Sound will have to be synchronized with
the real action of the picture and not
employed solely to speak sub-titles through
the medium of close-ups.
More effective
dialogue will be employed.
To this end
I believe a new group of writers will be
developed in the near future, who will
understand both the technique of the stage
and the screen and bring something of each
to

By
Because

mediums

sound

of

Talk-

pictures.
a

Here is the young man who came
from England to step into Ronald
Colman's shoes as leading man to the
beauteous Banky.

and
and

Irene Rich

talking

be

new com-

the

to

words

of

By
will

I

.

be of paramount importance.

part

By Monte Blue

—

silent

become

will

stage acting
picture acting.

stage stars
from screen
have an entirely new classi-

will

of actors
those with the photopersonality
and beauty of the
screen regime combined with the

graphic
present

he cannot play
and play well, thanks to his innate
ability and his training as an extra.
is

many

eliminate

work.

pictures

way between

training.
Fhotographic
be required and this will

still

always have

will

ing

elocutional

beauty

first

There

we

in

talk-

ing pictures within the next few years.
I think a photoplay should either be entirely silent or entirely spoken.
It
is
a
shock to the picture's continuity suddenly
to have a sequence of talking in an otherwise silent picture.
However, I do think

How

—

!

!

—
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a Million People

Half

have learned music this easy way

You, Too, Can Learn to
Play Your Favorite Instrument
Without a Teacher

Easy as A"B"C
haif a million delighted men
YES,
and women all over the world

have learned music this quick, easy
•way.

Half a million

— 500,000 — what

orchestra they would
are playing on the
and
stage,
others in orchestras,
many thousands are daily enjoying
the pleasure and popularity of being
able to play some instrument.
a

gigantic

make

Some

!

simply can't go wrong, for every
step,
from beginning to end, is
right before your eyes in print and
picture. First you are told how to
clo a thing, then a picture shows you

how, then you do it yourself and
hear it.
And almost before you
know it, you are playing your favor-

—

ite

pieces

No

private

is

Organ

Many

half
of this
million didn't know one
note from another
others had never touched
yet in
an instrument
half the usual time they
learned to play their

—

—

Harp
Cornet
'Cello

a

need any

don't

"talent."

Many

of the half million

who

have already become ac-

complished

just like

you

— and they

found they could quickly learn how
Just a little of your
spare time each day is needed and
you enjoy every minute of it. The
averagingcost is surprisingly low
only a few cents a day and the

this easy way.

price

is

the

you choose.

—

—
—
whatever

instrument
same for
And remember you are studyyour own home without pay-

ing right in
ing big fees

—

to

wallflower to the center of attraction.
Music is the best thing to offer at a party
musicians are invited everywhere. Enjoy
the popularity you have been missing. Get
your share of the musician's pleasure and
profit!
Start now!

—

Free Booklet and Demonstration
Lesson
If you are in earnest about wanting to
join the crowd of entertainers and be a
"big hit" at any party if you really do
want to play your favorite instrument, to

—

become a performer whose services will be
in demand fill out and mail the convenient coupon asking for our Free Booklet
and Demonstration Lesson. These explain
our wonderful method fully and show you
how easily and quickly you can learn to

—

play at little expense. Instruments are
supplied when needed cash or credit.
TJ. S.
School of Music, 3229 Brunswick

—

Bldg.,

New York

City.

players

never dreamed they possessed musical ability.
They only wanted to
play some instrument

Voice and Speech Culture
Automatic Finder Control
Piano Accordion

—

like

You
special

Trombone
Saxophone

fascinating game.
From the very start you are playing
You
real tunes perfectly by note.
is

plodding methods.

Guitar
Sight Singing
Ukule'e

music as easy as A-B-C
It

study old-fashioned,

Banjo (Plectrum. Drums and
5-Stnng or
Traps
Tenor)
Mandolin

favorite instrument.
Best of all, they found learning
music amazingly easy. No monotonous hours of exercises no tedious
scales
no expensive teachers. This
made learning
simplified method

—

—

Guitar

Clarinet
Flute

classics.

—

Little

Hawaiian Steel

Violin

ballads,

teacher could make it
theory plenty of
accomplishment.
That's why students of the U. S. School of Music
get ahead tivicc as fast
three times
as fast as those who
clearer.

convincing proof of
the success of the new, modem
method perfected by the
U. S. School of Music!
What Instrument
And what these people
for You?
have done, YOU, too,
Piano
Piccolo
can do

Surely this

jazz,

Don't miss any more good times! Learn
to play your favorite instrument and
surprise all your friends.
Change from a

now

private teachers.

U. J5. School cf Music,
3229 Brunswick Bldg.,

me your

New

York

City

"Music Lessons
in Your Own Home," with introduction by Dr.
Prank Crane, Demonstration Lesson, and particulars of your easy payment plan.
I am interPlease send

free book,

ested in the following course

Have you above instrument

Name

-

:

:

_
(Please Write Plainly)

Address
City

..

State.
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"Arlington Operated"

Rosa

HOTEL ANSONIA
Broadway, 73rd

to 74th Streets

NEW YORK
5 minutes
12 minutes

to Theatres and Shopping Districts.
from Penn. and Grand Central Stations.

ROOMS

1,260

Outside)

(All

Everything
York's most complete hotel.
comfort and convenience of our guests.

TWO RESTAURANTS
midnight.

Open from 6:30 A. M.

until

Music, Dancing, 2 Radio Orchestras, Ladies'
Turkish Bath, Beauty Parlor, Drug Store, Barber
the
All
in
Office.
Broker's
Stock
Shop,
Hotel.

Ansonia

TRANSIENT RATES
per day
and Bath
Double Rooms, Twin Beds,

#4.00

Rooms

300
Large

#6.00 per day

Bath

and

Bedroom

Parlor,

Bath

(2

#7.00 per iky

persons)

Weekly and Monthly Rates
A restful hotel away from all noise and
"dirt" of the "Roaring Forties." No coal
smolee; our steam plant equipped oil fuel.
Special

—

Coolest Hotel in

New York

Summer

in

THE ANSONIA
In

What

women need,
new brand of

all

.

New
for

GOOD MORNING,

CITY

with the Hotels Marseilles,
Anderson, Richmond and Cosmopolitan
conjunction

"Arlington Operated"

not a
dashy recipe for
they all need is
comedy.
is

Now,
don't

like
it

gin
a

you

tell

I'll

admit

Reviews — continued jwm

Reitty's

JUDGE!

dose

secret.

a

what
movie

but

cocktails,

a

or

cigarettes

novel

Well, to return to

you ask me,

if

of

Most girls
They won't

picture comedies.
because they realize they're admit'
ting they haven't much sense of humor.
But it's true.
Women haven't a great
sense of humor.
I'm one and I know.

FRONT

OCEAN

ATLANTIC CITY

AS

a "view of a

satisfaction

the

fills

— SO

seashore

super-

with

one

will a visit

and

our

Hotel prove a vacation pro-

gram

par-excellence

HILLMAN MANAGEMENT
Bathing from Rooms

Just Completed,
and the Outstanding Success

of the City

THE BELVEDERE HOTEL
48th Street, West of Broadway
Times Square's Finest Hotel
Within convenient walking distance to
important business centers and theatres.
Ideal Transit Facilities
450

ROOMS

450

BATHS

Every Room an Outside Room
with Two Large Windows
Large Single Rooms, size II ft. 6 in. by 20 tt.,
with Bath, $4.00 per day
For Two. $5. 00— Twin Beds. $6 (10
Large Double Rooms, Twin Beds, Bath, $6.00 per Day
Special Weekly Rates
Furnished or Unfurnished Suites with Serving
Pantries, $95 to $150 per Month
Moderately Priced Restaurant Featuring a
Peerless Cuisine
Illustrated Booklet Free on Request

CURTIS

A.

HALE, Managing

Director

you prefer

to

true,

believe

bon vivant of the French
'Women go wrong

celebrated
for

when

that even

men

he's such a delightful cuss
he's clowning around,

—between

—

wc

laughs
and
'Oh what a lover that romantic
looking Denny would make if he'd only
sighing

are
thinking:

comedy
his
new

stop that

In
picture.
Good Morning,
Judge, Denny is as funny as ever and
twice as good-looking.
He falls in love
with Mary Nolan, a mission worker, and
pretends to be a crook just so he can hang
aroung and be reformed.
The climax is
a lot of laughs in which Otis Harlan does

Mae

offered

is

a

position

film

in

pic-

is

this

young

curi-

It

bed-room farces leave little to the imagination
only what our censor demands. And
our wives and sweethearts file in, sit very
solemnly and morally while they watch the
French woman 'go wrong!'
Then they
come home with that 'holier than thou" feeling and start off quite cheerfully making
peach shortcake for supper.

—

Husband by Proxy is the type of film
that will pacify a bored or curious woman.
It's a queer mixed-up affair of French high
bronze keys fitted to bed-room doors,
husband and lover and true French naughtiness all poured in together in
grande

life,

passion style.

in that film.

HELLO, CHEYENNE!
"Cheyenne. Shy Ann
Hop on my pony,
There's room here

and

Hollywood

Englishman's

first

screen supervision.

the kind of a picture that gives
me a vast stomach ache. It's about a stage
producer who gets all huffed up because
the girl he promised to star 'won't be nice
is

to him."

Cecil de Mille once said if he had made
love to every girl that he was supposed Lo
have made love to he'd have little time left
Well, what goes for
to direct pictures.
Cecil goes for Broadway producers, too.
Most of them look after their business by
day and go home to the suburbs at night
more excited over their low golf score than
over the ravishing curves of some young

enjoyed Murnau's Faust you'll
Gosta Ekman who played

you

If

like to see again

For two, dear.

And

the ceremony

after

We'll ride home, dear, as one!''
That's

two

—

Tom Mix and a western girl,
telephone companies trying to be

it

rival

first to finish a line between Rawhide
and Cheyenne. The girl's father heads one
company, and of course, with the aid of

the

Tom

A

Mix, wins the day.
picture with plenty of punch.

DOMESTIC TROUBLE
Just

men,

as

wants to play bad
Pickford wants to play
would Louise Fazenda like
Gilbert

Jack

Mary

and

grown-ups, so
to be something else besides a comedy character with her hair pulled off her ears.
Well, in Domestic Trouble, she had a shot
at

maiden.

is

week as an
would rid them of both
and the boredom. For French

the curiosity

stars.

THE GIRL HE DIDNT BUY
This

first

friend take in one a

girl

an

In a moment of frustration she
puts a live cartridge into the gun which
is to be pointed at her husband in a certain
The gun goes off and kills
movie scene.
her lover instead of her husband.
At this point the film is superb, as the
dead comedian is carried past the husband
There is another
and wife on the set.
sequence, too, the scene in the great Cathedral, where 'back-stage' life in the studio is
revealed with startling reality.
An excellent beginning in the right diin

the

the

to the wall.

rection

The

If husbands and lovers only realized what
a gift French films are to American womanhood, they would suggest that the wife or

this

provided she does not get mixed up in any
She accepts the offer and is ready
scandal.
to leave when her husband discovers her
Threatlove for Andy Wilks, a comedian.
ened with divorce and scandal, she is driven

effort

reasons.

A

A few months ago, Anthony Asquith,
son of the famous Margot Asquith and of
Great Britain's late ex-Premier, decided to
While he was there he
visit Hollywood.
sold a producer on an idea for a film of
And strange to relate, the
English life.
result of this idea is not half bad.
Everybody likes to read stories about

Gordon, both English

two

emotional tonic.

business.'

a hit.

producers

A HUSBAND BY PROXY
A

the second, boredom.'

is

make
that

are
'slimy
satyrs'
preying on 'innocent
youth,' instead of busy business men, this
picture is your meat.

osity;

it

gives

and althere are some

back-stage scenes which will
If

it

Broadway,

solely

Julian

photo-play
to

N.J.

from

far

it's

picture,

this

of

reason for

screen stars and everybody likes to see
Working on
tures of studio life.
theory young Anthony got together
amazingly sensitive scenario concerning
lives of a married couple, Mae Feather

"Breakers

though

'expose'

boulevards once said:

SHOOTING STARS

THE

usual

But here's the funny part.
Every woman
likes
Reginald Denny's stuff.
And the

great work.

ON

the

n

page

another
the

to

She played

role.

funny

stuff

tough but true!
a vamp.
You

for

vamp.

a

you,

Louise.

Back
It

s

She seemed all wrong as
She
get what I mean?

wasn't actually wrong but we are so used to
seeing her the other way we can't switch
our minds around fast enough to satisfy
ourselves that she would make a good

vamp.
But wait

You had

a

minute boys,

better

take

in

all

this

not

lost.

picture,

jast

is

same.
And you'd better leave the
girl wife at home, for there's a fast-working, slow-moving blonde heart-breaker in
Her name
this film who'll win your eyes.
is
And she is large, but
Jean Laverty.
the

luscious.

SCREENLAND

THE only preparation of no kind
sediits

on the market. Leaves
ment or stain. Lasts for hours.
Absolutely harmless but magical in
its effect. And so simple to apply
... a few drops briskly rubbed in
until the skin assumes a beautifully
pearly white appearance.. .instantly
removes glossiness and redness.
You'll be amazed and delighted
every time you see it.
Zore

is

Russian

made from an

old

celebrated

for

formula

among the aristocratic
Moscow and St. Peterswomen who were envied

generations

SPECIAL
OFFER
Good
only.

for a limited time

Remember Zore

is

perfectly harmless. It is
not a bleach
there is
nothing else like it. Send
the coupon noiv while
you are thinking about it.

—

1.50 Bottle

throughout Europe for the whiteness of their skin. In order to extend the reputation of Zore among

women

of discrimination in this
country we are making this special
introductory offer. It's good for
a short time only so mail the

coupon now.

Send this Coupon
CO.,
509 Fifth Avenue,

Name
Address

.

City

—

burg

.

New York

Please send me postage prepaid
bottle of
Zore. I enclose
dollars in cash or
money order.

beauties of
.

s

ZORE
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York — Continued from page 31

New

FaffingHair

Dandruff

trunks
She may have been tired but she
didn t look it.
Instead of a sophisticated,
silken charmer, she turned out to be a
piquant very young, very nice girl— with
golden hair and blue, blue eyes, she isn't
strictly beautiful
except when she .smiles';
but who wants beauty to be strict?

carefree, casual, playful routine of a handlabor.
Often
he is at the studio at six o'clock beginning
to put on a long and difficult make-up",

some leading man, but hard

The

knows he

public

twists

his

body

into

grotesque contortions in the interests of a
character but it doesn't know the hours
The camera has never really done right of application necessary to achieve the
by our Greta.
The part he likes best is the part
That's why. although she effect.
had all the offers she wanted in Hollywood, that offers him a problem to solves whether
she came back to New York and accepted of intricate make-up or subtle shadings,
Chaney is no mystery man. Because he
the lead in the Gilbert Miller stage play
about movie
called Double Exposure, flatly refuses to read and answer fan mail,
Nature has ways of warning us when certain because the life,
part appealed to her.
You because he won't permit the publicity men
parts of o-jr body are sick or under-nourished.
In the case of our hair the danger signals are
feel that Miss Nissen is like that.
She'd at the Metro-Goldwyn Studio to follow him
itching
scalp
dandruff and falling hair.
If
turn down lots of money if she didn't to his vacation lodge, because he dodges
neglected, these conditions will result in thin,
happen to like the part.
She loves pic- interviewers, he has the reputation of being
lifeless hair
and eventual baldness.
tures but she likes the stage, too
and of as inscrutable as Sokin looks. Actually, he
course she has always been a sensation on is a keen, clever business man, a good
the stage, ever since she was a dancing husband and father, and a helpful friend,
star at eighteen in Norway, and royalty Incidentally, he is a great actor,
*
*
applauded her. Until you have seen Greta
*
dance by the way. you have seen very
j f you imagined Janet
Gaynor on her
little of Lite.
fjrst tdp tQ New Y or k as a sort of awed,
Prof. Maurice Scholder,
the internationally renowned
"I never have the breaks in pictures." shy,
naive
Janet-in-Wonderland,
change
specialist on ailments of hair
she says, smiling but a little wistful.
"I your mind.
Janet turned out to be as selfand scalp, who has heretowonder why?" The way she said it made possessed as Queen Marie. Those big brown
fore treated patients only at
his
Clinic,
now offers a
me want to rush right out and gather in e yes and reddish-gold hair and childish
course of Home Treatment to
the breaks and bring them back to her. m0 uth, not to mention the just-five-feet of
any sufferer who is unable
She had high hopes for Faz.il.
She saw feminity, would lead you to expect a sweet,
1o come to his Clinic.
Professor Scholder's Home
the stage play in Paris five years ago and s hy, Kate Greenaway character.
Nothing
Treatment System .is based
loved it.
She was so happy when she was s h
She was the guest of
y about Janet.
on the principle of individual
given the part in the picture, and studied honor at a studio tea given by a famous
analysis, diagnosis and preProfessor
it very earnestly and put her heart into it.
scription.
In other words,
art st5 at a Broadway first night, innumerMaurice Scholder
each case is analyzed and
But when she saw the picture she broke aD l e teas and luncheons and dinners and
treated as an individual aildown
and
cried.
was
disappointed.
She
so
and she remained poised, confident,
par ties
ment.
This diagnosis, together with his secret
She hopes Hell's Angels will be better.
formulas and individual treatment, account for
The only childish thing
c00 l, and calm.
his uniform success in stopping loss of hair, and
New York went wild over Greta Nissen about her is her voice, that of a child of
actually growing strong, new hair, in cases
once and will probably do it again.
She twelve.
Janet forestalls any surprise on
where less gifted and less experienced practitioners have failed completely.
was the toast of the town the day after your part by laughing at that voice and
Beggar on Horsehac\ had its premier, adding:
"It isn't like me at all."
Everybody on Broadway was raving about
She looks like a big doll that some good
the beautiful blonde Scandinavian girl who papa s go n g to wrap up and take home)rofessor Scholder will accept made the Princess of the fairy-tale such a
But she is sensible and
t0 his little girl.
no case that is incurable. To
poetic and
alluring
figure.
Film offers sane anrJ
enable him to determine the condig i ves the impression of a good
came
way
Paramount's.
her
and she accepted
tion of your hair, send a few of
business woman rather than a glamourous
your hairs
(ordinary combings But .somehow the beauty that blazes so
Pres. Roosevelt
movie girl. Her success has not gone to her
will do) in an envelope with this
One of Prof.
MoMer's many coupon. You may also add any brilliantly on the stage has never been cap- bead. You feel she expected it all the time
famous patients
tured by the camera.
Greta may yet get
details which you think will help
an d after all it is only when it comes
Professor Scholder with your case. He will then 'the breaks.'
What she needs is the com- as a surpr se that it can be upsetting,
subject your hair to his laboratory tests and send
you a report as soon as the analysis is completed. bination of perfect part and perfect story J arie t reminds me of Mary Pickford
the
There is no charge made for this analysis and re- and direction that Janet had in Seventh
j ame ca ] m swee t assurance, the same shrewd
port.
eaven.
And when Greta gets hers
and clever outlook.

are Signs of approaching
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watch out!

respect,

when she works, she works,
Some of the
nonsense about it.
players kid around a set and then when
tbe director calls 'Ready!' they can snap
ey s out
n t0 a sad s ne and
T
T
r
think herself into
She must "l.^'l
Not
Janet
the mood before the scene is to be shot
she can really project the feeling
s ° that
° f her character into the camera,
"When we were making 4 Devils," she
said, "we were waiting around the set and
Then Mr.
cutting up and having fun.

of

Murnau

Janet

^
Mail

today,

MAURICE

Name

And
,

„

Address
City

_

State
sc-.-;i-s

SIMNEIES
Men, get Forest Ranger job; $12?-$200
month and home furnished; hunt,
For further

NORTON
1494 Temple

details, write

INST.

Court, Denver, Colo.

it

was Lon Chaney!

In person, without make-up. not a moving picture.
Mr. Chaney. in the flesh, is
a nice man.
I won't say you don't quake
a bit in his presence. He inspires awe. He
serious

is

fish, trap, etc.

imagine
ginning
around.

and

and

dignified

you

can't

cracking any of those jokes be'Don't step on it!' while he is
You don't want to. He commands

and gets it.
A stockily-built man
medium-height with brown hair and
penetrating eyes, he sat down and talked
smoothly and intelligently about pictures,
He is really interested in his work. It's
a part of him
a big part.

—

"My-

has four more years to
he said with a smile— and Lon
Chaney's half-smile is the most human and
appealing thing about him, "and at the
contract

run."

MONEY FOR YOU
|

[
I

j
I

j

Men

or women can earn $15 to $25 weekly
in spare time at home making display cards.
Light, pleasant work. N o canvassing. We
instruct yon

and supply you with work.

Write to-day for

m

(all particulars,

The MENHENITT COMPANY Limited
.252 Dominion Blds;.,Toronto, Can

»

says

and no

enclosing

samples of your hair to
SCHOLDER, D.G.
The Professor Scholder Institute. Inc.
I0I
West 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

PROFESSOR

end of that time
say
I

thm\

I

I

think

—

I

I

know

will

that

retire.
I

I

won't!

never retire as long as there is life
me.
Idleness is the worst thing that can

will

in

happen

to

my

and

if

will

I

«

'

,

called

us

to

get

ready.

I

went

on the set and acted, as I supposed, with
the proper dignity and gravity the .scene
demanded, but Murnau saw that underneath the acting I was still happy and
I had to do it over again until
laughing.
You cant
I was ln Just the right mood.
focl

Murnau!

She still likes 7tfi Heaven better than
anything she has done, although she said
she hadn't seen 4 Devils yet.
refuses to permit his players to
'rushes,'

maintaining

it

tends to

Murnau
see

the

make them

any man.
I have worked all self-conscious.
I wouldn't know what to do
Janet and her mother came east by the
I stopped."
Panama Canal so that the little star could
His work is real work, too.
Not the have a good rest. As it turned out it was
life

.

—
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Make This lest
TO-NIGHT/
OEFORE

you hop into bed tonight, try

down to your birthday suit
in front of your mirror.
Look
yourself over.
this:

strip

and stand

What

BEFORE
"'"^

A

do you see?

specimen

upstandingproporglowingwith

fine,

MAN—splendidly

of a
superbly

tioned,
muscled,
health and vitality?
Or do vou see a
flabby sickly sort of fellow, with sunken
chest, bloodless-looking flesh, scrawny arms
and legs?

" ere

'

i!

looKea

Titus.
A pale-faced,
He certainly needed

th wav
before
he

thl5

wrote

iad
to

undeveloped lad.

soft,

help.

Compare yourself with

the

pictures

AFTFR
*

on

this page.
"Which do you resemble most
the one labelled
BKFORE," or the
one labelled "AFTER" ?

did

'

But
fortunate
get

she had that rest for she

The Gaynors were

here.

it

—

didn't

—

just

forthcoming film by spending a day
at
Gimbel's Department Store incognito, as
a
sales-girl.
None of the matrons and schoolgirls
who purchased or 'just looked' at
Misses Dresses that day ever suspected that
a famous movie star was masquerading
in
the demure, efficient little clerk!
New

York

liked Janet.

you'd

that.

You

do

to

their

way

because

to

Europe for a vacation. Hectic,
was almost continually 'in

Pola

conference.'

Conferences

happen to movie
men.
Pola's were
_

stars

in

are

things that
big business
interests of her

and

the

future motion pictures.
She is
with Paramount
her last is The

—

from Moscow.
to

give

a

Training

be bidding for her services.
final

films

for

make you

'them

think

Mrs.

mean
seen

to see

Hatton

and the moon, from park-bench bums to
Park Avenues aristos.
I'll
admit I wasn't
prepared for the dapper, blue-eyed and very
charming man I found.
Raymond Hatton
has that immaculately scrubbed look
and
you can't see how he can possibly transform himself into one of the disreputable
characters

—one

it

—

big

want

you
It

have

to
gives

—HOW

the

copy

a

real

—you'llon eatTitus

it

low-down

WHY

and

of
I

achieves

it

such

It's packed with stories
results.
of what I've done for others.
open your eyes at some of these
On the
demonstrations of muscle-building.

and

pictures

this

level,

a

is

gladly

compliments

name
do

and

you'll
interesting

with

every
page
filled
valuable tips.
I'll

my

and

book,

real

if

send you a
you'll

address

on

just

the

T T C ^5 E
rill M d

The One
and Only

1 1

he delights in playing.
He is
picture player who doesn't look
of the old-timers who is going

TITUS,
105

E.

coupon.

St

Newark City

V-I2I0

Dept.
13th

St.,

Dear Titus:
a

copy

.Send

Name

it

of

New York

Sure,
that new

FKEE.

City

be glad to have
big
book of yours.

I'll

loves characters.

—

Hatton knows his movies and loves 'em.
"I wouldn't have stayed in pictures all this
"The only fault
time if I didn't," he says.
I have to find with pictures is not in the
pictures, but in the practice of forcing too

of a good thing down the unprotected
public throat.
It's like asking a man if he

much

and when he answers yes.
When the
whole bunch.
certain picture, it is imme-

bananas
handing him

likes

a

public likes a
diately surfeited

Mr.

Hatton

with dozens just

He

this sort of thing.

like

it."

from
and Wallace Beery
has

himself

suffered

co-starred in a rollicking comedy called
Behind the Front.
clicked.
So the
It
company has starred them in similar situa-

no

consecutive pic
has
played the same character over and over
again
when he is one of the great character actors of the screen and is simplyyearning for a chance to prove it again.
tions

in

As

tures.

less

than

result

a

six

Raymond Hatton

—

From now on he
roles

with

appear

in

his

to

says he will try to select
discrimination.
He hopes
talkers and has already re-

many

offers but he is biding his
has earned a vacation.
He used
on the stage, you know, and his fine,
mellow voice will be a great help if he
goes into speakies.
He is one of the lucky

ceived

time.
to be

He

ones!

and
copy
write

NOW!

it

He

find

were

vacationing here.
I
I
expected almost anything.
I have
him play every part under the sun

a veteran

YOU.

that's the title
in Muscle"
new book, and it's a WOW.

"Miracles

Better

went

on

FREE BOOK

For Amazing
my

know what to expect when I
Raymond Hatton while he and

work

to

RUSH THIS COUPON

with
your

didn't

get

to

develop.

You'll

I

cripples.

—

up.

sailing.

the

like me to add INCHES of
tough, powerful muscles to your arms, your
Not just
shoulders, your chest, your leys.
beef,
but
magnificent
chunks
of
clumsy
PANTHER muscles smooth, rippling, fast
Those are
as lightning, strong as steel.
CHAMPION muscles— the kind of muscles
that
make Titus Trained men the most
perfect fighting machines that science can

of

abroad.
herself before

strong man
Titus
Training.

only
takes

it's

actually

ivere

Training
astounding

two

over!

But, oh man!
You should see these men
today!
You would never believe they were
the same fellows.
You would never believe
such an improvement was possible.
They
didn't believe I could do so much for them.
They wrote to me as a last resort, hoping
against hope that I might help them.
Did
I?
Boy!— and HOW!

Ironically

She may make a picture or
But she wouldn't commit

your

muscles
Titus

and athlete who
Thousands of the men I've re-built were
absolutly down and out physically.
Some
of them looked like scarecrows.
Some of

Paramount

—

in

He could apply
stronger than ever today.
for work as a juvenile if he wanted to
and get the job. But he doesn't want to.

of

what your present condition

care

Don't

her best.
Never has she looked so
magnificent
never, that is. since her days
Passion.

a

will

don't

I

just

Give You A New Body
in 30 Days

I'll

is.

the

sir,

a

Say,

Several companies are said

enough her two
are

through

Woman

not

this Pi pr nre shows
vhat
few weeks of Titus Training
Tra
He's as hard as nails now,
those big powerful muscles.

a

at

to

for

Now I want
How would you
Pola and her Prince, or the Prince and
his Pola, whichever way you wish
to put
it,
spent a hectic day or two in town on

you're

if

be.
We'll soon fix
see what I did for the boys
well, that's what I'm golike

— YOU.
Yes
me
few minutes
day
own home — and watch your
GROW!
few weeks
ing

They were feted and cheered. But
to show you what I mean when I

say that Janet is first, last, and always
a
wise business woman, in the midst
of
her trip to fairy-land she found time
to
collect 'atmosphere' in the interests
of a

man

shown here

literally in

7th Heaven during their stay
high up in
a luxurious suite at a palatial Fifth Avenue
hotel.

worry

don't

Ana

him.

for

and look

A

vision appeared in the

Screen land

office.

At

doorway of the
she was mis-

first

taken for Gretel out of the fairy-tale: then
Brunnhilde out of the opera, and
for
finally for Lorelei out of German legend.

Then

all

it

came

out.

She was Eva von

Berne, Metro-Goldwyn's latest little import.
She had just landed from Germany and was
She was dis'
on her way to Hollywood.
covered by Norma Shearer and Irving
Thalberg during their recent European
jaunt.
five-year contract was Eva's reward for being blonde of the reddish
variety
and gray-eyed and seventeen. The
eyes, by the way, boast long black lashes.
She 'had no English' except "Whoopee'
and 'Ronald Colman.'
The latter is her
favorite film star and the former needs no
explanation.
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Speaks for the Criminals
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"Well,"
saw what
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fashionable
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In

Park

districts

Large outside
sunny rooms
elegantly

furnished

Room

Single

and

Bath

$4-$5

Double Room and
Bath
$5-$7

Bedroom

Parlor,

Bath

and

$10-$12

Special low weekly

and

monthly

Telephone
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see
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NEW YORK
Ave. and Plaza

Chaney,

guess I just has rehabilitated himself in society.
the street
"And this is the pith of the matter of
prison reform.
Coddling prisoners does no
"Of course, in my business I have to look good. It gives them only a contempt for
for types
types that can be reproduced those who coddle them, and a desire to
by make-up and acting in a screen play, take advantage of their misguided beneand one can find an interesting type almost factors. You can't reform a man by preachanywhere.
As a matter of fact, when one ing to him, but only make him more
goes to a prison to find a criminal type antagonistic to the reform.
for a screen role, one usually is disap"Sensible treatment, such as in the case
pointed.
For the screen character has to of Vollmer and the erring physician, does
look like what the public will feel is an the work.
I have talked to hundreds of
evil nature.
The man in prison who has convicts, and never found one. who showed
transgressed the law usually doesn't look any self-pity, or who wailed that he wasn't
his part at all.
getting a square deal.
Their viewpoint is
"Judge Louis Brodsky, of the Municipal that they're taking their medicine, and will
Court in New York, gave me a great deal take it like men.
I
sat on the
of interesting information.
"Police Commissioner Joseph A. Warren
bench with him and watched prisoner after told me some of the things they were atprisoner pass by in the Night Court, and tempting to do in New York in this line
then the judge discussed cases.
He's a that interested me a lot, because it was right
wonderful man, Judge Brodsky; one of the along the line I have always tried to take
keenest analysts of human nature I ever in depicting a character.
I always try to
saw, and a man who has managed to keep keep the character from showing any selfhis humanitarian viewpoint despite his long pity,
not only because it. alienates the
service on a bench that might well make sympathy of the audience from the chara man 'hard boiled.'
acter, but because I have felt that it is
"The most villainous face we saw in the basically incorrect. I believe a man knows
night court belonged, he explained to me perfectly well when he deserves what's
afterward, to a welfare worker, and the coming to him.
most dangerous criminal we saw was a mild
"Well, that's the theory in New York.
and dapper little fellow who I was told, Commissioner Warren handles a prisoner in
was really venomous as a cobra. So physical the assumption that that prisoner has no
appearance doesn't exactly echo a character. self-pity in his make-up. He doesn't promJohn Hoyle, former warden of San Quentin, ise to lighten punishment he knows and
and father of prison reform in the West, the prisoner knows that the man has to
was a great friend of mine, and a wonder- take his medicine.
But, if the man wants
ful character.
He looked more like a prize to go straight, the Commissioner will give
fighter than the leading prison humanitarian him every chance.
In prison they try to
of his time.
find out just where a man's moral fiber has
"I could well understand what Judge deteriorated, and correct the trouble there.
Brodsky told me about these cases, because, Some men go into crime because of a thrill
after all, I'd found out the same thing complex
and often this can be guided into
It's not enough other channels.
in acting criminal roles.
In other words, they find
to put on a strange disguise
you can make something that's legal and moral that will
up with all the physical marks of the screen supply the thrill craved by this particular
(and mentality.
villain until you're blue in the face
And this is corrective reform.
that's no joke
we use blue paint to make They don't take the view that the prisoner
up a villain's jowls, you know)— and still, is sick, exactly, but do realize that the
unless you can do more than that, you don't prisoner is something like my pot of grease'
impress the audience with your villainy. paint: that he can be readjusted by sup'
You have to put it over by looking at the plying the correct change in mental formula.
After all, the For instance, a hold-up man got thrills out
audience and thinking it.
actor's of taking risks, now gets the same thrill
real secret of make-up is in the
brain, and not in the way he paints his out of being an electric lineman
so he
takes the chances his mental make-up reface."
"But you really get your characters from quires that way and is a useful member
life, don't you?"
of society.
Commissioner Warren told me
"Yes but seldom from one particular many instances like this, and described them
"For in- in detail.
real-life character," said Chaney.
stance, there was 'Singapore Joe' in The
"It just goes back to what I said before
Road to Mandalay.
He was a one-eyed the average convict doesn't plead to be
renegade in a water-front dive in Singapore, treated humanely, but asks to be treated
who had once been a sea captain and came intelligently. Men don't cry for mercy as
from a good family.
The idea for the often as they cry for Justice.
make-up I got from a one-eyed organ"I have dozens of letters from convicts
grinder
the Italian quarter in San Fran- commenting on my screen roles, and all
cisco.
That was the facial part of it. The say the same thing: that they appreciate
idea of the character I got from a dive- most of my characters because, no matter
keeper in Tia Juana who told me he was how evil the characters are, there is always
educated for the ministry.
some redeeming spot of good in them. In
"The original of the character in The The Big City I played a gangster, for inUnholy Three came from the city prison in stance, but despite his criminal activities
Berkeley, where the University of Cali- this fellow wouldn't stand for seeing a
fornia is.
August Vollmer, police chief and young girl misled.
I'll
wager you'll find
criminologist, told me of a hotel thief he this true of almost any one of them.
had arrested who was also a physician, and
"You see, a man faces a sort of moral
said

I
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this

idea

man's psychology gave
for

'Professor

me

a

detailed

Incidentally, I
Echo.'
understand his man reformed, and, after
serving his term and taking his medicine,

fence, and sometimes he'll be on one side
of it, and sometimes on the other.
He may
yield to temptation, or perhaps get a wrong
slant on a certain angle of morality; maybe

SCREE
he'll

crave

and

thrills

discover

an

—

theirs

in

—

forces?"

New

York system

from those in other police

"Of course,
said Chaney.
the largest city in the world,

yes,"'

New York

is

,

and has perhaps the most variegated popu'
lation, which means many more problems
When I was invited
in police procedure.
10 gc through the works, I begged Mayor

Walker

to

It's

that

see

so easy to lose fat
Ask them what Marmola

Excess fat is a serious
both to men and

blight,

does.

women. Not only to beauty,
but to health and vitality.
late
And multitudes

No secrets about it.
booklet in every box gives
the formula complete, and
explains how the factors
act. You will know that the

m

asked him.

I

"Well,

Both Reduce"

"Let's

because the public wants human

radically different

£9

illegal

way of getting them. But no man is one
hundred percent bad any more than he is
Leading men
one hundred percent good.
of the screen today let their characters show
little weaknesses to make them human, and
villains have to show little spots of good
nature on the screen."
"Did you find the

LAND

N

it

wasn't as a sort of

sightseer,

but as a student, for

could get

many

valuable ideas.

I

At

knew
first

I

the

years have proved that it
can be ended.
Lookaboutyou. Note the
slender figures which once
were fat. You will see that

loss in weight comes about
in a natural, helpful way.
By aiding to combat an ab-

some new factor has
changed the old conditions.
Science, a few years
ago, discovered a great

normal condition.

Learn what Marmola
means to you. If your mate

cause of excess fat. It lies
in a certain gland deficiency which greatly affects nutrition. Then
a great medical laboratory developed the
Marmola prescription. Now people have
used it fo : 20 years millions of boxes of it.
The use has grown to enormous propor-

"In the first place, the New York police
The new genforce is run like an army.
policemen is recruited from
of
eration

The good results are seen in every circle.
Most of you have friends who know them.

splendidly built young fellows: I think
some of the finest specimens I have ever
seen, and these are sent to a police school
where they are trained, much after the
fashion of army training.
"The identification rooms are equipped
with ultra-modern scientific apparatus and
run by the best experts to be found, and

—

tions

by users

make a barto reduce together.
Simply take 4 tablets daily.
No abnormal exercise or diet is required.
Do this because of the 20-year record, in
is also over-fat,

boys all wanted to show me things that
might amuse me everybody wanted to do
something in recognition of the role of
New York policeman I played in While
But when I began to ask
the City Sleeps.
questions they began to be interested in
showing me the practical workings of things.

—

gain

which Marmola has brought newbeauty,new
joys to so many. You owe that to all who
care for you. Start now.

telling others.

AD

Marmola

prescription tablets are sold by
druggists at $1.00 a box. Any drugwho is out will order from his jobber.

all

gist

A

¥ JLX-/ JL*/&
IV JLxmJL VI11/101

TWf

A

Prescription Tablets
The Pleasant

Way

KATtlERINE A.MacDONALD'S

COSMETIC
LASH WATERPROOF

group of
Nothing is done on guesswork
specialists.
from chemical
that can be based on science
the

narcotic

squad

is

another

—

ou How

r

analysis of suspected drugs to psychological
reform methods for prisoners.

"We

went over

we got

a

great

to

idea

Welfare Island, where
of the huge strides

common

"Judge

sense

—

Brodsky

that's

told

in

Essential for bather?. Guaranteed not to
run. Makes lashes soft and pliant, yet you
do not look made up.

as substituting a certain interest for the

"will

.

respected even by the criminals: in olden
days it was different.
As soon as the
gangs began to respect the police, it made

handling them an entirely different problem."

I

New York
you

as

an

asked.

"Yes," promptly answered Chaney.

At most
or send

eyes

more

beautifully al-

goods counters
Katherine MacDonald

toilet

.

He

pulled a small sketch book from the drawer
of his table and flipped the pages.
"Here,"
he said, "are some twenty sketches, each
one the basis of a new make-up, gleaned
from the Night Court and the Tombs.
That's one thing I got that is of great
value.

$1

for full size bottle.

HAM EC BEAUTY PRODUCTS

HOLLYWOOD
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FRECKLE-FACE
Now

is

the

Time

to

Get Rid

of

Those

"Directing
Teaching
Develops Poise and Personality
Fall Term begins October 26th

Extension Dramatic Courses in co-operation with

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Free Catalog describing all Courses from
York
HALL.
Room 253-1,

CARNEGIE

Ugly Spots
Here's a chance, Miss Frecklefaee, to try a
remedy for freckles with the guarantee of a
reliable concern that it will not cost you a penny
unless it removes your freckles; while if it does
give you a clear complexion the expense is

—

Simply get an ounce of Othine
double strength
from any drug or department store and a few
applications should show you how easy it is to
rid yourself of the homely freckles and get a
beautiful complexion.
Rarely is more than one
ounce needed for the worst cases.

—

FREE
Saxophone

BOOK

Only a Buescher
\

reoJg
&'<{':
JJ;./*S

Saxophone gives you these extra feaSnap-on Pads, greatest imtures

—provement,

v

easy to replace.
Patented Aunoc-ementing

**v

ft
MaM

So. Broadway, Lon Angeles,

(Jalif.

—

JPtomatic OctaveKey— perfect

VMS

— convenient

If

Scale Accuracy

f

key arrangement.

Be Popular Socially
Earn Extra Money

!

playing a sweet-toned Buescher.
10 evenings— one hour each— will
astonish and please you. 6 days

LATEST

'including 75
$5 dozen. One hand-colored
I
HUMS e». h «. order Complete >nt FREE. Abo BathinK
Girl photon: 24 - St. 00. Film Stars Portrait Co., Dept. C. 424

New

f^toPay

Be sure

1/ 124 photos, size 3 1-4 x 6 1-2.
\i lABT pietufal $1.00. 8x10

^

UiUM Mi ^ttttrinfiiWii^ AA>""A

trifling.

OVIE STAR PHOTOS POSES
FREE

the truth."

For 44 Years the Leading Institution
for Dramatic and Expressional Training

oActing

unhealthy interest may solve the crime
problem.
Perhaps in this way I may be
doing a little good to the cause of sensible
prison reform; at any rate I'll be enacting
Cell

folder.

Prepares for

CALIF

to ask for the double strength Othine
as this strength is sold under guarantee of money
back if it fails to remove your freckles.

that

tor

Write

Founded 1884 by Franklin H. Sargent

"Then, again, I got the viewpoint of
Judge Brodsky, and will some day try to
show how substitution of a healthy for an

roles

of Photography
N. Y. Dept. 60

Theatre.

MGRJCAN ACADGMY
OF DRAMATIC ARTS

.

.

one

"Even the gangster situation in NewYork has materially changed, through efficient work of the new school of police procedure.
Today the average policeman is

actor?"

make your

luring.

that probably led to his downfall.

"Will what you learned in
be of any practical value to

free.
N. Y. Institute
10 W. 33rd St.,

Katherine MacDonald's Lash Cosmetic

many

that

New

I

j
[

Vaudevillel

Chart

all.

me

—

ATERPRjOCF

York's institutions are
studying in correspondence schools, and
that this is encouraged as equipping a
prisoner to cope with life outside, as well
prisoners

and Women Everywhere! Make Big Money?
FREE BOOK Explains
Be A Movie
opportunities as Motion
Operator
Picture Camera Man, Porfurnish proWe
trait, News or Commercial Phojector and teach
tographer.
You can learn at you at home. Get
home or in our New Tork Stu- a good pay job
dios.
Spare or full time. Job with Movie

«B SO LOT ELY

taken in reform work. Many reform schools
even today are universities of crime: New
York has solved this problem by substituting healthy interests for preachments and
healthy exercises for severe punishments.
Just

Reduce

to

Easy payments. Mention
any other instrument in which you

trial.

are interested.

(4o0J

Buescher BandlnstrnmentCo.
2523

BoeBcher Block. Elkhart, Ind.
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Harold Lloyd's

Hawaiianftriiar

OVEN

Continued from page 49

Then

•ThisHawaiianGuitarex-

hell

fish

if

I

and laze around
had to do it all

as a student so you will quick!
how to play
j

Hawaiians. To
you started and help your mu£.
success which will bring you pop
larity, you will receive a beauti
like the native

there

Ruth

is

Ruth'

Pvoland

who was

days because,
with every cent she could scrape together,
she bought real estate. Now she can thank
her own shrewd thinking for the millions
j
standing
5 in her name.
_.
i
i.
There are dozens more but this story is
about Harold and Mildred Lloyd, and the
home that they built for their baby.

learn

.

-

•

in the old

i

,

Hawaiian Guitar, the same
as the one pictured, when you
enroll. Ourshortcut method
ful

of instruction will enable
you to play a piece alA
most from the first /

.

Four or five years ago Harold found the
location he thought ideal for the home he
It belonged to Colonel
wanted to build.
Benedict and was considered one of the

/
X.

/

Hawaiian /

serve a
Guitar for you.

most beautiful scenic spots in Beverly Hills,
reminded him of the hills of Fiesole which
And Harold
surrounded Florence, Italy.
loves Italy.
So he bought sixteen acres of
From them one overthe Benedict tract.
looks Hollywood and Los Angeles on the
east. Beverly Hills, the Pacific Ocean and
As a gesture
Catalina
on a clear day.
toward truth I am bound to add 'on a
clear day.' We haven't had one during the
six weeks I have been here, though I speak
without bitterness, for being a native I
adore the golden state in all her moods.
Planning the layout for the new estate
for
gave these two fun-loving children
It

—

Learn to
Play Quickly
w
With our short cut method
of instruction you will quickly
!
learn how to play Hawaiian Guitar
which will bring you popularity and socia!

You

learn to play from notes. If you
never had any musical training, you will quickly
get on, because our experts have perfected a course
bome instruction which is as simple as learning A,B,C

success.

PICTUREand PHONOGRAPH RECORD

METHOD EASY

w?

don

'
fc

depend upon

printed lessons only for

your success, but we furnish pictures of
our professors playing, diagrams, charts
and phonograph records for each lesson.
This practically brings our professors from
ourstudio to your home and enables you to
listen to their playing just as if they were actually in front of you. To prove this is easy, WO
will send you your first lesson free.

RUSH COUPON —Send No Money

So

positive are we that you will become one of our students, we
send free without obligation, our first lesson. Also receive
blft b°ok which (rives pnrticulars about our course.
-J ree
Write
for your free book and your free lesson today.

will

™

r

HAWAIIAN STUDIO No. 24098
of New York Academy of Music
100

Fifth

Avenue,

New

York, N. Y.

Name

Screen'

houses are constructed, just as though they
had always been? Had they large plans for
an immediate and elaborate housewarming?
Harold carries a wise head
Indeed, no.
around on those shoulders of his and he
knows that anything done in a hurry will
not stand the test of time.

investigation.

land

To

assist

to

Screen'

in \eeping its advertising

columns

clean,

readers are in-

vited to inform the Advertising

Department of Screenland of
any instance that implies a lac\
of good

faith

advertiser.

,

•

.

.

,

,

.

"That
that

swank," Harold

isn't

the

luxuries

of

the

.said,

fearful

might

conclusion they often pile in a car and
tumble out at the barbecue. The first conference on his new picture was held here.
The canoe course shelters hundreds of
wild ducks in winter and Harold refuses to
allow anyone to shoot at them.
"If they

come

to

me

tected,"

was an unfoldment of
fort and livableness.

their ideals for corn-

swimming

A

ar>d

home

place that
for generations to come.

would

place

a

they particularly wanted was a
place with a solid foundation; a place that

Then

for protection, they'll .stay pro-

says

this

lover of

all

nature.

there are the tennis courts and the

Such

pool.

a

swimming

pool.

how

thoughtfully it was planned.
Its dimensions are
3 5
by 75 reaching a
depth of 12 feet. It is of ocean-blue tile
see

was not to be a showy place but it
and fed by an artesian well.
Forming an
was to have everything on it that bespoke
apron on the outside of one end of it is a
happiness and comfort. This sort of a place
ha! ow P° ol "aching a depth of three feet
would cost a lot of money to begin and to ?r
f
Here
H
baby
;^A until
,,r,t-;i l»
he !i desired for the children.
Harold 11„J
Lloyd waited
maintain, and h-^u
was sure of his income before he turned Mildred and her friends can splash about
until

a stone.
this

idea

in

mind Harold

selected

landscape gardener and architect with
great care, planning everything with them.
The highest knoll was picked for the house
his

the land falling away from it in gracenatural terraces on both sides until it
reached the road level 150 feet below,
Landscaping was begun first, nearly four
years ago. You see what a deliberate mind
Harold has
site,

subject

™

>

g

'

Every advertisement submit-

accepted

™

,

It is a restful spot, too, when some of the
numerous conferences are held. There is
a room at the studio called the 'gag' room,
and when Harold and his gag-men have
thrashed out every topic and still can't reach

—

Did they

With

is

Once outside this walled garden all
changes.
For miles beyond lies the open
country.
Below lies the golf course and
the faIls
tl
a hundred-foot cascade gu.r\
lng and s P Iash n g
the sunshine.
In
the dry season, water for this is "»""»"j-u
furnished
l„
„„ artesian
by an
well which also supplies the
canoe course The canoe course is 800 feet
jn
length and winds through the golf
course providing a water hazard on each
hole. This nine-hole golf course is one of
the most interesting ever laid, so the professional golfers say, and almost all the
headliners have played over it.
It was
completed nearly three years ago and once
every twelfth month since then a tournament has been held. The record play is
28, held by Eddie Loos.
Par is 32.
At a convenient distance from the first
hole is a barbecue with pavilion and tables,
It is of such size that a party of two or
three hundred people could be catered to.

m

ADVERTISING
ted for publication in

—

"

toot their horn and make a big
noise about the house that would be completed in six months with a pool and trees
and roses and grass, as many California

—

It

WARRANTED

in.

a great

they are hardly more than children
deal of enjoyment.

be a

Address

dream

be
understood. "We have so many friends and
sometimes we want them all together. How
much nicer it is to give a party here and
a dance in the bathing pavilion than at a
hotel.
Here they can play tennis, or swim
or dance as they like."

What

Please rush your free book, "How to Learn Hawaiian
Guitar'' and my first lesson. Also reserve a Hawaiian
Guitar for me. This obligates me in no way whatever.

land

end, the lower one with a strange pergola
shelter one from the sun
a wonderful

to

retreat to

called 'Batty

Gui
—yes. you will be Hawaiian
able to play

day and we will re-

would be

it

the time!"

pert and professor wants
the opportunity to welcome you

lesson.
Rush coupon
for ful! particulars to-

play golf and

great to

but

to our Students

New Home

on the part of an

ful

The

they

lose

their

fear

of

though Harold is going to
daughter to swim immediately.

A

the water,
his
teach

feet away is a large pavilion with
rooms, hot and cold showers, a
^tchen, a commissary and ballroom. Harold
° b J ects to th
i ^ord ballroom. It isn t a
ball-room.
That s such a grand-sounding
word for 11
Ic has as fin e a floor as 1
could P" 1 do w n, because that is common

few

dressing

,

,

It is just
But there are no frills.
a good place to dance in with plenty of

sense.

terraces were taken advanair and room to move about."
and provided excellent locations for
When baby Gloria came along, a play
gardens and pleasure grounds to fit every
mood. Just a stone's throw from the house ground for her was begun. I don't know
is
an enclosed Italian garden with a lily what this little Hollywood princess will turn

natural

tage of

pond

15

pure white

by 40
lilies

feet.

Only yellow and out to be, but if beauty of surroundings
Around and unlimited provision for health and hap-

are planted here.

has anything constructive about it
things may be expected of Gloria
she grows up.

the pool is a cement walk with a three-foot
border of flowers graduated in color from

piness

white to yellow and from yellow to deep
orange, and in height from three inches to
four feet.
The whole is enclosed by a
cypress hedge, with stone benches at either

when
Her play-ground

g reat

covers

about

half

an

acre of land and is enclosed by a miniature
stone wall about six feet high with a mas-

SCREENLAND
sive entrance arch for

all

the world like the

some old medieval castle.
Inside there is a perfectly level lawn with
An
a tiny house shaded by two trees.
fortification

of

Vacation Means Recreation and Pleasure

Whether You Go Away or Stay

adult has to stoop to enter this house but
once in there is plenty of headroom. There
a living-room, a bedroom, where the
is
child takes her afternoon

nap, a bath and

a kitchen where her lunch is prepared. In
the garden there is a 'tumble board,' two
swings, a tiny croquet ground, and toys of
Here too, once a day. Miss
all description.
Gloria takes her sun bath clad au naturel.

As the main house is not yet finished the
Lloyds use their new place only for parties
and recreation, driving over every few days.
But even when they move over, which will
be in about seven or eight months, baby
Gloria will spend most of her time in her
own little kingdom where she and her
friends can have perfect freedom, neither
disturbing nor being disturbed by their

at's

These books are light reading, yet extremely interesting.
Many of them have been made into movies which gave us

some

of

our greatest

Sorrel & Son
Wings
The Patent Leather Kid
The Garden of Allah
Old San Francisco

^

in order to suit the needs of
Mildred and Harold and the comfort of the

servants.

Tenderloin

Hangman's House
Beau Geste
Ben Hur
The King of Kings

THE KING OF KINGS
Carries a message of the
highest spiritual appeal

provision made for the servants is
one of the most illuminating things concerning the character of the owner. That he
was so careful to provide pleasant quarters

When a Man Loves
Monsieur Beaucaire
Loves Greatest Mistake

RESURRECTION
COUNT IEO TOLSTOY

The Enemy
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes

Below stretches the
the delivery entrance.
ocean.
valley and beyond the blue of the

Anna Karenina

,

(Movie Title "Love")

and airy with
two baths, a dining and living room. There
that runs from
is an underground passage
the kitchen- to the master's living room,

RESURRECTION

think.
this is the nicest thing of all. I

Tolstoy's genius at

light

The Jazz Singer
Beau Sabreur

In the living-room there is a pipe organ
and above it a movable screen that can be
Here family and
pulled down over it.
picfriends gather for the unreeling of a
the back
ture and the servants, entering at
best
of the room which really offers the

Abie's Irish Rose

The Legion

of the

Quo Vadis
Speedy (Harold Lloyd Edition)

Cobra
The Clansman
(The Birth of a Nation)

The Fool
Manhandled

La Boheme

BEN HUR

Main

The book which was

—

translated into every

BEAU GESTE

Street

Prisoner of Zenda

language!

this

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE

affair
be a wide, beautiful circular
On the
terminating at the second story.
with a
left is a large library

stair will

room

opening

from

it.

where

can ruminate on the
Harold and
On the right,
affairs of picture-making.
beyond, the
a small reception room and
and screen
large living-room with organ
Every room has a firebefore mentioned.
his

©ESQ

The Trail of Ninety-Eight
The White Sister

withreinforced concrete, a combination to
one
stand a pretty severe earthquake should
In the
strike at this part of the country.
planted
centre is a large patio which will be
oh. there are several patios,
with flowers
house.
and they give light and air to the

conference

Condemned

Shepherd of Kingdom Come
Mother Machree

of
and Mildred are peaches for thinking
that and providing for it!
The house itself is steel construction and

floor

Dick Barthelmess's
Smashing Success

Little

guests

ground

THE PATENT
LEATHER KID

Four Sons
The Gaucho

best

its

view of the picture, are free to come and
without
go as their duty or desire may call,
embarrassment and without disturbing the
In this way they enjoy the fun as
guests.
and not as servants. I think Harold

main one run open galleries,
floor, on
on both -the ground and second
One opens into the formal
all four sides.
lhis
entrance with cortile and stairhall.

the Air

The Ten Commandments

domestic staff shows what a fine,
for
loving nature Harold has. One wing of the
house is given over to them. Their bedrooms open on a long gallery where they
may sit on a warm evening or sleep if they
The gallery overlooks a garden and
like.

Around

Romance of

Seventh Heaven
Bardelys the Magnificent

his

and

WINGS

A

Resurrection

The

are large,

for $1.00 or 6 for $5.00

The Crowd
Show Boat

—

ventional

SCREEN SUCCESSES.

Order any one

She has her own suite in the big house
what Mildred spoke of when
built around the baby's
is
room.'" Only she should have said 'rooms'
her own. her nurse's, a
for there are three
They are
living-room, and a large bath.
at the extreme end of the house so the child
can be utterly undisturbed at night.
The house is built along the lines of
Italian architecture, departing from the con-

too, for that is
she said. "It

at

A Vacation Without Books?

elders.

The rooms

91
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I

enclose

West

45th Street,

for

$

pals

Name
Address..

~

(Dept.

New York

9-28)

City.

which please send me..

A

remarkable story of the
French Foreign Legion

SCREENLAND

9:

The whole length' of the north side
of the house is given over to the orangery
which in plain English is a conservatory.
On the east is a dining room and breakfast

place.

Here is

YOUR

room.

The

lovely part about the house is that
sides of every room you look out
upon flowers and sunlight. Flowers in the
patio
'flowers and trees and hills on the

High School

on both

Education/

garden

Are

YOU

any
at

ill

chained to

subject
ease

and

that can disor are you
peon'e?
Are you
others step up to
salaries just because
tyoe

intelligent'y

among

handsome

—

—

If you feel handithey have MORE EDUCATION?
capped because you missed the advantares of an
education, if you lack ideas or the ability to express them, then

A

—

High School Training
Is What You Need

ful

that the foundations of an
In Grammar School you
And in Colmerely learn to read and write.
ou pursued
lege vou simply continue the studies
in High School that you
It
is
in High School.
study Ancient and Modern History that you learn
how to speak and write correct English that you
in
It
is
acquire an appreciation of Literature.
High School that you get to know the world you
live in through the study of Biology and rhysics
and Economics and Mathematics that you obtain
It
the cultured advantages of Foreign Languages.
is
in High School where you get the knowledge
-

Tou may

necessary for success

in

business

Your Home

Is

Your High School

School Home-Study Bureau actually
It's like
brings the high school into your home.
having a staff of teachers at your elbow.

High

Tho

A remarkable series of questions and Answer
Books now enables you to make up entirely what
In just
vou lost in not attending high school.
twelve convenient, fascinating volumes, the Blue
Bonks offer you the equivalent of a four-year higli
As you look at these books you
school education.
marvel how so much can be compressed into so
little

space.

Unlike ordinary school boots these texts contain

no long drawn out discussions, no dry-as-dust nonJust the most important facts presented
essentials.
In the most successful teaching method known.
The editors have boiled down eacli subject and
a series of fascinating Questions
Every question is right to the point
every answer is simple, direct, easily understood,

presented

it

as

and Answers.

—
interesting.

Onlv 15 or 20 minutes a day spent in reading
these books will bring you the knowledge of high
school subjects that you need to make yourself
Better than any get -rich scheme
more valuable.
training

a

is

too

in

high

school

subjects.

It

is

not

no matter how long you have been away
to make up for the education you

late,

school
missed.

from

Used by 12,000 High School Teachers
and students in High
teachers
Principals,
Scheols all over the country use these unique High
Books in their daily work.
School Home-Studj
Thev are praised by the highest educational authorities" for their simplicity, clearness and thoroughness.
High School Principal writes. "I believe your
method of instruction to be superior to an\ other.

A

A letter reIt should be universally adopted."
"I never
ceived from one of our students reads:
give
me the real
spent money for books that
writes:
student
And another
pleasure these do."
"I am delighted with the books and would not
take $100.00 for them if I could not replace them."
It

Costs

You Nothing

Examine Them

to

coupon will bring you the twelve famous
Keep them and enjoy
Bine Books to examine free.
them for 5 days. Then decide. No risk; no obliSimply mail the coupon.
gation.

The

SCHOOL HOME STUDY BUREAU,

HIGH

Union

31

Square,

New York

City.

Dept.

191

Gentlemen: Send me for FB.EE EXAMINATION",
Homc-Ktud.v Books
the 12 famous High .School
Ancient Hisdealing with the following subjects:
tory, Economics. Biolngv. I'hvsics, Literature. AlgeFrench,

bra.

Modern
days
as

I

first

English

Spanish,

Grammar.

Latin.

Within 5
distort and American History.
either return the books or remit $3.85
and then $4.00 a month for three
a total of $15.85.

will

paymenl

months,

(Note: If you prefer to take advantage of the 10<yfc
cash discount, remit $14.27 after examination.)

Name
Address

Toun

.'-

State.

is

supported by

arches.

who

mis-

pillars

The view

is

They sparkle like the from the money he invests in his business.
diamonds.
On this balcony He has calculated the number of house serHarold can rest, read and sleep if he vants, the gardeners
there have to be
wants to. There is plenty of space to pace fourteen
and their salaries per year; the
up and down if he is pounding out an idea taxes and water and planting expense; the
upkeep of the roads, the canoe course, golf
for his picture.
Adjoining Harold's bedroom is a mag- course and swimming pool. Everything was
nificent bath with a weighing machine and thought out and a surplus allowed before a
If
dressing table. Then there is a steam-room stone had been turned on the land.
It
will be equipped Harold never makes another pictures his
and exercise-room.
with a rowing machine, electrical belt, rub affairs are in such condition that he and
table and heaven knows what.
his family are assured of a luxurious living
Mildred's suite consists of a bedroom for the rest of their lives and their childsimilar to Harold's on the west wing of ren's lives.
the house with an open balcony on the
Everything on the place has been as
north overlooking the hills and valley. well built as modern engineering and
There is a large dressing room, a bath and architectural skill could provide.
No exconnecting steam room.
Each bath is pense has been spared to buy the most
equipped with a built-in weighing machine, durable materials.
Harold feels that it is
extravagance to use things that are cheap
and Mildred's has an electrical belt, too.
The first guest room is in the south or gaudy.
Even in its unfinished state he has been
wing and almost 'as spacious as either

—

—

however,

—

architects,

culated to a dollar what it would cost to lay
it
out, build and run the estate.
Unlike
many of his film brothers he has not stepped

brightest

and

that it is hopeless for
But
you to attempt to "go to school again."
through a wonderfully simplified metiiod you can
now acquire the essentials of a High School Course
in your spare moments
right in your own home
without missing a day's work.
feel,

the

here in Hollywood.

—

—

and training
social life.

to

understood his ideas at first and after a
year's work presented plans for a 40-room
mansion.
Harold gave the blueprint one
long, disappointed look and wrote out his
check for $25,000.
"Take it away, boys," he said, "I want
a home, not a museum."
But the next
plan the architect submitted suited Harold
down to the ground. The house is complete now but for the finishing, but it will
be nearly eight months before the Lloyds
move in with their trunks and have their
house-warming.
When Harold bought the land he cal-

forming grace' beyond his financial depth but waited until
superb in the day his income was solid and as permanent as
time, and at night it must be intoxicating, anything can be in this changing world.
with the starry sky above' and the billions His fortune is reliably diversified in comof twinkling lights in the valley below. I mon stocks, bonds and real estate and is
never saw such clear lights as they have out carefully looked after.
It is quite aside

which

is in High School
ITeducation
are laid.

—

side.

Upstairs it just takes your breath away!
don't know whether Harold studied
I
the early Roman period or not
I forgot
to ask him, but his personal suite reminds
me of Pliny's description of his own country
house in the Apennines. Harold's bedroom
is
enormous, with three exposures
the
north opening onto a porch the roof of

job while

low-paid

a

positions

big

INTERESTING

the

cuss almost
tongue-tied,

—

Harold turned

.

Harold's or Mildred's. There is a gorgeous
open balcony overlooking the valley and
A
ocean and Catalina on a clear day!
large combination bath and dressing room
adjoins the bedroom. There are two other
guest rooms, each with bath but without
balconies.
Both, however, have the lovely
view of valley and ocean.
The house is spread out in wings and
around patios so that there is privacy and
quiet for each member of the household,
which is a very great blessing indeed.

—

Another interesting and thoughtful feature of the place is the game-room reached
by a subterranean passage, so that if the
men want to make a lot of noise they can
go there for billiards, cards, bowling, table
tennis, or fencing. The room has no outside outlet and built as it is on the side
of the hill, a sheer drop from above and
below of 75 feet, is not possible of access
except through the underground passage.
It overlooks the golf course and barbecue.
The orchards, planted with every fruit
Southern California, are
that grows in
given over mainly to oranges, lemons and
avocado pear trees. The perfume of the
blossoms fill the air as one wanders over
the beautiful estate.
The gardens still in
construction provide for jasmine bowers,
rose plots and hundreds of flowering plants
that are so grateful to California soil.

The landscape gardener

is

A. E. Hanson,

young war veteran with interesting and
experimental
with
ideas
that
agreed
Harold's tastes. There is just a suggestion
of formality in the smaller gardens, but
the effect is rambling when viewed as a
whole.
With the landscape plans completed

a

offered twice what the place will cost him
several millionaires.
Almost everything
he has can be turned into money value.
Out of his fifty-six dogs there is not one
that he could not sell for at least $500, and
for Prince and Illor von der Rhone he has
been offered $5,000 apiece.

by

People might think that having fifty-six
dogs was ridiculous, but I wonder whether
it really is.
Harold needs dogs in his pictures and likes to use his own when he can.
They are kenneled at his ranch at Westwood
Kennels for only
where they will remain.
five or six will be built on the new estate
because sixteen acres isn't enough to accomodate fifty-six barking dogs, and Harold
has compassion on his neighbors.

While the Lloyds have many friends in
the motion picture business they have more
outside of it.
Men and women of all proYou
fessions are numbered among them.
will see doctors and their wives, lawyers,
artists, ministers, writers,

and an abundance

of sportsmen. When the pool is finished
Harold plans to hold professional swimming
contests.
It seems to me a very fine thing for
people who have substantial fortunes to
It gives them a
spend them in this way.
peaceful and beautiful home and it also

gives

employment

surroundings.

It is

to

many

people in ideal

far less selfish to

spend

than to let it pile up in
banks.
By spending it rightly you bless
thousands of people who in turn bless you

vour money

so,

—and

that after all is the most beautiful
of giving thanks for all good
by
sharing your good fortune with others.

—

way

The House
rock of

of Lloyd

is

solidity, generosity

founded upon a
and beauty.

—

—
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Motion picture production will hum at
the Paramount studio on Long Island this
season as well as in Hollywood, according
to the announcement of Jesse L. Lasky, first
vice-president of the company in charge of
production.
"We are going ahead full steam, both
East and West, in the production of sound
"I have gone
pictures," said Mr. Lasky.
over plans for a most comprehensive program which will occupy both our Hollywood and Astoria studios to their capacity.
This program embraces not only feature
pictures, but also the production of short
sound novelties and the reproduction in
sound films of big stage shows.
have engaged Monta Bell, the wellknown director, as production executive of
our Long Island studio.
Mr. Bell,- who is
considered one of the foremost of the
younger directors, will come here from
Hollywood at once, and he will have active
charge of the production of several subjects
which we plan to start immediately at
Astoria."
Mr. Bell is a former newspaper man, having been editor of the Washington Herald.

Free Proof That

WAISTLINE FAT

"We

Thomas Meighan will leave Hollywood
New York when he completes The

for

Mating Call, his latest starring vehicle.
Accompanied by Mrs. Meighan (Frances
Ring), the Irish

home

star will

go direct to his

Great Neck, Long Island,
where he plans to spend the remainder of
the summer.
palatial

protege, John
of a cub reporter in The Racket, at one time held the
distinctive title of 'the handsomest page-boy'
in the national capitol, Washington, D. C.
Darrow, who also has an important role in
Hell's Angels, Howard Hughes' aerial extravaganza, was a page-boy in the Senate
during the Wilson administration before he
came to Hollywood to follow a screen
his

role

career.

Ben Lyon is noted among his friends as
a practical joker of the first order.
Ben s
latest prank was perpetrated on Lupe Velez.
Arising at 6 A. M. to fly to location for
some air-scenes, Ben grabbed a telephone
and called the Mexican actress.
"I just
wanted to let you know I've got your
telephone number," Ben remarked, and
up.

Can Be Quickly Reduced

— without

INSTEAD

This

is

said to be the first time

that Lupe, in a telephone conversation with
a man, didn't hang up first.

—

of

—

—

Look Thinner

Bow

the ideal subject for the
motion picture camera, according to Hollywood's oldest film cutter, William Shea.
Shea has seen them all in the twenty years
since he started work at the old Fort Lee
studios in New Jersey.
For seven years he
was chief film cutter for Douglas Fairbanks
and Mary Pickford. He is busy at present
cutting and assembling the film for Miss

Bow's

is

latest picture,

'Miss

The

Fleet's In.

Bow

has a perfect screen appearance and manner, and I've never seen a
scene of hers which had to be retaken because of fault in her acting."

George Bancroft lost eight pounds in six
hours the other day, and he wasn't trying
eitl-.er
because his weight was just about
right before.
But victims of obesity may
be interested to know that he did it shoveling coal into the rod
boiler furnace.
It was
picture,

The Doc\s

mouth
the

of

scene

of J^ew Yor\.

a

ship's
for his

Write us at once and you will receive our
10-Day Trial Offer a detailed deof
this
most successful reducing
method, the principles of which are highly
endorsed by leading physicians and professional athletes everywhere.
For the sake of
your health and appearance take advantage
of this offer at once.
Send no money. Write
now.
The Weil Company, 399 Hill Street,
New Haven, Conn.

—

Special
scription

THE WEIL COMPANY,
399

Instantly!

Hill

New Haven, Conn.
Please send me complete description of
Belt and also Your Special

Street,

Gentlemen:

your waist measurement before and the Weil Scientific Reducing
Note the dif- 10 -Day Trial Offer.
after this Free 10-Day Trial.
Feel the improvement in
ference in inches.
According to the Name
your general condition.
1erms of our absolute guarantee, you must be Address
_
thoroughly satisfied with the results secured
or you pay nothing.
City

Take

—

State

_!

MAN CAN READ Now You Can Have
VOt/ff MIND/
A New Skin— 3 Days

THIS

^\

He is the world's best known mindreader and the highest paid pro-

fessional society and vaudeville exp^nentof this fascinating and mys
tifyingart. There is nothing supernatural about
the work that has made him a. world famous celebrity.
A MIND
if you but
the few underlying principles
and the natural laws that govern its practice. It
is an attractive form of entertainment which you
can easily practice FOR PLEASURE OR PRO-

READER

YOU CAN BECOME

KNOW

FIT.

Blemishes Vanish!

Quickly learned—anytime, anywhere. Be the first to establish
Win new popularity. Be in dein. your neighborhood.

a reputation

mand at social affairs. Many hundreds of dollars' worth of secrets and
methods are now disclosed that will earn you an enviable reputation as
a Man of Mystery." My book of instructions teds how. Both the
easy and more complicated methods are minutely described so that
anyone with average mentality can astonish his friends with mys*

1

ii

ving

skill.

MONEY—

SEND NO
Just send your name and address. I will ship
the complete illustrated book by return mail without a penny in advance. When package arrives hand the postman only two dollars
($2.00), plus delivery charges and this wonderful information is
yours. Practice tor five days, if it
is not all and more than I claim
More Magic Tricks
1
return the book and your money
DO
will be cheerfully refunded.
Send 10c for Plustratedfi Absolutely guaranteed so you can't
lose. Send your name
Catalogue of over 201) Tricks I
Puzzles, Jokes. EntertainS. C.
Box 76
rs' Books, Secrets and!

YOU CAN

NOW

,

Clara

drugs, diets or exercises
Coupon Brings Free Details

wasting your time instead of
risking your health by weakening diets, exhausting exercises and pill-taking, in an
try
effort to get rid of bulging waistline fat
the popular Weil Reducing Belt for 10 days
at our expense.
rubber,
it
scientifically
treated
Made' of
causes a gentle, unnoticed massage action as
flabby flesh.
So that
it comes in contact with
with every move you make unwanted fat is
being moulded away and kept aivay for good
and at a fraction of the price charged by
expert masseurs.

at

Speaking of Tommy,
Darrow, who plays the
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GET THIS FREE

"CALOSTRO"

e

Washington

Supplies.

I

NEW YORK

Bridge

CITY,

Station
M. Y.

—and

learn
that
what was considered impossible
before the banishing of pimples, blackheads, freckles,
large pores, tan, oily skin, wrinkles and other defects
can now be done by any person at home in 3 daystime, harmlessly and economically.
explained
in
a
new treatise called
It
is
all
"BEAUTIFUL NEK SKIN IN 3 DAYS." which is
bein^ mailed absolutely free to readers of this paper.
So, worry no more over your humiliating skin and
Simply send your
complexion or signs of aging.
BEAUTY LABORAname and address to
TORIES. Dept. 63-V, No. 1700 Broadway, New York,
N. Y\. and you will receive it by return mail without
If
pleased, tell your friends
charge or obligation.
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SupGrfluoujHAIRallGONE
Jrorever

removed

Method which

by

kills

the Mahler*
the hair root

without pain or injury to the skin
in the privacy of your own home.
Send today 3 red stamps for
Free Bonldct
We Teach Beauty Culture
D. J. MAHLER CO., 39-B, Mahler Park, Providence, R.

Subscribe To
One Year $250
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NEW PHONOGRAPH

New PHONIC

attention were it not for one of the little profitable years
spending it on baubles
identifying numbers the police stick on our and gewgaws?
Not your little Leatrice;
lawns for the edification of visiting tourists. she has been saving while the saving was
Even Doug and Mary, despite their good, and now she has earned her artistic
wealth and prominence, live as simply as as well as her financial independence."
any well-to-do-suburbanite in your own
"But what are you going to do while
home town. And you never heard of them snootily waiting for pictures you like?" I
giving wild or expensive parties.
In fact, asked.
they don't even serve liquor at their
"That's just what I stopped in to tell
dinners.
you about." And she forthwith unfolded
It is true that Charlie Chaplin may seem a little scroll which revealed the perspective
to have been extravagant in his ill-starred of what appeared to be a hotel.
romances, but despite these costly adven"I'm going to build that!" she exclaimed
tures and his little-known generosities he happily.
"A forty-unit apartment house,
lives as modestly as an English country with my own apartment on the
ground
gentleman. I have been with him on many floor containing a projection room and all
an occasion when he has turned down a the trimmings.
right there!
But
See,
gorgeous dinner for the simple delights of what's this thing you're writing about?"
a stack of wheat cakes at Childs' or a she asked abruptly.
'ribber, medium' with a baked potato at
I told her.
T-Bone Reily's.
"Yes," she observed when I was through,
Then there is my nearest neighbor, Ruth "our few foolish spenders are mostly conClifford,
and her enterprising husband, fined to those who were suddenly and beJimmie Cornelius. Ruth and Jimmie haven't wilderingly thrown into fame and fortune.
even a permanent home, for they build Those who have worked their way up know

houses
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are

Makes an up-to-the-minute
Phonograph out of your old one

from
Factory

Now at last you can say goodbye to the squeaky,
rasping, metallic tone of your phonograph.
Now
you can have the beautiful, natural, full-rounded tone
of the expensive new machines which are startling the
world.
Yet you need not buy a new phonograph if
yon have an old one.
The reproducer is the HEART
of any phonograph— and the New 1M10NIC reproducer
makes your old phonograph like an entirely new one.
Bused on the new PHONIC principle.
Makes you
think the orchestra or artist is in the same room.
nasal,

New Tone and Volume
New Phonographs
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of Latest
Tones nevi
when the Ni
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heard

before

PHONIC

are clearly distinguished
reproducer is used.
Test it

Hear the difference yourself. Listen
and the delicate high notes,
Hear how plainly
ly and clearly the voice sounds
Note
the natural lone of the violin and the piano, and the
absence of "tinny"
my" music.
You'll be amazed.
The
1.

w

deep

notes

j

New PHONIC

reproducer is ideal for dancing or for
repr
home entertainment
volume is almost double that
of the ordinary ret

10 Days' Trial
You cannot

realize

—Send

No Money

how wonderful the New PHONIC
That is why we want to send it
Send no money now just
trial.

is until you hear it.
you on 10 days'
the coupon.
Pay the postman only $:;.S5 plus a few
pennies postage when the New 1M10N1C arrives. Then
if you are not
delighted, send it back within 10 days
and your money will be refunded.
If sold in stores
the price would be at least $7.50
Our price only
$3.85.
Over 350,000 people have dealt with us bv mail.
You lake no risk. Mail the coupon now for 111 days'
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Continued from page 32
Again he bounds into the studio
On
with ambition to do a lot of work.
days like these we take dozens and dozens
of pictures in a very few minutes and he is
gone before I realize that he has been there.
Sometimes he is very gay and talks a great
fired

York.

PHONIC

to'

refund

order.

Addr<"ts

State..

—

She Bosses the Stars
mood.

57

for

I will pay the postman $3.85
(give name of Phonograph) plus tew cents postage.
If I
not satisfied after trial, I will return your repro-

City

them

Farther up the street lives Patsy Ruth richest girls in Los Angeles.
Not because
Miller with her father, mother and kid she banked a huge salary, but because she
brother.
It is a typical mid-west house of invested
a modest salary in real estate.
mid-west simplicity and gentle hospitality. Then only this morning there is a picture
At a recent 'Hollywood debauch' I attended in the paper of a big hotel that Pola is
there, when we left at eleven o'clock the buying.
debauchees were sitting in a circle on the
"Take my own case," she went on
As I remember reminiscently (incidentally, Leatrice is one
floor playing 'coffee-pot!'
the circumstances I think Doug MacLean of the few girls who is prettier off the
was 'it!'
"when
if that is possible!)
screen than on
Then there are Ralph and Vera Lewis, I returned home from the convent in New
heavens, I could Orleans I suddenly realized that though the
Ernst and Helen Lubitsch
name twenty or more of our leading pic- old plantation was picturesque, mother and
ture people within five blocks of where I I were darn poor.
So after the inevitable
am writing who live less extravagantly than big parting scene I heroically grabbed my
the successful business men of your own powder puff and started for New York to
It was no bed
home town.
break into motion pictures.
While I was still pegging away at the of roses and for two thin years I worked
above paragraphs who should stroll into extra, and then finally managed to get out
however,
the garden but Leatrice Joy and her little to Los Angeles.
I soon found,
girl whom I had quite forgotten to mention.
that I'd never get anywhere without stage
"Well," I exclaimed as she crossed the experience, and so I went to an agent and.
"
lawn, " 'between pictures?'
lying about my experience, induced him
"Worser'n that!" she replied laughing at t3 place me in a stock company in San
"The truth is my con- Diego. I got by with my bluff and the
the ancient alibi.
tract with De Mille is up and I doubt if training was so helpful that when I returned
From now on to Hollywood I got several small parts. It
I shall ever sign another.
long, long time before I really
I
shall free-lance and work only in pic- was
a
arrived, and it was during those years that
tures that I li^e.'
"But, Leatrice," I asked, "can you afford I learned the value of preparing against a
And now, by heck.
to be so choosy?"
very uncertain future.
"Yes," she smiled, "you could even make I'm independent, and they won't see me
stronger and vulgarer and say 'snooty.' in any pictures I don't like!"
it
There!
Leatrice has finished my piece
Pray, what do you think I've been doing
with my hard-earned money these past few a lot better than I could have done it.

NAME OF PHONO-

am

ducer within

in

—

Direct

only

the

live
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for

to

and then

sold.

my

deal and I have to catch him between
anecdotes.
But he is always charming and
always vivid and I have never snapped two
pictures of him that are alike.
"Marion Davies often likes to work late
and she likes to be quiet and work for a
long time.
She usually gets to my studio

about four-thirty when things are quieting
down on the lot, when the telephones are
not ringing every minute and when dozens
of people are not interrupting; and then
we work steadily until seven or eight at
night.
In this way I always get the best
results, because Marion is one of the hardest
workers and she loves to see a job well
done.
She always turns out an amaziny
amount of work.
"So I work late with Marion and early
with Marceline Day.
There's a girl who
breaks into my rest for she insists upon com-

—

—
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I have never seen Ramon in
have never found him anything
When Marceline makes an but charming and helpful. He likes best
in Hollywood.
appointment there is not a chance of her being photographed in costume but he has
She's a marvelous photographic never objected to a pose that I have
being late.
subject because she is always bright and suggested.
"A very gay, very debonair sort of man
giggling and happy, and these things register

ing to the studio before nine o'clock in the
morning and she is the most prompt person

everything.
a temper.

I

TED!

Tim McCoy, who

can only work to
This, of course, suits his personality as well as the sort of parts he
After Tim McCoy has
plays on the screen.
been to the studio for a sitting I am always
happy because his is such a friendly, glowing character.
"Lon Chaney, of course, is a marvelous
person.
There are just two things that he
will not do.
He won't come to the studio
to be photographed unless he is working,
in the right mood for the type of thing because he always leaves Hollywood between
But she put on the costume pictures; therefore I have to -catch him at
I had to get.
anyhow, and I played the wildest Spanish noon hour or when he has an hour or two
The other thing that
music I had, and I talked to her very fast away from the set.
about sparkle and vivacity and then I asked he absolutely refuses is to have a straight
'Now/ I portrait made of himself. You will rememher to go before the camera.
Won- ber that whenever you've seen a picture of
said, 'let's have lots of zip and dash.
derful! Atta girl! You look exactly like a Lon Chaney he has been in character.
"One of the most delightful people with
Spanish senorita! That's it, show the teeth!

before the camera.

"Good

is

on pictures are often gained
I remember one of the
in strange ways.
best sittings I ever made of Joan Crawford
I
that I thought was going to be terrible.
had to do some things of Joan in Spanish
They had to be vivid and sparkcostume.
ling and zippy and Joan had been working
frightfully hard on the set and was in a
low mood besides. My heart sank when I
saw "her because I realized that she was not
results

And all the time the wild
Marvelous!'
music was going and in a very few minutes
Joan was in just the right mood and I
think the results were as good as any I've
She is a true actress
ever had with her.
and responds to atmosphere almost at once."
Ruth Harriet Louise finds that her chief
worry is not simply getting a mechanically
good portrait, but handling the stars themselves.
She never allows them to work in
front of a mirror because she strives for
certain effects from her angle and the subWhen a mirror is used
ject must be plastic.
One temperaRuth fails to get results.
mental star refused to work unless she could
Ruth refused
have a mirror before her.
The photogto photograph her if she did.
rapher photographed the star without a
mirror!
like a director getting her best
for emotional and character pictures
by the proper choice of a word. "I want
Simply the use of
a cool look," she says.
the word 'pain' produced one of the most
effective studies she ever did, a tragic mask

She works

effects

of

Gwen

Lee.

"One

of the most interesting things about
this work is watching a personality develop,"
said Ruth.
"There's the case of Norma
Shearer.
I've photographed her for three

years and I've watched her change from a
sweet, charming girl into something much
more than that. She has developed a vivid
personality with a great flair for strong
dramatic work.
She puts definite thought
into her portraits.
She is always helpful
to me and is one of the easiest subjects I
have.
Her face is fine and patrician and
there is a beautiful spiritual quality about
it which definitely registers on the negative.

lively music.

whom

I

work

is

Lew Cody.

I

ichYOV
can write /
How many

times have you felt the urge
a story for the screen only to
despair in the realization that you were
at a loss as how to proceed in putting
your ideas into acceptable motion picideas that are
ture form ? Many ideas
worth real money never get beyond
all beforgotten
are
stage
the idea
cause you do not know how to go about
Right note you may have an idea
it.
for a screen story which would put you
on easy street, if only you could plan
it properly and so gain the attention of
a moving picture producer.
to write

have never

seen anyone who disliked having his picture taken more thoroughly yet he is always
sweet about it and tries to do exactly as I
say.
His pictures are always good since
he is always himself and never affects a pose.
It is strange but it is a fact that an affectation of any sort always photographs.
"And, of course, there's darling Dorothy
Sebastian from Alabama who has more
trouble getting up to my studio but who
gives so much of herself once she's there:
and there's always dear Gwen Lee, who is
one of the few actresses in Hollywood with
an inferiority complex. Gwen doesn't know
how clever she is on the screen and she is
when she has her
actually embarrassed
photograph taken."
The stery of the success of Ruth Harriet
Louise is one of the most surprising in
Hollywood. She had always wanted to be
an artist and when she was a child she
began to study art; but when she was sixteen she realized that she would be but a
mediocre artist.
It is unusual for a girl of
that age to realize her limitations.
The
artistic feeling she had.
She knew composition and line but the ability of executing
her ideas was lacking; so she turned to the

—

— —

—

Demand Greater
Than Supply
Hollywood

is

hungry

literally

Screen stories are in tremendous

ideas.

for

demand and

there is no limit to what the producer will
And the most startling thing of all is
pay.
that many of the biggest box office attractions
in recent years were produced from ideas
suggested bv men and women young and old
from all walks of life— who had absolutely
no previous motion picture experience! This
should con renee you that you. too. can suc-

—

—

ceed

in

this

highly

fascinating,

profitable,

field.

Determine

Act

to

—Now

The Hollywood Academy, under the personal
direction of a scenario writer of long experience and attainments, teaches motion picture
play-writing from the ground up in a prac-

—

tical

way which you can

easily

understand
on fact,

giving you instruction based entirely

would

ordinarily
requite years of actual studio experience to
acquire! in your home, in your favorite easy
chair, you can now equip yourself for success
in scenario writing or for one of eleven other
delightful big-salaried positions in the motion
picture field.

imparting

next best thing, photography.

She apprenticed herself to a studio in
York, and learned every angle of the
business and then opened a small studio at
The first sitting of a profesher home.
sional that she ever made was of Carmel
Myers. Carmel could not arrange to get to
Ruth's home, which was out of the city,
so the girl took her camera and all of her
heavy lights to Carmel's hotel.
It was this very sitting that changed the
tide of her career, for Carmel returned to
the M.G.M. studios with the portraits and
The
showed them to Louis B. Mayer.
executive was so impressed with them that
he sent for the artist in New York.

New

knowledge which

Get the Facts

— Today!

Mail coupon now for illustrated book "The
Key to Hollywood." giving complete informaSmall
tion and money back guarantee offer.
convenient payments
no contract to siejn

—

plus the satisfaction of knowing that you
are one of a family of students receiving the
personal and individual instruction of the
educational director of Hollywood Academy.

Mail

coupon now.

THE HOLLYWOOD

"When Renee Adoree comes to be photographed we always end in hysterics. The
photographing is incidental tc the joy of
being with Renee and hearing her talk and
She is
our sittings never seem like work.
easy to photograph since she is so plastic
Three years ago she signed a contract
and such a marvelous trouper.
with the studio. She was just eighteen then
"Ramon Novarro has perfect poise. He and in those three years she has become the
takes his photographs seriously as he takes foremost photographer in Hollywood.
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on September

5th,

for October will

and

its

ning of the Fall Season.
leaves,

Niagara Falls

be on the news-stands

West 42nd St.. New York, Dept. H-l
send me your book "The Key to Holly-

Please

wood."

appearance will signal the begin-

There will be
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BEST SELLERS
For $1.00 Each

WHEN

the dreary day is done, and
you head your tired body homeward, you dread the thoughts of

You know

that your
has been sadly

facing the evening.

originally small,
depleted, and you have read every
of interest it holds.
library,

book

What greater feeling then, than to
think of the new books you have just
The latest brainchild of your
ordered.
favorite author, and others you have often
wished to read.
After dinner, comfortably enconsed in
your big easy-chair, you spend what develops into one of the most pleasant eveThen you realize
nings you've ever had.
that you were glad you did not pass up
the advertisement offering this marvelous
collection of the most popular novels of
the day at the extraordinarily low price
of $1.00 each.

A

special offer of six of any of the titles
listed below may be purchased for

Five Dollars

The Golden Beast.. ..E. Phillips Oppenheim
The Enemies of Women,
Vincente Blasco Ibanez
E. Austin Freeman
Mine With the Iron Door,
Harold Bell Wright
Robert Hickens
Bella Donna
E. M. Hull
The Desert Healer
Big Brother
Rex Beach
Carolyn Wells
Face Cards
The Flaming Jewel.. .Robert W. Chambers
Rigwell Cullum
The Night Riders...
A Poor Wise Man.. Mary Roberts Rinehart
The Poisoned Paradise.. ..Robert W. Service
Sax Rohmer
Yellow Shadows
When a Man's a Man..HaroId Bell Wright
Bertha Ruck
The Pearl Thief
Jeffery Farnol
The High Adventure
Max Brand
Fire Brain
Edison Marshall
Child of the Wild

D'Arblay Mystery

On

the Rustler Trail,

The Celestial City
The Purple Mist

Robert Ames Bennett
Baroness Orczy
Gladys Edson Locke

John

Horseshoe Robinson

P.

intended, he said, to come as an Italian
organ grinder with a monkey, but the
monk had been rented out at the last
minute.

We

heard a fearful commotion, and in
entered May Robson.
She was dressed as
a Hungarian peasant, and she wouldn't
speak to anybody, but gazed suspiciously
about at everybody, just as any foreign
immigrant just arrived on Ellis Island
would do. But when she caught sight of
Edmund Breese and his kilties she couldn't
refrain from telling about the Scotchman
who took his wife's spats to the shoe'
maker to be soled and heeled.
Kenneth Thompson arrived just then
with his bride of a few days.
She is a
tall, pretty, blonde girl, who was formerly
an actress in New York, her name Alden
Gay.
Kenneth was dressed as a Dutch
immigrant, and his wife was an American
emigrant to California in 1890, she said.
Gladys Brockwell was a Roumanian
peasant girl, very picturesque, with bright
kerchief turban, wide, short silk skirt and
broad sash.
She said she guessed she was
a musical comedy Roumanian!
"In fact," confided Patsy, "nearly all
the costumes are silk
just a poor lot of
immigrants, my word!
Movie people's
ideas of immigrants!"
Enter William DeMille, clad in red
Russian boots and peasant trousers, together with one of those black satin Russian blouses .so much effected by gentlemen
these days at informal dinners.
He declared that he was a "Russian peasant in
an Emil Jannings sort of way!"

—

Supper was

AND HUNDREDS OF OTHERS

GO.

May Not Be
it

SCREENLAND,
49 West 45th
I

enclose

me

Listed Here But We
You and Save You Money.

for

$

Dept.

St.,

New

9-28.

York City.
for

which please send
postpaid.

Name
Address
City

whom

he had known for many years, and
Ray and Bertha finally were married and

went to Europe on a prolonged honeymoon.
However, Dorothy appeared quite consoled as she danced that evening with
Clarence to the music of the radio. Carmel
Myers was there, too, and dancing with
Johnny Hines and other partners, and there
were a lot of other guests.
Dinner was served in the patio of the
Club House under the trees at long tables,
after which we came back to the Dazeys'
cottage, where a Hawaiian orchestra was
playing, to the music of which you danced
if you wished, or if you felt like playing
there was a card-room, and for
cards,
original diversion there was a funny little
game of miniature yacht racing, with tiny
yachts running on a long piece of green
Gertrude
water.
good effect, her yacht always managing to come in ahead of every
body else's, though Sylvia's boats were in
oilcloth

played

to
that

represent

to

luck, too.

Patsy, looking over
"that Miss Robson's
tea was so crowded next day that she ran
out of food, and so her guests ate up the
prise!"

ever you want
don't fail to
if

to

.see

a

beautiful

Santa Monica
you chance to be in Southern
visit

California.

We

asked Norma about the sights she
saw, and she answered drolly. "Oh, a lot
of night clubs, and I don't know the

names of any of them."
Gertrude Olmstead joined our little
group, and told us how she has been
working in a number of pictures, one after
the other, so hard and so fast that she
hasn't had any chance to rest, so that she
guessed she was growing very irritable.
"But I've learned to say 'Go to the hot
which nobody underplace' in Swedish
stands
so now I can safely blow off steam
without making anybody mad," she ex-

It
was down there, at the Uplifters'
Club grounds, that Agnes Christine Johnston was giving, the other Sunday evening,
her party for Norma Shearer and Irving
Thalberg, bride and groom, and for Sylvia plained.
We were sitting about the fire, the
Thalberg, Irving's sister, and her brideCongroom, Larry Weingarten, who makes pic- evening being cool, and Mrs. Jack
way joined us to tell us about her infant
tures for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Agnes and her husband, Frank Dazey, son's being named Mike, and how very
her extremely handsome
are living in a cottage at the Uplifters cross it had made
dad, Francis X. Bushman,
since their house burned down, and we and aristocratic
him,
found them with a lot of guests already to have his grandson, who resembles
name!
assembled in the vast living-room, includ- named such a rude, ordinary

—

—

Write and Tell Us What Boole You Want.

Can Get

but Raymond, I think, never
Mann, the stage actress,

Griffith,

quite forgot Bertha

—

"And I hear," says
my shoulder as I write,

Canyon,

4Published by

It

Edmund

mond

Norma Shearer and Irving Thalberg
began to play. But his wife gave it
came very late, Norma full of her trip
away.
It was a trick accordion, with selfto Europe and looking sweet in a green,
made music unrolled from records.
Finally our host called us together and sheer dress which she had bought in Paris.
"I really didn't intend to shop in Paris,"
read the answers to the immigrant questionairres he had sent to us.
They were said Norma, "because I intended to go
May Robson won a prize about with Irving all the time; but he
very amusing.
for the best costume, and it turned out insisted, so what could I do?"
"Very gallant I call it," replied Patsy.
Italian sausage.
to be a box of salami

If

BURT

which

That in turn reminded Johnny that a
good way to keep a Scotchman from being
seasick is to tie his hands and put a
quarter in his mouth!
Gertrude and Bob Leonard breezed in
just then, Gertrude looking awfully cute
and pretty, and they were presently joined
by Jack Conway and his beautiful young
wife, who you remember, is a daughter of
Francis X. Bushman.
Kathryn McGuire
came with her husband, George Landy, and
Dorothy Sebastian arrived with Clarence
Brown, the director, whom she is soon to
marry.
Indeed, she may have married
him by the time this is printed, as I
understand the wedding is to be soon. She
was once supposed to be engaged to Ray-

prise

spot,

A. L.

after

buffet,

Breese, Gladys Brockwell and some others
took part in a couple of comic impromptu
sketches, and then Bob Edeson fetched
out an accordion, and much to our sur-

Kennedy

-*=

— continued from page 23

Grace Kingsley's Gossip

State

ing Sylvia and Larry, but Norma and
Irving were to be late, because as usual
Irving had a conference on hand.
Johnny Hines told us that he had been
working on a boat off San Pedro, making
scenes f( r a picture, and that everybody
had been seasick but himself, whereat
somebody reminded him that he was Scotch!

"Oh,

dear,"

we

sighed

Patsy

finally,

"I

must go home!"
"I don't believe there's any other place
open " I acquiesced.
suppose

just

a sweet youngster
seventeen who is making her way in
pictures, gave such a delightful party down

Little Ethel Jackson,

of

SCREEN LAND
Chinatown, the other night, at Tom
Tom is well known as
Gubbins' place.
a purveyor of Chinese food.
in

restaurant was a new one, and it
was furnished quite luxuriously with Oriental rugs and teakwood furniture, and in
the midst of the dining-room an elaborate
altar with a golden Buddha on the shrine.
There- was a crystal-gazing fortune-teller
to tell our fortunes.
"But I shouldn't think it would be a
bit hard in the case ol Jack Dempsey, at
least so far as telling that he is lucky ,oJ

The

knowing who he

in

Though

Estelle

and

so

was Martha

Sleeper,

who

chances to be Ethel's bosom friend, Sally
they are supposed
Eilers and Matty Kemp
Victor Giusti, brother of
to be engaged
Roy D'Arcy, Arthur Lake, Sally Phipps,
and a lot of other charming young folks.

—

—

There was dancing after dinner.
"And I do wonder," whispered Patsy,
"what Buddha thinks of that!"

"We're

Patsy Ruth Miller's
the Party Hound,
"and of course we cannot possibly miss it!"
Over at Patsy's we found a lot of people
swimming, including Glenn Tryon,
in
Ralph Forbes, Pauline Garon, and a lot of
other guests, while Pat herself and her
brother who, by the way, is turning into
played tennis.
a very good stage actor
Presently some of these joined us in the
house, where Patsy Ruth's adorable father
and mother had greeted us, along with
Pat herself, and Glenn Tryon told us he
But
was learning to play the bass viol.
Mrs. Tryon wasn't a bit enthusiastic herself
about going through life with a bull-fiddle
scraping in the offing.
"How does one carry the thing about?"

party!"

invited to
Patsy,

cried

—

—

demanded Ralph

Forbes.

"Well, you see," explained Glenn, "I'm
going to buy a trailer for the car."
Eddie Lowe and Lilyan Tashman came
in

just

then,

2 to 4 Lbs.

and

Skeets

Gallagher,

who

supposed to be devoted to Pauline Garon:
also Mr. and Mrs. Ernst Lubitsch, Ray

is

Wear what you please
Do what you please
Take no
Send the coupon for your

And
be interested in dancing.
he was, doing fancy tango steps!

now

here

three Fayro Baths

Thousands of smart women have found this easy
to take off 2 to 4 pounds once or twice a week.
These women take refreshing Fayro baths in the

own homes.

privacy of their

the concentrate of the same natural mineral salts that make effective the waters of twentytwo hot springs of America, England and Continental
Europe. For years the spas and hot springs bathing
resorts have been the retreat of fair women and well

Fayro

is

groomed men.
Excess weight

made more

lias

lovely,

been removed, skins have been
more shapely and minds

bodies

brighter.

The Hot Springs are now Brought to You
Painstaking analysis of the active ingredients of
the waters from twenty-two of the most famous
springs have taught us the secret of their effectiveYou can now have all these benefits in your
ness.
own bath. Merely put Fayro into your hot bath. It
dissolves rapidly.
You will notice and enjoy the
pungent fragrance of its balsam oils and clean salts.
Then, Fayro, by opening your pores and stimulatingperspiration forces lazy body cells to sweat out surplus fat and bodily poisons. Add Fayro to your bath
at night and immediately you will lose from 2 to 4
pounds in an easy, refreshing and absolutely harmless
manner.
Your physician will tell you that Fayro is certain
work and that it is absolutely harmless.
Fayro will refresh you and help your body throw
off worn out fat and bodily poisons. Your skin will
be clearer and smoother. You will sleep better after
your Fayro bath and awaken feeling as though you
had enjoyed a week's vacation.

to do the

Lose Weight Where You Most Want To
Fayro reduces weight generally but you can
also concentrate its effect on abdomen, hips, legs,
ankles, chin or any part of the body you may wish.

Results

Weigh

had a buffet supper, and then Ray
Cress played the piano in a manner, as
Patsy put it, so that 'y° u couldn't possibly
make your feet behave.'
Patsy Ruth danced with her brother,
Winston, beautifully, although Mrs. Miller
told us that six months previously the boy
had remarked with the finality of youth
that under no circumstances would he ever

first

yourself

Somebody

discovered

a

collection

HERE'S PROOF
Read What Fayro Baths

Are Immediate

before

and

after

Fayro

your

You will find you have lost from 2 to 4
pounds. And a few nights later when you again

for

add Fayro to your bath, you will once more reduce
your weight. Soon you will be the correct weight
for your height.
No need to deny yourself food
you really want. No need for violent exercise. No

"I weigli 1G
sleep better.

need for drugs or medicines. Merely a refreshing
Fayro bath in the privacy of your own home.

Try Fayro

at

Have

Done

For Others

"Three Fayro baths have reduced my weight
pounds in 8 days. I feel better than I have

bath.

11
felt

years."

pounds
Fayro

less
is

and

feel

younger and

wonderful."

"My double chin vanished in the magic of Fayro
baths."
"My

hips were always too prominent, until 1 combaths.
I have lost 12 pounds."

menced Fayro

Our Risk

The regular price of Fayro is $1.00 a package. With
the coupon you get 3 full sized packages and an interesting booklet "Health and Open Pores" for $2.50 plus
Send no money. Pay the postman.
the necessary postage.
Your money refunded instantly if you want it.

Patsy Ruth got a little fall when her
brother didn't catch her in time as she was
doing a lithe back bend, but she mere!/
grinned and asked him 'please to support
her in the manner to which she had been
accustomed when dancing!'

childhood my thick ankles have always
been a source of embarrassment. Fayro baths have
reduced them beautifully. Thank you very much."
Names and addresses will be given on request.

"Since

"I
Fayro
823

Laboratories, Ino.
Pittsburgh,
St.,

Locust

N-9-28

Pa.

Send me

3 full sized boxes of Fayro in plain package.
pay the postman $2.50 plus the necessary postage. It
understood that if I do not get satisfactory results with
the first package I use, I am to return the other two and
you will refund all of my money at once.
I

will

is

of

Percy Crosby's "Skippy" creations, which
had been presented to Patsy Ruth by the
author, with a little picture of Skippy on
the fly-leaf, bowing to a pictured Patsy
Ruth.

risky medicine

way

Cress and some others.

We

Night

in a

Eat what you please

Taylor, Jack's wife, was

with him, the fortune-teller insisted on tell'
ing the ex-champ that he would be married
again twice, and that one of his wives
would be a red-head.
"Imagine the rush for henna tomorrow!"
exclaimed Patsy.
Guests were expected to eat with chopbut how relieved everybody was
sticks,
when the course came on consisting of
shreds of chicken which you were supposed
to eat with your fingers!
Leatrice Joy and her brother Billy were
there,

Now You Can Reduce

remarked Patsy.

is,"

97

N'ame

If each healthful bath of Fayro does not
reduce your weight from 2 to 4 pounds, we
refund your money without a question,

will
it

today.

You

risk

nothing.

Clip the coupon

and mail

State

City
If

you do not

live

in the

Money Order with coupon.

United States send international

SCREENLAN
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Rate 20c

D
When we started for home, we needs
must stop and admire Ralph Forbes's new
car, which is so big that it. looks like a
ship, and Patsy Ruth suggested a christening with champagne and everything.
That sent us homeward with a laugh,
which is, I believe, Patsy Ruth's motto.

OPPORTUNITIES
—

Word — Forms Close

a

Two Months

10th

HELP WANTED

Preceding Issue

FOR SALE

WOMEN, MEN— Earn

$35 weekly addressing
cards home, spare time; all year work. ExpeWrite National,
no
selling.
unnecessary;
rience
8413 Jamaica Avenue, Woodhaven, N. Y.

BEAUTIFUL ALL WHITE POLICE PUPS
Arthur Anson, Mose, No. Dak.

for sale.

BOOKS,

MAGAZINES, Art Publications in
English, French, Spanish.
Photo novelties,
samples, lists, 20 cents stamps.
Yillaverde
Co.,
Dept. 212, Box 1329, Havana, Cuba.

etc.,

MALE HELP WANTED
$125-$200 mo.
For
trap.
1493 Temple Court,

get Forest Ranger job;
and home furnished; hunt,

MEN,

write Norton Inst.,

details,

fish,

ART PICTURES — 300 WONDERFUL

PIC-

TURES. All Different. You Will Like Them.
Particulars 10c.
Howard Sales Co., Dept. 4,
Box 529, San Francisco, Cal.

Denver, Colo.

MOTORCYCLES

American
South American Work.
South American
pay fare, expenses.
Bureau, 14,600 Alma, Detroit, Mich.

BIG PAY:
firms
Service

FEMALE HELP WANTED

Low Terms. Also,
Catalog Free.
Western
East 15th St., Kansas

Accessories.

Parts,

938

Co.,

see such a lot of budding re
exclaimed Patsy, as we entered
the brilliantly lighted ballroom of the Biltmore where the Mayfair was being held,
and whither we had gone with Eduardo
Raquello.
"There," she went on, "are
Pauline Garon and Skeets Gallagher, and
there are Lowell Sherman, Pauline's divorced husband, and Ann Rork.
Ann
Rork .seems to be running Patsy Ruth
Miller an engagement race, doesn't she?
"And oh, there's Lupe Velez, dancing
with Al Jolson!
Isn't Lupe the original

vamp, though?"
Lupe just then came over to say hello,
and to whisper in my ear, "You know I

just don't take

Of

Mo.

City,

I

little

USED MOTORCYCLES.
Motorcvcle

"Oh,

mances!"

any man seriously!"

course she said

it

with

a

chic

little

accent.

—

ADDRESS ENVELOPES

WOMEN

INTEREST TO

Spare time.
at home
work.
Dignified
unnecessary,
Experience
- $25
Particulars 2c stamp.
weeklv easy.
Mazelle, Dept DT, Gary, Ind.

GUARANTEED HEMSTITCHING

HOMEWORK: Women W anting

ing Attachment.
Fits any sewing machine.
60c prepaid or C. O. D.
Circulars
free.
LaFlesh Hemstitching Co., Dept. 45, Sedalia, Mo.

$15

T

obtain reliable
Stamped enWrite for information.
kinds.
velope.
Eller Co., Z-296 Broadway, New York.

Celebrated

Leslie's,

No

Bust

success.

$3.50;

and help you succeed.

You can

$1.50

America's Greatest Tailoring Line FREE WILLARD,
150 Large Samples All Wool Tailored to
Order LTnion Made Sensational Low Price.
Cash bonus

instantly.
batteries
discharged
Gives new life and pep.
Lightning Co., St.
Free.

charges
Eliminates

Big

Gallon

Paul,

Profits.

Minn.

HELP WANTED INSTRUCTIONS
railway

mail,

postoffice

and outdoor positions;

mail
Write for
immediately.
211-J Cooper Bldg.,

tute,

A88
D

f

d

1905

Teaches Ballroom, Charleston, Tango, Stage, Toe, Classic
and Technique.
Strictly Trivate.
Formerly dancing
master of Maude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Tango same as taught to Itudolph Valentino by DON
LENO, also teacher of Mae Murray, Lillian Lorraine,
Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor, T. Roy Barnes, Herman Timberg, Jimmy Hussey and others.
Students
prepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville.
Positions secured for graduates.
Booklets on request.

WEST

NEW YORK

Bryant 1194

48th ST.

clerk,

Bradley InstiDenver, Colo-.

and

Mr.

Mrs.

Charles

Sadler's

Individual
10

a.

instruction
m. to 8

in

social

m.

p.

—

and

modern

Classes

—

York.

— 'Real"

West

55th

St.,

by

Professional Dancer and Creator of new routines, ArgenTansos, Parisien Apache Adagios. Novelty Waltzes.

proposition.

Whirlwinds and Ta|) Dances.

Amateur Teams Developed, managed and placed.
I'hone and let us talk it over.

QUORNE STUDIOS

LE

SONG POEM WRITERS.
236

perfected

tine

2104 No. Keystone, Chicago.

D14,

evenins

FRED LE QUORNE

SONG AND POEM WRITERS
Hibbeler,

dancinj;

DANCING TEAMS
Have your Dances routined, improved,

SONG POKM WRITERS

every

Booklet on request
Phone Academy 1581
"Dance Descriptions by Mail"
2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

Excellent paying work.
BE A DETKCT1VE
Write NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 169

Address. Monarch,
Dept. 286, New York.

IG58

together, even if Mrs. B.
than her famous husband.

"There

BROADWAY
Write

Room 603

for

Home

WRITERS

CIRCLE

FOR A PHOTOPLAY STORY

7933

Study Tango Course

DEVELOP YOUR FORM!
method highly recommended
for quick , easy development

unknown

by

LA BEAUTE CREME

an

writer and sold tliru our Sales Dept.
We revise copyright and market. Located in the
heart of Motion Picture Industry, we know the
1917.
Postal
brings
Established
demand.
FREE BOOKLET with full particulars.
Universal Scenario Company.
204 Western & Santa Monica Eldg., Hollywood, Calif.

for

improvement of bust, neck, face
arms and legs

Uwed with

Erreat success l>y thousands. Inexpensive, harmless, pleasant. Successful
results or money refunded, full particulars

and proof (sealed) free.
offer

TODAY.

a

bit

taller

a lot of divorced folk, too,
people," remarked Patsy a bit
cryptically as regards her English.
"Take
Mary Carewe, the divorced wife of Eddie
Carewe doesn't she look beautiful tonight,
by the way? and she is with a tall,
are

other

—

handsome man whom
know.
Also there is

nobody seems to
Helene Chadwick
with another stranger, and William Wellman with a girl I don't know."
Albert Gran brought Ethel Barrymore
in very late, as Miss Barrymore was playing at the Biltmore Theater, and of course
couldn't leave until the show was out.
Mrs. Reginald Denny was there, looking

Write for special

Bubbles

Steifel, as soon as he
decree.
I should think Mrs.
Denny herself would do excellently well
in pictures, as she is very pretty and is a

in

pictures,

gets his final

most

actress.

skillful

Impromptu entertainment

is one
of the
most fascinating features of the Mayfair.
Al Jolson sang, preceding his singing by
saying that he had been sitting with a lot
of married people, and he thought that if
he sang jnaybe he might get a break.

"If

I'm

a

flop

know it," he
The comedian

will

nobody

on

Vitaphone

grinned.

kidded

right

and

left,

leaning over toward Conrad Nagel's table
to kid him about his
'built'in
hair' in
Glorious Betsy.

)ur BCientihc

#1250

is

cute as paint, but of course without Reginald, who is to marry his leading lady

DANCING ACADEMY

list.

"Both of them are so handsome," Patsy
went on.
We saw Mary Brian with James Creelman, the scenario writer.
Dick Barthelmess had brought his bride,
and we found that they danced beautifully

—

MARIE LOUISE

ESTABLISHED

qualify

DETECTIVES
New

I

FRANCES

great friends.
"Of course you know that Kathleen Key
is engaged
to marry Lansing Brown, the
photographer, don't you?" said Patsy, but
I had to confess that I hadn't known it.

with

DON LENO

from

East 83rd Street,

I

DANCING
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carrier

Los

or SNUFF habit cured or no pay
cured.
Sent on trial
Box 796, Los Angeles, Calif.

besides.

COMPOUND

rentals.

wanting

if

—

Hustlers makExclusive territory to producers.
Get outfit at once.
ing $100 a week and up.
Address Dept. 655, GOODWEAR, 844 Adams,
Chicago.

MEN

$6.00, p.p.
Angeles, Cal.

lb.

PERSONALS

Madison

TOBACCO

STRANGE BATTERY

1

capital or experi-

Spare or full time.
needed.
Write
earn $50-$100 weekly.
Products, 564 Broadway, New York.
ence

daily.

and Double

Fat Reducing Size,
321 West 3rd St.,

IN BUSINESS

easily

——
—
Big commissions paid

using
Cream.
Harm10 years
by
Chin size, '/> lb.

—Positive—ResultsReducing
backed

Leslie's

AGENTS—WE START YOU

Picot-

HOLLYWOOD STARS ARE SLENDER
less

AGENTS WANTED

and

"Maybe,'" I retorted, "that's why they all
seem to take you seriously!"
Ruth Chatterton was dancing a lot with
Connie Keefe, too, and we hear they are

White was there with Pauline
and there were Edith Roberts and
husband, June Collyer, Paul Bern,

Jack

Starke,

her

Mervyn Leroy, Edna Murphy, Fred Niblo,
Shirley Dorman, Pauline Garon, Ben Lyon,
Finis Fox and his wife, Mary Nash, Leatrice
Joy, and just scores of others.

—

The Newest

EN

C R E
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Picture Girl—

LAND

continued from p age 15

to have this done, Thalberg voiced a doubt
that the girl could be as pretty as her

precipitated the World War.
At the time
of her birth, Eva's father, a Colonel in the

picture.

Austrian army, was Administrator of Trans-

The company

representative called at the
dancing school and found out that the
girl's name was Eva Von Plentsner, and
also her address in the little obscure suburb
letter was. sent to Eva,
of Viennainviting her to take a screen test, and she,
scarcely believing that it could be anything
but a practical joke played on her by some
fellow dancing pupil, consented. The test
was a revelation of Eva's astounding beauty,
quick perceptions and unfailing charm.
Thalberg hastened to sign her to a most
lucrative contract, wiring the studios that

A

he had found a

girl

who was

a

combination

of the opposite poles of feminine attraction
as represented by Norma Shearer and Greta
Garbo. Eva was discovered. Half a world
away from Hollywood she lived, but for'
tune and the unfailing vigilance of the
motion picture producers had found her
out.

On the way over to America, Eva's
Von Plentzner. a bit too long for

name.
movie

purposes, was changed by a "naming con'
among the passengers to Von Berne.
On her arrival in this country with a
brand'new name and a prospect of screen
success ahead of her, a fairyland opened
up for Eva. Since the war, Eva's family
has been impoverished and it has been
necessary for Mrs. Von Plentsner to make
There are no luxuries
all of Eva's clothes.
in post-war Vienna, and even such things
as silk stockings, necessities to the American
So
girl, are unheard-of luxuries in Austria.
Eva, with all her beauty, came to this
country in a home-made dress and with
cotton stockings on her shapely legs. An
interpreter was secured by the motion picture company, and with this interpreter
Eva wtnt on a shopping tour, buying herself all the lovely things which she had
been denied in Austria. With silks and
test"

frame her loveliness, Eva bloomed
forth as one of the world's fairest maidens.
Her delight in her new clothes was unsatins to

bounded

—

she was as thrilled as Cindere'la

with her glass slippers and satin dress. She
could not even eat until she had tried on all
her new dresses, 'just to see how they
look.'

—

Eva is seventeen an actual seventeen,
not the seventeen of an actress with three
divorces and a dozen lovers in the background. She is of medium height, graceful, with a firm, springy tread and an erect

Her

carriage.

Her

hair

honey

—

is

color.

hazel.

skin

wavy,

is

soft

soft,

finely textured.

and of

a

delightful

Her eyes are quick, smiling
Her features are mobile and

A

reddish tint
pleasing from every anele.
in her hair, the pink of her lips and cheeks,
the ivory coloring of her brow and neck
make her such a figure as Botticelli took
pleasure in painting.

There

is

and

charm
moments

lively

a

to

her

move-

of repose are
delightful.
Innocent and unsophisticated.
Eva, nevertheless, has her full share of
what La Glyn has termed IT. There is,
to be quite frank, a warmth and attraction

ments,

her

warm

and well-rounded
limbs which is peculiarly her own; Greta
Garbo and Clara Bow will have to watch
to

her sleek,

skin,

their laurels in this regard.

Serajevo.
Four years after Eva's
the Archduke Francis Ferdinand was
assassinated and the town of Serajevo became part of the theatre of war. Eva was

port

in

birth,

Vienna and placed in a convent
Here she remained for four years.
Eva finally became too mischevous for the
nuns' taste in conduct, and her father was
asked to take her from the convent and
place her in some other school.
ta"ken

to

school.

She was then enrolled at a boarding
school and here, where life waj a bit more
pleasant for the youngster, she remained
until the end of the war and the beginning
of the revolution which deprived her father,
at
that
time an
adjutant to
Emperor
Charles, of his livelihood.

Hard times followed the revolution
Eva and her family, and stripped of
found

their wealth they

it

difficult

for
all

to live.

During the hard post-war years Eva had
do her bit to aid the impoverished
family.
From her earliest years she had
studied dancing, and when she was thirteen years old, she was able to assist her
dancing teacher by giving lessons to children from five to eight years old.
In this
to

way

the

the

of the interpreter,
She
story of her life.

help

brief

Easy You
j

she paid for her tuition at the dancing
also helped to augument her

At

studied anatomy and
University
of
the
Vienna.
In Austria all dancing teachers
are required to pass certain examinations
before being licensed as full-fledged teachers
of plastic and aesthetic dancing, and as
this was the career Eva had picked for herself, she had to study these subjects at the
University.

time

this

she

culture

at

Eva's favorite pastime is sport, and with
ready pantomime she expressed a liking
for swimming, skating, boxing, fencing and
dancing. When asked if she liked horseback riding she answered that her father
had had horses, but thit when she had
grown old enough to ride, the revolution
had come and he had been forced to sell
his mounts.
So it was that she has never
ridden, but she expressed a desire to do so
when she reaches Hollywood.

Her favorite author is Stephen Zwieg.
Her favorite motion picture actor is John
Gilbert and she explains that in Germany
considered 'The best kisser on the
She refused to say whether or
not this was the reason for her preference.
She thinks melodrama is her favorite form
of acting, but she has never acted, either
on stage or screen, although most of her
admirers in Vienna were actors.

he

is

screen.'

Her impressions

of America, at the time
of this interview, were still confused. She
had been in the country but a few days,
but she had already formed the opinion
that everything here was in the superlative.
She laughed when describing how her press
.

agent had piloted her from one photographer to another, saying each time. 'He
is
the best photographer in New York.'
She was anxious to see Coney Island, and
looked forward to riding on the rollercoaster and all the other, varied amusement
devices

of

the

oftburOwn
**lhis NeioWay!
SEND your name and address for an amazing

FREE

will surprise

book which gives facts that
you about Modern Photogra-

tells of an amazingly easy way to
your own business quickly, with very
little capital. It also shows how hundreds of
other men and women are making real money
in spare time taking pictures.
Many Earn $25 to $9© a Week
in Spare Time

phy. It

start

In this day of pictures, photographers are making
more than ever before. But just ordinary photography
is not enough. In this book you are told how such men
as Hughes of Kentucky made $97 in two days, how
Sager of Pennsylvania earned $700 during spare time
in a few months. Our method is so simple and easily
grasped that you can make money even while learning.

Look into the new opportunities in Photography
and see why newspapers, magazines and photogravure
sections use thousands of photos a month, and pay big
prices for them. Business firms are constantly in the
market for photos to be used in catalogs, booklets and
advertising. Portrait work pays big.

FREE Book Tells How

Just mail the coupon for this FREE book. It explains
how our thorough Course in Modern Professional Photography enables you to quickly learn this fascinating,
profitable work in your own home.
It will pay you to discover the opportunities that
how you can
exist today in Modern Photography
establish your own business, or make big spare time
money, or earn while learning. Scores of invaluable
money making ideas every branch of photography
described! And the book is sent absolutely FREE!
Just mail the coupon this minute for your copy.
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AMERICAN SCHOOL
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
-601 Michigan Ave.
aept. G326.
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AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
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3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6326,Chlcago
Please send me free and without obligation my copy of
your startling new book Opportunities in Modem Photography and lull information regarding your course.
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Name.

|

I

resort.
J

Simple, naive, as beautiful as a princess
in a peasant's fairy tale, utterly unspoiled,
with a fine sense of humor and quick pan-

paw Qet...

-

A Business

father's income.

physical

See How

\

academy and

Eva
was
born in Serajevo. Bosnia, the town where tomimic gestures, E"a Von Berne comes to
the assassination of an Austrian grand duke us and here she will f.nd a real welcome.

With

told
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How

Does Sex

Appeal Sound?
(Continued jrom page

You

will see the strange sight of the
going right on talking though not
saying anything.
This will be because too
much has been said already, and censors
aren't deaf.
Any picture is apt to turn

Reward

actors

,,

<

Findthc *Buick WcArcGivingAw8y
It's Diiferent From All the Others
At first glance
Buiclcs pictured.
look alike, but examine them closely. 23 of
only one. is
and
"ONE",
them are exactly alike, but
different from all the rest. See if you can find the
different Buick— ITS FREE. You can win it or
$2,750.00 CASH. It is not as easy as it looks, so be
There are 24

they

8

all

Tne

difference

may

be

in the top, the

The cave

find the

$6,000.00 IN

10

15

wheels, the

body design, the fenders, or even the doors. If
one Buick that is different from all the others,
send me the number of it in a letter ot on a post card
TODAY with your name and address. You may become
the owner of this- Master Six Buick or win $2,750.00 IN
CASH without' one cent of cost to you.
you

17

PRIZES Automobiles and many big

cash prizes. The Buick Master Six or $2,750.00 CASH; a
Nash or $995.00 cash; an Essex or $835.00 cash; a Chevrolet or $595.00 cash: a Ford or $495.00 cash, and thousands
cash prizes. They are given
of dollars in
to advertise my business and this offer gives you a grea,t
opportunity.

ADDITIONAL

(

Yon Can Not Lose
is

11

advantage of this opportunity
rewarded and duplicate prizes will be paid in case of ties.

$1,000.00 Cash

Extra— For Promptness
EXTRA

just for promptI am also going to pay $1,000.00
ness.
You can win the Buick Master Six Sedan and
$1,000.00 extra—or— $2,750.00 CASH. Answer quick. Find
the
Buick that is different from all the others and
rush your name and address to me
on a postal
card or letter. And, just say Buick No.
is different
from all the others. Please tell me how I can get this
beautiful Buick Master Six Sedan—or— $2750.00

"ONE"

12

boys, those original great lovers,

never used to scribble their passion on stone
tablets and deliver them with melting looks,
did they?
I should hope to tell a dinosaur
they didn't.
They remarked: 'Ug-glubumph!' meaning 'That's how I love you' or
even 'Come on, kid!' and then they'd drag
Lady of Choice off by the hair without
even waiting for an answer.
Well, there's
only one answer.
The Eskimos express amorous emotion
by rubbing noses.
No wonder
they're chilly.
And who wants to be an
Eskimo?
How about a little 'Je vous
aime?" spoken by Lily Damita; or Tch liebe
dich" by Lya de Putti; or even 'Oh moo
yeeoo yeh boo yow gin' uttered by Anna
May Wong. (I'm only fooling you on
that one.
It's really
the Chinese for 'I
can do without it'
and that's just silly.
Nobody can do without it.)
In
speak-easy
scenes
in
forthcoming
Talkers the audience, breathless, will be
sitting on
chair-edges awaiting The Big
Kiss.
Will it be a good old-fashioned
resounding smack? Or long and lingering?
Will it be followed by a little soft sigh?
The audience wants to know. It has to
know.
It has to act accordingly.
Suppose a femme and a fella were planning to
suit their actions, to the words spoken by
in other words, planning
the screen stars
to make the most of the osculatory interand just as the celluloid lips were
lude
about to meet after an exchange of compliments the villain should stalk in and there
wouldn't be any kissing after all except
from a remote corner of the theatre? Oho!

—

TODAY

CASH

without obligation or one cent of cost to me.

F. E. BAILEY, 537 S. Dearborn Street
Deportment 421 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

24

21

comedy at a moment's notice.
But let's go back to Love.
It's a nice
word. Love.
'I
love you' is even nicer.
And it doesn't seem the same when it is
reduced to cold type in a screen sub-title.

into

careful.

ITFC
CI
VfijUIii?
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SCREENLAND'S

Caught you that time!

Of

Book Department
OFFERS YOU
The Latest Novels

Low

at the Extraordi

Price of

—

$1.00

A great many of these books have
greatest

A

—

given us our

SCREEN SUCCESSES.

special offer of six of

any

pages 91 and 96

of the titles listed

may

$5.00

course this deluge of audible movies
that a girl will have to be pretty
careful who she goes to the movies with.
Suppose she lets the Bill Haines of her
neighborhood escort her to see John Gilbert?
She will just get hopelessly mixed
And I
up in her technique, that's all.
When Gilbert up
warn her it won't do.
there on the screen puts all the fiery passion
in the movies into his eyes and voice and
says:
'Look here you belong to me!' to
Joan or Greta, it would be awfully awkward to be handicapped with a wise-cracking kid in the next seat, now wouldn't it?
For Billy Haines will not make love like
John Gilbert he never did and he certainly
won't begin when the big bosses tell him
Billy's line will
to say it with words.
'Slip
probably be:
us a kiss, sweetie!'

mean

will

be had at

on

While Ronald Colman's deep mellow bari'When will you marry
tone will chant:
me?' What do you bet that Ronnie comes
out with matrimonial intentions in
love scene?
Choose your partners if you want to
enjoy your movie evenings after the TalkTiming will be importers take the screen.
ant, while as always a well-modulated voice
will not be amiss— not very long, anyway.
When the talking love .scenes come on,
croon in.
right

the

first

—

—

SCREEN LAND
But
elty,

feel?

have

if

you are

all

upset about this nov-

how do you suppose
After
to

all.

it's

all

up

the
to

poor actors
them. They

movie because anyone who has such specsappeal is practically certain to have a sound
appeal, too
he may forget where he is and
say:
'Middie, did you remember to give
Baby Gloria her gruel this morning?"
The heavy-breathing boys will have to

—

and while some
of them have good ones, others have voices
that are only good in case of fire.
How
would you feel if your artistic future de- practice control or they will grunt thempended upon your larynx? I thought as selves right out of the picture game.
In
much.
fact, some of the stars have already develIn the future, you know, when pretty oped bad cases of those Vitaphone-Movienew-comers trip eagerly in to the studio tone - Firnatone - Radio - Corporation of for their screen tests they will not be America Blues.
They are searching for the
asked to smile and show their
er
teeth. lost vocal chord and haven't found it yet.
They will be requested to open wide and
On the other hand, actors with stage
say "Ah!" If their tonsils are in good shape experience are turning hand-springs.
And
they jet the job.
the other girls and boys who have always
How is your old sound appeal? Don't yearned to go on the stage but didn't dare
hedge, now.
Out with it.
You don't are also rejoicing. The baby vamps all
know? Well, then it is about time you seem to welcome the Talkers they're just
were finding out, and I'm glad I brought another weapon. Can't you see one of the
this up.
Sound appeal is a combination little dears even risking personal banter
of It,
Sex Appeal, Clara Bow kissing with her audience when the director isn't
Richard Aden, John McCormack and Marie looking? Speaking over her shoulder from
Jeritza singing a love song,
and Marie behind her hand she'll say in a stage
Prevost's prize underwear.
whisper: 'If Roy H. of Red Bank. N. J.,
It
is
something you can't get along is in the house tonight. I want him to know
without,
unless
you don't mind being I just love those bracelets he sent me as
sneered and hooted at when you sit down they help to keep my arms warm and winter
at the piano bench, or even if you miss it. is coming on.'
Your best friends won't tell you and your
The Talkers has its draw-backs, though.
whole life will be ruined.
If you haven't It robs the poor actor of what little privacy
sound appeal you'd better run around and he had left.
The character man who
get some.
That's what all the movie stars thought he was safe behind a full set of
are doing.
They are spending all their whiskers now reveals himself through his
spare time studying elocution and voice tremolo tenor to the wife and four children
culture and drawing deep breaths and say- he carelessly left behind him when the caring 'Mee-mee-mee!'
The latter exercise is nival stranded back in Medicine Hat in the
the easiest for them.
If they can do it, trouping days.
Strong men will wilt and
why not you? A million reasons.
women will swoon all on account of the
When you visit a studio these days you Talkers.
think you are back in the Tower of Babel.
Just the same there is a great chance
Everybody's talking.
After holding their for comedy stuff.
Did you ever hear of
tongues for so long the players just have the theatre in Soviet Russia where the
find

their voices,
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.

to practice.

As

usual, the

women

are hav-

ing the last word.

Everything depends upon patter appeal.
are putting the pant in pantomime.
of the actors haven't had a chance
to speak to an audience since their stockcompany days and they're making up for
lost time now.
How hard it will be to stick to the stuff

They
Some

that was written into the scenario by perspiring playwrights!
Suppose you're a star

playing opposite a lovely lady who refused
to go out with you the night before.
You
see your opportunity for revenge in the big
love scene when you are instructed to
grab the girl and hold her tight and kiss her
hard despite her struggles.
But suppose
the little dickens takes it into her head to
kick you in the shins where it won't show?

actors improvise the plays as they go along?

Something like this might happen when
Marion Davies and Billy Haines, two outstanding wits of Hollywood, get together
Let them ad-lib as they
on a screen set.
Marion, by the way,
may. We're for it.
will be even more popular when she begins
That little lisp and stammer of
to speak.
hers has patter appeal, and n-no f-f-foolin'!
I can think of a dozen stars whose charm
will be enhanced by the talking device.
Rod La Rocque's vibrant voice will add to
Lane Chandler's beautiful, caresshis art.
ing intonation will send him straight up to
George Bancroft will boom from
stardom.
the depth of his stage experience, while
Ernest Torrence but I'm afraid Mr. Torrence is too much of a gentleman to suit
words to some of his wicked screen ways.
William Powell has a wonderful voice.

—

darn her, and you lose your head
and cry: 'Is there a doctor in the house?' Corinne Griffith's drawl will be a delight.
The temperamental beauty who is anxious You know how the careers of Lionel
about camera-angles will give the show away Barrymore and Conrad Nagel have prosby interrupting herself to ask if the camera- pered since they decided to speak up in
man is watching that bump on her nose. public.
And speaking of Barrymores if
How can he help it?
you want to know how sex appeal really
If Harold Lloyd decides to do a Talker sounds, wait until John chooses to come out
and lets Mildred play opposite him again of the silences and say a few words. You
ind I think Harold will make a sound ain't heard nothing yet!
It hurts,

—

—

THEN CHOOSE
e

you a red-blooded,
AREdaring
he-man? Do
.

you crave adventure,
popularity, admiration,
and the applause of great

crowds? Then why not
get into the Aviation Industry the greatest adventure since time began
the greatest thrill ever

—

—

offered to

man?

The praise and
plaudits of the multitude. And a chance to get in
on the ground floor where rewards will be unlimited!
Aviation is growing so swiftly that one can hardly
keep track of all the astonishing new developments.
Air-mail routes have just been extended to form a
vast aerial network over the entire U. S. Many Commercial Airlines and airplane factories are now being
organized. Men like Henry Ford are_ investing millions in the future of commercial Aviation for they
see its great possibilities.
Think what Aviation

offers you.

last© Aviation By
This HoBtae Study Method

Easy to Get

Get into this thrilling
profession at once while
is new and unNow by a
crowded.
unique new plan—you can

the field

—

quickly secure the basic

and preparatory training
at home, in spare time.
Experts will teach you the
secrets and fundamentals
of Practical Aviation
give you all the inside
facts that are essential to
your success. And, the
study of Aviation by this

remarkable method

is al-

most as fascinating as the
actual work itself.

PICK YOUR
JOB!
Flying
Airplane Instructor
Airplane Engineer
Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler
Airplane Mechanician
Airplane Inspector
Airplane Builder
Airplane Salesman
Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor
AirplaneMotor Expert
Airplane Designer

Send Cor FREE
Book!
Send coupon for our new
Opporfree book. Just out
tunities in the Airplane Industry. It is vitally interesting, readslikea romance

and

you things about this
astonishing profession you
tells

never even dreamed

of.

Write for your copy today.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION

"The Quality Magazine of the Screen,"
which is the popular nickname for Screenland, will again prove, with the October
issue, to be a neat description of your favorite fan paper.

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept.

6326

'

Chicago

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3S01 Michigan Ave., Dept. bin), Chicago, III.
Without obligation, please send me your FREE book.
Opportunities in the Airplane I ndustry. Also information
about your Home Study Courseio. Practical Aviation.

Name_

-Age.

Address_
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J
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fany-Stahl Productions, 4516 Sunset Blvd.,

picture called Gold Braid as soon as he
Lawrence Gray can be settles down after his European trip. Neil
reached at Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver Hamilton's wife is a non-professional, but
quite pretty enough in her black-bobbed,
City, Cal.
big-eyed way to be a movie actress if she
He,
Bebe Daniels Admirer from Saginaw. didn't prefer being married to Neil.
You can't worry me with your questions; by the way, has just signed a new five-year
why waste time on worry when we can contract with Paramount.

Hollywood,

A DIGNIFIED PLACE OF
RESIDENCE in A SOCIALLY
CORRECT NEIGHBORHOOD
SJdeal fori Pom en
'

Conveniently Close

Shopping

Children

-n'itft

to theliftkjve

District

NEW YORK
A MINUTE. FROM CENTRAL PARK
CONVENIENT TRANSPORTATION
TO EVERYWHERE

Cal.

laugh it off? So let's be our age and brag
about it. Bebe Daniels was born in Dallas,
Texas, Jan. 14, 1901.
She is 5 feet iVi
inches tall and weighs 110 pounds.
Lucilla
She has
Mendez" was born in Venzuela.
black hair and eyes, is 5 feet 6 inches tall
and weighs 125 pounds.
Lupe Velez was
You can
born in Mexico, July 18, 1909.
reach her at United Artists Studios, 7200
Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Gilbert Roland was born in Dec, 1905, in
Chihuahua, Mexico.
His real name is
Francisco Alonzo but for a time he played
Donald
under the name of Luiz Alonzo.
Reed was born July 23, 1902, in Mexico
City
His real name is Ernesto Avila

Fairbanks Fan.

Ah,

or Senior?

Second

One

of many.

Junior.

Well,

Junior
the

Doug

boy_ and I don't blame
on the stage in Young
Woodley in Los Angeles but is now back
in pictures.
His latest is The Bar\er. Not
a cough-drop picture.

you.

V.

is

a

nice

He was

P.

of

Boston.

You

are

just

sus-

—

penders to Florence Vidor, aren't you
in
other words, a good .strong support?
She
deserves it.
She was born in Houston,
Texas, on July 23, 1985
Florence is one
of the brave and truthful picture girls
whose birth-date stays the same.
She is
5 feet 4 inches tall, weighs 120 pounds
Guillen.
and has brown hair and eyes. One daughter, Suzanne.
The Magnificent Flirt is her
Dot of ~H.ew Yor\. Who am I to keep
latest release, to be followed by The Patriot.
anything dark about The Secret Studio?
Clifford
Holland played opposite Olive
There's a
Borden with Margaret Livingston and Ben Irishman of Georgetown, Ky.
Bard in the cast. Olive was born in Vir' combination! I'll bet you roll all your R's
George O'Brien's
She is 5 feet 2 inches before you drop 'em.
ginia 19 years ago.
Clifford latest films are Paid to Love, Sunrise, East
tall
and weighs 105 pounds.
He Side, West Side, Is Zat So, and Honor
Holland was born in Kenosha, Wis.
has brown hair, blue eyes, is 6 feet 2 inches Bound for Fox, and Noah's Ar\, for WarYou can ners. Tom Mix is 49 years young; Tom
tall
and weighs 185 pounds.
Write to Dorothy
address Clifford at the Fox Studios, 1401 never will be old.
Mackaill at First National Studios, BurNo. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
bank, Cal.
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THICK LIPS REDUCED!
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(Free
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How)

Thin, adorable lipa for you. Cloree

LipCreme makes thick, protruding
Hps thin and shapely. No straps or
astringents. Guaranteed painless,
harmless. If you value thin, pretty
lips use this simple, easy home
treatment and watch results. Pra 8ed by hundreds. Special offer and
folder free. Write today!
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By
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MAGIC
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"New

the

BEAUTY

Process"

Over

Almost

New York

Niijht

TRIAL COSTS NOTHING
No Bmudgy clays, suffocating masks,
steampots, powders, creams, bleaches, or
false make-ups. No acids, dangerous chemicals, or pain, haiTntcsn to the most delicate
PROCESS." (Patskin. Entirely
ented in U. S. A.) Applied in the secrecy
of your home, pimples, blackheads, en.
arged pores, liver spots, freckles, tan,
approaching age are
blemishes and signs
gone' -Sumetimi almost over night. Write
HEAUTY HOOK with Sworn Proofs.

"NEW
*

,

I

/.

or

FREE COMPOUND-

Newlyn

Co.,

517

Hyde Park

Los

Sta.,

Angeles,

Calif.

Where

Philly.

liance

and shadowy,

invit-

ing depth to the eyes. The
easiest eyelash beautifier to
apply . . Perfectly harmless.
.

Usedbythousands.Tryit. Solid or waterproof Liquid Maybelline, Black or Brown, 75c
at all toilet goods counters.

MAYBELLINE

CO.,

CfBICAGO

SONG POEM WRITERS!
>ou ran write song
Suite 5, 4CJ5
rolla.
CaLifm-ma.
If

Rbems Address M. Taul MangaHollywood Blvd., Los Angeles,

and

of you.

is

1905, in Durango, Mexico.

She has black

She appeared
hair and brown eyes.
Resurrection, What Price Glory, Loves

in

of

Just a Sweet Texas Girl from Ft. "Worth.
of Dorothy Devore and
other celebrities.
Believe it or not, that's
something to live up to. I'm sorry to dis-

The home town

appoint you but Richard Arlen and Lloyd

The Red Hughes are married, but even so they are
both kind-hearted chaps and will send you
Dance with Charles Farrell, made at Fox
their pictures if you ask them prettily, if
Studios, 1401 No. Western Ave., Holly
Carmen, Kamona, and

is

now

in

you
Try

my

it's
not hard to catch.
George Ullman,
1410
Broadway, N. Y. City, and ask for a picSo
you
Miss Alice of K[ew Bedford.
ture of the late Rudolph Vanentino.
We
are one of the great screen fans, are you? do not send out photographs of the stars.
Pleased to meet you. That's my one hobby,
meeting the great and near great. Pauline
E. J. L„ Box 694, San Pedro, Cal. Just
Starke appears in The Streets of Shanghai,
by the merest chance I have located the
produced by Tiffany-Stahl Studios, 4516
Kathryn long-lost Miss Barbara Starr who played in
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Blue Blazes.
She is the wife of Gaylord
McGuire is with First National Studios,
Lloyd, who is casting director of Harold
Marion Davies is not
Burbank, Cal.
Lloyd's productions.
They were married
married.
about three years ago but are not sailing
the sea of matrimony on the same bark as
After we
June Morris, Auburn, N- T.
If Miss Starr will broadgo to press.
reading over all the fan magazines you cast her address to Miss Vee Dee, her fan
have decided Screenland is the best to admirers will be tickled to death.
Shake on that before taking. You'll
take.
Barry Nornever have cause to regret it.
Betty Mae of Wallace, N- T.
I'm glad
ton was born about 23 years ago in Buenos
He has dark brown hair you found me, for I didn't know I was
Aires, Argentina.
and eyes.
As far as I know, he is not lost. Buck Jones is on a vaudeville tour
His
Barry is a little devil, but will be back in pictures again.
Shush!
married.
Tom Mix has
though yes, one of the Four Devils in the wife is Odille Osburne.
The other three are signed on the dotted line for F. B. O. films
film by that name.
Janet Gaynor, Nancy Drexel, and Charles and will be at work again before you read
He has been doing the big
Morton.
This picture is a story of life this chatter.
His wife is
under the big top, a real-for-sure circus cities with a vaudeville act.
story.
F. W. Murnau, who directed Sun- Victoria Ford and he has two daughters,
Then of course there
rise, has been working on the picture for Ruth and Tomasina.
months.
Ramon Novarro leaving pictures? is his pal, Tony.
What a horrid idea and not a bit of truth
No monastery or concert stage for
Dale C. H. of St. Louis.
in it.
Next to tellRamon not as long as his Metro-Goldwyn ing everything I know, I'd rather be a
contract exists, anyway.
He will make a drummer in a swell orchestra. Nothing to

wood,

Cal.

.

Instantly transforms lashes into a
dark, rich luxuriant fringe of loveliness. Lends sparkling bril-

Dick,

is

a welcome for every one
Dolores del Rio was born Aug. 3,

Here

Harry?

—

—

—

get

writing

line;
S.

—

SCREENLAND
do but play all day and far into the night. favorite questions for years and years to
When you have a vacancy put a sign out come, as you so neatly put it. Your
Just favorite, Richard Dix. has been very ill
and if I can get away I'D join you.
oh. boy! and for a time his life hung on the tiniest
give me a whack at that drum
You can reach Norma thread but he has recovered and will be
Ta-ta-ta dum-dum.
Shearer at Metro-Goldwyn, Culver City, making pictures for us again, better than
Norma has returned from her honey' ever. His latest picture is Warming Up,
Cal.
moon tour as Mrs. Irving Thalberg and is with Jean Arthur playing opposite. You
She can write to Richard at Paramount Studios,
hard at work on The Little Angel.
Marathon
St.,
Hollywood,
was born in Montreal, Canada. August 10, 5451
Cal.
She has brown hair and blue eyes Thomas Meighan is to make The Mating
1904.
and is 5 feet 3 and weighs 112 pounds. Call for Paramount with Renee Adoree,
Evelyn Brent, Nena Quartero and Gardner
Is that all?
James in the cast.
Madge Padge. How about Hodge Podge?
Iberia, a Ronnie Fan of Forest, Ohio.
If you'll write to
He's a nice kid. too.
the Hal Roach Our Gang Comedy Com' You want Screenland to devote more
pany. Culver City, Cal., you can obtain a space to Ronald Colman: does he need it?
Did you know However, I'll take up the suggestion with
picture of the famous kids.
that Mary Ann Jackson is a member of the Editor and see what can be done about
The blue-eyed French blonde. Lilli
Little Wheezer is cute, it.
the gang now?
The small sister of Mary Korn- Damita, who is to be Ronald's leading lady,
isn't he?
will make many a youthful male heart do a
man is also a member in good standing
and sitting, too. You can't tell what those snappy flop. Josephine Dunn is appearing
You ask why Lon in Excess Baggage for Metro-Goldwynboys will do next!
Chaney doesn't send out pictures of him' Mayer and has been given a long-term
Maybe because he is too busy making contract.
self.
John Gilbert is 31
faces for the cameras.
H. L. ]. of Yon\ers. Where do I get all
Write to John at Metro-Gold'
years old.
my information? It's a gift and I can't
wyn, Culver City, Cal.
give it away.
There isn't anything I'd
Sunshine from Brooklyn. I suppose your rather do than tell you about Gary Cooper.
If Jane and Katherine He was born March 7, 1901, in Helena.
first name is Ray.
He is 6 feet 2 inches tall, weighs
Lee only knew what a violent commotion Mont.
they have started, they might decide to be 180 pounds and has reddish brown hair and
twins.
As it is. Katherine remains the dark blue eyes. His real name is Frank J.
He was a cartoonist on his home
older of the two but Jane is the taller. Cooper.
Joseph Schildkraut has been placed under town newspaper, before joining the ranks
But Gary has
a five-year contract with Universal at Uni- of extras in Hollywood.
His first assignment will made the top of the ladder and packs a
versal City, Cal.
be the juicy role of Ravenal in Show Boat. mighty wallop with his pleasing personality.
In addition to the films you mention, he
Everything quiet was in Doomsday with Florence Vidor and
M. C. of Chicago.
down your way? Don't take offense, a gun in The Legion of the Condemned and The
Ivan Petrovich is First Kiss with Fay Wray; also in Lilac
will be more effective.
He has black hair, brown eyes, Time, with Colleen Moore.
a Serbian.
6 feet tall, weighs 178 pounds and is
is
E. F. O B., Pauline M., ]ean and Betty
about 30 years old. He played with Alice
Just a kindly word to all
Terry in The Garden of Allah. The film and Henry D.
was made in Northern Africa and France. contented members of the discontented fan
He will be seen again with Alice in a pic- club movement. I am sorry that Screen-
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that

ture

Rex Ingram is to direct. You land has discontinued its fan club departat Rex Ingram Studios, ment but we do not have one any more

can address Ivan
Nice, France.

to

them.

You

can

address

information about
questions pertaining to picture contests,
be glad to fall down stairs for you.

Andre

of N..

T.

C.

born in Helena, Mont., but she doesn't say
when. She is 5 feet 6 inches tall and has
green eyes and titian hair.
Two of her
Greta latest films are, Pay as You Enter and> State

Write her at Warner Bros.,
WilLois Moran is working 5842 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Culver City. Cal.
at the Fox Studios, 1401 No. Western Ave., liam Boyd and Elinor Faire were married
Joan Crawford can be in Santa Ana, Cal., Jan. 12, 1926.
Hollywood, Cal.
reached at Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver
City, Cal.
O. H. D. of Williamsport. Pa.
Of

Garbo

at

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Studios,

Pat
grand

would
I'll

be

—

Home

can secure a high school education
right at home by studying the splendid new
courses recently prepared by the International Correspondence Schools.
These courses are equivalent to the courses given
They have been specially
in resident high schools.
arranged for men and women who wish to meet
college entrance examinations, to qualify for a business position, or to make up the education they
missed when forced to leave school too soon.

The College Preparatory Course, the High School
Commercial Course and the High School English
Course include English, algebra, ancient, medieval,
modern and TJ. S. history, physiology, literature,
geography, Latin, bookkeeping, drawing, geometry,
shorthand, physics, chemistry, salesmanship, advertising, civics, trigonometry, economics, American business law, corporation finance, money and banking,
business and trade economics, etc.
A diploma ia
given at graduation.

The lessons are easy to understand and you
make rapid progress because you will be in a
by yourself and you

will
class

study under the guidance
of instructors who are sincerely interested in helping
you to get ahead and achieve the bigger things of
will

life.

Just mark and mail the coupon and we will gladly
send you interesting free booklets describing the High
School Courses of the International Correspondence
Schools or any other subject in which you are
interested.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 2367-F, Scranton, Penna.
Please send me one of your booklets containing information about the position or subject before which I am marking an X:

College Preparatory Course

School Commercial Course
O High
O High School English Course
High School

Vocational Course
High School Agricultural Course
Management
Secretarial Work

l~1

Business

D Industrial
Traffic

B

Management

Management^

Accounting and C. P. A.
Coaching
Cost Accounting
Bookkeeping
Spanish
French

Salesmanship
Advertising
Show Card Lettering

D Stenography and Typing
Railway Mail Clerk

English
Civil Service
Common School Subjects
Illustrating
Cartooning

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Engineering
B Electrical
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping

Mining
Radio
Steam Engineering

Architect

Q Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Pharmacy

Chemistry

Q Automobile Work

Navigation
Mathematics
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry

Street Sadie.

course you're not a dumb looking guy, I
can see that.
But don't you believe all the
tales they wag about how easy it is to get
in the movies; it's a long and rocky road
and unless you have lots of courage, unusual
talent, a personality that clicks and a lot
of 'jack' as we say on B'way, to carry you
along until you get the chance to show the
directors how good you are, the rocky road
will be pretty darned hard.
I have never
made the trip but my road map is the one
used by many that have made the journey.
As far as I know, Greta Garbo uses her
You can address
Thanks a lot for your own name in pictures.
of Maine.
wishes
luck and success but what her at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, CulI hope
ver City, Cal., where she is making War
I do with a lovely husband?
well preserved so I can answer your in the Dar\.

Carla C. of J\[. T. City. You have passed
on your suspense to me and I'm all up in
the air for I don't want to lose your supI'm one of the clinging vine varieport.
ties; but how can I give you information
about Cornelius Keefe when he doesn't pass
He is in the cast of The
the buck to me?
Adorable Cheat with Lila Lee and Burr
Mcintosh. So, Carla, suppose we make this
a 'hang over' and the minute I hear anything about Cornelius, I'll let you know.

at

You

I'll

Myrna Loy was

to

School

to answer your needs.
can render you in the

G. Kathryn. Thompsonville, Conn. From
one end of the week to the other, all your
dreams are of movie stars and what can
you do about it? It may be a bad case
of indigestion but don't worry, you can
stars
I can't say if the
dance that off.
have time to correspond with their fan
friends but you can take a chance and
write

But any service I
way of first hand
your favorites, minus

Go

Name

-

Street

Address
City

State

// you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal

FORTUNE
TELLING CARDS
Madame
The

world-famous fortune teller
Norma nd's own secret system and
deck of cards in colors, now so arranged
that anyone knowing the key may read
them at a glance.
"Tell Fortunes" at
parties,
bazaars, or at home" for your
own quiet amusement. Great fun! Send
check, cash, stamps or M. O. for §1.00 tor pay postman $1.15 on delivery).
Educator Press, 19 Park Row. New York.
Dept. C-48

Le

•

A NEW POST-CARD SENSATION!
IMPORTED ARTISTIC HAN DCO LO RED POSTCARDS
Real

noses of beautiful Girls. Fellows and ChilTheir Sparkling Beauty and artistic colors makes
They are very beautiful, attractive
see.
Made through a secret coloring process of a Famous Artist.
Postcards that are
adored by young and old.
12 for $1.00, two for 25c
Carrano Novelty Co., 372 Beach St.. West
postpaid.
Haven. Conn.. Dept. 20.
life

dren.

them look life like.
and astonishing to
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What Has Josephine Dunn?
Continued from page
footlights

say,

"How

nice," thought Josephine, "I'll get

Pickford." And she glanced
about her expectantly.
Mary Pickford did not appear and her
name was called again. Josephine waited,
looking at every girl that moved, for it
might be she. And then one of the girls
whispered in her ear, "He means you, you
little dumbbell!
Go on down there to him."
A trembling little girl with long golden
curls
found her way to the footlights.
"Step aside," said the man who had asked
for
Mary Pickford. "wait until I get
through talking to the rest of the girls.
I want to see you."
When the girls had gone the interview

went

Mary

like

this:

"What

your name?"
"Josephine Dunn."
"Ever been on the stage?"

The Lone Eagle

"No,

is

sir."

"Like

to?"

—yyes,

"Why
"How

most
THE
The

romantic hero

in

history.

shy, bashful lad, who came unheralded, clear across a continent, to

conquer the mighty Atlantic by air. Alone,
through the many sleepless hours over the
ocean, with nothing but the steady, monotonous drone of the motor for company.
Hours of mental agony, when to think

meant to

And

fear.

ever uppermost the

thought that an injury to his motor meant
the oblivion that enveloped Nungesser and

aviator's

life

from

childhood,

early

fundamental aviation

training,

his

his

hard-

ships in the preparation of the flight,
climaxing in a tale, which for human interest is unexcelled
of the hero's emotions
during the long trip between the New
and the Old Worlds.

—

This

is

a

special edition,

bound

in

hard

with an attractive jacket.
It is
printed on high grade paper in very legible type.
This special edition is being
offered by the publishers, A. L. Burt
Company, to Scbeenland readers, at the
unusual price of $1.00 per copy. It contains thirty-two illustrations.
cover,

Fill in the

Coupon Below and

Send for

your

copy

today.

I don't know what it's all
has happened- and then I
guess I still don't know what it's all about.
I'm the original meek sister.
Do everything that I'm told.
Get to work a half
hour early, never question.
And things
just seem to happen to me.

getting a job.
until

49

W.

45th

promise."
is

got

"I

I enclose $1.00 for which please send me a
copy of
"Lindbergh,
the
Lone Eagle," by
George Buchanan Fife.

pictures

"another

over

to

that,

like

of

too,"

she

mine was going

Paramount Studios in New
test made and I tagged
We
sat in the make-up room
man came in and made up my

to
a

friend

the

have a
both

Then he turned to me
to start putting cold cream on

and

told

my

face,

'But I'm not having a test,' I told him.
But he said for me to put on a make-up
anyhow and he'd take me down and ask
the director to give

me

one.

"I'm either a very pliable person or else
I'm just a child of fate, for I let them put
on the make-up and I went down and had
the test and the very next day somebody
called me up and said, 'You're a member of
"

Name
Address

—

in

said,

me

N. Y. C.

the
State.

Between pictures she did whatever the
studio told her. "I was always called on
to make personal appearances at the various
theatres, or when new pictures opened in
small towns, and I was always petrified. But
I
didn't know that I could refuse.
I
thought that if you worked in a studio
you did what you were told.
"When I made personal appearances I
had a little set speech that I always said.
It was so silly and dumb all about how
glad I was to be there and it's a wonder
I didn't wish everybody a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year in the middle of
the summer.
Besides that when I'm very
excited I almost stutter and I was always
so scared that I'd start to stutter just at
the wrong moment and spoil everything.
I

had an engagement with

?.

friend of mine, a girl who had worked in
pictures for a long time, and they called
me up and told me of a personal appearance.
When I told my friend she said,
'You're awfully silly. Tell them that you
have an engagement, and that you can't
possibly make it, that you will go out the
next time they ask you but you can't do it
now.'
I shall never forget how amazed I
was.
I didn't dream that I could get away

with

it!

"Only

once did I refuse a part and
was to play a bit in a picture in which
I thought I was going to do the lead.
I
simply couldn't have done that."
But for all her meekness, Josephine has
poise and intelligence.
The fact that she
can laugh at herself shows that.
Going
that

had never seen any dancing except in the
It was marvelous experience for
me, just being sort of thrown into the
theatrical business.
It was one
of those
sink or swim things and I had to dance
or get out of the show, so I danced.
"Things rather come to you. You must
I

such a wisp of a thing, so blonde,
so blue-eyed, so fragile, so demure.

She

friend.
St.,

others.

"Mother thought I was ill when I told
I was going on the stage.
I was
home from school, you see. on vacation and
she let me go in the show only on the into show business when she did has given
promise that I would go back to school in her poise.
I
was amazed that she could
the fall but by that time I was working in follow the routines, that she could even
another show and then I promised that I attempt to do it.
would certainly go back the next year and
"Oh, the first show I was in was not
by that time I was in the Follies and then
a very hard dancing show," she said, "and,
came the pictures and I never kept my anyhow, I've danced all my life, although

until

Dipt. 9-28,

it

her that

along.

SCREENLAND,

me," she

like that to

always going somewhere with somebody and

York

City

happens

when I talked to her at the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer studios the other day. "I'm
said,

about

her
apprenticeship
and
worked in the New York studios until the
east and west coasts combined, when she
came to California with her mother and
brother and played leads in Love's Greatest
Mistake, Fireman Save My Child, and

"One day

announced.
"It always

"Lindbergh, the Lone
story of them all.
Eagle" written by a master biographer,
George Buchanan Fife, deals with the

were enrolled.
She
served

week."

a

Josephine literally fell into her home and
called her mother.
"I'm an actress!" ehe

Coli.

Lindbergh, the greatest hero of them
all, provides the material for the greatest

sir."

old are you?"
"I'm sixteen."
"Now we can't pay the girls very much.
We're going on the road, you see, but it
will be good training for you.
Forty-five
dollars is all that we can pay."
"Fortyfive dollars a month?"

"No,

girls who has really done something important on the screen after having
been graduated.
Buddy Rogers is an outstanding
success
among the boys, but
Josephine and Thelma Todd are the only
two successful girls out of the eight who

"Oh, Mary Pickford, come only two

here."
to see

j>2

Paramount School!'
by the way,

Josephine,

movies.

not strive too hard. The things that I've
always wanted very, very much have evaded
me but every time I've gone somewhere
with somebody I've gotten a job.

"This
the

one

of

the

break,"

she

gestured toward
that ever hap-

And it was certainly
normally.
contract at Paramount was
over and I needed money badly, when
my agent called me and said I should go to
M. G. M. for a test. That was as things
pened

timely.

My

should

happen

test

gage.
is

last

"was the only thing

set,

was

for

It's

The
so seldom do.
the lead in Excess Bag'

but

this,

marvelous,

isn't

it,

such

a

grand

show and playing opposite William Haines!"

.

At play

work on

or at

admiring

eyes

the set

own

fair beauties.

Gorgeous

crea'

tures with golden tresses from Britain, Scan'

dinavia and the Continent, thronging

wood,

—the

stars of the silver screen.

dance or

Holly

boulevards and gathering places.

its

golf,

As

they

heads turn and eyes follow for

off the set or on,

they form the center of

constant

close

attention

demands

constant close attention to that which con'
tributes

—the
A
is

most to sparkling charm and youth

hair.

bottle of

Marchand's Golden Hair

kept close at hand.

tions are
all its

right

is

.

—nothing more—nothing
easy
use — no
required

touch

less,

and none the
It

.

wiser.

to

skill

is

although hundreds of hairdressers, especially
New York's famous French hairdressers, have

known and recommended Marchand's
years.

It is

not a dye

—

for

results are secured

quickly and evenly, and are not effected by
washing or shampooing.

attraction.

Such

.

.

follow the lovely

blondes of the screen
America's

.

—At

made and golden

Wash

intervals applica'

hair lives

glory and vigorous youth.

on

in

Just the

If your hair has already begun to darken,
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash will safely
restore its natural beauty.
Don't let it go.
Write today for a copy of "The Care and
Treatment of the Hair" which will be sent

—

free of charge.
tion.

Fill in

It

contains

name and

REAL

informaaddress below and

Dept. C, Chas. Marchand Co.,
Candler Building, New York.
mail to

MARCHAND'S GOLDEN HAIR WASH
"Home

Address

Its jair sailing

— once

you've

chosen Camels
They re smooth and mellow-mild and
as

their taste

refreshing as a salt sea breeze.

CAMELS
<§>

1928. R.

J.

Reynolds Tobacco

Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.
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a beautiful

Complexion

a Ckan Skin
If

you would possess the charm of a

beautiful

con>

plexion, acquire the delightful daily habit of using Black

and White Cleansing Cream.
This

light,

dainty

cream

slips

quickly into the pores

and

out again, bringing dust, grease and impurities and leaving
the skin immaculately clean, fresh and beautiful.

Your
sizes

—

dealer has

25c, 50c

Black and

and

cleansing cream

in

three

75c.

White Beauty Creations

ceptable to those

reach of

this delightful

who

are of a quality aC'
seek the best, at prices within the

all.

BLACK^eW
Cream

—
.
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1

on the Screen /
Three million read
popular comedy

4

And

:

But they're

is

all

sion to get the

a chorus

A

wise, wisecracking chorus cutie lifted

right out of her dressing

the tabloid front pages

on the

room

—and

—

y

right off

down

set

screen.

Unless you've met a real live chorus

you've never met a

Her story

is

INSIDE of

the

Show

LOWDOWN

girl,

Girl.

on the

BACKSTAGE — by

McEVOY, who
he's the

girl like

J.

P.

ought to know, because

author of three musical comedy

hits.

MNIEU
.AlFMD
PRODUCTION
with

ALICE
A Hut

WMTl

national Picture

Takes. the Guesswork

Out of "Going

to the

Movies"

in

the whole country

("Show Girl"

It

it

"Liberty"

serial that
is

—

was the most

(it

magazine ever ran)
aflutter about' the

Book

the best'selling sensation of the hour).

.

waiting for First Nationals screen ver'

REAL lowdown on the

girl as its

never been

won't be long now.-

shown

private

before!

life

of
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most popular

stars

a Paramount Picture tonight! See the

of the day! See them in these

new

pictures attuned to these

changing times, these fast-paced days! Ask your Theatre Manager for the dates!

"THE WEDDING MARCH"
Directed by and starring Erich von Stroheim,

with Fay

Wray and ZaSu

Pitts.

Many of the

"T H E FEEET'S.

I

IV"

Starring Clara Bow, the most popular girl

on the screen, with James

Hall.

Malcolm

St.

Clair Production.

scenes are in Technicolor.

"FO RG OTT E.\ FACES"

'BEOCARS OF LIFE"

Brook, Mary Brian, William

With Wallace Beery, Louise Brooks, Richard

With

Clive

William Wellman Production, from

Powell, Baclanova, Fred Kohler, Jack Luden.

Arlen.

Victor Schertzinger Production.

Jim Tully's saga of Hobohemia.

HEW YORK"

"THE MATING CAE L"

Starring the popular favorite George Bancroft,

By Bex Beach. Starring Thomas Meighan, with

"DOCKS OF
with Betty

Compson and Baclanova.

Josef von

Evelyn Brent and Renee Adoree. Directed by

Sternberg Production.

James Cruze. Produced by Caddo Co.

"THE WATER HOLE"

UT

From a

story by

and Nancy
duction.

Zane Grey. With Jack Holt

Carroll. F. Bichard Jones Pro-

Many of

the scenes in Technicolor.

HE FIRST KISS"

Starring Paramount's Glorious

"J

1ST

Starring Esther Balston, the Blonde Goddess

From

a story by

With Hobart Bosworth and

Beed Howes. Luther Beed Production.

1

jj|fj

Lovers,

With Lane

Chandler. Bowland V. Lee Production.

"SAWDUST PARADISE"
of the screen.

Young

Fay Wray and Gary Cooper.

MARRIED"
Anne

Nichols, author of

"Abie's Irish Rose." Co-starring

and James

Hall.

Ruth Taylor

Frank Strayer Production.

|%?
:
I

Wl

See and hear a Paramount Picture tonight! In theatres equipped to show
"sound" pictures Paramount now presents the first quality "sound" program. Paramount Features, Paramount News, Paramount-Christie Comedies.
Stage Shows on the Screen — all in sound, all Paramount! Watch the newspapers for theatre announcements of Paramount Pictures in sound. Silent
or
sound "if it's a Paramount Picture it's the best show in town!"

^aranmimt

PRODUCED BY PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORPORATION,

9 Pictures
ADOLPH ZUKOR,

PRES.,

PARAMOUNT

BLDG.,

NEW YORK

SCREEN- LAND

SCREHNLAND

An Answer

Bage

of Information

Address:

—
Vee Dee

Miss

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE
49 West 45th Street
New York City

SCEMIC
CRUISES

ornia
ria the

Panama Canal

Clara Bow is Miss
Vee Dee's only rival
with the mail-men.
Clara
gets
33,000
letters a month from

Miss

faithful

fans.

Vee Dee

has stopped

counting.

and the

SPANISH
AMERICAS

A WONDERFULway

vacation

—

on your
to the famous movie center of the
world. Days of delight cruising on tropic seas, with seven interesting shore visits
in "The Spanish Americas", Colombia, Panama,

Nicaragua,

Salvador

and

Guatemala, with rail and
auto tours to two foreign
capitals, thence to Los
Angeles or San Francisco.

M
CIRCLE
TOURS
*S80
WATER — RAIL

JT^ROM your home town at main line
-F points and back in either direction. Including meals and bed on
steamer— first-class, and first-class railroad transportation. Stop-over privileges on return rail trip at Apache
Trail, Yellowstone Park, Grand Canyon, Yosemite, etc. Slight additional
cost returning via Canadian Rockies.
Lux urious, specially-built steamers
for tropic service. All outside rooms,
Simmons beds, no berths, Music.

Swimming

Pool. Excellent Meals.

One Way Water

$275 up

Write for further information and
booklet S

JP AH\AM A
NEW YORK
LOS
SAN

MA

C to
1 1, 8.

S. CO.

10 Hanover Square
ANGELES 548 So. Spring St.
FRANCISCO
2 Pine St.

Oklahoma.
from
movie lovers and
For
lovers, you know.
instance,
there
is
the
John
Gilbert-Ronald Colman variety the movie
loners.
Then there are you, and me the
movie lovers. Make up your mind. Marshall Neilan has signed up with F. B. O.
to direct pictures. Address him at F. B. O.
His wife, Blanche
Studios, Hollywood, Cal.
Sweet, was to have made The Green Hat
in England; but when she got over there
she decided they weren't wearing green this
OVIE

There
movie

Lover
are

—

—

season; or else the hat didn't fit; or maybe
she got home-sick.
Anyway, she is now
back in this country, making
in
White.
Welcome back, Blanche. Robert
Ames is on the stage now. William Collier,
can be reached at Tiffany-Stahl
Jr.,
Studios, 4516 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

A Woman

her at .Fox Studios. Hollywood, Cal.
Her
latest is made with sound
Mother Knows
Best.
Buck Jones was born about 38 years
ago in Vincennes, Ind.
Lya de Putti was
born in Vesca, Hungary, in 1904.
John
Miljan was born in Lead County, Dakota,
about 30 years ago.
He's 6 feet tall.

—

Mary
sister,

of Pittsburgh.
are you?
Does

Mary Brian's twin
Mary know about

gasping for breath over all
you ask about your better
half.
Mary was born in Dallas, Texas,
Feb. 19, 1908.
I never saw her when her
brown hair was straight, so we'll say it has
a permanent wave.
Her eyes are a beautiful blue, with long thick lashes.
She is 5
feet 2 inches tall and weighs 105 pounds.

I'm

it?

the

].

love

A Freshie from Chicago. Not many
handsome men in the movies? Where have
you been? Not in Chicago, 111 wager; out
there they know handsome men when they
Dorothy Mackaill is playing in
see 'em.
The Bar\er with Milton Sills, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., and Betty Compson.
I can't
very well give you Jackie Coogan's height

still

questions

M.

You're right;
of 'Hew Tor\ City.
sight is a great time-saver
who wants to be in such a hurry?
at

first

but
Olive Borden is no longer with the Fox
organization but Columbia Pictures, 1408
Gower Ct., Hollywood, Cal., has signed her
for a comedy drama with John Boles as her
leading man.
George Lewis can be reached
at Universal Studios, Universal City, Cal.
Billie
Dove gets her fan mail at First
Cal.
Lois
because it keeps changing all the .time. National
Studios,
Burbank,
He's a growing lad, you know.
He was Moran at Fox Studios, 1401 No. Western
born in Los Angeles, Cal., October 26, Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
1914.
Jackie is a school-boy now and
hasn't made a picture since Buttons.
Western Movie Admirer.
Welcome
stranger; come in and tarry while I count
Greta, Horth Haven, Conn.
So you like the gold you toted in from them thar hills,
Sally Blane, Gary
the way I run my department, do you? as we say in the movies.
Tell that to the Editor.
Madge Bellamy is Cooper and Richard Arlen can be addressed
25 years old, has golden-brown hair and at Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.,
brown eyes, is 5 feet 4 inches tall and Hollywood, Cal.
Janet Gaynor at Fox
weighs 110 pounds.
She has been married Studios, 1401 No. Western Ave., Hollybut is separated now.
Her real name is wood, Cal. Buck Jones is now on a vaudeMadge Philpotts, I believe. You can reach
(Continued on page 6)
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made his films at the Fox
Dot of Toungstown, Ohio. No trouble
Renee Adoree is playing in Tide to give you the information you want but
friends?
of Empire with George Duryea, who has what's a little trouble between
been loaned by Pathe, for her leading man. Warner Oland was born in Sweden in 1880.
Richard Barthelmess can be addressed at He played on the stage with Viola Allen.
First -National
Burbank,
Cal. Julia Marlowe and E. H. Sothern.
Studios,
He
Gilbert Roland is in The Woman Disputed has brown hair and eyes, is 5 feet 11 inches
with Norma Talmadge for United Artists. tall and weighs 180 pounds.
He plays
with Rod La Rocque in Stand and Deliver.
Dash of Hartford, Conn.
Skip along
now to beat the band and no stop-overs
Clara of Oakland, Cal.
I'm glad you
that's' the way to .speed 'em up.
Tom Mix get lots of laughs and some information
was -.horn in Texas, Jan. 6, 1879. He is out of my department. I get a giggle or
5 feet TO inches tall and weighs 16? pounds. two myself.
Leatrice Joy is in The Blue
You can write to Tom for a photo at Danube with Joseph Schildkraut and Nils
F. B. O. Studios, 780 Gower St., Holly- Asther.
Write to Richard Dix at Parawood, Cal.
Renee Adoree's real name is mount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., HollyRenee de la Fento and in private life she Wood, Cal. Milton Sills at First National
is
Mrs. William Sherman Gill.
She is 5 Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Marion Davies at
feet 2 inches tall and weighs 105 pounds. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City,
Write to her at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Cal.
ville

tour but

Studios.

Louise Brooks
Studios, Culver City, Cal.
has black hair and brown eyes, is 5 feet
2 inches tall and weighs 120 pounds.
She
was born in Wichita, Kansas, in 1907. She
gets her mail at- Paramount Studios, 54 5

LINDBERGH
The Lone Eagle
most
THE
The

romantic

hero

in

history.

shy, bashful lad, who came unheralded, clear across a continent, to

conquer the mighty Atlantic by air. Alone,
through the many" sleepless hours over the
ocean, with nothing but the steady, monotonous drone of the motor for company.
Hours of mental agony, when to think

meant to

And

fear.

ever uppermost the

thought that an injury to his motor meant
the oblivion that enveloped Nungesser and
Coli.

Lindbergh, the greatest hero of them
all, provides the material for the greatest
"Lindbergh, the Lone
story of them all.
Eagle" written by a master biographer,
George Buchanan Fife, deals with the

from

early childhood, his
fundamental aviation training, his hardships in the preparation of the flight,
climaxing in a tale, which for human inof the hero's emotions
terest is unexcelled
aviator's

life

—

long trip
and the Old Worlds.

during the

between the

The Question Box, Los Angeles.

—

:

—

Here's a well-meaning tip,
because I'm fired with enthusiasm, doesn't be vain-proof.
mean that I've lost my job. As far as I Buddy, don't let this popularity stuff get
He has
know, Bebe Daniels does not use a double you we want you as you are.
(Continued on page 101)
for her pictures.
James Hall played with

—

in Senoria.
Her latest film
Hot T^ews with Neil Hamilton.
Norma Shearer is appearing in The

Bebe
is

Actress

with

mund Lowe
site

Colleen

Ralph
plays

Forbes.

Ed-

oppo-

Moore

in

Happiness Ahead.
Gary
Cooper with Colleen in
Lilac Time.

New

is a special edition, bound in hard
It is
with an attractive jacket.
printed on high grade paper in very legiThis special edition is being
ble type.
offered by the publishers, A. L. Burt

This

to

Scheeniaxd readers,

unusual price of $1.00 per copy.

at the
It

con-

tains thirty-two illustrations.
Fill in the

Coupon Below and

Send for

your

copy

today.

SCREENLAND,
Dept. 10-28,

49
I

W.

N. Y. C.

45th St.,

$1.00 for which please send me a
"Lindbergh, * ne Lone Eagle," by

enclose

copy of
George Buchanan

Name

Fife.

_

Mary Brian of
Buddy Rogers'

Address

ladies.

and
City.

State..

I

—

cover,

Company,

Can

you if Esther Ralston, Clara Bow and
Bebe Daniels smoke?
That's a hot one!
And what make of automobile do these
Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
girls drive?
That's a fast one! You'd like
to be Clara Bow's sister if she hasn't one
Lucille C. -from St. Joseph, Mo.
You couldn't you manage to be a brother, too?
and if you can, We do not give home addresses of the
can't always tell about me
you shouldn't. Clara Bow was born Aug. stars but your letter will receive just as
She is 5 feet 2 inches tall and much attention if sent to the studio ad8, 1905.
You can reach Bebe Daniels and
weighs 100 pounds.
Clara is not married dress.
though not for lack of proposals. In one Clara Bow at Paramount Studios, 5451
month Clara received over 33,000 letters Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
from her admirers; can you beat it?
Ricardo Cortez is the husband of Alma
Buddy's Admirer from Canton, Ohio.
Rubens.
Ben Turpin is married.
John You'd be surprised how much I know about
Gilbert is single.
Helen Lynch .is the wife Buddy Rogers but 'my-know-a-lot' is all to
the good and that's no joke.
He gets more
of Carroll Nye.
fan letters than any other male star and it
A Fan from Beaver Dam, Wis. Just hasn't gone to his head Buddy seems to
tell

luc^y

long curly loc\s is
choice in leading
She plays with him in 'Varsity'
the

first

Twenty-One.'
Buddy!

'Just

Luc^y Mary

S
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LOVE GAVE HIM COURAGE
FOR HIS DEATH DEFYING SLIDE

WILLIAM HAINES
EXCESS BAGGAGE

in

with Josephine

A James

Dunn and

Ricardo Cortez

—
—

Cruze Production Based on the play by John
fAcGoivan
Continuity by Frances Marion —A MetroDirected by James Cruze
Goldivyn-Mayer Picture

—

SEE -REMEMBER

AND CASH

IN

Mighty few people can remember what
they've seen after it's all over. You can test
your own memory and possibly win a
prize, by answering these five questions. To
the man sending in the best answers I'll
give $50 in cash and the domino I wear in
my new picture, "Excess Baggage." To the
lady sending in the best answers I'll also
give $50, and Miss Dunn, who plays opposite me, will give the make-up kit she
used in the back stage scenes. In addition I
will send autographed photographs for the
fifty next best answers.

—

ft
BILL HAINES
FIVE QUESTIONS
9

J
*

What new M-G-M
setting?

O What
are
-5

4
5

picture has a South Sea Island

two Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer World Tours

now

in progress?

What does "continuity" mean in motion picture
making?
In 75 words or less tell who your favorite M-G-M
director is and why.
Which M-G-M
ing

actress

is

called the screen's leadin which

comedienne and name two comedies

YOU'LL laugh — you'll cry —
YOU'LL thrill to "Excess Baggage"

ON
AS

the screen

thousands did on the Broadway

AND

i^'s

only the

stage.

first

OF Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's big pictures
FOR y° ur enjoyment this season.

she has played?

Write your answers on one side of a single sheet of
paper and mail to Competition Editor, 3rd Floor,
1540 Broadway, New York. All answers must be
received by October 15th. Winners' names will be
published in a later issue of this magazine.

theatre manager when you can
the new M-G-M pictures: William
Haines in "Excess Baggage"— Lon Chaney
in "While the City Sleeps"— "Our Dancing Daughters" with Joan Crawford
Buster Keaton in "The Camera Man"
—"The Bellamy Trial."

Ask your
see

Note: If you do not attend pictures yourself you may
question your friends or consult motion picture
magazines. In event of ties, each tying contestant will
be awarded a prize identical in character with that

—

tied for

Winners of John Gilbert Contest
F. Russell. Newburyport, Mass.
Mrs. Belle McCain, Dallas, Texas

Don

o
TIM

McCOY

M

E

LDWYN-M AY E R
"More

Stars than there are in

Heaven"

picture

C R E

S

KATHERJNEA.MacDONALD'S
COSMETIC
LASH WATERPROOF

N

E'

L

A N D

FANS

"Books

MAKES EYELASHES
SOFT AND PLIANT/

Have beautiful

\-

Absolutely
waterproof.

spark-

ling eyes with-

No harmful

out Booking
made up.

ingredients.

Use Katherine MacDonaW's Lash Cosmetic and be guided by the experience
At most toilet
of Hollywood's stars.
goods counters
or send Katherine
MacDonald $1 for full size bottle.
.

.

.

HAMEO BEAUTY PRODUCTS
HOLLYWOOD CALIF

"That safe depilatory

Ready

to

use—

quick aSting.

Spread

it

on

—Wipe it off.
Will not burn or

C[

irritate.

Insist on Hairgon at
your beauty shop or $1
to us, together with

Lovely Alma Rubens plays
the dramatic role of ]ulie in
the picturizatibn
Boat.'

name of your beauty
shop brings it postpaid.

(\Edna

Ferber's

2134 Hillhurst Ave.
California
Hollywood

Universal Studio

Bj/

I (Phanimtv OledL
are

lipstick

smooth
blended

sopnisticathe
'
tion of Taris, the nat. Ural
beauty of glorious
Just a touch
J girlhood.
the
l'liantom
Red
of
Rives your
\ new, true red
lips greater love) pretty
)

—

—

liness

W aterproo f

•.Smart

popularity.
,

and

lasting.
-

black

red

-

lease.

$1.

Send

this

Junior, 50c.
adv. and 10c

)Send10c
torn

Red

f^y&ll
Lipstick and

KMary Philbin's "MakeGuide."
(Another
(II /m>
V
">

" e h/a l /tah
brings dainty model

\iL"

10c

•

Phantom Red Rouge Compact.)
Oep t. t43. Carlyle Laboratories. Inc., 54 Dey

THE WORLD'S
FAVORITE

14

latest

immortal

Ave.,

of

Rudolph

the

Val-

All
originals
(size
All life8x10).
like.
50c each, 12 for
Send
currency,
$5.
money order or U. S.
2c
stamps.
Also 8x10
Valentino
scenes
from
photoplays.
50 or more
from
each,
25c
each.
Also
scenes
from
all
recenl photo plays; minimum order for stills, 5.
Pictures of famous film
stars
present
and past
may also be obtained

from

Seventh

poses

St., N. Y.

entino.

this

RUDOLPH VALENTINO service.
S.
BRAM STUDIOS
729

Studio 260,

Fpg

first

was

heard
be

to

that Show
filmed by

Boat',
Toot!

JLubens

four periods,
present time.

from 1885 to the
came the bustles and

ranging
First

wide'shouldered dresses, while the 'leg'o'
mutton' sleeves and the 'hour-glass' waist
were the prevailing styles in 1906.
Between 1901 and 1905, the Gibson girl was
the
rage.
She wore flowing Princess
dresses with dainty ruffled skirts and pom-

padour was the favorite mode of hair dress.
gradual change to up-to-date styles is
well known.
Some of the picturesque costumes of Show Boat were heavy and uncomfortable and we were glad to change
But Show Boat proved to be one of the
them for the sensible modern clothes of

wins

.

.

.

compliments,

I

Alma

did not realize
iversal,
I
the
many difficulties which
Edna Ferber's novel would present for the
screen.
I saw the story chiefly from the
standpoint of the actress, as an intensely
were
characters
dramatic
novel
whose
drawn with the imaginative force that gave
How deone the impression of reality.
lightful
would be to interpret these
it
characters for the screen!

crcamy-

THIS

INTO
.

'Show

Famous Novel, 'Show
Comes Down the Movie River. Toot!

HAIRGON PRODUCTS
COMPANY
Ethlyne Clair,

of

i

mv t n

studio.

New York

Quick

City

hardest of stories to adapt for picturization.
replica of the boat had to be built from
the keel upward, and the whole country
was ransacked for a calliope of the period.
Finally, after Harry Pollard, the director,
had searched six months, Captain J. W.
Menks of 'The Golden Rod Floating
Palace' sent a picture of his boat to the
studio.
It was just what Mr. Pollard had
been looking for so long.
The boat's
calliope was installed in 1880.
It has been
doing service on the Mississippi and Ohio
rivers for nearly fifty years.
The calliope
is
a
strange but fascinating instrument,
and we enjoyed rehearsing the jolly old
songs and dances to this quaint musical

A

The

today.

We

Laura La Plante plays Magnolia.
hardly knew her when she first came to
the studio in her dark hair, but everyone
agreed that it was very becoming.
Joseph
Schildkraut plays Gaylord Ravenal, the
debonair river gambler, and Emily Fitzroy
has the stern role of Parthenia Ann Hawkes.
Jack McDonald plays 'Windy,' the pilot of
the 'Cotton Blossom.'
I have enjoyed my
own role of Julie immensely.
It has been a wonderful experience to
play in Show Boat, and I have enjoyed
every minute of it.
I loved hearing the
negroes sing and all the medley of the
noise of the steamboat going down the
accompaniment.
Mississippi, the band leaving the boat and
The wardrobe for the production covers the grand parade in the town.

SCREENLAND

How

big

is

"Big Boy"?
Smallest of the screen stars, and
youngest, too

.

.

.

he's

only "four,

going on five"* But In personality
Educational
Pictures
always make a good

show better

and appeal he ranks with the biggest of 'em all * * Millions on millions know "Big Boy," and every
one who knows him loves him *

See any of these and
you'll

know why Educa-

tional has led the field

of "Short Subjects" for
so many years.

These millions have laughed over

"Big Boy's" antics in "She's a
A New Series
Watch for

it

BUSS FAKBELL
•Iriator
with

BGGD HOWES
JIEB11AID

COMEDIES
{Jack White Productions)

Lyman H. Howe's

HODCE-PODOE

Boy," "Wavy Beans," "Kid Hay-

and

comedies * They'll laugh more than
ever at the new ones coming for
this season, for he's funnier than
ever in them * We dare you to
watch "Big Boy" for half a minute without smiling and forgetting your troubles!

seed"

his other recent

JLVPINO

LANE

in

Lupino Lane Comedies

KliVOGRAMS
First

Among

NEWS REELS

DOROTHY DEVORE
in Dorothy Devore

Comedies

IDEAL COMEDIES
with

JERRY DREW
"THE SPICE

OFTHE PROGRAM"

TUXEDO
com EDI ES
(Jack White Productions)

JE. II*. Mammons, President
Executive Offices 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
:

OUR WOKLD
TODAY
A Modern Screen Magazine

CAMEO
COMEDIES

SCRE ENLAND
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(^Pictures

TALK

that

i

Charming
Now

Hair*

you can have

and keep

it

it!

Your hair, soft, fragrant lustrous! Alive
•with that youthful sparkle that everyone admires; having it and keeping it that way is
largely a matter of proper shampooing.

Not just soap-and-water "washings", but the
regular use of a shampoo that really beautifies
one that was created especially to improve
dull hair and add that little something extra
so often lacking!

—

.

If you really wish to make your hair bewitchingly lovely. just one Golden Glint
Shampoo will show you the way! No other
shampoo, anywhere, like it. Does more than
merely cleanse the hair. There's a youth-imparting touch a beauty specialist's secret in
its formula. Millions use regularly. At your
dealers', or send 2 5c to J. W. Kobi Co.,
Dept. J, 617 Rainier Ave., Seattle, Wash.

—

—

Amazing discovery — STOPS
LIQUID SILK Can
One

drop

of

magic liquid
instantly and

manently
runs
siery

in
or

this
silk

wood

perstops

silk

ho-

knit

silk

ad-

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER — good for

together.

tightly

vantage of Transparent! Oanthii P*"
aen- not be st en!
not damage
or
erous offer discolor finest silk,

NOW!

time

limited

Wm

'

Send 10c
150

for

MAIL NOW!

Stop'

_

or

II.

-

D.

F.

No

City

State

_

Improve Your Figure
Remove Excess Fat Front
Neck, Arms, Hips or Legs
The fashions
stylish,

woman
and

today

of

slender

graceful,
gressive

that

figure.

wants

why

is

call

for

a

Every proto
appear
progressive

women

everywhere are taking Iteunsightly fat
to banish
and keep their weight down.
Perhaps yon say that it is your
nature to be fat. You might as well
say it is your nature to have corns,
bunions, bad teeth or a sallow complexion.
You don't tolerate these
defects merely because Nature inflicted them upon
Whs', then, should you endure the burden of
you.

Duce-Oids

superfluous

fat?

—

Re-Duce-Oids are guaranteed harmless free from
injurious drugs.
Anyone can take them without
the least wear.
They assist in dissolving accumulocated,
in a
lations of fat, no matter where
Ke-Duce-Oids are sold
pleasant,
natural way.
with the understanding that your money will be

A genrefunded if roults are not satisfactory.
supply, enough for almost ?, weeks' treatment, will be sent postpaid for ,«2. if you prefer,
order C.O.D.
Save this ad.
erous

SCIENTIFIC
Div.

3,

440

LABORATORIES
San8ome

St.,

OF

San

AMERICA

Francisco,

Cal.

SONGWRITERS!!!
ARE

SUBSTANTIAL ADVANCE ROYALTIES
PAID upon publishable work. ANYONE
for Songs
original ideas
examination and advice.
1674 B'way. N. Y.

may

submit

—WALTER

having

poems

for

NEWCOMER,

Raquel Torres was the first screen player to ma\e a test in
Hollywood's electric recording laboratory which enables stars
to furnish all studios with voice tests at the same time they
Mr. Paul Hodge, owner of the laboratory,
offer screen tests.
is showing Miss Torres the wax disc, the master record, and
the completed record of her voice.
Apparatus on which tests
were made is shown to the rear.

By

for

—

tube enough
runs!

trial

North American Laboratories Co.,
330-332 Winston St., Los Angeles. Calif.
Send me a vanity-case tube of "Itun
liquid silk.
Remittance of 10c enclosed.

St.

only

in coin

stamps

or

Will not wash out.

Name

A

-

.

tube.

trial

Binds
Quickly.
Loose
threads
Talce

sta ls
.

,

necessity in every
vanity case.
One
application
more
than pays price of

Dries

garments!

RUNS!

be
applied
without
removing
hose.
Used
by
Prominent
Holly-

"Edwin

[HE synchronised films are great sue
The musical score once
cesses.
played perfectly by a competent
orchestra adds great pleasure for'
after.
Warner Brothers discovered

1;
ever

Howard
Now

so on.
that the scientists are the
bosses of the screen art, why not let them
solve the troubles, too?
You have only to
listen to Graham McNamee's voice over one
loud speaker and then listen to another to

this as early as Don Juan, and now we shall realize what changes can be made just by
have music of a much higher quality than the difference in the inductance, capacity,
we have been having for every picture. tubes, condensers, and other gadgets.
The tempo, the theme and the variety of
the score of Pola Negri's Loves of an
It will be all right about sound in picActress were delightful.
tures.
The actors and actresses who fear
The dialogue of the Talkers is coming the new sound records were destined to
to be accepted.
Probably the speech will fail anyhow.
The ones who are generous,
be heard only when the character is shown unselfish and kind will have voices we wish
in close-up and there will be no confusion. to hear.
Cultured voices are not made in
When the characters are near enough we a moment. But there are millions of voices
shall expect to hear them.
When they are without a sound wave of culture that are
shown farther away we shall feel no strange- loved for their soul-revealing intonations.
ness if we do not hear them.
In Richard The players have long known that hateful
Dix's picture, Warming Up, a very suc- thoughts photograph; now they will know
cessful crowd sound added tremendously to that voices reveal the soul qualities that
the drama.
we like and that we will go to the theatre
The change of the Silent Drama to the to hear. The parts in a play rarely require
Speaking Screen is a steady march and silver-tongued speakers or cultured Harvard

every day brings fresh news.
The talking
newsreels are a great success. The so-called
synchronized pictures with canned accompaniments are most enjoyable.
Added
sounds like the crowd noises or theme songs
are, when artistically done, a real addition,
and at last the dialogue for pictures is
being mastered.
Just a little while now
and all the faults will be eliminated.
The sound engineers could set many an
anxious Hollywood player at ease.
Mr.
Dayton C. Miller, perhaps the greatest
authority on sound, could tell the players
many reassuring tacts. He can take out
certain sounds from a voice or he can put
in other sounds, such as bell tones.
He
can make weak voices sound strong and

accents.

But the quality of personality is
"She has a pleasant voice,"
and we like her for it. The whole

always present.

we

say;

world
that

is

favorites,

them

moving

now we

closer

to

Hollywood

so

can hear as well as watch our

and we

will

know them and

like

better.

When we were very young we heard the
great Joseph Jefferson as Rip Van Winkle
speak the toast, "Here's to your health and
to your family's health.
May you live long
and prosper."
That voice can never be
forgotten.
Hollywood has dozens of players who are
about to enter into a glorious life of complete expression.
never know when
our great chance is coming.

We

p

Yc
r

y
ca»
eyes
its

i

sor»

k

The fewest

PICTURE GIRL

C[

Ruth

Elder, the trans- Atlantic

comes George Haldeman

to

wel-

and

(\Fly the Ocean

hand

flier,

Hollywood.

in Hollywood.

Bj* Julie

Lang

MERICAN GIRL ATTEMPTS ATLANTIC
HOP — ELDER AND

HALDEMAN RESCUED NEAR AZORES—ELDER
GIVEN GIGANTIC WELCOME

IN PARIS— NEW

YORK TURNS
OUT TO GREET RUTH ELDER
—RUTH ELDER WINS MOVIE

CONTRACT—
Through

headlines
and
columns and pictures,
Ruth Elder has been introduced to
the American public. She has
been newsreeled, interviewed
flaring

breath-taking

and
from
(T

Ruth Elder

woman
'Moran

is

the

new

leading

—

for Richard Dix
of the Marines.'

in

photographed
Paris

Angeles;
(Cont.

to

Los

she

has

on page 82)

1?

TO BE
By Delight

'Evans

Greta

Garbo's eyes
say ?\{o and promise
Yes.
They understand these things in

Sweden.

'

Why

are

^ some

girls

(Hi

talked about,
envied,

and

copied

worshipped?

Here's the answer.

C[

Clara of the flaming red
hair and moc\ing eyes
and bare legs is one of

our best

bad

little

girls.

C[

The bad

ma\e
World
and
(!.

The hoi tamale from
Mexico, Miss Lupe

V elez
T^ordics

m ovies.
16

—

go

or
to

why
the

little

girls

this
old
go round

li\e

—

it.

"BAD

(\

That slumbrous something in Gloria Swanson's eyes is attractive
hut oh, when Gloria
stops dreaming!

—

—

much humor all these
agreeable qualities are included in the
adjective colorful
with a dash of

but not too

—

absinthe to taste.
its
it

You may have heard that virtue is
own reward. That must be why
You don't
isn't in more demand.

catch a group sitting around talking
about Queen Victoria, do you? Well,
she was a good woman.
Or Lydia
Pinkham?
She was another. You
prefer to let your mind's eye rove

with

the

rest

of

the

—

world, wants good
girls, and wants 'em bad.
'Be good,

who

sweet maid,

will be clever

and

let

1

looks

all

right

copybook but it doesn't mean
money in the bank. Good, sweet

in a

maids

had

better

learn

to

be

clever, too.

Every

girl

yearns to be a charmer.

To

be a charmer

you have to be colorful. There is no color line in Hollywood.
The more color you have, the more prosperous
your career.
Color is what

Don't call it sex appeal. Or
Color is a combination of everything
nice.
It is sex appeal
but it is also spiritual. Oh, yes,
it is, too.
It is It
but it is also art. Imagination allure
charm culture mentality poise fascination humor,
It.

—

Call

it

—

it

Color.

—
—

back to Cleopatra, or Mary Stuart, or Catherine the
Great, or Nell Gwyn, or Ninon
all those grand
girls who made history hiss.
They kept the home
fires burning, all right
in more than one home; and
they didn't sit by one fire very long, either they
were too busy kindling others.
Their date books
were in as many volumes as the Encyclopedia Britannica.
They were great, great girls. Lily Langtry
is remembered today because legend says she slipped
There's many a sEp
a piece of ice down a king's back.
where charmers are concerned.
Some girls are born colorful. But if you aren't one of
Cleopatra wasn't
the lucky few, don't be discouraged.
born colorful, either. She had to acquire it. She was born
Her one ambition was
just a nice, quiet little home-body.
But Julius Caesar had
to be a good wife and mother.
other plans. He had had enough of home girls back home.
She had met her lord and master
Cleo was his slave.
and he knew what he wanted. So she left her comfortable
couch and went in for making history. (Cont. on page 79)

—

common

in

takes.

—

—

—

—
—

—
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Wilson

Lois began at
and
the top
has held her
place.

(\She Starts Out Across the

Talking Picture Plains,

Leading

the

Way.
so-called beauty standards

of
ois
015

I^

Wilson's first success was a flop. Her success
was in winning one of those ridiculous beauty
contests.
Her flop was in trying to cash in on

pouting

heads

Incidentally, it might be mentioned, the
it.
winning of these newspaper beauty contests is not determined by the contestant's beauty, but by the number
of subscriptions turned in.
girl with a face like a
prune soufflee will win over a Betty Bronson or a Janet
Gaynor if her friends and family turn in four or five

and

thatched

faces,

pin

with

For a week or more the
Birmingham wandered about on the Universal lot unphotographed
and ignored. Then realizing the incongruity of her

Wilson, however, had both beauty
votes, and was Alabama's choice in the great
Lois

victory the well-bred
young lady quietly, but
decisively, hopped aboard

and
state

held many years ago.
Coming to California, along with 'Miss Iowa,' 'Miss Mississippi'
and other geographical 'Misses,' she arrived at
Universal City to enter the final contest for screen
stardom.
But being a girl with the modest beauty
of a Mona Lisa, she had about as much chance of
contest

'

(f

gum-chewing congress of newsviolet in a poppy show.
For Lois

attracting attention in that

paper pulchritude as a

18

lips,

Belle of

billion votes.

'an old-fashioned

— baby-doll

with putty

blonde shavings.

A

was

day

the

jaz,2;beaus

girl' in

hopeless competition with the

Lois Wilson in a
bathing-suit unveils
the mystery of 'The

Covered Wagon.'

a train and beat it back
to where her kind of beauty was still
Back to the backward
vogue.
in

South!

Thus might the comedy have ended.
Stopping off in Chicago to visit
But Fate intervened.
friends she happened along just as Lois Weber, Universal's
The
famous woman director, was shooting a picture.

friends laughingly told Miss

Weber

about Lois's amusing adventure in
Movieland, but the well-known

maker

stars couldn't see the
the contrary she saw what Alabama had seen,
and straightway offered the little convent-mannered maid

of

On

joke.

a job at twenty-five dollars a week.

Then came the real joke. After some forty states had
suffered the humiliation of seeing their candy-faced beauties
blow up before the camera and return to their home-town

who should turn up at Universal but Miss Alanow a full-fledged 'movie actress,' sponsored by the
greatest woman director in the world.
Lois Weber, however, was merely one woman in a great
And you know the kind of
organization of gentlemen.
cafeterias,

bama,

girls

'gentlemen' prefer.

Thus, for several years, excepting for- the attentions of
her fairy godmother, Lois Wilson was simply lost in the
crowd of the biggest lot in Movieland. Finally she got a
job at Famous Players playing with Wally Reid just as that

and handsome boy's fame was at its height. The association was most fortunate, for the fans began to think
Lois must be a peach of a girl if their god-like hero could
fine

love her so in

many

pictures.

Then

Edward Everett Horton and Lois Wilson
in the Tal\er they made for "Warner
Brothers

—

'Miss

Information.''

(Cont. on page 84)
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Ronald Colman and Vilma

Ban\y have been lovers in
jive pictures and the more
they

love

the

better

they

love.

(\Love Making is the Tribute You
Pay to Your Ideals.
20

C[

William Haines
and- Joan Craw
ford in 'Spring
Fever.' Is the first
imstrictly
\iss
personal 1
.

C[

William Haines and
Marion Davies in
'Show People.'

A

new

player in the
cast is a challenge to
every other artist.

Mary Brian and a Haines hug
in

Wi

ithin every

man

is

—

'Brown

much

so
of Harvard'
for college education.

an ideal of womanhood, a wonderful

own fashion. In picthe actor grows less if he loses the vision of this
and becomes conscious of the luscious snare and
The true actor is impersonal. Sir
charms of one particular girl.
Henry Irving once said: "If the actor's tears are real, so much less
:reation that he worships in his

1

is

he the

"

actor.

Pvonald Colman will play with Lily Damita in his next picture.
Will the change in leading ladies disturb this great actor? Will he
become less the gallant knight without the distinguished beauty of

Vilma Banky for his inspiration?
The lion mates but once. He
and perhaps it is his steadfast heart
of this

is

known

King of Beasts
him to the dignity

as the

that has raised

title.

Vilma Banky

is

Her lush loveliness
making The Awa\ening.
though Colman is far away: for women were

will be as appealing even

ever fair and

<4

false.

The word

Ronald Colman and Vilma
Ban\y in 'The Night of
players
a
is
It
Love.'
business to stay in characAll art is achieved by
ter.
the soul forever solitary.

feminine gender!
like to think that for every
man there is one woman who cannot
be lied to who receives only kisses inspired by sincerity.
In our thoughts she
is a splendid creature, beyond any man
At least, beyond all but one.
flirt is

We

would

—
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C[

Lupino Lane, the famous comedian,
offers you his radio set.

upino Lane, who
makes those de-

IUE

Educa'

j lightful

Comedies,

tional

of the famous English
family whose members
have been on the stage
since the fifteenth century.
From father to son the art
of pantomime has been
is

handed down
it

is

—

so

you

see

a gift.

And

speaking of gifts
Lane has given

—Lupino

Screenland's Contest
Department this magnifi'
cent alternating current
radio set, in order that

may

show

your feeling
Talking Pictures.

about
It is a

your

letters

him

beautiful Kolster set and

works from the house cur'
rent without batteries. If
the winner's home is not
on an alternating current

supply a battery set of
equal value will be sent.
With this radio set in

your home and talking
movies at the neighborhood theatre life for you
will be happy indeed, and
your pathway will be the
Lupino Lane that hath

no turning.
C[

This
It

is

is

the prize Radio Set.
Kolster Console

a

Model, operating from a
lamp soc\et, alternating
current, of course. Height,
51% inches; width 27
inches.

ane
Offers

You

His

adio Set
FOR A LETTER
Just a touch between comedy
and tragedy, in radio as in
says the former Follies
life,

comedian, Lupino Lane.

(\All

world

the

is

Talking

Pictures.

they just

a

in

over
Are

today

thusiastic

en-

or

curiosity-,

your opinion will ALL

pictures

the

in

future be Talkers?

The best answer
wins the Radio Set.

tate briefly your
convictions upon

this important
question. The best

—

answer

that

est, shortest,

teresting

the clear-

is,

and most

letter

awarded the

—

in-

be
This

will

prize.

radio set or a battery set of equal
value will be sent to the winner.
Lupino Lane is very anxious
to hear just what the opinion of
the theatre-goers is in order that

he may combine sound with his
next Educational Comedy if the
replies

The

advise

it.

Kolster

set

regularly

is

$250 and
would cost $27 extra.
sold

for

the

the value of this prize

and merits your

tubes

Therefore
is

$277

attention.

A ddress — LUPINO

LANE

Screenland's Contest Department
49

West 45th

New York

Street

City

Contest closes October 10,

1928
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The Talkers have changed everything
Stars have

ness.

new
T

their

mechanisms,
A

money on

it.

They

alone had the vision.

have been you have to hand

Whatever
it

to

them

for their courage in this.

other producers had the same chance.

them closed

of

their eyes to

Every one

determined to turn over

it,

for another snooze.

Every one but one.
Brothers

and

is

now

Mr. Fox

is

not far behind

Warner

that the storm has burst over Hollywood,

several laps ahead of the other producers.

The crisis came so few months ago that it could almost
be counted as weeks, when Warner Brothers had two
dramatic talking features on Broadway at the same time
and Fox had several Movietone newsreels. The line form'
ing to the right was longest at the theatres showing talkers.
It was a startling sight, for the producers who had tucked
their heads under the pillows for that last snooze, laughing

(!(,

A

complete Movietone recorder
camera.
Lois Moran is

and

24

in the picture busi-

new opportunities, cameramen have
and every day something happens.

revolution in Hollywood.
it has come.
Talking Pictures!
You have to hand it to Warner Brothers for
sensing the possibilities of sound and putting

last

their artistic crimes

Many

SILENCE

of the

Warner Brothers for getting up so
over their box office receipts and then

softly to themselves at

They looked

early.

came convention week.
The theatre managers had the same experience to relate
no matter from what part of the country they came. The
few about 300 managers who had installed sound de'
vice equipment were in clover
the managers who had it
not wrung their hands while the crowd surged by to the
other theatre.
Several theatres that had been consistently
losing money put in sound device installations and imme'

—

—

—

diately played to steady capacity.

So that now, on every motion picture
there

is

lot in Hollywood
Wheelbarrows dodge engineers,
glass-blowers and curious actors.

seething activity.

electricians,

masons,

Everyone spinning

in frantic circles; object

In the executive offices the same

reigns.

Plans for improvement change so rapidly that in most
places they can't get a statement to the press because before the copy could reach the newspaper office it would
be out of date. That is an actual fact. I am now waiting

George

O'Brien

watch the

'mi\e.'

The camera

singing,

driven.

Lois'

you

graphed on the

and she has a voice,
\now. June Collyer and

—completion.

pandemonium

song
film.

is

is

motor'
photo-

OR

/fhat Hollywood

is

doing about

Bj< Helen

Talking Films

Ludlam

for a final statement from
Paramount having had
two already and by the

the aid of Western
Electric engineers he

time this story is in print
vast changes will have
taken place in Para-

and mathematically to apply
sound to a workTheir
able
basis.
next step was to invite Robert Milton,
one of New York's

has been able accurately

mount's plans.
Like a record day on
the floor of the stock ex-

change, producers are
wildly signing up authors,
directors

the

stage,

much
is

of the voice building

It

many

good

actors

had

CT

cuss recording. You
do not tal\ at the
'mi\e' but across it.

picture gate.
Their
experience is now gold in
the hands of the producers and
their break has come at last.
Actors who thought big
money was no longer for them
have a better place in the sun
than ever.
Lionel Barrymore
signed a very attractive longterm contract with M. G. M.
George Fawcett, Richard BenRobert Edeson, Gladys
nett,
Brockwell and several others are

C Charles

Christie,

Douglas "MacLean, Harold Lloyd

and Ben Lyon

learning about sound, the new
ma\e pictures better than ever.

medium

now

in

salaries

that will

demand

at far higher
than they have re-

cently had.

And now for the specific
thing each studio is doing.
Paramount Famous Lasky
taking the epidemic seriously and in some instances

is

Their first step
appoint Roy Pome-

cautiously.

was

to

roy,

called

the Marconi

of

the Movies, who was responsible for the sound effects
is so r
the Tal\ers that she
at the microphone.

Rogers and
Chandler dis-

Charles

Lane

the

Mary Brian

dramatic

with

who have

difficulty in crashing

(T

and

action.

a great day, too, for a

stage experience

direc-

take charge

tors, to

without' too

discrimination.

stage

finest

and actors from

in

Wings, technical director

of

all

synchronisation.

With

They have built a sound-proof stage which is
adequate for their present needs and between forty
and fifty pictures during the coming year will have
sound effects, synchronized musical accompaniments and episodic dialogue.

When

it

was found

that

a

modern concrete

sound-proof stage would cost in the neighborhood
of 5500,000. Mr. Lasky and Mr. Zukor checked
the riotous current of their thoughts and turned to
cold logic.

"Look

here,"'

said

Mr. Zukor

to

Mr.

"with new developments and inventions
coming in every day, the last word in a soundproof stage built today would, in six months, be
crude.
Let's build a temporary stage now and
when things are further (Continued on page 76)
Lasky,
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Lya de Putti with
Hew Yor\ at her

Brown

Rpitb.

—

a bit of
continental charm
n
with rolled stoa
ings a la Holly

feet
Photograph by
ra

wood.

the sake of Variety

F^ORhave with us Lya de
Lya

is

zo

hepp-ec.

back home after seeing herself
Fortunately she
in this film.
isn't a quitter.
She knew that
if she could ever make herself understood
over here she would be right back where her
sensational performance in Variety put her
So she stayed.
at the top of the ladder.

wc

Putti.

She

says

so

Nev-aire hez, she been zo
hepp-ee in Amcrika.
That's fine.
She de'
serves it.
Lya de Putti is a swell kid, and
.'he hasn't had any too much fun in this
free country of ours.
The trouble is, the
country isn't so free when it comes to Lya.
got her over here and then proceeded
to try to brush the bloom off her continental
freshness.
De Putti was famous for her
special brand of screen seduction, but the
American movie directors didn't understand
Griffith's Sorrows of Satan turned out
her.
to be the Sorrows of Lya.
She almost went
herself.

Alan

she is glad she did.
Crosland, who directed John

Barry

more's Don Juan, has made up to Lya for
all she has suffered at the megaphones of
He has made a Columbia
other directors.
picture called The Scarlet Lady, with the
little Hungarian Rhapsody in a double role.
It lives up to its title, I'm told; and it looks

We
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—

—

And now

George K. Arthur sends
greetings from Europe.
He'll

be

home

soo-i\.

as if Lya will once more burn up our screens.
She plays 'good girl, bad girl'; and everybody
will be zo hepp'ee!

—

(\They

Cast

Their
Them

Shadows Before
on the Broadway Screens
Then the Stars Come
to Town in Person,

—

Welcome

Visitors.

By

Anne Bye
Lovely Lya brought the bare- legged
to New York.
And you should have seen blase New
York sit up! Lya looks all of fifteen
in her little white sports suit, her bare

mode from Hollywood

rolled stockings, and sneakers.
She went to a select and highbrow
literary tea and met all the well-known
writers of the town and they all fell.
legs,

Lya surprised them by exhibiting a
more than superficial knowledge of
books.
She knows her continental
classics.
She's one movie star in whose
apartment you will find well-read
books, not stacks of fan magazines
except Screenland, of course.
She is a vital little thing who lives
Her great dark eyes
every minute.
-

and snap with laughter one
minute, and brim with tears the next.
Her slim nervous hands gesture expressively.
She is- never still. No wonder
She is up in
she is learning to fly.
the clouds most of the time anyway.
She will have earned her pilot's license'
by the time you read this and will, as
far as I know, be the first movie actress
to fly alone.
Not that she will be
allowed to go up alone very often.
There is a long waiting list. Next to
I'm afraid
flying she likes tennis best.
this far-famed foreign star is as wholesome as some of our own corn-fed
ingenues maybe even a little more so.
*
*
*
sparkle

—

When you meet Gilda Gray, don't
say 'Hey, Hey.'
That's old stuff to
Gilda.
She is not hey-heying this season.

She is a full-fledged dramatic
now, and doesn't expect to con-

actress

her

shaking those
Gilda is
going mildly British for fifteen weeks,
anyway. She has signed a contract to
fine

mean

activities

hips

to

by any means.

—

do a picture in London for the British

what ho.
Its
name is Piccadilly, don't you know;
by Arnold Bennett, no less.
What,
International

what!

Pictures,

'

Fay

Wray and

man

in

duction

her
of

her

leading

own real-life proThe Wedding

March.
husband is
Fay's
]ohn Mon\ Saunders, who
wrote 'Wings.
They honeymooned in 'hlew Tor\.
1

(Continued on page 90)
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Screenland

On

is

the First

& ONLY Magazine Covering Locations

XPCATION \RIPS
PICTURE MAKERS

the

By

of the

Helen Ludlam

SCREENLAND'S- LOCATION LADY

DMU ND.
will call

laughed. "I'm sup-

you

posed to be a fourwho has to
make good^ with

minutes past

flusher

eight tomorrow
morning to take

his girl

you to the Chats"
worth location
This exciting
message was wait-

me when

ing for

by making

He

a record climb.
thinks the

proper

clothes, or his idea
of them, will help

him make the

I

returned from the
luncheon given by
First National to

Mayor

:

"It isn't," Eddie

for
at ten

picture."

Lowe

grade

— the

name

of the picture, by

the way, is Maying the Grade
hence the feather.

—

Jimmie

Walker.

"Good enough,"
I

The. feather," Mr.
Lowe added with

had heard the location
was rough
and when they ad'

most important."
In the car with
us was Lucian Littlefield whom you

thought, and be
gan pulling out my
old clothes, for I

mit

it, it

usually

Ten
past

(If

is.

eight

all

found
in

the

set

and

Lucian Littlefield and other
'Makin g the Grade' company
travelled thirty miles
rom Hollywood to a
wild roc\y spot two thousand feet up in
the

rarin' to go, because

ture business and

Edmund Lowe,
members

minutes

me down
lobby

great

I

morning
didn't

of the

mountains.

light is precious in the pic-

want

to delay the troupe

even

However, my virtue was rewarded by the
necessity for patience, as virtue so often is, for ten minutes
past eight came and went while I panted on the doorby a minute.

At
With my

mat.

nine o'clock a vision appeared in the doorway.
eyes and mouth wide open I took in the brown
;uede doublet, outlandish green and white woolen socks
which left the knees bare, and funny shoes.
But what
slayed me was the hat
a queer-looking little thing not

—

enough for
white feather stuck on
This apparition was
"For heaven's sake,

half

large

aiked as soon as

bowed me
28

I

the wearer's head

one

Edmund Lowe!
what are you made up for?" I
my breath, while Mr. Lowe
"I didn't know this was a costume

could get

into his car,

with a cocky

side.

dignity,

"is

hated as Marks the
lawyer in Uncle
Tom's Cabin, but

who

is

very

kindly

really

a

per-

and there was also Harry Brand, who, with Edward
Kaufman, adapted George Ade's story.
son,

Driving through the orange country for about thirty
we reached the mountains on the opposite side of the,
Up, up, up we went, nearly
valley and began climbing.
two thousand feet to the wildest, rockiest spot imaginable.
California, as an old negro driver said of Panama, has
everything.
In a day's journey you can reach any kind
of scenery you want.
This location was supposed to be in the heart of the
highest mountains and it would certainly fool you. There
were boulders of every kind, summit after summit. Several
of them had been split by time as though the entire place
had, thousands of years ago, been under water and worn
by dashing waves. Yet not 500 yards below this wild and
desolate spot where nothing grew but sage and very little
miles

—

(Z

An

sailing vessel was chartered by the movies for the
and photographed
scenes in "The Singapore Mutiny'
li\e a. million dollars.'
Here is a scene in the hold of the
ship, with EsteNe Taylor teasing Director-actor Ralph Ince.

old

ship

of that,
tile

was

farm

a fer-

not,

ing
of

which was
little

between
the

two

ended
and ours was the
road

last

of

baker's
cars

about a
dozen of

which

We

which Mr. Littlefield was supposed
Caught
to jump.
between the devil
and the deep the
poor man, Eddie's

clear-

pinnacles

the

shot

climbed to the topmost boulder off of

ripe.

alas,

In a

first

of Lucian Lit-

tlefield.

in fig orchards, the
fruit of

The
was

laid out

valet in the story,

preferred to jump
space rather
than be eaten by

had

brought the director, Al Green, and

into

eaamg
are Director Fran\ Sirayer
(-3 Here
Brigadier-General Dion Williams, Base Commander, Richard
Oh, yes,
a bear.
numbering
Dix, and author Linton Wells, at the Marine Base at San
there was a bear.
about thirty men.
Diego, California
the location for the Richard Dix picture,
Indeed there was.
When you real'Moran of the Marines."
John Brown, the
ize that only two
most famous bear
of the cast were
working that day and that it required thirty men to handle
in pictures. There he was snoozing under a sage bush in
He didn't look so big.
the shade of a boulder.
the necessary location equipment the cost of pictures is
"Well, just wait until he unfolds," said Eddie, "If you
not to be wondered at.
think he is a medium-sized bear you'll change your mind.
I climbed out of the car and admired the scenery while
Mr. Lowe put the finishing touches to his make-up.
I did."
Way in the distance was a sheet of water, a reservoir
It seems that the day before a shot had been taken of
Far, far
Eddie and the bear on a part of the rock where he had
I was told, which caught the sun like a mirror.
below stretched mile on mile of orange, nut and apricot
Eddie cornered. All went well until John began to get
groves.
And the scent of a million flowers and shrubs playful. He surged from side to side with the peculiar
was in the air.
rolling motion bears have; his
(Continued on page 94)
his staff

—
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Q IF^/z
turns

to

^

Traveller Re-

Hollywood, They

Throw a Party for

him.

whole

a

year

vaudeville,

(C

Viola Dana,

now

The

fatted

but

that they

come

home.
calf

—

not too fat a
horrors
and
calf
heavens, no!
is to

who

welcome on

is

party
have

in

hello

a

any screen, gives
the greeting sign
of the picture

be

—

—

killed

for

them

over at the Roose'
velt Hotel, and

clan.

Claire Windsor and
Peggy Hamilton"
Peggy creates styles
for Hollywood ac-

a^TjTN some
ox'
son
I

cles a
is

a

tresses

We

huge

and

WKKKM
,

— —

d[ Phyllis

hac\ from her Ts[ew
vacation' pret-

tier
than

and peppier

"Exactly," Patsy concurred.
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been

ever.

ing after the flowers
for the table, and
greeting those guests who strayed in at
the wrong door. Don soon, faded away,

Photo by Kendall Evans

because the party was to be

garden of

The

no hard

in

feeling, for instance
I do think it's awJane Winton, who has
Dean, who has been out

"But

fully nice, just the same, to give
just

Haver came

Tor\

Patsy.
there's

Europe, and Priscilla

Don and Ann

Alvarado, when we
arrived, while Peggy
rushed about look'

,

some solemn thing like an engagement aiv
nouncement, or because your father has just
returned safe from a long trip to the cannibal
isles, or something like that, but in Hollywood, a
great, big, elaborated party is likely to be given on
a moment's notice, and just for
" remarked
er

show

found Claire

chatting with
Patsy Ruth Miller

planned on for
weeks ahead and

"Just to
suggested.

be

there

event, to be

forgotten
afterward, and it
must he given for

to

our hostesses."

party

never

— "are

'a

rosebud

girls.'

crowd gathered first in the
where the fountain plays musically
amid the coolth of the mission arches, and presently ap'
peared Priscilla Dean, the first guest of honor to arrive.
She looked awfully well, though she said she was tired
from her long siege of playing the three-a-day. She told

beautiful big

.

patio,

—

^APTIES
turn ilk
By Grace YJngsley

.

Lina

Basquette

was

formerly premiere
danseuse of the

us that the regular vaudeville folk
didn't like very well the idea of
the picture stars entering their pre
serves; but she said she would like
to write a story about them, they

Follies.

so human and colorful and
amusing that she loved the way
they
washed their clothes and
cooked and ate and fairly lived in
their dressing'rooms, and that she
had made some good friends among
them.
Priscilla is going to have a
nice vacation before she even thinks
of going back to work, and says
that if she goes back into vaude'
ville she will go as a single, because
it is easier than having a company

are

(^Virginia

V alii

—

unique in charm before the camera, before midnight or
before breakjast.
Photograph by
Edwin Bower Hesser

C[

Molly O'Day has an
Irish bloom that
ma\es her popular
at

parties.

—

of five people, as she did

Mae Busch
Mae is going
with

a

Capital

Adele Rogers

arrived

just

into vaudeville,

then.
too,

very dramatic act called
Punishment, written by

Johns.
interested in the talkers, too,
St.

and probably will do some
She said that Viola Dana was in vaudeville, too
that she had seen her, and that little Vi, so used to the outdoor life
of pictures and athletics when she was in California, wasn't at all
keen on vaudeville, in which one fairly lives in the theater.
"Oh, there's Mary McAllister! She should be a guest of honor,
remarked Patsy. "She has just returned from Honolulu."
too,
Mary declared she had had such a good time in Honolulu, that she
and a girl friend who had traveled over there with her had packed
Priscilla

is

for the screen.

1

'
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SCREENLAND
a couple of suit-cases

full of clothes,
taxi,

The

in order, through a

miss the homebound boat; but she said they had got cold feet at the
last minute, and had come home.
Just then arrived Jane Winton, looking chic in her Paris
clothes, but very quietly dressed, at that, as is the fashion

made- -to-order accident to their

to

Allan
Ford,

first

arrivals

were

all

directors,

Dwan, who brought his
Raoul Walsh and Lew

as

wife, Jack

it happened
Ford and Mrs.

Seiler.

Richard Barthelmess broke the director crash, however,
when he arrived with his wife: and soon Lilyan Tashman
and Edmund Lowe, and Johnny Hines made their ap-

pearance.
over there now.
Then Virginia Valli came with Charlie Farrell, and
She told us that she had had a perfectly thrilling time
Lina Basquette came escorted by Peverell Marley. Peverell
in London, Paris and Venice, and that she had been at
used to be Cecil B. De Mille's cameraman, but is graduattwo or three parties attended by the Prince of Wales.
"Indeed, we collided on the dance floor,'" she explained.
ing to the director class, we hear.
"Well, that may have been an accident on the Prince's
Pauline Garon came alone, but nobody could possibly
part," remarked Loris Fox, "but Til bet Jane never did
feel sorry for her on that account, because she was almost
anything clumsy accidentally."
at once surrounded by admirers, with herself turning
honor of June's
collegiate
in
Then Jane told us about the
charming brother.
Italian count who had naively inhear, by the way, that
vited her to divorce her awfully
Charles Kenyon,
Pauline's ex-husband, Lowell Shernice husband,
man, is engaged to Ann Rork;
and marry himself. She said she
but when we asked Ann about it,
had told her husband about it, too.
Mac\ Truc\ offered by
she declared she thought Lowell
"Speaking of travelers " broke
Big Boy has been shipped from
the most brilliant man she ever
in Pauline Starke, who was lookknew, and that he made most
ing awfully sweet in a green and
the Educational Studios in Holly
other men look like dumb-bells,
white summer dress, as she indiwood, California, to
but as for wedding well, that'
cated two young- cyclones who
They were
would be more than a year off,
entered just then.
William Hennessy
it
and how could one
wouldn't
Sally O'Neil and Molly O'Day.
Alice, Texas
Howtell a whole year ahead?
They were followed closely and
ever, everybody knows that the
demurely by Isabel O'Neil, their
His letter to Big Boy was adjudged
Sally wore a flaming red
two are much devoted, and they
sister.
the clearest, neatest, and most inter'
go about together all the time.
dress and had arrived in a bright
esting of the hundreds submitted by
They dance together beautifully,
green car, but Molly and Isabel
and are a handsome couple, Ann
both wore black in the New York
small boys and girls.
tall
manner.
and slenderly round, and
Lowell taller yet, with his superb
"I don't care," explained Sally,
figure.
"I don't believe in following New
Any number of June's bachelor
York slavishly, in regard to the
friends were there, including WalHere we are in Califashions.
ter
Pidgeon, Holmes Herbert, Dal Squires, Howard
fornia, a semi-tropic place, and why shouldn't we just set
Sheehan, Eddie Grainger, George O'Brien and Larry Kent.
our own fashions?"
By the way, we thought at one time that a romance
whole bunch of girls came in then, including Jackie
had
back
quite jelled between George O'Brien and Olive
going
is
who
and
star,
to
be
a
who
used
Saunders,
Borden, but we haven't heard anything about it lately,
into pictures, although she is married; Ruth Clifford, Corand he seemed quite attentive to June the evening of
liss Palmer, Joy Auburn and a lot of others, and we all

We

—

^T)HE

—

—

A

sat

down

the party.

to lunch.

Jane Winton was quite near me, and she told me how
sad she had been made during her trip by the tragic death
of an aviator friend, with whom she had flown a lot while
He was Frounval, the
in Paris, when his plane crashed.
world's most famous acrobatic

Jane said that at

any

flier.

rate she

was very happy

to be at

home once more.

"And now,"

sighed Jane, "nothing stands between

me

and work!"
giving a party for one's dad and
one could invite all one's admirers," remarked
I found out that she was referring to
Patsy cryptically.
a party which June Collyer was giving to celebrate the
25th wedding anniversary of her father and mother. June's
mother has been staying in California with her 'daughter
during the past several weeks, but her dad is a New York
lawyer, and so he remains at home to attend to his busiHowever, he and her brother Dick, who is' a college
ness.

"Nobody would mind

mother

boy

if

at Williams,

We

came

found June

to California just for this party.

in her pretty

bungalow, awaiting the

coming of her mother's and father's guests, who included,
as I said before,, all her young picture friends and adJune's father and mother themselves appeared
mirers.
almost at once, and we found them most charming people.
32

"But

that's

nothing really," Patsy remarked.

"George

naturally a gallant Irishman."
found out that June's brother and dad were both
musicians, and June's brother played the piano, and then
is

just

We

accompanied Walter Pidgeon. in some songs.
Margaret Mann came just in time to take part in a
game of bridge, in which she proved herself a very shrewd
player.

Johnny Hines introduced a funny horse-racing game,
and it looked for a while as though the neighbors would
be justified in complaining, it is such a noisy, gay game,
but no such terrible thing happened.
Then Lina Basquette and Peverell Marley danced a new
breed of Varsity Drag for us, and everybody had a gay
and happy time.
At supper everybody drank the health of June's father
and mother, whose name, I forgot to tell you, is Heermance; and then Jack Ford proposed June's health with
the hope that he might dance at her wedding.
Whereat we thought maybe we only imagined, but
we thought that George O'Brien looked very wistfully

—

—

at June.

"Well, I think a fashion show at the beach, with some
of the picture actresses modelling gowns just for fun, will
really be fun!" exclaimed Patsy.
(Continued on page 80)

He K

\

J.

Q Where
jazz

ft

\

Does the

Go

Girl

From Here?

<T

—

Joan of the expressive eyes
eyes which hold potentialities
for

H

tragedy

or

joy.

"OLLYwood has known two
tinctly

different

people,

dis-

both

appearing under the name and
behind the physiognomy of Joan
Crawford. Three years have wrought an
amazing change much more than is usual
in the process of growing up from eighteen
to twenty-one.
Practically nothing of the
first Joan remains.
The memory of her
has already a legendary quality. It lingers

By
Margaret
Re/d

—

faintly along the night-club's and cafes and
those habitues whose idol she was.

Three years ago Lucille LeSeuer was
brought to Hollywood by Harry Rapf,
and christened Joan Crawford for picture
purposes.

Her back-

(Coat, on page 88)

<F

joan, the Jazz Baby of
Hollywood night
the
craving exciteclubs
ment and usually mak-

—

CI

The Crawford
that

is

at

smile

ing

it

herself.

once moc\-

ing and sympathetic.
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hooting a
By

DAM

Picture

Clarence

W.
Assistant

D.

Slifer
Cameraman

(\

Pev Mar-

and

ley

his

staff get a
'high

little
Here are William
Boyd,
whose hand is
on Clarence

9

art at Poco-

ima

Dam for

tower;

Slifer, assistant

earner am an;

Howard Higgin,
director, above;
Pev Marley, cameraman,

in

's\ip,'

and,

directly

helow him, Alan Hale.

an, we got a real one to shoot this time,'''
one of the boys remarked.
"Yeh, what's it?"
"Power, with Bill Boyd and Alan Hale
and Jackie Logan," said the informant. "Another high
one like S\yscraper."
The boys, Bill and Alan, made a big click with that
picture so the powers that be decided to co-star them
again.
As we all remembered S\yscraper and what it
was to photograph, we crowded about our informant and
plied him with questions.
"How do I know what it's like, I haven't even seen
the script," he answered, "but I heard (another Hollywood rumor) that we are going up to the Pocoima Dam

"M

to shoot it."

"What! Pocoima Dam?" we queried. The
disaster was still fresh in our minds.

St.

Francis

dam

"Yeh, they're almost finished building the

<L[The

dam

is

the top and
at the base.

38

10 feet thic\ at

120 feet thic\

dam up

there

and the government stopped them while they inspect it,"
was the reply. "Meanwhile we got to go up there and
do our stuff."
Dam? Pocoima Dam? Thoughts were turning over in
Wonder if it's high? How much water is
our minds.

C Howard

Higgin

di'

'Power' and

recting

Pev

Marley at the
camera in the 's\ip'

800

feet up.

NOTICE TO ALL
DEPARTMENTS
production

The

Power,

The

start,

will

staff

will

3-15,
etc.

be as

fol-

lows:

Howard

Higgin,

Director

Robert Fellows,
Asst. Director

Pev Marley,
Cameraman
Eddie Trickle,
Props.

Harry Poppe,
Production Manager

The
23

shooting schedule is
All work at
days.

the

dam

subject

cellation if high

rain

prevails.

to

can-

winds or

Weather

protection sets provided.
(Cont. on page 98)
Etc.

it? Getting more and more curious we swamped
our informant with questions.
"Aw, go on, I tell you, I don't know much
about it. Don't you ever read the papers? Why

in

treat yourself some time?
Why, Pocoima
They have
the highest dam in the world.

don't

you

Dam

is

C Bill

Boyd and 'Alan Hale,
who played in 'Skyscraper,''

again team up in 'Power.'

been working four years on
yet."

it,

and

it

ain't finished

i

Having secured all of the information possible
out of our informant we wandered over to the
bulletin board to see if a starting notice had been
posted yet. Sure enough, there was the usual pink
starting notice.

({

The Pocoima

Dam

location in

San

Fernando Valley, California.
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FALL FROCKS FOR.

CC

Miss Collyer wears
this smartly simple
hat of brown with
a froc\ of brown
and beige check
transparent velvet.

posed for Screenland by June
gowns from Sa\s Fifth
Avenue, 7^[ew Tor\.

G[ Especially

—

Collyer, wearing

HERE'S

something about this season of the year that goes
It seems impossible to make old moods
last a moment longer.
There's that Fall
tang in the air promising football games, and fur coats,

ones head.
and old clothes
to

and pleasant

—

and all sorts of nice things.
No
wants to? The Smart Girl begins to
rush around about this time and
CC An unusual note in evecollect new gowns, and new
esisting

ideas

it

parties,

—who

—

and, automatically,
brand-new beaux. If you have
June Collyer 's good taste in
frocks you are bound to
dentally transparent velvet

40

have

a

good time.

Inci-

ning gowns

1

still

a best-seller.

sounded

transparent velvet which
the
down-in'
bac\
hemline
and
very new
>a plaited
features

.

is

is

in this creation of blac\

s\irt.

—

—

Photographs by

Gabor Eder.
N. Y.

(Si

Almost important enough
for informal home dinners
is this
interesting negligee worn by June Collyer
of flesh-colored chiffon
and ecru lace. J^ote the
mules with the heel strap.

—

An

exquisite evening
ensemble is shown here
by Miss Collyer. The
froc\, of metallic brocade in gorgeous col-

has a matching
luxuriously collared with soft blue
ors,

wrap

fox fur.

ELIGHT

HEvn
Greta Garbo ma\es us

'

and

Q Sugar

have
You'llSweden,

good

as she

loo\s

Q$e Mysterious

Spies

to go a long

feel as

—

way

probably
before
you'll find another girl like Greta
Garbo. And even then, I doubt
to

it.

Greta

is

what you mean when you
is all girl and all girls

She

say Girl.
retaining

the

best

of

features

each.

In

The Mysterious Lady she is at her very
best.
Need I say more? No, but I will.
Fred Niblo is at his best, too. It must
be the Garbo influence.
He has directed
a most absorbing picture from an old'
fashioned story about a Russian spy and
her Austrian officer-boy friend.
She plies
her wiles, he responds, she steals his
papers, he sulks
and the consequences are
court-martial
but well worth it. Because
the beautiful Russian falls for the officer

—

—

and any punishment is pleasant
for the sake of such a reward.
She dedicates herself henceforth to her lover's
cause instead of her country's, much to
the disapproval of her big boss, played by
in earnest,

Gustaf von Seffertitz in his usual masmanner. He loves her, too; he has
good taste but a bad temper; and you
know what happens to big boys with bad

terly

tempers.

The

You

don't?

lovers leave Russia

Somebody ought

See

to write a

which the lovers decide

the

for a

picture.

new

land.

movie story

in

to stay in Russia

—

for the finale, just for the change
and
the caviar.
Conrad Nagel is the male attraction in this little game of 'I spy.'

Conrad

—a

when

a

A

handsome, husky heboy with that something in his eyes, to
match Greta's.
You're going to fall for
Conrad in The Mysterious Lady.
I'll
catch you.
What a charmer Greta is,
anyway. After watching her in a picture
every girl emerges a Venus and eyery man
imagines himself an Adonis.
She makes
us feel as good as she looks. And behold
the one woman in the movies who doesn't
different

look

silly

gives her a toast.

ball-roomful of extras
the beautiful Tania!'

To

they cry, and she really is beautiful, and
believe it, and you'd drink a toast, too

you

—if you had some
42

of that champagne.

'Greta Garbo

is

at her

very best in 'The
Mysterious Lady.'

—
An

C[

LOST

exciting,

in

dramatic adventure

—

all

true

ARCTIC

the

(^B-r-r-r-r-r Facts

YOU'LL

believe in Santa Claus after
You'll beseeing Lost in the Arctic.
Because this picture
lieve in anything.

an exciting,

is

and yet

it

all

is

true.

dramatic
It

is

adventure

a great record of

Arctic exploration by a father and son named,
While it is one
appropriately enough, Snow.
of those educational-travelogue films, I think you
will enjoy it more than many melodramas; and
at the same time you will have that smug feeling that you are seeing something that will do
you some good.
The stars are all natural actors the prince of
whales, eighty tons of him: Polar (Negri?), a
handsome white bear; Mr., Mrs., and all the
little Walruses; and the makings of a million
Only a hard-hearted girl could
seal-skin coats.
ever sport seal-skin again after watching these
(Most girls prefer
untrained seals at play.
Menace is provided by Old
mink, anyway.)
Man Ice. But the serious purpose of this expedition was to solve the mystery of the four
missing men of the Stefansson Arctic Expedition
The solving of this mystery
of ten years ago.
is more thrilling than any studio solution you
ever saw. Lost in the Arctic is a truly valuable
contribution to the library of significant films.
And at this time when the eyes of the world
are focussed on the Arctic it is an amazing
experience to be escorted into the land of mysand without getting
terious ice in comfort

'
<r

—

C[

a handsome
bear provides

The capture

oj

white polar
one of the

thrills

of

'Lost

the Arctic.'

in

—

cold feet.

C[

The

biggest noise the underworld has

made

yet

THE RACKET
(\Hold Your Ears:
"n^his
yet.

is

made
Thomas

the biggest noise the underworld has

And

Meighan

it isn't

is

billed

a

sound picture,
as

either.

the star but don't

let

him

This
It is Louis Wolheim's picture.
you.
charming, gentle fellow can always be counted on to provide innocent merriment in the way of arson, mayhem,
murder and just plain fun. As Nick Scarsi he is one
of the most lovable men it has ever been my pleasure to
fool

—

meet in an evening among the movies. He is just the
everybody wants scars
sweetest villain of the season
from Scarsi.
The Kac\et was a small sensation on Broadway. I be-

—

Tom Meighan as
lieve it is even better as a picture.
Captain McQuigg is a fighting Irish police captain in a
Each is
feud with the underworld boss, Nick Scarsi.
resolved to 'get' the other.

Whose end

you'll

It is

a battle to the bitter end.

have to find out.

I

wouldn't deprive

—

you of the pleasure of seeing who laughs last whoever
shoots first, is the answer. Meighan as McQuigg is better
He acts interested,
than he has been in a long time.

which is practically a confession that he likes his part.
Marie Prevost is the only girl. In her blonde wig she is
a tough luscious baby.
You might almost say this is a

—

without a grain of sex appeal the individual
players have plenty but they never distribute it. The action
centers around the efforts of two big men to kill each
picture

other and romance goes by the board, wherever that is.
John Darrow, a handsome newcomer, appears as a cub
reporter and for a while there you scent love scenes between him and Marie; but nothing happens. Marie, the

minx, swaggers off to
maintains its originality.

man who wrote

it,

conquests and The Kac\et
Barrett Cormack, the newspaper
his oaths and hellions. Wolheim

new

knows

grand.
If you think this isn't the best gosh-darned
picture you have seen in months then that proves you are
Excuse me if I seem
just a blankety-blank-blank-blank.
But what can you expect
to be getting a little rough.
They are putting
after all these underworld pictures?
is

ideas into our heads.
better like

it

too,

you

It's

all

right with

me, and you'd

so-and-so's!
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These darned debutantes

—

I

wish they'd grow up

1
.

OUR
(Trancing (T^aughters
(\Prancing Progeny.
is the Last Word
on that Younger Generation. If
could only depend on that.
Its moral apparently is
that the wages of sin is Johnny Mack Brown.
Two of
the Dancing Darlings want him and they both get him.
He makes Anita Page miserable and Joan Crawford blissful,
while Nils Asther does the same for Dorothy Sebastian. These
darned debutantes!
You see Johnny is just an old'fashioned boy from Alabam'
who believes that because Joan drinks and kisses and smokes and
stomps she must be a bad girl. Now he should have peered beneath the tinsel and uncovered the Real Girl in all her glory.
But he didn't, the poor sap. He took Anita at her face value
and married her, only to discover that under the glitter she was
That boy needed glasses. Fortunately Eddie Nugent
a sham.
is there to cheer everybody up a little.
Eddie does nobly as a
young-man-about-picture, gathering laughs and kisses while he
may and emerging, on the whole, as an expert and engaging
comedian on his very first picture inside the set.
He used to
rustle props outside.
Joan Crawford sports a new bob, and a lot
of vivacity to go with it.
I like to see Joan as the arrogant
But now she has risen to
alarmer, not as the humble heroine.
heroine heights and I suppose I must expect the best of her.
Neither do I like the gowns that the Dancing Trio are made to
wear. They look as if they were by Sears-Roebuck out of catalogue.
But what a mood I'm in, to be sure! That's what this
Younger Generation does to me! I wish they'd grow up.

T

y\< NJHis
we

<C

You

can't beat

HOT
NEWS
(J Or, Sizzling Scoops.

Hot

News clicks. It is all about the newsreel
camera-men, and clicking is their business. It's'
all very light and breezy
and it can't help

—

being breezy, either, for some of the exciting
action takes place on the Goddess of Liberty's head. Somebody should give that little girl a new hat. Bebe Daniels
44

Bebe

at

Dorothy Sebastian and Joan
Crawford two of the dancing darlings in 'Our Danc-

—

ing Daughters.'

her best

plays the brave little daughter of a newsreel boss.
She
wants to be a camera-girl. Dad is willing but his star
camera reporter, appointed to teach Bebe the tricks of the
trade, can't be bothered, and he is fired
no, he quits. He
was an old crank, anyway. So it is up to Bebe to put it
over all by herself. And you know Bebe. She scoops her
father's former star on every occasion
and adds insult
to injury by making him like it and love her.
You can't
beat Bebe at her best.
She is a brunette Marion Davies
or Marion is a blonde Bebe Daniels; it doesn't much
matter because the girls are good friends.
Director Clarence Badger has injected considerable esprit into the
proceedings, and there's nothing like a little esprit to put
a comedy over. The high spot is an acrobatic apache dance
between Bebe and boy-friend Neil Hamilton.
It has a
little to do with the plot and a lot to do with laughs.
While Bebe and Neil are falling down on their fandangos

—

—

—

—

their audiences are falling off their chairs in mirth.

Be-

and her nice leading man, there is
Paul Lukas, one of those villains you love to hate. He is
an artist at pantomime and I would like to make a date to
see the next picture he is in, right now.
Don't all ask
sides the lovable star

me

at once.

!

(J

With Ramon

noblest

?<[ovarro,

young Roman-ticist of them

all

XORBIDDEN
You'll
drink

;

like

it.

Just a long cool
that old hokum

Q^ The

Student Prince
,

.

—

—

in lonely lodge, filmy negligee and two little slippers
by the fire; smouldering eyes gazing into tearful eyes and
Novarro and
for everything.
a kiss or two to make up

for

two

—

—

are such darlings you will like Forbidden Hours
whatever you may think of the trivial story. What does

Adoree

C[7^o danger of

silly thing like an original story matter,
anyway, when Renee curls up her cunning
mouth and wrinkles her delightful nose,
and Ramon puts on his intense look and a most becoming
uniform? He plays another young prince more human
than Karl Heinrich who falls in love with a French girl.

a

.

Old tlOkum.

out of
in
bucket but it has Ramon Novarro at his easy, careless, charming best the
It has Renee
noblest young Roman-ticist of them all.
Adoree, surely the most delectable French pastry ever
upset canoe, supper
concocted. It has rollicking romance

—

OURS

this

—

—

He's a spoiled youngster but for the first time in his life
he encounters something he can't have.
Mile. Adoree
keeps him on tenter-hooks and if you have never been on
tenter-hooks yourself you cannot possibly imagine how
Ramon feels until along about the fifth reel Renee and
the director relent and let him have his own way.

game being

—

called

on account of rain

WARMING UP
aj^ s/n^ake me

(\Play B-a-a-a-a-l-l

out to the ball game! Take
with the crowd!" Oh, come on.

I

all right,

then.

If that's

the

me

out

Well,

way you

feel

about it, you don't have to. Who wants
to go to an old ball-game anyway, and buck the
crowds, and get stepped on, and everything, when
she can go into the nearest theatre and find all the
fun without any of the usual discomforts?
Take
along a bag of peanuts and hunt up Warming Up.
No danger of this game being called on account of
rain.
You can sit there in your comfortable orchestra chair, or your loge chair, if you choose to be
snooty, and sit back and let yourself go.
You can
even cheer if you want to and make wise-cracks
about the umpire and your little voice will be lost
^Warming Up isn't
in the general jumble of sound.
Don't get the wrong impression.
It's a
a Talker.

—

—

The crowds of baseball fans in the picture
howl themselves hoarse. They save you the trouble.
None of the principal characters speak, which is just
as well, as their voices might be unheard in the din
made by the professional noise-makers. It's all a
Yeller.

lot

of fun.

Richard Dix plays Bee-line, a ball-player
pretty

as

diamond.

a

pitcher

—and

He's just a rookie

also

handsome

when

who
off

is

the

the picture opens

and the old-timers make it hard for him; but trust
Richard to put it over and win the game for dear
Warming Up is one conI mean Yanks.
old Yale
as exhilarating and American as
tinuous ball-game
Of course there is a pretty romance runit can be.
ning through -can you imagine a Dix picture without
This time Jean Arthur is on the receiving
kisses?
end, and she is one of the most charming young

—

—

—

kissees
<£

Richard Dix and ]ean
Arthur in the baseball
picture, "Warming Up.'

who

ever officiated in a

Dix

film.

Jean

is

winsome; she neither looks nor acts like the regulaShe's a Nice Girl
but she has
tion movie heroine.
her moments.

—
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({The First

S

100%

Talker

write

that in your

memory boo\s

NEW YORK

of

if

¥

of the late and comic Eddie,

knows

his

was chosen
Broadway show-shop. Wise

to direct,
to

all

and he
ways

the

of melodrama, he has ordered dialogue for his picture
which, while not brilliant, seems to belong. Sophisticated
patter would be as out of place in this show as Hamlet's

Soliloquy in an Our Gang Comedy.
What a come-back for the cast! You haven't been
hearing so much these days of Cullen Landis, or Wheeler'
Oakman, or Mary Carr or Gladys Brockwell or Eugene

But you will from now on. They have' voices,
and they know how to use them. Landis, who certainly
never made a big hit with me while he was a dumb actor,
emerges as an ingratiating young man with a southern
drawl.
He is now one of our most eligible leading men.
Oakman becomes once more a pungent personality. Miss
Brockwell plays one of those deserted-sweetie roles for all
she is worth
and Gladys is worth a lot to the Talkers.
Mary Carr, the Mother Woman, has the youngest voice
in the cast.
Just one surprise after another.
The novelty of Lights of J^ew Tor\ puts it over. The
story is one of the old, juicy variety, dripping with hams
and haws-haws. It's all about a boy with a good heart
but poor logic who buys a bootleggers' rendezvous thinking
Naturally he gets trimmed. But he
it is a barber shop.
has a good mother, Mary Carr; and a faithful sweetheart,
Helene Costello; and virtue is allowed to triumph, after a
particularly nice murder.
This shooting scene is by far
the best thing about this picture. The murdered man no,
I wont tell you who he is, so stop nagging
is deposited
in the barber's chair and given a shave to deceive the
detectives who are hanging around.
Just as you think all
is undiscovered, the body begins to slump slowly out of the
chair and crumple up on the floor.
I love that scene.
Worthy of De Maupassant well, anyway, of Conan
Pallette.

—

C[

Mary Carr

is

the

mother and

Cullen

Landis plays her son
in 'Lights of New York.'

^ome day

going to find itself a
museum piece. It will be historical if not hysterical.
It is the First One Hundred Percent All-Talker.
this

little

picture

is

Write that in your memorybooks. One hundred
years or so from today your great'great-grand'daughter,
the nosey thing, is going to dust off that old 1928 diary
and come

'Tonight went to see the first Talker.
For a new-fangled contraption it ain't isn't so bad.
But next time I go to one of the. durn-fool things I'm
going to wear my ear-muffs.'
across:

—

—

These Talkers are teaching movie audiences manners.

The way
breaths

dramas.

the customers at Lights of Js[ew Tor\ hold their
a revelation.
Here is not one of your arty
Nothing subtle about this show. Bryan Foy, son

is

G(

An

—

—

—

Doyle.
Lights of J^lew Yor\ is in for a tremendous vogue.
It
has the punch that brings people in to see prize-fights, sidegentleshows, and circuses. It's crude but it crashes.
man from the Broadway stage, Robert Elliott, invests the
He is a good
role of a detective with some significance.
example of the kind of stage-and-screen personalities the
movies will demand from now on.

A

airy trifle that seems important

BEAU BROADWAY
(\Beau
HY

I always fall for these supposedly
inconsequential
little
pictures?
Fd
rather not know.
But I enjoyed Beau Broadway in spite of the fact that it doesn't mean
a thing.
Malcolm St. Clair has taken this airy trifle and
invested it with something approaching importance. What
a deft director he is!
And what a cast he has to work
with Lew Cody, Sue Carol, Aileen Pringle, Hugh Trevor,
and the priceless Kit Guard. It's a comedy of cross puris

it

light,

—

poses,

with Aileen on Lew's

cross about

46

it

all.

trail,

Lew on

Sue's,

I'm sure you'll like Hugh.

and Hugh
Sue Carol

Zest.
Sue has
is the only girl who will ever say No to him.
her heart set on Lew, playing her guardian. And when

Sue has her little heart set on any man he is as good as
won. She is an irresistible bit of fluff a Clara Bow who
Lew Cody makes a splendid impreshas been to college.
sion as the somewhat harassed sportsman and prize-fight
promoter who takes his duties as an adopted daddy so
seriously that he poses as a church worker and model
man. Aileen is present to give the show away presumably
I can promise you a good time.
to Sue.

—

—

hof

ne

verley, took it
granted that Hart
invented them; so
today it is almost

for

Jack Donahue,

it

had
that

im-

According to the adMarilyn

possible to use a triple

vertisements,

rhyme without having
somebody say, 'That's
like Larry Hart/ That

Miller

what

weapon

Seymour

we

did the ensembles.

men
who

there

That was in
But we saw
Rosalie with our doctor, who timed us and
informed us that Marilyn affected neither our
pulse
beat
nor our
blood pressure. Maybe,
as you get older, it
doesn't bother you. So
we have heard, and
for all we know, we
pulses.
Sally.

—

Hart.

But when Hart picks
theme and sticks to
and is willing to
it,
a

recognize that English,
occasionally uses monosyllables, he has few
instances,

you such fetching numbers as 'Mancite

hattan,'

'April

may

Fool,'

now come

that saying.

it

dances better than ever

—

man

that

was

of his friends

was

it's

by Wodehouse
and Ira Gershwin;

lyrics
Photograph by White
<£

Mae West and

Curtis Coo\'

sey in a scene from

'Diamond

of Broadway's
gest successes.
Lil,'

one

even his lyrics could
be killed by bad tunes.
What Mr. Hart answered was
that Rodgers was plenty good enough for him.
Well, time passed and Master Rodgers has certainly
a sucker out of those who predicted he would come
to No Good End.
Year by year, he has gone along,
sticking to tunes and letting the rhymes fall where they
would, on the ultima or the antepenult.
And year by
year his tunes have grown more deft, more charming,
more insinuating, untilhe emerges today as the peer of
any of 'em. And those who began by knocking are today
singing a different tune
one by Rodgers.

scenes

big-

—

Rosalie
Mr. Florenz Ziegfeld has three shows

current, but so
are, howbeen able to see only Rosalie.
For Rosalie has in
ever, quite willing to attend again.

We

by Joseph Ur-

ban.

The whole

done

in

taste

thing

that sense of
and color that

Ziegfeld has taught us to expect from him.

And

Jack

Donahue.

The

made

we have

straight

for this
worth it.
Music by Gershwin
and Romberg; book by
McGuire and Bolton:

went on, his fortune
would be made. But

far

a

Five-fifty

to

with a good
tunesmith. Then, they

like

for him.

one, but

jus

up

tie

when

that

Miller dances
him,
she
just

with
seems

broke,

Master
t an
incubus about the neck
of Hart.
What Hart
was advised by many
opinion

well

so

Miss

was the general

Rodgers

is

again.

else

He is funny if ever a
man was.
And he

to

Master
case
of
Richard Rodgers, who
composes the music for
the firm. When Garfirst

Donahue

But

something

the

ric\ Gaieties

be a horrible ex-

ample of the truth of

'Mountain Greenery,'
'My Heart Stood Still"
and 'You Took Advantage of Me.'

We

is

seems to us that
was a time when
Marilyn stirred our

many trick
with a little
rhymes
more sense to 'em as

As

No,
no

There

It

just as

superiors.

who

Felix,

second.

writing lyrics
can give you

—

it?

runs
away
with all the honors,
and nobody is even
second.
Well, maybe

he's third.

we

of

Donahue

of rewrite articles
like this about it. But
the fact remains that
there are half-a-dozen

other
venge,

the

in

we would

but,

inquire,

must

it

also

is

show,

be ad'
mitted, a lot of us notso-well-known lyricists
pretty sore; lacking any
gets,

one

of the grandest clowns
of our time.

A

Silent

House

itself particularly to the Talkers is The
didn't strike us as being too good in its
legitimate form, but that was because we felt it hadn't

play lending

Silent House.

It

But the ingredients of a band of
mysterious Chinamen, the handsome hero and heroine, the
silly-ass Englishman, murder, poison, torture, the will and
its hintings at buried treasure, are all there, and, given to
somebody like Leni, should emerge as a corking film. Even
in its straight play form it was good enough for the audience to warn the hero of his danger every time a furtive
hand, armed with a pistol, pointed itself at his back.
realized its possibilities.

Which was

often.
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'Fleetwing' features Barry

C[

Norton and intense lovemaking in desert scenes

/CREENPLAYS
Reviewed

FLEETWING

If

you

of real beauty.

By Rosa

like tea in the

Reilly

garden, old thing, by

means

all

don't overlook this one.

ID

ASSIONATE music,

please.

Here comes the Sheik!

And Fleetwing, white stallion. And a machine gun.
To say nothing of a beautiful maiden just saved

from the slave market.
Barry Norton, Ben Bard and Dorothy Janis as the hero,
the
heavy and the
fragile maiden respect'
in the nick of time

the

a theory of mine that as

buggy whip

producers don't believe

it.

action

and

love'making

tense

scenes

desert

of

in'

the

be

pretend.

to

present
film

are

congratulated.

It

is!

The

drinking bouts and pet'
ting parties .are staged
in such a sibling manner that it makes you
wonder if you're not missing something.
But, mind you, I'm not advising you to

to be!

of

show up

really brought
out a hot number. Pic
tures that only pretend
to be bad are terrible.
But this one doesn't

who hope

celluloid

decides

They've

women

The moral

then a

producer

to

Also those girls
about to be married!

little

forgotten,

new
In
the
Road House, they

please notice!

those

is

".

HUSBANDS FOR
RENT

And

it

now and

generation.

in
real

beauty.

Married

lurks behind

But movie
They've forgotten their own
flaming youth, and be'
cause
every

with Fleetwing.

Peppy

much danger

as behind the speedometer.

honors

share

ively,

ROAD HOUSE
It's

this

passion-

you know is
C[ Sam
Hardy and Eleanor
from an animal you don't
Board-man in 'Diamond
know. In other words: Stick to the man
try to find out.
Handcuffs,' a powerful picture about a magnificent
you've got. Don't switch partners!
This movie deals with a small-town
gem.
father, Lionel Barrymore, who is a "force
Helene Costello, Kathryn Perry, Owen
Moore, and two funny clowns, Claude Gillingwater and
for good," in public, and a fast stepping papa in private.
Arthur Hoyt, are all mixed up in this pseudo-swanky bit
He lets his son, Warren Burke, do pretty much as he
And Warren ends up by getting involved with a
pleases.
of English comedy, where monocled gents, Rolls Royces
bunch of gangsters and an underworld vamp, Marta Alba.
and trifling women all swim around in an exalted, syn'
ctte

is

that a bite from a dog

better than rabies

thetic British

atmosphere.

Kay

Briant

is

also present.

—
A

one hundred percent sex picture,
with a climax- making one hundred and

—

one.

DIAMOND HANDCUFFS
Diamond,
diamond?
That's the

diamond,

/ho's

got

the

new movie game

that

Mr.

MetrcGoldwyn'Mayer
rage in 1928 film

has

made

all

the

But I'm not

circles.

you want

to engage in this
not like Old Maids or
Flinch. And even penny a point bridge
and no limit stud poker would seem
so sure that

pastime.

It's

weak beside

this

diamond

racket.

The

point of the game is to try to
get the magnificent diamond called "The
Shah." Eleanor Boardman a gangster's
lady friend starts a bloody battle between gunmen and
police before it reaches her possession.
But like everything else earned with frail flesh and

—

—

instead

C[

of hard work,, the jewel slips out of Eleanor's

in

pretty fingers and finds its way back to the first girl who
owned it a primitive South African, of dusky skin. But
even she can't hold it. Her avarice brings her nothing but

—

death.
rolls

And

into

Kathryn Perry, Owen
Moore and Helene Costello are all mixed up
a

comedy

called

'Husbands for Rent.'

numb hand,
crushed into worthlessness

the fateful stone slips out of her

the gutter,

and

is

beneath the wheels of a truck.
Gwen Lee, the married woman,
This picture burns.
Conrad Nagel, the husband, John Roche, the boy friend.
Lena Malena, the South African, Sam Hardy, the gangster,
and Eleanor Boardman all seem whipped to high passion

by the tremendous

direction of John

McCarthy.

A

powerful picture!

UNITED STATES SMITH
Eddie Gribbon is not a Launcelot in figure nor a Chester'
field in manners.
But he brings to the screen what Jack
Dempsey brought to the ring a fighting quality, a certain
animal punch. And you'd be surprised how the
very, very refined ladies eat it up.
In United States Smith, Gribbon has a chance
really to show what he can do as a hard'boiled
marine. And he does plenty. In fact, if there's

—

of melodrama or comedy or hokum that
There's
I don't know what it is.
sentiment and humor and flag-waving, and to
finish up, a prize fight.
Eddie wins the fight, but his rival, an army
corporal, played by Kenneth Harlan, gets the

any

bit

he leaves out

And

Eddie is left behind with Mickey Benhe has adopted as a marine mascot.
This picture has more real action and humor
in it than any I've seen in a long while. Although
it seems a man's pictur.e, every member of the
Harlan may get the girl.
family will enjoy it.
But Gribbon gets the audience.
Mickey Bennett, the juvenile, makes a great
girl.

nett, the kid

hit.

SOULS AFLAME
People who live in cities and large towns never
seem to realize just how true mountaineers live.
Down in West Virginia, not twelve miles from
my home town, there are folks who never saw
High up
a railroad train or even a street car.
in the mountains they drag out a meagre existence. Their only way of earning a living is by

summer, holly in winter, fish
and firewood in the fall. Many times
the women walk as much as twenty miles over
selling berries in

in spring,

almost impassable trails to the Mission to learn
to care for their babies. The only infantile
food they understand is corn pone and bacon
Few of them can read or write. And
rind.
none has any idea of religion except a frighten-

how

H Warren
a

Bv.r\e

sizzling

House'

and Kay Briant

new

really

in

'Road
a hot number.
picture,

ing superstitious belief

(Continued on page 92)

Q Keep

Your Eyes

on this

Comedy

She

Girl.

May

Grow Up to Be a
Big Art and
Emotion Woman.

C[

Hal Roach hired
little
Marion to
support his two
come'
Stan Law
and Oliver

great,

big

dians,
rel

Hardy

—

the

brutes!

CLOWNETTE
of the
(l[

Picture Circus

Keep right on smiling, Marion. Remember that Gloria Swanson, Marie
Prevost and Phyllis Haver started
in slapstic\,

too.

piquant, small,

T

hardly enough of Marion Byron
to convince you of her proximity, were
it not for her large, expressive eyes, plus
delicious portions of that elusive, ethereal
quality known these days and hereabouts as

about

1

Hal Roach, the Columbus of the
on a world voyage of dis'
covery, accompanied by his beautiful young wife.
screen, set out

principal reason for the tour, or at least, one
of the most important, was to be a search for a

For

Roach fun factory had
52

realized

their

in

This

of

the

need of a

days

in

high

—

—

The

of feminine screen player.
quite some time, the executives

your sophomore

Roach, who has probably discovered as much
high calibre screen material as any other comedy producer, persuaded his aides to permit
him, during his trip around the globe, to keep
his eye peeled for the elusive type needed.
And here's the joke of it all he returned
as far as New York without having even been

fall,

new type

during

school.

"personality.

comedy

devilish leading lady,

—

xjheres

Last

somewhat

you know, the
of a distinct type of appeal
sort of girl your mother was a bit dubious

little

doesn't
poems.
spires

Byron
write

She
'em.

in'

danger of making

the

desired

discovery.

enroute home, he
chanced to be present at a screening of Steam'
{Com. on page 84)
boat Bill, Jr., and was

While

in

the

metropolis,

1

HARLES 'BUDDY' ROGERS

has been

adopted as America's Boy Friend.

Twenty-One

is

his next picture.

Just

have lured Al Jolson from
THE Talkers
once more. He
doing
stage

The Singing

is

Fool.

Photograph by Elmer Fryer
SMfHUHD?

the

his stuff in

ILVER
Threads
Collect the

Gold

Mary Astor

all

dolled up li\e

Astor's

pet

daughter.

Marie Prevost
has so much
'come hither'
her magin
glances
netic
that all the

compasses on
Pacific

the

point to Marie

instead
minding

own

o f
their

business.

Q All's
arling,
i

'

cuties.

ment

I

Fair in Love.

am growing

blonde," sing the camera

They
but

usually have pretty good judgthey certainly are getting light-

headed over this hair business.
Women all over the country are letting the much-desired
white hair show. At last Art has triumphed over Youth
and happy is the lover who can boast a light hair on his

The

coat collar.
Bebe Daniels

—

we

take

it

\now

you. You're

off,

our

favorite

tive

volcano.

ac

real molasses blonde

is

the color they're

—

and
stuck on, Laura La Plante's color
there you go
Laura is dyeing her hair
dark to play in Show Boat. She's the

—

and being exceptional
Laura's Mississippi.

exception,

down

is

right
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Janet

Gaynor,

painted from life
by Fran\ VJallis
for the publicity
office
Films.

of Fox
She has

arrived when
she

'sits'

to

a

painter.

However, the editor seems to
is in any way unique.
think that my experiences since coming over to New York
and taking on the work may be of interest, so here goes.
Of course, I had been to New York several times before
tion

By Harry Blair
Winner

of the position in the Fox publicity office
offered by Screenland in a recent contest

"TT ^
-

-A

verybody wins
to

don't

feel

66

in

with it a job in the pubdepartment of the Fox Film Corporation, my situacontest,

licity

that

which

some time in his life,"
from The Crowd.
So I
winning the Screenland

a contest

quote a caption

carries

my life but I didn't realize its vastness and bewildering
beauty until I really came to make my home within the
narrow confines of 'The $24 Island,' to quote from another
movie.
Fortunately, I have lived right in the heart of
things and so, in the short time I have been here have
in

learned to know the seamy side of New York life, as well
as the bright side that Broadway flaunts so brazenly.
It's
all very exciting
and educational, I assure you.

—

Have you ever been in a
newspaper office with its clattering

jangling

typewriters,

tele-

phones and paper-strewn floor?
If so, you have a fair idea of
what the publicity department
of a large motion picture company is like. It was in such an
atmosphere that I found myself
a few weeks after receiving the
telegram from Screenland
Magazine announcing that I had
been accepted as winner of the
The first few weeks
contest.

were awful; I didn't know anyone and there seemed nothing
for me to do; I was given a
desk over in the corner, out of
everybody's road and, altogether,
felt pretty much like the proverbial fifth wheel.
To make
matters worse, a change had
been made in the position of
Publicity and Advertising Director and a new man was
momentarily expected to take
charge of things.
Everybody
was worried and upset, of
course. Well, they needn't have
been, for it turned out that the

new
is

director,

a very fine

He knows

Glendon Allvine,
to work for.

man

his

job

which means that

thoroughly
his subordi-

nates are, in turn, always learning something from him. Better

Mic\ Stuart and Sally Phipps posing in
7<[ew Tor\ for Harry Blair, for a picture

for

the

publicity

office.

would be hard to get. 'Glen' Allvine has had
long experience as press agent for many of the big productions,
including The Ten Commandments. He once set the whole town
of New York talking when he pulled off the idea of projecting
that film on the exterior of the theatre during the period of darkness that resulted during the
recent eclipse of the sun.
Creative, dynamic, full of
original ideas and the courage to put them over that
training in this field

—

partially

Glendon
of the Fox Film

describes

Allvine, chief

Corporation publicity staff.
Eventually, I found myself
getting

the

into

swing

of

things and, before very long,

was

writing

brief

articles

papers.
to

Then

synopses
for
I

the

and
trade

was assigned

contact the trade papers

and out of town fan magabetween times,
prepare press sheets on some

zines and, in
C[

Margaret

Hew

Mann

visited

Tor\ during

the

run of 'Four Sons,' her
great success.

'

Harry Blair, the |
young man who
has f ound his

of the

work.

that a

here,

new
I

had

pictures.

better

Right
explain

(Cont. on page 86)
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hatter

from
since Irene
Castle started it
all
has a girl's

C[ "Hot

By Martin Martin

caused

bob

much

so

comment.

Mary Pic\ford
her

sacrificed

HOLLYWOOD

curls in the cause

has gone Talking Picture cra2y
During my seven years as a writer here,
involving daily contact with the people of
the screen, I have never seen a period of

;

and betand she

of bigger
ter parts,

wants

\now

to

how you

li\e the

effect.

greater turmoil.

Whatever comes

of

it,

it

has jogged us out of our

ruts.

Louis
son

I

way

who

Wolheim,

happens to be the
talked

part of

last per'

ment

"The

to, says:

the public has seized

upon the

talking pictures

certainly

no compliment to

Van

Dyke's equip-

a movietone recording outfit which will bring
back in celluloid the roars

is

is

of lions, the chattering of
monkeys, the screams of
rare birds and the monotonous reverberation of

the producers of the silent

drama. If the product had
been good the hegira would
not have been so complete."
The screen had been cry

African tom-toms.
D. W. Griffith, looking
closer to home, tells me

ing for a novelty. Every
one is agreed on that. Jack
Warner hooted the word
•

eagerly of his plans to film
homey chirrup of cric-

the

ing pictures, though.
the
tre,

where talking pictures

are being shown.

not

without

He

pride

rise of 19 points in

and other night sounds in
Kentucky where he hopes

Jack

me to try and get into
Warner Brothers Thea-

tells

Woman

There

is

Ted

the

in

talk

his

picture

last

Conquest, but that
contract
gave
Jack

there,
his

although Fox is straining every nerve to catch up
and every company in Hollywood is making preparation for the new type of

Warner

ers,'

first

right

to his

voice on the screen. Other
players in the same picture
will talk,

however.

Out at Universal Uncle
Carl Laemmle has ordered

films.
I
look
forward with
keenest anticipation to the
first mystery story done in
sound. Paul Leni, Univer-

the

construction

sound-proof
C[

sal director, who has been
the most successful to date
in transposing the mystery

The grand little girl and the grand old
man of the movies meet at the studio

—

.

Clara

Bow and Theodore

good

troupers.

Clair

and

Roberts, both
Directors Malcolm St.
Marshall l^eilan are loo\ing on.

tea to visiting celebrities,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, never far behind, is despatching W. S. Van Dyke, the man who made White Shadows

passe here) to test for vibrations
for the sound-proof buildings.

Trader Horn.

And

four

At Metro-Goldwyn'

of the

film

of

stages.

Mayer, the beautiful stretch
of
lawn
where Aileen
Pringle was wont to serve

melodrama, believes that the
new medium will prove the key to the long-sought method
of making a satisfactory picture out of this type of story.
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will

United
that
Barrymore to

Artists wish

command-

South Seas, to Africa to

rumored

it

Bro-

ing position with respect to
the particular field of 'talk-

in the

Lewis, Fannie Brice

make talking pictures for
Warner Brothers. (I hear

no doubt that

thers stands in a

finishes

and John Barrymore

Warner

Warner

Pioneer

he

after

The Love Song.

stock.

at this time

The

make

to

points
to

the barking of dogs

kets,

'novelty' as applied to talk'

is

being gouged out. for stages

new

They

Doug

kind.

are using seismographs

(earthquakes being quite
when laying foundations

Fairbanks won't talk in his next, The Iron

Man,

—

—

SCREENLAND
Mary won't talk either.
but there will be sound effects.
Charlie Chaplin is worrying about how to reconcile his
English accent with the bedraggled character of beloved
memories to screen fans. Jack Gilbert is literally champing
to talk in the films.
Jesse Lasky is going to take voice tests of all Paramount
players in the form of a novelty film, but I don't believe
he will release

it

when he

realizes that the public

then be hearing every voice at once.
stretching,

Curiosity

is

would
worth

you know.

Going a step farther than competitors Dr. Herbert
Kalmus of Technicolor already is in production with a

"I played in a talker long before that," says Henry
Duffy, a theatrical producer of Los Angeles.
Duffy and
two other men conceived the unique idea of standing
behind the screen of the old Bush Temple theater in
Chicago and speaking lines as the action flickered before
the audience. They got their cues from watching the

through the transparent sheet upon which the
Duffy says he spoke for hero, heroine
and heavy in the same picture. The novelty packed the
old Bush Temple for two weeks.
film actors

film

was thrown.

—

o

has been a month of rumors as might be expected
from the unsettled condition of the
colony. Some dismay is expressed here at
the report that John Considinc is going
to New York to pick a cast of stage
actors for Barrymore's picture, Conquest.
I
am greatly interested in another
rumor that Dolores del Rio instead of
Norma Talmad.ee will make The Darling
SflzZc,
(<]iliL Gods with Sessue Hayakawa as her
leading man.
It won't be her next picture, for Edwin
Carewe has bought an original story from
George Scarborough called Deported.
This is another Russian story, something
on the order of Resurrection.
Unless I am mistaken, however, Dolores
will make The Darling of the Gods after
she finishes Deported.
I was at a tea-party at her home before
she left for Europe. And what a lovely
home she has! The house is built about
a great sycamore, 400 years old. The tree
It

is

so

famous

fornia

have a name in Cali-

as to

history

—the

'hanging tree'

it

is

from the fact that several men
have been dangled * from its convenient
called

([How

a

Great

home.

Cecil

deMille

and

Cecilia,

dad's

who
latest

limbs.

Director loo\s at
deMille
with
Mrs.

Dolores and her mother
alone in this house
except for their servants,
but it is the mecca of her
many friends. She is one
of
the
most charming
hostesses in Hollywood.

three children
has a small part in her
their

picture,

Girl"; Catherine,

'The

live

Godless

and John.

feature-length color picture which will also have
sound effects. This will be The Thrall of Leif the
Luc\y, a Viking story. House Peters is in it.
Think of what color pictures would mean to
Mary Astor, Billie Dove and many other stars.
As for the Talkers, they have given a new lease
on life to many players. From the reports of a
single picture, the first 10 percent Vitaphone Talker,
Gladys Brockwell and Cullen Landis are eagerly
sought now. Their voices hit.

—o
You will be interested
know that Jackie
Coogan, now grown into

to

a youth,

is

rehearsing here

Hollywood

in

with

act

for a dance
his

Jackie's father

father.

was a clog

dancer in the days before

A

dozen times I've been in discussions

was the

first

talking

picture

—

I

as to

what

The

Vitaphone was thought of.
The most authentic claim to my knowledge comes
from Edmund Breese, a well-known character actor.
While we were both getting our hair cut, Breese
told me of writing and acting in a Talker more
than a score of years ago for the Edison company.
He thinks it was the first ever made.
The name of it was The Master Mind and it was
there before the

C[

is the smile that has helped ma\e
'The Collegians' such a popular series.

Here

belongs to Dorothy Gulliver, who
plays George Lewis' leading lady in
these films of youthful America.
It

memories don't deceive

us.

It

the time does fly!
yesterday that

seems

It

condensed version of a Broadway play. The synchronform ran six minutes on the screen, the voice coming
from an ordinary cylindrical phonograph record.
Breese
admits there wasn't much synchronization.

a

Kid.

How

mean way back

the wistful child, Jackie,
with a man's-size cap falling

down

was

the season's sensation.
saw a print of The

I

over one ear,

Kid run not long ago in
Our
a projection room.

was

a great picture

all right.

ized

Have you ever
Lasky's had an interesting life.
heard that he was among the first 100 men to reach Nome
Jesse
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tinent 74 times?
I
saw Buddy Rogers
making a talking picture.

month
was a
Rose, which
this

It

sequence for Abie's Irish
Paramount has recalled to the studio
for the addition of spoken dialogue.
Buddy seemed much the same unspoiled kid he used to be.
He had just
returned from Princeton where The
Sophomore was being made.
Since then, Paramount has announced
he will next do The Charm School, an
Alice Duer Miller story once made by

Wallace Reid.
It is becoming fashionable to remake
the stories that were successes. Richard
Dix is to do one, The Admirable Crichton by Sir James Barrie.
If you re
member, Tommy Meighan played the
resourceful butler in the original version
and Gloria Swanson was the spoiled

A

director's initiation.

new megaphone

to

Lina Basquette,

star,

Tay Garnett when he

wor\ on

—

A

Those familiar with the story of
Woman of
which Greta Garbo will star in, say that
it is The Green Hat in thin disguise.
Michael
Arlen is credited as author of the story.
Affairs,

Clarence

C[

girl.

his

first picture, 'Celebrity,' while Robert Armstrong, leading man,
incidentally, Una's fiance
Peverell lAarley, cinematographer
and an assistant cheer.

—

society

presents a shiny

starts

Brown

is

to

direct.

I

ran

across

Carl Laem'

mle, presi'
dent of Uni-

versal Pic
and his

tures,

son

Carl

Junior.

((Fred Kohvillain of

ler,

many pic

so

tures,

real'

is

ly the mildest

man

in

—

the

world
as\
his
pretty
little

wife.

)C[

Ruth Taylor's grandmother loo\s young
enough to be her mother, while her
mother is often ta\en for her sister.
That gives Ruth two nice girls to pal
around with.

during the Alaskan gold
Or that he once

rush?

was

on a San Fran'
newspaper? Or that he was
at one time the leader of the
Royal Hawaiian band in Hone
a reporter

cisco

lulu?

Or

that his screen activities

have carried him across the con'
70

Clarence in an Oriental art shop in San
Francisco where he was buying a pair
of great brass lanterns for his home. He
told me of signing Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr. and Lewis Stone for roles in the
picture.

Lilac Time has done a lot for Gary Cooper.
It is generally conceded as his most successful picture, partly because Colleen Moore
was generous enough to allow much footage of Gary in the final print.
I roused out a Paramount official by phone just before writing this
letter and he tells me that Gary's next will be Wolf Song. Victor
Fleming is going to direct and that's all I could find out.
Here's an interesting item though.
Clara Bow is to make
another Elinor Glyn story. It will be Three ~Wee\ Ends. Neil
Hamilton has been assigned as her leading man and Chester
Conklin as a character comedian.
Ever since It, Paramount has eagerly scanned every Glyn
story for another vehicle for Clara.
It is also

a

month

of come-backs.

Kathlyn Williams, who disappeared from the films when she
accompanied her husband, Charles Eyton, to Paris, is to return
Single Man at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. This is a Lew
in

A

Cody

picture.

Another player long absent
form the screen is Virginia
Pearson, the statuesque vamp
of several Fox films in the
past. She has signed to play
in the same cast with Belle
Bennett for an independent

company.

The Girl From Chicago
Myrna Loy as a

established

valuable addition to the cast
of any crook play. Warners
is following up by featuring
her in Hard-Boiled Rosie, a

Vitaphone

picture.

by me on
Hollywood boulevard yesterday in a bright yellow coupe.
She is certainly a picturesque
type. I remember it was her

Myrna

Carol Lombard, Mac\
Sennett discovery, has
graduated into drama
but fortunately she
didn't forget to bring
her bathing-suit along.

slanting

tracted

sailed

eyes that first atthe attention of a

photographer here.
persuaded Warners' to
take a test of her and she
went under contract there
about the same time as Jane
portrait

He

It is a sure thing that Lewis
Stone will be much sought after
with the talking pictures coming

into vogue.
in

He was

a leading

man

Winton.

(Jane

Los Angeles for years.
Speaking of interesting

story of Victor

number of

lives,

the

McLaglen held

surprises for me.

yon, the scenarist.)

a

C[

over at F. B. O. So is Noah Beery.
in front of the hamburger stand
to do the lead opposite Seena Owen

is

met them both

there.

Tom

is

Last Haul and later will make the late James
Oliver Curwood's The Telloicbac\. Micky Neilan

in

The

The Last Haul.
in for some exciting screen adventures,
two pictures are Loves in the Desert and The

will direct

Noah
for his

—
—

Murray and his severest critics
Murray McQuaid up in arms
and William McQuaid. Jr. his ^rand-sons.

Charlie
Charles

bishop of Clermont.
Vic was in the English army
during the war, at one time serv
ing as provost marshall of Bagdad. He later became
a prize fighter, the champion of Canada, in fact.
His first pictures were made in England.

Tom Moore

back from

To

begin with he is the son of an
English clergyman. His father was

I

is

Europe, by the way, with
her husband, Charles Ken-

is

Red Sword. George Melford is going to direct.
made Valentino's famous picture, The Shei\.

He

—
—

And

that is about all I
except that I agree
with the title writer who
said: "The trouble with this
country is that too many
people are trying to have a
whale of a good time on a
sardine income."

know

Betty Bronson is living down
'Peter Pan."
After playing
opposite A! folson in "The
Singing Fool." she is off to
Europe to star in a great big

grown-up emotional

role.
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SAY-

Tbey

now that he's
we can talk about
all we want to, and

course,

Of

one,

C[

Mayor of T^ew Yor\,
front are Lupe Velez,
Dolores del Rio, Douglas Fairbanks, Louella
Parsons, Marion Davies, and Ethel Plan\. Second

'When Jimmy ~Wal\er,
visited

Hollywood!

In

Wampas
Lilac

meeting;

third

Time opening; and

the
fourth

at

in a little one-reel movie with
hp simply cannot do a
I
he
Colleen Moore vamping him.
Edwin Carewe, Samuel Goldwyn, Alan
row:
thing.
The only trouble is that
don't know yet why he didn't sign
Dwan, Charles Chaplin, John W. Considine, Sr.,
Hans Kraly, Mayor Walter, T^ate Stein, ]ohn W.
he said so many good things about
the ten-thousand-dollar-a-week con-'
Considine, Jr., James "Warner, Ernst Lubitsch,
us that we would be pretty pikery
tract offered him by Ned Marin at
and Peter Brady. Top, Henry King and Ro'
to say anything nasty about him
He
the First National luncheon.
land West.
behind his back. I mean, you may
told us he was on time because
have guessed, The Right Honor
he had heard that there really was
able Jimmy Walker.
He came, he saw, he conquered! going to be something on the table one could eat. There
First over at the First National Studios; second at a
Then he talked for about an hour and a half, and
was.

^—
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<

By Marion

of Hollywood

I'm telling you he was so interesting
I forgot to take exact note of his
good'looking clothes.
I hand it to
anyone who can talk for an hour and
a half and make it seem like five

Uncle Richard would have the right
to paddle him any one of these days
when he might need it. I wouldn't
vouch for the absolute truth of this
next, but they do say that the day after
he arrived the young fellow asked Richard how ~Moran of the Marines is coming along, and then gave it as his opinion
Reds\in, his uncle's next after Moran,

that

minutes! He did the same thing at
the Wampas meeting, and not only
that
he was five minutes early. He
must have liked us movie folks, be'
cause he was on time at the Lilac
Time opening, too. And what an
opening!
The Carthay Circle Theatre always does have a most inter'
esting opening, but at Lilac Time I
thought we simply never would be
able to get to the door of the theatre.
Cars and people were lined up for

—

and

blocks,

member

a sight

I

to be a pretty fine production,
considering that not only is it to be
made in natural colors, but also is to

Having used such good^
judgment in picking out an A-Number
One home, I'm inclined to think that
John Richard must be reasonably sure
of what he is speaking about!
be a Talker.

"

;

re
Then

will

for a long, long time.

we saw

after

was

it

ought

For three weeks I kept coming to the
Paramount Studios and wondering what
all the hammering and building up near
(You know, the
the FBO lot meant.
two back yards meet.) Nobody seemed
to understand what was going on, and

the picture, heard Con'

rad Nagel, Gary Cooper and Colleen
little
speeches, we saw the
movie of the mayor.
It was 'rich,
rare and racy,' and the hit of the
evening; and if I were John McCor'
mick, after all those vampire scenes
I certainly should keep a weather
eye on Colleen and the mayor of lit'
You know, they
tie old New York.
are not so slow from that Great

make

White Way,
*

He

either!
*

arrived

two weeks

in

ago,

*

Hollywood about
and he's the gent

who put

the 'Unc' in 'Uncle Richard
There is just ten pounds of

Dix.'

him

at the present writing,

Mom,

Josephine

Dix

named him John Richard

and

his

Compton,
so that his

C[

Ma\ing 'Horace
Hollywood,'

of

show'

ing Arthur La\e being vamped. Edward

Luddy

is

directing.

C[

Dita Parlo,

UFA

star,

will

be seen in 'Karl and Anna';
she will ma\e a hit, then
she will come to this counThat will be some'
try.

thing for next year's
magazine.

if

they did understand,

saying.

Then,

fast

as

no one was
anything,

it

was given out to a surprised Hollywood that Paramount is to have a broad'KNJX Paramount Pictures
casting station.

—Los

Mervyn Le Roy,
rector, ta\es

with
Moore.
tac\

di-

another
Colleen

Angeles Evening Express' will be
from the new building out to the
two big towers on the Paramount Ranch,
It is to be such a powerful
and then to you.
fourth largest on the Pacific Coast and
station
among the largest in the country that many of
you folks far from the picture colony will be able
to tune in and imagine yourselves looking out of
flashed

—

—
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SCREENLAND
the broadcast window on to the big permanent boat set,
the studio restaurant, the Venetian canals, and even over
to Mr. Smith, who guards the back gate from all intruders.
Hollywood seems to get nearer and nearer to the whole

world every single year!
*

*

The outlaw, Conway Tearle, and
these
frequently
rather
days. Two weeks ago he
told me that he has signed

*
I

have been meeting

perfect definition of the

word

'charming,' just be intro-

duced to Mrs. George Bancroft.
I was
always pretty
sure that George is a very smart fellow, but now that I
have met the wife he chose, I can say positively! It certainly was a pleasant day, and you can better believe that
I am going to take good care of that invitation to come
back soon, and to make it often.

When

back

ley

onto the legitimate stage
one play,
least
at
for
Mid-Channel. I met him

one

and
he told me that the show
was to open in San Fran-

the

away

his life

again

week

a

Mar-

from

return

no
Hollywood

vacations,

their

in

will be the least bit
hear
surprised
to

later,

announcement

that the

You can imagine my surprise, then, when I met

new

order

things has

of

days.

fourteen

in

cisco

to go

Lina Bas-

quette and Pev

changed it to Mr.
and Mrs. Peverell
Mar ley. With Lina
acting for Mr. C. B.
and with Pev having

him again yesterday, with
the opening of his show
only seven days away,
and he still here in Los

charge of all Mr.
C. B.'s camera work,

"Gosh," I said,
"You must be the original
memory kid! How can
you stay here in Los
Angeles and open up in
four-act stage play in
Angeles.

been

have

they

thrown together day
after day and ought
to be quite sure of

how

When are
days?
you going to rehearse,
and how can you learn a
seven

they feel about
hope it does

I

it.

happen, because
they make the cutest

part like that and have it
perfect for a critical public in these few remain-

couple imaginable!
*
*
* "
'

"

'

he practically

Peter Pan (cat),
standing on the walk
in front of the house
the other day, bris-

asked me. "I know the
thing backwards and forwards and could do it in

and the cause across
the street was quite

my

as

ing days?"
tie-less

"Learn

The

it?"

smiled.

You

sleep.

Marion,

confident,

Conway

know,

only played it
in New York with Ethel
Barrymore for two long
years."

tled

up

fit

alarming

to

to

kill,

me

I

Of

that break

course,

C[

Damita an d Ronald Colman
between scenes for 'The Rescue.'
But who vjants to be rescued?

Lily

after

changed the
subject pretty fast and asked him what he knew about
the rumor that Ethel is to do a Vitaphone for Warners.
He didn't know for sure, either, but from a few little
phrases he very casually let drop, it doesn't look as if it
I

will be a particularly, long time before
be working for the Talkers.

Conway

Tearle will

as

was

it

to

poor

Coming down

Peter.

walk on the other
was none other
than Fazil
(you
know, Charlie Farrell)
with a huge
the

side

—

—

This

much

know

—

basket in on>
hand, and a big over-

lunch

von Sternberg doesn't work
^
(Jeorge Bancroft all day long every single Sunday on the
Doc\s of Tiew Tor\ picture. Also, though Mai St. Clair
had worked Clara and Jimmie Hall on The Fleets In
untH midnight on Saturday, I do know for sure that he
didn't work them Sunday, either, because they were at
George's beach home Sunday, too.
Merna Kennedy and
Mrs. Kennedy were there, and later in the afternoon
Jesse Lasky Jr. dropped in.
Possibly you remember that

car

the big Bancroft fellow rented Norma Talmadge's gorgeous beach home, but have you heard that he and Mrs.
Bancroft enjoyed it so much that they have now had the
lawyers 'draw up the papers' and have bought it for their
very own? That is what has happened, and if you want

and hind quarters were almost trailing on the
haven't seen Charlie since to get the exact
'dope' on it, but I have been sort of figuring that maybe
the basket was full of some of Our Daily Bread, to play
a joke on Director Murnau. and maybe the hound is to
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I

Josef

grown
all-feet

all-head

pup under

other arm.

registered
hero's

fore

face,

he
at

canine's tail

ground.

I

the

Pain was

on our
and be-

reached
curb

the

and

(^Edmund Lowe
and his Swiss
bee-hound in

'Making

the

Grade.'

the
the

be taken away with them to their middle-west wheat
picture so that the

little

leading lady,

Mary Duncan,

field location for

will

the same

have someone to watch

over her every minute of the day and night.
%

%

%

—

1

never do a thing to help the movies along that is just 'if, of
course they certainly are doing plenty for the stage. I never heard of so many
movie folks ready to start rehearsing, already started or looking for material
Most of them have worked 'legitimate' in the good old days, and it
to start.
seems as if the going back is more or less to remind the producers what they
can do when it comes to speaking their lines. Here are a few I can think of
right off hand, who have either started or have a starting date all set: Estelle
Taylor, Jack Dempsey, Harrison Ford, Lois Wilson, Helen Ferguson, Conway
Tearle, Eugene O'Brien, Ian Keith. Ethel Clayton.
If the Talkers

—

I

—

met our old friend

that last

'at

the bank.'

J.

Warren Kerrigan

—

the other day
at the bank.
Note
a particularly deep impression

Meeting him there made

on me, because I realized, after talking with him, that he can go back into
pictures if he wants to, but if he doesn't want to, it is the last thing that he
It is the hardest thing on earth to save money while it is coming
has to do!
in fast for the day when it may not be coming in at all, and when you meet
a man like J. Warren who did know how to take care of it when it was coming
Maybe he will go back
in, it makes you sit up and take notice of yourself.
It just depends on how
into pictures some time, and again maybe he will not.
he feels. Gosh what a priceless independence to have, and how sweet must
be the days that he spends digging around in his garden, planting new seeds,
watching things grow, and, at sunset, at peace with the world!

—

CC

Edwina Booth appears to
have a wea\ bac\ but
otherwise we should say is
more or
all

less

—Doug,

the one
C. B. to

And
signs

pretty nearly

right.

mean

I

come over

—who

wants

to United."

all the talking, he
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

then, after

with

Mr. De Mille

will

produce a

of super- productions for

By

series

M-G-M

re-

he
have moved his entire personal
staff over to the Culver City Studio
where he will begin a modern story
produced on super-picture lines.
lease.

the time

you read

this

will

:Jc

be a great movie

star,

with a beautiful wife, a perfect

little

It's

C[

fine to

daughter, and a palace of a home on
top of a hill, but what good is it
going to do you if you have to leave
the home and fireside right in the
middle of the summer-time and go
up into the mountains with a staff
of writers to work like a dog" 'preparing?'
I simply have to weep for
Harold myself, because I know how

Director Victor Seastrom is directing Eva
Von Berne, the Viennese beauty, and
John Gilbert in 'The Mask of the Devil,'
and ]ohn seems to li\e it.

you think that United

dear to his heart the new house is, and what a marvelous
time he and Mildred are having getting the new roads put
in, the orchards planted, the grass seeded, and all that sort

who

of thing.

"Now

C. B. goes with M. G. M.
know, but he's going with United Artists."
if

'

"Oh,

I

"What makes

"Say,
Artists thing is settled?"
has even said definitely that he is leaving Producers
"Well, Doug Fairbanks is supposed to
Distributing?"
have bought Joe Schenck's interest in United Artists and
"Yes, and he's
is going to manage the studio himself."

when Sunday comes and you have to
new roller-skates in the closet and go to
Sunday meeting! But new stories have to be prepared, and
It's

like

put the shining

Harold has to leave

his

home, sweet home.
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Out Of
advanced

And

scientifically

thus

it

we

can

build

the

one."

concrete

is.

to use sound effects was
Being a baseball
Richard Dix.
Sound
picture it was a tricky thing to do in silence.
saved it from a possible flop and made it a knock-out at
And the popular Richard is now more
the box office.
popular than ever.

The

Paramount picture

first

Warming Up,

Abie's
while

In

songs

Continued from page 25

the SilenCe

starring

Irish Rose Nancy Carroll will
Buddy Rogers will accompany

sing

her

Irish

at

the

piano.
Jean Hersholt's voice will also be heard at several
Beggars of Life will have
dramatic points in the story.

is being erected for outside work
but nothing has yet been perfected to kill noise in an

portable set for sound

open

set.

"Sound
a novelty

is
is,

Anyone who

here to stay.
in

my

opinion, barking

it

to be

up the wrong

tree."

believes

The

first Metro picture to have sound effects will be
Baby, directed by Hobart Henley.
few songs will
be sung in this.

A

T^i'ze

The

Trial of

Ramon

picture.

Mary Dugan will be the first all-dialogue
Novarro, who is a rare musician, will sing

in his next picture.

sound

All Metro pictures will have at least

effects in future

United Artists

sound effects and
you will at last

are

hear what Wally

sound

voice

Beery's
for

like

to

going

is

sing

a

a

proof

-

stage, but whether
concrete or wood
has not yet been

is

he

building

hobo song. The
sound of a run-

decided

at

Writing.

Ground

away

has already been

freight
be

will

train

Western

and

Buddy

Varsity,

Rogers

broken, however,

a

In

too.

thrill,

this

Electric engineers

1

first star-

are directing the

you
will hear Buddy,
Brian,
Mary

work. The rec
ording stage will
be in the shape
of the letter T.
One part measures 73x99, the
other part 61x?3.
They are temporarily prepared

ring picture,

Conklin
and Phillips R.
Holmes in diaChester

logue.

A

statement

from Harry
Rapf, studio ex-

to

ecutive in charge

sound

of the sound picture unit for
Metro -Goldwyn-

before the combined
camera and sound recorder. The microphone does
not have to be near the camera nor too near the
players.
The Movietone truc\ carries the batteries.

organisation
well to the front in sound picture development.
this

their

new

"We

.

In fact,

studio will be the finest in the business.

are,

Mr.

of course, shooting in the dark," said

"We

have had no experience in this business to
have, however, engaged the finest engineers
available from the Western Electric and Victor Talking
Rapf.
guide

us.

We

Under

Machine Corporations.

their

proof recording studio 90x150 feet
the lot and, as
struction begins

is

direction

sound-

you see, is nearly half finished. The conbelow the earth's surface so as to eliminate

ground noises such as passing trucks,
and so on. The walls and roof are treated
all

ner as to be 100 percent sound-proof.
ther equipped with a

work

a

being constructed on

refrigerating

trains

blasting,

in such a

The

studio

man-

is

fur-

plant permitting the

comfort and for a longer period of time.
In the present sound-proof studios the actors can work

actors to

in

only a very few minutes

at

a

stretch.

Then

the studio

The Love Song.
Ground has been broken at Universal City

which

is

being installed.

main stage 60x100; a combined theatre and
room 3 5x50 and an apparatus section 73x53.

monitor
Sufficient

ground space has been allowed for expansion as

future requirements will demand.

The main

stage

is

of the truss type.

built of sound-insulating
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The

walls will be

material and the floors will be

insulated separately from the balance of the building to

obviate ground noises.

The

ceiling has

been especially de-

signed to prevent overhead sounds, such as heavy rain-

storms

and passing

airplanes.

A

will permit trucks to deliver props

sound-proof vestibule

and equipment

to the

studio without causing delay or noise.

The

theatre and monitor

room

an expert who
volume by a remote

will house

control system.

A

the

sub-units; a

intense heat of the incandescent lights.

permit the actor to talk and walk at the same time.

for

new sound-proof stage system
The first group consists of three

erection of Unit I in the

controls the microphone and sound

engineers have also completed a device that will

of

Velez, will sing in

doors have to be flung open for air and relief from the

"Our

care

effects
which will be
used
in
John
Barrymore's next
picture
Conquest, and Lupe

Edmund Lowe and Mary Astor

shows

Mayer,

take

The monitor hears only the recorded voice
though he may view the players through a plate glass
window. He is thus able to modify or enlarge the voices

SCREENLAND
or atmosphere sounds.

This monitor, by the way, or mixer, as Warner's call
him, is, in Robert Milton's opinion, to be one of the big
jobs under the

new

up with Mr. Kennedy.
Untouched amidst the upheaval

tie

regime.

A

monitor has to be an electrical engineer with musical
knowledge. So just anyone can't be a monitor. Also he
holds within his hands, all things being equal, the success
or failure of a sound picture. For this reason. He listens
If one is too loud or too thin he can enlarge
to the voices.
His is the hand that blends the atmospheric
or soften it.
sounds or musical accompaniment to suit the dialogue. If
his ear isn't true, think what inharmony he can create in

that is turning Hollywrong-side-out, Warner Brothers alone are merely
carrying on. The feverish excitement found in every other
studio in the industry finds them cool and determined to

wood

advance the gain they have by two years' experience. They
alone have their equipment and know what it will do.
They alone have their sound-proof stages, three of them,
their directors

and technicians

Their only problem

a picture.

On

companies will not be behind the times but no further
plans have been decided upon by Mr. Kennedy as yet.
It is rumored that the Radio Corporation of America will

the other hand, don't blame

wrong

him too much

if

every-

All of his careful work
can be ruined by a careless or ignorant operator. The
thing goes

in your theatre.

young man up in the
raise the

little

box where the picture unreels

And

have.

is

and going strong.
what they already
With these two years'
set

all

the perfecting of

they are hard

at

of priceless experience behind

it.

them

it is conceivable that
they will remain the leaders in the field, in volume of production at least, for some months.

can

Two

deuce with your

and nerves
by being in-

ears
just

famous
the
Eddie, came to
of

Warner

different.

versal pictures
now on the maror

ever

now

He

picture

director

the

business.

in

LoneLaughs.
some, the second

The

picture of the in-

directed,

new

first

all-

sound picture he

di-

l^lew

of

Dr. Paul
will have

rector,

is

the most ex-

perienced sound'

The

Man ..Who
teresting

hunshort

of

subjects.

synchronised,

also

made

dreds

Tom's
Cabin now will

and

since

has

Uncle

and

away

quietly

making will have
sound effects or
Even
dialogue.

be

He has
working

pictures.

been

the

in

to direct

two-reel sound

Uni-

Eighteen

ket

years ago
Foy, son

Bryan

now

is

Lights

Tor\,
turning

them away at the
In
Strand
Theatre
Show Boat you
in
New York.
will hear Laura
The second allHere is Madg Bellamy making
La Plante and
sound
dramatic
a Movietone s equence for her
latest picture.
Mother Knows
Joseph Schildfeature he is
Best/
and
in
kraut;
making now, is
\\
The Girl on the
T h e H o m e
r
Barge you will hear Jean Hersholt an'd Sally O'Neil.
Towners, and has in it an all-star cast of actors who have
appeared both on the stage and screen.
Doris Kenyon,
Samuel Goldwyn is sold on sound as an aid to dramatic
Gladys Brockwell, Robert Edeson, and Richard Bennett.
point in the story and from now on they will be used
in Goldwyn productions. Mr. Goldwyn does not, or did
Now! How are they made? Well, the technical side
not when I talked with him, think that an all sound picof this story has never been written.
So secretive are the
ture, I mean all dialogue with no silent parts, is practical
producers about their devices and patents that the laboraFejos,

dialogue.

1

:

or that

it

will

work out

public.

.

:

to the general satisfaction of the
-

-

.

Even the comedies are for it. Christie Studios are building a large sound-proof stage, but not a concrete one.
Sound effects and episodic dialogue will be used in all
Harold Lloyd will use
Christie pictures from now on.
sound

in his next picture.

First National is building a sound-proof stage and thirty
of their pictures will have episodic dialogue and musical

De

Mille and Pathe have no announcement to

make. These companies are under the management of the
banker-movie magnate Joseph P. Kennedy, and Mr. Ken-

nedy

is

izing

sound have been

laboratories

seems a

biding his time.

Temporary

facilities for

installed so that pictures

synchron-

from these

—they

are the

foolish

little

Waterloo of

when you

outsiders.

all

how

consider

It

safe their

A

invention is from the average mind.
highly specialized
engineer or an inventor along these lines might prove a
dangerous visitor, but from the lay mind well, their two-

—

million-dollar secret

the

synchronisation.
F. B. O.,

tories are locked and double-locked and if you can get a
peep inside their doors you are pretty good. An air of
mystery shrouds even the talking picture stages, but the

is

Warner

all

about.

work and

Brothers

The

that

is

rest

safe, that's all!
lot

I

am told that on
know what it

only three people

know

their

own

particular line of

all.

But the popular
the average person

The

is

side of the story
is

interested in,

is

entertaining

and

all

anyway.

inside of a sound-proof stage differs

from

a regular
77
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It is heavily pad'
stage in equipment only.
dcd with celotex to produce a uniform
sound and that in turn is padded with
The ceiling in addition to
lined burlap.
this provides a net work of tracks to accommodate heavy baffling curtains, used in

the

isolating

Universal
deadeners

subjects to
these

calls

'baffles,''

a

be photographed.
portable
sound

new word

in

cinema

naturally there

would

camera

men

have

little

portable

rooms heavily padded with a graduated
door which they close during the taking
The front of these camera
of a scene.
rooms is equipped with a pane of flawless
ground glass through which the scene is
'shot.'
This is imported from Germany and
takes six months to get because several
welds have to be made before a flawless one
1

completed.
In an up-to-date sound-proof stage the
floor is perfect, for every tiny sound records
and if anyone has a cold and coughs or
is

do the players feel about all this?
majority are for it strong.
very
few loathe the idea. But whether they are
for or against it, the subject of sound pictures is the main topic of conversation at
any gathering large or small. The beauty
of Lionel
Barrymore's voice and Alec
Francis' voice above the untrained voices
of the other members of The Lion and the
Mouse cast put everyone without stage experience in a panic.
Almost overnight an
army of voice teachers sprang into existence.
Sue Carol counted eighteen announcements that came to her in one week.
Many of them threatened that if she
didn't study with so and so, the only
worthy voice teacher in Hollywood, her
voice would soon be gone and her promising career over.
At least ten said practically the same thing.
Most of the stars
had the same experience.
What were they to do? What were they
to think?
Having had no experience at all with
voice teachers they didn't know a good one

sound alone. I believe that Bryan Foy
the only director in the business so far
who makes sound pictures alone.
It is said that by fall 1000 theatres in
America will be equipped for sound.
England is preparing rapidly but the continent very slowly. Only newsreels and pictures with sound effect and musical accompaniment alone can be shown in foreign
lands until they get around to making their
own sound pictures.
Just at this time
American producers are not thinking about
is

—

When

guided.
pretty well
The mistake they
usually make, however, is in thinking that
they can learn to sing or speak in a week
or two.
It can't be done.
Two interesting people I have heard
about are director Paul Sloane and his wife.
Mr. Sloane is taking six months of his time
and financing his own trip to New York
to study every method of sound picture

sound pictures made today will be marvelved at their crudity.
The mixer or monitor sits in his little

production of any importance now in ex'
It will set him back about $25,000.
but he feels that it will be worth many
His wife,
times that amount to his work.
long a student and teacher of voice production, is coming into her own in HollyShe already has Olive Borden.
wood.
Mary Brian, Carmel Myers. Sue Carol.

box aloft listening to the sounds that come
to him over the wire, judging whether the

istence.

inflections

quickly the action would not synchronize
Can you imagine the new
with the words.
technique that has to be used? In a quarrel
or tense emotional scene an actor can't
speak quickly as he naturally would under
He must count his time
stress of emotion.
pauses and yet give his words full emotional
value.

-One thing saves time and one thing only,
it is a tremendous relief for the whole
outfit. It takes ages to get 'set' for a sound
picture but once the scene is taken that
ends it.
Sometimes it has to be taken two

but

or three times for cover shots, but what I
mean is that the long shots and closeups
Anywhere
are taken at the same time.
from two to six cameras cover the scene
from different angles. The delay caused in
'setting up' for long shots, then medium
shots, closeups and special camera angles
is

done away with

The

in a

sound picture.

are entirely different from
the silent picture scripts. They are almost
exactly like the Mss. of a stage play. Clever
dialogue and crisp situations are now very
important and the scenarist of old will have
scripts

an awful headache before very long.
Every dog has his day. The dramatist
who wanted to write for pictures and was
high-hatted by the movie writers is now the
cock of the walk. Yet with reservations.
A king does not share his throne too
graciously.

None

of

the

studios

are

dismantling

A

from a bad one. But motion picture players have learned caution and in general
they are stepping slowly and are being

a scene is being taken people stand
still, afraid to move a muscle lest
they should accidentally knock a stray
board or touch something that would make
This care is taken so that none
a noise.
of the mechanics of the trade will impose
themselves upon the ear of the listener.
The devices are not perfect yet but they
are making rapid strides and in a year the
perfectly

He
are of the right quality.
supervises the placing of the microphones
on the set. It matters a great deal whether
a microphone is too near a player or not
If two people are playing a
near enough.
scene and .sitting side by side they can use
the same 'mike' and speak almost naturally.
If they are across the room from each other
and have a scene which uses rapid dialogue
they have to speak slowly with time pauses
between each sentence. If they spoke too

—

a thud
even a felt bag
and probably just enough.
is

The

well, sneezers are just 'out' on a
Arid if you had the
sound picture stage.
asthma you'd have to get over it if you
wanted to work in sound pictures.

sneezes

register

How

for

parlance.

The

because just as many silent pictures are
being made, and will be made for many
months, as before. There is the foreign
trade to consider and the theatres that have
not sound device equipment to think of.
But this is what happens. The pictures are
made twice. Once silent and the second
time for sound. Can you imagine the delay
and expense of this? Only a few are made

C[

Harold Lloyd
ing

a

to

talk-

deaf

fish

pedler.

problem of all-sound American-made
pictures for foreign trade.
The chatter on a temporary sound stage
the

Marian Nixon and Nancy Carroll numbered

among her
Vilma

amusing.
In a silent studio it doesn't
matter if a board creaks when a scene is
being taken.
It matters plenty in a sound
studio.
You hardly dare breathe when a
scene is being taken and if a trolley car
goes by the studio it is just too bad, because
the whole scene has to be taken over again.
is

Not all the studios are equipped entirely
with incondescent lights, the only ones to
use on any set because they don't smoke
and they don't sing. "Quiet down that
spot!" the director said when a light began
to hum just before the taking of a scene.
If a mistake occurs in the action the scene
has to be taken again. The director can't
say a word during a shot. When the scene
is
ready an electrician presses a button
which gives an outside signal. At that
signal every bit of work on the entire lot
stops until the release signal buzzes. Trucks

stand

still,

hammers

cease.

that pictures cost so

Is

it

any wonder

much? Think

of the

the workmen.
Of
course when the concrete stages such as
Metro is building are finished this will not

wasted

time

among

happen.

As I see it, everything has to be hushed.
At the Carthay Circle theatre they showed
a 'short' called The Family Picnic. When
some packages were put down on the steps
was deafening.
Later I saw a
being taken. Some traveling bags
were put down on a wooden floor. The
first time the mixer said the sound was like
a report from a cannon.
Since the slightest
whisper registers I can't see why they don't
have felt props. When you drop a bag
the

noise

'short'

pupils.

Banky,

John

—

Gilbert.

Norma

and oh, just dozens
Shearer, Janet Gaynor
of others are going in for voice culture,
but the one thing they all have to work out
Breath control
is a new voice technique.
is important, the most important thing there
These two
is, diction is equally important.
things perfected, a different method of production will have to be experimented with.
.

The players that have had experience
with sound pictures all say the same thing.
They didn't recognize their voices. Robert
Edeson wouldn't believe it at all at first.
Hobart Bosworth declares that screen
actors have no more to fear than stage
actors had when they first went on the
There is a new set of rules to
screen.
Greater simplicity will be
learn, that is all.
He thinks the brittle, staccato
required.
voice with crisp, clear diction will be most
he first heard his own
successful.

When
"My

God, is that what I
sound like?" and realized that all the old
tricks learned on the stage would have to
be discarded. The fact that he knew them
helped, but he would have to forget them,
make them invisible, use them only as a
voice

he

said,

sculptor uses his tools. The finished statue
doesn't show the steps by which it climbed
to beauty.

Esther Ralston confided her fear to Mr.
Bosworth and he asked her what on earth
Her voice is like
she had to be afraid of.
He
silver and her diction clear and clean.
That
also said another interesting thing.
there are as many screen actors with good
voices as there are stage actors with good

SCREENLAND
Some stage actors have terrible
voices.
voices and slurred diction, particularly the
modern ones who have not had the advanYou can
tage of blank verse training.
almost count the beautiful voices of the
stage.

And

think about

it

true,

is

when you

really

it.

At an interesting dinner given by the
Association of Women Press-Agents, Conrad Nagel and Fred Niblo gave very strong
talks in promotion of talking pictures. Conrad Nagel is especially eager for their
Mr. Niblo feels that the
advancement.
actor will have far greater freedom of expression for if he has talents other than
acting, such as playing or singing, his performance will be added to greatly.
Edmund Lowe is delighted that some
of the very talented people who, because
their profile didn't register 100 percent,
were denied pictures, will now have a
His theory is that the new order
chance.
of things will eliminate from the screen
people who merely walk through a scene
It will take feeling
like beautiful statues.
and understanding on the part of the actor
It
to do a good job in a sound picture.
will require a finer type of acting than
screen has so far
either the stage or

too much volume would be
and she is experimenting with a
system of her own.
Doris Kenyon thinks

knows

that

terrible

her greatest stumbling-block will be the time
pauses between sentences.
She is not yet
used to them. The terrific heat is also hard
to get on with.
In a closed set with the
fourth side a bank of incandescents, the
heat is almost what a stoker on an ocean
liner has to bear. Ten minutes is the longest scene taken because of this.
Richard Bennett was much amused because he had to speak standing still, take
a few steps and then speak again.
It was
like the old days of the theatre when, after
a long speach, the actor swept majestically
down front as though he had done something marvellous. This will no longer be a
handicap because in The Home Towners

Doris Kenyon and

May McAvoy

are both

May hesifascinated by their new work.
tates to have her voice trained because she

Everyone, actors included, was becoming
bored with progries (program pictures).
Before a scene was taken the director told
the actor what to do and he went and did
it.
Stifling a yawn he would tell the girl
that he was dated up that evening to play
tiddledewinks with his grandmother.
He
didn't know what bearing this scene had on
the rest of the story, and truth to tell he
didn't care.
And in most cases the picture looked just about that exciting on the
screen. Talking pictures will do away with

another slant

on

do for the

in-

indifference in program pictures. The
scenes will have to be rehearsed. Lines will
have to be learned and some knowledge of
what it is all about will be shared by everyone.
No, the talkers are not just a novelty.
They are here to stay. In spite of all the
awful sound pictures we are going to see
and hear in the next two years until they
have, so to speak, gained their sea legs,
we will bear with them because this new
invention overcomes another limitation. The
limitation that you can't see people and hear
people at the same time unless you are
face to face with them in the flesh. And
whatever gives the lie to a limitation of
the physical sense has in it a grain of
Truth. And nothing can stop even a grain

He says that it will require greater
cooperation on the part of every department, and that it is a life saver for pictures.

of Truth from living.
All that remains now is the expansion
and perfection of this new art.

Warners

will install a device that will per-

mit the actor to talk and walk

the same

at

time.
Estelle Taylor is not so interested in
talking pictures as she is in television which
she thinks will be popular soon. Talking
pictures will be shown in every home
through television and people won't bother
to go to the theatre
maybe.

—

Richard

Dix has

still

what talking pictures

demanded.

79

will

dustry.

this

Screenland next month will have the latest and most interesting news about Tal\ers
from the greatest staff of writers in Hollywood Rob Wagner, Grace Kingsley,
Martin Martin, Marion of Hollywood and Helen Ludlam.

—

I

Want

And don't ever let anybody tell
history or motion pictures can be
sitting

at

home.

you that
made by
hot num-

You may be a
know it.

ber but the world has to

good girls need is a little bad advice.
Cleo stepped out in public and retained
She kept her
her quiet ways in private.
virtue to herself and flaunted her colorful

And what a success
career to the world.
She has had more publicity than
she was!
Look at Cleoany vamp in the world.
That's
patra's Needle in Central Park.
publicity that money can't buy.
wants to buy a needle, anyway?
If all these little charmers lived in our

Who

day they would be movie

stars.

This

is

A

colorful cutie can go into
pictures, let off steam at the studio and,
after the whistle blows, retire into a private
life as pure and painful as that of our dear
Today a girl can be as bad
late queen.

a great age.

—

She
and get paid for it.
she pleases
can be a siren all day and turn into an
esteemed citizen as soon as she cold-creams
She can lead
the make-up from her face.
a double life in a nice, clean way.
great game, the movies.
girl
can work off all her surplus
Especially now
energy acting in pictures.
that she can yell her head off if she feels
that way;
Nell Gwyn used to bawl out
poor King Charles because, having retired from the stage, she had to have some
outlet for those colorful emotions of hers.
Today a clever movie star can give vent
to temperament on the set and win a bouquet instead of losing a bonus.
Movie girls may be as good as gold in
private life as long as it doesn't show on
as

A

A

the screen.
It is practically a part of a
charmer's" contract that she indulge in a
The
little loose living before the cameras.
customers are not paying at the box-office

Continued from page 17

watch her knitting little booties.
want to see her outwitting other

They

to

And

What

all

Girl —

Bad

Be a

to

cuties.

was

Hays

Will

a

in

there

for a while.
The little California village
that the tabloids loved to talk about as
the 20th Century Babylon and what not

was turning into a Nine O'Clock Town,
and not Spanish, either.
Well, it is a
Nine O'Clock Town.
But do you want
I
love to
hear about it?
I
don't.
think of my favorite movie stars out there
enjoying themselves as I would like to
enjoy myself if I knew how.
Why, anybody can go home and to bed with a good
What a waste in a town containing
book.
Greta, and Jack, and Pola, and Lupe! Let
the boys and girls retire early and rise at
dawn if that's what they want to do. But

to

why

tell

us

Why

not

let

harrowing details?
us retain our little illusions?
the

all

Those of us who stopped believing in Kris
Kringle years ago still want to believe in
Greta Garbo.
mystery left.
ture

of

Let

When

us
I

have

one

little

see a publicity pic-

Garbo playing tennis or petting a

Pekingese then

I

will

know

that

all is

lost.

But not without a struggle.
What do you think of when you watch
Greta Garbo?
Stop.
Don't tell me.
I
know.
Greta makes you think of things
that don't ordinarily crop up in your daily
dull round of duties.
Greta puts the old
mind up to mischief. Greta leads us mo-

I'll

give up.

—

astray
she
put
the
roam in
romance.
She is Color incarnate. There are others.
If I were asked to make a list of the most
colorful
girls
in
Hollywood chorus of
"Please
do!"
I
would include:
Greta
Garbo, Clara Bow, Gloria Swanson, Pola
Negri, Dolores del Rio, Lya de Putti. This
is my own private list.
You can make out
tionally

—

—

Now,

own.

them

makes

what

colorful?

There

she strives to please.

Hollywood

your

are

charming, as

other

stars

gifted.

—

as

successful,

as

But they lack what

that smashing, betweenthese girls possess
the-eyes, below-the-belt, breath-taking apThey hit you. They make you feel
peal.
You love them.
silly.
And the irresistible quality that makes

you love them

can't be

bounded by mere

—

It's
plus.
appeal
the way Clara Bow looked at Richard
Arlen with big tears in her eyes when she
begged him to go straight in Ladies of
Greta Garbo yearning over her
the Mob.

sex-appeal.

It

is

sex

Del Rio warming back to
in Love.
again as she danced in the last scenes
That's not plain, unvarnished
of Ramona.
the color that
color
It's
sex appeal.
makes for fascination, whether in joy or

baby
life

—

sorrow, passion or prayer.
are not color blind.

I

hope

you

Once, actresses longed for respectability.
That was because they didn't have any.
No wonder; the poor girls were Tom, Dick
and Harried all over the place. They were
sick and tired of seeing eyebrows rise and
They
elbows nudge wherever they went.
had to live down the stigma attached to
In
from earlier times.
'the profession'
Shakespeare's day all the women's parts
Gradually women
were played by men.
crept in, as women have a way of doing.
But their way wasn't easy. Then, slowly,
try
the pendulum swung the other way
Stars like
and stop that old pendulum.
Maude Adams and Julia Marlowe and Ellen
That
Terry were revered and respected.
But when movies came in,
was all right.
and stars began to settle down just like
any other business people that took the
for one,
I,
kick out of the whole thing.

—

—

began to wish that once

in

a while

one of

SCREENLAND
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these awfully refined movie girls would
kick up her heels and make violent whoopee.
I still think a little more whoopee in the
Get gay, girls.
right place would help.
Imprudence at any price for publication.
Color,
Let's have a little life and laughter.

—

you please.
Be good at home, sweet kids if only
you have that delicious aroma of romance
around you when you make your personal
Because romance colorful,
appearances.
what we crave and what
is
picturesque
Clara Bow of the
It
is
we remember.
flaming red hair and mocking eyes and
bare legs
who caused the college youth to
if

—

—

—

—

suicide, who has a long list of
broken engagements and a longer list of
broken hearts; who races down the Boulevard in a racy car, who poses in one-piece

attempt

—

that's
the
posterity
for
bathing
suits
Clara who attracts; not the real Clara, the
self-made Brooklyn girl whose old-fashioned
father censors her dates.
that sloe-eyed,
love Greta, the siren
swift-lipped,
mysterious Swedish cyclone;
who,
strange combination of fire and ice
rumors say, Mauritz Stiller, her Columbus,
famous* director in Scandinavia, loved so
that, when he found he could not direct her
American destinies, either on or off the
screen, he left Hollywood to go back home
a sadder and wiser man; who is loved so

—

We

—

—

passionately by John Gilbert, Hollywood's
leading Don Juan; who confounds the pronot the real
ducers with her subtle ways:

—

Garbo,

that

lonely,

unhappy

girl

in

a

strange land, who at first pined away from
home-sickness; who kept to herself and
whose heart was broken when a cable from
Sweden told her of the sudden death of
her beloved little sister whom she had

expected to send for.
It is Dolores del Rio the exotic Mexican
beauty of the hot scenes of What Price

Glory and Loves of Carmen that we applaud, although admitting her
dramatic
power in Resurrection and Ramona. Dolores,

Mexico City society belle who conquered Hollywood in less than a year; who
one moment was decrying divorce as an
American custom she could not understand
-and the next was divorcing her Spanish
husband, Jaime, because career and matrimony don't mix; who, according to report,
is
going to marry her director, Edwin
the

—

—

Carewe rather than Dolores the cultured
and brainy, who speaks a half dozen languages expertly, who lives with her mother,
who never stops studying, who is aiming,
they say, at the stage.
Pola Negri made a new definition of
Passion when she gave us the Du Barry
film with Jannings.
She stood; to America,
for everything continental.
You heard of
her
magnificent
jewels,
her
imported
gowns, her vivid temperament and didn't

—

you love

it?

did.

I

Pola was

I

wanted

to

in

fiery,

many

matters.
Gloria, the thrice-married and twice
divorced; Gloria, the girl who helped make
It

golden

bath-tubs

famous;

who

went

model.

We

found a mob of girls already gathered on the bright terrace overlooking the
chattering away for dear life.
Ona
Munson, of musical comedy fame, had come
rather early, she said, because she wanted
to take a little walk on the beach.
She is
sea,

married to Eddie Buzzell, also of musical
comedy, but both of them are staying in
the west to work in Fox's Movietone.
Phyllis Haver
us about her
just

showed
York
simply never went

was

in

New

up soon, telling
and how she
to bed while she

trip,

the east.

—

—

—

Gloria
is
a domestic woman who supervises every detail of the upbringing of her

two children.

The one

particular in.

Phyllis
I

know

was
that

as

the

smiling as ever, although
break did hurt her, the

which

Gloria has always been eager to avoid publicity is in connection with her babies.
She
will not allow her own little girl or her
adopted son to be photographed. For this
commendable reticence she has been critic-

—

We want color!
Lya de Putti wriggled her
and the world wriggled in

ized.

toes in Variety,
ecstasy.
Cleo-

patra should have looked like Lya and if
she didn't it was her own hard luck.
continental charmer, they said Lya was, who

A

had made crowned heads see stars; who,
next to Jannings, was the best movie boxoffice attraction in Europe (incidentally, she
still is); who had a record list of conquests
and a reputation for temperament of the
very hottest variety. Well, de Putti came
over.
And when I saw her I had a real

parted, but Doris says that nothing so far
has been done about a divorce between
them.
No matter what their differences,
you never hear Doris say an unkind thing
about her husband.

Mabel Normand
did

so

Mrs.

Tom

and
Mix, who by the time

trailed in a bit late,

And
be in Paris.
Mrs. Lillian Asher,
Mrs. Tom Miranda Kathleen Clifford and
Estelle Taylor.
this

Not

is

published

there were

Billie

will

Ona Brown,

Dove, wearing one of those pretty

fluffy-ruffles things, as is

the siren

in this little girl

I

had heard

who went

in
simple sports
clothes; who was really shy and sweet; and
who. at the premier of her first American
movie, burst into tears.
Far from sophisticated, Lya is almost naive.
She is a child
,of nature
eager, wistful, impish.
All of
her well-known wickedness is confined to
the screen.
And they have even tried to
take that away from her in this so-pure
America. It is only in the past few months
that Lya has been really happy over here.
She has made The Scarlet Lady and it is
the one American-made film with which she
is satisfied.
In it, -she has a chance to be
she plays a dual role.
both good and bad
for

flat-heeled

shoes

and

—

—

—

Then there's Lupe Velez that hot tarnale.
Lupe is the most colorful kid you can
imagine
especially her vocabulary. At first

—

glance you would believe the blessed worst
But when you know her just a
of Lupe.
nice, unspoiled kid, living with her mother.
Mae Murray of the twinkling toes and
rumored fickle heart is now a home-body,
And so it
having a baby son, they say.

—

goes.

When

you think of the success of Swanand Negri, and del Rio, and Garbo
any wonder that the wide-eyed
is
it
babies of Hollywood are beginning to sit
up and say: "I wish I was wicked?" They
son,

—

are acquiring color as fast as they can, for
screen purposes. Because, bless their hearts,
they are all clever girls out there. They
must be clever or they wouldn't be out
She
clever girl thinks ahead.
there.
No matter howalways self-possessed.
is
fussed she may be you'll never catch her.
trying to light her lipstick or make up her
The clever miss
lips with her cigarette.
never misses. She always files her love letShe knows
ters, especially the rough ones.
that engagement ting in a man's voice. And
the Hollywood girls aren't going to be
caught napping now. They are learning

A

they have heard what
old Byron, he started all
business with that open shirt

Maybe

to talk fast.
Byron said
this

—good
necking

of his

"The Devil hath

not,

in

all

his

quiver's

choice,

"An

arrow for the heart
That settles it!

like a

sweet voice.

M

Continued from page 32

romance having been of long standing.
Doris Arbuckle came in, looking pretty
as usual.
She and Roscoe Arbuckle have

her custom, breezed

and then Jackie Saunders led
the way to the airy luncheon room on the
terrace, where we all sat down at a long
in last of

"Phyl's long engagement to Steve Gossoon, art director and architect, is broken
off. I hear," confided Patsy.
"I understand
from friends of hers that he made her very
unhappy by his jealousy."

to

Paris to make a picture and brought back
a Marquis; who changed her weird haircut every few months
who is the Swanson
the world adores.
The other the real

•

to

Where was

is

Hello Parties of Pictureville —
The party was being given at the Gables
Beach Club by Jackie Saunders, and Shirley
Dorman and Claire Windsor had consented

believe

tempestuous.
It met
my ideal of her. But how about the Pola
who finds time to read books? How about
the Pola who is sincerely in love with her
young husband, the Prince?
When she
went to Europe not so long ago. stories
flew back that she was about to divorce
the Prince in Paris.
Instead of recalling
their devotion, the world jumped at the
suggestion and believed the break.
Why?
Because Pola the sweetheart is more colorful, more in keeping with the Pola of pictures, than the wife who, in the European
tradition, they say defers to her husband
that

shock.

about?

all,

table.

Shirley Dorman and
Claire Windsor,
Saunders, as soon as they had
Jackie
lunched, disappeared to put on some of the
gowns that Irene, one of the new fashion

experts of Hollywood, had brought down,
and they proved themselves naturally supermannequins, while we all had a lot of fun
kidding them as they walked along. They

kidded back:
"Isn't

this

slick?"

demanded

Shirley

she trailed past
Patsy in a wonderful black lace evening
gown. "I'm going to put the price up!"
After luncheon and the fashion show,
some of us, including Mabel Normand and
Phyllis Haver, went in swimming, while the
others went off and played bridge.
"How anybody can play bridge on a
heavenly day like this at the beach, I can't
see!" exclaimed Phyllis, who was looking
awfully cute in her sky-blue bathing suit,

Dorman

in

a

whisper,

as

which was meant for wear just the same
and wasn't one of the sort you have dry"Besides, when I work at anycleaned.
thing as hard as I work at bridge, I want
to get money for it!"
"Some of them do!" retorted Mabel, as
she prepared to take a dive through a high
breaker.

—

I
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HE WON'T do j|

own vo.c|
WHY. HE'S AFRAID OF his

I Lost

My Big Chance

Because I Couldn't Speak in Public
...But 3 Months LakrlWon It Back Again!
CO

why my promotion was being

that's

If was with mixed feelings
of anger and disappointment that I heard
those words floating over the transom,
sounding the death knell of my fondest
held up!

hopes. At
appreciate

first

my

I

was

They wouldn't give me

my

They

bitter.

loyalty,

didn't

my

hard work.
a chance to show

real ability.

But

a

few

days

of

hard

thinking
snapped me out of it. The bitter truth
was that they were right. I was lacking

my

speaking ability.
For it described a
so amazingly simple, practical and effective that anybody could now

through

realize its benefits.
It revealed the true
causes
of timidity, bashfulness, stage
It
fright and how to Overcome them.

This new home study method of training
fully described in a very interesting and
informative booklet which is now being sent
to everyone mailing this coupon below.
This
booklet is called How To Work Wonders With
Words.
In it you are shown how to conquer
stage fright, self-consciousness, timidity, bashfulness and fear
those things that keep you
silent,
while men of less ability get what
they want by the sheer power of convincing
speech.
Not only men who have made millions
but thousands of others have sent for this
book and are unstinting in their praise of it.
You are told how to bring out and develop
your priceless "hidden knack" the natural
gift within you
which can win for you advancement in position and salary, popularity,
social standing, power and real success.
You
can obtain your copy

home training

—

explained certain principles of speech that
anybody could use to hold an audience in
rapt attention.
I wouldn't have believed such improvement was possible, if it hadn't happened
Unconsciously I began to apply
to me.

in poise and self-confidence.
I did get embar-

rassed and timid when
talking to business superiors.
No wonder they
felt I couldn't dominate
a whole department or
address business conferences.

Yet what could I do
Weren't these

about it?

What

20

Will
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Minutes a Day

Show You

write better letters
enlarge your vocabulary
develop self-confidence
acquire a winning
personality
strengthen your will. power

—

—

Words

—changed

my

whole conception of

and

promotions
followed fast.
Three months
later, the opportunity I had
missed presented itself again.
This time I was ready
won
And my new found
talent has also made me a
popular after dinner speaker
civic
functions,
at
and a
Recognition

address business meetings
propose and respond to toasts
make a political speech
tell
entertaining stories

faults part of my natural
makeup? That's what I
thought until one day, while thumbing
through my favorite magazine, I came
across an ad that I had often noticed.
It told about the highly regarded work
being done by the North American Institute in helping such men as me. "The
important positions in business today",
quoted this article, "are awarded to men
who can dominate others by the power of
effective speech."
No one knew this any
better than I did
now!
One Teading of the free booklet they
sent me Mow to Work Wonders with

these principles in business
matters. Soon I noticed that
were paying more
people
attention
my opinions.
to

—

much

Send For This Amazing Book
is

—

—

—

—

absolutely
free
by
sending the coupon.

NOW
SENT
FREE

invited guest at social

affairs.

self-conscioasness
and
bashfulness,
winning
advancement in salary, popularitv, social stand"lng and success.
Today business demands
for the big, important high-salaried jobs, men
who can dominate others men who can make
others do as they wish.
It is the power of
forceful,
convincing speech that causes one
man to jump from obscurity to the presidency
of a great corporation
another from a small",
unimportant territory to a salesmanager's desk;
another from the rank and file of political
workers to a post, of national importance; a
timid, retiring, self-conscious man to change

—

;

overnight

simple, easy, yet effective training.

!

There is no magic, no
trick, no mystery about becoming a powerful and convincing talker,
lou, too, can conquer timidity, stage fright,

almost

this

into

applauded
after-dinner
have accomplished just

a

and much
Thousands
amazing things

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
Michigan

3601

such

Dept.

6327,

Chicago,

Illinois

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
Michigan

3601

Please send

my

Ave.,

Chicago,

me FREE,

III.,

Name
Address..
City

6327.

copy of your inspiring booklet How to
uith Words and full inforstudy Course
Effective Speaking.

Work Wonders
in

Dept.

without obligation,

mation regarding your home

popular
speaker.

Ave.,

SCREE.
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The Newest

TfoshtbeBANJO

YOU have been wanting—

NLAND
Girl— Ruth Elder

'Picture

bril-

Continued from page

liant, powerful, musical lone.
easy-playing qualities, expert

1J>

craftsmanship, handsome

mobbed by admiring and curious
thousands; she has been lauded and criticized for her courageous flight; but not once
has an account been given of the factors
that determined this slip of a girl to attempt
a feat with chances a thousand to one

been

appearance. Beginners and
professionals choose the
Gibson Mastertone.

Payment plan makes
own a Gib

it easy to

Send thecou'

son.

pon for details

against

her.

When

Gibson stringed instruments are today's most popular
instruments.

Men-

tion which interests

you: Banjo; Mandolin; Guitar; Ukulele.

<&ihcm
GIBSON,

Inc. 1020

Gentlemen

Send Free Book and

:

St. Kalamazoo, Mich
details of payment plan on

Parsons

[Instrument]'

Name
St.orE.F.D.
.State.

City

HOTEL ANSONIA
to 74th Streets

NEW YORK

minutes to Theatres and Shopping Districts.
12 rmnuies from Henn. and Grand Central Stations.

ROOMS

1,260

(AH Outside)

Everything
York's most complete hotel.
comfort and convenience of our guests.

New

TWO RESTAURANTS
Open from 6:30 A. M.

until midnight.
Music, Dancing, 2 Radio Orchestras, Ladies'
Turkish Bath, Beauty Parlor, Drug Store, Barber
Office.
AH in the
Broker's
Stock
Shop,
Ansonia Hotel.

TRANSIENT RATES
Rooms

300

Large Double

per day
and Bath
Rooms, Twin Beds,

#4.00
#6.00 per day

Bath
Parlor,

Bedroom

and

Bath

(2

#7.00 per Jay

persons)

Weekly and

Special

— away

Monthly

Rates

from all noise and
"Roaring Forties." No coal
smoke; our steam plant equipped oil fuel.
Coolest. Hotel in New York in Summer
hotel

restful
"dirt" of
A.

the

THE ANSONIA
In

conjunction

with

the

charm and

—

allure.

CITY

5

[or

—
—

—

"Arlington Operated"

Broadway, 73rd

Ruth Elder came to Hollywood,
the film colony took two looks to make
sure their eyes were not deceiving them
and then gasped in unison. What they
saw was a small, very slender girl with
large, smoky, gray eyes, dusky, brown hair
that curled disarmingly, and a mouth that
was camera-perfect. What they heard was
a very soft, slightly husky voice, peppered
delightfully with southern drawl, and a
graciousness of manner, whose sincerity
could not be doubted.
No grim determination here no ultramodern young woman looking for thrill
no super-cynic no smart-cracker no jazz
baby.
Ruth Elder was created by the gods, I
am sure, to grace a mansion with pillared
verandas, tropical gardens, many servitors.
She is the epitome of luxuriant southern

Hotels

Marseilles,

Anderson, Richmond and Cosmopolitan

Being a true daughter of the old south,
it is not surprising that Ruth Elder brings
poignant memories of the mint julep days.
She was born September 8, 1905, in Anniston, Alabama, one of six children.

We

would

continue this story
e., Miss Elder was
reared on an old plantation, with luxury
and beauty surrounding her youth but we
cannot.
The Elders were frankly poor.
Ruth proudly relates having worked at odd
jobs while attending school to aid her
parents. The Elders were drawn affection-

in the usual

like

to

manner,

i.

ately closer by their reverses instead of
becoming aliented by them.
The children (five boys and Ruth) often
spent evenings planning what they would
do for one another when golden opportunity poured glorious gifts into their waiting
hands. There would, of course, be a new
and better home for the family in Anniston; there would be college for all of them;
there would be this bit of longed-for luxury
for one, that cherished hobby for the other.

the children sensed opportunity
received an invitation to visit
an aunt at Balboa, Panama, as a high-school

ADVERTISING
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With tears and promises, she tore
away from the family she loved -so

herself
dearly,

—

between tears to call back
from the moving train "Cheer up, I might
find a gold mine in Panama."
Ruth didn't find a gold mine in Panama,
but something that brought a few of the old
dreams true to that group of brothers in

laughing a

bit

Anniston.
After eight months in Panama, she returned with her aunt to Lakeland, Florida,
where she started to study dental hygiene.
Through mutual friends at Lakeland she

met George Haldeman, instructor of
tion, and was taken by him on her

avia-

lifted

her,

lessons

and

in

a

remarkably short

On

the day that Lindbergh took off on
history-making flight from New York
to Paris, Ruth Elder won a beauty contest
at
Lakeland, a bit of coincidence that
brought opportunity on speaking terms with
this plucky southern girl.

his

A

Lakeland citizen in a moment of civic
pride suggested that a trans- Atlantic flight
by Lakeland's beauty and only aviatrix
would bring fame and honor to the name
of Elder and the home town.

Ruth Elder did not take the suggestion
seriously at first, but her friends did. They
cited the fame, adulation and possibility of
wealth that would be hers if the hop were
successful.

Ruth Elder

is

courageous, with

the courage with which the pioneer women
were so generously endowed, and the idea
of a gamble with fate appealed to her. But
Ruth is also young and beautiful with the
world and life lying temptingly before her.

Fame, wealth on
vion on the other.

Thus the
Ruth Elder

one side

—

death,

obli-

swayed uncertainly, while

scales

tried to reach a decision.

When

placed her family, waiting for her in
Anniston, on the scales that held fame and
wealth, she found that it outweighed by
a long margin the side bearing death and
disaster.
It was then that Ruth Elder made
known her plan to play with Fate and
extract, if she won, something for the family
she loved.
she

—

None of
when Ruth

WARRANTED

flying

space of time was a capable pilot.

The

rest

is

history.

brothers
and
that
the
Rest assured
parents in Anniston have been remembered

and are now residing in that new home
planned for them.
But Fate was not finished with Ruth.

During a vaudeville tour of the country
immediately following her flight, Miss Elder
received an invitation to visit the Parain Hollywood and take a
She accepted with enthusiasm.
The next day she signed a contract. The
smoky eyes, the dusky hair, the upturned,
expectant mouth proved verdant screen

mount Studios

screen

test.

material.

Richard Dix met Ruth Elder, before the
turned on his
ink was dry on the contract
heels, demanded an audience with the studio
executives, and put in his claim for the
young lady to play the lead opposite him
in his next picture, Moran of the Marines.
At this writing Ruth Elder is on location in San Diego, where the most exciting
sequences of her first picture are being

—

She will
enough footage

made.

pilot

an airplane through

the fans an idea
beautiful bit of femininity looks
when confronted with the grim business of
keeping a mass of flying machinery under
of

how

to

give

a

control.

Richard Dix, who has never before gone
on record as an oracle, has been very definite in his statements concerning Miss Elder's
future success and appeal on the screen
these statements, by the way, are all affirmative.

We

just

had

a

moment

the

other

day

Ruth Elder what she intended to
airplane flight.
do with her brand-new pay checks from the
she
That first flight planted the seed of a .studio. Without a moment's hesitation,
was
new ambition: to become an aviator. She replied that as soon as the production
loved the

went
She

air,

thrilled

to

it.

It

first

through her soul.
started immediately with a course of
like a surging tonic

to

ask

completed she will take a train for Annisand take a much-needed vacation with
the Elder family.

ton,

I

Make Sure That My

Reads 'Tour Body"— There's a reason
INVARIABLY, every time bring home of valuable knowledge in each page of YOUR
BODY. They know that
a medium devoted
1
the new issue of YOUR BODY, my
to the welfare of the human body and that
Entire Family
I

it is

daughter makes a rush to capture it. I don't
stand a chance of getting it back until she
has digested its entire contents. Of course
I realize that, much
I have to be reasonable.
as

I

want

BODY

to read

it,

the contents of

YOUR

of great value in teaching her the
each issue
life.
I know that
informapractically
an
endless
source
of
is
tion on sex, prevention and care of diseases,
the senses and the normal functions of nature as related to our bodies. All of this
worth-while knowledge is of great importance in forming a basicly firm character in
adolescent children. That is the reason I
willingly share
wife
newspaper with
and wait patiently until Madeline, having
read every page, grudgingly hands it back.
However, in the future, I have a little
scheme that will make it possible for her and
me to read
at the same time.
I am going to buy two copies; then I won't
have to wait.
¥
¥
¥
¥
is

real truth of

my

my

YOUR BODY

the story that just one of our readera
tells.
know that there are many more homes
throughout the country where the same condition prevails.
Our readers have found a world

This

is

We

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING COMPANY,

is

it

to their advantage to read carefully every page.
Sex, psychology, treatment of all maladies, the
senses of our body, our instincts, are fully explained in the plainest of untechnical language.
there is a section for every
In
member of the family, mother, father, brother
and sister. Go to the newsstand today and get

YOUR BODY

2
your copy of this valuable magazine. Over
large magazine size.
fully illustrated
pages

—

—

1

1
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Lois Wilson —

Continued from page 19

Will De Mille saw in her the qualities that
he liked and bravely cast her in the leading roles of such successes as Lulu Bett and
'What Every 'Woman Knows. There are
two directors in Movieland that every actor
and actress wishes to work with Lubitsch
and William De Mille, two of the greatest
masters of the drama in motion pictures.
An engagement with either one is like
taking a post-graduate course in dramatic
technique, and Lois Wilson's training with
William placed her very near to stardom.
Then came her great chance. She was

—
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a view of
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to
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with

one

fills
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She was

Street Theatre in stock.
the screen forever.

lost

to

Forever? That is a long time in this
changing world. Nowhere are flip flops so
sudden as in America. Almost over night
occurred two of the suddenest changes ever
recorded in Movieland. The flapper died.
And the Talkers were born. Clara Bow,
erstwhile High Priestess of Flap, wrote the
final death blow of gin-girls by playing with

a picture that,

.

Hotel prove a vacation pro-

gram

ing on the wall so eloquently spelt disaster
that Lois Wilson decided to try another
road to fame.
She joined Edward Everett
Horton and Maude Fulton at the Vine

Molly in The Covered
even to the surprise
of the studio itself, was destined to sweep
the country. Molly was an old-fashioned consummate artistry a moll in Ladies of the
girl!
Furthermore, this triumph came just Mob, and Al Jolson proved in one picture
as the candy-kids were in the decline of that the 'dumbies' could become articulate.
"
their popularity.
The flames of youth are at this moment
Curiously enough, the pendulum of pop- utterly quenched as far as Hollywood is
ular taste did not swing back from jazz to concerned.
And the silences of our film
simple maidenhood.
On the contrary, it dramas are now to be punctuated and
continued violently in the same direction. punched with every sound of a noisy world.
Almost overnight blonde shavings were cut
With these two sudden problems conto boyish bobs, fluffy ruffles were stripped fronting them the bewildered producers beto near-nudity, and gum was discarded for gan to look around for actresses equal to
With the birth of the flapper came the dual demands womanly women with
gin.
Every one of them
the avalanche of Flaming Youth pictures stage-trained voices.
throwing Lois Wilson's hard-earned old- saw Lois Wilson at once. Under the splenfashioned stardom into almost total eclipse. did direction of Horton and Fulton she had
Jesse Lasky, with his well-known loyalty, proven her stage technique and beautiful
Certainly in the switch to the girl
tried vainly to cast his young charge in voice.
flapper roles, but Lois was about as con- of character she was. 'just the type.'
Lois Wilson made a Vitaphone one-act
vincing in such characterizations as Clara
Bow playing a nun or Conrad Nagel im- playlet with Edward Everett Horton Miss
She was so good in it that
Information.
personating a gangster.
Dropping to character parts, the gin- Warner Brothers have signed her as the
cast for the part of

super-

and sending gifts to the old-fashioned
beauty of yesteryear the flaming handwrit-

par-excellence!

HILLMAN MANAGEMENT
Bathing from Rooms

—

.
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greased skids finally landed Lois at the
bottom she was .cast in westerns! Her star
In 1927 she made but four
was setting.

—

50

EAST

STREET

58th

pictures.

NEW YORK
In

the

fashionable

Ave. and Plaza

Though

loyal

fans

kept writing

feminine interest opposite Monte Blue in a
speaking special, Conquest.
Yes, dear fans, your old-fashioned girl
is

returning!

Park

Marion Byron,

districts

Large outside
sunny rooms

Clownette

Continued from page 52

elegantly
elated at the charming work of the petite
leading lady of the picture.
Hastening to the nearest telegraph office,
he wired the studio general manager to
locate the girl, and to place her under longterm contract. It took but a few moments
she was Marion Byron, wellto find her

furnished
Single

Room

and

Bath

$4-$5

Double Room and
Bath
$5-$7
Parlor,

and

—

Bedroom
Bath

Los Angeles stage circles, and so
she became the proud possessor of one of
those documents about her own length,
with two impressive and comforting signatures at the bottom.
So, it took an entire trip around the
world, to find a girl practically on the
but that's the movies, all
studio doorstep

known

$10-$12

Special low weekly

and

monthly

rates

Telephone Regent 8100

in

—

over.

Anyway, Marion has been working

How Many

Christmas Cards
at 50c a Dozen!

Can You Use

Twelve assorted Engraved Greeting Cards
50 cents a dozen. Many with tissue-lined
envelopes. Send coin, stamps or moneyorder. Satisfaction guaranteed or

funded. Earn

REAL MONEY

money

re-

selling to friends.

YULETIDE KARD KRAFTERS
Harruburg

Pennsylvania

assid-

ever since, as leading lady in the
Roach Star Comedies. She is to the manor
born, too, when it comes to a human portrayal of the more ludicrous things of life.
There is something about her remindful
of Mabel Normand, both in physical specifications and comic technique, and those
who have had an opportunity of watching
her at work, predict a most brilliant future

uously

Marion enjoyed her stage debut at the
age of 13, in Patsy, a very .successful Los
Angeles production, and followed that by
an engagement with Fanny Brice in the
Hollywood Music Box. Review, in which
At
show Roach first found Lupe Velez.
15, this astonishing miss played the lead
in the coast production of Tip-Toes, and
later appeared in The Cradle Snatchers, and
The Strawberry Blonde, in Los Angeles.
Her twinkling toes and shapely limbs
therefore need no introduction to western

theater-goers,

and her stage experience

is

counted upon as a great asset when Hal
Roach begins making his comedies 'audible,'
with dialogue, which 'won't be long, now.'
This funny little damsel did her first
picture

work

as the leading lady for

Buster

Keaton in Steamboat Bill, Jr., and followed
that
by the leading feminine role in

Plastered in Paris.
Roach, the astute young producer, knows
He started
a player when he sees one.
such favorites as Bebe Daniels, Harold
Lloyd, Fay Wray, Janet Gaynor, Olive
Borden, Will Rogers, and many others, on
their upward cinematic climb.
for the little girl.
And Miss Marion Byron, who resembles
Only seventeen years of age, she is a nothing quite so much as a naughty little
Dayton, Ohio, and received girl, with a saucy flirt of the tousled head,
native
of
various sessions of education in the schools expresses herself as more than satisfied
She is that it was this particular producer who
of Dayton, Denver and Detroit.
at present studying under a private tutor. realized her possibilities.

——

— ——

— —
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Givelbu Magnetic Power
in 24 Hours -OrNo Cost/

Ill

TT.L give you
attract people
ever you go

Y

the
to

magnetic

you

power

instantly,

to

"wher-

give you the magnetic power to be
popular anywhere, in any society
I'll

you the magnetic power to inminds of men and women, to
make them do what you want them to
Til give you the magnetic power to become a dynamic, forceful, fascinating perTil give
fluence the

sonality
Til give you the magnetic power to
dominate situations
Til give you the magnetic power to win
quick and conspicuous success in your

business or profession
And I'll give you the secret of these
magnetic powers in just twenty-four hours
or I don't want a cent of your money.
I
That's my unconditional guarantee!
don't care how colorless your personality
is
how lacking you are in the qualities
of leadership how timid and self-conscious you may be. Unless my secrets of
instantaneous personal magnetism give you
new magnetic powers within twenty-four
hours yon don't pay a cent!

—

—

—

shackled by fear and worry and self-con-

Secrets,"

sciousness!

"The

The moment you read my secrets of personal magnetism you can apply them. Instantly the fetters that have held you
down are struck off. You are FREE. You
will laugh at obstacles that once seemed
insurmountable you will toss aside timid-

Healing," are only a few of the subjects
magnificovered in this amazing book.
cent book entirely different from anything of the kind ever published that
tells you just how to cultivate the magnetic influence of your nature.

—

—

and awkwardness you will feel your
powers doubled, trebled!
My methods of personal magnetism
should enable you to achieve your fondest ambitions.
They will give you individuality, show you how to acquire a
vibrant,
charming voice, a fascinating
manner. "With the power of personal magnetism at your command, you will be enabled to go through life supremely happy
reaping the glowing rewards which a
magnetic personality and only a magity

—

—

netic personality can give

—

—

the sheer force of your personality.
can't expect life to bring you success when your entire attitude invites
failure! You can't expect to rise to glori-

You

—

ous heights of achievement when you are

—

Originally published to

sell

for $5

—this

remarkable volume, bound in handsome
dark burgundy with the title gold embossed, is being offered at the special price
of only $3.
Send no money with the
You get the
coupon pay no- C. O. D.

—

book first.
Remember,

if this book does not do all
I claim for it simply return it within 5
days, and it costs you nothing. Otherwise
keep it as your own and remit only $3 in

full

—

payment.

are the sole judge. You do not pay
unless you are absolutely delighted. And
then only $3. You simply can't delay! Clip
and mail the coupon NOW. Ralston University Press, Dept. 184-S, Meriden, Conn.

Ra'ston University Press.
Dept. 184-S. Meriden, Conn.

are Free

'

My

secrets of personal magnetism have
been put into a beautiful extra large size

volume under the title of "Instantaneous
Personal Magnetism."

The scope of "Instantaneous Personal
Magnetism" is as broad as life itself.
of Magnetism," "Sex Influences,"
Magnetic Voice," "Physical Magnetism," "The Magnetic Eye," "Oriental
"Fires

A

—

You

Personal magnetism is not limited to a
fortunate few it is Nature's gift to every
man and woman! You need only release
the full sweep of your magnetic potentialities to become the dynamic, forceful,
fascinating person you were intended to be.

The Facts
Results are Instantaneous
ni show you how to sway the minds of
others how to always appear at your best
how to dominate all situations through

you.

"Rapid Magnetic Advancement,"
Magnetic Mind" and "Magnetic

—

Ton may send me
I'll
be the judge.
All right
the volume "Instantaneous Personal Magnetism" for
Within
5 days' FREE EXAMINATION in my home.
the 5 days I will either remit the special low price
cost
or
book without
return
the
or
of
only
$3
obligation.
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BEST SELLERS
For $1.00 Each
the dreary
WHEN"
you head your

Publicity

press sheet is prepared on each picture to
aid the exhibitor with his local advertising

campaign.

day
tired

— Continued from page

done, and
body home-

is

ward, you dread the thoughts of
facing the evening. You know that your
library, originally small, has been sadly
depleted, and you have read every book
of interest it holds.

What

greater feeling then, than to
think of the new books you have just
ordered.
The latest brainchild of your
favorite author, and others you have often

wished to read.

After dinner, comfortably enconsed in
your big easy-chair, you spend what develops into one of the most pleasant evenings you've ever had.
Then you realize
that you were glad you did not pass up
the advertisement offering this marvelous
collection of the most popular novels of
the day at the extraordinarily low price
of $1.00 each.

contains news items about
the players appearing in the cast, interesting publicity angles on the picture and a
proof of the various scene cuts
and ad
cuts available to the exhibitor at his local
It

exchange.
In

York

of

all

my

duties,

and Nick Stuart arrived

to

Parade:
Fifth

midst

the

Phipps

make

New

The J^ews

exterior shots for

Sally

Sally

in

had an engagement with

Avenue photographer.

"Would

I

a
es-

67

her wonderful
performance as Mother
Bernle in Four Sons, had arrived in town
and I enjoyed several very interesting conversations with this remarkable woman who,
after a life-time of struggle, has suddenly
become famous.
She is sweet and gentle
and utterly devoid of all affectation.
She
is distinguished in appearance and her voice
is soft and low (of a lullaby softness) with
a delicious Scottish burr that is music to
all who hear it.
The night before Margaret
Mann left to return to Hollywood we attended together a performance of Mother
~

cort her?" Before the boss could change his Machree in which she had first attracted
mind, I was out of the office and on my the attention of John Ford, the director.
way to the Park Central Hotel where the As it came close to the scene in which she
little
lady was registered.
telephone had appeared Margaret Mann clutched her
program tightly and gazed intently at the
call to her suite brought forth the thrilling
information that she had been expecting screen but in vain, for the performance
me and would be down in ten minutes. which had lead to a starring role had been
"Would I mind waiting?" Ten minutes cut out when the film was edited!
extended into twenty but it seemed like at
While managing my little movie "shootleast an hour to a rather excited movie fan
ing gallery" out in Paoli, a suburb of Philasuddenly wafted
into
the
magic land delphia, I had' often admired Estelle
Taypeopled by movie actors and actresses.
lor's brilliant screen

A

Therefore,

portrayals.

was tense and charged with you can imagine the thrill I experienced
on having lunch with her in her sumptuelectricity.
I was going to meet a movie
star.
Better than that, I was to escort her ous hotel suite, in pursuit of a story!
around New York during her stay! SudThen I met Janet Gaynor, that delectable
denly, from the elevator stepped the most
little morsel who shot into fame with the
beautiful girl I had ever seen.
Perfect fea- first ray of Sunrise
and repeated in 1th
tures topped by bronze colored hair; a face
Heaven and Street Angel. In between, I
the color of white roses illuminated by big,
had caught fleeting glimpses of Mary Astor,
brown eyes and garnished with two cherry- June Collyer, Greta Nissen and Francis
X.
red lips that parted in a dazzling smile.
Bushman, Jr. when they dropped in for a
With a look of recognition mixed with hurried visit; I had breakfasted with Francis
a mute display of unconscious admiration, X. Bushman pere but let us get back to
Miss Gaynor, for she's my favorite topic
I stepped forward and, after trying to stam-
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York City.
for

me

a

greeting, heard her saying,

do, I'm Sally Phipps."

As

if

I

which please send
postpaid.

;

'.

_

be

Maybe it was the tone of her voice,
cheerful and friendly, or maybe it was the
way she smiled but, in any event, I soon
found myself perfectly at ease and being
introduced to a youthful, remarkably good
looking lady who, I was surprised to learn,
was

Sally's

mother.

She had intended to

fade out of the picture but we both insisted
that she come along and how glad I am
that she did, for Sally's mother is the liveliest and most pleasant kind of company.
So, together we taxied to the photographer where Sally posed for at least fifty
"shots" at the direction of a cameraman
That
enthused by her youthful beauty.
ordeal over, we bundled into another taxi
a,nd drove to the Algonquin for lunch. My
previous visit to that famous place had been
for the purpose of spotting celebrities; now
I was lunching with one, and what a difAll heads were turned
ference it made!
our way, admiring glances greeted Sally's
every gesture, and the meal ended in a triumphant march through the crowded
dining-room back to the spacious lobby.
This was only the beginning of a series
of luncheon, dinner and after-dinner engagements which took us to the principal
dining-out places of New York.

of inspection of the spacious Roxy Theatre
(which thrilled that enthusiastic young man
more than anything else) for which he
reciprocated by including me in a small
theatre party that his friend, Ben Lyon,

Needless

to say, the show was Rosalie, featuring the
bewitchingly blonde Miss Miller.

_

Meanwhile,
City

to

told!

gave in honor of Marilyn Miller.

Name
Address

"Howdy

had

In between times, I managed to go with
Nick Stuart to see Four Sons and on a tour

10-28,

New

mer

air

State

Margaret.

Mann, known

the "60 year old Cinderella"

as

by reason of

conversation.

of

of all, she is very much as she
appears in pictures only more vivid, confident and finished.
I was surprised to note
that her hair is reddish gold and that she
very slender.
is
When I happened to
mention the latter fact she explained that
First

she was padded in Sunrise.
have to reduce!

And

most

film

stars

Our

place of meeting was the extremely
and luxuriously furnished studio of
Emil Fuchs, the noted sculptor and artist,
where a tea was in progress for the purpose
of introducing Miss Gaynor to New York
large

New

society and, more important, the
press and fan magazines. I was very

York
proud

to learn that Janet Gaynor was born close
my own birthplace in Philadelphia and
that she still retained a deep affection for
that city even though she moved to Chicago
Her attractive
at the age of eight years.
mother was very cordial and told me of
the struggles which Janet had in gaining recognition in a field where wistful
charm and native ability is usually overlooked because it is so often lost in the
blatant crowd of mere beauty that so
eagerly storms the gate of an indifferent
to

Hollywood.
Janet Gaynor
She is not beautiful, yet she

is

a

paradox.

the embodiCertainly she has
ment of all beauty.
imagination and intelligence that would
have brought her success in any job she
saw fit to attempt. She's a credit to Philadelphia, and to the movies!

My
and

duties as a publicity

is

man

are

many

varied.

Tell the world, I'm glad to be a press
agent and gladder still to be with a company that is progressing by leaps and
bounds. "Thar's gold in them there hills"

and I mean to get
won't you?

my

share.

Wish me

luck,

—

•

!
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a Queer Way
To Learn Music

Here's
No

—no

—

—

w

C

A. B.

as

throughout

You'll be surprised at your

Hawaiian

Drums and Trass

Clarinet
F'"5e

Ham

Guitar
Guitar

Mandolin
Sight Singing
Ukulele

Trombone

Cello

—

own

Piano
Organ
Violin
Picco.'o

monotonous exercises or confusing details. Just a simple,
easy home study method. Takes only a few minutes costs only a few cents
a day. No "grind" or hard work. Every step is clear as crystal simple
teacher

Pick Your
Instrument

.'

Cornet

Saxophone
Voice and Speech Culture
Automatic Finger Control

rapid progress

Piano

HO

would have ever thought touched an instrument before you to play this
that the learning of music can't go wrong this amazingly easy new easy way.
Seems almost way. For every step, from begin- Get your share
could be simplified
?

Accordion
Banjo

(Plectrum. 5-String
Tenor)

or

Also for advanced pianists a special course including

24 famous classning to end. is right before your of a musician's
3 — a distinctive additoo good to be true to think of learntion
to
any
pianist's
repertoire.
ing to play your favorite instrument eyes in print and picture. You al- pleasure, popuways
know
what
and
how
to
do
to
larity,
profit.
without long houi-s of practice
tedious scales and expensive teach- do it. Xo guesswork. Xo delays. If Start Xow!
you make a mistake you correct it Free
ers, doesn't it?
Booklet and Demonstration
ic

Yet that
.

.

this

how you

learn
1(T that
+ v.„ t
The onn thing

exactly

s

•

•,_ t1l

T,,

new wav.

•

«— about ftis.a^^d

»

the

is

that

fact

it s

so

different

vourself and continue.
It's reallv
fun learning to plav this wav. vou
'

P—ed

-

ji

-™

From

JJ-g*^
1--^
note.
And almost
^

itagg
:

^

before you
beiore
by
z
m methods.
rio
trom all ordinary
Xq
But although this marvelous home anvthins
mtgtA
"Jazz" ™.
or
the popular -To,,study method is different and com- th ^§e classical se i ec.tions for which
p a r at iv el y there is always a big demand at
new
it has alProof!
Here's
concerts and home entertainments.
already been
"I am making splendid
Best of all, no matter which inalmost
play
can
and
progress
carefully teststrument
you choose, the cost of
any piece of music I pick up.
jlv friends used to laugh
ed and prov- learning is just the same in each
toot up music
when 1
I
when
with vou. but now
en by almost case, just a few cents a day.
play pieces of Grand Opera
and selections from Verdi.
half a million
I
is
etc..
Mozart. Bach.
Have Fun Win New Friends
who laugh. I owe all I have
all
people
the 0. S. short-,-

,

—

flrst

—

it

learned" to

method."

cut
Telstad.

J-

w.

n..

*° n t

"I have found the lessons
verv interesting and exceedThey could not
ingly easy.
be made any clearer in the
will
I
language.
English
alwavs give the C. S. School
of Music mv best approval."
A. F. B.. Clinton. N. C.
"I do not understand how
on ran give so much for the
The course is a
money.

over the

world.

Judge

from that
how

satisfac-

iorv

"reliable

and
must

eas\

it

be.

-

rnti-iral

education

in

itself.

I wish more people in limcircumstances
financial
ited
would realize that one can
really
successfully
leam to
l<tmy

out

W.

from your course, withthe aid of a teacher."
W.. Mentesano. Wash.

E.

Musical
Talent Not

Needed
Even if you
have never

Just think of all the pleasure
you've been missing by not being
able to play some musical instrument.
Instead of being the center
of attraetion at parties—you've been
unnoticed
out of the social pic"While you've been playing
ture.
wallflower others have always had

—

Xow you have
chance to turn the
treat yourself to some

something to
a wonderful

—

offer.

tables
to
real fun
to surprise your friends!
Leam
Take some good advice.

—

Lesson
If

.

you are

in earnest about want-

^toj^fte^d of ^erWne,,
and be a 'big
anv partv
c hit" at
,
17'
„„ really
„„ „
7
it Tr
you
do
want to play your
lavonte instrument, to become a
performer whose services will be in
demand fill out and mail the convenient coupon asking for our Free
Booklet and Free Demonstration
Lesson. These explain our wonder-

—

ful method fully and show you how
easily and quickly you can learn to
play at little expense. Instruments
are supplied when needed cash or

—

U.

credit.

S.

School

32210 Brunswick Bldg.,
!

[

J
f
J
i
J

U.

S.

32210

of

Xew

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Brunswick

Bldg..

New York

City

Please send me your free book. "Music Lessons
in
"i our
Own Home," with introduction by Dr.
Frank Crane, free demonstration lesson and particulars of your easy payment plan.
I am interested
in the following course:

i

i

J

Ila.e

you

above

instrument;

i
•

Name
(Please Write

J

•

Music.
York.

City..

Plainly)
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How

I

Q%Pounds
in a safe easy

\You

way-

stout folks will be interested

in the story of

my

reduction.

I took no tiresome courses in dieting
or exercise, no drugs, no thyroid or
baths,
glandular extracts; no sweat
But I did
soaps or creams.
lotions,
lose

97 pounds.

Today my weight

normal, I feel

is

more vigor and

have

better,

Now— Continued from page 37

Joan Crawford

Los t

vitality.

My

I have no wrinkles or flabby skin.
who examined
companies
insurance
after reducing now say I arn
and
me before
'
excellent risk, that I have probably added
years to my life. As a consequence my premiums have been reduced over #1,000 a year.

Won't you let me tell you without cost
Just
or obligation how easy and safe it is?
send your name and address today.

HART

ground was an unhappy childhood

Kan- a hazy way she realized
liness.
And something

was partly lonesome subconA running away scious yearning for peace. But she thought
sion of domestic frays.
Hadn't she
from home. Arrival in Chicago and, after it was because she was tired.
search, an opportunity to make practical everything most girls would give their eyeWell?
Use 'of her instinctively dancing feet. Finally teeth for?
crashing Broadway and eventually Harry
The first jar to her consciousness came
Richman's dancing and singing partner, with the death of Jerry Chrysler.
Jerry
The journey was 'one of the gang,' but her special
appearing at his night-club.
of Harry Rapf to New York, looking for playmate.
A gentle, clean-faced youngster
New Faces. The contest, the tests, and of twenty, who worshipped the sparkling
Hollywood.
the triumph of Joan.
He danced like a collegiate Pan
Joan.
She arrived under a bombardment of and was the perfect partner for Joan.
publicity as the dancer from New York. Everywhere they were given the floor, won
She was eighteen, and too bewildered to be contests, were begged for specialty dances.
cognizant of what was opening up before They were so young, and graceful and gay.
her.
It was just another job and a new
Not romantically,
Joan adored Jerry.
locale.
She only hoped it would be fun.
but with deep, warm affection J And she
Joan was immediately taken up by the
was grateful for the idyllic quality of, their
It was the element to
night club faction.
friendship.
Only once did her kiss her
which she had been accustomed and she
they 'had won a cup at Montmartre and
was at home. They adored her. She was

A

sas.

in

it

against the daily proces-

rebellion

—

—

ready,
a beautiful, dizzy kid ultra flapper
vaguely hard-boiled and awfully
of retort
cute.
And how she could dance!
Everywhere there was an orchestra and
coloured lights and popping corks, you
would find Joan. You couldn't miss her.
She
She was the life of every party.
craved excitement and when she couldn't

—

else,

shyly he kissed her goodnight.
"

With

appalling

suddenness, Jerry devel-

oped rapid consumption. Joan visited him
daily.
She laughed and kidded, aching
with the effort not to cry under the wistful gaze that devoured her, adoring her.
The interval was short and in a few weeks,
on a late afternoon, Joan took his head
in her arms and kissed him good-bye, just
exclamatory before he lapsed into the coma which drifted
-

,

find,

it,

Stop Using a Truss
are surprisingly different

from the truss— beingmechanicochemico applicators — made Belf-

adhesive purposely to keep the
muscle-tonic* PLAP AO" applied
continuously totheaffectedparts,

and to minimize painful friction
and dangerous slipping. No
straps, buckles or spring attached. Soft as velvet — easy to

from work.

apply— inexpensive. For almost a
quarter of a century satisfied thou- _ Aw ^rd&d
sands report success withoutdelay Grand Prix
jbsequent
Process of recovery natural, bo no subsequent
"

use for a truss. Awarded Gold Medal and Grand
Prix. Trial of "PLAPAO" will be sent absolutely

TODAY.

Write your name on coupon and send

Plapao Co., 54 Stuart Bldg.,

1

St Louis, Mo.

PLAPAO.

Trial

FORM DEVELOPED
My Big Three Part Treatment is the
ONLY ONE that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing,
exercises, pumps or other dangerous absurdities.
I
send vou a

GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

14-DAY

TREATMENT

FREE

you send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my Won-

If

der

Cream

IS IT

included.)

WORTH

Plain wrapper.

10c

TO YOU?

your dime back by first mail.
Address NOW. with ten eents »"h
Madame K.C. Williams, Buffalo, N.Y.
If not.

horever

removed

by

kills

her salary as soon as she got the envelope,
sometimes before.
On nothing in particular, but it. always vanished immediately.
Naturally, she was the delight of the

—

of excitement, the only
staving off melancholy.

She reigned,

way

as before.

only her laughter was a

knew

she

Just the
little

of

same

brittle,

—

her

—wives
damsels

of

the

whom

local bridge-tea

industry

—and

Joan outshone.

the

-

—

applauding people with hatred for
Bethem, for all people, for everything.
cause she was slowly, painfully, becoming
the

-

.

conscious, she was realizing proportionately

And realizing
unhappiness.
jealous that she was fed up, bored to death.
coterie

her intrinsic

Her name,

Gradually her work began to absorb more
It had been like going to
we heard that school. She rushed to get to the studio
So-and-so
no, he is out now, it must be
on time, put on a make-up, waited on the
some one else.
set for the director to call her, then faced
Joan was bound to hear, of course, in the camera- and did as he told her. After
the close confines of our incompletely dis- a while, before she herself knew it was

here, was a rich morsel.
that wrap, that corsage

—

—

That

bracelet,

Gopher Prairie.
Her friends, too,
to her with the lurid tales, indignant

of her thought.

the directors began to sense the
intense power buried under the
Unconof this hey-hey girl.
her
emotions followed a role
"Let them talk," Joan replied indiffer- accurately. Automatically, she learned techently.
"I should worry if they get a pain nique.
The rough edges were smoothed
in their jaws."
off.
The importance of her roles gathered
few friends suggested that since she momentum. She became a featured player,
had the name, she might as well have some with a reputation for deep dramatic instinct.
there,

sensitive,

A

But Joan was prematurely
She didn't care.
"I'll be damned if I'll go to that much
bother just to keep them from being liars."
So she played on. She didn't know that

'

BOSSED ON EACH CARD.
ENVELOPRS INCLUDED. The

10,

The

scandal-strata.

j

PRESS, INC.
2496 Webster Avenue, New York

game.

Here, then, was something she could
turn to.
Some way of loosing the flood
of unhappy, tangled
emotions she had
kept bottled up so long. At first, the relief
of that was paramount.
Afterwards, there
she wasn't happy.
In the early hours of was the perpetual interest and satisfaction
the morning, when the last night-club had of expressing that flood of emotion. Doing
closed,
she would come home and cry it with an intelligent understanding.
among the gaudy pillows on her bed. In
With the improvement of her work, the
the

bitter.

Dept. G

death next day.

Broken and stunned by this tragedy, she
didn't know where to turn.
After the first
shattering weeks, the main thing was not
to think.
Not to have time to. She was
working, but that was still just an automatic routine and the evenings were long
and terrible.
Books, music, a few real
friends about her
these were unknown
She had no resource
quantities to Joan.
but to plunge again into the frantic pursuit

—

of

FORDHAM

—

into

that ,she should be so grossly misunder- flippancy
stood.
They begged her to defend herself. sciously,

Mahler'
the
the hair root

cardd are distinctive in color, d
siKB. and are worth $3.00. Mone
cheerfully refunded if not eatie
fied. Shipped immediately upon
eipt or caeh, check or money |
derl

,

where do we go?'.
vivacity desperately intense, her bitterness
There were hectic inShe lived in a little apartment. It was on the increase.
stormy romances, broken enfull of tricky furniture and jazzy cushions fatuations,
She danced with the same
and dancing-cups. She had a 'gang' kids gagements.
She spent abandon, but with concealed contempt for
like herself, looking for a thrill.

came

without pain or injury to the skin
in the privacy of your own home.
Send today 3 red stamps for
Free Booklet
We Teach Beauty Culture
0. J. MAHLER CO., 30-B Mahler Park, Pro

ANY FULL NAME EM-

,

A

guised

SupQrfluoujHAIR'allGONE
Method which

it.

gorgeous, slightly
clothes, her shoulder laden with orchids.
the perpetual nucleus of a swarm of
dinner-jackets.
Joan being snatched .from
one cut-in partner to another during a
alone in the centre of the
dance.
Joan
floor
under coloured spotlights, dancing.
Her long bob swinging round her flushed
cheeks, her revealing sequin dress glittering
People leavas she stamped and swayed.
ing their tables and crowding round the
dark edge of the floor, clapping their hands
and swaying hypnotically to her rhythm.
final blue crash from the orchestra, yells
Joan runand cheers from the audience.
ning back to her table— 'Hey, Hey! Now
-.

FREE
I

Name
Address
Return mail will bring Free

made

in

—

STUART'S ADHESIF PLAPAO-

PADS

she

—
Joan —
Joan

"

"
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of

discover)'

the

talent

most
—perhaps
Joan had

and

of

to

all

be

—her
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developed,

new-found

awareness,
her first taste of peace
and emotional rest.
She still went out a
lot, but not because she was running away
from herself.
She bought a house on a
quiet street in Beverly Hills.
It is her
first real home and has brought her a feeling of security.
Security less in a financial
sense than as her own impregnable haven.
She no longer has urgent need of people,
lots of people, about her at all times. She
can be alone without being acutely lonely.
And she has softened perceptibly, grown
gentler.

To

use a

Joan has found
more surprised than

phrase,

trite

No

herself.

one

is

-

that the flighty, partying dancing-girl
not the real Joan.
She herself had
always thought that that was her natural
milieu.
It took three years of hey-heying,
three years marked out with more than a
few hard kicks in the neck, to bring her
to the realization of herself.
It is doubtful that she will change any more.
In the
last few months she has reached, at one
bound, the mental tranquillity that usually
comes not before forty.

she

is

You Must Have Spent Years

And, too, at exactly the psychological
moment, just the right thing happened to
her.
She feel deeply in love with Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., and he with her.
Young
Fairbanks

on Shorthand"

a fine,- clean person of brilliant

is

mind and inherent culture. Their romance
is too happy to be hectic, the understanding
between them complete.
They are con-

—

stantly together
swimming, riding, playing
tennis, driving.
Very occasionally they go
to the Biltmore or the Cocoanut Grove,
but early in the evening they have had
enough, and leave.
Their ventures into
society usually consist of attendance at a

neighborhood movie

—

with a drug-store soda
afterwards.
Through Douglas, Joan has
found the world of books and many -of
their evenings are spent at her home, with
Douglas reading to her.
They help and
advise each other in their work.
They are

—and

is

it

when Joan

happy

richly

not

feverishly

neous gaiety that

is

plays,

now,

but with the spontanatural to her.

She has become warmly tolerant. Where
once she hated and mistrusted all people,

Her bittershe now sees them as kindly.
ness has completely disappeared.
And with
the memory of the unfair judgments passed
against her, she passes judgment upon no
one.
The great store of tenderness that
she formerly held in check, she now lavishes.
Jt is in her thoughts, her opinions
and in her happiness.

You

will be sure to notice the new Joan
the quality of her work.
With each
succeeding picture the underlying power is
rising nearer the surface.
She is in line
for the place left vacant by Pauline Frederick.
At the present rate, it will be but
a short time before she reaches it.

in

"No; I learned
TTER

employer laughed aloud.
"She
week>:
You're joking. Miss Baker.
No one could learn shorthand in six weeks."
"But I mean it. ALr. Chapman. When T
came here to work for you, I had only
studied shorthand for s-ix weeks."
The president of the large corporation hesitated; the girl was evidently sincere; she ex-'
pec-ted him to believe her.
But six weeks 1
"You're fooling, of course, Hiss Baker.

in

it

WEEKS!

6

I am very greatly interested.
I really believe I'll take it up myself!"
"I answered an advertisement in a magazine
and Miss Dearborn sent me a booklet. I'm sure
she will send you one if you want it."
- -I certainly do.
Will you take care of it for
on Speedwriting?

mej"
•

"Yes, sir!"

Two months

later every stenographer in Mr.
Chapman's organization was a Speedwriter!

Ton

have been with us not more than a month and
you are by far the most competent secretary I
ever had.
Surely you don't expect me to "be-:
lieve that you gained your present speed and
accuracy in only six weeks
Why, a great
many young ladies who have been here with us Tens of thousands have been freed from the
had studied shorthand for ten months or a year drudgery of the old-fashioned methods of learnor more and still they made a great many ing and writing shorthand by this marvelous

—

!

"

1

new

errors."

"That wasn't their

Mr. Chapman. That
was the fault of the system they were taught.
Old-fashioned shorthand requires months of hard
study and practice and even when it is mastered
it
is
difficult
to read.
But Speedwriting is
very easy.
I
"Speedwriting ?"
"Yes. Haven't you ever seen my notes I Tou
can almost read them yourself.
See
fault,

system.

Speedvcriting

may

be written with

a pencil or on a typewriter; it can be. learned
in a third the time needed to master any other
system; it is more, accurate, and it can be
written with amazing rapidity.
-

—

A FREE BOOK

—

Describes Speedwriting Thoroughly
Put this coupon" in the mail tonight.
It will
The big business man -took his secretary's bring you an illustrated book full of examples
notebook.
and stories of successful Speedwriters all-over
'Why, this is remarkable, Miss Baker.
It's the world.
It also tells how you can learn
in simple A. B. C's'."
SpeedTTPIXG at home. Xo matter what your
That's the secret.
"Yes, surely.
That's how need for shorthand may be
you can fill that
I learned it in so short a time.
Anyone can need better with Speedwriting.
There are only a few easy
learn Speedwriting.
Xever mind looking for the scissors, just tear
There are no hooks or curves; every the coupon off and mail it to
rules.
'character' you use is a letter you already know
that
one
your hand needs no special training BRIEF
ENGLISH SYSTEMS, Inc.
to make."
Dept. K205
"And ?t's called Speed u: riling ?" Mr. Chap200 Madison Ave.
man was more than interested.
"Yes. Isn't it simple ? Can't you read that
New York
New York City
S ec h ere is the first letter you ever dictated to
Offices also at:
me. Those notes are a month old, but I can Toronto, Ont., Canada
London, England
'

—

—

—

I

CfHERE

is

one writer in Holly

wood who grew up with

He

business.

has

seen

the
arcs

change into Kleigs and Kleigs change
into

incandescents;

into

stars

and

constellations.

Rob

change

change

.

into

J^ever miss an article

Wagner!
Every Month.
hy

extras

stars

That is another adread every word of them.
Speedwriting has over all other systems
notes nev^r get cold. And my notes are just
as plain to another Speedwriter as your handwriting is to one of the salesmen."
"Well, that's the most remarkable thing I
ever heard of. I «ould use that myself at board
You
.
meetings and a dozen other places
can write it rapidly too!"
'You have never dictated too fast for me yet,
aud I haven't had to retype a single letter since
One boy I know who studied
I've been here.
Speedwriting in his oxen home, took court testivantage
—

ScREENLAND

BRIEF ENGLISH SYSTEMS, INC.
200 Madison Ave., Dept. K205, New York City.
I da want to know more about Speedwriting.
You may send me the free book without obligation

on

my

part.

.

mony at the rate of 106 words a minute after
only 15 hours of study."
"Miss Baker, where can I get some literature

Address
City

State

SCREENLAND
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"End Gray
THIS Way"

In

Hairdressers
Every woman knows henne is the

Now

comes an amazing new kind

York —

of

henne, so wonderful in results
that New York'sfashionablehairdressers— and thousands of other
beauty shops— use it to revive
lovely, natural color in streaky,
gray hair.

"I don't want to be thought of as only
a dancer," she says.
"I want to act!
This

English

picture

will

be

synchronised.

Henne

Scientific

Restores Natural Color

In Only One Treatment!
NEW, SCIENTIFIC HENEIGHTEEN EXQUISITELY

Neos-Henne, the

NE,

made in

is

BEAUTIFUL NATURAL TINTS from Ash Blond to
all henne it is absolutely safe and pure.
discolor scalp. Can't fade or wash out even
after curling or sea bathing. Permanently COLORS

Black. Like

Won't

TO EXACT SHADE WANTED

hair

treat-

So easy to apply you

ment.
can do it yourself at home. Get
the proof about Neos-Henne.

.

Send Lock
o£ Hair

Clip lock of hair close to scalp,

and mail it with your name,
address and color wanted. We
will restore original tint and

FREE

for

one

in

FREE

return the hair with

INFORMATION.

ANALYSIS

Write at

once to Neos-Henne Co., 366

N.Y.C

Dept. 102,

Fifth Ave.,

BE BEAUTIFUL

This Simple Easy Way/

JUST

LACO FACIAl

apply

and

see

radiates

a

Only

Life.

sary

one. time

how your complexion fairly
new loveliness of Color and

for

a
the

you

may

pay
Guaranteed.

know

ORDER

captivating

the

V

w
$1.00

tube,
arrival

THE LeARON
Dept.

.

brings
or if you prefer, you
Results
plus postage.
TODAY, and you too will
allure of a lovely complexion.

handy
postman on

full-size

a

ysf

few applications neeesof
complete
removal

WRINKLES. BLACKHEADS. PIMPLES,
SALLOWNESS and all Ugly Blemishes.

V
T

%

106,

CO.
Va.

Suffolk,

THICK LIPS REDUCED

Guaranteed

astringents.

painless,

harmless. If you value thin, pretty
this simple, easy home
treatment and watch results Pra Fed by hundreds. Special offer and
folder free. Write today 1

Hps use

CLOREE

NEW YORK

OF

54-Z West 42d

New York

St.,

ORRECT

your NOSE
to

per.ect

vou

sleep.

SAFE,

30

shape while
Anita Nose

guarantees

Adjuster

rapid,

perman-

Age doesn't
ent results.
matter. Painless. 60,000
doctors, users praise it.

Day

FREE
TRIAL

Medal

Gold

Winner.

Booklet Free.
Write for it TODAY
1069 Anita Bldg., Newark, N.

ANITA INSTITUTE,

i

lie

method

hijfhly

improvement of bust, neck, face
arms and legs
kui-i-i-hk

by

unded.

0VIESTARPH0I0S POSES
1

i

1

2< ph»t»«. i-rzeU 1-4 r. 6 1-2. (in< ludim- 75
•ti.llO.

FR£)E miniatu

.

pietnr**
fxJO
Jo dozen. One band-colored
"^•d ART
ti order. Complete
FREE. AI»o
r«EC
Film Stars Portrait Co., Dept. C, 424
I

earti

Girl photon: 24

-

t\. 00.

So. Broadway, Lot- Angela*. Calif,

lint

where

York,

great big

know.

Fay

suite

and

little

is

at

slim

and

very graceful, with a soft, low, sweet voice.
Her adoring husband you .should see the
way he looks at her even when there is

—

company

present

—

handsome enough

is

to

—

—

Marilyn Miller.
These two were wed in beautiful white skin with no make-up
1922 and divorced last year.
"We're not absolutely none. You think at first she is
thinking of marrying again," said Jack. a clinging-vine girl, and then she'll deliver
"We're just good friends." So that's that. herself of some independent or humorous
opinion and you change your mind. You'd
like Fay and John.
Fay Wray is the heroine of The "Wedding March.
It was made a long time ago
but it is a von Stroheim picture so' of
George Fitsmaurice is the Beau Brumcourse it hasn't been released yet.
Fay got mel of movie directors. I don't know any
impatient and decided to .stage another little other 'big' director who can boast of a
wedding march, this time on her own. nickname.
To almost everybody Fit?That is, with the assistance of John Monk maurice is 'Fits.' You can't imagine anyone
Saunders, brilliant young author of Wings calling D. W. 'Griff' or hailing Cecil
and Legion of the Condemned.
He and deMille as 'Cecie' but you can imagine
Fay met while he was supervising and she calling the dapper, immaculate, charming
All the Frenchman by his charming nickname. He
was heroine-ing in The Legion.
time that Gary Cooper was making love can be dignified enough on the set, but
to Fay before the cameras, she was think- it's
He looks more
a debonair dignity.
ing of the young man outside the camera like a man about town
one of those eleand watching gant individuals that the Sunday supplelines talking to the director

—

her.

—

The

real

love .story

of

that

picture

Ifafhii.it

ments love

He

to

call

'well-known club-man.*

and

all

of

all

those things.
the directors
orously denying it all the time
that's the I know.
No wonder he makes beautiful
way they do these things in Hollywood. pictures. He loves beauty. He studied art
They weren't going to be married for a in Paris before breaking into pictures as a
long time
oh, no.
And then Fay was writer. He is frank to admit he likes to
called east to do exteriors on The First direct beautiful women
certainly he can
Kiss in Maryland.
And John had to go direct them sympathetically. He brought
to
Washington to consult with aviation out hidden fires in Billie Dove's talents in
experts on Dirigible, his new story.
And The Love Mart. He made Mary Astor
so
one lovely summer's day in Maryland, snap right up in Rose of the Golden West.
on the shore of Chesapeake Bay, Fay Wray And now I hear he has directed Dorothy
became Mrs. John Monk Saunders.
It Mackaill and Betty Compson to give the
wasn't a wedding a la Hollywood.
In fact, best performances of their careers in The
no one would ever have suspected that the Bar\er. He has a little accent and a little
quiet, shy. pretty little bride was a famous moustache and I never miss going over to

—

kA

to

a

.

—

th<
nt. Succe nful
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LATEST

I
I

like

in

—

—

recommended

lor quick, easy development

Uaed with Kreat

New

they honeythe Hotel
Plasa, overlooking Central Park.
And I
want to tell you that Fay and her nice new
husband are the kind of people you would
to

be a movie actor; but as a rapidly rising
young author he makes a bigger salary than
most leading men and he doesn't have to
make lotfe to anybody but his own wife.
I asked him how he liked watching Fay's
love
scenes
with
Gary.
He laughed.
hear that she has made that roast beef of
"That's just acting," said Fay for him.
old England sit up and beg.
"Gary and I are like brother and sister:
he and John are great friends.
Motion
Jack Pickford, who in spite of his real picture love-making doesn't mean much."
ability
and shiny black hair has never Except to the audience, Fay!
seemed to be able to live down the title
She is to be the star of Dirigible,
of 'Mary's brother,' came to town to try Saunders' latest story.
He hopes she will
out for a leading part in a new stage play. always play in his stories.
He'll do his
He also said he was going to keep an eye best to make his heroines the dearest, sweetopen for a screen story which would be est girls in the world so that Fay will be
suitable for him and sister Mary to do to- cast to play them!
Fay reminds me of
gether
a dream the two have long had. Lillian
Gish except that she has more
Jack is the apple of Mary Fairbanks' eye, U'm-m-m in her make-up, if you know
you know, the adored 'kid brother.'
As what I mean. She has pretty, soft, wavysoon as his plane landed in the east oh, brown hair, which isn't bobbed.
Another
yes, Jack would travel by air express; he's movie actress might have
succumbed to
a most modern and cosmopolitan young the temptation of having it 'touched up a
man he rushed to a telephone to call up bit." Not Fay. Big melting gray-blue eyes;

was the Saunders-Wray romance.
They were engaged seven months,

la beaute creme

for

came

mooned

—

J.

DEVELOP YOUR FORM!
"ur

the camera-men.
As soon as The First
Kiss
location
scenes
were finished the
Saunderses went to Washington: and then

—

\

Tells
How)
Thin, adorable lips for you. Cloree
LipCreme makes thick, protruding
lips thin and shapely. No straps or

Folder

(Free

I

—

have a chance to sing and act and to
dance, too.
So it answers all my needs
and I am very happy about it."
I'm glad all the girls are so happy, aren't
you?
Gilda's last picture was The Devil
Dancer, and you know she made a long
tour of the country in personal appearances.
Yes, little Marianna Michalska who
was born on a little farm in Poland, who
came to this country and grew up in the
middle west, who sang and hoofed in cafes
and night-clubs and finally graduated to the
Follies and the films
has come a long,
long way.
Now she is Gilda Gray, the
Golden Girl. And I won't be surprised to
will

New

Continued from page 27

Gilda is one of the frankest and most movie star; or the correct, good-looking
refreshing girls I know.
She has a good, groom a successful screen writer; or the
hearty hand-shake.
If she likes you, fine. best
man the latest sensation in movie
If she doesn't, you know it; and the only lovers,
Gary Cooper.
Fay's mother was
thing for you to do is to crawl out of the present, and the scene was the shady lawn
presence on hands and knees'.
She could of an old estate. Movies seemed far away.
have stayed out in Hollywood.
But all The bride would permit no photographs to
her offers emphasised her dancing.
That's be taken of the ceremony,- though afterwhy she turned them down.
wards she was prevailed upon to pose for

Say Smartest %
safest, surest hair coloring.

New

vig-

has savoir {aire

Also he

is

the

nicest

—

SCREENLAND
He is
talk to him when he's in town.
more welcome to me than many a leading
man.
he

beautiful,"

reminiscently.
"She has the face of an angel.
Consequently she can play only nice pirls.
The public won't accept her as anything
Billie herself would like variety occa'
else.
sionally in the form of a part with some
color to it; but she must stick to her role.
"Billie

is

says,

Mary Astor? What, you do not like Mary
Why, she is delicious. She is
so much?
Wonderful humor
a tomboy girl.
a minx
pep dash.
She, too, has the Madonna

—
— —
face so

it

harder to believe in her in a
She can act, too.

is

spirited role.

Ah!

"Dorothy Mackaill!

There

is

an

actress!"

"Just what is the secret of MackailFs
charm?" I asked this expert.
"Sex appeal," he answered promptly.
"She has sex appeal of a quality and quantity equalled by very few girls in pictures.

And

is a fine, a very fine actress.
I
direct her in a Dorm Byrne story.
Changeling.
fine part for her."

she

hope to

A

The

He

P. S.
it

got

the

Fat

He's

story.

doing

now.

The

fascinating thing about this FitZ'
maurice is that directing is still an exciting
game to him. He has never lost his en'
thusiasm.
Maybe it is because he is
French.
He takes the whole business as a
great big, beautiful lark.
He's one of the
few picture persons who is invited down
to the smart Southampton summer colony
when he is on a summer visit to
York.
Oh, yes he is all for the sound pictures.
Sound is being put into The Bar\er.
There is just one thing I have against
George Fitzmaurice. He is responsible for

to
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Comes

most people

— for this reason

At about the age of 40
most men and women take
on fat. Medical men know
the reason. At that age the

scientific

ty,

see the

new vitality.

—

the reasons for the
results.

good

When youjsee the

fat depart,

you

will

know

exactly why.

weakens.

Try this method.
abnormal exercise or

of

treating obesity aims to
correct that deficiency. Physicians the world over em-

No
'diet

required. The object is
to feed the system what a
gland fails to supply. Watch
the fat depart, day by day,
the new vitality return. You will be amazed
and delighted.
is

it.

That is the method embodied in Marmola
prescription tablets. People have used them
for over 20 years. That is one reason why excess fat is far less common than it used to be.
The Marmola prescription has been perfected by one of the greatest medical laboratories in the world. It is used by countless
people to bring weight down to normal in a

to you.

MARMni

A

Don't delay.

Go

box

first

get
does.

A normal figure means much
Marmola now. See what the
t

Marmola

prescription tablets are sold by all
druggists at $1 per box. If your druggist is
out, he will get them at once from his jobber.

AW ML£m%,R^AW &\J J—iiTsk

Prescription Tablets
The Pleasant Way to Reduce

New

—

Given!

keeping Diana Kane (Mrs. Fitzmaurice) off
the screen.
She hasn't made a picture in
months and it is all his fault. I asked him

why.

14

"One

of us had to retire," he said with
amused smile. "Two picture people in one
family?
But you may be sure she will
always be my favorite actress!"
%

#

went

Ffadthe

ecstasies

%

know

to

over

her.

gravures

els

$2,750.00

often as

All

BuicrWeAreGivingAway

CASH.

It is

not as easy as

it

the

15

looks, so be
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careful.

best people
She has broken into the rotO'
her.

,4

It's Different From All the Others
There are 24 Buicks pictured. At first glance
they all look alike, but examine them closely. 23 of
them are exactly alike, but "ONE'.', and only one, is
different from all the rest. See if you can find the
different Buick— IT'S FREE. You can win it or

see a beautiful French lady
the other night.
Such chic; such elegance;
such curves!
Connoisseurs have gone into
I

You

Every box contains the
formula
complete. Also

controls nutrition. One of
its functions is to turn food
into fuel and energy. The
food goes to fat when it

ploy

way.

results in every circle, in
youthful figures, new beau-

thyroid gland often loses
power. That gland largely

The modern method

40

at

PI IlfTC The difference may be

in the top, the wheels, the
design, the fenders, or even the doors. If
you find the one Buick that is different from all the others,
send me the number of it in a letter or on a post card
with your name and address. ' You may become
the owner of this Master Six Buick or win $2,750.00 IN
without one cent of cost to you.

vajVijtJ body

Mary and Doug and

Estelle and Jack. Meet Mile.
flagship of the French Line,

He de France,
and the snap'
piest baby afloat.
She's all done in modern
art.
She doesn't look like any other old
ship.
She is in a class by herself. I went
to a very special affair on board
the
premier of a French picture, The Legion
given by Monsieur Jacques
of Honor,
Haik under the auspices of the French
Ambassador'poet, Paul Claudel.
And of
course I went for a tour of inspection.
There are gorgeous suites with names such
as Versailles, and Beauvais.
They are like
miniature palaces.
Also saw the historic
railing where all the famous stars pose with
their legs crossed.
X marks beauty spot.
Wondered which suite Marion Davies was
going to occupy on her trip.
She sailed

TODAY

CASH
$6,000.00 IN

17

PRIZES Automobiles and many bip

cash prizes. The Buick Master Six or J2.7S0.OO CASH a
Nash or $995.00 cash; an Essex or $835.00 cash: a Chevrolet or $595.00 cash: a Ford or $495.00 cash, and thousands
of dollars in ADDITIONAL cash prizes. They are given
to advertise my business and this offer gives you a great
opportunity.
Positively everyone taking
Vnil
NlTlt I
llWl JLVaC advantage of this opportunity
is rewarded and duplicate prizes will be paid in case of ties.
;

—

10

_

IUU Can
vaU

18

AC0

$1,000.00 Cash

Extra— For Promptness
EXTRA

just for promptI am also going to pay $1,000.00
ness.
You can win the Buick Master Six 'Sedan and
$1,000.00 extra—or— $2,750.00 CASH. Answer quick. Find
the
Buick that is different from all the others and
rush your name and address to me
on a postal
card or letter. And, just say Buick No,
is different
from all the others. Please tell me how I can get this
beautiful Buick Master Six Sedan—or— $2750.00.
without obligation or one cent of cost to me.

"ONE"

19

TODAY

——

12

CASH

20

BAILEY,

537 S. Dearborn Street
F. E.
Department 455 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

the latter part of July for a vacation of
the rest of the summer on the continent.
I'll
wager Marion had the best suite on
the ship.
Well, she has earned it with
The Cardboard Lover and The Patsy.

24

21

—

Don't be surprised if Dorothy Gish
makes a big come-back in the Talkers. She
exercising her voice right now trying
a Broadway play; and if the results
are satisfactory to her she will probably be
one of the stars of the new audibles. For
Dorothy off the screen is ten times more
piquant and plausible than she ever was

"JDODIE-FATISI
SOMETHING NEW!
KEEP A RECORD OF THE
MOTION PICTURE PLAYS

is

out

YOU HAVE SEEN— A

—

handy vest pocket book contains
column for picture titles, theatres attended, names of stars
and vour comment. Special pages for pictures of your favor- (H
Ites.

THE WHITE SALES

By mail prepaid, 50c.
CO. San Rafael. Calif.

Don't forget to Shampoo
your Hair to -night with

Cuticura Soap
its fragrance and
Send for samples and directions for using.
Address: "Cuticura," Dept. L, Maiden, Mass.

You

will

efficiency.

be delighted with
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pictures

in

at

Home

A Vacation Without Books?

What's

These books are light reading, yet extremely interesting.
Many of them have been made into movies which gave us
some of our greatest SCREEN SUCCESSES.

in

prettier,

You

teresting.

know

Lillian
is
at
the
Reinhardt. working
on a story in which she will be directed
by the German genius of stage-craft. But
Lillian can't speak German and Herr Reinhardt has no English; so it must be fun!

Austrian Castle of

Max

George K. Arthur sailed away from
Europe and almost before I knew it I had
a post card from him.
I'll pass it on:
"Just arrived at Cherbourg. But haven't
spoken a word of French yet.
Wouldn't
it

be pathetic

if

I

a chance to
have been misBobby Vernon,

didn't

get

vous, Mile.!"
So far
taken for Lupino Lane,
'Et

Order any one

for $1.00 or 6 for $5.00

And

Gwyn.

J<[ell

and slimmer, and
I ever saw her.
She said
from sister Lillian were awfully in-

letters

Whether You Go Away or Stay

—even

today she is
younger than

Vacation Means Recreation and Pleasure

and Eddie

Buz,zell.

Hoping

for better luck

soon."

The Crowd
Show Boat

GheKWGofj

Sorrel

June Collyer came to New York thinking
she was going to sail for Europe with the
David Butler company to make shots for
Chasing the Tiews.
But at the last minute
the Fox company decided to keep June
over here and send Butler and his technical
staff, with only Nick Stuart to hold up the
acting end.
Seems June made some Movietone tests on the coast and they turned
out so swell that the company wants to
use her in their sound films
in particular
the projected special, Captain Lash, which

& Son

Wings
The Patent Leather Kid
The Garden of Allah
Old San Francisco
Tenderloin

Hangman's House
Beau Geste
Ben Hur
The King of Kings

THE KING OF KINGS
Carries a message of the
highest spiritual appeal

—

John Ford

WINGS

A

Resurrection
Seventh Heaven
Bardelys the Magnificent

Romance

of

the Air

RESURRECTION
COUNT LEO TOLSTOY

stay

Dick Barthelmess's
Smashing Success

language!

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE
49 West 45th Street,

I

enclose

$

for

(Dept. 10-28)

New York

which please send

City.

a

for

Andres?

Nation)

BEAU GESTE
A

remarkable story of the
French Foreign Legion

be

to

separated

of Vengeance.
spring of their

months,
of the

but

is

ceaseless

food.

from

LADIES OF THE NIGHT

me..

who
..

an
her

people somewhat similar to
these that Raymond Wells has woven his
epic picture. Souls Aflame.
It isn't a picture at all.
It's a slice out of life, raw
and bleeding. The primitive qualities that
Wells has fused into this film the passions,
the ferocities, the hatreds, the intolerances,
are comparable to some of the world's finest
achievements in literature and music.
The story laid in the Osark Mountains
starts soon after the Civil War when the
weary but dauntless 'Rebels' return home.
Here we are introduced to the Lillys, and
to their daughter who has been disgraced
by a son of the Bucks. The ensuing feud
between the Bucks and the Lillys causes
a fight which embroils both clans and brings
the picture to a close on a superb and
striking climax.
This film proves that there is real art in
the moving picture.
It's the best I have seen in 1928.
is

Lee Moran starred
Nat

is

took

—

The Clansman

Prisoner of Zenda

bear

some intolerable God
Love touches them in the
lives
for a few fleeting
drowned in the aftermath
It

Cobra

translated into every

father

in

battle

The Trail of Ninety-Eight
The White Sister

BEN HUR

Her

(Continued from page 51)

THE PATENT
LEATHER KID

Speedy (Harold Lloyd Edition)

The book which was

European jaunt

Rosa Reilly's Reviews

Quo Vadis

(The Birth of

A

her.

voted family can't
for very long.

Four Sons
The Gaucho
The Legion of the Condemned
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come
Mother Machree

The Fool
Manhandled
La Boheme
Main Street

to

combined pleasure-and-business trips.
June wanted to spend as much
time with her parents in Manhattan as
possible.
She is getting to be our best
little trans-continental commuter.
This de'

Abie's Irish Rose

best

at

home.

story

The Jazz Singer
Beau Sabreur

its

at

Besides,

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Anna Karenina
(Movie Title "Love")

Tolstoy's genius at

June and Vic-

on

Man

The Enemy

RESURRECTION

direct with

featured, with dialogue. June
all disturbed at being told to

abroad every year with him when he went

Loves
Monsieur Beaucaire
Loves Greatest Mistake
a

was not
old

The Ten Commandments

When

will

McLaglen

tor

doesn't get the

as

a

pathetic

hoofer

girl!

In the
film
story
Lee and Barbara
Leonard have for years formed a small-time

—

vaudeville team. Roomed in the same cheap
Cooked their surreptiboarding houses.
tious breakfasts over the same gas jet.

Laughed in their
their failures.

triumphs

wept

and

at

seems our

it

ENL AN

G R E

S

little

neighbor,

Cuba,

is

D
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just

crammed with great big revolutions.
Carmel Myers with her large, dazzling
orbs and keen luxurious figure

is

supposed

lure Ricardo Cortez away from his line
of duty long enough to let the comic opera
revolutionists slip through a couple of kegs

to

In true vaudeville fashion, Lee has
sheltered and protected Barbara for years.
And then she falls in love with Ricardo
Cortez, who plays a millionaire role.

of arms.
She falls in love with him and
he with her.
And in the process of this
Heartbreak for Lee through which he amorous scene, Cortez forgets duty and is
manages to laugh.
arrested.
To save him Carmel offers herparticularly self to the general as a hostage.
Leonard
looked
Barbara
But he
sweet and attractive in her night club isn't that kind of man at all. and sends
scenes.
Cortes makes all feminine hearts Cortez an.d the girl away to be married,
palpitate

as usual.

night club
to Lee just

owner

Cissy Fitzgerald as the
brought a little cheer

when he needed

viction.

and played

it

difficult

role

play

to

as

advertised!

and

Wild, western

handsome Saddle and
Bridle hero from the Fox lot, goes to the
mat with a bad-acting white collar lad
Bell,

the

for the love of the minister's gal.
are two good reasons for

all

There

not

missing this one:
(1) The youngster who
plays juvenile side-kick to Rex and helps
against the gang;
and (2) the bloodcurdling fight on top of a fast-moving
train.

Rex

Bell is going to win your hearts.
He's a fine-looking cowboy, with a wide,
wistful smile.

ON TO RENO
A

A

license costs two dollars.
For the sum
license one.

of

mareight

anybody can get married.

But getunmarried particularly to lose a
husband who doesn't want to be lost
bits

—

ting

—

more difficult and more expensive
If you don't believe it, ask someAsk Marie Prebody who has tried it.

a
matter.
that's

vost,

for

instance.

She's the

star

of this

movie, On to Reno.
And it seems
she has one husband too many.
It's a sort of companionate divorce yarn
with a funny climax in a swimming pool
where one husband loses his bathing trunks
in the shuffle.
And in
James Cruze is the director.
addition to Marie Prevost, Cullen Landis,
Ethel Wales and Ned Sparks do good

new

all

Develops

women

collecting

alimony

will

get

a great laugh out of this film.
But it won't
ring so funny to the men who are pay-

ing

it.

MADEMOISELLE FROM
ARMENTIERRES
Now

that hot fringe of the world's globe
tries to disguise itself in the color of the East, down
Constantinople way a little girl named
Jeanne Ney learned what love is.
It was
a sickening spot to learn anything—surrounded by all the horrors following the
Russian Revolution.
Night was not the
time of darkness and rest but an interval
of lunacy when the emigres tried to drown
their terrors in wine, in dancing, in indulgences.

j

!

|

j

,

.

Jeanne didn't mind these things.
Didn't seem to see them even, until her
Little

degenerate uncle forced her to leave her
home in the middle of the night. And
there in the Crimean blackness, enveloped
by everything that would drive a woman
to
idiocy
or worse -Jeanne experiences
her first hour of love.

—

Lee!

—
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of entire
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Inevitably a parting with the lover comes.
here an exquisite scene takes place.
In the rain, outside of a deserted graveyard,
among hundreds of multi-countried people
plague spot of the world,
all fleeing this
the girl tells her sweetheart farewell. Real
passion and heartbeats here.
If you have ever put hundreds of miles
between yourself and the person you love,
this picture will touch you to the heart.
Most of the names are unfamiliar to you.
But Edith Jehanne plays the role of the
Both
girl and Uno Henning, the lover.
Other actors who did unare magnificent.
excelled work are Brigitte Helm, whom you
know, Fritz Rasp and A. E. Liche.

Address

And

S8.00

-

.

Patented

CMB^PnSbased

Name

State.

City

-

GRIP OF THE

YUKON

Francis the Virile, Francis the Perennial,
Yes,
strides into the picture once again.
it's the same Francis who used to delight
Francis X. Bushman.
us fifteen years ago
And the strange part about it is that he is
just as appealing today as he was two
decades ago.
The same broad shoulders,
same slim waist and hips, same compelling
When Bushman staged his comeeyes.

—

behind.

full

\

|

A

Besides being

muscles

THE LOVES OF JEANNE NEY

first, before you go to see this film,
get some good elderly friend of the family
back in Ben Hur, he came back to stay.
to take you out behind the garage and
complete your education by singing a few
Bushman's latest picture, The Grip of
of the unexpurgated verses of the famous the Yu\on, is built up on the old triangle
war song, "Mademoiselle From Armen- theme. Bushman and Neil Hamilton both
tierres" to you.
Then you'll enjoy the love June Marlowe whose father they have
picture much, much better.
When
accidentally killed in the Yukon.
It's a good film.
sort of British Big June comes from the states to hunt her
Parade.
But, doggone it, they've made the father not knowing of his death, the two
heroine who, according to every soldier in men responsible for it are placed in a terthe A. E. F., was a red hot mama, a sort rible positiop.
of wishwashy lady who drinks nothing but
Of course, June falls for Neil, the young
beer and who considers a kiss as good as
and handsome.
And Bushman plods off
an engagement ring.
Shades of Lorelei
into the snowy dusk leaving his "happiness
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brutal warfare is getting more
the time.
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Of all the back-stage pictures which
have recently flooded the picture market,
this is one of the few that carries conLee Moran had a

if

So

Rum, man

far
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Scenario writing offers a brilliant future to those having imagination, the
urge to write, and the will to succeed.
The Hollywood Academy teaches
scenario writing thoroughly and
practically, in a fascinating manner,
easy to understand. Sincerely intimate and personal instruction by

of world wide
contract. Absolute

Hollywood scenarist

reputation. No
satisfaction guaranteed. Free
gives complete information.
for your copy today.
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were drawn back and his long yellow though. He'd be the last person to ask an
Suddenly he stood actor to take a chance unless there was a
up and waved wide arms as though he had good reason for it.
He probably didn't
decided to wrestle. There was nothing for think it was a chance. That rock at the
Eddie to do but stand there and hope bottom is what makes it dangerous."
that things weren't as bad as they looked.
The shot had to be taken again. Several
Bud White, John's papa in the business, prop boys were bringing the cushioned seats
threw him some grapes of which John is from the machines to put on the offending
very fond, but the bear evidently had some- rock. This was out of line with the camera
only the jump registered, which was supthing else planned out for he kept walking
closer to Eddie.
Bud White is a man of posed to be into space. The cushions didn't
lips

Control Program
9tee
Nothing to Buy

Just send Coupon

pOLLOWING this

teeth looked inquisitive.

—

pro-

gram gives wonderful

and proves one does
not have to be or become
results,

action when John disregards the lure of
grapes and in a flash he was up the trail.
From behind he slipped a halter around
John's neck and soon had him in order.
He may not have been dangerous but there
is no sense in taking a chance with a bear,
Bud thinks.
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Three property men put up

ci Charming Figure
Gasify QcQuired
amazing system(the result of the Weight
BVTHIS
Control Conference held in the N. Y Academy
of Medicine), you can weigh what you want and
off or put on weight where desired. Approved
by physicians. Endorsed by thousands. Following
the 30-Day Program will enable you to take off at
least 10 pounds and convince you that you can be

take

youthfully slender, perfectly formed.

This Program (complete
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'location

"All over on the next set," called Al
Green, and there was general bustle and
excitement of moving shades, platforms,
cameras, reflectors and what not, down from
that boulder across the tiny gulley and up
on another set of boulders. Al Green had
apparently looked all the boulders over, and
not wanting any of them to feel slighted,
was preparing to use each one in turn.
"Hey, Eddie," called Al Green from his
perch on the opposite peak one hundred
yards across space. "Want to see Loosh
do his stuff?" 'Loosh' being Lucian Little-

Name.

going to watch him now,"
called Eddie, and picking ourselves up we
walked to. the edge of our boulder. They
were rigging Mr. Littlefield with piano wire
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l

a
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went. But nobody laughed, though on second thought they didn't even try to move
the rock.

The
it

.shot was
was okeh.

finally

taken and this time

Edmund Lowe and I talked with Bud
White, owner of the bear, John Brown.
You saw John Brown in The Gold Rush,
remember?
Bud raised him from a cub.
He shot the mother and took both of her
children.
John's brother was a cranky bear
and had to be shot but John was always
He never
good-natured
and obliging.
balked at working if his reward was plenty
of raisins and honey.

A

curious

happened in Griffith
John was to amble
the wood and finally catch

thing

Park not long ago.
along a trail in
up with the hero

animal's presence.

who knew nothing of the
Bud laid the trail with

and started John on his way. Suddenly the bear sniffed the air and plunged
Bud waited awhile
into the underbrush.
About fifty feet
and then followed him.
in, a man lay full length on the ground.
raisins

field.

"We're

I

B

a

shade' consisting of two wooden standards
at the top of which was screwed a wooden
screen a yard or more .square. This was
placed over the camera.
Another was put
over the second camera, to moderate the
glare of the sun.
Across the way on
another boulder Lucian Littlefield ran back
and forth from the edge, giving me the
creeps every time he tried it, because if his
foot had slipped on that particular ledge he
would have plunged thirty feet into a bed
of rocks.

My

take kindly to the ridged rock.
personal opinion was that they were a worse
menace than the rock. Apparently Mr. Littlefield shared my belief for he told the
men to take them away.
"If I hit those springs I'd bounce into
the air and probably land over there on
Eddie's boulder," he said.
"Well, move the rock," someone said.
This picture business!
Nothing daunts
it.
Move the rock! It was twelve feet
long and two feet stuck above the ground.
Goodness knows how deep in the earth it

a belt

he

fell

just

and heaven knows what so that
they could pull him back. Piano
a good bet, though, because if it

wire isn't
kinks it breaks like darning cotton, so I
was told. It doesn't take much to kink a
long wire so I was glad it wasn't me that

John was smelling him all over. Bud tried
to put a collar on John but the bear reared
on his hind legs and started to wrestle.
Bud knew enough to humor him. In a
few minutes John stopped wrestling and
began sniffing the man on the ground who
had not moved. Again Bud tried to collar
John and again the bear began to wrestle.
He seemed perfectly good-natured but Bud
knew something queer had happened and
that the slightest thing might turn John

was tied to the end of it.
Mr. Littlefield was to run to the edge of
the rock, give one horrified look behind
him, supposedly at the oncoming bear, and
plunge into space. Some six feet below he into a savage.
struck a rock on a forty-five degree angle
In the meantime the company had grown
and slid to the bottom, where there was a impatient and started out to see what had
large rock which he couldn't avoid.
It had
When they found Bud and
happened.
a sharp ridge at the top which didn't look
John engaged in a wrestling match which
so comfortable to me.
appeared to be a perfectly friendly one
Mr. Littlefield took the plunge, slid to they were hopping mad.
Bud explained
the bottom and sprawled with some force as quietly as he could and one of the prop
over the ridged rock.
men who was a roper lassooed John. Bud
"Are you hurt, Loosh?" called Eddie who was then able to get his collar on.
had been terribly concerned throughout the
It was found that the man on the ground
bit
proceeding.
was dead. He had hung himself.
But he of rope was still about his neck and his
"No, I'm okeh," said Loosh.
limped some.
body was not yet cold. How he had fallen
"Why don't they Use acrobat.s on a job to the ground was never discovered unless
like that?" I demanded, aroused in my turn. the bear had chewed the rope, which was
"Those cameras are seventy-five feet away. possible. John had had a job like that to
No one in a thousand years could tell do in a picture at one time in his career.
whether it was Lucian Littlefield or Sam
Bud says that John is the famous mem'
Brown."
No one ever reber of the partnership.
"Is this John Brown?^
"Blest if I know," said Eddie thought- members his name.
fully. "Al Green is the kindest fellow alive, a casting director or assistant asks, "No,"

A

says Bud. "But John doesn't hear so well
over the telephone so I'll take the message."
By that time the set was ready.
scaffolding had been put on the highest rock
with a pulley. The idea was for Eddie to
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woman,

ness
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doesn't
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young lady

tries to

9?

'make'

—

male passengers and the crew
much matter, until she meets

it
I

a

young man who arouses her better nature.
At San Pedro we got on a special launch
stand on the lower rock and swing off, then which was to take us to the boat and after
work himself up the rope hand over hand us was boarded a square wooden box the
to get out of reach of the bear.
top of which was covered with wire netting.
It was blistering hot on the rock and the
From the box issued terrified caterwauls.
boys were famished for a drink so Eddie
"What on earth?" I asked.
sent to Chatsworth for refreshments.
It
was amusing to see them tie three bottles of
root beer
it
was root beer, too to the
rope and watch it scale the heights to the

—

—

men

waiting above.
the climbing scene had been taken
to everyone's satisfaction we were moved
to the clearing again.
It had been some
job to get up and it was worse to get
down. I was for taking a jump but the
men were afraid I'd break everything. It
took three of them to get me down.
The next scene was with Eddie and the
bear.
Eddie was put on a narrow ledge
not a foot wide with a gorge in front of
him, a wall of rock two feet high on his
right, a sharp declivity on his left, and the
bear blocking his path in the rear.
John came ambling along digging raisins
out of the rock while Eddie signalled frantically to Lucian Littlefield on the rock far
above to pull him up. The nearer the bear
got to Eddie the better it was for the picture.
If he touched him with his funny
cold nose it would be better still. With
Mr. Lowe's permission then, some honey
was smeared on the seat of his pants. Of
course the bear wasn't wild, but with a
wild animal you can never tell when he
will turn native, particularly when he noses
warm flesh. Evidently this thought struck

When

Mr. Lowe too,
licks the honey
gets

interested

for he

my

off

to

find

"When

John
pants, suppose he

said,

out what's under-

What's my next move?"
"Your next move, boy, is a long jump
into that open space ahead of you." said
neath?

Bud.

That didn't seem

so good, either.
like to be standing on

a
didn't think I'd
ledge not a foot wide, with a gorge in
front of me, a sheer wall of rock above
and below me, and a bear chewing my
rompers.
But Eddie stuck it out and his
reward of courage was that the bear had
difficulty getting a raisin out of the rock
just a step in back of the star and filled in
the scene pawing at it. Which was a great
shot.

The scaffolding holding the cameras had
to be taken down and put up again for a
closeup and the light wouldn't hold for
I suppose on a
that so we called it a day.
day's location the property boys do as much
carpentry as it requires to build a mountain
cabin.
The very next evening Estelle Taylor
telephoned from Long Beach to say that
she was sending her car for me that night.
The plan was for me to spend the night
at her hotel and at seven the next morning
to start with her for the location which
was a smelly old boat anchored nine miles
off San Pedro harbor.
Well. I don't care whose Rolls Royce
I ride in so I packed my bag and waited.
arrived at Long Beach something after
As we
eleven and I tumbled into bed.
breakfasted before the dining-room was
open Estelle had to have a special waiter
to minister to her needs and he brought
trie some orange juice, toast and coffee.
Estelle met me downstairs in the car looking like a Spanish gypsy for beauty and
color.
She was supposed to be an adven-

We

who gets on this tramp schooner, no
one knows how or why. But being a busituress

He was an
$18^Clerk~~

Today
His

"That's the bad luck," said Estelle.
"there are seven cats on the boat but they
are all grey and there had to be a black
one."
Estelle and I spent our time over
talking to the cat and stretching our fingers
through the wire to pet him so he wouldn't
feel so lonesome.
The boat was something awful, and no
place for a lady.
Estelle warned me that
it was, but I didn't think anything could
smell so badly.
It had been quite a tub in

rIncome

aWeeK
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day and had been run by wealthy Mexi-

its

cans for business as well as pleasure

I

Play for Fun or
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was

There was ample accommodation for
The main salon stretched from one
side of the boat to the other and was filled
with windows, and they were all open
which was a lucky thing. Three state-rooms
opened off one end.
Estelle and Martha
Mattox who played a straight-laced old
party, used the two outside ones for dressing rooms. The middle one was piled with
lumber, broken glass and old mattresses that
told.

both.

didn't look

fit

condemned

for

you

sailing,

rides at anchor, being used
ties

The

to be burned.

and motion picture

see.

by

ship

and

is

NOW

fishing par-

—

The

strange
photographs like a
trade.

party and her willing husband, it was time
for lunch.
The boys had been working all morning
It
in the galley over some Irish stew.
takes a lot of stew to fill fifty people!
Estelle's chauffeur sent over two large boxes
of fried chicken by the noon launch and
So
with it a grand pie and some pickles.
with that and the stew and some excellent
coffee we didn't
nic style, Estelle
the party.

do so badly. We ate picand I and four others in

—

—

—

just

part of it is that it
million dollars.
Gardner James plays the nice boy whose
gentleness rouses the adventuress to higher
things.
Ralph Ince. the director, who also
plays the brutal captain, wanted him to
have a wave put in his hair, which Mr.
James didn't like a little bit. He made all
sorts of wise-cracks at himself.
After two or three scenes in which
Estelle had to tease the straight-laced old
.
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In the afternoon, scenes were taken on
the narrow deck and the cameras and lights
completely blocked the path. To make it
worse the generating engine smoked and a
'nigger." a black screen, had to be put in
back of the camera so there was nothing
at all to see.
During this time I hung over the rail to

watch the fish. There were hundreds feeding on the bread that had been thrown
overboard, and a young shark about three
feet long was held prisoner by his tail
because he had to be used in a scene later.
I

asked

Capt.

Singleton,

skipper

of

W. Allen of California
made $40.80 in one day's
Hundreds
"joyful
work":
men are reportof other
many
ing amazing incomes

S.

—

of them doubling
ling
their former

the

whether he had ever seen anyone
eaten bv a shark and he said that he sure

boat,
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your friends see
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had.

had been in on several heated conversations in which several people claimed
that the man-eating shark was a myth and
cited David Starr Jordan and other marine
I

enthusiasts as their authorities.

Captain Singleton said

all

he knew about

that a party of men were fishing in
a small boat off the coast of Guatemala
where sharks grow to be sixty feet and
longer.
Two of the men dangled their

it

was
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There was a swish
and a swirl and a Hammerhead shark had
one of them by the legs and in two nips
there was nothing to show the existence
of a man except the reddened water.
It
was all over before the others realized
what had happened. Captain Singleton told
me he saw this with his own eyes, so you
can take whichever side you want to.
While she was dressing for her next
scene Estelle showed me some telegrams
from Jack Dempsey, whom I suppose every
one by now knows is her husband.
The
wires
were barometrical charts of the
weather as he crossed the continent. Each
one ended with some allusion to it.
"It's
getting pretty warm.
Love.
Jack," said
bare feet in the water.

the

The

next read, "The
awful."
The third,
the last, "It's .so hot

first.

something

and

hot,"

heat

is

"Plenty
I

can't

move."
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Estelle's work in this picture, The Singaport Mutiny, will soon be over and then
she boards a train for New York to begin
rehearsals for The Big Fight, in which she
appears under David Belasco's direction
with Jack Dempsey.
The rushes of the night before had
shown insufficient lighting so the camera'
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thrown

on

Have you ever faced
Well, when you were

Taylor's face.

No?

Miss
a

re-

a kid

did you ever have a pal hold a mirror to
the sun and direct its rays toward your
face?
Yes, that's just what it does.
I've
often wondered how actors 'could stand the
reflectors in shaded places but under the
glare of the sun to have five of them direct
the full force of it into your eyes well,
I wondered.
So did Estelle, and tried to
stand it.
The scene opened with the ad'
venturess looking out at sea, which was
all right.
When the proper old party appears with her husband and begins to make
caustic remarks about the length of the
young lady's skirt and tight bodice, the
girl turns and covers the sour-looking dame
with the full, glory of her radiant smile
and eyes flashing with mischief.
As
Estelle turned a set look came into her
face
the reflectors were doing their stuff.
Her eyes flooded with tears and the scene
was over. After a good deal of manoeuvering it was found that the same work
could be accomplished by using three reflectors in more advantageous places and
the day was saved.
were glad to get back to the hotel

—

—

We

Long Beach, when,

after a massage for
excellent dinner and
were driven to our respective homes.
I
hadn't quite recovered from the jaunt with
Estelle Taylor when Julie Lang, the clever
young executive in charge of magazine
publicity
for
Paramount Famous Lasky,
rang me up to say that I was booked for
San Diego by the midnight special.
Moran of the Marines was the name
of the picture, Richard Dix was the star,
Ruth Elder the lead and ninety-five others
of the company were booked for the midin

Estelle,

night

The

we had an

special

also.

was the Marine Base at
San Diego and was to last four days.
I
could only spare two but I saw plenty.
It's great sport going on a long location.
It's such fun to have a good dinner and
sign the check 'Paramount-Lasky,' though
I should think Mr. Lasky and Mr. Zukor
v/ould feel pretty sick when the bills pour
in from an outfit like that
but they get
it
all back and to spare, so
they should
location

—

worry.

The

day didn't go over so well
No one had had much sleep on the train
because what always happens happened
then.
In each car there were four or five
people who thought they were alone on
first

a

They

desert island.

and spun yarns
the

until

talked and laughed
well after three in

We had to be up at sixand what did we face a brightly

morning.

thirty

—

We

shining sun?
I guess not.
faced a
shower.
Yes, sir, in this land where it
never rains except in winter, it kicked over
the traces to the extent of a lazy tenminute shower, and remained hazy until

noon.
Nor was that all.
Delegates from the Union met the train
and cheerfully told Fred Newman, the
business manager, that the head camera'man
being a non-Union man, would be considered a scab in San Diego and they advised him not to try to work.
Which
made it just fine. Ed had to hop a bus
for Los Angeles where he joined up with
the Union and returned to San Diego the
next day.
Ruth Elder, Flobelle Muir, a writer for
Liberty, Bill Rice in charge of the company publicity, and myself found ourselves
in the coffee shop of the U. S. Grant.
had breakfast and were then assigned
to our rooms where we lazed around until
time for lunch.
In the afternoon I went out to the
location.
One thing struck me as being
remarkable in beauty and that was the
cloistered arch that ran the whole length

We

—

of the buildings
nearly a mile long.
To
stand at one end and look down the endless
corridor was
quite
a breath-taking
sight.

The four studio trucks and camera car
were there and unloading their stuff.
In
half an hour camera platforms were erected
and activity commenced.
Director Frank
Strayer organized his men and Linton
Wells, the author who was also a marine
and assisted in the technical work, bustled
about moving people here and there all
over the lot.
The marine band was lined
up and a division of soldiers marched
around a bit.
Some very .young girls were sitting near
and when Richard Dix's car appeared and
Richard himself climbed out of it one of
them almost fell off her perch. "There he
is!"
she squealed, "Hold me, somebody!
Look at that chin determined," she added

—

romantically.

Lloyd

Corrigan,

genial

the

dramatist,

who

has, like thousands of others been
roped into the movies, was there to lend
his wit to any situation that might arise.
Mr. Corrigari's bow to the movies was in
the form of two original stories for Bebe

The Campus Flirt and Swim,
Swim, and he did the adaptation for
Red Hair starring Clara Bow and one of
Daniels,
Girl,

I
don't
Clara's best in months.
anything further need be said of his

think
ability

as a humorist.

did one scene that afterreturned to the hotel early
up with lost sleep.
Next day the .sun was very temperamental.
Ruth Elder, Charlotte Mineau
who plays the gossipy woman, and I went
Ruth was upset
out to the Base together.
because her dress was too big and her hat
didn't fit but as she only appeared in long

Richard only

noon

so
to catch

shots

we

all

day

that

it

didn't

matter.

They

could be altered in time for the next day's

work.
Miss Elder surprised

me

because she

is

didn't expect a giant, but she
medium height, small-boned and
is barely
very slender.
And waxing poetic we
might say, "Her voice was soft and sweet
an excellent thing in woman."
On our way out to location Ruth told
us how thrilled she was to be in pictures.
She is an intensely alive young person who
seems to find happiness in almost every experience that comes her way, great or small.
so small.

—

I

—

—

SCREENLAND
Ruth Elder
celebrated

something of her
her whether the
for a time or whether

told

us

I

asked

trip.

plane could run

itself

someone had to be at the control always.
She said for a minute or two it could go
without guidance but someone had to be
right there to take the stick in case any
She and George
thing did go wrong.
Haldeman took equal turns at it but she
said it would be impossible for her to make
such a long flight alone. She believes some
will train for it and make
takes more physical strength than Ruth
herself has at her command.
When Richard appeared there was a
polite stampede on the part of the Marine

woman

it

but

it

Base

have

to

visitors

a

or to get his autograph.
it

felt

to be a celebrity

know who you
the

first

The

first

him

to

and

were.
gave

word with him
I asked him how

and have everyone

He

said that for
a great kick.

him
happened a man came up
said, "Hello, Richard," and

year
time

it

.

it

put out his hand.
"I have a terrible memory for faces,"
Richard continued, "and not recognizing
him I racked my brain to think where I
had met him. since he seemed to know

me

'J ust

well.

so

minute,'

a

said

I

to

him. Til remember in just a minute." The
'You don't know me,
man laughed.
Richard, but I've seen several of your pic
tures and I just feel like we're old friends."

"And to this day, when some one salutes
me I do not catch on. I always begin to
search my memory for the name that I
cannot place."
Richard is looking forward with a good
deal of interest to his next picture. Redskin, which will be taken in New Mexico.
For a month he will be out in the open
Sometimes the call of the
that he loves.
mountains is so strong that he thinks he
will

up

give

pictures

entirely

and

live

on

he intends to buy, but the pull
quite strong enough because he loves
pictures too, which is a good thing for a
few million people who are his fans, myself among the number.
Since Richard's illness a few months ago
a good many ideas have changed for him.
For one thing he will never again be afraid
one thought he would live
of death.
because for two days before the operation
a
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without diets or exercises
^TOW

easy to get rid of inches of surcomfortable,
flesh
in a

it's

plus abdomen
No
sensible way.
pill-taking or other
ing.
Instead, try
Belt for 10 days

exercising or dieting; no
unnatural means of reducthe popular Weil Reducing
at our expense.

—

Made

treated rubber, it
causes a gentle, unnoticed massage action as
it comes in contact with flabby flesh.
So that
with every move you make unwanted fat is
being moulded away and kept away for good
and at a fraction of the price charged by
expert masseurs.
of

scientifically

—

Results in 10 Days
or no cost
Take your waist measurement before and
after this Free 10-Day Trial.
Note the difference in inches.
Feel the improvement in

your general condition.
According to the
terms of our absolute guarantee you must be
thoroughly satisfied with the results secured
or you

pay nothing.

Coupon Brings Free

Details

Write us at once and you will receive
our Special 10-Day Trial Offer a detailed
description of this most successful reducing method, the principles of which are
highly endorsed by leading physicians and

—

professional athletes everywhere. For the
sake of your health and appearance take
advantage of this offer at once.
Send

Write now.

no money.

THEKILLWEILNEWCOMPANY
HAVEN, CONN.
3910

SEND NO MONEY
THE WEIL COMPANY,
New Haven, Conn.
me without obligation

3910 Hill St.,
Please send

description of the Weil
and also your Special
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10 -Day

complete
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Trial
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ST.,

the doctors had kept him packed with ice
But the
hoping they could stave it off.
inflammation continued and Richard hustled

heavy work one afternoon
knew he was going to be pretty

through some
because he

Only a Buesclier
Saxophone gives you these extra feaSnap-on Pads, greatest imtures
provement, easy to replace,
nocementing Patented Automatic OctaveKey perfect
Scale Accuracy
convenient
key arrangement.
Be Popular Socially

that it would be for a
Luckily for Paramount he was
long time.
just able to finish the last scene in which
he appeared. That night the doctors knew
an operation was the only thing that would
save him and that it had to be done in a
sick

and he

—

felt

—

Earn Extra Money

hurry.

playing: a

just

find

'Well,

world

—

well.

order to catch

—

my

six-thirty

Easy payments.

6 days'

Mention

any other instrument in which you
are interested.
[450]

Buesclier Band Instrument Co.
2523 Bueacher Block, Elkhart, Ind.

train

back to

Los Angeles and that was the end of
month's locations.

this

spare

time,

J,

H.

$200 in 2 weeks. A. G.
earned $617 for a few
days' work.
You, too, can soon
qualify for the wonderful oppor-

MASON

tunities
in this
pay profession.

Camera Given

fascinating,

big

E B00K

te,b

hT

BE A MOVIE

OPERATOR

We

give

projector

and teach you at
home, hig demand
by movie and vaudeville theatres. Write
for folder.

famous

ports teach you money-making secrets of photography,
in your spare time at home, or in our great New York
Studios how we help you get a fine position or start
your own business how we give you a professional
camera.
Write today for Book and Job Chart.
N. Y. Institute of Photography, 10 W. 33rd St., N. Y., Dept. 60

—

—

3

MGRJCAN

in
yourself
to yourself,

and you say
So this is Paris,' and go
about your business, whatever it is.
When we got back to location there was
quite a crowd wanting autographs which
Mr. Wells arRichard obligingly gave.
ranged for some stills to be taken, and
finally after hanging around all day the
star was called to work at four o'clock for
some long shots.
Before he finished I had to leave in
another

each— will

astonish and please you.
trial.

—

You

sweet-toned Bueacher.

10 evenings— one hoar

"During that illness I touched the border so closely that I could swear I saw
It seemed to me that the differbeyond.
ence was very slight I am convinced that
the mind continues on, and the exchange
of bodies is so unimportant at that period
in one's development as to be almost unnoticeable.

— —
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,

Room

Catalog describing all Courses from
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—
—
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Carrier,

Post-office Clerk,
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Institute, Dept. 720,

Clerk,

Steady
Denver,
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Mokane

work.

Great; this sure was a break!
Pev Marley to shoot the picture; and I, as assistant

on Pev Marley's camera

Established

BOOKLET

FREE

MALE HELP WANTED

brings

Postal

1917.
with

particulars.

full

Universal Scenario Company.
& Santa Monica Bids., Hollywood,

204 Western
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For
and home furnished; hunt, fish, trap.
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an
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heart of Motion Picture Industry, we know the

get
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$25-$35 weekly sewing dresses
time

experience

;
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—
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—
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be-
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sides.

AGENTS— WE START YOU
No

and help you succeed.

IN BUSINESS
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Broadway,
Products, 564
New York.
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Mo.

City,

—

——

needed.

You can
Madison
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instantly.
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Paul,
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Cream.
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— ResultsReducing
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Made.
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Price.
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mail,

postoffice
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immediately.
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Bradley Insti211-j Cooper Bldg.,' Denver, Colo.
:

prepare you quickly.
Stuart

will

$1.

CLARK-LELAND, 457

St.,

Boston.

DANCING

We

HELP WANTED INSTRUCTIONS

lb.

BIG PAY FOR TRAINED SINGERS. New
course by MARY CLARK.
Caruso protege,

tion

MF.N wanting railway

years
Vi

Fat Reducing Size, 1 lb. $6.00, p.p.
321 West 3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Satisfac-

Guaranteed.
No experience necessary.
supply $25.00 sales outfit showing quarteryard samples and give unlimited advertising
and sales aids that insure your success if you
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Address Dept. 546,
MADISON BROTHERS, 131 South Peoria,
Chicago.

using

Harm-

size,

$3.50;

.complete.

A

Picot-

HOLLYWOOD STARS ARE SLENDER

Sembrich pupil,
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and
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Fits any sewing machine.
prepaid or C. O. D.
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free.
LaFlesh Hemstitching Co., Dept. 45, Sedalia, Mo.
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Leslie's,

Big

WOMEN

GUARANTEED HEMSTITCHING

less

As
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MARIE LOUISE
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Teaches Ballroom, Charleston, Tango, Stage, Toe, Classic
and Technique.
Strictly .Private.
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Tango same as taught to Kudolph Valentino by DON
LENO, also teacher of Mae Murray, Lillian Lorraine,
Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor, T. Roy Barnes, HerStudents
man. Timberg, Jimmy Hussey and others.
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tions secured for graduates.
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tute,

and

Mr.

—
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Individual

from
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Submit
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proposition.
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Prompt.

preliminary publication services.
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55th
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Charles
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Address, Monarch,
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instruction

m.

to

8

in
p.

social

m.

—

and modern dancing
Classes

every
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Booklet on request
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"Dance Descriptions by Mail"
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Hibbeler,

Mrs.

DANCING ACADEMY

DETECTIVES
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(near 107th St.)

NEW YORK

CITY

DANCING TEAMS
Have your Dances routined, improved, perfected by

FRED LE QUORNE
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Whirlwinds and Tap Dances.

Amateur Teams Developed, managed and placed.
Phone and let us talk it over.

LE

1658

BROADWAY
Write

for

QUORNE STUDIOS
Room 603

Home

just

staff, get to go up
noticed Pev walking on

waylaid him for information.'
returned from an inspection

dam. He informed us that the
high, plenty high, and that on
one side of the dam was a little pond of
water that is only one hundred and twenty
feet deep.
To make things more interesting
he also added that this was going to be
some location, as the top of the dam is
only ten feet wide and most of this space
is
occupied by materials which they are
using in the dam and for us to be very
careful and not trip over the wires that are
sticking up in the concrete.
If you should
trip it is only four hundred feet to the
bottom and you won't have to call for your
insurance.
As we were to leave for location at San Fernando Valley at 7:30 A. M.
the next morning, we decided to get plenty
of 'shut-eye' that night.
The location was
over forty miles from the studio.
As the title writers put it, 'Then came
the dawn and the next day.'
The assistant
trip at the

dam was

cameramen Roy Noble, Jimmie King, and
myself arrived at the studio early and
loaded our cameras and camera equipment
into
the two
Cadillacs that
had been
assigned to the Camera Department.
As
the equipment filled the two cars, we rode
with the rest of the staff in the cars
assigned to them.
regular parade of cars
and trucks left the studio at this early hour.

A

We

were
the

for location!

off

way out we

talked over the plot
of the picture.
One of the fellows had
read the script. Much to my surprise, this
picture was to be far different from the
usual run of Hollywood pictures that con'
cern dams.
There was not going to be a
bursting dam.
I had previously visualized
a miniature dam breaking and by trick
photography showing the waters flooding
the valley.
Also a sequence where the
hero rushes through the valley, in a battered Ford, and does a Paul Revere, saving,
of course, the heroine and her father, who
before was very much opposed to our hero's
intentions towards his little Nell.
As you
might imagine, the rescue was to take place
just in the nick of time.
Of course a few
flashes of the heroine, struggling in the
foamy waters, very wet but still very beautiful, were to be spliced into the plot for
thrills.

d
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—
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kinds.
velope.
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time.
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for sale.
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We

to the dam.
the lot and

unknown

We

demand.

Colo.

MEN,

Preceding Issue

FOR A PHOTOPLAY STORY by

#1250

Picture

(Continued from page 39)

WRITERS

Qualify for Rail-

Dam

a

CIRCLE

Study Tango Course

But Power does not contain all of this
hokum.
It is an 'Epic of the West,' the
adventure of two workmen who are helping
to build this mighty dam; two he-men.
These two exponents of Cupid are having

many

love affairs with the belles about the
town, and believe that they are quite the

Don

young

The

story:

—

Bill

noticing

Alan

in a fight

with three gangsters,, on top of the dam,
goes to his aid and the two of them polish
off the gangsters in neat style.
Alan grows
real brotherly and confidential towards Bill
and tells him that the fight was over 'a
blonde.'
Bill explains to Alan that
'teckneek' is awful and that candy will
spoil any jane.
They shake hands and
agree to share their telephone numbers
little

his

i.

7933

Naturally, 'In Spring, a

Juans.

man's fancy turns towards love,' etc' but
these young men limited their amours to
just Spring, Summer. Fall, and Winter.
The two young men are ably portrayed by
Bill Boyd and Alan Hale.

e.,

the, girls'

boys believed

phone numbers.
themselves

'the

While the
lady

killers'

—
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and

plenty smart, the £irls with a few these cars to ride to and from work.
The
sweet words of flattery were giving them a cars, by the way, are pulled almost straight
good trimming. At a dance. Bill and Alan up the mountain side by a single cable and
meet Jackie Logan, who is their image of there are no safeties on the cars should
sweetness and innocence.
Actually, she one of the cables snap.
At the bottom of
was a few ideas ahead of the boys. They the tramway is a loading pit, back of which
both fall for her and become bitter rivals is a great stone wall. One naturally visualYou know, the 'We'll ized a cable breaking, the cars rushing down
for her attentions.
settle this in the alley" type of hate.
the mountain side, and smashing into the
At the dam. Alan has an accident. Bill, stone wall. This indeed was a splendid
risking his own neck, goes to Alan and stimulant for the nerves!
All of us viewed the tramway with susrescues him.
Alan thought that Bill would
take this opportunity to bump him off and picion and made the usual bright cracks, to
he told Bill so.
Bill told Alan that when gloss over our anxiety and to impress others
he bumps him off. 'It ain't going to be with o".r courage.
On one side of the
tramway is a flight of stairs. They go up,
any accident.'
Of course we could
Jackie is only playing them for their up, and still up.
money and is secretly wild over a little walk up these steps, but how about our
dance hall sheik, whom both Alan and Bill cameras and the five hundred pounds of
One of our truck
despise.
Very cleverly, Jackie cleans both camera equipment?
Bill
and Alan of their bank-rolls and drivers walked up the flight of stairs for
watches, and elopes with the sheik. As the curiosity's sake and complained of sore leg
boys are ready to shoot it out over who is muscles for a week.

have her hand, they notice her leaving
on the train with the sheik and are too late

The

to

The

to stop her.
letting Jackie

sheik, true to his form,

is

pay their ways and carry the
luggage while he struts on ahead carrying
his dignity, and she loves it. The boys with
their ideal proven false swear that they are
through with 'wimmin* and then they see
a cute little blonde go by.
Should they?
Oh. what good are resolutions anyhow if
you can break them! This is Power, 'An
Epic of the West." where men are still men.
This picture is a clever vehicle for Bill
and Alan as it is very much suited to their
types.
Both of them are very funny off
the screen as well as on.
Bill is the handsome boy for whom all of the girls fall and
x\lan
way."

is

the big-wise-cracker

who

has 'that

you know. The story has some real
thrills and you can depend on a full quota
of laughs.
I have told you enough about
the story of the picture so now I shall tell
you a few interesting high lights about how
Naturally, this is the part
it was filmed.
that I am really interested in. but when we
get a good cast and a good story to work

arrive.

and the actors began to
While the work on the dam was

directors

temporarily

suspended, the studio hired
extras to act as workmen.
They also hired
some of the regular employees who had
worked for the construction company. The
studio got a splendid break, in that actual
construction at the dam was at a standstill,
while we were there.
were able to
use all of the hoists, rigging, in fact anything, at our own wish.
This we could
never have done if construction had been
going on.
After they started building the dam
again, I returned with another cameraman
and we obtained all of the construction atmosphere shots necessary.
All
of
our
extras worked under the supervision of Mr.
Frank Livingston, superintendent of the
dam.
In appreciation of his splendid cooperation we gave him a leather-covered
stool on which were autographed the names
of the principal actors, the director, and
the rest of the staff.

Mr. Higgin, our
the

situation

director, after sun-eying

and.

imagine,

I

feeling

the

we sometimes grow enthusiastic. Of same way we did toward the height, decided
course a cameraman's work is always inter- that we should work from the bottom up.
So we shot every conceivable angle and
esting and exciting.
About the time we finished talking and imagined a few more, showing how the
laughing over the plot of the picture, we workman rode up and down the tramway
Bill
and Alan, of course, acting their
had reached the dam.
The dam is right
They are constantly in
between two mountains. The mountains at prescribed roles.
with

—

this

point are very close together, only two

hundred

feet

valley back

apart,

at

dam

their

bases.

an argument over

The or

gradually widens,
and becomes over two miles wide.
The
dam is for flood control, because when it
rains out here, it rains.
Previously the
water rushing down the mountains would
go through the valley with tremendous
destructive force.
The country back of the
dam is very rugged. Two or three miles
back of the dam is a group of cabins that
are occupied by government surveyors. All
of their supplies are hauled by pack-mule
over mountain trails.
During the season,
you can hunt deer in the forests beyond.
of the

scenes

left,

girls.

we had

No

more angles

to get into the cars
and ride to

with cameras and everything
the top.
Man, that"s a ride.

Talk about
your Coney Island, Venice, or Ocean Park
coaster rides, they're pikers compared to

what they build out
proved
was in

By

to

be a

little

here.

This ride only

introduction to what

Easy You

Can Qet...

A Business
#YourOwn
"This New Way!
SEND your name and address for an amazing

FREE

book which gives

facts that

will surprise you about Modern Photography. It tells of an amazingly easy way to

your own business quickly, with very
It also shows how hundreds of
othermen andwomen aremakingrealmoney
in spare time taking pictures.
Many Earn $35 to $90 a Week
in Spare Time
start

little capital.

In this day of pictures, photographers are making
more than ever before. But just ordinary photography
not enough. In this book you are told how such men
as Hughes of Kentucky made $97 in two days, how
Sager of Pennsylvania earned $700 during spare time
in a few months. Our method is so simple and easily
grasped that you can make money even while learning.

is

Look into the new opportunities in Photography
and see why newspapers, magazines and photogravure
sections use thousands of photos a month, and pay big
prices for them. Business firms are constantly in the
market for photos to be used in catalogs, booklets and
advertising. Portrait work pays big.

store for us.

FREE Book Tells How

the

time everyone and all of the
equipment had reached the top it was twelve
o'clock, so we quit for lunch.
The property department issued the old famous box
lunches and a pint bottle of milk.
The
only shade in sight was the interior of the
building
where
they
store concrete, so all
When you reach the construction camp
As one of the boys said
at the base of the mountains, the dam is of us retired there.
later.
"Two
more lunches here and I won't
not in sight, due to a twist in the valley.
This feature made it hard to obtain long need that new porcelain filling I was going
to
get in my tooth.
I got a good concrete
shots of the dam.
The ones that we did
obtain were very dangerous to secure, as foundation starting now."

we had

See How

We

climb the side of the mountain
After lunch and a rest and feeling more
over paths that could hardly be described venturesome, we returned to the job of
as trails.
All of the cabins are wired and making pictures.
Of course my cameraman
weighed down with stones for protection and myself drew the hard camera set-up.
against winds and rains.
Going up the
had to set up on the roof of the
side of the mountain, is a tramway on hoist-shed, at the top of the tramway!
which run two cars.
One balances the full seventy-five feet above the other camother.
These steel cars are used to haul eramen.
It was here that I got my first
-and and rock up the mountain to the glimpse of the dam and also my initiation
concrete mixer.
The workmen also use to the heights from which we were to work.

Just mail the coupon for this FREE book. It explains
how our thorough Course in Modern Prof essional Photography enables you to quickly learn this fascinating,
profitable work in your own home.
It will pay you to discover the opportunities that

—

exist today in Modern Photography
how you can
your own business, or make big spare time
money, or earn while learning. Scores of invaluable
money making ideas every branch of photography
described! And the book is sent absolutely FREE!
Just mail the coupon this minute for your copy.

establish

—

AMERICAN SCHOOL
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
3601 Michigan Ave
Dept. 6327,

Chicago,

III

to

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6327, Chicago
Please send me tree and without obligation my copy of
your startling new book Opportunities in Modern Photography and lull Information regarding your course.

We
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The dam was

IXfmaMw
Studebaker
$a,8ooss

into the valley.

There are many objects in the picture of the
circus above. See if you can find 5 that start with

hundred

the letter G." When you do this, write them
on a piece of paper together with your name
and address and send it to me right away.

am also giving away a Chevrolet Sedan; VicShetland Pony; Seven Tube Riidio; Gold
Watches and many other valuable prizes and
Hundreds of Dollars in Cash, including $550.00

am

going to give away, absolutely free, an S
Studebaker Sedan to someone who answers
this ad. It will be delivered thru the nearest Studebaker dealer, or winner may have its full value in
cash, $2,250.00. This offer is open to anyone in
the U. S., outside of Chicago, and is backed by a
Big Reliable Company which has already given
away thousands of dollars in cash and prizes to
advertise its business. Act at once!

Mgr., Dept.

promptness. First prize winner will receive
the Studebaker Sedan and $550.00 cash, or
$2,800.00 cash. In case of ties duplicate prizes
will be awarded. Find 5 objects in the picture
above starting with the letter "C" and send them
to me right away with your name and address
plainly written. $5,000.00 worth of prizes.
for

Everybody rewarded.

315

3817.

^fcNVTIfUl

so,

worry

Peoria

'terrible' skin
plexion!
Because
here's
where you
get
new, true
a
true skin
Your
pimples and blackheads, large pores,

^
Chicago, III.——

AMAZING
film method prepares
you at home, easily, quickly,
for bigger pay jobs in all the
branches of electricity: radio,

The most

sallow

as.-

1

beauty
culexplained

all

Beautiful

-

New

prices

Skin in
3
Days."
You learn how to do
yourself what beauty
doctors
charge,
big
for.
Send only your

Write

.

as sure, quick, practical.

We promise in writing'to help get you a better job
and more pay, or you need not pay a cent.
3 lessons and book "The F.ilmWai
"E*t>I7I7
" rvHrErf pay
in Eleetricity." Send for your copy now.
(The

.

name and address—no money

—

—

now
FREE.

get

I

one while thev

NATIONAL SCHOOL

of

VISUAL(S) EDUCATION

Address Marvo
Beauty Lab., Dept. 63W, 1700 537
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
last

"
'The Tilm Wat/ to Bigger Pay "
Dearborn; St. Dept. 10G, CHICAGO, U.
•

S.

SCREENLAND'S
Book Department
OFFERS YOU
The Latest Novels

Low

at the Extraordinary
Price of

$1.00
great

many

of these books

greatest

A

have given us our

SCREEN SUCCESSES.

special offer of six of

any

pages 86 and 92

it,

hundred

making the height
feet,

tower appeared it was hard to believe that
they were higher than many skyscrapers
and only a few feet lower than the Woolworth Building..
After securing the necessary shots from
'

these positions, we climbed up the trail to
the top of the dam.
Climbing a steep trail
with an eighty-five pound camera on your
shoulder is no easy task. Everyone pitched
in and helped carry reflectors and camera
From there, looking
accessories to the top.
down the valley, you can see for miles a
semi-desert country with orange groves,
cactus, and yucca in profusion.

>

tion pictures

free in new illustrated
treatise
called

"A

automotive, aviation, switchboard work, etc. Actual momake everything
simple and clear, train you for
a better job and more pay.
DeVry Motion Picture Projector and thousands of fret of
film supplied at no extra cost. Easy to operate in
home. No dry text books, but live, fascinating' in-'
struotion, Practicing, engineers endorse this training
]

tonishing
discovery in
history of.,

skin surface

A

1

new

!

freckles,

'

St.,

BIGGER PAY/»
ELECTRICITY

more over
and com-

no

S.

six

.

lake the FilmWay to

AMAZING NEW
TREATISE NOW
MAILED TO YOU

—

when

is
the steelconcrete hoist.
From the top of
the hoist, concrete sluices project down to
the dam at various angles. Behind the dam,
are the rugged mountain ranges and at their
The
bases is the lake formed by the dam.
entire
ensemble was like a modernistic
To picpainting by some Russian artist.
ture everything thoroughly, I would need
be a writer of vacation pamphlets for some
railroad
company, or a California realestate salesman.
As high as the dam and

$550.00 for Prompt ness

your

get a big kick

latticed

I

I
cyl.

above

feet

over

cf

trola;

WILPERD,

You

are horizontal, concrete-form markings about
three feet apart on the wall.
Rising from
the bottom of the dam and towering two

Starting with the letter "C"

E.

Men, who

you look over the side of the dam from
the top.
You wonder how they ever designed such a funny-looking thing.
There

in cash

Ii.

awe-inspiring.

looked minute, walked along the edges at
the top.
Some were dangling over the side
from ropes attached to bos'n chairs and
they were cleaning the side of the dam.
The dam has a most peculiar shape. It
is ten feet thick at the top and one hundred and twenty feet thick at the base.
Its wall is curved and also V-shaped to fit

of the titles listed

may

be had at

$5.00

on

S.

A.

Stretched between the two mountains is
On this cable runs a
a heavy cable.
basket-like conveyor, known as a skip. This
skip hardly clears the concrete hoist tower.
is operated by hand signals by a man in
the control shed on the side of the mountain.
In order to go from one end of
the dam to the other, due to its construction
at that time, you must ride across in the
But when you walk
skip or walk over.
over, it is necessary that you climb down
the side of the dam for a distance of fifty
feet, climb along the forms for fifty more
feet and then climb back to your original
height.
You climb down on narrow concrete forms and should you miss your footOf
ing, you will fall four hundred feet.
course it is impossible to carry any equipment over this way. Several of us, after
growing accustomed to the height, and not
being able to use the skip when we desired
it,
went back and forth in that manner.
The workmen building the dam 'think
nothing of walking on the edges of concrete forms that are only four inches wide.
It is strange how one grows accustomed
In a few days most of us
to the height.
would climb anywhere and after the fourteen days that I spent up there, there were
few places that I wouldn't go or didn't in
order to obtain shots.

It

As our

fight

sequence was staged on the

side of the dam, it was necessary that
In order
all of us ride over in the skip.
to clear everything the skip must be raised
as high as it will go (eight hundred feet).
The skip swings like a basket from a capfar

You get a swell view of the
the skip, but who is interested
in that?
For the nervous man there was
discomforting squeak-squeak,
always
the
The
squeak-squeak of the pulley wheels.
fellows who took the part of the gangsters,
strange to say, were the ones who were
tive balloon.

dam from

—

—

-

.

SCREENLAND
most affected by the

Alan and

Bill

way up

ride.

furnished

the laughs

for

at

Mr. Higgin.

tower and then back to
"Yeh, you would suggest,"

the

Bill with 'Breezy,' they both said in unison. Nevertheless, both
spent one afternoon hunting of them went up and the shot was made.
gophers with an air gun and there weren't
Like a few other successful comedians.
The clowning that you see Bill and Alan are also capable in more
any gophers.
in Bill and Alan's screen acting is entirely
dramatic roles.
Perhaps you remember
When we were ready to shoot a William Boyd in The Volga Boatman, and
natural.
scene, both of them would have in mind
The Yan\ee Clipper, and Alan Hale in
what they were to do and what lines to The Covered Wagon, The Four Horsemen,
would
Then
they
any.
speak for titles, if
and Robin Hood. Many times during lunch
go ahead and act the scene and ad. lib. the hours
or periods of waiting, Bill and Alan
surThe
conversation as they went along.
would tell us their reminiscences of various
was
prising part was that this conversation
All of us
pictures, actors, and locations.
always funny and yet in keeping with the
will remember the Pocoima Dam and what
Many times they would have those we did up there. Some will remember the
story.
behind the cameras convulsed with laughter.
height, the skip, the rides, the drop of
For example, the gangsters call to Alan
seven hundred feet in a concrete hoist
Hale to come up to where they are. Not
One bucket, the swinging out on concrete sluices,
knowing their identity, he does so.
and the mountain trails. Of course I will
of them says, "Are you the guy they call
remember all of it, as I was out there five
Handsome?" "Yeh, that's me," says Alan days longer than any of the other boys from
with kind of an embarrassed smile and he
the studio, but what will linger in mind,
puts forth his hand to shake hands. "Well,
will
the remembrance of the dinner I
my name is Smith," replies the tough one had be
with the superintendents of the dam.
and socks Alan one on the jaw. Alan goes
had lots of
at the construction camp.
down with the blow and just saves himself everything to eat and it was served by two
dam
by
the
edge
of
over
the
falling
from
He Chinese cooks!
grabbing one of the reinforcing bars.
the
dam.
of
Should you chance to meet Pev Marley,
bottom
glances down to the
Oh He jumps up rubbing his jaw, and the chief cinematographer of Power, ask
Pev's answer will
yells out. "Thank God, it wasn't Murphy," him how high 'up' is.
and then wades into the fight. All of this probably be, "Cranking a camera from a
he made up while acting the scene. Later little platform, on the top of a concreteduring this fight one of the gangsters be- hoist tower, that is only four feet square
came dizzy from fighting too near the edge and eight hundred feet high and from
In justice to the where you can easily look down and see the
of the dam and fainted.
man. we'll add that it was a hot day also. top of Pocoima Dam, four hundred feet
The concrete hoist-tower is plenty high! below and on which the workmen look just
On top of this tower is a little wood plat- 'so high,' and then have a sudden realiform, that the skip just clears. The director zation that there is four hundred feet again
Different
thought that it would be a swell shot to between them and terra firma.
show Alan working on the tower and Bill than an airplane, you are still in contact
riding back and forth by him in the skip. with earth and consequently can see a depth
Of course Bill and Alan were to be arguing of perspective, which has a strange effect
about the advantages of their individual on your senses. That is how high 'up' is."
Both And Pev's explanation is all right with me,
'teckneek' for slaying the 'twists.'
Bill and Alan looked at the director, then and the rest of the boys!

the troupe.
Alan's valet,
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Alan and
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IfYouWantThrillS'
Popularity-Big Fay

LEARN AVIATION
QUICK/
\ RE you a red-blooded,

1
.

£\ daring he-man?

Do
you crave adventure,
popularity, admiration,
and the applause of great

crowds? Then why not
get into the Aviation In-

dustry—the greatest adventure since time began
the greatest thrill ever

—

offered to

man?

you. The praise and
plaudits of the multitude. And a chance to get in
floor
rewards
may be unlimited!
ground
where
on the
Aviation ia growing so swiftly that one can hardly
keep track of all the astonishing new developments.
Air-mail routes have just been extended to form a
vast aerial network over the entire U. S. Many Commercial Airlines and airplane factories are now being

Think what Aviation

offers

organized. Men like Henry Ford are investing millions in the future of commercial Aviation for they
see its great possibilities.

Ask JVitf — Continued from

Easy to Get Into Aviation By
This

page 6

Get into

Home Study Method

this thrilling

profession at once while

covered some long-lost relation that's just
pining away for a visit from me for no
good reason?
Don't be facetious; it's a
him at Paramount
St.. Hollywood, Cal., he will send you a long way to Oklahoma and I'm no mean
sprinter.
Richard Talmadge is not marpicture.
ried.
I'm sorry I haven't the cast of the
You take film you asked for but it's been shelved so
L. C. of Woodbridge, N- J.
Here comes the new cowboy,
the movies, Lester, and as far as I'm con- long ago.
cerned I do not care where you take 'em, Rex Bell, in Wild West Romance with
Way Do'wn Caryl Lincoln. Sit up, girls, and keep
I'd love them most any place.
Edit was produced in 1920 with Lillian your eyes open when this youngster hits
Gish, Richard Barthelmess and Lowell Sher- the trail.
man playing the principal roles. You will
find the ages of Lillian Gish and Mary
Red from ?\eu> Tor\. Of course I'm a
Pickford elsewhere in this department.
regular guy and who wouldn't be to answer all these questions?
Yes, I'm crazy
Miss Saucy of San Francisco. You can't about red hair and the movies and I'm
fool me with your 'sassy' chatter or did known far and wide as an easy giggler
you? Of course I knew you I never for- but I have my serious moments and I feel
get a face for don't I deal in faces, ages, one coming on right now.
Sid Taylor,
heights and weights from all points east Ethlyne Clair and Sunny McKeen are the
and west, including Norway and Sweden? 'cut-ups' in The 7<[ewlyweds.
Who is my
black hair, brown
and not married.

eyes and is 6 feet tall
I think if you address
Studios, 5451 Marathon

—

—

Carmel Myers and Alma Rubens were born
Carmel is 5 feet
in San Francisco, Cal.
She
3 inches tall and weighs 124 pounds.
Alma has
has brown hair and green eyes.
black hair, dark brown eyes, is 5 feet 7
inches tall and weighs 130 pounds. Richard
Arlen was born in Charlottesville, Va., in
1899.
Gilbert Roland was born in Mexico
in 1905.
He has black hair and brown

screen lover?" Believe it or not, the
list
is
too long for publication.
Greta
Garbo is not married to John Giibert, and
as far as I know John is not engaged to
Greta.
Joan Crawford is playing with John
Gilbert in Four Walls and Greta Garbo is
seen in The Mysterious Lady with Conrad
Nagel.

eyes.

From Old Virginia. You're very serious
about Janet Gaynor, aren't you? Why not
write her a come-hither letter, state your

Vern V. D.

of

Vanoss.

Have

I

dis-

the field is new and uncrowded.
Now by a
unique new plan you can
quickly secure the basic
and preparatory training
at home, in spare time.
Experts will teach you the

—

—

secrets and fundamentals
of Practical Aviation
give you all the inside
facts that are essential to
your success. And, the
study of Aviation by this

remarkable method is almost as fascinating as the

PICK YOUR
JOBt
Plying
Airplane Instructor
Airplane Engineer
Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler
Airplane Mechanician
Airplane Inspector
Airplane Builder
Airplane Salesman
Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor
Airplane MotorExpert
Airplane Designer

actual work i tself

Send Cor FREE
Book!
Send coupon for our new
tree book. Just out

Oppor-

tunities in the Airplane Industru. It is vitally interesting, readslikearomanceand

you things about this
astonishing profession you
never even dreamed of.
Write for your copy todays
tells

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept.

'ideal

6327,

Chicago

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 Michigan Ave, Dept. 6327 1 Chicago, II
Without obligation, please send me your FREE book

t

Opportunities in the Airplane Industry. Also information
aboutyour Home Study Coursein Practical Aviation

City
|
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a smilR. M. M. L., Toledo, Ohio.
You want
and wait for results, the ages of half the stars in Hollywood.
Time alone can tell what you will get. As How about the other half? All right, if
far as I know, Janet's beautiful smile was you can stand it, I can.
It's not my age
never used to advertise tooth brushes. She I'm giving you. Bebe Daniels is 27. Alice
played with Glenn Tryon and Ben Bard in Terry, 32. Colleen Moore, 26. Patsy Ruth
Two Girls Wanted. I have given Janet's Miller, 24. Mary Brian, 20. Greta Nissen,
address and other information about her, 23.
Laura La Plante, 24. Joan Crawford,

case in an off-hand
ing picture of her

The Place of
Lela L'Avenay in the

manner, request

23.
Gilda Gray, 31.
Norma Shearer, 24.
Dolores del Rio, 22.
Mary Pickford, 35.
Lillian Gish, 32.
Pola Negri, 31.
Renee
Adoree, 27. Dolores Costello, 22. Helene
Costello, 20.
Lya de Putti, 23.
Ralph
Forbes, 27. Cullen Landis, 33. Tom Tyler,
24.
Ramon Novarro, 29.

elsewhere in this department.

History of Cosmetics

Marie C. S. of Chicago. The Fair Co-Ed
which Marion Davies scored such a
tremendous .success was from the story by
George Ade and the adaptation and continuity by Byron Morgan.
As far as I know
it's not in print.
Janet Gaynor is to do
in

beauty of the human form has long
been the object of study and the arts
which have developed from this study are
Chief among them, however, is
manifold.

THE

the art of cosmetics.

no primitive people known to
is
which has not employed dyes for
Smart
purposes of adornment and religion.
Egyptian ladies stained their eyelids purple with Kohl and their hair and nails red
Aristocratic Athenians perwith henna.
fumed the hair with marjoram and the
The arms
brows with essence of apples.
were rubbed with mint, the knees with
ground ivy. Baccaris, an extract of crocus,
was put on the soles of the feet, and rhubarb
on the fingers.
The face was painted with
white lead and the lips with alkamet.
The genius of the Moors invented the
process of extracting and preserving perfumes by means of distillation and of purifying facial cosmetics from the harmfulness
There

history

of

such ingredients

white lead.

as

The art of the Moors passed with the Crusaders
through Europe.
But it remained for the France
Louis XVI and Napoleon I for this art of
adornment to reach its highest attainment.
of

The story is told that, after the great Napoleon
had married Josephine, the Creole beauty, and become Emperor of France, he was sitting in conference with his
ministers
of
State when the
beautiful Countess Walewska, who later gave herself to the cause of Polish liberty, was announced.
"What a beautiful woman", murmured the
Emperor, "and what a translucent skin".
"Sire", replied Walewska, who had heard the
whispered words, "my beauty, like your greatness,
is
due only partly to nature, the rest to Art.
But while you have developed your own Art. that
I
give credit for mine, the art of
of Empire,
Beauty, to Lela L'Avenay, in whose secret formulae
lies the beauty of woman".
"This Lela L'Avenay must have the blessing of
the Emperor", said Napoleon gravely.
The results of this conversation were remarkable.
Lela L'Avenay. whose secret formulae for the development of beauty and contour have been preserved, was elevated to court and made a member
of the aristocracy.
The use of her cosmetics became
the signal of distinction, for it was to the upper
aristocracy alone that she revealed her secrets.
The secret and inimitable formulae of Lela
L'Avenay have been preserved to France through
all her days of tribulation, and are available to
the American woman of today through the New
York office of Lela L'Avenay which is managed
by the descendants of the inventor.

L'Avenay's Face Powders, Rouges, LipCreams, and especially the Liquer L'Avenay,
power of maintaining the youthful
charm
and throat tissue, are used by the
most celebrated stage and screen actresses of today,
Lela

sticks,

noted

for its
of face

among whom are the beautiful
Ruby McCoy and Hope Hampton.

Bradley,

Estelle

As a special offer to Screenland readers. Lela
L'Avenay products, listed here, may be bought at
the following prices by .sending in the coupon below:
Cream
Foundation Cream
Acne Cream
Sands of Youth
Liquer L'Avenay
Rouge
Cleansing

$1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

1.50
1.25

Lipstick

1.25

Cream
Face Powder

Tissue

_

1.00

1.50

Lela L'Avenay,
Dept. S,
10-28

535

Fifth

New York

send

Please

which

Ave..
City.

I

enclose

Items

the

I

have

checked,
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_
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for

payment.
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Warwick Deeping's popular story
Sorrell and Son is also from his pen.
Lya
de Putti is to make several films for Columbia
1408
Gower St.,
Pictures
Corp.,
Kitty,

my

"

Hollywood, Cal.

'

.

Queda from the Empire State. Renee
Adoree seems to be the 'girl of the hour'
Atta girl,
in my question box this month.
Renee, as we'd say in France, if we couldn't
say anything else.
She was born in Lille,
France, in 1901.
John Roche was born
in Penn Yan, N. Y., but he doesn't say
when. He appears with Eleanor Boardman
in Diamond Handcuffs for Metro-GoldwynMayer. Dolores del Rio was born Aug. 3
1905, in Durango, Mexico. Victor Varconi
is 6 feet tall and was born March 31, 1896,
in Kisvarda, Hungary.
Marceline Day was
born in Colorado Springs, Colo., April 24,
1906.

A

Lady Love from Los Angeles.

I pause
good-looking eye-brows and give
you the high sign; then you' take your cue
or club and say, applesauce or any other
old fruit.
Now that we're properly introduced, let's go on with the show. Col. Tim
McCoy was born April 10th, but I do not
know the year. I'm sorry to dash all your
hopes but your ideal is married and has
three little McCoys so I can't see how he
can be very lonely on his Wyoming ranch
when not making pictures. You can address
.

to raise

Texan from Houston.

Conventions

may come and go

but the movies and beauty
contests go on forever.
No, I wouldn't say
™-„V^
i-L-,#- o
„f a
, U,„
h , contest
Mt stands *k„
that
a winner of
beauty
the
best show in the movie game
many winners have failed to make good.
It takes
more than a pretty face, much more. But
your state stands high in good screen mate
rial as the following faces and figures will
attest:
Florence Vidor is from Houston.
Mary Brian, Madge Bellamy, Dorothy Devore, Bebe Daniels, Allene Ray, Corinne

™f

Col.

Tim

at

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Studios,

Culver City, Cal.

H

V. P., Asbury Par\,
Can I
J.
J:
spare you a few moments? That's all right
with me, but don't be among the missing
numbers too long.
William Collier, Jr.,
was born in New York City, Feb. 12, 1902.
He is 5 feet 10 inches tall and weighs 150
pounds. He has black hair and brown eyes.
Ann Christy, who played so delightfully
with Harold Lloyd in Speedy, is to be seen
th J a
Holt and Nanc y Carro11 in rhe
;

™

Water

—

£

,

jHofe.

Wandering from Portland,

— me?

Ore.

How

But to get back to your muttons,
as the snepherd wou d sayj does C live Brook
ever answer personal letters?
Why don't
you take a chance, or a pen, and write him
at Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.,
Hollywood, Cal.? He was born in London,
England, June 1, 1891. He has brown hair
Griffith, Sharon Lynn and Nancy Nash are
and gray eyes, is 5 feet 1 1 inches tall and
all
from Texas.
The serial, The Riddle weighs 150 pounds. He is married and
Rider, starring William Desmond and Lola has two children.
Todd, was made at the Universal Studios,
Universal City, Cal.
Patsy Ruth Miller Fan. No, you can't
call me your favorite Answer Man and get
Miss E. C. E. of Woodburn, Ore. Con- away with it. Can't I be your favorite and
stance Talmadge has been married twice still be a lady?
Patsy Ruth was born June
and each time to a non-professional but 22, 1904, in St. Louis, Mo. She is 5 feet
never to Buster Collier or Ben Lyon. 1 inch tall, weighs 105 pounds and has
Several of the stars have long hair.
Vilma dark brown hair and eyes. Her first break
Banky, Dolores del Rio, Janet Gaynor, into pictures was a small part in one of
Patsy Ruth Miller, Olive Borden, Jobyna Buster Keaton's comedies in 1921. In 1922
Ralston and Irene Rich are not wasting she was one of the first Wampas Baby
worry over their bobber's bills and why Stars.
You can' address her at Tiffanyshould they?
Stahl Studios, 4516 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Patsy Ruth appears in Once
M. C. V. of Templeton, Cal. Yours was and Forever and The Tragedy of Youth,
the shortest letter I've had in a long time.
Short and cutish, so to speak, but 'speakGet
David Jones, Jr., of Youngstown.
easy.'
You can reach Lloyd Hughes at your sling-shot ready, David, and join the
First
National
Burbank,
Studios,
Cal. line of noisy loud 'speakies.'
The silent
Ronald Colman can be addressed at Samuel drama and noiseless comedy are going into
Goldwyn Productions-De Mille Studios, the discard and who wants to hear his
Culver City, Cal.
neighbors read the titles from the screen
anyway?
Janet Gaynor is an American,
A Blonde Admirer from Conn. What born
She
in Philadelphia, Pa., in 1907.
would the world do without a blonde now has brown eyes and curly brown hair,
and then?
try
and
find
out!
Tom
Just
Calm
{
Janet ig nQt engaged to
y er Can be addr « s,ed at F. B. O. Studios, charIes p arre]1
Th
co , starred in 7t h
To
i
^
c
780 Gower St, Hollywood, Cal. He was Heaven and Street Angeh Janet appears in
born in Port Henry, N. Y., Aug 8, 1904. The Four Devils with Na
Drexdi charles
He has black hair, brown eyes, is 6 feet 1% Morton and Barry Norton,
inches tall and weighs 190 pounds. Tom
isn't
married but he won't have any
Wanted, one
Dumpling, Utica, 7s[. T.
trouble in leading either blondes or bru- smile from Harry Langdon.
Now if that
nettes to the altar, if his fan mail is any_ -isn't enough to break a heart of stone. Come
i

'

A

indication

of

a

guy's

popularity.

on,

Harry, smile for the dumpling.

Sally

—

SCRE
O'Nei! was born Oct. 23. 1908, in Bayonne,
N. J. She is 5 feet 2 inches tall, weighs
105 pounds and has dark blue eyes and
black hair.
Sally was loaned to Universal
for The Girl on the Barge.
She gets her
mail at Tiffany-Stahl Studios. 4516 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
You want Billie
Dove and Leatrice Joy to play with Richard
Dix in some of his pictures, do you?
Richard has reached the ripe old age of 34
years but his directors are still telling him
just what girls he can play with and I'm
not big enough to stop 'em.

made
hats

E

NLA ND
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the fans wake up and take off their
to a really fine actor.
Leslie plays

with George Bancroft and Evelyn Brent in

The Drag

J^et

and The Showdown

Miss South Buffalo.
I'd never walk if
could dance the back bend, the split,
stand on my hands and toes and all the
other nice things that you do.
I
do not
know Ned Wayburn personally but he
might be able to help you get on your feet.
Renee Hamilton is the wife of James Hall.
I

He

5 feet 1 inch tall and has brown
and blue eyes. Richard Arlen is the
Trilby D. of Cincinnati.
I'm sorry I husband of Jobyna Ralston.
Address Richcannot tell you anything about the private ard at Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
life, if any,
of C. Gardner Sullivan, the St., Hollywood, Cal.
scenario writer.
He adapted Tempest for
Koisy of Monongahela, Pa. Are you the
United Artists, the film that John Barrymore. Camilla Horn, George Fawcett and missing link from Chicago?
Clara Bow
Louis Wolheim appear in.
You might played with Donald Keith in Plastic Age.
write him at United Artists Studios, 1041 Olive Borden is not married. She appeared
No. Formosa Ave., Hollywood, Cal. Mr. with Lawrence Gray in Pajamas and with
Sullivan was born in 1888 in Stillwater, Tony Moreno in Come to My House.
Minn. He was educated at the University Allene Ray is the wife of Larry Wheeler.
of Minn.
Before beginning his screen She was born Jan. 2, 1903, in San Antonio,
Texas.
She has golden hair and blue eyes
career, he was a newspaper man.
and is 5 feet 3% inches tall.
Donald
Kid Boots from Buffalo.
Carried you Keith was born in Boston, Mass., 23 years
home from many a date, have they? But ago. His real name is Francis Feeney. He
why bring that up? Victor Varconi was is married.
born in Hungary, March 31, 1896. He is
Frances S. of Detroit, Mich.
6 feet tall and has dark brown hair and
Please
eyes, and is married.
He is in The Divine don't come to blows but if you have to
Lady with Corinne Griffith.
Ronald Col- fight, do it quietly and with dignity; for
man was born Feb. 9, 1891, in Richmond, I can settle the row with ease and dispatch.
Surry. England.
He is separated from his Helene Costello has short hair and Dolores
is

hair

wife.

Constance of Gadsby, Alberta,

Thanks

my

Canada.

—

deserved praise my
chest is heavy with medals for deep diving
into the past records for old films.
In
these days of youthful hats in large head
sizes, a film that dates back two or three
years is ancient lore.
William Haines did
not play in Don't but John Patrick, James
Morrison and Bert Roach appeared with
Sally O'Neil in that picture.
In Sally,
Irene and Mary, you saw Joan Crawford.
Sally O'Neil and Constance Bennett with
Billy Haines.
a

lot

for

—

Lorene of Homewood, III. Can you ask
more than one question? I can't say, but
did you ever try?
Joseph Schildkraut

has long locks but how long I can't say.
Vilma Banky has appeared in The Dar\
Angel, .The Son of the Shei\, The Winning

Barbara Worth, Njght of Love, Magic
Two Lovers. Vilma's new leading man is Walter Byron, an Englishman.
You can address Ralph Forbes at MetroGoldwyn Studios, Culver City, Cal. Ronald
of

Flame and

Colman

De

at Samuel Goldwyn Productions,
Mille Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Rex Lease Admirer from Ironton, Ohio.
So you think I'm a hero.
You're wrong,
I'm a perfect lady. You ask how the stars
keep their eye-brows from over-stepping the
beauty line; they have to draw a line some
place and why not let the eye-brows do
it?
Rex Lease has appeared in The Outlaw Dog, Moulders of Men, Not for Publication,
Clancy's Kosher Wedding. Canceled Debts and The College Hero.
Rex
was born in Central City, Va., Feb 11,
1903.
He is 5 feet 10 inches tall, weighs
150 pounds and has brown hair and green

played opposite Norma Talmadge in The
Love Song.
William Haines has been referred to as The Smart Alec^.
In pronouncing King Vidor's name, you could
make it rhyme with cider but that wouldn't
be strong enough.
Make a long e out of i eyes. He is married to Charlotte Merriam
and you'll be sitting prretty with the but they are separated.
Vidors.

A. H.
scription

of

away with

S.

Your swell de- gave me 'a
Miss Vee Dee will be filed whereabouts

Helen B. of Delaware.
all

my

press notices

and other Friendship

of Illinois.
lost

of

want
a

Months ago you
ad.'

certain

asking

Movie

the
Fans'

for

Club.
If you are still interested,
here is the cold fact, all nicely
warmed over for you. The secretary of
the club, Charles Mank, Jr., 226 E. Mill
St.. Staunton, 111., is the answer to your
query and to all others who have lost the
address of that little band of screen lovers.
You know what I mean, now screen
lovers, not screen lovers.
By the way. I
hereby give fair warning that this is the
positively last appearance of any fan club
news in my department, for the reason that
most of my readers would prefer my pages
to be devoted to information about their

If I could swing a line like
be the world's best story-teller.
No, Helen, I'm not in the movies but it's
not my fault; if the producers could see me
as you do in your wildest moments, I'd be
a hot shot and win a cool million from my
public.
Gloria Swanson was in comedies
for Mack Sennett once upon a time, but
I don't remember the name of any particular film.
Gloria has brown hair and blue
eyes and was born March 27, 1897, in
Chicago. 111.
Olive Borden was born in
Norfolk. Va.
Antonio Moreno was born
in Madrid, Spain, in 1888.
He is 5 feet favorite stars. No hard feelings, I hope.
10 inches tall and weighs 165 pounds and
ha; black hair and brown eyes.
Girl from Carolina.
You want me to
straighten you out?
Why, I wouldn't have
Ruth K. of Melrose Par\. III.
Your the heart to straighten out any of those
favorite, Leslie Fenton, was born March 12, good old
Carolina Curves.
Bebe Daniels'
1903, in Liverpool, England.
He was real name is Bebe. You just add Daniels
lieutenant Moore in What Price Glory who when you want to be
formal.

what-nots.
yours. I'd

A

Have you forgotten
the dreams

you used to have?

n

"Remember how we

used to sit and talk before we
planned so many things together
save each week where we
would go on our vacations the house we would build

were married?

— how

We

much we would

—

—

in the suburbs.

"You were ambitious then, Bill, and everyone was
predicting a great future for you. But somehow things
haven't worked out as they might.
"Please, Bill, please don't forget the dreams you
used to have. I want to be proud of you ... I
want Junior to be proud of you when he grows up
and we want to send him to college.
"You can do it, Bill ... I know you can . . .
if you will only make up your mind to get the same
sort of training that has helped so many other men."
You, too, can have the position you want in the
work you like best, an income that will give you and
your family the home, the comforts, the luxuries you
would like them to have. No matter what your age,
your occupation, or your means, you can do it I
All we ask is the chance to prove it. That's fair,
isn't it?
Then mark the work you would like best
in the courfon below and mail it today. There is no
obligation and not a penny of cost, but it may be
the means of changing your entire life. Do it nowl

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
"The Universal University"
Box 2368-F, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of
your booklet, "Who Wins and Why," and full particulars
about the subject be/ore which I have marked X:

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Business Management
industrial

Management

Personnel Management
Traffic

Management

Accounting and C. P. A.
Coaching
Cost Accounting
Bookkeeping
Salesmanship
Secretarial

Work

Advertising

DEnglish
EBusiness Correspondence
OShow Card and Sign
Lettering

Stenography and Typing
Civil Service

DRailway Mail

Clerk
School Subjects
School Subjects

Common
OHigh

French
Illustrating
Cartooning
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES.

Spanish

Electrical Engineer
Electric Lighting

Architect
Architects' Blueprints

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman

Contractor and Builder

Machine Shop Practice

Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Mining
Surveying and Mapping
Plumbing and Heating
Steam Engineering
Radio

Architectural Draftsman

O

Pharmacy
Chemistry
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry

Mathematics

Name
Street Address

'.

City
State
// you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal
,

Eyelash Beautifier
Instantly darkens eyelashes and brows,
Makes lashes appear longer and
more luxuriant. Gives depth,
brilliance, expression and charm
to the eyes. Harmless. Easily
applied. Approved by millions
of lovely women the world over.

Solid or

water-proof Liquid

Maybelline, Black or Brown,
75c at all toilet goods counters.
MAYBELLINE CO., CHICAGO

SONGWRITERS!

PUBLISHERS PAY ADVANCE ROYALTIES
on accepted songs.
Send your poems for
examination.
M. Paul Manganella. 4695 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.
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From "P
LOOK at them Then go
peek in your mirror and see which one of them is more
like you. Never mind blushing
Don't waste time being
ashamed There's no need of staying that way

LOOK at these two pictures

!

!

!

!

!

The chap in the picture got next to himself. They nicknamed him
"puny" once. But the man who calls him "puny" now will have a
And the test part of it is that not. only his
battle on his hands.
appearance, but his whole LIFE has been changed! Instead of waking up in the morning with burning eyes and heavy head, instead of
ducking all sports that require strength, he eats 'em up ! He's full
He never knows when to
of pep, stamina, strength and vitality.
quit and it doesn't matter. His body can stand the gaff, whatever
Do YOU want a -body like that?
it is.

—

-

—

or

CUAASY BE*? ?

Which do YOU want? Do you want the long, rippling muscles of
Those are
a panther terrific in power, swift and sure in action?
the muscles that make CHAMPIONS muscles that THINK! Muscles
under perfect control. Not beef! Not fat! Not clumsy POUNDS!

—

Before
This

hopeless
looked
pretty
to me.
His arms looked
like sparrow wings with the feathers
removed.
His ribs stood out and his
bones tried to poke through his skin
all
over his
body.
His chest was
hollow,
his
neck was scrawny.
He
had sluggish blood circulation and
jumpy nerves.
He couldn't sleep.
Then he took my course.

lad

when he came

I'll

—

30 Days After

I guarantee to make every muscle you own glow with new health
and vigor I'll cover your body with bands of steel I'll give you
the arms and legs and torso of a champion! There. are muscles and
sinews in your body that you never knew existed but I knoiv where
they are and in a week they'll be bulging out so everyone can

a man!
In thirty days I
built the fellow you see above.
I
loaded his bones with muscles!
I
gave him a body that laughs at
hardships and illness. He says, "No
other apparatus and instruction can
touch yours. When the human body
will hold another muscle
Titus will
put it there!"

;

!

;

—

see them.

Give You a

Sure, you can develop a few clumsy hunks of
muscles by swinging a pair of dumb-bells or pulling on an old-fashioned exerciser.
But that's
I've
not my way.
I train you scientifically.
trained leading strong men all over the world'
I've trained most of the trainers who are putting out their own courses today.
My methods
build up every nerve, every cell, every vital
organ, every muscle in your bodyl There's nothing like Titus training and there's nothing like
the apparatus I give you
my own exclusive
invention.

—

— —

New Body in 30

Don't think you haven't a chance if you don't
You're just
happen to be a giant now. No sir
There's nothing I like better
the man I want.
than to take hold of a man who's run down,
weak and soft the one that has been given up
That's when I do my stuff.
for lost.
I'll make you
Thirty days that's all I ask
Your friends won't
over from head to foot.
Boyl When you feel those big,
recognize you.
brawny muscles ripping up and down your back,
over your arms, down your legs! Let me show
you what it feels like to be a PANTHER!

"MIRACLES

in

Days!

I

—
—

WIN

$2000 Trize Contest for 1928 is
First Prize $1000.
Other big
cash prizes, too. You don't have to be a Hercules
to win one of these prizes.
Awards are made for
the biggest gain— the biggest improvement. Everyone has the same chance to win. Full particulars included with my big FItEE BOOK.
Mail
"
the coupon NOW.
-

WEAR

My

record in muscle building will open your eyes.
Shoot the coupon along NOW for your copy of this wonderful book. Just
enclose a nickel for postage.
The book itself is FREE and it's a knockout!
Make this day the turning point in your life. Do it now- you may forget
No strings, no obligations Read the whole amazing story for yourself.

—

TIT
I l€
III U) New

solid,

graduate gets this magstatuary-bronze medal

merit.
To many strong men it
was the beginning of a collection of
medals, cups and prizes won by their
feats of strength.
Cet yours and
begin your career. One of the finest
and most artistic medals ever designed for an athletic event.
Free
to all TITUS graduates.
of

-

—

E.

TITUS

nificent,

It contains true stories
stories of miracles worked in muscle. It's
chock-full of actual photographs of myself and bodies I have rebuilt
all over the -world.
Learn how Physical Culture Authorities keep
in the "Pink" of condition.
Read for yourself the story of Mr. I. R.
Gaynor, a former invalid, who couldn't stand on his feet. See what
a Physical Marvel and Athlete I made of him in 30 days.
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MEDAL

THIS
Every

MUSCLE"

—

$1000

My mammoth

now under way.

I

LET ME SEND YOU MY
AMAZING NEW BOOK

Hie One
and Only

What

1

13th

St.

York City

APost Card is^ood too!
Dont
send

one
cent
-its

FREE

TITUS

(Dept. V-131)
105 East 13th Street, New York, N. Y.
Send me your great new
Sure I want your book.
Here's my nickel for
book "Miracles in Muscle."
postage.

Name
Address

Town

.-.

State

$5,000.00

Worth
AM

of Prizes

going to give away ABSOLUTELY FREE, more
than $0,000.00 worth of wonderful prizes, consisting- of
two Automobiles, two Phonographs, a Shetland Pony,
a Radio, a Bicycle, Silverware and many other high
grade articles of merchandise besides Hundreds of Dollars
in Cash.
Already we have given awav Thousands of
Dollars in Cash and Valuable Prizes to advertise our business, but this is the most liberal offer we have ever made.
First Prize winner will receive an 8 Cyl., 100 Horsepower,

I

—

Custom Built Studebaker Sedan or

$2,250.00 in cash' Sec-

ond Prize V inner will receive a Four-door Chevrolet Sedan or $675.00 in cash: Third Prize Winner will receive a
Victor Orthophonic Viclrola, Model 84, or §235.00 in cash,
etc.
Each Prize will be shipped and delivered right to
the winner's door, all charges paid. This offer is open to
anyone living in the United States, outside of Chicago,
and is backed by a Big Reliable Company of many years'
standing.

Find 5 Objects
Starting

with the Letter "C"

There are many objects in the picture of the circus above, such as lion, balloon. Indian, automobile, rooster,
boy, tent, etc. If you can find 5 that start with the letter "C," you may win a Big Prize. Just think of winning a
wonderful new 8-cylinder Studebaker Sedan or $2,250.00 in cash, absolutely free. Somebody is bound to win. Why
not you? Get busy right away. Find five objects starting with the letter "C," fill in the coupon below and send it tb
me at once.

$550.00 Given

for

Promptness

In addition to the Studebaker Sedan, the Chevrolet Sedan, the Victor Orthophonic Victrola, the Shetland Pony and the many other valuable prizes besides
Hundreds of Dollars in Cash I am also going to give $550.00 in Cash for Promptness. It will pay you to act at once. Any winner may have cash instead of the
prize won and in case of ties, duplicate prizes will be awarded. There are no
tricks or illusions of any kind and neatness or handwriting do not count. You
will not be asked to write in any squares, add up any figures, build words, or
solve any additional puzzles of any kind. Get busy right away. Find 5 objects
starting with the letter "C," fill in the coupon below and send it to me just as soon
as possible. EVER YB OD Y REWARDED. Address
L. E. Wilferd, Mgr., Dept. 3817 315 So. Peoria St., Chicago, 111.

—

—

List of Prizes
1.
2.

3.
4.

Cylinder Studebaker Sedan.
Four-door Chevrolet Sedan.
Victor Orthophonic Victrola.
Shetland Pony, Saddle and
8

Bridle.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12'.

Seven Tube Console Radio.
Fibre Living Room Set.
EK-ctric

Vacuum

Cleaner.

Apollo Motorbike Bicycle.
100-Piece Dinner Set.
Ladies' or Men's Elgin Watch.
29-Piece Silverware Set.
S w a n s o n King Portable

L. E. Wilferd, Mgr.. Dept. 3817
315 So. Peoria St., Chicago, III.

The objects starting with the

Phonograph.

13.
14.
15.

New Haven Banjo

Clock.

Wrought Iron Bridge Lamp.
Ladies' Overnight Bag.

My Name.

letter

"C

are:

I
I
!

My Address
.J

It's

toasted

No Throat

Irritation

No Cough.
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